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PREFACE.

It may seem surprising that the English, who have employed their talents success-
fully in every branch of literature, and in none more than in that of philology,
should yet have fallen below other nations in the study of their synonyms; it
cannot, however, be denied that, whilst the French and Germans have had several
considerable works on the subject, we have not a single writer who has treated it in
a scientific manner adequate to its importance: not that I wish by this remark to
depreciate the labours of those who have preceded me; but simply to assign it as a
reason why I have now been induced to come forward with an attempt to fill up what
is considered a chasm in English literature.

In the prosecution of my undertaking, I have profited by everything which has
been written in any language upon the subject; and although I always pursued my
own train of thought, yet whenever I met with anything deserving of notice I adopted
it, and referred it to the author in a note. I had not proceeded far before I found
it necessary to restrict myself in the choice of my materials; and accordingly laid it
down as a rule not to compare any words together which were sufficiently distin-
guished from each other by striking features in their signification, such as abandon
and quit, which require a comparison with others, though not necessarily with them-
selves; for the same reason I was obliged to limit myself, as a rule, to one authority
for each word, unless where the case seemed to require farther exemplification. But
notwithstanding all my care in this respect, I was compelled to curtail much of what
I had written, for fear of increasing the volume to an inconvenient size.

Although a work of this description does not afford much scope for system and
arrangement, yet I laid down to myself the plan of arranging the words according to
the extent or universality of their acceptation, placing those first which had the most
general sense and application, and the rest in order. By this plan I found myself
greatly aided in analyzing their differences, and I trust that the reader will
thereby be equally benefited. In the choice of authorities I have been guided by
various considerations; namely, the appropriateness of the examples; the classic
purity of the author; the justness of the sentiment; and, last of all, the variety of
the writers; but I am persuaded that the reader will not be dissatisfied to find that
I have shown a decided preference to such authors as Addison, Johnson, Dryden,
Pope, Milton, &c. At the same time it is but just to observe that this selection of
authorities has been made by an actual perusal of the authors, without the assistance
of Johnson's Dictionary.
For the sentiments scattered through this work I offer no apology, although I am aware that they will not fall in with the views of many who may be competent to decide on its literary merits. I write not to please or displease any description of persons; but I trust that what I have written according to the dictates of my mind will meet the approbation of those whose good opinion I am most solicitous to obtain. Should any object to the introduction of morality in a work of science, I beg them to consider, that a writer, whose business it was to mark the nice shades of distinction between words closely allied, could not do justice to his subject without entering into all the relations of society, and showing, from the acknowledged sense of many moral and religious terms, what has been the general sense of mankind on many of the most important questions which have agitated the world. My first object certainly has been to assist the philological inquirer in ascertaining the force and comprehension of the English language; yet I should have thought my work but half completed had I made it a mere register of verbal distinctions. While others seize every opportunity unblushingly to avow and zealously to propagate opinions destructive of good order, it would ill become any individual of contrary sentiments to shrink from stating his convictions, when called upon as he seems to be by an occasion like that which has now offered itself. As to the rest, I throw myself on the indulgence of the public, with the assurance that having used every endeavour to deserve their approbation, I shall not make an appeal to their candour in vain.
To Abandon, Desert, Forsake, Relinquish.

The idea of leaving or separating one's self from an object is common to these terms, which differ in the circumstances or modes of leaving. The two former are more solemn acts than the latter.

Abandon, from the French abandonner, is a corruption of the words donner a ban, to give up to a public ban or outlawry. To abandon then is to expose to every misfortune which results from a formal and public denunciation; to set out of the protection of law and government; and to deny the privileges of citizenship.

Desert, in Latin desertus, participle of deseruo, that is, de private and sero to sow, signifying unsown, unplanted, cultivated no longer. To desert then is to leave off cultivating; and as there is something of idleness and improvidence in ceasing to render the soil productive, ideas of disapprobation accompany the word in all its metaphorical applications. He who leaves off cultivating a farm usually removes from it; hence the idea of removal and blameworthy removal, which usually attaches to the term.

Forsake, in Saxon forscen, is compounded of the primitive for and sake, seek secen, signifying to seek no more, to leave off seeking that which has been an object of search.

Relinquish, in Latin relinquuo, is compounded of re or retro behind and tinguo to leave, that is, to leave what we would fain take with us, to leave with reluctance.

To abandon is totally to withdraw ourselves from an object; to lay aside all care and concern for it; to leave it altogether to itself; to desert is to withdraw ourselves at certain times when our assistance or co-operation is required, or to separate ourselves from that to which we ought to be attached; to forsake is to withdraw our regard for and interest in an object, to keep at a distance from it; to relinquish is to leave that which has once been an object of our pursuit.

Abandon and desert are employed for persons or things; forsake for persons or places; relinquish for things only.

With regard to persons these terms express moral culpability in a progressive ratio downwards: abandon comprehends the violation of the most sacred ties; desert, a breach of honour and fidelity; forsake, a rupture of the social bond.

We abandon those who are entirely dependent upon us for protection and support; they are left in a helpless state exposed to every danger; a child is abandoned by its parent: we desert those with whom we have entered into coalition; they are left to their own resources; a soldier deserts his comrades; a partisan deserts his friends: we forsake those with whom we have been in habits of intimacy; they are deprived of the pleasures and comforts of society; a man forsakes his companions; a lover forsakes his mistress.

We are bound by every law human and divine not to abandon; we are called upon by every good principle not to desert: we are impelled by every kind feeling not to forsake.

Few animals except man will abandon their young until they are enabled to provide for themselves. Interest, which is but too often the only principle that brings men together, will lead them to desert each other in the time of difficulty. We are enjoined in the gospel not to forsake the poor and needy.

When abandoned by our dearest relatives, deserted by our friends, and forsaken by the world, we have always a resource in our Maker.

He who abandons his offspring, or corrupts them by his example, perpetrates a greater evil than a murderer.

After the death of Stella, Swift's benevolence was contracted, and his severity exasperated: he drove his acquaintance from his table and wondered why he was deserted.

Forsake me not, thus, Adam!—MILTON.

With regard to things (in which sense the word relinquish is synonymous) the character of abandoning varies with the circumstances and motives of the action, according to which it is either good, bad, or indifferent; deserting is always taken in an unfavourable or bad sense; the act of forsaking is indifferent; that of relinquishing is prudent or imprudent.

A captain may abandon his vessel when he has no means of saving it, except at the risk of his life; but an upright statesman will never desert his post when his country is in danger, nor a true soldier desert his colours.
Birds will mostly forsake their nests when they discover them to have been visited. Men often inadvertently relinquish the fairest prospects in order to follow some favourite scheme which terminates in their ruin.

No wise man will abandon his house when it is on fire. It is the common consequence of war that the peaceable and well-disposed are compelled to desert their houses and their homes. Animals that are pursued by the sportsman will forsake their haunts when they find themselves much molested. It is sometimes better to relinquish our claims than to contend for them at the expense of our peace.

Having abandoned their all, they forsake the place which gave them birth, and relinquished the advantages which they might have obtained from their rank and family.

Abandoned.—COWPER.

He who at the approach of evil betrays his trust, or deserts his post, is branded with cowardice.—HAWKESWORTH.

When learning, abilities, and what is excellent in the world, forsake the church, we may easily foretell its ruin without the gift of prophecy.—SOUTH.

Men are taxed with the toll which they bear, but cannot find in their hearts to relinquish it.—STEELE.

To Abandon, Resign, Renounce, Abdicate.

The idea of giving up is common to these terms, which signification, though analogous to the former, admits, however, of a distinction; as in the one case we separate ourselves from an object, in the other we send or cast it from us.

Abandon, v. To abandon, desert.

Resign, from se and signo, signifies to sign away or back from one's self.

Renounce, in Latin renuncio, from nuncio to tell or declare, is to declare off from a thing.

Abdicate, from ab from, and dicó to speak, signifies likewise to call or cry off from a thing.

We abandon and resign by giving up to another; we renounce by sending away from ourselves: we abandon a thing by transferring our power over to another; in this manner a debitor abandons his goods to his creditors: we resign a thing by transferring our possession of it to another; in this manner we resign a place to a friend: we renounce a thing by simply ceasing to hold it; in this manner we renounce a claim or a profession. As to renounce signified originally to give up by word of mouth, and to resign to give up by signature, the former is consequently a less formal action than the latter: we may renounce by implication: we resign in direct terms: we renounce the pleasures of the world when we do not seek to enjoy them: we resign a pleasure, a profit, or advantage, of which we expressly give upon the enjoyment.

To abdicate is a species of informal resignations. A monarch abdicates his throne who simply declares his will to cease to reign; but a minister resigns his office when he gives up the seals by which he held it.

An humane commander will not abandon a town to the rapine of his soldiers. The motives for resignations are various. Discontent, disgust, and the love of repose, are the ordinary inducements for men to resign honourable and lucrative employments. Men are not so ready to renounce the pleasures that are within their reach, as to seek for those which are out of their reach. The abdication of a throne is not always an act of magnanimity, it may frequently result from caprice or necessity.

Charles the Fifth abdicated his crown, and his minister resigned his office on the very same day, when both renounced the world with its allurements and its troubles.

The passive Gods beheld the Greeks defile Their temples, and abandon to the spoil Their own abodes.—D. DRYDEN.

It would be a good appendix to "the art of living and dying," if one would add the art of growing old," and teach men to resign their pretensions to the pleasures of youth.—S. STEELE.

For ministers to be silent in the cause of Christ is to renounce it, and to fly is to desert it.—SOUTH.

Much gratitude is due to the Nine from their favoured poets, and much hath been paid. For even to the present hour they are invoked and worshipped by the sons of verse, whilst all the other deities of Olympus have either abdicated their thrones, or been dismissed from them with contempt.—R. CUMBERLAND.

We abandon nothing but that over which we have had an entire and lawful control; we abdicate nothing but that which we have held by a certain right; but we may resign or renounce that which may be in our possession only by an act of violence. A usurper cannot abandon his people, because he has no people over whom he can exert a lawful authority; still less can he abdicate a throne, because he has no throne to abdicate, but he may resign supreme power, because power may be unjustly held; or he may renounce his pretensions to a throne, because pretensions may be fallacious or extravagant.

Abandon and resign are likewise used in a reflective sense: the former to express an involuntary or culpable action, the latter that which is voluntary and proper. The soldiers of Hannibal abandoned themselves to effeminacy during their winter quarters at Capua.

It is the part of every good man's religion to resign himself to God's will.—CUMBERLAND.

To Abandon, v. To give up, abandon.

Abandoned, v. Profligate.

To Abase, Humble, Degrade, Disgrace, Debase.

To abase expresses the strongest degree of self-humiliation, from the French abaisser, to bring down or make low, which is compounded of the intensive syllable a and baas and baisser from bas low, in Latin basis the base, which is the lowest part of a column. It is at present used principally in the Scripture language, or in a metaphysical sense, as if the thing lying aside all the high pretensions which distinguish us from our fellow-creatures, the descending to a state comparatively low and mean.

To humble, in French humiliter, from the Latin humilis humble, and humus the ground, naturally marks a prostration to the ground, and figuratively a lowering the thoughts and feelings.

According to the principles of Christianity whoever abased himself shall be exalted, and according to the same principles whoever reflects on his own littleness and unworthiness will daily humble himself before his Maker.

To degrade, in French degrader, from the
Latin *gradus* a step, signifies to bring a step lower; figuratively, to lower in the estimation of others. It supposes already a state of elevation either in outward circumstances or in public opinion.

*Disgrace* is compounded of the privative *dis* and the noun *grace* or favour. To disgrace properly implies to put out of favour, which is always attended more or less with circumstances of ignominy, and reflects contempt on the degraded.

*Debase* is compounded of the intensive syllable *de* and the adjective *base*, signifying to make very base or low.

The modest man *abases* himself by not insisting on the distinctions to which he may be justly entitled; the penitent man *humbles* himself by confessing his errors the man of rank *degrades* himself by a too familiar deportment with his inferiors; he *disgraces* himself by his meannesses and irregularities, and *debases* his character by his vices.

We can never be *abased* by abusing ourselves, but we may be *humbled* by unseasonable humiliations, or improper concessions; we may be *degraded* by descending from our rank, and *disgraced* by the exposure of our unworthy actions.

The great and good man may be *abased* and *humbled*, but never degraded or disgraced: his glory follows him in his *abasement* or *humiliation*; his greatness protects him from degradation, and his virtue shields him from disgrace.

It is necessary to *abase* those who will exalt themselves, to *humble* those who have lofty opinions of themselves; to *degrade* those who act inconsistently with their rank and station; to *disgrace* those who are *debased* by vice and profligacy.

*Tis Immortality, 'tis that alone Amidst life's pains, abasements, emptiness, The soul can comfort. —YOU. NO.

My soul is justly humbled in the dust. —ROW.

It is very distinguishable to level the best of mankind with the worst, and for the faults of particulars to degrade the whole species. —HUGHES.

You'd think no fools disgraced the former reign, Did not some grave examples still remain. —POPE.

The great masters of composition know very well that moderation is improved for a poet or orator when it has been *debased* by common use. —ADDISON.

To *Abash*, *Confound*, *Confuse*.

*Abash* is an intensive of *abase*, signifying to abase thoroughly in spirit.

*Confound* and *Confuse* are derived from different parts of the same Latin *verb confundere*; its participle *confusus*. *Confundo* is compounded of *con* and *fundere* to pour together. *To confound* and *confuse* then signify properly to melt together or into one mass what ought to be distinct; and figuratively, as it is here taken, to derange the thoughts in such manner as that they seem melted together.

*Shame* contributes greatly to *abashment*; what is sudden and unaccountable serves to *confound*; *bashfullness* and a variety of emotions give rise to *confusion*.

The haughty man is *abashed* when he is humbled in the eyes of others; the wicked man is *confounded* when his villainy is suddenly detected; a modest person may be *confused* in the presence of his superiors.

*Abash* is always taken in a bad sense; neither the scorn of fools, nor the taunts of the oppressor, will *abash* him who has a conscience void of offence towards God and man. To be *confounded* is not always the consequence of guilt; superstition and ignorance are liable to be *confounded* by extraordinary phenomena; and Providence sometimes thinks it fit to confound the wisdom of the wisest by signs and wonders, far above the reach of human comprehension. *Confusion* is at the best an insin- certainty of less or less excusable according to the nature of the case: a steady mind and a clear head are not easily *confused*, but persons of quick sensibility cannot always preserve a perfect collection of thought in trying situations, and those who have any consciousness of guilt, and are not very hardened, will be soon thrown into *confusion* by close interrogatories.

If Peter was so *abashed* when Christ gave him a look after his denial, if there was so much dread in his eyes when he was pronounced; how much greater will it be when he sits as a judge? —SOUTH.

Also! I am afraid they have awaked.

And 'tis not done: the attempt and not the deed, Confoundt for —SHAKSP.

The various evils of disease and poverty, pain and sorrow, are frequently derived from others; but shame and confusion are supposed to proceed from ourselves, and to be incurred only by the misconduct which they furnish. —HAWKESWORTH.

To *Abate*, *Lessen*, *Diminish*, *Decrease*.

*Abate* from the French *abatir*, signified originally to beat down, in the active sense; to come down, in the neuter sense.

*Diminish*, or, as it is sometimes written, *minísh*, from the Latin *diminuó*, and *minus* less, expresses, like the verb *Lessen*, the sense of either making less or becoming less.

*Decrease* is compounded of the privative *de* and *creas*, in Latin *cresco*, to grow, signifying to grow less.

The first three are used transitively or in transitively, the latter only intransitively.

*Abate* respects the vigour of action: a person's fever is *abated* or *abate*; the violence of the storm *abate*; pain and anger *abate*.

*Lessen* and *diminish* are both applied to size, quantity, and number, but the former mostly in the proper and familiar sense, the latter in the figurative and higher acceptance; the size of a room or garden is *lessen*; the credit and responsibility of a person is *diminished*.

Nothing is so calculated to *abate* the ardour of youth as grief and disappointment; an evil may be *lesseen* when it cannot be removed by the application of remedies; nothing diminishes the lustre of great deeds more than cruelty.

The passion of an angry man ought to be allowed to *abate* before any appeal is made to his understanding; we may *lesen* the number of our evils by not dwelling upon them.

Objects apparently *diminish* according to the distance from which they are observed.

To *decrease* is to diminish for a continuance; a retreating army will *decrease* rapidly when, exposed to all the privations and hardships attendant on forced marches, it is compelled...
to fight for its safety; some things decrease so gradually that it is some time before they are observed to be diminished.

In the abstract sense the word lessening is mostly supplied by diminution: it will be no abatement of sorrow to a generous mind to know that the diminution of evil to itself has been produced by the abridgment of good to another.

My wonder abated, when upon looking around me, I saw myself united to three Syrens clothed like goddesses, and distinguished by the name of Sotis, Ignorance, and Pleasure.—ADDISON.

The observation finished, the Syrens observed that friendship improves happiness and abates misery.—ADDISON.

He sought fresh fountains in a foreign soil;
The pleasure lessened the attending toil.—ADDISON.

If Parthuena can now possess her own mind, and think as little of her beauty, as she ought to have done when she had it, there will be no great diminution of her charms.—BISHOP.

These leaks shall then decrease; the sails once more.

Direct our course to some relieving shore.—FALCONER.

To Abate, v. To subside.

Abbreviation, v. Contraction.

To Abdicate, v. To abandon.

To Abdicate, Desert.

The following celebrated speech of Lord Somers, in 1688, on King James's vacating the throne, may be admitted as a happy elucidation of these two important words; but I am not inclined to think that they come sufficiently close in signification to render any confusion likely to arise.

"What is appointed me to speak to 's your Lordships' first amendment by which the word abdicated in the Commons' vote is changed into the word deserted, and I am to acquittance your Lordships what some of the grounds are that induced the Commons to insist on the word abdicated, and not to agree to your amendment.

The first reason your Lordships are pleased to deliver for your changing the word is, that the word abdicated your Lordships do not find is a word known to the common law of England, and therefore ought not to be used. The next is that the common application of the word abdicate is not voluntary resignation, as the word abdicated, which is not in this case, nor will follow from the premises.

"My Lords, as to the first of these reasons, if it be an objection that the word abdicated hath not a known sense in the common law of England, there is the same objection against the word deserted; so that your Lordships' first reason hath the same force against your own amendment, as against the term used by the Commons.

"The words are both Latin words, and used in the best authors, and both of a known signification; their meaning is very well understood, though it be true the' meaning is not the same. The word abdicate doth naturally and properly signify, entirely to renounce, throw off, disown, relinquish any thing or person, so as to have no further to do with it; and that whether it be done by express words or in writing (which is the sense your Lordships put upon it), and which is proportion or obligation, or by doing such acts as are inconsistent with the holding and retaining of the thing, which the Commons take to be the present case, and therefore make choice of the word abdicate, as that which they thought did above all others express that meaning. And in this latter sense it is taken by others; and that this is the true signification of the word I shall show your Lordships out of the best authors.

"The first I shall mention is Grotius, De Jure Belli et Pacis, l. 3, c. 4, § 4. Venit enim hoc non eure civili, sed ex jure naturali, quo quiescumque potest abdicare, et ex naturali presumptione, quæ voluisse quis creditur quod sufficienter significavit. And then he goes on: Recusari hereditas, non tantum verbis sed etiam re, potest, et quovis indicio voluntatis.

"Another instance which I shall mention, to show that for abdicating a thing it is sufficient to do an act which is inconsistent with retaining it, though there be nothing of express renunciation, is out of Calvin's Lexicon Juridicum, where he says, Generum abdicat qui sponsam repudiabit. Here is an abdication without express words, but it is by doing such an act as does sufficiently signify his purpose.

"The next author I shall quote is Brissonius, De Verborum Significatione, who hath this passage: Homo liber qui seipsum vendit abdicat se statu suo. That is, he who sells himself hath thereby done such an act as cannot consist with his former state of freedom, and is thereby said properly se abdicasse statu suo.

"Budaeus, in his Commentaries De Origine Juris ad Legem Secundam, expounds the words in the same sense Abdicare se magni est idem quod abire penitus magistratu. He that goes out of his office of magistracy, let it be in what manner he will, has abdicat the magistracy.

"And Grotius, in his book De Jure Belli et Pacis, l. 1, c. 4, § 9, seems to express the word abdicare by manifeste habere pro deliciio: that is, he who hath abdicat anything hath so far relinquished it, that he hath no right of return to it. And that is the sense the Commons put upon the word. It is an entire alienation of the thing abdicated, and so stands in opposition to dicere. Dict ut propriam aliquum faciat, abdicat qui alienat: so says Praleius in his Lexicon Juris. Is it therefore insisted on as the proper word by the Commons.

"But the word deserted (which is the word used in the amendment made by your Lordships) hath not only a very doubtful signification, but in the common acceptance both of the civil and canon law, doth signify only a bare withdrawing, a temporary quitting of a thing, and neglect only, which leaveth the party at liberty of returning to it again. Desertum pro neglecto, says Spigelius in his Lexicon. But the difference between deserere and delinquire is expresssed by Grotius on the 8th law of the 58th title of the 11th book of the Code, and his words are these: Nota diligenter ex hac lego, quod alium esse agatur deserere, alium derelinquare; quin enim delinquit ipsum ex pontentiæ non revocare, sed qui deserit, intra biennium potest.

"Whereby it appears, my Lords, that is
ABHOR.

In every grand scheme there must be abetters to set it on foot, accessories to co-operate, and accomplices to put it into execution: in the gunpowder plot there were many secret abetters, some noblemen and members of the commons, and Guy Fawkes the principal accomplice. I speak this with an eye to those cruel treatments which men of all sides are apt to give the characters of those who do not agree with them. How many men of honour are exposed to public obloquy and reproach! Those therefore who are either the instruments or abetters in such inferior dealings ought to be looked upon as persons who make use of religion to support their cause, not their cause to promote religion. —ADDISON.

- Why are the French obliged to lend us a part of their tongue before we can know that they are conquered? They must be made accessories to their own disgrace; as the Britons were formerly so artificially wrought in the curtain of the Roman theatre, that they seemed to draw it no sooner in order to give the spectators an opportunity of seeing their own defeat celebrated on the stage. —ADDISON.

Rather he picks a purse, or robs a house.
Or is accomplice with some knavish gang.—CUMBERLAND.

To Abhor. DETEST, ABOMINATE, LOATH.

These terms equally denote a sentiment of aversion.

Abhor, in Latin abhorro, compounded of ab from and horreo to stiffen with horror, signifies to start from with a strong emotion of horror.

Detest, in Latin detestor, compounded of de from or against and testor to bear witness, signifies to condemn with indignation.

Abominate, in Latin abominatus, participle of abominor, compounded of ab from or against, and ominar to wish ill luck, signifies to hold in religious abhorrence, to detest in that highest possible degree.

Loath, in Saxon lath, may possibly be a variation of load, in the sense of overload, because it expresses the nausea which commonly attends an overloaded stomach. In the moral acceptance it is a strong figure of speech to mark the abhorrence and disgust which the sight of offensive objects produces.

What we abhor is repugnant to our moral feelings; what we detest contradicts our moral principle; what we abominate does equal violence to our religious and moral sentiments; what we loathe acts upon us physically and mentally.

Inhumanity and cruelty are objects of abhorrence: crimes and injustices of detestation: impiety and profanities of abominate: enormous offenders, of loathing.

The tender mind will abhor what is base and atrocious; the rigid moralist will detest every violent infringement on the rights of his fellow creatures; the conscientious man will abominate every breach of the Divine law; the agonised mind loathes the sight of every object which recalls to its recollection the subject of its distress.

The chaste Lucretia abhorred the pollution to which she had been exposed, and would have loathed the sight of the atrocious perpetrator: Brutus detest the oppression and the oppressor.

The lie that flatters I abhor the most. —COWPER.

This thirst of kindred blood my sons detest. —DRYDEN.

The pass of a thing that is excited in the soul of the Sack Kita is terror; the object, of which is the despair of him who perceives himself to be dying, and has reason to fear that his every passion is an abomination. —HAWKESWORTH.

No costly torches thesumptuous banquet deal.
To make him loath his vegetable meal. —GOLDSMITH.
To Abide, Sojourn, Dwell, Reside, Inhabit.

Abide, in Saxon abitan, old German belen, comes from the Arabic or Persian but, or bit, to pass the night, that is, to make a partial stay.

Sojourn, in French sejourner, from sub and diurnus in the day time, signifies to pass the day, that is, a certain portion of one's time, in a place.

Dwell, from the Danish dëgner to abide and the Saxon dëctian, Dutch duwelen to wander, conveys the idea of a moveable habitation, such as was the practice of living formerly in tents. At present it implies a perpetual stay, which is expressed in common discourse by the word live, for passing one's life.

Reside, from the Latin re and video to sit down, conveys the full idea of a settlement.

Inhabit, from the Latin habito, a frequentative of habeo, signifies to have or occupy for a permanency.

The length of stay implied in these terms is marked by a certain gradation. Abide denotes the shortest stay; to sojourn is a second gradation; dwell comprehends the idea of perpetuity, but reside and inhabit are partial and local—we dwell only in one spot, but we may reside or inhabit many places.

These words have likewise a reference to the state of society. Reside and inhabit relate more properly to the wandering habits of men in a primitive state of society.

Dwell, as implying a stay under a cover, is universal in its application; for we may dwell either in a palace, a house, a cottage, or any shelter.

Reside, reside, and inhabit, are confined to a civilized state of society; the former applying to the abodes of the inferior orders, the latter to those of the higher classes. The word inhabit is never used but in connection with the place inhabited.

The Easterns abide with each other, sojourned in a country, and dwell in tents. The Angels abide with Lot that night; Abram sojourned in the land of Canaan; the Israelites dwelt in the land of Goshen.

Savages either dwell in the cavities which nature has formed for them, or in some rude structure erected for a temporary purpose; but as men increase in cultivation they build places which they can inhabit; the poor have their cottages in which they can live; the wealthy provide themselves with superb buildings in which they reside.

From the first to the last of man's abode on earth, the discipline must never be relaxed of guarding the heart from the dominion of passion. —BLAIR.

By the Israelites' sojournings in Egypt, God made way for their bondage there, and their bondage for a glorious deliverance through those prodigies of manifestation of the Divine power. —SOUTH.

Hence from my sight! Thy father cannot bear thee; Fly with thy infancy to some dark cell, Where on the confines of eternal night, Mourning, misfortunes, cares, and anguish dwell. —MASON.

Being obliged to remove my habitation, I was led by my evil genius to a convenient house in the street where the ability resides. —JOHNSON.

By good company, in the place which I have the misfortune to inhabit, we understand not always those from whom good can be learned. —JOHNSON.

Ability, Capacity.

Ability, in French habilité, Latin habilitas, comes from able, habile, habilis, and habeo to have, because possession and power are invariable.

Capacity, in French capacité, Latin capacitas, from capax and capio to receive, marks the abstract quality of being able to receive or hold.

Ability is to capacity as the genus to the species. Ability comprehends the power of doing in general, without specifying the quality or degree; capacity is a particular kind of ability.

Ability may be either physical or mental, capacity is mental only.

Ability respects action, capacity respects thought. Ability always supposes something to be done; capacity is mental endowment, and always supposes something ready to receive or hold. Hence we say an able commander; an able statesman; a man of a capacious mind; a great capacity of thought.

Ability is no wise limited in its extent; it may be small or great: capacity of itself always implies a positive and superior degree of power, although it may be modified by epithets to denote different degrees; a boy of capacity will have the advantage over his schoolfellows, particularly if he be classed with those of a dull capacity.

A person may be able to write a letter, who is not capable of writing a book. Abilities, when used in the plural only, is confined to the signification of mental endowments, and comprehends the operations of thought in general; capacity on the other hand is that peculiar endowment, that enlargement of understanding, that exalts the possessor above the rest of mankind.

Many men have the ability of managing the concerns of others, who would not have the capacity for conducting a concern of their own.

We should not judge highly of that man's abilities who could only mar the plans of others, but had no capacity for conceiving and proposing anything better in their stead.

A vivid imagination, a retentive memory, an exuberant flow of language, are abilities which may be successfully employed in attracting popular applause; but that capacity which embraces a question in all its bearings, which surveys with a discriminating eye the mixed multitude of objects that demand attention, which is accompanied with coolness in reflecting, readiness in combining, quickness in inventing, firmness in deciding, promptitude in action, and penetration in discerning, that is the capacity to direct a state, which is the gift of but few.

Though a man has not the abilities to distinguish himself in the higher faculties of the great mind, he has certainly the capacity of being just, faithful, modest, and temperate. —ADDISON.

I look upon an able statesman out of business like a huge whale, that will endeavour to overturn the ship unless he has an empty cask to play with. —STEERE.

The object is too big for our capacity, when we would comprehend the circumference of a world. —ADDISON.
Sir Francis Bacon's capacity seemed to have grasped all that was revealed in books before.—HUGHES.

**Abil.** v. Dexterity. **Abil.** v. Faculty. **Abj.** v. Law.

To Abjure, Recant, Retract, Revoke, Recall.

**Abjure**, in Latin abjurare, is compounded of the privative ab and jurare to swear, signifying to swear to the contrary, or give up with an oath.

**Recant**, in Latin recantare, is compounded of the privative re and canto to sing or declare, signifying to unsay, to contradict by a counter declaration.

Retract, in Latin retractus, participle of retracto, is compounded of re back, and traho to draw, signifying to draw back what has been let go.

**Revoke and recall** have the same original sense as recent, with this difference only, that the word *re*cant, which is expressed also in Latin reco, implies an action more suited to multitude than the word canto to sing, which may pass in solitude.

We abjure a religion, we *recant* a doctrine, we retract a promise, we *revoke* a command, we recall an expression.

What has been solemnly professed is renounced by *abjuration*; what has been publicly maintained as a settled point of belief is given up by *recounting*; what has been pledged so as to gain credit is contradicted by *retracting*; what has been pronounced by an act of authority is rendered null by *revocation*; what has been mis-spoken through inadvertence or mistake is recalled by recalling the words.

Although Archbishop Cranmer recanted the principles of the reformation, yet he soon after recalled his words, and died boldly for his faith.

Henry IV. of France abjured Calvinism, but he did not *retract* the promise which he had made to the Calvinists of his protection. Louis XIV. drove many of his best subjects from France by *repealing* the edict of Nantes.

Interest but too often leads men to abjure their faith; the fear of shame or punishment leads them to recant their opinions; the want of principle dictates the retracting of one's promise; instability is the ordinary cause for revoking decrees; a love of precision commonly induces a speaker or writer to recall a false expression.

The pontiff saw Britannia's golden fleece, Once all his own, invest her worship full; Her verdant valleys, and her fertile plains, Yellow with grain, have his handful gain;—SHENSTONE. A false revenue ought to be recanted for the sake of him whose reputation may be injured.—JOHNSTON.

What a scholar will contrive to make these were fable and malicious tales against Socrates, I will retract all credit in them, and thank him for the conviction.—CUMBERLAND.

Ah! who the flight of ages can revoke? The free born spirit of her sons is broke: They have to his own nation's imperious yoke,—FALCONER. That society hath before consented, without revoking the same after.—HOOKER.

Thus, and with this done 'tis past recall, And since 'tis past recall must be forgotten.—DREDEN.

To Abolish, Abrogate, Repeal, Revoke, Annul, Cancel.

**Abolish** is compounded of ab and do to lose the smell, signifying to lose every trace of former existence.

**Abrogate**, in French abroger, Latin abrogatur, participle of abrogare, compounded of ab and rogo to ask, signifying to ask away, or to ask that a thing may be done away; in allusion to the custom of the Romans, among whom no law was valid unless the consent of the people was obtained by asking, and in like manner no law was unmade without asking their consent.

**Repeal**, in French rappeter, from the Latin words re and appello, signifies literally to call back or unsay what has been said, which is in like manner the original meaning of **revoke**.

**Annul**, in French annuler, comes from un. in Latin nihil, signifying to reduce to nothing.

**Cancel**, in French canceller, comes from the Latin cancello to cut crosswise, signifying to strike out crosswise, that is, to cross out.

**Abolish** is a more gradual proceeding than **abrogate** or any of the other words abruses; positive interference is necessary to abrogate. The former is employed with regard to customs: the latter with regard to the authorised transactions of mankind.

Laws are repealed or abrogated; but the former of these terms is mostly in modern use, the latter is applied to the proceedings of the ancients. Edicts are revoked. Official proclamations, contracts, &c., are annulled. Debts, bonds, obligations, debts, &c., are cancelled.

The introduction of new customs will cause the abolation of the old. None can repeal but those who have the power to make laws; the revocation of any edict is the individual act of one who has the power to publish; to annul may be the act of superior authority, or an agreement between the parties from whom the act emanated; a reciprocal obligation is annulled by the mutual consent of those who have imposed it on each other; but if the obligation be an authoritative act, the annulment must be so too: to cancel is the act of an individual towards another on whom he has a legal demand; an obligation may be cancelled, either by a resignation of right on the part of the one to whom it belonged, or a satisfaction of the demand on the part of the obliged person.

A change of taste, aided by political circumstances, has caused the abolition of jousts and tournaments and other military sports in Europe. The Roman people sometimes abrogated from party spirit what the magistrates enacted for the good of the republic; the same restless temper would lead many to wish for the repeal of the most salutary acts of our parliament.

Caprice, which has often dictated the proclamation of a decree in arbitrary governments, has occasioned its revocation after a short interval.

It is sometimes prudent to **annul** proceedings which have been decided upon hastily. A generous man may be willing to **cancel** a debt; but a grateful man preserves the debt in his mind, and will never suffer it to be cancelled.

Or willth thou thyself
Abolish thy creation, and unmake
For him what for thy glory thou hast made!—MILTTON.
Above, Over, Upon, Beyond.

When an object is above another, it exceeds it in height; when it is over another, it extends along its superior surface; when it is upon another, it comes in contact with its superior surface; when it is beyond another, it lies at a greater distance. Trees frequently grow above a wall, and sometimes the branches hang over the wall or rest upon it, but they seldom stretch much beyond it.

In the figurative sense, the last is mostly employed to convey the idea of superiority; the second of authority; the third of immediate influence; and the fourth of extent. Every one should be above falsehood, but particularly those who are set over others, who may have an influence on their minds beyond all calculation.

So when with crackling flames a calendron cries,
The bubbling waters from the bottom rise,
Above the brims they force their fiery way,
Black vapours climb aloft and cloud the day.—DREYDEN.

The geese fly on the banks, the lilies hum,

Drive headlong from their waxen cells in swarms.

As I did stand my watch upon the hill
I loo'd toward Birman, and anon methought
The wood began to move.—SHAKESPEARE.

He that sees a dark and shady grove
Stay's not, but, like a bolt, he flashes on the sky.—HERBERT.

The public power of all societies is above every soul contained in the same societies.—HOOKER.

The church has over her, bishops able to silence the factions, no less by their preaching than their authority.—SOUTH.

This is thy work, Almighty Providence, whose power beyond the reach of human thought
Revolves the orbs of empire.—THOMSON.

To Abridge, Curtail, Contract.

Abridge, in French abréger, Latin abbreviare, is compounded of the intensive syllable ab- and breviare, from brevis short, signifying to make short.

Curtail, in French courte short and taitier to cut, signifies to diminish in length by cutting.

Contract, in Latin contractus, participle of contraho, is compounded of con and traho, signifying to draw close together.

By abridging, in the figurative as well as the literal sense, the quality is diminished; by curtailing, the magnitude or number is reduced; by contracting, a thing is brought within smaller compass.

Privileges are abridged, pleasures curtailed, and powers contracted.

When the rights of the subject are too much abridged, the enjoyments of life become curtailed, as the powers of acting and thinking, according to the genuine impulse of the mind, are thereby considerably contracted.

It is ungenerous to abridge the liberty of any one, or curtail him of his advantages, while he makes no improper use of them; otherwise it is advisable, in order to contract his means of doing mischief.

This would very much abridge the lover's pulses in this way of writing a letter, as it could enable him to express the most useful and significant words with a single touch of his needle.—ADDISON.

I remember several ladies who were once very near seven foot high, that at present want sometimes of five; how they came to be thus curtailed I cannot learn.—ADDISON.

He that rises up early and goes to bed late only to receive addresses is really as much tied and abridged in

Abominable,* Detestable, Execrable.

The primitive idea of these terms, agreeable to their derivation, is that of badness in the highest degree; conveying by themselves the strongest significations, and excluding the necessity for every other modifying epithet.

The abominable thing excites aversion; the detestable thing, hatred and revulsion; the execrable thing, indignation and horror.

These sentiments are expressed against what is abominable by strong ejaculations, against what is detestable by animadversion and reprobation, and against what is execrable by imprecations and anathemas.

In the ordinary acceptation of these terms, they seem to mark a degree of excess in a very bad thing; abominable expressing less than detestable, and that less than execrable. This gradation is sufficiently illustrated in the following example. Dionysius, the tyrant, having been informed that a very aged woman prayed to the gods every day for his preservation, and wondering that any of his subjects should have been recommended for his safety, inquired of this woman respecting the motives of her conduct, to which she replied, "In my infancy I lived under an abominable prince, whose death I desired; but when he perished, he was succeeded by a detestable tyrant worse than himself. I offered up my vows for his death also, which were in like manner answered; but we have since had a worse tyrant than he. This execrable monster is yourself, whose life I have prayed for, lest, if it be possible, you should be succeeded by one even more wicked."

The exaggeration conveyed by these expressions has given rise to their abuse in vulgar discourse, where they are often employed indifferently to serve the humour of the speaker.

This abominable endeavour to suppress or lessen every thing that is praiseworthy is as frequent among the men as among the women.—STEERE.

Nothing can alone for the want of modesty, without which beauty is ungraceful, and wit detestable.—STEERE.

All vote to leave that execrable shore,
Polution with the blood of Polydore.—DREYDEN.

To Abominate, v. To abhor.

Abortion, v. Failure.

* Vide Abbe Roubaud’s Synonymes; “Abominable, detestable, execrable.”
his freedom as he that waits all that time to present one. —SOUT.

God has given no man a body as strong as his appetites; but has corrected the boundlessness of his voluptuous desires, by stunting his strength and contracting his capacities.—SOUT.

To Abridge, v. To debar.

Abridgement, Compendium, Epitome, Digest, Summary, Abstract.

The first four terms are applied to a distinct work, the latter two to parts of a work. An Abridgement is the reduction of a work to a smaller compass. A Compendium is a general and concise view of any science, as geography or astronomy. An Epitome is a similarly general and concise view of historical events. A Digest is any materials digested in order. A Summary comprehends the heads and subdivisions of a work. An Abstract includes a brief but complete view of any part of a work.

Abridgements often surpass the originals in value when they are made with judgment. Compendia are fitted for young persons to commit to memory on commencing the study of any science. There is perhaps not a better epitome than that of the Universal History by Bossuet, nor a better digest than that of the laws made by order of Justinian. Systematic writers give occasional summaries of what they have been treating upon. It is frequently necessary to make abstracts of judicial proceedings when they are excessively voluminous.

I shall lay before my readers an abridgement of some few of their extravagancies, in hopes that they will in time accustom themselves to draw a little more to the purpose.—SPECT.

Indexes and dictionaries are the compendia of all knowledge.—POPE.

The face is the epitome of the whole man, and the eyes are as it were the epitome of the face.—HUGH.

If we had the complete digest of Hindu and Mahometan law, the whole of Justinian's celebrated Provisions of the Theesida, upon which Chaucer's Knight's Tale is founded, is very rarely to be met with, it may not be pleasing to the reader to see here a short summary of it.—TYRWHIT.

Though Mr. Hallam performed his part with fidelity, yet the Persian interpreter had supplied him only with a loose, injudicious epitome of the original Sarcritt; in which abstract many essential passages are omitted.—SIR W. JONES.

To Abrogate, v. To abolish.

Arupt, Rugged, Rough.

Arupt, in Latin abruptus, participle of abrumpo to break off, signifies the state of being broken off. Rugged in Saxon rugge, comes from the Latin rugosus full of wrinkles. Rough is in Saxon reoh, high German rauh, low German raug, Dutch rugt, in Latin rude unpolished. These words mark different degrees of unevenness. What is abrupt has greater cavities and protuberances than what is rugged; what is rugged has greater irregularities than what is rough. In the natural sense abrupt is opposed to what is unbroken, rugged to what is even, and rough to what is smooth.

A precipice is abrupt, a path is rugged, a plank is rough.

The abruptness of a body is generally occasioned by a violent concussion and separation of its parts; ruggedness arises from natural, but less violent causes; roughness is mostly a natural property, although sometimes produced by friction.

In the figurative sense the distinction is equally clear.

Words and manners are abrupt when they are sudden and unconnected; the temper is rugged which is exposed to frequent obliquities of angry humour; actions are rough when performed with violence and incertitude.

An abrupt behaviour is the consequence of an agitated mind; a rugged disposition is inherent in the character; a rough deportment arises from an undisciplined state of feeling.

An habitual steadiness and coolness of reflection is best fitted to prevent or correct any abruptness of manners; a cultivation of the Christian temper cannot fail of smoothing down all ruggedness of humour; an intercourse with polished society will inevitably refine down all roughness of behaviour.

The precipice abrupt,

Projecting horror on the blackened flood.

Softens at thy return.—THOMSON'S SUMMER.

The evils of this life appear like rocks and precipices, rugged and unconnected at a distance; but at our nearer approach we find them little fruitful spots.—SPECT.

Not the rough whirlwind, that deforms

Adria's black gulf, and vexes it with storms.

The stubborn virtue of his soul can move.—FRANC.

To Abscond, Steal Away, Secrete One's Self.

Abscond, in Latin abscondo, is compounded of abs and condeo, signifying to hide from the view, which is the original meaning of the other words; to abscond is to remove one's self for the sake of not being discovered by those with whom we are acquainted.

To Steal Away is to get away so as to elude observation.

To Secrete One's Self is to get into a place of secrecy without being perceived.

Dishonest men abscond, thieves steal away when they dread detection, and fugitives secrete themselves.

Those who abscond will have frequent occasion to steal away, and still more frequent occasion to secrete themselves.

Absent, Abstracted, Diverted, Distracted.

Absent, in French absent, Latin absens, comes from ab from and sum to be, signifying away or at a distance from all objects.

Abstracted in French abstract, Latin abstractus, participle of absincho, or ab from and sum to draw, signifies drawn or separated from all objects.

Diverted, in French divertir, Latin diverto, compounded of di or dis asunder and verlo to turn, signifies to turn aside from the object that is present.

Distracted of course implies drawn asunder by different objects.

A want of attention is implied in all these terms, but in different degrees and under different circumstances.

Absent and abstracted denote a total exclusion of present objects; diverted and distracted
a misapplied attention to surrounding objects, an attention to such things as are not the immediate object of concern.

Absent and abstracted differ less in sense than in application; the former is an epithet expressive either of a habit or a state, and precedes the noun; the latter only, and is never joined to the noun; we say, a man is absent or an absent man; he is abstracted, but not an abstracted man.

We are absent or abstracted when not thinking on what passes before us; we are diverted when we listen to any other discourse than that which is addressed to us; we are abstracted when we listen to the discourse of two persons at the same time.

The absent man has his mind and person never in the same place: he is abstracted from all the surrounding scenes; his senses are locked up from all the objects that seek for admittance; he is often at Rome while walking in the woods of London, or solving a problem of Euclid in a society. The distracted man who is diverted seeks to be present at everything; he is struck with everything, and ceases to be attentive to one thing in order to direct his regards to another; he turns from the right to the left, but does not stop to think on any one point. The distracted man can be pleased and annoyed, as equal objects strike him with equal force; his thoughts are in a state of vacillation and confusion.

A habit of profound study sometimes causes absence; it is well for such a mind to be sometimes diverted; the ardent contemplation of any one subject occasions frequent abstractions; if they are not frequent, or ill-timed, they are reprehensible: the juvenile and versatile mind is most prone to be diverted; it follows the bias of the senses which are caught by the outward surface of things; it is impelled by curiosity to look rather than to think: a well-regulated mind is rarely exposed to distractions, which result from contrariety of feeling and mind; if they are occasional, it is a mark of strong susceptibility or dull comprehension.

The absent man neither derives pleasure from society, nor imports any to it; his resources are in himself. The man who is easily diverted is easily pleased; but he may run the risk of displeasing others by the distractions of his mind. The distracted man is a burden to himself and others.

Theophrastus called one who rarely rehearsed his speech, with his eyes fixed, an "absent speaker."—HUGHES.

A voice, than human more, th' abstracted ear
Of fancy strikes, "Be not afraid of us,
For we are free;"—THOMSON.

The mind is refrigerated by interruption; the thoughts are diverted from the principal subject; the reader is weary he knows not why.—JOHNSON'S PREFACE TO SHAKESPEARE.

He used to rave for his Marianna, and call upon her in his distracted fits.—ADDISON.

To Absolve, Acquit.

Absolve, in Latin absolve, is compounded of ab from and solvo to loose, signifying to loose from that with which one is bound.

Acquit, in French acquitter, is compounded of the intensive syllable ac or ad and quit, quitter, in Latin quietus quiet, signifying to make easy by the removal of a charge.

These two words convey an important dis-

tinction between the act of the Creator and the creature.

To absolve is the free act of an omnipotent and merciful being towards sinners; to acquit is the act of an earthly tribunal towards supposed offenders.

By absolution we are released from the bondage of sin, and placed in a state of favour with God; by an acquittal we are released from the charge of guilt, and re-instated in the good estimation of our fellow creatures.

Absolution is obtained not from our own merits, but the atoning merits of a Redeemer; acquittal is an act of justice due to the innocence of the individual.

Absolution is the work of God only; by him alone it can be made known to the penitent offender; acquittal is the work of man only; by him alone it is pronounced.

Although but few individuals may have occasion for acquittal; yet we all stand in daily and hourly need of absolution at the hands of our Creator and Redeemer.

Yet to be secret, make not sin the less; 'Tis only hidden from the vulgar view, Maintains indeed the reverence due to princes, But absolves the conscience from the crime.—DEYDEN.

The fault of Mr. Savage was rather negligence than ingratitude; but Sir Richard Steele must likewise be acquitted of integrity; for who is there that can patiently bear contempt from the man whom he has relieved and supported?—JOHNSON.
Arbitrary, in French arbitraire, from the Latin arbitrium will, implies belonging to the will of one independent of that of others.

Tyrannical signifies being like a tyrant. Absolute power is independent of and superior to all other power: an absolute monarch is uncontrolled not only by men but things; he is above all law except what emanates from himself. When this absolute power is assigned to any one according to the constitution of a government, it is despotic. Despotic power is more man-somewhat than absolute power: a prince is absolute of himself; he is despotic by the consent of others.

In the early ages of society, monarchs were absolute, and among the Eastern nations they still retain the absolute form of government, though much limited by established usage. In the more civilized states of society the power of despots has been considerably restricted by prescribed laws, insomuch that despotism is now classed among the regular forms of government.

Arbitrary and tyrannical do not respect the power itself, so much as the exercise of power: the latter is always taken in a bad sense, the former sometimes in an indifferent sense. With arbitrariness is associated the idea of caprice and selfishness; for where is the individual whose uncontrolled will may not often be capricious than otherwise? With tyranny is associated the idea of oppression and injustice. Among the Greeks the word τραπερός, a tyrant, implied no more than what we now understand by despot, namely, a possessor of unlimited power; but from the natural abuse of such power it has acquired the signification now attached to it, namely, of exercising power to the injury of another.

Absolute power should be granted to no one man or body of men; since there is no security that it will not be exercised arbitrarily. In despotic governments the tyrannical proceeding of unlimited private officers are often more intolerable than those of the Prince.

Unerring power! Supreme and absolute of these your ways, You render no account.—Lillo.

An how a man often grows cruel and abandoned, when converted into an absolute prince.—Addison.

Whatever the will commands, the whole man must do: the empire of the will over all the faculties being absolutely overruling and despotic.—South.

Such an history as that of Stetosius is to me an unanswerable argument against despotic power.—Addison.

Our sects more tyrannical power assume. And would for scorpions change the rod of Rome.—Roscommon.


To Absorb, Swallow up, Ingulf, Engross.

Absorb, in French absorber, Latin absorbere, is compounded of ab and sorbere to sup up, in distinction from swallow up; the former denoting a gradual consumption; the latter a sudden development of the whole object. The excessive heat of the sun absorbs all the nutritious fluids of bodies animal and vegetable. The gaming table is a vortex in which the principle of every man is swallowed up with his estate.

Ingulf, compounded of in and gulf, signifies to be inclosed in a great gulf, which is a strong figurative representation for being swallowed up. As it applies to grand and sublime objects, it is used only in the higher style.

Engross, which is compounded of the French words en gros whole, signifies to purchase wholesale, so as to swallow up the profits of others. In the moral application thereof it is very analogous to absorb.

The mind is absorbed in the contemplation of any subject, when all its powers are so bent upon it as not to admit distraction. The mind is engrossed by any subject when all its thoughts of it force themselves upon its contemplation to the exclusion of others which should engage the attention.

Absorbed in that immensity I see, I shrink abased, and yet aspire to thee.—Cowper.

Surely the bare remembrance that a man was formerly rich or great cannot make him at all happier there, where an infinite happiness or an infinite misery shall swallow up the sense of these poor felicities.—South.

Ingulf'd, all helps of art we vainly try
To weather leeward shores alas! too high.—Falconer.

This inconstancy the politician most expects from others, as well as they have felt from him, unless he thinks that he can engross this principle to himself, and that others cannot be as false and atheistical as himself.—South.

To Abstain, Forbear, Refrain.

Abstain in French abstenir, Latin abstineo, is compounded of ab or abs from and teneo to keep, signifying to keep one's self from a thing.

Forbear is compounded of the preposition for, or from, and the verb to bear or carry, signifying to carry or take one's self from a thing.

Refrain, in French refréner, Latin refrænus, is compounded of re back and frænus a bridle, signifying to keep back as it were by a bridle, to bridle in.

The first of these terms marks the leaving a thing, and the two others the omission of an action. We abstain from any object by not making use of it: we forbear to do or refrain from doing a thing by not taking any part in it,

Abstaining and forbearing are outward actions, but refraining is connected with the operations of the mind. We may abstain from the thing we desire, or forbear to do the thing which we wish to do: but we can never refrain from any action without in some measure losing our desire to do it.

We abstain from whatever concerns our food and clothing; we forbear to do what we may have particular motives for doing; we refrain from what we desire to do, or have been in the habit of doing.

It is a part of the Mahometan faith to abstain from the use of wine; but it is a Christian duty to forbear doing an injury even in return for an injury; and to refrain from all swearing and evil speaking.

Abstinence is a virtue when we abstain from that which may be hurtful to ourselves or injurious to another; forbearance is essential to preserve peace and good will betwixt man and man. Everyone is too liable to offend, not to have motives for forbearing to deal harshly with the offences of his neighbour. If we refrain from uttering with the lips the
Abstinence. First, the first dictates of an angry mind, we shall be saved much repentance in future.

Abstemiousness Vide "abstain from being weak, he may from a day, and a day of fast, I suppose."

To by for to do what may be innocently done, we may add hourly new vigour and resolution, and secure the power of resistance when pleasure or interest shall lend their charms to guilt.—Johson.

If we conceive a being, created with all his faculties and senses, to open his eyes in a most delightful plain, to view the serenity of the sky, the splendor of the sun, the verdure of the fields and woods, the glowing colors of the flowers, we can hardly believe it possible that he should refrains from bursting into an ecstasy of joy, and pouring out his praises to the Creator of these wonders.—Sir William JOWES.

Abstentious, F. Abstinence. 

Abstinence, F. Fast. Abstinence is a general term, applicable to any object from which we abstain; Fast is a species of abstinence, namely, an abstaining from food: the general term is likewise used in the particular sense, to imply a partial abstinence from particular food; but Fast signifies an abstinence from food altogether.

Fridays are appointed by the Church as days ofabstinence from meat. By CROKER.

I am verily persuaded that if a whole people were to enter into a course of abstinence, and eat nothing but water gruel for a fortnight, it would abate the rage and animosity of parties.

Such a fast would have the natural tendency to the procuring of those ends for which a fast is proclaimed.—AdsoN.

Abstinent, Sober, Abstentious, Temperate. The first of these terms is generic, the rest specific.

Abstinent (v. To abstain) respects everything that acts on the senses, and in a limited sense applies particularly to solid food.

Sober, from the Latin sobrius, or sobrius, that is, sine ebris, not drunk, implies an abstinence from excessive drinking.

Abstentious, from the Latin abstensus, compounded of abs and tenetum, wine, implies the abstaining from wine or strong liquor in general.

Temperate, in Latin temperatus, participle of tempero to moderate or regulate, implies a well regulated abstinence in all manner of sensual indulgence.

We may be abstinent without being sober, sober without being abstinent, and all together without being temperate.

An abstinent man does not eat or drink so much as he could enjoy; a sober man may drink much without being affected. An abstentious man drinks nothing strong. A temperate man enjoys all in a due proportion.

A particular passion may cause us to be abstinent either partially or totally: sobriety may often depend upon the strength of the constitution, or be prescribed by prudence: necessity may dictate abstentiousness, but nothing short of a well disciplined mind will enable us to be temperate. Diogenes practised the most rigorous abstinence: some men have unjustly obtained a character for sobriety, whose habit of body has enabled them to resist the force of strong liquor even when taken to excess: it is not uncommon for persons to practise abstentiousness to that degree, as not to drink anything but water all their lives: Cyrus was as distinguished by his temperance as his other virtues; he distributed all hardships with his soldiers, and partook of their frugal diet.

Unlimited abstension is rather a vice than a virtue, for we are taught to enjoy the things which Providence has set before us: sobriety ought to be highly esteemed among the lower orders, where the abstinence from vice is to be regarded as positive virtue: abstentiousness is sometimes the only means of preserving health; but habitual temperance is the most efficacious means of keeping both body and mind in the most regular state.

To set the mind above the appetites is the end of abstinence, which one of the fathers observes to be not a virtue, but the groundwork of virtue.—WangsN.

Crantham carried his love of wine to such an excess, that he got the name of philosofee, launching out in praise of drinking, and rallying all sobriety out of countenance.—CUMBERLAND.

The strongest oaths are straw To th' fire l' th' blood: be more abstentious. Or else good night your vow.—SHAKESPEARe.

If we consider the life of the great part of whose philosophy consisted in a temperate and abstentious course of life, one would think the life of a philosopher and the life of a man were of two different dates.—AddoN.

To Abstract, Separate, Distinguish.

Abstract, v. Absent. Separate in Latin separatus, participle of separe, is compounded of se and para to dispose apart, signifying to put things asunder, or at a distance from each other.

Distinguish in French distinguier, Latin distinguo, is compounded of the separative preposition dis and tingo to tinge or colour, signifying to give different marks to things, by which they may be known from each other. Abstract is used in the moral sense only: separate mostly in a physical sense: distinguier either in a moral or physical sense: we abstract what we wish to regard particularly and individually; we separate what we wish to be united; we distinguish not to be confused. The mind performs the office of abstraction for itself; separating and distinguishing are exerted on external objects.*

Arrangement, place, time, and circumstances serve to separate: the ideas formed of things, the outward marks attached to them, the qualities attributed to them, serve to distinguish.

By the operation of abstraction the mind creates for itself a multitude of new ideas: in the act of separation bodies are removed from each other by distance of place: in the act of distinguishing objects are discovered to be similar or dissimilar. Qualities are abstracted from the subjects in which they are inherent: countries are separated by mountains or seas: their inhabitants are distinguished by their dress, language, or manners. The mind is never less abstracted from one's friends than when separated from them by immense oceans: it requires a keen eye to distinguish objects that bear a great resemblance to each other. Volatile persons easily abstract their minds from the most solemn scenes to fix them on trifling objects that pass.

* Vide Truter: "Sober, temperate, abstentious."

* Vide Abbé Girard: "Distinguier, separer."
before them: an unsocial temper leads some men to separate themselves from all their companions: an absurd ambition leads others to distinguish themselves by their eccentricities.

We ought to abstract our minds from the observation of an excellence in those we converse with, till we have received some good information of the disposition of their minds.—STEEL.

Fontenelle, in his panegyric on Sir Isaac Newton, closes a long enumeration of that philosopher's virtues and attainments with an observation that he was not distinguished by any singularity either natural or affected.

It is an eminently instance of Newton's superiority to the rest of mankind that he was able to separate knowledge from those weaknesses by which knowledge is generally disgraced.—JOHNSON.

**To Abuse, Misuse.**

Abuse, in Latin *abusus*, particle of *ab* from and *uto* to use, signifies to use away or wear away with using; in distinction from *misuse*, which signifies to use amiss.

Every thing is abused which receives any sort of injury; it is misused, if not used at all, or turned to a wrong use. Young people are too prone to abuse books for want of setting a proper re-straint on their curiosity; they do not always avoid missing them in their riper years, when they read for amusement only instead of improvement. Money is abused when it is clipped, or its value any way lessened; it is misused when it is spent in excess and debauchery.

I know no evil so great as the abuse of the understanding; and yet there is no vice more common.—LOCKE.

Abuse, Invective.

Abuse (c. To abuse) is here taken in the metaphorical application for ill-treatment of persons.

Invective, from the Latin *invectio*, signifies to bear upon or against. Harsh and unseemly censure is the idea common to these terms; but the former is employed more properly against the person, the latter against the thing. Abuse is addressed to the individual, and mostly by word of mouth: invective is communicated mostly by writing. Abuse is dictated by anger, which throws off all constraint and violates all decency; invective is dictated by party spirit, or an intemperate warmth of feeling in matters of opinion. Abuse is always resorted to by the vulgar in their private quarrels: invective is the ebullition of zeal and ill-nature in public concerns.

The more rude and ignorant the man, the more liable he is to indulge in abuse; the more restless and opinionated the partisan, whether in religion or politics, the more ready he is to deal in invective. We must expect to meet with abuse from the vulgar whom we offend; and if in high stations, our conduct will draw forth invective from busybodies whom spleen has converted into oppositionists.

At an entertainment given by Philistius to some of his intimates, Thrasymenus, a man of violent passion and inflamed with wine, took some occasion, not recorded, to break out into the most violent abuse and insult.—CUMBERLAND.

This is the true way of examining a libel; and when men consider that no man living thinks the better of their heroes and patriots for the panegyric given them, none can think themselves lessen by their invective.—STEELE.

Abusive, v. Reproachful.

Abuse, v. Gulf.


**To Accede, Consent, Comply, Acquiesce, Agree.**

Accede, in Latin *accedo*, compound of *ac* or *ad* and *cedo* to go or come, signifies to come or fall into a thing.

Consent, in French *consentir*, Latin *consentio*, compound of *con* together and *sentio*, signifies to feel in unison with another.

Comply comes probably from the French *complaire*, Latin *compleceo*, signifying to be pleased in unison with another.

Acquiesce, in French *acquiescer*, Latin *acquiesco*, compound of *ac* or *ad* and *quiesco*, signifies to be easy about or contented with a thing.

Agree, in French *agreer*, is most probably derived from the Latin *groe*, in the word *concuro*, signifying to accord or suit.

We acceed to what others propose to us, by falling in with their ideas; we consent* to what others wish, by authorising it; we comply with what is asked of us, by allowing it, or not hindering it; we acquiesce in what is insisted by accepting it, and conforming to it; we agree to what is proposed by admitting and embracing it.

We object to those things to which we do not acceed: we refuse those things to which we do not consent, or with which we will not comply; we oppose those things in which we will not acquiesce: we dispute that to which we will not agree.

To accede is the unconstrained action of an equal; it is a matter of discretion: consent and comply suppose a degree of superiority, at least the power of preventing; they are acts of good nature or civility: acquiesce implies a degree of submission, it is a matter of prudence or necessity: agree indicates an aversion to disputes; it respects the harmony of social intercourse.

Members of any community ought to be willing to accede to what is the general will of their associates: parents should never be induced to consent to any thing which may prove injurious to their children: people ought not to comply indiscriminately with what is requested of them: in all matters of difference it is a happy circumstance when the parties will acquiesce in the judgment of an umpire, which is the greatest proof of their willingness to agree.

At last persuasion, menaces, and the impending pressure of necessity, conquered her virtue, and she acceded to the fraud.—CUMBERLAND.

My poverty, but not my will consents.—SHAKESPEARE.

Inclination will at length come over to reason, though

* Vide Abbé Girard: "Consentior, acquiescer, adherer; tumber d'accord."
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we can never force reason to comply with inclination.—Addison.

This we ought to acquaintance in, that the Sovereign Being, the great Author of Nature, has in him all possible perfection.—ELEPHANT.

We agreed to adopt the infant as the orphan son of a distant relation of our own name.—CUMBERLAND.

To Accelerate, v. To hasten.


To Accept, v. To Receive.

Acceptable, Grateful, Welcome.

Acceptable signifies worthy to be accepted.

Grateful, from the Latin gratus pleasing, signifies altogether pleasing; it is that which recommends itself. The acceptable is a relative good; the grateful is positive: the former depends upon our external condition, the latter on our feelings and taste; a gift is acceptable to a poor man, which would be refused by one less needy than himself; harmonious sounds are always grateful to a musical ear.

Welcome signifies come well or in season for us.

Acceptable and welcome both apply to external circumstances, and are therefore relatively employed; but the former is confined to such things as are offered for our choice, the latter refers to whatever happens according to our wishes: we may not always accept that which is acceptable, but we shall never reject that which is welcome: it is an insult to offer anything by way of a gift to another which is not acceptable; it is a grateful task to be the bearer of welcome intelligence to our friends.

I cannot but think the following letter from the Emperor of China to the Pope of Rome, proposing a coalition of the Chinese and Roman Churches, will be acceptable to the curious.—Steele.

The kids with pleasure browse the bushy plain:
The showers are grateful to the swelling grain.

Dryden.

Whatever is remote from common appearances is always welcome to vulgar as to childish credulity.—Johnson.

Acceptance, Acceptation.

Though both derived from the verb accept, have this difference, that the former is employed to express the abstract action generally; the latter only in regard to the single object of words. A book, or whatever else is offered to us, may be worthy of our acceptance or not. A word acquires its acceptance from the manner in which it is generally accepted by the learned.

It is not necessary to refuse benefits from a bad man, when the acceptance implies no approbation of his crimes.—Johnson.

On the subject of dress I may add by way of caution that the ladies who do well not to forget themselves. I do not mean this in the common acceptance of the phrase, which it may be sometimes convenient and proper to do.—Mackenzie.


Accession, v. Increase.


Accident, Chance.

Accident, in French accident, Latin occasi on, participle of accedeo to happen, compounded of ac or ad and caedo to fall, signifies the thing falling out.

Chance, in French chance, most probably comes from the Latin endens, and signifies like the former, the thing falling out. Accident is void of things that have been; chance of things that are to be. That is an accident which is done without intention; that is a chance which cannot be brought about by the use of means. It is an accident when a house falls: it is a chance when and how it may fall.

Accidents cannot be prevented: chances cannot be calculated upon. Accidents may sometimes be remedied; chances can never be controlled: accidents give rise to sorrow, they mostly occasion mischief; chances give rise to hope; they often produce disappointment; it is wise to dwell upon neither.

That little accident of Alexander's taking a fancy to bathe himself caused the interruption of his march; and that interruption gave occasion of that great victory that founded the third monarchy of the world.—South.

Surely there could not be a greater chance than that which brought to light the Powder-Treason.—South.

Accident, Contingency, Casualty.

Accident, v. Accident, chance.

Contingency, in French contingency, Latin contingens, participle of contingo, compounded of con and tangere, to touch one another, signifies the falling out or happening together; or the thing that happens in conjunction with another.

Casualty, in French casualité, from the Latin casualis, and cedo to fall or happen, signifies the thing that happens in the course of events.

All these words imply whatever takes place independently of our intentions. Accidents express more than contingencies: the former comprehend events with their causes and consequences; the latter respect collateral actions, or circumstances appended to events; casualties have regard simply to circumstances. Accidents are frequently occasioned by carelessness, and contingencies by trivial mistakes; our casualties are altogether independent of ourselves.

The overturning a carriage is an accident; our situation in a carriage, at the time, is a contingency which may occasion us to be more or less hurt; the passing of any one at the time is a casualty. We are all exposed to the most calamitous accidents; and our happiness or misery depends upon a thousand continu ences: the best concerted scheme may be thwarted by casualties, which no human foresight can prevent.

This natural impatience to look into futurity, and to know what accidents may happen to us hereafter, has given birth to many ridiculous arts and inventions.—Addison.

Nothing less than infinite wisdom can have an absolute command over half of things; the highest degree of it which man can possess is by no means equal to fortuitous events, and to such continuencies as may rise in the prosecution of our affairs.—Addison.

Men are exposed to more casualties than women, as battles, sea-voyages, with several dangerous trades and professions.—Addison.

Accident, v. Event.

Accidental, Incidental, Casual, Contingent.

Accidental, v. Accident.

Incidental, from incident, in Latin in-
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As the beauty of the body accompanies the health of it, so certainly is decency concomitant to virtue.—HUGHES.

Alas, my soul! thou pleasing companion of this body, thou fleeting thing that art now desiring it, whither art thou flying!—STEEL.

To Accompany, Attend, Escort.

Accompany, in French acquaintance, is compounded of ac or ad and compagnier, in Latin compagini to put or join together, signifying to give one's company and presence to any object, to join one's self to its company.

Attend, in French attendre, compounded of at or ad and tendre to tend or incline towards, signifies to direct one's notice or care towards any object.

Escort, in French escorter, from the Latin cohors a cohort or band of soldiers that attended a magistrate on his going into a province, signifies to accompany by way of safeguard.

We accompany those with whom we wish to go; we attend those whom we wish to serve; we escort those whom we are called upon to protect or guard. We accompany our equals, we attend our superiors, and escort superiors or inferiors. The desire of pleasing or being placed acts in the first case; the desire of being served or being served, in the second case; the fear of danger or the desire of security, in the last place.

One is said 'o have a numerous company, a crowd of attendants, and a strong escort,' but otherwise one person only may accompany or attend, though several are wanting for an escort. Friends accompany each other in their excursions; princes are attended with a considerable retinue whenever they appear in public, and with a strong escort when they travel through unfrequented and dangerous roads.

Creusa the wife of Eneas accompanied her husband on his leaving Troy; Socrates was attended by a number of illustrious pupils, whom he instructed by his example and his doctrines. Paul was attended as a prisoner by a band of three hundred men.

This account in some measure excited our curiosity, and at the entreaty of the ladies I prevailed upon accompany them to the playhouse, which was no other than a barn.—GOLDSMITH.

When the Marquis of Warton was appointed Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, Addison attended him as his secretary.—JOHNSON.

He very prudently called up four or five of the ostlers that belonged to the yard, and engaged them to enlist under his command as an escort to the coach.—HAWKESWORTH.

Accompany and attend may likewise be said of persons as well as things. In this case the former is applied to what goes with an object so as to form a part of it; the latter to that which follows an object as a dependant upon it. Pride is often accompanied with meanness, and attended with much inconvenience to the possessor.

The old English plainness and sincerity, that generous integrity of nature and honesty of disposition, which always argues true greatness of mind, and is usually accompanied with undaunted courage and resolution, is in a great measure lost among us.—TILLOTSON.

Humility lodged in a worthy mind is always attended with a certain homage, which no haughty soul, with all the arts imaginable, can purchase.—HUGHES.

The practice of religion will not only be attended with

vidas and incidio or in a caduo to fall upon, signifies belonging to a thing by chance.

Casual, v. Casualty.

Contingent, v. Contingency.

Accidental is opposed to what is designed or planned, incidental to what is premeditated, casual to what is constant for regular, contingent to what is definite and fixed. A meeting may be accidental, an expression incidental, a look, expression, &c., casual, an expense or circumstance contingent. We do not expect what is accidental; we do not suspect or guard against what is incidental; we do not heed what is casual. We are not prepared for what is contingent.

Many of the most fortunate and important occurrences in our lives are accidental; many remarks, seemingly incidental, do in reality conceal a settled intent; a casual remark in the course of conversation will sometimes make a stronger impression on the minds of children than the most eloquent and impressive course of orations; in the prosecution of any plan we ought to be prepared for the numerous contingencies which we may meet with to interfere with our arrangement.

This book fell accidentally into the hands of one who had never seen it before.—ADIBSON.

Savage lodged as much by accident and passed the night sometimes in mean houses, which are set open at night to any casual wanderers.—JOHN.

The distemper of the mind may be figuratively classed under the several characters of those maladies which are incidental to the body.—CUMBERLAND.

We see how a contingent event baffles man's knowledge and evades his power.—SUTH.

Acclamation, v. Applause.

To Accompany, v. To flt.

Accompaniment, Companion, Concomitant.

Accompaniment is properly a collective term to express what goes in company, and is applied only to things; Companion, which also signifies what is in the company, is applied either to persons or to things.

Companion is from the intensive syllable con and comes a companion, implies what is attached to an object, or goes in its train, and is applied only to things.

When said in relation to things, accompaniment implies a necessary connection; companion an incidental connection: the former is as a part to a whole, the latter is as one whole to another; the accompaniment belongs to the thing accompanied inasmuch as it serves to render it more or less complete; the companion belongs to the thing accompanied inasmuch as they correspond: in this manner singing is an accompaniment in instrumental music; subordinate ceremonies are the accompaniments in any solemn service; but a picture may be the companion of another picture from their fit less to stand together.

The concomitant is as much of an appendage as the accompaniment, but it is applied only to moral objects: thus morality is a concomitant to religion.

We may well believe that the ancient heathen bards, who held the Asiatic Greeks, performed religious rites and ceremonies in metre with accompaniments of music, to which they were devoted in the extreme.
That pleasure which naturally accompanies those actions to which we are habituated, but with those supernumerary joys that rise from the consciousness of such a pleasure—Addison.

Accomplice, v. Abettor.
Accomplice, v. Conspiring.

To accomplish, Effect, Execute, Achieve.

Accomplish, in French accomplir, is compounded of the intensive syllable ac or ad, and complir, in Latin compleo to complete, signifying to complete to the end.

Effect, in Latin effectus, participle of efficac, compounded of efficac and ex out of or up, and facio to make, signifies to make up until nothing remains to be done.

Execute, in Latin executus, participle of execr, compounded of ex and sequor to follow, signifies to follow up or carry through to the end.

Achieve, in French achever, from chef, signifies to perform as a chief.

We accomplish an object, effect a purpose, execute a project, achieve an enterprise. Perseverance is requisite for accomplishing, means for effecting, abilities for executing, and spirit for achieving. Some persons are always striving to attain without ever accomplishing what they propose. It is the part of wisdom to suit the means to the end when we have any scheme to effect. Those who are readiest in forming projects are not always the fittest for carrying them into execution. That ardour of character which impels to the achievement of arduous undertakings belongs but to very few.

We should never give up what we have the least chance of accomplishing, if it be worth the labour; nor pursue any plan which affords us no prospect of effecting what we wish; nor undertake what we do not feel ourselves competent to execute, particularly when there is anything extraordinary to acquire. The friends of humanity exerted their utmost endeavours in behalf of the enslaved Africans, and after many years' noble struggle at length accomplished their wishes, as far as respects Great Britain, by obtaining a legislative enactment against the slave trade; but they have not yet been able to effect the total abolition of this nefarious traffic; the vices of individuals still interfere with the due execution of the laws of their country: yet this triumph of humanity, as far as it has been successful, exceeds in greatness the boldest achievements of antiquity.

It is the first rule in oratory that a man must appear as he would persuade others to be; and that can be accomplished only by eloquence.—Swift.

Reason considers the motive, the means, and the end; and honours courage only when it is employed to effect the purpose of virtue.—Hawkesworth.

We are not to indulge our corporal appetites with pleasures that impair our intellectual vigour, nor gratify our minds with schemes which we know our lives must fail in attempting to execute.—Johnson.

It is more than probable, that in case our freethinkers could once achieve their glorious design of sinking the credit of the Christian Religion, and causing the revenues to be withdrawn which their wiser forefathers had appropriated to the support and encouragement of its teachers, in a little time the power would be as intelligible as the Greek Testament.—Berkley.

To accomplish, v. To fulfill.

Accomplished, * Perfect.

These epithets express an assemblage of all the qualities suitable to the subject; and mark the qualification in the highest degree. Accomplished refers only to the artificial refines of the min; Perfect is said of things in general, whether natural or artificial, mental or corporeal.

An acquaintance with modern languages and the ornamental branches of the arts and sciences constitutes a person accomplished: the highest possible degree of skill in any art constitutes a man a perfect artist. An accomplished man needs no moral endowment to entitle him to the name; a perfect man, if such an one there could be, must be free from every moral imperfection, and endowed with every virtue. Accomplished is applied only to persons; perfect is applicable not only to persons but to works, and everything else as occasion requires; it may likewise be employed in a bad sense to magnify any unfavourable quality.

The English nation in the time of Shakespeare was yet struggling to emerge from barbarity; and to be able to read and write was an accomplishment still valued for its rarity.—Johnson.

A man endowed with great perfection, without good breeding, is like the man who has the sense full of gold, but always wants change for his ordinary occasions.—Steele.

Accomplishment, v. Qualification.
To accord, v. To Agree.
Accordant, c. Consonant.
Accordingly, v. Therefore.

To accost, Salute, Address.

Accost, in French accoster, is compounded of ac or ad, and the Latin costa a rib or side, signifying to come by the side of a person.

Salute, in Latin saluto, from salus health, signifies to bid good speed.

Address, in French adresser, is compounded of ad and dresser, from the Latin direct, pretende diroit to direct or apply, signifying to direct one's discourse to a person.

To accost means to address a stranger casually met by the way; we salute our friends on re meeting; we address indifferent persons in company. Curiosity or conveniency prompt men to accost; good will or intimacy to salute; business or social communication to address. Rude people accost every one whom they meet; familiar people salute those with whom they are rarely acquainted; impertinent people address those with whom they have no business.

We must accost by speaking; but we may salute by signs as well as words; and address by writing as well as by speaking.

When . . . Eneas is sent by Virgil to the shades, he meets Dido the Queen of Carthage, whom his pity had hurried to the grave; he accost her with tenderness and excuses, but the lady turns away like Ajax in want disdain.—Johnson.

I was harassed by the multitude of eager salutations, and returned the common civilities with hesitation and impropriety.—Johnson.

I still continued to stand in the way, having scarcely strength to walk farther; when another soon addressed me in the same manner.—Johnson.

* Vide Abbé Girard: "Accompli, parfait."
Account, Reckoning, Bill.

Account, compounded of ac or ad and count, signifies to count to a person, or for a thing; an account is the thing so counted.

Reckoning, from the verb to reckon, signifies the thing reckoned up.

Bill, in Saxon bill, is all probability comes from the Swedish billa, to build, signifying a written contract for building vessels, which in German is still called a billbrief; hence it has been employed to express various kinds of written documents. These words, which are very similar in signification, may frequently be substituted for one another.

Account is the generic, the others the specific terms: a reckoning and bill is an account, though not always vice versa; account expresses the details, with the sum of them counted up; reckoning implies the register and notation of the things to be reckoned up; bill denotes the details, with their particular charges. An account should be correct, containing neither more nor less than the particular things should be explicit, leaving nothing unnoticed as to dates and names; a bill should be fair.

We speak of keeping an account, of coming to a reckoning, of sending in a bill. Customers have an account with their tradespeople; masters have a reckoning with their workpeople; tradesmen send in their bills at stated periods.

Account, from the extensive use of the term, is applicable to every thing that is noted down; the particulars of which are considered worthy of notice, individually or collectively: merchants keep their accounts; an account is taken at the Custom House of all that goes in and out of the kingdom; an account is taken of all transactions, of the weather, of natural phenomena, and whatever is remarkable. Reckoning, as a particular term, is more partial in its use: it is mostly confined to the dealings of men with one another; in which sense it is superseded by the preceding term, and now serves to express only an explanatory enumeration, which may be either verbal or written. Bill, as implying something charged or engaged, is used not only in a mercantile, but a legal sense: hence we speak of a bill of lading; a bill of parcels; a bill of exchange; a bill of indictment, or a bill in Parliament.

At many times I brought in my accounts,
Laid them before you; you would throw them off.
And say you found them in my honesty.

SHAKESPEARE.

Merchant with some rudeness demanded a room, and was told that there was a good fire in the next parlour, which the company were about to leave, being then paying their reckoning.—JOHNSON.

Ordinary express ought to be limited by a man's estate, and ordered to the best, that the bills may be less than the estimation abroad.—BACON.

Account, Narrative, Description.


Narrative, from narrare, is in Latin narratur, participle of narrare or gnaro, which signifies to make known.

Description, from describe, in Latin describo or de and scribo, signifies to write down. Account is the most general of these terms; whatever is noted as worthy of remark is an account: narrative is an account narrated: description, an account described. Account has no reference to the person giving the account; a narrative must have a narrator; a description must have a describer. An account may come from one or several quarters, or no specified quarter; but a narrative and description bespeak themselves as the production of some individual. An account may be the statement of a single fact only; a narrative or description consists of several connected incidents; a description, of several unconnected particulars respecting some common object. An account and a description may be communicated either verbally or in writing; a narrative is mostly written. An account may be given of political events, natural phenomena, and domestic occurrences; as the signing of a treaty, the march of an army, the death and funeral of an individual: a narrative is mostly personal, respecting the adventures, the travels, the dangers, and the escapes of some particular person; a description does not so much embrace occurrences, as characters, appearances, beauties, defects, and attributes in general. Accounts from the mercantile are annually looked for in time of war: whenever a narrative is interesting, it is a species of reading eagerly sought after: the descriptions which are given of the eruptions of volcanoes are calculated to awaken a strong degree of curiosity. An account may be false or true; a narrative clear or confused; a description lively or dull.

A man of business, in good company, who gives an account of his abilities and dispatches, is hardly more insupportable than her they call a notable woman.—BLAKE.

Few narratives will, either to men or women, appear more incredible than the histories of the Amazons.—JOHNSON.

Most readers, I believe, are more charmed with Milton's description of Paradise than of hell.—ADDISON.


Accountable, v. Answerable.

To Accumulate, v. To heap.

Accurate, Exact, Precise.

Accurate, in French accurate, Latin accuratus, participle of accuro, compounded of the intensive ac and cur and curo to take care of, signifying done with great care.

Exact, in French exacte, Latin exactus, participle of precido to finish or complete, denotes the quality of completeness, the absence of defect.

Precise, in French précis, Latin precisus, participle of precido to out by rule, signifies the quality of doing by rule. A man is accurate when he avoids faults; exact, when he attends to every minutia, and leaves nothing undone; precise, when he does it according to a certain measure. These epithets, therefore, bear a comparative relation to each other; exact expresses more than accurate, and precise more than exact. An account is accurate in which there is no misrepresentation; it is exact when nothing essential is omitted; it is precise when it contains particular details of time, place, and circumstance.

Accuracy is indispensable in all our concerns, be they ever so ordinary; exactness is of peculiar importance in business, and in some cases, where great results flow from trifling causes, the greatest precision be-
comes requisite: we may, however, be too precise when we dwell on unimportant particulars, but we cannot be too exact; an exact man will save himself much trouble; an exact man will gain himself much credit; and a precise man will take much pains only to render himself ridiculous. Young people should strive to do everything accurately, which, they think, we are doing at all, and thus they will learn to be exact, or precise, as occasion may require.

Accuracy, moreover, concerns our mechanical labours, and the operations of our senses and understandings; exactness respects our dealings with others; precision is applied to our habits and manners in society. We write, we see, we think, we judge accurately; we are exact in our payments; we are precise in our modes of dress. Some men are very accurate in their particular line of business, who are not very exact in fulfilling their engagements, nor very precise in the hours which they keep.

An eminent artist who brought up his pictures with the greatest accuracy, and gave them all those delicate touches which are apt to please the nicest eye, is represented as tuning a theorbo.—ADDISON.

To Accuse, Charge, Impeach, Arraign.

Accuse, in Latin accusare, compounded of accusare and causa or causas, signifies to bring to trial.

Charge, from the word cargo, signifies to lay on a burden.

Impeach, in French ensaper, to hinder or disturb, compounded of em or in and prs the foot, signifies to set one's foot or one's self against another.

Arraign, compounded of ar or ad and range or range, signifies to range, or set at the bar of a tribunal.

The idea of ascribing the guilt of another is common to these terms. Accuse in the proper sense is applied particularly to crimes, but it is also applied to every species of offence; charge may be applied to crimes, but is used more commonly for breaches of moral conduct: we accuse a person of murder; we charge him with dishonesty.

Accuse is properly a formal action; charge is an informal action; criminals are accused, and their accusation is proved in a court of judicature to be true or false; any person may be charged, and the charge may be either substantiated or refuted in the judgment of a third person.

The Countess of Hertford, demanding an audience of the Queen, laid before her their noble series of his most erent, exposed the improbability of an accusation, by which he was charged with an intent to commit a murder that could produce no advantage.—JOHNSON'S LIFE OF SAVAGE.

Nor was this irregularity the only charge which Lord Temple brought against him, against which he brought a collection of valuable books stamped with his own arms, he had the mortification to see them in a short time exposed for sale.—JOHNSON'S LIFE OF SAVAGE.

Impeach and arraign are both species of accusing: the former in application to statesmen and state concerns, the latter in regard to the general conduct or principles; with this difference, that he who impeaches only asserts the guilt, but does not determine it; but these who arraign also take upon themselves to decide: statesmen are impeached for misdemeanours in the administration of government: kings arraign governors of provinces and subordinate princes, and in this manner kings are sometimes arraigned before mock tribunals: our Saviour was arraigned before Pilate; and creatures in the madness of presumption arraign their Creator.

Aristotle, in revengeful cunning, impeached several courtiers and intimates of the tyrant.—CUMBERLAND.

O the inexpressible horror that will seize upon a poor sinner, when he stands arraigned at the bar of divine justice.—SOUTH.

To Accuse, Censure.

Accuse, v. To accuse, charge.

Censure, in French censurer, in Latin censo, is derived from censor, a Roman magistrate who took cognizance of the morals and manners of the citizens, as also of the domestic arrangements of the city. It signifies not only the office of censor, but, in an extended sense, the act of blaming or punishing offenders against morality, which formed a prominent feature in his office.

To accuse is only to assert the guilt of another; to censure is to take that guilt for granted.

We accuse only to make known the offence, to provoke inquiry; we censure in order to inflict a punishment.

An accusation may be false or true; a censure mild or severe.

It is extremely wrong to accuse another without sufficient grounds; but still worse to censure him without the most substantial grounds.

Every one is at liberty to accuse another of offences which he knows him for a certainty to have committed; but none can censure who are not authorized by their age or station.

Mr. Locke accuses those of great negligence who dis accuse of more things with the greatest obscurity in the terms they make use of.—BUDGELL.

If any man measure his words by his heart, and speak as he thinks, and do not express more kindness to every man than men usually have for any man, he can hardly escape the censure of the want of breeding.—TILLOTSON.

To Achieve, v. To accomplish.

Achievement, v. Deed.

To Acknowledge, Own, Confess, Avow.

Acknowledgment, compounded of a: or ad and knowledge, implies to bring to knowledge, to make known.

Own, is a familiar figure, signifying to take
to one's self, to make one's own: it is a common substitute for confess.

Confess, in French confesseur, Latin confessus, participle of confessor, compound of conf and fatior, signifies to impart to any one.

Avow, in French avouer, Latin aversum, signifies to vow, to protest, to avow.

Acknowledging is a simple declaration; confessing or avowing is a specific private communication; avowal is a public declaration. We acknowledge facts; confess or own faults; avow motives, opinions, &c.

We acknowledge in consequence of a question; we confess in consequence of an accusation; we own in consequence of a charge; we avow voluntarily. We acknowledge having been concerned in a transaction; we confess our guilt; we own that a thing is wrong; but we are ashamed to avow our motives. Candour leads to an acknowledgment; repentance produces a confession; the desire of forgiveness leads to avowing; generosity or pride occasions an avowal.

An acknowledgment of what is not demanded may be either politic or impolitic: according to circumstances: a confession dictated merely by fear is of avail only in the sight of man; those who are most ready to own themselves in an error are not always the first to amend: an avowal of the principles which actuate the conduct is often the greatest aggravation of guilt.

I must acknowledge, for my own part, that I take greater pleasure in considering the works of the creation in their immensity than in their minuteness.—ADDISON.

And now I have learned that I will fairly own that it was I that instructed my girls to encourage our landlord's addresses.—GOLDSMITH.

Spite of herself she en'envy must confess, That f the friendship of the great possess.—FRANCIS.

Whether by their settled and avowed scorn of thoughtless talkers, the Persians were able to diffuse to any great extent the virtue of truthfulness, we are hindered by the distance of those times from being able to discover.—JOHNSON.

To Acknowledge, v. To recognize.

To Acquaint, v. To inform.

Acquaintance, Familiarity, Intimacy.

Acquaintance comes from acquaint, which is compounded of the intensive syllable ac or ad and quaint, in old French coint, Teut. gekannt known, signifying known to one.

Familiarity comes from familiar, in Latin familiaris and familia, signifying known as one of the family.

Intimacy, from intimate, in Latin intima, a multiple of intum to love entirely, from intimus innermost, signifies known to the innermost recesses of the heart.

These terms mark different degrees of closeness in the social intercourse; acquaintance expressing less than familiarity; and that less than intimacy.

A slight knowledge of any one constitutes an acquaintance to be familiar requires an acquaintance of some standing; intimacy supposes such an acquaintance as is supported by friendship.—TRUSLER.

Acquaintance springs from occasional intercourse; familiarity is produced by a daily intercourse, which wears off all constraint, and dismisses all ceremony; intimacy arises not merely from frequent intercourse, but unreserved communication. An acquaintance will be occasionally a guest; but one that is on terms of familiarity has easy access to our table; and an intimate, likewise, lays claim to a share at least of our confidence. An acquaintance with a person affords but little opportunity for knowing his character; familiarity puts us in the way of seeing his foibles, rather than his virtues; but intimacy enables us to appreciate his worth.

Those who are apt to be familiar on a slight acquaintances, will never acquire any degree of intimacy.—THUSSLER.

A simple acquaintance is the most desirable footing on which to stand with all persons however deserving. If it have not the pleasures of familiarity or intimacy, it can claim the privilege of being exempted from their pains. "Too much familiarity," according to the old proverb, "breeds contempt." The unlicensed freedom which commonly attends familiarity affords but too ample scope for the indulgence of the selfish and unamiable passions. Intimacies begun in love often end in hatred, as ill-chosen friends commonly become bitterest enemies. A man may have a thousand acquaintance, and not one whom he should make his intimate.

Acquaintances grow; th' acquaintance they improve To friendship; friendship ripens into love.—BURNS.

That familiarity produces neglect has been long observed.—JOHNSON.

The intimacy between the father of Eugenio and Agnésus produced a tender friendship between his sister and Amelia.—HAWKESWORTH.

An acquaintance is a being who meets us with a smile and salute, who tells us with the same breath that he is glad and sorry for the most trivial good and ill that befalls us.—HAWKESWORTH.

His intimates were his entire friends, and could have not interested views in counting his acquaintance.—STEELE.

At an entertainment given by Pisistratus to some of his intimates, Thrasippus took some occasion, not recorded, to break out into the most violent abuse.—CUMBERLAND.

These terms may be applied to things as well as persons, in which case they bear a similar analogy. An acquaintance with a subject is opposed to entire ignorance upon it; familiarity with it is the consequence of frequent repetition; and intimacy of a steady and thorough research. In our intercourse with the world we have our daily acquainted with fresh subjects to engage our attention. Some men have by extraordinary diligence acquired a considerable familiarity with more than one language and science; but few, if any, can boast of having possessed an intimate acquaintance with all the particulars of even one language or science. When we can translate the authors of any foreign language we may claim an acquaintance with it; when we can speak, or write it freely, we may be said to be familiar with it; but an intimate acquaintance comprehends a thorough critical intimacy with all the niceties and subtleties of its structure.

With Homer's heroes we have more than historic acquaintance; they are made intimate with their habit and manners.—CUMBERLAND.

The frequency of envy makes it so familiar, that it escapes our notice.—JOHNSON.

To Acquiesce, v. To accede
To Acquire, Obtain, Gain, Win, Earn.

Acquire, in French acquérir, Latin acquiśere, is compounded of ac quis or ad and quaerō to seek, signifying to seek or get to one's self.

Obtain, in French obtenir, Latin obtineō, is compounded of ob and tenēre to hold, signifying to get hold or secure within one's reach.

Gain and win are derived from the same source; namely, the French gagner, German gewinnen, Saxon winnen, from the Latin vincō, Greek αγγεια or vincō to conquer, signifying to get the mastery over, to get into one's possession.

Earn comes from the Saxon tharan, German erdten, Frieslandish arwan to reap, which is connected with the Greek αργυρη to take or get.

The idea of getting is common to these terms, but the circumstances of the action vary. We acquire by our own efforts; we obtain by the efforts of others as well as ourselves; we gain or seī by striving; we earn by labour. Talents and industry are requisite for acquiring; what we acquire comes gradually to us in consequence of the regular exercise of our abilities; in this manner knowledge, honour, and reputation are acquired. Things are obtained by all means, honest or dishonest; whatever comes into our possession agreeable to our wishes is obtained, favours and requests are always obtained. Fortune assists in both gaining and winning, but particularly in the latter case: a subsistence, a superiority, a victory or battle, is gained; a game or a prize in the lottery is won. A good constitution and full employment are all that is necessary for earning a livelihood. Fortunes are acquired after a course of years; they are obtained by inheritance, or gained in trade; they are sometimes won at the gaming table, but seldom earned.

What is acquired is solid, and produces lasting benefit: what is obtained may often be injurious to one's health, one's interest, or one's morals; what is gained or won is often only ephemeral, and transitory in its nature; it is gained or won only to be lost; what is earned serves only to supply the necessity of the moment; it is hardly got and quickly spent. Scholars acquire learning, obtain rewards, gain applause, and win prizes, which are often hardly earned by the loss of health.

It is Sallust's remark upon Cato, that the less he coveted glory, the more he acquired virtue. —ADDISON.

We were not this desire of fame very strong, the difficulty of obtaining it, and the danger of losing it when obtained, would be sufficient to deter a man from so vain a pursuit. —ADDISON.

He whose mind is engaged by the acquisition or improvement of a fortune, not only escapes the insipidity of idleness and the tenacity of industry, but gains enjoyments wholly unknown to those who live lazily on the toils of others. —JOHNSON.

When the danger ends, the hero ceases; when he has won an empor, or gained his mistress, the rest of his story is not worth relating. —STEEL.

An honest man may freely take his own: The more he has, the fairer claim he makes to others. —DRYDEN.

They who have earned their fortune by a laborious and industrious life are naturally tenacious of what they have painfully acquired. —BLAIR.

To Acquire, Attain.

Acquire, v. To acquire, obtain.

Attain, in Latin attineō, is compounded of ab or ad and tendō to hold, signifying to rest at a thing.

To acquire is a progressive and permanent action; to attain is a perfect and finishing action: we always go on acquiring; but we stop when we have attained. What is acquired is something got into the possession; what is attained is the joint arrived at. We acquire a language; we attain to a certain degree of perfection.

By abilities and perseverance we may acquire a considerable fluency in speaking several languages; but we can scarcely expect to attain to the perfection of a native in any foreign language. Ordinary powers coupled with diligence will enable a person to acquire whatever is useful but cannot attain to superiority without extraordinary talents and determined perseverance. Acquisitions are always serviceable; attainments always creditable.

A genius is never to be acquired by art, but is the gift of nature. —GAY.

Inquiries after happiness, and rules for attaining it, are not so necessary and useful to mankind as the arts of consolation, and supporting one's self under affliction. —SHEPHERD.

Acquisition, Acquisition.

Two abstract nouns, from the same verb, denoting the thing acquired.

Acquisition implies the thing acquired for and by ourselves; acquisition, that which is acquired for another, or to the advantage of another.

People can expect to make but slender acquisitions without a considerable share of industry; and in such case they will be no acquisition to the community to which they have attached themselves.

Acquisition respects rather the exertions employed; acquisition the benefit or gain accruing. To learn a language is an acquisition; to gain a class or a degree, an acquisition. The acquisitions of literature far exceed in value that of acquisitions of fortune.

Men of the greatest application and acquisitions can look back upon many vacant spaces and neglected parts of time. —HUGHES.

To me, who have taken pains to look at beauty, abstracted from the consideration of its being an object of desire; at power only as it sits upon another without any hopes of partaking any share of it; at wisdom and capacity without any pretension to rival or envy its acquisitions; the world is not only a mere scene, but a pleasant one. —STEEL.

Acquisition, v. Acquisition.

To Acquit, v. To absolve.

Acrimony, Tarness, Asperity, Harshness.

These epithets are figuratively employed to denote sharpness of feeling corresponding to the quality in natural bodies.

Acrimony, in Latin acrimōnia, from acer sharp, is the characteristic of garlic, mustard, and pepper, that is, a biting sharpness.

Tartness, from tart, is not improbably derived from tartar, the quality of which it in some degree resembles; it is a high degree of acid peculiar to vinegar.

Asperity, in Latin aspēritas, from asper, and the Greek ἀκάρηs fallow, without culture
and without fruit, signifying land that is too hard and rough to be tilled.

Harshness, from harsh, in German and Teutonic herke, herbisch, Swedish korp, Latin acerbus, denotes the sharp rough taste of unripe fruit.

A quick sense produces acrimony: it is too frequent among disputants, who emitber each other's feelings. An acute sensibility coupled with quickness of intellect produces tartness: it is too frequent among females. Acrimony is a transient feeling that discovers itself by the words; tartness is an habitual inquietude of mind, which mingles itself with the tone and looks. An acriominous reply frequently gives rise to much ill-will; a tart reply is often treated with indifference, as indicative of the natural temper, rather than of any unfriendly feeling.

Asperity and harshness respect one's conduct to inferiors; the latter expresses a strong desire of the former. Asperity is opposed to mildness and forbearance; harshness to kindness. A reproof is conveyed with asperity, when the words and looks convey strong displeasure; a remonstrance is harsh when it wounds the feelings, and does violence to the affections. Mistresses sometimes chide their servants with asperity; parents deal harshly with their children.

The genius even when he endeavors only to entertain or instruct, yet suffers persecution from innumerable critics, whose acrimony is excited merely by the pain of seeing others pleased.—JOHNSON.

Cowry seems to have possessed the power of writing easily beyond any other of our poets, yet his pursuit of remote thoughts led him often into harshness of expression.—JOHNSON.

The nakedness and asperity of the winter world always fills the beholder with pensive and profound astonishment.—JOHN.

They cannot be too sweet for the king's tartness.—SHAKESPEARE.

To Act, do.

Act, in Latin actus, from agere to direct, signifies the putting in motion.

Do, in German thun, comes probably from the Greek έχινα to put, signifying to dispose, put in order, or bring to pass.

To act we do a thing; but we may act without doing any thing. The first of these words is intransitive, and the second transitive: we do not act a thing, but we always do a thing. The first approaches nearest to the idea of move: it is properly the exertion of power corporeal or mental; the second is closely allied to effect: it is the production of an effect by such an exertion. We act very unwisely who attempt to do more than their abilities will enable them to complete; whatever we do, let us be careful to act considerately.

We have made this a maxim, "That a man who is commonly called good-natured is hardly to be thanked for what he does, because half that is acted about him is done rather by his sufferance than approbation."—STEEL.

Action, Act, Deed.

The words action, act, and deed, though derived from the preceding verbs, have an obvious distinction in their meaning.

Action, in French acte, Latin actio, signifies doing.

Act, in French acte, Latin actum, denotes the thing done; the former implies a process: the latter a result.

We mark the degrees of action* which indicate energy: we mark the number of acts which may serve to designate a habit or character: we speak of a lively, vehement, or impetuous action; a man of action, in distinction from a mere talker or an idler; whatever rests without influence or movement has lost its action; we speak of many acts of a particular kind; we call him a tool who commits continued acts of folly; and him a niggar who commits but singular acts of meanness.

Action is a continued exertion of power: act is a single exertion of power; the physical movement; the simple acting. Our actions are our works in the strict sense of the word; our acts are the operations of our faculties. The character of a man must be judged by his actions; the merit of actions depends on the motive that give rise to them; the act of speaking is peculiar to man; but the acts of walking, running, eating, &c., are common to all animals.

Actions may be considered either singly or collectively; acts are regarded only individually and specifically: we speak of all a man's actions, but not of all his acts; we say a good action, a virtuous action, a charitable action; but an act, not an action of goodness, an act of virtue, an act of faith, an act of charity, and the like. It is a good action to conceal the faults of our neighbours; but a rare act of charity among men. Many noble actions are done in private, the consciousness of which is the only reward of the doer; the wisest of men may occasionally commit acts of folly, which are not imputable to their general character. Nothing can be a greater act of imprudence than not to take an occasional review of our past actions.

Action † is a term applied to whatever is done in general; act to that which is remarkable or that requires to be distinguished. The sentiments of the heart are easier to be discovered by one's actions, than by one's words: it is an heroic act to forgive our enemy, when we are in a condition to be revenge on him. The good man is cautious in all his actions to avoid even the appearance of evil; a great prince is anxious to mark every year by some distinguished act of wisdom or virtue.

Act and deed are both employed for what is remarkable; but act denotes only one single thing done; deed implies some complicated performance, something achieved: we display but one quality or power in performing an act; we display many, both physical and mental, in performing a deed. A prince distinguishes himself by acts of mercy; the commander of an army by martial deeds. Acts of disobedience in youth frequently lead to the perpetration of the foulest deeds in more advanced life.

Many of those actions which are apt to procure fame are not in their nature conducive to our ultimate happiness.—ADDISON.

I desire that the same rule may be extended to the whole fraternity of heathen gods; it being my design to

* Rombard; "Apte, action;"
† Girard; "Action, acte;"
**ACTION.**

**ACTIVE.**

*RIDICULOUS POSTURES IN ORDER TO EXCITE LAUGHTER; ACTORS ASSUME GRACEFUL ATTITUDES TO REPRESENT THEIR CHARACTERS. POSTURES ARE TO THE BODY WHAT GRINNERS ARE TO THE FACE; ATTITUDES ARE TO THE BODY WHAT AIR IS TO THE FIGURE: HE WHO IN ATTEMPTING TO WALK ASSUMES THE ATTITUDE OF A DANCER, PUTS HIMSELF INTO A RIDICULOUS POSTURE: A GRACEFUL AND ELEGANT ATTITUDE IN DANCING BECOMES AN AFFECTED AND LAUGHABLE POSTURE IN ANOTHER CASE.

POSTURES ARE SOMETIMES USEFULLY EMPLOYED IN STAGE DANCING; ATTITUDES ARE NECESSARILY EMPLOYED BY PAINTERS, SCULPTORS, DANCING MASTERS, AND OTHER ARTISTS. POSTURE IS SAID OF THE WHOLE BODY; THE REST, OF PARTICULAR LINMS OR PARTS. ATTITUDE AND POSTURE ARE FIGURATIVELY APPLIED TO OTHER OBJECTS BESIDES THE BODY: ARMLES ASSUME A MENACING ATTITUDE; IN A CRITICAL POSTURE OF AFFAIRS, EXTRAORDINARY SKILL IS REQUIRED ON THE PART OF THE GOVERNMENT.

CICERO CONCLUDES HIS CELEBRATED BOOK ‘DE ORATORE’ WITH SOME PRECEPTS FOR PRONUNCIATION AND ACTION, WITHOUT WHICH PART HE AFFIRMS THAT THE BEST ORATOR IN THE WORLD CAN NEVER SUCCEED—HUGHES.

OUR BEST ARTISTS ARE SOMEWHAT AT A LOSS TO SUPPORT THEMSELVES WITH PROPER POSTURE, AS THEY MOVE FROM ANY CONSIDERABLE DISTANCE TO THE FRONT OF THE STAGE—STERKEL.

NEITHER THE JUDGES OF OUR LAW, NOR THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PEOPLE, WOULD BE MUCH AFFECTED BY LABOURED GESTICULATION, OR BELIEVE ANY MAN THE MORE, BECAUSE HE ROLLED HIS EYES, OR PUFFED HIS CHEEKS.—JOHNSON.

FALSEHOOD IN A SHORT TIME FOUND BY EXPERIENCE THAT HER SUPREMINCY HAD EXISTED ONLY IN THE CELERITY OF HER COURSE, AND THE CHANGE OF HER POSTURE.—JOHNSON.

WHEN I ENTERED HIS ROOM, HE WAS SITTING IN A CONTEMPLATIVE POSTURE, WITH HIS EYES FIXED UPON THE GROUND; AFTER HE HAD COMPLETED IN HIS REVERIE NEAR A QUARTER OF AN HOUR, HE ROSE UP AND SEENED HIS POSTURE TO TAKE LEAVE OF SOME INVISIBLE GUEST.—HAWKESWORTH.

FALSEHOOD ALWAYS ENDED IN TRYING TO COPY THE MIND AND ATTITUDES OF TRUTH.—JOHNSON.

**ACTION.**

V. TO ACT.

**Gestique, in French gait, Lat., postu, participle of giro to carry one's self, signifies the manner of carrying one's body.**

Gesticulture, in Latin gesticulatio comes from gesticulator to make many gestures.

**Posture, in French posture, Lat. postura, a position, comes from positus, participle of pono, signifying the manner of placing one's self.**

**Attitude, in French attitude, Lat., attitude, is changed from aptitude, signifying a propensity as to disposition.**

**All these terms are applied to the state of the body; the former three indicating a state of motion; the latter two a state of rest. Action respects the movements of the body in general; gesture is an action indicative of some particular state of mind; gesticulation is a species of artificial gesture. Raising the arm is an action bowing is a posture.**

**Actions may be ungraceful; gestures indecent. A suitable action sometimes gives great force to the words that are uttered; gestures often supply the place of language between people of different nations. Actions characterize a man as vulgar or well-bred; gestures mark the temper of the mind. There are many actions which it is the object of education to prevent from growing into habits; savages express the vehement passions of the mind by vehement gestures on every occasion, even in their amusements. An extravagant or unnatural gesture is termed a gesticulation; a sycophant, who wishes to cringe in favour with the great, uses largely in gesticulation to mark his devotion; a buffoon who attempts to imitate the gestures of another will use gesticulation; and the monkey who apes the actions of human beings does so by means of gesticulations.**

**Posture** is a mode of placing the body more or less differing from the ordinary habits; attitude is the manner of keeping the body more or less suitable to the existing circumstances. A posture, however convenient is never assumed without exertion; it is therefore willingly changed: an attitude, though not usual, is still according to the nature of things; it is therefore readily preserved. A posture is singular; it has something in it which departs from the ordinary carriage of the body, and makes it remarkable: an attitude is striking; it is the natural expression of character or impression. A brave man will put himself into a posture of defence, without assuming an attitude of defiance.

Strange and forced positions of the body are termed postures; noble, agreeable, and expressive forms of carriage, are called attitudes: mountebanks and clowns put themselves into ridiculous postures in order to excite laughter; actors assume graceful attitudes to represent their characters. Postures are to the body what grinners are to the face; attitudes are to the body what air is to the figure: he who in attempting to walk assumes the attitude of a dancer, puts himself into a ridiculous posture: a graceful and elegant attitude in dancing becomes an affected and laughable posture in another case.

**Postures are sometimes usefully employed in stage dancing; attitudes are necessarily employed by painters, sculptors, dancing masters, and other artists. Posture is said of the whole body; the rest, of particular limbs or parts. Attitude and posture are figuratively applied to other objects besides the body: armles assume a menacing attitude; in a critical posture of affairs, extraordinary skill is required on the part of the government.**

CICERO CONCLUDES HIS CELEBRATED BOOK ‘DE ORATORE’ WITH SOME PRECEPTS FOR PRONUNCIATION AND ACTION, WITHOUT WHICH PART HE AFFIRMS THAT THE BEST ORATOR IN THE WORLD CAN NEVER SUCCEED—HUGHES.

OUR BEST ARTISTS ARE SOMEWHAT AT A LOSS TO SUPPORT THEMSELVES WITH PROPER POSTURE, AS THEY MOVE FROM ANY CONSIDERABLE DISTANCE TO THE FRONT OF THE STAGE—STERKEL.

NEITHER THE JUDGES OF OUR LAW, NOR THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PEOPLE, WOULD BE MUCH AFFECTED BY LABOURED GESTICULATION, OR BELIEVE ANY MAN THE MORE, BECAUSE HE ROLLED HIS EYES, OR PUFFED HIS CHEEKS.—JOHNSON.

FALSEHOOD IN A SHORT TIME FOUND BY EXPERIENCE THAT HER SUPREMINCY HAD EXISTED ONLY IN THE CELERITY OF HER COURSE, AND THE CHANGE OF HER POSTURE.—JOHNSON.

WHEN I ENTERED HIS ROOM, HE WAS SITTING IN A CONTEMPLATIVE POSTURE, WITH HIS EYES FIXED UPON THE GROUND; AFTER HE HAD COMPLETED IN HIS REVERIE NEAR A QUARTER OF AN HOUR, HE ROSE UP AND SEENED HIS POSTURE TO TAKE LEAVE OF SOME INVISIBLE GUEST.—HAWKESWORTH.

FALSEHOOD ALWAYS ENDED IN TRYING TO COPY THE MIND AND ATTITUDES OF TRUTH.—JOHNSON.

**Action, Agency, Operation.**

V. TO ACT.

**Agency, v. To act.**

**Operation, in Latin operatio, from opera labour and opus need, signifies the work that is needful.**

**ACTION IS THE EFFECT, AGENCY THE CAUSE. ACTION IS INHERENT IN THE SUBJECT: AGENCY IS SOMETHING EXTERIOR; IT IS, IN FACT, PUTTING A THING INTO ACTION; IN THIS MANNER THE WHOLE WORLD IS IN OR THROUGH THE AGENCY OF THE DIVINE BEING. OPERATION IS ACTION FOR A SPECIFIC END, AND ACCORDING TO A RULE; AS THE OPERATION OF NATURE IN THE ARTICLE OF VEGETATION.**

**It is better, therefore, that the earth should move about its own centre, and make those useful visceratures of night and day, than expose always the same side to the action of the sun.—BENTLEY.**

**A FEW ADVANCES THERE ARE IN THE FOLLOWING PAPERS TENDING TO ASSERT THE OPERATIONS OF THE AGENCY AND PROVIDENCE IN THE NATURAL WORLD.—WOODWARD.**

**The tree whose operation brings Knowledge of good and ill, shun then to taste.**—MILTON.

**Active, Diligent, Industrious, Assiduous, Laborious.**

**ACTIVE FROM THE VERB TO ACT, IMPLIES A PROPENSITY TO ACT, TO BE DOING SOMETHING WITHOUT REGARD TO THE NATURE OF THE OBJECT.**

**Diligent, in French diligent. Latin dili-gens, participle of diligo, to choose or like, implies an attachment to an object, and consequent attention to it.**

**Industrious, in French industrious,**
Active, Brisk, Agile, Nimble.

Active, v. Active, diligent.

Brisk has a common origin with fresh, 
which is in Saxon ferh, Dutch frijck or berik, 
Danish frisk, jerk, &c.

Agile, in Latin agilis, comes from the 
same verb as active, signifying a fitness, 
a readiness to act or move.

Nimble, is probably derived from the 
Saxon renma to take, implying a fitness or 
capacity to take any thing by a celerity 
of movement.

Activity respects one’s transactions; briskness, one’s sports: men are active in carrying 
on business; children are brisk in their play.

Agility refers to the light and easy carriage of 
the body in springing; nimbleness to its quick 
and gliding movements in running. A rope 
dancer is agile: a fencer, nimble.

Activity results from ardour of mind; briskness 
from vivacity of feeling: agility is produced 
by corporeal vigour, and habitual strong 
exercise; nimbleness results from an habitual 
effort to move lightly.

There is no a more painful action of the mind than 
Invention, yet in dreams it works with that ease and 
activity, that we are not sensible when the faculty is 
employed.—ADDESON.

I made my next application to a widow, and attacked 
she so briskly that I thought myself within a fortnight 
of her.—BUDGELL.

When the Prince touched his stirrup, and was going 
to speak, the officer, with an incredible agility, threw 
himself on the earth and kissed his feet.—STEELE.

0 friends, I hear the tread of nimble feet 
Hasting this way.—MITON.

Active, Busy, Officious.

Active, v. Active, diligent.

Busy, in Saxon gebyngod, from bisian, 
beschaffigt, from beschaffigen to occupy, and 
schaffen to make or do, implies a propensity to 
be occupied.

Officious, in French officieux, Latin officius, 
from officium duty or service, signifies 
a propensity to perform some service or office.

Active respects the habit or disposition of the 
mind; busy and officious, either the disposition of 
the mind, or the employment of the moment: the former regards every species of 
employment; the latter only particular kinds of 
employment. An active person is ever 
ready to be employed; a person is busy, when 
he is actually employed in any object; he is 
officious, when he is employed for others.

Active is always taken in a good, or at least 
an indifferent sense; it is opposed to lazy: 
busy, as it respects occupation, is mostly in 
a good sense; it is opposed to being at leisure; 
as it respects disposition, it is always in a bad 
-txtsense; officious is never taken in a good sense; 
it implies being busy without discretion. To 
an active disposition, nothing is more irksome 
than inaction; but it is not concerned to in 
quire into the utility of the action. It is better
for a person to be busy than quite unemployed; but a busy person will employ himself about the concerns of others, when he has none of his own sufficiently important to engage his attention; an officious person is as unfortunate as he is troublesome; when he strives to serve he has the misfortune to annoy.

The pursuits of the active part of mankind are either in the paths of religion and virtue, or, on the other hand, in the roads of vice and wickedness. We see multitudes busy in the pursuit of riches at the expense of wisdom and virtue.—JOHNSTON.

The air-pump, the barometer, the quadrant, and the lever, were the inventions thrown out by those busy spirits (politicians), as tubes and barrels are to a whale, that he may let the ship sail without disturbance.—ADDISON.

I was forced to quit my first lodgings by reason of an officious landlady, that would be asking me every morning how I had slept.—ADDISON.

**Actor, Agent.**

These terms vary according to the different senses of the verb from which they are drawn. Actor is used for one who acts a part, or who represents the actions and characters of others, whether real or feigned. Agent is said of those who simply act for or in the stead of another.

Actors require the power of imitating actions; agents the power of performing them. Actors serve for the diversion of others; agents are employed for the benefit of others.

Of all the patriarchal histories, that of Joseph and his brethren is the most remarkable, for the characters of the actors, and the instructive nature of the events.—BLAIR.

I expect that no pagan agent shall be introduced into the poem, or any fact related which a man cannot give credit to with a good conscience.—ADDISON.

**Actor, Player.**

The Actor and Player both perform on a stage; but the former is said in relation to the part that is acted, the latter to the profession that is followed. We may be actors occasionally without being players professionally, but we may be players without deserving the name of actors. Those who personate characters for their amusement are actors but not players; those who do the same for a livelihood are players as well as actors; hence we speak of a company of players, not actors. So likewise in the figurative sense, whoever acts a part real or fictitious, that is, on the stage of life, or the stage of a theatre, is an actor; but he only is a player who performs the fictitious part; hence the former is taken in a bad or good sense, according to circumstances; but the player is always taken in a less favourable sense, from the artificiality which attaches to his profession.

Cicero is known to have been the intimate friend of Roscius the actor.—HUGHES.

Our orators (says Cicero) are as it were the actors of truth itself, and the players the imitators of truth.—HUGHES.

All the world's a stage.

And all the men and women merely players.

**Actual, Real, Positive.**

Actual, in French actuel, Latin actualis, from actio a deed, signifies belonging to the thing done.

* Vide Girard, "Acteur, comedien."

Real, in French reel, Latin reaQis, from res, signifies belonging to the thing as it is.

Positive, in French positif, Latin positivus, from ponere to place or fix, signifies the state or quality of being fixed, established.

What is actual has proof of its existence within itself, and may be exposed to the eye; what is real may be satisfactorily proved to exist; and what is positive precludes the necessity of a proof. Actual is opposed to the suppositions, conceived or reported; real to the feigned, imaginary; positive to the uncertain, doubtful.

Whatever is the condition of a thing for the time being is the actual condition; tears are real which flow from a substantial cause; proofs are positive which leave the mind in no uncertainty. The actual state of a nation is not to be ascertained by individual instances of poverty or the reverse; there are but few, if any, real objects of compassion among common beggars; many positive facts have been related of the deception which they have practised. By an actual survey of human life we are alone enabled to form just opinions of mankind; it is but too frequent for men to disguise their real sentiments, although it is not always possible to obtain positive evidence of their insincerity.

The very notion of any duration being past implies that it was once present; for the idea of being once present is actually included in the idea of its being past.—ADDISON.

We may and do converse with God in person really, and to all the purposes of giving and receiving though not visibly.—SOUTH.

Disillusion is taken for a man's positively professing himself to be what he is not.—SOUTH.

**To Actuate, Impel, Induce.**

Actuate, from the Latin actum an action, implies to call into action.

Impel, in Latin impello, is compounded of in towards, and pello to drive, signifying to drive towards an object.

Induce, in Latin induco, is compounded of in and duco, signifying to lead into an object.

One is actuated by motives, impelled by passions, and influenced by reason or inclination.

Whatever actuates is the result of reflection; it is a steady and fixed principle; whatever impels is momentary and vehement, and often precludes reflection; whatever induces is not vehement, though often momentary.

We seldom repel the thing to which we are actuated; as the principle, whether good or bad, is not liable to change; but we may frequently be impelled to measures which cause serious repentance; the thing to which we are induced is seldom of sufficient importance to call for repentance.

Revenge actuates men to commit the most horrid deeds; anger impels them to the most imprudent actions; phlegmatic people are not easily induced to take any one measure in preference to another.

It is observed by Cicero, that men of the greatest and the most shining parts are most actuated by ambition.—ADDISON.

When youth impelled him, and when love inspir'd, The listening nymphs his Dorian strain.—SIR WM. JONES.

Induced by such examples, some have taught That bees have portions of eternal thought.—DRYDEN.
Acute, Keen, Shrewd.

**Acute**, in French *acut*, Latin *acutus*, signifies the quality of sharpness and pointedness peculiar to a needle.

**Keen**, in Saxo *ceve*, probably comes from *snidan* to cut; signifying the quality of being able to cut.

**Shrewd**, probably from the Teutonic *bescherzen* to enchant, signifies inspired or endowed with a strong portion of intuitive intellect.

In the natural sense, a fitness to pierce is predominant in the word *acute*; and that of cutting, or a fitness for cutting, in the word *keen*. The same difference is observable in their figurative acceptance.

An *acute* understanding is quick at discovering truth in the midst of falsehood; it fixes itself on a single point with wonderful celerity. A *keen* understanding cuts or removes away the artificial veil under which the truth lies hidden from the view. A *shrewd* understanding is rather quick at discovering new truths, than at distinguishing truth from falsehood.

**Acuteness** is requisite in speculative and abstruse discussions; * keenness* in penetrating characters and springs of action; *shrewdness* in eliciting remarks and new ideas. The *acute* man detects errors, and the *keen* man falsehoods; the *shrewd* man exposes follies. Arguments may be *acute*, reproaches *keen*, and replies or retorts *shrewd*. A polonci, or a lawyer, must be *acute*, a *satirist* *keen*, and a wit *shrewd*.

His *acuteness* was most eminently signalized at the masquerade, where he discovered his acquaintance through their disguises with such wonderful facility.—JOHNSON.

The village songs and festivities of Bacchus gave a scope to the wildest extravagancies of mummery and grimace, mixed with coarse but keen railery.—CUMBERLAND.

You stateamen are so *shrewd* in forming schemes! JEFFREY.

**Acute**, v. Sharp.

**Acuteness**, v. Penetration.

**Adage**, v. *Axiom*.

**To Adapt**, v. *To ft*.

**To Add**, Join, Unite, Coalosee.

**Add**, in Latin *addus*, compounded of *ad* and *do*, signifies to put to an object.

**Join**, in French *joindre*, Latin *jungere*, comes from *jungare* a yoke, and the Greek *γέω* to yoke, signifying to bring into close contact.

**Unite**, in Latin *unitus*, participle of *unio*, from *unus* one, implies to make into one.

**Coalosee**, in Latin *coaloseo*, compounded of *co* or *con*, and *aleceo* for *creescere*, signifies to grow or form one's self together.

We **add** by affixing a part of one thing to another, so as to make one whole; we **join** by attaching one whole to another, so that they may adhere in part; we **unite** by putting one thing to another, so that all their parts may adhere to each other; things **coalosee** by coming into an entire cohesion of all their parts.

**Adding** is either a corporeal or spiritual action; **joining** is mostly said of corporeal objects; **uniting** and **coaloseing** of spiritual objects.

We add a wing to a house by a mechanical process, or we add quantities together by calculation; we join two houses together, or two armies, by placing them on the same spot: people are united who are bound to each other by similarity of opinion or sentiment; parties coalesce when they agree to lay aside their leading distinctions of opinion, so as to cooperate.

Nothing can be added without some agent to perform the act of **adding**; but things may be **jointed** by casually coming in contact; and things will **unite** of themselves which have an aptitude to accordance; **coalition** is that species of union which arises mostly from external agency. The **addition** of quantities produces vast sums; the **junction** of streams forms great rivers; the **union** of families or states constitutes their principal strength; by the **coalition** of sounds diphthongs are formed. Bodies are enlarged by the **addition** of other bodies; people are sometimes **joined** in maternity who are not **united** in affection; no two things can **coalose**, between which there is an essential difference, or the slightest resemblance.

**Addition** is the act of connecting new objects to old ones; **junction** and **union**, to division; **coalition**, to distinction.

Now, best of kings, since you propose to send Such bounteous presents to your Trojan friend, Add yet a greater at our joint request, One which he values more than all the rest; Give him the fair Lavinia for his bride.—Dryden.

The several great bodies which compose the solar system are kept from **joining** together at the common centre of gravity by the receding or united Author of nature has impressed on each of them.—Berkeley.

Two Englishmen meeting at Rome or Constantinople soon run into familiarity. And in China or Japan, Europeans would doubtless gather so sufficient reason for their **writing** in particular converse.—Berkeley.

The Danes had been established during a longer period in England than in France; and though the similarity of their original language to that of the Saxons invited them to a more early **coalition** with the natives, they had found as yet so little example of civilized manners among the English, that they retained all their ancient ferocity.—Hume.

**To Addict**, Devote, Apply.

**Addict**, in Latin *addictus*, participle of *addictor*, compounded of *ad* and *dicere*, signifies to speak or declare in favour of a thing, to exert one's self in its favour.

**Devote**, in Latin *devotus*, participle of *devovere*, signifies to vow or make resolutions for a thing.

**Apply**, in French *appliquer*, Latin *applicare*, is compounded of *ap* or *ad*, and *plicare*, signifying to knit or join one's self to a thing.

To **addict** is to indulge one's self in any particular practice; to **devote** is to direct one's powers and means to any particular pursuit; to **apply** is to employ one's time or attention about any object. Men are addicted to vices: they **devote** their talents to the acquirement of any art or science: they **apply** their minds to the investigation of a mystery of nature.

Children begin early to **addict** themselves to lying when they have any thing to conceal. People who are **devoted** to their appetites are burdensome to themselves, and to all with whom they are connected. Whoever **applie** his mind to the contemplation of nature, and the works of creation, will feel himself impressed with sublime and reverential ideas of the Creator.
ADDRESS.

We are addicted to a thing from an irresistible passion or propensity: we are devoted to a thing from a strong but settled attachment to it: we apply to a thing from a sense of its utility. We address ourselves to study by yielding to our passion for it: we devote ourselves to the service of our king and country by employing all our powers to their benefit: we apply to business by giving it all the time and attention that it requires.

Addict is seldom used in a good sense, but devote is mostly employed in a good sense; apply in an indifferent sense.

As the pleasures of luxury are very expensive, they put those who are addicted to them upon raising fresh supplies of money by all the methods of rapaciousness and corruption.—ADDISON.

Persons who have devoted themselves to God are venerable to all who fear him.—BERKELEY.

Tully has observed that a lamb no sooner falls from its mother, but immediately, and of its own accord, it applies itself to the test.—ADDISON.

Addition, v. Increase.

To Address, v. To accost.

Address is compounded of ad and dress, in Spanish derecer, Latin direct, præterite of dirigir, to direct, signifying to direct one's self to an object.

Apply, v. To addict.

An address is immediately directed from one party to the other, either personally or by writing; an application may be made through the medium of a third person. An address may be made to an individual for any purpose or without any express object; but an application is always occasioned by some serious circumstance.

We address those to whom we speak or write; but we apply to those to whom we wish to communicate some object of personal interest. An address therefore may be made without an application; and an application may be made by means of an address.

It is a privilege of the British Constitution, that the subject may address the monarch, and apply for a redress of grievances. We cannot pass through the streets of the metropolis without being continually addressed by beggars, who apply for the relief of artificial more than of real wants. Men in power are always exposed to be publicly addressed by persons who wish to obtrude their opinions upon them, and to have perpetual applications from those who solicit favours.

An address may be rude or civil, an application may be frequent or urgent. It is impertinent to address any one with whom we are not acquainted, unless we have any reason for making an application to them.

Many are the inconveniences which happen from the improper manner of address, in common speech, between persons of the same or different quality.—STEEL.

Thus all the notions of lordship, honor, and grace, are only repetitions to a man that the King has ordered him to be called so, but no evidences that there is any thing in himself that would give the man, who address to him, those ideas without the creation of his master.—STEEL.

Address, Speech, Harangue, Oration.

Address, v. To address.

Speech, from speak, signifies the thing spoken.

Harangue, probably comes from ara an altar, where harangues used to be delivered.

Oration, from the Latin oratio to beg or entreat, signifies that which is said by way of entreaty.

All these terms denote a set form of words directed or supposed to be directed to some person; an address in this sense is always written, but the rest are really spoken or supposed to be so; a speech is in general that which is addressed in a formal manner to one person or more; an harangue is a noisy tumultuous speech addressed to many; an oration is a solemn speech for any purpose.

Addresses are frequently sent up to the throne by public bodies. Speeches in Parliament, like harangues at elections, are often better than the crude effusions of party spirit. The orations of Demosthenes and Cicero, which have been so justly admired, received a polish from the correcting hand of their authors, before they were communicated to the public.

Addresses of thanks are occasionally presented to persons in high stations by those who are anxious to express a sense of their merits. It is customary for the King to deliver speeches to both houses of parliament at their opening. In all popular governments there is a set of persons who have a trick of making harangues to the populace, in order to render them dissatisfied with those in power. Funeral orations are commonly spoken over the grave.

When Louis of France had lost the battle of Fontenoy, the addresses to him at that time were full of his fortitude.—HUGHES.

Every circumstance in their speeches and actions is with justice and delicacy adapted to the persons who speak and act.—ADDISON ON MILTON.

There is scarcely a city in Great Britain but has one of this tribe who takes it into his protection, and on the market days harangues the good people of the place with inscriptions and speeches.—PEARCE ESQUIRES.

How cold and unsatisfying the best oration in the world would be without the proper ornaments of voice and gesture, there are two remarkable instances in the case of Ligarius and that of Milo.—SWIFT.

Address, v. Dexterity.

Address, v. Direction.

To Adduce, Allude, Assign, Advance.

Adduce, in Latin adduco, compounded of ad and ducio to lead, signifies to bring forwards, or for a thing.

Allude, in French alleguer, in Latin allego, compounded of al or ad and lego, in Greek λέγει to speak, signifies to speak for a thing.

Assign, in French assigner, Latin assigno, compounded of as or ad and signo to sign or mark out, signifies to set apart for a purpose.

Advance comes from the Latin advenio, compounded of ad and venio to come, or cause to come, signifying to bring forward a thing.

An argument is adduced; a fact or a charge is alleged; a reason is assigned; a position or an opinion is advanced. What is adduced tends to corroborate or invalidate; what is alleged tends to crimate or exclude; what is assigned tends to justify; what is advanced
tends to explain and illustrate. Whoever discusses disputed points must have arguments to adduce in favour of his principles: causers should not be passed where nothing improper can be adlected: a conduct is absurd for which no reason can be assigned: those who advance what they cannot maintain expose their ignorance as much as their folly.

The reasoner addresse facts in proof of what he has advanced. The accuser alleges circumstances in support of his charge. The philosophical investigator assigns causes for particular phenomena.

We may controvert what is adduced or advanced; we may deny what is alleged, and question what is assigned.

I have said that Celsus ad ducts neither oral nor written authority against Christ’s miracles.—CUMBERLAND.

The criminal alleged in his defence, that what he had done was to raise mirth, and to avoid ceremony.—ADDISON.

If we consider what providential reasons may be assigned to these three particulars, we shall find that the numbers of the Jews, their dispersion and adherence to their religion, have furnished every age, and every nation of the world, with the strongest arguments for the Christian faith.—ADDER.

I have heard of one that, having advanced some erroneous doctrines of philosophy, refused to see the experiments by which they were confuted.—JOHNSON.

Adequate, v. Proportionate.

To Adhere, Attach.

Adhere, from the French adherer, Latin adier, is compounded of ad and hereo to stick close to.

Attach, in French attachter, is compounded of at or ad and tach or touch, both which come from the Latin tango to touch, signifying to come so near as to touch.

A thing is adherent by the union which nature produces; it is attached by arbitrary ties which keep it close to another thing. Cities and cities are apt to adhere to everything they touch: a smaller building is sometimes attached to a larger by a passage, or some other mode of communication.

What adheres to a thing is closely joined to its outward surface; but what is attached may be fastened to it by the intervention of a third body. There is an universal adhesion in all the particles of matter one to another; the sails of a vessel are attached to a mast by means of ropes.

In a figurative sense the analogy is kept up in the use of these two words. Adherence is a mode of conduct; attachment a state of feeling. We adhere to opinions which we are determined not to renounce; we are attached to opinions for which our feelings are strongly possessed. It is the character of obstinacy to adhere to a line of conduct after it is proved to be injurious: some persons are not to be attached by the ordinary ties of relationship or friendship.

The firm adherence of the Jews to their religion is no less remarkable than their numbers and dispersion.—ADDISON.

The play which this pathetic prologue was attached to was a comedy, in which Laborius took the character of a slave.—CUMBERLAND.

The conqueror seems to have been fully apprized of the strength which the new government might derive from a clergy more closely attached to himself.—TYRWHITT.

Adhere, v. To stick.

Adherence, v. Adhesion.

Adherent, v. Follower.

Adhesion, Adherence.

These terms are both derived from the verb adhere, one expressing the proper or figurative sense, and the other the moral sense or acceptance.

There is a power of adhesion in all glutinous bodies; a disposition for adherence in steady minds.

We suffer equal pain from the pertinacious adhesion of unseemly images, as from the evanescence of those which are pleasing and useful.—JOHNSON.

Shakespeare’s adherence to general nature has exposed him to the censure of critics, who form their judgements upon narrower principles.—JOHNSON.

Adjacent, Adjoining, Contiguous.

Adjacent, in Latin adjentes, participle of adjoic, is compounded of ad and jicio to lie near.

Adjoining, as the words imply, signifies being joined together.

Contiguous, in French contiguous, Latin contiguous, comes from contingo or con and tango, signifying to touch close.

What is adjacent may be separated altogether by the intervention of some third object; what is adjoining must touch in some part; and what is contiguous must be fitted to touch entirely on one side. Lands are adjacent to a house or a town; fields are adjoining to each other; and houses contiguous to each other.

They have been beating up for volunteers at York, and the towns adjacent: but nobody will list.—GRANVILLE.

As he happens to have no estate adjoining equal to his own, his oppressions are often borne without resistance.—JOHNSON.

We arrived at the utmost boundaries of a wood which lay contiguous to a plain.—STEEL.

Adjective, v. Epithet.


To Adjourn, v. To prorogue.

To Adjust, v. To fit.

To Administer, v. To minister.

Administration, v. Government.

Adoration, v. Wonder.

To Admire, v. To wonder.

Admission, v. admittance.

To Admit, * Receive.

Admit, in French admettre, Latin admitto, compounded of ad and mitto, signifies to send or suffer to pass into.

Receive, in French recevoir, Latin recipio, compounded of re and capio, signifies to take back or to one's self.

To admit is a general term, the sense of which depends upon what follows; to receive has a complete sense in itself: we cannot
To Admit, Allow, Permit, Suffer, Tolerate.

Admit, v. To admit, receive.

Allow, in French allowé, compounded of the intensive syllable al or ad and lover, in German toben, old German laubzen, low German lachen, Swedish lobba, Danish love, &c. Latin lavo praise, lavare to praise, signifies to give consent to a thing.

Permit, in French permettre, Latin permitte, is compounded of per through or over, and mitto to send or let go, signifying to let it go its way.

Suffer, in French souffrir, Latin suffero, is compounded of sub and fero, signifying to bear with.

Tolerate, in Latin toleratus, partiplic of tolero, from the Greek 

speak of admitting, without associating with it an idea of the object to which one is admitted; but receive includes no relative idea of the receiver or the received.

Admitting is an act of relative import; receiving is always a positive measure: a person may be admitted into a house, who is not prevented from entering; he is received only by the actual consent of some individual.

We may be admitted in various capacities; we are received only as guests, friends, or inmates. Persons are admitted to the tables, and into the familiarity or confidence of others; they are hospitably received by those who wish to be their entertainers.

We admit willingly or reluctantly; we receive politely or rudely. Foreign ambassadors are admitted to an audience, and received at court. It is necessary to be cautious not to admit any one into our society, who may not be agreeable and suitable companions; but still more necessary not to receive any one into our houses whose character may reflect disgrace on ourselves.

Whoever is admitted as a member of any community should consider himself as bound to conform to its regulations. He who is received by the service of another should study to make himself valuable and esteemed. A winning address, and agreeable manners, gain a person admittance into the gentlest circles: the talent for affording amusement procures a person a good reception among the mass of mankind.

The Tyrian train, admitted to the feast, Approach, and on the painted couches rest.—DREYDEN.

He starr'd and o'er'd his haggard eyes around; Then said, 'Alas! what earth remains, what sea Is open to receive unhappily me? —DREYDEN.

Somewhat is sure design'd by fraud or force; Trust not their presents, nor admit the horse.—DREYDEN.

The thin-leav'd arthritic hazel-grafts receive, And planes huge apples bear, that bore but leaves.—DREYDEN.

To Admit, Allow, Grant.

Admit, v. to admit, receive.

Allow, v. To admit, allow.

We admit the truth of a position: allow the propriety of a remark: grant what is desired. Some men will not readily admit the possibility of overcoming bad habits: it is ungenerous not to allow that some credit is due to those who effect any reformation in themselves: it is necessary, before any argument can be commenced, that something should be taken for granted on both sides.
Admonition, Access.

Admittance marks the act or liberty of admitting (v. To admit, receive).
Access from accedo to approach or come up to, marks the act or liberty of approaching.
We get admittance into a place or a society; we have access to a person.
Admittance may be open or excluded; access may be free or difficult.
We have admittance when we enter; we have access to him whom we address.
There can be no access where there is no admittance; but there may be admittance without access.
Servants or officers may grant us admittance into the palaces of princes; but the latter only can allow us access to their persons.

As my pleasures are almost wholly confined to those of the sight, I take it for a peculiar happiness that I have always had an easy and familiar admittance to the fair sex.—STEELE.

Do not be surprised, most holy father, at seeing, instead of a coxcomb to laugh at, your old friend who has taken this way of access to admonish you of your own folly.—STEELE.

Admittance, Admission.

These words differ according to the different acceptations of the primitive from which they are both derived: the former being taken in the proper sense or familiar style, and the latter in the figurative sense or in the grave style.
The Admittance to public places of entertainment is on particular occasions difficult. The Admission of irregularities, however trifling in the commencement, is mostly attended with serious consequences.

Assurance never failed to get admittance into the houses of the great.—MOORE.
The gospel has then only a free admission into the bosom of the understanding, when it brings a passport from a rightly disposed will.—SOUTH.

To Admonish, Advise.

Admonish, in Latin admono, is compounded of the intensive ad and monere to advise, signifying to put seriously in mind.
Advise is compounded of the Latin ad and vere, participle of video, to see, signifying to make to see or to show.
Admonish mostly regards the past; advice respects the future. We admonish a person on the errors he has committed, by representing to him the extent and consequences of his offence; we advise a person as to his future conduct, by giving him rules and instructions.
Those who are most liable to transgress require to be admonished; those who are most inexperienced require to be advised. Admonition serves to put people on their guard against evil; advice to direct them in the choice of good.

The present writing is only to admonish the world that they shall not find me an idle but a busy spectator.—STEELE.
My worthy friend, the clergyman, told us, that he wondered any order of persons should think themselves too considerable to be admonished.—ADDISON.

Admonition, Warning, Caution.

Admonition, v. To admonish.

Warning. In Saxon warnen, German warnen probably from velcren, to perceive, signifies making to see.
Caution, from cares to beware, signifies the making beware.
A guarding against evil is common to these terms; but admonitions express more than warning, and that more than caution.
An admonition respects the moral conduct; it comprehends reasoning and remonstrance; warning and caution respect the personal interest or safety; the former comprehends a strong forcible representation of the evil to be dreaded; the latter a simple appraisal of a future contingency. Admonition may therefore frequently comprehend warning; and warning may comprehend caution, though not vice versa. We admonish a person against the commission of any offence; we warn him against danger; we caution him against any misfortune.

Admonitions and warnings are given by those who are superior in age and station, cautions by any who are previously in possession of information. Parents give admonitions; ministers of the gospel give warnings; indifferent persons give cautions. It is necessary to admonish those who have once offended to abstain from a similar offence; it is necessary to warn those of the consequences of sin who seem deterred to persevere in a wicked course; it is necessary to caution those against any false step who are going in a strange path.

Admonitions are given by persons only; warnings and cautions are given by things. The young are admonished by the old; the death of friends or relatives serve as a warning to the survivors; the unfortunate accidents of the careless serve as a caution to others to avoid the like error. Admonitions should be given with mildness and gravity; warnings with impressive form and warmth; cautions with clearness and precision. The young require frequent admonitions; the ignorant and self-deluded solemn warnings; the inexperienced timely cautions.

Admonitions ought to be listened to with sorrowful attention; warnings should make a deep and lasting impression; cautions should be borne in mind; but admonitions are too often rejected, warnings despised, and cautions slighted.

At the same time that I am talking of the cruelty of urging people's faults with severity, I cannot but bewail some which men are guilty of too want of admonition.—STEELE.

Not even Philander had his shroud, Nor had he cause—a warning was denied.—YOUNG.
You caution'd me against their charms, But never gave me equal arms; Your lessons found the weakest part, Aim'd at the head, but reached the heart.—SWIFT.
To Adore, Worship.

Adore, in French adorer, Latin adorare, that is ad and oro to pray to.

Worship, in Saxon worshipt, is contracted from worships, implying either the object that is worth, or the worth itself; whence it has been employed to designate the action of doing suitable homage to the object which has worth, and, by a just distinction, of paying homage to our Maker by religious rites.

Adoration is the service of the heart towards a Superior being, in which we acknowledge our dependence and obedience, by petition and thanksgiving: worship consists in the outward form of showing reverence to some supposed superior being. Adoration can with propriety be paid only to the one true God; but worship is offered by heathens to stocks and stones.

We may adore our Maker at all times and in all places, whenever the heart is lifted up towards Him; but we worship Him only at stated times, and according to certain rules. Outward signs are but secondary in the act of adoration; and in divine worship there is often nothing existing but the outward form. We seldom adore without worshipping; but we too frequently worship without adoring.

Menander says, that "God, the Lord and Father of all things, is alone worthy of our humble adoration, being at once the maker and giver of all blessings."—CUMBERLAND.

By reason man a Godhead can discern,
But why should he be worship'd cannot learn.—DRYDEN.

To Adore, Reverence, Venerate, Revere.

Adore, v. To adore, worship.

Reverence, in Latin reverentia reverence or awe, implies to show reverence, from reverentia to stand in awe of.

Venerate, in Latin venerateus, participle of venerare, probably from venerare beauty, signifying to hold in very high esteem for its superior qualities.

Revere is another form of the same verb.

Adoration has been considered only in relation to our Maker; it is here employed in an improper and extended application to express in the strongest possible manner the devotion of the mind towards sensible objects.

Reverence is equally engendered by the contemplation of superiority, whether of the Supreme Being, as our Creator, or of any earthly being, as our parent. It differs, however, from adoration, in as much as it has a mixture of fear arising from the consciousness of weakness and dependence, or of obligation for favours received.

To reverence and venerate are applied only to human beings, and that not so much from the relation we stand in to them, as from their characters and endowments; on which account these latter terms are applicable to inanimate as well as animate objects.

Adoration in this case, as in the former, requires no external form of expression; it is not properly to be expressed but by the devotion of the individual to the service of him whom he adores: reverencing our Maker is altogether an inward feeling; but reverencing our parents includes in it an outward expression of our sentiments by our deportment towards them: revering and venerating are confined to the breast of the individual, but they may sometimes display themselves in suitable acts of homage.

Good princes are frequently adored by their subjects: it is a part of the Christian character to venerate our spiritual pastors and masters, as well as all temporal authorities: we ought to venerate all truly good men while living, and to revere their memories when they are dead.

*There is no end of his greatness. The most exalted creature he has made is only capable of adoring it; but himself can comprehend it.—ADDISON.

The war protracted, and the siege delay'd,
Were due to Hector's and this hero's hand,
Both brave alike and equal in command;
And yet, not inferior in the field.
In pious reverence to the gods excell'd.—DRYDEN.

It seems to me remarkable that death increases our veneration for the good, and extenuates our hatred of the bad.—JOHNSON.

And had not been the hoary head rever'd,
And boys paid reverence when a man appear'd,
Both must have died: though richer skins they wore,
And saw more heaps of adorers in their store.—CREEK.

To Adorn, Decorate, Embellish.

Adorn, in Latin adorna, is compounded of the intensive syllable ad and ornare, in Greek ἀποίσα to make beautiful, signifying to dispose for the purpose of ornament.

Decorate, in Latin decorare, participle of decorare, from decorare becoming, signifies to make becoming.

Embellish, in French embellir, is compounded of the intensive syllable en or in and bellir or bet, in Latin bellus handsome, signifying to make handsome.

We adorn by giving the best external appearance to a thing; we decorate by annexing something to improve its appearance; we embellish by giving a finishing stroke to a thing that is well executed. Females adorn their persons by the choice and disposal of their dress: a head dress is decorated with flowers, or a room with paintings; fine writing is embellished by suitable flourishes.

Adorn and embellish are figuratively employed; decorate only in the proper sense. The mind is adorned by particular virtues which are implanted in it: a narrative is embellished by the introduction of some striking incidents.

As vines the trees, as grapes the vines adorn.—DRYDEN.

A few years afterwards (1751) by the death of his father. Lord Lyttleton inherited a baronet's title, with a large estate, which though perhaps he did not, much, he was careful to adorn by a house of great elegance, and by much attention to the decoration of his park.—JOHNSON.

I shall here present my reader with a letter from a projector, concerning a new office which he thinks may very much contribute to the embellishment of the city.—ADDISON.

Adroit, v. Clever.

To Adulate, Flatter, Compliment.

Adulate, in Latin adulator, participle of adulator, is changed from adolue to offer license.

Flatter, in French flatter, comes from the Latin flatus, wind or air, signifying to say what is airy and unsubstantial.
Advantage, Benefit, Utility, Service.

Advantage, in French avantage, probably comes from the Latin advorsio, compounded of ad and venio to come to, signifying to come to any one according to his desire, or agreeable to his purpose.

Benefit in French bienfait, Latin beneficium, compounded of bene well, and factum done, signifies done or made to one's wishes.

Utility, in French utilité, Latin utilitas, and utility in English, from servitio to serve, signifies the quality of being able to be used.

Service, in French service, Latin servitium, from servio to serve, signifies the quality of serving one's purpose.

Advantage respects external or extrinsic circumstances of profit, honour, and convenience; benefit respects the consequences of actions and events; utility and service respect the good which can be drawn from the use of any object. Utility implies the intrinsic good quality which renders a thing fit for use; service the actual state of a thing which may fit it for immediate use; a thing has its utility and is made of service.

A large house has its advantages: suitable exercise is attended with benefit; sun-dials have their utility in ascertaining the hour precisely by the sun; and may be made serviceable at times in lieu of watches. Things are sold to advantage; persons ride or walk for the benefit of their health; they purchase articles for their utility, and retain them when they are found serviceable.

A good education has always its advantages, although every one cannot derive the same benefit from the cultivation of his talents, as all have not the happy art of employing their acquisitions to the right objects: riches are of no utility unless rightly employed: and edge tools are no service which are not properly sharpened. It is of great advantage to young people to form good connexions on their entrance into life; it is no less beneficial to their morals to be under the guidance of the aged and experienced, from whom they may draw many useful directions for their future conduct, and many serviceable hints by way of admonition.

It is the great advantage of a trading nation, that there are very few in it so dull and heavy, who may not be placed in stations of life, which may give them an opportunity of making their fortunes.—ADDISON.

For the benefit of the gentle reader, I will show what to turn over under, and what to press.—STEELE.

If the gibbet does not produce virtue, it is yet of such incontestible utility that I believe those gentlemen would be very unwilling that it should be removed, who are not withstanding so zealous to steal every breath against damnation.—HAWKESWORTH.

His wisdom and knowledge are serviceable to all who think fit to make use of them.—STEELE.

Advantage, v. Good,

Advantage, Profit.

Profit, in French profit, Latin præfectio, participle of praecipio, compounded of pro and facio, signifies that which makes for one's good.

The idea common to these terms is of some good received by a person. Advantage is
ADVERSY.
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Adverse may be applied to either persons or things; inimical and hostile to persons or things personal; repugnant to things only; a person is adverse or a thing is adverse to an object; a person, or what is personal, is either inimical or hostile to an object; one thing is repugnant to another. We are adverse to a proposition; or circumstancies are adverse to our advancement. Partizans are inimical to the proceedings of government, and hostile to the possessors of power. Slavery is repugnant to the mild temper of Christianity.

Adverse expresses simple dissent or opposition; inimical either an acrimonious spirit or a tendency to injury; either inimical or hostile. Resistance: repugnant a direct relation of variance. Those who are adverse to any undertaking will not be likely to use the endeavours which are essential to ensure its success. Those who dissent from the establishment are inimical to its forms, its discipline, or its doctrine; many of them are so hostile to it as to aim at its subversion. The restraint which it imposes on the wandering and licentious imagination is repugnant to the temper of their minds.

Sickness is adverse to the improvement of youth. The dissensions in the Christian world are inimical to the interests of religion, and tend to produce many hostile measures. Democracy is inimical to good order, the fomentor of hostile parties, and repugnant to every sound principle of civil society.

Only two soldiers were killed on the side of Cortes, and two officers with fifteen privates of the adverse faction.—ROB. STEEL.

The bath himself has been to be favourable to virtue, and inimical to vice and guilt.—BL. IN.

Then with a purple veil involve your eyes.

Lost hostile faces the death.—DRAKE.

The exorbitant jurisdiction of the (Scotch) ecclesiastical courts were founded on maxims repugnant to justice.—ROB.

Adverse, Averse.

Adverse (v. Adverse), signifying turned against or over against, denotes simply opposition of situation. Averse, from and versus, signifying turned from or away from, denotes an active removal or separation from. Adverse is therefore as ialia measures, so as to animate objects, adverse only to animate objects. When applied to conscious agents adverse refers to matters of opinion and sentiment, adverse to those affecting. We are adverse to that which we think wrong; we are adverse to that which opposes our inclinations, our habits, or our interests. Secularians profess to be adverse to the doctrines and discipline of the establishment, but the greater part of them are still more adverse to the wholesome restraints which it imposes on the imagination.

Before you were a tyrant I was your friend, and am now no otherwise your enemy than every Athenian must be who is adverse to your usurpation.—CUMBERLAND.

Men relinquish ancient habits slowly, and with reluctance. They are adverse to new experiments, and venture upon them with timidity.—ROB.

Adversity, Distress.

Adversity, v. adverse.

Distress, from the Latin dux, com-
pounded of dis twice, and stringo to bind, signifies that which binds very tight, or brings into a great strait.

Adversity respects external circumstances; distress regards either external circumstances or inward feelings. Adversity is opposed to prosperity; distress to ease.

Adversity is a general condition, distress a particular state. Distress is properly the highest degree of adversity. When a man's affairs go altogether adverse to his wishes and hopes, when accidents deprive him of his possessions or blast his prospects, he is said to be in adversity; but when in addition to this he is reduced to a state of want, deprived of friends and all prospect of relief, his situation is that of real distress.

Adversity is trying, distress is overwhelming. Every man is liable to adversity, although few are reduced to distress but by their own fault.

The other extreme which these considerations should arm the heart of a man against, is utter despondency of mind. This is far from adversity. It is despondency.

Most men, who are at length delivered from any great distress, indeed, find that they are so by ways they never thought of.—SOUTH.

To Advertise, Publish.

Advertise, from the Latin advertor, compounded of ad and verto to turn to, signifies to turn the attention to a thing.

Publish, in Latin publico, that is, facere publicum, signifies to make public.

Advertise denotes the means, and publish the end. To advertise is to direct the public attention to any event, by means of a printed circular; publish is to make known either by oral or a printed communication.

We publish by advertising, but we do not always advertise when we publish. Mercantile and civil transactions are conducted by means of advertisements. Extraordinary circumstances are speedily published in a neighbourhood by circulating from mouth to mouth.

Every man that advertises his own excellence should write with some consciousness of a character which dares to call the attention of the public.—JOHNSON.

The criticisms which I have hitherto published, have been made with an intention rather to discover beauties and excellences in the writers of my own time, than to publish any of their faults and imperfections.—ADDISON.

Advice, Counsel, Instruction.

Advice, v. To admonish.

Counsel, in French conseil, Latin consilium, comes from consilio, compounded of con and salio to leap together,signifying to run or act in an extended sense; it implies deliberation, or the thing deliberated upon, determined, and prescribed.

Instruction, in French instruction, Latin instructio, comes from in and stru to dispose or regulate, signifying the thing laid down.

The end of all the actions implied by these words is to communicate knowledge, and all of them include the accessory idea of superiority, either of age, station, knowledge or talent. Advice flows from superior professional knowledge, or an acquaintance with things in general; counsel regards superior wisdom, or a superior acquaintance with moral principles and practice; instruction respects superior local knowledge in particular transactions. A medical man gives advice to his patient; a father gives counsel to his children; a counsellor gives advice to his client in points of law; he receives instructions from him in matters of fact.

Advice should be prudent and cautious; counsel sage and deliberate; instructions clear and positive. Advice is given on all the concerns of life, important, or otherwise; counsel is employed for grave and weighty matters; instruction is used on official occasions. Men of business are best able to give advice in mercantile transactions. In all measures that involve our future happiness, it is prudent to take the counsel of those who are more experienced than ourselves. An ambassador must not act without instructions from his Court.

A wise king will not act without the advice of his ministers. A considerate youth will not take any serious step without the counsel of his better informed friends. All diplomatic persons are guided by particular instructions in carrying on negotiations.

Advice and counsel are often given unasked and undesired, but instructions are always required for the regulation of a person's conduct in an official capacity.

In what manner can one give advice to a youth in the pursuit and possession of pleasure?—STERKE.

Young persons are commonly inclined to slight the remarks and counsels of their elders.—JOHNSON.

Some convey their instructions to us in the best chosen words.—ADDISON.

Advice, v. Information.

To Advise, v. To admonish.

Advocate, v. Defender.


Affable, Courteous.

Affable, in French affable, Latin affabilis, from ad or ad, and fari to speak, signifies a readiness to speak to any one.

Courteous, in French court, from the word court, signifies after the refined manner of a court.

We are affable by a mild and easy address towards all, without distinction of rank, who have occasion to speak to us; we are, as it were, by a refined and engaging air to our equals or superiors who address themselves to us. The affable man invites to inquiry, and is ready to gratify curiosity: the courteous man encourages a communication of our wants, and discovers in his manners a willingness to relieve them. Affability results from good nature, and courteousness from fine feeling. It is necessary to be affable without familiarity, and courteous without officiousness.

After a short pause, Augustus appeared, looking around him with an affable countenance.

Whereat the Elfin knight with speeches gent
Him first saluted, who, well as he might
His fair salutes again, as seemeth courteous knight.

WEST.

Affair, Business, Concern.

Affair, in French affaire, is compounded of or or ad and faire, in Latin facio to make or do, signifying the thing that makes, does or takes place for a person.
AFFECT.

Business, from busy (v. Active), signifies the thing that makes or interests a person, or with which he is busy or occupied.

Concern, in French concerner, Latin concernio, compounded of con and concernio to look, signifies the thing looked at, thought of, or taken part in.

An affair is what happens; a business is what is done; a concern is what is felt. An affair is general; it respects one, many, or all: every business and concern is an affair, though not vice-versa. Business and concern are personal; business is that which engages the attention; concern is that which interests the feelings, prospects, and condition, advantageously or otherwise. An affair is interesting; a business is serious; a concern momentous.

The usurpation of power is an affair which interests a nation; the adjusting a difference is a business most suit to the ministers of religion; to make our peace with our Maker is a concern of every individual.

Affairs are administered; business is transacted; concerns are managed. The affairs of the world are administered by a Divine Providence. Those who are in the practice of the law require peculiar talents to fit them for transacting the complicated business, which the ministers of religion administer; the men are so involved in the affairs of this world as to forget the concerns of the next, which ought to be nearest and dearest to them.

I remember in Tully's epistle, in the recommendation of a man to an affair which had no manner of relation to religion, as is said, you may trust him, for he is a frugal man.—STEELE.

We may indeed say that our part does not suit us, and that we could perform another better; but this, says Epictetus, is not our business.—ADDISON.

The sense of other men ought to prevail over us in things of lesser consideration; but not in concerns where truth and honour are engaged.—STEELE.

To Affect, Concern.

Affect, in French affecter, Latin affectum, participle of affect, compounded of ad and facio, to do or act; signifies to act upon.

Concern, v. Affair.

Things affect us which produce any change in our outward circumstances; they concern us if only connected with our circumstances in any shape.

Whatever affects must concern; but all that concerns does not affect. The price of corn affects the interest of the seller; and therefore it concerns him to keep it up, without regard to the public good or injury.

Things affect either persons or things; but they concern persons only. Rain affects the hay or corn; and these matters concern every one more or less.

Affect and concern have an analogous meaning likewise, when taken for the influence on the mind. We are affected by things when our affections are awakened by them; we are concerned when our understanding and wishes are engaged.

We may be affected either with joy or sorrow: we are concerned only in a painful manner. People of tender sensibility are easily affected: irritable people are concerned about trifles. It is natural for every one to be affected at the recital of misfortunes; but there are people of so cold and selfish a character as not to be concerned about any thing which does not immediately affect their own persons or property.

We see that every different species of sensible creatures has its different notions of beauty, and that each of them is affected with the beauties of its own kind.—ADDISON.

Without concern he hears, but hears from far.

Of tumults, and descents, and distant war.—DRYDEN.

To Affect, Assume.

Affect, in this sense, derives its origin immediately from the Latin affecto to desire after eagerly, signifying to aim at or aspire after.

Assume, in Latin assumo, compounded of as or ad and sumo to take, signifies to take to one's self.

To affect is to use forced efforts to appear to have; to assume is to appropriate to one's self.

One affects to have fine feelings, and assumes great importance.

Afection springs from the desire of appearing better than we really are; assumption from the thinking ourselves better than we really are. We affect the virtues which we have not; we assume the character which does not belong to us.

An affected person is always thinking of others; an assuming person thinks only of himself. The affected man strives to gain applause by appearing to be what he is not; the assuming man demands respect upon the ground of what he supposes himself to be. Hypocrisy is often the companion of affectation; self-conceit always that of assumption.

To affect is always taken in a bad sense; but to assume may be sometimes an indifferent action at least, if not justifiable. Men always affect that which is admired by others, in order to gain their applause; but they sometimes assume a name or an authority, which is no more than their just right.

In conversation the medium is neither to affect silence or eloquence.—SHEN

Laughs not the heart when giants big with pride
Assume the pompous part, the martial part?

CHURCHILL.

To Affect, Pretend To.

Affect, 3. To affect. concern.

Pretend, in Latin pretendo, that is pro and tendo, signifies to hold or stretch one thing before another by way of a blind.

These terms are synonymous only in the bad sense of setting forth to others what is not real: we affect by putting on a false air; we pretend by making a false declaration. Art is employed in affecting; assurance and self-complacency in pretending. A person affects not to hear what it is convenient for him not to answer; he pretends to have forgotten what it is convenient for him not to recollect. One affects the manners of a gentleman, and pretends to gentility of birth. One affects the character and habits of a scholar; one pretends to learning.

To affect the qualities which we have not

* Vide Trusler; "To affect, pretend to."
spoil those which we have; to pretend to attainments which we have not made, obliges us to have recourse to falsehoods in order to escape detection.

Self quite put off affects with too much art.
To put on Woodward in each mangled part.

Churchill.

There is something so natively great and good in a person that is truly devout, that an awkward man may as well pretend to be genteel as a hypocrite to be pious.—Steele.

Affecting, v. Moving.

Affectation, Love.

Affectation, from the verb affect (v. To affect), denotes the state of being kindly affected towards a person.

Love, in low German Iove, high German Iubel, from the English Iief, low German Ieif, high German Ieb dear or pleasing, the Latin Iubet it is pleasing, and by metathesis, from the Greek φιλος dear, signifies the state of holding a person dear.

These words express two sentiments of the heart which do honour to human nature; they are the bonds by which mankind are knit to each other. Both imply good will: but affection is a tender sentiment that dwells with pleasure on the object; love is a tender sentiment accompanied with longing for the object; we cannot have love without affection, but we may have affection without love.

Love is the natural sentiment between near relations; affection subsists between those who are less intimately connected, being the consequence either of relationship, friend-ship, or long intercourse; it is the sweetener of human society, which carries with it a thousand charms, in all the varied modes of kindness which it gives birth to; it is not so active as love, but it diffuses itself wider, and embraces a larger number of objects.

Love is powerful in its effects, awakening vivid sentiments of pleasure or pain; it is a passion exclusive, restless, and capricious. Affection is a chastened feeling under the control of the understanding; it promises no more pleasure than it gives, and has but few alloys. Marriage may begin with love; but it ought to terminate in affection.

But thou, whose years are more to mine allied,
No fate my word affection shall divide.
From thee, heroic youth!—Dryden.
The poets, the moralists, the painters, in all their descriptions, allegories, and pictures, have represented love as a soft torment, a bitter sweet, a pleasing pain, or an agreeable distress.—Addison.

Affectation, v. Attachment.

Affectionate, Kind, Fond.

Affectionate, from affection (v. Affection), denotes the quality of having affection.

Kind, from the word kindred or family, denotes the quality or feeling engendered by the family tie.

Fond, from the Saxon fondan, to gaze, and the German finden to find or seek, denotes a vehement attachment to a thing.

Affectionate and fond characterise feelings; kind is an epithet applied to outward actions, as well as inward feelings; a disposition is affectionate or fond; a behaviour is kind.

Affection is a settled state of the mind; kindness a temporary state of feeling, mostly discoverable by some outward sign; both are commendable and honourable, as to the nature of the feelings themselves, the objects of the feelings, and the manner in which they display themselves; the understanding always approves the kindness which affection dictates, or that which springs from a tender heart. Fondness is a less respectable feeling; it is sometimes the excess of affection, or an extravagant mode of expressing it, or an attachment to an inferior object.

A person is affectionate, who has the object of his regard strongly in his mind, who participates in his pleasures and pains, and is pleased with his society. A person is kind, who expresses a tender sentiment, or does any service in a pleasant manner. A person is fond, who caraces an object, or makes it a source of pleasure to himself.

Relatives should be affectionate to each other: we should be kind to all who stand in need of our kindness: children are fond of whatever affords them pleasure, or of whoever gives them indulgences.

Our salutations were very hearty on both sides, consisting of many kind shakes of the hand, and affectations which we cast upon one another.—Addison.

Riches expose a man to pride and luxury, a foolish elation of heart, and too great fondness for the present world.—Addison.

Affinity, v. Alliance.


To Affirm, Asseverate, Assure, Vouch, Aver, Protest.

Affirm, in French affirmer, Latin affirmo, compounded of aff or ad and firmo to strengthen, signifies to give strength to what has been said.

Aseverate, in Latin asseveratus, principle of assevero, compounded of as or ad and severus, signifies to make strong and positive.

Assure, in French assurer, is compounded of the intensive syllable as or ad and sure, signifying to make sure.

Vouch is probably changed from row.

Aver, in French averir, is compounded of the intensive syllable as or ad and veri, signifying to bear testimony to the truth.

Protest, in French protester, Latin protesto, is compounded of pro and testor to call to witness as to what we think about a thing.

All these terms indicate an expression of a person's conviction.

In one sense, to affirm is to declare that a thing is in opposition to denying or declaring that it is not; in the sense here chosen it signifies to declare a thing as a fact on our credit. To asseverate is to declare it with confidence. To aver is to rest the truth of another's declaration on our own responsibility. To protest is to express the truth of a declaration unequivocally. To protest is to declare a thing solemnly, and with strong marks of sincerity. Affirmations are made of the past and present; a person affirms what he has seen and what he sees. Asservations are strong affirmations, made in cases of doubt to remove every impression disadvantageous to one's sincerity. Assurances are made of the past, present, and future; they mark the conviction of the
speaker as to what has been, or is, and his intentions as to what shall be; they are appeals to the estimation which another has in one’s word. Vouching is an act for another; it is the supporting of another’s assurance by our own. Affirming is employed in matters of fact; we aver as to the accuracy of details; we aver on our knowledge that sets aside all question. Protestations are stronger than either assertions or assurances: they are accompanied with every act, look, or gesture, that can tend to impress conviction on another.

Affirmations are employed in giving evidence, whether accompanied with an oath or not: Illar deal much in assertions and protestations. People asserce in order to produce a conviction of their veracity; they protest in order to obtain a belief of their innocence; they aver where they expect to be believed. Assurances are altogether personal; they are always made to satisfy some one of what they wish to know and believe, and are as a matter of course of regard for another, as we ought to be suspicious of such assurances when made to ourselves. Whenever we affirm any thing on the authority of another, we ought to be particularly cautious not to vouch for its veracity if it be not unquestionable.

An infidel and fear! Fear what? a dream? a fable?—How thy dread, Unwilling evidence, and therefore strong, Affords my cause an undesigned support! How disbelieve affirm what it denies!—YOUNG.

I judge, in this case as Charles the Second virtuallized his navy with one of his dog’s chase of several pieces thrown before him, rather than trust to the assercations of the victuallers.—STEEL.

My learned friend assured me that the earth had lately received a shock from a comet that crossed its vertex.—STEEL.

All the great writers of the Augustan age, for whom singly we have so great an esteem, stand up together as vouchers for another’s reputation.—ADDITION.

Among ladies, he positively asserted that nonsense was the most prevailing part of eloquence, and had so little complaisance as to say, “a woman is never taken by her reason, but always by her passion.”—STEEL.

To Affirm, Assert.

Affirm, v. To affirm, asserce. Assert, in Latin assurct, participle of assero, compounded of as or ad and sero to connect, signifies to connect words into a proposition. To affirm is said of facts; to assert, of opinions: we affirm what we know; we assert what we believe. Whoever affirms what he does not know to be true is guilty of falsehood; whoever asserts what he cannot prove to be true is guilty of folly. We contradict an affirmation; we confute an assertion.

That this man, wise and virtuous as he was, passed always unentangled through the snare of life, it would be prejudiced and temerity to affirm.—JOHNSON’S LIFE OF COLLINS.

It is asserted by a tragic poet, that “set miser nemo nisi comparatus,”—no man is miserable, but as he is compared with others happier than himself. This position is not strictly and philosophically true.—JOHNSON.

To Affix, Subjoin, Attach, Annex.

Affix, in Latin affixus, participle of affigo, compounded of af or ad and figo to fix, signifies to fix to a thing.

Subjoin is compounded of sub and join, signifying to join to the lower or farther extremity of a body.

Attach, v. To adhere.

Annex, in Latin annexus, participle of annexo, compounded of an or ad and necto to knit, signifies to knit or tie to a thing.

To affix is to put any thing as an essential to any whole; to subjoin is to put any thing as a subordinate part to a whole; in the former case particular parts are specified; in the latter the syllable sub specifies the extremity as the part; to attach is to make one thing adhere to another as an accompaniment; to annex is to bring things into a general connexion with each other.

A title is affixed to a book; a few lines are subjoined to a letter by way of postscript; we attach blame to a person; a certain territory is annexed to a kingdom.

Letters are affixed to words in order to modify their sense: it is necessary to subjoin remarks to what require illustration: we are apt from prejudice or particular circumstances to attach disgrace to certain professions, which are not only useful but important: papers are annexed by way of appendix to some important transaction.

It is improper to affix opprobrious epithets to any community of persons on account of their religious tenets. Men are not always scrupulous about the means of attaching others to their interest, when their ambitious views are to be forwarded. Every station in life, above that of extreme indigence, has certain privileges annexed to it, but none greater than those which are enjoyed by the middling classes.

He that has settled in his mind determined ideas, with names affixed to them, will be able to discern their different or contrary tendencies.

In Justice to the opinion which I would wish to impress of the amiable character of Pisistratus, I subjoin to this paper some explanation of the word tyrant.—CUMBERLAND.

As our nature is at present constituted, attached by so many strong connections to the world of sense, and enjoying a communication of the sensible to the world of spirits, we need no fear no danger from cultivating intercourse with the latter as much as possible.—BLAIR.

The evils inseparably annexed to the present condition are numerous and afflicting.—JOHNSON.

To Afflict, Distress, Trouble.

Afflict, in Latin afflictus, participle of affigo, compounded of af or ad and figo, in Greek ἀφίσασθαι to press hard, signifies to bea; upon any one.


Trouble signifies to cause a tumult, from the Latin turba, Greek τρομός or θρομός, a tumult.

When these terms relate to outward circumstances, the first expresses more than the second, and the second more than the third. People are afflicted with grievous maladies. The mariner is distressed for want of water in the midst of the wide ocean; or an embarrased tradesman is distressed for money to
**AFFLICTION.**

Affliction is a state of inward distress, originating in a sense of injury or pain to the mind, body, or character of the sufferer. It is the condition of being afflicted or subject to sorrow, trouble, distress, or misfortune.

**AFFORD.**

Afford is a verb meaning to provide or give (something) gratuitously. It is often used to suggest an act of generosity or kindness.

**Afflicion, Grief, Sorrow.**

Affliction is a state of inward distress, originating in a sense of injury or pain to the mind, body, or character of the sufferer. It is the condition of being afflicted or subject to sorrow, trouble, distress, or misfortune.

**To Afford, Yield, Produce.**

Afford is a verb meaning to provide or give (something) gratuitously. It is often used to suggest an act of generosity or kindness.

**Afford, v. To afford.**

Afford to lay down; to give up to loss or pain; to exchange or yield up.

**Spare.**

Spare is a verb meaning to withhold, especially from a person as a favor; to reserve; to protect; to guard; to breed; to beget.

**Spare, in German sparen, Latin parvo,**
Affront.

The first denotes a temporary state, the three last a habit of the mind.

Afraid may be used either in a physical or moral application, either as it relates to ourselves only or to others; fearful and timorous are only applied physically and personally; timid is mostly used in a moral sense.

It is the character of the fearful or timorous person to be afraid of what he imagines would hurt himself; it is not necessary for the prospect of danger to exist in order to awaken fear in such a disposition. It is the characteristic of the timid person to be afraid of off-tending or meeting with something painful from others; such a disposition is prevented from following the dictates of its own mind.

Between fearful and timorous there is little distinction, either in sense or application, except that we say fearful of a thing, not timorous of a thing.

To be always afraid of losing life is, indeed, scarcely to enjoy a life that can deserve the care of preservation.

To Afford. v. To give.

Affray. v. Quarrel.

Affront, Insult, Outrage.

Affront, in French affronte, from the Latin ad and from the forehead, signifies flying in the face of a person.

Insult, in French insulte, comes from the Latin insulto to dance or leap upon. The former of these actions defiance, the latter scorn and triumph.

Outrage is compounded of out or utter and rage or violence, signifying an act of extreme violence.

An affront is a mark of reproach shown in the presence of others; it piques and mortifies; an insult is an attack made with insolence; it irritates and provokes: an outrage combines all that is offensive: it wounds and injures. An intentional breach of politeness is an affront: if coupled with any external indication of hostility it is an insult: if it break forth into personal violence it is an outrage.

Captious people construe every innocent freedom into an affront. When people are in a state of animosity, they seek opportunities of offering each other insults. Intoxication or violent passion impel men to the commission of outrages.

The person thus conducted, who was Hannibal, seemed much disturbed, and could not forbear complaining to the board of the affront he had met with among the Roman historians.

It may very reasonably be expected that the old draw upon themselves the greatest part of those insults which they so much lament, and that age is rarely despised when it is contemptible.

This is the round of a passionate man's life; he contracts debts when he is furious, which his virtue, if he has virtue, obliges him to discharge at the return of reason. He spends his time in outrage and reparation.

Affront. v. Offence.

Afraid, Fearful, Timorous, Timid.

Afraid is changed from afeared, signifying in a state of fear.

Fearful, as the words of which it is compounded imply, signifies full of fear.

Timorous and Timid come from the Latin timidos fearful, timor fear, and timo to fear.

Aggravate.

To Aggravate, Irritate, Provoke, Exasperate, Tantalize.

Aggravate, in Latin aggravatus, participle of aggravare, compounded of the intensive syllable ag or ad and gravo to make heavy, signifies to make very heavy.

Irritate, in Latin irritatus, participle of irrat, which is a frequentative from ira, signifies to excite anger.

Provoke, in French provoque, Latin pro voco, compounded of pro forth, and voco to call, signifies to challenge or defy.

Exasperate, Latin exasperatus, participle of exaspero, is compounded of the intensive
syllable ex and asper rough, signifying to make things exceedingly rough.

Tantalize, in French tantaliser, Greek ὑπαγωγή, a king of Phrygia, who having offended the gods, was destined by way of punishment to stand up to his chin in water with a tree of fair fruit hanging over his head, both of which, as he attempted to alay his hunger and thirst, fled from his touch.

All these words, except the first, refer to the feelings of the mind, and in familiar discourse that also bears the same signification; but otherwise respects the outward circumstances.

The crime of robbery is aggravated by any circumstances of cruelty whatever comes across the feelings irritates; whatever awakens anger provokes; whatever heightens this anger extraordinarily exasperates; whatever raises hopes in order to frustrate them tantalizes.

An appearance of unconcern for the offence and its consequences aggravates the guilt of the offender: a grating harsh sound irritates; if long continued and often repeated; angry words provoke, particularly when spoken with an air of defiance, when to this be added bitter taunts and multiplied provocations, they exasperate; the weather by its frequent changes tantalizes those who depend upon it for amusement.

Wicked people aggravate their transgression by violence: susceptible and nervous people are most easily irritated; proud people are quickly provoked; hot and fiery people are soonest exasperated; those who wish for much, and wish for it eagerly, are oftentimes tantalized.

As if nature had not sown evils enough in life, we are continually adding grief to grief, and aggravating the common calamity by our cruel treatment of one another.

—ADDISON.

He would absent many of his friends in London so much by his letters, that they withdrew their contributions.

—JOHNSON'S LIFE OF SAVAGE.

The animadversions of critics are commonly such as may easily provoke the sedate writer to some quickness of resentment.—JOHNSON.

Opposition retards, censure exasperates, or neglect depresses SUDDEN.

Can we think that religion was designed only for a contradiction to nature; and with the greatest and most irrational tyranny in the world to tantalize? —SOUTH.

To Aggravate, v. To heighten.

Aggressor, Assailant.

Aggressor, in Latin aggressor, participle of aggressio, compounded of ag or ad, and grediōr to step, signifies to step up to, fall upon, or attack.

Assailant, from assail, in French assaillir, compounded of as or ad, and salto to leap upon, signifies to leap upon or attack any one vehemently.

The characteristic idea of aggressor is that of one person going up to another in a hostile manner, and by a natural extension of the same commencing an attack; the characteristic idea of assailant is that of one committing an act of violence.

An aggressor offers to do some injury either by word or deed; an assailant actually commits some violence: the former commences a dispute, the latter carries it on with a vehement and direct attack.

An aggressor is blameworthy for giving rise to quarrels: an assailant is culpable for the mischief he does.

Were there no aggressors there would be no disputes; were there no assailants these disputes would not be serious.

An aggressor may be an assailant, or an assailant may be an aggressor, but they are as frequently distinct.

Where one is the aggressor and in pursuance of his first attack kills the other, the law supposes the assailant however sudden, to be malicious.—JOHNSON'S LIFE OF SAVAGE.

What ear so fortified and hard!
Against the tuneful force of vocal charms,
But would with transport to such sweet assailants
Surrender its attention? —MASON.

Agile, v. Active, brisk.

To Agitate, v. To shake, agitate.

Agitation, Emotion, Trepidation, Tremor.

Agitation, in Latin agitatio, from agito, signifies the state of being agitated.

Emotion, in Latin emotio, from emotus, participle of emoveo, compounded of e, out of, and moveo, to move, signifies the state of being moved out of rest or put in motion.

Trepidation, in Latin trepidatio, from trepido, to tremble, compounded of tremo and pede, to tremble with the feet, signifies the condition of trembling in all one's limbs from head to foot.

Tremor, from the Latin tremor, signifies originally the same state of trembling.

Agitation refers either to body or mind, emotion to the mind only, trepidation and tremor to the body only.

Agitation of mind is a vehement struggle between contending feelings; emotion is the awakening but one feeling; which in the latter case is not so vehement as in the former.

Distressing circumstances produce agitation: affecting and interesting circumstances produce emotions.

Agitations have but one character, namely, that of violence: emotions vary with the object that awakens them: they are emotions either of pain or pleasure, of tenderness or anger; they are either gentle or strong, faint or vivid.

With regard to the body, an agitation is more than a trepidation, and the latter more than a tremor: the two former attract the notice of the bystander; the latter is scarcely visible.

Agitations of the mind sometimes give rise to distorted and extravagant agitations of the body; emotions of terror or horror will throw the body into a trepidation: those of fear will cause a tremor to run through the whole frame.

The seventh book affects the imagination like the ocean in a calm, and fills the mind of the reader without procuring in it anything like tumult or agitation.—ADDISON ON MILTON.

The description of Adam and Eve as they first appeared to Satan, is exquisitely drawn, and sufficient to make the fallen angels pass upon them with all those emotions of envy in which he is represented.—ADDISON ON MILTON. —
His first act of note was in the battle of Lepanto, where the success of that great day, in such triumph of the state, made every man meritorious.—Wotton.

He fell into such a universal tremor of all his joints that when going his legs trembled under him.—Heley.

Agony, v. Distress.

Agreeable, Pleasant, Pleasing.

The first two of these epithets approach so near in sense and application, that they can with propriety be used indifferently, the one for the other; yet there is an occasional difference which may be clearly defined.

The Agreeable is that which agrees with, or suits the character, temper, and feelings of a person; the Pleasant that which pleases; the Pleasing that which is adapted to please.

Agreeable expresses a feeling less vivid than pleasant; people of the soberest and gravest character may talk of passing agreeable hours, or enjoying agreeable society, if those hours were passed agreeably to their turn of mind, or that society which suited their taste; but the young and the gay will prefer pleasant society, where vivacity and mirth prevail, suitable to the tone of their spirits.

A man is agreeable who by a soft and easy address contributes to the amusement of others; a man is pleasant who to this softness adds affability and communicativeness.

Pleasant marks a sentiment less vivid and distinctive than either. A pleasing voice has something in it which we like; an agreeable voice strikes with positive pleasure upon the ear.

A pleasing countenance denotes tranquillity and contentment; it satisfies us when we view it: a pleasant countenance bespeaks happiness; it gratifies the beholder, and invites him to look upon it.

To divert me I took up a volume of Shakspeare, where I chanced to cast my eyes upon a part in the tragedy of Richard the Third, which filled my mind with an agreeable horror.—Sterne.

Pleasant the sun
When first on this delightful land he spreads
His orient beams.—Milton.

Nor this alone t’indulge a vain delight,
And make a pleasing prospect for the sight.—Dryden.

Agreeable, v. Conformable.

To Agree, Accord, Suit.

Agree is compounded of a or ad, and gree or grue, which root is found in the verb cope, signifying to fit to a thing.

Accord, in French accord, from the Latin chorda the string of a harp, signifies the same as to be in tune or join in tune.

Suit, from the Latin secutus, participle of sequor to follow, signifies to be in a line, in the order a thing ought to be.

An agreement between two things requires an entire sameness; an accordance supposes a considerable resemblance; a suitableness implies an aptitude to coalesce.

Opinions agree, feelings accord, and tempers suit.

Two statements agree which are in all respects alike: that agrees with our feelings which produces pleasurable sensations: that suits our taste which we wish to adopt, or in adopting gives us pleasure.

Where there is no agreement in the essentials of any two accounts, their authenticity may be greatly questioned: if a representation of any thing agrees with what has been stated from other quarters, it serves to corroborate it: it is advisable that the ages and stations as well as tempers of the parties should be suitable, who look forward for happiness in a matrimonial connexion.

Where there is no agreement of opinion, there can be no assimilation of habit; where there is no accordance of sound, there can be no harmony; where there is no suitableness of temper, there can be no co-operation.

When opinions do not agree, men must agree to differ: the precepts of our Saviour accord with the tenderest as well as the noblest feelings of our nature; when the humours and dispositions of people do not suit, they do wisely not to have any intercourse with each other.

The laurel and the myrtle sweets agree.—Dryden.

Metre aids, and is adapted to, the memory; it accords to music, and is the vehicle of enthusiasm.—Cumberland.

Bullo followed, in the partition of his states, the customs of the feudal law, which was then universally established in the southern counties of Europe, and which suited the peculiar circumstances of the age.—Hume.

To Agree, v. To accede.

To Agree, Coincide, Concur.

In the former section agree is compared with terms that are employed only for things; in the present case it is compared with words as they are applied to persons only.

Agree implies a general sameness.

Coincide, from the Latin con together and incidit to fall, implies a meeting in a certain point.

Concur, from con together and curvo to run, implies a running in the same course, an acting together on the same principles.

Agree denotes a state of rest: coincide and concur a state of motion, either towards or with another.

Agreement is either the voluntary or involuntary act of persons in general; coincidence is the voluntary but casual act of individuals, the act of one falling into the opinion of another; concurrence is the intentional positive act of individuals; it is the act of one authorizing the opinions and measures of another.

Men of like education and temperament agree upon most subjects: people cannot expect others to coincide with them, when they advance extravagant positions: the wiser part of mankind are backward in concurring in any schemes which are not warranted by experience.

Since all agree, who both with judgment read.
'Tis the same sun, and does himself succeed.—Tate.

There is not perhaps any couple whose dispositions and reliish of life are so perfectly similar as that their wills constantly coincide.—Hawkesworth.

The plan being thus concerted, and my cousin’s concurrence obtained, it was immediately put in execution.—Hawkesworth.
Agreement, Contract, Covenant, Compact, Bargain.

Agreement signifies what is agreed to (vide To agree).

Contract, in French contract, from the Latin contractus, participle of contrahô to bring close together or bind, signifies the thing thus contracted or bound.

Covenant, in French covenent, Latin covenantus, participle of convenio to meet together at a point, signifies the point at which several meet, that is, the thing agreed upon by many.

Compact, in Latin compactus, participle of compingo to bind close, signifies the thing to which people bind themselves close.

Bargain, from the Welsh bargan, to contract or deal for, signifies the act of dealing, or the thing dealt for.

An agreement is general, and applies to transactions of every description, but particularly such as are made between single individuals; in cases where the other terms are not so applicable; a contract is a binding agreement between individuals; a simple agreement may be verbal, but a contract must be written and legally executed; covenant and compact are agreements among communities; a covenant is commonly a national and public transaction; a compact respects individuals as members of a community, or communities with each other; a bargain, in its proper sense, is an agreement solely in matters of trade; but applies figuratively to other objects.

The simple consent of parties constitutes an agreement; a seal and signature are requisite for a contract; a solemn engagement on the one hand, and faith in that engagement on the other hand, enter into the nature of a covenant; a tacit sense of mutual obligation in all the parties gives virtue to a compact; an assent to stipulated terms of sale may form a bargain.

Friends make an agreement to meet at a certain time; two tradesmen enter into a contract to carry on a joint trade; the people of England made a covenant with King Charles I. entitled the solemn covenant: in the society of Freemasons, every individual is bound to succeed by a solemn compact; the trading part of the community are continually striking bargains.

The Frog had given his word that he would meet the above-mentioned company at the Salutation, to talk of this agreement.—ARBUTHNOT’S HISTORY OF JOHN BULL.

It is impossible to see the long scrolls in which every contract is included, with all their appendages of seals and attestations, without wondering at the discouragement of those beings, who must be restrained from violation of promise by such formal and public evidences.—JOHNSON.

These flashes of blue lightning gave the sign
Of covenants broke, three peals of thunder join.—DRYDEN.

In the beginnings and establishment of speech, there was an implicit compact amongst men, founded upon an exchange of use and consent, that such and such words or voices, actions or gestures, should be means or signs whereby they would express or convey their thoughts one to another.—COTCH.

We see men frequently dexterous and sharp enough in making a bargain, who, if you reason with them about matters of religion, appear perfectly stupid.—LOCKE.

Agriculturist, v. Farmer.

To Aid, v. To help.

Aim, Object, End.

Aim is in all probability a variation of home, in old German haim. It is the home which the marksman wishes to reach; it is the thing aimed at; the particular point to which one’s efforts are directed; which is had always in view, and which every thing is made to lead to the attainment of.

Object, from the Latin objectus, participle of obe and jacio to lie in the way, is more vague; it signifies the thing that lies before us; we pursue it by taking the necessary means to obtain it; it becomes the fruit of our labour.

End in the improper sense of end is still more general, signifying the thing that ends one’s wishes and endeavours; it is the result not only of action, but of combined action; it is the consummation of a scheme; we must take the proper measures to arrive at it.

It is the aim of every good Christian to live in peace; it is a mark of dullness or folly to act without an object; every scheme is likely to fail, in which the means are not adequate to the end.

We have an aim; we propose to ourselves an object; we look to the end. An aim is attainable, an object worthy, an end important.

Cunning has only private, selfish aims, and sticks at nothing which may make them succeed.—ADDISON.

We should sufficiently weigh the objects of our hope, whether they be such as we may reasonably expect from them what we propose in their fruition.—ADDISON.

Liberty and truth are not in themselves desirable, but only as they relate to a farther end.—BERKELEY.

To Aim, Point, Level.

Aim, signifying to take aim (v. Aim), is to direct one’s view towards a point.

Point, from the noun point, signifies to direct the point to any thing.

Level, from the adjective level, signifies to put one thing on a level with another.

Aim expresses more than the other two words, inasmuch as it denotes a direction towards some minute point in an object, and the others imply direction towards the whole objects themselves. We aim at a bird; we point a cannon against a wall; we level a cannon at a wall. Pointing is of course used with more propriety in reference to instruments that have points; it is likewise a less decisive action than either aiming or levelling. A stick or a finger may be pointed at a person, merely out of derision; but a blow is levelled or aimed with an express intent of committing an act of violence.

The same analogy is kept up in their figurative application.

The shafts of ridicule are but too often aimed with little effect against the follies of fashion; remarks which seem merely to point at others, without being expressly addressed to them, have always a bad tendency: it has hitherto been the fate of infidels to level their battery of sneers, declamation, and sophistry against the Christian religion only to strengthen the conviction of its sublime truths in the minds of mankind at large.

Their heads from aiming blows they bear afar,
With clashing gauntlets then provoke the war.—DRYDEN.
To Aim, Aspire.

Aim (v. Aim) includes efforts as well as views, in obtaining an object.
Aspire, from as or ad to or after and spire to breathe, comprehends views, wishes, and hopes to obtain an object.

We aim at a certain proposed point, by endeavouring to gain it; we aspire after that, which we think ourselves entitled to, and flatter ourselves with gaining.

Many men aim at riches and honour: it is the lot of but few to aspire to a throne.
We aim at what is attainable by ordinary efforts; we aspire after what is great and unusual.

An emulous youth aims at acquiring the esteem of his teachers; he aspires to excel all his competitors in literary attainments.

Whether zeal or moderation be the point we aim at, let us keep fire out of the one, and frost out of the other.—ADDISON.

The study of those who in the time of Shakespeare aspired to please was laid among adventures, giants, dragons, and enchantments.—JOHNSON.

To Aim, v. To endeavour.
Aim, v. Tendency.

Air, Mien, Look.

Air, in Latin aer, Greek esp, comes from the Hebrew aer, because it is the vehicle of light; hence in the figurative sense, in which it is here taken, it denotes an appearance.

Mien, in French maniére, comes probably from mener to lead or direct, signifying the direction of one's movements.

An air is inherent in the whole person; a manner is confined to the action or the movement of a single limb. A man has the air of a common person; it discovers itself in all his manners. An air has something superficial in its nature; it strikes at the first glance: manner has something more solid in it; it develops itself on closer observation. Some people have an air about them which displeases; but their manners afterwards win upon those who have a farther intercourse with them. Nothing is more common than to suffer ourselves to be prejudiced by a person's air, either in his favour or otherwise: the manners of a man will often contribute to his advancement in life, more than his real merits.

An air is indicative of a state of mind; it may result either from a natural or habitual mode of thinking: a manner is indicative of the education; it is produced by external circumstances. An air is noble or simple, it marks an elevation or simplicity of character; a manner is rude, rustic, or awkward, for want of culture, good society, and good example. We assume an air, and affect a manner. An assumed air of importance exposes the littleness of the assumer, which might otherwise pass unnoticed: the same manners which are becoming when natural, render a person ridiculous when they are affected. A preswpoessing air and engaging manners have more influence on the heart than the solid qualities of the mind.

The air she gave herself was that of a romping girl.—STEEL.
The boy is well fashioned, and will easily fall into a graceful manner.—STEEL.

Air, v. Air.

Mien, in German mien, comes, as Adelung supposes, from taken to paint or draw, because the lines of the face which constitute the mien in the German sense are drawn together.

Look signifies properly a mode of looking or appearing.
The exterior of a person is comprehended in the sense of all these words.

Air depends not only on the composure, but the stature, carriage, and action: mien respects the whole outward appearance, not excepting the dress: look depends altogether on the face and its changes. Air marks any particular state of the mind: mien denotes any state of the outward circumstances: look any individual movement of the mind. We may judge by a person's air, that he has a confident and fearless mind: we may judge by his sorrowful mien, that he has substantial cause for sorrow; and by sorrowful looks, that he has some partial or temporary cause for sorrow.

We talk of doing any thing with a particular air; of having a mien; of giving a look. An innocent man will answer his accusers with an air of composure; a person's whole mien sometimes bespeaks his wretched condition; a look is sometimes given to one who acts in concert by way of intimation.

The truth of it is, the air is generally nothing else but the inward disposition of the mind made visible.—ADDISON.

How sleek their looks, how godly is their mien.
When big they strut behind a double chin.—DEYDEN.
What chief is this that visits us from afar.
Whose gallant mien bespeaks him train'd to war.—STEEL.

How in the looks does conscious guilt appear.—ADDISON.

Air, v. Appearance.


Alarm, Terror, Fright, Consternation.

Alarm, in French alarmer, is compounded of al or ad and arms arms, signifying a cry to arms, a signal of danger, a call to defence.

Terror, in Latin terro to produce fear.

Fright, from the German furcht fear, signifies a state of fear.

Consternation, in Latin consternatus, from consterno to lay low or prostrate, expresses the mixed emotion of terror and amazement which confounds.

Alarm springs from any sudden signal that announces the approach of danger. Terror springs from any event or phenomenon that may serve as a prognostic of some catastrophe. It supposes a less distinct view of danger than
**ALERTNESS.**

Alarm, and affords room to the imagination, which commonly magnifies objects. *Alarm therefore makes us run to our defence, and terror disarms us.*

*Fright* is a less vivid emotion than either, as it arises from the simple appearance of danger. It is more personal than either *alarm* or *terror*; for we may be alarmed or terrified for others, but we are mostly frightened for ourselves. *Consternation* is stronger than either *terror* and *afright*; it springs from the view of some very serious evil.

*Alarm* affects the feelings, *terror* the understanding, and *fright* the senses; *consternation* seizes the whole mind, and benumbs the faculties.

Cries *alarm*; horrid spectacles terrify; a tumult *frightens*; a sudden calamity fills with consternation.

One is filled with *alarm*, seized with *terror*, overwhelmed with *fright* or *consternation*.

We are *alarmed* for what we apprehend; we are *terrified* by what we imagine; we are *frightened* by what we see; *consternation* may be produced by what we learn.

None so renowned With breathing_brass to kindle fierce alarms.—DRYDEN.

I was once in a mixt assembly, that was full of noise and mirth, when on a sudden an old woman mulishly observed, there were thirteen of us in company. This remark struck a panic terror into several of us.—ADDISON.

I have known a soldier that has entered a breach, *afrighted* at his own shadow.—ADDISON.

*The sun of Pelias ceased; the chiefs around In silence wrapt, in consternation drown'd.*—POPE.

**ALLOW.**

*When the object is specific, whole is preferable: thus we say, all hope was lost; but, our whole hope rested in this.*

It will be asked how the drama moves if it is not credited. It is credited with all the credit due to a drama.—JOHNSTON.

The whole story of the transactions between Edward, Harold and the Duke of Normandy is told so differently by ancient writers, that there are few important passages of the English history liable to so great uncertainty.—HUME.

**All, Every, Each.**

*All* is collective; *Every* single or individual; *Each* distributive.

*All and every* are universal in their signification; *each* is restrictive; the former are used in speaking of great numbers; the latter is applicable to small numbers. *All men* are not born with the same talent, either in degree or kind; but *every man* has a talent peculiar to himself: a parent divides his property among his children, and gives to each his due share.

Harold by his marriage broke all measures with the Duke of Normandy.—HUME.

*Every man's* performances, to be rightly estimated, must be compared to the state of the age in which he lived.—JOHNSTON.

Taken singly and individually, it might be difficult to conceive how each event wrought for good. They must be viewed in their consequences and effects.—BLAIR.

**To Allay, Soothe, Appease, Assuage.**

*To Allay* is compounded of *al* or *ad*, and *lay* to lay to or by, signifying to lay a thing to rest, to abate it.

Soothe probably comes from *sweet*, which is in *Swedish* *söt*, *Low German*, &c. *solt*, and is doubtless connected with the Hebrew *sot* to allure, invite, compose.

*Appease*, in French *appaiser*, is compounded of *ap or ad* and *paire* peace, signifying to quiet.

*Assuage* is compounded of *as or ad* and *suage*, from the Latin *suasus* perfect of *suadere* to persuade, signifying to treat with gentleness, or to render easy.

All these terms indicate a lessening of something painful. In a physical sense a pain is *allayed* by an immediate application; it is *soothed* by affording ease and comfort in other respects, and by diverting the mind from the pain. Extreme heat or thirst is *allayed*: extreme hunger is *appeased*.

In a moral sense one *allays* what is fervid and vehement; one *soothes* what is distressed; one *appeases* what is tumultuous and boisterous; one *assuages* grief or afflictions. Nothing is so calculated to *allay* the fervour of a dis-tempered imagination as prayer and religious meditation: religion has everything in it which can *sooth* a wounded conscience by presenting it with the hope of pardon, that can *appease* the angry passions by giving us a sense of our own sinfulness and need of God's pardon, and that can *assuage* the bitterest griefs by affording us the brightest prospects of future bliss.

Without expecting the return of hunger, they eat for an appetite, and prepare dishes not to *allay*, but to excite it.—ADDISON.
Allot.

Nature has given all the little arts of soothing and blandishing to the female.—ADDISON.

Charon is no sooner appeased, and the triple-headed dog laid asleep, but 

Theseus makes his entrance into the domain of Pluto's sons.

If I can any way assuage private inflammations, or allay public ferment, I shall apply myself to it with the utmost endeavors.—ADDISON.

To Allude, v. To adduce.

Allegorical, v. Figurative.


To Allievate, Relieve.

Alleviate, in Latin alleviatus, participle of allevio, is compounded of the intensive syllable al or ad and tevo to lighten, signifying to lighten by making less.

Relieve, from the Latin relevo, is re and tevo to lift up, signifying to take away or remove.

A pain is alleviated by making it less burdensome; a necessity is relieved by supplying what is wanting. 

Alleviate respects our internal feelings only; relieve our external circumstances. That alleviates which affords ease and comfort; that relieves which removes the pain.

It is no alleviation of sorrow to a feeling mind, to reflect that others undergo the same suffering; a change of position is a considerable relief to an invalid, wearied with confinement.

Condolence and sympathy tend greatly to alleviate the sufferings of our fellow creatures; it is an essential part of the Christian's duty to relieve the wants of his indigent neighbour.

Half the misery of human life might be extinguished, would men alleviate the general curse they lie under, by mutual offices of compassion, benevolence, and humanity.—ADDISON.

Now sinking underneath a load of grief.

From death alone she seeks her last relief.—DRYDEN.

Alliance, League, Confederacy.

Alliance, in French alliance, from the Latin allius to knit or tie together, signifies the most intimate of being tied.

League, in French ligue, comes from the same verb ligo to bind.

Confederacy or confederation, in Latin confederatio, from con and fidus an agreement, or fides faith, signifies a joining together under a certain pledge.

* Relationship, friendship, the advantages of a good understanding, the prospect of aid in case of necessity, are the ordinary motives for forming alliances. A league is a union of plan, and a junction of force, for the purpose of effectuating some common enterprise, or obtaining some common object. A confederacy is a union of interest and support on particular occasions, for the purpose of obtaining a redress of supposed wrong, or of defending right against usurpation and oppression.

Treaties of alliance are formed between sovereigns; it is a union of friendship and convenience concluded upon precise terms, and maintained by honour or good faith. Leagues are mostly formed between parties or small communities, as they are occasioned by circum-

stances of an imperative nature; they are in this manner rendered binding on each party. 

Confederacies are formed between individuals or communities; they continue while the impelling cause that set them in motion remains; and every individual is bound more by a common feeling of safety than by any express contract.

History mentions frequent alliances which have been formed between the courts of England and Portugal. The cantons of Switzerland were bound to each other by a famous league which was denominated the Helvetic league, which took its rise in a confederacy formed against the Austrian government by William Tell and his companions.

Confederacy is always taken in a civil or political sense; alliance and league are sometimes employed in a moral sense; the former being applied to marriage, the latter to plots or factions. Alliance is taken only in a good acceptation; league and confederacy frequently in relation to that which is bad. 

Alliances are formed for the mutual advantage of the parties concerned; but leagues may have plunder for their object, and confederacies may be treasonable.

Who but a fool would wars with June choose, 

And such alliances and such gifts refuse.—DRYDEN.

Rather in leagues of endless peace unite, 

And celebrate the nuptial rite.—ADDISON.

The history of man is informs us that a single power is very seldom broken by a confederacy.—JOHNSON.

Though domestic misery must follow an alliance with a gamer, matches of this sort are made every day.—CUMBERLAND.

Tiger with tiger, bear with bear, you'll find 

In leagues offensive and defensive joint'd.—TATE.

When Bebel was confounded, and the great 

Confederacy of projector wild and vain 

Was split into diversity of tongues, 

Then, as a shepherd separates his flock, 

These to the upland, to the valley those, 

God draws saunter—COWPER.

Alliance, Affinity.

Alliance, v. Alliance, league.

Affinity, in Latin affinitas, from af or od and finis a border, signifies a contiguity of borders.

Alliance is artificial; affinity is natural; an alliance is formed either by persons or by circumstances; an affinity exists of itself; an alliance subsists between persons only in the proper sense; and between things figuratively; an affinity exists between things as well as persons; the alliance between families is matrimonial; the affinity arises from consanguinity.

O horror! horror! after this alliance 

Let tigers match with tigers, and wolves with wolves, 

And every creature couple with its foe.—DRYDEN.

It cannot be denied that the words were invented originally to express the several occupations of their owners; and to bear some affinity in their external designations, with the charges to be disposed of—BATHURST.

Religion (in England) has maintained a proper alliance with the state.—BLAIR.

To Allot, Assign, Apportion, Distribute.

Allot is compounded of the Latin al or a and the word lot, which owes its origin to the Saxon and other northern languages. It signifies literally to set apart as a particular lot.
Assign, in French assigner, Latin assigno, is compounded of as or ad and signo to sign, or mark to, or for, signifying to mark out for any one.

Appportion is compounded of ap or ad and portion, signifying to portion out for a purpose.

Distribute, in Latin distributus, participle of dis and tribuo, signifies to bestow or portion out to several.

To allot is to dispose on the ground of utility for the sake of good order; to assign is to communicate according to the office of the object; to apportion is to regulate according to the due proportion; to distribute is to give in several distinct portions.

A portion of one's property is allotted to charitable purposes, or a portion of one's time to religious meditation; a prize is assigned to the most meritorious or an honourable post to those whose abilities entitle them to distinction; a person's business is apportioned to the time and abilities he has for performing it; his alms are distributed among those who are most indigent.

When any complicated undertaking is to be performed by a number of individuals, it is necessary to give each his distinct task. It is the part of a wise prince to assign the highest offices to the most worthy, and to apportion to every one of his ministers an employment suited to his peculiar character and qualifications: the business of the state thus distributed will proceed with regularity and exactitude.

Every one that has been long dead, has a due proportion of praise allotted him, in which, whilst he lived, his friends were too profuse, and his enemies too sparing.—ADISON.

I find by several hints in ancient authors, that when the Romans were in the height of power and luxury they assigned out of their vast dominions an island called Andrya, as an habitation for middling.—STEELE.

Of the happiness and misery of our present condition, part is distributed by nature, and part is in a great measure apportioned by ourselves.—JOHNSON.

From thence the cup of mortal man he fills, Blessings to these, to those distributus illis.—POPE.

To Allot, Appoint, Destine.

Allot, v. To allot, assign.

Appoint, in French appointer, Latin appon, that is, ap or ad and pon to place, signifies to put by.

Destine, Latin destino, of de and stino sto or siste, signifies to place apart.

Allot is used only for things, appoint and destine for persons or things. A space of ground is allotted for cultivation; a person is appointed as steward or governor; a youth is destined for a particular profession. Allotments are mostly made in the time past or present; appointments respect either the present or the future; destinations always respect some distant purposes and include preparatory measures. A conscientious man allot a portion of his annual income to the relief of the poor; when public meetings are held it is necessary to appoint a particular day for the purpose: our plans in life are defeated by a thousand contingencies—the man who builds a house is not certain he will live to use it for the purpose for which it was destined.

It is unworthy a reasonable being to spend any of the little time allotted us without some tendency, direct or oblique, to the end of our existence.—JOHNSON.

Having notified to my good friend, Sir Roger, that I should set out for London the next day, his horses were ready at the appointed house.—SHAKESPEARE.

Look round and survey the various beauties of the globe, which Heaven has destined for man, and consider whether a world thus exquisitely framed could be meant for the abode of misery and pain.—JOHNSON.

To Allow, Grant, Bestow.

Allow, v. To admit, allow.

Grant is probably changed from guarant, in French garantir, signifying to assure any thing to a person by one's word or deed.

Bestow is compounded of be and store, which in English, as well as in the northern languages, signifies to place; hence to bestow signifies to dispose according to one's wishes and convenience.

That is allowed which may be expected, if not directly required; that is granted which is desired, if not directly asked for; that is bestowed which is wanted as a matter of necessity.

What is allowed is a gift stipulated as to time and quantity, which as to continuance depends upon the will of the giver; what is granted is perfectly gratuitous on the part of the giver: it is a pure favour, and lays the receiver under an obligation; what is bestowed is occasional, altogether depending on the circumstances and disposition of both giver and receiver.

Many of the poor are allowed a small sum weekly from the parish. It is as improper to grant a person more than he asks, as it is to ask a person for more than he can grant. Alms are very ill bestowed which only serve to encourage beggary and idleness.

A grant comprehends in it something more important than an allowance, and passes between persons in a higher station; what is bestowed is of less value than either. A father allows his son a yearly sum for his casual expenses, or a master allows his servant a maintenance: kings grant pensions to their officers; governments grant subsidies to one another: relief is bestowed on the indigent.

In a figurative application, merit is allowed, an indulgence or privilege is granted, applause is bestowed.

A candid man allows merit even in his rivals. In former times the kings of England granted certain privileges to some towns, which they granted to this day. Those who are hasty in applauding frequently bestow their commendations on very undeserving objects.

Marital's description of a species of lawyers is full of humour: "Men that hire out their wits and anger, that are more or less passionate as they are paid for it, and allow their client a quantity of wrath proportional to the fee which they receive from him."—ADISON.

If you in pity grant this one request
My death shall glut the hatred of his breast.

So much the more thy diligence bestow.

In depth of winter to defend the snow.—DRYDEN.

To Allow, v. To admit, allow.

To Allow, v. To admit, permit.

To Allow, v. To consent.
Allowance, Stipend, Salary, Wages, Hire, Pay.

All these terms denote a stated sum paid according to certain stipulations.

**Allowance**, from *allow* (v. To admit, allow), signifies the thing allowed.

**Stipend**, in Latin *stipendium*, from steps a piece of money, signifies money paid.

Salary, in Latin *salarium*, comes from *sal* salt, which was originally the principal pay for soldiers.

**Wages**, in French *gage*, Latin *vadium*, from the Hebrew *igang* labour, signifies that which is paid for labour.

**Hire** expresses the sum for which one is hired, and *Pay* the sum that is to be paid.

An allowance is gratuitous; it ceases at the pleasure of the donor; all the rest are the requital for some supposed service; they cease with the engagement made between the parties. A *stipend* is more fixed and permanent than a *salary*; and that than *wages*, hire, or *pay*: a *stipend* depends upon the fulfilling of an engagement, rather than on the will of an individual; a *salary* is a matter of contract between the giver and receiver, and may be increased or diminished at will.

An allowance may be given in any form, or at any stated times; a *stipend* and *salary* are paid yearly, or at even portions of a year; *wages*, hire, and *pay* are estimated by days, weeks, or months, as well as years.

An allowance may be made by, with, and to persons of all ranks; a *stipend* and *salary* are assignable only to persons of respectability; *wages* are given to labourers, *hire* to servants, *pay* to soldiers or such as are employed under government.

Sir Richard Steele was officiously informed that Mr. Savage had ridiculed him; by which he was so much exasperated that he withdrew the *allowance* which he had paid him.—JOHNSON.

Is not the care of souls a load sufficient? Are not your holy *stipends* paid for this?—DREYDEN.

Several persons, out of a salary of five hundred pounds, have always lived at the rate of two thousand.—SWIFT.

The peasant and the mechanic, when they have reaped the *wages* of the day, and provided their strong beer and supper, have scarce a wish unsatisfied.—HAWKESWORTH.

I have five hundred crowns,
The thrifty sire I sav’d your father.

SHAKESPEARE.

Come on, brave soldiers, doubt not of the day;
And that once gotten, doubt not of large pay.

SHAKESPEARE.

To Allude, Refer, Hint, Suggest.

**Allude**, in Latin *alludo*, is compounded of *ad* or *ad* and *ludo* to sport, that is, to say anything in a cursory manner.

**Refer**, in Latin *refero*, signifies to bring back, that is, to bring back a person’s recollection to any subject by mentioning it.

**Hint** may very probably be changed from *hind* or *behind*, in German *hitten*, signifying to convey from behind, or in an obscure manner.

**Suggest**, in Latin *suggestus*, particle of *suggere*, is compounded of *sub* and *gero* to bring under or near, and signifies to bring forward in an indirect or casual manner.

To allude is not so direct as to refer, but it is more clear and positive than either hint or suggest.

We allude to a circumstance by introducing something collaterally allied to it; we refer to an event by expressly introducing it into one’s discourse; we hint at a person’s intentions by darkly insinuating what may possibly happen; we suggest an idea by some poetical expressions relative to it.

There are frequent allusions in the Bible to the customs and manners of the East. It is necessary to refer to certain passages of a work when we do not expressly copy them. It is mostly better to be entirely silent upon a subject—then to hint at what cannot be entirely explained. Many improvements have owed their origin to some ideas casually suggested in the course of conversation.

Allude and refer are always said with regard to things that have positively happened, and mostly such as are indifferent; hint and suggest have mostly a personal relation to things that are precarious. The whole drift of a discourse is sometimes unintelligible for want of knowing what is alluded to, although many persons and incidents are referred to with their proper names and dates. It is the part of the slanderer to hint at things discreditable to another, when he does not dare to speak openly: and to suggest doubts of his veracity which he cannot positively charge.

I need not inform my reader that the author of Hudibras alludes to this strange quality in that cold climate, when speaking of abstracted notions clothed in a visible shape, he adds that apt simile, “Like words concealed in northern air.”—ADDISON.

Every remarkable event, every distinguished personage under the law, is interpreted in the New Testament, as bearing some reference to Christ’s death.—BLAIR.

It is hinted that Augustus had in mind to restore the commonwealth.—CUMBERLAND.

This image of misery, in the punishment of Tantalus, was perhaps originally suggested to some poet by the conduct of his patron.—JOHNSON.

To Allude to, v. To glance at.

To Allure, Tempt, Seduce, Entice, Decoy.

**Allure** is compounded of the intensive syllable *al* or *ad* and *lure*, in French *tenter*, in German *tuder*, a lure or tempting bait, signifying to hold a bait in order to catch animals, and figuratively to present something to please the senses.

**Tempt**, in French *tenter*, Latin *tentus* to try, comes from *tentus*, particle of *tendo* to stretch, signifying by efforts to impel to action.

**Seduce**, in French *seduire*, Latin *seduceo*, is compounded of *se* apart, and *duco* to lead, signifying to lead any one aside.

**Entice** is probably, *per metathesis*, changed from *incite*.

**Decoy** is compounded of the Latin *de* and *cog*, in Dutch *koy*, German, &c., *koi*, a cage or enclosed place for birds, signifying to draw into any place for the purpose of getting them into one’s power.

We are *allured* by the appearances of things; we are *tempted* by the words of persons as well as the appearances of things; we are enticed by persuasions: we are *seduced* or *decayed* by the influence and false arts of others.
To allure and tempt are used either in a good or bad sense; entice sometimes in an indifferent, but mostly in a bad sense; seduce and decay are always in a bad sense. The weather may allure us out of doors; the love of pleasures may allure us into indulgences that afterwards cause repentance. We are sometimes tempted upon very fair grounds to undertake what turns out unfortunately in the end; our passions are our bitterest enemies; the devil uses them as instruments to tempt us to sin. When the wicked entice us to do evil, we should turn a deaf ear to their flattering representations; those who know what is right, and are determined to practise it, will not suffer themselves to be enticed into any irregularities.

Young men are frequently seduced by the company they keep. Children are decoyed away by the evil-minded, who wish to get them into their possession.

The country has its allurements for the contemplative mind: the metropolis is full of temptations. Those who have any evil project to execute will omit no enticement in order to seduce the young and inexperienced from their duty. The practice of decoying children, ignorant people into places of confinement was formerly more frequent than at present.

Allure does not imply such a powerful influence as tempt: what allures draws by gentle means; it lies in the nature of the thing that affects: what tempts acts by direct and continued efforts; it presents motives to the mind, and produces a resolve, it tries the power of resistance. Entice supposes such a decisive influence on the mind, as produces a determination to act; in which respect it differs from the two former terms. Allure and tempt produce actions on the mind, not necessarily followed by any result; for we may be allured or tempted to do a thing, without necessarily doing the thing; but we cannot be enticed unless we are led to take some step. Seduce, and decoy, have reference to the outward action, as well as the inward movements of the mind which give rise to them: they indicate a drawing aside of the person as well as the mind; it is a misleading by false representation. Prospects are alluring, offers are tempting, words are enticing, charms are seductive.

June 26, 1821, the rats and mice by which Hamelen was infested were allured, it is said, by a pipér to a contiguous river, in which they were all drowned.—ADDISON.

In our time the poor are strongly tempted to assume the appearance of wealth.—JOHNSON.

There is no kind of idleness by which we are so easily seduced as that which dignifies itself by the appearance of business.—JOHNSON.

There was a particular grove which was called "the labyrinth of coquettes," where many were enticed to the chase, but few returned with purchase.—ADDISON.

I have heard of barbarians, who, when tempts drive ships upon their coast, decoy them to the rocks that they may plunder their lading.—JOHNSON.

To Allure, v. To attract.


An Ally is one who forms an alliance in the political sense: a Confederate is one who forms confederacies in general, but more particularly when such confederacies are unauthorised.

The Portuguese and English are allies. William Tell had some few particular friends who were his confederates: but we should use the word with more propriety in its worst sense, for an associate in a rebellious faction, as in speaking of Cromwell and his confederates who were concerned in the death of the king.

We could hinder the accession of Holland to France, either as subjects with great immunities for the encouragement of trade, or as an inferior and dependent ally under their protection.—TEMPLE.

Having learned by experience that they must expect a vigorous resistance from this warlike prince, they entered into an alliance with the Britons of Cornwall, and landing two years after in that country made an inroad with their confederates into the county of Devon.—HUME.

Almanack, v. Calendar.

Alone, Solitary, Lonely.

Alone, compounded of all and one, signifies altogether one, or single; that is, by one's self.

Solitary, in French solitaire, Latin solitarius, from solus alone, signifies the quality of being alone.

Lonely, signifies in the manner of alone. Alone marks the state of a person; solitary the quality of a person or thing; lonely the quality of a thing only. A person walks alone, or takes a solitary walk in a lonely place.

Whoever likes to be much alone is of a solitary turn; wherever we can be most and oftenest alone, that is a solitary or lonely place.

Here we stand alone.

As in our form distinct, pre-eminent.—YOUNG.

I would wish no man to deceive himself with opinions which he has not sufficiently reflected upon in his solitary hours.—CUMBERLAND.

Within an ancient forest's ample verge
There stands a lonely, but a habitable dwelling,
Built for convenience, and the use of life.—BOWE.

Also, Likewise, Too.

Also, compounded of all and so, signifies literally all in the same manner.

Likewise, compounded of like and wise, or manner, signifies in like manner.

Too, a variation of the numeral two, signifies what may be added or joined to another thing from its similarity.

These adverbial expressions obviously convey the same idea of including or clasping certain objects together upon a supposed ground of affinity. Also is a more general term, and has a more comprehensive meaning, as it implies a sameness in the whole; likewise is more specific and limited in its acceptance; too is still more limited than either, and refers only to a single object.

"He also was among the number" may convey the idea of totality both as respects the person and the event: "he writes likewise a very fine hand" conveys the idea of similar perfection in his writing as in other qualifications: "he said so too" signifies he said so in
To Alter, v. To change, alter.
Altercation, v. Difference, dispute, alternation, quarrel.
Alternate, v. Successive.

Always, At all times, Ever.
Always, compounded of all and ways, is the same as, under all circumstances, through all the ways of life, that is, uninterruptedly.
At all Times, means, without distinction of time.
Ever, implies, for a perpetuity, without end.
A man must be always virtuous, that is, whether in adversity or prosperity; and at all times virtuous, that is, in his going in and coming out, his rising up and his lying down, by day and by night; he will then be ever happy, that is, in this life, and the life to come.
Human life never stands still for any long time. It is by no means a fixed and steady object, like the mountain or the rock, which you always find in the same situation.
Among all the expressions of good nature, I shall single out that which goes under the general name of charity, as it consists in relieving the indigent; that being a trial of this kind which offers itself to us almost at all times, and in every place.
Have you forgotten all the blessings you have continued so long, ever since the day that you came forth a helpless infant into the world?
To Amass, v. To heap.
To Amaze, v. To admire.

Ambassador, Envoy, Plenipotentiary, Deputy.
Ambassador is supposed to come from the low Latin ambassiator a waiter, although this does not accord with the high station which they have always held.
Envoy, from the French envoyer to send, signifies one sent.
Plenipotentiary, from the Latin plenus and potens, signifies one invested with full powers.
Deputy, signifies one deputed.
Ambassadors, envoys, and plenipotentiaries, speak and act in the name of their sovereigns, with this difference, that the first is invested with the highest authority, acting in all cases as the representative; the second appears only as a simple authorized minister acting for another, but not always representing him; the third is a species of envoy used by courts only on the occasion of concluding peace or making treaties; deputes are not deputed by sovereigns, although they may be deputed to sovereigns; they have no power to act or speak, but in the name of some subordinate community, or particular body. The functions of the first three belong to the minister, those of the latter to the agent.
An ambassador is a resident in a country during a state of peace; he must maintain the dignity of his court by a suitable degree of splendour; an envoy may be a resident, but he is more commonly employed on particular occasions; address in negotiating forms an essential in his character; a plenipotentiary is not so much connected with the court immediately, as with persons in the same capacity with himself; he requires to have integrity, coolness, penetration, loyalty, and patriotism.
A deputy has little or no responsibility; and still less intercourse with those to whom he is deputed; he needs no more talent than is sufficient to maintain the respectability of his own character, and that of the body to which he belongs.
Prior continued to act without a title till the Duke of Shrewsbury returned next year to England, and then he assumed the style and dignity of an ambassador.—Johnson.
We hear from Rome, by letters dated the 20th of April, that the Count de Melhos, envoy from the King of Portugal, had made his public entry into that city with much state and magnificence.
The conferences began at Utrecht on the 1st of January, 1711-12, and the English plenipotentiaries arrived on the fifteenth.
They add that the deputies of the Swiss cantons were returned from Soleure, where they were assembled at the instance of the French ambassador.—Steele.

Ambiguous, in Latin equivocal, from ambigo, compounded of ambus and ago, signifies acting both ways.
Equivoque, in French equivoque, Latin equivoque, composed of aequus and vox, signifies a word to be applied equally to two or more objects.
A naubiguiy arises from a too general form of expression, which leaves the sense of the author indeterminate; an equivocation lies in the power of particular terms used, which admit of a double interpretation: the ambiguity leaves us in entire incertitude as to what is meant; the equivocation misleads us in the use of a term in the sense which we do not suspect.
The ambiguity may be unintentional, arising from the nature both of the words and the things; or it may be employed to withhold information respecting our views; the equivocation is always intentional, and may be employed for purposes of fraud. The histories of heathen nations are full of confusion and ambiguity: the heathen oracles are mostly veiled by some equivocation, in this we have a remarkable instance in the oracle of the Persian mule, by which Cyrus was misled.
An honest man will never employ an equivocal expression; a confused man may often utter ambiguous ones without any design.—Blair.
We make use of an equivocation to deceive; of an ambiguity to keep in the dark.—Thacker.
Th' ambiguous God, who rul'd her lab'ring breast,
In these mysterious words his mind expressed,
Some truths reveal'd, in terms involv'd the rest.
Deyden.
The Parliament of England is without comparison the most voluminous in the world, and there is such a happy ambiguity in its works, that its students have as much to do to form the wrong side of every question as upon the right.—CUMBERLAND.

Give a man all that is in the power of the world to bestow, but leave him at the same time under some secret oppression or heaviness of heart; you bestow indeed the materials of enjoyment, but you deprive him of the ability to extract it. Hence prosperity is so often an equivocal word, denoting merely affluence of possession, but unjustly applied to the possessor.—BLAIR.

Shakspeare is not long soft and pathetic, without some fide concit or contemptible cynicism.—JOHNSON.

Amenable, v. Answerable.

To Amend, Correct, Reform, Rectify, Amend, Improve, Mend, Better.

Amend, in Latin emendo, from mendo, the fault of a transcriber, signifies to remove this fault.

Correct, in Latin correctus, participle of corrigo, compounded of con and rego, signifies to set in order, to set to rights.

Reform, compounded of re and form, signifies to form afresh, or put into a new form.

Rectify, in Latin rectifico, compounded of rectus and facio, signifies to make or put right.

Emend is the immediate derivative of the Latin emendo.

Improve comes from the Latin in and probo to prove or try, signifying to make good, or better than it was, by trials or after experiments.

Mend is a contraction of emend. Better is properly to make better.

To amend, correct, rectify, and emend, imply the lessening of evil; to improve, reform, and better, the increase of good. We amend our moral conduct, correct errors, reform our life, rectify mistakes, emend the readings of an author, improve our mind, mend or better our condition. What is amended is mostly that which is wrong in ourselves: what is reformed or corrected is that which is faulty in ourselves or in others; what is rectified is mostly wrong in that which has been done; that which is improved may relate either to an individual, or to indifferent objects.

To mend and better are common terms, employed only on familiar occasions, corresponding to the terms amend and improve. Whatever is wrong must be amended; whatever is faulty must be corrected; whatever is altogether insufficient for the purpose must be reformed; whatever error escapes by an oversight must be rectified; whatever is obscure or incorrect must be amended. What has been torn may be mended, and what admits of change may be improved, or bettered. When a person's conduct is any way culpable, it ought to be amended; when his habits and principles are vicious, his character ought to be reformed; when he has any particular faulty habit, it ought to be corrected; when he commits mistakes he should not object to have them rectified; the emendations of critics frequently involve the authority of ancient authors in still greater obscurity: whoever wishes to advance himself in life must endeavour to improve his time and talents.

The first step to amendment is a consciousness of error in ourselves; busy politicians are ever ready to propose a reform in the constitution of their country, but they forget the reformation which is requisite in themselves:—the correction of the temper is of the first moment, in order to live in harmony with others; in order to avoid the necessity of rectifying what has been done amiss, we must strive to do every thing with care; critics emend the productions of the pen, and ingenious artists improve the inventions of art.

The interest which the corrupt part of mankind have in hardening themselves against every motive to amendment, has disposed them to give to contradictions, when they can be produced against the cause of virtue, that weight which they will not allow them in any other case.—JOHNSON.

Presumption will be easily corrected; but timidity is a disease of the mind more obstinate and fatal.—JOHN.

Indolence is one of the vices from which those whom it once infects are seldom reformed.—JOHNSON.

That sorrow which dictates no caution, that fear which does not quicken our escape, that austeritv which fails to rectify our affections, are vain and unavailing.—JOHNSON.

Some had read the manuscript, and rectified it in accuracies.—JOHNSON.

That useful part of learning, which consists in emendations, knowledge of different readings, and the like, is what in all ages persons extremely wise and learned have had in great veneration.—ADDISON.

While a man, infatuated with the promises of greatness, wastes his hours and days in attendance and solicitation, the honest opportunities of improving his condition pass by without his notice.—ADDISON.

The wise for cure on exercise depend, God never made his work for man to mend.—DRYDEN.

I then bettered my condition a little, and lived a whole summer in the shape of a bee.—ADDISON.


Amends, v. Restoration.

Amiable, Lovely, Beloved.

Amiable, in Latin amabilis, from amo and habitis, signifies fit to be loved.

Lovely, compounded of love and ly or like, signifies like that which we love.

Beloved signifies having or receiving love.

The first two express the fitness of an object to awaken the sentiment of love; the latter expresses the state of being in actual possession of that love. The amiable designates that sentiment in its most spiritual form, as it is awakened by purely spiritual objects; the lovely applies to the sentiment as it is awakened by sensible objects. We are amiable according to the qualities of the heart; we are lovely according to the external figure and manners; we are beloved according to the circumstances that bring us into connexion: with others: hence it is that things as well as persons may be lovely or beloved, but persons only are amiable.

An amiable disposition without a lovely person will render a person beloved. It is distressing to see any one who is lovely in person amiable in character.

Tully has a very beautiful gradation of thoughts to show how amiable virtue is. "We love a virtuous man," say he, "who lives in the remotest parts of the earth, although we are altogether out of the reach of his virtue, and can receive it in no manner of benefit."—ADDISON.

Sweet Auburn, loveliest village of the plain.

Sorrow would be a rarity most beloved.

If all could so become it.—SHAKESPEARE.
**Amicable, Friendly.**

*Amicable,* from *amicus* a friend, signifies able or fit for a friend.

*Friendly* signifies *like a friend.* The word *amicable* likewise comes from *amico* to love, and *friend,* in the Northern languages, from *frog* to love.

*Amicable* and *friendly* therefore both denote the tender sentiment of good-will which all men ought to bear one to another; but *amicable* rather implies a negative sentiment, a freedom from enmity, and *friendly* a positive feeling of regard, the absence of indifference. We make an *amicable* accommodation, and a *friendly* visit. It is a happy thing when people who have been at variance can *amicably* adjust all their disputes. Nothing adds more to the charms of society than a *friendly* correspondence.

*Amicable* is always said of persons who have been in connexion with each other; *friendly* may be applied to those who are perfect strangers. Neighbours must always endeavour to live *amicably* with each other. Travellers should always endeavour to keep up a *friendly* intercourse with the inhabitants, wherever the country leads.

The abstract terms of the preceding qualities admit of no variation but in the significance of *friendship,* which marks an individual feeling only. To live *amicably,* or in *amity* with all men, is a point of Christian duty; but we cannot live in *friendship* with all men; since *friendship* must be confined to a few.

What first presents itself to be recommended is a disposition to *amicable* discourse, and a readiness of cultivating harmony, and *amicable* intercourse in society.—BLAIR.

*Who slake his thirst* : *who spread the friendly board To give the famish'd Beliarus food!—*PHILLIPS.

*Beasts of each kind their fellow share;* 
*Bear lives in amity with bear.*—JOHNSON.

*Every man might, in the multitude that swarm about him, And some kindred mind with which he could unite in confidence and friendship.*—JOHNSON.

**Amorous, Loving, Fond.**

*Amorous,* from *amor* and the ending *ous,* which designates abundance, signifies full of love.

*Loving* signifies the act of *loving,* that is, *continually loving.*

*Fond,* from the *Saxon* *fundan,* and the *German* *finden,* which signify either to seek or find. Hence *fond* signifies longing for, or eagerly attached to.

These epithets are all used to mark the excess or distortion of a tender sentiment. *Amorous* is taken in a criminal sense, *loving* and *fond* in a contemptuous sense: an indiscriminate and dishonourable attachment to the fair sex characterizes the *amorous* man; an overweening and childish attachment to any object marks the *loving* and *fond* person.

*Loving* is less honourable than *fond:* men may be *loving;* children and brutes may be *fond.* Those who have not a well regulated affection for each other will be *loving* by fits and starts; children and animals who have no control over their appetites will be apt to be *fond* of those who indulge them. An *amorous* temper should be suppressed; a *loving* temper should be regulated: a *fond* temper should be checked.

I shall range all old *amorous* dotards under the denomination of grummers.—STEELE.

This place may seem for shepherds' leisure made, So lovingly these stars unite their shade.—PHILLIPS.

My impatience for your return, my anxiety for your welfare, and my fondness for my dear Ulysses, were the only distempers that preyed upon my life.—ADDISON.

**Ample, Spacious, Capacious.**

*Ample,* in French *ample,* Latin *ampullus,* probably comes from the Greek *amphius* full.

*Spacious,* in French *spacieux,* Latin *spacious,* comes from *spatium* a space, implying the quality of having space.

*Capacious,* in Latin *capax,* from capio to hold, signifies the quality of being able to hold. These epithets convey the analogous ideas of extent in quantity, and extent in space. *Ample* is figuratively employed for whatever is extended in quantity: *spacious* is literally used for whatever is extended in space: *capacious* is literally and figuratively employed to express extension in both quantity and space. Stores are *ample,* room is *ample,* an allowance is *ample:* a room, a house, or a garden is *spacious:* a vessel a hollow of earth, and streets a void in the soul, the mind, and the heart are *capacious.*

*Ample* is opposed to scanty, *spacious* to narrow, *capacious* to small. What is *ample* suffices and satisfies; it imposes no constraint: what is *spacious* is free and open, it does not confine: what is *capacious* readily receives and contains; it is *spacious,* liberal, and generous. Although sciences, arts, philosophy, and languages, afford to the mass of mankind *ample* scope for the exercise of their mental powers without recurring to mysterious or fanciful researches, yet this world is hardly *spacious* enough for the range of the intellectual faculties: the *capacious* minds of some are not less capable of containing than they are disposed for receiving whatever spiritual food is offered them.

The pure consciousness of worthy actions, abstracted from the view of popular applause, is to a generous mind an *ample* reward.—HUGHES.

*These mighty monarchies, that had o'erspread The spacious earth, and armed their conquering arms From pole to pole, by ensnaring charms Were quite consumed.*—MAY.

*Down sunk, a hollow bottom broad and deep, Capacious bed of waters.*—MILTON.

*Ample,* v. *Plentiful.*

**To Amuse, Divert, Entertain.**

*To Amuse* is to occupy the mind lightly, from the Latin *musa* a song, signifying to allure the attention by any thing as light and airy as a song.

*Divert,* in French *divertir,* Latin *diverto,* is compounded of *di* and *verto* to turn a-ide, signifying to turn the mind aside from an object.

*Entertain,* in French *entretenir,* compounded of *entre,* *inter,* and *tenir,* *teneo* to keep, signifies to keep the mind fixed on a thing.

*We amuse or entertain* by engaging the attention on some present occupation; we *divert* by drawing the attention from a present ob-
Amusement, Entertainment, Diversion, Sport, Recreation, Pastime.

Amusement signifies here that which serves to amuse (v. To amuse, divert).

Entertainment, that which serves to entertain (v. To amuse).

Diversion, that which serves to divert (v. To amuse, divert).

Sport, that which serves to give sport.

Recreation, that which serves to recreate from recreatus, participle of recreo or re or creo to create or make alive again.

Pastime, that which serves to pass time.

The first four of these terms are either applied to objects which specifically serve the purposes of pleasure, or to such objects as may accidentally serve this purpose; the last two terms are employed only in the latter sense.

The distinction between the first three terms are very similar in this as in the preceding case. *Amusement* is a general term, which comprehends little more than the common idea of pleasure, whether small or great; *entertainment* is a species of *amusement*, which is always more or less of an intellectual nature; *diversions* and *sports* are a species of *amusements* more adapted to the young and the active, particularly the latter; the theatre or the concert is an *entertainment*; fairs and public exhibitions are *diversions*. games of racing or cricket, hunting, shooting, and the like, are *sports*.

Recreation and *pastime* are terms of relative import; the former is of use for those who labour; the latter for those who are idle. A *recreation* must partake more or less of the nature of an *amusement*, but it is an occupation which owes its pleasure to the relaxation of the mind from severe exertion; in this manner gardening may be a *recreation* to one who studies; a company is a *recreation* to a man of business: the *pastime* is the *amusement* of the leisure hour; it may be alternately a *diversion*, a sport, or a simple *amusement*, as circumstances require.

As Atlas groaned,

We cry for mercy to the next *amusement*.

The next *amusement* mortgages our fields.—YOUNG.

The stage might be made a perpetual source of the most noble and useful *entertainments* were it under proper regulations.—ADDISON.

When I was some years younger than I am at present, I used to employ myself in a more laborious *diversion*, which I learned from a Latin treatise of exercises that is written with great erudition; it is there called the *σκευασία*, or the fighting with a man's own shadow.—ADDISON.

With great respect to country *sports*, I may say this gentleman could pass his time agreeably, if there were not a fox or a hare in his county.—SHEELE.

Pleasure and *recreation* of one kind or other are absolutely necessary to relieve our minds and bodies from too constant attention and labour; where therefore public *diversions* are tolerated, it becomes persons of distinction, with their power and example, to preside over them.—SHEELE.

Your microscope brings to sight shoals of living creatures in a spoonful of vinegar; but we, who can distinguish them in their different magnitudes, see among them several huge Leviathans that terrify the little fry of animals about them, and take their *pastime* as in an ocean.—ADDISON.

ject; all this proceeds by the means of that pleasure which the object produces, which in the first case is less vivid than in the second, and in the second case is less durable than in the third. Whatever amuses serves to kill time, to lull the faculties, and banish reflection; it may be solitary, sedentary, and lifeless; whatever diverts causes mirth, and provokes laughter; it will be active, lively, and tumultuous; whatever entertains acts on the senses, and awakens the understanding; it must be rational, and is mostly social. The bare act of walking and changing place may amuse; the tricks of animals divert; conversation entertains. We sit down to a card table to be amused; we go to a comedy or pantomime to be diverted; we go to a tragedy to be entertained. Children are amused with looking at pictures; ignorant people are diverted with shows; intelligent people are entertained with reading.

The dullest and most vacant minds may be amused; the most volatile are diverted; the most reflective are entertained: the emperor Domitian amused himself with killing flies; the Emperor Nerva engaged himself with appearing before his subjects in the characters of gladiator and charioteer; Socrates entertained himself by discoursing on the day of his execution with his friends on the immortality of the soul.

I yesterday passed a whole afternoon in the churchyard, the cloisters, and the church, amusing myself with the tomb-stones and inscriptions that I met with in those several walks of the dead.—ADDISON.

His *diversion* on this occasion was to see the cross bow's mistaken signs, and wrong connivances that passed amidst so many broken and refracted rays of sight.—ADDISON.

Will Honeycomb was very entertaining, the other night at the play, to a gentleman who sat on his right hand, while I was at his left. The gentleman believed Will was talking to himself.—ADDISON.

To Amuse, Beguile.

Amuse, v. To amuse, divert.

Beguile is compounded of be and guile, signifying to overreach with guile.

As *amuse* denotes the occupation of the mind, so *beguile* expresses an effect or consequence of amusement.

When *amuse* and *beguile* express any species of deception, the former indicates what is effected by persons, and the latter that which is effected by things. The first is a fraud upon the understanding; the second is a fraud upon the memory and consciousness. We are *amused* by a false story; our misfortunes are *beguiled* by the charms of fine music or fine scenery. To suffer one's self to be *amused* is an indication of weakness; to be *beguiled* is a relief and a privilege. Credulous people are easily *amused* by any idle tale, and thus prevented from penetrating the designs of the artful; weary travellers *beguile* the tedium of the journey by lively conversation.

In latter ages plums frauds were made use of to *amuse* mankind.—ADDISON.

With seeming innocence the crowd *beguil'd*,

But made the desperate pass when he smil'd.—DRYDEN.
Anathema, v. Curses.

Ancestors, v. Forefathers.

Ancient, v. Former.

Ancient, v. Old.

Anciently, v. Formerly.

Ancient times, v. Formerly.

Anecdote, Story.

Anecdote, v. Anecdotest.

Anecdote, Story, like history comes from the Greek istoria to relate.

An anecdote has but little incident, and no plot; a story may have many incidents, and an important catastrophe annexed to it; there are many anecdotes related of Dr. Johnson, some of which are of a trifling nature, and others characteristic: stories are generally told to young people of ghosts and visions, which are calculated to act on their fears.

An anecdote is pleasing and pretty; a story is frightful or melancholy: an anecdote always consists of some matter of fact; a story is founded on that which is real. Anecdotes are related of some distinguished persons; displaying their characters or the circumstances of their lives: stories from life, however striking and wonderful, will seldom impress so powerfully as those which are drawn from the world of spirits: anecdotes serve to amuse men, stories to amuse children.

How admirably Lapin, the most popular among the French critics, was qualified to sit in judgment upon Homer and Thucydides, Demosthenes and Plato, may be gathered from an anecdote preserved by Menage, who affirms upon his own knowledge that Le Fèvre and Sanneur furnished this assuming critic with the Greek passages which he had to cite. Lapin himself being totally ignorant of that language.—WARTON.

This story I once intended to omit, as it appears with no great evidence; nor have I met with any confirmation but in a letter of Farquhar, and he only relates that the funeral of Dryden was tumultuary and confused.—JOHNSON.

Anecdotes, Memoirs, Chronicles, Annals.

Anecdote, from the Greek akedetes, signifies what is communicated in a private way. Memoirs, in French mémoires, from the word memory, signifies what serves to help the memory.

Chronicle, in French chronicle, from the Greek khronos time, signifies an account of the times.

Annals, from the French annales, from the Latin annus, signifies a detail of what passes in the year. All these terms mark a species of narrative more or less connected, that may serve as materials for a regular history.

Anecdotes consist of personal or detached circumstances of a public or private nature, involving one subject or more. Anecdotes may be either moral or political, literary or biographical: they may serve as characteristics of any individual, or of any particular nation or age.

Memoirs may include anecdotes, as far as they are connected with the leading subject on which they treat; memoirs are rather connected than complete; they are a partial narrative respecting an individual, and comprehending matter of a public or private nature; they serve as memorials of what ought not to be forgotten, and lay the foundation either for a history or a life.

Chronicles and annals are altogether of a public nature; and approach the nearest to regular and genuine history. Chronicles register the events as they pass; annals digest them into order, as they occur in the course of successive years. Chronicles contribute as fast as the exact point of time; annals only preserve a general order within the period of a year.

Chronicles detail the events of small as well as large communities, as of particular districts and cities; annals detail only the events of nations. Chronicles include domestic incidents, or such things as concern individuals the word annals, in its proper sense, relates only to such things as affect the great body of the public, but it is frequently employed in an improper sense. Chronicles may be confined to simple matter of fact; annals may enter into the causes and consequences of events.

Anecdotes require point and vivacity, as they seem rather to amuse than instruct the grave historian will always use them with caution; memoirs require authenticity: chronicles require accuracy; annals require clearness of narration, method in the disposition, impartiality in the representation, with almost every requisite that constitutes the true historian.

Anecdotes and memoirs are of more modern use: chronicles and annals were frequent in former ages: they were the first historic monuments which were stamped with the impression of the simple, frank, and rude manners of early times. The chronicles of our present times are principally to be found in newspapers and magazines; the annals in annual registers or retrospects.

I allude to those papers in which I treat of the literature of the Greeks, carrying down my history in a chain of anecdotes from the earliest poets to the death of Menander.—CUMBERLAND.

Cesar gives us nothing but memoirs of his own times.—CULLEN.

His eye was so piercing that, as ancient chroniclers report, he could blunt the weapons of his enemies only by looking at them.—JOHNSON.

Could you with patience hear, or I relate,
O nymph! the tedious annals of our fate,
Through such a train of woes if I should run,
The day would sooner than the tale be done.

DRYDEN.

Anger, Resentment, Wrath, Ire, Indignation.

Anger, comes from the Latin ango veracity, ango to vex, compounded of an or ad against, and ego to act.

Resentment, in French resserment from sentir, is compounded of re and sentir, signifying to feel again, over and over, or for a continuance.

Wrath and Ire are derived from the same

* Vide Bouhan ; " Histoire, fastes, chroniques, annales, mémoires, &c."
ANGER.

Rage, in French rage, Latin rabies, madman, and rabio to rave like a madman, comes from the Hebrew ragez to tremble or shake with a violent madness.

Fury, in French furie, Latin furor, comes probably from ferio to carry away, because one is carried or hurried by the emotions of fury.

These words have a progressive force in their signification. Choler expresses something more sudden and virulent than anger; rage is a vehement ebullition of anger; and fury is an excess of rage. Anger may be so stifled as not to discover itself by any outward symptoms; choler is discoverable by the paleness of the visage rage breaks forth into extravagant expressions and violent distortions; fury takes away the use of the understanding.

Anger is an incitement incident to human nature; it ought, however, to be suppressed on all occasions; choler is a malady too physical to be always corrected by reflection rage and fury are distempers of the soul, which nothing but religion and the grace of God can cure.

The maxims which Periander of Corinth, one of the seven sages of Greece, left as a memorial of his knowledge and benevolence, were χαλκον επαρει, be master of thy anger.—JOHNSON.

Must I give way to your rash choler!
Shall I be frightened when a madman starts?
SHAKESPEARE.

Oppose not rage, while rage is in its force,
But give it way awhile and let it waste.
SHAKESPEARE.

Of this kind is the fury to which many men give away among their servants and dependants.—JOHNSON.

Anger, v. Displeasure, anger.

Anger, v. Corner.

Angry, Passionate, Hasty.

Angry signifies either having anger, or prone to anger.

Passionate signifies prone to passion.

Hasty signifies prone to excess of hasty, or intemperate feeling.

Angry denotes a particular state or emotion of the mind; passionate and hasty express habits of the mind. An angry man is in a state of anger: a passionate or hasty man is habitually prone to be passionate or hasty. The angry has less that is vehement and impetuous in it than the passionate; the hasty has something less vehement, but more sudden and abrupt in it than either.

The angry man is not always easily provoked, nor ready to retaliate; but he often retains his anger until the cause is removed; the passionate man is quickly roused, eager to repay the offence, and speedily appeased by the infliction of pain of which he afterwards probably repenteth: the hasty man is very soon offended, but not ready to offend in return; his angry sentiment spends itself in angry words.

It is told by Prior, in a panegyric on the Duke of Dorset, that his servants used to put themselves in his way when he was angry, because he was sure to relieve them of any indignities which he made them suffer.—JOHNSON.

There is in the world a certain class of mortals known, and contemptuously known by the name of passionate men, who imagine themselves entitled by that distinction to be provoked on every slight occasion.—JOHNSON.

Anger, Choler, Rage, Fury.


Choler, in French colere, Latin cholera, Greek χολέρα, comes from χήλη bile, because the overflowing of the bile is both the cause and consequent of choler.
The king, who saw their squadrons yet unmoved,
With hasty word thus the chiefs repriev'd.—POPE.

Anguish, v. Distress, anxiety.
Anguish, v. Pain

**Animadversion, Criticism, Stricture.**

**Animadversion**, in Latin animadversio, from animadvertere, that is, vertere animum ad, signifies to turn the mind to a thing.

**Criticism**, in French critique, Latin criticus, Greek κριτική, is a partial investigation mingled with censure. We animadvert on a person's opinions by contradicting or correcting them; we criticize a person's works by minutely and rationally exposing their imperfections and beauties; we pass strictures on public measures by descanting on them cursorily, and censuring them partially.

**Animadversions** are too personal to be impartial; consequently they are seldom just; they are mostly resorted to by those who want to build up one system on the ruins of another; criticism is one of the most important and honourable departments of literature; a critic ought justly to weigh the merits and demerits of authors. Out of two his office is rather to blame than to praise; much less injury will accrue to the cause of literature from the severity than from the laxity of criticism: strictures are mostly the vehicles of party spleen; like most ephemeral productions, they are too superficial to be entitled to serious notice.

These things fall under a province you have partly pursued already, and therefore demands your animadversion for the regulating so noble an entertainment as that of the stage.—STEELE.

Just criticism demands not only that every beauty or blunder be minutely pointed out in its different degree and kind, but also that the reason and foundation of excellences and faults be accurately ascertained.—WARTON.

To the end of most of the plays I have added short strictures, containing a general censure of faults or praise of excellence.—JOHNSON.

**To Animadvert**, v. To censure.

**Animal, Brute, Beast.**

**Animal**, in French animal, Latin animal, from anima, life, signifies the thing having life.

**Brute** is in French brute, Latin brutus dull, Greek βροχή, Chaldee barout, foolishness.

**Beast**, in French bête, Latin bestia changed from bestia, Greek βοσκα a beast of burden, and bosco to feed, signifies properly the thing that feeds.

**Animal** is the generic, brute and beast are the specific terms. The animal is the thing that lives and moves. If animal be considered as thinking, willing, reflecting, and acting, it is confined in its signification to the human species; if it be regarded as limited in all the functions which mark intelligence and will, if

it be divested of speech and reason, it belongs to the brute; if animal be considered, moreover, as to its appetites, independent of reason, of its destination, and consequent dependence on its mental powers; it descends to the beast.

Man and brute are opposed. To man an immortal soul is assigned; but we are not authorised by Scripture to extend this dignity to the brutes. The brutes that perish is the ordinary mode of distinguishing that part of the animal creation from the superior order of terrestrial beings who are destined to exist in a future world. We cannot be exposed to a greater degradation than to be divested of their particular characteristics, and classed under the general name of animal, unless we except that which assigns to them the epithet of brute or beast, which, as designating peculiar atrocity of conduct, does not always carry with it a reproach equal to the infamy; the perversion of the rational faculty is at all times more shocking and disgraceful than the absence of it by nature.

Some would be apt to say, he is a conjurer; for he has found that a republic is not made up of every body of animals, but is composed of men only and not of horses.—STEELE.

As nature has framed the several species of beings as it were in a chain, so man seems to be placed as the middle link between angels and brutes.—ADUSION.

Whom 'en the savage beasts had spar'd, they kill'd,
And 'twould his mingled limbs about the field.—DRYDEN.

**To Animinate, Inspire, Enliven, Cheer, Exhilarate.**

**Animate**, in Latin animatus, from animus the mind, and anima the soul or vital principle, signifies in the proper sense to give life, and in the moral sense to give spirit.

**Inspire**, in French inspirer, Latin inspirare, compounded of in and spirare, signifies to breathe life or spirit into any one.

**Enliven**, from εὐ or in and live, has the same sense.

**Cheer**, in French chère, Flemish cière the countenance, Greek χαπο joyful, Hebrew olen to exult or lep for joy, signifies to make glad.

**Animinate and inspire** imply the communication of the vital or mental spark; enliven, cheer, and exhilarate, signify actions on the mind or body. To be animinate in its physical sense is simply to receive the first spark of animal life in however small a degree; for there are animated beings in the world possessing the vital power in an infinite variety of degrees and forms: to be animinate in the moral sense is to receive the smallest portion of the sentient or thinking faculty; which is equally varied in thinking beings; animation therefore never conveys the idea of receiving any strong degree of either physical or moral feeling. To inspire, on the contrary, expresses the communication of a strong moral sentiment or passion: hence to animate with courage is a less forcible expression than to inspire with courage: we likewise speak of inspiring with emulation or a thirst for knowledge; not of animating with emulation or a
thirst for knowledge. To cultivate respects the mind; cheer relates to the heart; exhilarate regards the spirits, both animal and mental; they all denote an action on the frame by the communication of pleasurable emotions: the mind is enlivened by contemplating the scenes of nature; the imagination is enlivened by realising poetry; the benevolent heart is cheered by witnessing the happiness of others; the spirits are exhilarated by the convivialities of social life; conversation enlivens society; the conversation of a kind and considerate friend cheers the drooping spirits in the moments of trouble: unexpected good news is apt to exhilarate the spirits.

Through subterranean cellsWhere searching sunbeams scarce can find a way,Earth animated heaves.—THOMSON.

Each gentle breath with kindly warmth she moves,Inspire new flames, revives extinguished loves.

To grace each subject with enlivening wit.—ADISON.

Every eye betows the cheering book of approbation upon the humble man.—CUMBERLAND.

Nor rural sights alone, but rural sounds
Exhilarate the spirit.—COWPER.

To Animate, v. To encourage.

Animation, Life, Vivacity, Spirit.

Animation and Life do not differ either in sense or application, but the latter is more in familiar use. They express either the particular or general state of the mind.

Vivacity and Spirit express only the habitual nature and state of the feelings.

A person of no animation is divested of the distinguishing characteristic of his nature, which is mind: a person of no vivacity is a dull companion: a person of no spirit is unfit to associate with others.

A person with animation takes an interest in every thing: a vivacious man catches at every thing that is pleasant and interesting: a spirited man enters into plans, makes great exertions, and disregards difficulties.

A speaker may address his audience with more or less animation according to the disposition in which he finds it: a man of a vivacious temper diffuses his vivacity into all his words and actions: a man of spirit suits his measures to the exigency of his circumstances.

The British have a lively animated aspect.—STEEL.

The very dead creation from thy touch
Assumes a nimble life.

THOMSON ON THE POWER OF THE SUN.

His vivacity is seen in doing all the offices of life, with readiness of spirit, and propriety in the manner of doing them.—STEEL.

Animosity, v. Enmity.

Annals, v. Anecdotes.

To Annex, v. To affix.


To Announce, Proclaim, Publish.

Announce, in Latin annuncio, is compounded of an or ad and nuncio to tell to any one.

Proclaim, in Latin proclamo, is compounded of pro and clam to cry before, or cry aloud.

Publish, in Latin publica, from publicus and populus, signifies to make public or known to the people at large.

The characteristic sense of these words is the making of a thing known to several individuals: a thing is announced to an individual or small community; it is proclaimed to a neighbourhood, and published to the world. We announce an event that is expected and just at hand: we proclaim an event that requires to be known by all the parties interested; we publish what is supposed likely to interest all who know it.

Announcements are made verbally, or by some well known signal; proclamations are made verbally, and accompanied by some appointed signal; publications are ordinarily made through the press, or by oral communication from one individual to another. The arrival of a distinguished person is announced by the ringing of the bells; the proclamation of peace by a herald is accompanied with certain ceremonies calculated to excite notice; the publication of news is the office of the journalist.

We might with as much reason doubt whether the sun was intended to brighten the earth, as whether he who has framed the human mind intended to announce righteousness to mankind as a law.—BLAIR.

But witness, herald! and proclaim my vow.
Witness to gods above, and men below.—POPE.

It very often happens that none are more industrious in publishing the blinishes of an extraordinary reputation, than such as have the same censures in their own character.—ADISON.

To Annoy, v. Inconvenience.

To Annull, v. To abolish.

Answer, Reply, Rejoiner, Response.

Answer, in Saxon antwaraen and arow, Goth. augarde, German antwort, compounded of ant or antr against, and wort a word, signifies a word used against or in return for another.

Reply comes from the French replique, Latin replica to unfold, signifying to unfold or enlarge upon by way of explanation.

Rejoiner is compounded of re and join, signifying to join or add in return.

Response, in Latin respondus, participle of respondere, compounded of re and respondere, signifies to declare or give a sanction to in return.

Under all these terms is included the idea of using words in return for the words of another. An answer is given to a question; a reply is made to an assertion; a rejoinder is made to a reply: a response is made in accordance with the words of another.

We answer either for the purpose of affirmation, information, or contradiction; we always reply, or rejoin, in order to explain or confute: responses are made by way of assent or confirmation. It is unpardonable not to answer when we are addressed: arguments are maintained by the alternate replies and rejoinders of two parties; but such arguments seldom tend to the pleasure and improvement of society: the responses in the liturgy are peculiarly calculated to keep alive the attention of those who take a part in the devotions.
Antecedent the comparative of the Latin ante before.

Prior, in Latin prior, comparative of primus first.

Former in English the comparative of first.

Antecedent, preceding, foregoing, previous, are employed for what goes or happens before; anterior, prior, former, for what is, or exists before.

* Antecedent marks priority of order, place, and position, with this peculiar circumstance, that it denotes the relation of influence, dependence, and connexion established between two objects; thus, in logic the premises, called the antecedent, and the conclusion the consequent; in theology or politics, the antecedent is any decree or resolution which influences another decree or action; in mathematics, it is that term from which any induction can be drawn to another; in grammar, the antecedent is that which requires a particular regimen from its subsequent.

Antecedent and preceding both denote priority of time, or the order of events; but the former in a more vague and indeterminate manner than the latter. A preceding event is that which happens immediately before the one of which we are speaking; whereas an antecedent may have events or circumstances intervening. An antecedent proposition may be separated from its consequence by other propositions; but a preceding proposition is closely followed by another. In this sense antecedent is opposed to posterior; preceding to succeeding.

The seventeen centuries since the birth of Christ are antecedent to the eighteenth, of the one we live in; but it is the seventeenth only which we call the preceding one.—TRUSLER.

Preceding respects simply the succession of times and things; but previous denotes the succession of actions and events, with the collateral idea of their connexion with and influence upon each other: we speak of the preceding day, or the preceding chapter, merely as the day or chapter that goes before; but when we speak of a previous engagement or a previous inquiry, it supposes an engagement or inquiry preparatory to something that is to follow; previous is opposed to subsequent; foregoing is employed to mark the order of things narrated or stated; as when we speak of the foregoing statement, the foregoing objections, or the foregoing calculation, &c. : foregoing is opposed to following.

Anterior, prior, and former, have all a relative sense, and are used for things that are more before than other things; anterior is a technical term to denote forwardness of position, as in anatomy: the anterior or fore part of the skull, in contradistinction to the hind part; so likewise the anterior or fore part of a building, in opposition to the back front: prior is used in the sense of previous when speaking of comparatively two or more things, when it implies anticipation; a prior claim invalidates the one that is set up; a prior engagement prevents the forming of any other that is proposed: former is employed either with regard to times, as former times, in
contradistinction to later periods, or with regard to propositions, when the former or first thing mentioned is opposed to the latter or last mentioned.

Little attention was paid to literature by the Romans in the early and more martial ages. I read the anecdotes of the books anterior to those made by Amelius Paulus, and Lucullus.—CUMBERLAND.

Letters from Rome dated the thirteenth instant, say that on the preceding Sunday, his Holiness was carried in an open chair from St. Peter's to St. Mary's.—STEELE.

A bold silence reigns
Dead through the dull expanse, save the dull sound
That from the mountain, precedent to the storm.
Rolls over the muttering earth.—THOMSON.

Consistently with the foregoing principles we may define original and natural responsibility to be the language of the violent passions, expressed in exact measure.—Sir W. JONES.

Some accounts make Thummyra the eighth epic poet, prior to Homer, an authority which no credit seems due.—CUMBERLAND.

Former follies pass away and are forgotten. Those which are present strike observation and sharpen censure.

-Blair.

To Anticipate, v. To Prevent, anticipate.
Antiquated, v. Old.
Antique, v. Old.
Anxiety, v. Distress, anxiety.
Anxiety, v. Care, solitude.
Any, v. Same.
Aparments, v. Lodgings.
Apathy, v. Indifference.
To Ape, v. To imitate, mimic.
Aphorism, v. Axion.

To Apologize, Defend, Justify, Exculpate, Excuse, Plead.

Apologize, from the French apologie, Greek ἀπολογία, and ἀπολογευμα, compounded of ἀπό from or away, and ἀειμεα to speak, signifies to do away by speaking.

Defend, in French défendre, Latin defensus, participle of defendo, is compounded of de et fendo, signifying to keep or ward off.

Justify, in French justifier, Latin justifico, is compounded of justus, and facio, signifying to do justice, or to put right.

Exculpate, in Latin exculpatus, participle of exculpo, compounded of ex and culpa, signifies to get out of a fault.

Excuse, in French excuser, Latin excusare, compounded of ex and causa, signifies to get out of any cause or affair.

Plead, in French plaider, may either come from placentum or placendum, or be contracted from appellatum.

There is always some *imperfection sup- posed or real which gives rise to an apology; with regard to persons it presupposes a consciousness of impropriety, if not of guilt; we apologize for an error by acknowledging ourselves guilty of it: a defense presupposes a consciousness of innocence more or less; we defend ourselves against a charge by proving its fallacy: a justification is founded on the conviction not only of entire innocence, but of strict propriety; we justify our conduct against any imputation by proving that it was blameless; an exculpation rests on the conviction of innocence with regard to the fact; we exculpate ourselves from all blame by proving that we took no part in the transaction: excuse and plea are not grounded on any idea of innocence; they are rather appeals for favour resting on some collateral circumstance which serves to extenuate a plea is frequently an idle or unfounded excuse, frivolous attempt to lessen displeasure; we excuse ourselves for a neglect by alleging indisposition; we plead for forgiveness by solicitation and entreaty.

An apology mostly respects the conduct of individuals with regard to each other as equals, it is a voluntary act springing out of a regard to decorum, the interests of others. To avoid misunderstandings it is necessary to apologize for any omission that bears the appearance of neglect. A defence respects matters of higher importance; the violation of laws or public morals; judicial questions decided in a court, or matters of opinion which are offered to the decision of the public, one defends himself, but he whose conduct or opinions are called in question. A justification is applicable to all moral cases in common life, whether of a serious nature or otherwise: it is the act of individuals towards each other according to their different stations: no one can demand a justification from another without a sufficient authority, and no one will attempt to justify himself to another whose authority he does not acknowledge: men justify themselves either on principles of honour, or from the less creditable motive of concealing their imperfections from the observation and censure of others. An exculpation is the act of an inferior, it respects the violations of duty towards the superior; it is dictated by necessity and seldom the offspring of any higher motive than the desire to screen one's self from punishment; exculpation regards offences only of commission; excuse is employed for those of omission as well as commission: we excuse ourselves oftener for what we have not done, than for what we have done: it is the act of persons in all situations, and aries from various motives dishonourable or otherwise: a person may often have substantial reasons to excuse himself from doing a thing, or for not having done it; an excuse may likewise sometimes be the refuge of idleness and selfishness. To plead is properly a judicial act, and extended in its sense to the ordinary concerns of life; it is mostly employed for the benefit of others, rather than ourselves.

Excuse and plea, which are mostly employed in an unfavourable sense, are to apology, defence, and exculpation, as the means to an end: an apology is made when, instead of an honest confession of an unintentional error, an idle
Apparel. 

Apparel, Attire, Array.

Apparel, in French appareil, like the word apparatus, comes from the Latin apparatus or adparatus, signifying the thing fitted or adapted for another.

Attire, compounded of at or ad and tire, in French tirer, Latin traho to draw, signifies that one dress or cloth is drawn on the body.

Array is compounded of ar or ad and ray or row, signifying the state of being in a row, or being in order.

These terms are all applicable to dress or exterior decoration. Apparel is the dress of every one; attire is the dress of the great; array is the dress of particular persons on particular occasions: it is the first object of every man to provide himself with apparel suitable to his station; but the desire of shining forth in gaudy attire is the property of little minds; on festivals and solemn occasions, it may be proper for those who are to be conspicuous to set themselves out with a comely array.

Apparel and attire respect the quality and fashion of the thing; but array has regard to the disposition of the things with their neatness and decorum: apparel may be costly or mean; attire may be gay or shabby; but array will never be otherwise than neat or comely.

It is much, that this depraved custom of painting the face should so long escape the penal laws, both of the church and state, which have been very severe against luxury in apparel.—Bacon.

A robe of tissue, stiff with golden wire.

An upper vest, once Helen's rich attire.—Dryden.

She seem'd a virgin of the Spartan blood,
With a mantling array, and her best robe
Her Thracian coursers.—Dryden.

Apparent, Visible, Clear, Plain, Obvious, Evident, Manifest.

Apparent, in Latin apparense, participle of appareo to appear, signifies the quality of appearing.

Visible, in Latin visibilis, from visus participle of video, to see, signifies capable of being seen.

Clear, in French clair, German, Swedish, &c., klar, Latin clarius, Greek ἀλείπσιος, comes from οἶνος, to shine.

Plain, in Latin planus even, signifies what is so smooth and unencumbered that it can be seen.

Obvious, in Latin obvisus, compounded of ob and via, signifies the quality of lying in one's way, or before one's eyes.

Evident, in French évident, Latin evident, from video, Greek ἐδεικτός, Hebrew edo, to know, signifies as good as certain or known.

Manifest, in French manifeste, Latin manifestus, compounded of manus the hand and festus, participle of fendo to fall in, signifies the quality of being so near that it can be held of by the hand.

These words agree in expressing various degrees in the capability of seeing; but visible is the only one used purely in a physical sense; apparent, clear, plain, and obvious, are used physically and morally; evident and manifest solely in a moral acceptance. That which is simply an object of sight is visible; that of which we see only the surface is apparent: the stars themselves are visible to us; but their size is apparent: the rest of these terms denote not only what is to be seen, but what is easily to be seen: they are all applied as epithets to objects of mental discernment.

What is apparent appears but imperfectly to view; it is opposed to that which is real; what is clear is to be seen in all its bearings; it is opposed to that which is obscure; what is plain is seen by a plain understanding; it requires no deep reflection nor severe study; it is opposed to what is intricate: what is obvious presents itself readily to the mind of every one; it is seen at the first glance and is opposed to that which is abstruse: what is evident is seen forcibly, and leaves no hesitation on the mind; it is opposed to that which is dubious: manifest is a greater degree of the evident; it strikes on the understanding and forces conviction; it is opposed to that which is dark.

A contradiction may be apparent; on closer observation it may be found not to be one: a case is clear; it is decided on immediately: a truth is plain; it is involved in no perplexity; it is not multifarious in its bearings: a falsehood is plain; it admits of no question: a reason is obvious; it flows out of the nature of the case: a proof is evident; it requires no discussion, there is nothing in it that clashes or contradicts; the guilt or innocence of a
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APPLAUSE.

person is evident when every thing serves to strengthen the conclusion: a contradiction or absurdity is manifest, which is felt by all as soon as it is perceived.

The business men are chiefly conversant in does not only give a certain cast or turn to their minds, but is very apparent in their outward behaviour.—BUDELL.

The visible and present are for brutes; a slender portion, and a narrow bound.—YONG.

It is plain that our skill in literature is owing to the knowledge of Greek and Latin, which that they are still preserved among us, can be ascribed only to a religious regard.—BERKELEY.

It is obvious to remark that we follow nothing heartily unless carried to it by inclination.—GROVE.

It is evident that fame, considered merely as the immortality of a name, is not less likely to be the reward of bad actions than of good.—JOHNSON.

Among the many inconsistencies which folly produces in the human mind, there has often been observed a manifest and striking contrariety between the life of an author and his writings.—JOHNSON.

To Appear, v. To look, appear.
To Appear, v. To seem.

Appearance, Air, Aspect.

Appearance signifies the thing that appears.
Air, v. Air, manner.
Aspect, in Latin aspectus from apicicio to look upon, signifies the thing that is looked upon or seen.
Appearance is the generic, the rest specific terms. The whole external form, figure, or colours, whatever is visible to the eye, is its appearance: air is a particular appearance of any object as far as it is indicative of its quality or condition: an air of wretchedness or poverty: aspect is the partial appearance of a body as it presents one of its sides to view; a gloomy or cheerful aspect.

It is not safe to judge of any person or thing altogether by appearances: the appearance and reality are often at variance; the appearance of the sun is that of a moving body, but astronomers have satisfactorily proved that it is no motion round the earth: there are particular towns, habitations, or rooms which have always an air of comfort, or the contrary: this is a sort of appearance the most to be relied on: politicians of a certain stamp are always busy in judging for the future from the aspect of affairs; but their predictions, like those of astrologers who judge from the aspect of the heavens, turn out to the discredit of the prophet.

The hero answers with the respect due to the beautiful appearance she made.—STEELE.
Some who had the most assuming air went directly of themselves to error without expecting a conductor.—PAYNE.

Her motions were steady and composed, and her aspect serious but cheerful; her name was Patience.—ADDISON.

Appearance, v. Show, outside.

Appease, Calm, Pacify, Quiet, Still.
Appease, v. To allay.
Calm, in French calmer, from aimus bright, signifies to make bright.
Pacify, in Latin pacifico, compounded of pax and facio, signifies to make peace or peaceable.

Quiet, in French quiet, Latin quietus, from quies rest, signifies to put to rest.
Still, signifies to make still.
To appease is to remove great agitation; to calm is to bring into a tranquil state.

* The wind is appeased; the sea is calmed. With regard to persons it is necessary to appease those who are in transports of passion, and to calm those who are in trouble, anxiety or apprehension.

Appeare respects matters of force or violence, calm those of inquietude and distress: one is appeased by a submissive behaviour, and calmed by the removal of danger. Pacify corresponds to appease, and quiet to calm: in sense they are the same, but in application they differ; appease and calm are used only in reference to objects of importance; pacify and quiet to those of a more familiar nature: the uneasy humours of a child are pacified, or its groundless fears are quieted.

Still is a loftier expression than any of the former terms; serving mostly for the grave or poetical style: it is an onomatopoeia for restraining or putting to silence that which is noisy and boisterous.

A lofty city by my hand is raised,
Pyramids vanish'd, and my lord appeased.

DRYDEN.

All powerful harmony, that can assuage
And calm the sorrows of the frenzied wretch.

MARSH.

My breath can still the winds,
Uncloud the sun, charm down the swelling sea,
And stop the floods of heaven.—BEAUMONT.

Appellation, v. Name, appellation.
To Applaud, v. To praise.

Applause, Acclamation.

Applause, from the Latin applaudi, signifies literally to clap or stamp the feet to a thing.

Acclamation, from acclamo, signifies a crying out to a thing.

These terms express a public demonstration: the former by means of a noise with the hands or feet; the latter by means of shouts and cries: the former being employed as a testimony of approbation; the latter as a sanction, or an indication of respect. An actor looks for applause: a speaker looks for acclamation.

What a man does calls forth applause, but the person himself is mostly received with acclamations. At the hustings popular speeches meet with applause, and favourite members are greeted with loud acclamations.

Amidst the loud applauses of the shore
Gyas outstripp'd the rest and sprung before.

DRYDEN.

When this illustrious person (the Duke of Marlboro') touched on the shore, he was received by the acclamations of the people.—STEELE.

Application, v. Attention.
To Apply, v. To addict.
To Apply, v. To Address

* Vide Abbé Girard; "Appaiser, calmer."
To Appoint, v. To constitute.
To Appoint, v. To allot.

To Appoint, Order, Prescribe, Ordain.

Order in French ordre, Latin ordino to arrange, dispose; ordo order, Greek ὀρθός a row of trees, which is the symbol of order.

Prescribe, in Latin prescribo, compounded of prae before, and scribo to write signifies to draw a line for a person.

Ordain is a variation of order.

To appoint is either the act of an equal or superior: we appoint a meeting with any one at a given time and place; a King appoints his ministers. To order is the act of one invested with a partial authority: a customer orders a commodity from his tradesman: a master gives his orders to his servant. To prescribe is the act of one who is superior by virtue of his knowledge: a physician prescribes to his patient. To ordain is an act emanating from the highest authority: kings and councils ordain; but their ordinances must be conformable to what is ordained by the Divine Being.

Appointments are made for the convenience of individuals or communities; but they may be altered or annulled at the pleasure of the contracting parties. Orders are dictated by the superior only, but they presuppose a discretionary obligation on the part of the individual to whom they are given. Prescriptions are binding on none but such as voluntarily admit their authority: but ordinances leave no choice to those on whom they are imposed to accept or reject them: the ordinances of man are not less binding than those of God, so long as they do not expressly contradict the divine law.

Appointments are kept, orders executed or obeyed, prescriptions followed, ordinances submitted to. It is a point of politeness or honour if not of direct moral obligation, to keep the appointments which we have made. Interest will lead men to execute the orders which they receive in the course of business: duty obliges them to obey the orders of their superiors. It is a nice matter to prescribe to another without hurting his pride; this principle leads men often to regard the counsels of their best friends as prescriptions: with children it is an unquestionable duty to follow the prescriptions of those whose age, station, or experience authorize them to prescribe. God has ordained all things for our good; it rests with ourselves to submit to his ordinances and be happy.

Majestic months
Set out with him to their appointed race.—DEYDEN.

The whole course of things is so ordered, that we neither by an irregular and precipitate education become men too soon; nor by a fast and trifling indulgence be suffered to continue children for ever.—BLAIR.

Sir Francis Bacon, in his Essay upon Health, has not thought it improper to prescribe to his reader a poem or an essay, where he particularly discourses him from knotty and subtle discourses.—ADDISON.

It was by Providence intended by God to hinder us from tyrannizing over one another, that no individual should be of so much importance as to cause by his retire ment or death any chaos in the world.—JOHNSON.

To Apprehend, v. To apprehend.

To Apprehend, Fear, Dread.

Apprehend, in French apprehender, Latin apprehendo, compounded of ap and prehendo to lay hold of; in a moral sense it signifies to seize with the understanding.

Fear comes in all probability through the medium of the Latin pavor and error, from the Greek φόβος to feel a shuddering.

Dread, in Latin terro, comes from the Greek ῥαπανος to trouble, signifying to fear with exceeding trouble.

These words rise progressively in their import; they mark a sentiment of pain at the prospect of evil; but the sentiment of apprehension is simply that of uneasiness; that of fear is anxiety; that of dread is wretchedness.

We apprehend an unpleasant occurrence; we fear a misfortune; we dread a calamity. What is possible is apprehended; what is probable is feared; the symptom or prognostic of an evil is dreaded as if the evil itself were present. Apprehend respects only things; fear and dread relate to persons as well as things: we fear the person who has the power of inflicting pain or
disgrace; we dread him who has no less the will than the power.

Fear is a solitary sentiment in society, it binds men together in their several relations and dependencies, and affords the fullest scope for the exercise of the benevolent feelings; it is the sentiment of a child towards its parent or instructor; of a creature to its Creator; it is the companion of love and respect towards men, of adoration in erring and sinful mortals towards their Maker. Dread is altogether an irksome sentiment; with regard to our fellow creatures, it arises out of the abuse of power: we dread the tyrant who delights in punishing and tormenting; his image haunts the breast of the unhappy subject, his shadow awakens terror as the approach of some direful misfortune: with regard to our Maker it springs from a consciousness of guilt, and the prospect of a severe and adequate punishment; the wrath of God may justly be dreaded.

Our natural sense of right and wrong produces an approbation of merited punishment, when we have committed a crime.—BLAIR.

That which is feared may sometimes be avoided; but that which is regretted to-day may be regretted again tomorrow.—JOHNSON.

All men think all men mortal but themselves. Themselves, when some alarming shock of fate strikes through their wounded hearts the sudden dread. YOUNG.

To Apprehend, v. To conceive, apprehend.

To Apprize, v. To be aware.

To Apprize, v. To inform.

To Approach, Approximate.

Approach, in French approcher, compounded of ap or ad and proche or pro, signifies to come near.

Approximate, compounded of ap and proximus to come nearest or next, signifies either to draw near or bring near.

To approach is intransitive only; a person approaches an object. To approximate is both transitive and intransitive; a person approximates two objects.

Lamb’s push at those that approach them with their horns before the first budding of a horn appears.—ADDITION.

Shakespeare approximately the remote and far.

To approach denotes simply the moving of an object towards another, but to approximate denotes the gradual moving of two objects towards each other: that which approaches may come into immediate conjunction; but bodies may approximate for some time before they form a junction, or may never form a junction.

An equivocation approaches to a lie. Minds approximate by long intercourse.

Comets, in their approaches towards the earth, are imagined to cause diseases, famines, and other such like judgments of God.—DEKHAM.

The approximations and recesses of some of the little stars I speak of, are not with the observations of some very ancient astronomers.—DEKHAM.

Approximation, v. Assent.

To Approprite, Usurp, Arrogate, Assume, Ascribe.

Appropriate, in French approprier, compounded of ap or ad and proprius, participle of proprius an old verb, from proprius proper or own, signifies to make one’s own.

Usurp, in French usurper, Latin usurpo from usua use, is a frequentative of utor, signifying to make use of as if it were one’s own.

Arrogate, in Latin arrogatus, participle of arrogo, signifies to ask or claim to for one’s self.

Assume, in French assumer, Latin assumo, compounded of ad or ante and sumo to take, signifies to take to one’s self.

Ascribe, in Latin ascribo, compounded of as or ad and scribo to write, signifies here to write down to one’s own account.

The idea of taking something to one’s self by an act of one’s own, is common to all these terms. Appropriate respects natural objects: we appropriate the money, goods, or lands of another to ourselves when we enjoy the fruit of them. Usurp respects power and authority: one usurps a government, when one exercises the functions of a ruler without a legitimate sanction. Appropriation is a matter of convenience; it springs from a selfish concern for ourselves, and a total unconcern for others: usurpation is a matter of self indulgence; it springs from an inordinate ambition that is gratified only at the expense of others. Appropriation seldom requires an effort: a person appropriates that which casually falls into his hands. Usurpation mostly takes place in a disorganised state of society: when the strongest prevails, the most artful and the most vicious individual invests himself with the supreme authority. Appropriation is generally an act of injustice: usurpation is always an act of violence.

Arrogate, assume and ascribe, denote the taking to one’s self, but do not, like appropriate and usurp, imply taking from another. Arrogate is a mere violent imputation, assume and ascribe, denote the taking to one’s self, but do not, like appropriate and usurp, imply taking from another. To assume distinctions, honours and titles; we assume names, rights, privileges.

In the moral sense we arrogate pre eminence, assume importance, ascribe merit. To arrogate is a species of moral usurpation; it is always accompanied with haughtiness and contempt for others; that is arrogating to one’s self to which one has not the smallest title: an arrogant temper is one of the most odious features in the human character; it is a compound of folly and insolence. To assume is a species of moral approbation; its objects are of a less serious nature than those of arrogating; and it does less violence to moral propriety: we may assume in trifles, we arrogate only in important matters. To ascribe is often an act of vanity than of injustice: many men are entitled to the merit which they ascribe to themselves; but by this very act they lessen the merit of their best actions.

Arrogating as an action, or arrogance as a disposition, is always taken in a bad sense: the former is always dictated by the most preposterous pride; the latter is associated with every unworthy quality.
Assumption as an action varies in its character according to circumstances; it may be either good, bad, or indifferent: it is justifiable in certain exigencies to assume a command where there is no one else able to direct; it is often a matter of indifference what name a person assumes who does so only in conformity to the will of another; but it is always bad to assume a name as a mask to impose upon others. As an assumption is always bad, but still not to the same degree as arrogance. An arrogant man renders himself intolerable to society; an assuming man makes himself offensive: arrogance is the characteristic of men; assumption is peculiar to youths; an arrogant man can be humbled only by silent contempt; an assuming youth must be checked by the voice of authority.

A conscientious man will appropriate nothing to himself which he cannot unquestionably claim as his own. Vexers, who violate the laws both of God and man, are as much to be pitied as dreaded: they generally pay the price of their crimes in a miserable life, and a still more miserable death. Nothing exposes a man to greater ridicule than arrogating to himself titles and distinctions which do not belong to him. Although a man may sometimes innocently assume to himself the right of judging for others, yet he can never, with any degree of justice, assume the right of oppressing them. Someplace once leads many to ascribe great merit to themselves for things which are generally regarded as trifles.

A voice was heard from the clouds declaring the intention of this article, which was to restore and appropriate to every one what was his due.—ADDISON.

If any passion has so much usurped our understanding as not to suffer us to enjoy advantages with the moderate benefit prescribed by reason, it is not too late to apply this remedy: when we find ourselves sinking under sorrow, we may then usefully revolve the uncertainty of our condition, and the folly of lamenting that from which, if it had stayed a little longer, we should ourselves have been taken away.—JOHNSON.

It is very seldom happens that a man is slow enough in assuming the character of a husband, or a woman quick enough in condescending to that of a wife.—STEELE.

After having ascribed due honour to birth and parentage, I must however take notice of those who arrogate to themselves more honours than are due to them on this account.—ADDISON.

Sometimes we ascribe to ourselves the merit of good qualities, which, if justly considered, should cover us with shame.—CRAG.

Appropriate, v. Peculiar.
To Approximate, v. To approach.
Apt, v. Fit.

Architect, Builder.
Architect, from architecture, in Latin architectus, from architectura, Greek ἀρχιτέκτων, compounded of ἀρχή, the chief, and τέκτων art or contrivance, signifies the chief of contrivers. Builder, from the verb to build, denotes the person concerned in buildings, who causes the structure of houses, either by his money or his personal service.

An architect is an artist, employed only to form the plans for large buildings; a builder is a simple tradesman, or even workman, who builds common dwelling houses.

Rome will bear witness that the English artists are as superior in talents as they are in numbers to those of all nations besides. I reserve the mention of her architects as a separate article.—CUMBERLAND.

With his ready money, the builder, mason, and carpenter, are enabled to make their market of gentlemen in his neighbourhood who inconsiderately employ them.—STEELE.

Archive, v. Record.
Ardo, v. Ferro.

Ardous, Difficult.
Ardous, in Latin arduous lofty, from ardeo to burn or be on fire, because like the flame of any thing it tends upwards.

Difficult, in French difficile, in Latin difficilis, compounded of the privitive dis and facile, easy or ductile, from facile, signifies not to be done without labour.

Ardous denotes a high degree of difficulty. What is difficult requires the efforts of ordinary powers to surmount; but what is arduous is set above the reach of common intellect, and demands the utmost stretch of power both physical and mental. A child may have a difficult exercise which he cannot perform without labour and attention: the man who strives to remove the difficulties of learners undertakes an arduous task. It is difficult to conquer our own passions; it is arduous to control the unruly and contending wills of others.

The translation of Homer was an arduous undertaking, and the translator entered upon it with a candid confession that he was utterly incapable of doing justice to Homer.—CUMBERLAND.

Whatever melting metals can conspire,
Or breathing bellows, or the burning fire,
Is freely yours: your anxious fears remove,
And think no task is difficult to love.—DRYDEN.

To Argue, Dispute, Debate.
Argue, in Latin arguo, from Greek ἀργοῦ clear, manifest, signifies to make clear, that is by adducing reasons or proofs.
Dispute, in French disputer, Latin disputo, compounded of dis and puto, signifies to think differently; in an extended sense, to assert a different opinion.
Debate, in French débattre, compounded of the intensive syllable de and battre to beat or fight, signifies to contend for and against.
To argue is to defend one's self; dispute to oppose another; to debate to dispute in a formal manner. To argue on a subject is to explain the reasons or proofs in support of an assertion; to argue with a person is to defend a position against him: to dispute a thing is to advance objections against a position; to dispute with a person is to start objections against his positions, to attempt to refute them: a debate is a disputation held by many.
To argue does not necessarily suppose a conviction of the part of the arguer that what he defends is true; nor a real difference of opinion in his opponent; for some men have
such an itching propensity for an argument that they will attempt to prove what nobody denies: to dispute always supposes an opposition to some person, not a sincere opposition to the thing; for we may dispute that which we do not deny, for the sake of holding a dispute with one who is of different sentiments: to debate presupposes a multitude of clashing or opposing opinions. Men of many words are the most talkative: men of ready tongues dispute for the sake of victory: in parliament men often debate for the sake of opposing the ruling party, or from any other motive than the love of truth.

Argumentation is a dangerous propensity, and renders a man an unpleasant companion in society; no one should set such a value on his opinions as to obstruct the defence of them on those who are uninterested in the question: disposition, as a scholastic exercise, is well fitted to exert the reasoning powers and awaken a spirit of inquiry; debating in parliament is by some converted into a trade: he who talks the loudest, and makes the most vehement opposition, expects the greatest applause.

Of good and evil much they argued then.—MILTON.

Thus Rodmell, train'd by this unhallow'd crow,
The sacred social passions never knew:
Unskill'd to argue, in dispute yet loud,
Bold without caution, without honours proud.

FALCONER.

The murmur ceased: then from his lofty throne
The king invit'd the gods, and thus began;
I wish, ye Latins, what ye now debate
Had been resolv'd before it was too late.—BRYDEN.

To Argue, Evince, Prove.

Argue, v. to Argue, dispute.

Evince, in Latin evinco, is compounded of vino zu or prove or make out, and e forth, signifies to bring to light, to make to appear clear.

Prove, in French prouver, in Latin probo, from probus good, signifies to make good, or make to appear good.

These terms in general convey the idea of evidence, but with gradations: argue denotes the smallest, and prove the highest degree. To argue is to serve as an indication amounting to probability; to evince denotes an indication so clear as to remove doubt; to prove marks an evidence so positive as to produce conviction.

It argues a want of candor in any man to conceal circumstances in his statement which are any ways calculated to effect the subject in question: the honor of a person's conversation may evince the refinement of his mind and the purity of his taste: when we see men sacrificing their peace of mind and even their integrity of character to ambition, it proves to us how important it is even in early life to check this natural and in some measure laudable, but still insinuating and dangerous passion.

It is not the being singular, but being singular for something that extraordinary endowments of nature or benevolent intentions to mankind, which draws the admiration and esteem of the world.—BERKELEY.

The nature of the soul itself, and particularly its immateriality, has I think been evinced almost to a demonstration.—ADDISON.

What object, what event the moon beneath,
But argues or endears an after scene?
To reason prove, or walk it to desire.—YOUNG.

Argument, Reason, Proof.

Argument, from argure (v. To argue), signifies either the thing that argues, or that which is brought forward in arguing.

Reason, in French raison, Latin ratio, from ratus, participle of reor to think, signifies the thing thought or believed in support of some other thing.

Proof, from prove (v. To argue), signifies the thing that proves.

An argument serves for defence; a reason for justification; a proof for conviction. Arguments are adduced in support of an hypothesis or proposition; reasons are assigned in matters of belief and practice; proofs are collected to ascertain a fact.

Arguments are either strong or weak; reasons solid or futile; proofs clear and positive, or vague and indefinite. We confute an argument, overpower a reason, and invalidate a proof. Whoever wishes to defend Christianity will be in no want of arguments: the believer need never be at a loss to give a reason for the hope that is in him; but throughout the whole of Divine Revelation there is no circumstance that is substantiated with such irrefragable proofs as the resurrection of our Saviour.

When the arguments press equally on both sides in matters that are indifferent to us, the safest method is to give up ourselves to neither.—ADDISON.

The reasons, with his friend's experience John'd, Encourag'd much, but more disturb'd his mind. BRYDEN.

Are there (still more amazing!) who resist
The raising thought, who smother in its birth
The glorious truth, who struggle to be brutes?
Who light the proofs of immortality—YOUNG.

To Arise, or Rise, Mount, Ascend, Climb, Scale.

Arise, in Saxon arisen, Gothic rised, &c., is possibly connected with the Latin prior to rise, Greek apo to lift up open a mountain, and the Hebrew hor mountain, with many others.

Ascend, in Latin ascendo, compounded of ad and scendo, signifies to climb up towards a point.

Climb, in German klimmen, which is probably connected with klammor a hook, signifying to rise by a hook.

Scale, in French escalader, Italian scalare, Latin scala a ladder, signifies to rise by a ladder.

The idea of going upwards is common to all these terms; arise is used only in the sense of simply getting up, but rise is employed to express a continued motion upward: a person arises from his seat or his bed; a bird rises in the air; the silver of the barometer rises: the first three of these terms convey a gradation in their sense; to arise or rise denotes a motion to a less elevated height than to mount, and to mount that which is less elevated than ascend: a person rises from his seat, mounts a hill, and ascends a mountain.

Arise and rise are intransitive only; the rest are likewise transitive: we rise from a point, we mount and ascend to a point, or we mount and ascend something: an air balloon rises when it first leaves the ground; it mounts
Agger higher and higher until it is out of sight; but if it ascends too high it endangers the life of the aerial adventurer.

Climb and scale express a species of rising: to climb is to rise step by step, by clinging to a certain body; to scale is to rise by an escala
de, or species of ladder, employed in mounting
the walls of fortified towns: trees and mountains are climbed; walls are scaled.

Th'inspected entrails could no fates foretell,
Nor, laid on altars, did pure flame arise—DRYDEN.

To contradict them, see all nature rise!
What object, what event the moon beneath,
But argues endures an after-scene!—YOUNG.

At length the fatal fabric measures the walls,
Big with destruction.—DRYDEN.

We view a rising land like distant clouds;
The mountain tops confirm the pleasing sight,
And curling smoke ascending from their height.—DRYDEN.

While you alas that I should find it so
To skim my sight, your native soil forego,
And climb the frozen Alps, and tread the eternal snow.

But brave Messagues, Neptune's warlike son,
Beating the waves, the branches won,
And fond for ladders calls, to scale the town.—DRYDEN.

To Arise, Proceed, Issue, Spring, Flow, Emanate.

Arise (v. To arise).

Proceed, in Latin procedo, that is pro and cedo to go, signifies to go forth.

Issue, in French issue, comes from the Latin issus or issuus, infinitive of co to go, and the Hebrew itza to go out.

Spring, in German springen comes from springen to run like water, and is connected with the Greek sparea to pour out.

Flow, in Saxon fléowian, low German flögen, high German fließen, Latin fluo, &c., all from the Greek βλέω or βλέπω, which is an onomatopoeia expressing the murmur of waters.

Emanate, in Latin emanatus, participle of emit to pour out, compounded of manu to flow, from the Hebrew minu and Chaldée min waters, expressing the motion of waters.

The idea of one object coming out of another is expressed by all these terms, but they differ in the circumstances of the action. What comes up out of a body and rises into existence is said to arise, as the mist which arises out of the sea; what comes forth as it were gradually into observation is said to proceed; thus the light proceeds from a certain quarter of the heavens, or from a certain part of a house: what comes out from a small aperture is said to issue; thus perspiration issues through the pores of the skin; water issues sometimes from the sides of rocks: what comes out in a sudden or quick manner, or comes from some remote source, is said to spring; thus blood springs from an artery which is pricked; water springs up out of the earth: what comes out in quantities or in a stream is said to flow: thus blood flows from a wound: to emanate is a species of flowing by a natural operation, when bodies send forth, or seem to send forth, particles of their own composition from themselves: thus light emanates from the sun.

This distinction in the signification of these terms is kept up in their moral acceptance, where the idea of one thing originating from another is common to them all; but in this case arise is a general term, which simply implies the coming into existence; but proceed conveys also the idea of a progressive movement into existence. Every object therefore may be said to arise out of whatever produces it; but it proceeds from it when it is gradually produced: evils are continually arising in human society for which there is no specific remedy: in complicated disorders it is not always possible to say precisely from what the complaint of the patient proceeds. Issue is seldom used but in application to sensible objects: yet we may say, in conformity to the original meaning, that words issue from the mouth: the idea of the distant source or origin is kept up in the moral application of the term spring, when we say that actions spring from a generous or corrupt principle: the idea of a quantity and a stream is preserved in the moral use of the terms flow and emanate: but the former may be said of that which is not inherent in the body; the latter respects that which only forms a component part of the body: God is the spring whence all our blessings flow: all authority emanates from God, who is the supreme source of all things: theologians, when speaking of God, say that the Son emanates from the Father, and the Holy Ghost from the Father and the Son, and that grace flows upon us incessantly from the inexhaustible treasures of Divine mercy.

From roots hard hazels, and from hence arise
Tall ash, and taller oak that makes the skies—DRYDEN.
The greatest misfortunes men fall into arise from themselves.—STEEL.

Teach me the various labours of the moon,
And whence proceed the eclipses of the sun.—DRYDEN.

But whence proceed these hopes, or whence this dread,
If nothing really can affect the dead?—JENKINS.

As when some huntsman with a flying spear
From the blind thicket wounds a stately deer,
Down his sleek side while fresh the blood doth tinkle,
He bounds aloft and seeks from hill to hill,
Till, like a gust of vapour passing through the wound,
Wild mountain wolves the hunting beasts surround—POPE.

As light and heat flow from the sun as their centre, so
Bliss and joy flow from the Deity—DRYDEN.

Providence is the great sanctuary to the afflicted who maintain their integrity; and often there has issued from this sanctuary the most seasonable relief.—BLAIR.

All from utility this law approve,
As every private bliss must spring from social love.

JENKINS.

As in the next world so in this, the only solid blessings are owing to the goodness of the mind, not the extent of the capacity; friendship here is an emanation from the same source as bontience there.—POPE.

Arms, Weapons.

Arms from the Latin arma, is now properly used for instruments of offence, and never otherwise except by a poetic license for armour; but weapons from the German weaffe, may be used either for an instrument of offence or defence. We say fire arms, but not fire weapons: and weacons offensive or defensive, not arms offensive or defensive. Arms likewise, agreeably to its origin, is employed for whatever is intentional made an instrument of offence; weapoon, according to its extended and indefinite application, is om-
Army, Host.

An Army is an organized body of armed men; a Host, from-hostis enemy, is properly a body of hostile men.

An army is a limited body; a host may be unlimited, and is therefore generally considered a very large body.

The word army applies only to that which has been formed by the rules of art for purposes of war: host has been extended in its application not only to bodies, whether of men or angels, that were assembled for purposes of offence, but also in the figurative sense to whatever rises up to assail.

No more applause would on ambition wait,
And laying waste the world be count'd great;
But one good natured act more praises gain,
Than armies overthrown and thousands slain.

-JENNYNS.

Yet true it is, survey we life around,
Whole hosts of ills on every side are found.

-JENNYNS.

To Arreign, v. To accuse.
To Arrange, v. To dispose.
To Arraign, v. To class.
To Arrive, v. To come.

Arrogance, Presumption.

Arrogance, in French arrogance, Latin arrogatio, signifies the disposition to arrogate (v. To appropriate).

Presumption, from presumere, Latin presumenio, compound of pre before, and sumo to take or put, signifies the disposition to put one's self forward.

Arrogance is the act of the great; presumption of that of the little; the arrogant man takes upon himself to be above others; the presumptuous man strives to be on a level with those who are above him. Arrogance is commonly coupled with haughtiness; presumption with meanness: men arrogantly demand as a right the homage which has perhaps before been voluntarily granted; the creature presumptuously arranges the conduct of the Creator, and murmurs against the dispensations of his providence.

I must confess I was very much surprized to see so great a body of editors, critics, commentators, and grammarians, meet with so very ill a reception. They had formed themselves into a body, and with so great a degree of arrogance demanded the first station in the column of knowledge; but the goddess, instead of complying with their request, clapped them into the cellar.—ADDISON.

In the vanity and presumption of youth, it is common to allege the consciousness of innocence as a reason for the contempt of censure.—HAWKESWORTH.

To Arrogate, v. To appropriate.

Artful, Artificial, Fictitious.

Artful, compounded of art and ful, marks the quality of being full of art (v. Art). Artificial, in Latin artificialis, from ars and facio to do, signifies done with art.

Fictitious, in Latin fictitious, from fingo to feign, signifies the quality of being feigned.

Artful respects what is done with art or design; artificial what is done by the exercise of workmanship; fictitious what is made out of the mind. Artful and artificial are used either for natural or moral objects; fictitious always for those that are moral: artful is opposed to what is artless, artificial to what is natural, fictitious to what is real: the ringlets of a lady's hair are disposed in an artful manner; the hair itself may be artificial: a tale is artful which is told in a way to gain credit; manners are artificial which do not

Art, Cunning, Deceit.

Art, in Latin ars, properly comes from the Greek ἄρσεν to fit or dispose, Hebrew קָרְשׁ to contrive, in which action the mental exercise of art principally consists.

Cunning is in Saxon cunning, German kenneid knowing, in which sense the English word was formerly used.

Deceit, in Latin deceitum, participle of decipio or de and capio, signifies to take by surprise or machinery.

Art implies a disposition of the mind, to use circumvention or artificial means to attain an end: cunning marks the disposition to practise disguise in the prosecution of a plan; deceit leads to the practice of dissimulation and gross falsehood, for the sake of gratifying a desire. Art is the property of a lively mind; cunning of a thoughtful and knowing mind; deceit of an ignorant, low, and weak mind.

Art is practised often in self-defence; as a practice therefore it is even sometimes justifiable, although not as a disposition: cunning has always self in view; the cunning man seeks his gratification without regard to others; deceit is often practised to the express injury of another: the deceitful man adopts base means for base ends. Animals practise art when opposed to their superiors in strength; but they are not artful, as they have not that versatility of power which they can habitually exercise to their own advantage like human beings; animals may be cunning in as much as they can by contrivance obtain what they want, but cannot obtain the object of their desire, but no animal is deceitful except man: the wickedest and stupidest of men have the power and the will of deceiving and practising falsehood upon others, which is unknown to the brutes.

It has been a sort of maxim that the greatest art is to conceal art; but I know not how, among some people we meet with, their greatest cunning is to appear cunning.—STEERE.

Cunning can in no circumstances beimagining a quality worthy a man, except in his own defence, and rarely to conceal himself from such as are so, and in such cases it is wisdom.—STEERE.

Though the living man can wear a mask and carry on deceit, the dying Christian cannot counterfeit.—CUMBERLAND.

seem to suit the person adopting them: a story is fictitious which has no foundation whatever in truth, and is the invention of the narrator.

Children sometimes tell their stories so artfully as to impose on the most penetrating and experienced. Those who have no character of their own are induced to take an artificial character in order to put themselves on a level with their associates. Beggars deal in fictitious tales of distress in order to excite compassion.

I was much surprised to see the ants' nest which I had destroyed, very artfully repaired.—ADDISON.

If we compare two nations in an equal state of civilization, we may remark that where the greater freedom is obtained, there the greater variety of artificial wants will obtain also.—CUMBERLAND.

Among the numerous stratagems by which pride endeavours to recommend folly to regard, there is scarcely one that meets with less success than affectation, or a perpetual disguise of the real character by fictitious appearances.—JOHNSON.

ARTIFICE.

ARTICLE.

70

In the mean time they have ordered the preliminary treaty to be published, with observations on each article, in order to quiet the minds of the people.—STEELE.

The Trojan by his word is bound to take the same conditions which himself did make.

DRYDEN.

These mountains fill'd with firs, that lower land, If you conjecture, the Trojans shall叙述 part of what is ours, and there, On terms agreed, the common country share. DRYDEN.

To Articulate. v. To utter.

Artifice, Trick, Finesse, Stratagem.

Artifice, in French artifice, Latin artificius an artificer, and artificius facio to execute an art, signifies the performance of an art.

Trick, in French tricher, German triegen to deceive.

Finesse, a word directly imported from French with all the meaning attached to it, which is characteristic of the nation itself, means properly fineness; the word fin fine, signifying in French, as well as in the northern languages from which it is taken, subtlety or mental acumen.

Stratagem, in French stratageme; from the Greek στρατηγη and στρατης to lead an army, signifies by distinction to head them in carrying on any scheme.

All these terms denote the exercise of an art calculated to lead others. Artifice is the generic term; the rest specific: the former has likewise a particular use and accretion distinct from the others: it expresses a ready display of art for the purpose of extricating one's self from a difficulty, or securing to one's self an advantage. Trick includes in its more of design to gain something for one's self, or to act secretly to the inconvenience of others: it is rather a cheat on the senses than the understanding. Finesse is a species of artifice in which art and cunning are combined in the management of a cause and a mixture of invention, falsehood, and concealment. Stratagem is a display of art in plotting and contriving, a disguised mode of obtaining an end.

Females who are not guarded by fixed principles of virtue and uprightness are apt to practise artifices upon their husbands. Men without honour, or an honourable means of living, are apt to practise various tricks to impose upon others to their own advantage: every trade therefore is said to have its tricks; and professions are not entirely clear from this stigma, which has been brought upon them by unworthy members. Diplomatic persons have most frequent recourse to finesse, in which no people are more skilful practitioners than those who have coined the word. Military operations are sometimes considerably forwarded by well-concerted and well-timed stratagems to surprise the enemy.

An artifice may be perfectly innocent when it serves to afford a friend an unexpected pleasure. A trick is childish which only serves to deceive or amuse children. Stratagems are allowable not in war only; the writer

* Trusler: "Cunning, finesse, device, artifice, trick, stratagem."
of a novel or a play may sometimes adopt a successful stratagem to cause the reader a surprise. Finesse is never justifiable; it carries with it too much of concealment and dishonesty to be practised but for selfish and unworthy purposes.

Among the several artifices which are put in practice by the poets, to fill the minds of an audience with terror, the first place is due to thunder and lightning.—ADDISON.

Where men practise falsehood and show tricks with one another, there will be perpetual suspicions, evil mis-imaginings, doubts, and jealousies.—SOUTH.

On others practise thy Ligurian arts,
The stratagems and tricks of little hearts Are lost on me.—DREYDEN.

Another can't forgive the paltry arts By which he makes his way to shallow hearts, Mere pieces of finesse, traps for applause.

CHURCHILL.

One of the most successful stratagems, whereby Mahomet became formidable, was the assurance that impotent gave his votaries, that whoever was slain in battle should be immediately conveyed to that luxurious paradise his wantsy fancy had invented.—STEEL.


Artist, Artisan, Artificer, Mechanic, Artist is a practiser of the fine arts. Artisan is a practiser of the vulgar arts. Artificer, from are and facio, is one who does or makes according to art. Mechanic is an artisan in the mechanic arts.

The artist ranks higher than the artisan: the former requires intellectual refinement in the exercise of his art; the latter requires nothing but to know the general rules of his art. The musician, painter, and sculptor are artists; the carpenter, the sign painter, and the blacksmith are artisans. The artificer is an intermediate term between the artist and the artisan: manufacturers are artificers; and South, in his sermons, calls the author of the universe the great Artificer. The mechanic is that species of artisan who works at arts purely mechanical, in distinction from those that contribute to the completion and embellishment of any objects; on this ground a shoemaker is a mechanic, but a common painter is a simple artisan.

If ever this country saw an age of artists, it is the present; her painters, sculptors, and engravers, are now the only schools properly so called.—CUMBERLAND.

The merchant, tradesman, and artisan will have their profit upon all the multiplied wants, comforts, and indulgences of civilized life.—CUMBERLAND.

Man must be in a certain degree the artificer of his own happiness; the tools and materials may be put into his hands by the bounty of providence, but the workmanship must be his own.—CUMBERLAND.

The concurring assent of the world in preferring gentlemen to mechanics seems founded in that preference which the rational part of our nature is entitled to above the animal.—BACON.

To Ascend, v. To arise, rise, mount, climb, scale.

Ascendency, v. Influence.

To Ascribe, Attribute, Impure.

Ascribe, v. To appropriate.

Attribute, in Latin attributus, participle of attribuo, compounded of ad and tribuo, signifies to bestow upon, or attach to a thing what belongs to it.

Impute, compounded of im or in and puto, Latin puto to think, signifies to think or judge what is in a thing.

To ascribe is to assign any thing to a person as his property, his possession, or the fruit of his labour; to attribute is to assign things to others as their causes; to impute is to assign qualities to persons. Milton ascribes the first use of artillery to the rebel angels; the loss of a vessel is attributed to the violence of the storm; the conduct of the captain is imputed to his want of firmness. The letters of Junius have been falsely ascribed to many persons in succession, as the author to this day remains concealed, and out of the reach of even probable conjecture; the oracles of the heathens are ascribed by some theologians to the devil; the death of Alexander the Great is attributed to his intemperance: generosity has been imputed to him from his conduct on certain occasions, but particularly in his treatment of the Persian princesses, the relatives of Darius. Ascribe is mostly used in a favourable or indifferent sense; impute is either favourable or unfavourable. In the doxology of the church ritual, all honour, might, majesty, dominion, and power are ascribed to the three persons in the Holy Trinity: the actions of men are often so equivocal that it is difficult to decide whether praise or blame ought to be imputed to them.

Holiness is ascribed to the pope: majesty to kings; serenity or mildness to princes; excellence or perfection to ambassadors; grace to archbishops; honour to peers.—ADDISON.

Perhaps it may appear upon examination that the most polite ages are the least virtuous. This may be attributed to the folly of admiring wit and learning as merit in themselves, without considering the application of them.—STEEL.

We who are adepts in astrology can impute it to several causes in the planets, that this quarter of our great city is the region of such as either never had, or have lost, the use of reason.—STEEL.

To Ask, v. To appropriate.

To Ask, Beg, Request.

Ask is in Saxon auccan, low German asken, eachen, German heischen, Danish askke, Swedish asska; these in general signify to wish for, and come from the Greek αἰτεω to think worthy.

Beg is contracted from the word beggar, and the German begehren to desire vehemently.

Request, in Latin requiritus, participle of requiro, is compounded of re and querre to seek or look after with indications of desire to possess.

The expression of a wish to some one to have something is the common idea comprehended in these terms. As this is the simple specification of the request, it is the generic name: the other two are specific: we ask in begging and requesting, but not in verse.

Asking is peculiar to no rank or station; in consequence of our mutual dependance on
each other, it is requisite for every man to ask something of another: the master asks of the servant, the servant asks of the master; the parent asks of the child, the child asks of the parent. Begging marks a degree of dependence which is peculiar to inferiors in station: we ask for matters of indifference; we beg that which we think of importance: a child asks a favour of his parent; a poor man begs the assistance of one who is able to afford it: that is asked for which is easily granted; that is begged which is with difficulty obtained. To ask therefore requires no effort; but to beg is to ask with importunity: those who merely asking find themselves unable to obtain what they wish will have recourse to begging.

As ask sometimes implies a demand, and beg a vehemence of desire, or strong degree of necessity; politeness has adopted another phrase which conveys not the imperiousness of the one nor the urgency of the other; that which we ask for, we request; that which we beg for, we implore: it gives it an air of superiority: begging that of submission; requesting has the air of independence and equality. Asking borders too nearly on an infringement of personal liberty; begging imposes a constraint by making an appeal to the feelings; requests leave the liberty of granting or refusing unencumbered. It is the character of importunate people to ask without considering the circumstances and situation of the person asked: they seem ready to take without permission that which is asked, if it be not granted: selfish and greedy people beg with importunity, and in a tone that admits of no refusal: men of good breeding tender to request with moderation and discretion: they request nothing but what they are certain can be conveniently complied with.

Ask is altogether exploded from polite life, although beg is not. We may beg a person's acceptance of any thing; we may beg him to favour or honour us with his company; but we can never talk of asking a person's acceptance or to do us an honour. Beg in such cases indicates a condescension which is sometimes not unbecoming, but on ordinary occasions request is with more propriety substituted in its place.

Let him pursue the promis'd Latian shore,
A short delay is all I ask him now.
A pause of grief, an interval from woe.—DREYDEN.

But we must beg our bread in climes unknown,
Beneath the scorching or the frozen zone.—DREYDEN.

But do not you my last request deny,
With your peridious man your interest try.—DREYDEN.

To Ask, or Ask For, Claim, Demand.

Ask, v. To ask, beg.

Claim, in French clamor, Latin clamor to cry after, signifies to express an impiressious wish for.

Demand, in French demander, Latin demando to cry after, signifies to express an imperious wish for.

Inquire, Latin inquiror, compounded of in and queror signifies to seek after.

Question, in French questioner, signifies to put a question, from the Latin quasio and queror to seek or search, to look into.

Interrogate, Latin interrogatus, partiple of interrogar, compounded of inter and rogare, signifies to ask alternately, or an asking between different persons.

We perform all these actions in order to get information: but we ask for general purposes of convenience; we inquire from motives of curiosity; we question and interrogate from motives of discretion. To ask respects simply one thing: to inquire respects one or many subjects; to question and interrogate is to ask repeatedly, and in the latter case more authoritatively than in the former.

Indifferent people ask of each other whatever they wish to know: learners inquire the reasons of things which are new to them: masters question their servants, or parents their children, when they wish to ascertain the real state of any case: magistrates interrogate criminals when they are brought before them. It is very unwise not to answer whatever is asked even by the meanest person; it is proper to satisfy every inquiry, so as to remove doubt: questions are sometimes so important that they cannot with propriety be answered: interrogations from unauthorized persons are little better than insults.

Upon my asking her who it was, she told me it was a very grave elderly gentleman, but that she did not know his name.—ADDISON.
Not only what is great, strange, or beautiful, but anything that is disagreeable when looked upon, pleases us in an apt description. Here we must inquire after a new principle, which is nothing else but the action of the mind, which compares the ideas that arise from words with the ideas that arise from objects themselves.—Addison.

In order to pass away the evening, which now began to grow tedious, we fell into that laudable and primitive diversion of questions and commands.—Addison.

Thomson was introduced to the Prince of Wales, and being guilty interrogated about the state of his affairs, said, that they were “in a more poetical posture than formerly.”—Johnson.


To Asperse, Detract, Defame, Slander, Calumniate.

Asperse, in Latin aspersus, participle of asperso to sprinkle, signifies in a moral sense to stain with spots. Detract, in Latin detractus, participle of detraho, compounded of de and traho, signifies to draw from.

Defame, in Latin defendo, compounded of the prefix de and famo or fama fame, signifies to deprive of reputation.

Slander is doubtless connected with the words stur, sully, and soil, signifying to stain with some spot.

Calumniate, from the Latin calumnia, and the Hebrew calámuh iniquity, signifies to load with infamy.

All these terms denote an effort made to injure the character by some representation. Asperse and detract mark an indirect representation; defame, slander, and calumniate, a positive assertion.

To asperse is to fix a moral stain on a character; to detract is to lessen its merits and excellences. Aspersions always imply something bad, real or supposed; detractions are always founded on some such or like good in the object that is detracted; to defame is openly to advance some serious charge against the character; to slander is to expose the faults of another in his absence; to calumniate is to communicate secretly, or otherwise, circumstances to the injury of another.

Aspersions and detractions are never positive falsehoods, as they never amount to more than insinuations: defamation is the public communication of facts, whether true or false: slander involves the discussion of moral qualities, and is consequently the declaration of an opinion as well as the communication of a fact: calumny, on the other hand, is a positive communication of circumstances known by the narrator at the time to be false. Aspersions are the effect of malice and meanness; they are the resource of the basest persons, insidiously to wound the characters of those whom they dare not openly attack: the most virtuous are exposed to the malignity of the aspersor. Detraction is the effect of envy: when a man is not disposed or able to follow the example of another, he strives to detract from the merit of his actions by questioning the purity of his motives: distinguished persons are the most exposed to the will of detractors. Defamation is the consequence of personal resentment, or a busy interference with other men's affairs: it is an unjustifiable exposure of their errors or vices, which is often visited with the due vengeance of the law upon the offender. Slander arises either from a mischievous temper, or a gossiping humour; it is the resource of ignorant and vacant minds, who are in want of some serious occupation: the slanderer deals unmercifully with his neighbour, and speaks without regard to truth or falsehood. Calumny is the worst of actions, resulting from the worst of motives; to injure the reputation of another by the sacrifice of truth is an accumulation of guilt which is hardly exceeded by any one in the whole catalogue of vices. Slanderers and calumniators are so near akin that they are but too often found in the same person; it is to be expected that when the slanderer has exhausted all his surmises and censures upon his neighbour, he will not hesitate to calumniate him rather than remain silent.

If I speak slightly of my neighbour, and insinuate anything against the purity of his principles, or the rectitude of his conduct, I asperse him: if he be a charitable man, and I ascribe his virtues to motive, or otherwise take away from the merit of his conduct, I am guilty of detraction: if I publish any thing openly that injures his reputation, I am a defamer: if I communicate to others the reports that are in circulation to his disadvantage, I am a slanderer: if I fabricate any thing myself and spread it abroad, I am a calumniator.

It is certain, and observed by the wisest writers that there are women who are not nicely chaste, and men not severely honest, in all families; therefore let those who may be apt to raise aspersions upon ours, please to give us an impartial account of their own, and we shall be satisfied.—Steele.

What made their enmity the more entertaining to all the rest of their sex was, that in their detraction from each other, neither could fall upon terms which did not hit herself as much as her adversary.—Steele.

What shall we say of the pleasure a man takes in a derogatory notice? Is it not a heinous sin in the sight of God?—Addison.

Slander, that worst of poisons, ever finds An easy entrance to ignoble minds.—Hervey.

The way to silence calumny says Blair, is to be always exercised in such things as are praiseworthy.—Addison.

To Aspire, v. To aim, aspire.
To Assault, v. To attack.
Assailant, v. Aggressor.
To Assassinate, v. To kill.
To Assault, v. To attack, assail.
To Assault, v. To attack, assault.
Assemblage, v. Assembly.

To Assemble, Muster, Collect.

Assemble, in French assemble, Latin as- simulare, or assimulare, from similis like and simul together, signifies to make alike or bring together.

Muster, in German muster, to set out for inspection, in Latin monstrum to show or display.

Collect, in Latin collectus, participle of colli-go, compounded of col or con and lego to bind, signifies to bring together, or into one point.
ASSEMBLY.

Asemble is said of persons only; muster and collect of persons or things. To assemble is to bring together by a call or invitation; to muster is to bring together by an act of authority, into one point of view, at one time, and from one quarter; to collect is to bring together at different times, and from different quarters: the Parliament is assembled; soldiers are mustered every day in order to ascertain their numbers; an army is collected in preparation for war: a king assembles his council in order to consult with them on public measures; a general musters his forces before he undertakes an expedition, and collects more troops if he finds himself too weak.

Collect is used for everything which can be brought together in numbers muster is used figuratively for bringing together, for an immediate purpose, whatever is in one's possession: books, coins, curiosities, and the like, are collected; a person's resources, his strength, courage, resolution, &c., are mustered: some persons have a pleasure in collecting all the pieces of antiquity which fall in their way; on a trying occasion it is necessary to muster all the fortitude of which we are master.

Assemble all in choir, and with their notes, Salute and welcome up the rising sun.—OTWAY.

Oh! thou hast set my busy brain at work!
And now she musters up a train of images.—ROWE.

Each leader now his scatter'd force conjoins,
In close array, and forms the deep'ning lines;
Nor with more ease, the skilful shepherd swain
Collects his flock, from thousands on the plain.

To assemble, convene, convok.

Assemble, v. To assemble, muster.

Convene, in Latin convenio, signifies to come or bring together.

Convok, in Latin convoco, signifies to call together.

The idea of collecting many persons into one place, for a specific purpose, is common to all the languages of the world; the custom thus established without any addition; convene and convok include likewise some collateral idea: people are assembled, therefore, whenever they are convened or convoked, but not vice verâd. Assembling is mostly by the wish of one; convening by that of several; a crowd is assembled by an individual in the streets; a meeting is convened at the desire of a certain number of persons: people are assembled either on public or private business; they are always convened on a public occasion. A king assembles his parliament; a particular individual assembles his friends: the inhabitants of a district are convened.

There is nothing imperative on the part of those that assemble or convene, and nothing binding on those assembled or convened: one assembles or convenes by invitation or request; one attends to the notice or not at pleasure. Convok, on the other hand, is an act of authority; it is the call of one who has the authority to give the call; it is heeded by those who feel themselves bound to attend. Assembling and convening are always for domestic or civil purposes; convoking is always employed in spiritual matters: a dying man assembles his friends round his death-bed; a meeting is convened in order to present an address; the dignitaries in the church are convened by the supreme authority.

He could: the assembled warriors all assent,
All but Atrides.—CUMBERLAND.

They form one social shade, as if conven'd
By magic summons of the Orphean lyre.—COWPER.

Where on the mingling boughs they sit embower'd
All the hot noon, till cooler hours arrive.
Paint underneath, the household fowls convene.

THOMSON.

Here cease thy fury, and the chiefs and kings,
Convok to council, weigh the sum of things.—POPE.

Assembly, Assemblage, Group, Collection.

Assembly, Assemblage, are collective terms derived from the verb assemble.

Group comes from the Italian groppo, which among painters signifies an assemblage of figures in one place.

Collection expresses the act of collecting, or the body collected (ex. to assemble, muster). Assembly respects persons only; assemblage, things only; group and collection, persons or things: an assembly is any number either brought together, or come together of themselves; an assemblage is any number of things standing together; a group is come together by accident, or put together by design; a collection is mostly put or brought together by design.

A general alarm will cause an assembly to disperse: an agreeable assemblage of rural objects, whether in nature or in representation, constitutes a landscape: a painting will sometimes consist only of a group of figures, but if they be well chosen, it will sometimes produce a wonderful effect: a collection of evil-minded persons ought to be immediately dispersed by the authority of the magistrate. In a large assembly you may sometimes observe a singular assemblage of characters, countenances, and figures: when people come together in great numbers on any occasion, they will often form themselves into also convene or assemble groups: the collection of scarce books and curious editions has become a passion, which is justly ridiculed under the title of Bibliomania.

Love and marriage are the natural effects of these anniversary assemblies.—BUDGELL.

O Hertford! fitted or to shine in courts
With unaffected grace, or walk the plain
With innocence and meditation join'd

In soft assemblage, listen to my song.

THOMSON.

A lifeless group the blasted cattle lie.—THOMSON.

There is a manuscript at Oxford containing the lives of an hundred and thirty-five of the finest Persian poets, most of whom left very ample collections of their poems behind them.—SIR WM. JONES.

Assembly, Company, Meeting, Congregation, Parliament, Diet, Congress, Convention, Synod, Convocation, Council.

An Assembly (v. To assemble, muster) is simply the assembling together of any number of persons: this idea is common to all the rest of these terms, which differ in the object, mode and other collateral circumstances of the action;
ASSISTING.

Company, a body linked together (v. To accompany), is an assembly for purposes of amusement.

Meeting, a body met together, is an assembly for general purposes of business.

Congregation, a body flocked or gathered together, from the Latin prec a flock, is an assembly brought together from congeniality of sentiment, and community of purpose.

Parliament, in French parlement, from parler to speak, signifies an assembly for speaking or debating on important matters.

Diet, from the Greek διατροφή to govern, is an assembly for governing or regulating affairs of State.

Congress, from the Latin congregatio to march in a body, is an assembly coming together in a formal manner from distant parts for special purposes.

Convention, from the Latin convenire to come together, is an assembly coming together in an informal and promiscuous manner from a neighboring quarter.

Synod, in Greek συνόδος, compounded of συν together, and ὁδός a way, signifies a literally going the same road, and has been employed to signify an assembly for consultation on matters of religion.

Convocation, is an assembly convened for an especial purpose.

Council is an assembly for consultation either on civil or ecclesiastical affairs.

An assembly is, in its restricted sense, public, and under certain regulations: a company is private, and confined to friends and acquaintances: a meeting is either public or private: a congregation is always public. Meetings are held by all who have any common concern to arrange: congregations consist of those who follow the same form of doctrine and discipline: all these different kinds of assemblies are formed by individuals in their private capacity; the other terms designate assemblies that come together for national purposes, with the exception of the word convention, which may be either domestic or political.

A parliament and diet are popular assemblies under a monarchical form of government; congress and convention are assemblies under a republican form of the first description are the parliaments of England and France, the diets of Germany and Poland, which consisted of subjects assembled by the monarch, to deliberate on the affairs of the nation. Of the latter description are the congresses of the United Provinces of Holland, and that of the United States of America, and the national conventions of France: but there is this difference observable between a congress and a convention, that the former consists of deputys or delegates from higher authorities, that is, from independent governments already established; but a convention is a self-constituted assembly, which has no power but what it assumes to itself.

A synod and convocation are in religious matters what a diet and convention are in civil matters: the former exists only under an episcopal form of government; the latter may exist under any form of church discipline, even where the authority lies in the whole body of the clergy. A council is more important than all other species of assembly; it consists of persons invested with the highest authority, who, in their consultations, do not so much transact ordinary concerns, as arrange the forms and fashions of things. Religious councils used to determine matters of faith and discipline; political councils frame laws and determine the fate of empires.

Lucan was so exasperated with the repulse, that he muttered something to himself, and was heard to say, 'that since he could not have a sent among them himself, he would bring in one who alone had more merit than their whole assembly;' upon which he went to the door and brought in Cabo of Utica—ADDISON.

As I am insignificant to the company in public places, and as it is visible I do not come thither as must do to astonish myself, I am the more ready to present to all who pretend to make an appearance.—STEEL.

It is very natural for a man who is not turned for mirthful meetings of men, or assemblies of the fair sex, to delight in that sort of conversation which we meet with in coffee-houses.—STEEL.

Their tribes adjusted, clean'd their vigorous wings, And many a circle, many a short essay, Wheel'd round and round; in approbation full The figur'd slight ascends.—THOMSON.

As all innocent means are to be used for the propagation of truth, I could not decline them in preaching to common congregations from any practice which they may find perspicuous.—JOHNSON.

The word parliament was first applied to general assemblies of the first description, about the middle of the twelfth century.—BLACKSTONE.

What further provoked their indignation was that instead of two or five places, those who are employed to each member for their charge in coming to the diet, he had presented them with six only.—STEEL.

Prior had not, however, much reason to complain: for his cause to London, and obtained such notice, that in 1605 he was sent to the convex at the Hague, as secretary to the embassy.—JOHNSON.

The office of the president of the peace was newly erected in Scotland; and these, instigated by the clergy, were resolved, since they could not obtain the king's consent, to summon in his name, but by their own authority, a convention of states.—HUME.

A synod of the celestials was convened, in which it was resolved that patronage should descend to the assistance of the sciences.—JOHNSON.

The convocation is the miniature of a parliament, wherein the archbishop presides with regal state.—BLACKSTONE.

Inspir'd by Juno, Thetis' godlike son
Convei(d to council all the Grecian train.—POPE.

Assent, Consent, Approval, Concurrence.

Assent, in Latin assentio, is compounded of as or ad and sentio to think, signifying to bring one's mind or judgment to a thing.

Consent, v. To accede.

Approval, in Latin approbatio, is compounded of ad and probo to prove, signifying to make a thing certain.

Concurrence, v. To agree.

Assent respects the judgment; consent respects the will. We assent to what we think true; we consent to the wish of another by agreeing to it and allowing it. Some men give their hasty assent to propositions which they do not fully understand; and their hasty consent to measures which are very injudicious. It is the part of the true believer not merely to assent to the Christian doctrines, but to make them the rule of his life: those who consent to a bad action are partakers in the guilt of it.

Approval is the species of assent; concurrence of consent. To approve is not merely to consent to a thing that is right, but to feel it positively, to have the will and judgment in
assertion: concurrence is the consent of many. Approbation respects the practical conduct of men in their intercourse with each other: assent is given to speculative truths, or to propositions, or direct assertions. It is a happy thing when our actions meet with the approbation of others; but it is of little importance if we have not at the same time an approving conscience: we may often assent to the premises of a question or proposition without admitting the deductions drawn from them.

Concurrence respects matters of general concern, as consent respects those of individual interest. No bill in the house of parliament can pass for a second reading without the concurrence of a majority; no parent should be induced by persuasion to give his consent to what his judgment disapproves. Assent is opposed to contradiction or denial; consent to refusal; approbation to dislike or blame; concurrence to opposition: but we may sometimes seem to give our assent to what we do not expressly contradict, or seem to approve what we do not blame; and we are supposed to consent to a request when we do not positively refuse it. We are sometimes disapproving of a thing without giving an intimation either of our approbation or the contrary: but concurrence cannot be altogether a negative action; it must be signified by some sign, although that need not necessarily be a word.

The assent of some people to the most important truths is so tame, that it might with no great difficulty be converted into a contradiction; he who is anxious to obtain universal approbation, or even to escape censure, will find his fate depicted in the story of the old man and his ass: according to the old proverb, "silence gives consent:" it is not uncommon for ministerial men to give their concurrence in parliament to the measures of administration by a silent vote, while those of the opposite party spout forth their opposition to catch the applause of the multitude.

Precept gains only the cold approbation of reason, and compels an assent which judgement frequently yields with reluctance, even when delay is impossible.—HAWKESWORTH.

Whatever be the reason, it appears by the common consent of mankind that the want of virtue does not incur contempt with the want of parts.—HAWKESWORTH.

There is as much difference between the approbation of the judgement and the actual votings of the will with relation to the same object, as there is between a man's viewing a desirable thing with his eye and his reaching after it with his hand.—SOUTH.

Sir Matthew Hale mentions a case wherein the Lords may alter a money bill (that is, from a greater to a less time)—here he says the bill need not be sent back to the Commons for their concurrence.—BLACKSTONE.

To Assert, Maintain, Vindicate.

To Assert, v. To affirm, assert.

Maintain, in French maintenir, from the Latin substantia and susto, signifies to hold by the hand, that is, closely and firmly.

Vindicate, in Latin vindicare, participle of vindico, compounded of vindo and dico, signifies to pronounce a violent or positive sentence.

To assert is to declare a thing as our own; to maintain is to abide by what we have so declared; to vindicate is to stand up for that which concerns ourselves or others. We assert any thing to be true; we maintain it by adducing proofs, facts, or arguments; we vindicate our own conduct or that of another when it is called in question. We assert boldly or impudently; we maintain steadily or obstinately; we vindicate resolutely or insolently. A right or claim is asserted, which is avowed to belong to any one; it is maintained when attempts are made to prove its justice, or regain its possession; the cause of the asserted is vindicated by another. Innocence is asserted by a positive declaration; it is maintained by repeated assertions and the support of testimony; it is vindicated through the interference of another.

The most guilty persons do not hesitate to assert their innocence with the hope of inspiring credit; and some will persist in maintaining it, even after their guilt has been pronounced; but the really innocent man will never want a friend to vindicate him when his honour or his reputation is at stake. Assertions which are made hastily and inconsiderately are seldom long maintained without exposing a person to ridicule; those who attempt to vindicate a bad cause expose themselves to as much reproach as if the cause were their own.

When the great soul braves up to this high point, leaving gross nature's aimless idolatry below.

Then, and then only, Adam's offspring quits

The sage and hero of the fields and woods,

Asserts his rank, and rises into man.—YOUNG.

Sophocles also, in a fragment of one of his tragedies asserts the unity of the Supreme Being.—CUMBERLAND.

I am willing to believe that Dryden wanted rather skill to discover the right, than virtue to maintain it.—JOHNSON.

'Tis just that I should vindicate alone

The broken truce, or for the breach alone.—DRYDEN.

To Assert, v. To affirm, assert.

Assessment, v. Tax.

To Asseverate, v. To affirm.

Assiduous, v. Active, diligent.


To Assign, v. To adduce.

To Assign, v. To allot, assign.

To Assist, v. To help.

Assistant, v. Comitator.

Associate, Companion.

Associate, in Latin associatus, participle of associo, compounded of as or ad and socio to ally, signifies one united with a person.

Companion, from company, signifies one that bears company (v. To accompany).

Associates are habitually together: companions are only occasionally in company.

As our habits are formed from our associates we ought to be particular in our choice of them: as our companions contribute much to our enjoyments, we ought to choose such as are suitable to ourselves.

Many men may be admitted as companions, who would not altogether be fit as associates.

We see many struggling single about the world, unhappy for want of an associate, and pining with the necessity of controlling their sentiments to their own bosoms.—JOHNSON.

There is a degree of want by which the freedom of agency is almost destroyed, and long association with fortuous companions will at last relax the strictness of truth, and abate the fervor of sincerity.—JOHNSON.
An associate may take part with us in some business, and share with us in the labour: a partnership takes part with us in some concern and shares with us in the pleasure or the pain.

Addison contributed more than a fourth part of the last volume of the Spectator, and the other contributors are so variously unworthy of appearing as his associates.

—JOHNSON.

Thus while the coradiage stretch'd ashore may guide Our brave companions thru the swelling tide: This floating lumber shall sustain them over The rocky shelves, in safety to the shore.—FALCONER.

Association, Society, Company, Partnership.

All these terms denote a union of several persons into one body.

Association (v. To associate) is general, the rest specific. Whenever we habitually or frequently meet together for some common object it is an association. Associations are therefore political, religious, commercial, and literary.

A Society is an association for some specific purpose, moral or religious, civil or political.

A Company is an association of many for the purpose of trade.

A Partnership is an association of a few for the same object.

Whenever association is used in distinction from the others, it denotes that which is partial in its object and temporary in its duration upon some duty or sentiment as well as unity of object; but, it is mostly unorganized, and kept together only by the spirit which gives rise to it. It is not, however, the less dangerous on this account; and when politics are the subject, it commonly breathes a spirit hostile to the established order of things; as the last thirty years have evinced to us by woful experience.

A society requires nothing but unity of object, which is permanent in its nature; it is well organized, and commonly set on foot to promote the cause of humanity, literature, or religion. No country can boast such numerous and excellent societies, whether of a charitable, a religious, or a literary description as ours.

Companies are brought together for the purposes of interest, and are dissolved when that object ceases to exist: their duration depends on the contingencies of profit and loss. The South-sea company, which was founded on an idle speculation, was formed for the ruin of many, and dispersed almost as soon as it was formed. The East-sea company on the other hand, which is one of the grandest that ever was raised, promises as much permanency as is commonly allotted to human transactions.

Partnerships are altogether of an individual and private nature. As they are without organization and system, they are more precarious than any other association. Their duration depends not only on the chances of trade, but the compatibility of individuals to cooperate in a close point of union. They are often begun rashly and end ruinously.

For my own part, I could wish that all honest men would enter into an association for the support of one another against the endeavors of those whom they ought to look upon as their common enemies, whatever side they may belong to.—ADDISON.

What I humbly propose to the public is, that there may be a society established in London to consist of the most skillful persons of both sexes, for the inspection of modes and fashions.—BUDGET.

The nation is a company of players.—ADDISON.

Gay was the general favourite of the whole association of wits; but they regarded him as a play-fellow rather than a partner, and treated him with more fondness than respect.—JOHNSON.

Society is a partnership in all sciences; a partnership in every virtue and in all perfection.—BURKE.

Association, Combination.

Association. v. Associate.

Combination, from the Latin combinare, or con and binus, signifies tying two into one.

An association is something less binding than a combination: associations are formed for purposes of convenience; combinations are formed to serve either the interests or passions of men. The word association is therefore always taken in a good or an indifferent sense; combination in an indifferent or bad sense. An association is public; it embraces all classes of men. A combination is often private, and includes only a particular description of persons. Associations are formed for some general purpose; combinations are frequently formed for particular purposes, which respect the interest of the few, to the injury of many. Associations are formed by good citizens; combinations by discountenanced, or low persons in general.

When used for things association is a natural action; combination an arbitrary action. Things associate of themselves, but combinations are formed either by design or accident.

Nothing will associate but what harmonise; things the most opposite in their nature are combined together. We associate persons with places, or events with names; discordant properties are combined in the same body. With the name of one’s birth-place are associated pleasurable recollections; virtue and vice are so combined in the same character as to form a contrast. The association of ideas is a remarkable phenomenon of the human mind, but it can never be imagined without respecting the structure and composition of the soul; the combination of letters forms syllables, and that of syllables forms words.

In my yesterday’s paper I proposed that the honest men of all parties should enter into a kind of association for the defence of one another.—ADDISON.

There is no doubt but all the safety, happiness, and convenience that men enjoy in this life, is from the combination of particular persons into societies or corporations.—SOUTH.

The cry of the people in cities and towns, though unfortunately (from a fear of their multitude and combination) the most regarded, ought in fact to be the least regarded, on the subject of monopoly.—BURKE.

Meekness and courtesy will always recommend the first address, but there are many people who shall be associated with more sprightly qualities.—JOHNSON.

Before the time of Dryden, those happy combinations of words which distinguish poetry from prose had been rarely attempted.—JOHNSON.

To Assuage, v. To allay.

To Assume, v. To affect, assume.

To Assume, v. To appropriate.
Assurance, Confidence.

Assurance implies the act of making another sure (vide To affirm), or of being sure one’s self.

Confidence implies simply the act of the mind in confiding, which is equivalent to a feeling.

Assurance, as an action, is to confidence as the mask is to the end. We give a person an assurance in order to impose him with confidence. Assurance and confidence, as a sentiment in ourselves, may respect either that which is external to us, or that which belongs to ourselves; in the first case they are both taken in an indifferent sense: but the feeling of assurance is much stronger than that of confidence, and applies to objects that interest the feelings; whereas confidence applies only to such objects as exercise the understanding: thus we have an assurance of a life to come: an assurance of a blessed immortality: we have a confidence in a person’s integrity. As respects ourselves exclusively, assurance is employed to designate either an occasional feeling, or a habit of the mind: confidence an occasional feeling mostly: assurance, therefore in this sense, may be used indifferently, but in general it has a bad acceptance; but confidence has an indifferent or a good sense.

Assurance is a self-possess’d of the mind, arising from the conviction that all in ourselves is right; confidence is that self-possession only in particular cases, and grounded on the reliance we have in our abilities or our character.

The man of assurance never loses himself under any circumstances, however trying: he is calm and cool when another is abashed and confounded: the man who has confidence will generally have it in cases that warrant him to trust to himself.

A liar utters his falsehoods with an air of assurance, in order the more effectually to gain belief: conscious innocence enables a person to speak with confidence when interrogated.

Assurance shows itself in the behaivour, confidence in the conduct. Young people are apt to assert every thing with a tone of assurance; no man should undertake any thing without a confidence in himself.

I appeal to posterity, says Eschylus; to posterity I consecrated my works, in the assurance that they will meet that reward from time which the partiality of my contemporaries refuses to bestowed.—CUMBERLAND.

All the arguments upon which a man, who is telling the private affairs of another, may ground his confidence of security, must, upon reflection, know to be uncertain, because he finds them without effect upon himself.—JOHNSON.

I never sit silent in company when secret history is talking, but I am reproached for want of assurance.—JOHNSON.

The hope of fame is necessary connected with such considerations as must slake the arbor of confidence, and repress the vigor of pursuit.—JOHNSON.

Modesty, the daughter of knowledge, and Assurance the offspring of confidence, met accidentally upon the road; and as both had a long way to go, and had experienced that they were much interwoven, they agreed, for their mutual advantage, to travel together.—MOORE.

I must observe that there is a vicious modesty which justly deserves to know of others, and which those very persons often discover, who value themselves most upon a well-bred confidence. This happens when a man is ashamed to act up to his reason, and would not, upon any consideration, be surprised in the practice of those duties for the performance of which he was sent into the world.—ADISON.

Assurance, Impudence.


Impudence literally implies shamelessness. They are so closely allied to each other, that assurance is distinguished from impudence more in the manner than the spirit; for impudence has a grossness attached to it which does not belong to assurance.

Vulgar people are impudent because they have assurance to break through all the forms of society; but those who are more cultivated will have their assurance controlled by its deccencies and reffinements.

The man of assurance, though at first it only denoted a person of a free and open carriage, is now usually applied to a profane wretch, who can break through all the rules of decency and morality without a blush. I shall endeavour to rescue, in this case, the words to their true meaning, to prevent the idea of impropriety from being confounded with that of sheepishness, and to hinder impudence from passing for assurance.—BUDGEW.

To Assure, v. To affirm.

To Astonish, v. To admire.

Astonishment, v. Wonder.


Astronomy, Astrology.

Astronomy is compounded of the Greek άστρον and ρηος and signifies the laws of the stars, or a knowledge of their laws.

Astrology, from άστρον and λογος, signifies a reasoning on the stars.

The *astronomer studies the course and movement of the stars; the astrologer reasons on their influence.

The former observes the state of the heavens, marks the order of time, the eclipses and the revolutions which arise out of the established laws of motion in the immense universe: the latter predicts events, draws horoscopes, and announces all the vicissitudes of rain and snow, heat and cold, &c. The astronomer calculates and seldom errs, as his calculations are built on fixed rules and actual observations; the astrologer deals in conjectures, and his imagination often deceives him. The astronomer explains what he knows, and merits the esteem of the learned; the astrologer hazards what he thinks, and seeks to please.

A thirst for knowledge leads to the study of astronomy: an inquietude about the future has given rise to astrology. Many important results for the arts of navigation, agriculture, and of civil society in general, have been drawn from astronomical researches: many serious and mischievous effects have been produced on the minds of the ignorant, from their faith in the dreams of the astrologer.

Asylum, Refuge, Shelter, Retreat.

Asylum, in Latin asylum, in Greek ασυλον compounded of a privative and συλλ plunder, signifies a place exempt from plunder.

* Abbé Girard; "Astronomie astrologique."
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Refuge, in Latin refugium, from refuge to fly away, signifies the place one may fly away to. Shelter comes from shell, in high German schalen, Saxon scela, &c. from the Hebrew cala to hide, signifying a cover or hiding place.

Retreat, in French retraite, Latin retractor, from retrahere, or re and traho to draw back, signifies the place that is situated behind or in the back ground. Asylum, refuge, and shelter, all denote a place of safety; but the former is fixed, the two latter are occasional: the retreat is a place of tranquillity rather than of safety. An asylum is chosen by him who has no home, a refuge by him who is apprehensive of danger; the French emigrants found a refuge in England, but very few will make it an asylum. The inclemencies of the weather make us seek a shelter. The fatigues and toils of life make us seek a retreat.

It is the part of a Christian to afford an asylum to the helpless orphan and widow. The terrified passenger takes refuge in the first house he comes to, when assailed by an evil disposed mob. The vessel shattered in a storm takes shelter in the nearest haven. The man of business, wearied with the anxieties and cares of the world, disengages himself from the whole, and seeks a retreat suited to his circumstances.

The adventurer knows he has not far to go before he will meet with some fortress that has been raised by sophistry for the asylum of error.-HAWKESWORTH.

Superstitious, now retire from Rome, may yet find refuge in the mountains of Tibet.-CUMBERLAND.

In reverent gaze
The cattle stand, and on the scowling heavens
Cast a deploring eye, by man forsook;
Who to the crowded cottage hies him fast,
Or seeks the shelter of the downward cave.

THOMSON.

For this, this only favor let me sue
If pity can to conquer’d toes be due:
Refuse it not, but let my body have
The last retreat of human kind, a grave.-DREYDEN.

At All Times, v. Always.

At Last, v. Lastly.

At Length, v. Lastly.

To Atone For, Expiate.

Atone, or at one, signifies to be at peace or good friends.

Expiate, in Latin expiatus, participle of experio, compounded of ex and pio, signifies to put out or make clear by an act of piety.

Both these terms express a satisfaction for an offence; but atone is general, expiate is particular. We may atone for a fault by any species of suffering; we expiate a crime only by suffering a legal punishment. A female often sufficiently atones for her violation of chastity by the misery she entails on herself; there are too many unfortunate wretches in England who expiate their crimes on a galaxy.

Neither atonement nor expiation always necessarily require punishment or even suffering from the offender. The nature of the atonement depends on the will of the individual who is offended; expiary is frequently made by means of performing certain religious rites or acts of piety. Offences between man and man are sometimes atoned for by an acknowledgment of error; but offences towards God require an expiatory sacrifice, which our Saviour has been pleased to make of himself, that we, through Him, might become partakers of eternal life. Expiation, therefore, in the religious sense, is to atonement as the means to the end: atonement is often obtained by an expiation, but there may be expiations where there is no atonement.

Atonement replaces in a state of favour; expiation produces only a real or supposed exemption from sin and its consequences. Among the Jews and heathens there was expiation, but no atonement; under the Christian dispensation there is atonement as well as expiation.

O let the blood, already spilt, atone
For the past crimes of cruel Laudemon.—DREYDEN.

I would earnestly desire the story-teller to consider,
That no wit or mirth at the end of a story can atone
For the half hour that has been lost before they come at it.—SHELLEY.

How sacred ought kings’ lives be held,
When but the death of one
Demands an empire’s blood for expiation.—LEE.

To Attach, v. To adhere.

To Attach, v. To attach.

Attachment, Affection, Inclination.

Attachment (v. To adhere) respects persons and things: Affection (v. Affection) regards persons only; Inclination has respect to things mostly.

Attachment, as it regards persons, is not so powerful or solid as affection.

Children are attached to those who will minister to their gratifications; they have an affection for their nearest and dearest relatives. Attachment is sometimes a tender sentiment between the persons of different sexes; affection is an affair of the heart without distinction of sex.

The passing attachments of young people are seldom entitled to serious notice; although sometimes they may ripen by long intercourse into a lasting and steady affection. Nothing is so delightful as to see affection among brothers and sisters.

Attachment, as it respects things, is more powerful than inclination: the latter is a rising sentiment, the forerunner of attachment, which is positive and fixed.

We strive to obtain that to which we are attached; but an inclination seldom leads to any effort for possession.

Little minds are always betraying their attachment to trifles. It is the character of indifference not to show an inclination to any thing.

Attachments are formed; inclinations arise of themselves.

Interest, similarity of character, or habit, give rise to attachment; a natural warmth of temper gives birth to various inclinations.

Suppress the first inclination to gaming, lest it grows into an attachment.

Though devoted to the study of philosophy, and a great master in the early science of the times, Solon mixed with cheerfulness in society, and did not hold back from those tender ties and attachments which connect a man to the world.—CUMBERLAND.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTACK</th>
<th>ATTEMPT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| When I was sent to school, the gaiety of my look, and the liveliness of my manners, soon gained me admission to hearts not yet fortified against affection by artifice or interest.—JOHNSON.  
I am glad that he whom I must have loved from duty, whatever he had been, is such a one as I can love from inclination.—STEELE.  
To Attack, Assault, Encounter. |  |
| **Attack**, in French attaquer, changed from attacker, in Latin attactum, participle of attingo, signifies to bring into close contact. | **Attempt**, in French essayer, Latin esset, compound of as or ad and esse, signifies to try upon.  
**Assail**, in French assaillir, Latin assalito, assaluir, compounded of as or ad and salio, signifies to leap upon.  
**Encounter**, in French rencontre, compounded of en or in and contre, in Latin contra, signifies to run or come against.  
**Attack** is the generic, the rest are specific terms. To attack is to make an approach in order to do some violence to the person; to assault or assail is to make a sudden and vehemence; to encounter is to meet the attack of another. One attacks by simply offering violence without necessarily producing an effect; one assaults by means of missile weapons; one assails by direct personal violence; one encounters by opposing violence to violence.  
Men and animals attack or encounter; men only in the literal sense, assail or assault. Animals attack each other with the weapons nature has bestowed upon them; those who provoke a maltitude may expect to have their houses or windows assailed with stones, and their persons assaulted; it is ridiculous to attempt to encounter those who are superior in strength and prowess. They are all used figuratively. Men attack with reproaches or censures; they assail with abuse; they are assaulted by temptations; they encounter opposition and difficulties. A fever attacks; horrid shrieks assail the ear; dangers are encountered. The reputations of men in public life are often wantonly attacked; they are assailed in every direction by the murmurs and complaints of the discontented; they often encounter the obstacles which party spirit throws in the way, without reaping any solid advantage to themselves.  
The women might possibly have carried this Gothic building higher, had not a famous monk, Thomas Conynge by name, attacked it with great zeal and resolution.—ADDISON.  
Not truly penitent, but chief to try  
Her husband, how far urg'd his patience bears  
His virtue or weakness which way to assail.—MILTON.  
It is sufficient that you are able to encounter the temptations which now assail you: when God sends trials he may send strength.—TAYLOR.  
To Attack, v. To impugn.  
To Attain, v. To acquire, attain. |
| **Onset** signifies a setting on or to, a commencing. **Charge** (v. To accuse) signifies pressing upon.  
An attack and assault may be made upon an unresisting object: encounter, onset, and charge require at least two opposing parties. An attack may be slight or indirect; an assault must always be direct and mostly vigorous. An attack upon a town need not be attended with any injury to the walls or inhabitants; but an assault is commonly conducted so as to affect its capture. Attacks are made by robbers upon the person or property of another; assaults upon the person only.  
An encounter generally respects an unequal or unequal casual meeting between single individuals: onset and charge regular attack between contending armies; onset is employed for the commencement of the battle; charge for an attack from a particular quarter. When knighthood was in vogue, encounters were perpetually taking place between the knights and their antagonists, who often existed only in the imagination of the combatants: encounters were, however, sometimes fierce and bloody, when neither party would yield to the other while he had the power of resistance. The French are said to make impetuous onsets, but not to withstand a continued attack with the same perseverance and steadiness as the English. A furious and well-directed charge from the cavalry will sometimes decide the fortune of the day.  
There is one species of diversion which has not been generally condemned, though it is produced by an attack upon those who have not voluntarily entered the lists; who find themselves buffeted in the dark, and have neither means of defence, nor possibility of advantage.—HAWKESWORTH.  
We do not find the meekness of a lamb in a creature so armed for battle and assault as the lion.—ADDISON.  
And such a brown  
Each cast at th' other, as when two black clouds,  
With heav'n's artillery fraught, come rattling on  
Hovering a space, 'till winds the signal blow.  
To join their dark encounter in mid air.—MILTON.  
Onsets in love seem best like those in war.  
Fierce, resolute, and done with all the force.—TATE.  
O my Antonio! I am all on' fire;  
My soul is up in arms, ready to charge,  
And bear amidst the foe with conquering troops.—CONGREVE.  
**To Attack**, **Attempt**, **Trial**, **Endeavour**, **Essay**, **Effort**. | **To Attack**, **Assail**, **Encounter**, **Onset**, **Charge**.  
**Attack**, **Assail**, **Encounter** (v. To attack), denote the act of attacking, assaulting, encountering.  
**Onset** signifies a setting on or to, a commencing.  
**Charge** (v. To accuse) signifies pressing upon.  
**Attempt**, **Trial**, **Endeavour**, **Essay**, **Effort**.
thing with a view of seeing the result. An attempt respects the action with its object; a trial is the exercise of power. We always act when we attempt, we use the senses and the understanding when we try. We attempt by trying, but we may try without attempting; when a thief attempts to break into a house he first tries the locks and fastenings to see where he can most easily gain admittance.

Men attempt to remove evils; they try experiments. Attempts are perpetually made by quacks, whether in medicine, politics, or religion, to recommend some scheme of their own to the notice of the public; which are often nothing more than trials of skill to see who can most effectually impose on the credulity of mankind. Spirited people make attempts; persevering people make trials; players attempt to perform different parts; and try to gain applause.

An endeavour is a continued attempt. Attempts may be fruitless; trials may be vain; endeavours, though unavailing, may be well meant. Many attempts are made which exceed the abilities of the attempter; trials are made in matters of speculation, the results of which are uncertain; endeavours are made in the more serious concerns of life. People, attempt to write books; they try various methods; and endeavour to obtain a livelihood.

Essay is used altogether in a figurative sense for an attempt or endeavour; it is an intellectual exertion. A modest writer apologizes for his feeble essay to contribute to the general stock of knowledge and cultivation: hence should expressions which serve as attempts to illustrate any point in morals are termed essays, among which are the finest productions in our language from the pen of Addison, Steele, and their successors. An effort is to an attempt as a means to an end; it is the very act of calling forth those powers which are employed in an attempt. In attempting to make an escape, a person is sometimes obliged to make desperate efforts.

Attempts at imitation expose the imitator to ridicule when not executed with peculiar exactness. Trials of strength are often foolhardy; in some cases attended with mischievous consequences to the trier. Honest endeavours to please are to be distinguished from idle attempts to catch applause. The first essays of youth ought to meet with indulgence, in order to afford encouragement to rising talents. Great attempts, which require extraordinary efforts either of body or mind, always meet with an adequate share of public applause.

A natural and unconstrained behaviour has something in it so agreeable that it is no wonder to see people endeavouring after it. But at the same time it is so very hard to hit, when it is not born with us, that people often make themselves ridiculous in attempting it. ADDISON.

To bring it to the trial, will you dare
Our pipes, our skill, our voices to compare?
  —DRYDEN.

Whether or no (said Socrates on the day of his execution) God will approve of my actions I know not; but this I am sure of, that I have a will times made it my endeavour to please him.—ADDISON.

I afterwards made several essays towards speaking.—ADDISON.

The man of sagacity besets himself to distress his enemy by methods probable and reducible to reason: so the same reason will fortify his enemy to elude his regular efforts: but your fool projects with such notable inconsistency, that no course of thought can evade his machinations.—STEERE.

Attempt, Undertaking, Enterprise.

**Attempt** (v. To attempt) signifies the thing attempted.

**Undertaking**, from undertake, or take in hand, signifies the thing taken in hand.

**Enterprise**, from the French entrerprendre to undertake, has the same original sense.

The idea of something set about to be completed is common to all these terms. An attempt is less complicated than an undertaking; and that less arduous than an enterprise. Attempts are the common exertions of power for obtaining an object: an undertaking involves in it many parts and particulars which require thought and judgment: an enterprise has more that is hazardous and dangerous in it; it requires resolution. Attempts are frequently made on the lives and property of individuals; undertakings are formed for private purposes; enterprises are commenced for some great national object.

Nothing can be effected without making the attempt; attempts are therefore often idle and unsuccessful, when they are made by persons of little distinction, who are eager to do something without knowing how to direct their powers: undertakings are of a more serious nature, and involve a man's serious interests; if begun without adequate means of bringing them to a conclusion, they too frequently bring ruin by their failure on those who are concerned in them: enterprises require personal sacrifices rather than those of interest: he who does not combine great resolution and perseverance with considerable bodily powers will be ill-fitted to take part in grand enterprises.

The present age has been fruitful in attempts to bring premature genius into notice: literary undertakings have of late degenerated too much into mere commercial speculations; a state of war gives birth to naval and military enterprises: a state of peace is most favourable to those of a scientific nature.

Why wilt thou rush to certain death and rage,
In rash attempts beyond thy tender age?—DRYDEN.

When I hear a man complain of his being unfortunate in all his undertakings, I shrilly suspect him for a very weak man in his affairs.—ADDISON.

There would be few enterprises of great labour or hazard undertaken, if we had not the power of magnifying the advantages which we persuade ourselves to expect from them.—JOHNSON.

To Attend, v. To accompany.

To Attend To, Mind, Regard, Heed, Notice.

Attend, in French attendre, Latin attendo, compounded of at or ad and tendo to stretch, signifies to stretch or bend the mind to a thing.

Mind, from the noun mind, signifies to have in the mind.

**Regard**, in French regarder, compounded of re and garder, comes from the German werben to see or look at, signifying to look upon again or with attention.
Heed, in German **hütten**, in all probability comes from **vito**, and the Latin **video** to see or pay attention to.

Notice, from the Latin **notitia** knowledge, signifies to get the knowledge of or have in one's mind.

The idea of fixing the mind on an object is common to all these terms. As this is the characteristic of **attention**, it is the generic; the rest are specific terms. We **attend** in mind, regarding, heeding, and noticing, and also in many cases in which these words are not employed. To **mind** is to attend to a thing; so that it is a general notion of the mind looking on a thing as of importance; to **heed** is to attend to a thing from a principle of caution: to **notice** is to think on that which strikes the senses.

We **attend** to a speaker when we hear and understand his words; we **mind** what is said when we bear it in mind; we **regard** what is said by dwelling and reflecting on it; **heed** is given to whatever awakens a sense of danger; **notice** is taken of what passes outwardly. Children should always **attend** when spoken to, and **mind** what is said to them; they should **regard** the counsel of their parents, so as to make them the rule of their conduct, and **heed** their warnings to avoid the evil; they **should notice** what passes before them so as to apply it to some useful purpose. It is a part of politeness to **attend** to every minute circumstance which affects the comfort and convenience of those with whom we associate: men who are actuated by any passion solemnly pay any regard to the dictates of conscience; nor **heed** the unfavourable impressions which their conduct makes on others; for in fact they solemnly think what is said of them to be worth their **notice**.

**Conversation** will naturally furnish us with hints which we did not **attend** to, and make us enjoy other men's parts and reflections as well as our own.—**ADDITION**.

**Cease to request me, let us mind our ways,**

Another says the same another day.—**DRYDEN**.

The voice of reason is more to be **regarded** than the bent of any present inclination.—**ADDITION**.

Ah! why was ruin so attractive made,
Of what good use the dreamer was betrayed?
Why heed we not, while mad we haste along;
The gentle voice of peace or pleasure's song.

**I believe that the knowledge of Dryden was gleaned from accidental intelligence and various conversation, by vigilance that permitted nothing to pass without notice.**—**JOHNSON**.

To **Attend, Wait On**.

**Attend** (v. To attend to) is here employed in the improper sense for the devotion of the person to an object. To **Wait on** is the same as to wait for or expect the wishes of another.

**Attendance** is an act of obligation; **waiting on**, that of choice. A physician **attends** his patient; a member **attends** in parliament: one gentleman **waits on** another. We **attend** a person at the time and place appointed; we **wait** on those with whom we wish to speak. Those who dance **attendance on** the great must expect every mortification; it is wise therefore only to **wait on** those by whom we can be received upon terms of equality.

**Attend** and **wait on** are likewise used for being about the person of anyone: to **attend** is to bear company or be in readiness to serve; to **wait on** is actually to perform some service.

A nurse **attends** a patient in order to afford him assistance as occasion requires; the servant **waits on** him to perform the menial duties. **Attendents** about the great are always near the person; but men and women in waiting are always at call. People of rank and fashion have a crowd of **attendents**; those of the middle classes have only those who **wait on** them.

At length her lord descends upon the plain
In pomp, **attended** with a minious train.—**DRYDEN**.

One of Pope's constant demands was of coffee in the night; and to the woman that waited on him in his chamber he was very burdensome; but he was careful to recompense her want of sleep.—**JOHNSON**.

To **Attend, Hearken, Listen**.

**Attend**, v. To **attend to**.

**Hearken**, in German **horchen**, is an intensive of **horren** to hear.

**Listen** properly comes from the German **lusten** to lust after, because listening springs from an eager desire to hear.

**Attend** is a mental action; **hearken** both corporeal and mental; **listen** simply corporeal. To **attend** is to have the mind engaged on what we hear; to **hearken** and **listen** are to strive to hear. People **attend** to what they are addressed; **hearken** to what is said by others; they **listen** to what passes between others.

It is always proper to **attend**, and mostly of importance to **hearken**, but frequently improperly to **listen**. The mind that is occupied with another object cannot **attend**; we are not disposed to **hearken** when the thing does not appear interesting: curiosity often impels to **listening** to what does not concern the **listener**.

**Listen** is sometimes used figuratively for hearing, so as to **attend**: it is necessary at all times to **listen** to the dictates of reason. It is of great importance for a learner to **attend** to the rules that are laid down: it is essential for young people in general to **hearken** to the counsels of their elders; and to **listen** to the admonitions of conscience.

Hush'd winds the topsmost branches scarcely bend,
As if the plaintive song they did attend.—**DRYDEN**.

What a deluge of lust, and fraud and violence would in a little time overwhelm the whole nation, if these wise advocates for morality (the freethinkers) were universally **hearkened** to.—**BERKELEY**.

While Chaos hush'd stands **listening** to the noise,
And wonders at confusion not his own.—**DENNIS**.

**Attention, Application, Study**.

These terms indicate a direction of the thoughts to the object, but differing in the degree of steadiness and force.

**Attention** (v. To **attend to**) marks the simple bending of the mind.

**Application** (v. To address) marks an employment or engagement of the powers; a bringing them into a state of close contact.

**Study**, from the Latin **studio** to desire eagerly, marks a degree of application that arises from a strong desire of attaining the object.

**Attention** is the first requisite for making a progress in the acquirement of knowledge; it
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may be given in various degrees, and it re- wards according to the proportion in which it is given; a divided attention is however more hurtful than otherwise; it retards the progress of the learner while it injures his mind by im- proper exercise. Application is requisite for the attainment of perfection in any pursuit; it cannot be partial or variable, like attention; it must be the constant exercise of power or the regular and uniform use of means for the attainment of an end: youth is the period for application, when the powers of body and mind are in full vigour; no degree of it in after life will supply its deficiency in younger years. Study is that species of application which is most purely intellectual in its nature; it is the exercise of the mind for itself and in itself, its native effort to arrive at maturity; it embraces both attention and application. The student attends to all he hears and sees; applies what he has learnt to the acquirement of what he wishes to know; and digests the whole by the exercise of reflection: as nothing is thoroughly understood or properly reduced to practice without study, the professional man must choose this road in order to reach the summit of excellence.

Those whom sorrow incapacitates to enjoy the pleasures of contemplation, may properly apply to such diversions, provided they are innocent, as lay strong hold on the attention.—JOHNSON.

I could heartily wish there was the same application and endeavours to cultivate and improve our church music as have been lately bestowed upon that of the stage.—ADDISON.

Other things may be seized with might or purchased with money, but knowledge is to be gained only with study.—JOHNSON.

Attention, v. Heed.

Attentive, Careful.

Attention, v. To attend to.

Careful signifies full of care (v. Care, solicitude). These epithets denote a fixedness of mind: we are attentive in order to understand and improve; we are careful to avoid mistakes. An attentive scholar profits by what is told him in learning his task: a careful scholar performs his exercises correctly.

Attention respects matters of judgment; care relates to mechanical action: we listen attentively; we read or write carefully. A servant must be attentive to the orders that are given him, and careful not to injure his master's property. A translator must be attentive; a transcriber careful. A tradesman ought to be attentive to the wishes of his customers, and careful in keeping his accounts.

The use of the passions is to stir up the soul, to awaken its understanding, and to make the whole man more vigorous and attentive in the prosecution of his designs.—ADDISON.

We should be as careful of our words as our actions, and as far from speaking as doing ill.—STEELE.

Attire, v. Apparel.


To Attract, Allure, Invite, Engage.

Attract, in Latin attractum, participle of attracto, compounded of at or ad and traho, signifies to draw towards.

Allure, v. To allure.

Invite, in French inviter, Latin invitō, compounded of in privative and vītō to avoid, signifies the contrary of avoiding, that is, to seek or ask.

Engage, compounded of en or in and the French gage a pledge, signifies to bind as by a pledge.

That is attractive which draws the thoughts towards itself; that is alluring which awakens desire; that is inviting which offers persuasion; that is engaging which takes possession of the mind. The attention is attracted: the senses are allured; the understanding is invited; the whole mind is engaged. A particular sound attracts the ear; the prospect of gratification allures: we are invited by the advantages which offer; we are engaged by those which already accrue.

The person of a female is attractive; female beauty involuntarily draws all eyes towards itself; it awakens admiration; the pleasures of society are alluring; they create in the receiver an eager desire for still further enjoyment; but when too eagerly pursued they vanish in the pursuit, and leave the mind a prey to liability uneasiness: fine weather is inviting; it seems to persuade the reluctant to partake of its refreshments: the manners of a person are engaging; they not only occupy the attention, but they lay hold of the affections.

At this time of universal migration, when almost every one considerable enough to attract regard has retired into the country, I have often been tempted to inquire whether happiness is to be gained by this stated secession.—JOHNSON.

Senses have attempted not only to pacify us in misfortune, but almost to allure us to it by representing it as necessary to the pleasures of the mind. He invites his pupil to calmness as the Syrens allured the passengers to their coasts, by promising that he shall return with increase of knowledge.—JOHNSON.

The present, whatever it be, seldom engages our attention so much as what is to come.—BLAIR.

Attractions, Allurements, Charms.

Attraction (v. To attract) signifies the thing that attracts.

Allurement (v. To allure) signifies the thing that allures.

Charm, from the Latin carmen a verse, signifies what ever acts by an irresistible influence, like poetry.

* Besides the synonymous idea which distinguishes these words, they are remarkable for the common property of being used only in the plural when denoting the thing that attracts, allures, and charms, as applied to female endowments, or the influence of personal on the heart: it seems that in attractions there is something natural; in allurements something artificial; in charms something moral and intellectual.

Attractions lead or draw; allurements win or entice; charms seduce or captivate. The

* Vide Abbé Girard and Rouband; “Attrait, aimant, charmes.”
human heart is always exposed to the power of female attractions; it is guarded with difficulty against the allurements of a coquette; it is incapable of resisting the united charms of body and mind.

Females are indebted for their charms and allurements to a happy conformation of features and figure; but they sometimes borrow their allurements from their touch or speech. Attraction consists of those ordinary graces which nature bestows on women with more or less liberality; they are the common property of the sex: allurements, of those cultivated graces formed by the aid of a faithful looking-glass and the skilful hand of one anxious to please; charms, of those singular graces of nature which are granted as a rare and precious gift; they are the peculiar property of the individual possessor.

Defects unexpectedly discovered tend to the diminution of attractions; allurements vanish when their artifice is discovered; charms lose their effect when time or habit have rendered them too common; so, too, does the beauty of some person. Attractions allure the heart and awaken the tender passion; allurements serve to complete the conquest, which will however be but of short duration if there be not more solid though less brilliant charms to substitute affection in the place of passion.

When applied, as these terms may be, to other objects beside the personal endowments of the female sex, attractions and charms express whatever is amiable in themselves; allurements on the contrary whatever is hateful and congenial to the baser propensities of human nature. A coquette who was never possessed of charms, and has lost all personal attractions, may be the allurements of dress and manner, aided by a thousand meretricious arts, still retain the wretched power of doing incalculable mischief.

An attraction springs from something remarkable and striking; it lies in the exterior aspect, and awakens an interest towards itself: a charm acts by a secret, all-powerful, and hidden means, it springs from an acquaintance of the object with the affections of the heart; it takes hold of the imagination, and awakens an enthusiasm peculiar to itself: an allurement acts on the senses; it flatters the passions; it enchains the imagination. A musical society has attractions for one who is musically inclined; for music has charms to soothe the troubled soul; fashionable society has too many allurements for youth, which are not easily withstood.

The music, the eloquence of the preacher, or the crowds of hearers, are attractions for the occasional attendants at a place of worship; the society of cultivated persons, whose charms and manners have been attirned by the benign influence of Christianity, possess peculiar charms for those who have a congeniality of disposition; the present lax and undisciplined age is however but ill-fitted for the formation of such society, or the susceptibility of such charms; people are now more prone to yield to the allurements of pleasure and licentious gratification in their social intercourse. A military life has powerful attractions for adventurous minds; glory has irresistible charms for the ambitious: the allurements of wealth predominate in the minds of the great bulk of mankind.

This custom was a fine party-coloured girl, which, as Homer tells us, had all the attractions of the sex wrought into it.—ADDISON.

How justly do I fall a sacrifice to sloth and luxury in the place where I first yielded to those allurements which seduced me to deviate from temperance and innocence.—JOHNSON.

June made a visit to Venus, the deity who presides over love, and begged of her as a particular favour that she would lend for a while those charms with which she subdued the hearts of gods and men.—ADDISON.

To Attribute, v. To ascribe.

Attribute, v. Quality.

Avail, Use, Service.

Avail, compounded of a or ad, and the French avoir, to be strong, that is, to be strong for a purpose.

Use, in Latin usus, participle of uter to use, signifies the capacity to be used.

Service, in French service, Latin servitum, from servio, signifies the property or act of serving.

These terms are, properly speaking, epithets applied to things to characterise their fitness for being employed to advantage. Words are of no avail when they do not influence the person addressed; endeavours are of no use which do not effect the thing proposed; people are of no service who do not contribute their portion of assistance. When entreaties are found to be of no avail, females sometimes try the force of tears; prudence forbids us to destroy anything that can be turned to a use; economy enjoins that we should not throw aside a thing so long as it is fit for service.

The intercession of a friend may be available to aver the resentment of one who is offended: useful lessons of experience may be drawn from all the events of life: whatever is of the best quality will be found most serviceable.

What does it avail, though Seneca had taught as good moraity as Christ himself from the mount.—CUMBERLAND.

A man with great talents, but void of discretion, is like Polyphemus in the fable, strong and blind, ended with an irresistible rage which for want of sight is of no use to him.—ADDISON.

The Greeks in the heroic age seem to have been unacquainted with the use of iron, the most serviceable of all the metals.—ROBERTSON.

To Avail, v. To signify.

Avaricious, Miserly, Parsimonious, Niggardly.

Avaricious, from the Latin avarus to desire, signifies in general longing for, but by distinction longing for money.

Miserly signifies like a miser or miserable man, for more are so miserable as the lovers of money.

Parsimonious, from the Latin parco to spare or save, signifies literally saving.

Niggardly is a frequentative of nigh or close, signifies very nigh.

The avaricious man and the miser are one and the same creature, with this exception, that the miser carries his passion for money to a still greater excess. An avaricious man shows
his love of money in his ordinary dealings; but the miser lives upon it, and suffers every deprivation rather than part with it. An avaricious man may sometimes be indulgent to himself and generous to others; the miser is dead to everything but the treasure which he has amassed.

Parsimonious and niggardly are the subordinate characteristics of avarice. The avaricious man indulges his passion for money by parsimony, that is, by saving out of himself, or by niggardly ways in his dealings with others. He who succeeds a farthing on himself, whereas others with the same means spend a shilling, does it from parsimony; he who looks to every farthing in the bargains he makes, gets the name of a niggard. Avarice sometimes cloaks itself under the name of prudence: it is, as Goldsmith says, often the only virtue which is left a man at the age of seventy-two. The miser is his own greatest enemy, and no man's friend; his ill-gotten wealth is generally a curse to him by whom it is inherited. A man is sometimes rendered parsimonious by circumstances; he who first saves from necessity but too often ends with saving from inclination. The niggard is an object of contempt, and sometimes hatred; every one fears to lose by a man who strives to gain from all.

Though the apprehensions of the aged may justify a cautious frugality, they can by no means excuse a cordial avarice.—BLAIR.

As some lone miser visiting his store,
Bends at his treasure, counts, recounts it ever;
Heards after hoards his rising rapae still,
Yet still he sighs, for hoards are wanting still;
Thus to my breast alternate passions rise,
Plead with each bliss that heav'n to man supplies.
Yet oft a sigh prevails and sorrows fail,
To see the heard of human bliss so small.

GOLDSMITH.

Armstrong died in September, 1779, and to the surprise of his friends left a considerable sum of money, saved by great parsimony out of a very moderate income.—JOHNSON.

I have heard Dodsley, by whom Akenside's "Pleasures of the Imagination" was published, relate, that when the copies were offered to Pope, who, having looked into it, advised him not to make a niggardly offer, for this was no everyday writer.—JOHNSON.

Avaricious, v. Covetous.

Audacity, Effrontery, Hardihood or Hardiness, Boldness.

Audacity, from audacious, in French audacieux, Latin audax, from audere to dare, signifies literally the quality of daring.

Effrontery, compounded of ef, en, or in, and frons, a face, signifies the standing face to face.

Hardihood or Hardiness, from hardy or hard, signifies a capacity to endure or stand the brunt of difficulties, opposition, or shame.

Boldness, from bold, in Saxon bald, is in all probability changed from bald, that is, uncovered, open-fronted, without disguise, which are the characteristics of boldness.

The idea of disregarding what others regard is common to all these terms. Audacity expresses more than effrontery; the first has some sense of bravado or temerity; the latter that of cool unconcern; hardihood expresses less than boldness; the first has more of determination, and the second more

of spirit and enterprise. Audacity and effrontery are always taken in a bad sense; hardihood in an indifferent, if not a bad sense: boldness in a good, bad, or indifferent sense.

Audacity marks haughtiness and temerity; effrontery the want of all modesty, a total shamelessness; hardihood indicates a firm resolution to meet consequences; boldness a spirit and courage to commence action. An audacious man speaks with a lofty tone, without respect and without reflection; his haughty demeanour makes him forget what is due to his superiors. Effrontery displays the insolent air; a total unconcern for the opinions of those present, and a disregard of all the forms of civil society. A hardy man speaks with a resolute tone, which seems to brave the utmost evil that can result from what he says. A bold man speaks without reserve, undaunted by the quality, rank, or haughtiness of those whom he addresses.

It requires audacity to assert false claims, or vindicate a lawless conduct in the presence of accusers and judges; it requires effrontery to ask a favour of the man whom one has basely injured, or to assume a placid unconcerned air in the presence of those by whom one has been convicted of flagrant atrocities; it requires hardihood to assert as a positive fact where is dubious or suspected to be false; it requires boldness to maintain the truth in spite of every danger with which one is threatened.

Audacity makes a man to be hated; but it is not always such a base metal in the estimation of the world as it ought to be; it frequently passes current for boldness when it is where with success.

Effrontery makes a man despised; it is of too mean and vulgar a stamp to meet with general sanction: it is odious to all but those by whom it is practised, as it seems to run counter to every principle and feeling of common honesty. Hardihood is a die on which a man stakes his character for veracity; he preserves the name of disputatious, and frequently brings a man through difficulties which, with more deliberation and caution, might have proved his ruin. Boldness makes a man universally respected though not always beloved; a bold man is a particular favourite with the fair sex, with whom timidity passes for folly, and boldness of course for great talent.

Audacity is the characteristic of rebels; effrontery that of villains; hardihood is serviceable to gentlemen of the bar; boldness is indispensable in every great undertaking.

As knowledge without justice ought to be called cunning rather than wisdom, so a mind prepared to meet danger, if excited by its own eagerness and not the public good, deserves the name of audacity rather than of fortune.—STEEL.

I could never forbear to wish that while vice is every day multiplying seductions, and stalking forth with more hardened effrontery, virtue would not withdraw the influence of her presence.—JOHNSON.

I do not find any one so hardy at present as to deny that there are very great advantages in the enjoyment of a plentiful fortune.—BUDGELL.

A bold tongue and a feeble arm are the qualifications of Dranes in Virgil.—ADAMSON.

Bold in the council board, but cautious in the field, he shunn'd the sword.—DRYDEN.

* Vide Girard; "Hardiesse, audacie, effronterie."
To Avenge, Revenge, Vindicate.

Avenge, Revenge, and Vindicate, all spring from the same source, namely, the Latin vindico, the Greek ἀνακρίνω, compounded of cr to try or judge, signifying to pronounce judgment or put justice in force.

The idea connected to these terms is that of taking up some one’s cause.
To revenge is to punish in behalf of another; to vengeance is to punish for one’s self; to vindicate is to defend another.

The wrongs of a person are avenged or avenge, his rights are vindicated.

The idea of the words, though attended with the infliction of pain, is oftentimes an act of humanity, and always an act of justice; none are the sufferers but as merit it for their oppression; whilst those are benefited who are dependent for support: this is the act of God himself, who avenges the oppressed who look up to him for support; and even when the power of the oppressors is not great, the person who is injured, is invested with the power of punishing offenders and protecting the helpless. Revenge is the basest of all actions, and the spirit of revenge the most diametrically opposed to the Christian principles of forgiving injuries, and returning good for evil; it is gratified only with inflicting pain without any prospect of advantage. Vindication is an act of generosity and humanity; it is the production of good without the infliction of pain: the claims of the widow and orphan call for vindication from those who have the time, talent, or ability, to take their cause into their own hands: England can boast of many noble vindicators of the rights of humanity, not exception those which concern the brute creation.

The day shall come, that great avenging day.
When Troy’s proud glory in the dust shall lay.

Pope.

By a continued series of losses, though apparently trivial gratifications, the heart is often as thoroughly corrupted, as by the commission of any one of those enormous crimes which spring from great ambition, or even revenge.

Blair.

Injured or oppressed by the world, the good man looks up to a judge who will vindicate his cause.

To Aver, v. To asservate.

Averse, v. Adverse.

Averse, Unwilling, Backward, Loath, Reluctant.

Averse, in Latin aversus, participle of avert, compounded of vers to turn, and a from, signifies the state of having the mind turned from a thing.
Unwilling literally signifies not willing. Backward signifies having the will in a backward direction.
Loath, from to loath, denotes the quality of loathing.
Reluctant, from the Latin re and lucto to struggle, signifies struggling with the will against a thing.
Averse is positive, it marks an actual sentiment of dislike; unwilling is negative, it marks the absence of the will; backward is a sentiment between the two, it marks a leaning of the will against a thing; loath and re-

Aversion, Antipathy, Dislike, Hatred, Repugnance.

Aversion denotes the quality of being averse (v. Averse).

Antipathy, in French antipathie, Latin antipathia, Greek ἀντιπάθεια, compounded of anti against, and πάθει feeling, signifies a feeling against.

Dislike, compounded of the privative dis and like, signifies not to like or be attached to.
Hatred, in German has, is supposed by Adelung to be connected with heiss hot, signifying heat of temper.

Repugnance, in French repugnance, Latin repugnans and repugno, compounded of re and pugno, signifies the resistance of the feelings to an object.

Aversion is in its most general sense the generic term to these and many other similar expressions, in which case it is opposed to attachment: the former denoting an alienation of the mind from an object; the latter a
AVERSION.
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knitting or binding of the mind to objects: it has, however, more commonly a partial acceptation, in which it is justly comparable with the above words. Aversion and antipathy apply more properly to things; dislike and hatred to persons; repugnance to actions, that is, such actions as one is called upon to perform.

Aversion and antipathy seem to be less dependent on the will, and to have their origin in the temperament or natural taste, particularly the latter, which springs from causes that are not always visible; it lies in the physical organization. Antipathy is in fact a natural aversion opposed to sympathy: dislike and hatred are on the contrary voluntary, and seem to have their root in the angry passions of the heart; the former is less deep-rooted than the latter, and is commonly awakened by slighter causes. Repugnance is not an habitual and lasting sentiment, like the rest; it is a transitory but strong dislike to what one is obliged to do.

An unfitness in the temper to harmonize with an object produces aversion: a contrariety in the nature of some persons which do not discover themselves in others: a difference in the character, habits, and manners, produces dislike: injuries, quarrels, or more commonly the influence of malignant passions, occasion hatred; a contrariety to one's moral sense, or one's humours, awakens repugnance.

People of a quiet temper have an aversion to disputing or argumentation; those of a gloomy temper have an aversion to society; antipathies mostly discover themselves in early life, and as soon as the object comes within the view of the person affected: men of different sentiments in religion or politics, if not of amiable temper, are apt to contract dislikes to each other by frequent irritation in discourse; when each of malignant tempers come in collision, nothing but a deadly hatred can ensue from their repeated and complicated aggressions towards each other: any one who is under the influence of a misplaced pride is apt to feel a repugnance to acknowledge himself in an error.

Aversions produce an anxious desire for the removal of the object disliked: antipathies produce the most violent physical revulsion of the frame, and vehement revolting from the object; persons have not unfrequently been known to faint away at the sight of insects for whom this antipathy has been conceived: dislikes too often betray themselves by distasteful and uncourteous behaviour; but repugnance assumes every form which is black and horrid: repugnance does not make its appearance until called forth by the necessity of the occasion.

Aversions will never be so strong in a well regulated mind, that they cannot be overcome when their cause is removed, or they are found to be ill grounded; sometimes they lie in a vicious temperament formed by nature or habit, in which case they will not easily be destroyed; a slothful man will find a difficulty in overcoming his aversion to labour, or the idle man his aversion to steady application. Antipathies may be indulged or resisted: people of irritable temperaments, particularly females, are liable to them in the most violent degree; but those who are fully persuaded of their fallacy may do much by the force of conviction to extinguish them. Dislikes are often groundless, or have their origin in trifles, owing to the influence of caprice or humour: people of sense will be ashamed of them, and the true Christian will stifle them in their birth, lest they grow into the formidable passion of hatred, which strikes at the root of all peace; which is a mental poison that infuses its venom into all the sinuositites of the heart, and pollutes the sources of human affection. Repugnance ought always to be resisted whenever it prevents us from doing what either reason, honour, or duty require.

Aversions are applicable to animals as well as men: dogs have a particular aversion to beggars, most probably from their un-picturesque appearance; in certain cases likewise we may speak of their antipathies, as in the instance of the dog and the cat: according to the schoolmen there existed also antipathies between certain plants and vegetables; but these are not borne out by facts sufficiently strong to warrant a belief of their existence. Dislike and hatred are sometimes applied to things, but in a sense less exceptional than in the former case: dislike does not express so much as aversion, and aversion not so much as hatred: we ought to have a hatred for vice and sin, an aversion to gossiping and idle talking, and a dislike to the frivolities of fashionable life.

I cannot forbear mentioning a tribe of egotists, for whom I have always had a mortal aversion; I mean the authors of Memoirs who are never mentioned in any works but their own.—ADDISON.

There is one species of terror which those who are unwilling to suffer the reproach of cowardice have wisely shunned: that of aversion to all persons whom they consider to be above them in station, from whose influence they have no dread of harm from an insect or a worm, but his antipathy turns him pale whenever they approach him.—JOhNSON.

Every man whom business or curiosity has thrown at large into the world, will recollect many instances of goodness and dislikes, which have forced themselves upon him without the intervention of his judgment.—JOHNSON.

One punishment that attends the lying and deceitful person is the hatred of all those whom he either has, or would have deceived. I do not say that a Christian can lawfully hate any one, and yet I affirm that some may very worthily deserve to be hated.—SOUTH.

In this dilemma Aristophanes conquered his repugnance, and determined upon presenting himself on the stage for the first time in his life.—CUMERLAND.

Augmentation, v. Increase.

To Augur, Pressage, Forebode, Betoken, Portend.

Augur, in French augurer, Latin augurium, comes from avis a bird, as an augury, was originally, and at all times, principally drawn from the song, the flight, or other actions of birds.

Presage, in French présage, from the
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Latin *pre* and *sagio* to be instinctively wise, signifies to be thus wise about what is to come.

**Forebode** is compounded of *fore* and the Saxon *bodian* to declare, signifying to pronounce on futurity.

**Betoken** signifies to serve as a token.

**Portend**, in Latin *portendo*, compounded of *por* for *pro* and *tendo*, signifies to set or show forth.

Augur signifies either to serve or make use of: *augur* is to augur; to forebode, and *preage* is to form a conclusion in one's own mind: to *betoken* or *portend* is to serve as a sign. Persons or things *augur*; persons only *forebode* or *preage*: things only *betoken* or *portend*. Auguring is a calculation of some future event, in which the imagination seems to be as much concerned as the understanding: *preaging* is rather a conclusion or deduction of what may be from what is; it lies in the understanding more than in the imagination: *foreboding* lies altogether in the imagination. Things are said to *betoken*, which present natural signs; *portend*, which present extraordinary or supernatural signs.

It *augurs* ill for the prosperity of a country or a state when its wealth has increased so as to take away the ordinary stimulus to industry, and to introduce an inordinate love of pleasure. We *preage* the future greatness of a man from the indications which he gives of possessing an elevated character. A disinterested mind is apt to *forebode* every ill from the most trivial circumstances. We see with pleasure those actions in a child which *betoken* an ingenious temper: a mariner sees with pain the darkness of the sky *which portends* a storm: the moralist *augurs* no good to the morals of a nation from the lax discipline which prevails in the education of youth: he *preage* the loss of independence to the minds of men in whom proper principles of subordination have not been early engendered. Men sometimes *forebode* the misfortunes which happen to them, but they often *forebode* evils which never come.

There is always an *augury* to be taken of what a peace is likely to be, from the preliminary steps that are made to bring it about.—BLAKE.

An opinion has been long conceived, that quickness of invention, accuracy of judgment, or extent of knowledge, appearing before the usual time, *preage* a short life.—JOHNSON.

What conscience *forebode*, revelation verifies, assuring us that a day is appointed when God will render to every man according to his works.—BLAKE.

*Skill'd in the wing'd inhabitants of the air,*
*What surpise their notes and fights declare!*
*O I say—for all religious rites portend*
*A happy voyage and a prosperous end!*—DRYDEN.

*All more than common menaces an end;*
*A blaze betokens brevity of life,*
*As if bright embers should emit a flame.*—YOUNG.

August, *Magisterial.*

**Avidity, Greediness, Eagerness,**
Are epithets expressive of a strong desire.

**Avidity**, in Latin *aviditas*, from *avo* to desire, expresses very strong desire.

**Greediness**, from the German *gie rig*, and *begiren* to desire, signifies the same.

**Eagerness**, from eager, and the Latin *acer* sharp, signifies acuteness of feeling.

Avidity is the mental desires what greediness is in animal appetites; eagerness is not so vehement, but more impatient than avidity or greediness. Avidity and greediness respect simply the desire of possessing; eagerness the general desire of attaining an object. An opportunity is seized with avidity: the miser grasps at money with greediness: or the glutton devours with greediness: a person runs with eagerness in order to get to the place of destination: a soldier fights with eagerness in order to conquer: a lover looks with eagerness impatient for a letter from the object of his affection.

Avidity is employed in an adversarial form to qualify an action; we seize with avidity; greediness marks the abstract quality or habit of the mind; greediness is the characteristic of low and brutal minds: eagerness denotes the transitory state of feeling; a person discovers his eagerness in his looks.

I have heard that Addison's avidity did not itself satisfy itself with the air of renown, but that with great eagerness he had laid on his proportion of the praise.—JOHNSON.

Bid the seas listen, when the greedy merchant
To gorge its ravenous jaws, hurl all his wealth,
And stands himself upon the splitting deck
For the last plunge.—LEE.

**Avocation, v. Business, occupation.**

**To Avoid, Escewh, Shun, Elude.**

**Avoid**, in French *eviter*, Latin *evitare*, compounded of *e* and *vita*, probably from *vida* void, signifies to make one's self void or free from a thing.

**Escewh** and **Shun** both come from the German *scheuen*, Swedish *sky*, &c., when it signifies to fly.

**Elude**, in French *échapper*, Latin *elude*, compounded of *e* and *lude*, signifies to get one's self out of a thing by a trick.

**Avoid** is both generic and specific; we avoid in *escewing* or *shunning*, or we avoid without *escewing* or *shunning*. Various contrivances are requisite for *avoiding*; *escewing* and *shunning* consist only of going out of the way, of not coming in contact; *eluding*, as its derivation denotes, has more of artifice in it than any of the former. We avoid a troublesome visitor under real or feigned pretences of ill-health, prior engagement, and the like; we *eschew* evil company by not going into any but what we know to be good: we *shun* the sight of an offensive object by turning into another road; we *elude* a punishment by getting out of the way of those who have the power of inflicting it.

Prudence enables us to *avoid* many of the evils to which we are daily exposed: nothing but a fixed principle of religion can enable a man to *eschew* the temptations to evil which lie in his path: fear will lead us to *shun* a madman, which it is not in our power to bind: a want of all principle leads a man to *elude* his creditors whom he wishes to defraud.

The best means of *avoiding* quarrels is to *avoid* giving offence. The surest preservative of our innocence is to *eschew* evil company, and the surest preservative of our health is to *shun*
every intemperate practice. Those who have no evil design in view will have no occasion to 
elude the vigilance of the law. 

We speak of avoiding a danger, and shun-
ing a danger; but to avoid it is in general 
not to fall into it; to shun it is with care to 
keep out of the way of it.

Having thoroughly considered the nature of this passion, I have made it my study how to avoid the envy that may 
curse to me from these my speculations.—STEELE.

Thus Brutus this realm into his rule subdue 
And reign'd long in great felicity. 
Loved of his friends, and of his foes excheued. 
SPEAKER.

Of many things, some few I shall explain; 
Teach thee to shun the dangers of the main, 
And how at length the promis'd shore to gain. 
DRYDEN.

The wary Trojan, bending from the blow, 
Endea the death, and disappointment his foe.—POPE.

To Avow v. To acknowledge.

Auspicious, Propitious.

Auspicious, from auspice, in Latin auspici-
cion and auspex, compounded of avis and 
spice to behold, signifies favourable according 
to the inspection of birds.

Propitious, in Latin propitious, probably 
from prope near, because the heathen always 
solicited their deities to be near or present to 
give their aid in favour of their designs; 
hence propitious is figuratively applied in the 
sense of favourable.

Auspicious is said only of things; propitious 
is said only of persons or things personified. 
Those things are auspicious which are casual, 
or only indicative of good; persons are pro-
pitious to the wishes of another who listen to 
their requests and contribute to their satisfac-
tion. A journey is undertaken under auspicious 
circumstances, where every thing incidental, 
as weather, society, and the like, bid 
fair to afford pleasure; it is undertaken under 
propitious circumstances when every thing 
favours the attainment of the object for which 
it was begun. Whoever has any request to 
make ought to seize the auspicious moment 
when the person of whom it is asked is in a 
pleasant frame of mind; a poet in his invoca-
tion requests the muse to be propitious to him, 
or the lover conjures his belov'd to be pro-
pitious to his vows.

Still follow where auspicious fate invites, 
Caress the happy, and the wretched slight. 
Sooner shall jarring elements unite, 
Than truth with gain, than interest with right. 
LEWIS.

Who loves a garden loves a greenhouse too; 
Unconnected of a less propitious clime, 
There blooms exotic beauty.—COWPER.

Austere, Rigid, Severe, Rigorous, 
Stern.

Austere, in Latin austerus sour or rough, 
from the Greek to dry, signifies rough or 
harsh, from drought.

Rigid and Rigorous, from rigo, Greek 
pyco, Hebrew reg to be stiff, signifies stiffness 
or unbindingness.

Severe, in Latin severus, comes from securus 
cruel.

Stern, in Saxon stern, German strong, 
has the sense of strictness.

Austere applies to ourselves as well as to 
others; rigid applies to ourselves only; severe, 
rigorous, stern, apply to others only. We are 
austere in our manner of living; rigid in our 
mode of thinking; austere, severe, rigorous, and 
stern, in our mode of dealing with others. 
Effeminiy is opposed to austerity, pliability to 
rigidity.

The austere man mortifies himself; the rigid 
man binds himself to a rule: the severities 
formerly practised among the Roman Catholics 
were in many instances the consequence of 
rigid piety: the manners of a man are austere 
when he refuses to take part in any social en-
joyments; his probity is rigid, that is, inacces-
sible to the allurements of gain, or the urgency 
of necessity: an austere life consists not only 
in the privation of every pleasure, but in the 
infliction of every pain; rigid justice is un-
bissed, no less by the fear of loss than by the 
character of gain: the preservative and aims of 
examples of austerity, but too many of its opposite 
extreme, effeminiy; and the rigidity of former 
times, in modes of thinking, has been suc-
ceded by a culpable laxity.

Austere, when taken with relation to others, 
is said of the behaviour; severe of the conduct; 
a parent is austere in his looks, his manner, 
and his words to his child; he is so severe on 
the restraints he imposes, and the punishments he 
inficts: an austere master speaks but to com-
mand, and commands so as to be obeyed; a 
severe master punishes every fault, and punishes 
in an undue measure: an austere temper is 
ever softened; the countenance of such an 
one never relaxes into a smile, nor is he pleased 
to witness smiles: a severe temper is ready to 
catch at the imperfections of others, and to 
wound the offender: a judge should be a rigid 
administrator of justice between man and man, 
and severe in the punishment of offences as oc-
casion requires; but never austere towards 
those who appear before him; austerity of 
manner would ill become him who sits as a 
Protector of the innocent and the injured.

Rigor is a species of great severity, namely, 
in the infliction of punishment; towards enor-
mous offenders, or on particular occasions 
where an example is requisite, rigor may be 
adopted, but otherwise it marks a cruel temper. 
A man is austere in his manners, severe in his 
marks, and rigorous in his discipline.

Austerity, rigior, and severity, may be 
habitual; rigor and sternness are occasional. 
Sternness is a species of severity, more in 
manner than in direct action; a commander 
may issue his commands sternly, or a despot 
may issue his stern decrees.

Austerity is the proper antidote to indulgence; 
the diseases of the mind as well as body are cured by 
contraries.—JOHNSON.

In things which are not immediately subject to religious 
or moral consideration, it is dangerous to be too long, or too 
rigidly in the right.—JOHNSON.

If you are hard or contracted in your judgments, severe 
in your censure and opposition, you may then 
conclude with certainty that what you had termed piety 
was but an empty name.—BLAIR.

It is not by rigorous discipline and unrelaxing austerity 
that the aged can maintain an ascendant over youthful 
minds.—BLAIR.
Awake.

A man severe he was, and stern to view,
I knew him well, and every truant knew;
Yet he was kind, or if severe in aught,
The love he bore to learning was in fault.

GOLDSMITH.

It is stern criticism to say that Mr. Pope's is not a translation of Homer.—CUMBERLAND.

Author, v. Writer.
Authoritative, v. Commanding.
Authority, v. Influence.
Authority, v. Power, strength.
To Authorize, v. To Commission.

To Await, Wait for, Look for, Expect.

Await and Wait, in German warten comes from audiren to see or look after.
Expect, in Latin exspecto or exspero, compounded of ex and speto, signifies to look out after.

All these terms have a reference to futurity, and our actions with regard to it. Await, wait for, and look for, mark a calculation of consequences and a preparation for them; and expect simply a calculation: we often expect without awaiting, waiting, or looking for, but never the reverse. Await is said of serious things; wait and look for are terms in familiar use; expect is employed either seriously or otherwise. A person expects to die, or awakes the hour of his dissolution; he expects a letter, waits for its coming, and looks for it when the post is arrived.

Await indicates the disposition of the mind; wait for, the regulation of the outward conduct as well as that of the mind; look for is a species of waiting drawn from the physical action of the eye, and may be figuratively applied to the mind's eye, in which latter sense it is the same as expect. It is our duty, as well as our interest, to await the severest trials without a murmur; prudence requires us to wait patiently for a suitable opportunity, rather than be premature in our attempts to obtain any object: when children are too much indulged and caressed they are apt to look for a repetition of caresses at inco.ventent seasons; it is in vain to look for or expect happiness from the conjugal state, which is not founded on a cordial and mutual regard.

This said, he sat, and expectation held His looks suspense, awaiting who appeared To second or oppose, or undertake The perilous attempt.—MILTON.

Not less resolvd, Antenor's valiant heir Confronts Achilles, and awakes the war.—POPE.

Wait till thy being shall be unfolded.—BLAIR.

If you look for a friend, in whose temper there is not to be found the least inequality, you look for a pleasing phantum.—BLAIR.

We are not to expect, from our intercourse with others, all that satisfaction which we fondly wish.—BLAIR.

To Awaken, Excite, Provoke, Rouse, Stir up.

To Awaken is to make awake or alive.
Excite, in Latin exicto, compounded of the intensive syllables ex and cito, in Hebrew sht to move, signifies to move out of a state of rest.

Provoke, v. To aggrivate.

To Rouse is to cause to rise.

Stir, in German stören to move, signifies to make to move upwards.

To excite and provoke convey the idea of producing something; rouse and stir up that of only calling into action that which previously exists; to awaken is used in either sense.

To awaken is a gentler action than to excite, and this is gentler than to provoke. We awaken by a simple effort; we excite by repeated efforts or forcible means; we provoke by words, looks, or actions. The tender feelings are awakened; affections or the passions in general are excited; the angry passions are commonly provoked.

Objects of distress awaken a sentiment of pity; competition among scholars excite a spirit of emulation; taunting words provoke anger.

Awaken is applied only to the individual and what passes within him; excite is applicable to the outward circumstances of one or many; provoke is applicable to the conduct or temper of one or many. The attention is awakened by interesting sounds that strike upon the ear; the conscience is awakened by the voice of the preacher, or by passing events; a storm, a tumult, or a rebellion, is excited among the people by the active efforts of individuals; laughter or contempt is provoked by a distinct conduct.

To awaken is in the moral, as in the physical sense, to call into consciousness from a state of unconsciousness; to rouse is forcibly to bring into action that which is in a state of inaction; and stir up is to bring into a state of agitation or commotion. We are awakened from an ordinary state by ordinary means; we are roused from an extraordinary state by extraordinary means; we are stirred up from an ordinary to an extraordinary state. The mind of a child is awakened by the action on its senses as soon as it is born; there are some persons who are not roused from the stupor in which they were by anything but the most awful events; and there are others whose passions, particularly of anger, are stirred up by trifling circumstances.

The conscience is sometimes awakened for a time, but the sinner is not roused to a sense of his danger, or to any exertions for his own safety, until an untemperate zeal is stirred up in him by means of enthusiastic preaching, in which case the vulgar proverb is verified, that the remedy is as bad as the disease. Death is a scene calculated to awaken some feeling in the most obdurate breast: the tears and sighs of the afflicted excite a sentiment of commiseration; the most equitable administration of justice may excite murmurs among the discontented; a harsh and unreasonable reproof will provoke a reply: oppression and tyranny mostly rouse the sufferers to a sense of their injuries; nothing is so calculated to stir up the rebellious spirits of men as the harangues of political demagogues.

The soul has its curiosity more than ordinarily awakened when it turns its thoughts upon the conduct of such who have behaved to themselves with an equal, a resigned, a cheerful, a generous, or heroic temper in the extremity of death.—STEELE.

In our Saviour was no form of comeliness that men
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AWE.

should desire, no artifice or trick to catch applause, or to
excite surprise.—CUMBERLAND.

See, mercy! see with pure and loadless hands
Before thy shrine my country's genius stands.
With him whom his joys, and thine, are joined,
The field of nature joint's his yoke,
And rush'd in wrath to make his late's his prey;
Thy form from out thy sweet abode,
O'ertook him on the blasted road.—COLLINS.

Go study virtue, rugged ancient world;
House up that flame our great forefathers felt.

SHIRLEY.

The turbulent and dangerous are for embroiling councils,
string up seditions, and subverting constitutions, out
of a mere restlessness of temper.—STEELE.

AWARE, On One's Guard, Apprized, Conscious.

AWARE: compounded of a or on and ware, signifies to be on the lock out, from the Saxon wear,German, &c., wahren, Greek ὄπως to see.

GUARD, in French gardeur, is connected with ware, in Saxon ware, German, &c., gewahrd, participle of wahren to see, as above.

APPRIZED, in French appriser, from appren-
tre, to apprehend, understand.

CONSCIOUS, in Latin conscient, of con and scio to know, signifies knowing within one's self.

The idea of having the expectation or knowledge of a thing is common to all these terms. We are aware of a thing when we calculate upon it; we are on our guard against it when we are prepared for it; we are apprized of that of which we have had an intimidation, and are conscious of that in which we have ourselves been concerned.

To be aware, and on one's guard, respect the future; to be apprized, either the past or present; to be conscious, only the past. Experience enables a man to be aware of consequences; prudence and caution dictate to him the necessity of being on his guard against evils. Whoever is fully aware of the precarious tenure by which he holds all his goods in this world, will be on his guard to prevent any calamities, as far as depends upon the use of means in his control.

Sublime, sacred, and solemn objects awaken awe; they cause the beholder to stop and consider whether he is worthy to approach them any nearer; they rivet his mind and body to a spot, and make him cautious, lest by his presence he should contaminate that which is hallowed: exalted and noble objects produce reverence; they lead to every outward mark of obeisance and humiliation which it is possible for him to express: terrific objects excite dread; they cause a shudder of the animal frame, and a revulsion of the mind which is attended with nothing but pain.

When the creature places himself in the presence of the Creator; when he contemplates the immeasurable distance which separates himself, a frail and finite mortal, from his infinitely perfect Maker; he approaches with awe: even the sanctuary where he is accustomed to bow before the Almighty acquires the power of awakening the same emotions in his mind. Age, wisdom, and virtue, when combined in one person, are never approached without reverence; the possessor has a dignity in himself that checks the haughtiness of the arrogant, that silences the petulance of the pride and that stills the noise and giddy mirth of the young, and communicates to all around a sobriety of mien and aspect. A grievous offender is seldom without dread; his guilty conscience pictures every thing as the instrument of vengeance, and every person as denounced his merit d sentence.

The solemn stillness of the tomb will inspire awe, even in the breast of him who has no dread of death. Children should be early taught to have a certain degree of reverence for the Bible as a book, in distinction from all other books.

It were endless to enumerate all the passages, both in the sacred and profane writers, which establish the general sentiment of mankind concerning the inseparable union of a sacred and reverential awe with our ideas of the Divinity.—BURKE.

If the voice of universal nature, the experience of all ages, the light of reason, and the immensity of my senses, cannot awake me to a dependence upon my God, a reverence for his religion, and an humble opinion of myself, what a lost creature am I.—CUMBERLAND.

To Phoebus next my trembling steps to led,
Full of religious doubts and awful dread.—DRYDEN.
Awkward, Clumsy.

Awkward, in Saxon awærd, compounded of æw and ward, from the Teutonic wahán to see or look, that is, looking the opposite way, or being in an opposite direction, as toward signifies looking the same way, or being in the same direction.

Clumsy, from the same source as clump and lump, in German lumpisch, denotes the quality of heaviness and unseemliness.

These epithets denote what is contrary to rule and order, in form or manner. Awkward respects outward deportment; clumsy the shape and make of the object; a person has an awkward gait, is clumsy in his whole person.

Awkwardness is the consequence of bad education; clumsiness is mostly a natural defect. Young recruits are awkward in marching; and clumsy in their manual labour.

They may be both employed figuratively in the same sense, and sometimes in relation to the same objects: when speaking of awkward contrivances, or clumsy contrivances, the latter expresses the idea more strongly than the former.

Montaigne had many awkward imitators, who, under the pretense of the fire and freedom of this livelyd Gascon, had fallen into confused rhapsodies and unmeaning egotisms.—WARTON.

All the operations of the Greeks in sailing were clumsy and unskilful.—ROBERTSON.

Awkward, Cross, Untoward, Crooked, Froward, Perverse.


Cross. from the noun cross, implies the quality of being like a cross.

Untoward signifies the reverse of toward (v. Awkward).

Crooked signifies the quality of resembling a crook.

Froward, that is, from ward, signifies running a contrary direction.

Perverse, Latin perverso, participle of per verò, compounded of per and verò, signifies turned aside.

Awkward, cross, untoward, and crooked, are used as epithets in relation to the events of life or the disposition of the mind; froward and perverse respect only the disposition of the mind. Awkward circumstances are apt to embarrass; cross circumstances to pain; crooked and untoward circumstances to defeat. What is crooked springs from a perverted judgment; what is untoward is independent of human control. In our intercourse with the world there are always little awkward incidents arising, which a person's good sense and good nature will enable him to pass over without disturbing the harmony of society. It is the lot of every one in his passage through life to meet with cross accidents that are calculated to ruffle the temper; but he proves himself to be the wisest whose serenity is not so easily disturbed. A crooked policy obstructs the prosperity of individuals, as well as of states. Many men are destined to meet with severe trials in the frustration of their dearest hopes, by numberless untoward events which call for the exercise of patience; in this case the Christian can prove to himself and others the infinite value of his faith and doctrine.

When used with regard to the disposition of the mind, awkward expresses less than froward, and froward less than perverse. Awkwardness is an habitual frailty of temper; it includes certain weaknesses and particularities, pertinaciously adhered to; crosses is a partial irritation resulting from the state of the humours, physical and mental. Frowardness and perversity lie in the will: a froward temper is capricious; it wills or wills not to please itself without regard to others. Perversity lies deeper; taking root in the heart, it assumes the shape of malignity: a perverse temper is really wicked; it likes or dislikes by the rule of contradiction to another's will. Untowardness lies in the principles; it runs counter to the wishes and counsels of another. An awkward temper is connected with self-sufficiency; it sheltered itself under the sanction of what is apparently reasonable; it requires management and indulgence in dealing with it. Frowardness and awkwardness are peculiar to children; indiscriminate indulgence of the rising will engenders those diseases of the mind, which if fostered too long in the breast become incorrigible by any thing but a powerful sense of religion. Perversity is, however, but too commonly the result of a vicious habit, which embitters the happiness of all who have the misfortune of coming in collision with it. Untowardness is also another fruit of these evil tempers. A froward child becomes an untoward youth, who turns a deaf ear to all the admonitions of an afflicted parent.

It is an awkward thing for a man to print in defence of his own work against a chimera: you know not who or what you fight against.—FOKE.

Some are indeed stopped in their career by a sudden shock of calamity, or diverted to a different direction by the cross impulse of some violent passion.—JOHNSON.

Christ had to deal with a most untoward and stubborn generation.—BLAIR.

There are who can, by potent magic spells, bend to their crooked purpose nature's laws.—MILTON.

To fret and repine at every disappointment of our wishes is to discover the temper of froward children.—BLAIR.

Interference of interest, or perversity of disposition, may occasionally lead individuals to oppose, even to hate, the upright and the good.—BLAIR.


Axiom, in French axiome, Latin axioma, comes from the Greek axios to think worthy, signifying the thing valued.

Maxim, in French maxime, in Latin maximus the greatest, signifies that which is most important.

Aphorism, from the Greek aphorisms a short sentense, and aorismos to distinguish, signifies that which is set apart.

Apopthegm, in Greek apopthegma to speak pointedly, signifies a pointed saying.
Saying signifies literally what is said, that is, said habitually.

**Adage**, in Latin *adagium*, probably compounded of *ad* and *ago*, signifies that which is fit to be acted upon.

**Proverb**, in French *proverbe*, Latin *proverbium*, compounded of *pro* and *verbum* signifies the expression which stands for so many things particular.

**Bye-Word** signifies a word by the bye, or by the way, in the course of conversation.

**Saw** is but a variation of say, put for saying.

A given sentiment conveyed in a specific sentence, or form of expression, is the common idea included in the signification of these terms. The *axiom* is a truth of the first value; a self-evident proposition which is the basis of other truths. A *maxim* is the truth of the first moral importance for all practical purposes. An *aphorism* is a truth set apart for its pointedness and excellence. *Apopthegms* is, in respect to the ancients, what saying is to the modern; it is a pointed sentiment pronounced by an individual, and adopted by others. Adage and proverb are vulgar sayings, the former among the ancients, the latter among the moderns. The *bye-word* is a casual saying, originating in some local circumstance. The *saw*, which is a barbarous corruption of saying, is the saying formerly current among the ignorant.

*Axions* are in science what maxims are in morals; self-evidence is an essential characteristic in both; the axiom presents itself in so simple and undeniable a form to the understanding as to exclude doubt, and the necessity for reasoning. The maxim, though not so definite in its expression as the axiom, is at the same time equally parallel to the mind of man, and of such general application, that it is acknowledged by all moral agents who are susceptible of moral truth; it comes home to the common sense of all mankind. "Things that are equal to one and the same thing are equal to each other," "Two bodies cannot occupy the same space at the same time," are axioms in mathematics and metaphysics. "Virtue is the true source of happiness." "The happiness of man is the end of civil government," are axioms in ethics and politics. "To err is human, to forgive divine." "When our vices leave us, we flatter ourselves that we leave them," are among the number of maxims.

Betwixt *axioms* and *maxims* there is this obvious difference to be observed; that the former are unchangeable both in matter and manner, and admit of little or no increase in number; but the latter may vary with the circumstances of human life, and admit of considerable extension.

An *Aphorism* is a speculative principle, either in science or morals, which is presented in a few words to the understanding; it is the substance of a doctrine, and many aphorisms may contain the abstract of a science. Of this description are the aphorisms of Hippocrates, and those of Lavater in physiognomy.

*Sayings* and *apopthegms* differ from the proceeding, in as much as they always carry the mind back to the person speaking; there is always one who says when there is a saying or an apopthegm, and both acquire a value as much from the person who utters them as from the thing that is uttered: when Leonidas was asked why brave men prefer honour to life, his answer became an apopthegm; namely, that they hold life by fortune, and not by virtue: of this description are the apopthegms comprised by Plutarch, the sayings of Franklin's Old Richard, or those of Dr. Johnson: they are happy effusions of the mind which men are fond of treasuring. The adage and proverb are habitual, as well as general sayings, not repeated as the saying of one, but of all; not adopted for the sake of the person, but for the sake of the thing; and they have been used in all ages for the purpose of conveying the sense of mankind on ordinary subjects.

The adage of former times is the proverb of the present times; if there be any difference between them the former is the fruit of knowledge and long experience, the latter of vulgar observations; the adage is therefore more refined than the proverb. Adversity is our best teacher, according to the Greek adage, "What hurts us instructs us." "Old birds are not to be caught with a off' is a very pretty proverb.

*Aphorisms* rarely contain any important sentiment; they mostly consist of familiar similes, nick-names, and the like, as the Cambridge bye-word of "Hobson's choice," signifying that or none: the name of Nazarene was a bye-word among the Jews, for a Christian. A *saw* is vulgar in form and vulgar in matter; it is the partial saying of particular neighbourhoods, originating in ignorance and superstition: of this description are the sayings which attribute particular properties to animals or to plants, termed old women's sayings.

These authors are to be read at schools, that supply us axions of prudence, most principles of moral truth.

**JOHNSON.**

It was my grandfather's maxim, that a young man seldom makes much money, who is out of his time before two and twenty. **JOHNSON.**

As this one aphorism, Jesus Christ is the son of God, is virtually and eminently the whole Gospel; so to confess or deny it is virtually to embrace or reject the whole round and series of Gospel truths. **SOUTH.**

It is remarkable that so near his time so much should be known of what Pope has written, and so little of what he has said. One apopthegm only stands upon record. When an objection was raised against his inscription for Shakespeare was defended by the authority of Patrick, he added, 'that he was able to allow the publisher of a dictionary to know the meaning of a single word, but not of words together.' **JOHNSON.**

The little and short sayings of wise and excellent men are of great value, like the dust of gold, or the least sparks of diamonds. **TILLOTSON.**

It is in praise and commendation of men, as it is in givings and gais; the true that light gains make heavy purses; for light gams come thick, whereas great come now and then. **BACON.**

Quoth Hudibras, thou offer'st much, but art not able to keep touch. **Mira de lete, as 'tis the adage, id est, to make a leek a cabbage.** **BUTLER.**

I knew a pretty young girl in a country village, who, overfond of her own praise, became a property to a poor rogue in the parish, who was ignorant of all things but...
To Babble, Chatter, Chat, Prattle, Prate.

Babble, in French babiller, probably receives its origin from the tower of Babel, when the confusion of tongues took place, and men talked unintelligibly to each other.

Chatter, Chat, is in French caquet, low German ratter, high German schnattern, Latin agiter, Hebrew bala.

Prattle, Prate, in Low German praten, is probably connected with the Greek φρασώ to speak.

All these terms mark a superfluous or improper use of speech; babble and chatter are onomatopoeias drawn from the noise or action of speaking; babbling the hurried or rapidity of speech, which renders it unintelligible; hence the term is applied to all who make use of many words to no purpose; chatter is an imitation of the noise of speech properly applied to magpies, or parrots, and figuratively to a corresponding vapid mode of speech in human beings. The vice of babbling is most commonly attached to men, that of chattering to women: the babbler talks much to impress others with his self-importance; the chatterer is actuated by self-conceit, and a desire to display her volubility: the former cares not whether he is understood; the latter cares not if she be heard.

Chatting is harmless, if not respectable: the winter's fire-side invites neighbours to assemble and chat away many an hour which might otherwise hang heavy on hand, or be spent less inoffensively: chatting is the practice of adults; prattling and prating that of children, the one innocently, the other importunately: the prattling of babes has an interest for every feeling mind, but for parents: it is one of their highest enjoyments; prating, on the contrary, is the consequence of ignorance and childish assumption; a pratter has all the unaffected gaiety of an uncontaminated mind; a prater is forward, obtuse, and ridiculous.

To stand up and babble to a crowd in an ale-house, till silence is commanded by the stroke of a hammer, is as low an ambition as can tainted the human mind.—HAWKESWORTH.

Some birds there are who, prone to noise, Are hir'd to silence wisdom's voice; As after out the hour, Rise by their emptiness to power.—MOORE.

Sometimes I dress, with women sit, And chat away the gloomy fit.—GREEN.

Now blows the sally north, and chills throughout The stilling regions; while by stronger charms Than Circé's, or Sel Memes broid.' Each brook that wont to prattle to its banks Lies all bestial.—ARMSTRONG.

My prudent counsels prop the state, Magpies were never known to prate.—MOORE.

If we meet this dreadful and portentous energy with poor common-place proceedings, with trivial maxims, puerile old saws, with doubts, fears, and suspicions; down we go to the bottom of the ale-house, and nothing short of omnipotence can save us.—BUCK.

B.

Back, Backward, Behind,

Back and Backward are used only as adverbs: Behind either as an adverb or a preposition. To go back or backward, to go behind or behind the wall.

Back denotes the situation of being, and the direction of going; backward simply the manner of going: a person stands back who does not wish to be in the way; he goes backward, when he does not wish to turn his back to an object.

Back marks simply the situation of a place, behind the situation of one object with regard to another; a person stands back, who stands in the back part of any place; he stands behind, who has any one in the front of him: the back is opposed to the front, behind to before.

So rag'd Tyticles, boundless in his ire, Drove armies back, and made all Troy retire.—POPE.

Whence many weared e'er they had o'erpast The middle stream (for they in vain have tried) Again return'd aston'd and agasht. No one regardful look would ever backward cast. —GILBERT WEST.

Forth flew this hated fiend, the child of Rome, Driv'n to the verge of Alpin, linger'd there: Then, with her James recrxing, cast behind One angry frown, and sought more servile climes. —SHENSTONE ON CRUELTY.


Bad, Wicked, Evil.

Bad, in Saxon bæd, baed, in German bös, probably connected with the Latin peius worse and the Hebrew bosh.

Wicked is probably changed from witched or bewitched, that is, possessed with an evil spirit.

Bad respects moral and physical qualities in general; wicked only moral qualities.

Evil, in German wab, from the Hebrew chet pain, signifies that which is the prime cause of pain; evil therefore, in its full extent comprehends both badness and wickedness.

Whatever offends the taste and sentiments of a rational being is bad: food is bad when it disagrees with the constitution; the air is bad which has any thing in it disagreeable to the senses or hurtful to the body; books are bad which only inflame the imagination or the passions. Whatever is wicked offends the moral principles of a rational agent: any violation of the law is wicked, as law is the support of human society; an act of injustice or cruelty is wicked, as it opposes the will of God and the feelings of humanity. Evil is either moral or natural, and may be applied
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To every object that is contrary to good; but the term is employed only for that which is in the highest degree bad or wicked.

When used in relation to persons, both refer to the morals, but bad is more general than wicked; a bad man is one who is generally wanting in the performance of his duty; a wicked man is one who is chargeable with actual violations of the law, human or Divine; such an one has an evil mind. A bad character is the consequence of immoral conduct; but no man has the character of being wicked who has not been guilty of some known and flagrant vices; the inclinations of the best are evil at certain times.

Whatever we may pretend, as to our belief, it is the strain of our actions that must show whether our principles have been good or bad.—BLAIR.

For when th' impudent and wicked die, Loaded with crimes and infamy; If any sense at that sad time remains, They feel amazing terror, mighty pain.—PONSONBY.

And what your bounded view, which only saw A little part, de'ed evil, is no more; The storms of wintry time will quickly pass, And one unbounded spring encircle all. —THOMSON.

**Badly, Ill.**

Badly, in the manner of bad (v. Bad).

Ill, in Swedish ill, Icelandic illur, Danish ill, &c. is supposed by Adelung, and with some degree of justice, not to be a contraction of evil, but to spring from the Greek αιτει, destructive, and random to destroy.

These terms are both employed to modify the actions or qualities of things, but badly is always annexed to the action, and ill to the quality: as to do anything badly, the thing is badly done; an ill-contrived scheme, an ill-conceived measure, an ill-disposed person.

To Baffle, Defeat, Discord, Confound.

Baffle, in French baffler, from baffler un ox, signifies to lead by the nose as an ox, that is, to amuse or disappoint.

Defeat, in French defeat, participle of defeat, is compounded of the privative de and faire to do, signifying to undo.

Discoust, is compounded of the privative dis and concert, signifying to throw out of concert or harmony, to put into disorder.

Confound, in French confondre, is compounded of con and fondre to melt or mix together in general disorder.

When applied to the disarrangement of the mind or rational faculties, baffle and defeat respect the powers of argument, discordent: i. e. confound the thoughts and feelings: baffle expresses less than defeat; discordent less than confound: a person is baffled in argument who is for the time discomposed and silenced by the superior address of his opponent: he is defeated in argument if his opponent has altogether the advantage of him: in strength of reasoning and justness of sentiment: a person is discoust when he loses his presence of mind for a moment, or has his feelings any way discomposed; he is confounded when the powers of thought and consciousness become torpid or vanish.

A superior command of language or a particular degree of effrontery will frequently enable one person to baffle another who is advocating the cause of truth: ignorance of the subject, or a want of ability, may occasion a man to be defeated by his adversary, even when he is supporting a good cause: assurance is requisite to prevent any one from being discordent who is suddenly detected in any disgraceful proceeding: harder effrontery sometimes keeps the daring villain from being confounded by any events, however awful.

When applied to the derangement of plans, baffle expresses less than defeat; defeat less than confound; and discord less than all. Obstination, perseverance, skill, or art baffles: force or violence defeats; awkward circumstances discord: the visitation of God confounds. When wicked men strive to obtain their ends, if they are happy they see their adversaries have sufficient skill and address to baffle all their arts, and sufficient power to defeat all their projects; but sometimes when our best endeavours fail in our own behalf, the devices of men are confounded by the interposition of heaven.

It frequently happens even in the common transactions of life that the best schemes are discoust by the trivial casualties of wind and weather. The obstinacy of a disorder may baffle the skill of the physician; the imprudence of the patient may defeat the object of his prescriptions: the unexpected arrival of a superior may discord the unauthorised plan of those who are subordinate: the miraculous destruction of his army confounded the project of the King of Assyria.

Now shepherds! To your helpless charge be kind, Breathe the rage year, and fill their pews With food at will.—THOMSON.

He that could withstand ecceulence is frighted at infamy, and shame prevails when reason is defeated.—JOHNSON.

She looked in the glass while she was speaking to me, and without any confusion adjusted her tucker: she seemed rather pleased than discordent at being regarded with earnestness.—HAWKESWORTH.

I could not help inquiring of the clerks if they knew this lady, and was greatly confounded when they told me with an air of secrecy that she was my cousin's mistress.—HAWKESWORTH.


Band, Company, Crew, Gang.

Band, in French bande, in German, &c., band, from binden to bind, signifies the thing bound.

Company, v. To accompany.

Crew, from the French cru, participle of croître, and the Latin cresco to grow or gather, signifies the thing grown or formed into a mass.

Gang, in Saxon, German, &c., gang a walk, from gehen to go, signifies a body going the same way.

All these terms denote a small association for a particular object: a band is an associa-
BANE.

BANISH.
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BANISH.

Bane, Pest, Ruin.

Bane, in its proper sense, is the name of a poisonous plant.

Pest, in French peste, Latin pestis a plague, from passer participle of passo to feed upon or consume.

Ruin, in French ruine, Latin ruinam from ruo to rush, signifies the falling into a ruin, or the cause of ruin.

These terms borrow their figurative significance from three of the greatest evils in the world; namely, poison, plague, and destruction. Bane is said of things only: pest of persons only: whatever produces a deadly corruption is the bane: whoever is as obnoxious as the plague is a pest: luxury is the bane of society: gambling is the bane of all youth; syphons are the pests of society.

Bane when compared with ruin does not convey so strong a meaning; the former in its positive sense is that which tends to mischief; ruin is that which actually causes ruin: a love of pleasure is the bane of all young men whose fortune depends on the exercise of their talents; drinking is the ruin of all who indulge themselves in it to excess.

Pier'd thro' the dunghill heart then tubs and slay, And from his fatal courage finds his bane.–POPE.

First dire Chimera's conquest was enjoin'd, This pest be slaughter'd (for he read the sign) And trusted heaven's informing proclitie.–POPE.

To Banish, Exile, Expel.

Banish, in French bannir, German bannen, signified to put out of a community by a ban or civil interdict, which was formerly either ecclesiastical or civil.

Exile, in French exiler, from the Latin e x i t a m banishment, and exul an exile, compounded of extra and solus the soil, signifies to put away from one's native soil or country.

Expel, in Latin expello, compounded of ex and pello to drive, signifies to drive out.

The idea of exclusion, or of a coercive removal from a place, is common to these terms: banishment includes the removal from any place, or the prohibition of access to any place, whereas one has been alone in the habit of going; exile signifies the removal from one's home; to exile, therefore, is to banish, but to banish, is not always to exile:* the Tarquins were banished from Rome; Coriolanus was exiled.

Banishment follows from a decree of justice; exile either by the necessity of circumstances or by an order of authority. banishment is a disgraceful punishment inflicted by tribunals upon delinquents; exile is a disgrace incurred without dishonour; exile removes us from our country; banishment drives us from it ignominiously: it is the custom in Russia to banish offenders to Siberia; Ovid was exiled by an order of Augustus.

Banishment is an action, a compulsory exercise of power over another, which must be submitted to; exile is a state into which we may go voluntarily: many Romans chose to go into exile rather than await the judgment of the people, by whom they might have been banished. Banishment and expulsion both mark a disgraceful and coercive conduct of the party; banishment is authoritative; it is a public act of government: expulsion is simply coercive; it is the act of a private individual, or a small community. Banishment always supposes a removal to a distant spot, to another land; expulsion never reaches beyond a particular house or society: expulsion from the university, or any public school, is the necessary consequence of discovering a refractory temper, or a propensity to insubordination.

Banishment and expulsion are likewise used in a figurative sense, although exile is not: in this sense, banishment marks a distant and entire removal; expulsion a violent removal: we banish that which it is not prudent to retain; we expel that which is noxious. Hopes are banished from the mind when every prospect of success has disappeared; fears are banished when they are altogether groundless; envy, hatred, and every evil passion, should be expelled from the mind as disturbers of its peace: harmony and good humour are best promoted by banishing from conversation all subjects of difference in religion and politics;

Roubaud; “Exiler. bannir.”
good morals require that every unseemly word should be expelled.

O banishment! Eternal banishment! Never to return! Must we never meet again! My heart will break.—OTWAY.

Arms, and the man I sing, who forc'd by fate, And haughty Juno's unrelenting hate, Expeil'd and excll'd, left the Trojan shore.—DRYDEN.

The expulsion and escape of Hippias at length set Athens free.—CUMBERLAND.

If sweet content is banish'd from my soul, Life grows a burden and a weight of woe.—GENTLEMAN.

In all the tottering imbecility of a new government and with the Parliament, totally unmanageable, his Majesty (King William III.) persevered. He persevered to exepil the fears of his people by his fortitude; to steady their nakedness by his constancy.—BURKE.

Bankruptcy, v. Insolvency.
Banquet, v. Feast.
To Banter, v. To deride.
Barbarous, v. Cruel.

Bare, Naked, Uncovered.

Bare, in Saxon bare, German bar, Hebrew para to lay bare, and bar pure.
Naked, in Saxon naket, German nackt or nackt, low German naakot, Swedish nakot, Danish nogen, &c., comes from the Latin nudus, compounded of ne not and satus or status clothed, and the Greek nude to clothe.

Bare marks the condition of being without some necessary appendage; naked simply the absence of an external covering; bare is therefore often substituted for naked, although not vice versa; we speak of bareheaded, barefoot, to expose the bare arm; but a figure is naked, or the body is naked.

When applied to other objects, bare conveys the idea of want in general; naked simply the want of something exterior: when we speak of sitting upon the bare ground, of laying any place bare, or bare walls, a bare house, the idea of want in essentials is strongly conveyed; but naked walls, naked fields, a naked appearance, all denote something wanting to the eye; but in this sense it is frequently followed by the object that is wanted; naked is mostly employed as an adjunct: a tree is bare of leaves; this constitutes it a naked tree.

They preserve the same analogy in their figurative application: a bare sufficiency is that which scarcely suffices; the naked truth is that which has nothing about it to intercept a view of it from the mind.

Naked and uncovered bear a strong resemblance to each other; to be naked is in fact to have the body uncovered, but many things are uncovered which are not naked: nothing is said to be naked but what in the nature of things, or according to the usages of men, ought to be covered; everything is uncovered from which the covering is removed. According to our natural sentiments of decency, or our acquired sentiments of propriety, we expect to see the naked body covered with clothing, the naked tree covered with leaves; the naked walls covered with paper or paint; and the naked country covered with verdure or habitations: on the other hand, plants are left uncovered to receive the benefit of the sun or rain; furniture or articles of use or necessity are left uncovered to suit the convenience of the user: or a person may be uncovered, in the sense of bareheaded, on certain occasions.

The story of Jason, on which Virgil founded his poem, was very bare of circumstances.—ADDISON.

Why turn'st thou from me? I'm alone already;
Methinks I stand upon a naked beach,
Biting to winds, and to the seas complaining.—OTWAY.

In the eye of that Supreme Being to whom our whole internal frame is uncovered, dispositions hold the place of actions.—BLAIR.

Bare, Scanty, Destitute.

Bare, v. Bare, naked.
Scanty, from to scant, signifies the quality of scanting scant is most probably changed from the Latin scindere to cut.

Destitute, in Latin destitutus, participle of destitutus, compounded of de privative and statuo to appoint or provide for, signifies unprovided for or wanting.

All these terms denote the absence or deprivation of some necessary. Bare and scanty have a relative sense: bare respects what serves for ourselves; scanty that which is provided by others. A subsistence is bare: a supply is scanty. An imprudent person will estimate as a bare competence what would supply an economist with superfluities. A hungry person will consider as a scanty allowance what would more than suffice for a moderate eater.

Bare is said of those things which belong to our corporal sustenance: destitute is said of one's outward circumstances in general. A person is bare of clothes or money; he is destitute of friends, of resources, or of comforts.

Christ and the Apostles did most earnestly inculcate the belief of his Godhead, and accepted men upon the bare acknowledgment of this.—SOUTH.

So scanty is our present allowance of happiness, that in many situations life could scarcely be supported, if hopes were not allowed to relieve the present hour, by pleasures borrowed from the future.—JOHNSON.

Destitute of that faithful guide, the compass, the ancients had no other method of regulating their course than by observing the sun and stars.—ROBERTSON.

Bare, Mere.

Bare, v. Bare, naked.
Mere, in Latin merus mere, properly solus alone, from the Greek upo to divide, signifies separated from others.

Bare is used in a positive sense: mere, negatively. The bare recital of some events brings tears. The mere circumstance of receiving favours ought not to bind any person to the opinions of another.

The bare idea of being in the company of a murderer is apt to awaken horror in the mind. The mere attendance at a place of worship is the smallest part of a Christian's duty.

He who goes no farther than bare justice stops at the beginning of virtue.—BLAIR.

I would advise every man, who would not appear in the world a mere scholar or philosopher, to make himself master of the social virtue of complaisance.—ADDISON.

Barefaced v. Glaring.
Bargain, v. Agreement.
To Bargain, v. To buy.
To Barter, v. To change.
To Barter, v. To exchange.

Base, Vile, Mean.
Base, in French bas low, from the Latin basis the foundation or lowest part.
Vile, in French vil, Latin vitis, Greek 
flaus, worthless or no account.
Mean and Middle both come from the Latin medius, which means moderate, not elevated, of little value.

Base is a stronger term than vile, and vile than mean. Base marks a high degree of moral turpitude; vile and mean denote in different degrees the want of all value or esteem. What is base excites our abhorrence, what is vile provokes disgust, what is mean awakens contempt. Base is opposed to magnanimous; vile to noble; mean to generous. In its strongest sense, base does violence to the best affections of our nature; flatness is vile; it violates truth in the grossest manner for the lowest purposes of gain; compliances are mean which are derogatory to the rank or dignity of the individual.

The base character violates the strongest moral obligations; the vile character blends low and despicable arts with his vices; the mean character acts inconsistently with his honour or respectability. Depravity of mind dictates base conduct; lowness of sentiment or disposition leads to vileness; a selfish temper engenders meaness. The schoolmaster of Falerii was guilty of the basest treachery in surrendering his helpless charge to the enemy; the Roman general, therefore, e, with true nobleness of mind treated him as a vile malefactor or: sycophants are in the habit of practising every mean artifice to obtain favour.

The more elevated a person's rank, the greater is his bouness who abuses his influence to the injury of those who respect confidence in him. The lower the rank of the individual, and the more atrocious his conduct, the viler is his character. The more respectable the station of the person, and the more extended his wealth, the greater is his meaneness when he descends to practices fitted only for his inferiors.

Scorns the base earth and crowd below,
And with a scornful wing still mounts on high—CREECH.

That all the petty kins he envies my,
And worship'd be like him and defy'd,
Of courtly sycophants and sycophants vile.

GILBERT WEST.

There is hardly a spirit upon earth so mean and contracted as to centre all regards on its own interest exclusive of the rest of mankind.—BERKELEY.

Basis, v. Foundation.

Bashful, v. Modest.

Battle, Combat, Engagement.

Battle, in French bataille, comes from the Latin battuia, Hebrew abat to beat, signifying a beating.

Combat signifies literally a battle one with the other.

Engagement signifies the act of being engaged or occupied in a contest.

* Battle is a general action requiring some preparation; combat is only particular, and sometimes unexpected. Thus the action which took place between the Carthaginians and the Romans, or Cesar and Pompey, were battles; but the action in which the Horatii and the Curitiati, decided the fate of Rome, as also many of the actions in which Hercules was engaged, were combats. The battle of Almarroni, was a decisive action between the French and Charles of Austria, in their contest for the throne of Fain; in the combat between monarchy and Paris, Homer very artfully describes the seasonable interference of Venus to save her favourite from destruction.

The word combat has more relation to the act of fighting than that of battle, which is used with more propriety simply to denominate the action. In the battle between the Romans and Pyrrhus, King of Epirus, the combat was obstinate and bloody; the Romans seven times repulsed the enemy, and were as often repulsed in their turn. In this latter sense engagement and combat are analogous, but the former has a specific relation to the agents and parties engaged, which is not implied in the latter term.

We speak of a person being present in an engagement: wounded in an engagement; or having fought desperately in an engagement: on the other hand we say, to engage in a combat: to challenge to single combat: combatants are sometimes begun by the accidental meeting of avowed opponents; in such engagements nothing is thought of but the gratification of revenge.

Battles are fought between armies only: they are gained or lost: combats are entered into between individuals, whether of the brute or human species, in which they seek to destroy or excel: engagements are confined to no particular member, only to such as are engaged: a general engagement is said of an army when the whole body is engaged; partial engagements respect only such as are fought by small parties or companies of an army. History is mostly occupied with the details of battles; in the history of the Greeks and Romans, we have likewise an account of the combats between men or wild beasts, which formed their principal amusement. It is reported of the German women, that whenever their husbands went to battle they used to go into the thickest of the combat to carry them provisions, or dress their wounds; and that sometimes they would take part in the engagement.

A battle bloody fought,
Where darkness and surprise made conquest cheap.

DRAKE.

This brave man, with long resistance,
Held the combat doubtful.—ROWE.

The relation of events becomes a moral lecture, when the combat of honour is rewarded with virtue.—HAWKESWORTH.

The Emperor of Morocco commanded his principal officers, that if he died during the engagement, they should conceal his death from the army.—ADDISON.

* Girard: "Bataille, combat."
To Be, Exist, Subsist.

Be, with its inflections, is to be traced through the northern and Oriental languages to the Hebrew "beqah.

Exist, in French exister, Latin existo, compounded of e or ez and sista, signifies to place or stand by itself or of itself. From this derivation of the latter verb arises the distinction in the use of the two words. The former is applicable either to the accidents of things, or to the substances or things themselves; the latter only to substances or things that stand or exist of themselves.

- We say of qualities, of forms, of actions, of arrangement, of movement, and of every different relation, whether real, ideal, or qualitative, that they are; we say of matter, of spirit, of body, and of all substances, that they exist. Man is man, and will be man under all circumstances and changes of life; he exists under every known climate and variety of heat or cold in the atmosphere.

Being and existence as nouns have this farther distinction, that the former is employed not only to designate the abstract action of being, but is metaphorically employed for the sensible object that is; the latter is confined altogether to the abstract sense. Hence we speak of human beings, beings animate or inanimate; the Supreme Being; but the existence of a God; existence of innumerable worlds; the existence of evil. Being may in some cases be indifferently employed for existence, particularly in the grave style; when speaking of animate objects, as the being of a God; our frail being; and when qualified in a compound form is preferable, as our well-being.

Subsist is properly a species of existing; from the Latin prepositive sub, signifying for a time, it denotes temporary or partial existence. Every thing exists by the creative and preserving power of the Almighty; that which subsists depends for its existence upon the chances and changes of this mortal life. To exist therefore designates simply the event of being or existing; to subsist conveys the accessory ideas of the mode and duration of existing. Man exists while the vital or spiritual part of him remains; he subsists by what he obtains to support life. Friendships exist in the world, notwithstanding the prevalence of selfishness; but it cannot subsist for any length of time between individuals in whom this base temper prevails.

He does not understand either vice or virtue, who will not allow that life without the rules of morality is a wayward unhappy being.—Steele.

When the soul is freed from all corporal alliances, then it truly exists.—HUGHES, after Xenophon.

Forlorn of thee.
Whither shall I betake me? where subsist?—Milton.

To Be, Become, Grow.

Be, v. To be, exist.

Become signifies to come to be, that is, to be more of the same.

Grow is in all probability changed from the Latin creci, perfect of cresce to increase or grow.

To be Acquainted With, v. To know.

To Bear, Yield.

Bear, in Saxon beran, old German beren, Latin portio, and Hebrew bara to create.

Yield, v. To afford.

Bear conveys the idea of creating within itself; yield that of giving from itself. Animals bear their young; inanimate objects yield their produce. An apple-tree bears apples; the earth yields fruits.

Bear marks properly the natural power of bringing forth something of its own kind; yield is said of the result or quantum brought forth: shrubs bear leaves, flowers, or berries, according to their natural properties; flowers yield seeds plentifully or otherwise as they are favoured by circumstances.

To Bear, Carry, Convey, Transport.

Bear, from the sense of generating (v. To bear, yield), has derived that of retaining.

Carry, in French charrier, probably from the Latin carrus, Greek καρυο to run, or καρυο, in Hebrew kare ed, to meet, signifies to move a thing from one place to another.

Convey, in Latin convexe, is probably compounded of con and rexo to carry with one.

Transport, in French transporter, Latin transporto, compounded of trans over, and porta to carry, signifies to carry to a distance. To bear is simply to take up the weight of any substance upon one's self; to carry is to remove that weight from the spot where it was; we always bear in carrying, but we do not always carry when we bear. Both may be applied to things as well as persons: whatever receives the weight of any thing bears it; whatever is caused to move with any thing
**BEAT.**
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**BEAT.**

Hit, in Latin itus, participle of ico, comes from the Hebrew neyet to strike.

To beit is to redouble blows; to strike is to give one single blow; but the bare touching in consequence of an effort constitutes hitting. We never beat but with design, nor hit without an aim, but we may strike by accident. It is the part of the strong to beat; of the most vehement to strike; of the most sure-footed to hit.

Notwithstanding the declarations of philosophers as they please to style themselves, the practice of beating cannot altogether be disdained from the military or scholastic discipline. The master who strikes his pupil hastily is oftener impelled by the force of passion than of conviction. Hitting is the object and delight of the marksman; it is the utmost exertion of his skill to hit the exact point at which he aims.

Young Sylvia beats her breast, and cries aloud.

For succour from the clownish neighbourhood.

**DYDEN.**

Send thy arrows forth.

**Strike,** strike these tyrants and avenge thy tears.

**CUMBERLAND.**

No man is thought to become vicious by sacrificing the life of an annual to the pleasure of hitting a mark. It is however certain that by this act more happiness is destroyed than produced.—**HAWKESWORTH.**

To Beat, Defeat, Overpower, Rout, Overthrow.

**Beat.** is here figuratively employed in the sense of the former section.

**Defeat,** from the French defaire, implies to undo; and **Overpower** to have the power over any one.

To **Rout** from the French mettre en déroute is to turn from one's route, and **Overthrow** to throw over or upside down.

**Beat** respects personal contests between individuals or parties: **defeat, rout, overpower, and overthrow, are employed mostly for contests between numbers. A general is beaten in important engagements; he is defeated and may be routed in partial attacks; he is overpowered by numbers, and overthrown in set engagements. The English pride themselves on beating their enemies by land as well as by sea, whenever they come to fair engagements, but the English are sometimes defeated when they make too desperate attempts, and sometimes they are in danger of being overpowered: they are very seldom routed or overthrown.**

To **Beat** is an indefinite term expressive of no particular sense: the being beaten may be attended with greater or less importance. To be **defeated** is a specific disadvantage, it is a failure in a particular object of more or less importance. To be **overpowered** is a positive loss; it is a loss of the power of acting which may be of longer or shorter duration; to be **routed** is a temporary disadvantage; a **rout** alters the route or course of proceeding, but does not disable; to be **overthrown** is the greatest of all mischiefs, and is applicable only to great armies and great concerns: an **overthrow** commonly decides a contest.

**Beat** is a term which reflects more or less dishonour on the general or the army, or on both; **defeat** is an indifferent term; the best
BEAUTIFUL.

Beautify; a but superior prettiness it 'prichtig, a bright, speaks of object. enjoy pontifical port allow Supreme disgraceful, ways which honour finest is The The Satan Beatitude, In These paying the his order the may Satanic is a finest is arise a pride other by human pride has been defendedKOBERTSON. KOBERTSON. KOBERTSON. the sky fine is Greek &c., rather than, by the created beings; the overthrow of their host is the punishment of their crime. JOHNSON.

*Beatification, Canonization.

These are two acts emanating from the pontifical authority, by which the Pope declares a person, whose life has been exemplary and accompanied with miracles, as entitled to enjoy eternal happiness after his death, and determines in consequence the sort of worship which should be paid to him. In the act of Beatification the Pope pronounces only as a private person, and uses his own authority only in granting to certain persons, or to a religious order, the privilege of paying a particular worship to a beatified object.

In the act of Canonization, the Pope speaks as a judge after a judicial examination on the state, and decides the sort of worship which ought to be paid by the whole church.


Beau, v. Gallant.

Beautiful, Fine, Handsome, Pretty.

Beautiful, or full of beauty, in French beau, comes from beau, belle, in Latin beatus, and bonus or bonus good. Fine in French fin, German fein, &c., not improbably comes from the Greek ραβίς, bright, splendid, and δωρο, to appear, because what is fine is by distinction clear. Handsome, from the word hand, denotes a species of beauty in the body, as handy denotes its agility and skill. Pretty, in Saxon praelte adorned, German prächtig, Swedish prächtig, which is connected with our words, parade and pride. Of these epithets, which denote what is pleasing to the eye, beautiful conveys the strongest meaning; it marks the possession of that in its fullest extent, of which the other terms denote the possession in particular. Finess, handsomeness, and prettiness, are to beauty as parts to a whole. When taken in relation to persons, a woman is beautiful who in feature and complexion possesses a grand assemblage of graces; a woman is fine, who with a striking figure unites shape and symmetry; a woman is handsome, who has good features, and prettiness if with symmetry of feature be united delicacy.

The beautiful is determined by fixed rules; it admits of no excess or defect; it comprehends regularity, proportion, and a due distribution of colour, and every particular which can engage the attention; the fine must be coupled with grandeur, majesty, and strength of figure; it is incompatible with that which is small; a little woman can never be fine: the handsome is a general assemblage of what is agreeable; it is marked by no particular characteristic, but the absence of all deformity; prettiness is always coupled with simplicity, it is incompatible with that which is large; a tall woman with masculine features cannot be pretty.

Beauty will always have its charms; they are, however, but attractions for the eye; they please and awaken ardent sentiments for a while; but the possessor must have something else to give her claim to esthetic regard: this is, however, seldom the case: Providence has dealt out his gifts with a more even hand. Neither the beautiful, nor the handsome, or the pretty, who with a less inimitable tint of complexion, a less unerring proportion in the limbs, a less precise symmetry of feature, are frequently possessed of a sweetness of countenance, a vivacity in the eye, and a grace in the manner, that wins the beholder and inspires affection.

Beauty is peculiarly a female perfection, in the male sex it is rather a defect: a beautiful man will not be respected, because he cannot be respectable; the possession of beauty deprives him of his manly characteristics, boldness and energy of mind, strength and robustness of limb; but though a man may not be beautiful or pretty, he may be fine or handsome.

When relating to other objects, beautiful, fine, pretty, have a strong analogy. With respect to the objects of nature, the beautiful is displayed in the works of creation, and wherever it appears it is marked by elegance, variety, harmony, proportion; but above all, that softness which is peculiar to natural beauty: the fine, on the contrary, is associated with the grand, and the pretty with the simple. The sky presents either a beautiful aspect, or a fine aspect; but not a pretty aspect. A rural scene is beautiful when it unites richness and diversity of natural objects with superior cultivation: it is fine when it presents the bolder and features of nature, consisting of rocks and mountains; it is pretty when diversified of all that is extraordinary, it presents a smiling view of nature in the gay attire of shrubs, and many coloured flowers, and verdant meadows, and luxuriant fields.

Beautiful sentiments have much in them to interest the affections, as well as the understanding; they make a vivid impression: fine
sentiments mark an elevated mind and a
loftiness of conception; they occupy the
understanding, and afford scope for reflection;
they make a strong impression: pretty ideas
are but pleasing associations or combinations
that only amuse for the time being, without
producing any lasting impression. We may
speak of a beautiful poem, although not a bea-
tiful tragedy; but a fine tragedy, and a pretty
comedy. Imagery may be beautiful and fine,
but seldom pretty.

The celestial bodies revolving with so much
regularity in their orbits, and displaying so
much brilliancy of light, are beautiful objects.
The display of an army drawn up in battle
array; the neatness of men; the order,
complexity, and variety of their movements,
and the precision in their discipline, afford a
fine spectacle. An assemblage of children imi-
tating in their amusements the system and
regularity of more serious employments, and
preserving at the same time the playfulness of
childhood, is a pretty sight.

Beautiful, fine, and pretty, are indifferently
served to works of art only, as a beautiful picture,
a fine drawing, and a pretty cap, handsome furni-
ture; but in such cases handsome has mostly
a reference to the make or construction of
a thing: but beautiful, fine, and pretty, simply
denote the impression which the appearance
of things makes on the observer. Hence it
is that handsome is applied to moral actions,
which reflect credit on the agent; and hence
the proverb of "handsome is that handsome
does."

There is nothing that makes its way more directly
to the soul than beauty; to works of nature and
art; handsome to works of art only, as a beautiful picture,
a fine drawing, and a pretty cap, handsome furni-
ture; but in such cases handsome has mostly
a reference to the make or construction of
a thing: but beautiful, fine, and pretty, simply
denote the impression which the appearance
of things makes on the observer. Hence it
is that handsome is applied to moral actions,
which reflect credit on the agent; and hence
the proverb of "handsome is that handsome
does."

It is observed among birds that nature has lavished all
her ornaments upon the male, who very often appears in
most beautiful head dress. ADDISON.

When in ordinary discourse, we say a man has a fine
head, a long head, or a good head, we express ourselves
metaphorically, and speak in relation to his understand-
ing. To say of a woman that she has a long
head, or a good head, we speak only in relation to her
commodities. ADDISON.

A handsome fellow immediately alarms jealous hus-
bands, and every thing that looks young or gay turns
their thoughts upon their wives. ADDISON.

A letter dated Sept., acquaints me that the writer, being
resolved to try his fortune, had fasted all that day, and,
that he might be sure of dreaming upon something at
night, procured a handsome slice of bride cake. SPECTA-
TOR.

"Indeed, my dear," says she, "you make me mad
sometimes, so you do, with the silly way you have of
treating me like a pretty idiot." STEELE.

An innocent creature, who would start at the name of
strange, may think it pretty to be called a unlince.
SPECTATOR.

To Become, v. To be, become.

Becoming, Decent, Fit, Suitable.

Becoming, from become, compound of
be and come, signifies coming in its place.
Decent, in French decrire, in Latin decere,
paralleled from, the Greek doce, and
the Child. deec to become, signifies the
quality of becoming and befitting.

Fit, in French fact, Latin factum, participle
of facio to do, signifies done as it ought to be.

Suitable, from to suit, signifies able to;
suit, in French avec, Latin species,
comes from sequor to follow, signifying to fol-
low as it ought.

What is becoming respects the manner of
being in society, such as it ought, as to person,
time, and place. Decency regards the manner
of displaying one's self, such as to be approved
and respected. Fitness and suitableness relate
to the disposition, arrangement, and order of
either being or doing, according to persons,
things, or circumstances.

The becoming consists of an exterior that is
pleasing to the eye; decency involves moral
propriety: it is regulated by the fixed rules of
good breeding: fitness is regulated by local
circumstances, and suitableness by the estab-
lished customs and usages of society.

The dress of a woman is becoming that renders her
person more agreeable to the eye; it is decent
if it in no wise offend modesty: it is fit if it be
that the passion requires it; it is suitable if it
be according to the rank and station of the
wearer. What is becoming varies for every in-
dividual; the age, the complexion, the stature,
and the habits of the person must be considered
in order to obtain the appearance which is
becoming; what becomes a young female, or one
of fair complexion, may not become one who is
further advanced in life, or who has dark
features: decency is one and the same for all;
all civilized nations have drawn the exact line
between the decent and the indecent, although
fashion may sometimes draw females aside
from this line: fitness varies with the seasons,
or the circumstances of persons; what is fit
for the winter is unfit for the summer, or what
is fit for dry weather is unfit for the wet; what
it is fit for to town is not fit for the country;
what is fit for a healthy person is not fit for one
that is infirm: suitableness accommodates itself
to the external circumstances and conditions
of persons; the house, the furniture, the equip-
age of a prince, must be suitable to his
rank; the retinue of an ambassador must be
suitable to his character. He has to deli-
tain, and to the wealth, dignity, and impor-
tance of the nation, whose monarch he re-

Gravity becomes a judge, or a clergyman,
at all times: an unassuming tone is becoming
in a child when he addresses his superiors.

Decency requires a more than ordinary gravity
when we are in the house of mourning or
prayer; it is indecent for a child on the com-
misison of a fault to affect a careless unconcen-
tration in the presence of those whom he has offended.

There is a fitness or unfitness in persons for
each other's society: education fits a person
for the society of the noble, the wealthy, the
poite, and the learned. There is a suitableness
in people's temperers for each other; such a
suitability is particularly requisite for those
who are destined to live together: selfish
people, with opposite tastes and habits, can
never be suitable companions.

Nothing ought to be held laughable or becoming, but
what nature itself should prompt us to think so.

A Gothic bishop, perhaps, thought it proper to repeat
such a form in such particular shoes or slippers; another
BEG.

fancied it would be very decent if such a part of public devotions were performed with a nite on his head.—

ADDISON.

To the wiser judgment of God it must be left to determine what is fit to be bestowed, and what to be withheld.

—BLAIR.

Raphael, amidst his tenderness and friendship for man, shews such a dignity and condescension in all his speech and behaviour, as are suitable to a superior nature.—

ADDISON.

Becoming, Comely, Graceful.


Comely, or come like, signifies coming or appearing as one would have it.

Graceful, signifies full of grace.

These epithets are employed to mark in general what is agreeable to the eye. Becoming denotes less than comely, and this less than graceful: nothing can be comely or graceful which is unbecoming: although many things are becoming which are neither comely or graceful.

Becoming respects the decorations of the person, and the exterior deportment; comely the natural embellishments; graceful natural or artificial accomplishments: manner is becoming; figure is comely, air, figure, or attitude, is graceful.

Becoming is relative; it depends on taste and opinion: on accordance with the prevailing sentiments or particular circumstances of society: comely and graceful are absolute; they are qualities fixed and acknowledged by all.

What is becoming is confined to no rank; the highest and the lowest have, alike, the opportunity of doing or being that which becomes their station: what is comely is seldom associated with great refinement and culture; what is graceful is rarely to be discovered apart from high rank, noble birth, or elevation of character.

The care of doing nothing unbecoming has accompanied the greatest minds to their last moments. Thus Caesar gathered his robes about him that he might not fall in a manner unbecoming of himself.—SPECTATOR.

The comeliness of person, and the decency of behaviour, add infinite weight to what is pronounced by any one.—

SPECTATOR.

To make the acknowledgment of a fault in the highest manner graceful, it is lucky when the circumstances of the offender place him above any ill-consequences from the resentment of the person offended.—STEELE.

To Be Conscious, v. To feel.

To Be Deficient, v. To fail.

To Bedew, v. To sprinkle.

To Beg, Desire.

Beg, v. To ask, beg.

Desire, in French désirer, Latin desidero, comes from desidio to fix the mind on an object.

To beg, marks the wish; to desire, the will and determination.

Beg is the act of an inferior, or one in a subordinate condition; desire is the act of a superior: we beg a thing as a favour; we desire it as a right; children beg their parents to grant them an indulgence; parents desire their children to attend to their business.

She'll hang upon his lips and beg him tell
The story of my passion o'er again.—SOUTHERN.

Once when he was without lodging, meat, or clothes, one of his friends left a message, that he desired to see him about nine in the morning. Savage knew that it was his intention to assist him; but was very much disgusted that he should presume to prescribe the hour of his attendance, and I believe refused to see him.—JOHNSON.

To Beg, Beseech, Solicit, Entreat, Supplicate, Implore, Crave.

Beg, v. To ask, beg.

Beseech, compounded of be and seech, or seek is an intensive verb, signifying to seek strongly.

Solicit, in French soliciter, Latin solici
to, is probably compounded of soluo or totuo, and cito to cite, summon, appeal to, signifying to cause altogether.

Entreat, compounded of en or in and treat, in French traiter, Latin tracto to manage, signifies to act upon.

Supplicate, in Latin supplicatus, participle of supplico, compounded of sup or sub and plico to fold, signifies to bend the body down in token of submission or distress, in order to awaken notice.

Implore, in French implorer, Latin im
dicare, composed of im or in and plero to weep or lament, signifies to act upon by weeping.

Crave, in Saxon craviun, signifies to long for earnestly.

All these terms denote a species of asking (v. To ask, beg), varied as to the person, the object and the manner; the first four do not mark such a state of dependence in the agent as the last three: to beg denotes a state of want; to beseech, entreat, and solicit, a state of urgent necessity; supplicate and implore a state of abject distress; crave, the lowest state of physical want: one begs with importunity; beseeches with earnestness; entreats by the force of reasoning and strong representation: one solicits by way of the implicant's interest; supplicates by an humble address; implores by every mark of dejection and humiliation.

Begging is the act of the poor when they need assistance: beseeching and entreaty are resorted to by friends and equals, when they want to influence or persuade, but beseeching is more urgent: entreaty more argumentative: solicitations are employed to obtain favours, which have more respect to the circumstances than the rank of the solicitor: supplicating and imploring are resorted to by sufferers for the relief of their misery, and are addressed to those who have the power of averting or increasing the calamity: craving is the consequence of longing: it marks an earnestness of supplication; an abject state of suffering dependance.

Those who are too idle to work commonly have recourse to begging: a kind parent will sometimes rather beseech an unfortunate child to lay aside his work and come, than plunge him deeper into guilt by an ill-timed exercise of authority: wh-n we are entreated to do an act of civility, it is a mark of unkindness to be
begin
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behaviour.

begin is more colloquial than commence: thus we say, to begin the work; to commence the operation; to begin one's play; to commence the pursuit; to begin to write; to commence the lecture.

To commence and enter upon are as closely allied in sense as the former words; they differ principally in application: to commence seems rather to denote the making an experiment; to enter upon, that of first doing what has not been tried before: we commence an undertaking; we enter upon an employment; speculate. It is people are sure to commence schemes; considerate people are always averse to entering upon any office, until they feel themselves fully adequate to discharge its duties.

When beginning to act your part, what can be of greater moment than to regulate your plan of conduct with the most serious attention?—blain.

by the destination of his creator, and the necessities of his nature, man commences at once an active, not merely a contemplative being.—blain.

If any man has a mind to enter upon such a voluntary abstinence, it might not be improper to give him the caution of pythagoras, in particular: Abstain a habit, that is, say the interpreters, meddle not with elections.—addison.

beginning, v. origin.

to beguile, v. to amuse.

behaviour, conduct, carriage, department, demeanour.

behaviour comes from behave, compounded of be and have, signifying to have one's self, or have self-possession.

conduct, in latin condicio, participle of conducere, compounded of con or cum and duco to lead along, signifies leading one's self along.

carriage, the abstract of carry (v. to bear, carry), signifies the act of carrying one's self, or one's self.

department, from the latin deporto to carry; and demenour, from the french demeanuer to lead, have the same original sense as the proceeding.

behaviour respects corporal or mental actions; conduct, mental actions; carriage, department, and demeanour, are different species of behaviour. behaviour respects all actions exposed to the notice of others; conduct the general line of a person's moral proceedings: we speak of a man's conduct at table, or in company, in a ball room, in the street, or in public; of his conduct in the management of his private concerns, in the direction of his family, or in his different relations with his fellow creatures. behaviour applies to the minor morals of society; conduct to those of the first moment: in our intercourse with others we may, in society, be quiet or polite, a rude or boisterous, behaviour; in our serious transactions we may adopt a peaceable, discreet, or prudent, a rash, dangerous, or mischievous conduct. our behaviour is good or bad; our conduct is wise or foolish: by our behaviour we may render ourselves agreeable, or otherwise; by our conduct we may command esteem, or provoke contempt: the behaviour of young people in society is of particular importance;
it should, above all things, be marked with propriety in the presence of superiors and elders: the youth who does not learn betimes a seemly behaviour in company, will scarcely know how to conduct himself judiciously on any future occasion.

Carriage respects simply the manner of carrying the body; deportment includes both the action and deportment of the body in performing the action; demeanour respects only the moral character or tendency of the action; deportment is said only of those exterior actions that have an immediate reference to others; demeanour of the general behaviour as it relates to the circumstances and situation of the individual: the carriage is that part of behaviour, which is of the first importance to attend to in young persons. A carriage should neither be haughty nor servile; to be graceful it ought to have a due mixture of dignity and condescension: the deportment of a man should be suited to his station; a humble deportment is becoming in inferiors: a stately and forbidding deportment is proper to the station of superiors: the demeanour of a man should be suited to his situation; the suitable demeanour of a judge on the bench, or of a clergyman in the pulpit, or when performing his clerical functions, adds much to the dignity and solemnity of the office itself.

The carriage marks the birth and education: an awkward carriage stamps a man as vulgar; a graceful carriage evinces refinement and culture. The deportment marks the existing temper of the mind: whoever is really impressed with the solemnity and importance of public worship will evince his impressions by a gravity of deportment: females should guard against a light deportment, as highly prejudicial to their reputation: the demeanour marks the habitual temper of the mind, or in fact, the real character: we are often led to judge favourably of an individual from the first glance, whose demeanour on close examination does not leave such favourable impressions.

The circumstance of life is not that which gives us place, but our behaviour in that circumstance is what should be our solid distinction.—STEELE.

Wisdom is no necessary in religions and moral than in civil conduct.—BLAIR.

He that will look back upon all the acquaintance he has had in his whole life will find he has seen more men capable of the greatest employments and performances, than such could in the general heat of their carriage act otherwise than according to their own complexion and humour.—STEELE.

The mild demeanour, the modest deportment, are valued not only as they denote internal purity and innocence, but as forming in themselves the most amiable and engaging part of the female character.—MACCARTHY.

I have been told the same errr of Mahometans, with relation to the property of their demeanour in the conventions of their erroneous worship.—STEELE.

**Belief.**

**Belief.** from believe, in Saxon gebelien, geleavan, in German glauben, comes, in all possi-
therefore trust in him for his protection of ourselves: we believe that Jesus Christ died for the sins of men; we have therefore faith in his redeeming grace to save us from our sins.

Belief is common to all religions: trust is peculiar to the believers in Divine revelation; faith is enshrined by distinction for the Christian faith. Belief is purely speculative; and trust and faith are operative: the former operates on the mind; the latter on the outward conduct. Trust in God serves to dispel all anxious concern about the future. "Faith," says the Apostle, "is dead without works."
The Epicureans contented themselves with the denial of a Providence, asserting at the same time the existence of gods in general; because they would not shock the common belief of mankind.—ADDISON.

What can be a stronger motive to a firm trust and reliance on the mercies of our Maker, than the giving us his Son to suffer for us.—ADDISON.

The faith or persuasion of a Divine revelation is a divine faith, not only with respect to the object of it, but likewise in respect of the author of it, which is the Divine Spirit.—TILLOTSON.

To Believe, v. To think.


Below, v. Under.

To Bemoan, v. To bewail.

Bend, Bent.

Both abstract nouns from the verb to bend: the one to express its proper, and the other its moral application: a stick has a Bend; the mind has a Bent.

A bend in any thing that should be straight is a defect; a bent of the inclination that is not sanctioned by religion is detrimental to a person's moral character and peace of mind. For a vicious bend in a natural body there are various remedies; but nothing will cure a corrupt bend except religion.

His coward lips did from their colour fly,
And that same eye whose bend does awe the world,
Did lose its lustre.—SHAKESPEARE.
The soul does not always care to be in the same bend.
The faculties relieve one another by turns, and receive an additional pleasure from the new toy of those objects about which they are conversant.—ADDISON.

To Bend, v. To learn.

To Bend, v. To turn.

Beneath, v. Under.

Benefaction, Donation.

Benefaction, from the Latin benefacio, signifies the thing well done, or done for the good of others.

Donation, from dono to give or present, signifies the sum presented.

Both these terms denote an act of charity, but the former comprehends more than the latter: a benefaction comprehends acts of personal service in general towards the indigent:

donation respects simply the act of giving and the thing given. Benefactions are for private use; donations are for public service. A benefactor to the poor does not confine himself to the distribution of money; he enters into all their necessities, consults their individual cases, and suits his benefactions to their exigencies; his influence, his counsel, his purse, and his property, are employed for their good; his donations form the smallest part of the good which he does.

The light and influence that the heavens bestow upon this lower world, though the lower world cannot equal their benefaction, yet with a kind of grateful return, it reflects those rays that it cannot recompense.—SOUTH.

Titles and lands given to God are never, and plates, vestments, and other sacred utensils, are seldom consecrated; yet certain it is that after the donation of them to the church, it is as really a marriage to steal them as it is to pull down a church.—SOUTH.

Benefice, v. Living.


Beneficent, Bountiful, or Bounteous, Munificent, Generous, Liberal.

Beneficent, from beneficio (v. Benefaction). Bountiful signifies full of bounty or goodness, from the French bondé, Latin bonitus. Munificent, in Latin munificus, from munus and facio, signifies the quality of making presents.

Generous, in French généreux, Latin generous, of high blood, noble extraction, and consequently of a noble character.

Liberal, in French liberal, Latin liberalis from liber free, signifies the quality of being like a free man in distinction from a bondman, and by a natural association being of a free disposition, ready to communicate.

Beneficent respects every thing done for the good of others: bounty, munificence, and generosity, are species of beneficence: liberality is a qualification of all. The first two denote modes of action; the latter three either modes of action or modes of sentiment. The sincere well-wisher to his fellow-creatures is beneficent according to his means; he is bountiful in providing for the comfort and happiness of others; he is munificent in dispensing favours; he is generous in imparting his property; he is liberal in all he does.

Beneficence and bounty are characteristics of the Deity as well as of his creatures: munificence, generosity, and liberality are mere human qualities. Beneficence and bounty are the peculiar characteristics of the Deity: with him the will and the act of doing good are concomitant, only with the power: he was beneficent to us as our Creator, and continues his beneficence to us by his daily preservation and protection; to some, however, he has been more bountiful than to others, by providing them with an unequal share of the good things of this life.

The benevolence of man is regulated by the bounty of Providence; to whom much is given, from him will much be required. Instructed by his word, and illumined by that spark of benevolence which was infused into their souls with the breath of life, good men
are ready to believe that they are but stewards of all God’s gifts, holden for the use of such as are less bountifully provided. They will desire, as far as their powers extend, to imitate this feature of the Deity by bettering with their beneficial counsel and assistance the condition of all who require it, and by gladdening the hearts of many with their bountiful provisions.

Princes are munificent, friends are generous, patrons liberal. Munificence is measured by the quality and quantity of the thing bestowed; generosity from the spirit in which it is done; liberality by the warmth of the spirit dis covered. A monarch displays his munificence in the presents which he sends by his ambassadors to another monarch. A generous man will wave his claims, however powerful they may be, when the accommodation or relief of another is in question. A liberal spirit does not stop to inquire the reason for giving, but gives when the occasion offers.

Munificence may spring either from ostentation or a becoming sense of dignity; generosity may spring either from a generous temper, or an easy unconcern about property; liberality of conduct is dictated by nothing but a warm heart and an exalted mind. Munificence is confined simply to giving, but we may be generous in assisting, and liberal in rewarding.

The most beneficent of all beings is he who hath an absolute fulness of perfection in himself, who gave existence to the universe, and so cannot be supposed to want that which he communicated.—GROVE.

Hail! Universal Lord, be bounteous still
To give us only good.—MILTON.

I esteem a habit of benignity greatly preferable to munificence.—STEEL after CICERO.

We may with great confidence and equal truth affirm, that since there was such a thing as mankind in the world, there never was any heart truly great and generous, that was not also tender and compassionate.—SOUTH.

The citizen, above all other men, has opportunities of arriving at the highest fruit of wealth, to be liberal without the least expense of a man’s own fortune.—STEEL.

Benefit, Favour, Kindness, Civility.

Benefit signifies here that which benefits (v. Advantage, benefit).

Favour, in French favor, Latin favor and favo to bear good will, signifies the act flowing from good will.

Kindness signifies an action that is kind (v. Affectionate).

Civility signifies that which is civil (v. civil).

The idea of an action gratuitously performed for the advantage of another is common to these terms.

Benefits and favours are granted by superiors; kindnesses and civilities pass between equals.

Benefits serve to relieve actual wants: the power of conferring and the necessity of receiving them, constitute the relative difference in station between the giver and the receiver: favours tend to promote the interest or convenience of the power of giving and the advantage of receiving are of equal value on equal circumstances, more than on difference of station. Kindnesses and civilities serve to afford mutual accommodation by a reciprocity of kind offices on the many and various occasions which offer in human life: they are not so important as either benefits or favours, but they carry a charm with them which is not possessed by the former. Kindnesses are more endearing than civilities, and pass mostly between those who are known to each other: civilities may pass between strangers.

Dependence affords an opportunity for conferring benefits; partiality gives rise to favours: kindnesses are the result of personal regard; civilities, of general benevolence. A master confers his benedictions on such of his domestics as are entitled to encouragement for their fidelity. Men in power distribute their favours so as to increase their influence. Friends, in their intercourse with each other, are perpetually called upon to perform kindnesses for each other. There is no man so mean that he may not have it in his power to show civilities to those who are not under obligation to return them.

Benefits tend to draw those closer to each other by station of life are set at the greatest distance from each other: affection is engendered in him who benefits; and devoted attachment in him who is benefited: favours increase obligation beyond its due limits; if they are not asked and granted with permission, they may produce servility on the one hand, and haughtiness on the other. Kindnesses are the offspring and parent of affection; they convert our multiplied wants into so many enjoyments: civilities are the sweets which we gather in the way as we pass along the journey of life.

I think I have a right to conclude that there is such a thing as generosity in the world. Though if I were under a mistake in this, I should say as Cicero in relation to the immortality of the soul, I willingly err; for contrary to what is commonly received, which is to be regretted, man is naturally taught to be grateful by possessing them with a permission concerning their benefactors, that they have no regard to them in the benefits they bestow.—GROVE.

A favour well bestowed is almost as great an honour as it is for him who confers it, as for him who receives it. What, indeed, makes for the superior reputation of the patron in this case is, that he is always surrounded with specious pretences of unworthy candidates.—STEEL.

Ingratitude is too base to return a kindness, and too proud to regard it.—SOUTH.

A common civility to an impartial fellow often draws upon one a great many unforeseen troubles.—STEEL.

Benefit, Service, Good Office.


Office, in French office, Latin officium duty, from officio, or ob and facio, signifies the thing done on another’s account.

These terms, like the former (v. Benefit, favour), agree in denoting some action performed for the good of another, but they differ in the principle on which the action is performed.

A benefit is perfectly gratuitous, it produces an obligation: a service is not altogether gratuitous; it is that which may be expected, though it cannot be demanded: a good office is a truce between the two; it is in part gratuitous, and in part such as one may reasonably expect.

Benefits flow from superiors, and services from
BENEVOLENCE.

is confined to no station, no rank, no degree of education or power: the poor may be benevolent as well as the rich, the unlearned as the learned, the weak as well as the strong: the latter on the contrary, is controlled by the same considerations, and is therefore principally confined to the rich, the powerful, the wise, and the learned.

The pity which arises on sight of persons in distress, and the satisfaction of mind which is the consequence of having removed them into a happier state, are indeed of a nature and arguements to prove such a thing as a disinterested benevolence—GROVE.

He that banishes gratitude from among men, by so doing stops up the stream of benevolence: for though, in concerning kindness, a truly generous man does not aim at a return, yet he looks to the qualities of the person obviated—GROVE.

Benevolence, Benignity, Humanity, Kindness, Tenderness.


Benignity, in Latin benignitas, from bene and gigno, signifies the quality or disposition for producing good.

Humanity, in French humanité, Latin humanitas from humanus and homo, signifies the quality of belonging to a man, or having what is common to man.

Kindness from kind (v. Affectionate).

Tenderness, from tender, is in Latin tener, Greek tener.

Benevolence and benignity lie in the will; humanity lies in the heart, kindness and tenderness in the affections: benevolence indicates a general good-will to all mankind; benignity a particular good-will flowing out of certain relations; humanity is a general tone of feeling; kindness and tenderness are particular modes of feeling.

Benevolence consists in the wish or intention to do good; it is confined to no station or object: the benevolent man may be rich or poor, and his benevolence will be exerted wherever there is an opportunity of doing good; benignity is always associated with power, and accompanied with condescension.

Benevolence in its fullest sense is the sum of moral excellence, and is the measure every other virtue; when taken in this acceptance, benignity, humanity, kindness and tenderness, are but modes of benevolence.

Benevolence and benignity tend to the communicating of happiness; humanity is concerned in the removal of evil. Benevolence is common to the Creator and his creatures: it differs only in degree; the former has the knowledge and power as well as the will to do good; man often has the will to do without having the power to carry it into effect. Benevolence is ascribed to the stars, to heaven, or to princes; ignorant and superstitious people are apt to ascribe their good fortune to the benign influence of the stars rather than to the gracious dispensations of Providence. Humanity belongs to man only; it is his peculiar characteristic, and ought at all times to be his boast; when he throws off this distinguishing badge, he loses everything valuable in him; it is a virtue that is indispensable in his present suffering condition: humanity is as universal in its application as benevolence: wherever there is distress, humanity flies to its relief. Kindness and tenderness are partial

Benevolence, Beneficence.

Benevolence is literally well willing. Beneficence is literally well doing. The former consists of intention, the latter of action: the former is the cause, the latter the result. Benevolence may exist without beneficence; but beneficence always supposes benevolence: a man is not said to be beneficent who does good from sinister views. The beneficent man enjoys but half his happiness if he cannot be beneficent: yet there will still remain to him an ample store of enjoyment in the contemplation of others' happiness: that man who is gratified only with that happiness of which he is the instrument of producing, is not entitled to the name of beneficent.

As benevolence is an affair of the heart, and beneficence of the outward conduct, the former
modes of affection, confined to those who know or are related to each other: we are kind to friends and acquaintances, tender towards those who are near and dear: kindness is a mode of affection most fitted for social beings; it is what every one of us is pleased to receive: tenderness is a state of feeling that is occasionally acceptable: the young and the weak demand tenderness from those who stand in the closest connexion with them, but this feeling may be carried to an excess so as to injure the object on which it is fixed.

In a situation in life which preclude the exercise of benevolence: next to the pleasure of making others happy, the benevolent men rejoice in seeing them so: the benign influence of a benevolent monarch extends to the remotest corner of his dominions: benignity is a becoming attribute for a prince, when it does not lead him to sanction vice by his imputation; it is highly to be applauded in him as far as it renders him forgiving of minor offences, gracious to all who are deserving of his favours, and ready to afford gratification to all whom it is in his power to serve: the multiplied misfortunes to which all men are exposed afford ample scope for the exercise of humanity, which, in consequence of the unequal distribution of wealth, power, and talent, is peculiar to no situation of life: even the profession of arms does not exclude humanity from the breasts of its followers; and when we observe men's habits of thinking in various situations, we may remark that the soldier with arms by his side, is commonly more humane than the partisan without them. Kindness is always an amiable feeling, and in a grateful mind always begets kindness; but it is sometimes ill bestowed upon selfish people who require it by making fresh exactions: tenderness is frequently little better than an amiable weakness, when directed to a wrong end, and fixed on an improper object; the false tenderness of parents has often been the ruin of children.

I have heard say, that Pope Clement XI. never passes the day without kneeling in crowds and asking his benediction, but the tears are seen to flow from his eyes. This must proceed from an imagination that he is the cause of all these favours, and that he is exalted with so extensive a benevolence, that it breaks out into a passion of tears.—STEEL.

A constant benevolence in commerce with the rest of the world, which ought to run through all a man's actions, has effects more useful to those whom you oblige, and is less ostentations in yourself.—ADDISON.

The greatest wish I have conversed with are men eminent for their humanity.—ADDISON.

Beneficence, would the followers of Epicurus say, is all kindness, whatever be the tenderness that passeth between men and men is by every man directed to himself. This it must be confessed is of a piece with that hopeful philosophy which, having patched man up out of the four elements, attributes his being to chance.—GROVE.

Dependence is a perpetual call upon humanity and a greater incitement to tenderness and pity than any other motive whatsoever.—ADDISON.


Bent, Curved, Crooked, Awry.

Bent, from bend, in Saxon bendæn, is a variation of wind, in the sea phraseology wind, in German winden, &c., from the Hebrew onad to wind or turn.

Curved is in Latin curvus, in Greek κορυφός, οἰκολικός κορυφός.

Crooked v. Awkward.

Awry is a variation of writhed, v. To turn.

Bent is here the generic term, all the rest are but modes of the bend, what is bent is one ned to that which is straight; things may therefore be bent to any degree, but when curved they are bent only to a small degree; when crooked they are bent to a great degree: a stick is bent any way; it is curved by being bent one specific way; it is crooked by being bent different ways.

Things may be bent by accident or design; they are curved by design, or according to some rule; they are crooked by accident or in violation of some rule: a stick is bent by the force of the hand; a line is curved so as to make a mathematical figure; it is crooked so as to lose all figure: awry marks a species of crookedness, but crooked is applied as an epithet, and awry is employed to characterise the action; hence we speak of a crooked thing, and of sitting or standing awry.

And when too closely pressed, she quits the ground, From her bent bow she sends a backward wave. —DEYDEN.

Another thing observable in and from the spots is that they describe various paths or lines over the sun, sometimes straight, sometimes curved towards one pole of the sun. —BERDAN.

It is the ennobling office of the understanding to correct the fallacious and mistaken reports of the senses, and to assure us that the staff in the water is straight, though our eye would tell us it is crooked.—SOUTH.

Preventing fate directs the lance awry. Which glancing only mark'd Achates' thigh. —DEYDEN.

Bent, Bias, Inclination, Prepossess-


Bias, in French bias, signifies a weight fixed on one side of a bowl in order to turn its course that way towards which the bias leans, from the Greek ὀβεστός a force.

Inclination, in French inclination, Latin inclinatio, from inclinari, Greek ἀναθλέσις, signifies a leaning towards.

Prepossession, compounded of pre and possession, signifies the taking possession of the mind previously, or beforehand.

All these terms denote a preponderating influence on the mind. Bent is applied to the will, affection, and power in general; bias solely to the judgment; inclination and prepossession to the state of the feelings. The bent includes the general state of the mind, and the object on which it fixes a regard: bias, the particular influential power which sways the judging faculty: the one is absolutely considered with regard to itself; the other relatively to its results and the object it acts upon.

Bent is sometimes with regard to bias, as cause is to effect; we may frequently trace in the particular object of a person's likes and dislikes the principal bias which determines his opinions. Inclination is a faint kind of bent; prepossession is a weak species of bias: an inclination is a state of something, namely, a
Bereave.

BEREAVE.

Next is a list of related words and their meanings:

**Bereave**, in Saxon bereafian, German bereuben, etc., is compounded of ber and a possessive form, bereepian. German raffen, low German raufen, &c., Latin rapina and rapio to catch or seize, signifying to take away contrary to one's wishes.

**Deprive**, compounded of de and prive, French prive, Latin privo, from privus private, signifies to make that one's own which was another's.

**Strip**, in German streifen, low German straipen, Swedish ströf, probably changed from the Latin surripio to snatch by stealth.

To bereave expresses more than deprive, but less than strip, which in this sense is figurative, and denotes a total bereavement: one is bereaved of children, deprived of pleasures, and stripped of property: we are bereaved of that on which we set most value; the act of bereaving does violence to our inclination: we are deprived of the ordinary comforts and enjoyments of life; the case to be ours: we are stripped of the things which we most want: we are thereby rendered as it were naked. Deprivations are preparatory to bereavements: if we cannot bear the one patiently, we may expect to sink under the other; common prudence should teach us to look with unconcern on our deprivations: the Christian faith compels them, should we come to consider every bereavement as a step to perfection: that when stripped of all worldly goods we may be invested with those more exalted and lasting honours which await the faithful disciple of Christ.

We are bereaved of our dearest hopes and enjoyments by the dispensation of Providence: casualties deprive us of many little advantages or gratifications which fall in our way: men are active in stripping each other of their just rights and privileges.

O first-created Being, and thou great Word,
Let there be light, and light was over all!

Why am I thus bereaved thine prime decree?

Milton.

Too daring hard! whose unsuccessful pride
Th' immortal muse in their art defied;
Th' avenging muse of the light of day
Deprived his eye, and snatch'd his voice away.

Pope.

From the uncertainty of life, moralists have endeavoured to sink the estimation of its pleasures, and if they could strip the deprivations of their present enjoyment, at least to load them with the fear of their end.

Mackenzie.

To be Responsible, v. To guarantee.
To be Security, v. To guarantee.
To be Sensible, v. To fear.
To Beseech, v. To beg.

**Besides**.

**Besides**, that is, by the side, next to, marks simply the connexion which subsists between what goes before and what follows.

**Moreover**, that is, more than all else, marks the addition of something particular to what has already been said.

Thus in enumerating the good qualities of an individual, we may say, "he is besides of a peaceable disposition." On concluding any subject of question we may introduce a further clause by a moreover: "Moreover, we must not forget the claims of those who will suffer by such a change."

Now, the best way in the world for a man to seem to be anything, is really to be what he would seem to be. Besides, that it is many times as troublesome to make good the presence of a good quality as to have it. Tillotson.

It being granted that God governs the world, it will follow also that he does it by means suitable to the nature of the things that he governs; and moreover man being by nature a free, moral agent, and so capable of deviating from his duty, as well as performing it, it is necessary that he should be governed by laws. — South.

**Besides, Except**.

**Besides** (v. Moreover), which is here taken as a preposition, expresses the idea of addition, except expresses that of exclusion.
BEWAIL.

There were many there besides ourselves; no one except ourselves will be admitted.

Besides impiety, discontent carries along with it as its inseparable concomitants, several other sinful passions. -BLAIR.

Neither jealousy nor envy can dwell with the Supreme Being: He is a rival to none, he is an enemy to none, except to such as, by rebellion against his laws seek enmity with him. -BLAIR.

To Bestow, v. To allow, grant.
To Bestow, v. To confer.
To Bestow, v. To give.
To Betoken, v. To augur.
To Better, v. To amend.

To Bewail, Bemoan, Lament.

Bewail is compounded of be and wail, which is probably connected with the word woe, signifying to express sorrow.
Bemoan, compounded of be and moan, signifies to indicate grief with moans.
Lament, in French lamenter, Latin lamentor or lamentum, probably from the Greek κλαέω and κλαΩ to cry out with grief.

All these terms mark an expression of pain by some external sign. Bewail is not so strong as bemoan, but stronger than lament; bemoan and lament are expressions of unrestrained grief or anguish: a wretched mother bemoans the loss of her child; a person in deep distress bemoans his hard fate: lamentation may arise from simple sorrow or even imaginary grievances: a sensualist laments the disappointment of some expected gratification.

Bewail and bemoan are always indecorous if not sinful expressions of grief, which are inconsistent with the profession of a Christian; they are common among the uncultivated, who have not a proper principle to restrain the intemperance of their feelings. There is nothing temporal which is so dear to any one that he ought to bewail its loss: nor any condition of things so distressing or desperate as to make a man bemoan his lot. Lamentations are sometimes allowable: the miseries of others, or our own infirmities and sins, may justly be lamented.

To Bewitch, v. To charm.
Beyond, v. Above.

Bias, Prepossession, Prejudice.

Bias, v. Bent, bias.
Prejudice, in French prejudice, Latin prejudicium, compounded of praev before, and judicium judgment, signifies a judgment before hand, that is, before examination.

Bias marks the state of the mind: prepossessions spring either to the general or particular state of the feelings; prejudice is employed only for opinions. Children may receive an early bias that influences their future character and destiny; prepossessions spring from casualties: they do not exist in young minds.

prejudices are the fruits of a contracted education. Physical infirmities often give a strong bias to serious pursuits: prepossession created by outward appearances are not always fallacious: it is at present the fashion to brand every thing with the name of prejudice, which does not coincide with the lax notions of the age. A bias may be overpowerend, a prepossession overcome, and a prejudice corrected or removed.

We may be biased for or against; we are always prepossessed in favour, and mostly prejudiced against.

It should be the principal labour of moral writers to remove the bias which inclines the mind rather to prefer natural than moral endowments. -HAWKESWORTH.

A man in power, who can without the ordinary prepossession which stop the way to the true knowledge and service of mankind, overlook the little distinctions of fortune, raise obscure merit, and discountenance successful indesert, has, in the minds of knowing men, the figure of an angel rather than a man. -STEELE.

It is the work of a philosopher to be everyday subduing his passions, and laying aside prejudice. I endeavour at least to look upon men and their actions only as an impartial spectator. -SPECTATOR.

Bias, v. Bent.
To Bid, v. To call.
To Bid, v. To offer.
To Bid Adieu, v. To leave, take leave.
To Bid Farewell, v. To leave, take leave.
Billow, v. Wave.

To Bind, Tie.

Bind, in Saxon binden, German, &c., binden, comes from Latin vincio, Greek ἁπάθεια, and is connected with the word wind.

Tie, in Saxon tie, is very probably connected with the low German tehen, high German ziehen to draw, the English tug or tow, and the Latin duce to draw.

The species of fastening denoted by these two words differ both in manner and degree. Binding is performed by circumvolution round a body; tying, by involution within itself. Some bodies are bound without being tied; others are tied without being bound: a wounded leg is bound but not tied; a string is tied but not bound: a ribbon may be both bounds round the head, and tied under the chin. Binding therefore serves to keep several things in a compact form together; tying may serve to prevent one single body separating from another; a criminal is bound hand and foot; he is tied to a stake.

Binding and tying likewise differ in degree; binding serves to produce adhesion in all the parts of a body; tying only to produce contact in a single part: thus when the hair is bound, it is almost inclosed in an envelope: when it is tied with a string, the ends are left to hang loose.

A similar distinction is preserved in the figurative use of the terms. A bond of union is applicable to a large body with many component parts; it is an affection that connects two between individual minds,
Now are our brows bound with victorious wreaths,  
Our stern alarms are charg'd to merry meetings.  
SHAKESPEARE.

A flattering dove upon the top they tie;  
The living mark at which their arrows fly.—DRYDEN.

As nature's tie decay;  
As duty, love, and honour fail to sway:  
Feticious bonds, the bonds of wealth and law,  
Still gather strength, and force unwilling awe.  
GOLDSMITH.

To Bind, Oblige, Engage.

**Bind.** v. To bind, tie.

**Oblige,** in French obliger, Latin obligo, compounded of ob and ligo, signifies to bind up.

**Engage,** in French engager, compounded of en or in and gage a pledge, signifies to bind by means of a pledge.

**Conscience** binds, prudence or necessity obliges, honour and principle engage. A parent is bound by the duties of his conscience, than by those of the community to which he belongs, to provide for his helpless offspring. Politeness obliges men of the world to preserve a friendly exterior towards those for whom they have no regard. When we are engaged in the service of our king and country, we cannot shrink from our duty without exposing ourselves to the infamy of all the world.

We bind a man by a fear of what may befall him; we oblige him by some immediately urgent motive; we engage him by alluring offers, and the prospect of gain. A debtor is bound to pay by virtue of a written instrument in law; he is obliged to pay in consequence of the importunate demands of the creditor; he is engaged to pay in consequence of a promise given. A bond is the strictest deed in law: an obligation binds under pain of a pecuniary loss; an engagement is mostly verbal, and rests entirely on the rectitude of the parties.

Who can be bound by any solemn vow,  
To do a most rous'd deed?—SHAKESPEARE.

No man is commanded or obliged to obey beyond his power.—SOUTH.

While the Israelites were appearing in God's house, God himself engaged to keep and defend theirs.—SOUTH.

Bishopric, Diocese.

**Bishopric,** compounded of bishop and rick or reich empire, signifies the empire or government of a bishop.

**Diocese,** in Greek διοίκησις, compounded of δια and τιμή, signifies an administration throughout.

Both these words describe the extent of an episcopal jurisdiction; the first with relation to the person who officiates, the second with relation to the charge. There may, therefore, be a bishopric, either where there are many dioceses or no diocese; but according to the import of the term, there is properly no diocese where there is no bishopric. When the jurisdiction is merely titular, as in countries where the catholic religion is not recognized, it is a bishopric, but not a diocese. On the other hand, the bishopric of Rome or that of an archbishop comprehends all the dioceses of the subordinate bishops. Hence it arises that when we speak of the ecclesiastical distribution of a country, we term the divisions bishoprics: but when we speak of the actual office, we term it dioceses. England is divided into a certain number of bishoprics, not dioceses. Every bishop visits his diocese, not his bishopric, at stated intervals.

**To Bind, Oblige, Engage.**

**Blame,** in French blamer, probably from the Greek βλαβέω, perfect of the verb βλέπω to hurt, signifying to deal harshly with.

**Reprove,** comes from the Latin reprehendo, which signifies the contrary of probabo to approve.

**Reprouch,** in French reprocher, compounded of re and proche, proximus near signifies to bring near or cast back upon a person.

**Upbraid,** compounded of up or upon and braid, or brie, designates against one.

**Censure,** v. To accuse, censure.

**Condemn,** in French condamner, Latin condemnato, compounded of con and damno, from damnnum a loss or penalty, signifies to sentence to some penalty.

The expression of one's disapprobation of a person, or of that which he has done, is the common idea in the signification of these terms; but to blame expresses less than to reproach. We simply charge with a fault in blzn; but in reproving severity is mixed with the charge. Reproach expresses more than either; it is to blame acrimoniously. We need not hesitate to blame as occasion may require: but it is proper to be cautious how we deal out reproach where the necessity of the case does not fully warrant it, and it is highly culpable to reproach without the most substantial reason.

To blame and reproach are the acts of a superior; to reproach, upbraid, that of an equal; to censure and condemn leave the relative condition of the person and the case. Masters blame or reproach their servants; parents, their children; friends and acquainances reproach and upbraid each other; persons of all conditions may censure or be censured, condemn or be condemned, according to circumstances.

Blame and reproach are dealt out on every ordinary occasion: reproach and upbraid respect personal matters, and always that which affects the moral character; censure and condemnation are provoked by faults and misconduct of different descriptions. Every fault, however trivial, may expose a person to blame, particularly if he perform any office for the vulgar, who are never contented. Intentional errors, however small, seem necessarily to call for reproach, and oft it is a mark of an injurious temper to substitute reproach in the place of admonition, when the latter might possibly answer the purpose. There is nothing which provokes a reproach sooner than ingratitude, although the offender is not entitled to so much notice from the injured person. Mutual upbraidings commonly follow between those who have mutually contributed to their misfortunes. The defective execution of a work
is calculated to draw down censure upon its author, particularly if he betray a want of
decency. The mistakes of a general, or a
minister of state, will provoke condemnation,
particularly if his integrity be called in
question.

Blame, reproof, and upbraiding, are always
addressed directly to the individual in person;
reproof, censure, and condemnation, are some-
times conveyed through an indirect channel,
or not addressed at all to the party who is the
object of them. When a master blames his
servant, or a parent reproves his child, or one
friend upbraids another, he directs his dis-
course to him to express his disapprobation.
A man will always be reproached by his neigh-
bours for the vices he commits, however he
may fancy himself screened from their observa-
tion writers censure each other in their
publications: the conduct of individuals is
sometimes condemned by the public at large.

Blame, reproach, upbraid, and condemn, may
be applied to ourselves: reproach and censure
are applied to others: we blame ourselves for
acts of imprudence; our consciences reproach
us for our weaknesses, and upbraid or condemn
us for our sins.

Chafe not thyself about the rattle’s censure;
They blame or praise, but as one leads the other.

In all terms of reproach, when the sentence appears to
arise from personal hatred or passion, it is not then made
the cause of mankind, but a misunderstanding between
two persons.—STEELE.
The prince replies: “Ah cease, divinely fair,
Nor add reproaches to the wounds I bear.”—POPE.

Though ten times worse themselves, you’ll frequent view
Those who with keenest rage will censure you.—PITT.
Thus they in mutual accusation spent
The fruitless hours, but neither self-condemning.

MILTON.

Have we not known thee slave! of all the host,
The man who sets the least upbraidsthe most.

POPE.

To Blame, v. To find fault with.

Blameless, Irreproachable, Unblemished, Unspotted, or Spotless.

Blameless signifies literally void of blame (v. To Blame).
Irreproachable, that is, not able to be
reproached (v. To Blame).
Unblemished, that is, without blemish (v. Blemish.)
Unspotted, that is, without spot (v. Blemish).

Blemishless is less than irreproachable; what is
blemishless is simply free from blame, but that
which is irreproachable cannot be blamed, or
may have any reproach attached to it. It is good
to say of a man that he leads a blemishless life,
but it is a high encomium to say that he leads an
irreproachable life: the former is but the
negative praise of one who is known only for
his harmlessness; the latter is the positive com-
mandation of a man who is well known for his
integrity in the different relations of society.

Unblemished and unspotted are applicable to
many objects; besides that of personal con-
duct: and when applied to this, their original
meaning sufficiently points out their use in
distinction from the two former. We may say
of a man that he has an irreproachable or an
blemished reputation, and unspotted or spot-
less purity of life.

The sire of Gods, and all th’ ethereal train,
On the warm limits of the faintest main,
Now mix with mortals, nor disdain to grace
The leas of Ethiopia’s Blenched race.—POPE.

Take particular care that your amusements be of an
irreproachable kind.—BLAIR.

But now those white unbleamed manners, whence
The failing poets took their golden age,
Are found no more amid these iron times.—THOMSON.

But the good man, whose soul is pure,
Unspotted, regular, and free,
From all the ugly stains of lust and villany,
Of mercy and of pardon sure,
Looks through the darkness of the gloomy night,
And sees the dawning of a glorious day.—POMFRET.

Hail, very kind priest! To Phebus’ awful dome
A suppliant I from great Atrides come.
Unmisnamed here, receive the spotted fair,
Accept the betwixt the Greeks present.—POPE.

Blemish, Stain, Spot, Speck, Flaw.

Blemish comes from the French blemir to
grow pale.

Stain, in French teindre, old French
destéindre, Latin tingo to die.

Spot, not improbably connected with the
word spit, Latin sputum, and the Hebrew spad
to adhere as something extraneous.

Speck, in Saxon spece, Hebrew sapach to
unite, or to adhere as a tetter on the skin.

Flaw, in Saxon flah, fleec, German Fleck,
low German flack or plakke a spot or a fragment,
a piece, most probably from the Latin plaga,
Greek plagio a strip of land, or a stripe,
a wound in the body.

In the proper sense blemish is the generic,
the rest specific: a stain, a spot, speck, and
flaw, are blemishes, but there are likewise many
blemishes, which are neither stains, spots, specks,
or flaws.

Whatever takes off from the semeliness of
appearance is: blemish. In works of art the
slightest dimness of colour, or want of pro-
portion, is a blemish. A stain and spot suf-
ciently characterize themselves, as that
which is superfluous and out of its place. A
speck is a small spot; and a flaw, which is con-
fined to hard substances, mostly consists of a
faulty indenture on the outer surface. A
blemish tarnishes; a stain spoils; a speck, or
flaw, disfigures. A blemish is rectified, a
stain wiped out, a spot or speck removed
Blemish, stain, and spot, are employed figu-
atively. Even an imputation of what is im-
proper in our moral conduct is a blemish in
our reputation: the failings of a good man are so
many spots in the bright hemisphere of his
brevity: there are some vices which affix a stain
on the character of nations, as well as of the
individuals who are guilty of them. A blemish
or a spot may be removed by a course of good
conduct, but a stain is mostly indehible: it is
as great a privilege to have an unblemished
reputation, or a spotless character, as it is a
misfortune to have the stain of bad actions
affixed to our name.
It is impossible for authors to discover beauties in one another's works; they have eyes only for spots and blemishes.—ADDISON.

By length of time, the scurr is worn away of each committed crime; no speck is left of their habitual stains, but the pure ether of the soul remains.—DRYDEN.

There are many who applaud themselves for the singularity of their judgment, which has searched deeper than others, and found a new in what the generality of mankind have admired.—ADDISON.

Blemish, Defect, Fault.


Defect, in Latin defectus, participle of defecto to fall short, signifies the thing falling short.

Fault, from fail, in French faulte, from faillir, in German fehlte, participle of fehlen, probably comes from the Latin falsus false, fallo to deceive or be wanting, and the Hebrew repal to fall or decay, signifying what is wanting to truth or propriety.

Blemish respects the exterior of an object: defect consists in the want of some specific propriety in an object; fault conveys the idea not only of something wrong, but also of its relation to the author. There is a blemish in fine china; a defect in the springs of a clock; and a fault in the contrivance. An accident may cause a blemish in a fine painting; the course of nature may occasion a defect in a person's speech; but the carelessness of the workman is evinced by the faults in the workmanship. A blemish may be easier remedied than a defect is corrected, or a fault repaired.

There is another particular which may be reckoned among the blemishes, or rather the false beauties, of our English tragedy: I mean those particular speeches which are commonly known by the name of rants.—ADDISON.

It has often been remarked, though not without wonder, that a man is more jealous of his natural, than of his moral qualities; perhaps it will no longer appear strange, if it be considered that natural defects are of necessity, and moral of choice.—HAWKESWORTH.

The resentment which the discovery a fault or folly produces must bear a certain proportion to our pride.—JOHNSON.

To blend, v. To mix.


To Blot Out, Expunge, Rase or Erase, Efface, Cancel, Obliterate.

Blot is in all probability a variation of spot, signifying to cover over with a blot.

Expunge in Latin expungo, compounded of e and pungo to prick, signifies to put out by pricking with the pen.

Erase, in Latin erasus, participle of erano, that is, e and rado to scratch out.

Efface, in French effacer, compounded of the Latin e and facio to make, signifies literately to make or put out.

Cancel, in French canceller, Latin cancello, from cancelli lattice-work, signifies to strike out with cross lines.

Obliterate, in Latin oblitteratus, participle of oblittero, compounded of ob and litera, signifies to cover over letters.

All these terms obviously refer to characters that are inscribed on bodies: the first three apply in the proper sense only to that which is written with the hand, and bespeak the manner in which the action is performed. Letters are blotted out, so that they cannot be seen again; they are expunged, so as to signify that they cannot stand for anything; they are erased, so that the space may be re-occupied with writing. The last three are applied to other characters formed on other substances: efface is general, and does not designate either the manner or the object: inscriptions on stone may be effaced, which are rubbed off so as not to be visible; cancel is principally confined to written or printed characters; they are cancelled by striking through them with the pen; in this manner, leaves or pages of a book are cancelled which are no longer to be reckoned: obliterate is said of all characters, but without defining the mode in which they are put out; letters are obliterated, which are in any way made illegible.

Efface applies to images, or the representations of things; in this manner the likeness of a person may be effaced from the statue; cancel respects the subject which is written or printed, obliterate respects the single letters which constitute words.

Efface is the consequence of some direct action on the thing which is effaced; in this manner writing may be effaced from a wall by the action of the elements: cancel is the act of a person, and always the fruit of design: obliterate is the fruit of accident and circumstances in general; time itself may obliterate characters on a wall or on paper.

The metaphorical use of these terms is easily deducible from the preceding explanation: what is figuratively described as written in a book may be said to be blot; thus our sins are blotted out of the book by the atoning blood of Christ; when the contents of a book are in part rejected, they are aptly described as being expunged; in this manner, the free-thinking sects expunge everything from the Bible which does not suit their purpose, or they expunge from their creed what does not humour their passions. When the memory is represented as having characters impressed, they are said to be erased, when they are, as it were, directly taken out and occupied by others; in this manner, the recollection of what a child has learned is easily erased by play; and with equal propriety sorrow may be said to efface the recollection of a person's image from the mind. From the idea of striking out or cancelling a debt in an account book, a debt of gratitude, or an obligation, is said to be cancelled. As the lineaments of the face corresponded to written characters, we may say that all traces of his former greatness are obliterated.

If virtue is of this amiable nature, what can we think of those who can look upon with an eye of hatred and ill-will, and can suffer themselves from their aversion for a party to blot out the merit of the person who is engaged in it.—ADDISON.
Blow, Stroke.

Blow probably derives the meaning in which it is here taken from the action of the wind, which it resembles when it is violent.

Stroke, from the word strike, denotes the act of striking.

Blow is used abstractedly to denote the effect of violence; stroke is employed relatively to the manner of producing that effect. A blow may be received by the carelessness of the receiver, or by a pure accident; but strokes are dealt out according to the design of the giver. Children are always in the way of getting blows in the course of their play, and of receiving strokes by way of chastisement.

A blow may be given with the hand, or with any flat substance; a stroke is rather a long drawn blow given with a long instrument, like a stick. Blows may be given with the flat part of a sword, and strokes with a stick.

Blow is seldom used but in the proper sense; stroke sometimes figuratively, as a stroke of death, or a stroke of fortune.

The advance of the human mind towards any object of laudable pursuit may be compared to the progress of a body driven by a blow.—JOHNSON.

Penetrated to the heart with the recollection of his behaviour, and the unmerited pardon he had met with, Thrasymus was proceeding to execute vengeance upon himself, by rushing on his sword, when Pisistratus again interposed, and seizing his hand, stopped the stroke.—CUMBERLAND.

This declaration was stroke which Evander had neither skill to elude, nor force to resist.—HAWKESWORTH.

Blunder, v. Error, mistake.
To boast, v. To glory.
Boatman, v. Waterman.
Badly, v. Corporeal.

Body, Corpse, Carcase.

Body is here taken in the improper sense for a dead body.

Corpse, from the Latin corpus a body, has also been turned from its derivation, to signify a dead body.

Carcase, in French carcase, is compounded of caro and cassa vita, signifying flesh without life.

Body is applicable to either men or brutes, corpse to men only, and carcase to brutes only, unless when taken in a contemptuous sense.

When speaking of any particular person who is deceased, we should use the simple term body; the body was suffered to lie too long unburied; when designating its condition as lifeless, the term corpse is preferable; he was taken up as a corpse; when designating the body as a lifeless lump separated from the soul, it may be characterized (though contemptuously) as a carcase; the fowls devour the carcase.

A groan, as of a troubled ghost, renewed my fright, and then these dreadful words ensued: Why dost thou thus my buried body rend, O spare the corpse of thy unhappy friend.—DRYDEN.

On the bleak shore now lies his abandon'd king, A headless carcase, and a nameless thing.—DRYDEN.


Bold, Fearless, Intrepid, Undaunted.

Fearless signifies without fear (v. To apprehend).
Intrepid, compounded of in privative, and trepidus trembling, marks the total absence of fear.

Undaunted, of an privative, and daunted, from the Latin dominitas, participle of domi- tare to impress with fear, signifies unimpressed or unmoved at the prospect of danger.

Boldness is positive; fearlessness is negative; we may therefore be fearless without being bold, or fearless through boldness: fearlessness is a temporary state; we may be fearless of danger at this, or at that time; fearless of loss, and the like; boldness is a characteristic; it is associated with constant fearlessness. Intrepidity and undauntedness denote a still higher degree of fearlessness than boldness: boldness is confident, it forgets the consequences; intrepidity is collected, it sees the danger, and faces it with composure; undauntedness is associated with unconquerable firmness and resolution; it is awed by nothing; the bold man proceeds on his enterprise with spirit and vivacity; the intrepid man calmly advances to the scene of death and destruction; the undaunted man keeps his countenance in the season of trial, in the midst of the most terrifying and overwhelming circumstances.

These good qualities may, without great care, degenerate into certain vices to which they are closely allied.

Of the three, boldness is the most questionable in its nature, unless justified by the absolute urgency of the case: in maintaining the cause of truth against the persecution of influence and power, it is an essential quality, but it may easily degenerate into insolent arrogance and contempt of superiors; it may lead to the provoking of resentment and courting of persecution. Intrepidity may become rashness if the contempt of danger lead to an unnecessary exposure of the life and person. Undauntedness, in the presence of a brutal tyrant, may serve to battle all his malignant purposes of vengeance; but the same spirit may be employed by the hardened villain to preserve himself from detection.
Among the battle are improbably termed booty.

The careful hen calls all her chirping family around, Fed and defended by the fearless cock.—THOMSON.

A man who talks with intrepidity of the monsters of the wilderness, while they are out of sight, will readily confess his antipathy to a mole, a wassel, or a frog. Thus he goes on without any reproach from his own reflections.—JOHNSON.

His party press'd with numbers, soon grew faint, And would have left their charge an easy prey; Whilst he alone, undaunted at the odds, Though hopeless to escape, fought well and bravely. ROWE.


Bombastic, v. Turgid.

Bondage, v. Captivity.

Booty, Spoil, Prey.

These words mark a species of capture.

Booty, in French butin, Danish bytte, Dutch buigt, Teutonic but. Booty probably comes from the Teutonic bota a useful thing, denoting the thing taken for its use.

Spoil, in French dépouil, Latin spoliurn, Greek σφαλω, signifying the things stripped off from the dead, from σμάλεω, Hebrew salat to spoil.

Prey, in French preë, Latin præda, is not improperly changed from prænda, prenda, or prechendo to lay hold of, signifying the thing seized.

The first two are used as military terms or in attacks on an enemy, the latter in cases of particular violence. The soldier gets his booty; the combatant his spoils; the carnivorous animal his prey. Booty respects what is of personal service to the captor; spoils whatever serves to designate his triumph; prey includes whatever gratifies the appetite and is to be consumed. When a town is taken, soldiers are too busy in the work of destruction and mischief to carry away much booty; in every battle the arms and personal property of the slain enemy are the lawful spoils of the victor; the hawk pounces on his prey, and carries him up to his nest.

Greediness stimulates to take booty; ambition produces an eagerness for spoils; a ferocious appetite impels to a search for prey. Among the ancients the prisoners of war who were made slaves constituted a part of their booty; and even in later periods such a capture was good booty, when ransom was paid for those who could liberate themselves. Among some savages the head or limb of an enemy constituted part of their spoils. Among cannibals the prisoners of war are the prey of the conquerors.

Booty and prey are often used in an extended and figurative sense. Plunderers obtain a rich booty; the diligent bee returns loaded with its booty. It is necessary that animals should become a prey to man, in order that man may not become a prey to them; everything in nature becomes a prey to another thing, which

* Vide Rambaud: "Proie, butin,"

in its turn falls a prey to something else. All is change but order. Man is a prey to the diseases of his body or his mind, and after death to the worms.

When they (the French National Assembly) had finally determined on a state resource from church booty, they came on the 13th of April, 1793, to a solemn resolution on the subject.—BUKE.

'Twas in the dead of night, when sleep repairs Our bodies worn with toils, our minds with cares, When Hector's ghost before my sight appears; A bloody aghast thing, he seems. As in tears, Unlike that Hector who returned from toils Of war, triumphant in Ascan spoils.—DRYDEN.

The wolf, who from the nightly ford Forth drags the bleeding prey, ne'er drank her milk, Nor wore her warming fleece.—THOMSON.

Border, Edge, Rim or Brim, Brink, Margin, Verge.

Border, in French bordor borture, Teutonic bord, is probably connected with bret, and the English bound, from brytan, in Greek ὑπάρχεω to saw or split.

Edge, in Saxon ege, low German ecke, high German ecke a point, Latin acies, Greek αἰχμή sharpness, signifies a sharp point.

Rim, in Saxon rima, high German rahmen a frame, rimen a thong, Greek ῥῆμα a tract, from ῥέω to draw, signifies a line drawn round.

Brink, Brink, are but variations of rim.

Margin, in French margien, Latin margo, probably comes from Μαρχιο the sea, as it is mostly connected with water.

Verge, from the Latin virga, signifies a rod, but is here used in the improper sense for the extremity of an object.

Of these terms border is the least definite point, edge the most so; rim and brink are species of edge; margin and verge are species of border. A border is a stripe, an edge in a line.

The border lies at a certain distance from the edge; the edge is the exterior termination of the surface of any substance. Whatever is wide enough to admit of any space round its circumference may have a border: whatever comes to a narrow extended surface has an edge. Many things may have a border and an edge: of this description are caps, gowns, carpets, and the like; others have a border but no edge, as lands; and others have an edge but no border, as a knife or a table.

A rim is the edge of any vessel; the brink is the exterior edge of a cup; a brink is the edge of any precipice or deep place; a margin is the border of a book or a piece of water; a verge is the extreme border of a place.

So d the pure limpid stream, when foul with stains Of rushing torrents and descending rains, Works it self clear, and as it runs redines, Till by degrees the crystal mirror shines. Reflects each flower that on its border grows.

ADDITION.

Methought the shilling that lay upon, the table reared itself upon its edge, and turning its face towards me opened its month.—ADDITION.

But Merton's spear o'ertook him as he flew, Deep in the belly's rim an entrance made. Where sharp the pang, and mortal is the wound.

As I approach the precipice's brink, So steep, so terrible, appears the depth.—LANSDOWNE.

By the sea's margin on the watery strand
Thy monument, Themselves, shall stand.

CUMBERLAND.
Border, Boundary, Frontier, Confine, Precinct.

Boundary, from to bound (v. To bound), expresses what bounds, bounds, or confines.
Frontier, French frontière, from the Latin from a forehand, signifies the forepart, or the commencement of the country.
Confine, in Latin confinis, compounded of con or cum and finis an end, signifies an end next to an end.
Precinct, in Latin praecinctum, participle of præcingo, that is praec and cingo to enclose, signifies any enclosed place.

All these terms are applied to land, except the latter, which may apply to space in general.
Border marks the extremities of one country in relation to another, as the borders of Scotland; boundary respects the prescribed limits of any place, as the boundaries of a village frontiers denote the commencement of a country, as the frontiers of Germany r France; and confines those parts adjoining, or lying contiguous to any given place or district.

Borders and frontiers are said of a country only; boundary and confines of any smaller political division. The inhabitants who lived on the borders of England and Scotland were formerly called borderers, and distinguished themselves by their perpetual crofts and mutual animosities, which now happen nowhere but in the pages of the historian; the boundaries of kingdoms, countries, and provinces, are distinguished on general maps; those of towns and villages on particular maps; it is common on the frontiers of continental kingdoms to require a pass from every one who wishes to enter the country; we may speak of the confines between Germany and Holland, but with more propriety of the confines between the different states of Germany, as also in former times of the confines between the Sabines, the Equi, Volsci, and other small communities which existed in Italy previous to the establishment of the Roman empire.

Mensuels, whom the larks with many a lay
Had call'd from slumber at the dawn of day;
By chance was rowing through a bordering dale
And heard the swallows their youthful songs bewail.

SIR Wm. Jones.

The Carthaginians discovered the fortunate islands now known by the name of the Canaries, the utmost boundary of ancient navigation.—ROBERTSON.

High on a rock fair Thryoes stands,
Our utmost frontier on the Pylian lands.—POPE.

You are old,
Nature in you stands in the very verge
Of her confines.—SHAKESPEARE.

And now,
Through all restraint broke loose, he wings his way,
Not far off heav'n in the precincts of light.—MILTON.

To Bore, r. To penetrate.

To Bound, Limit, Confine, Circumscribe, Restrict.

Bound comes from the verb bind, signifying that which binds fast, or close to an object.
The soul requires enjoyments more sublime.
By space unbounded, destrest'd by time.—JENYNS.
Gray's curiosity was unlimited, and his judgment cul-
vitigated.—JOHNSON.
In the wide fields of nature the sight wanders up and
down without confinement, and is fed with an infinite
diversity of images.—ADDISON.

Bounds, Boundary.

Bounds and Boundary, from the verb bound (v. To bound), signify the line which sets a bound, or marks the extent to which any spot of ground reaches.

Bounds is employed to designate the whole space including the outer line that confines: boundary comprehends only this outer line. Bounds are made for a local purpose; boundary for a political purpose; the master of a school prescribes the bounds beyond which the scholar is not to go; the parishes throughout England have their boundaries, which are distinguished by marks; fields have likewise their boundaries, which are commonly marked out by a hedge or a ditch.

Bounds are temporary and changeable; boundaries permanent and fixed: whoever has the authority of prescribing bounds for others, may in like manner contract or extend them at pleasure; the boundaries of places are seldom altered, but in consequence of great political changes.

In the figurative sense bound or bounds is even more frequently used than boundary: we speak of setting bounds or keeping within bounds: but to know a boundary: it is neces-
sary occasionally to set bounds to the inordinate appetites of the best disposed children, who cannot be expected to know the exact boundary for indulgence.

So when the swelling Nile contemns her bounds,
And with extended waste the valleys crown,
At length her ebbing streams resign the field.
And to the pregnant soil a tenfold harvest yield.
—CISHER.

Alexander did not in his progress towards the East
advance beyond the banks of the rivers that fall into the
Indus, which is now the Western boundary of the vast con-
stituents of India—ROBSON.

There are bounds within which our concern for worldly
success must be confined.—BLAIR.

It is the proper ambition of heroes in literature to en-
large the boundaries of knowledge by discovering and
conquering new regions of the intellectual world.—JOHN-
SON.

Brace, v. Couplle.

Brave, Gallant.

Brave, though the medium of the northern
languages, comes from the Greek βαρες
the reward of victory, denoting the ardour
which a prospect of such rewards inspires.

Gallant, in French galant, comes from the
Greek γάλλου to adorn, signifying distin-
ghished either by splendid dress or splendid
qualities.

These epithets, whether applied to the
person or the action, are alike honourable; but the
latter is a much stronger expression than the
former. Gallantry is extraordinary bravery, or bravery on extraordinary occasions: the brave man goes willingly where he is commanded; the gallant man leads on with vigour to the attack. Bravery is common to vast numbers and whole nations; gallantry is peculiar to individuals or particular bodies: the brave man bravely defends the post assigned him; the gallant man volunteers his services in cases of peculiar danger: and man may feel ashamed in not being considered brave, he feels a pride in being looked upon as gallant. To call a hero brave is praise to nothing to his character; but to entitle him gallant adds a lustre to the glory he has acquired.

We cannot speak of a British tar without thinking of bravery; if his exploits without thinking of gallantry.

The brave unfortunate are our best acquaintances.

FRANCIS.

Death is the worst: a fate which all must try, And for our country 'tis a bliss to die. Yet leaves his nation safe, his children free.—POPE.

To Brave, Defy, Dare, Challenge.

Brave, from the epithet brave (v. Brave), signifies to act the brave.

Defy, in French défer, probably changed from défaire to undo, to make nothing, or set at nought.

Dare, in Saxon dearran, dyrran, Franconian, &c., odwur, thorren, Greek θαρτον, signifies to be bold, or have the confidence to do. Challenge is probably changed from the Greek καλεω to call.

We brave things: we dare and challenge persons: we defy persons or their actions: the sailor bravés the tempestuous ocean, and very often bravés death itself in its most terrific form; he dares the enemy whom he meets to the engagement; he defies all his boastings and vain threats.

Brave is sometimes used in a bad sense: defy and dare commonly so. There is much idea of contempt and affected indifference in bravuring: much insolent resistance to authority in defyng: much provocation and arousal in daring: a bad man bravés the scorn and reproach of all the world; he defies the threats of his superiors to punish him; he dares them to exert their power over him.

Brave and defy are dispositions of mind which display themselves in the conduct: dare and challenge are modes of action: we brave a storm by meeting its violence, and bearing it down with superior force; we defy the malice of our enemies by pursuing that line of conduct which is most calculated to increase its bitterness. To brave conveys the idea of a direct and personal application of force to force; defying is carried on by a more indirect and circuitous mode of procedure: men brave the dangers which threaten them with evil; they defy the angry which opposes them.

To dare and challenge are both direct and personal; but the former consists either of actual words, or looks; the latter of words only. We dare a number of persons indefinitely; we challenge an individual, and very frequently by name.

Daring arises from our contempt of others; challenging arises from a high opinion of ourselves: the former is mostly accompanied with unbecoming expressions of disrespect as well as aggravation; the latter is mostly invested with expressions of disdain as well as anger. Metius the Tuscan dared Titus Manlius Torquatus, the son of the Roman consul, to engage with him in contradiction to his father's commands: Paris was persuaded to challenge Menelaus in order to terminate the Grecian war.

We dare only to acts of violence: we challenge to any kind of contest in which the skill or the power of the antagonist is tried. It is folly to dare one superior strength if we are not prepared to meet with the just reward of our impertinence: whoever has a confidence in the justice of his cause, needs not fear to challenge his opponent to a trial of their respective merits.

Joining in proper union the amiable and the estimable qualities, in one part of our character we shall resemble the flower that smiles in spring; in another the firmly-rooted tree, that bravés the winter storm.—BLAIR.

The soul, secure'd in her existence, smiles At the drawn dagger, and defy's its point.—ADDISON.

'Tis sunk in flames I saw (nor could prevent), And HOUR from its old foundations rent. Rent like a mountain ash, which dard the winds, And stood the sturdy strokes of jabring hinds. DRAYDEN.

The Platos and Ciceros among the ancients; the Eacos, Batais, and Loddiges among our own countrymen, are all instances of what I have been saying, namely, that the greatest persons in all ages have conformed to the established religion of their country; not to mention any of the divines, however celebrated, since our adversaries challenge all those as men who have too much interest in this case to be impartial evidence.—BUDGELL.

Bravery, Courage, Valour.

Bravery denotes the abstract quality of brave (v. Brave).

Courage, in French courage, comes from cœur, in Latin cor the heart, which is the seat of courage.

Valour, in French valeur, Latin valor, from valere to be strong, signifies by distinction strength of mind.

Bravery lies in the blood; courage lies in the mind: the latter depends on the reason; the former on the physical temperament: the first is a species of instinct; the second is a virtue: a man is brave in proportion as he is without thought; he has courage in proportion as he reasons or reflects.

Bravery seems to be something involuntary, a mechanical movement that does not depend on one's self; courage requires conviction, and gathers strength by delay; it is a noble and lofty sentiment: the force of example, the charms of music, the fury and tumult of battle, the desperation of the conflict, will make cowards brave; the courageous man wants no other incentives than what his own mind suggests.

Bravery is of utility only in the hour of attack or contest; courage is of service at all times and under all circumstances: bravery is of avail in overcoming the obstacle of the moment; courage seeks to avert the distant evil that may possibly arise. Bravery is a thing of the moment that is or is not, as circumstances may favour; it varies with the
Time and season: courage exists at all times and on all occasions. The brave man who fearlessly rushes to the mouth of the cannon may tremble at his own shadow as he passes through a churchyard, or turn pale at the sight of blood: the courageous man smiles at imaginary dangers, and prepares to meet those that are real.

It is as plausible for a man to have courage without bravery, as to have bravery without courage: Cicero betrayed his want of bravery when he sought to shelter himself against the attacks of Catiline; he displayed his courage when he laid open the treasonable purposes of this conspirator to the whole senate, and charged him to his face with the crimes of which he knew him to be guilty.

Valour is a higher quality than either bravery or courage, and seems to partake of the grand characteristics of both; it combines the fire of bravery with the determination and firmness of courage: bravery is most fitted for the soldier and all who receive orders; courage is most adapted for the general and all who give orders for the wars and framers of enterprises, and all who carry great projects into execution; bravery requires to be guided; courage is equally fitted to command or obey; valour directs and executes. Bravery has most relation to danger; courage and valour include in them a particular reference to action; the brave man exposes himself; the courageous man advances to the scene of action which is before him; the valiant man seeks for occasions to act.

Courage may be exercised in ordinary cases; valour displays itself most effectually in the achievement of heroic exploits. A consciousness of duty, a love of one's country, a zeal for the cause in which one is engaged, an over-ruling sense of religion, the dictates of a pure conscience, always inspire courage: an ardent thirst for glory, and an insatiable ambition, render men valiant.

The brave man, when he is wounded, is proud of being so, and boasts of his wounds; the courageous man collects the strength which his wounds have left him, to pursue the object which he has set before him; the valiant man thinks less of the life he is about to lose, than of the glory which has escaped him. The brave man, in the hour of victory, exults and triumphs; he discovers his joy in boisterous war shouts. The courageous man forgets his success in order to profit by its advantages. The valiant man is stimulated by success to seek after new trophies; bravery sinks after a defeat; courage may be damped for a moment, but is never destroyed; it is ever ready to seize the first opportunity which offers to regain the lost advantage: valour, when defeated on any occasion, seeks another in which more glory is to be acquired.

The three hundred Spartans who defended the Straits of Thermopylae were brave. So-crates drinking the hemlock, Regulus returning to Carthage, Titus tearing himself from the arms of the weeping Berenice, Alfred the Great going into the camp of the Danes, were courageous. Hercules destroying monsters, Perseus delivering Andromeda, Achilles running to the ramparts of Troy, and the knights of more modern date who have gone in quest of extraordinary adventures, are all entitled to the peculiar appellation of valiant.

This brave man, with long resistance, Held the combat doubtful.—Dryden.

Oh! When I see him arming for his honour, His country, and his gods, that martial Are That mounts his courage, kindles even me! Dryden.

True valour, friends, on virtue founded strong, Meets all events alike.—Mallet.

Breath, Break, Gap, Chasm.

Brace and Break are both derived from the same verb break (c. To break), to denote what arises from being broken, in the figurative sense of the verb itself.

Gap, from the English gap, signifies the thing that gaps or stands open.

The concept of an opening is common to these terms, but they differ in the nature of the opening. A breach and a gap are the consequence of a violent removal, which destroys the connexion: a break and a chasm may arise from the absence of that which would form a connexion. A breach in a wall is made by means of cannon; gaps in fences are commonly the effects of some violent effort to pass through; a break is made in a page of printing by leaving off in the middle of a line; a chasm is left in writing when any words in the sentence are omitted.

A break and a chasm always imply a larger opening than a break or gap. A gap may be made in a knife; a breach is always made in the walls of a building or fortification; the clouds sometimes separate so as to leave small breaks; the ground is sometimes so convulsed by earthquakes as to leave frightful chasms.

Breaches and chasms are used morally; break and gap seldom otherwise than in application to natural objects.

The death of relatives often produces a sad chasm in the enjoyments of individuals.

A mighty breach is made; the rooms conceal'd Appear, and all the palace is revealed.—Dryden.

Considering, probably, how much Homer had been disregarded by the arbitrary compilers of his works, Virgil, by his will, obliged Tucca and Varus to add nothing, nor so much as fill up the breaches he had left in his poem.—Walsh.

Or if the order of the world below Will not the gap of one whole day allow, Give me that minute when she made her vow.—Dryden.

The whole chasm in nature, from a plant to a man, is filled up with diverse kinds of creatures.—Addison.

When breach of faith jointed hearts does disengage, The coldest temper turns to wildest rage.—Lee.

To Break, Rack, Rend, Tear.

Break, in Saxon brecan, Danish and Low German brechen, High German brechen, Latin brangare, Greek βραγγυμα, βραγχω, Chaldean beraq to separate.

Back, comes from the same source as break; it is properly the root of this word,
and an onomatopoeia, conveying a sound correspondent with what is made by breaking; *rak* in Swedish, and *raeco* in Icelandish, signifies a breaking of the ice.

**Rend,** is in Saxon *hrendan,* *hreddan,* low German *riten,* high German *reissen* to split, Greek *pyrou,* Hebrew *ravvah* to break in pieces.

**Tear,** in Saxon *tearan,* Low German *tiren,* high German *zerren,* is an intensive verb from *ziehen* to pull, Greek *pyrou* *tepeu,* to bruise, Hebrew *tor* to split, divide, or cleave.

The forcible division of any substance is the common characteristic of these terms.

**Break** is the generic term, the rest specific; every thing *racked,* *rent,* or *torn,* is broken, but not *vice versa.* **Break** has however a specific meaning, in which it is comparable with the others. **Breaking** requires less violence than either of the others: brittle things may be broken with the slightest touch, but nothing can be *racked* without intentional violence of an extraordinary kind. Glass is quickly broken: a table is *racked.* Hard substances only are *broken* or *racked,* but every thing of a soft texture and composition may be *rent* or *torn.***

**Breaking** is performed by means of a blow; *racking* by that of a violent concussion; but *rending* and *tearing* are the consequences of a pull. Any thing of wood or stone is *broken;* any thing of a complicated structure, with hinges and joints, is *racked;* cloth is *rent,* paper is *torn.* **Rend** is sometimes used for what is done by design; a **tear** is always faulty. Cloth is sometimes *rent* rather than cut when it is wanted to be divided; but when it is *torn* it is injured.

When a body is by violence forced out of itself, the parts which break out are called *broken.*

**To Break, Bruise, Squeeze, Pound, Crush.**

**Break,** v. To break, rack.

**Bruise,** in French *briser,* Saxon *bryset,* not improbably from the same source as press.

**Squeeze,** in Saxon *cwyson,* low German *quieten,* *quoseyn,* Swedish *quosa,* Latin *quatita* to shake, or produce a concussion.

**Pound,** in Saxon *punian,* is not improbably derived by a change of letters from the Latin *funde* to bruise.

**Crush,** in French *enser,* most probably only a variation of the word *squeeze,* like *crash* or *squash.*

**Break** always implies the separation of the component parts of a body; *bruise* denotes simply the destroying the continuity of the parts. Hard brittle substances, as glass, are *broken;* soft pulpy substances, as flesh or fruits, are *bruised.*

The operation of *bruising* is performed either by a violent blow or by pressure; that of *squeezing* by compression only. Metals, particularly lead and silver, may be *bruised;* fruits may be either *bruised* or *squeezed.* In this latter sense *bruise* applies to the harder substances, or indicates a violent compression; *squeeze* is used for soft substances or a gentle compression. The kernels of nuts are *bruised;* oranges or apples are *squeezed.* To pound is properly to *bruise* in a mortar so as to produce a separation of parts; to *crush* is the most violent and destructive of all operations which amounts to the total dispersion of all the parts of a body.

What is *broken* may be made whole again; what is *bruised* or *squeezed* may be restored to its former tone and consistency; what is *pounded* is only reduced to smaller parts for convenience; but what is *crushed* is destroyed. When the wheel of a carriage passes over any body that yields to its weight it *crushes* it to powder: thus in the figurative sense it marks a total annihilation: if a conspiracy be not *crushed* in the bud, it will prove fatal to the power which has suffered it to grow.

**To Break, Burst, Crack, Split.**

**Break,** v. To break, rack.

**Burst,** in Saxon *bearstan,* *bersten,* *byrsten,* low German *boisten,* *bosten,* high German *bersten,* old German *bristen,* Swedish *brysta,* is but a variation of *break.*

**Crack,** is in Saxon *cearcian,* French *crazy,* crack, high German *kraken,* low German *kraken,* Danish *kvakke,* Greek *skevar,* which are in all probability but variations of *break,* &c.

**Split,** in Dutch *split,* Danish *splitten,* low German *spliten,* high German *splitten,* old German *spilen,* Swedish *splita,* which are all connected with the German *platten* to burst, from the Greek *strapaum* to tear or split, and the Hebrew *pelach* to separate, *paleth* or *palseh* to cut in pieces.

**Break** denotes a forcible separation of the constituent parts of a body. **Burst and crack** are onomatopoeias or imitations of the sound which are made in *bursting* and *cracking.* **Splitting** is a species of *cracking* that takes place in some bodies in a similar manner without being accompanied with the noise.

**Breaking** is generally the consequence of...
some external violence: every thing that is
exposed to violence may without distinction
be broken. Bursting arises mostly from an
extreme tension: hollow bodies when over-
fi led, burst. Cracking is caused by the appli-
cation of excessive heat, or the defective
texture of the substance: glass cracks; the earth
cracks; leather cracks. Splitting may arise
from a combination of external and internal
causes: wood in particular is liable to split.
A thing may be broken in any shape, form, and
degree: bursting leaves a wide gap; cracking
and splitting leave a long aperture; the latter
of which is commonly wider than that of the
former.

Ambitious thence the manly river breaks,
And gathering many a flood, and copious fed
With all the mellowed treasures of the sky,
Winds in progressive majesty along.—THOMSON.

Off traitors! Off my distracted soul
Will burst indignant from this jail of nature.

And let the weighty roller run the round,
To smite upon the surface of the earth:
Last crack’d with summer heats the floor ing flies,
Or sinks, and through the crannies seeds arise.

Is’t meet that he
Should leave the helm, and like a fearful la.id,
With tearful eyes, add water to the sea?
While in his breast, the ship plies on the rock,
Which industry and courage might have saved.

SHAKESPEARE.

Breeze, Gale, Blast, Gust, Storm, Tempest, Hurricane.

All these words express the action of the
wind, in different degrees and under different
circumstances.

Breeze, in Italian brezza, is in ali probability
an onomatopoeia for that kind of wind peculiar to southern climates.

Gale is probably connected with call and
yell, denoting a sonorous wind.

Blast, in German geblasen, participle of
blasen, signifies properly the act of blowing,
but by distinction it is employed for any strong
effort of blowing.

Gust, is immediately of Ikelandish origin,
and expresses the phenomena which are char-
acteristic of the Northern climates; but in all
probability it is a variation of gush, signifying
a violent stream of wind.

Storm, in German storm, from stören to
put in commotion, like gust, describes the
phenomenon of Northern climates.

Tempest, in Latin tempestas, or tempest
a time or season, describes that season or sort of
weather which is most remarkable, but at the
same time most frequent, in Southern climates.

Hurricane has been introduced by the
Spaniards into European languages from the
Caribee Islands; where it describes that
species of tempestuous wind most frequent in
tropical climates.

A breeze is gentle; a gale is brisk, but steady;
we have breezes in a calm summer’s day; the
mariner has favourable gales which keep the
sails on the stretch. A blast is impetuous; the
exhalations of a trumpet, the breath of bellows,
the sweep of a violent wind, are blasts. A gust
is sudden and vehement: gus ts of wind are
sometimes so violent as to sweep every thing
before them while they last.

Storm, tempest, and hurricane, include other
particulars besides wind.

A storm throws the whole atmosphere into
commotion; it is a war of the elements, in
which wind, rain, hail, and the like, conspire
to disturb the heavens. Tempest is a species of
storm which has also the winter and summer
to add to the confusion. Hurricane is a species of
storm which exceeds all. Just rest in violence
and duration.

Gust, storm, and tempest, which are applied
figuratively, preserve their distinction in this
sense. The passions are exposed to gusts and
storms, to sudden bursts, or violent and con-
tinued agitation: the soul is exposed to
tempests when agitated with violent and con-
tending emotions.

Grand sinks the breeze
Into a perfect calm.—THOMSON.

What happy gale
Blows you to Padua here from old Verona?

SHAKESPEARE.

As when fierce Northern blasts from the’Alps descend,
From his firm roots with struggling gusts to rend
An aged sturdy oak, the rustling sound
Grows loud.—DENHAM.

Through storms and tempests so the sailor drives,
Whilst every element in combat strives;
Louder roars the thunder, fierce the lightning flies,
Winds wildly rage, and billows bear the skies.

SHELLEY.
BRIGHTNESS.

So where our wide Numidian wastes extend,
Sudden' impetuous hurricanes descend,
Wheel through the air, in circling eddies play
Tear up the sands, and sweep whole plains away.

Addison.

Stay these sudden gusts of passion
That hurry you away.—Kewe.
I burn, I burn! The storms that's in my mind
Kindles my heart, like fires provoked by wind.

Landsdowne.

All deaths, all tortures, in one pang combin'd,
Are gentle, to the tempest of my mind.—Thomson.

Brief, v. Short.

Bright, v. Clear.

Brightness, Lustre, Splendor, Brilliance.

Brightness, from the English bright, Saxon brocyrk, probably comes, like the German pracht splendour, from the Hebrew berak to shine or glitter.

Lustre, in French lustre, Latin lustrum, a purgation, or cleansing, that is, to make clean or pure.

Splendor, in French splendeur, Latin splendor, from splendo to shine, comes either from the Greek σπλάνδος embers, or σφάνδης a spark.

Brilliance, from brilliant, and briller to shine, comes from the German brille spectacles, and the Latin of the middle ages beryllus a crystal.

Brightness is the generic, the rest are specific terms: there cannot be lustre, splendor, and brilliance, without brightness; but there may be brightness where these do not exist. These terms rise in sense; lustre rises on brightness, splendor on lustre, and brilliance on splendor.

Brilliance and lustre are applied properly to natural lights; splendor and brilliance have been more commonly applied to that which is artificial: there is always more brilliance in the former than in the latter; there is an occasional lustre in all the heavenly bodies when they shine in their unclouded brightness; there is splendor in the eruptions of flame from a volcano or an immense configuration; there is brilliance in a collection of diamonds. There may be both splendor and brilliance in an illumination: the splendor arises from the mass and richness of light; the brilliance from the variety and brightness of the lights and colours. Brightness may be obscured, lustre may be tarnished, splendor and brilliance diminished.

The analogy is closely preserved in the figurative application. Brightness attaches to the moral character of men in ordinary cases, lustre to extraordinary instances of virtue and greatness, splendor and brilliance attach to the achievements of men.

Our Saviour is strikingly represented to us as the brightness of his Father's glory, and the express image of his person. The humanity of the English in the hour of conquest adds a lustre to their victories which are either splendid or brilliant, according to the number and nature of the circumstances which render them remarkable.

Earthly honours are both short-lived in their continuance, and while they last, tarnished with spots and stains. On some quarter or other their brightness is obscured. But the honour which proceeds from God and virtue is unmixed and pure. It is a lustre which is derived from heaven.—Blair.

Thomson's definition is in the highest degree florid and luxuriant, such as may be said to be to his images and thoughts "both their lustre and their shade," such as invest them with splendor through which they are not easily discernible.—Johnson.

There is an appearance of brilliance in the pleasures of high life which naturally dazzles the young.—Craig.

Brilliance, v. Radiance.

To Bring, Fetch, Carry.

Bring, in Saxon bringan, Teutonic, &c., bringen, old German brigaun, pringan, bririfen, is most probably contracted from beringen, which from the simple ringen or regen to move, signifies to put in motion, or remove.

Fetch, in Saxon feecian, is not improbably connected with the word search, in French chercher, German suchen, Greek συνβίναι to send for or go after

Carry, v. To bear, carry.

To bring is simply to take with one's self from the place where one is; to fetch is to go first to a place and then bring it; to fetch therefore is a species of bringing: whatever is near at hand is brought; whatever is at a distance must be fetched: the porter at an inn brings a parcel, a servant who is sent for it fetches it.

Bring always respects motion towards the place in which the speaker resides; fetch, a motion both to and from; carry, always a motion directly from the place or at a distance from the place. A servant brings the parcel home which his master has sent him to fetch; he carries a parcel from home. A carrier carries parcels to and from a place, but he does not bring parcels to and from any place.

Bring is an action performed at the option of the agent; fetch and carry are mostly done at the command of another. Hence the old proverb, "He who will fetch will carry," to mark the character of the gossip and tale-bearer, who reports what he hears from two persons in order to please both parties.

What appeared to me wonderful was that none of the ants came home without bringing something.—Addison.

I have said before that those ants which I did so particularly consider, fetched their corn out of a garret.—Addison.

How great is the hardship of a poor ant, when she carries a grain of corn to the second story, climbing up a wall with her head downwards.—Addison.


Brisk, v. Active.

Brittle, v. Fragile.

Broad, v. Large.

Boil, v. Quarrel.

To Bruise, v. To break, bruise.


Buffoon, v. Fool, idiot.
BUILD.

To Build, Erect, Construct.

Build, in Saxon bytlian, French bâtir, German bauen, Gothic boa, bau, byggja, to erect house, from the Hebrew ba‘zik a habitation.

Erect, in French ériger, Latin erectus, participle of erigo, compounded of e and rego, from the Greek ἐρίζω to stretch or extend.

Construct, in Latin constructus, participle of construere, compounded of con together, and struere to put in, Greek συγκράτω, copo to strewe, in Hebrew ahrak to dispose or put in order, signifies to form together into a mass.

The word build by distinct expression the purpose of the action; erect indicates the mode of the action construct indicates contrivance in the action. What is built is employed for the purpose of receiving, retaining, or confining; what is erected is placed in an elevated situation; what is constructed is put together with ingenuity.

All that is built may be said to be erected or constructed; but all that is erected or constructed is not said to be built; likewise what is erected is mostly constructed, though not vice vers. We build from necessity; we erect for ornament; we construct for utility and convenience. Houses are built, monuments erected, machines are constructed.

Montesquieu wittily observes, that by building professional houses, not merely insinuate that all who are out of their senses are to be found only in those places.—WARTON.

It is as rational to live in caves till our own hands have erected a palace, as to reject all knowledge of architecture which our understandings will not supply.—JOHNSON.

From the raft or canoe, which first served to carry a savage over the river, to the construction of a vessel capable of conveying a numerous crew with safety to a distant coast, the progress in improvement is immense.—ROBERTSON.

Build, v. To found.

Bulk, v. Size.

Bulk, Massive.

Bulk, denotes having bulk, which is connected with our words, belly, body, bulge, bulge, &c., and the German bäute.

Massive, in French massif from massa, signifies having a mass or being like a mass, which through the German masse, Latin massa, Greek μάζα dough, comes from μαζέω to knead, signifying made into a solid substance.

Whatever is massive has a prominence of figure; what is massive has compactness of matter. The bulky therefore, though larger in size, is not so weighty as the massive.

Hollow bodies commonly have a bulk; none but solid bodies can be massive.

A vessel is bulky in its form; lead, silver, and gold, massive.

In Milton’s time it was suspected that the whole creation languished, that neither trees nor animals had the height or bulk of their predecessors.—JOHNSON.

His ponderous shield,
Etherial temper, massive, large, and round,
Behind him cast.—MILTON.


Burden, v. Freight.

Burden, v. Weight.

Burdensome, v. Heavy.

Burial, Interment, Sepulture.

Burial, from bury, in Saxon birian, birigan, German bergen, signifies in the original sense to conceal.

Interment from inter, compounded of in and terra, signifies the putting into the ground.

Sepulture, in French sepulture, Latin sepultus, from sepellir, participle of sepellir to bury, comes from sepsis a hedge, signifying an enclosure, and probably likewise from the Hebrew sabat to put to rest, or in a state of privacy.

Under burial is comprehended simply the purpose of the action; under interment and sepulture, the manner as well as the motive of the action. We bury in order to conceal; interment and sepulture are accompanied with religious ceremonies.

* Bury is confined to no object or place; we bury whatever we deposit in the earth, and wherever we please; but interment and sepulture respect only the bodies of the deceased when deposited in a sacred place.

Burial requires that the object be concealed under ground; interment may be used for depositing in Vaults.

Self-murderers are buried in the highways; Christians in general are buried in the churchyard; but the kings of England were formerly interred in Westminster Abbey.

Burial is a term in familiar use; interment serves frequently as a more elegant expression; sepulture is an abstract term confined to particular cases, as in speaking of the rights and privileges of sepulture.

Interment and sepulture never depart from their religious import; bury is used figuratively for other objects and purposes. A man is said to bury himself alive who shuts himself out from the world; he is said to bury the talent of which he makes no use, or to bury in oblivion what he does not wish to call to mind.

Let my pale corse the rights of burial know,
And give me entrance in the realms below.—POPE.

But good Eneas ordered on the shore
A stately tomb, whose top a trumpet bore;
Thus was his friend inter’d, and deathless fame,
Still to the lofty cape consigns his name.—DRYDEN.

Ah! leave me not for Grecian dogs to tear;
The common rites of sepulture I resist,
To soothe a father’s and a mother’s woes;
Let their large gifts procure an ear at least,
And Hector’s sables in his country rest.—POPE.

Burlesque, v. Wit.


Business, Occupation, Employment, Engagement, Avocation.

Business signifies what makes busy (v. Active, busy).

* Vide Trusler; *To bury, inter.*
Occupation from occup. in French occup. Latin occupo, that is, ob and capio, signifies that which serves or takes possession of a person or thing to the exclusion of other things.

Employment from employ in French emploi, Latin implico, Greek ἐμπλέκω, signifies that which engages or fixes a person.

Engagement, v. To attract.

Avocation, in Latin avocatio, from a and voco, signifies the thing that calls off from another thing.

Business occupies all a person's thoughts as well as his time and powers; occupation and employment occupy only his time and strength: the first is mostly regular, it is the object of our choice; the second is casual, it depends on the will of another. Engagement is a partial employment, avocation a particular engagement: an engagement prevents us from doing any thing else; an avocation calls off or prevents from doing what we please.

Every tradesman has a business, on the diligent prosecution of which depends his success in life; every mechanic has his daily occupation, by which he maintains his family; every labourer has an employment which is fixed for him.

Business and occupation always suppose a serious object. Business is something more urgent and important than occupation: a man of independent fortune has no occasion to pursue business, but as a rational agent he will not be contented to be without an occupation.

Employment, engagement, and avocation, leave the object undefined. An employment may be a mere diversion of the thoughts, and a wasting of the hours in some idle pursuit; a child may have its employment, which may be its play in distinction from its business; an engagement may have no higher object than that of pleasure; the idle people have often the most engagements: the gratification of curiosity, and the love of social pleasure, supply them with an abundance of engagements. Avocations have sprung from a direct trading object, although it may sometimes be of a subordinate nature, and generally irrelevant: numerous avocations are not desirable; every man should have a regular pursuit, the business of his life, to which the principal part of his time should be devoted: avocations therefore of a serious nature are apt to divide the time and attention to a hurtful degree.

A person who is busy has much to attend to, and attends to it closely: a person who is occupied has a full share of business without any pressure; he is opposed to one who is idle: a person who is engaged has the present moment filled up; he is not in a state of inaction: the person who is engaged is not at liberty to be otherwise employed; his time is not his own; he is opposed to one at leisure.

The materials are no sooner wrought into paper, but they are distributed among the presses where they again set innumerable artists at work, and furnish business to another mystery.—ADDITION.

How little must the ordinary occupations of men seem to one who is engaged in so noble a pursuit as the assimilation of himself to the betsy.—BERKELEY.

I would recommend to every one of my readers the keeping a journal of their lives for one week, and setting down punctually their whole series of employments during that space of time.—ADDITION.

Mr. Baretti being a single man, and entirely clear from all engagements, takes the advantage of his independence.—JOHNSTON.

Sorrow ought not to be suffered to increase by indulgence, but must give way after a stated time to social duties and the common avocations of life.—JOHNSTON.

Business, Trade, Profession, Art.


Trade signifies that which employs the time by way of trade.

Profession signifies that which one professes to do.

Art signifies that which is followed in the way of the arts.

These words are synonymous in the sense of a calling, for the purpose of a livelihood: business is general, trade and profession are particular; all trade is business, but all business is not trade.

Buying and selling of merchandize is inseparable from trade; but the exercise of one's knowledge and experience, for purposes of gain, constitutes a business; when learning or particular skill is required, it is a profession; and when there is a peculiar exercise of art, it is an art. Every shop-keeper and retail dealer carries on a trade: brokers, manufacturers, bankers, and others, carry on business; clergymen, medical, or military men, follow a profession; musicians and painters follow an art.

Those who are determined by choice to any particular kind of business are indeed more happy than those who are determined by necessity.—ADDITION.

Some persons, indeed, by the privilege of their birth and quality, are above a common trade and profession, but they are not hereby exempted from all business, and allowed to live unprofitably to others.—TILLOTSON.

No one of the sons of Adam ought to think himself exempt from labour or industry; those to whom birth or fortune may seem to make such an application unnecessary, ought to find out some calling or profession, that they may not live as a barbarous upon the species.—ADDITION.

The painter understands his art.—SWIFT.

Business, Office, Duty.


Duty signifies what is due or owing one, from the Latin debitum, participle of debere to owe.

Business is what one prescribes to one's self; office is prescribed by another; duty is prescribed or enjoined by a fixed rule of propriety: mercantile concerns are the business which a man takes upon himself; the management of parish concerns is an office imposed upon him often, much against his inclination; the maintenance of his family is a duty which his conscience enjoins upon him to perform.

Business and duty are public or private: office is mostly of a public nature: a minister of state, by virtue of his office, has always public business to perform; but men in general have only private business to transact: a minister of religion has public duties to perform in his ministerial capacity; every other man has
BUSTLE.

To Buy, Purchase, Bargain, Cheapen.

Buy, in Saxon byrgean, is in all probability connected with bargain.

Purchase, in French pourcaser, like the word purse, porsesire, comes from the Latin percorsi, signifying to obtain by a particular effort.

Bargain, in Welsh borgen, is most probably connected with the German borgen, to borrow, and barge a certainty.

Cheapen is in Saxon coopenan, Gurman kaufen, Dutch koopen to buy.

Buy and purchase have a strong resemblance to each other, both in sense and application; but the latter is a term of more refinement than the former: buy may always be substituted for purchase without impropriety; but purchase would be sometimes ridiculous in the familiar application of buy: the necessaries of life are bought; luxuries are purchased.

The characteristic idea of buying is that of expending money according to a certain rule, and for a particular purpose; that of purchasing is the procuring the thing; the propensity of buying whatever comes in one's way is very injurious to the circumstances of some people; what it is not convenient to procure for ourselves we may commission another to purchase for us.

Buying implies simply the exchange of one's money for a commodity; bargaining and cheapening have likewise respect to the price: to bargain is to make a specific agreement as to the price; to cheapen is not only to lower the price asked, but to deal in such things as are cheap: trade is supported by buyers; bargainers and cheapeners are not acceptable customers: mean people are prone to bargaining; poor people are oblige to cheapen.

It gives me very great scandal to observe, wherever I go, how much skill, in buying all manner of things, there is necessary to defend yourself from being cheated.——STEELE.

Pirates may make cheap pennyworths of their pillage, and purchase friends.——SHAKESPEARE.

So York must sit, and fret, and bite his tongue, While his own lands are bargain'd for, and sold.——SHAKESPEARE.

You may see many a smart rhetorician turning his hat in his hands, moulding it into several different cocks, examining sometimes the lining, and sometimes the button, during the whole course of his harangue. A deaf man would think he was cheapening a beaver, when perhaps he is talking of the fate of the British nation.——ADDISON.


C.

Disaster, in French désastre, is compounded of the privative des or dis and astre, in Latin astrum a star, signifying what comes from the adverse influence of the stars.

Misfortune, Mischance, and Mishap, naturally express what comes a' miss.

The idea of a painful event is common to all these terms, but they differ in the degree of importance.

A calamity is a great disaster or misfortune;

C.
CALCULATE.

a misfortune a great mischance or mishap: whatever is attended with destruction is a calamity: whatever occasions mischief to the person, defeats or interrupts plans, is a disaster: whatever is accompanied with a loss of property, or the deprivation of health, is a misfortune: whatever diminishes the beauty or utility of objects is a mischance or mishap: the devastation of a country by hurricanes or earthquakes, or the desolation of its inhabitants by famine or plague, are great calamities: the overturning of a carriage, or the fracture of a limb, are disasters: losses in trade are misfortunes, the spoiling of a book is, to a greater or less extent, a mischance or mishap.

A calamity seldom arises from the direct agency of man; the elements, or the natural course of things, are mostly concerned in producing this source of misery to men; the rest may be ascribed to chance, as distinguished from design: disasters mostly arise from some specific known cause, either the carelessness of persons, or the unfitness of things for their use; as they generally serve to derange some preconcerted scheme or undertaking, they seem as if they were produced by some secret influence: misfortune is frequently assignable to no cause: it is the misfortunes of the individual: a link in the chain of his destiny: an evil independent of himself, as distinguished from a fault: mischance and mishap are misfortunes of comparatively so trivial a nature, that it would not be worth while to inquire into their cause, or to dwell upon their consequences: A calamity is dreadful: a disaster melancholy: a misfortune grievous or heavy: a mischance or mishap slight or trivial.

A calamity is either public or private, but more frequently the former: a disaster is rather peculiar than private; it affects things rather than persons; journeys, expeditions, and military movements are commonly attended with disasters: misfortunes are altogether personal; they immediately affect the interests of the individual: mischances and mishaps are altogether domestic. We speak of a calamitous period, a disastrous expedition, an unfortunate person, little mishances or mishaps.

They observed that several blessings had degenerated into calamities, and that several calamities had improved into blessings, according to as they fell into the possession of wise or foolish men.—ADAMS.

They daily exercise her leniency by pitying every misfortune that happens to every family within her circle of notice.—JOHNSON.

Permit thy daughter, Gracious Jove, to tell,
How this mischance the Cyprian Queen begot.—POPE.

For pity's sake tells undeserved mishaps,
And their appliance to gain, reconciles his laps.

CHURCHILL.

To Calculate, Compute, Reckon, Count.

Calculate, in Latin calculatus participle of calculate, comes from calculus, Greek καλειί a pebble; because the Greeks gave their vote, and the Romans made out their accounts, by little stones; hence it denotes the action itself of reckoning.

Compute, in French computer, Latin computo, composed of computus, signifies to put together in one's mind.

Reckon, in Saxon reccan, Dutch rekenen, German rechnen, is not improbably derived from roen, in Dutch reck, because stringing of things in a row was formerly, as it is now sometimes, the ordinary mode of reckoning.

Count, in French compter, is but a contraction of computer.

These words indicate the means by which we arrive at a certain result, in regard to quantity.

To calculate is the generic term, the rest are specific: * computation and reckoning are branches of calculation, or an application of those operations to the objects of which a result is sought: to calculate comprehends arithmetical operations in general, or particular applications of the science of numbers, in order to obtain a certain point of knowledge: to compute is to combine certain given numbers in order to learn the thing implied in them, to reckon is to enumerate and set down things in the detail: to count is to add up the individual items contained in many different parts, in order to determine the quantity.

Calculation particularly respects the operation itself; compute and count respect the gross results to reckon refers to the details. To calculate denotes any numerical operation in general, but in its limited sense; it is the abstract science of figures used by mathematicians and philosophers; computation is a numerical estimate, a simple species of calculation used by historians, chronologists, and financial speculators, in drawing great results from complex sources; reckon and count are still simpler species of calculation, applicable to the ordinary business of life, and employed by tradesmen, mechanics, and people in general; reckoning and counting were the first efforts made by men in acquiring a knowledge of number, quantity, or degree.

The astronomer calculates the return of the stars; the geometer is enabled by calculations. The Banjans, Indian merchants, make prodigious calculations in an instant on their thumb nails, doubtless after the manner of algebra, by signs, which the calculator employs as he pleases. The chronologist computes the times of particular events, by comparing them with those of other known events. Many persons have attempted from the prophecies to make a computation as to the probable time of the millennium; financiers compute the produce of a tax according to the measure and circumstances of its imposition. At every new consulate the Romans used to drive a nail into the wall of the capitol, by which they reckoned the length of time that their state had been erected: tradesmen reckon their profits and losses. Children begin by counting on their fingers, one, two, three.

An almanack is made by calculation, computation, and reckoning. The rising and setting

* Vide Boullan: "Calculer, supposer, compter."
of the heavenly bodies are calculated; from giving astronomical tables is computed the moment on which any celestial phenomenon may return; and by reckoning are determined the days on which holidays, or other periodical events, fall.

Buffon, in his moral arithmetic, has calculated tables as guides to direct our judgments in different situations, where we have only vague probability, on which to draw our conclusions. By this we have only to compute what will be the cost of the most favorable lottery; how much we must lose in advance from the most favourable lottery; how much our hopes impose upon us, our cupidity cheat us, and our habits injure us.

Calculate and reckon are employed in a figurative sense; compute and count in an extended application of the same sense.

Calculate, reckon, and count, respect mostly the future; compute, the past.

Calculate is rather a conjectural deduction from what is, as to what may be; computation is a rational estimate of what has been, from what is; reckoning is a conclusive conviction, a complacent assurance that a thing will happen, indicating an expectation. We calculate on again; compute any loss sustained, or the amount of any mischief done; we reckon on a promised pleasure; we count the hours and minutes until the time of enjoyment arrives.

A spirit of calculation arises from the cupidity engendered by trade; it narrows the mind to the mere prospect of accumulation and self-interest. Computations are inaccurate that are not founded upon exact numerical calculations. Inconsiderate people are apt to reckon on things that are very uncertain, and then lay up to themselves a store of disappointments.

Children who are uneasy at school count the hours, minutes, and moments for their return home. Those who have experienced the instability of human affairs will never calculate on an hour's enjoyment beyond the moment of existence. It is difficult to compute the loss which an army sustains upon being defeated, especially if it be obliged to make a long retreat. Those who know the human heart will never reckon on the assistance of professed friends in the hour of adversity. A mind that is ill at ease seeks a resource and amusement by counting the moments as they fly; but this is often an unhappy delusion that only adds to the bitterness of sorrow.

In this bank of fame, by an exact calculation, and the rules of political arithmetic, I have allotted ten hundred thousand shares; five hundred thousand of which is the due of the general; two hundred thousand I assign to the general officers; and two hundred thousand more to all the commissioned officers, from the colonels to ensigns; the remaining hundred thousand must be distributed among the non-commissioned officers and private men; according to which computation, I find Sergeant Brown has to have one share and a fraction of two fifths.

The time we live ought not to be computed by the number of years, but by the use that has been made of it.

Men reckon themselves possessed of what their genius inclines them to; and so bend all their ambition to excel in what is out of their reach.—SPECTATOR.

Apples and admiration are by no means to be counted among the necessaries of life.—JOHNSON.

Calendar, Almanack, Ephemeris.

Calendar comes from calenda, the Roman name for the first days of every month.

Almanack, that is al and manc, signifies properly the reckoning or thing reckoned, from the Arabic manc and Hebrew manack to reckon.

Ephemeris, in Greek εφημερις from εφήμη and ημέρα the day, implies that which happens by the day.

These terms denote a date-book, but the calendar is a book which registers events under every month: the almanack is a book which registers times, or the divisions of the year: and an ephemeris is a book which registers the planetary movements every day. An almanack may be a calendar, and an ephemeris may be both an almanack and a calendar; but every almanack is not a calendar, and every calendar an almanack. The Gardener's calendar is not an almanack, and the sheet almanacks are seldom calendars; likewise the nautical ephemerides may serve as an almanack, although not as a calendar.

He was sitting upon the ground upon a little straw in the furthest corner of his dungeon, in his shirt, his chair and bed; a little calendar of small sticks were laid at the head, noted all over with the dismal nights and days he had passed there. STEELE.

When the reformers were purging the calendar of legions of visionary saints. They took due care to defend the niches of real martyrs from profanation. They preserved the holy festivals which had been consecrated for many ages to the great luminaries of the church, and at once paid proper observance to the memory of the good, and fell in with the proper humour of the vulgar, which loves to rejoice and mourn at the discretion of the almanack.—WALPOLE.

That two or three suns or moons appear in any man's life or reign, it is not worth the while; but if the same should fall out at a remarkable time or point of some decisive action; that those two should make but one line in the book of fate, and stand together in the great ephemerides of God, beside the philosophical assignment of the cause, it may admit a Christian apprehension in the signification.—BROWNS VULGAR EERODES.

To Call, Bid, Summon, Invite.

Call, in its abstract and original sense, signifies simply to give an expression of the voice, in which it agrees with the German schellen, Swedish skalla a sound, Greek καλεῖν to call, Hebrew kol the voice.

Bid, in Saxon beodan or bidden to offer, old German baden, low German bedan, German bieten, &c., Latin ulla or invito, which comes from in and visum the way, signifies to call into the way or measure of another.

Summon, in French summon, changed from summoner, Latin submonere, signifies to give special notice.

The idea of signifying one's wish to another to do any thing is included in all these terms.

To call is not confined to any particular sound; we may call by simply raising the voice: to invite is not even confined to sounds: we may invite by looks, or signs, or even by writing: to bid and summons require the express use of words. The actions of calling and inviting are common to animals as well as men: sheep call their young when they bleat, and oxen their companions when they low; cats and other females among the brutes invite...
their young to come out from their bed when it is proper for them to begin to walk; to bid and summon are altogether confined to human beings.

Call and bid are direct addresses; to invite and summon may pass through the medium of a second person. I call or bid the person whom I wish to come, but I send him a summons or invitation.

Calling of itself expresses no more than the simple desire; but according to circumstances it may be made to express a command or entreaty. Warm equals simply to a wish, when the dam calls her young it amounts to suppling entreaty; but when a father calls his son it is equivalent to a command. To bid expresses either a command or an entreaty; when superiors bid it is a positive command; when equals bid it is an act of civility. To summon is always imperative; to invite always in the spirit of kindness and courtesy. Persons in all stations of life have occasion to call each other; but it is an action most befitting the superior; to bid and invite are alike the actions of superiors and equals: to summon is the act of a superior only.

Calling is always for the purpose of drawing the object to one's person. Bidding, as a command, may be employed for what we wish to be done; but bidding in the sense of an invitation is employed for drawing the object to our place of residence. Inviting is employed for either purpose. Summoning is an act of authority by which a person is obliged to make his appearance at a given place.

In a deep vale, or near some ruin'd wall,
Would the ghosts of slaughter'd soldiers call.

Dryden.

The star that bids the shepherd fold,
Now the top of heaven doth hold.
Milton.

This minute may be mine, the next another's,
But still all mortals ought to wait the summons.
Smith.

Still follow where auspicious fates invite,
Caress the happy, and the wretched slight.
Lewis.

To Call, v. To cry.
To Call, v. To name.

Calm, Composed, Collected.


Composed, from the verb compose, marks the state of being composed; and Collected, from collect, the state of being collected.

These terms agree in expressing a state; but calm respects the state of the feelings, composed the state of the thoughts and feelings, and collected the state of the thoughts more particularly.

Calmness is peculiarly requisite in seasons of distress, and amidst scenes of horror: compose, in moments of trial, disorder, and tumult; collecteness, in moments of danger. Calmness is the companion of fortitude; no one whose spirits are easily disturbed can have strength to bear misfortune: compose is an attendant upon clearness of understanding; no one can express himself with per-

spicuity whose thoughts are any way deranged:

Calmness is requisite for a determined promptitude of action; no one can be expected to act promptly who cannot think fixedly.

It would argue a want of all feeling to be calm on some occasions, when the best affections of our nature are put to a severe trial. Composedness of mind associated with the detection of guilt, evinces a hardened conscience, and an insensibility to shame. Collecteness of mind has contributed to no small degree to the preservation of some persons' lives, in moments of the most imminent peril.

'Tis godlike magnanimity to keep.
When most provok'd, our reason calm and clear.
Thomson.

A mooping lover would grow a pleasant fellow by that time he had rid thieve about the island (Antony); and a bare-brained rake, after a short stay in the country, to come again a composed, grave, worthy gentleman.—Steele.

Collected in his strength, and like a rock,
Poles'd on his base, Mezentius stood the shock.
Dryden.

Calm, Placid, Serene.


Placid, in Latin placidus, from placeo to please, signifies the state of being pleased, or free from uneasiness.

Serene, Latin serenus, comes most probably from the Greek appan peace, signifying a state of peace.

Calm and serene are applied to the elements; placid only to the mind. Calmness respects only the state of the winds, serenity that of the air and heavens: the weather is calm when it is free from agitation: it is serene when free from noise and vapour. Calm respects the total absence of all perturbation; placid the ease and contentment of the mind; serene clearness and composure of the mind.

As in the natural world a particular agitation of the wind is succeeded by a calm, so in the mind of man, when an unusual effervescence has been produced, it commonly subsides into a calm: placidity and serenity have more that is even and regular in them; they are positively what they are. Calm is a temporary state of the feelings; placid and serene are habits of the mind. We speak of a calm state; but a placid and serene temper. Placidity is more of a natural gift; serenity is acquired: people with not very ardent desires or warmth of feeling will evince placidity; they are loaded with all that passes inwardly or outwardly; nothing contributes so much to serenity of mind as a pervading sense of God's good providence, which checks all impatience, softens down every asperity of humour, and gives a steady current to the feelings.

Preach patience to the sea, when jarring winds
Throw up the swelling billows to the sky.
And if your reason irritate her fury,
My soul will be as calm.—Smith.

Placid and soothing is the remembrance of a life passed with quiet, innocence, and elegance.—Steele.

Every one ought to fence against the temper of his climate or constitution, and frequently to indulge in himself those considerations which may give him a serenity of mind.—Addison.
To Calm, v. To appease.
Calm, v. Peace.
To Calumniate, v. To accuse.

Can, May.

Can, in the Northern languages können, &c., is derived most probably from kennen to know, from the natural intimacy which subsists between knowledge and power.

May is in German mögen, to may or wish, Greek μαζι to desire, from the connexion between wishing and complying with a wish.
Can denotes possibility, may liberty and probability: he who has sound limbs can walk, but he may not walk in places which are prohibited.

For who can match Achilles? he who can
Must yet be more than hero, more than man.—POPE.
Then cannot not call him from the Stygian shore,
But thou, alas! mayst live to suffer more.—POPE.

To Cancel, v. To abolish.
To Cancel, v. To blot out.

Candid, Open, Sincere.

Candid, in French candid, Latin candidus, from candidus to shine, signifies to be pure, as truth itself.

Open, is in Saxon open, French ouvert, German offen, from the proposition up, German auf; Dutch op, &c., because erection is a characteristic of the uth and openness.

Sincere, French sincère, Latin sincerus, probably from the Greek σωφία and κατά the heart, that is, with the heart, signifying dictated by or going with the heart.
Candor arises from a conscious purity of intention: openness from a warmth of feeling and love of communication: sincerity from a love of truth.

Candor obliges us to acknowledge whatever may make against ourselves; it is interested; openness impels us to utter whatever passes in the mind; it is unguarded; sincerity prevents us from speaking what we do not think; it is positive. A candid man will have no reserve when openness is necessary: an open man cannot maintain a reserve at any time; a sincere man will maintain a reserve only as far as it is consistent with truth.

Candor wins much upon those who come in connexion with it; it removes misunderstandings and obviates differences; the want of it occasions suspicion and discontent. Openness gains as many enemies as friends; it requires to be well regulated not to be offensive; there is no mind so pure and disciplined that all the thoughts and feelings which it gives birth to, may or ought to be made public. Sincerity is an indispensable virtue; the want of it is always mischievous, frequently fatal.

Self conviction is the path to virtue.
An honourable candor thus adorns
Ingenious minds.—C. JOHNSON.

His words are bonds, his oaths are oracles,
His love sincere, his thoughts immaculate.

SHAKESPEARE.

CAPTIOUS.

The fondest and firmest friendships are dissolved by such openness and sincerity as interrupt our enjoyment of our own approbation.—JOHNSON.

Candid, v. Frank.
Capacious, v. Ample.
Capaciousness, v. Capacity.
Capacity, v. Ability.

Capacity, Capaciousness.

Capacity, v. Ability.
Capacity is the abstract of capax, receiving or apt to hold; it is therefore applied to the contents of hollow bodies: capaciousness is the abstract of capacious, and is therefore applied to the plane surface comprehended within a given space. Hence we speak of the capacity of a vessel; and the capaciousness of a room.

Capacity is an indefinite term simply designating fitness to hold or receive; but capaciousness denotes something specifically large. Measuring the capacity of vessels belongs to the science of mensuration: the capaciousness of rooms is to be observed by the eye. They are marked by the same distinction in their moral application; men are born with various capacities; some are remarkable for the capaciousness of their minds.

Capricious, v. Fanciful.

Captious, Cross, Peevish, Petulant, Fretful.

Captious, in Latin captiosus, from capio, signifies taking or treating in an offensive manner.
Cross, after the noun cross, marks the temper which resembles a cross.
Peevish, probably changed from beethish, signifies easily provoked, and ready to sting like a bee.

Fretful, from the word fret, signifies full of fretting: fret, which is in Saxon fretan, comes from the Latin fricatus, participle of frictio to wear away with rubbing.

Petulant, in Latin petulant, from peto to seek, signifies seeking or catching up.
All these terms indicate an unamiable working and expression of temper. Captious marks a readiness to be offended: cross indicates a readiness to offend: peevish expresses a strong degree of crossness: fretful a complaining impatience: petulant a quick or sudden impatience. Captiousness is the consequence of misplaced pride, crossness of ill-humour: peevishness and fretfulness of a painful irritability: petulance is either the result of a naturally hasty temper or of a sudden irritability: adults are most prone to be captious; they have frequently a self-importance which is in perpetual danger of being offended: an un-
disciplined temper, whether in young or old will manifest itself on certain occasions by cross looks and words towards those with whom they come in connexion; spoiled children are most apt to be peevish; they are seldom thwarted in any of their unreasonable desires, without venting their ill-humour by an irritating and offending action: sickly children are most liable to fretfulness; their unpleasant feelings vent themselves in a mixture of crying complaints and crossness; the young and ignorant are most apt to be petulant when contradicted.

Captiousness and jealousy are easily offended; and to him who studiously looks for an affront, every mode of behaviour will supply it.—JOHNSON.

I was so good-humoured, so cheerful and gay, My heart was as light as a feather all day. But now I so cross and so peevish am grown, So strangely uneasy as never was known.—BYRON.

Pevish displeasure, and suspicions of mankind, are apt to persecute those who withdraw themselves altogether from the haunts of men.—BLAIR.

By indulging this fretful temper, you both aggravate the unpleasantness of age, and you alienate those on whose affections much of your comfort depends.—BLAIR.

To Captivate, v. To charm.
To Captivate, v. To enthrall.
C aptivity, v. Confinement.

Capture, Seizure, Prize.

Capture, in French capture, Latin captura, from captus, participle of capio to take, signifies either the act of taking, or the thing taken, but mostly the former.
Seizure, from saisir, in French saisir, signifies only the act of seizing.

Prize, in French prise, from prise, participle of prendre to take, signifies only the thing taken.
Capture and seizure differ in the mode; a capture is made by force of arms; a seizure by direct and personal violence. The capture of a town or an island requires an army; the seizure of property is effected by the exertions of an individual. A seizure always requires some force which a captus e does not. A capture may be mad—on an unresisting object; it is merely the taking into possession; a seizure supposes much eagerness for possession on the one hand, and reluctance to yield on the other. Merchant vessels are captured which are not in a state to make resistance; contraband goods are seized by the police officers.

A capture has always something legitimate in it; it is a public measure flowing from authority: a seizure is a private measure, frequently as unlawful and unjust as it is violent; it depends on the will of the individual. A capture is general, it may be the act of taking: a prise is particular, it regards the object taken, and its value to the captor; many captures are made by sea which never become prizes.

The late Mr. Robert Wood, in his essay on the original genius and writings of Homer, inclines to think the Iliad and Odyssey were finished about half a century after the capture of Troy.—CUMBERLAND.

Many of the dangers imputed to old are exorbitant wealth are now at an end. The rich are neither waylaid

by robbers, nor watched by informers; there is nothing to be dreaded from prescriptions or seizes.—JOHNSON.

Sensible of their own force, and allure by the prospect of so rich a prise, the northern barbarians, in the reign of Arcadius and Honorius, assailed at once all the frontiers of the Roman empire.—HUMIS.


Care, Solicitude, Anxiety.

Care, in Latin cura, comes probably from the Greek κύρος power, because whoever has power has a weight of care.

Solicitude, in French sollicitude, Latin sollicitudo from sollicito to disquiet, compounded of solus and cito to put altogether in connexion, signifies a complete state of restless commotion.

Anxiety, in French anxiété, Latin anxietas from anxius and ango, Greek ανίχνη to hang, suffocate, torment, signifies a state of extreme suffering.

These terms express mental pain in different degrees; care less than solicitude, and this less than anxiety. Care consists of thought and feeling; solicitude and anxiety of feeling only. Care respects the past, present, and future; solicitude and anxiety regard the present and future. Care is directed towards the present and absent, near or at a distance; solicitude and anxiety are employed about that which is absent and at a certain distance.

We are careful about the means; solicitous and anxious about the end; we are solicitous to obtain a good; we are anxious to avoid an evil. The cares of a parent exceed every other in their weight. He has an uneasing solicitude for the welfare of his children, and experiences many an anxious thought lest all his care should be lost upon them.

Care, though in some respects an infirmity of our nature, is a consequence of our limited knowledge which we cannot altogether remove; as it respects the present, it is a bounden duty; but when it extends to futurity, it must be kept within the limits of pious resignation. Solicitude and anxiety, as habits of the mind, are irreconcilable with the faith of a Christian, which teaches him to take no thought for the morrow.

But his face
Deep scars of thunder had entrench'd, and care
Sat on his faded cheek.—MILTON.

Can your solicitude alter the course, or unravel the intricacy of human events?—BLAIR.

The story of a man who grew grey in the space of one night's anxiety is very famous.—SPECTATOR.

Care, Concern, Regard.

Care, v. Care, sollicitude.
Concern, v. Affair.

Regard, in French regarder, is compounded of re and garder, to look at again or attentively.

Care and concern consist both of thought and feeling, but the latter has less of thought than feeling: regard consists of thought only. We care for a thing which is the object of our exertions; we concern ourselves about a thing
Care, Charge, Management.

Care, v. Care, solicitude.

Charge, in French charge a burden, in Armoric and Breton cær, which is probably connected with cargo and cærty. It is figuratively employed in the sense of a burden.

Management, in French management, from soigneur and me ner to lead, and the Latin manus a hand, signifies direction.

Care will include both charge and management; but in the strict sense, it comprehends personal labour: charge involves responsibility; management includes regulation and order.

A gardener has the care of a garden; a nurse has the charge of children; a steward has the management of a farm; we must always act in order to take care; we must look in order to take charge; we must always think in order to manage.

Care is employed in menial occupations; charge in matters of trust and confidence; management in matters of business and experience: the servant has the care of the cattle; an instructor has the charge of youth; a clerk has the management of a business.

Care's a father's right—A pleasing right,
In which he labours with a home-beloved joy.—SHELLEY.

I can never believe that the repugnance with which Tiberius took the charge of the government upon him would wholly elgued.—CUMBERLAND.

The woman, to whom her husband left the whole management of her belongings, and who persisted in her purpose, soon found an opportunity to put it into execution.—HAWKESWORTH.

Care, v. Heed.

Careful, Cautious, Provident.

Careful, signifies full of care (v. Care, solicitude).

Cautious is in Latin cautus, participle of careo, which comes from carus, hollow, or carus a cave, which was originally a place of security; hence the epithet cautious in the sense of seeking security.

Provident, in Latin providens, signifies foreseeing or looking to beforehand, from pro and video.

We are careful to avoid mistakes; cautious to avoid danger; provident to avoid straits and difficulties; careful is exercised in saving and retaining what we have; caution must be used in guarding against the evils that may be; providence must be employed in supplying the good, or guarding against the contingent evils of the future.

Care consists in the use of means, in the exercise of the faculties for the attainment of an end; a careful person omits nothing; caution consists rather in abstaining from action; a cautious person will not act where he ought not: providence respects the use of things; care and caution are both required in the management of property; a provident person acts for the future, by abstaining for the present.

There's not that work
Of careful nature, or of cunning art,
How strong, how beauteous, or how rich it be,
But falls in time to ruin.—SHAKESPEARE.

Flush'd by the spirit of the genial year,
Be greatly cautious of your sliding heart. 

THOMSON.

To Caress, Fondle.

Both these terms mark a species of endearment.

Caress, like cherish, comes from the French cheri, and cher, Latin carus dear, signifying the expression of a tender sentiment.

Fondle, from fond, is a frequentative verb, signifying to become fond of, or express one's fondness for.

We caress by words or actions; we fondle by actions only; caresses are not always unsuitable: but fondling, which is the extreme of caressing, is not less unfit for the one who receives than for the one who gives: animals caress each other, as the natural mode of indicating their affection; fondling, which is the expression of perverted feeling, is peculiar to human beings, who alone abuse the faculties with which they are endowed.

Cargo, v. Freight.

Carnage, Slaughter, Massacre, Butchery.

Carnage, from the Latin caro carnis flesh, implies properly a collection of dead flesh,
CAST.

Slaughter, from slo, is the act of taking away life.

Massacre, in French massacre, comes from the Latin macerare to kill for sacrifice.

Butchery, from butcher, signifies the act of butchering; in French boucherie, from bouche the mouth, signifies the killing for food.

Carnage respects the number of dead bodies made; it may be said of men or animals, but more commonly of the former; slaughter respects the act of taking away life, and the circumstances of the agent: massacre and butchery respect the circumstances of the objects who are the sufferers of the action; the latter three are said of human beings only.

Carnage is the consequence of any impetuous attack from a powerful enemy; soldiers who get into a besieged town, or a wolf who breaks into a sheepfold, commonly make a dreadful carnage: slaughter is the consequence of warfare; in battle, the slaughter will be very considerable where both parties defend themselves pertinaciously; a massacre is the consequence of secret and personal resentment between bodics of people; it is always a stain upon the nation by whom it is practised, as it cannot be effected without a violent breach of confidence, and a direct act of treachery; of this description was the massacre of the Danes by the original Britons, and the massacre of the Huguenots in France: butchery is the general accompaniment of a massacre; defenceless women and children are commonly butchered by the savage furies who are most active in this work of blood.

The carnage Jono from the skies survey'd.
And, touch'd with grief, bespoke the blue-eyed maid.

Yet, yet a little, and destructive slaughter
Shall rage around and mar this beauteous prospect.

Our groaning country bled at every vein;
When murders, rapes, and massacres prevail'd.

Let us be sacrificers, but not butchers.—SHAKESPEARE.

To Carp, v. To censure.

Carriage, Gait, Walk.

Carriage from the verb to carry (v. To bear, carry) signifies the act of carrying in general, but here that of carrying the body.

Gait, from go, signifies the manner of going.

Walk, signifies the manner of walking.

Carriage is here the most general term; it respects the manner of carrying the body, whether in a state of motion or rest: gait is the mode of carrying the limbs and body whenever we move; walk is the manner of carrying the body when we move forward to walk.

A person's carriage is somewhat natural to him; it is often an indication of character, but admits of great change by education; we may always distinguish a man as high or low, either in mind or station, by his carriage; gait is artificial; we may contract a certain gait by habit; the gait is therefore often taken for a bad habit of going, as when a person has a limping gait, or an unsteady gait: walk is less definite than either, as it is applicable to the ordinary movements of men; there is a good, a bad, or an indifferent walk; but it is not a matter of indifference which of these kinds of walk we have; it is the great art of the dancing-master to give a good walk.

Upon her nearer approach to Hercules, she stepped before the other lady, who came forward with a regular composed carriage.—ADDISON.

Lifeless her gait, and slow, with seeming pain,
She dropt her footling limbs along the plain.

SHENSTONE,
In length of train descends her sweeping gown,
And by her graceful walk, the queen of love is known.


To Carry, v. To bear.

To Carry, v. To bring.

Carousal, v. Feast.

Case, Cause.

Case, in Latin casus, from cado to fall, chance, happen, signifies the thing falling out.

Cause, in French cause, Latin causa, is probably changed from case, and the Latin cases.

The case is matter of fact; the cause is matter of question: a case involves circumstances and consequences; a cause involves reasons and arguments; a case is something to be learned; a cause is something to be decided.

A case needs only to be stated; a cause must be defended; a cause may include cases, but not vice versa: in all cases that are to be tried, there are many legal cases that must be cited: whoever is interested in the cause of humanity will not be heedless of those cases of distress which are perpetually presenting themselves.

There is a double praise due to virtue when it is lodged in a body that seems to have been prepared for the reception of vice: in many such cases the soul and body do not seem to be fellows.—ADDISON.

I was myself an advocate so long, that I never mind what advocates say, but what they prove, and I can only examine proofs in causes brought before me.—Sir WILLIAM JONES.

Case, v. Situation.

Case, v. Frame.


To Cast, Throw, Hurt.

Cast probably comes from casus, participle of cado to fall, signifying to make or to let fall.

Throw, in Saxon throwan, is most probably a variation of thrust, in Latin trudo, Drachoe tevar to thrust repeatedly.

Hurt, like the word whirl, comes from the Saxon hurten, hieveofen, German, &c., weibet, Teutonic wirfel, Danish hirvel, hivveler, Latin verto, gyro, which are all derived from the Hebrew orgal round, signifying to turn round.

Cast conveys simply the idea of laying aside, or putting from one's self; throw and hurt
designate more specifically the mode of the action: cast is an indifferent action, whether it respects others or others; it is always attended with an emotion of dislike or contempt. What is not wanted is cast off; clothes which are no longer worn are cast off; what is worthless or hurtful is thrown away; the dress is separated from the wheat and thrown away; bad habits cannot be thrown off too soon.

Cast, as it respects others, is divested of all particulars: but nothing is thrown at any one without an intention of offending or hurting: a glance is cast at a person, or things are cast before him; but insinuations are thrown out against a person; things are thrown at him with the view of striking.

Cast requires no particular effort; it amounts in general to no more than let fall or go; throw is frequently accompanied with violence. Money is cast into a bag; stones are thrown from a great distance; animals cast their young at stated periods; the horse throws his rider; a lawless man throws off constraint.

Hurl is a violent species of throwing employed only on extraordinary occasions, expressive of an unusual degree of vehemence in the agent, and an excessive provocation on the part of the sufferer: the hurler, the thing hurled, and the cause of hurling, correspond in magnitude; a mighty potentate is hurled from his throne by some power superior to his own; Milton represents the devils as hurled from Heaven by the word of the Almighty; the heathen poets have feigned a similar story of the giants who made war against Heaven, and were hurled by the thunderbolts of Jupiter down to the earth.

As far as I could cast my eyes
Upon the sea, something methought did rise
Like blush mists—Dyren.

O war, thou son of hell!
Whom angry deities do make their minister,
Throw in the frozen bosoms of our part.
Hot coals of vengeance—Shakespear.

Wreath my head
With flaming meteors, load my arms with thunder,
Which I pour in toURLRequest
I'll hurl on this ungrateful earth—Tate.

Cast, Turn, Description.

Cast, from the verb to cast (v. To cast), signifies that which is cast, and here by an extension of the sense, the form in which it is cast.

Turn, from the verb to turn, signifies also the act of turning, or the manner of turning.

Description signifies the act of describing, or the thing which is to be described.

What is cast is artificial; what turns is natural: the former is the act of some foreign agent; the latter is the act of the subject itself; hence the cast, as applicable to persons, respects that which they are made by circumstances; the turn, that which they are by themselves; thus there are religious castings in India, that is, men cast in a certain form of religion, and men of a particular moral cast, that is, such as are cast in a particular mould as respects their thinking and acting; so in like manner men of a particular turn, that is, as respects their inclinations and tastes. Description is a term less definite than either of the two former: it respects all that may be the expression of a person, but particularly that which distinguishes a man from others, either in his mode of thinking or acting, in his habits, in his manners, in his language, or his taste.

The cast is that which marks a man to others; the turn is that which may be known only to a man's self; the description is that by which he is described or made known to others.

The cast is that which is fixed and unchangeable, the turn is that which may be again turned; and the description is that which varies with the circumstances.

My mind is of such a particular cast, that the falling of a shower of rain, or the whistling of the wind at such a time (the night season), is apt to fill my thoughts with something awful and solemn.—Addison.

There is a very odd turn of thought required for this sort of writing (the fairy way of writing, as Dryden calls it), and it is impossible for a poet to succeed in it, who has not a particular cast of fancy.—Addison.

Christian statesmen think that these do not believe Christianity who do not care it should be preached to the poor. But as they know that charity is not confined to any description, they are not deprived of a due and excellent sensation of pity to the distresses of the miserable great—Burke.

Casuality, v. Accident.
Catalogue, v. List.
To Catch, v. To lay.
To Cavil, v. To censure.
Cavity, v. Opening.
Cause, v. Cause.

Cause, Reason, Motive.

Cause (v. Cast) is supposed to signify originally the same as case; it means however now, by distinction, the case or thing happening before another as its cause.

Reason, in French raison, Latin ratio, from ratio, participle of reor to think, signifies the thing thought, estimated, or valued in the mind.

Motive, in French motif, from the Latin motus, participle of moveo to move, signifies the thing that brings into action.

Cause respects the order and connexion of things; reason the movements and operations of the mind; motives the movements of the mind and body. Cause is properly the generic term; reason and motive are specific; every reason or motive is a cause, but every cause is not a reason or motive.

Cause is said of all inanimate objects; reason and motive of rational agents; whatever happens in the world, happens from some cause mediate or immediate; the primary or first cause of all is God; whatever opinions men hold they ought to be able to assign a substantial reason for them, and for whatever they do they ought to have a sufficient motive.

As the cause gives birth to the effect, so does the reason give birth to the conclusion, and the motive gives birth to the action. Between
cause and effect there is a necessary connexion: whatever in the natural world is capable of giving birth to another thing is an adequate cause; but in the moral world there is not a necessary connexion between reasons and their results, or motives and their actions; the state of the agent's mind is not always such as to be acted upon according to the nature of things; every adequate reason will not be followed by its natural conclusion, for every man will not believe who has reasons to believe, nor yield to the reasons that would lead to a right belief; and every motive will not be accompanied with its corresponding action, for every man will not act who has a motive for acting, nor act in the manner in which his motives ought to dictate; the causes of our diseases often lie as hidden as the reasons of our opinions, and the motives for our actions.

Cut off the causes and the effects will cease.
And all the moving madness fall to peace.

DRYDEN.

Good reasons must of force give way to better.

SHAKESPEARE.

Every principle that is a motive to good actions ought to be encouraged.—AUTHOR.

To Cause, Occasion, Create.

To Cause, from the substantive cause (v. Case), naturally signifies to be the cause of.

Occasion, from the noun occasion, signifies to be the occasion of.

Create, in Latin creatus, participle of creo, comes from the Greek κρέαζω to command, and κρέαζω to perform.

What is caused seems to follow naturally; what is occasioned follows incidentally; what is created receives its existence arbitrarily. A wound causes pain, accidents occasion delay; busy-bodies create mischief.

The misfortunes of the children cause great affliction to the parents: business occasions a person's late attendance at a place; disputes and misunderstandings create animosity and ill will. The cause of a person's misfortunes may often be traced to his own misconduct: the improper behaviour of one person may occasion another to ask for an explanation: jealousies are created in the minds of relatives by an unnecessary reserve and distance.

Scarcely an ill to human life belongs,
But what our follies cause, or mutual wrongs.

JENNY.

Often have the terrors of conscience occasioned inward paroxysms, or violent agitations of the mind.—BLAIR.

As long as the powers or abilities which are ascribed to others are exerted in a sphere of action remote from ours, and not brought into competition with talents of the same kind to which we have pretensions, they create no jealousy.—BLAIR.

Caution, v. Admonition.

Cautious, v. Careful.

Cautious, Wary, Circumspect.

Wary, from the same as aware (v. To be aware of), signifies ready to look out.

Circumspect, in Latin circumspectus, participle of circumspicio to look about, signifies ready to look on all sides.

These epithets denote a peculiar care to avoid evil; but cautious expresses less than the other two; it is necessary to be cautious at all times; to be wary in cases of peculiar danger; to be circumspect in matters of peculiar delicacy and difficulty.

Caution is the effect of fear; readiness of danger; circumspection or prudence and reflection. The cautious man reckons on contingencies, he guards against the evil that may be, by pausing before he acts; the wary man looks for the danger which he suspects to be impending, and seeks to avoid it: the circumspect man weighs and deliberates; he looks around and calculates on possibilities and probabilities; he seeks to attain his end by the safest means. A tradesman must be cautious in his dealings with all men; he must be wary in his intercourse with designing men; he must be circumspect when transacting business of particular importance and intricacy. The traveller must be cautious when going a road not familiar to him; he must be wary when passing over slippery and dangerous places; he must be circumspect when going through obscure, uncertain, and winding passages.

A person ought to be cautious not to give offence; he ought to be wary not to entangle himself in ruinous litigations; he ought to be circumspect not to engage in what is above his abilities to complete. It is necessary to be cautious not to disclose our sentiments too freely before strangers; to be wary in one's speech before busy-bodies and calumniators; to be circumspect whenever we speak on public matters, respecting either politics or religion.

The strong report of Arthur's death has worse effect on them, than on the common sort;
The vulgar only shake their cautious heads,
Or whisper in the ear wisely suspicious.—CIBBER.

Let not that wary caution, which is the fruit of experience, degenerate into craft.—BLAIR.

No plout man can be so circumspect in the care of his conscience, as the covetous man is in that of his pocket.—STEEL.

To Cease, Leave off, Discontinue.

Cease, in French cesser, Latin cessare, from cessus, perfect of cedo to yield, signifies to give up, or put an end to.

Leave is in Saxon helifan to remain, in Swedish liva, low German leven, Latin linguo, ligue, Greek λεινω to leave.

Discontinue, with the privative dis, expresses the opposite of continue.

To cease is neuter; to leave off and discontinue are active: we cease from doing a thing; we leave off or discontinue a thing. Cease is used either for particular actions or general habits; leave off more usually and properly for particular actions; discontinue for general habits. A restless spoiled child never ceases crying until it has obtained what it wants; it is a mark of impatience not to cease lamenting when one is in pain. A labourer leaves off his work at any given hour. A delicate person discontinues his visits when they are found not to be agreeable.
**Celebrate.**

It should be our first endeavour to *cease* to do evil. It is never good to *leave off* working while there is any thing to do, and time to do it in. The *discontinuing* a good practice without adequate grounds evinces great instability of character.

A successful author is equally in danger of the diminution of his fame, whether he continues or *ceases* to write. —JOHNSON.

As harsh and irregular sound is not harmony; so neither is hanging a cushion, oratory; therefore, in my humble opinion, a certain divine of the first order would do well to leave this off. —SWIFT.

I would cheerfully have borne the whole expense of it, if my private establishment of native readers and writers, which I cannot with convenience *discontinue* at present, did not require more than half of the monthly expense, which the completion of a Digest would in my opinion demand. —SIR WILLIAM JONES.

To Cede, *v.* To give up.

To Celebrate, Commemorate.

Celebrate, in Latin *celebratus*, participle of *celebro*, from *celebris*, signifies to make celebrated.

Commemorate, in Latin *commemoratus*, participle of *commemo*, compounded of *com* or *cum* and *memoro* to keep in mind, signifies to keep in the memory of a number. Commemorate is a species of celebrating; we always commemorate when we celebrate, but not vice versa.

Every thing is celebrated which is distinguished by any marks of attention, without regard to the time of the event, whether present or past; but nothing is commemorated but what has been past. A marriage or a birth-day is celebrated; the anniversary of any national event is commemorated.

Celebrating is not limited to any species of events or circumstances; whatever interests any number of persons is celebrated: commemoration is confined to whatever is thought of sufficient importance to be borne in mind, whether of a public or private nature. The election of a favourite member is celebrated by those who have contributed to his success: a remarkable preservation, whether national or individual, sometimes demands some signal act of commemoration.

Celebrating is a festive as well as social act; it may be sometimes serious, but it is mostly mingled with more or less of gaiety and mirth; commemorating is a solemn act; it may be sometimes festive and social, but it is always mingled with what is serious, and may be altogether solitary; it is suited to the occasion, and calculated to revive in the mind suitable impressions of what is past. The birth-day of our sovereign is always celebrated by his people, with such marks of honor and congratulation, as are due from subjects to a prince: the providential escape of our nation from destruction by the gunpowder-plot is annually commemorated by a public act of devotion, as also by popular demonstrations of joy.

The Jews celebrate their feast of the passover; as Christians, we commemorate the sufferings and death of Our Saviour, by partaking of the Lord's Supper.

**Censure.**

It faded at the crowing of the cock; Some say, that ever 'gainst that season comes, Wherein our Saviour's birth is celebrated, The bird of dawning singeth all night long. —SHAKSPEARE.

The Lacedemonians would have the commemoration of their actions be transmitted by the purest and most untainted memorialists. —STEELE.

Celebrated, *v.* Famous.

Celerity, *v.* Quickness.

**Celestial, Heavenly.**

Celestial and Heavenly derive their difference in signification from their different origin; they both literally imply belonging to heaven; but the former, from the Latin *celestia*, signifies belonging to the heaven of heathens; the latter, which has its origin among believers in the true God, has acquired a superior sense, in regard to heaven as the habitation of the Almighty. This distinction is pretty faithfully observed in their application: celestial is applied mostly in the natural sense of the heavens; heavenly is employed more commonly in a spiritual sense. Hence we speak of the celestial globe as distinguished from the terrestrial, of the celestial bodies, of Olympia as the celestial abode of Jupiter, of the celestial deities; but, on the other hand, of the heavenly habitation, of heavenly joys or bliss, of heavenly spirits and the like. There are doubtless many cases in which celestial may be used for heavenly in the moral sense, but there are cases in which heavenly cannot so properly be substituted for celestial.

Twice war'd by the celestial messenger. The plious prince arose, with hasty fear. —DRYDEN.

But now he seiz'd, with heavenly charms. And of my valour's prize defrauds my arms. —POPE.

Unhappy son! (fair Thetis thus replies, While tears celestial trickle from her eyes). —POPE.

Thus having said, he bore this brows. With leafy branches, the nymphs crown'd his vows; Adorning first the genius of the place. Then Earth, the mother of the heavenly race. —DRYDEN.

To Censure, Animadvert, Criticise.

Censure, *v.* To accuse.

Animadvert, *v.* Animadversion.

Criticise, *v.* Animadversion.

To censure expresses less than to animadvert or criticise; one may always censure when one animadverts or criticises.

To censure and animadvert are both personal, the one direct, the other indirect; criticism is directed to things, and not to persons only. Censuring consists in finding some fault real or supposed; it refers mostly to the conduct of individuals. Animadvert consists in suggesting some error or impropriety; it refers mostly to matters of opinion and dispute; criticism consists in minutely examining the intrinsic characteristics and appreciating the merits of each individually or the whole collectively; it refers to matters of science and learning.

To censure requires no more than simple assertion; its justice or propriety often rests on
the authority of the individual: animadvertions require to be accompanied with reasons; those who animadvert on the proceedings or opinions of others must state some grounds for their objections.

Criticisms is altogether argumentative and illustrative; it takes nothing for granted, it analyses and decomposes, it compares and combines, it asserts and supports the assor-tions. The office of the censor is the easiest and least honourable of the three; it may be assumed by ignorance and impertinence, it may be performed for the purpose of indulging an angry or impertious temper. The task of animadverting is delicate; it may be resorted to for the indulgence of an overweening self-conceit. The office of a critic is both arduous and honourable; it cannot be filled by any one incompetent for the charge without exposing his arrogance and folly to merited contempt.


Many an author has been detected at the censure of one whom he has looked upon as an idiot.—ADDISON.

I wish, Sir, you would do us the favour to animadvert frequently upon the false taste the town is in, with relation to the plays as well as opera.—STEELE.

It is ridiculous for any man to criticize on the works of another, who has not distinguished himself by his own performances.—ADDISON.

To Censure, Carp, Cavil.

Censure, v. To accuse.

Carp, in Latin carpo, signifies to pluck.

Cavi, in French caviller, Latin caviller, from cavilla a taunt, and cavisus hollow, signifies to be unsound or unsatisfactory in speech.

To censure respects positive errors; to carp and cavilla have regard to what is trivial or imaginary: the former is employed for errors in persons; the latter for supposed defects in things. Censures are frequently necessary from those who have the authority to use them; a good father will censure his children when their conduct is censurable. Carping and cavilling are resorted to only to indulge ill-nature or self-conceit: whoever owes another a grudge will be most disposed to carp at all he does in order to lessen him in the esteem of others: those who contend more for victory than truth will be apt to cavil when they are at a loss for a fair argument: partly politicians carp at the measures of administration; infidels cavil at the evidences of Christianity, because they are determined to disbelieve.

From a consciousness of his own integrity, a man assumes force enough to despise the little censures of ignorance and malice.—BUDGEW.

It is always thus with pedants: they will ever be carping, if a gentleman or man of honour puts pen to paper.—STEELE.

Envy and carvil are the natural fruits of laziness and ignorance, which was probably the reason that in the heathen mythology Hamnus is said to be born of Nix and Somnus, of darkness and sleep.—ADDISON.

To Censure, v. To accuse.

To Censure, v. To blame.

Ceremonious, v. Formal.

Ceremony, v. Form.
in the world which does not cease to exist at one period or another: death stops every one sooner or later in his career: whoever is vexed with the cares of getting riches will find no rest for his mind or body; he will labour without interruption oftentimes only to heap troubles on himself.

Who then would court the pomp of guilty power,
When chains are wrapt about the weary slave,
And flies to temporary death for ease?
When half our life’s cessation of our being.—STEELE.

In all these motions and operations which are incessantly going on throughout nature, there is no stop nor interruption.—BLAIN.

The refreshing rest and peaceful night are the portion of him only who lies down weary with honest labour.—JOHNSON.

Whether the time of interruption is spent in company or in solitary retirement, in necessary business or inatory levities, the understanding is equally abstracted from the object of inquiry.—JOHNSON.

Chace, v. Forest.
To Chafe, v. To rub.
Chagrin, v. Vexation.

Chain, Fetter, Band, Shackles.

Chain, in French chaine, Latin catena, probably contracted from captæna and capio, signifies that which takes or holds.

Fetter, in German gefessel, comes from fassen to lay hold of.

Band, from bend, signifies that which binds.

Shackle, in Saxon secud, signifies that which makes a creature shake or move irregularly by confining the legs.

All these terms designate the instrument by which animals or men are confined. Chain is general and indefinite; all the rest are chains: but there are many chains which do not come under the other names; a chain is indefit it to its make; it is made generally of iron rings, but of different sizes and shapes: fetters are larger and stronger than play stout chains: bands are in general any thing which confines the body or the limbs; they may be either chains or even cords: shackles is that species of chain which goes on the legs to confine them; mallafactors of the worst order have fitters on different parts of their bodies, and shackles on their legs.

These terms may all be used figuratively. The substantive chain is applied to whatever hangs together like a chain, as a chain of events; but the verb to chain signifies to confine as with a chain: thus the mind is chained to rules, according to the opinions of the free-thinkers, when men adhere strictly to rule and order; and who are accustomed to think of conforming to the establishment, they tell us we are fettered by systems. Band in the figurative sense is applied, particularly in poetry, to every thing which is supposed to serve the purpose of a band; thus love is said to have its silken bands. Shackle, whether as a substantive or a verb, retains the idea of controlling the movements of the person, not in his body only, but also in his mind and in his moral conduct; thus a man who commences life with a borrowed capital is shackled in his commercial concerns by the interest he has to pay, and the obligations he has to discharge.

Almighty wisdom never acts in vain,
Nor shall the soul, on which it has bestowed
Such powers, be left in perishable like the
But purg’d at length from soul corruption’s stain,
Freed from her prison, and unbond her chain,
She shall her native strength and native fires regain.

CHANCE.

Legislatures have no rules to bind them but the great principles of justice and equity. These they are bound to obey and follow: and rather to enlarge and enjoin law the liberty of a man, if he has a liberty to enter into any higher capacity by the narrow constructions of subordinate artificial justice.—BURKE.

Break his bands of sleep amiser.
And rude him like a rattling peal of thunder.

It is the freedom of the spirit that gives worth and life to the performance. But a servant commonly is less free in mind than in condition, his very will seems to be in bonds and shackles.—SOUTH.

To Challenge, v. To brave.
Champion, v. Combatant.

Chance, Fortune, Fate.

Chance, (v. Accident) is here considered as the cause of what falls out.

Fortune, in French fortune, Latin fortuna, from fortus chance, in Hebrew gar.

Fate, in Latin fatum, from fatum participle of fortus to speak or decree, signifies that which is decreed, or the power of decreeing.

These terms have served at all times as cloaks for human ignorance, and before mankind were favoured by the light of Divine Revelation, they had an imaginary importance which has now happily vanished.

Believers in Divine Providence no longer conceive the events of the world as left to themselves, or as under the control of any unintelligent or unconscious agent, but ascribe the whole to an overruling mind, which, though invisible to the bodily eye, is clearly to be traced by the intellectual eye, wherever we turn ourselves. In conformity, however, to the precepts and moral laws attached to these words, we now employ them in regard to the agency of secondary causes. But how far a Christian may use them without disarrangement to the majesty of the Divine Being it is not so much my business to inquire, as to define their ordinary acceptance.

In this ordinary sense chance is the generic fortune and fate are specific terms; chance applies to all things personal or otherwise; fortune and fate are mostly said of that which is personal.

Chance neither forms, orders or designs: neither knowledge or intention is attributed to it; its events are uncertain and variable: fortune forms and orders, but without choice; we attribute to it an intention without discernment; it is said to be blind; fate forms plans and chains of causes; intention, knowledge, and power are attributed to it; its views are fixed, its results decisive. A person goes as chance directs him when he has no express object to determine his choice one way or other; his fortune favours him, if without any expectation he gets the thing he wishes; his fate wills it, if he reaches the desired point contrary to what he intended.
Men's success in their undertakings depends oftener on chance than on their ability; we are ever ready to ascribe to ourselves what we owe to our good fortune; it is the fate of some men to fall in every thing they undertake.

When speaking of trivial matters, this language is unquestionably innocent, and any objection to their use must spring from an over scrupulous conscience.

If I suffer my horse to direct me in the road I like to direct, I may fairly attribute it to chance if I take the right instead of the left; and if in consequence I meet with an agreeable companion by the way I shall not hesitate to call it my good fortune; and if in spite of any previous intention to the contrary, I should be led to take the same road repeatedly, and as often to meet with an agreeable companion, I shall immediately say that it is my fate to meet with an agreeable companion whenever I go to London.

Some there are who utterly proscribe the name of chance as a word of ill omen and profane significance, and indeed if it be taken by us in that sense in which it was used by the heathens, so as to make anything casual in respect of God himself, their exception ought to be admitted. But to say a thing is a chance or casualty as it relates to second causes is not profanity, but a great truth.—SOUTH.

Chance aids their daring with unhoped success. DRYDEN.

We should learn that sense but intellectual possessions are what we can properly all our own. All things from without are but borrowed. What fortune gives us is not ours, and whatever she gives she can take away.—STEELE.

Since fate divides then, since I must lose thee,
For pity's sake, for love's, h! suffer me,
Thus languishing, thus dying, to approach thee;
And sigh my last adieu upon thy bosom.—TRAPP.

Chance, Probability.

Chance, v. Accident, chance.

Probability, in French probabilite, Latin probabilitas, from probabilis and probo to prove, signifies the quality of being able to be proved or made good.

These terms are both employed in forming an estimate of future events; but the chance is either for or against, the probability is always for a thing. Chance is but a degree of probability; there may in this latter case be a chance where there is no probability. A chance affords a possibility; many chances are requisite to constitute a probability.

What has been once may, under similar circumstances, be again; for that there is a chance what has fallen to another may fall to another; for far he has a chance in his favour; but in all the chances of life there will be no probability of success, where a man does not unite industry with integrity. Chance cannot be calculated upon; it is apt to produce disappointment; probability justifies hope; it is sanctioned by experience.

Thus equal deaths are dealt with equal chance,
By turns they quit their ground, by turns advance. DRYDEN.

* There never appear, says Swift, 'more than five or six men of genius in an age, but if they were united the world could not stand before them.' It is happy therefore for mankind that of this union there is no probability.—JOHNSON.

CHANGE.

Change, Hazard.

Change, v. Accident, chance.

Hazard comes from the oriental zar and zor, signifying any thing bearing an impression, particularly the dice used in chance games, which is called by the Italians zaro, and by the Spaniards azar.

Both these terms are employed to mark the course of future events, which is not discernible by the human eye. With the Deity there is neither chance nor hazard; his plans are the result of omniscience; but the designs and actions of men are all dependant on chance or hazard.

Change may be favourable or unfavourable, more commonly the former; hazard is always unfavourable; it is properly a species of chance. There is a chance either of gaining or of losing.

In most speculations the chance of succeeding scarcely outweighs the hazard of losing.

Again ill chances men are ever merry, and he who learns frowns at the good even.—SHAKESPEARE.

Though wit and learning are certain and habitual perfections of the mind, yet the declaration of them, which alone brings the repute, is subject to a thousand hazards. —SOUTH.

Chance, v. Accident.

To Chance, v. To happen.

To Change, Alter, Vary.

Change, in French changer, is probably derived from the middle Latin cambiare to exchange, signifying to take one thing for another.

Alter, from the Latin alter another, signifies to make a thing otherwise.

Vary, in Latin vario to make various, comes in all probability from varius a spot or speckle, which destroys uniformity of appearance in any surface.

We change a thing by putting another in its place; we alter a thing by making it different from what it was before; we vary it by altering it in different manners and at different times. We change our clothes whenever we put on others; the tailor alters clothes which are found not to fit; and he varies the fashion of making them whenever he makes new. A man changes his habits, alters his conduct, and varies his manner of speaking and thinking, according to circumstances.

A thing is changed without altering its kind; it is altered without destroying its identity; and it is varied without destroying the similarity. We change our habitation, but it still remains a habitation; we alter our house, but it still remains the same house; we vary the manner of painting and decoration, but it may strongly resemble the manner in which it has been before executed.

The general remedy of those who are uneasy without knowing the cause is change of place.—JOHNSON.

All things are but alter'd, nothing dies:
And here and there th' unbodied spirit flies:
By time, or force, or sickness, disappear'd;
And lodges, where it lights, in man or beast. —DRYDEN.
In every work of the imagination, the disposition of parts, the insertion of incidents, and use of decorations, must have varied a thousand ways with equal propriety.—JOHNSON.

Change, Exchange, Barter, Substitute.

Change, v. To change, alter.

Exchange is compounded of e or ex and change, signifying to change the place of another.

Barter is supposed to come from the French barater, a sea term for indemnification, and also for circumvention: hence it has derived the meaning of a mercenary exchange.

Substitute, in French substitut, Latin substitutus, from sub and statuus, signifies to place one thing in the room of another.

The idea of putting one thing in the place of another is common to all these terms, which varies in the manner and the object.

Change is the generic, the rest are specific terms: whatever is exchanged, bartered, or substituted is changed; but not vice versd. Change is applied in general to things of the same kind, or of different kinds exchange to articles of property or possession; barter to all articles of merchandise substitute to all matters of service and office.

Things rather than persons are the proper objects for changing and exchanging, although whatever one has a control over may be changed or exchanged; a king may change his ministers; governments exchange prisoners of war. Things only are the proper objects for barter; but, to the shame of humanity, there are to be found people who will barter their countrymen, and even their relatives, for a paltry trinket.

Substituting may either have persons or things for an object; one man may be substituted for another, or one word substituted for another.

The act of changing or substituting requires but one person for an agent; that of exchanging and bartering requires two: a person changes his things or substitutes one for another; but one person exchanges or barters with another.

Change is used likewise intransitively, the others always transitively; things change of themselves, but persons always exchange, barter, or substitute things. Changing is not advisable, it is seldom advantageous; there is a greater chance of changing for the worse than for the better: it is set on foot by caprice oftener than by prudence and necessity. Exchanging is convenient; it is founded not so much on the intrinsic value of things, as their relative utility to the parties concerned; its end is mutual accommodation. Bartering is profitable; it proceeds upon a principle of mercantile calculation; the productiveness, and not the worth of the thing is considered; its main object is gain. Substituting is a matter of necessity; it springs from the necessity of supplying a deficiency by some equivalent; it serves for the accommodation of the party whose place is filled up.

In the figurative application these terms bear the same analogy to each other. A person changes his opinions; but a proneness to such changes evinces a want of firmness in the character. The good king at his death exchanges a temporal for an eternal crown. The mercenary trader barterers his conscience for paltry self. Men of dogmatical temper substitute assertion for proof, and abuse for argument.

Those who beyond sea go will sadly find They change their climate only, not their mind.

CREECH.

Our English merchant converts the tin of his own country into gold, and exchanges its wool for rubies.—ADDISON.

If the great end of being can be lost, And thus converted to the worst of crimes; Let us shake off depraved humanity, Exchange conditions with the savage brute, And for his blameless instinct barter reason.

HAVARD.

Let never insulted beauty admit a second time into her presence the wretch who has once attempted to ridicule religion, and to substitute other aids to human frailty.—HAWKESWORTH.

Change, Variation, Vicissitude.

Change, v. To change, alter.

Variation, v. To change, alter.

Vicissitude, in French vicissitude, Latin vicissim, from vicissio by turns, signifies changing alternately.

Change is both to vicissitude and variation as the genus to the species. Every variation or vicissitude is a change, but every change is not a variation or vicissitude.

Change consists simply in ceasing to be the same: variation consists in being different at different times; vicissitude in being alternately or reciprocally different and the same. All created things are liable to change; old things pass away, all things become new; the humours of men, like the elements, are exposed to perpetual variations: human affairs, like the seasons, are subject to frequent vicissitudes.

Changes in governments or families are seldom attended with any good effect. Variations in the state of the atmosphere are indicated by the barometer or thermometer. Vicissitudes of a painful nature are less dangerous than those which elevate men to an unusual state of grandeur. By the former they are brought to a sense of themselves; by the latter they are carried beyond themselves.

How strangely are the opinions of men altered by a change in their condition.—BLAIR.

One of the company affirmed to us he had actually influenced the liquor, found in a coquet's heart, in a small tube made after the manner of a weather-glass; but that instead of acquainting him with the variations of the atmosphere, it shewed the qualities of those persons who entered the room where it stood.—ADDISON.

Vicissitude wheels round the motley crowd. Thd rich grow poor, the poor become puke-proud.

Changeable, Mutable, Variable, Inconstant, Fickle, Versatile.

Changeable, v. To change, alter.

Mutable, from the Latin muto to change, is the same as changeable.

Variable, v. To change.
Inconstant, compounded of the privative in and constant, in Latin constans or con and sto to stand together or remain the same, signifies an incapacity to remain the same for any long continuance.

Fickle is most probably changed from the Latin facillus easy.

Versatile, in Latin versatilis from verto to turn, signifies easy to be turned.

Changeable is said of persons or things; mutable is said of things only; human beings are changeable, human affections are mutable. Changeable respects the sentiments and opinions of the mind; variable, the state of the feelings; inconstant, the affections; fickle, the inclinations and attachments; versatile, the application of the talents. A changeable person rejects what he has once embraced in order to take up something new; a variable person likes and dislikes alternately the same thing; an inconstant person likes nothing long; a fickle person likes many things successively, or at the same time; a versatile person has a talent for whatever he likes.

Changeableness arises from a want of fixed principles; variability from a predominance of humour; inconstancy from a selfish and unfeeling temper; fickleness from a lightness of mind; versatilitv from a flexibility of mind. Men are the most changeable and inconstant: women are the most variable and fickle: the former offend from an indifference for objects in general, or a diminished attachment for any object in particular, the latter from an excessive warmth of feeling that is easily biased and ready to seize new objects.

People who are changeable in their views and plans are particularly unfit for the government of a state; those who are variable in their humours are unsuitable as masters; people of an inconstant character ought to be shunned as lovers, those of a fickle disposition ought not to be chosen as friends.

Character, Letter.

Character comes from the Greek χαρακτήρ signifying an impression or mark, from χαράσσω to impress or stamp.

Letter, in French lettre, Latin litera, is probably contracted from legìtera, signifying what is legible.

Character is to letter as the genus to the species: every letter is a character; but every character is not a letter. Character is any printed mark that serves to designate something; a letter is species of character which is the constituent part of a word. Short-hand and hieroglyphics consist of characters, but not of letters.

Character is employed figuratively, but letter is not. A graceful person has the features which are conferred upon him written in indelible characters upon his heart.

A disdainful, a subtle, and a suspicious temper, is displayed in characters that are almost universally understood.—HAWKESWORTH.

Character, Reputation.

From the natural sense of a stamp or mark (v. Character, letter), this word is figuratively employed for the moral mark which distinguishes one man from another.

Reputation, from the French repute, Latin reputa to think, signifies what is thought of a person.

Character lies in the man; it is the mark of what he is; it shows itself on all occasions: reputation depends upon others; it is what they think of him.

A character is given particularly: a reputation is formed generally. Individuals give a character of another from personal knowledge: public opinion constitute the reputation. Character has always some foundation; it is a positive description of something: reputation has more of conjecture in it; its source is hearsay.

It is possible for a man to have a fair reputation who has not in reality a good character; although men of really good character are not likely to have a bad reputation.

Let a man think what multitudes of those among whom he dwells are totally ignorant of his name and character; how many imagine themselves too much occupied with their own wants and pursuits to pay him the least attention and when his reputation is in any degree spread, how often it has been attacked, and how many rivals are daily arising to abate it.—BLAIR.

To Characterize, v. To designate.

Charge, v. Care.


Charge, v. Office.

To Charge, v. To accuse.

To Charge, v. To attack.


Charm, v. Pleasure.

To Charm, Enchant, Fascinate, Enrapture, Captivate.

Charm, v. Attractions.

Enchant is compounded of en and chant, signifying to act upon as by the power of chanting or music.
Fascinate, in Latin fascino, Greek Ἀσκάνω, signified originally among the ancients a species of witchcraft, performed by the eyes or the tongue.

Enrapture, compounded of en and rapture, signifies to put into a rapture: and rapture, from the Latin rapio to seize or carry away, signifies the state of being carried away; whence to enrapture signifies to put into that state.

Captivate, in Latin captivatus, participle of captive, from capio to take, signifies to take, as it were, prisoner.

The idea of an irresistible influence is common to these terms.

Charm expresses a loss powerful effect than enchant; a charm is simply a magical verse used by magicians and sorcerers; incantation or enchantment is the use not only of verses but of any mysterious ceremonies, to produce a given effect.

To charm and enchant in this sense denote an operation by means of words or motions; to fascinate denotes an operation by means of the eyes or tongue: a person is charmed and enchanted voluntarily; he is fascinated involuntarily: the superstitious have always had recourse to charms or enchantments, for the purpose of allaying the passions of love or hate; the Greeks believed that the malignant influence passed by fascination from the eyes or tongues of envious persons, which infected the ambient air, and through that medium penetrated and corrupted the bodies of animals and other things.

Charm and enchantments are performed by persons; fascinations are performed by animals; the former have always some supposed good in view; the latter have always a mischievous tendency: there are persons who pretend to charm away the toothache, or other pains of the body; some serpents are said to have a fascinating power in their eyes, by which they can all the animals on whom they have fixed them.

Fascination, as well as the others, is taken in the improper sense: charm, enchant, and fascinate, are employed to describe moral as well as natural operations: enrapture and captivate describes effects on the mind only: to charm, enchant, fascinate, and enrapture, designate the effects produced by physical and moral objects; captivate designates those produced by physical objects only: we may be charmed, or enchanted, or enraptured, with what we see, hear, and learn; we may be fascinated with what we see or learn; we are captivated only with what we see: a fine voice, a fine prospect, or a fine sentiment, charmed, enchant, or enraptured; a fine person, fascinates, or the conversation of a person is fascinating; beauty with all its accompaniments, captivates. When applied to the same objects, charm, enchant, and enrapture, rise in sense: what charms produces sweet but not tumultuous emotions: In this sense music in general charms a musical ear; what enchants rouses the feelings to a high pitch of tumultuous delight: in this manner the musician is enchanted with the finest compositions of Handel when performed by the best masters; or a lover of the country is enchanted with Swiss scenery; to enrapture is to absorb all the affections of the soul; it is of too violent a nature to be either lasting or frequent: it is a term applicable only to persons of an enthusiastic character.

What charms, enchants, and enraptures, only affords pleasure for the time; what fascinates and captivates rivets the mind to the object: the former three convey the idea of a voluntary movement of the mind, as in the proper sense; the two latter imply a species of forcible action on the mind, which deprives a person of his free agency; the passions, as well as the affections, are called into play whilst the understanding is passive, which, with regard to fascinate, may be to the injury of the subject: a loose woman may have it in her power to fascinate, and a modest woman to captivate.

So fair a landscape charmed the wond'ring knight.

Music has charms to soothe the savage breast.

To Chasten, To Chastise.

Chasten, Chastise, both come through the French chastir, from the Latin castigo, which is compounded of castus and ago to make pure.

Chasten has most regard to the end, chastise to the means; the former is an act of the Deity, the latter a human action: God chastens his faithful people to cleanse them from their transgressions; parents chastise their children to prevent the repetition of faults: affections are the means which he adopts for chastising those whom he wishes to make more obedient to his will; stripes are the means by which offenders are chastised.

By repairing sometimes to the house of mourning, you would chasten the looseness of fancy.

Bad characters are dispersed abroad with profusion; I hope for example's sake, and (as punishments are designed by the civil power) more for the delivering the innocent, than the chastising the guilty.

Chastity, Continence.

Chastity, in French chasteté, Latin castitas, comes from castus pure, and the Hebrew kaddish sacred.

Continence, in French continence, Latin continencia, from continuere and continere, signifies the act of keeping one's self within bounds.
These two terms are equally employed in relation to the pleasures of sense; both are virtues, but sufficiently distinct in their characteristics.

* Chastity prescribes rules for the indulgence of these pleasures; continence altogether intercepts their use. Chastity extends its views to whatever may bear the smallest relation to the object which it proposes to regulate; it controls the thoughts, words, looks, attitudes, food, dress, company, and in short the whole mode of living: continence simply confines itself to the privation of the pleasures themselves: it is possible, therefore, to be chaste without being continent, and continent without being chaste.

Chastity is suited to all times, ages, and conditions; continence belongs only to a state of incalculable: the Christian religion enjoins chastity, as a positive duty on all its followers; the Roman religion enjoins continence on its clerical members: old age renders men continent, although it seldom makes them chaste.

It falls me here to write of chastity, This fairest virtue far above the rest.—Spenser.

When Pythagoras enjoined on his disciples an abstinence from beans, it has been thought, by some an injunction only of continence.—Browne's Vulgar Errors.

To Chastise, v. To chasten.
To Chat, v. To babble.
To Chatter, v. To babble.
To Cheapen, v. To buy.

To Cheat, Defraud, Trick.

Cheat, in Saxon cetia, in all probability comes from captum and capio, as deceit comes from decipio.

Defraud, compounded of de and fraud, signifies to practise fraud, or to obtain by fraud.

Trick, in French trier, German trugen, signifies simply to deceive, or get the better of any one.

The idea of deception which is common to these terms, varies in degree and circumstance.

One cheats by a gross falsehood; one defrauds by a settled plan; one tricks by a sudden invention; cheating is as low in its ends, as it is base in its means; cheats are contented to gain by any means; defrauding is a serious measure; its consequences are serious, both to the perpetrator and the sufferer. A person cheats at play; he defrauds those who place confidence in him.

Cheating is not punishable by laws; it involves no other consequence than the loss of character; frauds are punished in every form, even with death, when the occasion requires; they strike at the root of all confidence, and affect the public security: the means and the end are alike trifling. Dishonest people cheat; villains defraud; cunning people trick.

* Beaumee; "Chastité, continence."
CHECK.

To Check, Chide, Repriamand, Reprove, Rebuke.

Check, v. To check, curb.

Chide is in Saxon cidan, probably connected with cystdan to scold.

Reprimand is compounded of the private repri for repro, backwards, and mando to approve, i.e., the contrary of approving.

Reprove, in French reproper, Latin reprove, is compounded of the privative syllable re and probus, signifying to find the contrary of good, that is, to find bad, to blame.

Rebuke is compounded of re and bueks, in French bouche the mouth, signifying to stop the mouth.

The idea of expressing one's disapprobation of a person's conduct is common to all these terms.

A person is checked that he may not continue to do what is offensive; he is chidden for what he has done that he may not repeat it: impertinent and forward people require to be checked, that they may not become intolerable thoughtless people are chidden when they give hurtful proofs of their carelessness.

People are checked by actions and looks, as well as words they are chidden by words only; a timid person is easily checked; the want even of due encouragement will serve to damp his resolution; the young are perpetually falling into irregularities which require to be chidden.

To chide marks a stronger degree of displeasure than reprimand, and reprimand than reprove or rebuke; a person may chide or reprimand in anger, he reproves and rebukes with coldness; great offences call forth for rebukes; omissions or mistakes occasion or require a reprimand; irregularities of conduct give rise to reproves; and improprieties of behaviour demand rebuke.

Chiding and reprimanding are employed for offences against the individual, and in cases where the greatest disparity exists in the station of the parties; a child is chid by his parent; a servant is reprimanded by his master.

Reproving and rebuking have less to do with the relation or station of the parties than with the nature of the offence; wisdom, age, and experience, or a spiritual mission, give authority to reprove or rebuke those whose conduct has violated any law, human or divine; the prophet Nathan reproved king David for his heinous offences against his Maker; our Saviour rebuked Peter for his presumptuous mode of speech.

But if a clamorous voice plebeian rose,
Him with reproof he check'd, or taunt'd with blows.
POPE.

His house was known to all the vagrant train,
He chid their wanderings, but reliev'd their pain.
GOLDSMITH.

This sort of language was very severely reprimanded by the Censor, who told the criminal "that he spoke in contempt of the court."—ADISON AND STEELE.

He who endeavours only the happiness of him whom he reproves, will always have the satisfaction of either obbligingness—JOHNSON'S kindness.

With all the infirmities of his disciples he calmly bore; and his rebukes were mild when their provocations were great.—BLAIR.

CHEER.

To Check, Stop.

Check, v. To check, curb.

Stop, v. Cessation.

To check is to cause to move slowly; to stop is to cause not to move at all: the growth of a plant is checked when it does not grow so fast as usual; its growth is stopped when it ceases altogether to grow: the water of a river is stopped by a dam; the rapidity of its course is checked by the intervention of rocks and sand.

When applied to persons, to check is always contrary to the will of the sufferer: but to stop is often a matter of indifference, if not directly serviceable; one is checked in his career of success by some untoward event; one is stopped on a journey by the meeting of a friend.

In a moral application these terms bear a similar analogy; check has the import of diminishing; stop that of destroying or causing to cease many evils may be easily checked, to which it would not be easy to put an effectual stop.

Shall neither the admonitions which you receive from the visible inconstancy of the world, nor the declarations of the Divine displeasure, be sufficient to check your thoughtless career?—BLAIR.

Embosom'd in the deep where Holland lies,
Methinks her patient sons before me stand,
Where the broad ocean rises to the land,
And sedulous to stop the coming tide,
Lift the tall ramp'rant artificial pride.—GOLDSMITH.

To Cheer, v. To animate.

To Cheer, Encourage, Comfort.

Cheer, v. To animate.

Encourage, compounded of en and courage, signifies to inspire with courage.

Comfort is compounded of com or cum and fortis strong, signifying to invigorate or strengthen.

To cheer regards the spirits; to encourage the resolution: the sad require to be cheered; the timid to be encouraged. Mirthful company is suited to cheer those who labour under any depression: the prospect of success encourages those who have any object to obtain.

To cheer and comfort have both regard to the spirits, but the latter differs in degree and manner; to cheer expresses more than to comfort; the former signifying to produce a lively sentiment, the latter to lessen or remove a painful one: we are cheered in the moments of despondency, whether from real or imaginary causes; we are comforted in the hour of distress.

Cheering is mostly effected by the discourse of others; comforting is affected by the actions as well as the words, of others. Nothing tends more to cheer the drooping soul than endearing expressions of tenderness from those we love; the most effectual means of comforting the poor and afflicted is by relieving their wants. The voice of the benevolent man is cheering to the aching heart; his looks encourage the sufferer to disclose his griefs; his hand is open to administer relief and comfort.
The creation is a perpetual feast to a good man; every thing he sees cheers and delights him.—ADDISON.

Complaisance produces good-natured and mutual benevolence. It ensures the turbulence, scolds, the turbulent, humanizes the fierce, and distinguishes a society of civilized persons from [a confusion of] savages.—ADDISON.

Sleep seldom visits sorrow.
When it does, it is a comforter.—SHAKESPEARE.

There are writers of great distinction who have made it an argument for providence, that the whole earth is covered with green, rather than with any other colour, as being such a right mixture of light and shade, that comfort and strength and beauty all suit the eye, instead of weakening or grieving it.—ADDISON.

Cheerful, Merry, Sprightly, Gay. Cheerful signifies full of cheer, or of that which cheers (v. To animate).
Merry, in Saxon merig, is probably connected with the word mare, and the Latin meretricia a stumpet.
Sprightly, is contracted from spirittfully.
Gay, is connected with joy and jocund, from the Latin focus.
Cheerful marks an unruffled flow of spirits; with mirth there is more of tumult and noise; with sprightliness there is more buoyancy; gaiety comprehends mirth and indulgence. A cheerful person smiles; a merry person laughs; a sprightly person dances; a gay person takes delight in pleasure.
The cheerful countenance is permanently so; it marks the contentment of the heart, and its freedom from pain; the merry face will often look sad; a trifle will turn mirth into sorrow; the sprightliness of youth is often succeeded by the listlessness of bodily infirmity, or the gloom of despondency; gaiety is as transitory as the pleasures upon which it subsists; it is often followed by sullenness and discontent.

Cheerfulness is an habitual state of the mind; mirth is an occasional elevation of the spirits; sprightliness lies in the temperature and flow of the blood; gaiety depends altogether on external circumstances. Religion is the best promoter of cheerfulness; it makes its possessor pleased with himself and all around him; company and wine are but too often the only promoters of mirth, youth and health will naturally be attended with sprightliness; a succession of pleasures, an exemption from care, and the banishment of thought, will keep gaiety alive.

Sprightliness and mirth are seldom employed but in the proper sense as respects persons; but cheerful and gay are extended to different objects; as a cheerful prospect, a cheerful room gay attire, a gay scene, gay colours, &c.

I have always preferred cheerfulness to mirth; the latter I consider as an act, the former as an habit of the mind. Mirth is short and transient; cheerfulness fixed and permanent.—ADDISON.

Mankind may be divided into the merry and the serious; who both of them make a very good figure in the species so long as they keep their respective humours from degenerating into the neighbouring extreme.—ADDISON.

But Venus, anxious for her son's affairs,
New counsels tries, and new designs prepares;
That Cupid should assume the shape and face
Of sweet Ascanius, and the sprightly grace.

Dryden.

To kinder skies, where gentler manners reign,
I turn; and France displays her bright dominion.
Gay, sprightly land of mirth and social ease.

Chief, Principal, Main.
Chief, in French chef, from the Latin caput the head, signifies belonging to the uppermost part.
Principal, in French principal, Latin principalis, comes from princeps a chief or prince, signifying belonging to a prince.
Main, from the Latin magnus, signifies to a great degree.
Chief respects order and rank; principal has regard to importance and respectability; main to degree or quantity. We speak of a chief clerk; a commander in chief; the chief person in a city; but the principal people in a city; the principal circumstances in a narrative, and the main object.
The chief cities, as mentioned by geographers, are those which are classed in the first rank; the principal cities generally include those which are the most considerable for wealth and population; these, however, are not always technically comprehended under the name of chief cities; the main end of men's exertions is the acquirement of wealth.

What is man,
If his chief good and market of his time,
Be but to sleep and feed? A beast, no more!—SHAKESPEARE.

The right which one man has to the actions of another, is generally borrowed, or derived from one or both of those two great originals, production or possession, which two are certainly the principal and most undoubted rights that take place in the world.—SOUTH.

To the accidental or adventurous parts of Paradise Lost, some slight exceptions may be made; but the main fabric is immovably supported.—JOHNSON.

Chief, Leader, Chieftain, Head.
Chief and Chieftain signify him who is chief (v. Chief).
Leader, from to lead, and Head from the head, sufficiently designate their own signification.
Chief respects precedence in civil masters; leader regards the direction of enterprises; chieftain is employed for the superior in military rank; and head for the superior in general concerns.
Among savages the chief of every tribe is a despotic prince within his own district. Factions and parties in a state, like savage tribes, must have their leaders to whom they are blindly devoted, and by whom they are instigated to every desperate proceeding. Robbers have their chieftains who plan and direct every thing, having an unlimited power over the band. The heads of families were, in the primitive ages, the chiefs, who in conjunction regulated the affairs of state.
CHILDISH.

Chiiefs have a permanent power, which may descend by inheritance, to branches of the same families: leaders and chieftains have a deputed power with which they are invested, as the time and occasion require: heads have a natural power springing out of the nature of their birth, rank, talents, and situation; it is not hereditary, but successive.

Chiefs ought to have superiority of birth combined with talents for ruling; leaders and chieftains require a bold and enterprising spirit; heads should have talents for directing.

No chief like thee, Monestheus, Greece could yield, To marshal armies in the dusty field.—Pope.

Their constant emulation in military renown dissolved not that invincible friendship which the ancient Saxons professed to their chieftains and to each other.—Hume.

Savage alleged that he was then dependant upon the Lord Tyrconnel, who was an implicit follower of the ministry; and, being enjoined by him, not without menace, to write in praise of his leader, he had not sufficient resolution to sacrifice the pleasure of applause to that of integrity.—Johnson.

As each is more able to distinguish himself as the head of a party, he will more readily be made a follower or associate.—Johnson.

Chiefly, v. Especially.

Chieftain, v. Chief.

CHILDISH, Infantile.

Childish is in the manner of a child.

Infantine is in the manner of an infant.

What children do is frequently simple or foolish; what infants do is commonly pretty and engaging; therefore chieftain is taken in the bad, and infantine in the good sense. Chieftain manners are very offensive in those who have ceased according to their years to be children; the infantine actions of some children evince a simplicity of character.

It may frequently be remarked of the studious and speculative, that they are proud of trifles, and that their amusements seem frivolous and childish.—Johnson.

The lay records the labours and the praise, And all its immortal acts of Hercules: First how the mighty laba, when swath'd in bands, The serpents strangled with his infant hands. —Dryden.

Chill, Cold.

Chill and Cold are but variations of the same word, in German kalt, &c.

Chill expresses less than cold, that is to say, it expresses a degree of cold. The weather is often chilly in summer; but it is cold in winter.

We speak of taking the chill off water when the cold is in part removed; and of a chill running through the frame when the cold begins to penetrate the frame that is in a state of warmth.

When men once reach their autunn, fickle joys Fall off apace, as yellow leaves from trees; Till left quite naked of their happiness, In the chill blasts of winter they expire.—Young.

Thus ease after torment is pleasure for a time, and we are very agreeably recruited when the body, chilled with the weather, is gradually recovering its natural tepidity; but the joy ceases when we have forgot the cold.—Johnson.

To Cheak, v. To suffocate.

Choice, v. Option.

Choler, v. Anger.

To Choose, Prefer.

Choose, in French choisir, German kiezen, from the French cher, Celtic choie, dear or good, signifies to hold good.

Prefer, in French préférer, Latin preter, compounded of praed and sero to take before, signifies to take one thing rather than another.

To choose is to prefer as the genus to the species: we always choose in preferring, but we do not always prefer in choosing. To choose is to take one thing from among others; to prefer is to take one thing before or rather than another. We sometimes choose from the bare necessity of choosing; but we never prefer without making a positive and voluntary choice.

When we choose from a specific motive, the acts of choosing and preferring differ in the nature of their motives. The former is absolute, the latter relative. We choose a thing for what it is, or what we esteem it to be of itself; we prefer a thing for what it has, or what we suppose it has, superior to another.

Utility or convenience are grounds for choosing; comparative merit occasions the preference: we choose something that is good, and are contented with it until we see something better which we prefer.

We calculate and pause in choosing: we decide in preferring: the judgment determines in making the choice; the will determines in giving the preference. We choose things from an estimate of their merits or their fitness for the purpose proposed; we prefer them from their accordance with our tastes, habits, and pursuits. Books are chosen by those who wish to read; romances and works of fiction are preferred by general readers; learned works by the scholar.

One who wants instruction chooses a master, but he will most prefer a teacher whom he knows to a perfect stranger. Our choice is good on the accordant with our knowledge; our preference is just or unjust, according as it is sanctioned by reason.

Our choice may be directed by our own experience or that of others; our preference must be guided by our own feelings. We make our choice: we give our preference: the first is the settled purport of the mind, it fixes on the object; the latter is the inclination of the will, it yields to the object.

Choosing must be employed in all the important concerns of life; preferring is admissible in subordinate matters only. There is but one thing that is right, and that ought to be chosen when it is discovered: there are many indifferent things that may suit our tastes and inclinations; these we are at liberty to prefer. But to prefer what we ought not to choose is to make our reason bend to our will. Our Saviour said of Mary that she chose the better part: had she

* The Abbé Girard, under the article choixir, préférer, has reversed this rule; but as he conceived a confusion of thought, which pervades the whole of his illustration on these words. The Abbé Roubaud has controverted his position with some degree of accuracy. I have, however, given my own view of the matter in distinction from other,
To Choose, Elect.

Choose, v. To choose, prefer.
Elect, in Latin electus, participle of eligo, is compounded of e and lego, signifying to gather or take out from.
Both these terms are employed in regard to persons appointed to an office; the former in a general, the latter in a particular sense.
Choosing is the act either of one man or of many; election is always that of a number; it is performed by the concurrence of many voices.
A prince chooses his ministers; the constitution elects their members of parliament. A person is chosen to serve the office of sheriff; he is elected by the corporation to be mayor.
Choosing is an act of authority; it binds the person chosen; election is a voluntary act; the elected has the power of refusal. People are obliged to serve in some offices when they are chosen, although they would gladly be exempt.
The circumstance of being elected is an honour after which they eagerly aspire; and for the attainment of which they risk their property, and use the most strenuous exertions.
Wise were the kings who never chose a friend, Till with full cups they had unmasked his soul, And seen the bottom of his deepest thoughts.
Roscommon.
Cornwall elects as many members as all Scotland; but is Cornwall better taken care of than Scotland?—Burke.
Chronicles, v. Anecdotes.
Church, v. Temple.

Circle, Sphere, Orb, Globe.

Circle, in Latin circulus, Greek κύκλος, in all probability comes from the Hebrew chog a circle.
Sphere, in Latin sphaera, Greek σφαῖρα, from σφαίρα a line, signifies that which is contained within a prescribed line.
Orb, in Latin orbis, from orbe to circumference with a circle, signifies the thing that is circumscibed.
Globe, in Latin globus, in all probability comes from the Hebrew geol a rolled heap.
Rotundity of figure is the common idea expressed by these terms; but the circle is that figure which is represented on a plane superficies; the others are figures represented by solids. We draw a circle by means of compass; the sphere is a round body, conceived to be formed according to the rules of geometry by the circunvolution of a circle round about its diameter; hence the whole frame of the world is denominated a sphere. An orb is any body which describes a circle; hence the heavenly bodies are termed orbs: a globe is any solid body, the surface of which is in every part equidistant from the centre; of this description is the terrestrial globe.
A circle may be applied in the improper sense to any round figure, which is formed or supposed to be formed by circumscirbing a space; simple rotundity constituting a circle: in this manner a circle may be formed by real objects, as persons, or by moral objects, as pleasures. To the idea of circle is annexed

consulted her feelings she would have preferred the part she had rejected. The path of life should be chosen; but the path to be taken in a walk may be preferred. It is advisable for a youth in the choice of a profession to consult what he prefers, as he has the greatest chance of succeeding when he can combine his pleasure with his duty. A friend should be chosen; a companion may be preferred. A wife should be chosen; but unfortunately lovers are most apt to give a preference in a matter where a good or bad choice may determine one’s happiness or misery for life. A wise prince is careful in the choice of his ministers; but a weak prince has mostly favourites whom he prefers.

There is nothing of so great importance to us, as the good qualities of one to whom we join ourselves for life. The choice is left to friends, the chief point under consideration is an estate, where the parties choose for themselves, their thoughts turn most upon the person.—ADDITION.

When a man has a mind to venture his money in a lottery, every figure of it appears equally alluring; and no manner of reason can be given why a man should prefer one to the other before the lottery is drawn.—ADDITION.

Judgment was wearied with the perplexity of choice where there was no motive for preference.—JOHN.

To Choose, Pick, Select.

Choose, v. To choose, prefer.
Pick, in German picken, or bieken, French biquer, Dutch beiken, Icelandic picka, Swedish pickea, comes very probably from the old German biegen, bicke, to stick, corresponding to the Latin figa to fix.
Select, Latin selectus, participle of eligo, that is fico to gather or put, and se apart. Choose is as in the former case the generic; the others are specific terms: pick and select are expressly different modes of choosing. We always choose when we pick and select: but we do not always pick and select when we choose.
To choose may be applied to two or more things; to pick and select can be used only for several things. We may choose one book out of two, but we pick and select out of a library or a parcel; pick may be said of one or many; select only of many.
To choose does not always spring from any particular design or preference; to pick and select signify to choose with care. What is picked and selected is always the best of its kind, but the former is commonly something of a physical nature; the latter of a moral or intellectual description. Soldiers are sometimes picked to form a particular regiment; pieces are selected in prose or verse for general purposes.

My friend, Sir Roger, being a good churchman, has beautified the inside of his church with several texts of his own choosing.—ADDITION.

I know by several experiments, that those little animals (the ants) take great care to provide themselves with wheat when they can find it, and always pick out the best.—ADDITION.

The chief advantage which these fictions have over real life is, that their authors are at liberty, though not to invent, yet to select objects.—JOHN.
CIRCUIT.

that of extent around, in the signification of a sphere, as a sphere of activity, whether applied in the philosophical sense to natural bodies, or in the moral sense to men. Hollowness, as well as rotundity, belongs to an orb; hence we speak of the orb of a wheel. Of a globe, solidity is the peculiar characteristic; hence any ball, like the ball of the earth, may be represented as a globe.

Might I from fortune's bounteous hand receive Each boon, each blessing in her power to give; Even at this mighty price I'd not be bound To tread the same dull circle round and round. The soul requires enjoyment more sublime, By space unbounded, destroyed by time.

JENYNS.

Or if some stripes from Providence we feel, He strikes with pity, and but wounds to heal; Kindly, perhaps, sometimes afflicts us here. To guide our views to a sublimier sphere. — JENYNS.

Thousands of suns beyond each other blaze, Orbs roll over orbs, and glow with mutual rays. JENYNS.

Thus roaming with advent'rous wing the globe, From scene to scene excursive, I behold In all her workings, beautiful, great or new, Fair nature. — MALLET.

Circuit, Tour, Round.

Circuit, in French circuit, Latin circuitus, participle of circumveo, signifies either the act of going round, or the extent gone round.

Tour is from the French tour, a turn, from the verb tourner, to turn.

Round marks the track round, or the space gone round.

A circuit is made for a specific end of a serious kind; a tour is always made for pleasure; a round, like a circuit, is employed in matters of business, but of a more familiar and ordinary kind. A judge goes his circuit at particular periods of time: gentlemen, in times of peace, consider it as an essential part of their education to make what is termed the grand tour; tradesmen have certain rounds which they term the certain days.

We speak of making the circuit of a place; of taking a tour in a given county; or going a particular round. A circuit is wide or narrow; a tour and a round is great or little. A circuit is prescribed as to extent; a tour is optional; a round is prescribed or otherwise. Circuit is seldom used but in a specific sense; tour is seldom employed but in regard to travelling; round may be taken figuratively, as when we speak of going one’s round of pleasure.

Th’ unfield’d commanders and the martial train First make the circuit of the sandy plain. — DRYDEN.

Goldsmith’s tour through Europe we are told was made for the most part on foot. — JOHNSON.

’Tis night! the season when the happy take Repose, and only wretches are awake; Now discontented ghosts begin their rounds. Haunts ruin’d buildings and unwholesome grounds. — OTWAY.

Savage had projected a perpetual round of innocent pleasure in Wales, of which he suspected no interruption from pride, ignorance, or brutality. — JOHNSON.

To Circulate, v. To spread.

To Circumscribe, Inclose.

Circumscribe, from the Latin circum about, and scribe to mark, signify the surrounding with a line.

Inclose, from the Latin inclusus, participle of inclusio, compounded of in and cludo to shut, marks a species of confinement.

The extent of any place is drawn out to the eye by a circumscription; its extent is limited to a given point by an inclosure. A garden is circumscribed by any ditch, line, or posts, that serve as its boundaries; it is inclosed by wall or fence. An inclosure may serve to circumscribe, but that which barely circumscribes will seldom serve to inclose.

Who can imagine that the existence of a creature is to be circumscribed by time, whose thoughts are not— ADDISON.

Remember on that happy coast to build, And with a trench inclose the fruitful field. — DRYDEN.

To Circumscribe, v. To bound.

Circumpect, v. Cautious.

Circumstance, Situation.

Circumstance, in Latin circumstan
tia, from circum and stia, signifies what stands about a thing, or belongs to it as its accident.

Situation, in French situation, comes from the Latin situ, and the Hebrew seat to place, signifying what is placed in a certain manner.

Circumstance is to situation as a part to a whole; many circumstances constitute a situation; a situation is an aggregate of circumstances. A person is said to be in circumstances of affluence who has an abundance of every thing essential for his comfort; he is in an easy situation when nothing exists to create uneasiness.

Circumstance respects that which externally affects us; situation is employed both for the outward circumstances and the inward feelings. The success of any undertaking depends greatly on the circumstances under which it is begun; the particular situation of a person’s mind will give a cast to his words or actions. Circumstances are critical, a situation is dangerous.

As for the ass’s behaviour in such nice circumstances, whether he would starve sooner than violate his neutrality to the two bundles of hay, I shall not presume to determine. — ADDISON.

We are not at present in a proper situation to judge of the councils by which Providence acts. — ADDISON.

Circumstance, Incident, Fact.

Circumstance, v. Circumstance, situation.

Incident, in Latin incident, participle of incidere, or in and cata to fall, signifies what falls upon or to another thing.

Fact, in Latin factum, participle of facere to do, signifies the thing done.

Circumstance is a general term; incident and fact are species of circumstances. Incident is what happens; fact is what is done; circumstance is not only what happens and is done, but whatever is or belongs to a thing. To
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Minute, in French minute, Latin minutus, participio de minuo to diminish, signifies diminished or reduced to a very small point.

Circumstantial expresses less than particular, and that less than minute. A circumstantial account contains all leading events; a particular account includes every event and movement however trivial; a minute account omits nothing as to person, time, place, figure, form, and every other trivial circumstance connected with the events. A narrative may be circumstantial, particular, or minute; an inquiry, investigation, or description may be particular or minute, a detail may be minute.

An event or occurrence may be particular, a circumstance or particular may be minute. We may be generally satisfied with a circumstantial account of ordinary events; but whatever interests the feelings cannot be detailed with too much particularity or minuteness.

Thomson's wide expansion of general views and his enumeration of circumstantial varieties, would have been obstructed and embarrassed by the frequent interjections of the sense which are the necessary effects of the rhetoric.—JOHNSON.

I am extremely troubled at the return of your defences; you cannot be too particular in the accounts of your health to me.—POPE.

When Pope's letters were published and avowed, as they had relation to recent facts, and persons either then living or not yet forgotten, they may be supposed to have found readers, but as the facts were minute, and the characters little known, or little regarded, they awakened no popular kindliness or resentment.—JOHNSON.

To Cite, Quote.

Cite and Quote are both derived from the same Latin verb cito to move, and the Hebrew sat to stir up, signifying to put into action.

To cite is employed for persons or things; to quote for things only: authors are cited, passages from their works are quoted: we cite only by authority; we quote for general purposes of convenience. Historians ought to cite their authority in order to strengthen their evidence and inspire confidence; controversialists must quote the objectionable passages in those works which they wish to confute: it is prudent to cite no one whose authority is questionable: it is superfluous to quote any thing that can be easily perused in the original.

The great work of which Justinian has the credit, consists of texts collected from law books of approved authority; and those texts are digested according to a scientific analysis: the names of the original authors and the titles of their several books being constantly cited.—SIR W.M. JONES.

Let us consider what is truly glorious according to the author I have to-day quoted in the front of my paper.—STEERE.

To Cite, Summon.

Cite, v. To cite, quote.

Summon, v. To call.

The idea of calling a person authoritatively to appear, is common to these terms. Cite is used in a general sense, summon in a particular and technical sense: a person may be cited to appear before his superior; he is summoned to appear before a court: the station of the in-
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dividual gives authority to the act of citing; the law itself gives authority to that of summoning.

When cite is used in a legal sense, it is mostly employed for witnesses, and summon for every occasion: a person is cited to give evidence, he is summoned to answer a charge. Cite is scholion used in the legal sense than in that of calling by name, in which general acceptation it is employed with regard to authors, as specified in the preceding article: the legal is the ordinary sense of summon; it may however be extended in its application to a military summons of a fortified town, or to any call for which there may be occasion; as when we speak of the summons which is given to attend the death-bed of a friend, or figuratively, death is said to summon mortals from this world.

Fen social friendship duns his ear
And cites him to the public space.-SHENSTONE.
The sly enchantress summon'd all her train,
Alluring Venus, queen of vagrant love,
The boon companion Bacchus, toad and rain,
And tricking Hermes, tied of traitor gain.-WEST.

Civil, Polite.

Civil, in French civile, Latin civitas from civis a citizen, signifies belonging to or becoming a citizen.

Polite, in French poli, Latin politus, participle of polio to polish.

These two epithets are employed to denote different modes of acting in social intercourse: polite expresses more than civile: it is possible to be civil without being polite: politeness supposes civility and something in addition.

Civility is confined to no rank, age, condition, or country; all have an opportunity with equal propriety of being civil, but not so with politeness, that requires a certain degree of equality, at least the equality of education: it would be contradictory for masters and servants, rich and poor, learned and unlearned, to be polite to each other. Civility is a Christian duty; there are times when all men ought to be civil to their neighbors: politeness is rather a voluntary devotion of ourselves to others: among the inferior orders civility is indispensable: an uncivil person in a subordinate station is an obnoxious member of society: among the higher orders politeness is often a substitute; and where the form and spirit are combined, it supersede the necessity of civility: politeness is the sweetener of humanity: it gives a charm to every thing that is said and done.

Civility is contented with pleasing when the occasion offers: politeness seeks the opportunity to please, it prevents the necessity of asking by anticipating the wishes; it is full of delicate attentions, and is an active benevolence to the minor concerns of life.

Civility is anxious not to offend, but it often gives pain from ignorance or error: politeness studies all the circumstances and situations of men; it enters into their characters, suits itself to their humour, and even yields indi- 

gently to their weaknesses; its object is no less to avoid giving pain than to study to afford pleasure.

Civility is dictated by the desire of serving,

<table>
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| politeness by that of pleasing; civility often confines itself to the bare intention of serving; politeness looks to the action and its consequences; when a peasant is civil he often does the reverse of what would be desired of him; he takes no heed of the wants and necessities of others; politeness considers what is due to others and from others; it does nothing superfluously; men of good breeding think before they speak, and move before they act. It is necessary to be civil without being troublesome, and polite without being affected. Civility requires nothing but goodness of intention; it may be associated with the coarsest manners, the grossest ignorance, and the total want of all culture: politeness requires peculiar properties of the head and the heart, natural and artificial; much goodness and gentleness of character, an even current of feelings, quickness and refined delicacy of sentiment, a command of temper, a general insight into men and manners, and a thorough acquaintance with the forms of society. Civility is not incompatible with the harshest expressions of one's temper: it is the utterance of all a man thinks without regard to person, time, or season; it lays no restraint upon the angry passions: politeness counsels us to say nothing to another which we would not wish to be said to ourselves; it lays at least a temporary con-traint on all the angry passions, and prevents all turbulent commotions.

Civility is always the same; whatever is once civil is always so, and acknowledged as such by all persons: politeness varies with the fashions and times; what is polite in one age or in one country may be unpolite in another.

If civility be not a splendid virtue, it has at least the recommendation of being genuine and harmless, having nothing artificial in it: it admits of no gloss, and will never deceive; it is the true expression of good will, the companion of respect in inferiors, of condescension in superiors, of humanity and kindness in equals; politeness springs from education, is the offspring of refinement, and consists much in the external polish; it often rests with the bare imitation of virtue, and is distinguished into true and false; in the latter case it may be abused for the worst of purposes, and serve as a mask to conceal malignant passions under the appearance of kindness: hence it is possible to be polite in form without being civil, or any thing else that is good.

He has good nature,
And I have good manners
His sons too are civil to me, because
I do not pretend to be wiser than they.-OTWAY.

I heard a mermaid on a dolphin's back,
Uttering such dulcet and harmonious sounds,
That the rude sea grew civil at her song.
SHAKESPEARE.

The true effect of genuine politeness seems to be rather ease than pleasure.-JOHNSON.

A polite country squire shall make you as many bows in half an hour as would serve a courtier for a week.-ADDISON.

Civil, Obliging, Complaisant.

Civil, v. Civil, polite.

Obliging, from oblige, signifies either doing what obliges, or ready to oblige.
Complaisant, in French complaisant, comes from complaire to please, signifying ready to please.

Civil is more general than obliging: one is always civil when one is obliging, but one is not always obliging when one is civil: complaisance is more than either, it relies upon both; it is a branch of politeness (v. Civil, polite).

Civil regards the manner as well as the action, obliging respects the action, complaisance includes all the circumstances of the action: to be civil is to please by any word or action: to be obliging is to perform some actual service: to be complaisant is to do that service in the time and manner that is most suitable and agreeable: civility requires no effort; to be obliging always cost the agent some trouble; complaisance requires attention and observation: a person is civil in his reply, obliging in lending assistance, complaisant in his attentions to his friend.

One is habitually civil: obliging from disposition; complaisant from education and disposition: it is necessary to be civil without being free, to be obliging without being officious, to be complaisant without being servile.

Pride is never more offensive than when it condescends to be civil.—CUMBERLAND.

The shepherd's name
Hies merry-hearted, and by turns relieves
The ruddy unblemish'd her trembling tail.
The beauty whom perhaps his wanton heart
Sincerely loves, by that best language shown
Of cordial glances, and obliging deeds.—THOMSON.

I seem'd so pleased with what every one said, and smiled with so much complaisance at all their pretty fancies, that though I did not put one word into their discourse, I have the vanity to think they looked upon me as very agreeable company.—ADDISON.

Civilization, v. Cultivation.
To Claim, v. To ask for.
Claim, v. Right.
Clamorous, v. Loud.

Clandestine, Secret.

Clandestine, in Latin clandestinus, comes from clain secretly.

Secret, in French secret, Latin secretus, participle of secerno to separate, signifies remote from observation.

Clandestine expresses more than secret.

To do a thing clandestinely is to elude observation; to do a thing secretly is to do it without the knowledge of any one; what is clandestine is unallowed, which is not necessarily the case with what is secret.

With the clandestine must be a mixture of art; with secrecy, caution and management are requisite: a clandestine marriage is effected by a studied plan to escape notice; a secret marriage is conducted by the forbearance of all communication; conspirators have many clandestine proceedings and secret meetings: an unfaithful servant clandestinely conveys away his master's property from his premises; a thief secretly takes a purse from the pocket of the bystanders.

I went to this clandestine lodging, and found to my amusement all the ornaments of a fine gentleman, which I had taken upon credit.—JOHNSON.

Ye boys who pluck the flowers, and spoil the spring,
Beware the secret snake that shoots a sting.—DEYDEN.

To Clasp, Hug, Embrace.

To Clasp, from the noun clasp, signifies to lay hold of like a clasp.

Hug, in Saxon hagon, comes from the German hagen, which signifies to enclose with a hedge, and figuratively to cherish or take special care of.

Embrace, in French embrasser, is compounded of en or im and bras the arm, signifying to take or lock in one's arms.

All these terms are employed to express the act of enclosing another in one's arms: clasp marks this action when it is performed with the warmth of true affection; hug is a ludicrous sort of clasping, which is the consequence of ignorance and extravagant feeling; embrace is simply a mode of ordinary salutation: a parent will clasp his long-lost child in his arms on their re-meeting; a peasant in the excess of his raptures would throw his body, as well as his arms, over the object of his joy, and stile with his grasp him whom he meant to embrace in the continental parts of Europe embracing between males, as well as females is universal on meeting after a long absence, or on taking leave for a length of time; embraces are sometimes given in England between near relatives, but in no other case.

Some more aspiring catch the neighbouring shrub,
With clasping tendrils, and invest her branch—COWPER.

Thyself a boy, assume a boy's dissembled face,
That when amongst the fervor of the feast
The Tyrian hags and fonds thee on her breast,
Then mayst thou turn thy venom in her veins.

Dreyden.

The king at length having kindly reproached Helion for depriyng him so long of such a brother embraced Balora with the greatest tenderness—ADDISON.

Class, Order, Rank, Degree.

Class, in French classe, Latin classis, very probably from the Greek κλασσα, a fraction, division, or class.

Order, in French ordre, Latin ordo, comes from the Greek ὀρθος, a row, which is a species of order.

Rank is in German rang, connected with row, &c.

Degree, in French degré, comes from the Latin gradus a step.

Class is more general than order; degree is more specific than rank.

Class and order are said of the body who are distinguished; rank and degree of the distinction itself: men belong to a certain class or order: they hold a certain rank: they are of a certain degree; among the Romans all the citizens were distinctly divided into classes according to their property; but in the modern constitu-
tion of society, classes are distinguished from each other on general, moral, or civil grounds; there are reputable or discrepable classes; the labouring class, the class of merchants, mechanics, &c.; order has a more particular significance; it is founded upon some positive civil privilege or distinction; things are ordered into varying ranks; the particular orders are those of the nobility, of the clergy, of freemasonry, and the like: rank distinguishes one individual from another; it is peculiarly applied to the nobility and the gentry; although every man in the community holds a certain rank in relation to those who are above or below him; degree like rank is applicable to the individual, but only in particular cases; literary and scientific degrees are conferred upon superior merit in different departments of science; there are likewise degrees in the same rank, whence we speak of men of high and low degree. During the present century the most worthless class, from all orders, obtained the supremacy only to destroy all rank and degree, and sacrifice such as possessed any wealth, power, rank, or degree.

We are by our occupations, education, and habits of life, divided almost into different species. Each of these classes of the human race has desires, fears, and conversations, vexations and merit, peculiar to itself.—J o n s o n.

Learning and knowledge are perfection in us not as we are men, but as we are reasonable creatures, in which order of being the female world is upon the same level with the male.—A d d i s o n.

Young women of humble rank, and small pretensions, should be particularly cautious how a vain ambition of being noticed by their superiors betrays them into an attempt at displaying their unprotected persons on a stage.—C u n b e r l a n d.

Then learn, ye fair! to soften splendor's ray,
Endure the swarm, the youth of low degree.

S h e n s t o n e.

To Class, Arrange, Range.

To Class, from the noun class, signifies to put in a class.

Arrange and Range are both derived from rank and row, signifying to place in a certain order.

The general qualities and attributes of things are to be considered in classing: their fitness to stand by each other must be considered in arranging: their capacity for forming a line is the only thing to be attended to in ranging.

Classification serves the purposes of science; arrangement those of decoration and ornament; ranging those of general convenience: men are classed into different bodies according to some certain standard of property, power, education, occupation, &c.; furniture is arranged in a room, according as it answers either in colour, shade, convenience of situation, &c.; men are ranged in order whenever they make a procession: classification is concerned with mental objects: arrangement with either physical or mental objects; ranging altogether with physical objects: knowledge, experience, and judgment, are requisite in classing: taste and practice are indispensable in arranging: care only is wanted in ranging.

When applied to intellectual objects, arrangement is the ordinary operation of the mind, requiring only methodical habits; classification is a branch of philosophy which is not attainable by art only; it requires a mind peculiarly methodical by nature, that is capable of distinguishing things by their generic and specific differences; not separating things that are alike; nor blending things that are different: books are classed in a catalogue according to their contents: they are arranged in a shop according to their size or price; they are ranged in a counter for convenience: ideas are classed by the logician into simple and complex, abstract and concrete: they are arranged by the power of reflection in the mind of the thinker; words are classed by the grammarian into different parts of speech; they are suitably arranged by the writer in different parts of a sentence: a man of business arranges his affairs so as to suit the time and season for every thing: a shopkeeper arranges his goods so there is a place for every thing, and to know its place; he ranges those things before him, of which he wishes to command a view: a general arranges his men for the battle; a drill sergeant ranges his men when he makes them exercise.

We are all ranked and classed by him who seeketh into every heart.—B l a i r.

In vain you attempt to regulate your expence, if into your amusements, or your society, disorder has crept. You have admitted a principle of confusion which will defeat all your plans, and perplex and entangle what you sought to arrange.—B l a i r.

A noble writer should be born with this faculty (a strong imagination) so as to be well able to receive lively ideas from our objects, to range and combine them, to arrange them together in such figures and representations as are most likely to hit the fancy of the reader.—A d d i s o n.

Clean, Cleanly, Pure.

Clean and Cleanly, is in Saxon clæne. Pure, in French pur, Latin purus. *

Clean expresses a freedom from dirt or soil; cleanly the disposition or habit of being clean.

A person who keeps himself clean is cleanly; a cleanly servant takes care to keep other things clean.

Clean is employed in the proper sense only; pure mostly in the moral sense; the hands should be clean; the heart should be pure: it is the first requisite of good writing that it should be clean; it is of the first importance for the morals of youth to be kept pure.

Age itself is not unamiable while it is preserved clean and unsoiled.—S p e c t a t o r.

In the east, where the warmth of the climate makes cleanliness more immediately necessary than in colder countries, it is one of the religious and ceremonial duties of every individual. There is a law in the Jewish law, and the Mahometan, which in some things is the same with the Christian law. The Bible and the Churchyard are filled with bathing, purifications, and other rites of the like nature. Though there is the above named convenient reason to be assigned for these ceremonies, the chief intention was to typify inward purity of heart.—S p e c t a t o r.

Cleanly, v. Clean.


Clean, Lucid, Bright, Vivid.

Clear, in Latin lucidus, lucet to shine, and lucus, signifies having light.
CLEARLY.

Bright, v. Brightness.

Vivid, Latin vivids from vivo to live, signifies being in a state of life.

These epithets mark a gradation in their sense; the idea of light is common to them, but clear expresses less than lucid, lucid than bright, and bright less than vivid: a mere freedom from stain or dullness constitutes the clearness: the return of light, and consequent removal of darkness, constitutes lucidity: brightness supposes a certain strength of light; vividness a freshness combined with the strength, and marks a degree of brilliancy: a sky is clear that is divested of clouds; the atmosphere is lucid in the day, but not in the night; the sun shines bright when it is unobstructed by any thing in the atmosphere; lightning sometimes presents a vivid redness, and sometimes a vivid paleness: the light of the stars may be clear, and sometimes bright, but never vivid: the light of the sun is rather bright, than clear or vivid: the light of the moon is either clear, bright, or vivid.

These epithets may with equal propriety be applied to colour, as well as to light: a clear colour is unmixed with any other; a bright colour has something striking and strong in it; a vivid colour something lively and fresh in it.

Some choose the clearest light,
And boldly challenge the most piercing eye.

ROSCOMMON.

Nor is the stream
Of purest crystal, nor the lucid air,
Through one transparent vacancy it seems,
Void of their unseen people.—THOMSON.

This place, the brightest mansion of the sky,
I'll call the palace of the Deity.—DRYDEN.

From the moist meadow to the wither'd hill,
Led by the breeze, the vivid verdure runs,
And swells, and deepens to the cherisht eye.

THOMSON.

In their moral application they preserve a similar distinction: a conscience is said to be clear when it is free from every stain or spot; a deranged understanding may have lucid intervals; a bright intellect throws light on everything around it; a vivid imagination glows with every image that nature presents.

I look upon a sound imagination as the greatest blessing of life, next to a clear judgment, and a good conscience.—ADDISON.

I believe were Rousseau alive, and in one of his lucid intervals, he would be shocked at the practical frenzy of his scholars.—BURKE.

But in a body which doth freely yield
His parts to reason's rule obedient,
There Alima, like a virgin queen most bright,
Doth flourish in all beauty excellent.—SPENSER.

There let the classic page thy fancy lead
Through rural scenes, such as the Mantuan swarm
Paints in the matchless harmony of song,
Or catch thyself the landscape, gilded swift
Atheart imagination's vivid eye.—THOMSON.

Clear, v. Fair.

To Clear, v. To absolve.

Clearly, Distinctly.

That is seen Clearly of which one has a general view; that is seen Distinctly which is seen so as to distinguish the several parts.

We see the moon clearly whenever it shines; but we cannot see the spots in the moon distinctly without the help of glasses.

What we see distinctly must be seen clearly, but a thing may be seen clearly without being seen distinctly.

A want of light, or the intervention of other objects, prevents us from seeing clearly; distance, or a defect in the sight, prevents us from seeing distinctly.

* Old men often see clearly but not distinctly; they perceive large or luminous objects at a distance, but they cannot distinguish such small objects as the characters of a book without the help of convex glasses; short-sighted persons, on the contrary, see near objects distinctly, but they have no clear vision of distant ones, unless they are viewed through concave glasses.

The custom of arguing on any side, even against our persuasion, does the understanding, and makes it by degrees lose the faculty of discerning clearly between truth and falsehood.—LOCKE.

Whether we are able to comprehend all the operations of nature, and the manners of them, it matters not to express; but this is certain, that we can comprehend no more of them than we can distinctly conceive.—LOCKE.

Clearness, Perspicuity.

Clearness, from clear (v. Clear, lucid), is here used figuratively, to mark the degree of light by which one sees things distinctly.

Perspicuity, in French perspicuité, Latin perspicuitas from perspicus and perspicio to look through, signifies the quality of being able to be seen through.

These epithets denote qualities equally requisite to render a discourse intelligible, but each has its peculiar character. * Clearness respects our ideas, and springs from the distinction of the things themselves that are discussed; perspicuity respects the mode of expressing the ideas, and springs from the good qualities of style. It requires a clear head to be able to see a subject in all its bearings and relations; to distinguish all the niceties and shades of difference between things that bear a strong resemblance, and to separate it from all irrelevant objects that intrigue themselves with it. But whatever may be our clearness of conception, it is requisite, if we will communicate our conceptions to others, that we should observe a purity in our mode of diction, that we should be particular in the choice of our words, careful in the disposition of them, and accurate in the construction of our sentences; that is perspicuity, which as it is the first, so, according to Quintilian, it is the most important part of composition.

Clearness of intellect is a natural gift; perspicuity is an acquired art; although intimately connected with each other, yet it is possible to have clearness without perspicuity, and perspicuity without clearness. People of quick capacities will have clear ideas on the subjects that offer themselves to their notice, but for want of education they may often use improper or ambiguous phrases; or by errors of

* Vide Truesler: "Clearly, distinctly."
† Vide Abbé Girard: "Clarte, perspicuité."
construction render their phraseology the reverse of *perspicuous*; on the other hand it is in the power of some to express themselves *perspicuously* on subjects far above their comprehension, from a certain facility which they acquire of catching up suitable modes of expression.

The study of the classics and mathematics are most fitted for the improvement of *clearness*; the study of grammar, and the observance of good models, will serve most effectually for the acquirement of *perspicuity*.

Whenever men think *clearly* and are thoroughly interested, they express themselves with *perspicuity* and force. —*ROBERTSON*.

No modern orator can dare to enter the list with Demosthenes and Tully. We have discourses, indeed, that may be admitted for their *perspicuity*, purity, and elegance; but can produce none that abound in a sublimity which whisks away the auditor like a mighty torrent. —*WALTON*.

To *Cleave*. *v.* To stick.

*Clemency*, *Lenity*, *Mercy*.

*Clemency*, in Latin *clementia*, signifying mildness.

*Lenity*, in Latin *lenitas*, from *lenis* soft, or *lavis* smooth, and the Greek *aenos* mild.

*Mercy*, in Latin *misericordia*, compounded of *miseria* and *cordia*, i.e. affliction of the heart, signifying the pain produced by observing the pain of others.

*Clemency and lenity* are employed only towards offenders; *mercy* towards all who are in trouble, whether from their own fault, or any other cause.

*Clemency* is arbitrary on the part of the dispenser, flowing from his will independent of the object on whom it is bestowed; *lenity* and *mercy* are discretionary, they always have regard to the object and the nature of the offence, or misfortunes; *lenity* therefore often serves the purposes of discipline, and *mercy* those of justice by forgiveness, instead of punishment; but *clemency* defeats its end by forbearing to punish where it is needful.

A mild master who shows *clemency* to a faithless servant by not bringing him to justice, often throws a worthless wretch upon the public to commit more atrocious depredations. A well-timed *lenity* sometimes recalls an offender to himself, and brings him back to good order. Upon this principle, the English constitution has wisely left in the hands of the monarch the discretionary power of showing *mercy* in all cases that do not demand the utmost rigour of the law.

We wretched Trojans, toss'd on ev'ry shore, From sea to sea, thy *clemency* inspire, For if the *clemency* inspire, Receive th' unhappy fugitives to grace. —*DRYDEN*.

The King (Charles II.) with *lenity* of which the world has had perhaps no other example, declined to be the judge or avenger of his own or his father's wrongs. —*JOHNSON*.

The gods (if gods to goodness are inclin'd, If acts of *mercy* touch their heavy mind), And more to all the gods, your gentle heart, Conceiving of worth, requite its own desert. —*DRYDEN*.

Clergyman, Parson, Priest, Minister.

*Clergyman*, altered from *clerk*, *dericus*, signified any one holding a regular office, and by distinction one who held the holy office.

*Parson*, is either changed from *person*, that is, by distinction the person who spiritually presides over a parish, or contracted from *parochianus*.

*Priest*, in German, *dc. pristern*, comes from the Greek *peaosbepos*, signifying an elder who holds the sacerdotal office.

*Minister*, in Latin *minister* a servant, from *minos* less or inferior, signifies literally one who performs a subordinate office, and has been extended in its meaning, to signify generally one who officiates or performs an office.

The word *clergyman* applies to such as are regularly bred according to the forms of the national religion, and applies to none else. In this sense we speak of the English, the French and Scotch clergy without distinction. A *parson* is a species of *clergyman*, who ranks the highest in the three orders of inferior *clergy*; that is *parson*, vicar, and curate; the *parson*, being a technical term for the rector or he who holds the living; in its technical sense it has now acquired a definite use; but in general conversation it is become almost a nickname. The word *clergyman* is always substituted for *parson* in polite society. When *priest* respects the Christian religion it is a species of *clergyman*, that is, one who is ordained to officiate at the altar in distinction from the deacon, who is only an assistant to the *priest*. But the term *priest* has likewise an extended meaning in reference to such as hold the sacerdotal character in any form of religion, as the *priests* of the Jews, or those of Greeks, Romans, Indians, and the like. A *minister* is one who actually or habitually officiates. *Clergymen* are therefore not always strictly *ministers*, nor are all *ministers* *clergymen*. If a *clergyman* delegates his functions altogether he is not a *minister*; nor is he who presides over a dissenting congregation a *clergyman*. In the former case, however, it would be invidious to deprive the *clergyman* of the name of *minister* of the gospel, but in the latter case it is a misuse of the term *clergyman* to apply it to any *minister* who does not officiate according to the form of an established religion.

By a *clergyman* I mean one in holy orders. —*STEELE*.

To the time of Edward III. it is probable that the French and English languages subsisted together throughout the kingdom; the higher orders, both of the clergy and laity, speaking almost universally French; the lower retaining the use of their native tongue. —*TYRWHITT*.

Call a man a *priest*, or *parson*, and you set him in some men's esteem ten degrees below his own servant. —*SOUTH*.

With leave and honor enter our abodes, Ye sacred *ministers* of men and gods. —*POPES*.
Clever, Skilful, Expert, Dexterous, Adroit.

Clever, in French *léger*, Latin *levis* light.
Skilful, signifies full of skill; and skill probably comes from the Latin *scio* to know.
Expert, in French *expérte*, Latin *expertus*, participle of *experiri* to search or try, signifies searched and tried.
Dexterous, in Latin *dexter*, in Greek *δεξίως*, comparative of *δεξίον*, clever, and *δεξί* the right hand, because that is the most fitted for action, signifies the quality of doing rightly, as with the right hand.
Adroit, in French *adroit*, Latin *adrectus* or *rectus* right or straight.
Clever and skilful are qualities of the mind; expert, dexterous, and adroit, refer to modes of physical action. Cleverness regards in general the readiness to comprehend; skill the maturity of the judgement; expertness a facility in the use of things; dexterity a mechanical facility in the performance of any work; adroitness the swiftness and movements of the body. A person is clever at drawing who shows a taste for it, and executes it well without much instruction: he is skilful in drawing if he understands it both in theory and practice; he is expert in the use of the bow if he can use it with expedition and effect; he is dexterous at any game when he goes through the manoeuvres with dexterity and an unmoving hand; he is adroit if by quick, sudden, and well-directed movement of his body, he effects the object he has in view.

Cleverness is mental power employed in the ordinary concerns of life: a person is clever in business. Skill is both a mental and corporeal power, exerted in mechanical operations and practical sciences: a physician, a lawyer, and an artist, is skilful; one may have a skill in divination, or a skill in painting. Expertness and dexterity require more corporeal than mental power exerted in minor arts and amusements: one is expert at throwing the quoit; dexterity in the management of horses. Adroitness is altogether a corporeal talent, employed only as occasion may require: one is adroit at eluding the bows aimed at by an adversary.

Cleverness is rather a natural gift; skill is cleverness improved by practice and extended knowledge; expertness is the effect of long practice; dexterity arises from habit combined with agility; adroitness is a species of dexterity arising from a natural agility.

My friend bade me welcome, but struck me quite dumb, With timidings that Johnson and Burke would not come; And if, indeed, I might be excused, the one At the House and the other with Thrail; But no matter; I'll warrant we'll make up the party, With two full as clever and ten times as hearty.

GOLDSMITH.

There is nothing more graceful than to see the play stand still for a few moments, and the audience kept in an agreeable suspense, during the silence of a skilful actor.—ADDISON.

O'er bar and shelf the watery path they sound, With darts of arm, sagacious eye they sound; Fearless they combat every hostile wind. Wheeling in many tracks with course inclin'd, Expert to moor, where terrors line the road.

FALCONER.

He applied himself next to the coquette's heart, which he likewise laid open with great dexterity.—ADDISON.

To Climb, v. To arise.
To Cling, v. To stick.

Cloon, Mask, Blind, Veil.

These are figurative terms, expressive of different modes of intentionally keeping something from the view of others. They are borrowed from those familiar objects which serve similar purposes in common life. Cloak and Mask express figuratively and properly more than Blind or Veil. The two former keep the whole object out of sight; the two latter only partially intercept the view. In this figurative sense they are all employed for a bad purpose.

The cloak, the mask, and the blind, serve to deceive others; the veil serves to deceive one's self.
The whole or any part of a character may be concealed by a blind; a part, though not the whole, may be concealed by a mask. A blind is not only employed to conceal the character but the conduct or proceedings. We carry a cloak and a mask about with us; but a blind is something external.
The cloak, as the external garment, is the most convenient of all coverings for entirely keeping concealed what we do not wish to be seen; a good outward deportment serves as a cloak to conceal a bad character. A mask only hides the face; a mask therefore serves to conceal only as much as words and looks can effect. A blind is intended to shut out the light and prevent observation; whatever, therefore, conceals the real truth, and prevents suspicion by a false exterior, is a blind. A veil prevents a person from seeming as well as being seen; whatever, therefore, obscures the mental sight acts as a veil to the mind's eye.

Religion is unfortunately the object which may serve to cloak the worst of purposes and the worst of characters: its importance in the eyes of all men, makes it the most effectual passport to their countenance and sanction; and its external observances render it the most convenient mode of presenting a false profession to the eyes of the world: those, therefore, who set an undue value on the ceremonial part of religion, do but encourage this most heinous of all sins, by suffering themselves to be imposed upon by a cloak of religious hypocrisy. False friends always wear a mask; they cover a malignant heart under the smiles and endearmens of friendship. Illicit traders mostly make use of some blind to facilitate the carrying on their nefarious practices. Among the various arts resorted to in the metropolis by the needy and profligate, none is so bad as that which is made to be a blind for the practice of debanchery. Prejudice and passion are the ordinary veils which obscure the judgment, and prevent it from distinguishing the truth.

When this severity of manners is hypocritical, and assumed as a cloak to secret indulgence, it is one of the worst prostitutions of religion.—BLAK.

Thou art no ruffian, who beneath the mask Of social cunning, contend to rob their wealth.

THOMSON.
Those who are bountiful to crimes will be rigid to merit, and penurious to service. Their penury is even held out as a blind and covert to their prodigality.—BURKE.

As soon as that mysterious veil which covers futurity was lifted up, all the gaiety of life would disappear; its flattering hopes, its pleasing illusions would vanish, and nothing but vanity and sadness remain.—BLAIR.

To Clog, Load, Encumber.

Clog is probably changed from clot or closed, signifying to put a heavy lump in the way. Load, from to load, in Saxon laden, Dutch, etc. laden, signifies to burden with a load. Encumber, compounded of en or in and cumber, in German kommen sorrow, signifies to burden with trouble.

Clog is figuratively employed for whatever impedes the motion or action of a thing; drawn from the familiar object which is used to impede the motion of animals: load is used for whatever encumbers as an excess of weight, or materials. A wheel is clogged, or a machine is clogged: a fire may be loaded with coals, or a picture with colouring. The stomach and memory may be either clogged or loaded: in the former case by the introduction of improper food; and in the second case by the introduction of an improper quantity. A memory that is clogged becomes confused, and confounds one thing with another; that which is loaded loses the impression of one object by the introduction of another.

Clog and encumber have the common signification of interrupting or troubling by means of something irrelevant. Whatever is clogged has severely the liberty of moving at all; whatever is encumbered moves and acts, but with difficulty. When the roots of plants are clogged with mould, or any improper substance, their growth is almost stopped: weeds and noxious plants are encumbrances in the ground where flowers should grow: the commands or prohibitions of parents are sometimes very fortunately clog those whose sanguine temper would lead them into imprudence: no one can expect to proceed with ease to himself in any transaction, who is encumbered with a variety of concerns at the same time.

Whatever was observed by the ancient philosophers, either irregular or defective in the workings of the mind, was all charged upon the body as its great clog.—SOUTH.

Butler gives Hudi Bras that pedantic culation of knowledge, which has no relation to chivalry, and loads him with martial encumbrances that can add nothing to his civil dignity.—JOHNSON.

This minority is great and formidable. I do not know what it is; it is the total overthrow of a kingdom. I should wish to be encumbered with a large body of partizans.—BURKE.

Cloister, Convent, Monastery.

Cloister, in French cloître, from the word close close, signifies a certain close place in a convent, or an enclosure of houses for canons, or in general a religious house. Convent, from the Latin conventus a meeting, and convenio to come together, signifies a religious assembly.

Monastery, in French monastère, signifies an habitation for monks, from the Greek monasteros alone.

The proper idea of cloister is that of seclusion; the proper idea of convent is that of community; the proper idea of a monastery is that of solitude. One is shut up in a cloister, put into a convent, and retires to a monastery.

Whoever wishes to take an absolute leave of the world, shuts himself up in a cloister; whoever wishes to attach himself to a community that has renounced all commerce with the world, goes into a convent; whoever wishes to aban all human intercourse retires to a monastery.

In the cloister our liberty is sacrificed: in the convent our worldly habits are renounced, and those of a regular religious community being adopted, we submit to the yoke of established orders: in a monastery we impose a sort of voluntary exile upon ourselves: we live with the view of living only to God. In the ancient and true monasteries, the members divided their time between contemplation and labour; but as population increased, and towns increased, monasteries were, properly speaking, succeeded by convents.

In ordinary discourse, cloister is employed in an absolute and indefinite manner: we speak of the cloister to designate a monastic state; as entering a cloister: burying one's self in a cloister: penances and mortifications are practised in a cloister.

It is not the same thing when we speak of the cloister of the Benedictines and of their monastery, or the cloister of the Capuchins and their convent.

Some solitary cloister will I choose, And there with holy virgins live immured.—DRYDEN.

Nor were the new abbots less insatiable to stock their convents with foreigners.—TARRETT.

Besides independent foundations, which were opened for the reception of foreign monks in preference to the natives, a considerable number of religious houses were built and endowed as cells to different monasteries abroad.—LIST OF ENGLISH MONASTERIES.

Close, Compact.

Close, is from the French clos, and Latin clausus, the participle of claudo to shut.

Compact, in Latin compactus, participle of compacto to fix or join in, signifies jointed close together.

Proximity is expressed by both these terms; the former by a general and the latter in a restricted sense. Two bodies may be close to each other, but a body is compact with regard to itself.

Contact is not essential to constitute closeness: but a perfect adhesion of all the parts of a body is essential to produce compactness. Lines are close to each other that are separated by a small space: things are rolled together in a compact form that are brought within the smallest possible space.

To right and left the martial wings display Their shining arms, and court their foes no more; Though weak their spears, though dwarfish be their height, Compact they move, the bulwark of the fight.

SIR WM. JONES.
Close, Near, Nigh.

Near and Nigh, is in Saxon near, neah, German, etc., nah.

Close is more definite than near: houses stand close to each other which are almost joined; men stand close when they touch each other: objects are near which are within sight; persons are near each other when they can converse together. Near and nigh, which are but variations of each other, in etymology, admit of little or no difference in their use; the former however is the most general. People live near each other who are in the same street; they live close to each other when their houses are adjoining.

Close is annexed as an adjective; near is employed only as an adverb or preposition. We speak of close ranks or close lines; but not near ranks or near lines.

Th' unweary'd watch their listening leaders keep,
And couching close, repel invading sleep.—POPE.

O friend! Ulysses' shots invade my ear;
Distress'd he seconds, and no assistance near.—POPE.

From the red field their scatter'd bodies bear,
And nigh the foot a funeral structure rear.—POPE.

To Close, Shut.


Shut, in Saxon scuttan, Dutch schuitten, Hebrew saven.

Closing is to shutting, frequently as the means to the end.

To close signifies simply to put together; to shut signifies to put together so close that no opening is left. The eyes are shut by closing the eyelids; the mouth is shut by closing the lips. The idea of bringing near or joining is prominent in the signification of close; that of fastening or preventing admittance in the word shut. By the figure of metonymy, close may be often substituted for shut; and we may speak of closing the eyes or the mouth; closing a book or a door in the sense of shutting; but they are, notwithstanding, very distinct.

Many things are closed which are not to be shut, and are shut which cannot be closed. Nothing can be closed but what consists of more than one part; nothing can be shut but what has or is supposed to have, a cavity. A wound is closed, but cannot be shut; a window or a box is shut, but not closed.

When both are applied to hollow bodies, close implies a stopping up of the whole, shut an occasional stoppage at the entrance. What is closed remains closed; what is shut may be opened. A hole in a road, or a passage through any place, is closed; a gate, a window, or a door, is shut.

Soon shall the dire Scraglio's horrid gates
Close like the eternal bars of death upon thee.

BEHOLD, fond man!
See here thy picture'd life: pass some few years
Thy flowering spring, thy summer's ardent strength,
Thy sober autumn fading into age,
And yale, concluding winter comes at last,
And shuts the scene.—THOMSON.

To Close, Finish, Conclude.

Close, v. To close, shut.
Finish, in French finir, Latin finio, comes from finis an end.

Conclude, in Latin conclusi, is compounded of con and cludo or cludio to shut, signifying to shut up or together.

To close to bring to an end; to finish is to make an end; we close a thing by ceasing to have anything more to do with it; we finish it by really having no more to do to it. We close an account with a person with whom we mean to have no further transactions; we finish the business which we have begun.

It is sometimes necessary to close without finishing, but we cannot finish without closing. The want of time will compel a person to close his letter before he has finished saying all he wishes. It is a laudable desire in every one to wish to close his career in life honourably, and to finish whatever he undertakes to the satisfaction of himself and others.

To conclude is a species of finishing, that is, to say finishing in a certain manner; we always finish when we conclude, but we do not always conclude when we finish. A history is closed at a certain reign; it is finished when brought to the period proposed: it is concluded with a recapitulation of the leading events.

Close and finish are employed generally, and in the ordinary transactions of life; the former in speaking of times, seasons, periods, etc., the latter with regard to occupations and pursuits; conclusion is used particularly on moral and intellectual operations. A reign, an entertainment, an age, a year, may have its close; a drawing, an exercise, a piece of work, may be finished; a discourse, a story, an affair, a negotiation, may be concluded. The close of Alfred's reign was more peaceful than the commencement; those who are careful as to what they begin will be careful to finish what they have begun: some preachers seldom awaken attention in their hearers until they come to the conclusion of their discourse.

Destruction hangs on every word we speak,
On every thought, till the concluding stroke
Determines all, and closes our design.—ADDISON.

The great work of which Justinian has the credit, although it comprehends the whole system of jurisprudence, was finished we are told in three years.—SIR W. JONES.

To Close, v. To end.
To Cloy, v. To satisfy.
Clumsy, v. Awkward.

Coadjutor, Assistant.

Coadjutor, compounded of co or con and adjutor a helper, signifies a fellow labourer.

Assistant signifies properly one that assists or takes a part.

A coadjutor is more noble than an assistant: the latter is mostly in a subordinate station, but the former is an equal; the latter performs mental offices in the minor concerns of life, and a subordinate part at all times;
the former labours conjointly in some concern of common interest and great importance. An assistant is engaged for a compensation; a coadjutor is a voluntary fellow-labourer. In every public concern where the purposes of charity or religion are to be promoted, coadjutors often effect more than the original promoters: in the medical and scholastic professions assistants are indispensable to relieve the pressure of business. Coadjutors ought to be zeal-ous and unambitious; assistants ought to be assiduous and faithful.

Advises from Vienna import that the Archbishop of Salzburg is dead, who is succeeded by Count Harras, formerly Bishop of Vienna; and for these three last years coadjutor to the said Archbishop.—STEELE.

As for you, gentlemen and ladies, my assistants and grand juries, I have made choice of you on my right hand, because I know you to be very jealous of your honor; and you on my left, because I know you are very much concerned for the reputation of others.—ADDISON.

To Coalesce, v. To add.

Coarse, Rough, Rude.

Coarse, probably from the Gothic kaurath heavy, answering to our word gross, and the Latin gravus.

Rough, in Saxon hruk, German, rauh, roh, &c.

Rude, in Latin rudis, changed from ruidis, comes from pādīs, a twig, signifying unpicked.

These epithets are equally applied to what is not polished by art. In the proper sense coarse refers to the composition and materials of bodies, as coarse bread, coarse meat, coarse cloth; rough respects the surface of bodies, as rough wood and rough skin; rude respects the make or fashion of things, as a rude bark, a rude utensil.

Coarse is opposed to fine, rough to smooth, rude to polished.

In the figurative application they are distinguished in a similar manner: coarse language is used by persons of naturally coarse feeling; rough language by those whose tempers are either naturally or occasionally rough; rude language by those who are ignorant of any better.

The fineness and delicacy of perception which the man of taste acquires, may be more liable to irritation than the coarse feelings of minds less cultivated.—CRAIG.

This is some fellow.

Who, having been praised for bluntness, doth affect
A saucy roughness.—SHAKESPEARE.

Is it in destroying and pulling down that skill is displayed? the shallowest understanding, the rudest hand, is more than equal to that task.—BURKE.


To Coax, Wheedle, Cajoie, Fawn.

Coax, probably comes from coke a simpleton, signifying to treat as a simpleton.

Wheedle, is a frequentative of wheel, signifying to come round a person with smooth art.

Cajole is in French, cajoler.

To Fawn, from the noun faun, signifies to act or move like a faun.

The idea of using mean arts to turn people to one's selfish purposes is common to all these terms: cōax has something childish in it; wheedle and cajole that which is knavish; fawn that which is servile.

The act of coaxing consists of urgent entreaty and whining supplication; the act of wheedling consists of smooth and winning entreaty; cajoling consists mostly of trickery and stratagem, disguised under a soft address and insinuating manners; the act of fawning consists of suppliant grime and antics, such as characterise the little animal from which it derives its name; children cōax their parents in order to obtain their wishes; the greedy and covetous wheedle those of an easy temper; knaves cajole the simple and unsuspecting; parasites fawn upon those who have the power to contribute to their gratifications; coaxing is mostly resorted to by inferiors towards those on whom they are dependent; wheedling and cajoling are low practices confined to the baser sort of men with each other; fawning, though not less mean and dis-graceful than the above-mentioned vices, is commonly practised only in the higher walks, where men of base character, though not mean education, come in connexion with the great.

The nurse had changed her note, she was puzzling and coaxing the child; "that's a good dear," says she.—L'ESTRANGE.

Regulus gave his son his freedom in order to entitle him to the estate left him by his mother, and when he got into possession of it endeavoured (as the character of the man made it) to really believe wheedle him out of it by the most insipid complaisance.—MILMOTH'S LETTERS OF PLAUT.

I must grant it a just judgment upon poets, that they whose chief pretence is wit, should be treated as they themselves treat fools, that is, be cajoled with praiseful.—POPE.

Unhappy he

Who scornful of the flatterer's fawning art. Dreads even to pour his gratitude of heart.

ARTS.

To Coerce, Restrain.

Coerce, in Latin coercere, that is con and arceo, signifies to drive into conformity.

Restrain is a variation of restrict (v. To bind).

Coercion is a species of restrain: we always restrain or intend to restrain when we coerce; but we do not always coerce when we restrain: coercion comprehends the idea of force, restrain that of simply keeping under or back; coercion is always an external application; restrain either external or internal; a person is coerced by others only; he may be restrained by himself as well as others.

Coercion acts by a direct application, it opposes force to resistance; restrain acts indirectly to the prevention of an act; the law restrains all men in their actions more or less; it coerces those who attempt to violate it; the unwry will is coerced; the improper will is restrained: coercion is exercised; restrain is imposed; punishment, threats, or any actual exercise of authority, coerces; fear, shame, or a remonstrance from others, restrains: the innovators of the present age are for having all
Coeval, Cotemporary.

Coeval, from the Latin aevum an age, signifies of the same age.

Cotemporary, from tempus, signifies at the same time.

An age is a specifically long space of time; a time is indefinite; hence the application of the terms to things in the first case and to persons in the second: the dispersion of mankind and the confusion of languages were coeval with the building of the tower of Babel; Addison was cotemporary with Swift and Pope.

The passion of fear seems coeval with our nature.

CUMBERLAND.

If the elder Orpheus was the disciple of Linus, he must have been of too early an age to have been cotemporary with Hercules; for Orpheus is placed eleven ages before the siege of Troy.—CUMBERLAND.

Cogent, Forcible, Strong.

Cogent, from the Latin cogito to compel; and Forcible, from the verb to force, have equally the sense of acting by force.

Strong is here figuratively employed for that species of strength which is connected with the mind.

Cogency applies to reasons individually considered: force and strength to modes of reasoning or expression: cogent reasons impel to decisive conduct; strong conviction is produced by forcible reasoning conveyed in strong language: change of my kind are so seldom attended with benefit to society, that a legislator will be cautious not to adopt them without the most cogent reasons; the important truths of Christianity cannot be presented from the pulpits too forcibly to the minds of men.

Accuracy and strength are seldom associated in the same mind; those who accustom themselves to strong language are not very scrupulous at the correctness of their assertions.

Upon men intent only upon truth, the art of an orator has little power; a credible testimony, or a cogent argument will overcome all the art of modulation and all the violence of contortion.—JOHNSON.

The injunctions author just mentioned, assured me that the Turkish satires of Rehri Bag-dadi were very forcible.

—SIR WM. JONES.

Such is the censure of Dennis. There is, as Dryden expresses it, perhaps "too much horse-play in his rillery;" but if his jests are coarse his arguments are strong.—JOHNSON.

Colleague.

Colleague, in French collègue, Latin col leagues, compounded of col or con and legatus sent, signifies sent or employed upon the same business.

Partner, from the word part, signifies one having a part or share.

Colleague is more noble than partner: men in the highest offices are colleagues; tradesmen, mechanics, and subordinate persons, are partners every Roman Consul had a colleague; every workman has commonly a partner.

Colleague is used only with regard to community of office; partner is most generally used with regard to community of interest: whenever two persons are employed to act together on the same business they stand in the relation of colleagues to each other; whenever two persons unite their endeavours either in trade or in games they are denominated partners: ministers, judges, commissioners, and plenipotentiaries, are colleagues: bankers, merchants, chess-players, card-players, and the like, have partners.

But from this day's decision, from the choice Of his first colleagues, shall succeeding times Of Edward judge, and on his fame pronounce.—WEST.

And lo! and partner of the general care, Weary and faint I drive my goats afar.—WARTON.

To Collect, v. To assemble.

To Collect, v. To gather.

Collected, v. Calm.

Collection, v. Assembly.

Colloquy, v. Conversation.
To Color, Dye, Tinge, Stain.

Color, in Latin color, probably from colo to adorn.

Dye, in Saxon deagen, is a variation of tinge.

Tinge is in Latin tinge, from the Greek τυγγα to sprinkle.

Stain, like the French destine, is but a variation of tinge.

To color is to put color on; to dye is to dip in any color; to tinge is to touch lightly with a color; to stain is to put on a bad color or in a bad manner: we color a drawing, we dye clothes of any color, we tinge a painting with blue by way of intermixture, we stain a painting when we put blue instead of red.

They are taken in a moral acceptance with a similar distinction; we color a description by the introduction of strong figures, strong facts, and strong expressions; a person is represented as dying his hands in blood, who is so engrossed in the shedding of blood as that he may change the color of his skin; a person’s mind is tinged with melancholy or enthusiasm; his character is stained with crimes.

The childish coloring of her cheeks is now as ungraceful as that shape would have been when her face wore its real countenance.—STERE.

With mutual blood the Aesopian soil is dyed.

While on its borders each their claim decide.

DRIED.

Now deeper blushes tinge’d the glowing sky.

And evening raise’d her silver lamp on high.

SIR WM. JONES.

We had the fortune to see what may be supposed to be the occasion of that opinion which Lucian relates concerning this river (Adonis), that it is, that this stream at certain seasons of the year is of a bloody color; something like this we actually saw come to pass, for the water was stained with redness.—MAUNDRELL.

Color, Hue, Tint.

Color, v. To color.

Hue, in Saxon heye, probably connected with eye or view.

Tint, from tinge, v. To color.

Color is here the generic term; hue and tint are but modes of color; the former of which expresses a faint or blended color; the latter a shade of color. Betwixt the colors of black and brown, as of all other leading colors, there are various hues and tints, by the due intermixture of which natural objects are rendered beautiful.

Her color chang’d, her face was not the same.

And hollow groans from her deep spirit came.

DRIED.

Infinite numbers, delicacies, smell.

With hues on hues, expression cannot paint.

The breadth of nature, and her endless bloom.

THOMSON.

Among them shells of many a tint appear.

The heart of Venus and her pearly ear.

SIR WM. JONES.

Colorable, Specious, Ostensible, Plausible, Feasible.

Colorable, from to color or tinge, expresses the quality of being able to give a fair appearance.

Specious, from the Latin specio, to see, signifies the quality of looking as it ought.

Ostensible, from the Latin ostendo to show, signifies the quality of being able or fit to be shown or seen.

Plausible, from plauuo to clap or make a noise, signifies the quality of sounding as it ought.

Feasible, from the French faire, and Latin facio to do, signifies literally double; but here it denotes seemingly practicable.

The first example of these figures of speech drawn from what naturally pleases the eye; plausible is drawn from what pleases the car; feasible takes its signification from what meets the judgment or conviction.

What is colorable has an aspect or face upon it that lulls suspicion and affords satisfaction; what is specious has a fair outside when contrasted with that which it may possibly conceal; what is ostensible is that which presents such an appearance as may serve for an indication of something real; what is plausible is that which meets the understanding merely through the ear: that which is feasible recommends itself from its intrinsic value rather than from any representation of itself.

A pretence is colorable when it has the color of truth impressed upon it; it is specious when its fallacy is easily discernible through the thin guise it wears; a motive is ostensible which is the one soonest to be discovered; an excuse is plausible when the well-connected narrative of the maker impresses a belief of its justice; an account is feasible which contains nothing improbable or singular.

It is necessary, in order to avoid suspicion, to have some colorable grounds for one’s conduct when it is marked by eccentricity or directed to any bad object: sophists are obliged to deal in specious arguments for want of more substantial ones in support of their erroneous opinions: men who have no ostensible way of supporting themselves naturally excite the suspicion that they have some illicit source of gain; liars may sometimes be successful in inventing a plausible tale, but they must not scruple to support one lie by a hundred more as occasion requires; if what an accused person has to say in justification of himself be no more than feasible, it will always subject him to unpleasant imputations.

All his (James I. of Scotland’s) acquisitions, however fatal to the body of the nobles, had been gained by attacks upon individuals; and being founded on circumstances peculiar to the persons who suffered, might excite animus and apprehensions, but after the law was colorable pretext for a general rebellion.—ROBERTSON.

The guardian directs one of his pupils to think with the wise, but speak with the vulgar. This is a precept specious enough, but not always practicable.—JOHNSON.

What is truly astonishing, the partisans of those two opposite systems were at one time prevalent and at once employed, the one ostensibly, the other secretly, during the latter part of the reign of Louis XV.—BURKE.

In this superficial way indeed the mind is capable of more variety of plausible talk, but it is not enlarged as it should be in its knowledge.—LOCKE.

It is some years since I thought the matter feasible, that if I could by an exact time-keeper find in any part of the world what o’clock it is at Dover and at the same time where the ship is, the problem is solved.—ARBUTHNOT.

Column, v. Pillar.
Combattant, Champion.

**Combatant, from to combat, marks any one that engages in a combat.**

Champion, *French champion, Saxon enwpe, German kampfe, signifies originally a soldier or fighter, from the Latin campus a field of battle. A combatant fights for himself and for victory; a champion fights for another, or in another's cause. The word combatant has always relation to some actual engagement; champion may be employed for one ready to be engaged, or in the habit of being engaged. The combatants in the Olympic games used to contend for a prize; the Roman gladiators were combatants who fought for their lives: whereas, in our country, when in fashion there were champions of all descriptions, champions in behalf of distressed females, champions in behalf of the injured and oppressed, or champions in behalf of aggrieved princes.

The mere act of fighting constitutes a combatant; the act of standing up in another's defense at a personal risk, constitutes the champion. But the same, and consequently are combatants; but they are seldom champions. In the present day there are fewer combatants than champions among men. We have champions for liberty, who are the least honourable and the most questionable members of the community; they mostly contend for a shadow, and court persecution, in order to serve their own purposes of ambition. Champions in the cause of Christianity are not less ensnared by the object for which they contend, than by the disinterestedness of their motives in contending; they must expect in an infidel age, like the present, to be exposed to the derision and contempt of their self-sufficient opponents.

Conscious that I do not possess the strength, I shall not assume the importance of a champion, and as I am not of dignity enough to be angry, I shall keep my temper and be disposed to, skinning, to those insignificant gentry, who play the part of teasers in the Spanish bull-fights whilst bold combatants engage him at the point of his horns.—CUMBERLAND.

In battle every man should fight as if he was the single champion.—JOHNSON.

Combination, Cabal, Plot, Conspiracy.

Combination, *v. Association, combination.*

Cabal, *in French cabale, comes from the Hebrew *kabala,* signifying a secret science pretended to by the Jewish Rabbi, whence it is applied to any association that has a pretended secret.

Plot, *in French complot, is derived like the word complicate, from the Latin *plico* to entangle, signifying any intricate or dark concern.

Conspiracy, *in French conspiration,* from *con* and *spiro* to breathe together, signifies the having one spirit.

An association for a bad purpose is the idea common to all these terms, and peculiar to combination. A combination may be either secret or open, but secrecy forms a necessary part in the signification of the other terms; a cabal is secret as to its end; a plot and conspiracy are secret, both as to the means and the end.

Combination is the close adherence of many for their mutual defence in obtaining their demands, or resisting the claims of others. A cabal is the intrigue of a party or faction, confabulation of intriguing practices, etc. A conspiracy is a general intelligence among persons united to effect some serious change; the ruling and natural idea in cabal is that of assembling a number, and manouvring secretly with address. A plot is a clandestine union of some persons for the purpose of mischief: the ruling idea in a plot is that of a complicated enterprise formed in secret, by two or more persons. A conspiracy is a general intelligence among persons united to effect some serious change; the ruling and natural idea in this word is that of unanimity and concert in the prosecution of a plan.

A combination is seldom of so serious a nature as a cabal, or a plot, though always objectionable; a combination may have many or few. A cabal requires a number of persons sufficient to form a party, it gains strength by numbers; a plot is generally confined to a few, it diminishes its security by numbers; a conspiracy mostly requires many for the fulfilment of its purposes, although it is thereby the more exposed to discovery.

* Vide Roubaud: "Cabale, complot, conspiration, conjuration."
COMFORT.

Selfishness, insubordination, and laxity of morals, give rise to combinations; they are peculiar to mechanics, and the lower orders of society. Resolute, jealous, ambitious, and little minds, are ever forming cabals; they are peculiar to courtiers: malignity, revenge, and every foul passion, is conceived in forming plots; disaffected subjects and bad citizens form conspiracies, which are frequently set on foot by disappointed ambition.

The object of a combination, although not less formidable than the others, is not always so criminal; it rests on a question of aims which it promises to decide by force; the end is commonly as unjustifiable as the means: of this description are the combinations formed by journeymen against their masters, which are expressly contrary to law. The object of a cabal is always petty, and mostly contemptible; its end is to gain favour, credit, and influence; to be the distributor of places, honors, emoluments, reputation, and all such contingencies as are eagerly sought for by the great mass of mankind. A plot is committed to ruin and renders unimportant the functions ministers, generals, and officers; in the republic of letters it destroys the reputation of authors, and blasts the success of their works; in public societies it stops the course of equity, and nips merit in the bud; in the world at large it is the never-ending source of vexation, broils, and animosities. A plot has always some atrocity, whether of a private or public nature, as the murder or plunder of individuals; the traitorous surrender of a town, or the destruction of something very valuable. Astasia in Telemachus is represented as having formed a plot for the poisoning of Pygmalion; the ambition of the English government with the object of that plot which received the name of gunpowder treason. The object of a conspiracy is often to bring about some evil change in public than in private concerns; it is commonly directed against the governor, in order to overturn the government: in a republic, conspiracies are justified and hailed as glorious; they are as such an end of pleasures, success is warm. The conspiracy of Brutus against Caesar is always represented by the favourers of a republic as a magnanimous exploit. Where every man can rule, there will always be usurpers and tyrants, and where every man has an equal right to set himself up against the ruler, there will never be wanting conspiracies to crush the usurpers; hence usurpations and conspiracies succeed each other as properly and naturally in republics as cause and effect; the right of the strongest, the most daring, or the most unprincipled, is the only right which can be acknowledged upon the principles of republication equality: on the contrary, in a monarchy where the person of the sovereign and his authority are alike sacred, every conspirator to his country, and every conspiracy, does no less violence to the laws of God, than to those of man.

Oh! think what anxious moments pass between
The birth of plots, and their last fatal periods.
ADDISON.

Conspiracies no sooner should be formed than executed.
ADDISON.

Combine, v. Connect.

To Come, Arrive.

Come is general; arrive is particular.
Persons or things come; persons only, or what is personified, arrive.

To come specifies neither time nor manner: arrival is employed with regard to some particular period or circumstances. The coming of our Saviour was predicted by the prophets; the arrival of a messenger is expected at a certain hour. We know that evils must come, but we do wisely not to meet them by anticipation; the arrival of a vessel in the haven, after a long and dangerous voyage, is a circumstance of general interest in the neighbourhood where it happens.

Hail, rev'rend priest! to Phoebus' awful dome.
A suppliant I from great Atrides come.—POPE.

Old men love novelties; the last arrived still please best, the youngest steals their smiles.
YOUNG.

Comedian, v. Actor,


Comfort, Pleasure.

Comfort, v. To cheer, encourage.

Pleasure, from to please, signifies what pleases.

Comfort, that genuine English word, describes what England only affords: we may find pleasure in every country; but comfort is to be found in our own country only: the grand feature in comfort is substantiality; in that of pleasure it is warmth. The pleasure is quickly succeeded by pain; it is the lot of humanity that to every pleasure there should be an alloy: comfort is that portion of pleasure which seems to lie exempt from this disadvantage; it is the most durable sort of pleasure.

Comfort must be sought for at home; pleasure is pursued abroad: comfort depends upon a thousand nameless trifles which daily arise; it is the relief of a pain, the heightening of a gratification, the supply of a want, or the removal of an inconvenience. Pleasure is the companion of luxury and abundance: it dwells in the palaces of the rich and the abodes of the voluntary; but comfort is within the reach of the poor, and is the portion of those who know how to husband their means, and to adopt their enjoyments to their habits and circumstances in life. Comfort is less than pleasure in the detail; it is more than pleasure in the aggregate.

Thy growing virtues justified my cares,
And promised comfort to my silver hairs.—POPE.

I will believe there are happy tempers in being, to whom all the good that arrives to any of their fellow creatures gives a pleasure.—STEELE.
COMMISSION.

Command, Order, Injunction, Precept.

Command is compounded of com and mando, manudo, or dare in manus to give into the hand, signifying to give or appoint as a task.

Order, in the extended sense of regularity, implies what is done in the way of order, or for the sake of regularity.

Injunction, in French injuction, comes from in and jungo, which signifies literally to join or bring close to; figuratively to impress on the mind.

Precept, in French precept, Latin preceptum, participle of precepere, composed of prae and capio to put or lay before, signifies the thing proposed to the mind.

A command, or authoritative, is the strongest exercise of authority: order is instructive; it is an expression of the wishes: an injunction is decisive; it is a greater exercise of authority than order, and less than command: a precept is a moral law; it is binding on the conscience.

The three former of these are personal in their application; the latter is general: a command, an order, and an injunction, must be addressed to some particular individual; a precept is addressed to all.

Command and order flow exclusively from the will of the speaker in the ordinary concerns of life; injunction has more regard to the conduct of the person addressed; precept is altogether founded on the moral obligations of men to each other. A command is just or unjust: an order is prudent or imprudent; an injunction is mild or severe; a precept is general or particular.

Command and order are affirmative; injunction or precept are either affirmative or negative: a command and an order oblige us to do a thing; an injunction and precept oblige us to do it, or leave it undone. A sovereign issues his commands, which the well-being of society requires to be instantly obeyed: a master gives his orders, which it is the duty of the servant to execute: a father lays an injunction on his children, which they with filial regard ought to endeavour to follow; the moralist lays down his precepts, which every rational creature is called upon to practise.

'Oh! that my tongue had every grace of speech,
Great and commanding as the breath of kings.'—Rowe.

Commission, Authorize, Empower.

Commission, from commit, signifies the act of committing, or putting into the hands of another.

To Commission, v. To celebrate.
To Commence, v. To begin.
To Command, v. To order.
Commandable, v. Liable.
Commensurate, v. Proportionate.
Commerce, v. Incourse.
Commercials, v. Mercantile.

To Commission, Authorize, Empower.

Commission, from commit, signifies the act of committing, or putting into the hands of another.

To Authorize signifies to give authority; to Empower, to put in possession of power.

The idea of transferring some business to another is common to these terms; the cir-
Commodious, Convenient.

**Commodious**, from the Latin commodus, or con and modus, according to the measure and degree required.

**Convenient**, from the Latin convenient, participle of con and venio to come together, signifies that which comes together with something else as it ought.

Both these terms convey the idea of what is calculated for the pleasure of a person. Commodious regards the physical condition, and convenience circumstances or mental feelings. That is commodious which suits one's bodily case; that is convenient which suits one's purpose. A house, or a chair, is commodious; a time, an opportunity, a season, or the arrival of any person, is convenient. A noise incessant; the staying or going of a person may inconvenience. A person wishes to sit commodiously, and to be conveniently situated for witnessing any spectacle.

When a position seems thus with commodious consequences, who can without regret confess it to be false? — Johnson.

Within an ancient forest's ample verge, Where stands a lonely, but a healthful dwelling, Built for convenience and the use of life. — Rowe.

**Commodity**.

Commodity, Goods, Merchandise, Ware.

These terms agree in expressing articles of trade under various circumstances.

**Commodity**, in Latin commoditas, signifies in its abstract sense convenience, and in an extended application any thing that is commodous; or fit for use, which being also saleable, the word has been employed for things that are sold.

**Goods**, which denotes the thing that is good, has derived its use from the same analogy in its sense as in the former case.

**Merchandise**, in French marchandise, Latin mercuria or merx, Hebrew macar, signifies saleable things.

**Ware**, in Saxon ware, German, &c., ware, signifies properly any thing manufactured, and, by an extension of the sense, an article for sale.

**Commodity** is employed only for articles of the first necessity; it is the source of comfort and object of industry: goods is applied to every thing belonging to tradesmen, for which there is a stipulated value; they are sold retail, and are the proper objects of trade: merchandize applies to what belongs to merchants; it is the object which are manufactured, and may be either goods or merchandize: a country has its commodities; a shopkeeper his goods; a merchant his merchandize; a manufacturer his wares.

The most important commodities in a country are what are denominated staple commodities, which constitute its main riches; yet, although England has fewer of such commodities than almost any other nation, it has been enabled by the industry and energy of its inhabitants, the peculiar excellence of its government, and its happy insular situation, not only to obtain the commodities of other countries, but to increase their number, for the convenience of the whole world and its own aggrandizement. It is the interest of every nation to provide itself with such goods as he can recommend to his customers; the proper choice of which depends on judgment and experience: the conveyance of merchandize into England is always attended with considerable risk, as they must be transported by water; on the continent it is very slow and expensive, as they are generally transported by land: all kinds of wares are not the most saleable commodities, but earthen ware is in universal demand.

Men must have made some considerable progress towards civilization before they could have the idea of property so as to be acquainted with the most simple of all contracts, that of exchanging by barter one rude commodity for another. — Robertson.

It gives me very great scandal to observe, wherever I go, how much skill in buying all manner of things is necessary to defend yourself from being cheated. — Steele.

If we consider this expensive voyage, which is undertaken in search of knowledge, and how there are what take in any considerable merchandize; how hard it is, that the very small number who are distinguished with abilities to know how to rend their wares, should suffer being plundered by privyers under the very cannon that should protect them. — Addison.
COMMON, Vulgar, Ordinary, Mean.

Common, in French commun, Latin communis, from com and mens the joint office or property of many, has regard to the multitude of objects.

Vulgar, in French vulgaire, Latin vulgaris, from vulgus the people, has regard to the number and quality of the persons.

Ordinary, in French ordinaire, Latin ordinarius, from ordo the order or regular practice, has regard to the repetition or disposition of things.

Mean expresses the same as medium or moderate, from which it is derived.

Familiar use renders things common, vulgar, and ordinary; but what is mean is so of itself: the common, vulgar, and ordinary, are therefore frequently, though not always, mean; and on the contrary what is mean is not always common, vulgar, or ordinary: consequently in the primitive sense of these words, the first three are not strictly synonymous with the last: monsters are common in Africa; vulgar reports are little to be relied on; it is an ordinary practice for men to make light of their word.

Common is unlimited in its application; it includes both vulgar and ordinary; the latter are said in reference to persons only, common with regard to persons or things: an opinion is either common or vulgar; an employment is either common or ordinary: it was long a vulgarly received notion, that the sun turned round the earth; it is the ordinary pursuit of astronomers to observe the motions of the heavenly bodies: disputes on religion have rendered many facts vulgar or common, which were formerly known only to the learned, on that account it is now become an ordinary or a common practice for men to dispute about religion, and are even to frame a new set of doctrines for themselves.

In the figurative sense, in which they convey the idea of low value, they are synonymous with mean: what is to be seen, heard, and enjoyed by every body is common, and naturally of little value, since the worth of objects frequently depends upon their scarcity and the difficulty of obtaining them. What is peculiar to common people is vulgar, and consequently worse than common; it is supposed to belong to those who are ignorant and depraved in taste as well as in morals: what is done and seen ordinarily may be done and seen easily; it requires no abilities or mental acquisitions; it has nothing striking in it, it excites no interest; what is mean is even below that which is ordinary; there is something defective in it.

Common is opposed to rare and refined; vulgar to polite and cultivated; ordinary to the distinguished; mean to the noble: a common man but itself with common objects; vulgar habits are easily contracted from a slight intercourse with vulgar people; an ordinary person is seldom associated with elevation of character; and a mean appearance is a certain mark of a degraded condition, if not of a degraded mind.

Men may change their climate, but they cannot their nature. A man that goes out cannot ride or sail himself into common sense.—ADDISON.

COMMONOTION.

The poet's thought of directing Satan to the sun, which in the vulgar opinion of mankind, is the most conspicuous part of the creation, and the placing in it an angel, is a circumstance very finely contrived.—ADDISON.

A very ordinary telescope shows us that a louse is itself a very lousy creature.—ADDISON.

Under his forming hands a creature grew, Minlike, but different sex, so lovely fair, That what seem'd fair in all the world seem'd now Mean, or in her sum'md up.—MILTON.

Commonly, Generally, Frequently, Usually.

Commonly, in the form of common (v. Common).

Generally, from general, and the Latin genus the kind, respects a whole body in distinction from an individual.

Frequently, from frequent, in French frequent, Latin frequens, from frango, in Greek φραγμός and φραγμόμαι to go about, signifies properly a crowding.

Usually, from usual and use, signifies according to use or custom.

What is commonly done is an action common to all; what is generally done is the action of the greatest part; what is frequently done is either the action of many, or an action many times repeated by the same person; what is usually done is done regularly by one or many.

Commonly is opposed to rarely; generally and frequently to occasionally or seldom; usually to casually; men commonly judge of others by themselves; those who judge by the mere exterior are generally deceived; but notwithstanding every precaution, one is frequently exposed to gross frauds: a man of business usually repairs to his counting-house every day at a certain hour.

It is commonly observed among soldiers and seamen, that though there is much kindness, there is little grief.—JOHNSON.

It is generally not so much the desire of men, sunk into depravity, to deceive the world, as themselves.—JOHNSON.

It is too frequently the pride of students to despise those amusements and recreations which give to the rest of mankind strength of limbs and cheerfulness of heart.—JOHNSON.

The ineffectiveness of advice is usually the fault of the counsellor.—JOHNSON.


Commotion, compound of com or cum and motion, expresses naturally a motion of several together.

Disturbance signifies the state of disturbing or being disturbed (v. To trouble).

There is mostly a commotion where there is a disturbance; but there is frequently no disturbance where there is a commotion: commotion respects the physical movement; disturbance the mental agitation. Commotion is said only of large bodies of men, and is occasioned only by something extraordinary; disturbance may be said of a few, or even of a single individual: whatever occasions a bustle, awakens general inquiry, and sets people or things in motion, excites a commotion; whatever inter-
rupts the peace and quiet of one or many produces a disturbance any wonderful phenomenon, or unusually interesting intelligence, may throw the public into a commotion; drunkenness is a common cause of disturbances in the streets or in families; civil commotions are above all others the most to be dreaded; they are attended with disturbances general and partial.

Ocean, unequally pressed, with broken tide
And bloud commotions heaves.—THOMSON.

Nothing can be more absurd than that perpetual contest for wealth which keeps the world in commotion.—JOHNSON.

A species of men to whom a state of order would become a sentence of obscurity, are nourished into a dangerous magnitude by the loss of intestine disturbances.—BURKE.

To Communicate, Impart.

Communicate, in Latin communicatus, participle of communio, contracted from communifico, signifies to make common property with another.

Impart, compounded of im and part, signifies to give in part to another.

Imparting is a species of communicating: one always communicates in imparting, but not vice versd.

Whatever can be enjoyed in common with others is communicated; whatever can be shared by another is imparted: what one knows or thinks is communicated, or made commonly known; what one feels is imparted and participated in: intelligence is communicated; secrets or sorrows are imparted; those who always communicate all they hear, sometimes communicate more than they really know; it is the characteristic of friendship to allow her votaries to impart their joys and sorrows to each other.

A person may communicate what belongs to another, as well as that which is his own; but he impartsthat only which concerns or belongs to himself: an openness of temper leads some men to communicate their intentions as soon as they are formed; loquacity impels others to communicate whatever is said to them; a generosity of temper leads some men to impart their substance for the relief of their fellow creatures; a desire for sympathy leads others to impart their sentiments. There is a great pleasure in communicating good intelligence, and in imparting good advice.

A man who publishes his works in a volume has an infinite advantage over one who communicates his writings to the world in loose tracts.—ADISON.

Yet hear what an unskilful friend may say,
As if a blind man should direct your way;
So I myself, though wanting to be taught,
May yet impart a hint that's worth your thought.—GOLDING.

Communication, v. Intercourse.

Communicative, Free,

Are epithets that convey no respectful sentiment of the object to which they are applied: a person is Communicative, who is ready to tell all he knows; he is Free, when he is ready to say all he thinks: the communicative person has no regard for himself; the free person has no regard for others.

A communicative temper leads to the breach of all confidence; a free temper leads to violation of all decency; communicativeness of disposition produces much mischief; freedom of speech and behaviour occasions much offence. Communicativeness is the excess of sincerity; it offends by revealing what it ought to conceal: freedom is the abuse of sincerity; it offends by speaking what it ought not to think.

These terms are sometimes taken in a good sense; when a person is communicative for the instruction or amusement of others, and is free in imparting to others whatever he can of his enjoyments.

The most miserable of all beings it the most egregious; as on the other hand the most communicative is the happiest.—GROVE.

Aristophanes was in private life of a free, open, and companionable temper.—CUMEERLAND.

Communion, Converse.

Communion, from commune and common, signifies the act of making common (v. Common).

Converse, from the Latin converto to convert or translate, signifies a transferring. Both these terms imply a communication between minds; but the former may take place without corporeal agency, the latter never does; spirits hold communion with each other; people hold converse.

For the same reason a man may hold communion with himself; he holds converse always with another.

Where a long course of piety and close communion with God has purged the heart and rectified the will, knowledge will break in upon such a soul.—SOUTH.

In varied converse softening every theme,
You frequented peasing turn; and from her eyes,
Where meekness's sense, and amiable grace,
And lively sweetness dwell, enraptured drink
That nameless spirit of ethereal joy.—THOMSON.

Communion, v. Lord's supper.

Community, Society.

Both these terms are employed for a body of rational beings.

Community, from communitas and communis common (v. Common), signifies abstractedly the state of being common, and in an extended sense those who are in a state of common possession.

Society, in Latin societas, from socius a companion, signifies the state of being companions, or those who are in that state.

Community in any thing constitutes a community; a common interest and common language, a common government, is the basis of that community which is formed by any number of individuals; communities are therefore divisible into large or small; the former may be states, the latter families; the coming together of many constitutes a society; societies are either private or public, according to the purpose for which they meet together; frien's form societies for the purpose of pleasure; in—
different persons form societies for the purposes of business.

Community always has a restrictive and relative sense; society has a general and unlimited import: the most dangerous members of the community are those who attempt to poison the minds of youth with contempt for religion and disaffection to the state; the morals of society are thus corrupted as it were at the fountain head.

Community refers to spiritual as well as corporeal agents; society mostly to human beings: the angels, the saints, and the spirits of just men make perfect, constitute a community, with them there is more communion than association.

Was there ever any community so corrupt as not to include within it individuals of real worth?—BLAIR.

The great community of mankind is necessarily broken into smaller independent societies.—JOHNSON.

Compact, v. Agreement.
Compact, v. Close.
Companion, v. Associate.
Company, v. Assembly.
Company, v. Troop.

Comparison, Contrast.

Comparison, from compare, and the Latin comparo or com and par equal, signifies the putting together of equals.

Contrast, in French contraster, Latin contrasto or contra and sto to stand against, signifies the placing one thing opposite to another.

Likeness in the quality and difference in the degree are requisite for a comparison: likeness in the degree and opposition in the quality are requisite for contrast. Things of the same colour are compared; those of an opposite colour are contrasted: a comparison is made between two shades of red; a contrast between black and white.

Comparison is of a practical utility, it serves to ascertain the true relation of objects; contrast is of utility among poets, it serves to heighten the effect of opposite qualities: things are large or small by comparison; they are magnified or diminished by contrast: the value of a coin is best learned by comparing it with another of the same metal; the generosity of one person is most strongly felt when contrasted with the meanness of another.

They who are apt to remind us of our ancestors only put us upon making comparisons to their own disadvantage.—SPECTATOR.

In lovely contrast to this glorious view,
Calmly magnificent, then will we turn.
To where the silver Thames first rural grows.
THOMSON.

Comparison, v. Simile.
Compassion, v. Pity.
Compassion, v. Sympathy.

Compatible, Consistent.
Compatible, compounded of com or cum with, and patiō to suffer, signifies a fitness to be suffered together.

Consistent, in Latin consistens, participle of consisto, compounded of con and sisto to place, signifies the fitness to be placed together.

Compatibility has a principal reference to plans and measures; consistency to character, conduct, and station. Every thing is compatible with a plan which does not interrupt its prosecution; every thing is consistent with a person's station by which it is neither degraded nor elevated. It is not compatible with the good discipline of a school to allow of foreign interference; it is not consistent with the elevated and dignified character of a clergyman to engage in the ordinary pursuits of other men.

Whatever is incompatible with the highest dignity of our nature should indeed be excluded from our conversation.—HAWKESWORTH.

Truth is always consistent with itself, and needs nothing to help it out.—TILLITSON.

To Compel, Force, Oblige, Necessitate.

Compel, Latin compello or pello to drive, signifies to drive for a specific purpose or to a point.

Force, in French force, comes from the Latin fortis strong; force being nothing but the exertion of strength.

Oblige, in French obliger, Latin obligo, compounded of ob and ligo, signifies to bind down. These three terms mark an external action on the will; but compel expresses more than oblig; and less than force. Necessitate is to make necessary.

Compulsion and force act much more directly and positively than oblig or necessitate; and the latter indicates more of physical strength than the former. We are compelled by outward or inward motives; we are obliged more by motives than anything else; we are forced sometimes by circumstances, though oftener by plain strength; we are necessitated solely by circumstances. An adversary is compelled to yield who resigns from de-pair of victory; he is forced to yield if he stand in fear of his life; he is obliged to yield if he cannot withstand the entreaties of his friends; he is necessitated to yield if he want the strength to continue.

An obstinate person must be compelled to give up his point; a turbulent and disorderly man must be forced to go where the officers of justice choose to lead him; an unreasonable person must be obliged to satisfy a just demand; we are all occasionally necessitated to do that which is not agreeable to us.

Pecuniary want compels men to do many things inconsistent with their station. Honour and religion oblig men scrupulously to observe their word one to another. Hunger forces men to eat that which is most loathsome to the palate. The fear of a loss necessitates a man to give up a favourite project.
COMPENSATION.

He would the ghosts of slaughter'd soldiers call,
These his dread wand did to short life compel,
And for'd the fate of toil'rest—DRYDEN.

He that once owes more than he can pay is often oblig'd to bribe his creditors to patience, by increasing his debt.
—JOHNSON.

I have sometimes fanc'd that women have not a reten-tive faculty of suppressing their thoughts, but that they are necessitated to speak every thing they think.—ADDISON.


Compensation, Satisfaction, Amends, Remuneration, Recompense, Requital, Reward.

The first three of these terms are employed to express a return for some evil; remuneration, recompense, and requital, a return for some good; reward, a return for either good or evil.

Compensation, Latin compensatio, compounded of com and pensatio, pensus and pendu to pay, signifies the paying what has become due.

Satisfaction, from satisfy, signifies the thing that satisfies, or makes up in return.

Amends, from the verb to amend, signifies the thing that makes good what has been bad.

Remuneration, from remunerate, Latin remuneratus or remunero, compounded of re and devis a reward to a performer, signifies what is given in return for a service.

Recompense, compounded of re and compense, signifies the thing paid back as an equivalent.

Requital, compounded of re and quital, or quital from quit, signifies the making one's self clear by a return.

Reward is probably connected with regard, implying to take cognizance of the deserts of any one.

A compensation is something real; it is made for some positive injury sustained; justice requires that it should be equal in value, if not like in kind, to that which is lost or injured; a satisfaction may be made to them, both as to the injury and the return; it is given for personal injuries, and depends on the disposition of the person to be satisfied; amends is real, but not always made so much for injuries done to others, as for offences committed by ourselves. Sufferers ought to have a compensation for the injuries they have sustained through our means, but there are injuries, particularly those which wound the feelings, for which there can be no compensation; tenacious and quarelsome people demand satisfaction; their offended pride is not satisfied without the humiliation of their adversary; an amends is honourable which serves to repair a fault; the best amends which an offending person can make is to acknowledge his error and avoid a repetition; Christianity enjoins its followers to do good, even to its enemies; but there is a thing called honour which impels some men after they have insulted their friends to give them the satisfaction of having their blood; this is termed an honourable amends; but will the survivors find any compensation in such an amends for the loss of a husband, a father, or a brother? Not to offer any compensation to the utmost of our power, for any injury done to another, evinces a grose meanness of character, and selfishness of disposition; satisfaction can seldom be demanded with any propriety for any personal affront; although the true Christian will use no satisfaction which is not inconsistent with the laws of God and man.

Compensation, Latin compensatio, often denotes a return for services done, in which sense it approaches still nearer to remuneration, recompense, and requital; but the first two are obligatory; the latter are gratuitous. Compensation is an act of justice; the service performed involves a debt; the omission of paying it becomes an injury to the performer. The labourer is worthy of his hire; the time and strength of a poor man ought not to be employed without his receiving a compensation. Remuneration is a higher species of compensation; it is a matter of equity dependant upon a principle of honour in those who make it; it differs from the ordinary compensation, both in the nature of the service, and of the return. Compensation is made for both the labour of a mental officer, remuneration for mental exertions, for literary, civil or political offices; compensation is made to inferiors, or subordinate persons; remuneration to equals, and even superiors in education and birth, though not in wealth. A compensation is prescribed by a certain ratio; remuneration depends on different circumstances. A requital is voluntary, both as to the service and the return; it is an act of generosity; it is not founded on the value of the service so much as on the intention of the server; it is not received so much as a matter of right, as of course; there are thousand acts of civility performed by others which are entitled to some recompense, though not to any specific compensation. Requital is a return for a kindness; the making it is an act of gratitude; the omission of it wounds the feelings; it sometimes happens that the only requital which a kind act obtains, is the animosity of the person served.

It belongs to the wealthy to make compensations for the injuries they give; it is scarcely possible to estimate too high what is done for ourselves, nor too low what we do for others. It is a hardship not to obtain the remuneration which we expect, but it is folly to expect that which we do not deserve. He who will not serve another, until he is sure of a recompense is not worthy of a requital. Those who befriend the wicked must expect to be ill requited.

Reward conveys no idea of obligation; whoever rewards acts altogether optionally; the conduct of the agent produces the reward. In this sense, it is comparable with compensation, amends, and recompense; but not with satisfaction, remuneration, or requital: things as well as persons, may be compensated, recompensed, and rewarded, and rewarded; but persons only can give satisfaction, remuneration, and requital.

Reward respects the merit of the action; but compensate and the other words simply refer to the connection between the actions and their results: what accrues to a man as the just consequence of his conduct, be it good or bad, is a reward. Compensation and
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amends serve to supply the loss or absence of any thing; recompense and reward follow from particular exertions. It is but a poor compensation for the loss of peace and health to have one's coffers filled with gold: a social intercourse by letter will make amends for the absence of those who are dear. It is a mark of folly to do anything, however trifling, without the prospect of a recompense, and yet we must not underrate the moral qualities of those who give themselves much trouble to no purpose. The reward of industry is case and content: when a deceiver is caught in his own snare, he meets with the reward which should always attend deceit.

What can compensate for the loss of honour? What can make amends to a frivolous mind for the want of company? What recompense so sweet as the consciousness of having served a friend? What reward equals the reward of a good conscience?

Now goes the nightly thief prowling about;
For plunder, much solutions how best
He may compensate for a day of sloth.
By works of darkness and nocturnal wrongs. COWPER.

Savage had the satisfaction of finding that though he could not reform his mother, he could punish her.—JOHNSON.

Nature has obscurely fitted the mole with eyes. But for amends, what she is capable of for her defence, and warning of danger, she has very eminently conferred upon her, for she is very quick of hearing.—ADDISON.

Remarkatory honors are proportioned at once to the usefulness and difficulty of performances.—JOHNSON.

Patriots have toiled, and in their country's cause
Blinded their eyes, and their heads, as they deserve,
Receive proud recompense.—COWPER.

As the world is unjust in its judgments, so it is ungrateful in its requital.—BLAIR.

There are no honorary rewards among us which are more esteemed by the person who receives them, and are cheaper to the prince, than the giving of medals.—ADDISON.
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clergyman: and those who have the most learning and acquaintance with the Holy Scriptures are the best qualified for the important and sacred office of instructing the people.

Many are qualified for managing the concerns of others, who would not be competent to manage a concern for themselves. Many who are fitted from their turn of mind for any particular charge, may be unfortunately incompetent for want of the requisite qualifications.

Man is not competent to decide upon the good or evil of many events which befall him in this life.—CUMBERLAND.

What is more obvious and ordinary than a mole? and yet what more palpable argument of Providence than it? The members of her body are so exactly fitted to her nature and manner of life.—ADDISON.

Such benefits only can be bestowed as others are capable to receive, and such pleasures imparted as others are qualified to enjoy.—JOHNSON.

Competition, Emulation, Rivalry.

Competition, from the Latin competo, compounded of com and peto, signifies to sue or seek together, to seek for the same object.

Emulation, in Latin emulatio, from aemulor, and the Greek αμυλλα a contest, signifies the spirit of contending.

Rivalry, from the Latin rivalus the bank of a stream, signifies the undivided or common enjoyment of any stream which is a natural source of discord.

Competition expresses the relation of a competitor, or the act of seeking the same object; emulation expresses a disposition of the mind towards particular objects; rivalry expresses both the relation and the disposition of a rival. Emulation is to competition as the motive to the action; emulation produces competitors, but it may exist without it: they have the same marks to distinguish them from rivalry.

Competition and emulation have honour for their basis; rivalry is but a desire for selfish gratification. A competitor strives to surpass by honest means; he cannot succeed so well by any other; a rival is not bound by any principle; he seeks to supplant by whatever means seem to promise success. An unfair competitor and a generous rival are equally unusual and inconsistent.

Competition animates to exertion; rivalry provokes hatred: *competition seeks to merit success; rivalry is contented with obtaining it.

Competitors may sometimes become rivals in spirit, although rivals will never become competitors. It is further to be remarked, that competition supposes some actual effort for the attainment of a specific object set in view: rivalry may consist of a continued wishing for and aiming at the same general end without necessarily comprehending the idea of close action. Competitors are in the same line with each other; rivals may work toward the same point at a great distance from each other. Literary prizes are the objects of competition among scholars; the affections of a female are the object of rivals. William the Conqueror

* Vide Abbe BouJaud: "Emulation, rivalité."
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To Complain, Murmure, Repine.

Complain, v. To complain.

Murmur, in German murmeln, conveys both in sound and sense the idea of dissatisfaction.

Repine is compounded of re and pine, from the English pain, Latin pennis punishment, and the Greek παθω hunger, signifying to convert into pain.

The idea of expressing displeasure or dissatisfaction is common to these terms. Complain is not so loud as murmuring, but more so than repining.

We complain or murmur by some audible method; we may repine secretly. Complaints are always addressed to some one; murmurs and repinings are often addressed only to one's self. Complaints are made of whatever creates uneasiness, without regard to the source from which they flow; murmurs are species of complaints made only of that which is done by others for our inconvenience; when used in relation to persons, complaint is the act of a superior; murmuring that of an inferior; repining is always used in relation to the general disposition of things. When the conduct of another offends, it calls for complaint: when a superior aggrieves by the imposition of what is burdensome, it occasions murmuring on the part of the aggrieved; when disappointments arrive, or ambition is thwarted, men repine at their destiny.

Complaints and murmurs may be made upon every trivial occasion: repinings only on matters of moment. Complaints, especially such as respect one's self, are at best but the offspring of an uneasy mind; they betray great weakness, and ought to be suppressed: murmurs are culpable; they violate the respect and obedience due to superiors; those who murmur have seldom substantial grounds for murmuring; repinings are sinful, they arraign the wisdom and goodness of an infinitely wise and good Being. It will be difficult, by the most prudent attempts to endure much pain without complainings: Religion only can arm the soul against all the ills of life: the rebellious Israelites were frequently guilty of murmuring; not only against Moses, but even against their Almighty Deliverer, notwithstanding the repeated manifestations of his goodness and power: a want of confidence in God is the only cause of repinings; he who sees the hand of God in all things cannot repine.

Till not complain: Children and cowards rail at their misfortunes.—TRAP.

Yet 0 my soul! thy rising murmurs slay,

Nor dare the ALLWISE DISPOSER to array

Or against his supreme degree,

With impious grief complain.—LITTLETON.

Would all the deities of Greece combine,

In vain the gloomy thunders might repine;

Sole should be sit, with sence a god to friend,

And see his Trojans to the shades descend.—POPE.

Complaint, Accusation.

Complaint, v. To complain.

Accusation, v. To accuse.

Both these terms are employed in regard to the conduct of others, but a complaint is
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mostly made in matters that personally affect the complainant; an accusation is made of matters in general, but especially those of a moral nature. A complaint is made for the sake of obtaining redress; an accusation is made for the sake of ascertaining a fact or bringing to punishment. A complaint may be frivolous; an accusation false. People in subordinate stations should be careful to give no cause for complaint; the most guarded conduct will not protect any person from the unjust accusations of the malevolent.

On this occasion (of an interview with Addison), Pope made his complaint with frankness and spirit, as a man undeservedly neglected and opposed.—JOHNSON.

With guilt enter distrust and discord, mutual accusation and stubborn self-defence.—JOHNSON.

Complaisance, Deference, Condescension.

Complaisance, from com and plaire to please, signifies the act of complying with, or pleasing others.

Deference, in French différence, from the Latin deferre to bear down, marks the inclination to defer, or acquiesce in the sentiments of another in preference to one's own.

Condescension marks the act of condescending from one's own height to yield to the satisfaction of others, rather than rigorously to exact one's rights.

The necessities, the convenience, the accommodations and allurements of society, of familiarity, and of intimacy, lead to complaisance: it makes sacrifices to the wishes, tastes, comforts, enjoyments, and personal feelings of others. Age, rank, dignity, and personal merit, call for deference: it enjoins compliance with respect to our opinions, desires, pretensions, and designs. The infirmities, the wants, the defects and foibles of others, call for condescension: it relaxes the rigour of authority, and removes the distinction of rank or station.

Complaisance is the act of an equal: deference that of an inferior; condescension that of a superior. Complaisance is due from one well-bred person to another; deference is due to all superiors in age, knowledge, or station, whom one approaches; condescension is due from all superiors to such as are dependant on them for comfort and enjoyment.

All these qualities spring from a refinement of humanity. Complaisance has most of genuine kindness in its nature; deference most of respectful submission; condescension most of easy indulgence. Complaisance has unalloyed pleasure for its companion; it is pleased with doing; it is pleased with seeing that it has pleased; it is pleasure to the giver and pleasure to the receiver. Deference is unmixed with pain; it fears to offend, or to fail in the part it has to perform; it is mingled with a consciousness of inferiority, and a fear of appearing lower than it deserves to be thought. Condescension is not without its alloy; it is accompanied with the painful sentiment of witnessing inferiority, and the no less painful apprehension of not maintaining its own dignity.

Complaisance is busied in anticipating and meeting the wishes of others; it seeks to amalgamate one's own will with that of another: deference is busied in yielding submission, doing homage, and marking one's sense of another's superiority; condescension employs itself in not opposing the will of others; in yielding to their gratification, and laying aside unnecessary distinctions of superiority. Complaisance among strangers is often the forerunner of the most friendly intercourse: it is the characteristic of self-conceit to pay deference to no one, because it considers no one as having superior worth: it is the common characteristic of ignorant and low persons when placed in a state of elevation, to think themselves degraded by any act of condescension.

Complaisance renders a superior amiable, an equal amiable, and an inferior acceptable.—ADDISON.

Tom Courty never fails of paying his obeisance to every man he sees, who has title or office to make him conspicuous: but his deference is wholly given to outward consideration.—STEELE.

The same noble condescension which never dwells in truly great minds, and such as Homer would represent that of Ulysses to have been, discovers itself likewise in the speech which he made to the ghost of Ajax.—ADDISON.

Complaisant, v. Civil.

Complaisant, v. Courteous.

Complete, Perfect, Finished.

Complete, in French complet, Latin completus participle of compleo to fill up, signifies the quality of being filled, or having all that is necessary.

Perfect, in Latin perfectus participle of perfecto to perform or do thoroughly, signifies the state of being done thoroughly.

Finished, from finish (v. To close), marks the state of being finished.

That is complete which has no deficiency; that is perfect which has positive excellence; and that is finished which has no omission in it. That to which any thing can be added is incomplete: when it can be improved it is imperfect: when more labour ought to be bestowed upon it is unfinished. A thing is complete in all its parts; perfect as to the beauty and design of the construction; and finished as it comes from the hand of the workman and answers his intention. A set of books is not complete when a volume is wanting: there is nothing left for proper satisfaction which is the work of man; but the term is used relatively for whatever makes the greatest approach to perfection: a finished performance evinces care and diligence on the part of the workman.

A thing may be complete or finished without being perfect; and it may be perfect without being either complete or finished. The works of the ancients are, as they have been handed down to us, incomplete, and some probably unfinished; and yet the greater part are perfect in their way: the works of the moderns are mostly complete and finished; yet but a small part have any claims even to human perfection.

None better guard against a cheat, Than he who is a knave complete.—LEWIS.
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It has been observed of children, that they are longer before they can pronounce perfect sounds, because perfect sounds are not pronounced to them.—HAWKESWORTH.

It is necessary for a man who would form to himself a finished taste of good writing, to be well versed in the works of the best critics ancient and modern.—ADDISON.

To Complete, Finish, Terminate.

Complete is to make complete (v. Complete).

Finish, v. To close.

Terminate, Latin terminatus, comes from terminus a term or boundary, signifying to make a boundary.

We complete what is undertaken by continuing to labour at it; we finish what is begun in a state of forwardness by putting the last hand to it; we terminate what ought not to last be brought to a close. So that the characteristic idea of completing is the conducting a thing to its final period; that of finishing, the arrival at that period; and that of terminating, the cessation of a thing.

Completing has properly relation to permanent works only, whether mechanical or intellectual; we desire a thing to be completed from a certain to and in its entire state.

To finish is employed for passing occupations; we wish a thing finished from an anxiety to proceed to something else, or a dislike to the thing in which we are engaged. Terminating respects discussions, differences, and disputes. Light minds undertake many things without completing any. Children and unsteady people act about many things in its finishing state. Litigious people terminate one dispute only to commence another.

It is perhaps kindly provided by nature, that as the feathers and strength of a bird grow together, and her wings are not completed till she is able to fly, so some proportion should be preserved to the human kind between judgment and courage.—JOHNSON.

The artificer, for the manufacture which he finishes in a day, receives a certain sum; but the wit frequently gains no advantage from a performance at which he has toiled many months.—HAWKESWORTH.

The thought that our existence terminates with this life, doth naturally check the soul in any generous pursuit.—BERKELEY.

Complete, v. Whole.

Completion, v. Consummation.

Complex, v. Compound.

Complexity, Complication, Intricacy.

Complexity and Complication, in French complication, Latin complicatio and complico, compounded of cum and plico, signifies folding one thing within another.

Intricacy, Latin intricatio and intrico, compounded of tricio or trico, and small hairs which are used to ensnare birds, signifies a state of entanglement by means of many involutions.

Complexity expresses the abstract quality or state; complication the act: they both convey less than intricacy; intricacy is that which is very complicated.

* Vide Girard: "Achever, finir, terminer."
the fashions and customs of those we live with is a natural propensity of the human mind that may be mostly induced without impropriety; conformity in religious matters, though not to be enforced by human law, is not on that account less binding on the consciences of every member in the community; the violation of this duty on trivial grounds involves in it that of more than one branch of the moral law.

Compliance and conformity are produced by no external action on the mind; they flow spontaneously from the will and understanding: yielding is altogether the result of foreign agency. We comply with a wish as soon as it is known; it accords with our feelings so to do: we yield to the entreaties of others; it is the effect of persuasion, a constraint upon us at least a direction of the inclination. We conform to the regulations of a community, it is a matter of discretion; we yield to the superior judgment of another, we have no choice or alternative. We comply cheerfully; we conform willingly; we yield reluctantly.

To yield, is to give way to another, either with one's self or against one's self: yielding is the giving up of one's self altogether; it is the substitution of another's will for one's own. Yielding is partial; we may yield in one case or in one action though not in another: submission is general; it includes a system of conduct.

We yield when we do not resist; this may sometimes be the act of a superior: we submit only by adopting the measures and conduct proposed to us; this is always the act of an inferior. Yielding may be produced by means more or less gentle, by enticing or insinuating arts, or by the force of argument; submission is made only to power or positive force: one yields after a struggle; one submits without resistance: we yield to ourselves or others: we submit to others only; it is a weakness to yield either to the suggestions of others or our own inclinations to do that which our judgments condemn; it is a folly to submit to the caprice of any one where there is not a moral obligation: it is obstinacy not to yield when one's adversary has the advantage; it is sinful not to submit to constituted authorities.

A cheerful compliance with the requests of a friend is the sincerest proof of friendship: the wisest and most learned of men have ever been the readiest to conform to the general sense of the community in which they live: the harmony of social life is frequently disturbed by the reluctance which men have to yield to each other; and the order of civil society frequently destroyed by the want of proper submission to superiors.

I would not be thought in any part of this relation to reflect upon Signer Nicollini, who in acting this part only complies with the wretched taste of his audience.—ADDISON.

Being of a lay profession, I humbly conform to the constitution of the church and my spiritual superiors, and I hold this obedience to be an acceptable sacrifice to God.—HOWEL.

There has been a long dispute for precedence between the tragic and the heroic poets. Aristotle would have the latter yield the post to the former, but Mr. Dryden and many others would never submit to this decision.—ADDISON.

Compliant, Yielding, Submissive.

As epithets from the preceding verbs, serve to designate a propensity to the respective actions mostly in an excessive or improper degree.

A compliant temper complies with every wish of another good or bad; a yielding temper leans to every opinion right or wrong; a submissive temper submits to every demand, just or unjust.

A compliant person wants command of feeling; a yielding person wans fixedness of principle; a submissive person wants resolution; a compliant disposition will be imposed upon by the selfish and unreasonable; a yielding disposition is most unfit for commanding; a submissive disposition exposes a person to the exactions of tyranny.

Be silent and complying; you'll soon find Sir John without a medicine will be kind. HARRISON.

A peaceable temper supposes yielding and condescending manners.—BLAIR.

When force and violence and hard necessity have brought the yoke of servitude upon the people's neck, religion will supply them with a patient and a submissive spirit.—FLEETWOOD.

To Comply, v. To accept.

To Compose, Settle.

Compose, from the Latin composi, perfect of compono to put together, signifies to put in due order.

Settle is a frequentative of set.

We compose that which has been disjointed and separated, by bringing it together again; we settle that which has been disturbed and put in motion, by making it rest; we compose our thoughts when they have been deranged and thrown into confusion; we settle our mind when it has been fluctuating and distracted by contending desires; the mind must be composed before we can think justly; it must be settled before we can act consistently.

We compose the differences of others: we settle our own differences with others: it is difficult to compose the quarrels of angry opponents, or to settle the disputes of obstinate partisans.

Thy presence did each doubtful heart compose, And factions wonder'd that they once arose.—TICKELL.

Perhaps my reason may but ill defend My settled faith; my mind with age impair'd.—SHERSTONE.

To Compose, v. To compound.

To Compose, v. To form.

Composed, Sedate.

Composed expresses the state of being composed (v. To compose).

Sedate, in Latin sedatus, participle of sedo to settle, signifies the quality of being settled.

Composed respects the air and looks externally, and the spirits internally; sedate relates to the deportment or carriage externally, and
the fixedness of the purpose internally: composed is opposed to ruffled or hurried, sedate to buoyant or volatile.

Compound is a particular state of the mind; sedateness is an habitual frame of mind; a part of the character: a composed man is very becoming in the season of devotion; a sedate carriage is becoming in youth who are engaged in serious concerns.

Upon her nearer approach to Hercules she stepped before the other lady, who came forward with a regular composed carriage.—ADDITION.

Let me associate with the serious night, And contemplation, her sedate companion.—THOMSON.

Composed, v. Calm.

Compound, Complex.

Compound comes from the present of compono to compound, from the prettir of which, compo—, is formed the verb compose (v. To compose).

Complex, v. Complexity.

The compound consists of similar and whole bodies put together; the complex consists of various parts linked together: adhesion is sufficient to constitute a compound; involution is requisite for the complex; we distinguish the whole that forms the compound; we separate the parts that form the complex: what is compound may consist only of two; what is complex consists always of several.

Compound and complex are both commonly opposed to the simple; but the former may be opposed to the single, and the latter to the simple: words are compound, sentences are complex.

Inasmuch as man is a compound and a mixture of flesh as well as spirit, the soul during its abode in the body does all things by the mediation of these passions, and inferior affections.—SOUTH.

With such perfection fram'd, Is this complex stupendous scheme of things. THOMSON.

To Compound, Compose.

Compound and compose, v. To compose.

Compound is used in the physical sense only; compose in the proper or the moral sense: words are compounded by making two or more into one; sentences are composed by putting words together so as to make sense: a medicine is compounded of many ingredients; society is composed of various classes.

The simple beauties of nature, if they cannot be multiplied, they may be compounded.—BATHURST.

The heathens, ignorant of the true source of moral evil, generally charged it on the obliquity of matter. This notion, as most others of theirs, is a composition of truth and error.—GROVE.

To Comprehend, v. To comprise.

To Comprehend, v. To conceive.

Comprehensive, Extensive.

Comprehensive, from comprehend, in Latin comprehendo or com and pretendere to take, signifies the quality of putting up together or including.

Extensive from extend, in Latin extendo, or ex and tendo to stretch out, signifies the quality of making something to extend or distend: it regards space. Comprehensive respects quantity, extensive regards space: that is comprehensive that comprehends much, is extensive that extends into a wide field: a comprehensive view of a subject includes all branches of it; an extensive view of a subject enters into minute details: the comprehensive is associated with the concise; the extensive with the diffuse: it requires a capacious mind to take a comprehensive survey of any subject; it is possible for a superficial thinker to enter very extensively into some parts, while he passes over others.

Comprehensive is employed only with regard to intellectual objects; extensive is used both in the proper and the improper sense: the signification of a word is comprehensive, or the powers of the mind are comprehensive: a plan is extensive, or a field of inquiry is extensive.

It is natural to hope that a comprehensive is likewise a elevated soul, and that whoever is wise is also honest. —JOHNSON.

The trade carried on by the Phenicians of Sidon and Tyre was more extensive and enterprising than that of any state in the ancient world.—ROBERTSON.

To Comprise, Comprehend, Embrace, Contain, Include.

Comprise, through the French compris, participle of comprendre, comes from the same source as comprehend (v. Comprehensive).

Embrace, v. To clasp.

Contain, in French contient, Latin continer, compounded of con and tene, signifies to hold together within one place.

Include, in Latin includo, compounded of in and cludo or claudo, signifies to shut in or within a given space.

Persons or things comprise or include; things only comprehend, embrace and contain: a person comprises a certain quantity of matter within a given space; he includes one thing within another: an author comprises his work within a certain number of volumes, and includes in it a variety of interesting particulars.

When things are spoken of, comprise, comprehend, and embrace, have regard to the aggregate value, quantity, or extent; include, to the individual things which form the whole: contain, either to the aggregate or to the individual, being in fact a term of more ordinary application than any of the others. Comprise and contain are used either in the proper or the figurative sense; comprehend, embrace, and include, in the figurative sense only: a stock comprises a variety of articles; a library comprises a variety of books; the whole is comprised within a small compass: rules comprehend a number of particulars; laws comprehend a number of cases; countries comprehend a certain number of districts or divisions; terms comprehend a certain meaning: a discourse embraces a variety of topics; a plan, project, scheme, or system, embraces a variety of objects: a house contains one, two, or more persons; a city contains a number of houses; a book contains much useful matter; a society contains very many individuals; it includes none but of
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a certain class; or it includes some of every class.

Their arms and fishing tackle comprise the personal effects of most savages; all the moral law of a Christian is comprised under the word charity: Sweden comprehends Finland and Lapland; London is said to contain above three millions of inhabitants; bills of mortality are made out in most large parishes, but they include only such persons as die of diseases; a calculator of expenses will always fall short of his estimate who does not include the minor contingencies which usually attach to every undertaking.

What, Egypt, do thy pyramids comprise, What greatness in the high raised folly lies?

That particular scheme which comprehends the social virtues may give employment to the most industrious temper, and find a man in business more than the most active station of life.—ADDITION.

The virtues of the several soils I sing, Bacchus, now the needful succour bring; Not that my song in such a scanty space So large a subject fully can embrace.—DRYDEN.

All a woman has to do in this world is contained within the duties of a daughter, a sister, a wife, and a mother.—STEELE.

The universal axiom in which all complaisance is included is, that no man should give any preference to himself.—JOHNSON.

It is here worthy of observation that in the two last examples from Steele and Johnson the words comprehend and comprise would, according to established usage, have been more appropriate than contain and include.


To Conceal, Dissemble, Disguise.

Conceal, is compounded of con and seal, in French celer, Latin celo, Hebrew cala to have privately.

Dissemble, in French dissimuler, compounded of dis and simul, or simul, signifies to make a thing appear unlike what it is.

Disguise, in French dissuérer, compounded of the privative dis or de and guise, in German veise, a manner or fashion, signifies to take a form opposite to the reality.

To conceal is simply to abstain from making known what we wish to keep secret; to dissemble and disguise signify to conceal, by assuming some false appearance; we conceal facts; we dissemble feelings; we disguise sentiments.

Caution only is requisite in concealing: it may be effected by simple silence: art and address must be employed in dissembling: it mingles falsehood with all its proceedings: labour and cunning are requisite in disguising; it has nothing but falsehood in all its movements.

The concealer watches over himself that he may not be betrayed into any indiscreet communication; the dissembler has an eye to others so as to prevent them from discovering the state of his heart; disguise assumes altogether a different face from reality, and rests secure under this shelter: it is sufficient to conceal from those who either cannot or will not see; it is necessary to dissemble with those who can see without being shown; but it is necessary to disguise from those who are anxious to discover and to make an effort to penetrate the veil that intercepts their sight.

Concealment is a matter of prudence often advisable, mostly innocent; when we have not resolution to shake off our vices, it is wisdom at least to conceal them from the knowledge of others.

According to Girard, it was a maxim with Louis XI. that in order to know how to govern, it was necessary to know how to dissemble: this, he adds, is true in all cases, even in domestic government; but if the word conveys as much the idea of falsehood in French as in English, then is this a French and not an English maxim; there are, however, many cases in which it is prudent to dissemble our resentments, if by allowing them time to die away we keep them from the knowledge of others. Disguise is altogether opposed to candour: an ingenious mind revolts at it; an honest man will never find it necessary, unless the Abbe Girard be right in saying that "when the necessity of circumstances and the nature of affairs call for disguise, it is politic." Yet what train of circumstances can we conceive to exist which will justify policy founded upon the violation of truth? Intriguers, conspirators, and all who have dishonest purposes to answer, must practise disguise as the only means of success, but true policy is as remote from disguise as cunning is from wisdom.

Ridicule is never more strong than when it is concealed in gravity.—SPECTATOR.

Let school-taught pride dissemble all it can, These little things are great to little men.—GOLDSMITH.

Good-breeding has made the tongue satisfy the heart, and act a part of continual restraint, while nature has preserved the eyes to herself, that she may not be disguised or misrepresented.—STEELE.

To Conceal, Hide, Secrete.

Conceal, v. To conceal.

Hide, from the German hütten to guard against, and the old German hutan to conceal, and the Greek κυδεῖν to cover or put out of sight.

Secrete, in Latin secretus, participle of secernere, or se and cerno, to see or know by one’s self, signifies to put in a place known only to one’s self.

Concealing has simply the idea of not letting come to observation; hiding that of putting under cover; secreting that of setting at a distance or in unfrequented places: whatever is not seen is concealed, but whatever is hidden or secreted is intentionally put out of sight: a person conceals himself behind a hedge; he hides his treasures in the earth; he secretes what he has stolen under his cloak.

Conceal is more general than either hide or

* Vide Abbe Girard; "Cacher, dissimuler, déguiser."
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secrecy: all things are concealed which are hidden or secreted, but are not always hidden or secreted when they are concealed: both mental and corporeal objects are concealed; corporeal objects mostly and sometimes mental ones are hidden; corporeal objects only are secreted: we conceal in the mind whatever we do not make known: that is hidden which may not be discovered or cannot be discerned; that is secreted which may not be seen.

Facts are concealed, truths are hidden, goods are secreted.

Children should never attempt to conceal from their parents or teachers any error they have committed, when called upon for an acknowledgment; we are told in Scripture, for our consolation, that nothing is hidden which shall not be revealed; people seldom wish to secrete any thing but with the intention of concealing it from those who have a right to demand it back.

Be secret and discreet; love's fairy favors are lost when not concealed.—DRYDEN.

Yet to be secret makes not sin the less, 'Tis only hidden from the vulgar view.—DRYDEN.

The whole thing is too manifest to admit of any doubt in things; secrecy the conduct of persons: things may be concealed so as to be known to no one; but secrecy supposes some person to whom the thing concealed is known.

Concealment has to do with what concerns others; secrecy with that which concerns ourselves: what is concealed is kept from the observation of others; what is secret is known only to ourselves. There may frequently be concealment without secrecy, although there cannot be secrecy without concealment: concealment is frequently practised to the detriment of others; secrecy is always adopted for our own advantage or gratification: concealment is serviceable in the commission of crimes; secrecy in the execution of schemes: many crimes are committed with impunity when the perpetrators are protected by concealment; the best concerted plans are often frustrated for want of observing secrecy.

One instance of Divine Wisdom is so illustrious that I cannot pass it over without notice; that is, the concealment under which Providence has placed the future events of our life on earth.—BLAIR.

Shun secrecy, and talk in open sight, So shall you soon repair your present evil plight. SPENSER.

To Concede, v. To give up.

Conceit, Fancy.

Conceit comes immediately from the Latin conceptus, participle of concipio to conceive or form in the mind.

Fancy, in French phantastie, Latin phantasia, Greek φαντασία, from φαντάσω to make appear, and φανταζόμαι to appear.

These terms equally express the working of the imagination in its distorted state; but conceit denotes a much greater degree of distortion than fancy: our conceits are preposterous; what we fancy is unreal, or only apparent. Conceit applies only to internal objects; it is mental in the operation and the result; it is a species of invention: fancy is applied to external objects, or whatever acts on the senses; nervous people are subject to strange conceits; timid people fancy they hear sounds, or see objects in the dark which a skulker terror.

Those who are apt to conceit often conceit that which is painful than otherwise; conceiting either that they are always in danger of dying, or that all the world is their enemy. There are, however, insane people who conceit themselves to be kings and queens: and some indeed who are not called insane, who conceit themselves very learned whilst they know nothing, or very wise and clever while they are exposing themselves to perpetual ridicule for their folly, or very handsome while the world calls them plain, or very peaceable while they are always quarrelling with their neighbours, or very humble whilst they are taciturn or very obdurate for their sake, if such conceits afforded a harmless pleasure to their authors, but unfortunately they only render them more offensive and disgusting than they would otherwise be.

Those who are apt to fancy never fancy any thing to please themselves; they fancy that things are too long or too short, too thick or too thin, too cold or too hot, with a thousand other fancies trivial in their nature; thereby proving that the slightest aberration of the mind is a serious evil, and productive of evil.

Disposing fear, of feeble fancies full, Weak and annually, losses every power.—THOMSON.

Some have been wounded with conceit, And died of mere opinion struck.—BUTLER.

When taken in reference to intellectual objects, conceit is always in a bad sense: but fancy may be employed in a good sense.

Nothing can be more plainly impossible than for a man "to be profitable to God," and consequently nothing can be more absurd than for a man to cherish so irrational a conceit.—ADDISON.

My friend, Sir Roger de Coverley, told me, 'other day, that he had been reading my paper upon Westminster Abbey, in which, says he, there are a great many ingenious fancies.—ADDISON.

Conceit, v. Pride.

Conceited, v. Opinionated.

To Conceive, Apprehend, Suppose, Imagine.

Conceive, v. Conceit.

Apprehend, v. To apprehend.

Suppose, in French supposer, Latin supponi, perfect of supponere or sub and ponere to put one thing in the place of another, signifies to have one thing in one's mind in lieu of another.

Imagine, in French imaginer, Latin imagino, from imago an image, signifies to reflect as an image or phantom in the mind,
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Conceive, in the strict sense of the word, is the generic, the others the specific terms: since in apprehending, imagining, and supposing, we always conceive or form an idea, but not vice versâ; the difference consists in the mode and object of the action: we conceive of things as proper or improper, and just or unjust, right or wrong, good or bad, this is an act of the judgment; we apprehend the meaning, apprehending, imagining, this is simple perception, or of combination and reflection; we suppose and imagine that which has happened or may happen, these are both acts of the imagination; but the former rests commonly on some ground of reality; the latter may be the mere offspring of the brain.

What is conceived is conclusive; what is apprehended is rather dubious; both refer to matters of deduction, in distinction from suppose and imagine, which relate to matters of fact.

To conceive is an ordinary operation of the mind; it must precede every other; we cannot either think or act without conceiving apprehend is employed in cases where certainty cannot be had, where we determine conclusion can be formed; we shall never apprehend where we can see distinctly before us; suppose is used in opposition to positive knowledge; no person supposes that of which he is positively informed: imagine is employed for that which in all probability does not exist; we shall not imagine what is evident and undeniable.

A state of innocence and happiness is so remote from all that we have ever seen, that although we can easily conceive it as possible, yet our speculations upon it must be general and confused.—JOHNSON.

Nothing is a misery,

Unless our weakness apprehend it so.

—BEAUMONT AND FLETCHER.

It can scarce be supposed that the mind is more rigorous when we sleep, than when we are awake.—HAWKESWORTH.

The Earl of Rivers did not imagine there could exist, in a human form, a mother that would ruin her own son without enriching herself.—JONSON'S LIFE OF SAVAGE.

To Conceive, Understand, Comprehend.

Conceive, in French concevoir, Latin concipio, compounded of con and capio, signifies to take or put together in the mind.

Understand signifies to stand under or near to the mind.

Comprehend, in Latin comprehend, compounded of con andprehendo, signifies to seize or embrace within the mind.

These terms indicate the intellectual operations of forming ideas, that is, ideas of the complex kind in distinction from the simple ideas formed by the act of perception.

Conception is the simplest operation of the three; when we conceive we may have but one idea, when we apprehend or comprehend, we have all the ideas which the subject is capable of presenting. We cannot understand or comprehend without conceiving; but we may often conceive that which we neither understand nor comprehend.

That which we cannot conceive is to us nothing; but the conception of it gives it an existence, at least in our minds; but understanding and comprehending is not essential to the belief of a thing's existence. So long as we have reasons sufficient to conceive a thing as possible or probable, it is not necessary either to understand or comprehend them in order to authorize our belief. The mysteries of our holy religion are objects of conception, but not of comprehension. We conceive that a thing may be done without understanding how it is done: we conceive that a thing may exist without comprehending the nature of its existence. We conceive clearly, understand fully, comprehend minutely.

Conception is a species of invention; it is the fruit of the mind's operation within itself. Understanding and comprehension are employed solely on external objects; we understand and comprehend that which actually exists before us, and presents itself to our observation. Conceiving is the office of the imagination, as well as the judgment; understanding and comprehension are the office of the reasoning faculties exclusively.

*Conceiving is employed with regard to matters of taste, to arrangements, designs, and projects; understanding is employed on familiar objects which present themselves in the ordinary discourse and business of men; comprehending respects principles, lessons, and speculative knowledge in general. The artist conceives a design, and he who will execute it must understand all the poet's canticles that which is grand and sublime, and he who will enjoy the perusal of his conceptions must have refinement of mind, and capacity to comprehend the grand and sublime. The builder conceives plans, the scholar understands languages, the metaphysician comprehends subtle questions.

A ready conception supplies us with a stock of ideas on all subjects; a quick understanding catches the intentions of others with half a word; a penetrating mind comprehends the abstrusest points. There are human beings involved in such profound ignorance, that they cannot conceive of the most ordinary things that exist in civilized life: there are those who, though slow at understanding words, will be quick at understanding looks and signs; and there are others who, though dull at conceiving or understanding common matters, will have a power for comprehending the abstruser parts of the mathematics.

Whatever they cannot immediately conceive they consider as too high to be reached, or too extensive to be comprehended.—JOHNSON.

Swift pays no court to the passions; he excites neither surprise, nor admiration; he always understands himself, and his readers always understand him.—JOHNSON.

Our finite knowledge cannot comprehend

The principles of an unbounded way.—SHIRLEY.

Conception, Notion:

Conception, from conceive (v.), to conceive, signifies the thing conceived.

Notion, in French notion, Latin notio, from notus the participle of nosco, to know, signifies the thing known.

Conception is the mind's own work, what it

* Vide Abbé Girard: "Entendre, comprendre, concevoir,"
pictures to itself from the exercise of its own powers; notions is the representation of objects as they are drawn from observation. Conceptions are the fruit of the imagination; notions are the result of reflection and experience. Conceptions are formed; notions are entertained. Conceptions are either grand or mean, gross or sublime, either clear or indistinct, crude or distinct; notions are either true or false, just or absurd. Intellectual culture serves to elevate the conception; the extension of knowledge serves to correct and refine the notions.

Some heathen philosophers had an indistinct conception of the Deity, whose attributes and character are unfolded to us in his revelation: the ignorant have often false notions of their duty and obligations to their superiors. The unenlightened express their gross and crude conceptions of a Superior Being by some material and visible object: the vulgar notion of ghosts and spirits is not entirely banished from the most cultivated parts of England.

Words signify not immediately and primitively things themselves, but the conceptions of the mind concerning things.—SOUTH.

The story of Telemachus is formed altogether in the spirit of Homer, and will give an unlearned reader a notion of that great poet's manner of writing.—ADDITION.

It is natural for the imaginations of men who lead their lives in too solitary a manner to prey upon themselves, and form from their own conceptions beings and things which have no place in nature.—STEELE.

Considering that the happiness of the other world is to be the happiness of the whole man, who can question, but there is an infinite variety in those pleasures we are speaking of. Reflection, likewise, very much confirms this notion under the different views it gives us of our future happiness.—ADDITION.

Concern, v. Concern.
Concern, v. Affection.
Concern, v. Care.
Concern, v. Interest.

To Concert, Contrive, Manage.

Concert is either a variation of concert a companion, or from the Latin concerto to debate together.

Contrive, from contrivii, perfect of contrer, to bruise together, signifies to pound or put together in the mind so as to form a composition.

Manage, in French menager, compounded of the Latin manus and age, signifies to lead by the hand.

There is a secret understanding in concerting; invention in contriving; execution in managing. There is mostly contrivance and management in concerting; but there is not always concerting in contrivance or management. Measures are concerting; schemes are contrived; affairs are managed.

Two parties at least are requisite in concerting, one is sufficient for contriving and managing. Concerting is always employed in all secret transactions; contrivance and management are used indifferently.

Robbers who have determined on any scheme of plunder concert together the means of carrying their project into execution; they contrive various devices to elude the vigilance of the police; they manage every thing in the dark.

Those who are debarred the opportunity of seeing each other unrestrainedly, concert measures for meeting privately. The ingenuity of a person is frequently displayed in the contrivances by which he strives to help himself out of his troubles. Whenever there are many parties interested in a concern, it is never so well managed as when it is in the hands of one individual suitably qualified.

Modern statesmen are concerting schemes and engaged in the depth of politics, at the time when their forefathers were laid down quietly to rest, and had nothing in their heads but dreams.—STEELE.

When Cesar was one of the masters of the mint, he placed the figure of an elephant upon the reverse of the public money: the word Caesar signifying an elephant in the Punic language. This was artfully contrived by Cesar; because it was not lawful for a private man to stamp his own figure upon the coin of the commonwealth.—ADDITION.

It is the great act and secret of Christianity, if I may use that phrase, to manage our actions to the best advantage.—ADDITION.

To Conclase, Reconcile.
Conciliate, in Latin conciliatus, participle of concilio; and Reconcile, in Latin reconcile, both come from concilio a council, denoting unity and harmony.

Conciliate and reconcile are both employed in the sense of uniting men's affections, but under different circumstances.

The conciliator gets the good-will and affections for himself; the reconciler unites the affections of two persons to each other. The conciliator may either gain new affections, or regain those which are lost; the reconciler always either revives affections which have been once lost, or fixes them where they ought to be fixed. The best means of conciliating estime is by reconciling all that are at variance.

Conciliate is mostly employed for men in public stations; reconcile is indifferently employed for those in public or private stations. Men in power have sometimes the happy opportunity of conciliating the good-will of those who are most averse to their authority, and thus reconciling them to measures which would otherwise be odious.

Kindness and condescension serve to conciliate: a friendly influence, or a well-timed exercise of authority, is often successfully exerted in reconciling.

The preacher may enforce his doctrines in the style of authority, for it is his profession to summon mankind to their duty; but an uncommissioned instructor will study to conciliate whilst he attempts to correct.—CUMBERLAND.

It must be confessed a happy attachment, which can reconcile the Laplander to his freezing snows, and the African to his scorching sun.—CUMBERLAND.

Concise, v. Short.
To Conclude, v. To close.
To Conclude Upon, v. To decide.

Conclusion, Inference, Deduction.
Conclusion, from conclude, signifies the winding up of all arguments and reasoning.
Inference, from infer, in Latin infero, signifies what is brought in.
**CONCLUSIVE.**

Deduction, from *deduct*, in Latin *deductus*, and *deduce* to bring out, signifies the bringing or drawing one thing from another.

A conclusion is full and decisive; an inference is partial and indecisive; a conclusion leaves the mind in no doubt or hesitation; it puts a stop to all further reasoning; inferences are special to particular circumstances; they serve as links in the chain of reasoning. Conclusions are drawn from real facts; inferences are drawn from the appearances of things; deductions only from arguments or assertions.

Conclusions are practical; inferences rational; deductions are final. We conclude from a person’s conduct or declarations what he intends to do, or leave undone; we infer from the appearance of the clouds, or the thickness of the atmosphere, that there will be a heavy fall of rain or snow; we deduce from a combination of facts, inferences, and assertions, that a story is fabricated. Hasty conclusions betray a want of judgment, or of firmness of mind; contrary inferences are frequently drawn from the same circumstances to serve the purposes of party, and support a favourite position; the deductions in such cases are not unfrequently true when the inferences are false.

He praises wine, and we conclude from thence
He lik’d his glass, on his own evidence.—ADDISON.

You might, from the single people departed, make some useful inferences or guesses how many there are left unmarried.—STEEL.

There is a consequence which seems very naturally deducible from the foregoing considerations. If the scale of being rise by such a regular progress so high as man, we may by a party of reason suppose that it still proceeds gradually through those beings which are of a superior nature to him.—ADDISON.

**Conclusive, Decisive, Convincing.**

Conclusive applies either to practical or argumentative matters; Decisive to what is practical only; Convincing to what is argumentative only.

It is necessary to be conclusive when we deliberate, and decisive when we command. What is conclusive puts an end to all discussion, and determines the judgment; what is decisive puts an end to all wavering, and determines the will. Negotiators have sometimes an interest in not speaking conclusively; commanders can never retain their authority without speaking decisively; conclusive when compared to convincing is general; the latter is particular: an argument is convincing, a chain of reasoning conclusive. There may be much that is convincing, where there is nothing conclusive: a proof may be convincing of a particular circumstance; but conclusive evidence will bear upon the main question.

I will not disguise that Dr. Bentley, whose criticism is so justly valued for its strength, quotes the following from Plutarch, is of opinion “Theopis himself published nothing in writing.”—CUMBERLAND.

Is it not somewhat singular that Young preserved, with all his prudence, his preface to his Satires on Women, so bluntly decisive in favour of laughing at the world, in the same collection of his works which contains the mannerless dry glee of the “Female Quixot?”—BLAIR.

That religion is essential to the welfare of man can be proved by the most convincing arguments.—BLAIR.

**Conclusive, v. Final.**

**Concomitant, v. Accompaniment.**

**Concord,** Harmony.

**Concord,** in French *concorde*, Latin *concordia*, from con and cor, having the same heart and mind.

**Harmony,** in French *harmonie*, Latin *harmonicum*, Greek *oikoumen* from apa to fit or suit, signifies the state of fitting or uniting.

The idea of union is common to both these terms, but under different circumstances. Concord is generally employed for the union of wills and affections; harmony respects the aptitude to minds to coalesce. There may be *concord* without *harmony*, and *harmony* without *concord*. Persons may live in *concord* who are at a distance from each other; but *harmony* is mostly employed for those who are in close connexion, and obliged to co-operate. *Concord* should never be broken by relations under any circumstances; *harmony* is indispensable in all members of a family that dwell together. Interest will sometimes stand in the way of brotherly concord, the love of rule, and a dogmatical temper, will sometimes disturb the *harmony* of a family. *Concord* is as essential to domestic happiness as *harmony* is to the peace of society, and the uninterrupted prosecution of business. What *concord* can there be between kindred who despise each other? what *harmony* between the rash and the discreet?

The man that hath no music in himself,
Nor is not mov’d with concord of sweet sounds,
Is fit for treasons, villanies, and spells.

SHAKESPEARE.

If we consider the world in its subserviency to man, one would think it was made for our use; but if we consider it in its natural beauty and harmony one would be apt to conclude it was made for our pleasure.—ADDISON.

To *Concur*, v. To agree.

To *Concur*, v. To coincide.

**Concurrence, v. Assent.**

**Concussion, v. Shock.**

To *Condemn*, v. To blame.

To *Condemn*, v. To reprobate.

To *Condemn*, v. To sentence.

**Condescension, v. Complaisance.**

**Condition, v. Article.**

**Condition, Station.**

**Condition,** in French *condition*, from *condo* to build or form, signifies properly the thing formed; and in an extended sense, the manner and circumstances under which a thing is formed.

**Station,** in French *station*, Latin *status*, from *sto* to stand, signifies a standing place or point.

Condition has most relation to the circumstances, education, birth, and the like; station refers rather to the rank, occupation, or mode of life which one pursues. Riches suddenly
acquired are calculated to make a man forget his original condition; and to render him neglectful of the duties of his station.

The condition of men in reality is often so different from what it appears, that it is extremely difficult to form an estimate of what they are, or what they have been. It is the folly of the present day, that every man is unwilling to keep the station which has been assigned to him by Providence: the rage for equality destroys every just distinction in society; the low aspire to be, in appearance, at least, equal with their superiors; and those in elevated stations do not hesitate to put themselves on a level with their inferiors.

The common charge against those who rise above their original condition, is that of pride.—JOHNSON.

The last day will assign to every one a station suitable to the dignity of his character.—ADDISON.

**Condition, v. Situation.**

**Conduct, v. Behaviour.**

To Conduce, Contribute.

**Conduce,** Latin *conduco,* compound of *con* and *duco,* signifies to bring together for one end.

**Contribute,** in Latin *contribuo,* participle of *contribuo,* compound of *con* and *tribuo,* signifies to bestow for the same end.

To *conduce* signifies to serve the full purpose; to *contribute* signifies only to be a subordinate instrument: the former is always taken in a good sense, the latter in a bad or good sense. *Exercise conducet* to the health; it *contributes* to give vigour to the frame.

Nothing *conduces* more to the well-being of any community than a spirit of subordination among all ranks and classes. A want of firmness and vigilance in the government or magistrates *contributes* greatly to the spread of dissipation and rebellion.

Schemes of ambition never *conduce* to tranquillity of mind. A single failure may *contribute* sometimes to involve a person in perpetual trouble.

It is to be allowed that doing all honour to the superiority of heroes above the rest of mankind, must needs *conduce* to the glory and advantage of a nation.—STEELE.

The true choice of our diet, and our companions at it, seems to consist in that which *contributes* most to cheerfulness and refreshment.—FULLE.

* The first two of these terms convey, according to their real import, an idea of superior intelligence, which is not implied by the latter; on the other hand, this includes an idea of credit and ascendency altogether unknown to the others. We *conduct* or *guide* those who do not know the road; we *lead* those who either cannot or will not go alone.

In the literal sense it is the head that *conducts,* the eye that *guides,* and the hand that *leads.* One conducts a law-suit; one *guides* a traveller; one *leads* an infant.

In the figurative sense the understanding *conduces,* *rules* guides; the will or *influence* *leads.* | Intelligence ought to *conduct* us in business; politeness ought to *guide* our behaviour in company; taste may *lead* us in the choice of pleasures.

We are *conducted* in a certain course, that we may do what is proper to be done; we are *guided* in a certain rout, that we may not go astray; we are *led* into society from a sociable temper. A general *conducts* an army according to his knowledge and experience; he himself *guides* in what he does by fixed rules; he *leads* his army into the field of battle by the word of command. The pilot *conducts* the vessel; the steersman *guides* it: the coachman *guides* his horses on the road; he *leads* them into the stable.

A master of the ceremonies *conducts* all strangers whom he wishes to introduce into the company. A teacher *guides* his scholars in the acquirement of knowledge. A love of pleasure sometimes *leads* young people into the most destructive vices.

A wise man is willing to be *conducted,* in cases where he cannot with propriety *conduct* himself. An attentive perusal of the Scriptures is sufficient to *guide* us in the way of salvation. There is a weakness in suffering one’s self to be *led* by the will of others: prudent people are willing to take good counsel, but they will always form their own resolutions.

We waited some time in expectation of the next worthy, who came in with a great retinue of historians, whose services I could not learn, most of them being natives of Carthage. The person thus *conducted,* who was Hamilcar, seemed much disturbed.—ADDISON.

The brutes are *guided* by instinct and know no sorrow; the angels have knowledge and they are happy.—STEELE.

A general’s office engages him to lead as well as to command his army.—SOUTH.

To Conduct, Guide, Lead.

**Conduct,** Latin *conduco,* participle of *conduco,* signifies to carry with a person, or to make a thing go according to one’s will.

**Guide,** in French *guider,* Saxon *witan* or *wisan,* German, &c. *weisen* to show, Latin *video* to see or show, signifies properly to point out the way.

**Lead,** in Saxon *ladden,* laden, Danish *lade,* Swedish *led,* low German *leiden,* high German *leiden,* is most probably connected with the obsolete German *lait,* leigh, a way or road, Swedish *led,* Saxon late, &c. signifying properly to show or direct in the way.

* Vide Abbee Girard; "Conduire, guider, menner."  
† Vide Girard; "Conduire, guider, menner;" and Boujad; "Guider, conduire, meunier."
Confederacy, v. Alliance.

Confederate, Accomplice.

Confederate, v. Ally.

Accomplice, v. Abettor.

Both these terms imply a partner in some proceeding, but they differ as to the nature of the proceeding: in the former case it may be lawful or unlawful; in the latter unlawful only. In this latter sense a confederate is a partner in a plot or secret association: an accomplice is a partner in some active violation of the laws. Guy Fawkes retained his resolution, till the last extremity, not to reveal the names of his confederates: it is the common refuge of all robbers and desperate characters to betray their accomplices in order to screen themselves from punishment.

Now march the bold confidants through the plain,
Well hoss'd, well clad, a rich and shining train.

Dryden.

It is not improbable that the Lady Mason (the grandmother of Savage) might persuade or compel her mother to desert or perhaps she could not easily find accounables wicked enough to concur in so cruel an action, as to that of publishning him to the American plantations.—Johnson.

Confederate, v. Ally.

To Confer, Bestow.

Confer, in French conférer, Latin conferre, compounded of con and ferro, signifies to bring something towards a person, or place it upon him.

Bestow is compounded of be and stow, which, like the vulgar word stoke, comes from the German staven and stauken, and is an onomatopea, or representative of the action intended to be expressed, namely, that of dispensing in a place.

Confering is an act of authority; bestowing that of charity or generosity. Princes and men in power confer; people in a private station bestow. Honours, dignities, privileges, and rank, are the things conferred; favours, kindnesses, and pecuniary relief, are the things bestowed.

Merit, favour, interest, caprice, or intrigue, gives rise to confering; necessity, solicitation and private affection, lead to bestowing. England affords more than one instance in which the highest honours of the state have been conferred on persons of distinguished merit, though not of elevated birth; it is the characteristic of Christianity, that it inspires its followers with a desire of bestowing their goods on the poor and necessities.

It is not easy to confer a favour on the unthankful: the value of a kindness is greatly enhanced by the manner in which it is bestowed.

On him confer the poet's sacred name, Whose lofty voice declares the heavenly flame. Addison.

It sometimes happens, that even enemies and envious partisans bestow the sincerest marks of esteem when they least design it.—Steele.


Confess, v. Acknowledge.

To Confide, Trust.

Confide, in Latin confidó, compounded of con and fidó, signifies to place a trust in a person.


Both these verbs express a reliance on the fidelity of another, but confide is to trust as the species to the genus: we always trust when we confide, but not vice-versa. We confide to a person that which is of the greatest importance to ourselves; we trust to him whenever we rest on his word for any thing. We need rely only on a person's integrity when we trust to him, but we rely also on his abilities and mental qualifications when we place confidence; it is an extraordinary trust, founded on a powerful conviction in a person's favour.

Confidence frequently supposes something secret as well as personal; trust respects only the personal interest. A king confides in his ministers and generals for the due execution of his plans, and the administration of the laws; one friend confides in another when he discloses to him all his private concerns; a merchant trusts to his clerks when he employs them in his business; individuals trust each other with portions of their property.

A breach of trust evinces a want of that common principle which keeps human society together; but a breach of confidence, betrays a
CONFIDENT.

182 CONFIRM.

Imprisonment, compounded of im and prison. French prison, from pris participle of prendre, Latin prehendo to take, signifies the act or state of being taken or laid hold of.

Captive, in French captiven Latinate captitivas from capio, to take, signifies likewise the state of being, or being kept in possession by another.

Confinement is the generic, the other two specific terms. Confinement and imprisonment both imply the abridgment of one’s personal freedom, but the former specifies no cause which the latter does. We may be confined in a room by ill health, or confined in any place by way of punishment; but we are never imprisoned but in some specific place appointed for the confinement of offenders, and always on some supposed offence. We are captives by the rights of war, when we fall into the hands of the enemy.

Confinement does not specify the degree or manner as the other terms do: it may even extend to the restricting the body of its free movements, while imprisonment confines the person within a certain extent of ground, or the walls of a prison; and captivity leaves a person at liberty to range within a whole country or district.

Confinement is so general a term, as to be applied to animals and even inanimate objects; imprisonment and captivity are applied in the proper sense to persons only, but they admit of a figurative application. Poor stray animals, who are found trespassing on unlawful ground, are doomed to a wretched confinement, rendered still more hard and intolerable by the want of food: the confinement of plants within too narrow a space will stop their growth far short of air. There is many a poor captive in a cage who, like Sterne’s starling, would say, if it could, “I want to get out.”

But now my sorrows, long with pain supprised, 
Burst their confinement with impetuous sighs.

—YOUNG.

Confinement of any kind is dreadful: let your imagination acquaint you with what I have not words to express, and conceive, if possible, the horrors of imprisonment, attended with reproach and ignominy.—JOHNSON. 

For life, being weary of these worldly bars, 
Never lacks power to dismiss itself; 
In that each bondman, in his own hand, bears 
The power to cancel his captivity; 
Ut i do think it cowardly and vile. 

SHAKESPEARE.

To Confirm, Corroborate.

Confirm, in French confirmer, Latin confirmo, which is compounded of con and firme or firmus, signifying to make additionally firm.

Corroborate, in Latin corroboratus participle of corrobore, compounded of cor or con and rebore to strengthen, signifies to add to the strength.

The idea of strengthening is common to these terms, but under different circumstances: confirm is used generally; corroborate only in particular instances.

What confirms serves to confirm the minds of others; what corroborates strengthens one’s self: a testimony may be confirmed or corroborated: but the thing confirms, the person corroborates:

more than ordinary share of baseness and depravity.

Men live and prosper but in mutual trust. 
A confidence of one another’s truth.—SOUTHERN.

Hence, credit 
And public trust ’twixt man and man are broken. 
—ROWE.

Confidence, v. Assurance.

Confidence, v. Hope.

Confident, Dogmatical, Positive.

Confident, from confide (v. To confide), marks the temper of confiding in one’s self.

Dogmatical, from dogma a maxim or assertion, signifies the temper of dealing in unqualified assertions.

Positive, in Latin positivus, from positus, signifies fixed to a point.

The first two of these words denote an habitual or permanent state of mind; the latter either a partial or an habitual temper. There is much of confidence in dogmatism and positiveness, but it expresses more than either. Confidence implies a general reliance on one’s abilities in whatever we undertake; dogmatism implies a reliance on the truth of our opinion; positiveness a reliance on the truth of our assertions.

A confident man is always ready to act, as he is sure of succeeding; a dogmatical man is always ready to speak, as he is sure of being heard; a positive man is determined to maintain what he has asserted, as he is convinced that he has made no mistake.

Confidence is opposed to diffidence; dogmatism to scepticism; positiveness to hesitation. A confident man mostly fails for want of using the necessary means to ensure success; a dogmatical man is mostly in error, because he substitutes his own partial opinions for such as are established; a positive man is mostly deceived because he trusts more to his own senses and memory than he ought. Self-knowledge is the most effectual cure for self-confidence; an acquittance with men and things tends to lessen dogmatism; the experience of having been deceived one’s self, and the observation that others are perpetually liable to be deceived, ought to check the folly of being positive as to any event or circumstance that is past.

People forget how little it is that they know and how much less it is that they can do, when they grow confident upon any present state of things.—SOUTHERN.

If you are neither dogmatical, nor show either by your words or your actions that you are full of yourself, all will the more heartily rejoice at your victory.—BUDGELL.

Positive as you now are in your opinions, and confident in your assertions, be assured that the time approaches when both men and things will appear to you in a different light.—BLAIR.


To Confine, v. To bound.

Confined, v. Contracted.

Confinement, Imprisonment, Captivity.

Confinement, v. To bound, limit.
when the truth of a person's assertions are called in question, it is fortunate for him when circumstances present themselves that confirm the truth of what he has said, or if he have respectable friends to corroborate his testimony.

There is an Abyssinian here who knew Mr. Bruce at Gonder. I have examined him, and he confirms Mr. Bruce's account.—W. M. JONES.

The secrecy of this conference very much favours my conjecture, that Augustus made an attempt to dissease the Romans from holding on the empire; and the length of time it took up corroborates the probability of that conjecture.—CUMBERLAND.

To Confirm, Establish.

Confirm, v. To confirm, corroborate.

Establish, from the word stable, signifies to make stable or able to stand.

The idea of strengthening is common to these as to the former terms, but with a different application: confirm respects the state of a person's mind, and whatever acts upon the mind; establish is employed with regard to whatever is external: a report is confirmed; a reputation is established: a person is confirmed in the persuasion or belief of any truth or circumstance; a thing is established in the public estimation.

The mind seeks its own means of confirming itself; things are established either by time or authority: no person should be hasty in giving credit to reports that are not fully confirmed, nor in giving support to measures that are not established upon the surest grounds: a reciprocity of good offices serves to confirm an alliance, or a good understanding between people and nations; interest or reciprocal affection serves to establish an intercourse between individuals, which has, perhaps, been casually commenced.

Trifles, light as air,
Are to the jealous, confirmations strong
As proofs of Holy Writ.—SHAKESPEARE.

The silkworm, after having spun her task, lays her eggs and dies; but a man can never have taken in his full measure of knowledge, has not time to subdue his passions, or establish his soul in virtue, and come up to the perfection of his nature, before he is hurried off the stage.—ADDISON.

Conflict, Combat, Contest.

Conflict, in Latin conflictus, participle of confingo, compounded of con and fingo, in Greek φιγος λοικος for φιθο φιθο to flip or strike, signifies to strike against each other.


Contest, in French contesteur, Latin contestor, compounded of con and testor, signifies to call or set witness against witness.

A striving for the superiority is the common characteristic of these terms, which is varied both in the manner and spirit of the action.

A conflict has more of violence in it than a combat, and a combat than a contest.

A conflict and combat, in the proper sense, are always attended with a personal attack; contest consists mostly of a striving for some common object.

A conflict is mostly sanguinary and desperate, it arises from the undisciplined operations of the bad passions, animosity, and brutal rage; it seldom ends in any thing but destruction: a combat is often a matter of art and a trial of skill; it may be obstinate and lasting, though not arising from any personal resentment, and mostly terminates with the triumph of one party and the defeat of the other; a contest is interested and personal; it may arise from anger and even malignant sentiments, but is not necessarily associated with any bad passion; it ends in the advancement of one to the injury of the other.

The lion, the tiger, and other beasts of the forest, have dreadful conflicts whenever they meet; which seldom terminate but in the death of one if not both of the antagonists it would be well if the use of the word were confined to the irrational part of the creation; but there have been wars and party-broils among men, which have occasioned contests the most horrible and destructive that can be conceived: that combats have been more trials of skill is evinced by the combats in the ancient games of the Greeks and Romans in the justs and tournaments of later date. Contests are as various as the pursuits and wishes of men: whatever is an object of desire for two parties becomes the ground of a contest: ambition, interest, and party zeal are always busy in furnishing men with objects for a contest.

In a figurative sense these terms are applied to the movements of the mind, the elements or whatever seems to oppose itself to another thing, in which sense they preserve the same analogy; violent passions have their conflicts; ordinary desires their combats; motives their contests: it is the poet's part to describe the conflicts between pride and passion, rage and despair, in the breast of the disappointed lover; reason will seldom come off victorious in its combat with ambition, avarice, a love of pleasure, or any predominant desire, unless aided by religion: where there is a contest between the desire of following one's will and a sense of propriety, the voice of a prudent friend may be heard and heeded.

Happy is the man who, in the contest of desire between God and the world, can oppose not one argument to argument, but pleasure to pleasure.—BLAKE.

Elsewhere he saw, where Troilus defied Achilles, and unequal combats tried.—DRYDEN.

Soon afterwards the death of the king furnished a general subject for poetical contest.—JOHNSON.

To Conform, v. To comply.

Conformable, Agreeable, Suitable.

Conformable signifies able to conform (v. To comply), that is, having a sameness of form.

Agreeable signifies the quality of being able to agree (v. To agree).

Suitable signifies able to suit (v. To agree). Conformable is employed for matters of obligation; agreeable for matters of choice; suitable for matters of propriety and discretion: what is conformable accords with some prescribed form or given rule of others; what is agreeable accords with the feelings, tempers, or judgments of ourselves or others: what is
suitable accords with outward circumstances; it is the business of those who act for others to act *conformably* to their directions; it is the part of a friend to act *agreeably* to the wishes of a friend; it is the part of every man to act *suitably* to his station.

The decisions of a judge must be strictly *conformable* to the letter of the law; he is seldom at liberty to consult his views of equity; the decision of a partisan is always *agreeable* to the temper of his party; the style of a writer should be *suitable* to his subject.

*Conformable* is most commonly employed for matters of temporary moment; *agreeable* and *suitable* are mostly said of things which are of constant value; we make things *conformable* by an act of discretion; they are *agreeable* or *suitable* by their own nature: a treaty of peace is *made conformable* to the preliminaries; a legislator must take care to frame laws *agreeably* to the Divine law; it is of no small importance for every man to act *suitably* to the character he has assumed.

A man is glad to gain numbers on his side, as they serve to strengthen him in his opinions. It makes him believe that his principles carry conviction with them, and are the more likely to be true, when he finds they are *conformable* to the reason of others as well as to his own.

—ADDISON.

As you have formerly offered some arguments for the souls mind and body *conformable* both to reason and the Christian doctrine, I believe your readers will not be displeased to see how the same great truth shines in the pomp of Romish influence. —HUGHES.

I think baring a cushion gives a man too warlike or perhaps too theatrical a figure, to be *suitable* to a Christian congregation. —SWIFT.

**Conformation, v. Form.**

To *Confound*, v. To abash.

To *Confound*, v. To baffle.

To *Confound*, To *Confuse.*

*Confound* and *Confuse* are both derived from different parts of the same verb, namely, *confundo* and its participle *confusus,* signifying to pour or mix together without design which ought to be distinct

*Confound* has an active sense; *confuse* a neuter or reflective sense: a person *confounds* one thing with another; objects become *confused,* or a person *confused* himself; it is a common error among ignorant people to *confound* names, and among children to have their ideas confused on commencing a new study.

The present age is distinguished by nothing so much as by *confounding* all distinctions, which is a great source of *confusion* in men's intercourse with each other, both in public and private life.

I to the tempest make the poles resound,
And the conflicting elements *confound.*—DRYDEN.

A *confused* report passed through my ears:
But full of bally like a morning dream
It vanished in the business of the day. —LEE.

To *Confound,* v. To mix.

To *Confuse,* v. To mix.

To *Confront,* Face.

*Confront,* from the Latin *frontis* a forehead, implies to set *face* to *face,* and *Face,* from the noun *face,* signifies to set the *face* towards any object.

The former of these terms is always employed for two or more persons with regard to each other; the latter for a single individual with regard to objects in general.

Witnesses are *confronted*; a person *faces* danger, or *faces* an enemy when people give contrary evidence it is sometimes necessary, in extra-judicial matters, to *confront* them, in order to arrive at the truth; the best test which a man can give of his courage, is to evince his readiness for facing his enemy whenever the occasion requires.

Wherefore serves mercy,
But to *confront* the visage of offence.

SHAKESPEARE.

The rev'tend chariotere directs the course,
And straineth his aged arm to lash the horse;
Hector thy face; and with looking how to fear
Fierce he drove on.—P. 93.

To *Confuse,* v. To abash.

To *Confuse,* v. To *confound.*

*Confused,* v. Indistinct.

**Confusion, Disorder.**

*Confusion* signifies the state of being *confounded* or *confused* (v. To *confound*).

*Disorder*, compounded of the privative *dis* and *order,* signifies the reverse of order.

*Confusion* is to *disorder* as the species to the genus: *confusion* supposes the absence of all order; *disorder* the derangement of order; there is always *disorder* in confusion, but not always *confusion* in *disorder*; a routed army, or a tumultuous mob, will be in *confusion* and will create *confusion,* a whisper or an ill-timed motion of an individual constitutes *disorder* in a school, or in an army that is drawn up.

Now seas and earth were in confusion lost,
A world of waters, and without a coast.—DRYDEN.

When you behold a man's affairs through negligence and misconduct involved in *disorder,* you naturally conclude that his ruin approaches.—BLAIR.

To *Confute,* *Refute,* *Disprove,* *Oppugn.*

*Confute* and *Refute,* in Latin *confutus* and *refutus,* are compounded of con against, re privative, and futo, obsolete for arguo, signifying to argue against or to argue the contrary.

*Disprove,* compounded of *dis* privative and prove, signifies to prove the contrary.

*Oppugn,* in Latin *oppugnus,* that is, to fight in order to remove or overthrow.

To *confute* respects what is argumentative; *refute* what is personal; *disprove* whatever is represented or related; *oppugnus* what is held or maintained.

An argument is *confuted* by proving its fallacy; a charge is *refuted* by proving one's innocence; an assertion is *disproved* by proving that it is false; a doctrine is *oppugned* by a course of reasoning.

Paradoxes may be easily *confuted*; calumnies may be easily *refuted*; the marvellous and incredible stories of travellers may be easily
disproved: heresies and sceptical notions ought to be opposed.

The pernicious doctrines of sceptics, though often confuted, are as often advanced with the same degree of assurance by the free-thinking, and I might say the unthinking few who imbibe their spirit: it is the employment of libellists to deal out their malicious aspersions against the objects of their malignity in a manner so loose and indirect, as to preclude the possibility of refutation: it would be a fruitless and unthankful task to attempt to disprove all the statements which are circulated in a common newspaper. It is the duty of ministers of the Gospel to oppose all doctrines that militate against the established faith of Christians.

The learned do, by turns, the learned confute.
Yet all depart unaided by dispute.—OBERLY.

Philip of Macedon refuted by the force of gold all the wisdom of Athens.—ADDISON.

Man's feeble race what ills await!
Labor and penury, the racks of pain,
Disease, and sorrow's weeping train,
And death, sad refuge from the storm of fate,
The fond complaint, my song! disprove,
And justify the laws of Jove.—COLLINS.

Ramus was one of the first opponents of the old philosophy, who disturbed with innovations the quiet of the schools.—JOHNSON.

To Congratulate, v. To felicitate.
Congregation, v. Assembly.
Congress, v. Assembly.

Conjecture, Supposition, Surmise.

Conjecture, in French conjecture Latin conjectura, from conicio or con and Jacio, signifies the thing put together or framed in the mind without design or foundation.

Supposition, in French supposition, from suppono, compounded of sub and ponito, signifies the thing put one's thoughts in the place of reality.

Surmise, compounded of sur or sub and Misu, Latin missus participle of mitto to send or put forth, has the same original meaning as the former.

All these terms convey an idea of something in the mind independent of the reality; but conjecture is founded less on rational influence than supposition; and surmise less than either; any circumstance, however trivial, may give rise to a conjecture; some reasons are requisite to produce a supposition; a particular state of feeling or train of thinking may of itself create a surmise.

Although the same epithets are generally applicable to all these terms, yet we may with propriety say that a conjecture is idle; a supposition false; a surmise fanciful.

Conjectures are employed on events, their causes, consequences, and contingencies; supposition on speculative points; surmise on personal concerns. The secret measures of government give rise to various conjectures: all the suppositions which are formed respecting comets seem at present to fall short of the truth: the behaviour of a person will often occasion a surmise respecting his intentions and proceedings, let them be ever so disguised. Antiquarians and etymologists deal much in conjectures; they have ample scope afforded them for asserting what can be neither proved nor denied: religionists are pleased to build many suppositions of a doctrinal nature on the Scriptures, or, more properly, on their own partial and forced interpretations of the Scriptures: it is the part of prudence, as well as justice, not to express any surmises which we may entertain, either as to the character or conduct of others, which may not redound to their credit.

Persons of studious and contemplative natures often entertain themselves with the history of past ages, or raise schemes and conjectures upon futurity.—ADDISON.

Even in that part which we have of the journey to Canaan, it will be necessary, in the following review of Chaucer to take notice of certain defects and inconsistencies, which can only be accounted for upon the supposition, that the work was never finished by the author.—TYRWHITT.

Any the least surmise of neglect has raised an aversion in one man to another.—SOUTH.

To Conjecture, v. To guess.

Conjuncture, Crisis.

Conjuncture, in Latin conjunctura and conjunctor to join together, signifies the joining together of circumstances.

Crisis, in Latin crisis, Greek κήριος a judgment, signifies in an extended sense whatever decides or turns the scale.

Both these terms are employed to express a period of time marked by the state of affairs. A conjuncture is a joining or combination of corresponding circumstances tending towards the same end; a crisis is the high-wrought state of any affair which immediately precedes a change: a conjuncture may be favourable, a crisis alarming.

An able statesman seizes the conjuncture which promises to suit his purpose, for the introduction of a favourite measure: the abilities, firmness, and perseverance of Alfred the Great, at one important crisis of his reign, saved England from destruction.

Every virtue requires time and place, a proper object, and a fit conjuncturae of circumstances for the due exercise of it.—ADDISON.

Thought he, this is the lucky hour,
Wines work, when wines are in the flower;
This crisis then I will set my rest on,
And put her boldly to the question.—BUTLER.

To Connect, Combine, Unite.

Connect, Latin conecto, compounded of con and Necto, signifies to knit together.


Unite, v. to add, join.

The idea of being put together is common to these terms, but with different degrees of proximity. Connected is more remote than combined, and this than united. What is connected and combined remains distinct, but what is united loses all individuality. Things the most dissimilar may be connected or combined: things of the same kind only can be united.

Things or persons are connected more or less
CONQUER.
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Vanquish, Related,

Connected, Related.

Connected. v. To connect.

Related, from relate, in Latin relatus participle of refero to bring back, signifies brought back to the same point.

These terms are employed in the moral sense, to express an affinity between subjects or matters of thought.

Connection marks affinity in an indefinite manner; relation in a specific manner. A connection may be either close or remote; a relation direct or indirect. What is connected has some common principle on which it depends; what is related has some likeness with the object to which it is related, it is a part of some whole.

It is odd to consider the connexion between despotism and barbarity, and how the making one person more than man, makes the rest less.—ADDISON.

All mankind are so related, that care is to be taken, in things to which all are liable, you do not mention what concerns one in terms which shall disgust another.—STEELE.

connexion, v. Intercourse.

To Conquer, Vanquish, Subdue, Overcome, Surmount.

Conquer. In French conquerir, Latin conquerre, compounded of con and querre, signifies to seek or try to gain an object.

Vanquish is in French vaincre, Latin vincere, Greek (per metathein) νικαω, Hebrew נצח.

Subdue, Latin subdo, signifies to give or put under.

Overcome, compounded of over and come, signifies to come over or get the mastery over one.

Surmount, in French surmonter, compounded of sur over, and monter to mount, signifies to rise above any one.

Persons or things are conquered or subdued: persons only are vanquished. An enemy or a country is conquered; a foe is vanquished; people are subdued.

We conquer an enemy by whatever means we gain the mastery over him; we vanquish him, when by force we make him yield; we subdue him by whatever means we check or destroy in him the spirit of resistance. A Christian tries to conquer his enemies by kindness and generosity; a warrior tries to vanquish them in the field; a prudent monarch tries to subdue his rebellious subjects by a due mixture of clemency and rigor.

One may be vanquished in a single battle; one is subdued only by the most violent and persevering measures. William the First conquered England by vanquishing his rival Harold; after which he completely subdued the English.

Alexander having vanquished all the enemies that opposed him, and subdued all the nations with whom he warred, fancied that he had conquered the whole world, and is said to have wept at the idea that there were no more worlds to conquer. He himself was at last vanquished by the deadliest of foes; namely, drunkenness.

Vanquish is used only in the proper sense; conquer and subdue are likewise employed figuratively, in which sense they are analogous to overcome and surmount. That is conquered and subdued which is in the mind; that is overcome and surmounted which is either internal or external. We conquer and overcome what makes no great resistance; we subdue and surmount what is violent and strong in its opposition; dislikes, attachments, and feelings in general, either for or against, are conquered; unruly and tumultuous passions are to be subdued; a man conquers himself; he subdues his spirit.

One conquers by ordinary means and efforts; one subdues by extraordinary means. Antipathies when cherished in early life, are not easily conquered in riper years: nothing but a prevailing sense of religion, and a perpetual fear of God, can ever subdue the rebellious wills and propensities of mankind.

It requires determination and force to conquer and overcome; patience and perseverance to subdue and surmount. Prejudices and prepossessions are overcome; obstacles and difficulties are surmounted: it too frequently happens that those who are eager to overcome their prejudices, in order to dispose themselves for the reception of new opinions, fall into greater errors than those they have abandoned: nothing truly great has ever been effected where great difficulties have not been encountered. It is the characteristic of genius to surmount every difficulty: Alexander conceived that he could overcome nature herself, and Hannibal succeeded in this very point: there were scarcely any obstacles which she opposed to him that he did not surmount by prowess and perseverance.
CONQUEROR.

Whoever aims at Christian perfection must strive, with God's assistance, to conquer avarice, pride, and every inordinate propensity; to subdue wrath, anger, lust, and every carnal appetite; to overcome temptations, and to surmount trials and impediments which obstruct his course.

Real glory Springs from the silent conquest of ourselves. THOMSON.

There are two parts in our nature. The inferior part is generally much stronger, and has always the start of reason; which, if it were not aided by religion, would almost universally be vanquished.—BERKELEY.

Socrates and Marcus Aurelius are instances of men, by the strength of philosophy having subdued their passions, are celebrated for good husbands.—SPECTATOR.

The patient mind by yielding overcomes.—PHILIPS.

Activated by some high passion, a man conceives great designs, and surmounts all difficulties in the execution.—BLAIR.

Conqueror, Victor.

These terms, though derived from the preceding verbs (v. To conquer, vanquish), have notwithstanding, characteristics peculiar to themselves.

A conqueror is always supposed to add something to his possessions; a victor gains nothing but the superiority: there is no conquest where there is not something gotten; there is no victory where there is no contest: all conquerors are not victors, nor all victors conquerors; those who take possession of other men's lands by force of arms make a conquest; those who conquer in any trial of skills are the victors.

Monarchs when they wage a successful war are mostly conquerors; combatants who compel their adversaries to yield are victors.

God assists us in the virtuous conflict, and will crown the conqueror with eternal rewards.—BLAIR.

Proud Gyas and his train.
In triumph rode the victors of the main.—DRYDEN.


Conscientious, Scrupulous.

Conscientious, from conscience, marks the quality of having a nice conscience.

Scrupulous, from scruple, signifies the quality of having scruples. Scrupule, in Latin, scrupulus a little hard stone, which in walking gives pain.

Conscientious is to scrupulous as a whole to a part. A conscientious man is so altogether; a scrupulous man may have only partial scruples: the one is therefore always taken in a good sense; and the other at least in an indifferent, if not a bad sense.

A conscientious man does nothing to offend his conscience; but a scrupulous man has often his scruples on trifling or minor points: the Pharisees were scrupulous without being conscientious: we must therefore strive to be conscientious without being over scrupulous.

A conscientious person would rather distrust his own judgment than condemn his species. He would say, I have observed without attention or judged upon erroneous maxims: I have trusted to profession when I ought to have attended to conduct.—BURKE.

I have been so very scrupulous in this particular, of not hurting any man's reputation, that I have foreborne mentioning even such authors as I could not name with honor.—ADDISON.


To be Conscious, v. To feel.

To Consecrate, v. To dedicate.

To Consent, Permit, Allow.

Consent, v. To accede.

Permit, in French permettre, Latin permitto, compounded of per and mitto, signifies to send or let go past.

Allow, v. To admit, allow.

The idea of determining the conduct of others by some authorized act of one's own is common to these terms, but under various circumstances. They express either the act of an equal or a superior.

As the act of an equal we consent to that in which we have an interest; we permit or allow what is for the accommodation of another; we allow by abstaining to oppose; we permit by a direct expression of our will; contracts are formed by the consent of the parties who are interested. The proprietor of an estate permits his friend to hunt on his grounds; he allows a passage through his premises. It is sometimes prudent to consent; complaisant to permit; good natured or weak to allow.

When applied to superiors, consent is an act of private authority: permit and allow are acts of private or public authority: in the first case, consent respects matters of serious importance; permit or allow those of an indifferent nature: a parent consents to the establishment of his children; he permits them to read certain books; he allows them to converse with him familiarly.

We must pause before we give our consent; it is an express sanction to the conduct of others; it involves our own judgment, and the future interests of those who are under our control. This is not always so necessary in permitting and allowing; they are partial actions, which require no more than the bare exercise of authority, and involve no other consequence than the temporary pleasure of the parties concerned. Public measures are permitted and allowed, but never consulted too. The law permits or allows the person who is authorized permits or allows. Permit in this case retains its positive sense; allow its negative sense, as before. Government permits individuals to fit out privateers in time of war; when magistrates are not vigilant, many things will be done which are not allowed. A judge is not permitted to pass any sentence, but what is strictly conformable to law; every man who is accused is allowed to plead his own cause, or entrust it to another, as he thinks fit.

O no! our reason was not vainly lent!
Nor is a slave, but by its own consent.—DRYDEN.

Will not permit him to deny it.—RANDOLPH.

I think the strictest moralists allow forms of address to be used, without much regard to their literal acceptance.—JOHNSON.

To Consent, v. To accede.

To Consent, v. To assent.
To Consider, Regard.

Consider, v. To consider, reflect.
Regard, v. Care, concern.

There is most caution in considering: most attention is regarding.

Circumstances, situation, advantages, disadvantages, and the like, are objects of consideration: personal character, abilities, and qualities, are objects of regard. A want of consideration leads a person to form a very unfair judgment of others; a want of regard makes them regardless of their comfort, convenience, and respectability. We ought to have a consideration for all who are in our service, not to demand more of them than we may reasonably expect: we ought at all times to have a regard for our own credit and respectability, among those who are witnesses of our conduct.

Considerate, v. Thoughtful.

Consideration, Reason.

Consideration, signifies the thing considered (v. To consider, reflect).

Reason, v. Cause, reason.

Considerations influence our actions; they are a species of motives: reason determines our belief or our conduct. Considerations are restrictive or negative; reasons are positive. We may have powerful considerations for forbearing to act, and powerful reasons for adopting one line of conduct in preference to another.

Considerations are almost always personal, affecting either our own interest or that of others; reasons are general, and vary according to the nature of the subject. No consideration of profit or advantage should induce a person to forfeit his word. The reasons which men assign for their conduct are often as absurd as they are false.

The folly of ascribing temporal punishments to any particular crimes, may appear from several considerations.

Addison.

The reasons assigned in a law of the 26th year of Edward I. for having the punishments in the English tongue, might have been urged for having the laws themselves in that language.—TytWhitt.

To Consign, Commit, Entrust.

Consign, in French consigner, Latin consigno, compounded of con and signo, signifies to seal for a specific purpose, also to deposit.

Commit, in French committer, Latin committer, compounded of com and mittre to put together, signifies to put into a person’s hands.

Entrust, compounded of en and trust, signifies to put in trust.

The idea of transferring from one’s self to the care of another is common to these terms. What is consigned is either given absolutely away from one’s self, or only conditionally for one’s own purpose: what is committed or entrusted is given conditionally. A person consigns his property over to another by a deed in law; a merchant consigns his goods to another, to dispose of them for his advantage.
the management of his business to his clerks, and entrust them with the care of his property.

Consignant expresses a more positive measure than commit, and commit than entrust. When a child is consigned to the care of another, it is an unqualified surrender of one's trust into the hands of another; but any person may be committed to the care of another with various limitations; and when he is entrusted to his care, it is both a partial and temporary matter, referring mostly to his personal safety, and that only for a limited time. A parent does most wisely to consider the whole management of his child's education to one individual, in whom he can confide; if he commit it in part only to any one's care, the deficiency in the charge is likely to remain unsupplied; in infancy children must be more or less entrusted to the care of servants, but prudent parents will diminish the frequency of these occasions as much as possible.

Papers are consigned to an editor of a work for his selection and arrangement. The inspection of any public work is committed to proper officers. A person is entrusted with a secret.

Consign and commit are used in a figurative sense. A thing is consigned to destruction, or committed to the flames. Death consigns many to an untimely grave: a writer commits his thoughts to the press.

And oft I wish, amidst the scene, to find,
Some spot to real happiness confined.

In a very short time Lady Macclesfield removed her son from her sight, by committing him to the care of a poor woman.—JOHNSON'S LIFE OF SAVAGE.

Acquittal was soon prevailed upon by his curiosity to set rocks and hardships at defiance, and commit his life to the winds.—JOHNSON.

Supposing both equal in their natural integrity, I sought in common prudence to fear foul play from an indigent person, who, placed in a case whose circumstances seem to have placed him above the base temptation of money. This son makes his commonwealth regard her richest subjects as the fittest to be entrusted with her highest employments.—ADDITION.

Consistent, v. Compatible.
Consistent, v. Consistent.

To Console, Solace, Comfort.

Console and Solace are derived from the same source, in French consoler, Latin consolarius and solutium, possibly from solus the ground, which nourishes all things.


Console and solace denote the relieving of pain; comfort marks the communication of positive pleasure. We console others with words; we console or solace ourselves with reflections; we comfort by words or deeds. Console is used on more important occasions than solace. We console our friends when they meet with afflictions; we solace ourselves when we meet with disasters; we comfort those who stand in need of comfort.

The greatest consolation which we can enjoy on the death of our friends is derived from the hope that they have exchanged a state of imperfection and sorrow for one that is full of pure and unmixed felicity. It is no small solace to us in the midst of all our troubles, to consider that they are not so bad that they might not have been worse. The comforts which a person enjoys may be considerably enhanced by the comparison with what he has formerly suffered.

In afflictions men generally draw their consolation out of books of morality, which indeed are of great use to fortify and strengthen the mind against the impressions of sorrow.—ADDISON.

He that undergoes the fatigue of labour must solace his weariness with the contemplation of its reward.—JOHNSON.

Consonant, Accordant, Consistent.

Consonant, from the Latin consonans, participle of consono and sono to sound together, signifies to sound, or be, in union or harmony.

Accordant, from accord (v. To agree), signifies the quality of according.

Consistent, from the Latin consensu, participle of consenti, consent, and siste to place together, signifies the quality of being able to stand in union together.

Consistent is employed in matters of representation; accordant in matters of opinion or sentiment; consistent in matters of conduct.

A particular passage is consonant with the whole tenor of the Scriptures: a particular account is accordant with all one hears and sees on a subject; a person's conduct is not always consistent with his station.

The consonance of the whole Scriptures, in the Old and New Testaments, with regard to the character, dignity, and mission of our Blessed Saviour, has justly given birth to that form which constitutes the established religion of England. The accordance of the prophecies respecting our Saviour with the event of his birth, life, and sufferings, are incontrovertible evidences of his being the true Messiah. The consistency of a man's practice with his profession is the only criterion of his sincerity.

Consistent is opposed to dissolvent; accordant to discordant; consistent to inconsistent. Consistency is not so positive as either accordant or consistent, which respect real events, circumstances, and actions. Consonance mostly serves to prove the truth for anything, but consonance does not prove its falsehood until it amounts to direct discordance or inconsistency. There is a consonance in the accounts given by the four Evangelists of our Saviour, which serves to prove the absence of all collusion and imposture, since there is neither discordance nor inconsistency in what they have related or omitted.

Our faith in the discoveries of the Gospel will receive confirmation from discerning their consonance with the natural sentiments of the human heart.—BLAIR.

The difference of good and evil in actions is not founded on arbitrary opinions or institutions, but in the nature of things, and the nature of man; it accorded with the universal sense of the human mind.—BLAIR.

Keep one consistent plan from end to end.—ADDITION.

Conspicuous, v. Distinguished.
Conspicuous, v. Prominent.
Conspiracy, v. Combination.
CONSTANCY.

Constancy, Stability, Steadiness, Firmness.

** Constancy**, in French constance, Latin constatia, from *constans* and *consto*, compounded of *con* and *sto* to stand by or close to a thing, signifies the quality of adhering to the thing that has been once chosen.

**Stability**, in French stabilité, Latin stabilitas from stabilitas and *sto* to stand, signifies the quality of being able to stand.

**Steadiness**, from *steady* or *staid*, Saxon *stæge*, high German *stätig*, Greek *σταθέρος*, *σταθής*, and *στατικός* to stand, signifies a capacity for standing.

**Firmness**, from *firma*, in French *ferme*, Latin *firmus*, comes from *fero* to bear, signifying the quality of bearing, upholding, or keeping.

**Constancy** respects the affections; **stability** the opinions; **steadiness** the action or the motives of a thing; **firmness** the purpose or resolution.

** Constancy ** prevents from changing, and furnishes the mind with resources against weariness or disgust of one object; it preserves and supports an attachment under every change of circumstances: **stability** prevents from varying, it bears up against the movements of levity or curiosity, which a diversity of objects might produce: **steadiness** prevents from deviating; it enables the mind to bear up against the influence of humour, which temperament or outward circumstances might produce; it fixes on one course and keeps to it: **firmness** prevents from yielding; it gives the mind strength against all the attacks to which it may be exposed; it makes a resistance, and comes off triumphant.

** Constancy **, among lovers and friends, is the favourite theme of poets; the world has, however, afforded but few originals from which they could copy their pictures: they have mostly described what is desirable rather than what is real. **Stability** of character is essential for those who are to command, for how can they govern others who cannot govern their minds? **Steadiness** of deportment is a great recommendation to those who have to obey: how can any one perform his part well who suffers himself to be perpetually interrupted? **Firmness** of character is indispensable in the support of principles: there are many occasions in which this part of a man's character is likely to be put to a severe test.

**Constancy** is opposed to fickleness; **stability** tochangeableness; **steadiness** to lightness; **firmness** to pliancy.

Without constancy there is neither love, friendship, nor virtue in the world.—**ADDISON.**

With God there is no variableness, with man there is no stability. Virtue and vice divide the empire of his mind, and wisdom and folly alternately rule him.—**BLAIR.**

A manly steadiness of conduct is the object we are always to keep in view.—**BLAIR.**

A corrupted and guilty man can possess no true firmness of heart.—**BLAIR.**

**Constant, v.** **Durable.**

**Consternation, v.** **Alarm.**

**To** **Constute, Appoint, Depute.**

**Constitute**, in Latin *constitutus*, particle of *constituere*, that is *con* and *stato* to place together, signifies here to put or place for a specific purpose.

**Appoint, v.** **To appoint.**

**Depute**, in French *deputer*, Latin *deputo*, compounded of *de* and *puto* to esteem or assign, signifies to assign a certain office to a person.

The act of choosing some person or persons for an office, is comprehended under all these terms: *constitute* is a more solemn act than *appoint*, and this than *depute*: to *constitute* is the act of a body; to *appoint* and *depute*, either of a body or an individual: a community *constitutes* any one their leader; a monarch appoints his ministers; an assembly deputes some of its members.

**To constitute** implies the act of making as well as choosing; the office as well as the person is new: in *constitute* the person and not the office is new. A person may be *constituted* arbitrator or judge as circumstances may require; a successor is *appointed* but not *constituted*.

Whoever is *constituted* is invested with supreme authority derived from the highest sources, of human power, common consent; whoever is *appointed* derives his authority from the authority of others, and has consequently but limited power; no individual can *appoint* another with authority equal to his own: whoever is *deputed* has private and not public authority; his office is partial, often confined to the particular transaction of an individual or a body of individuals. According to the Roman religion, the Pope is *constituted* supreme head of the Christian church throughout the whole world; governors are *appointed* to distant provinces; persons are *deputed* to present petitions or make representations to government.

It has been the fashion of the present day to speak contemptuously of all *constituted* authorities: the *appointments* made by government are a fruitful source of discontent for those who follow the trade of opposition: a busy multitude, when agitated by political discussions, are ever ready to form societies and send *deputations*, in order to communicate their wishes to their rulers.

Where there is no *constituted* judge, as between independent states there is not, the vicissitude itself is the natural judge.—**BURKE.**

The accusations against Columbus gained such credit in a jealous court, that a confession was exacted to repair to Hispaniola, and to inspect into his conduct.—**ROBERTSON.**

If the Commons disagree to the amendments, a conference usually follows between members *deputed* from each house.—**BLACKSTONE.**

**To** **Constute, v.** **To form.**

**Constitution, v.** **Frame.**

**Constitution, v.** **Government.**
Constraint, Compulsion.

**Constraint,** from **constraining,** Latin **constringo,** compound of **con** and **stringo,** signifies the act of straining or tending together.

**Compulsion** signifies the act of compelling (v. To compel).

There is much of binding in constraint; of violence in compulsion; constraint prevents from acting agreeably to the will; compulsion forces to act contrary to the will; a soldier in the ranks moves with much constraint, and is often subject to much compulsion to make him move as he is desired. Constraint may arise from outward circumstances; compulsion is always produced by some active agent: the forms of civil society lay a proper constraint upon the behavior of men so as to render them agreeable to each other; the arm of the civil power must ever be ready to compel those who will not submit without compulsion: in the moments of relaxation, the actions of children should be as free from constraint as possible, which is one means of lessening the necessity for compulsion when they are called to the performance of their duty.

Commands are no constraints. If I obey them I do it freely.—MILTON.

Savage declared that it was not his design to fly from justice; that he intended to have appeared (to appear) at the bar without compulsion.—JOHNSON.

**Constraint, Restraint.**

**Constraint, v.** Constraint, compulsion.

**Restraint, v.** To coerc, restrain.

**Constraint** respects the movements of the body only; **restraint** those of the mind, and the outward actions: when they both refer to the outward actions, we say a person's behavior is constrained; his feelings are restrained: he is constrained not to act, or to act in a certain manner; he is restrained from acting at all, if not from feeling: the conduct is constrained by certain prescribed rules, by discipline and order; it is restrained by particular motives: whoever learns a mechanical exercise is constrained to move his body in a certain direction; the fear of detection often restrains persons from the commission of vices more than any sense of their enormity.

The behavior of children must be more constrained in the presence of their superiors than when they are by themselves: the angry passions should at all times be restrained. A person who is in the slightest degree constrained to do a good action, does good only by halves: the inordinate passions and propensity of men are restrained by nothing so effectually as religion: whoever is restrained by shame only may seek gratification under the shelter of concealment.

When from constraint only the offices of seeming kindness are performed, little dependence can be placed on these.—BLAIS.

What restraint do they lie under who have no regards beyond the grave?—BERKELEY.

**To Construct, v.** To build.

---

To Consult, Deliberate.

**Consult,** in French **consulter,** Latin **consulto,** is a frequentative of **consulto,** signifying to counsel together (v. **Advise, counsel**).

**Deliberate,** in French **delibérer,** Latin **delibero,** compound of **de** and **libero** or **libra** a balance, signifies to weigh as in a balance. Consultations always require two persons at least; deliberations require many, or at least several of a man's self: an individual may consult with one or many; assemblies commonly deliberate: advice and information are given and received in consultations: doubts, difficulties, and objections are started and removed in deliberations.

We communicate and hear when we consult; we pause and hesitate when we deliberate: those who have to co-operate must frequently consult together; those who have serious measures to decide upon must coolly deliberate.

Ulysseus (as Homer tells us) made a voyage to the regions of the dead, to consult Tiresias how he should return to his country.—ADDISON.

Moloch declares himself abruptly for war, and appears incensed at his companions for losing so much time as even to deliberate upon it.—ADDISON.

---

To Consult, Deliberate.

**Consult,** in French **consulter,** Latin **consulto,** a compound of **con** and **sensus,** signifies to take away altogether.

**Destroy,** in Latin **destruo,** compound of **de** privative and **struo** to build, signifies to undo or scatter that which has been raised.

**Waste,** from the adjective **waste** or **desert,** signifies to make waste or naked.

The idea of bringing that to nothing which has been something is common to all these terms.

What is consumed is lost for any future purpose; what is destroyed is rendered unfit for any purpose whatever: consume may therefore be used as the means to the end; things are often destroyed by fire; when food is consumed it serves the intended purpose; but when it is destroyed it serves no purpose, and is likewise unfit for any.

When iron is consumed by rust, or the body by disease, or a house by the flames, the things in these cases are literally destroyed by consumption: on the other hand, when life or health is taken away, and when things are either worn or torn so as to be useless, they are destroyed.

In the figurative significations consume is synonymous with waste; the former implies a reducing to nothing; the latter conveys also the idea of misuse: to waste is to consume uselessly; much time is consumed in complaining, which might be employed in remedying the evils complained of; illers waste their time because they do not properly estimate its value; those who consume their strength and their resources in fruitless endeavours to effect what is impracticable, are unfitted for doing what might be beneficial to themselves; it is an idle waste of one's powers to employ them in building up new systems, and making men dissatisfied with those already established.

---

To Consult, Deliberate.
CONSUMMATION.

Mr. Boyle, speaking of a certain mineral, tells us that a man may consume his whole life in the study, without arriving at the knowledge of its qualities.—ADDITION.

Let not a fierce unruly joy
The settled quiet of the mind destroy.—ADDISON.

For this I mourn, till grief or dire disease
Shall waste the form whose crime it was to please.

POPE.

Consumption, Completion.

Consummation, Latin consummatio, compounded of con and summa the sum, signifies the summing or winding up of the whole—the putting a final period to any concern.

Completion, signifies either the act of completing, or the state of being completed (c. To complete).

The arrival at a conclusion is comprehended in both these terms, but they differ principally in application; wishes are consummated; plans are completed: we often flatter ourselves that the completion of all our plans will be the consummation of all our wishes, and thus experience our erroneous disappointment: the consummation of the nuptial ceremony is not always the consummation of hopes and joys: it is frequently the beginning of misery and disappointment: we often sacrifice much to the completion of a purpose which we afterwards find not worth the labour of attaining.

As epithets, consummation is employed only in a bad sense, and complete either in a good or bad sense; those who are regarded as complete fools are not unfrequently consummate knaves: the theatre is not the only place for witnessing a farce; human life affords many of various descriptions; among the number of which we may reckon those as complete in their kind, which are acted at elections, where consummate folly and consummate hypocrisy are practised by turns.

It is not to be doubted but it was a constant practice of all that is praise-worthy, which made her capable of beholding death, not as the dissolution but the consummation of life.—STEEL.

As our concern is solely with that period when the incorporation of the two languages was completed, it is of no great importance to determine the precise time at which any word or phrase becomes naturalised.—Tyrwhitt.

Consummation, n. Decay.

Contact, Touch.

Contact, in Latin contactus participle of contingo, compounded of con and tangere to touch together, is distinguished from the simple word Touch, not so much in sense as in grammatical construction; the former expressing a state, and referring to two bodies actually in that state; the latter on the other hand implying the abstract act of touching: we speak of things coming or being in contact, but not of the contact itself of the touch of a thing: the poison which comes from the poison tree is so powerful in its nature that it is not necessary to come in contact with it in order to feel its benific influence; some insects are armed with stings so inconceivably sharp, that the smallest touch possible is sufficient to produce a puncture into the flesh.

We are attracted towards each other by general sympathy; but kept back from contact in private interest.—JOHNSON.

O death! where is now thy sting? O grave! where is thy victory? Where are the terrors with which thou hast so long afflicted the nations? At the touch of the Divine rod, thy visionary horrors are fled.—BLAIR.

Contagion, Infection.

Both these terms imply the power of communicating something bad, but Contagion, from the Latin verb contingo to come in contact, proceeds from a simple touch; and Infection, from the Latin verb infectio or in and facio to put, proceeds by receiving something inwardly, or having it infused.

Some things act more properly by contagion, others by infection: the more powerful diseases, as the plague or yellow fever, are communicated by contagion; they are therefore denominated contagious; the less virulent disorders, as fevers, consumptions, and the like, are termed infectious, as they are communicated by the less rapid process of infection: the air is contagious or infectious according to the same rule of distinction; when heavily overcharged with noxious vapours and deadly disease, it is justly entitled contagious, but in ordinary cases infectious. In the figurative sense, vice is for the same obvious reason termed contagious; and bad principles are denominated infectious: some young people, who are fortunate enough to shun the contagion of bad society, are, perhaps, caught by the infection of good principles, acting as a slow poison on the moral constitution.

If I send my son abroad, it is scarcely possible to keep him from the reigning contagion of rudes.—LOCKE.

But we who only do infuse,
The rage in them like hot-fins,
In our example that instils
In them the infection of ourills.—BUTLER.

Contagious, Epidemical, Pestilential.

Contagious signifies having contagion (v. Contagion).

Epidemical, in Latin epidemicus, Greek epidemios, that is err and épous, among the people, signifying universal spreading.

Pestilential, from the Latin pestis the plague, signifies having the plague, or a similar disorder.

The contagious applies to that which is capable of being caught, and ought not, therefore, to be touched; the epidemical to that which is already caught or circulated, and requires, therefore, to be stopped; the pestilential to that which may breed an evil, and is therefore, to be removed: diseases are contagious or epidemical; the air or breath is pestilential.

They may all be applied morally or figuratively in the same sense.

We endeavour to shun a contagious disorder, that it may not come near us; we endeavour to purify a place by fire, that it may not be inhaled to our injury; we endeavour to provide against epidemical disorders, that they may not spread any farther.

Vicious example is contagious; certain follies or vices of fashion are epidemical in almost
every age; the breath of infidelity is _pestilential._

No foreign food the teeming swes shall fear,
No touch contagious spread its influence near.

Among all the diseases of the mind, there is not one
more epidemical or more pernicious than the love of
flattery.—STEEL.

Capricious, wanton, bold, and brutal lust
Is nearly as when resisted, cruel;
And like the blast of _pestilential_ winds,
Taints the sweet bloom of nature’s fairest forms.

To Contain, Hold.

_CONTAIN._

*CONTAIN._

**CONTAIN.**

By all perfection, which the workmanship
Of heav’n hath model’d, in himself contains
Passions of several qualities.—FORD.

Death only this mysterious truth unfolds,
The mighty soul how small a body holds.—DRYDEN.

To Contain, v. To comprise.

**To Contain, v. To Comprise.**

_Hold._ in Saxon _healdan_, low German _holde_, Danish _holde_, German _halten_, which is most probably connected with _haben_ to have.

These terms agree in sense, but differ in application; the former is by comparison noble, the latter is ignoble in use: _holde_ is employed only for the material contents of hollow bodies; _contain_ is employed for moral or spiritual contents: in familiar discourse a cask is said to _hold_, but in more polished language it is said to _contain_ a certain number of gallons.

A coach _holds_ or contains a given number of persons; a room _holds_ a given quantity of furniture; a house or city contains its inhabitants,

But man, th’ abstract
Of all perfection, which the workmanship
Of heav’n hath model’d, in himself contains
Passions of several qualities.—FORD.

To Contaminate, Defile, Pollute, Taint, Corrupt.

_CONTAMN._

**CONTAMN.**

_Contaminate._ In Latin _contaminatus_, participle of _contaminare_, comes from the Hebrew _tannah_ to pollute.

_Defile._ compounded of _de_ and _file_ or _vile_, signifies to make vile.

_Pollute._ in Latin _pollutus_, participle of _polluere_, compounded of _per_ and _luo_ or _luce_ to wash or dye, signifies to impure thoroughly.

_Taint._ in French _taint_, participle of _teindre_, in Latin _tango_ to dye or stain.

_Corrupt._ in Latin _corruptus_, participle of _corrupto_, compounded of _cor_ and _rupto_, signifies to break to pieces.

_Corrupt_ is not so strong an expression as _defile_ or _pollute_; but it is stronger than _taint_; these terms are used in the sense of injuring purity: _corrupt_ has the idea of destroying it. Whatever is impure contaminates, what is gross and vile in the natural sense _defiles_, and in the moral sense _pollutes_; what is contagious or infectious _corrupts_; and what is corrupted may _taint_ other things. Improper conversation or reading contaminates the mind of youth; lewdness and obscurity _defile_ the body and _pollute_ the mind; loose company _corrupts_ the morals; the coming in contact

with a _corrupted_ body is sufficient to give a _taint_.

If young people are admitted to a promiscuous intercourse with society, they must unavoidably witness objects that are calculated to _contaminate_ their thoughts if not their inclinations. They are thrown in the way of seeing the lips of females _defiled_ with the grossest indecencies, and hearing or seeing things which cannot be heard or seen without polluting the soul; it cannot be surprising if after this their principles are found to be _corrupted_ before they have reached the age of maturity.

The drop of water after its progress through all the channels of the street is not more _contaminated_ with dirt and dust, than a simple story after it has passed through the mouths of a few modern tale-bearers.—HAWKESWORTH.

When from the mountain tops with hideous cry
And clattering wings the hungry harpies fly,
They snatch the meat, _defiling_ all they find;
And partake a loathsome stench below.

_Contempt._

To Contemn, Despise, Soar, Disdain.

_CONTEMN._

**CONTEMN.**

_Contemn_ in Latin _contemno_, compounded of _con_ and _temno_, is probably changed from _tacito_, and the Hebrew _tannah_, to pollute orrender worthless, which is the cause of _contemn_.

_Despire_ in Latin _despicio_, compounded of _de_ and _specio_, signifies to look down upon, which is a strong mark of _contemn_.

_Scor_varied from our word _scorn_, signifies stripped of all honours and exposed to derision, which situation is the cause of _scorn_.

_Disdain_, compounded of _dis_ privative and _dain_ or _deign_ to think worthy, signifies to hold altogether unworthy.

The above elucidations sufficiently evince the feeling towards others which gives birth to all these actions. But the feeling of _contemn_ is not quite so strong as that of _despire_; nor that of _despicing_ so strong as those of _scorning_ and _disdaining_; the latter of which expresses the strongest sentiment of all. Persons are _contemned_ for their moral qualities; they are _despised_ on account of their outward circumstances, their character, or their endowments. Superiors may be _contemned_; inferiors only, real or supposed, are _despised_.

_Qualities_, as applied to persons, is not incompatible with a Christian temper when justly provoked by their character; but _despising_ is distinctly forbidden and seldom warranted. Yet it is not so much our business to _contemn_ others as to _contemn_ that which is _contempliible_; but we are not equally at liberty to despise the person, or any thing belonging to the person, of another. Whatever springs from the free will of another may be a subject of _contemn_; but the casualties of fortune or the gifts of Providence, which are alike independent of personal merit, should never ex-
pose a person to be despised. We may, however, contemn a person for his impotent malice, or despise him for his meanness.

Persons are not scorned or disdain'd, but they may be treated with scorn or disdain; they are both improper expressions of contempt or derision: scorn marks the sentiment of a little vain mind; disdain of a haughty and perverted one.

A beautiful woman looks with scorn on her whom she despises for the want of this natural gift. The wealthy man treats with disdain him whom he despises for his poverty. There is nothing excites the contempt of mankind so powerfully as a mixture of pride and meanness; a moment's reflection will teach us the folly and wickedness of despising another for that to which by the will of Providence we may the next moment be exposed ourselves; there are silly persons who will scorn to be seen in the company of such as have not an equal share of finery; and there are weak upstarts of fortune, who disdain to look at those who cannot measure purses with themselves.

Contemn and derision are hard words; but in what manner can one give advice to a youth in the pursuit and possession of sensual pleasures, or afford pity to an old man in the impudence and desire of enjoying them.—STEELE.

It is seldom that the great or the wise suspect that they are cheated and despised.—JOHNSON.

Infamous wretch! So much below my scorn, I dare not kill thee.

Yet not for those,
For what the potent victor in his rage
Can else intent, do I repent or change,
Though chang'd in outward lustre, that fix'd mind
And high disdain from sense of inward merit.—MILTON.

In speaking of things independently of others, or as immediately connected with ourselves, all these terms may be sometimes employed in a good, or an indifferent sense. When we contemn an evil action, and scorn to conceal by falsehood what we are called upon to acknowledge, we act the part of the gentleman as well as the Christian; but it is inconsistent with our inward and dependant condition, that we should feel inclined to despise any thing that falls in our way; much less are we at liberty to disdain to do any thing which our station requires; we ought to think nothing unworthy of us, nothing degrading to us, but that which is inconsistent with the will of God: there are, however, too many who affect to despise small favours as not reaching their fancied deserts, and others who disdain to receive any favour at all, from mistaken ideas of dependance and obligation.

A man of spirit should contemn the praise of the ignorant.—STEELE.

Thrice happy they, beneath their northern skies, When winter fear, the fear of death, despise; Provok'd approaching fate, and bravely scorn To spare that life which must so soon return.

It is in some sort owing to the bounty of Providence that disdaining a cheap and vulgar happiness, they frame to themselves imaginary goods, in which there is nothing can raise desire but the difficulty of obtaining them.—BERKELEY.

Virtue disdain'd to lend an ear
To the mad people's sense of right.—FRANCIS.

To Contemplate, Meditate, Muse.

Contemplate, in Latin contemplatus participle of contemplor, probably comes from contemplum a temple, as a place most fitted for contemplation.

Meditate, in Latin meditatus, participle of meditor, is probably changed from meditor, in Greek μετάφιλου to meditate or attune the thoughts, as sounds are harmonised.

Muse is derived from musa, owing to the connexion between the harmony of a song and the harmony of the thoughts in musing.

Different species of reflection are marked by these terms.

We contemplate what is present or before our eyes; we meditate on what is past or absent.

The heavens and all the works of the Creator are objects of contemplation; the ways of Providence are fit subjects for meditation. One muses on events or circumstances which have been just passing.

I sincerely wish myself with you to contemplate the wonders of God in the firmament, rather than the madness of man on the earth.—POPE.

But a very small part of the moments spent in meditation on the past produce any reasonable caution or salutary sorrow.—JOHNSON.

We may contemplate and meditate for the future, but never muse. In this case the two former terms have the sense of contriving or purposing; what is contemplated to be done is thought of more indistinctly than when it is meditated to be done; many things are had in contemplation which are never seriously meditated upon; between contemplating and meditating there is oftener a great †distance than between meditating and executing.

Life is the immediate gift of God, a right inherent by nature in every individual, and it begins in contemplation of law as soon as an infant is able to stir in the mother's womb.—BLACKSTONE.

Thus plunge'd in ille and meditating more,
The people's patience, tried, no longer bore
The raging monster.—DEYDEN.

Meditating is a permanent and serious action; musing is partial and unimportant; meditation is a religious duty, it cannot be neglected without injury to a person's spiritual improvement; musing is a temporary employment of the mind on the ordinary concerns of life, as they happen to excite an interest for the time.

Contemplative and musing, as epithets, have a strong analogy to each other.

Contemplative is a habit of the mind; musing is a particular state of the mind. A person may have a contemplative turn, or be in a musing mood.

There is not any property or circumstance of my being that I contemplate with more joy than my immortality.—BERKELEY.

There is nothing so forced and constrained as what we frequently meet with in tragedies; to make a man under the weight of great sorrow, or full of meditation upon what he is going to execute, cast about for a simile to what he himself is, or the thing which he is going to act.—STEELE.

Musing as wont on this and that,
Such tribes as I know not what.—FRANCIS.
Contemptible, Contemptuous.

These terms are very frequently, though very erroneously, confounded in common discourse.

Contemptible is applied to the thing deserving contempt; Contemptuous to that which is expressive of contempt. Persons, or what is done by persons, may be either contemptible or contemptuous; but a thing is only contemptible.

A production is contemptible; a sneer or look is contemptuous.

Silence, or a negligent indifference, proceeds from anger mixed with scorn, that shows another to be thought by you too contemptible to be regarded.—Addison.

My sister's principles in many particulars differ; but there has been always such a harmony between us that she seems upon whom we pass with a contemptuous negligence.—Hawkesworth.

Contemptible, Despicable, Pitiful.

Contemptible is not so strong as Despicable or Pitiful.

A person may be contemptible for his vanity or weakness; but he is despicable for his servility and baseness of character; he is pitiful for his want of manliness and becoming spirit. A lie is at all times contemptible; it is despicable when it is told for purposes of gain or private interest; it is pitiful when accompanied with indications of unmanly fear. It is contemptible to take credit to one's self for the good action one has not performed; it is despicable to charge another with the faults which we ourselves have committed; it is pitiful to offend others, and then attempt to screen ourselves from their resentments under any shelter which offers. It is contemptible for a man in a superior station to borrow of his inferiors; it is despicable in him to forfeit his word; it is pitiful in him to attempt to conceal any thing by artifice.

We were every man persuaded from how mean and low a principle this passion (for flattery) is derived, there can be no doubt but the person who should attempt to gratify it would be as contemptible as he is now successful.—Steele.

To put on an artful part to obtain no other but an unjust praise from the undiscerning is of all endeavours the most despicable.—Steele.

There is something pitifully mean in the inverted ambition of that man who can hope for admiration, and please himself to think that his whole fabric shall crumble into dust.—Steele.

Contemptuous, v. Contemptible.

Contemptuous, Scornful, Disdainful.

These epithets rise in sense by a regular gradation.

Contemptuous is general, and applied to whatever can express contempt: Scornful and Disdainful are particular; they apply only to outward marks: one is contemptuous who is scornful or disdainful, but not vice versd.

Words, actions, and looks are contemptuous; looks, sneers, and gestures are scornful and disdainful.

Contemptuous expressions are always unjustifiable; whatever may be the contempt which a person's conduct deserves, it is unbecoming in another to give him any indications of the sentiment he feels. Scornful and disdainful smiles are resorted to by the weakest or the worst of mankind.

Prior never sacrifices accuracy to haste, nor indulges himself in contemptuous negligence or impatient idleness.—Johnson.

As soon as Mavia began to look round, and saw the wardour round to who had presented himself from her circle, she looked upon him with that glance which in the language of ogres is called the scornful.—Steele.

In vain he thus attempts her mind to move, With tears and prayers and late repenting love; Disdainfully she looked, then turning round, She found her eyes unmoved upon the ground.—Dryden.

To Contend, Strive, Vie.

Contend, in Latin contendere, compounded of con; contra and tendere, to bend one's steps, signifies to exert one's self against anything.

Strive is in Dutch streven, low German streben, and high German streben, and probably a frequentative of the Latin strepere to make a bustle.

Vie is probably changed from vire, signifying to look at with the desire of excelling.

Contending requires two parties; strive either one or two. There is no contention where there is not an opposition; but a person may strive by himself.

Contend and strive differ in the object as well as the mode: we contend for a prize; we strive for the mastery; we may contend verbally; but we never strive without an actual effort, and labour more or less severe. We may contend with a person at a distance; but striving requires the opponent, when there is one, to be present. Opponents in matters of opinion contend for what they conceive to be the truth; sometimes they contend for trifles; combatants strive to overcome their adversaries, either by dint of superior skill or strength.

Contend is frequently used in a figurative sense, in application to things: strive very seldom. We contend with difficulties; and in a spiritual meaning, we may be said to strive with the spirit.

Vie has more of striving than contending in it; we strive to excel when we vie, but we do not strive with any one; there is no personal collision or opposition: those we vie with may be as ignorant of our persons as our intentions. Vying is an act of no moment, but contending and striving are always serious actions; neighbours often vie with each other in the finery and grandeur of their house, dress, and equipage.

Mad as the seas and the winds, when both contend Which is the master.—Shakespeare.

Mad as the winds When for the empire of the main they strive.—Dennist.

Shall a form Of elemental dress, of mouldy clay? Vie with these charms imperial?—Mason on Truth.

To Contend, Contest, Dispute.

Contend, v. To contend, strive.

Contest, v. Combat, conflict,
Dispute, in Latin disputo, compounded of dis and puto, signifies to think different ways.

Contend is to contest as the genus to the species. To contest is a species of contending; we cannot contest without contending, although we may contend without contesting. To contend is understood to the idea of setting one's self up against another; contest and dispute must include some object contested or disputed. Contend is applied to all matters, either of personal interest or speculative opinion; contest always to the former; dispute mostly to the latter. Individuals or distinct bodies contend; nations contest. During the late long and eventful contest between England and France, the English contended with their enemies as successfully by land as by sea. Trifling matters may give rise to contending; serious points only are contested. Contentions are always conducted personally, and in general verbally; contests are carried on in different manners according to the nature of the object. The parties themselves mostly decide contentions; but contested matters mostly depend upon others to decide.

For want of an accommodating temper, men are frequently contending with each other about little points of convenience, advantage, or preference, in which they do not have mutual consent to share, or voluntarily to resign. When seats in parliament or other posts of honour are to be obtained by suffrages, rival candidates contest their claims to public approbation.

When we assert the right, and support this assertion with reasons, we contend for it; but we do not contest until we take serious measures to obtain what we contend for. Contend is to dispute as a part to the whole: two parties dispute conjointly; they contest individually. Each contends for his own opinion, which constitutes the dispute. Theological disputants often contend with more warmth than discretion for their favourite theories. With regard to claims, it is possible to dispute the claim of another without contesting for it for ourselves.

'dis the madness to contend with strength divine.'—DRYDEN.

'Tis thus the spring of youth, the morn of life,
Rears in our minds the rival seeds of strife;
Then passion rules, reason then contends,
And on the conquest every bliss depends.

SHEIKSTON.

The poor worm
Shall prove her contest vain. Life's little day
Shall pass, and she is gone—while I appear
Flush'd with the bloom of youth through heaven's eternal year.'—MASON ON TRUTH.

Permit me not to languish out my days,
But make the best exchange of life for praise.
This arm, this lance, can well dispute the prize.

DRYDEN.

There has been a long dispute for precedence between the tragic and heroic poets.—ADDISON.

Contestation, Strife.

Though derived from the preceding verbs (v. To contend, strive,) have a distinct meaning in which they are analogous. The common idea to them is that of opposing one's self to another with an angry humour. Contention is mostly occasioned by the desire of seeking one's own. Strife springs from a quarrelsome temper. Greedy and envious people deal in contention, the former because they are fearful lest they should not get enough; the latter because they are fearful lest others should get too much. Where bad temper is and there is no control come in frequent collision, perpetual strife will be the consequence.

With the four more of lesser fame
And humble rank, a humble name;
Hypocrisy with smiling grace,
And Impudence, with brazen face,
Contestation bold, with rage, and disdain.
And Slander, with her hundred tongues.

—MOORE.

Contention, v. Dissension.

Contention, in French contentement, from content, in Latin contentus, participle of contendere to contain or hold, signifies the keeping one's self to a thing.

Satisfaction, in Latin satisfacior, compounded of satiis and facio, signifies the making or having enough.

Contention lies in ourselves; satisfaction is derived from external objects.

One is contented when one wishes for no more; one is satisfied when one has obtained what one wishes.

The contented man has always enough; the satisfied man receives enough.

The contented man will not be dissatisfied; but he who looks for satisfaction will never be contented. Contentment is the absence of pain; satisfaction is positive pleasure. Contentment is accompanied with the enjoyment of what one has; satisfaction is often quickly followed with the alloy of wanting more. A contented man can never be miserable; a satisfied man can scarcely be long happy. Contentment is a permanent and habitual state of mind; it is the restriction of all our thoughts, views, and desires within the compass of present possession and enjoyment; satisfaction is a partial and turbulent state of the feelings, which awakens rather than deadens desire. Contentment is suited to our present condition; it accommodates itself to the vicissitudes of human life; satisfaction belongs to no created being; one satisfied desire engenders another that demands satisfaction. Contentment is within the reach of the poor man, to whom it is a continual feast; but satisfaction has never been procured by wealth, however enormous, or ambition, however boundless and successful. We should therefore look for the contented man, where there are the fewest means of being satisfied. Our duty bids us be contented; our desires ask to be satisfied; but our duty is associated with our happiness; our desires are the sources of our misery.

True happiness is to no place confin'd.
But still is found in a contented mind.—ANONYMOUS.

Women who have been married some time, not having it in their heads to draw after them a numerous train of
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CONTINUANCE.

CONTINUANCE.

Continual, Continued.

Continual, Continued.

Both these terms mark length of duration, but the former admits of a certain degree of interruption, which the latter does not. What is continual may have frequent pauses; what is continued ceases only to terminate. Rains are continual; noises in a tumultuous street are continual: the bass in music is said to be continued: the mirth of a drunken party is one continued noise. Continual interruptions abate the vigour of application and create disgust; in ordinary situations near the pole, there is one continual darkness for the space of five or six months; during which time the inhabitants are obliged to leave the place.

Continual respects the duration of actions only; continued is likewise applied to the extent or course of things: rumours are continual; talking, walking, running, and the like, is continual; but a line, a series, a scene or a stream of water, is continued.

And gullpy Simos rolling to the main
Heims and shields and godlike heroes aline:
These turned by Phoebus from their wonted ways,
Deli'd the vampire nine continual days.—POPE.

Our life is one continual toil for fame.—MARTYN.

By too intense and continued application, our feeble powers would soon be worn out.—BLAIR.

Continuation, Continuation, Duration.

Continuance is said only of the time that a thing continues (v. To continue).

Continuation expresses the act of continuing what has been begun. The continuance of any particular practice may be attended with serious consequences. The continuation of a work depends on the abilities and will of the workman.

Continuance and duration are both employed for time; things may be of long continuance or of long duration: but continuance is used only with regard to the conduct of men; duration with regard to the existence of things. Whatever is occasionally done, and soon to be ended, is not for a continuance; whatever is made, and soon destroyed, is not of long duration; there are many excellent institutions in England which promise to be of no less continuance than of utility. Duration is with us a relative term; things are of long or short duration, by comparison, the duration of the world and all sublunary objects is nothing in regard to eternity.

Providence seems to have equally divided the whole mass of mankind into different sexes, that every woman may have her husband, and that both may equally contribute to the continuance of the species.—STEEL.

The Pythagorean transmigration, the sensual habitations of the Mahometan, and the shady realms of Pluto, do all agree in the main point, the continuance of our existence.—BERKELEY.

Mr. Locke observes, "that we get the idea of time and duration, by reflecting on that train of ideas which succeed one another in our minds."—ADDISON.

* Vide Trater; "Continual, continued."
Continuation, Continuity.

Continuation, as may be seen above (v. Continuance), is the act of continuing; continuity is the quality of continuing: the former is employed in the figurative sense for the duration of events and actions; the latter in the physical sense for the adhesion of the component parts of the bodies. The continuation of a history up to the existing period of the writer is the work of every age. If not of every year; there are bodies of so little continuity that they will crumble to pieces on the slightest touch.

The sun ascending into the northern signs begeth first a temperate heat, which by his approach unto the solstice be intensified; and by continuation the same even upon declination.—BROWN'S VULGAE EDITION.

A body always perceives the passages by which it insinuates; feels the impulsion of another body where it yields thereto; perceives the separation of its continuity; and for a time resists it; in fine, perception is diffused through all nature.—BACON.

The sprightly breast demands incessant rapture; life, a tedious load. Deny'd its continuity of joy.—SHENSTONE.

Continuation, v. Continuance.

To Continue, Remain, Stay.

Continue, v. Continual, perpetual.

Remain, in Latin remaino, is compounded of re and mane, Greek μένω, Hebrew אוֹמַד, to tarry.

Stay is but a variation of the word stand.

The idea of confining one's self to something is common to all these terms; but continue applies often to the sameness of action, and remain to the sameness of place or situation; the former has most of the active sense in it, and expresses a state of action; the latter is altogether neuter, and expresses a state of rest. We speak of continuing a certain course, of continuing to do, or continuing to be anything; but of remaining in a position, in a house, in a town, in a condition, and the like. The former is an object, the latter a subject; more of necessity and circumstances in remaining. A person continues in office as long as he can perform it with satisfaction to himself, and his employers: a sentinel remains at his post or station. Continue is opposed to cease; remain is opposed to go. Things continue in motion; they remain stationary. The females among the brutes will sometimes continue to feed their young long after they are able to provide for themselves; many persons are restored to life after having remained several hours in a state of suspended animation.

Remain and stay are both perfectly neuter in their sense, but remain is employed for either persons or things; stay for persons only. It is necessary for some species of woods to remain long in the water in order to be seasoned: some persons are of so restless a temper that they cannot stay long in a place without giving symptoms of uneasiness.

When remain is employed for persons, it is often involuntary, if not compulsory; stay is altogether voluntary. Soldiers must remain where they are stationed. Friends stay at each others' houses as visitors. Former times afford many instances of servants continuing faithful to their employers, even in the season of adversity; but so much are times altered, that at present, domestics never remain long enough in their places to create any bond of attachment between master and servant. Their time of stay is now limited to weeks and months, instead of being extended to years.

I have seen some Roman Catholic authors who tell us, that vicarious writers continue in purgatory so long as the influence of their writings continues upon posterity.—ADDITION.

I will be true to thee, preserve thee ever, The sad companions of this faithful breast; While life and thought remain.—ROWE.

Where'er I go, my soul shall stay with thee: 'Tis but my shadow that I take away.—DRYDEN.

To Continue, Persevere, Persist, Pursue, Prosecute.

Continue, v. Continual.

Persevere, in French persévérer, Latin perseverare, compounded of per and secernus strict and steady, signifies to be steady throughout or to the end.

Persist, in French persister, Latin persisto, compounded of per and siste or stio, signifies to stand by or to a thing.

Pursue and Prosecute, in French poursuivre, come from the Latin prossequor and its participle prosecutus signifying to follow after or keep on with.

The idea of not laying aside is common to these terms, which is the sense of continue without any other addition; the other terms, which are all species of continuing, include likewise some collateral idea which distinguishes them from the first, as well as from each other. Continue is comparable with persevere and persist in the neuter sense; with pursue and prosecute in the active sense. To continue is simply to do as one has done hitherto; to persevere is to continue without wishing to change, or from a positive desire for attainment or object; to persist from a determination or will not to cease. The act of continuing, therefore, specifies no characteristic of the agent; that of persevering or persisting marks a direct temper of mind; the former is always used in a good sense, the latter in an indifferent or bad sense. We continue from habit or custom; we persevere from resolution and the exercise of one's judgment; we persist from attachment. It is not the most exalted virtue to continue in a good course, merely because we have been in the habit of so doing; what is done from habit merely, without any fixed principle, is always exposed to change from the influence of passion or evil counsel: there is real virtue in the act of perseverence, but the exercise of a many of our best intentions would remain unfulfilled, and our best plans would be defeated; those who do not persevere can do no essential good; and those who do persevere often effect what has appeared to be impracticable; of this truth the discoverer of America is a remarkable proof, who, after four month's suffering, rebuff, and disappointment, persevered in calling the attention of monarchs to his project, until
be at length obtained the assistance requisite for effecting the discovery of a new world.

**Perservere** is employed only in matters of some moment, in things of sufficient importance to demand a steady purpose of the mind; **perseverence** is required in the323(182,273),(994,694)
CONTRIVE.

signifies to throw in the way or against a thing.

Deny, in French denier, Latin denego, is compounded of de, ne, and ago or dico, signifying to say no.

Contradict and deny are performed by words only; oppose either by words or actions: we contradict an assertion, deny a fact, oppose a person or his opinions: we may contradict ourselves or others; we oppose others only: if liars have not excellent memories they are sure to contradict themselves on a close examination; those who oppose others should be careful not to do it from a spirit of opposition.

When contradict respects other persons, it is frequently a mode of opposition, as we may most effectually oppose a person by contradicting what he asserts; but contradiction does not necessarily imply opposition; the former is simply a mode of action, the latter comprehends both the act and the spirit, with which it is dictated: we contradict from necessity or in self-defence; we oppose from conviction or some personal feeling of a less honourable nature: it is a breach of politeness ever to contradict flatly: it is a violation of the moral law to oppose without the most substantial ground.

Contradict is likewise used in denying what is laid to one's charge; but we may deny without contradicting, in answer to a question: contradiction respects indifferent matters; denying is mostly used in matters of immediate interest.

Contradiction is employed for correcting others; denying is used to clear one's self: we may contradict falsely when we have not sufficient ground for contradicting; and we may deny justly when we rebut an unfair charge.

In the Socratic way of dispute, you agree to everything your opponent advances: in the Aristotelic, you are still denying and contradicting some part or other of what he says.—ADDITION.

There are many who are fond of contradicting the common reports of fame.—ADDITION.

One of the company began to rally him (an infidel) upon his devotion on shipboard, which the other denied in so high terms, that it produced the lie on both sides, and ended in a duel.—ADDITION.

The introduction of the bill may be opposed, as the hill itself may at either of the readings.—BLACKSTONE.

Contrary, v. Adverse.
Contrast, v. Comparison.
To Contribute, v. To contribute.
To Contribute, v. To minister.
Contrition, v. Repentance.
Contrivance, v. Device.

To Contrive, Devise, Invent.

Invent, in Latin inventus, participle of invento, compounded of in and venio, signifies to come or bring into the mind.

To contrive and devise do not express so much as to invent: we contrive and devise in small matters; we invent in those of greater moment. Contriving and devising respect the manner of doing things; inventing comprehends the action and the thing itself: the former are but the new fashioning of things that already exist; the latter, as it were, the creation of something new: to contrive and devise are intentional actions, the result of a specific effort; invention naturally arises from the exertion of an inherent power: we require thought and combination to contrive or devise; ingenuity is the faculty which is exerted in inventing.

Contriving requires even less exercise of the thoughts than devising: we contrive on familiar and common occasions; we devise in seasons of difficulty and trial. A contrivance is simple and obvious to a plain understanding: a device is complex and far-fetched: it requires a ready conception and a degree of art.

Contrivances serve to supply a deficiency; or increase a convenience; devices are employed to extricate from danger, to remove an evil, or forward a scheme: the history of Robinson Crusoe derives considerable interest from the relation of the various contrivances by which he provide himself with the first articles of necessity and comfort: the history of robbers and adventurers is full of the various devices by which they endeavour to carry on their projects of plunder, or elude the vigilance of their pursuers; the history of civilized society contains an account of the various inventions which have contributed to the enjoyment or improvement of mankind.

My sentence is for open war; of wiles
More expert I boast not; then let those
Contrive who need, or when they need, not now.

MILTON.

The briskest nectar
Shall be his drink, and all the ambrosial cates
Art excellently for want of it, as much
Furnish his banquet.—NAAT.

Architecture, painting, and statuary, were invented with the design to lift up human nature.—ADDITION.

To Contrive, v. To concert.
To Control, v. To check.

To Controvert, Dispute.

Controvert, compounded of the Latin contra and verto, signifies to turn against another in discourse, or direct one's self against another.

Dispute, v. To argue, debate.

To controvert has regard to speculative points; to dispute respects matters of fact: there is more of opposition in controversy; more of doubt in disputing: a sophist controverts; a sceptic disputes: the plainest and sublimest truths of the Gospel have been all controverted in their turn by the self-sufficient inquirer: the authenticity of the Bible itself has been disputed by some few individuals; the existence of a God by still fewer.
**CONTUMACY.**

*Controversy is worse than an unprofitable task; instead of eliciting truth, it does but expose the fallings of the parties engaged: disputing is not so personal, and consequently not so objectionable: we never controvert any point without seriously and decidedly intending to oppose the notions of another; we may sometimes dispute a point for the sake of friendly argument, or the desire of information: theologians and politicians are the greatest controversialists: it is the business of men in general to dispute whatever ought not to be taken for granted.*

The demolishing of Dunkirk was so eagerly insisted on, and so warmly controverted, as had like to have produced a challenge.—**BUDGELL.**

Avoid disputes as much as possible.—**BUDGELL.**

**Contumacious, v. Obstinate.**

**Contumacy, Rebellion.**

*Contumacy, from the Latin *contumax*, compounded of *contra* and *tumus* to swell, signifies the swelling one's self up by way of resistance.*

*Rebellion, in Latin *rebellio*, from *rebello* or *rebello* to war in return, signifies carrying on war against those to whom we owe, and have before paid, a lawful subjection.*

Resistance to lawful authority is the common idea included in the signification of both these terms, but *contumacy* does not express so much as *rebellion*: the *contumacious* resist only occasionally; the *rebel* resists systematically: the *contumacious* stand only on certain points, and oppose the individual; the *rebel* sets himself up against the authority itself: the *contumacious* thwart and contradict, they never resort to open violence; the *rebel* acts only by main force: *contumacious* shelters itself under the plea of equity and justice; *rebellion* sets all law and order at defiance.*

The censor told the criminal that he spoke in contempt of the court, and that he should be proceeded against for *contumacy.*—**ADDISON.**

The mother of Waller was the daughter of John Hampden, Hampden, in the same county, and sister to Hampden the zealot of rebellion.—**JOHNSON.**

**To Convene, v. To assemble.**

**Convenient, Suitable.**

**Convenient, v. Commodious.**

**Suitable, v. Conformable.**

*Convenient regards the circumstances of the individual; *suitable* respects the established opinions of mankind, and is closely connected with moral propriety: nothing is convenient which does not favour one's purpose: nothing is suitable which does not suit the person, place, and thing; whoever has anything to ask of another must take a *convenient* opportunity in order to ensure success; his address on such an occasion would be very *unsuitable*, if he affected to claim as a right what he ought to solicit as a favour.*

If any man think it *convenient* to seem good, let him be so indeed, and then his goodness will appear to everybody's satisfaction.—**TILLIUSON.**

**Conversation.**

Pleasure in general is the consequent apprehension of a *suitable* object, *suitably* applied to a rightly disposed faculty.—**SOUTH.**

**Convenient, v. Commodious.**

**Convent, v. Cloister.**

**Convention, v. Assembly.**

**Conversant, Familiar.**

*Conversant, from *converse*, signifies turning over and over, consequently becoming acquainted.*

**Familiar, from the Latin *familiaris* to be of the same family, signifies the closest connection.*

An acquaintance with things is impelled in both these terms, but the latter expresses something more particular than the former.*

A person is *conversant* in matters that come frequently before his notice; he is *familiar* with such as form the daily routine of his business: one who is not a professed lawyer may be *conversant* with the questions of law which occur on ordinary occasions; but one who is skilled in his profession will be *familiar* with all cases which may possibly be employed in support of a cause: it is *advisable* to be *conversant* with the ways of the world; but to be *familiar* with the greater part of them would not redound to one's credit or advantage.*

The walking man is *conversant* with the world of nature; when he sleeps he retires to a private world that is particular to himself.—**ADDISON.**

Groves, fields, and meadows are at any season of the year pleasant to look upon, but never so much as in the opening of the spring, when they are all new and fresh with the first gloss of them, and not yet too *familiar* to the eye.—**ADDISON.**

**Conversation, Dialogue, Conference, Colloquy.**

**Conversation denotes the act of holding *converse* (v. *Communion*).**

**Dialogue, in French *dialogue*, Latin *dialogos*, Greek *dialogos* compounded of *di* and *logos*, signifies a speech between two.*

**Conference, from the Latin *con* and *fero* to put together, signifies consulting together on subjects.**

**Colloquy, in Latin *colloquium* from *col* or *con* and *loquor* to speak, signifies the act of talking together.**

A conversation is always something actually held between two or more persons; a *dialogue* is mostly fictitious, and written as if spoken: any number of persons may take part in a *conversation*; but a *dialogue* always refers to the two persons who are expressly engaged: a *conversation* may be desultory, in which each takes his part at pleasure; a *dialogue* is formal, in which there will always be reply and rejoinder: a *conversation* may be carried on by any signs besides words, which are addressed personally to the individual present; a *dialogue* must always consist of express words: a prince holds frequent *conversations* with his ministers on affairs of state; Cicero wrote *dialogues* on the nature of the gods, and
CONVICT.

The conversion of a sinner is the work of God's grace, either by his special interposition, or by the ordinary influence of his Holy Word on the heart; it is an act of great pro-

The conversion of a sinner is the work of God's grace, either by his special interposition, or by the ordinary influence of his Holy Word on the heart; it is an act of great pro-

A believer may be excused by the most hardened atheist for endeavoring to make him a convert, because he does it with an eye to both their interests.—ADDISON.

False teachers commonly make use of base, and low, and temporal considerations, of little tricks and devices to make disciples and gain proselytes.—TILLOTSON.

To Convey, v. To bear.

To Convict, Detect.

Convict, from the Latin convictus, participle of conveino to make manifest, signifies to make guilty clear.

Detect, from the Latin detectus, participle of detecto, compound of the privative de and teago to cover, signifies to uncover or lay open guilty.

A person is convicted by means of evidence: he is detected by means of ocular demonstration. One is convicted of having been the perpetrator of some evil deed; one is detected in the very act of committing the deed. One is convicted of crimes in a court of judicature; one is detected in various misdemeanours by different casualties: punishment necessarily follows conviction; but in the case of detection, it rests in the breast of the individual against whom the offence is committed.

Advice is offensive, not because it lays us open to unex-
pected regret, or convicts us of any fault which had escaped our notice, but because it shows us that we are known to others as well as ourselves.—JOHNSON.

Every member of society feels and acknowledges the necessity of detecting crimes.—JOHNSON.

Convict, v. Criminal.

Conviction, Persuasion.

Conviction, from convince (v. Conclusive), denotes either the act of convincing or the state of being convinced.

Persuasion, from persuade, expresses likewise either the act of persuading or the state of being persuaded. Persuade, in Latin, persuadeo, from the Greek πείρασις, gives us to delight, signifies to make thoroughly agreeable to the taste.

What convinces binds: what persuades attracts. We are convinced by arguments; it is the understanding which determines: we are persuaded by entreaties and personal influence; it is the imagination or will which decides. Our conviction respects only matters of belief or faith: our persuasion respects matters of belief or practice: we are convinced that a thing is true or false; we are persuaded that it is either right or wrong, advantageous or the contrary. A person will have half effected a thing who is convinced that it is in his power to effect it: he will be easily persuaded to do that which favours his own interests.


**CONVIVIAL.**

Convivial respects our most important duties; persuasion is applied to matters of indifference. The first step to true repentance is a thorough conviction of the enormity of sin. The cure of people's maladies is sometimes procured to a surprising degree by their persuasion of the efficacy of the remedy.

As conviction is the effect of substantial evidence, it is solid and permanent in its nature; it cannot be so easily changed and deceived: persuasion, depending on our feelings, is influenced by external objects, and exposed to various changes; it may vary both in the degree and in the object. Conviction answers in our minds to positive certainty; persuasion answers to probability.

The practical truths of Christianity demand our deepest conviction; of its speculative truths we ought to have a rational persuasion.

The conviction of the truth or falsehood of that which we have been accustomed to condemn or admire cannot be effected without powerful means; but we may be persuaded of the propriety of a thing to-day, which tomorrow we shall regard with indifference. We ought to be convinced of the propriety of avoiding every thing which can interfere with the good order of society; we may be persuaded of the truth of a person's narrative or not, according to the representation made to us; we may be persuaded to pursue any study or lay it aside.

When men have settled in themselves a conviction that there is nothing honourable which is not accompanied with innocence; nothing mean but what has guilt in it; riches, pleasures, and honours, will easily lose their charms, if they stand between us and our integrity.—STEEL.

Let the mind be possessed with the persuasion of immorality annexed to the act, and there will be no want of candidates to struggle for the glorious prerogative.—CUMBERLAND.

**Convincing,** v. **Conclusive.**

**Convivial,** in Latin *convivialis* from *convivio* to live together, signifies being entertained together.

**Social,** from *socius* a companion, signifies pertaining to company.

The prominent idea in *convivial* is that of sensual indulgence; the prominent idea in *social* is that of enjoyment from an intercourse with society. *Convivial* is a species of the *social*; it is the *social* in matters of festivity. What is *convivial* is *social*, but what is *social* is something more; the former is excelled by the latter as much as the body is excelled by the mind. We speak of *convivial* meetings; *convivial* enjoyment or the *convivial* beast; but *social* intercourse, *social* pleasure, *social* amusements, and the like.

It is related by Carte, of the Duke of Ormond, that he used often to pass a night with Dryden, and those with whom Dryden consortet; who they were, Carte has not told, but certainly the convivial table at which Ormond sat was not surrounded with a plebeian society.—JOHNSON.

Plato and Socrates shared many social hours with *Aristophanes.*—CUMBERLAND.

**Convocation,** v. **Assembly.**

**To Convolve,** v. **To Assemble.**

**Cool, Cold, Frigid.**

In the natural sense, Cool is simply the absence of warmth; Cold and Frigid are positively contrary to warmth; the former in regard to objects in general, the latter to moral objects; in the physical sense the analogy is strictly preserved. Cool is used as it respects the passions and the affections; cold only with regard to the affections; frigid only in regard to the inclinations.

With regard to the passions, cool designates a freedom from agitation, which is a desirable quality. Coolness in a time of danger, and coldness in an argument, are alike commendable.

As cool and cold respect the affections, the cool is opposed to the friendly, the cold to the warm-hearted, the frigid to the animated; the former is but a degree of the latter. A reception is said to be cool: an embrace to be cold: a sentiment frigid. Coolness is an enemy to social enjoyments; coldness is an enemy to every moral virtue; frigidity destroys all force of character. Coolness is engendered by circumstances; it supposes the previous existence of warmth; coldness lies often in the temperament, or is engendered by habit; it is always something vicious; frigidity is occasional, and is always a defect. Trifling differences produce coolness sometimes between the best friends; trade sometimes engenders a cold calculating temper in some minds; those who are remarkable for apathy will often express themselves with frigid indifference on the most important subjects.

The jealous man's disease is of so malignant a nature, that it converts all it takes into its own nourishment. A cool behaviour is interpreted as an instance of aversion; a fond one raises his suspicions.—ADDISON.

It is wondrous that a man can get over the natural existence and possession of his own mind, so far as to take delight either in paying or receiving cold and repeated civilities.—STEEL.

The religion of the moderns abounds in topics so incomparably noble and exalted, as might kindle the flames of jealousy in the most frigid and barren genius.—WHARTON.

**Cool,** v. **Dispassionate.**

**Copious,** v. **Plentiful.**

**Copiously,** v. **Largely.**

**To Copy,** **Transcribe.**

Copy is probably changed from the Latin *capio* to take, because we take that from an object which we copy.

Transcribe, in Latin *transcribo* to write, signifies literally to write over from something else, to make to pass over in writing from one to the other.

To copy respects the matter; to transcribe respects simply the act of writing. What is copied must be taken immediately from the original, with which it must exactly correspond; what is transcribed may be taken from the copy, but not necessarily in an entire state. Things are copied for the sake of getting the contents; they are often transcribed for the sake of clearness and fair writing. A copier should be very exact; a transcriber should be
a good writer. Lawyers copy deeds, and have them afterwards frequently transcribed as occasion requires.

Aristotle tells us that the world is a copy or transcript of those ideas which are in the mind of the First Being, and that those ideas which are in the mind of man are a transcript of the world. To this we may add that whereas the transcript of those ideas which are in the mind of man, and that writing or printing are the transcripts of words.—ADDITION.

Copy, Model, Pattern, Specimen.

Copy, from the verb to copy (v. To copy), marks either the thing from which we copy or the thing copied.

Model, in French modèle, Latin modulus a little model or measure, signifies the thing that serves as a measure, or that is made after a measure.

Pattern, which is a variation of patron, from the French patron, Latin patronus, signifies the thing that directs.

Specimen, in Latin specimen, from specio to behold, signifies what is looked at for the purpose of forming our judgment by it.

A copy and a model may be both employed either as an original work or as a work formed after an original.

In the former sense, copy is used in relation to impressions, manuscripts, or writings, which are made to be copied by the printer, the writer, or the engraver: model is used in every other case, whether in morality or the arts: the proof will seldom be faulty when the copy is clear and correct. There can be no good writing formed after a bad copy: no human being has ever presented us with a perfect model of virtue: the classic writers of antiquity ought to be carefully perused by all who wish to acquire a pure style, of which they contain unquestionably the best models.

Respecting these words, however, it is here fair to be observed, that a copy requires the closest imitation possible in every particular, but a model ought only to serve as a general rule: the former must be literally retraced by a mechanical process in all its lines and figures; it leaves nothing to be supplied by the judgment or will of the executor. A model often consists of little more than the outlines and proportions, whilst the dimensions and decorations are left to the choice of the workman. One who is anxious to acquire a fine hand will in the first instance rather imitate the errors of his copy than attempt any improvement of his own. A man of genius will not suffer himself to be crampèd by servile adherence to any model however perfect.

In the second sense copy is used for painting, and model for relief. A copy ought to be faithful, a model ought to be just; the former should delineate exactly what is delineated by the original; the latter should adhere to the precise rules of proportion observed in the original. The painters of Raphael do not lose their attractions even in bad copies: the simple models of antiquity often equal in value originals of modern conception.

Pattern and specimen approach nearest to model in signification: the idea of guidance or direction is prominent in them. The model always serves to guide in the execution of a work; the pattern, serves either to regulate the work or simply to determine the choice; the specimen helps only to form the opinion. The architect builds according to a certain model: the mechanic makes anything according to a pattern, or a person employs a thing according to the pattern offered him; the nature and value of things are estimated by the specimens shown of them. A model is always a whole complete in itself; a pattern may be either a whole or the part of a whole; a specimen is always a part. Models of ships, bridges, or other pieces of mechanism are sometimes constructed for the purpose of explaining most effectually the nature and design of the invention: whenever the make, colour, or materials of any article, either of convenience or luxury, is an object of consideration, it cannot be so rightly determined by any means as by producing a similar article to serve as a pattern: a single sentence in a book may be a sufficient specimen of the whole performance.

In the moral sense pattern respects the whole conduct of behaviour; specimen only individual actions. The female who devotes her time and attention to the management of her family and the education of her offspring is a pattern to those of her sex who depute the whole concern to the care of others. A person gives but an unfortunate specimen of his boasted sincerity who is found guilty of an evasion.

Longinus has observed that the description of love in Sappho is an exact copy of nature, and that all the circumstances which follow one another in such an hurry of sentiments, notwithstanding they appear repugnant to each other, are really such as happen in the frenzies of love.—ADDISON.

Socrates recommends to Alcibiades, as the model of his devotion, a short prayer which a Greek poet composed for the use of his friends.—ADDISON.

Xenophon, in the life of his imaginary prince, whom he describes as a pattern for real ones, is always celebrating the philanthropy or good nature of his hero.—ADDISON.

We know nothing of the scanty jargon of our barbarous ancestors; but we have specimen of our language when it began to be adapted to civil and religious purposes, and find it such as might naturally be expected, artless and simple.—JOHNSON.

To Copy, v. To imitate.

Coquet, Jilt.

There are many Jilts who become so from Coquets, but one may be a coquet without being a jilt. Coquetry is contented with employing little arts to excite notice; jilting extends to the violation of truth and honour, in order to awaken a passion which it afterwards disappoints. Vanity is the main spring by which coquets and jilts are impelled to action; but the former indulges her propensity mostly at her own expense only, while the latter does no less injury to the peace of others than she does to her own reputation. The coquet makes a traffic of her own charms by seeking a multitude of admirers; the jilt sports with the sacred passion of love, and barter's it for the
gratification of any sordid propensity. Coquetry is a fault which should be guarded against by every female as a snare to her own happiness; jiltting is a vice which cannot be practised without some depravity of the heart.

The coquette is indeed one degree towards the jilt; but the heart of the former is bent upon adorning herself, and giving false hopes to her lovers; but the latter is not contented to be extremely amiable, but she must add to that advantage a certain delight in being a torment to others. — STEELE.

Cordial, v. Hearty.

Corner, Angle.

Corner answers to the French coin, and Greek χορδα, which signifies either a corner or a hidden place.

Angle, in Latin angulus, comes in all probability from ἄγωκον the elbow.

The vulgar use of corner in the ordinary concerns of life, and the technical use of angle in the science of mathematics, is not the only distinction between these terms.

Corner properly implies the outer extreme point of any solid body; angle, on the contrary, the inner extremity produced by the meeting of lines. When speaking therefore of solid bodies, corner and angle may be both employed; but in regard to simple right lines, the word angle only is applicable: in the former case a corner is produced by the meeting of the different parts of a body whether inwardly or outwardly; but an angle is produced by the meeting of two bodies; one house has many corners; two houses or two walls at least, are requisite to make an angle.

We likewise speak of making an angle by the direction that is taken in going either by land or sea, because such a course is equivalent to a right line; in that case the word corner could not be substituted; on the other hand the word corner is often used for a place of secrecy or obscurity, agreeably to the derivation of the term.

Some men, like pictures, are fitter for a corner than for a full light. — POPE.

Jewellers grind their diamonds with many sides and angles, that their lustre may appear many ways. — DERHAM.

Corposal, Corporeal, Bodily.

Corposal, Corporeal, and Bodily, as their origin bespeaks, have all relation to the same object, the body; but the two former are employed to signify relating or appertaining to the body; the latter to denote containing or forming part of the body. Hence we say, corporeal punishment, bodily vigour or strength, corporeal substances; the Godhead bodily, the corporeal frame, bodily exertion. Corporeal is only employed for the animal frame in its proper sense; corporeal is used for animal substance in an extended sense; hence we speak of corporeal suffrance and corporeal agents. Corporeal is distinguished from spiritual; bodily from mental. It is impossible to represent spiritual beings any other way than under a corporeal form; bodily pains, however severe, are frequently overpowered by mental pleasures.
CORRECT.

Reform, compounded of re and form, signifies to make into a new form. Correct respects ourselves or others; rectify has regard to one’s self only.

Correct is either an act of authority or discretion; rectify is an act of discretion only. What is, by its magnitude or importance, and consequently may require more or less trouble; what is rectified is always of a nature to be altered without great injury or effort. Habitual or individual faults are corrected; individual mistakes are rectified. A person corrects himself or another of a bad habit in speaking or pronouncing; he rectifies any error in his accounts. Mistakes in writing must be corrected for the advantage of the scholar; mistakes in pecuniary transactions cannot be too soon rectified for the satisfaction of all parties.

Reform like rectify is used only for one’s self when it respects personal actions; but reform and correct are likewise employed for matters of general interest. Correct in neither case amounts to the same as reform. A person corrects himself of particular habits; he reforms his whole life: what is corrected undergoes a change, more or less slight; what is reformed assumes a new form and becomes a new thing. Correction is always advisable; it is the removal of an evil; reform is equally so as it respects a man’s own conduct; but as it respects public matters, it is altogether of a questionable nature; a man cannot begin too soon to reform himself, nor too late to attempt reforming the constitutions of society. The abuses of government may always be advantageously corrected by the judicious conduct of a wise minister; reforms in a state are always attended with a certain evil, and promise but an uncertain good; they are never recommended but by the young, the thoughtless, the busy, or the interested.

Desire is corrected when there is no tenderness or admiration expressed which partsake of the passion. Licentious language has sometimes been put into it which disgraces humanity.—STEELE.

A man has frequent opportunities of mitigating the fearlessness of a party; of softening the envious, quieting the angry, and rectifying the prejudiced.—ADDISON.

Edward and Henry, now the boast of fame, And virtuous Alfred, a more sacred name, After a life of generous toils endure’d, The Gausa subd’d or property secure’d, Ambition humbled, mighty cities storm’d, Or laws establish’d and the world reform’d.—POPE.

Correct, Accurate.

Correct is equivalent to corrected (v. To amend), or set to rights.

Accurate (v. Accurate) implies properly done with care, or by the application of care. Correct is negative in its sense; accurate is positive: it is sufficient to be free from fault to be correct; it must contain every minute particular to be accurate. Information is correct which contains nothing but facts; it is accurate when it contains a vast number of details.

What is incorrect is allied to falsehood; what is inaccurate is general and indefinite. According to the dialect of modern times, in which gross vices are varnished over with smooth names, a liar is said to speak incorrectly; this is however not only an inaccurate but an incorrect mode of speech, for a lie is a direct violation of truth, and the incorrect is only a deviation from it to greater or less extent.

Sallust, the most elegant and correct of all the Latin Historians, observes, that in his time when the most formidable states of the world were subdued by the Romans, the republic sunk into those two opposite vices of a quite different nature, luxury and avarice.—ADDISON.

Those ancients who were the most accurate in their remarks on the genius and temper of mankind, have with great exactness allotted inclinations and objects of desire to every stage of life.—STEELE.

Correction, Discipline, Punishment.

As Correction and Discipline have commonly required Punishment to render them efficacious, custom has linked them to a strong resemblance in their application, although they are distinguished from each other by obvious marks of difference. The prominent idea in correction (v. To correct) is that of making right what has been wrong. In discipline, from the Latin disciplina and disco to learn, the leading idea is to correct or regulating. In punishment, from the Latin punio, and the Greek σκόπω, the leading idea is that of inflicting pain. Children are the peculiar subjects of correction; discipline and punishment are confined to no age. A wise parent corrects his child; a master maintains discipline in his school; a general preserves discipline in his army. Whoever commits a fault is liable to be punished by those who have authority over him; if he commits a crime he subjects himself to be punished by law.

Correction and discipline are mostly exercised by means of chastisement, for which they are often employed as a substitute; punishment is inflicted in any way that is thought necessary. Correction and discipline are both of them personal acts of authority exercised by superiors over inferiors, but the former is mostly employed by one individual over another; the latter has regard to a number who are the subjects of it directly or indirectly: punishment has no relation whatever to the agent by which the action is performed; it may proceed alike from persons or things. A parent who spares the due correction of his child, or a master who does not use a proper discipline in his school, will alike be punished by the insubordination and irregularities of those over whom they have a control.

There was once that virtue in this commonwealth, that a bad citizen was thought to deserve a severer correction than the bitterest enemy.—STEELE after CICERO.

The imaginations of young men are of a roving nature and their passions under no discipline or restraint.—ADDISON.

When by just vengeance impious mortals perish, The Gods behold their punishment with pleasure.—ADDISON.


Correspondent, Answerable, Suitable.

Correspondent, in French correspondant, from the Latin cum and respondere to answer in union or in uniformity.
Answerable and Suitable, from answer and suit, mark the quality or capacity of answering or suitting. Correspondent supposes a greater agreement than answerable, and answerable requires a greater agreement than suitable. Things that correspond must be alike in size, shape, colour, and every minute particular; those that answer must be fitted for the same purpose; those that suit must have nothing disproportionate or discordant. In the artificial dispositions of furniture, or all matters of art and ornament, it is of considerable importance to have some things made to correspond, so that they be placed in suitable directions to answer to each other.

In the moral application, actions are said not to correspond with professions; the success of an undertaking does not answer the expectation; particular measures do not suit the purpose of individuals. It ill corresponds with a profession of friendship to refuse assistance to a friend in the time of need: wild schemes undertaken without thought will never answer the expectations of the projectors; it never suits the purpose of the selfish and greedy to contribute to the relief of the necessitous.

As the attractive power in bodies is the most universal principle which produces innumerable effects, so the corresponding social appetite in human souls is the great spring and source of moral actions.—BERKELEY.

All the features of the face and tones of the voice answer like strings upon musical instruments to the impressions made on them by the mind.—HUGHES.

When we consider the infinite power and wisdom of the Maker, we have a key to the harmony of the universe, that the species of creatures should also by gentle degrees ascend upward from us.—ADDISON.

**To Corroborate.** v. To confirm.

**To Corrupt.** v. To contaminate.

**To Corrupt.** v. To rot.

**Corruption.** v. Depravity.

**Cost, Expense, Price, Charge.**

Cost, in German kost or kosten, from the Latin gustare to taste, signifies originally support, and by an extended sense what is given for support.

Expense is compounded of ex and pense, in Latin pensum participle of pendere to pay, signifying the thing paid or given out.

Price, from the Latin pretium, and the Greek προτιον from προτωσ to sell, signifies the thing given for what is bought.

Charge, from to charge (v. To accuse), signifies the thing laid on as a charge.

The cost is what a thing costs or occasions to be laid out; the expense is that which is actually laid out; the price is that which a thing may fetch or cause to be laid out; the charge is that which is required to be laid out. As a cost commonly comprehends an expense, the terms are on various occasions used differently for each other: we speak of counting the cost or counting the expense of doing anything at a great cost or at a great expense: on the other hand, of venturing to do a thing to one's cost, of growing wise at other people's expense.

The cost and the price have respect to the thing and its supposed value; the expense and the charge depend on the option of the persons. The cost of a thing must precede the price, and the expense must succeed the charge: we can never set a price on anything until we have ascertainment whether cost us; nor can we know or defray the expense until the charge be made. There may, however, frequently be a price where there is no cost, and vice versa; there may also be an expense where there is no charge; but there cannot be a charge without an expense. Costs in suit often exceed in value what was intended: the price of things depends on their relative value in the eyes of others; what costs nothing sometimes fetches a high price; and other things cannot obtain a price equal to the first cost. Expenses vary with modes of living and men's desires; whoever wants much, or wants that which is not easily obtained, will have many expenses to defray; when the charges are exorbitant the expenses must necessarily bear a proportion.

Between the epithets costly and expensive there is the same distinction. Whatever is costly is naturally expensive, but not vice versa. Articles of furniture, of luxury, or indulgence, are costly, either from their variety or their intrinsic value; everything is expensive which is attended with much expense, whether of little or great value. Jewels are costly; travelling is expensive. The costly treasures of the East are imported into Europe for the gratification of those who cannot be contented with the produce of their native soil; those who indulge themselves in such expensive pleasures often lay up store for themselves much sorrow and repentance in the time to come.

In the moral acceptation, the attainment of an object is said to cost much pains; a thing is persisted in at the expense of health, of honour, or of life.

The real patriot bears his private wrongs, Rather than right them at the public cost.—BERKELEY.

It ease and politeness be only attainable at the expense of sincerity in the men, and chastity in the women, I flatter myself there are few of my readers who would not see the purchase made at too high a price.—ADEL-CROMBY.

Would a man build for eternity, that is, in other words, would he be saved; let him consider with himself what charge he is willing to be at that he may be so—SOUTH.

**Costly.** v. Valuable.

**Contemporary.** v. Coeval.

**Covenant.** v. Agreement.

**To Cover, Hide.**

Cover, in French couvrir, is contracted from contra and ovrer, signifying to do the contrary of open, to put out of view.

**Hide, v. To conceal.**

Cover is to hide as the means to the end: we commonly hide by covering; but we may easily cover without hiding, as also hide without covering. The ruling idea in the word cover is that of throwing or putting something over
a body: in the word _hide_ is that of keeping carefully to one's self, from the observation of others.

To _cover_ is an indistinct action, springing from a variety of motives, of convenience, or comfort; to _hide_ is an action that springs from one specific intent, from care and concern for the thing, and the fear of foreign intrusion. In most civilized countries it is common to _cover_ the head: in the Eastern countries females commonly wear veils to _hide_ the face. There are many things which decency as well as health require to be _covered_; and others which from their very nature must always be _hidden_. Houses must be _covered_ with roofs, and bodies with clothing; the earth contains many treasures, which in all probability will always be _hidden_.

Spacious names are lent to cover vice.—SPECTATOR.

_Hide me from the face_ of God, whom to behold, was then my height of happiness.—MILTON.

**Cover, Shelter, Screen.**

_Cover_ probably denotes what serves as a cover, and in the literal sense of the verb from which it is derived (v. _To cover_).

_Shelter_, like the word shield, comes from the German _schild_, old German _schellen_ to cover.

_Screen_, from the Latin _secreta_, signifies to keep off or apart.

_Cover_ is literally applied to many particular things which are employed in _covering_; but in the general sense which makes it analogous to the other terms, it includes the idea of concealing: _shelter_ comprehends that of protecting from some immediate or impending evil; _screen_ includes that of warding off some trouble. A _cover_ always supposes something which can extend over the whole surface of a body: a _shelter_ or a _screen_ may merely interpose to a sufficient extent to serve the intended purpose. Military operations are sometimes carried on under _cover_ of the night; a _shelter_ for vessels against the violence of the winds; a chair may be used as a _screen_ to prevent the violent action of the heat, or the external air.

In the moral sense, a fair reputation is sometimes made the _cover_ for the commission of gross irregularities in secret. When a person feels himself able to withstand the attacks of his enemies, he seeks a _shelter under the sanction and authority_ of a great name. Bad men sometimes use wealth and power to _screen_ them from the punishment which is due to their offences.

There are persons who cover their own rudeness by calling their conduct honest bluntness.—RICHARDSON.

_When on a bed of straw we sink together._  
_And the bleak winds shall whistle round our heads;_  
_Will thou then talk to me thus?_  
_Thus hurl my cares, and shelter me with love?_  
_Oeway._

It is frequent for men to adjudge that an act is impossible, which they find that art has an effect in: which means they _screen_ indolence and ignorance from the reproach they merit.—BACON.

**Covering, v. Tegument.**

_Covetousness, Cupidity, Avarice._

_Covetousness_, from _cover_, and _cupido_ to desire, signifies having a desire.

_Cupidity_ is a more immediate derivative from the Latin signifying the same thing.

_Avarice_, v. _Avaricious_.

All these terms are employed to express an illicit desire after objects of gratification; but _covetousness_ is applied to property in general; _cupidity_ and _avarice_ only to money or possessions. A child may display its _covetousness_ in regard to the playthings which fall in its way; a man shows his _cupidity_ in regard to the gains that fall in his way: we should therefore be careful to check a _covetous_ disposition in early life, lest it show itself in the more hateful character of _cupidity_ in advanced years. _Covetousness_ is the natural disposition for having or getting; _cupidity_ is the acquired disposition. As the love of appropriation is an innate characteristic in man, that of accumulating or wanting to accumulate, which constitutes _covetousness_, will show itself in some persons among the first indications of character; where the prospect of amassing great wealth is set before a man, as in the case of a governor of a distant province, it will evince great virtue in him if his _cupidity_ be not excited.

The _covetous_ man seeks, to add to what he has: the _avaricious_ man only strives to retain what he has: the _covetous_ man sacrifices others to indulge himself; the _avaricious_ man will sometimes sacrifice himself to indulge others; for generosity, which is opposed to _covetousness_, is sometimes associated with _avarice_.

Nothing lies on our hands with such uneasiness as time. Wretched and thoughtless creatures! In the only place where _covetousness_ were a virtue, we turn prodigals.—ADDISON.

_At last Swift's avarice grew too powerful for his kindness; he would refuse (his friends) a bottle of wine._—JOHNSON.

If prescription be once shaken, no species of property is secure, when it once becomes an object large enough to tempt the cupidity of indigent power.—BURKE.

_Council, v. Assembly._  
_Counsel, v. Advice._  
_To Count, v. To calculate._

**To Countenance, Sanction, Support.**

_Countenance_, signifies to keep in _countenance._

_Sanction_, in French _sanction_, Latin _sanctio_ from _sanctus_ sacred, signifies to ratify a decree or ordinance; in an extended sense to make anything binding.

_Support_, in French _supporter_; Latin _supporto_, compounded of _sup_ or _suo_ and _porto_ to bear, signifies to bear from underneath, to bear up.

_Persons_ are _countenanced_; things are _sanctioned_; persons or things are _supported_; persons are _countenanced_ in their proceedings by the apparent or real assistance of others; measures are _sanctioned_ by the consent or assent of others; measures or persons are _supported_ by every means which may forward the object.
There is most of encouragement in countenancing; it consists of some outward demonstration of regard or good will towards the person: there is most of authority in sanctioning; it is the lending of a name, an authority or an influence, in order to strengthen and confirm the thing: there is most of assistance and cooperation in support; it is the employment of means to an end. Superiors only can countenance or sanction; persons in all conditions may support: those who countenance evil doers give a sanction to their evil deeds; those who support either an individual or a cause ought to be satisfied that they are entitled to support.

A good man acts with a vigor and suffers with a patience more than human, when he believes himself countenanced by the Almighty.—BLAIR.

Men of the greatest sense are always diffident of their private judgment, until it receives a sanction from the public.—ADDISON.

The apparent insufficiency of every individual to his own happiness or safety compels us to seek from one another assistance and support.—JOHNSON.

Countenance, v. Face.
To Counterfeit, v. To imitate.
To Counterfeit, v. Spurious.

Couple, Brace, Pair.

Couple, in French couple, comes from the Latin copula to join or tie together, copula, in Hebrew cabal a rope or a shackle, signifying things tied together; and as two things are with most convenience bound together, it has by custom been confined to this number.

Brace, from the French bras arm, signifies things locked together after the manner of the folded arms, which on that account are confined to the number of two.

Pair, in French paire, Latin par equal, signifies things that are equal, which can with propriety be said only of two things with regard to each other.

From the above illustration of these terms, it is clear that the number of two, which is included in all of them, is, with regard to the first, entirely arbitrary; that with regard to the second, it arises from the nature of the junction; and with regard to the third, it arises altogether from the nature of the objects; couples and braces are made by coupling and bracing; pairs are either so of themselves, or are made so by others: couples and braces always require a junction in order to make them complete; pairs require a similarity only to make them what they are: couples are joined by a foreign tie; braces are produced by a peculiar mode of junction with the objects themselves.

Couple and pair are said of persons or things; brace in particular cases, only of animals or things, except in the Latin, French, and Italian, where it may be applied to persons. When used for persons, the word couple has relation to the marriage tie: the word pair to the association or the moral union: the former term is therefore more appropriate when speaking of those who are soon to be married, or have just entered that state; the latter when speaking of those who are already fixed in that state: most couples that are joined together are equally happy in prospect, but not so in the completion of their wishes; it is the lot of comparatively very few to claim the title of the happy pair. When used for things, couple is promiscuously employed in familiar discourse for any two things put together: brace is used by sportmen for birds which are shot, and supposed to be locked together; by sailors for

Countryman, Peasant, Swain, Hind, Rustic, Clown.

Countryman, that is a man of the country, or one belonging to the country, is the general term applicable to all inhabiting the country, in distinction from a townsman.

Peasant, in French paysan from pays, is employed in the same sense for any countryman among the inhabitants of the Continent, and is in consequence used in poetry or the grave style.

Swain in Saxon signified a labourer, but it has acquired, from its use in poetry, the higher signification of a shepherd.

Hind may in all probability signify one who is in the back ground, an inferior.

Rustic, from rus the country, signifies one born and bred in the country.

Clown, contracted from colonus a husbandman, signifies of course a menial in the country.

All these terms are employed as epithets to persons, and principally to such as live in the country; the terms countryman and peasant are taken in an indifferent sense, and may comprehend persons of different descriptions; they designate nothing more than habitual residence in the country: the other terms are employed for the lower orders of countrymen, but with collateral ideas favourable or unfavourable annexed to them: swain, hind, both convey the idea of innocence in a humble station, and are therefore always employed in poetry in a good sense; the rustic and clown both convey the idea of that uncouth rudeness and ignorance which is in reality found among the lowest orders of countrymen.

Though considering my former condition, I may now be called a countryman; yet you cannot call me a rustic (as you would imply in your letter) as long as I live in so civil and noble a family.—HOVEL.

It by the poor measures and proportions of a man we may take an estimate of this great action (our Saviour's coming into the world,) we shall quickly find how his love it is to flesh and blood: to have been happy," to descend some steps lower, to exchange the estate of a prince for that of a person—SOUTH.

As thus the snows arise, and fall and fierce. 
All winter drives along the darkness' air,
In his own loose revolving fields the scintillating
Disaster'd lands.—THOMSON.

The halfing kind his oxen shall disjoin.—DEYDEN.

In arguing too the person own'd his skill,
He ev'n in his manner'd him more still;
While words of learned length and thundering sound
Amaz'd the gazing rustic round around.

GOLDSMITH.
Th' astonish'd mother finds a vacant nest,
By the hand hard of unrelenting clown's
Robb'd.—THOMSON.
A part of their tackling, which is folded crosswise; as also in common life for an article of convenience crossed in a similar way, which serves to keep the dress of men in its proper place; pair is of course restricted in its application to such objects only as are really paired.

In the midst of these scourges which I had in my heart, methought there passed by me a couple of coaches with purple livery.—ADDISON.

Six wings he wore, to shade His lineaments divine; the pair that clad Each shoulder broad, came wafting o'er his breast With regal ornament.—MILTON.

First hunter then, purs'led a gentle grace. Goodliest of all the forest, hart and hind.—MILTON.

Scares any couple comes together, but their nuptials are declared in the newspaper with encomiums on both party.—JOHNSON.

Your fortune, happy pair, already made, Leaves you no further wish.—DRYDEN.

Dear Sheridan: a gentle pair Of Ganistown lands (for such they are), Beside a brave of grave divines, Adore the smoothness of your lines.—SWIFT.

Courage, Fortitude, Resolution.


Fortitude, in French fortitude, Latin fortitudo, is the abstract noun from fortis strong.

Resolution from the verb resolve, marks the habit of resolving.

Courage respects action, fortitude respects passion; a man has courage to meet danger, and fortitude to endure pain.

Courage is that power of the mind which bears up against the evil that is in prospect; fortitude is that power which endures the pain that is felt: the man of courage goes with the same coolness to the mouth of the cannon, as the man of fortitude undergoes the amputation of a limb.

Horatius Coclcs displayed his courage in defending a bridge ag inst the whole army of the Etruscans: Calus Mucius displayed no less fortitude when he thrust his hand into the fire in the presence of King Persenna, and aved him as much by his language as his action.

Courage seems to be more of a manly virtue; fortitude is more distinguishable as a feminine virtue: the former is at least most adapted to the male sex, who are called upon to act, and the latter to the females, who are obliged to endure: a man without courage would be as ill prepared to discharge his duty in his intercourse with the world, as a woman without fortitude, would be to support herself under the complicated trials of body and mind with which she is liable to be assailed.

We can make no preclusions to courage unless we set aside every personal consideration in the conduct we should pursue; we cannot boast of fortitude where the sense of pain provokes a murmur or any token of impatience; since life is a chequered scene, in which the prospect of one evil is most commonly succeeded by the actual existence of another, it is a happy endowment to be able to ascend the scaffold with fortitude, or to mount the breach with courage as occasion may require.

Resolution is a minor species of courage: it is courage in the minor concerns of life: courage comprehends under it a spirit to advance; resolution simply marks the will not to recede: we require courage to bear down all the obstacles which oppose themselves to us; we require resolution not to yield to the first difficulties that offer: courage is an elevated feature in the human character which adorns the possessor; resolution is that common quality of the mind which is in perpetual request; the want of which degrades a man in the eyes of his fellow creatures. Courage comprehends the absence of all fear, the disregard of all personal convenience, the spirit to begin and the determination to pursue what has been begun; resolution consists of no more than the last quality of courage, which respects the perseverance in a conduct: courage is displayed on the most trying occasions; resolution is never put to any severe test: courage always supposes some danger to be encountered; resolution may be exerted in merely encountering opposition and difficulty: we have need of courage in opposing a formidable enemy; we have need of resolution in the management of a stubborn will.

What can be more honourable than to have courage enough to execute the commands of reason and conscience?—DU LOIHER.

With wonted fortitude she bore the smart. And not a groan confess'd her burning heart.—GAY.

The unusual extension of my muscles on this occasion made my face ache to such a degree, that nothing but an invincible resolution and perseverance could have prevented me from falling back to my money-laden.—ADDISON.


Course, Race, Passage.

Course, from curvo to run, signifies either the act of running, or the space run over.

Race, from run, signifies the same act.

Passage, from to pass, signifies either the act of passing or the space passed over.

With regard to the act of going, course is taken absolutely and indefinitely; race relates the object for which we run; passage relates to the place passed over; thus a person may be swift in course, obtain a race, and have an easy passage.

Him neither rocks can crush, nor steel can wound When Ajax fell not on this ensanguined ground In standing fight he mates Achilles' force Excel'd alone in swiftness in the course.—POPE.

Unhappy man whose death our hands shall grace, Fate calls thee hence, and finished is thy race.—POPE.

Between his shoulders pierc'd the following dart, And held its passage through the pouting heart.—POPE.

We pursue whatever course we think proper; we run the race that is set before us. Course is taken absolutely by itself; race is considered in relation to others: a man pursues a certain course according to discretion; he runs a race with another by way of competition. Course has a more particular reference to the space that is gone over; race includes in it more particularly the idea of the mode of going: we speak of going in, or pursuing a particular course; but always of running a race.

Course is as often used in the proper, as the
improper sense; race is seldom used figuratively, except in a spiritual application: a man's success and respectability in life depends much upon the course of moral conduct which he pursues; the Christian's course in this world is represented in Scripture as a race which is set before him.

*Course* may be used in connexion with the object passed over or not; passage is seldom employed but in the direct connexion: we speak of a person's course in a place, or simply of his course; but we always speak of a person's passage through a place. *Course* and *passage* are used for inanimate, as well as animate objects; race is used for those only which are animate; a river has its course, and sometimes it is a dangerous passage for vessels; the horse or man runs the race.

So Mars omnipotent invades the plain (The wide destroyer of the race of man);
Terror, his best loved son, attends his course,
Arm'd with stern boldness, and enormous force.

POPE.

Remote from towns he ran his godly race,
Nor e'er had changed, nor wished to change his place.

GOLDSMITH.

Direct against which open'd from beneath,
Just o'er the blissful seat of paradise,
A passage down to earth, a passage wide.—MILTON.

Course, *v.* Rout.
Course, *v.* Series.
Course, *v.* Way.
Court, *v.* Homage.

**Courteous,** Complaisant, Courly.

**Courteous,** from court, denotes properly belonging to a court, and by a natural extension of the sense, suitable to a court.

**Complaisant,** *v.* Complaisance.

**Courteous** in one respect comprehends in it more than *complaisant*; it includes the manner as well as the action: it is, properly speaking, polished *complaisance*; on the other hand, *complaisance* cludes me of the disposition in it, the courtliness; it has less of the polish, but more of the reality of kindness.

*Courteousness* displays itself in the address and the manners; *complaisance* in direct good offices: *courteousness* is most suitable for strangers; *complaisance* for friends or the nearest relatives; among well-bred men, and men of rank, it is an irrevocable rule to address each other *courteously* on all occasions whenever they meet, whether acquainted or otherwise; there is a degree of *complaisance* due between husbands and wives, brothers and sisters, and members of the same family, which cannot be neglected without endangering the harmony of their intercourse.

**Courtly,** though derived from the same word as *courteous,* is in some degree opposed to it in point of sense; it denotes a likeness to a court, but not a likeness which is favourable: *courtly* is *to* *courteous* as the form to the reality; the *courtly* consists of the exterior only, the latter of the exterior combined with the spirit: the former therefore seems to convey the idea of insincerity when contrasted with the latter, which must necessarily suppose the contrary: a *courtly* demeanour, or a *courtier* like demeanour may be suitable on certain occasions; but a *courteous* demeanour is always desirable.

*Courtly* may likewise be employed in relation to things; but *courteous* has always respect to persons: we may speak of a *courteous* style, or *courtly* grandeur; but we always speak of *courteous* behaviour, *courtly* language, and the like.

And then I stole all *courtesy* from Heav'n,
And dress'd myself in such humility,
That I did pluck allegiance from men's hearts.

SHAKESPEARE.

To comply with the notions of mankind is in some degree the duty of a social being; because by compliance we may be more useful; but as the end is not to be lost for the sake of the means, we are not to give up virtue for *complaisance*.

JOHNSTON.

Yes, I know
He had a troublesome old-fashion'd way
Of shocking *courtly* ears with horrid truth.

THOMSON.

**Courteous,** *v.* Affable.
**Courtly,** *v.* Courteous.
To Crack, *v.* To break.
**Crafty,** *v.* Cunning.
To Crave, *v.* To beg.
To Create, *v.* To cause.
To Create, *v.* To form.
To Create, *v.* To make.

**Credit,** Favour, Influence.

**Credit,** from the Latin *creditus,* participle of *credere* to believe or trust, marks the state of being believed or trusted.

**Favour,** from the Latin *faveo,* and probably *faveus* a honey comb, marks an agreeable or pleasant state of feeling.

**Influence,** in French *influence,* Latin *influencia,* from *influo* to flow upon, marks the state or power of acting upon any object so as to direct or move it.

These terms mark the state we stand in with regard to others as flowing out of their sentiments towards ourselves; *credit* arises out of esteem; *favour* out of goodwill or affection; *influence* is either *credit* or *favour*; *credit* depends altogether on personal merit; *favour* may depend on the caprice of him who bestows it.

The *credit* which we have with others is marked by their confidence in our judgment; by their disposition to submit to our decisions; by their reliance in our mercy, or assent to our opinions; the *favour* we have with others is marked by their readiness to comply with our wishes; their subserviency to our views; attachment to our society: men of talent are ambitious to gain *credit* with their sovereigns, by the superiority of their counsel: weak men or men of ordinary powers are contented with our opinions; the *favour* we have with others is marked by their readiness to comply with our wishes; their subserviency to our views; attachment to our society: men of talent are ambitious to gain *credit* with their sovereigns, by the superiority of their counsel: weak men or men of ordinary powers are contented with our opinions, or collectively; *favour* redounds to the personal advantage, the selfish gratification of the individual; it is not to fame pride, and provoke jealousy. The honest exertion of our
abilities is all that is necessary to gain credit; there will always be found those who are just enough to give credit where credit is due: favour, whether in the gaining or maintaining, requires much finesse and trick; much management must be used in the humour of others: much control of one's own humours; what is thus gained with difficulty is often lost in a moment, and for a trifle. Credit, though sometimes obtained by falsehood, is never got without exertion; but favour, whether justly or unjustly bestowed, often comes by little or no effort on the part of the receiver: a minister gains credit with his parishioners by the consistency of his conduct, the gravity of his demeanour, and the strictness of his life; the favour of the populace is gained by arts, which men of upright minds would disdain to employ.

Credit and favour are the gifts of others; influence is a possession which we derive from circumstances: there will always be influence where there is credit or favour, but it may exist independently of either: we have credit and favour for ourselves; we exert influence on others; credit and favour serve one's own purposes; influence is employed in directing others; weak people easily give their credit, or throw the influence, by which an influence is gained over them to bend them to the will of others: the influence itself may be good or bad, according to the views of the person by whom it is exerted.

Truth itself shall lose its credit, if delivered by a person that has none.—SOUTH.

Halifax thinking this a lucky opportunity of securing importance made some advances of favour, and some overtures of advantage to Pope which he seems to have received with sullen coldness.—JOHNSON.

What motive could induce Murray to murder a prince without capacity, without followers, without influence over the nobles, whom the queen, by her neglect, had reduced to the lowest state of contempt.—ROBERTSON.

Credit, v. Belief.
Credit, v. Name.
Creded, v. Faith.

Crime, Vice, Sin.

Crime, in Latin crimen, Greek κρίμα, signifies a judgment, sentence, or punishment; and also the cause of the sentence or punishment, in which latter sense it is here taken.

Vice, in Latin vitium, from vitio to avoid, signifies that which ought to be avoided.

Sin, in Saxon sinne, Swedish synd, German sunde, old German sunte, sunte, &c. Latin sancus, Greek συνέκ, from συνεκ to hurt, signifies the thing that hurts; sin being of all things the most hurtful.

A crime is a social offence; a vice is a personal offence: every action which does injury to others, either individually or collectively, is a crime; that which does injury to ourselves is a vice.

A crime consists in a violation of human laws; vice in a violation of the moral law; sin in a violation of the Divine law: sin, therefore, comprehends both crime and vice; but there are many sins which are not crimes nor vices:

Crimes are tried before a human court, and punished agreeably to the sentence of the judge; vices and sins are brought before the tribunal of the conscience; the former are punished in this world, the latter will be punished in the world to come, by the sentence of the Almighty: treason is one of the most atrocious crimes; drunkenness one of the most dreadful vices: religious hypocrisy one of the most heinous sins.

Crimes cannot be atoned for by repentance; society demands reparation for the injury committed: vice, however, compels the offender to punish the offender as long as they are cherished; sins are pardoned through the atonement and mediation of our blessed Redeemer, on the simple condition of sincere repentance. Crimes and vices disturb the peace and good order of society, they affect men's earthly happiness only: sin destroys the soul, both for this world and the world to come: crimes sometimes go unpunished; but sins carries its own punishment with it: murderers who escape the punishment due to their crimes commonly suffer the torments which attend the commission of such flagrant sins: Crimes are particular acts; vices are habitual acts of commission; sins are acts of commission or omission habitual or particular; personal security, respect for the laws, and regard for one's moral character, operate to prevent the commission of crimes or vices: the fear of God deters from the commission of sin.

A crime always involves a violation of a law; a vice, whether in conduct or disposition, always destroy moral excellence and involves guilt; a sin always supposes some perversion of will in an accountable agent.

Children may commit crimes, but we may trust that in the divine mercy they will not all be imputed to them as sins. Of vices, however, as they are habitual, we have no right to suppose that any exception will be made in the account of our sins.

Crimes vary with times and countries; vices may be more or less pernicious; but sin is as unchangeable in its nature as the Being whom it offends. Smuggling and forgery are crimes in England, which in other countries are either not known or not regarded: the vice of gluttony is not so dreadful as that of drunkenness: every sin as an offence against an infinitely good and wise Being, must always bear the same stamp of guilt and enormity.

The most ignorant heathen knows and feels that, when he has committed an unjust or cruel action, he has committed a crime and deserves punishment.—BLAIR.

If a man makes his vices public, though they be such as seem principally to affect himself (whether he likes), they then become, by the bad example they set, of pernicious effects to society.—BLACKSTONE.

Every single gross act of sin is the same thing to the conscience that a great blow or fall is to the head: it stuns and bereaves it of all use of its senses for a time.—SOUTH.

Crime, Misdemeanour.


Misdemeanour, signifies literally a wrong demeanour.

The former of these terms is to the latter as the genus to the species: a misdemeanor is in the technical sense a minor crime. House-
CRIMINAL.

breaking is under all circumstances a crime; but shop-lifting or pilfering amounts only to a misdemeanor.

Corporal punishments are most commonly annexed to crimes; pecuniary punishments frequently to misdemeanours. In the vulgar use of these terms, misdemeanor is moreover distinguished from crime, by not always signifying a violation of public law, but only of private morals; in which sense the former term implies what is done against the state, and the latter that which offends individuals or small communities.

No crime of thine our present sufferings draws,
Not thou, but Heaven's disposing will the cause.

I mention this for the sake of several rural squires, whose reading does not rise so high as to "the present state of England," and who are often apt to warp that precedence which by the laws of their country is not due to them. Their want of learning, which has planted them in this station, may in some measure excuse their misdemeanor.—ADDISON.

Criminal, Guilty.

Criminal, from crime, signifies belonging or relating to a crime.

Guilty, from guilty, signifies having guilt: guilt comes from the German getan, to pay, and gett a fine, debt.

Criminal respects the character of the offence; guilty respects the fact of committing the offence. The criminality of a person is estimated by all the circumstances of his conduct which present themselves to observation; his guilt requires to be proved by evidence. The criminality is not a matter of question, but of judgment; the guilt is often doubtful, if not positively concealed. The higher the rank of a person, the greater his criminality if he does not observe an upright and irreproachable conduct: where a number of individuals are concerned in any unlawful proceeding, the difficulty of attaching the guilt to the real offender is greatly increased.

Criminality attaches to the aider, abettor, or encourager; but guilt, in the strict sense only, to the perpetrator of what is bad. A person may therefore sometimes be criminal without being guilty. He who conceals the offence of another may, under certain circumstances, be more criminal than the guilty person himself.

On the other hand, we may be guilty without being criminal: the latter designates something positively bad, but the former is qualified by the object of the guilt. Those only are denominated criminals who offend seriously either against public law or private morals; but a person may be said to be guilty, either of the greatest or the smaller offences. He who contradicts another abruptly in conversation is guilty of a breach of politeness, but he is not criminal.

Criminal is moreover applied as an epithet to the things done; guilty is mostly applied to the person doing. We commonly speak of actions, proceedings, intentions, and views, as criminal; but of the person, the mind, or the conscience, as guilty. It is very criminal to sow dissension among men; although there are too many who from a busy temper are guilty of this offence.

True modesty avoids everything that is criminal; false modesty everything that is unfashionable.—ADDISON.

Guilt bears appall'd with deeply troubled thought;
And yet not always on the guilty head
Descends the fatal flash.—THOMSON.

Criminal, Culprit, Malefactor, Felon, Convict.

All these terms are employed for a public offender; but the first conveys no more than this general idea; whilst the others comprehend some accessory idea in their signification.

Criminal (v. Criminal, guilty) is a general term, and the rest are properly species of criminals.

Culprit, from the Latin culpa, and prehensus taken in a fault, signifies the criminal who is directly charged with his offence.

Malefactor, compounded of the Latin terms nala and factor, signifies an evil-doer, that is, one who does evil in distinction from him who does good.

Felon, from felony, in Latin felonia a capital crime, comes from the Greek φηνίας an imposture, because fraud and villany are the prominent features of every capital offence.

Convict, in Latin convictus, participle of convinco; to convince or prove, signifies one proved or found guilty.

When we wish to speak in general of those who by offences against the laws or regulations of society have exposed themselves to punishment, we denominate them criminals: when we consider them as already brought before a tribunal, we call them culprits: when we consider them in regard to the moral turpitude of their character, as the promoters of evil rather than of good, we entitle them malefactors: when we consider them as offending by the grosser violations of the law, they are termed felons: when we consider them as already under the sentence of the law, we denominate them convicts. The punishments inflicted on criminals vary according to the nature of their crimes, and the spirit of the laws by which they are judged: a guilty conscience will give a man the air of a culprit in the presence of those who have not authority to be either his accusers or judges: it gratified the malice of the Jews to cause our blessed Saviour to be crucified between two malefactors: it is an important regulation in the internal economy of a prison to have felons kept distinct from each other, particularly if their crimes are of an atrocious nature: it has not unfrequently happened, that when the sentence of the law has placed convicts in the lowest state of degradation, their characters have undergone so entire a reformation as to enable them to attain a higher pitch of elevation than they had ever enjoyed before.

If I attack the vicious, I shall only set upon them in a body, and will not be provoked by the worst usage I can receive from others to make an example of any particular criminal.—ADDISON.

The jury then withdrew a moment,
As if on weighty point to comment,
And right or wrong, resolved to save her,
They gave a verdict in her favour.
The culprit by example grown bold
Pilfers alike from young and old.—MOORE.

For this the malefactor goat was laid
On Bocchus' altar, and his forfeit paid.

DRYDEN.
Cry.

He (Earl Ferrers) expressed some displeasure at being executed as a common felon, exposed to the eyes of such a multitude.—SHAKESPEARE.

Attendance none shall need, nor thrill, where none
Are to behold the judgment, but the judge;
Those two: the third best absent is condemned
Convicted by sight, and rebel to all law.
Conviction to the serpent none belongs.—MILTON.

Cry, v. Conjuncture.

Criterion, Standard.

Criterion, in Greek κριτήριον from κρίνω to judge, signifies the mark or rule by which one may judge.

Standard from the verb to stand, signifies the point at which one must stand, or beyond which one must not go.

The criterion is employed only in matters of judgment; the standard is used in the ordinary concerns of life. The former serves for determining the characters and qualities of things; the latter for defining quantity and measure. The language and manners of a person are the best criteria for forming an estimate of his station and education. In order to produce a uniformity in the mercantile transactions of mankind one with another, it is the custom of Government to fix a certain standard for the regulation of coins, weights, and measures.

The word standard may likewise be used figuratively in the same sense. The Bible is a standard of excellence both in morals and religion, which cannot be too closely followed. It is impossible to have the same standard in the arts and sciences, because all our performances full short of perfection, and will admit of improvement.

But have we then no law beside our will,
No just criterion fix'd to good or ill,
As well at noon we may obstruct our sight,
Then doubt if such a thing exists as light.—JENYNS.

Rate not the extension of the human mind
By the plebian standard of mankind.—JENYNS.

Criticism, v. Animadversion.

To Criticise, v. To censure.


Cruel, From the Latin crudelis and crusus raw, rough, or untutored.

Inhuman, compounded of the privative in and human, signifies not human.

Barbarous, from the Greek βαρβαρός rude or unsettled, all mark a degree of bad feeling which is uncontrolled by culture or refinement.

Brutal, signifying like the brute; and Savage, from the Latin servus fierce, and the Hebrew saul a wolf, marks a still stronger degree of this bad passion.

Cruel is the most familiar and the least powerful epithet of all these terms; it desig-
CRY.

To Cry, Exclaim, Call.

All these terms express a loud mode of speaking; which is all that is implied in the sense of the word Cry, while in that of the two latter are comprehended accessory ideas.

To Exclaim, from the Latin exclama or ez et clamam, to cry out or aloud, signifies to cry with an effort.

Call comes from the Greek καλεω.

We cry from the simple desire of being heard at a distance; we exclaim from a sudden emotion or agitation of mind. A cry bespeaks distress and trouble; an exclamation bespeaks surprise, grief, or joy. We cry commonly in a large assembly or an open space, but we may exclaim in conversation with an individual.

To cry is louder and more urgent than to call. A man who is in danger of being drowned cries for help; he who wants to raise a loud call for assistance: a cry is a general or indirect address; a call is a particular and immediate address. We cry to all or any who may be within hearing; we call to an individual by name with a direct reference to him.

There while you groan beneath the load of life
They cry, behold the mighty Hector's wife.—POPE.

To Cry, v. To cry, weep.

Scream and Shriek are variations of cry.

To cry indicates the utterance of an articulate or an inarticulate sound; scream is a species of crying in the first sense of the word; shriek is a species of crying in its latter sense.

Crying is an ordinary mode of loud utterance resorted to on common occasions; one cries in order to be heard: screaming is an in temperate mode of crying, resorted to from an impatient desire to be heard, or from a vehemence of feeling. People scream to deaf people from the mistaken idea of making themselves heard; whereas a distinct articulation will always be more efficacious. It is frequently necessary to cry when we cannot render ourselves audible by any other means; but it is never necessary or proper to scream. Shriek may be compared with cry and scream, as expressions of pain; in this case to shriek is more than to cry, and less than to scream. They both signify to cry with a violent effort. We may cry from the slightest pain or inconvenience; but one shrieks or screams only on occasions of great agony, either corporeal or mental. A child cries when it has hurt its finger; it shrieks in the moment of terror at the sight of a frightful object; or screams until some cause comes to its assistance.

To cry is an action peculiar to no age or sex; to scream and to shriek are the common actions of women and children. Men cry, and children scream for assistance; excess of pain will sometimes compel a man to cry out, but it commonly makes a female shriek.

Like a thin smoke he sees the spirit fly,
And hears a feeble, lamentable cry.—POPE.

Roarously at the mother's throat they fly,
And tear the screaming infant from her breast.—THOMSON.

The house is fill'd with loud lamentations and cries,
And shrieks of women rent the vaulted throne.—DRAKEN.

CULIVATION.

To Cry, Exclaim, Call.

Culpable, Faulty.

Culpable, in Latin culpabilis, comes from culpa a fault or blame, signifying worthy of blame, fit to be blamed.

Faulty from fault, signifies having faults.

We are culpable from the commission of one fault; we are faulty from the number of faults: culpable is a relative term; faulty is absolute: we are culpable with regard to a superior whose intentions we have not fulfilled; we are faulty whenever we commit any faults.

A master pronounces his servant as culpable for not having attended to his commands; an indifferent person pronounces another as faulty whose faults have come under his notice. It is possible therefore to be faulty without being culpable, but not vice versæ.

In the common business of life we find the memory of one like that of another, and honestly impute omissions not to involuntary forgetfulness, but culpable inattention.—JOHNSON.

In the consideration of human life the spectator never falls upon persons who are not glaringly faulty.—STEERE.

Culprit, v. Criminal.

Cultivation, Culture, Civilization, Refinement.

Cultivation, from the Latin cultus, denotes the act of cultivating, or state of being cultivated.

Culture from cultus, signifies the state only of being cultivated.

Civlization signifies the act of civilizing, or state of being civilized.
CULTIVATION.

Refinement denotes the act of refining, or the state of being refined.

Cultivation is more properly applied to the thing that grows; culture to that in which it grows. The cultivation of flowers will not repay the labour unless the soil be prepared by proper culture. In the same manner, when speaking figuratively, we say the cultivation of any art or science; the cultivation of one’s taste or inclination may be said to contribute to one’s own skill or the perfection of the thing itself; but the mind requires culture properly to this particular exertion of the powers.

Civilization is the first stage of cultivation; refinement is the last; we civilize savages by divesting them of their rudeness, and giving them a knowledge of such arts as are requisite for civil society; we cultivate people in general by calling forth their powers into action and independent exertion; we refine them by the introduction of the liberal arts.

The introduction of Christianity has been the best means of civilizing the rudest nations. The cultivation of the mind in serious pursuits tends to refine the sentiments without debilitating the character; but the cultivation of the liberal arts may be carried to a vicious extent, so as to introduce an excessive refinement of feeling that is incompatible with real manliness.

Cultivation is applied either to persons or things; civilization is applied to men collectively, refinement to men individually; we may cultivate the mind or any of its operations; or we may cultivate the ground, or anything that grows in the ground; we civilize nations; we refine the mind or the manners.

Notwithstanding this faculty of taste must be in some measure born with us, there are several methods of cultivating and improving it.—ADDISON.

But, ’twas Heaven.

In every breath has sown these early seeds Of love and admiration, yet in vain Without fair culture’s kind parental aid.

—AKESIDE.

To civilize the rude unpolluted world And lay it under the restraint of laws, To make man mild and sociable to man, To cultivate the wild licentious savage With wisdom, discipline, and liberal arts.

The embellishments of life! Virtues like these Make human nature shine.—ADDISON.

Poetry makes a principal amusement among unpollished nations, but in a country verging to the extremity of refinement, painting and music come in for a share.—GOLDSMITH.

Cultivation, Tillage, Husbandry.

Cultivation has a much more comprehensive meaning than either tillage or husbandry. Tillage is a mode of cultivation that extends no farther than the preparation of the ground for the reception of the seed; cultivation includes the whole process by which the produce of the earth is brought to maturity. We may till without cultivating; but we cannot cultivate, as far as respects the soil, without tillage. Husbandry is more extensive in its meaning than tillage, but not so extensive as cultivation.

Tillage respects the act only of tilling the ground; husbandry is employed for the office of cultivating for domestic purposes. A cultivator is a general term, defined only by the object that is cultivated, as the cultivator of the grape, or the olive; a tiller is a labourer in the soil that performs the office for another; a husbandman is a humble species of cultivator, who himself performs the whole office of cultivating the ground for domestic purposes.

O softly-swelling hills
On which the power of cultivation lies,
And joy to see the wonders of his toil.—THOMSON.

The South-east parts of Britain had already before the age of Cæsar made the first and most requisite step towards a civil settlement; and the Britons by tillage and culture had there increased to a great multitude.—HUME.

We find an image of the two states, the contemplative and the active, figured out in the persons of Abel and Cain, by the two primitive states, that of the shepherd and that of the husbandman.—BACON.

Culture, v. Cultivation.


Cunning, Crafty, Subtle, Sly, Wily.


Crafty signifies having craft, that is, according to the original meaning of the word, having a knowledge of some trade or art; hence, figuratively applied to the character.

Subtle, in French subtil, and Latin subtillis, thin, from sub and tela a thread drawn to be fine; hence in the figurative sense in which it is here taken, fine or acute in thought.

Sly is in all probability connected with slow, and sleek, or smooth; deliberation and smoothness entering very much into the sense of sly.

Wily signifies disposed to wiles or stratagems.

All these epithets agree in expressing an aptitude to employ peculiar and secret means to the attainment of an end; they differ principally in the secrecy of the means, or the degree of circumvention that is employed. The cunning man shows his dexterity simply in concealing; this requires little more than reservedness and taciturnity; the crafty man goes further; he shapes his words and actions so as to draw suspicion; he means, that a child may be cunning, but an old man will be crafty: a subtle man has more acuteness of invention than either, and all his schemes are hidden by a veil that is impenetrable by common observation; the cunning man looks only to the concealment of an immediate object; the crafty and subtle man have a remote object to conceal: thus men are cunning in their ordinary concerns; politicians are crafty or subtle; but the former is more so as to the end, and the latter as to the means. A man is cunning and crafty by deeds; he is subtle mostly by means of words alone, or words and actions combined. Brynhild is a vulgar kind of cunning; the sly man goes cautiously and silently to work. Wiles is a species of cunning or craft, applicable only to cases of attack or defence.

There is still another secret that can never fail if you can once get it believed, and which is often practised by women of greatest cunning and wiles. This is to go by sides for a while with a jealous look, and to turn his own passion upon himself.—ADDISON.

Cunning is often to be met with in brutes themselves, and in persons who are but the lowest removes from them, ADDISON.
You will find the examples to be few and rare of wicked unprincipled men attaining fully the accomplishment of their crafty designs.—BLAIR.

The part of Ulysses, in Homer's Odyssey, is very much admired by Aristotle, as perplexing that table with very agreeable plots and intricacies, not only by the many adventures in his voyage and the subtility of his behaviour, but by the various concealments and discoveries of his person in several parts of his poem.—ADDISON.

If you ever corresponded, if you ever wrote letters to your correspondent, we could not omit finding out that you are a very watchful person; for your letters come to our hands very frequently—STEEL.

Imply his aid; for Proteus only knows The secret cause, and cure of all thy woes; But first the sultry wizard must be caught, For uncontroul'd he nothing tells for nought.—D'yVEN.

To Curb, v. To check.

To Cure, Heal, Remedy.

Cure, in Latin curare, signifies to take care of, that is, by distinction, to take care of that which requires particular care, in order to remove an evil.

Heal, in German heilen, comes from heal whole, signifying to make whole that which is unsound.

Remedy, in Latin remedium, is compounded of red medicum to cure or heal, which comes from the Greek μετέχεω and μέθα Μεδια, the country which contained the greatest number of healing plants. The particle re is here but an intensive.

To cure is employed for what is out of order; to heal for that which is broken; diseases are cured, wounds are healed; the former is a complex, the latter is a simple process. Whatever requires to be cured, is wrong in the system; it requires many and various applications internally and externally; whatever requires to be healed is occasioned externally by violence, and requires external applications. In a state of refinement men have the greatest number of disorders to be cured; in a savage state there is more occasion for the healing art.

Cure is used as properly in the moral as in the natural sense; heal in the moral sense is altogether figurative. The disorders of the mind are cured with greater difficulty than those of the body. The breaches which have been made in the affection of relatives towards each other, can be healed by nothing but a Christian spirit of forbearance and forgiveness.

To remedy, in the sense of applying remedies, has a moral application, in which it accords most with cure. Evils are either cured or remedied, but the former are of a much more serious nature than the latter. The evils in society require to be cured; an omission, a deficiency, or a mischief, requires to be remedied.

When bad habits become inveterate they are put out of the reach of cure. It is an exercise for the ingenuity of men to attempt to remedy the various troubles and inconveniences which are daily occurring.

If the frail body fails disorder'd pangs, Then drugs medicinal can give us ease; The soul, no Esculapian medicin can cure. —GENTLEMAN.

Severely ill to human life belongs, But what our follies, or mutual wrongs; Or if some stripes from Providence we feel, He strikes with pity, and but wounds to heal. —JENYS.

Every man has frequent grievances which only the solicitude of friendship will discover and remedy.—JOHNSON.

Cure, Remedy.

Cure (v. To cure) denotes either the act of curing, or the thing that cures. Remedy is mostly employed for the thing that remediates. In the former sense the remedy is in the cure as the means to the end; a cure is performed by the application of a remedy. That is incurable for which no remedy can be found; but a cure is sometimes performed without the application of any specific remedy. The cure is complete when the evil is entirely removed; the remedy is sure which by proper application never fails of effecting the cure. The cure of disorders depends upon the skill of the physician and the state of the patient; the efficacy of remedies depends upon their suitable choice and application; but a cure may be defeated or a remedy made of no avail by a variety of circumstances independent of either. A cure is sometimes employed for the thing that cures, but only in the sense of what infallibly cures. Quacks always hold forth their nostrums as infallible cures not for one but for every sort of disorder; experience has however fatally proved that the remedy in most cases is worse than the disease.

Why should he choose these nursery to endure If death could grant an everlasting cure? In plain there's something whispers in his ear (Tho' 'tain he'd hide it) he has much to fear. —JENYS.

The great defect of Thomson's Seasons is want of method; but for this I know not that there was any remedy.—JOHNSON.

Curious, Inquisitive, Prying.

Curious, in French curieux, Latin curiosus from cura care, signifying full of care.

Inquisitive, in Latin inquisitus, from inquirere to inquire or search into, signifying a disposition to investigate thoroughly.

Prying from pry, changed from the French prepren to try, signifies the disposition to try or sift to the bottom.

The disposition to interest one's self in matters not of immediate concern is the idea common to all these terms. Curiosity is directed to all objects that can gratify the inclination, taste, or understanding; inquisitiveness to such things only as satisfy the understanding.

The curious person interests himself in all the works of nature and art; he is curious to try effects and examine causes: the inquisitive person endeavours to add to his store of knowledge. Curiosity employs every means which falls in its way in order to procure gratification; the curious man uses his own powers or those of others to serve his purpose: inquisitiveness is indulged only by means of verbal inquiry; the inquisitive person collects all from others. A traveller is curious who examines every thing for himself; he is inquisitive when he minutely questions others. Inquisitiveness is therefore to curiosity as a part to the whole; whoever is curious will naturally be inquisitive, and he who is inquisitive is so from a species of curiosity.

Curious and inquisitive may be both used in a bad sense; prying is never used otherwise than in a bad sense. Inquisitive, as in the
former case, is a mode of curiosity, and prying is a species of eager curiosity. A curious person takes unallowed means of learning that which he ought not to wish to know; an inquisitive person puts many impertinent and troublesome questions; a prying temper is unceasing in its endeavours to be acquainted with the secrets of others. Curiosity is a fault most frequent among females; inquisitiveness is most general among children; a prying temper belongs only to people of low character.

A well-disciplined mind checks the first risings of idle curiosity: children should be taught early to suppress an inquisitive temper, which may sometimes do us harm. Others: those who are of a prying temper are insensible to every thing but the desire of unveiling what lies hidden; such a disposition is often engendered by the unlicensed indulgence of curiosity in early life, which becomes a sort of passion in riper years.

Sir Francis Bacon says, some have been so curious as to run through the times and seasons, when the stroke of an envious eye is most effectually pernicious.—STEEL.

Checking our inquisitive solicitude about what the Almighty hath concealed, let us diligently improve what he hath made known. BLAIR.

By adhering tenaciously to his opinion, and exhibiting other instances of a prying disposition, Lord George Sackville is rendered himself disagreeable to the commander in chief.—SMOLLET.

Current, v. Steam.

Cursory, Hasty, Slight, Desultory.

Cursory, from the Latin curro, signifies run over or done in running.

Hasty signifies done in haste.

Slight is a variation of light.

Desultory from desultio to leap, signifies leaped over.

Cursory includes both hasty and slight: it includes hasty in as much as it expresses a quick motion; it includes slight in as much as it conveys the idea of a partial action: a view may be either cursory or hasty, as the former is taken by design, the latter from carelessness: a view may be either cursory or slight; but the former is not so imperfect as the latter: an author will take a cursory view of those points which are not necessarily connected with his subject; an author who takes a hasty view of a subject will mislead by his errors; he who takes a slight view will disappoint by the shallowness of his information. Between cursory and desultory there is the same difference as between running and leaping: we run in a line, but we leap from one part to another; so remarks that are cursory have still more or less connexion, but remarks that are desultory are without any coherence.

Savage mingled in cursory conversation with the same steadiness of attention as others apply to a lecture.—JOHNSON.

The emperor Macrinus had once resolved to abolish these rescripts (of the emperors), and retain only the general edicts; he could not bear that the hasty and crude answers of such princes as Commodus and Caracalla should be revered as laws.—BLACKSTONE.

The wits of Charles's time had seldom more than slight and superficial views.—JOHNSON.

If compassion ever be felt from the brute instinct of uninstructed nature, it will only produce effects desultory and transient.—JOHNSON.

Curtail, v. Abridge.
Curved, v. Ayry.
Custody v. Keeping.

Custom, Habit.

Custom, in French coutume, probably contracted from the Latin consuetud, participle of consueverio to accustom.

Habit, in French habit, Latin habitudo from habeo to have, marks the state of having or holding.

Custom is a frequent repetition of the same act; habit the effect of such repetition: the custom of rising early in the morning is conducive to the health, and may in a short time become such a habit as to render it no less agreeable than it is useful.

Custom supposes an act of the will; habit implies an involuntary movement: a custom is followed; a habit is acquired: whoever follows the custom of imitating the look, tone, or gesture of another, is liable to get the habit of doing the same himself; and yet, if he be a second nature, it is of importance to guard against all customs to which we do not wish to become habituated; the drunkard is formed by the custom of drinking intemperately, until he becomes habituated to the use of spirituous liquors: the profane swearer who accustoms himself to curse life to utter the oaths which he hears, will find it difficult in advanced years to break himself of the habit of swearing: the love of imitation is so powerful in the human breast, that it leads the major part of mankind to follow custom even in ridiculous things; Solomon refers to the power of habit when he says 'Train up a child in the way in which he should go; and when he is old he will not depart from it,' a power which cannot be employed too early in the aid of virtue and religion.

Custom is applicable to many; habit is confined to the individual: every nation has customs peculiar to itself; and every individual has habits peculiar to his age, station, and circumstance.

It is the custom of the Mahometans, if they see any printed or written paper upon the ground, to take it up and lay it aside carefully, as not knowing but it may contain some piece of the Alcoran.—ADISON.

If a loose and careless life has brought a man into habits of dissipation, and led him to neglect those religious duties which he owed to his Maker, let him return to the regular worship of God.—BLAIR.

I dare not shock my reader with the description of the customs and manners of these barbarians (the Hottentots).—HUGHES.

Customary and habitual, the epithets derived from these words, admit of a similar distinction: the customary action is that which is repeated after the manner of a custom; the habitual action is that which is done by the force of habit.

This customary superiority grew too delicate for truth, and Swift, with all his penetration, allowed himself to be delighted with low flattery.—JOHNSON.

We have all reason to believe that, amidst numberless infirmities which attend humanity, what the great judge will chiefly regard is the habitual prevailing turn of our heart and life.—BLAIR.
**Custom.**

**Custom, Fashion, Manner, Practice.**

Customs, Fashions, and Manners, are all employed for communities of men; custom (v. Custom, habit) respects established and general modes of action; fashion, in French fréquence (to do or make), regards partial and transient modes of making or doing things; manner, in the limited sense in which it is here taken, signifies the manner or mode of men's living or behaving in their social intercourse.

Custom is authoritative; it stands in the place of law. It regulates the conduct of men in the most important concerns of life; fashion is arbitrary and capricious, it decides in matters of trifling import; manners are rational; they are the expressions of moral feelings. Customs are most prevalent in a barbarous state of society; fashions rule most where luxury has made the greatest progress; manners are most distinguishable in a civilized state of society.

Customs are in their nature as unchangeable as fashions are variable; manners depend on cultivation and collateral circumstances: customs die away or are abolished; fashions pass away, and new ones take their place; manners are altered either for the better or the worse; endeavours have been successfully employed in several parts of India to abolish the custom of infanticide, and that of women sacrificing themselves on the funeral piles of their husbands; the votaries of fashion are not contented with giving the law for the cut of the coat or the shape of the bonnet, but they wish to intrude upon the sphere of the scholar or the artist, by prescribing in matters of literature and taste; the influence of public opinion on the manners of a people has never been so strikingly illustrated as in the instance of the French nation during and since the Revolution.

**Practice, in Latin practica, Greek prαξις, from πραξo to do, signifies actual doing or the thing done, that is by distinction the regularly doing, or the thing regularly done, in which sense it is most analogous to custom; but the former simply conveys the idea of actual performance; the latter includes also the accessory idea of repetition at stated periods: a practice must be defined as frequent or unfrequent, regular or irregular; but a custom does not require to be qualified by any such epithets: it may be the practice of a person to do acts of charity, as the occasion requires; but when he does a particular act of charity at any given period of the year, it is properly denominated his custom.

Both practice and custom are general or particular, but the former is absolute, the latter relative: a practice may be adopted by a number of persons without reference to each other; but a custom is always followed either by imitation or prescription; the practice of gaming has always been followed by the vicious part of society; but it is to be hoped for the honour of man that it will never become a custom.

The custom of representing the grief we have for the loss of the dead by our habits, certainly had its rise from the real sorrow; we were too much distressed to take the care they ought of their dress.—STEELE.

Of beasts, it is confessed, the ape
Comes nearest us in human shape;  
Like man, he imitates each fashion.
And malice is his ruling passion.—SWIFT.

Their arms, their arts, their manners, I disclose,
And how they war, and whence the people came.
DRYDEN.

Savage was so touched with the discovery of his real mother, that it was his frequent practice to walk in the dark evenings for several hours before her door, with hopes of seeing her as she might cross her apartments with a candle in her hand.—JOHNSON.

**Dainty.**

**Daily, Diurnal.**

Daily, from day and late, signifies after the manner or in the time of the day.

Diurnal, from die day, signifies belonging to the day.

Daily is the colloquial term which is applicable to whatever passes in the day time; diurnal is the scientific term, which applies to what passes within or belongs to the astronomical day: the physician makes daily visits to his patients; the earth has a diurnal motion on its own axis.

All creatures else forget their daily care,  
And sleep, the common gift of nature, share.  
DRYDEN.

Half yet remains unscreened, but narrow bound  
Within the visible diurnal sphere.—MILTON.

**Dainty, Delicacy.**

These terms, which are in vogue among epicures, have some shades of difference in their signification not altogether undeserving of notice.

Dainty from dain, deign, and the Latin dignus worthy, is applied to that which is of worth or value,—of course only to such things as have a superior value in the estimation of epicures; and consequently conveys a more positive meaning than Delicacy: in as much as a dainty may be that which is extremely delicate, a delicacy is sometimes a species of dainty; but there are many delicacies which are altogether suited to the most delicate appetite, that are neither costly nor rare, two qualities which are almost inseparable from a dainty; those who indulge themselves freely in dainties and delicacies scarcely know what it is to eat with an appetite; but those who are temperate in their use of the enjoyments of life will be enabled to derive pleasure from ordinary objects.

My landlord’s cellars stock’d with beer and ale,  
Instantly brings the choicest liquors out,  
Whether we ask’d for home brew’d or for stout,  
For mead or cider; or with dainties fed,  
Raising for a flank or two of white or red.—SWIFT.

She turns, on hospitable thoughts intent,  
What choice to chase for delicacy best.—MILTON.
DANGER.

Danger, v. Injuiy.

Damage, v. Injury.

Damage, v. Loss.


Danger, Peril, Hazard.

Danger, in French danger, comes from the Latin damnun a loss or damage, signifying the chance of a loss.

Peril, in French peril, comes from periculum, which signifies either to go over, or to pass; and periculo, which signifies literally that which is undergone; designating a critical situation, a rude trial, which may terminate in one's ruin.


The idea of chance or uncertainty is common to all these terms; but the two former may sometimes be foreseen and calculated upon; the latter is purely contingent.

Danger and peril are applied to a positive evil; hazard may simply respect the loss of a good; risks are voluntarily run from the hope of gain, there is no necessity to act willed in a hazard; and there cannot be a hazard without some danger.

A general hazard a battle, in order to disengage himself from a difficulty, he may by this step involve himself in imminent danger of losing his honour or his life; but it is likewise possible that by his superior skill he may put both his sides to hazard: we call danger exposed to dangers which no human foresight can guard against, and are frequently induced to engage in enterprises at the hazard of our lives, and of all that we hold dear.

Dangers are far and near, ordinary and extraordinary; they meet us if we do not go in search of them: perils are always distant and extraneous to our own course to expose ourselves to them: in the quiet walk of life, as in the most busy and tumultuous, it is the lot of man to be surrounded by danger; he has nothing which he is not in danger of losing; and knows of nothing which he is not in danger of suffering: the traveller who goes in search of unknown countries puts themselves in the way of undergoing perils both by sea and land.

Proud of the favors mighty Jove has shown,
On certain dangers we too rashly run.—POPE.

From that dire deluge through the watery waste,
Each length of years, such various peril past.
At last escap'd, to Latium we repair.—DRYDEN.

One was their care, and their delight was one;
One common hazard in the war they shared.

DRYDEN.

The same distinction exists between the epithets that are derived from these terms.

It is dangerous for a youth to act without the advice of his friends: it is perilous for a traveller to explore the wilds of Africa: it is hazardous for a merchant to speculate in time of war: experiments in matters of policy or government are always dangerous: a journey through deserts that are infested with beasts of prey; a military expedition conducted with inadequate means is hazardous.

Hear this, and tremble! all who would be great.
Yet know not what attends that dangerous wretched state.

The grisy boar is singled from his herd,
A match for Hercules; round him they fly.

JENKYNS.

DARK.

In circles wide, and each in passing sends
His feather'd death into his brauny side;
But perilous th' attempt.—SOMERVILLE.

The previous steps being taken, and the time fixed for this hazardous attempt, Admiral Holmes moved with his squadron forty miles up the river, but three leagues above the place appointed for the disembarkation, that he might deceive the enemy.—SMOLLET.

To Dare, v. To brave.

Daring, Bold.

Daring signifies having the spirit to dare.


These terms may be both taken in a bad sense; but daring much oftener than bold: in either case daring expresses much more than bold: he who is daring provokes resistance, and courts danger; but the bold man is contented to overcome the resistance that is offered to him: a man may be bold in the n-o of words only; he must be daring in actions: he is bold in the defence of truth; he is daring in military enterprise.

Too daring prince! ah! Whither dost thou run?
Ah! too forgetful of thy wife and son.—POPE.

Thirty-six barrels of gunpowder were placed in the cellar, the whole covered up with bags and billets; the doors boldly flung open, and everybody admitted as if it contained nothing dangerous.—HUME.

Dark, Obscure, Dim, Mysterious.

Dark, in Saxon deor, is doubtless connected with the German dunkel dark and dunst a vapour, which is a cause of darkness.

Obscure, in Latin obscurus, compounded of ob and scuros, Greek σκοπεος and σκα a shadow, signifies literally interrupted by a shadow.

Dim is but a variation of dark, dunkel, &c.

Darkness expresses more than obscurity; the former denotes the total privation of light; the latter only the diminution of light.

Dark is opposed to light; obscurer to bright: what is dark is altogether hidden; what is obscure is not to be seen distinctly, or without an effort.

Darkness may be used either in a natural or moral sense; obscurity only in the latter; in which case the former conveys a more unfavourable idea: darkness serves to cover that which ought not to be hidden; obscurity intercepts our view of that which we would wish to see: the former is the consequence of design; the latter of neglect or accident: the letter sent by the conspirator in the gunpowder plot to his friend was dark: all passages in ancient writers which allude to circumstances no longer known, must necessarily be obscure: a corner may be said to be dark or obscure, but the former is used literally and the latter figuratively; the owl is obliged, from the weakness of its visual organs, to seek the darkest corners in the daytime: men of distorted minds often seek obscure corners, only from disappointed ambition.

Dim expresses degrees of darkness, but it is employed more in relation to the person seeing than to the object seen. The eyes are said to grow dim, or the sight dim. The light is said to be dim, by which things are but dimly seen.
Why are they speeches dark and troubled
As Cretan seas, when vex'd by warring winds?

He that reads and grows no wiser seldom suspects his
own deficiency, but complains of hard words and obscure
sentences.—JOHNSON.

The stars shall fade away, the sun himself
Grow dim with age, and nature sink in years;
But thou shalt flourish in immortal youth.

Mysterious denotes a species of the dark,
In relation to the actions of men; where a veil
is intentionally thrown over any object so as
to render it as incomprehensible as that which
is sacred. Dark is an epithet taken always in
the bad sense, but mysterious is always in an
indifferent sense. We are told in the Sacred
Writings, that men love darkness rather than
light, because their deeds are evil. Whatever,
therefore, is dark in the ways of men is natu-
 rally presumed to be evil; but things may be
mysterious in the events of human life, with-
out the express intention of an individual to render them so. The speeches of an assassin
and conspirator will be dark; an intricate
tale which involves the characters and con-
duct of men may be mysterious.

The same distinction exists between these
terms when applied to the ways of Providence,
which are said to be sometimes dark, in as
much as they present a cloudy aspect; and mostly mysterious, in as much as they are past
finding out.

Randolph, an agent extremely proper for conducting
any dark intrigue, was dispatched into Scotland, and,
receiving secretly among the lords of the congregation,
observed and quickened their motions.—ROBERTSON.

The affection which Mary in her letter expresses for
Bothwell, fully accounts for every subsequent part of her
conduct, which, without admitting this circumstance,
appears altogether mysterious and inconsistent.—ROBERT-
SON.

To Dart, v. To shoot.
Date, v. Time.
To Daub, v. To smear.
To Daunt, v. To dismay.
Days of Yore, v. Formerly.
Dead, v. Lifetimes.

Deadly, Mortal, Fatal.

Deadly or Deadlike signifies like death itself in its effects.

Mortal, in Latin mortalis, signifies belonging
to death.

Fatal, in Latin fatalis, signifies according to fate.

Deadly is applied to what is productive of
death; mortal to what terminates in or is
liable to death; fatal applies not only to death,
but every thing which may be of great mis-
chief. A poison is deadly; a wound or a
wounded part is mortal; a step in walking, or
a step in one's conduct, may be fatal. Things
only are deadly; creatures are mortal. Hatred
is deadly; whatever has life is mortal. There
may be remedies sometimes to counteract that
which is deadly; but that which is mortal is
past all cure; and that which is fatal cannot
be retrieved.

On him amidst the flying numbers found.
Euryalus inflicts a deadly wound.—POPE.

For my own part, I never could think that the soul,
while in a mortal body, lives.—HUGHES after XEN-
ophon.

O fatal change! become in one sad day
A senseless curse! immolated thy.—POPE.

Deal, Quantity, Portion.

Deal, in Saxon deel, Dutch deel, and Ger-
man theil, from deelen, theilen, &c., to divide,
signifies literally the thing divided or taken
off.

Quantity, in Latin quantitas, comes from
quantus, signifying how much.

Portion, through the Latin pars and portio,
comes from the Hebrew parash to divide,
signifying, like the word deal, the thing taken
off.

Deal always denotes something great, and
cannot be coupled with any epithet that does
not express much: quantity is a term of re-
active import; it either marks indefinitely the
how, or so much of a thing, or may be defined
by some epithet to express much or little:
portion is of itself altogether indefinite, and
admits of being qualified by any epithet to
express much or little: deal is a term confined
to familiar use, and sometimes substituted for
quantity, and sometimes for portion. It is
common to speak of a deal or a quantity of
paper, a great deal or a great quantity of
money; likewise of a great deal or a great por-
tion of pleasure, a great deal or a great por-
tion of wealth: and in some cases deal is more
usual than either quantity or portion, as a deal
of heat, a deal of rain, a deal of frost, a deal of
noise, and the like; but it is altogether inad-
missible in the higher style of writing.

Portion is employed only for that which is
detached from the whole; quantity may some-
times be employed for a number of wholes. We
may speak of a large or a small quantity of
books; a large or a small quantity of plants or
herbs; but a large or small portion of food, a
large or small portion of colour. Quantity
is used only in the natural sense; portion also
in the moral application. Material substances,
as wood, stone, metals, and liquids, are
necessarily considered with regard to quantity;
the qualities of the mind and the circum-
stances of human life are divided into por-
tions. A builder estimates the quantity of
materials which he will want for the comple-
tion of a house; the workman estimates the
portion of labour which the work will require.

This, my inquisitive temper, or rather imperitent
humour, of prying into all sorts of writing, with my
natural aversion to loquacity, gives me a good deal of
employment when I enter any house in the country.—
ADDISON.

There is never room in the world for more than a cer-
tain quantity or measure of renown.—JOHNSON.

The jars of generous wine. Acestes' gift.
He set abroad, and for the feast prepared.
In equal portion with the venison shed'd.

To Deal, v. To part.
Dealing, v. Trade.

Death, Departure, Decease, Demise.

Death signifies the act of dying.
Departure, signifies the act of departing.
Debility, from the Latin decedent to fall off, signifies the act of falling away.

Demise, from demitto to take down, signifies literally resigning possession.

Death is a general or a particular term; it marks in the abstract sense the extinction of life, and is applicable to men or animals; to one or many. Departure, demise, and decease, are synonymous, suited only to the condition of human beings. * Departure is a Christian term, which carries with it an idea of a passage from one life to another; demise is a technical term in law, which is introduced into common life to designate one's falling off from the number of the living; demise is substituted for decease sometimes in speaking of private affairs. Death of itself has always something terrific in it; but the Gospel has divested it of its terrors: the hour of departure, therefore, for a Christian, is often the happiest period of his mortal existence. Death presents only the idea of leaving life to the survivors. Of death it has been said, that nothing is more certain than that it will come, and nothing more uncertain than when it will come. Knowing that we have here no resting place of abode, it is the part of wisdom to look forward to our departure. Property is in perpetual occupancy; at the decease of one possessor, it passes into the hands of another.

The death of an individual is sometimes attended with circumstances peculiarly distressing to those who are nearly related. The tears which are shed at the departure of those we love are not always indications of our weakness, but rather testimonies of their worth.

How quickly would the honours of illustrious men perish after death, if their souls performed nothing to preserve their fame.—Hughes after Xenophon.

The loss of our friends impresses upon us hourly the necessity of our own departure.—Johnson.

Though men see every day people go to their long home, they are not so apt to be alarmed at that, as at the decease of those who have lived longer in their sight.—Stiles.

So tender is the law of supposing even a possibility of the King's death, that his natural dissolution is generally called his demise.—Blackstone.

As an epithet, dead is used collectively; departed is used with a noun only; deceased generally without a noun, to denote one or more according to the connection.

There is a respect due to the dead, which cannot be violated without offence to the living. It is a pleasant reflection to conceive of departed spirits, as taking an interest in the concerns of those whom they have left. All the marks on the body of the deceased indicated that he had met with his death by some violence.

The living and the dead, at his command,
Were coupled face to face, and hand to hand.—Dryden.

The sophistick tyrants of Paris are loud in their declamation against the departed regal tyrants, who in former ages have vexed the world.—Burke.

It was enacted in the reign of Edward I. that the ordinary shall be bound to pay the debts of the intestate, in the case that executors were bound in case the deceased left a will.—Blackstone.

To Debear, v. To deprive.

To Debase, v. To abase.

To Debate, v. To argue.

To Debate, v. To consult.

To Debate, Deliberate.

Debate, v. To argue, dispute.

Deliberate, v. To consult, deliberate.

These terms equally mark the acts of pausing or withholding the decision, whether applicable to one or many. To debate supposes always a contrariety of opinion; to deliberate supposes simply the weighing or estimating the value of the opinion that is offered. Where many persons have the liberty of offering their opinions, it is natural to expect that there will be debating; when any subject offers that are complicated and questionable, it calls for mature deliberation. It is lamentable when passion gets such an ascendancy in the mind of any one, as to make him debate which course of conduct he shall pursue between virtue and vice; the want of deliberation, whether in private or public transactions, is a more fruitful source of mischief than almost any other.

To seek sage Nelson now the chief resolves:—With him in wholesome counsels to debate
What yet remains to save the sinking state—Pope.
—When man's life is in debate.

The judge can ne'er too long deliberate.—Dryden.

To Debilitate, v. To weaken.

Debility, Infirmity, Imbecility.

Debility, in Latin debilita, from debilis, or de privative and habilo, signifies a deficiency, or not having.

Infirmity, in Latin infirmitas from firmus, or in privative and firmus strong, signifies the absence of strength.

Imbecility, in Latin imbecillitatis from inimbelia, or in privative, and debility, balcinia or balculus a staff, signifies not having a staff; all these terms denote a species of weakness, but the two former, particularly the first, respect that which is physical, and the latter which is either physical or mental. Debility is constitutional, or otherwise; infirmity is always constitutional; infirmity is accidental, and results from sickness, or a decay of the frame. Debility may be either general or local; infirmity is always local; imbecility always general. Debility prevents the active performance of the ordinary functions of nature; it is a deficiency in the muscular power of the body: infirmity is a partial want of power, which interferes with, but does not necessarily destroy the activity; imbecility lies in the whole frame, and renders it almost entirely powerless.

Young people are frequently troubled with debilities in their ankles or legs, of which they are never cured. Old age is most exposed to infirmities, but there is no age at which the death of the intestate, in the case that executors were bound in case the deceased left a will.—Blackstone.

Vide Dr. Trusler: "Departure, death, decease."
As increasing years debilitate the body, so they weaken the force and diminish the warmth of the affections. — Blair.

This weakness, not wisdom I own, and on that account fitter to be trusted to the bosom of a friend, where I may safely lodge all my infirmities. — Atterbury.

It is seldom that we are otherwise than by affliction awakened to a sense of our imbecility. — Johnson.

**Debt.**

*Debt* and *Due* are both derived from the same verb. *Debt* comes from debitis participle of the Latin verb *debere*; and *due*, in French *du* participle of *devoir*, comes likewise from *deber* to owe.

*Debt* is used always as a substantive; *due* either as a substantive or an adjective. A person contracts debts and receives his due. The debt is both obligatory and compulsory; it is a return for something equivalent in value, and cannot be dispensed with; what is *due* is obligatory, but not always compulsory. A debtor may be compelled to discharge his debts; but it is not always in the power of a man even to claim that which is his due. Debt is generally mercantile in its nature; due, either in a mercantile or moral sense. A debt is determined by law; what is due is fixed often by principles of equity and honour. He who receives the stipulated price of his goods receives his debt; he who receives praise and honour, as a reward of good actions, receives his due.

*Debt* may sometimes be used figuratively, as to pay the debt of nature.

Though Christ was as pure and undefiled, without the least spot of sin, as purity and innocence itself; yet he was pleased to make himself the greatest sinner in the world by imputation, and render himself a sinner responsible for our debts. — South.

The ghosts rejected are 'th unhappy crew. *Depr'v'd of sepulchres and funeral dust.* — Dryden.

**Decay, Decline, Consumption.**

*Decay,* French *decessoir,* from the Latin *decadere,* signifies literally to fall off or away.

*Decline,* from the Latin *declineo,* or *de* and *cline,* signifies to turn away or turn aside. The direction expressed by both those actions is very similar; it is a sideward movement, but decay expresses more than decline. What is *declined* is fallen or gone; what declines leans towards a fall, or is going; when applied, therefore, to the same objects, a decline is properly the commencement of a decay. The health may experience a decline at any period of life from variety of causes, but it naturally experiences a decay in old age.

*Consumption* (v. To consume) implies a rapid decay.

*By decay* things lose their perfection, their greatness, and their consistency; *by decline* they lose their strength, their vigor, and their lustre; *by consumption* they lose their existence. *Decay* brings to ruin; *decline* leads to an end or expiration. There are some things to which decay is peculiar, and some things to which decline is peculiar, and other things to which both decay and decline belong. The corruption to which material substances are particularly exposed is termed decay: the close of life, when health and strength begin to fail away, is termed the declination; the decay of states in the moral world takes place by the same process as the decay of fabrics in the natural world; the decline of empires, from their state of elevation and spiced dour, is a natural figure drawn from the declination of the setting sun. *Consumption* is seldom applied to any thing but animal bodies.

The sea shall waste, the skies in smoke decay; Rocks fall to dust, and mountains melt away; But fix'd his word, his saving power remains, Thy realm for ever lasts, thy own Messiah reigns. — Petr.

After the death of Julius and Augustus Caesar the Roman empire declined every day. — South.

By degrees the empire shrivelled and pined away; and from such a surfeit of inordinate prosperity passed at length into a final consumption. — South.

**To decay,** v. To perish.

**Decease,** v. Death.

**Deceit,** v. Art.

**Deceit, Deception.**

*Deceit* (v. To deceive) marks the propensity to deceive, or the practice of deceiving; *Deception* the art of deceiving (v. To deceive).

A deceiver is full of deceit: but a deception may be occasionally practised by one who has not this habit of deceiving. *Deceit* is a characteristic of so base a nature, that those who have it practise every species of deception in order to hide their characters from the observation of the world.

The practice of deceit springs altogether from a design, and that of the worst kind; but a deception may be practised from indifferent, if not innocent motives, or may be occasioned even by inanimate objects.

A person or a conduct is deceitful; an appearance is deceptive. A deceitful person has always guile in his heart, and on his tongue; jugglers practise various deceptions in the performance of their tricks for the entertainment of the populace. Parasites and sycophants are obliged to have recourse to deceit, in order to inveigle themselves into the favour of their patrons; there is no sense on which a deception can be practised with a greater facility than on that of sight; sometimes it is an agreeable deception, as in the case of a panoramic exhibition.

*I mean to plunge the boy in pleasing sleep, And ravish'd in Julian bowers to keep, Or high Cythera, that the sweet deceit May pass unseen, and none the cheat.* — Dryden.

All the joy or sorrow for the happiness or calamities of others is produced by an act of the imagination that realizes the event however fictitious, so that we feel, while the deception lasts, whatever emotions would be excited by the same good or evil happening to ourselves. — Johnson.

**Deceit, Duplicity, Double-Dealing.**

*Deceit* (v. *Deceit, deception*).

*Duplicity* signifies doubtfulness in dealing, the same as *Double-dealing*.

The former two may be applied either to habitual or particular actions, the latter only to particular actions. There may be much deceit or duplicity in a person's character or in his proceedings; there is double-dealing only where dealing goes forward. The deceit may be more or less veil'd; the duplicity lies...
very deep, and is always studied whenever it is put into practice. *Duplicity* in reference to actions is mostly employed for a course of conduct; *double-dealing* is but another term for *duplicity* on particular occasions. Children of reserved characters are frequently prone to deceit, which grows into consummate *duplicity* in riper years: the wealthy are often exposed to much *duplicity* when they choose their favourites among the low and ignorant: nothing gives rise to more *double-dealing* than the fabrication of wiles.

The arts of *deceit* do continually grow weaker and less serviceable to them that use them.—*TILLIUSON.*

Necessity drove Dryden into a *duplicity* of character that is painful to reflect upon.—*CUMBERLAND.*

Mack, well (in the *Double-Dealer*) discloses by soliloquy that his motive for *double-dealing* was founded in his passion for Cynthia.—*CUMBERLAND.*

**Deceitful, v. Fallicious.**

**Deceit, Fraud, Guile.**

Deceit (*v. Deciet, deception*) is allied to fraud in reference to actions; to guile in reference to the character.

Deceit is here, as in the preceding article, indeterminate when compared with fraud, which is a specific mode of deceiving: deceit is practised only in private transactions; fraud is practised towards bodies as well as individuals in public as well as private; a child practises deceit towards its parents; frauds are practised upon government, on the public at large, or on tradesmen: deceit involves the violation of moral law, fraud that of the civil law. A servant may deceive his master as to the time of his coming or going, but he defrauds him of his property if he obtains it by any false means. Deceit as a characteristic is indefinite in magnitude; guile marks a strong degree of moral turpitude in the individual. The former is displayed in petty concerns: the latter, which contaminates the whole character, displays itself in inextricable windings and turnings that are suggested in peculiar manner by the author of this article. Deceit is an epithet commonly and lightly applied to persons in general; but guile is applied to characters which are the most diametrically opposed to, and at the greatest possible distance from, that which is false.

With such deceit he gain'd their easy hearts,
Too prone to credit his peridious arts.—*DRYDEN.*

The story of the three books of the Sibyl sold to Tarquin was all a fraud devised for the convenience of state.—*PRIDEAUX.*

Was it for force or guile
Or some religious end, you raise'd this plee?—*DRYDEN.*

**To Deceive, Delude, Impose upon.**

Deceive, in French *decevoir,* Latin *decepir,* compounded of de *privative,* and *capio* to take, signifies to take wrong.

Delude, in Latin *deludo,* compounded of de and ludo, signifies to play upon or to mislead by a trick.

Impose, in Latin *imponi,* perfect of *impono,* signifies literally to lay or put upon.

Falsehood is the leading feature in all these terms; they vary however in the circumstances of the action. To deceive is the most general of the three; it signifies simply to produce a false conviction: the other terms are properly species of deceiving, including accessory ideas. *Deception* may be practised in various degrees; *deluding* is always something positive, and considerable in degree. Every false impression produced by external objects, whether in trites or important matters, is a *deception;* but *delusion* is confined to errors in matters of opinion. We may be deceived in the colour or the distance of an object; we are deluded as to what regards our principles or moral conduct.

A *deception* does not always suppose a fault on the part of the person deceived, but a *delusion* does. A person is sometimes deceived in cases where deception is unavoidable: he is deluded through a voluntary blindness of the understanding: artful people are sometimes capable of deceiving so as not even to excite suspicion; their plausible tales justify the credit that is given to them: when the ignorant enter into nice questions of politics or religion, it is their ordinary fate to be deluded.

*Deception* is practised by an individual on himself or others: a *delusion* is commonly practised on one's self; and *deceit* is always practised on another. Men deceive others from a variety of motives; they always impose upon them or purposes of gain, or the gratification of ambition. Men deceive themselves with false pretences and false confidence; they delude themselves with vain hopes and wishes.

Professors in religion are often deceived themselves as much as they do others: the greatest and most dangerous *delusion* into which they are liable to fall is that of substituting faith for practice, and an extravagant regard to the outward observances of religion for the mild and humble temper of Jesus; no impertinence was ever so grossly practised upon mankind as that of M. Homo.—*BOSCOMMON.*

I would have all my readers take care how they mistake themselves for uncommon geniuses and men above rule, since it is very easy for them to be deceived in this particular.—*BOSCOMMON.*

All deceived by a seeming excellence.—*BOSCOMMON.*

As there seem to be in this manuscript some anomalies and deviations from the ancient orthography, I am not satisfied myself that it is authentic, and not rather the production of one of those Greekian sophists who have imposed upon the world several spurious works of this nature.—*ADISON.*

**Deceiver, Impostor.**

Deceiver and impostor, the derivatives from deceive and impose, have a further distinction worthy of notice.

*Deceiver* is a generic term; *impostor* specific: every impostor is a species of deceiver; the words have however a distinct use. The *deceiver* practises deception on individuals; the *impostor* only on the public at large. The false friend and the faithless lover are deceivers: the assumed nobleman who practises frauds under his disguise, and the pretended prince who lays claim to a crown to which he was not born, are impostors.

*Deceivers* are the most dangerous members of society; they trifle with the best affections of our nature, and violate the most sacred obligations. *Impostors* are seldom so culpable as those who give them credit. It would require
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no small share of credulity to be deceived by any of the impositions which have been hitherto practised upon the inconsiderate part of mankind.

That tradition of the Jews that Christ was stolen out of the grave is ancient; it was the invention of the Jews, and denies the integrity of the witnesses of his resurrection, making them deceivers.—TILLOTSON.

Decency, Decorum.

Though Decency and Decorum are both derived from the same word (v. Becoming), they have acquired a distinction in their sense and application. Decency respects a man's conduct; decorum his behaviour; a person conducts himself with decency; he behaves with decorum.

Decency is a vice; it is the violation of public or private morals: indecorum is a fault; it offends the feelings of those who witness it. Nothing but a depraved mind can lead to indecent practices: indiscretion and thoughtlessness may sometimes give rise to that which is indecorous. Decency enjoins upon all relatives, according to the proximity of their relationship, to show certain marks of respect to the mem bers of the deceased. regard for the feelings of others enjoins a certain outward decorum upon every one who attends a funeral.

Even religion itself, unless decency be the handmaid which waits upon her, is apt to make people appear guilty of sourness and ill humour.—SPECTATOR.

I will allow a woman of a certain rank cannot have too many real vices; but at the same time I do insist upon it that it is essentially her interest not to have the appearance of any. This decorum, I confess, will conceal her conquests; but on the other hand, if she will be pleased to reflect that those conquests are known sooner or later, she will not upon an average find herself a loser.—CHESTERFIELD.

Decent, v. Becoming.

Deception, v. Deceit.

To Decide, Determine, Conclude Upon.

Decide from the Latin decido, compounded of de and endo, signifies to cut off or cut short a business.

Determine from the Latin determino, compounded of de and termino a term or boundary, signifies to fix the boundary.

Conclude, v. To close, finish.

The idea of bringing a thing to an end is connected with the signification of all these words; but decide expresses more than determine, and determine more than conclude.

Decide and determine are both employed in matters relating to ourselves or others; conclude is employed in matters that respect the parties only who conclude. As it respects others, to decide is an act of greater authority than to determine; to determine is an act of greater importance than to decide. The nature and character of a thing is decided upon; its limits or extent are determined on. A judge decides on the law and equity of the case; the jury determine as to the guilt or innocence of the person. An individual decides in his own mind on any measure, and the propriety of adopting it; he determines in his own mind as to how, when, and where it shall be commenced.

One decides in all matters of question or dispute; one determines in all matters of fact. We decide in order to have an opinion; we determine in order to act. In complicated cases, where arguments of apparently equal weight are offered by men of equal authority, it is difficult to decide; when equally feasible plans are offered for our choice, we are often led to determine upon one of them from trifling motives.

To determine and conclude are equally practical; but determine seems to be more peculiarly the act of an individual; conclude may be the act of one or of many. We determine by an immediate act of the will; we conclude on a thing by inference and deduction. Caprices may often influence in determining; but nothing is concluded on without deliberation and judgment. Many things may be determined on which are either never put into execution, or remain hanging unexecuted; but that which is concluded on is mostly followed by immediate action. To conclude on is properly to come to a final determination.

With mutual blood t' Ausonian soil is dyed,
While on its borders each their claim decide.

DEYDEN.

No mystic dream could make their fates appear;
Though now determined by Tydies' spear.—POPE.

But no frail man, however great or high,
Can be concluded blest before he die.—ADDISON.

Decided, Determined, Resolve.

A man who is Decided (v. To decide) remains in no doubt: he who is Determined is uninfluenced by the doubts or questions of others: he who is Resolve (v. To determine, resolve) is uninfluenced by the consequences of his actions. A decided character is at all times essential for a prince or a minister, but particularly so in an unsettled period like the present; a determined character is essential for one who is engaged in dangerous enterprises. Pericles was a man of a decided temper, which was well fitted to direct the affairs of government in a season of turbulence and disquietude: Titus Manlius Torquatus displayed himself to be a man of a determined character when he put to death his victorious son for a breach of military discipline: Brutus, the murderer of Cesar, was a man of a resolute temper.

Almost all the high-bred republicans of my time have, after a short space, become the most decided thorough-paced courtiers.—BIRKEN.

A race determined, that to death contend:
So fierce these Greeks their last retreats defend.

POPE.

Most of the propositions we think, reason, discourse, may act upon; our characters are drawn from knowledge of their truth; yet some of them border so near upon certainty that we make no doubt at all about them; but assert to them as firmly, and act according to that assertion, as resolutely, as if they were infallibly demonstrated.—LOCKE.
Decided, Decisive.

Decided marks that which is actually decided: Decisive that which appertains to decision. Decided is employed for persons or things; decisive only for things. A person's aversion or attachment is decided; a sentence, a judgement, or a victory, is decisive. A man of a decided character always adopts decisive measures. It is right to be decidedly averse to everything which is immoral: we should be cautious not to pronounce decisively on any point where we are not perfectly clear and well grounded in our opinion. In every popular commotion it is the duty of a good subject to take a decided part in favour of law and order: such is the nature of law, that if it were not decisive it would be of no value.

A polite caution, a guarded circumvention, were among the ruling principles of our forefathers in their most decided conduct.—BURKE.

The sentence of a superior judge is final, decisive, and invariable. BLACKSTONE.

It is notorious that the measures of the national assembly are decided before they are debated.—BURKE.

Decision, Judgement, Sentence.

Decision signifies literally the act of deciding, or the thing decided upon (v. To decide).

Judgement signifies the act of judging or determining in general (v. To decide).

Sentence, in Latin sententia, signifies the opinion held or maintained.

These terms, though very different in their original meaning, are now employed so that the two latter are species of the former: a final conclusion of any business is comprehended in them all: but decision conveys none of the collateral ideas which is expressed by judgement and sentence: a decision has no respect to the agent; it may be said of one or many; it may be the decision of the court of the nation, of the public, of a particular body of men, or of a private individual: but a judgement is given in a public court, or among private individuals; a sentence is passed in a court of law, or at the bar of the public.

A decision specifies none of the circumstances of the action: it may be a legal or an arbitrary decision; it may be a decision according to one's caprice, or after mature deliberation: a judgement is always passed either in a court of law, and consequently by virtue of authority; or it is passed by an individual by the authority of his own judgement: a sentence is always passed by the authority of law, or the will of the public.

A decision respects matters of dispute or litigation; it puts an end to all question: a judgement respects the guilt or innocence, the moral excellences or defects of a person: a sentence respects the punishment or consequent fate of the object: some questions are of so complicated a nature that it is not possible to bring them to a decision; men are forbidden by the Christian religion to be severe in their judgements on one another; the works of an author must sometimes await the sentence of impartial posterity before their value can be duly appreciated.

The decisions of the judges, in the several courts of justice, are the principal and most authoritative evidence that can be given of the existence of such a custom as shall form a part of the common law.—BLACKSTONE.

It is the greatest folly to seek the praise or approbation of any being besides the Supreme Being: because no other being can make a right judgement of us.—ADDISON.

The guilty man has an honour for the judge who with justice pronounces against him the sentence of death itself.—STEERE.

Decisive, v. Conclusive.

Decisive, v. Decided.

Declaim, Invent.

Declaim, in Latin declamo, that is, de and clamo, signifies literally to cry aloud in a set form of words.

Inveigh, v. Abuse, invective.

The sense in which these words agree is that of using the language of displeasure against any person or thing: declaim is used generally, invective particularly; public men and public measures are subjects for the declarer; private individuals afford subjects for inveighing against: the former is under the influence of particular opinions or prejudices; the latter is the fruit of personal resentment or displeasure: patriots (as they are called) are always inveighing against the former, we may declare power or the state of the nation; and not unfrequently they profit by the opportunity of indulging their private pique by inveighing against particular members of the government who have disappointed their expectations of advancement. A declarer is noisy: he is a man of words; he makes long and loud addresses; an inveigher is virulent and personal: he enters into private details, and often indulges his malignant feelings under an affected regard for morality.

The grave and the merry have equally thought themselves at liberty to conclude, either with declaratory complaints, or satirical censures of female folly.—JOHN-SON.

Searce were the flocks refreshed with morning dew,
When Damon stretched beneath an olive shade,
And wildards starting up, the olive's dews Against the conscious gods.—DRYDEN.

To Declare, Publish, Proclaim.

Declare, in Latin declaro, compounded of de and claro to clear, signifies literally to make clear or show plainly to a person.

Publish, v. To announce.

Proclaim, in Latin proclamo, compounded of pro and clamo, signifies to cry before or in the ears of others.

The idea of making known is common to all these terms: this is simply the signification of declare, but the other two include accessory ideas.

The word declare does not express any particular mode or circumstance of making known, it is implied by the forms of language: we declare publicly or privately; we publish and proclaim only in a public manner: we may declare by word of mouth, or by writing; we publish or proclaim by any means that will render the thing most generally known.

In declaring, the leading idea is that of speaking out that which passes in the mind; in publishing, the leading idea is that of
A decree is a more solemn and deliberative act than an edict; on the other hand an edict is more authoritative than a decree. A decree is the decision of one or many; an edict speaks the will of an individual: councils and senates, as well as princes, make decrees; despotic rulers issue edicts.

Decrees are passed for the regulation of public and private matters; they are made known as occasion requires, but are not always public: edicts and proclamations contain the commands of the sovereign authority, and are directly addressed to the people. An edict is peculiar to a despotic government: a proclamation is common to a monarchical and aristocratic form of government: the ukase in Russia is a species of edict, by which the emperor makes known his will to his people; the king of England communicates to his subjects the determinations of himself and his council by means of a proclamation.

Are we condemn'd, by fate's unjust decree,
No more our houses and our homes to see?

DRYDEN.

This statute or act of parliament is placed among the records of the kingdom, there to be read and pondered, to give it the force of a law, as was necessary by the civil law with regard to the emperor's edicts.—BLACKSTONE.

From the same original of the king's being the fountain of justice, we may also deduce the prerogative of issuing proclamations, which is vested in the king alone.—BLACKSTONE.

To Decry, v. To disparage.

To Dedicate, Devote, Consecrate, Hallow.

Dedicate, in Latin dedicatus, participle from de and dic, signifies to set apart by a promise.

Devote, in Latin devotus, participle from devoveo, signifies to vow for an express purpose.

Consecrate, in Latin consecratus, from consecrare, consecrate, and sacrum, signifies to make sacred by a special act.

Hallow from holy, or the German heilig, signifies to make holy.

There is something more positive in the act of dedicating than in that of devoting; but less so than in that of consecrating.

To dedicate and devote may be employed in both temporal and spiritual matters; to consecrate and hallow only in the spiritual sense: we may dedicate or devote anything that is at our disposal to the service of some object; but the former is employed mostly in regard to superiors, and the latter to persons without distinction of rank: we dedicate a house to the service of God: or we devote our time to the benefit of our friends, or the relief of the poor: we may dedicate or devote ourselves to an object; but the former always implies a solemn setting apart springing from a sense of duty; the latter an entire application of one's self from zeal and affection; in this manner he who dedicates himself to God abstracts himself from every object which is not immediately connected with the service of God; he who devotes himself to the ministry pursues it as the first object of his attention and regard: such a dedication of self is hardly consistent with our other duties as
members of society; but a devotion of one's powers, one's time, and one's knowledge to the spread of religion among men is one of the most honourable and sacred kinds of devotion.

To consecrate is a species of formal dedication by virtue of a religious observance; it is applicable mostly to places and things connected with religious works: hallow is a species of informal consecration applied to the same objects: the church is consecrated: particular days are hallowed.

Warn'd by the seer, to her offended name
We raised and dedicated this wondrous frame.

Gilbert West settled himself in a very pleasant house at Wickham in Kent, where he devoted himself to poetry.

The greatest conqueror in this holy nation did not only compose the words of his divine odes, but generally set them to music himself; after which his works, through those were consecrated to the tabernacle, because the national entertainment. - ADDISON.

Without the walls a ruin'd temple stands,
To Ceres hallowed once. - DRYDEN.

To Deduce, v. To derive.

Deduct, from the Latin deducere, participle of deducere, and Subtract from substractum, participle of subtrahere, both have the sense of taking from, but the former is used in a general, and the latter in a technical sense. He who makes an estimate is obliged to deduct; he who makes a calculation is obliged to subtract.

The tradesman deducts what has been paid from what remains due; the accountant subtracts small sums from the gross amount.

The popish clergy took to themselves the whole residue of the testator's estate, after the two thirds of the wife and children were deducted. - BLACKSTONE.

A codicil is a supplement to a will, being for its explanation or alteration, or to make some addition to or arise some deviation from the former dispositions of the testator. - BLACKSTONE.

Deduction, v. Conclusion.

Deed, Exploit, Achievement,Feat.

Deed, from do, expresses the thing done.

Exploit, in French exploit, most probably changed from explicatus, signifying the thing unfolded or displayed.

Achievement, from achieve, French achever, to finish, signifies what is accomplished or completed.

Feat, in French fait, Latin factum, from facio, signifies the thing done.

The first three words rise progressively on each other: deeds, compared with the others, is employed for that which is ordinary or extraordinary; exploit and achievement are used only for the extraordinary; the latter in a higher sense than the former.

Deeds must always be characterized as good or bad, magnanimous or atrocious, and the like: exploit and achievement do not necessarily require such epithets; they are always taken in the proper sense for something great. Exploit, when compared with achievement, is a term used in plain prose; it designates not so much what is great as what is real: achieve-
Defeat.

The very purposes of wantonness are defeated by a carriage which has so much boldness.—STEAK.

The devil haunts those most where he hath greatest hopes of success; and is too eager and intent upon mischief to employ his time and temptations where he hath been so often frustrated.—TULL.

Let all the Tuscan, all th' Arcadians join.

Nor these nor those shall frustrate my design.

DIONYSUS.

It seems rational to hope that minds qualified for great attainments should first endeavour their own benefit. But this expectation, however plausible, has been very frequently disappointed.—JOHNSON.

Defect, v. Imperfection.


Defection, Revolt.

Defection, from the Latin defleio, signifies the act of falling off, or becoming defective towards some object.

Revolt, compounded of re and volt, in French voltiger to bound, and the Latin colo to fly, signifies a bounding back from an object to which one has been attached.

Defection is a general, revolt a specific term, that is, it denotes a species of defection. Defection is applicable to any person or thing to which we are bound by an obligation. Revolt is applicable only to the government to which one is bound. There may be a defection from religion, or any cause that is held sacred: a revolt is only against a monarch, or the supreme authority.

Defection does not designate the mode of the action: it may be quietly made or otherwise; a revolt is an act of violence, and always attended with violence. The defection may be the act of one; a revolt is properly the act of many. A general may be guilty of a defection who leaves the party to which he has hitherto adhered; a nation or a community may commit an act of revolt by shaking off the authority under which they have lived. A defection being mostly the act of an individual, or one part of a community against the whole, is mostly a culpable act; but a revolt may be a justifiable measure, when one nation revolts against another, under whose power it has been brought by force of arms: the Roman people were guilty of a defection when they left the senate and retired to Mount Aventine: the Germans frequently attempted to recover their liberty by revolting against the Romans.

At the time of the general defection from Nero, Vir-

ginus Rufus was at the head of a very powerful army in Germany, which had pressed him to accept the title of emperor, but he constantly refused it.—BELMOUTH.

Exeter, instigated by Githa, mother to king Harold, refused to admit a Norman garrison, and, beakking themselves to arms, were strengthened by the accession of the neighbouring inhabitants of Devonshire and Cornwall. The king hastened with his forces to chastise this revolt.—HUME.

Defective, Deficient.

Defective expresses the quality or property of having a defect (v. Blemish): Deficient is employed with regard to the thing itself that is wanting. A book may be defective, in consequence of some leaves being deficient. A deficiency is therefore often what constitutes a defect. Many things however may be defective without having any deficiency, and vice versa. Whatever is mis-shapen, and fails either in beauty or utility, is defective:
that which is wanted to make a thing complete is deficient. It is a defect in the eye when it is so constructed that things are not seen at their proper distances; there is a deficiency in a tradesman's accounts when one side falls short of the other.

Things only are said to be defective; but persons may be termed deficient either in attention, in good breeding, in civility, or whatever else the occasion may require. That which is defective is most likely to be permanent; but a deficiency may be only occasional and easily rectified.

Providence, for the most part, sets us upon a level; if it renders us perfect in one accomplishment, it generally leaves us defective in another.—ADISON.

If there be a deficiency in the speaker, there will not be sufficient attention and regard paid to the thing spoken.

—SWIFT.


To Defend, Protect, Vindicate.

Defend, v. Apology.

Protect, in Latin protectum, participle of protego, compounded of pro and tego, signifies to put anything before a person as a covering.

Vindicate, v. To assert.

Defend is a general term; it defines nothing with regard to the degree and manner of the action: protect is a particular and positive term, expressing an action of some considerable importance. Persons may defend others without distinction of rank or station; none but superiors protect their inferiors. Defence is an occasional action; protection is a permanent action. A person may be defended in any particular case of actual danger or difficulty; he is protected from what may happen as well as what does happen. Defence respects the evil that threatens; protection involves the supply of necessities and the affording comforts.

A master may justify an assault in defence of his servant, and a servant in defence of his master.—BLACKSTON.

They who protected the weakness of our infancy are entitled to our protection in their old age.—BLACKSTON.

Defence requires some active exertion either of body or mind; protection may consist only of the extension of power in behalf of any particular. A defence is successful or unsuccessful; a protection weak or strong. A soldier defends his country; a counsellor defends his client; a prince protects his subjects. Henry the Eighth styled himself defender of the faith (that is of the English faith) at the time that he was subverting the whole religious system of the Catholics: Oliver Cromwell styled himself protector at the time that he was overturning the government.

Savage (on his trial for the murder of Sinclair) did not deny the fact, but endeavoured to justify it by the necessity of the case, and the hazard of his own life; if he had lost the opportunity of giving the thrust.—JOHNSON.

First give thy faith and plight, a prince's word, Or let not danger by the power and sword; For I must speak what wisdom would conceal, And truth invisive to the great reveal.—POPE.

In a figurative and extended sense, things may either defend or protect with a similar distinction: a coat defends us from the inclemencies of the weather; houses are a protection not only against the changes of the seasons, but also against the violence of men.

How shall the vine with tender leaves defend Her teeming clusters when the rains descend?—DREDEN.

Some to the holy hedge Nestling repair; and to the thicket some; Some to the rude protection of the thorn Commit their feeble offspring.—THOMSON.

To vindicate is a species of defence only in the moral sense of the word. Acts of importance are defended; those of trifling import are commonly vindicated. Cicero defended Milo against the charge of murder, in which he was implicated by the death of CADIUS: a child or a servant vindicates himself when any blame is attached to him. Defence is employed either in matters of opinion or conduct; vindicate only in matters of conduct. No absurdities are too great to want occasional defenders among the various advocates to free enquiry; he who vindicates the conduct of another should be fully satisfied of the innocence of the person whom he defends.

While we can easily defend our character, we are no more disturbed at an accusation than we are alarmed by an enemy whom we are sure to conquer.—JOHNSON.

In this poem (the Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot), Pope seems to reason with the public. He rebukes himself from censures, and with dignity rather than arrogance enforces his own claims to kindness and respect.—JOHNSTON.

To Defend, v. To guard.

Defendant, Defender.

The Defendant defends himself (v. To defend); the Defender defends another. We are defendants when any charge is brought against us which we wish to refute: we are defenders when we undertake to rebut or refute the charge brought against another.

Of what consequence could it be to the cause whether the counsellor did or did not know the defendant?—SOMERSET.

The abbot of Paisley was a warm partisan of France, and a zealous defender of the established religion.—ROBERTSON.

Defender, v. Defendant.

Defender, Advocate, Pleader.

A Defender exerts himself in favour of one that wants support: an Advocate from the Latin advocatus to call or to speak for, signifies one who is called to the assistance of another he exerts himself in favour of any cause that offers a Pleader from plea or excuse, signifies him who exerts himself in favour of one that is in distress. A defender attempts to keep off a threatened injury by rebutting the attack of another: an advocate states that which is to the advantage of the person or thing advocated; a pleader throws in pleas and extenuations; he blends entreaty with argument. Oppressed persons and disputed opinions require defenders; that which falls in with the humours of men will always have advocates; the unfortunate and the guilty require pleaders.

St. Paul was a bold defender of the faith which is in Christ Jesus. Epicurus has been unjustly charged with being the advocate for pleasure in its gross and sensual sense, whence
the advocates for sensual indulgences have been
termed Epicureans. Veturius and Volumnia, the
wife and mother of Coriolanus, were
pleaders in behalf of the Roman republic, too
powerful for him to be able to refuse their
request.

But the time was now come when Warburton was to
challenge his opinion, and Pope was to find a defender in
him who had contrived so much to the exaltation of
his rival.—JOHNSON.

It is best that some endeavours were used to incense the
Queen against Savage, but he found advocates to obviate
at least part of their effect.—JOHNSON.

Next call the pleader from his learned strife,
To the calm blessings of a learned life.—HORNECK.

Defensible, Defensive.

Defensible is employed for the thing that
is defended: Defensive for the thing that
defends. An opinion or a line of conduct is
defensible; a weapon or a military operation is
defensive. The defensible is opposed to the
indefinable; and the defensive to the offensive.

It is the height of folly to attempt to defend
that which is indefinable; it is sometimes prudent
to act on the defensive, when we are not
in a condition to commence the offensive.

Impressing is only defensible from public necessity, to
which all private considerations must give way.—BLACK-
STONE.

A king, circumstanced as the present (king of France),
has no generous interest that can excite him to action.
At best his conduct will be passive and defensive.—
BURKE.

Defensive, v. Defensible.

To Defeer, v. To delay.

Deference, v. Complaisance.

Deficient, v. Defective.

Definite, Positive.

Definite in Latin definitum, participle of
defino, compounded of de and finis, signifies
that which is bounded by a line or limit.

Positive, in Latin positivus from ponere to
place, signifies that which is placed or fixed.

The understanding and reasoning powers are
connected with what is definite, the will
with what is positive. A definite answer leaves
nothing to be explained: a positive answer
leaves no room for hesitation or question. It
is necessary to be definite in giving instruc-
tions, and to be positive in giving commands.
A person who is definite in his proceedings
with another puts a stop to all unreasonable
expectations; it is necessary for those who
have to exercise authority to be positive, in
order to enforce obedience from the self-willed
and contumacious.

We are not able to judge of the degree of conviction
which operated at any particular time upon our own
thoughts, but as it is recorded by some certain and
definite effect.—JOHNSON.

The Earl Rivers being now in his own opinion on his
deserts, thought it his duty to provide fortherapy
among his other natural children, and therefore demanded
a positive account of him.—JOHNSON.

Definition, Explanation.

A Definition is properly a species of Ex-
planation. The former is used scientifically,
the latter on ordinary occasions; the
former is confined to words, the latter is
employed for words or things.

A definition is correct or precise; an explana-
tion is general or ample.

The definition of a word defines or limits the
extent of its signification; it is the rule
for the scholiasts in the meaning of any word; the
explanation of a word may include both definition
and illustration: the former admits of no
more words than will include the leading
features in the meaning of any term; the
latter admits of an unlimited scope for diffuse-
ness on the part of the explainer.

As to politeness, many have attempted definitions of it.
I believe it is best to be known by description, definition not
being able to comprise it.—LORD CHATHAM.

If you are forced to desire further information or
explanation upon a point, do it with proper apologies
for the trouble you give.—LORD CHATHAM.

To Deform, v. To deface.

To Defraud, v. To cheat.

To Defy, v. To brave.

To Degrade, Disgrace.

Degrade, from the Latin gradus a step or degree, signifies
to bring down, or a step lower.

Disgrace, from the Latin gratia favour, signifies
to bring out of favour or esteem; an
officer in the army is degraded; a minister
of state or a courtier is disgraced.

In the general or moral application, degrade
respects the external station or rank: disgrace
refers to the moral estimation or character; one
is often disgraced by a degradation, and
likewise when there is no express degradation:
whatever is low and mean is degrading; whatever
is immoral is disgraceful: it is degrading
for a nobleman to associate with prize-fighters
and jockeys; it is disgraceful for him to coun-
tenance the violation of the laws which he is
bound to protect: it is degrading for a clergy-
man to take part in the ordinary pleasures
and diversions of mankind. In general; it is
disgraceful for him to indulge in any
levities; Domitian degraded himself by the
manners of the employment which he chose; he
graced himself by the cruelty which he mixed
with his meanness: King John of England
graced himself as much by his mean compli-
ce, as in the power of the barons as he
had disgraced himself before by his detest-
able tyranny and oppression.

The higher the rank of the individual, the
greater his degradation: the higher his char-
er, or the more sacred his office, the
greater his disgrace, if he act inconsistently
with its dignity; but these terms are not con-
fined to the higher ranks of life; there is that
which is degrading and disgraceful for every
person, however low his station: when a man
forfeits that which he owes to himself, and
sacrifices his independence to his vices, he
graces himself below the scale of a rational
agent; he thereby forfeits the good opinion of
all who know him, and thus adds disgrace to
his degradation.

Men are very liable to err in their judgments
of what is degrading and disgraceful: all who
are anxious to uphold the station and char-
eracter in which they have been placed may
safely observe this rule, that nothing can be so degrading as the violation of truth and sincerity, and nothing so disgraceful as a breach of moral rectitude or propriety.

What she will to do or say
Seems wisest, virtuousest, discreetest, best;
All higher knowledge, in her presence, falls
Degraded.—MILTON.

When an hero is to be pulled down and degraded, it is best done in doggerel.—ADDISON.

Philips died honoured and lamented, before any part of his reputation had withered, and before his patron St. John had disgraced him.—JOHNSON.

And where the vales with violets once were crown'd,
Now knotty bars and thorns disgrace the ground.—BYDKEN.

To Degrade, v. To abuse.

To Degrade, v. To disparage.

To Degrade, v. To humble.

Degree, v. Class.

Deity, Divinity.

Deity, from deus a god, signifies a divine person.

Divinity, from divinus signifies the divine essence or power: the deities of the heathens had little of divinity in them: the divinity of our Saviour is a fundamental article in the Christian faith.

The first original of the drama was religious worship, consisting only of a chorus, which was nothing but a hymn to a deity.—ADDISON.

Why shrinks the soul
Back on herself, and startles at destruction?
'Tis the divinity that stirs within us.—ADDISON.

Dejection, Depression, Melancholy.

Dejection, from dejicio to cast down, and Depression from deprimo to press or sink down, have both regard to the state of the animal spirits.

Melancholy, from the Greek μελανόχαλος, black bile, regards the state of the humours in general, or of the particular humour called the bile.

Dejection and depression are occasional, and depend on outward circumstances; melancholy is permanent, and lies in the constitution. Depression is but a degree of dejection: slight circumstances may occasion a depression; distressing events occasion a dejection: the death of a near and dear relative may be expected to produce dejection in persons of the greatest equanimity; lively tempers are most liable to depressions; melancholy is a disease which nothing but clear views of religion can possibly correct.

So bustling frequent from Atrides' breast,
Signs following signs his inward fears contest;
Now o'er the fields devoted he surveys,
From thousand Trojan fires the mountain blaze.

I will only desire you to allow me that Hector was in an absolute certainty of death, and dejected over and above with the consciousness of being in an ill cause.—POPE.

I have read somewhere in the history of ancient Greece, that the women of the country were seized with an unaccountable melancholy, which disposed several of them to make away with themselves.—ADDISON.

To Delay, Defer, Postpone, Procrastinate, Prolong, Protract, Retard.

Delay, compounded of de and lay, signifies to lay or keep back.

Defer, compounded of de and fer, in Latin ferre, signifies to put off.

Postpone, compounded of post and pone, from the Latin pono to place, signifies to place behind or after.

Procrastinate, from pro for, and cras tomorrow, signifies to take tomorrow instead of to-day.

Prolong signifies to lengthen out the time, and Protract to draw out the time.

Retard, from re intensive and tardum slow, to make a thing go slow.

To delay is simply not to commence action; to defer and postpone are to fix its commencement at a more distant period: we may delay a thing for days, hours, and minutes; we defer or postpone it for months or weeks. Delays mostly arise from faults in the person delaying; they are seldom reasonable or advantageous; deferring and postponing are discretionary acts, which are justified by the circumstances; indolent people are most prone to delay: when a plan is not maturely digested, it is prudent to defer its execution until everything is in an entire state of preparation. Procrastination is a culpable delay arising solely from the fault of the procrastinator: it is the part of a dilatory man to procrastinate that which is both his interest and duty to perform.

To defer is used without regard to any particular act or object; to postpone has always relation to something else: it is properly to defer until the completion of some period or event: a person may defer his visit from mouth to month; he postpones his visit until the commencement of a new year: a tardy debtor delays the settlement of his accounts; a merchant defers the shipment of any goods in consequence of the receipt of fresh intelligence; he postpones the shipment until after the arrival of the expected fleet.

We delay the execution of a thing; we prolong or protract the continuation of a thing; we retard the termination of a thing: we may delay answering a letter, prolong a contest, protract a law suit, and retard a publication.

From thee both old and young with profit learn,
The bounds of good and evil to discern:
Unhappy he who does his work adjourn,
And to-morrow would the search delay:
His lazy morrow will be like to-day.—BYDKEN.

Never defer that till to-morrow which you can do to-day.—BUDGELL.

When postponed to another summer my journey to England, could I apprehend that I never should see her again?—GIBBON.

Procrastination is the thrift of time.—YOUNG.

Perhaps great Hector then had found his fate,
But Jove and destiny prolong'd his date.—POPE.

To this Euryalus: "You plead in vain,
And but protract the cause you cannot gain."

VIRG.

I see the layers then
Of mingled moulds of more retentive earth,
That while the stealing moisture they transmit,
Retard its motion and forbid its waste.—THOMSON.

Delegate, Deputy.

Delegate, in Latin delegatus, from delego, signifies one commissioned.

Deputy, in Latin deputatus, from deputa, signifies one to whom a business is assigned.

A deputy has a more active office than a
Deputy; he is appointed to execute some positive commission: a deputy may often serve only to supply the place or answer in the name of one who is absent; delegates are mostly appointed in public transactions; deputies are chosen either in public or private matters; delegates are chosen by particular bodies for purposes of negotiation either in regard to civil or political affairs; deputies are chosen either by individuals or small communities to convey their objects on occasions of a purely civil nature, the Hans towns in Germany used formerly to send delegates to the Diet at Ratlosen; when Calais was going to surrender to Edward III., King of England, deputies were sent from the towns to implore his mercy.

Let chosen delegates this hour be sent, Myself will name them, to Pehides' tent.—POPE.

Every member (of parliament), though chosen by one particular district, when elected and returned serves for the whole realm; and therefore he is not bound, like a deputy in the United Provinces, to consult with his constituents on any particular point.—BLACKSTONE.

But this

And all the much transported muse can sing, Are to the beauty, dignity, and use, Unequal far, great delegated source Of light and life, and grace, and joy below. THOMSON.

The assembling of persons deputed from people at great distances is a trouble to them that are sent and a charge to them that send.—TEMPLE.

To Deliberate, v. To debate.
To Deliberate, v. To consult.
Deliberate, v. Thoughtful.
Delicacy, v. Dainty.
Delicate, v. Fine.

Delightful, Charming.

Delightful is applied either to material or spiritual objects; Charming mostly to objects of sense.

What they both denote the pleasure of the sense, delightful is not so strong an expression as charming: a prospect may be delightful or charming; but the latter rises to a degree that carries the senses away captive.

Of music we should rather say that it was charming than delightful, as it acts on the senses in so powerfull a manner: on the other hand we should wish more propriety speak of a delightful employment to relieve distress, or a delightful spectacle to see a family living together in love and harmony.

Though there are several of those wild scenes that are more delightful than any artificial shows, yet we find the works of nature still more pleasant the more they resemble those of art.—ADISON.

Nothing can be more magnificent than the figure Jupiter makes in the first Iliad, nor more charming than that of Venus in the first En cid.—ADISON.

To Delineate, Sketch.

Delineate, in Latin delineatus participle of delineo, signifies literally to draw the lines which include the contents.

Sketch, from the German skizze, Italian schizzo.

Both these terms are properly employed in the art of drawing, and figuratively applied to moral subjects to express a species of descriptions: a delineation expresses something more than a sketch; the former conveying not merely the general outlines or more prominent features, but also as much of the details as would serve to form a whole; the latter, however, seldom contains more than some broad touches, by which an imperfect idea of the subject is conveyed.

A delineation therefore may be characterized as accurate, and a sketch as hasty or imperfect: an attentive observer who has passed some years in a country may be enabled to give an accurate delineation of the laws, customs, manners, and character of its inhabitants; a traveller who merely passes through can give only a hasty sketch from what passes before his eyes.

When the Spaniards first arrived in America expresses were sent to the emperor of Mexico in paint, and the news of his country delineated by the strokes of a pencil.—ADISON.

Sketch out a rough draught of my country, that I may be able to judge whether a return to it be really eligible.—ATTLESBY.

To Deliver, Rescue, Save.

Deliver, in French délivrer, compounded of de and livrer, in Latin liber to make free.

Rescue, connected with the French secourir, signifies by succour to get one out of a difficulty.

Save signifies literally to make safe.

The idea of taking or keeping from danger is common to these terms; but deliver and rescue signify rather to take from; save to keep from danger: we deliver and rescue from the evil that is; we save from evils that may be as well as those that are. Deliver and rescue do not convey any idea of the means by which the end is produced; save commonly includes the idea of some superior agency: a man may be delivered or rescued by any person without distinction; he is commonly saved by a superior.

Deliver is an unqualified term, it is applicable to every mode of the action or species of evil; to rescue is a species of delivering, namely, delivering from the power of another; to save is applicable to the greatest possible evils; a person may be delivered from a burden, from an oppression, from disease, or from danger, by any means; a prisoner is rescued from the hands of an enemy; a person is saved from destruction.

In our greatest fears and troubles we may cast our hearts by reposing ourselves upon God, in confidence of his support and deliverance.—TILLINGHAST.

My household gods, companions of my woes, With pious care I rescued from our foes.—DEVEREUX.

Now shamesful flight alone can save the lost, Our blood, our treasure, and our glory lost.—POPE.

To Deliver, v. To give up.
To Deliver, v. To free.

Deliverance, Delivery.

Are drawn from the same verb (v. To deliver) to express its different senses of taking from or giving to; the former denotes the taking something from one's self; the latter implies giving something to another.
To wish for a Deliverance from that which is hurtful or painful is to a certain extent justifiable; the careful Delivery of property into the hands of the owner will be the first object of concern with a faithful agent.

Whate'er befalls your life shall be my care. One death, or one deliverance, we will share. — Dryden.

With our Saxon ancestors the delivery of a turf was a necessary solemnity to establish the conveyance of lands. — Blackstone.

Delivery, v. Deliverance.
To Delude, v. To deceive.
Deluge, v. Overflow.
Delusion, v. Fallacy.
To Demand, v. To ask for.

To Demand, Require.

Demand, v. To ask. Require, in Latin requiro, compounded of re and queri, signifies to seek for or to seek to get back.

We demand that which is owing and ought to be given; we require that which we wish and expect to have done. A demand is more positive than a requisition; the former admits of no question; the latter is liable to be both questioned and refused: the creditor makes a demand on the debtor; the master requires a certain portion of duty from his servant; it is unjust to demand of a person what he has no right to give; it is unreasonable to require of him what it is not in his power to do.

A thing is commonly demanded in express words; it is required by implication; a person demands admittance when it is not voluntarily granted; he requires respectful deportment from those who are subordinate to him.

In the figurative application the same sense is preserved: things of urgency and moment demand immediate attention; difficult matters require steady attention.

Hear, all ye Trojans! all ye Grecian bands, What Paris, author of the war, demands.— Pope. Now, by my sovereign and his fate I swear, Benow'd for faith in peace, and force in war, Oft our alliance other lands desire. And what we seek of you we requir'd.—Dryden.

Surely the retrospect of life and the extirpation of lusts and appetites deeply rooted and widely spread may be allowed to demand some sacrifice from business and folly.—Johnson.

Oh then how blind to all that truth requires, Who think it freedom when a part amirs. — Goldsmith.


To Demolish, Raze, Dismantle, Destroy.

The throwing down what has been built up is the common idea included in all these terms.

Demolish, from the Latin demoliri, and molea a mass or structure, signifies to decompound what has been fabricated into a mass.

Raze like erase (v. To blot out) signifies the making smooth or even with the ground.

Dismantle, in French demanteler, signifies to deprive a thing of its mantle or guard.

Destroy, from the Latin destruo, compounded of the privative de and struo to build, signifies properly to pull down.

A fabric is demolished by scattering all its component parts; it is mostly an unlicensed act of caprice; it is razed by way of punishment, as a mark of public vengeance; a fortress is dismantled from motives of prudence, in order to render it defenceless; places are destroyed by various means and from various motives, that they may not exist any longer.

Individuals may demolish; public authority causes an edifice to be razed with the ground; a general orders towers to be dismantled and fortifications to be destroyed.

From the demolish'd tow'rs the Trojans throw Huge heaps of stones, that falling crush the foe.—Dryden.

Great Diomed has compass'd round with walls, The city which Argus he calls, From his own Argus Ian'd; we touch'd with joy The royal hand that rais'd unhappy Troy.—Dryden. O'er the devour'd spot see desolation spread, And the dismantled walls in ruins lie.—Moore.

We, for myself I speak, and all the name Of Grecians, who to Troy's destruction came, Not one but suffered and too dearly bought The prize of honor which in arms he sought.—Dryden.


To Demonstrate, v. To prove.

To Demur, Hesitate, Pause.

Demur, in French demeurer, Latin demorari, signifies to keep back.

Hesitate, in Latin hesitatum, participle of haeito, a frequentedative from haeor, signifies to stick or remain a long time back.

Pause, in Latin pausa, from the Greek παύε to cease, signifies to make a stand.

The idea of stopping is common to these terms, to which signification is added some distinct collateral idea for each; we demur from doubt or difficulty; we hesitate from an undecided state of mind; we pause from circumstances. Demurring is the act of an equal; we demur in giving our assent; hesitating is often the act of a superior; we hesitate in giving our consent; when a proposition appears to be unjust we demur in supporting it, on the ground of its injustice; when a request of a dubious nature is made to us we hesitate in complying with it: prudent people are most apt to demur; but people of a wavering temper are apt to hesitate: demurring may be often unnecessary, but it is seldom injurious; hesitating is mostly injurious when it is not necessary; the former is employed in matters that admit of delay; the latter, in cases where immediate decision is requisite.

Demurring and hesitating are both employed as acts of the mind; pausing is an external action: we demur and hesitate in determining; we pause in speaking or doing anything.

In order to banish an evil out of the wold that does not only produce great uneasiness to private persons, but has also a very bad influence on the public, I shall endeavour to show the folly of demurring.—Addison.

* Vide Abbé Girard. "Démolir, razer, demantieler, detruire."
Demur, Doubt, Hesitation, Objection.

Demur, v. To demur.

Doubt, in Latin dubito from duo and ido, or co to go, signifies to go two ways.

Hesitation, v. To demur.

Objection, from objecio or ob and facio to throw in the way, signifies what is thrown in the way so as to stop our progress.

Demurs often occur in matters of deliberation; doubt in regard to matters of fact; hesitation in matters of ordinary conduct; objection of common consideration. It is the business of a counsellor to make demurs; it is the business of an inquirer to suggest doubts; it is the business of all occasionally to make a hesitation who are called upon to decide; it is the business of those to make objections whose opinion is consulted. Artabanes made many demurs to the proposed invasion of Greece by Xerxes; doubts have been suggested respecting the veracity of Herodotus as an historian: it is not proper to ask that which cannot be granted without hesitation; and it is not the part of an amiable disposition to make an hesitation in complying with a reasonable request; there are but few things to which we either attempt to do or recommend to others that is not liable to some kind of an objection.

A demur stops the adjustment of any plan or the determination of any question; a doubt interrupts the progress of the mind in coming to a state of satisfaction and certainty: they are both applied to abstract questions or such as are of general interest. Hesitation and objections are more individual and private in their nature.

Hesitation lies mostly in the state of the will; objection is rather the off-spring of the understanding. An hesitation interferes with the action; an objection affects the measure or the mode of action.

But with rejoinder and replies Long bills, and answers stuff'd with lies, Demur, impudence, and essoign, The parties ne'er could issue join. - SWIFT.

This sceptical reasoning will make every sort of reasoning on every subject vain and frivolous, even that sceptical reasoning itself which has persuaded us to entertain the idea of the non-existence of God, and of everything concerning the agreement of our perceptions, - BURKE.

If every man were wise and virtuous, capable to discern the best use of time, and resolve to practise it, it might be granted, I think, without hesitation, that total liberty would be a blessing. - JOHNSON.

Lloyd was always raising objections and removing them. - JOHNSON.

To Denounce, v. To name.

Denomination, v. Name.

To Denote, Signify.

Denote, in Latin denote or noto, from notum participle of noceo, signifies to cause to know.

Signify, from the Latin signum a sign, and to become, is to become or be made a sign, or guide for the understanding.

Denote is employed with regard to things and their characters; signify with regard to the thoughts or movements. A letter or character may be made to denote any number, as words are made to signify the intentions and wishes of the person. Among the ancient Egyptians hieroglyphics were very much employed to denote certain moral qualities; in many cases looks or actions will signify more than words. Devices and emblems of different description are drawn either from immortality or the natural world are likewise now employed to denote particular circumstances or qualities: the cornucopia denotes plenty; the bee the denotes industry; the dove denotes meekness; and the lamb gentleness: he who will not take the trouble to signify his wishes otherwise than by nods or signs must expect to be frequently misunderstood.

Another may do the same thing, and yet the action will not be considered as conveying any significant import. In this sense the word signifies is used in the sense of means, or the representation of an idea or thought by some object, person, or thing.

Simple abstract words are used to signify some one simple idea, without much advertising to others which may chance to attend it. - BURKE.

Dense, v. Thick.

To Deny, To contradict.

To Deny, Refuse.

Deny, in Latin denego, or nego, that is ne or non and ago, signifies to say no to a thing.

Refuse, in Latin refusus, from re and fundo to pour or cast, signifies to throw back that which is presented.

To deny respects matters of fact or knowledge; to refuse matters of wish or request. We deny what immediately belongs to ourselves; we refuse what belongs to another. We may deny any one of the future: we deny our participation in that which has been; we refuse our participation in that which may be; to deny must always be express ly verbal; a refusal may sometimes be signified by actions or looks as well as words. A denial affects our veracity; a refusal affects our good nature.

To deny is likewise sometimes used in regard to one's own gratifications as well as to one's knowledge, in which case it is still more analogous to refuse, which regards the gratifications of another. In this case we say we deny a person a thing, but we refuse his request or refuse to do a thing. Some Christians think it very meritorious to deny themselves their usual quantity of food at certain times; they are however but sorry professors of Christianity if they refuse at the same time to give of their substance to the poor. Instances are not rare of misers who have denied themselves the common necessities of life, and yet have never refused to relieve those who were in distress, or assist those who were in trouble.

Deny is sometimes the act of unconscious agents; refuse is always a personal and intentional act. We are sometimes denied by circumstances the consolation of seeing our friends before they die; when prisoners want to see
their friends for sinister purposes they must be refused. Jove to his Thetis nothing could deny, Nor was the signal vain that shook the sky.—POPE. O sire of Gods and men! Thy supplicant hear; Refuse or grant; for what has Jove to fear?—POPE. Inquire you how these pow'rs shall remain? 'Tis not for us to know; our search is vain; Can any one remember or relate How he existed in the embryonic state? They say 'tis denied to him who others see, He knows perhaps you'll say—and so do we. JENYNs.

To Deny, Disown.

Deny (v. To deny) approaches nearest to the sense of disown when applied to persons; Disown, that is, not to own, on the other hand bears a strong analogy to deny when applied to things.

In the first case deny is said with regard to one's knowledge of, or connexion with, a person; in the second, on the other hand, is a term of larger import, including the renunciation of all relationship or social tie: the former is said of those who are not related; the latter of such only as are related. Peter denied our Saviour; a parent can scarcely be justified in disowning his child let his vices be ever so enormous; a child can never disown its parent in any case without violating the most sacred duty.

In the second case deny is said in regard to things that concern others as well as ourselves; disown only in regard to what is done by one's self or that in which one is personally concerned. A person denies that there is any truth in the assertion of another; he disowns all participation in any affair. We may deny having seen a thing; we may disown that we did it ourselves. Our veracity is often the only thing implicated in a denial; our guilt, innocence, or honour are implicated in what we disown. A witness denies what is stated as a fact; the accused party disowns what is laid to his charge.

A denial is employed only for outward actions or events; that which can be related may be denied: disowning extends to whatever we can own or possess; we may disown our feelings, our name, our connexions, and the like. Christians deny the charges which are brought against the gospel by his enemies. The apostles would never disown the character which they held as messengers of Christ.

If, like Zeno, any shall walk about and yet deny there is any motion in nature, surely that man was constituted for Anticyra, and were a fit companion for those who, having a conceit they are dead, cannot be convicted under the society of the living.—BROWN. Sometimes lest man should quite his pow'r disown, He makes that pow'r to trembling nations known. JENYNs.


Dependance, Reliance.

Dependance, from depend or de and pend, in Latin pendere to hang from, signifies literally to rest one's weight by hanging from that which is held. Rely, compounded of re and by or tie, signifies likewise to rest one's weight by lying or hanging back from the object held. Dependence is the general term; reliance is a species of dependance: we depend either on persons or things; we rely on persons only: dependance serves for that which is immediate or remote reliance serves for the future only. We depend upon a person for that which we are obliged to receive or led to expect from him; we rely upon a person for that which he has given us reason to expect from him. Dependence is an outward condition or the state of external circumstances; reliance is a state of the feelings with regard to others. We depend upon God for all that we have or shall have; we rely upon the word of man for that which he has promised to perform. We may depend upon a person's coming from a variety of causes; but we rely upon it only in reference to his avowed intention.

A man who uses his best endeavours to live according to the dictates of virtue and right reason has two perpetual sources of cheerfulness, in the consideration of his own nature, and of that Being on whom he has a dependence.—ADDISON.

The tender twig shoots upward to the skies, And on the faith of the new sun relies.—DRYDEN.

To Depict, v. To paint.

To Deplore, Lament.

Deplore, in Latin deploro, that is de and ploro, or plungo, to give signes of distress with the face or mouth.

Lament, v. To bewail. Deplore is a much stronger expression than lament; the former calls forth tears from the bitterness of the heart; the latter excites a cry from the warmth of feeling. * Deplorable indicates despair; to lament marks only pain or distress. Among the poor we have deplorable instances of poverty, ignorance, vice, and wretchedness combined: among the higher classes we have often lamentable instances of extravagance and consequent ruin. A field of battle or a city overthrown by an earthquake is a spectacle truly deplorable: it is lamentable to see beggars putting on all the disguises of wretchedness in order to obtain by deceit what they might earn by honest industry. The condition of a dying man suffering under the agonies of an awakened conscience is deplorable: the situation of the relative or friend who witnesses the agony, without being able to afford consolation to the sufferer, is truly lamentable.

The wounds they wash'd, their pious tears they shed, And laid along their ears depior'd the dead.—POPE. But let not chief the nightingale lament Her ruin'd care, too delicately fram'd To brook the harsh confinement of the cage. THOMSON.

Deponent, Evidence, Witness.

Deponent, from the Latin depono, is the one laying down or open what he has heard or seen.

Evidence, from evident, is the one producing evidence or making evident.

Witness, from the Saxon witan, Teutonic

* Vide Truoler; “Lamentable, deplorable,”
weissen, Greek ἄνδρα, and Hebrew یدו to know, is one who knows or makes known.

The deponent always declares upon oath: he serves to give information: the evidence is likewise generally bound by an oath; he serves to acquit or condemn: the witness is employed upon oath or otherwise; he serves to confirm or invalidate.

A deponent declares either in writing or by word of mouth; the deposition is preparatory to the trial: an evidence may give evidence either by words or actions; whatever serves to clear up, whether a person or an animal, the thing comes by the evidence always comes forward on the trial: a witness is always a person in the proper sense, but may be applied figuratively to inanimate objects; he declares by word of mouth what he personally knows. Every witness is an evidence at the moment of trial, but every evidence is not a witness. When a dog is employed as an evidence he cannot be called a witness.

Evidence on the other hand is confined mostly to judicial matters; and witness extends to all the ordinary concerns of life. One person appears as an evidence against another on a criminal charge: a witness appears for or against; he corroborates the word of another, and is a security in all dealings or matters of question between man and man.

The pleader having spoke his best, And witness ready to attest; Who fairly could on oath depose, When questions on the fact arose, That ev'ry article was true. Nor further these deponents knew. —SWIFT.

Of the evidence which appeared against him (Savage) the character of the man was not unexceptionable; that of the woman notoriously infamous. —JOHNSTON.

In case a woman be forcibly taken away and married, she may be a witness against her husband in order to convict him of felony. —BLACKSTONE.

In every man's heart and conscience, religion has many witnesses to its importance and reality. —BLAINE.


Deposit, Pledge, Security.

Deposit is a general term from the Latin depositus participle of depono, signifying to lay down, or put into the hands of another.

Pledge, comes probably from plico, signifying what engages by a tie or envelope.

Security signifies that which makes secure. The term deposit has most regard to the confidence we place in another; pledge has most regard to the security we give for ourselves; security is a species of pledge. A deposit is always voluntarily placed in the hands of an indifferent person; a pledge and security are required from the parties who are interested. A person may make a deposit for purposes of charity or convenience; he gives a pledge or security for a temporary accommodation; or the relief of a necessity. Money is deposited in the hands of a friend in order to execute a commission; a pledge is given as an equivalent for that which has been received: a security is given by way of security for the performance of some agreement.

A deponent may often serve the purpose of a security; but it need not contain any thing so binding as either a pledge or a security; both of which involve a loss on the non-fulfilment of a certain contract. A pledge is given for matters purely personal; a security is given in behalf of another.

 Deposits are always transportable articles, consisting either of money, papers, jewels, or other valuables: a pledge is seldom pecuniary, but it is always some article of positive value, as estates, furniture, and the like, given at the moment of forming the contract: a security is always pecuniary, but it often consists of a promise, and not of any immediate resignation of one's property. Deposits are made and securities given by the wealthy; pledges are commonly given by those who are in distress.

Deposit is seldom used but in the proper sense; pledge and security may be employed in a figurative application.

It is without reason we praise the wisdom of our constitution, in putting under the discretion of the crown the awful trust of war and peace, if the ministers of the crown virtually return it again into our hands. The trust was placed there as a sacred deposit, to secure us against popular rashness in plunging into wars.—BUKE.

These garrisons once were ours, and left to us.

The pledges of his promised loyalty.—DEYDEN.

John Doe was to become security for Richard Roe.—BUKE.

Depravity, Depravity, Corruption.

Depravity, from the Latin gravitas and pravus, in Greek ἅπαξ, and the Hebrew Ḥon or Ḥoon crooked ornatorium, marks the quality of being crooked.

Depravation, in Latin depravatio, signifies a making crooked or not as it should be.

Corruption, in Latin corrupcio, corrumpo, from rumpo to break, marks the disunion and decomposition of the parts of any thing.

* All these terms are applied to objects which are contrary to the order of Providence, but the term depravity characterizes the thing, as it is; the term depravation designates the making or causing it to be so: depravity therefore excludes the idea of any cause; depravation always carries us to the cause or external agency: hence we may speak of depravity as natural, but we speak of depravation as the result of circumstances: there is a depravity in man which nothing but the grace of God can correct; the introduction of obscenity on the stage tends greatly to the depravation of morals; bad company tends to the corruption of a young man's morals.

Nothing can show greater depravity of understanding than to delight in the show when the reality is wanting.—JOHNSON.

The corruption of our taste is not of natural consequens with the depravation of our virtue.—WARTON.

Depravity or depravity implies crookedness, or a distortion from the regular course; corruption implies a dissolution as it were in the component parts of bodies.

Cicero says (De Finibus) that depravity is applicable only to the mind and heart; but we say a depraved taste, and depraved humours in regard to the body. A depraved taste leaches common food, and longs for that which is unnatural and hurtful. Corruption is the natural process by which material substances are disorganized.

* Vide Rohmb; "Depravity, corruption." —Tracier; "Depravity, corruption."
Depravity.
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Depredation.

In the figurative application of these terms they preserve the same signification. Depravity is characterized by being directly opposed to order, and an established system of things; corruption marks the vitiation or spoiling of things, and the ferment that leads to destruction. Depravity turns things out of their ordinary course; corruption destroys their essential qualities. Depravity is a vicious state of things, in which all is deranged and perverted; corruption is a vicious state of things, in which all is sullied and polluted. That which is depraved loses its proper manner of acting and existing; that which is corrupted loses its virtue and essence.

The depravation of human will was followed by a disorder of the harmony of nature.—JOHNSON.

We can discover that where there is universal innocence, there will probably be universal happiness; for why should affiliations be permitted to infest beings who are not in danger of corruption from blessings?—JOHNSON.

The force of irregular propensities and distempered imaginations produces a depravity of manners; the force of example and the dissimilarity of bad principles produce corruption. A judgment not sound or right is depraved; a judgment debased by that which is vicious is corrupted. What is depraved requires to be reformed; what is corrupted requires to be purified. Depravity has most regard to apparent and excessive disorders; corruption to internal and dissolve vices. "Manners," says Chalmers, "are corrupted and depraved by the love of riches." Port Royal says that God has given up infidels to the wandering of a corrupted and depraved mind. These words are by no means a pleonasm or repetition, because they represent two distinct images; one indicates the state of a thing very much changed in its substance; the other the state of a thing very much opposed to regularity. "Good God!" (says Masillon the preacher), what a dreadful account will the rich and powerful have one day to give; since, besides their own sins, they will have to account before Thee for public disorder, depravity of morals, and the corruption of the age!" Public disorders bring on a universal depravity of individuals; and sins or vicious practices naturally give birth to corruption. Depravity is more or less open; it revolts the sober upright understanding; corruption is more or less disguised in its operations, but fatal in its effects: the former sweeps away everything before it like a torrent; the latter infuses itself into the moral frame like a noxious poison.

That is a depraved state of morals in which the gross vices are openly practised in defiance of all decorum: that is a corrupt state of society in which vice has secretly insinuated itself into all the principles and habits of men, and concealed its deformity under the fair semblance of social duty and decorum. These views are most likely to be deprived: those of civilized nations to be corrupt, when luxury and refinement are risen to an excessive pitch. Cannibal nations present us with the picture of human depravity; the Roman nation during the time of the emperors, affords us an example of moral corruption.

From the above observations, it is clear that depravity is best applied to those objects to which common usage has annexed the epithets of right, regular, fine, &c., and corruption to those which may be characterized by the epithets of scound, pure, innocent, or good. Hence we prefer to say depravity of mind and corruption of heart; depravity of principle and corruption of sentiment or feeling: a depraved character; a corrupt example; a corrupt influence.

The greatest difficulty that occurs in analyzing his (Swift's) character, is to discover by what depravity of intellect he took delight in revolting ideas from which almost every other mind shrinks with disgust.—JOHNSON.

Peace is the happy natural state of man: War his corruption, his disgrace.—THOMSON.

No depravity of the mind has been more frequently or justly censured than ingratitude.—JOHNSON.

I have remarked in a former paper, that credulity is the common failing of inexperienced virtue, and that he who is spontaneously suspicious may be justly charged with radical corruption.—JOHNSON.

In reference to the arts or belles lettres we say either depravity or corruption of taste, because taste has its rules, is liable to be disregarded, is or is not conformable to natural order, is regular or irregular; and on the other hand it may be so intermingled with sentiments and feelings foreign to its own native purity as to give it justly the title of corrupt. The last thing worthy of notice respecting the two words depravity and corruption, is that the former is used for man in his moral capacity: but the latter for man in a political capacity: hence we speak of human depravity, but the corruption of government.

The depravity of mankind is so easily discoverable, that nothing but the desert or the cell can exclude it from notice.—JOHNSON.

Every government, say the politicians, is perpetually degenerating towards corruption.—JOHNSON.

To Depreciate, v. To disparage.

Depredation, Robbery.

Depredation, in Latin depredatio from praeda a prey, signifies the act of spoiling or laying waste, as well as taking away.

Robbery, on the other hand, signifies simply the removal or taking away from another by violence. Every depredation, therefore, includes a robbery, but not vice versa. A depredation is always attended with mischief to some one, though not always with advantage to the depredator; but the robber always calculates on getting something for himself. Depredations are often committed for the indulgence of private animosity; robbery is always committed from a thirst for gain.

Depredation is either the public act of a community, or the private act of individuals; robbery mostly the private act of individuals. Depredations are committed wherever the occasion offers; in open or covert places; robberies are committed either on the persons or houses of individuals. In former times neighbouring states used to commit frequent depredations on each other, even when not in a state of open hostility; robberies were, however, then less frequent than at present.

Depredation is used in the proper and bad sense, for animals as well as for men; robbery may be employed figuratively, and in an indif-
DEPRIVE.

fere, Birds are great predators in corn fields; bees may be said to plunder or rob flowers of their sweets.

As the delay of making war may sometimes be detrimental to individuals who have suffered by depredations from foreign potentates, our laws have, in some respects, armed the subject with powers to impel the provocative, by directing the ministers to issue letters of marque.—BLACKSTONE.

From all this, what is my inference? That this new system of robbery in France cannot be rendered safe by any art.—BURKE.

Depression, v. Dejection.

To Deprive, v. To bereave.

To Deprive, Debar, Abridge.

Deprive, from de and prive, in Latin privus one's own, signifies to make not one's own what one has, or expects to have.

Debar, from de and bar, signifies to prevent by means of a bar.

Abridge, v. To abridge.

Deprive conveys the idea of either taking away that which one has, or withholding that which one mav; bar conveys the idea only of withholding; abridge conveys that also of taking away. Depriving is a coercive measure; debar and abridge are merely acts of authority. We are deprived of that which is of the first necessity; we are debarred of privileges, enjoyments, opportunities, &c.; we are abridged of comforts, pleasures, conveniences, &c. Criminals are deprived of their liberty; their friends are in extraordinary cases debarred the privilege of seeing them; thus men are often abridged of their comforts in consequence of their own faults.

Deprivation and debarment sometimes arise from things as well as persons; abridgment is always the voluntary act of conscious agents. Mischief is sometimes debarred a person of the means of living; the poor are often debarred by their poverty, the opportunity to learn their duty; it may sometimes be necessary to abridge young people of their pleasures when they do not know how to make a good use of them. Religion teaches men to be resigned under the severest deprivations; it is painful to be debarred the society of those we love, or to abridge others of any advantage which they have been in the habit of enjoying.

When used as reflective verbs they preserve the same analogy in their signification. An extravagant person depriveth himself of the power of doing good. A person may debarr himself of any pleasure from particular motives of prudence. A miser abridgeth himself of every enjoyment in order to gratify his ruling passion.

Of what small moment to your real happiness are many of those injuries which draw forth your resentment? Can they depriveth you of peace of conscience, of the satisfaction of having acted a right part? BLAIR.

Active and masculine spirits, in the vigour of youth, neither can nor ought to remain at rest. If they debar themselves from aiming at a noble object, their desires will move downward.—HUGHES.

The personal liberty of individuals in this kingdom cannot ever be abridge at the mere discretion of the magistrate.—BLACKSTONE.

Depth, Profundity.

Depth from deep, dip or dive, the Greek σπέρα, and the Hebrew tabang to dive, signifies the point under water which is dived for.

Profundity, from profund, in Latin profundus, compounded of pro procal far, and fundus the bottom, signifies remoteness from the surface of any thing.

These terms do not differ merely in their derivation: but depth is indefinite in its signification; and profundity is a positive and considerable degree of depth. Moreover the word depth is applied to objects in general; profundity is confined in its application to moral objects; thus we speak of the depth of the sea or the depth of a person's learning; but his profundity of thought.

By these two passions of hope and fear, we reach forward into futurity, and bring us to our present thoughts objects that lie in the remotest depths of time.—ADDISON.

The peruser of Swift will want very little previous knowledge; it will be sufficient that he is acquainted with common words and common things; he is neither required to mount elevations nor to explore profundities.—JOHNSON.

To Depute, v. To constitute.

Deputy, v. Ambassador.

Deputy, v. Delegate.

To Derange, v. To disorder.

Derangement, Insanity, Lunacy, Madness, Mania.

Derangement, from the verb to derange implies the first stage of disordered intellect. Insanity, or unsoundness, implies positive disease, which is more or less permanent. Lunacy, is a violent sort of Insanity, which was supposed to be influenced by the moon. Madness, and Mania, from the Greek μανία to rage implies insanity or lunacy in its most furious and confirmed stage. Deranged persons may sometimes be perfectly sensible in every thing but particular subjects. Insane persons are sometimes entirely restored. Lunatics have their lucid intervals, and maniacs their intervals of repose. Derangement may sometimes be applied to the temporary confusion of a disturbed mind, which is not in full possession of all its faculties; madness may sometimes be the result of violently inflamed passions: and mania may be applied to any vehement attachment which takes possession of the mind.

Perhaps it might be no absurd or unreasonable regulation in the legislature to divest all lunatics of the privilege of insanity, and in cases of enormity to subject them to the common penalties of the law.—SMOLLET.

A lunatic is indeed sometimes merry, but the merry lunatic is never kind.—HAWKESWORTH.

The consequences of murder committed by a maniac may be as pernicious to society as those of the most criminal and deliberate assassination.—SMOLLET.

The locomotive mania of an Englishman circulates his person, and, of course his cash, into every quarter of the kingdom.—CUMBERLAND.

To Deride, Mock, Ridicule, Rally, Banter.

Deride, compounded of de and the Latin rideo; and Ridicule, from rideo, both signify to laugh at.
Mock, in French moquer, Dutch mocken, Greek μισώ, signifies likewise to laugh at.

Rally, in French rallier.

Banter, possibly from the French badiner to jest.

Strong expressions of contempt are designated by all these terms.

Derision and mockery evince themselves by the outward actions in general; ridicule consists more in words than actions; rallying is almost entirely in words. Derision is not so strong a term as mock, but much stronger than ridicule. There is always a mixture of hostility in derision and mockery; but ridicule is frequently unaccompanied with any personal feeling of displeasure. Derision is often deep, not loud; it discovers itself in suppressed laughter, contemptuous sneers or gestures, and cutting expressions; mocking is mostly noisy and outrageous; it breaks forth in insulting buffoonery, and is sometimes accompanied with personal violence: the former consists of real but contemptuous laughter; the latter, often of affected laughter and grinning. Derision and mockery are always personal; ridicule may be directed to things as well as persons. Derision and mockery are a direct attack on the individual, the latter still more so than the former: ridicule is as often used in writing as in personal intercourse.

Derision and mockery are practised by persons in any station; ridicule is mostly used by cowards; it is a bit of a derision and mocked for that which is offensive as well as apparently absurd or extravagant; he is ridiculed for what is apparently ridiculous. Our Saviour was exposed both to the derision and mockery of his enemies; they derided him for what they dared to think his false pretensions to a superior station; they mocked him by planting a crown of thorns on his head, and acting the farce of royalty before him.

Derision may be provoked by ordinary circumstances; mockery by that which is extraordinary. When the prophet Elijah in his holy zeal mocked the false prophets of Baal, or when the children mocked the prophet Elisa, the term derision would not have suited either for the occasion or the action; but two people may deride each other in their angry disputes; or unprincipled may deride those whom they cannot imitate, or condemn. Derision and mockery are altogether incompatible with the Christian temper; ridicule is justifiable in certain cases, particularly when it is not personal. When a man renders himself an object of derision, it does not follow that any one is justified in deriding him; insults are not the means for correcting faults: mockery is very seldom used but for the gratification of a malignant disposition: although ridicule is not the test of truth, and ought not to be employed in the plains of fact, yet it will not be expected that the te in ridiculing; reproof in rallying; a person may be ridiculed on account of his eccentricities; he is rallied for his defects; he is bantered for accidental circumstances: the two former actions are often justified by some substantial reason; the latter is an action as puerile as it is unjust, it is a contemptible species of mockery. Self-conceit and extravagant follies are often-times best corrected by good-natured ridicule: a man may deserve sometimes to be rallied for his want of resolution; those who are of an ill-natured turn of mind will banter others for their misfortunes, or their personal defects, rather than not say something to their annoyance.

Satan beheld their plight,
And to his mates thus in derision said:
O friends, why come not on those victors proud?

Milton.

Impell'd with steps measuring to pursue
Some fleeting good that mocks me with the view.

Goldsmith.

Want is the scorn of every fool,
And wit in rags is turn'd to ridicule.—Dryden.

The only place of pleasantry in Paradise Lost, is where the evil spirit are ridiculed, and the angels upon the success of their new invented artillery.—Addison.

As to your manner of behaving towards these unhappy young gentlemen (at College) you descive, let it be manly and easy; if they banter your regularity, order, decency, and love of study, banter in return their neglect of it.—Chatham.

To Derive, Trace, Deduce.

Derive, from the Latin de and rivo a river, signifies to draw after the manner of water from its source.

Trace, in Italian tracciarre, Greek ἄμητος to run, Hebrew darche to go, signifies to go by a line drawn out, to follow the line.

Deduce, in Latin deduce, signifies to bring from.

The idea of drawing one thing from another is included in all the actions designated by these terms. The act of deriving is immediate and direct; that of tracing a gradual process; that of deducing by a ratiocinative process.

We discover causes and sources by derivation; we discover the course, progress, and commencement of things by tracing; we discover the grounds and reasons of things by deduction. A person derives his name from a given source: he traces his family up to a given period; principles or powers are deduced from circumstances or observations. The Trojans derived the name of their city from Tros, a king of Phrygia; they traced the line of their kings up to Dardanus; Copernicus deduced the principle of the daily round from several simple observations, particularly from the apparent and contrary motion of bodies that are really at rest. The English tongue is of such mixed origin that there is scarcely any known language from which some one of its words is not derivable; it is an interesting employment to trace the progress of science and civilization in countries which have been involved in ignorance and barbarism; from the writings of Locke and other philosophers of an equally loose stamp, have been deduced principles both in morals and politics that are destructive to the happiness of men in civil society.

The kings among the heathens ever derived themselves, or their ancestors from some god.—Temple.
DESERT.

Let Newton, pure intelligence! whom God
To mortals lent to trace his boundless works,
From laws sublimely simple speak thy fame.
THOMSON.

From the discovery of some natural authority may
perhaps be deduced a truer original of all governments
among men than from any contracts.—TEMPLE.

To Derogue, v. To disparage.

To Describe, v. To relate.

Description, v. Account.

Description, v. Cast.

To Descriy, v. To find.

To Deser, v. To see.

To Desert, v. To abandon.

To Desert, v. To abdicate.

Desert, Merit, Worth.

Desert from derive. In Latin deservio, signifies to do service or be serviceable.

Merit, in Latin meritus participle of merce, comes from the Greek μέρος to share, because he who merits any thing has a right to share in it.

Worth, in German worth, is connected with würde dignity, and burden a burden, because one bears worth as a thing attached to the person.

Desert is taken for that which is good or bad; merit for that which is good only. We deserve praise or blame: we merit a reward. Desert consists in the action, work, or service performed; merit has regard to the character of the agent or the nature of the action. A person does not deserve a recompense until he has performed some service; he does not merit approbation if he have not done his part well.

Deserve is a term of ordinary import: merit applies to objects of greater moment: the former includes matters of personal and physical gratification; the latter those altogether of an intellectual nature. Children are always acting so as to deserve either reproof or commendation, reward or punishment; candidates for public applause or honors conceive they have frequent occasion to complain that they are not treated according to their merits. Criminals cannot always be punished according to their deserts: a noble mind is not contented with barely obtaining, it seeks to merit what it obtains.

The idea of value, which is prominent in the signification of the term merit, renders it closely allied to that of worth. The man of merit looks to the advantages which shall accrue to himself; the man of worth is contented with the consciousness of what he possesses in himself: merit respects the attainments or qualifications of a man; worth respects his moral qualities only. It is possible therefore for a man to have great merit and little or no worth. He who has great powers and uses them for the advantage of himself or others is a man of merit: he only who does good from a good motive is a man of worth. We look for merit among men in the discharge of their several offices or duties; we look for worth in their social capacities.

Praise from a friend or censure from a foe
Are lost on ears that our merits know.—POPE.

To birth or office, no respect be paid,
Let worth determine here.—POPE.

From these words are derived the epithets deserved and merited, in relation to what we receive from others; and deserving, meritorious, worthy, and worth, in regard to what we possess in ourselves: a treatment is deserved or undeserved; reproves are merited or unmerited: the harsh treatment of a master is easier to be borne when it is undeserved than when it is deserved; the reproaches of a friend are very severe when unmerited.

A labourer is deserving on account of his industry; an artist is meritorious on account of his professional abilities; a citizen is worthy on account of his benevolence and uprightness. The first person deserves to be well paid and encouraged: the second merits the applause which is bestowed on him: the third is worthy of confidence and esteem from all men. Betwixt worthy and worth there is this difference, that the former is said of intrinsic and moral qualities, the latter of extrinsic ones: a worthy man possesses that which calls for the esteem of others; but a man is worth the proper which he can call his own, so in like manner a subject may be worthy the attention of a writer, or a thing may not be worth the while to consider.

A man has frequent opportunities of mitigating the strictness of a party: or doing justice to the character of a deserving man.—ADAMSON.

Pilgrimes to Rome were represented as the most meritorious acts of devotion.—HUME.

Then the last worthies of declining Greece,
Fate call'd to glory, in unequal times,
Pensive aoe.—THOMSON.


Design, Purpose, Intend, Mean.

Design, from the Latin designare, signifies to mark out as with a pen or pencil.

Purpose like propose comes from the Latin proposi perfect of propono, signifying to set before one's mind as an object of pursuit.

Intend, in Latin intendo to bend towards, signifies the bending of the mind towards an object.

Mean, in Saxon maen, German, &c. meinen, probably connected with the word mind, signifying to have in the mind.

Design and purpose are terms of higher import than intend and mean, which are in familiar use; the latter still more so than the former. A design embraces many objects; a purpose consists of only one; the former supposes something studied and methodical, it requires reflection: the latter supposes something fixed and determinate, it requires resolution. A design is attainable; a purpose is steady. We speak of the design as it regards the thing considered. We speak of the purpose as it regards the temper of the person. Men of a sanguine or aspiring character are apt to form designs which cannot be carried into execution; whoever wishes to keep true to his purpose must not listen to many counsellors.

* Vide Trusler: "Intention, design."
A purpose is the thing proposed or set before the mind; an intention is the thing to which the mind bends or inclines; purpose and intend differ therefore both in the nature of the action and the object; we purpose seriously; we intend vaguely; we set about that which we purpose; we may delay that which we have only intended; the execution of one's purpose rests mostly with one's self; the fulfillment of an intention depends upon circumstances: a man of a resolute temper is not to be diverted from his purpose by trifling objects; we may be disappointed in our intentions by a variety of unforeseen but uncontrollable events.

Mean, which is a term altogether of colloquial use, differs but little from intend, except that it is used for more familiar objects; to mean is simply to have in the mind; to intend is to lean with the mind towards anything.

Purpose is always applied to some proximate or definite object; intend and mean to that which is general or remote: we purpose to set out at a certain time or go a certain rout; we mean to set out as we mean, and go in a way that shall be found most agreeable; the moralist designs by his writings to effect a reformation in the manners of men; a writer purposes to treat on a given subject in some particular manner; it is ridiculous to lay down rules which are not intended to be kept; an honest man always means to satisfy his creditors.

Design and purpose are taken sometimes in the abstract sense; intend and mean always in connexion with the agent who intends or means; we see a design in the whole creation which leads us to reflect on the wisdom and goodness of the Creator; whenever we see anything done we are led to inquire the purpose for which it is done; or are desirous of knowing the intention of the person in so doing: things are said to be done with a design, in opposition to that which happens by chance; they are said to be done for a purpose, in reference to the immediate purpose which is expected to result from them.

Design, in this sense of the contrary epithet, is used in a bad sense in connexion with a particular agent; purpose, intention, and meaning, in an indifferent sense: a designing person is full of latent and interested designs; there is nothing so good that it may not be made to serve the purposes of those who are bad; the intentions of a man must always be taken into the account when we are forming an estimate of his actions; ignorant people frequently mean much better than they do.

Nothing can evince greater depravity of mind than designeth to rob another of his good name; when a person wishes to get any information he purposely puts his discourse to the subject upon which he desires to be informed; if we unintentionally incur the displeasure of another, it is to be reckoned our misfortune rather than our fault; it is not enough for our endeavours to be well meant, if they be not also well directed.

And must I then, O sire of floods! 
Bear this fierce answer to the king of gods! 
Correct it yet, and change thy rash intent; 
A noble mind disdaineth not to repent.—Pope.

Then first Polydamus the silence broke,
Long weigh'd the signal, and to Hector spoke:
How oft, my brother! thy reproach I hear,
For words well meant and sentiments sincere.

Pope.

Design, Plan, Scheme, Project.

Design, v. To design.

Plan, in French plan, comes from plane or planum, in Latin planus, smooth or even, signifying in general any particular surface of any building or object.

Scheme, in Latin schema, Greek σχέμα a form or figure, signifies the thing drawn out in the mind.

Project, in Latin projectus, from projicere, compounded of pro and jacere, signifies to cast or put forth, that is, the thing proposed.

Arrangement is the idea common to these terms: a design includes the thing that is to be brought about; the plan includes the means by which it is to be brought about; a design was formed in the time of James I, for overturning the government of the country; the plan by which this was to have been realized, consisted in placing gunpowder under the parliament-house and blowing up the assembly.

A design is to be estimated according to its intrinsic worth; a plan is to be estimated according to its relative value, or fitness for the design; a design is noble or wicked, a plan is practicable; every founder of a charitable institution may be supposed to have a good design; but he may adopt an erroneous plan for obtaining the end proposed.

Scheme and project respect both the end and the means, which makes them analogous to design and plan; the design stimulates to action; the plan determines the mode of action; the scheme and project consist most in speculation: the design and plan are equally theoretical, and suited to the ordinary and immediate circumstances of life; the scheme and project are contrived or conceived for extraordinary or rare occasions: no man takes any step without a design; a general forms the plan of his campaign; adventurous men are always forming schemes for gaining money; ambitious monarchs are full of projects for increasing their dominion.

Scheme and project differ principally in the magnitude of the objects to which they are applied; the former being much less vast and extensive than the latter: a scheme may be formed by an individual for attaining any trifling advantage; projects are mostly conceived in matters of state, or of public interest: the metropolis abounds with persons whose inventive faculties are busy in devising schemes, either of a commercial, a literary, a philosophical, or political description, by which they propose great advantages to the public, but still greater to themselves; the project of universal conquest which entered into the wild speculations of Alexander the
DESIRE.

Great, did not, unfortunately for the world, perish at his death.

His deep design unknown, the hosts approve.

Atrides' speech.—POPE.

It was at Marseilles that Virgil formed the plan, and collected the materials of all those excellent pieces which he afterwards finished.—WALSH.

The happy people in their waxen cells
Set tending public cares, and planning schemes
Set temperance for winter poor.—THOMSON.

Manhood is led on from hope to hope, and from project to project.—JOHNSON.

To Designate, v. To name.

To Desire, v. To beg.

To Desire, Wish, Long for, Hanker after, Covet.

Desire, in Latin desidera, comes from
desi desider to rest or fix upon with the mind.

Wish, in German wünschen, comes from
wunne pleasure, signifying to take pleasure in a thing.

Long, from the German langen to reach after, signifies to seek after with the mind.

Hanker, hanger, or kanger, signifies to hang on an object with one's mind.

Covet, v. Covetous.

Desire is imperious, it demands gratification;
Wish is less vehement, it consists of a strong inclination;
Longing is an impatient and continued species of desire; hankering is a desire for that which is set out of one's reach;
Coveting is a desire for that which belongs to another, or what it is in our power to grant;
Hanker is a desire for that which is near at hand, or within view; we wish for and covet that which is more remote, or less distinctly seen; we hanker after that which has been once enjoyed; a discontented person wishes for more than he has; he who is in a strange land longs to see his native country; vicious men hanker after the pleasures which are denied them: ambitious men covet honours, avaricious men covet riches.

Desires ought to be moderated; wishes to be limited; longings, hankering, and covetings, to be suppressed: uncontrolled desires become the greatest torments; unbounded wishes are the bane of all happiness; ardent longings are mostly irrational, and not entitled to indulgence; coveting is expressly prohibited by the divine law.

Desire, as it regards others, is not less imperious than when it respects ourselves; it lays an obligation on the person to whom it is expounded (as its object is unnamed); it appeals to the good nature of another: we act by the desire of a superior, and according to the wishes of an equal; the desire of a parent will amount to a command in the mind of a dutiful child: his wishes will be anticipated by the warmth of affection.

When men have discovered a passionate desire of fame in the ambitious man (as no temper of mind is more apt to shew itself) they become sparing and reserved in their commendations.—ADDISON.

It is as absurd in an old man to wish for the strength of youth, as it would be in a young man to wish for the strength of a bull or a horse.—STEELE.

Extended on the fun'ral couch he lies,
And soon as morning painted the east to skies.
The sight is granted to thy longing eyes.—POPE.

The wife is an old coquette that is always hankering after the diversions of the town.—ADDISON.

You know Chaucer has a tale, where a knight saves his head by discovering it was the thing which all women most coveted.—GAV.

To Desist, Leave off.

Desist, from the Latin desisto, signifies to take one's self off.

Desist is applied to actions good, indifferent, or offensive to some person; Leave off to actions that are indifferent; the former is voluntary, the latter involuntary: we are frequently obliged to desist; but we leave off at our option: it is prudent to desist from using our endeavours when we find them ineffectual; it is natural for a person to leave off when he sees no further occasion to continue his labour; he who annoys another must be made to desist: he who does not wish to offend will leave off when required.

So ev'n and morn accomplished the sixth (day),
Yet not till the Creator form'd his work;

Desisting, though unwarried, up return'd.—MILTON.

Vanity, the most innocent species of pride, was most frequently practised on; he (Savage) could not easily leave off when he had once begun to mention himself or his works.—JOHNSON.


Desolation, v. Ravage.

Despair, Desperation, Despondency.

Despair, Desperation, from the French desesperer, compounded of the privative de and the Latin esper hope, signifies the absence or the annihilation of all hope.

Despondency, from despond, in Latin despondeto, compounded of the privative de and to promise, signifies literally to deprive in a solemn manner, or cut off from every gleam of hope.

Despair is a state of mind produced by the view of external circumstances; desperation and despondency may be the fruit of the imagination; the former therefore always rests on some ground, the latter in the mind; it is not necessarily accompanied with effect so powerful; the strongest minds may have occasion to despair when circumstances warrant the sentiment: men of impecunious character are apt to run into a state of desperation; a weak mind full of morbid sensibility is most liable to fall into despondency.

Despair interrupts or checks exertion; desperation impels to greater exertions; despondency unfitts for exertion; when a physician despairs of making a cure, he lays aside the application of remedies; when a soldier sees nothing but death or disgrace before him, he is driven to desperation, and redoubles his efforts; when a trader sees nothing but failure before him, and want for the future, he may sink into despair; but despair is justifiable as far as it is a rational calculation into futurity from present ap-


**Desperate.**

Desperate (v. Despair) is applicable to persons or things; Hopeless to things only; a person makes a desperate effort; he undertakes a hopeless task.

Desperate when applied to things, expresses more than hopeless; the latter marks the absence of hope as to the attainment of good, the former marks the absence of hope as to the removal of an evil: a person who is in a desperate condition is overwhelmed with actual trouble for the present, and the prospect of its continuance for the future; he whose case is hopeless is without the prospect of effecting the end he has in view; gamblers are frequently brought into desperate situations when bereft of every thing that might possibly serve to lighten the burdens of their misfortunes; it is a hopeless undertaking to endeavour to reclaim men who have plunged themselves deep into the labyrinths of vice.

Before the ships a desperate stand they made,
And fir'd the troops, and call'd the gods to aid.

Th' Enans wish in vain their wondrous chief,
Hopeless of flight, more hopeless of relief.

Dryden.

**Desperation.**

To despair.

**Despicable.**

To Contemn.

**Despondency.**

To Despair.

**Despotick.**

To Absolute.

**Destination.**

To Destiny.

**To Destine.**

To allot.

**Destiny, Fate, Lot, Doom.**

**Destiny,** from destine (v. To appoint) signifies either the power that destines, or the thing destined.

**Fate,** v. Chance.

Lot, in German looss, signifies a ticket, die, or any other thing by which the causal distribution of things is determined; and in an extended sense, it expresses the portion thus assigned by chance.

Doom, in Saxon doon, Danish dom, most probably like the word doom, comes from the Hebrew dom to judge, signifying the thing judged, spoken, or decreed.

All these terms are employed with regard to human events which are not under one's control: among the heathens destinies and fates were considered as deities, who each in his way could direct human affairs, and were both superior even to Jupiter himself; the Destinies, or Parcae as they were termed, presided only over life and death; but fate was employed in ruling the general affairs of men. Since revelation has instructed men to the nature and attributes of the true God, these blind powers are now not acknowledged to exist in the over-ruling providence of an all-wise and all good Being; the terms destiny and fate therefore have now only a relative sense, as to what happens without the will or control of the individual who is the subject of it. Destiny is used in regard to one's station and walk in life; fate in regard to what one suffers; lot in regard to what one gets or possesses; and doom is that portion of one's destiny or fate which depends upon the will of another; destiny is marked out; fate is fixed; a lot is assigned; a doom is passed.

It was Julius Caesar's destiny to appear to the great part of the world, and to establish a new form of government at Rome; it was his fate at last to die by the hands of assassins, the chief of whom had been his avowed friends; had he been contented with a humbler lot than that of an empire, he might have enjoyed honours, riches, and a long life; his doom was founded by himself; when he took in making himself emperor: it is not permitted for us to inquire into our future destiny; it is our duty to submit to our fate, to be contented with our lot, and prepared for our doom: a parent may have great influence over the destiny of his child, by the education he gives to him, or the principles he inculces into his mind; there are many who would have their unhappy fate entirely to the want of early habits of piety; riches or poverty may be assigned to us as our lot, but the former will not ensure us happiness, nor the latter prevent us from being happy if we have a contented temper: criminals must await the doom of an earthly judge; but all men, as sinners, must meet the doom which is prepared for them at the awful day of judgment.

It is the destiny of some men to be always changing their plan of life; it is but too frequently the fate of authors to labour for the benefit of mankind, and to reap nothing for themselves but poverty and neglect: it is the lot but of very few, to enjoy what they themselves consider a competency.

If death be your design—at least, said she,
Take us along to share your destiny.—Dryden.

The gods these armies and this force employ,
The hostile gods conspire the fate of Troy—Pope.

To labor in the lot of man below.
And when Jove gave us life, he gave us woe.—Pope.

Oh! grant me, gods! ere Hector meets his doom,
All I can ask of Heaven, an early tomb.—Pope.

**Destiny, Destination.**

Both Destiny and Destination are used for the thing destined; but the former is said in relation to a man's important concerns,
the latter only of particular circumstances; in
which sense it may likewise be employed for
the act of destroying.
Destiny is the point or line marked out in the
walk of life; destination is the place fixed upon
in particular: as every man has his peculiar
destiny, so every traveller has his particular
destination. Destiny is altogether set above
human control; no man can determine, though
he may influence, the destiny of another: desti-
nation is, however, the specific act of an indi-
vidual, either for himself or another; we leave
the destiny of a man to develop itself; but we
may inquire about his own destination, or that
of his children: it is a consoling reflection that
the destinies of short-sighted mortals, like ours-
elves, are in the hands of One who both can
and will overrule them to our advantage if we
place full reliance in Him; in the destination
of children for their several professions or
callings, it is of importance to consult their
particular turn of mind, as well as inclination.

Milton had once designed to celebrate King Arthur,
as he hints in his verses to Manopus; but "Arthur
was reserved," says Fenton, "to another destiny."—JOH-
N.

Moore's original destination appears to have been for
trade.—JOHNSON.

Destitute, v. Bare.
Destitute, v. Forsaken.
To Destroy, v. To consume.
To Destroy, v. To demolish.

Destruction, Ruin,

Destruction, from destroy and the Latin destruo,
signifies literally to unbuild that which is raised
up.

Ruin, from the Latin ruo to fall, signifies
that which is fallen into pieces.

Destruction is an act of immediate violence;
ruin is a gradual process; a thing is destroyed
by some external action upon it; a thing falls
to ruin of itself: we witness destruction
wherever war or the adverse elements rage;
we witness ruin whenever the works of man
are exposed to the effects of time: neverthe-
less if destruction be more forcible and rapid,
ruin is on the other hand more sure and com-
plete: what is destroyed may be rebuilt or re-
placed; but what is ruined is lost for ever, it
is past recovery: when houses or towns are
destroyed, fresh ones rise up in their place;
but when commerce is ruined, it seldom returns
to its old course.

Destruction admits of various degrees; ruin
is something positive and general: the pro-
erty of a man may be destroyed to a greater
or less extent, without necessarily involving
his ruin. The ruin of a whole family is of-
ten times the consequence of destruction by fire.
Health is destroyed by violent exercises, or
some other active cause; it is ruined by a
course of imprudent conduct. The happiness
of a family is destroyed by broils and discord;
the morals of a young man are ruined by a
continued intercourse with vicious com-
panions.

Destruction may be used either in the proper
or the improper sense; ruin has mostly a
moral application. The destruction of both
body and soul is the consequence of sin; the
ruin of a man, whether in his temporal or
spiritual concerns, is inevitable, if he follow
the dictates of misguided passion.

Destruction hangs over you devoted wall,
And nothing than waits th'impending fall.—POPE.
The day shall come, that great avenging day,
Which Troy's proud gloryes in the dust shall lay;
When Pris's powers, and Pris's self, shall fall,
And one prodigious ruin swallow all.—POPE.

Destructive, Ruinous, Pernicious.

Destructive, signifies producing destruction (v. Destruction).

Ruinous signifies either having or causing
ruin (v. Destruction).

Pernicious, from the Latin pernicios or per and neco to kill violently, signifies causing
violent and total dissolution.

Destructive and ruinous, as the epithets of the preceding terms, have a similar distinct-
tion in their sense and application; fire and
sword are destructive things; a poison is de-
structive: consequences are ruinous; a condi-
tion or state is ruinous: intestine commotions
are ruinous to the prosperity of a state.

Pernicious approaches nearer to destructive
than to ruinous; both the former imply ten-
dency to dissolution, which may be more or
less gradual; but the latter refers us to the
result itself, to the dissolution as already hav-
ing taken place: hence we speak of the in-
strument or cause as being destructive or per-
icious, and the action or event as ruinous:
destructive is applied in the most extended
sense to every object which has been created
or supposed to be so; pernicious is applicable
only to such objects as act only in a limited
way; sin is equally destructive to both body
and soul; certain food is pernicious to the
body; certain books are pernicious to the
mind.

'Tis yours to save us if you cease to fear;
Flight, more than shameful, is destructive here.
—POPE.
There have been found in history few conquests more
ruinous than that of the Saxons.—HUME.

The effects of divisions (in a state) are pernicious to
the last degree, not only with regard to these advantages
which they give the common enemy; but to those private
evils which they produce in the heart of almost every
particular person. —ADDISON.

Desultory, v. Cursorly.
To Detach, v. To separate.
To Detain, v. To hold.

To Detect, Discover.

Detect, from the Latin de privative and
tago to cover, and Discover, from the priva-
tive dis and cover, both originally signify to
deprive of a covering.
Detect is always taken in a bad sense; dis-
cover in an indifferent sense. A person is
detected in what he wishes to conceal; a person
or a thing is discovered that has unintention-
ally lain concealed. Thieves are detected in
picking pockets; a lost child is discovered in
a wood, or in some place of security. Detection
is the act of the moment; it is effected by the
aid of the senses; a discovery is the conse-
quence of efforts, and is brought about by
To Detect. v. To convict.

To Deter, Discourage, Dishearten.

Deter, in Latin deterre, compounded of de + tertre, signifies to frighten away from a thing.

Discourage and Dishearten, by the privative dis, signify to deprive of courage or heart. One is deterred from commencing any thing; one is discouraged or disheartened from proceeding. A variety of motives may deter any one from an undertaking; but a person is discouraged or disheartened mostly by the want of success or the hopelessness of the case. The wicked are son times deterred from committing enormities by the fear of punishment; projectors are discouraged from entering into fresh speculations by observing the failure of others: there are few persons who would not be disheartened from renewing their endeavours, when they had experienced nothing but ill-success. The prudent and the fearful are alike easily to be deterred; impatient people are most apt to be discouraged; faint-hearted people are easiest disheartened. The foolhardy and the obdurate are the least easily deterred from their object; the persevering will not suffer themselves to be discouraged by particular failures; the resolute and self-confident will not be disheartened by trilling difficulties.

But these or fear deter, or sloth detains:
No drop of all thy father warn's thy veins.—POPE.
The proud man discourages those from approaching him who are of a mean condition, and who must want his assistance.—ADDISON.

Be not disheartened then, nor cloud those looks,
That won't to be more cheerful and serene,
Than when fair morning first smiles on the world.—MILTON.

To Determine, v. To decide.

To Determine, v. To decide.


To determine is more especially an act of the judgement; * to resolve is an act of the will: the former requires examination and choice; we determine how or what we shall do; the latter requires a firm spirit; we resolve that we will do what we have determined upon. Our determinations should be prudent, that they may not cause repentance; our resolutions should be fixed, in order to prevent variation. There can be no co-operation with a man who is undetermined; it will be dangerous to co-operate with a man who is irresolute.

In the ordinary concerns of life we have frequent occasion to determine without resolving; in the discharge of our moral duties, or the performance of any office, we have occasion to resolve without determining. A master determines to dismiss his servant; the servant resolves on becoming more diligent. Personal convenience or necessity gives rise to the determination to determine; a sense of honour, fidelity, and the like, gives birth to the resolution. A traveller determines to take a certain route; a learner resolves to conquer every difficulty in the acquisition of learning. Humour or change of circumstances occasions a person to alter his determination; timidity, fear, or defect in principle, occasions the resolution to resolve. Children are not capable of determining; and their best resolutions fall before the gratification of the moment. Those who determine hastily are frequently under the necessity of altering their determinations: there are no resolutions so weak as those that are made on a sick bed; the return of health is quickly succeeded by a recurrence to our former course of life.

In matters of science, determine is to fix the mind, or to cause it to rest in a certain opinion; to resolve is to lay open what is obscure, to clear the mind from doubt and hesitation. We determine points of question; we resolve difficulties. It is more difficult to determine matters of rank or precedence than in cases where the solid and real interests of men are concerned: it is the business of the teacher to resolve the difficulties which are proposed by the scholar. Every point is not proved which is determined; nor is every difficulty resolved which is answered.

When the mind hovers among such a variety of allurements, one had better settle on a way of life that is not the best we might have chosen, than grow old without determining our choice.—ADDISON.

The resolution of dying to end our miseries does not show such a degree of magnanimity, as a resolution to prevent them, and submit to the dispensations of Providence.—ADDISON.

We pray against nothing but sin, and against evil in general (in the Lord's prayer), leaving it with Omnipotence to determine what is really such.—ADDISON.

I think there is no greater difficulty in resolving your doubts. The reasons for which you are inclined to visit London are, I think, not of sufficient strength to answer the objections.—JOHNSON.

To Determine, v. To fix.

Determined, v. Decided.

To Detest, v. To abhor.

To Detest, v. To hate.

Detestable, v. Abominable.

To Detract, v. To asperse.

To Detract, v. To disparage.

Detriment, v. Disadvantage.

Devastation, v. Ravage.

To Develope, v. To unfold.
To Deviate, Wander, Swerve, Stray.

Deviate, from devise, and the Latin *devĕre*, signifies literally to turn out of the way.

Wander, in German *wandern*, or *wandeln*, probably connected with *weisen* to turn, and the Greek *bouw* to go, signifies in general the act of going.

Swerve, probably from the German *schweifen* to ramble, *schweifen* to hover, fluctuate, &c., signifies to take an unsteady, wide, and indirect course.

Stray is probably a change from *erro* to wander.

Deviate always supposes a direct path; *wander* includes no such idea. The act of *deviating* is commonly faulty, that of *wandering* is indifferent: they may frequently exchange significations; the former being justifiable by necessity; and the latter arising from an unsteadiness of mind. *Deviate* is mostly used in the moral acceptation; *wander* may be used in either sense. A person *deviates* from any plan or rule laid down; he *wanders* from the subject in which he is engaged. As no rule can be laid down which will not admit of an exception, it is impossible but the wisest will find it necessary to them that which to *deviate* occasionally; yet every *wanton deviation* from an established practice evinces a culpable temper on the part of the deviator. Those who *wander* into the regions of metaphysics are in great danger of losing themselves; it is with them as with most *wanderers*, that they spend their time at best but idly.

To *wander* is to turn from that which one holds right; to *stray* is to wander in the same bad sense; men *swerve* from their duty to consult their interest; the young *stray* from the path of rectitude to seek that of pleasure.

While we remain in this life we are subject to innumerable temptations, which, if listened to, will make us *deviate* from all good intentions.

Our aim is happiness; "is your, 'tis mine;" He said; "'tis the pursuit of all that live. Yet few attain it, if 'twas ever attained;" but that the wiser *wander* from the mark, Who thro' the flow'ry paths of sauntering joy Seek this coy goddess."—ARMSTRONG.

No man, nor example, with him wrought, To *deviate* from truth.—MILTON.

Why have I *strayed* from pleasure and reposè, To seek a good each government bestows?—GOLDSMITH.

**To Deviate.** v. To digress.

**Device, Contrivance.**

Device, from devise, compounded of *de* and *visus* or *video* to see, signifies to bring to light.

Contrivance, from *contrive* (v. Contrive). There is an exercise of art displayed in both these actions; but the former has most of ingenuity, trick, or cunning; the latter more of deduction and plain judgment in it. A device always consists of some invention or something newly made; a contrivance mostly respects the mode, arrangement, or disposition of things. Artists are employed in conceiving devices; men in general use contrivances for the ordinary concerns.

A device is often employed for bad and fraudulent purposes; contrivances mostly serve for innocent purposes of domestic life. Beggars have various devices for giving themselves the appearance of wretchedness and exciting the compassion of the spectator; those who are reduced to the necessity of supplying their wants commonly succeed by forming contrivances of which they had not before any conception. Devices are the work of the human understanding only; contrivances are likewise formed by animals. Men employ devices with an intention either to deceive or to please others; animals have their contrivances either to supply some want or to remove some evil.

As I have long lived in Kent, and there often heard how the Kentish men evaded the conqueror by carrying green boughs over their heads; it put me in mind of practising this device against Mr. Slimer.—STEELE.

All the temples as well as houses of the Athenians were the effects of *Nestor's* (the architect) study and labour, so much that it was said, "Surely the Nestor will now be famous; for the habitations of gods, as well as men, are built by his contrivance."—STEELE.

Devil, Demon.

Devil, in Saxon *dædil*, Welsh *diwl*, French *diable*, Italian *diavolo*, Dutch *duivel*, Greek *διάβολος* from *διαβαίνει* to traduce, signifies properly a calumniator, and is always taken in the bad sense, for the spirit which incites to evil, and tempts men through the medium of their evil passions.

Demon, in Latin *daemon*, Greek *δαίμων* from *δαίμων* to know, signifies one knowing, that is, having preternatural knowledge, and is taken either in a bad or good sense for the power that acts within us and controls our actions.

Since the devil* is represented as the father of all wickedness, associations have been connected with the name that render its pronunciation in familiar discourse offensive to the chastened ear; while *daemon* is a term of indifferent application, that is commonly substituted for it, and is used to designate either a good or an evil spirit.

Malice and fraud are the peculiar characteristics of the devil; rage is properly that of a *daemon*. The *devil* is said in proverbial discourse to be in such things as go contrary to our wishes; the *daemon* of jealousy is said to possess the mind that is altogether carried away with that passion. Men who wish to have credit for more goodness than they possess, and to throw the load of guilt off themselves, attribute to the *devil* a perpetual endeavour to draw them into the commission of crimes; wherever the *daemon* of discord has got admittance there is a farewell to all the comforts of social life.

The enemies we are to contend with are not men but *devils*—TILLOTSON.

My good *daemon* who sat at my right hand during the course of this whole vision, observing in me a burning desire to join that glorious company told me he highly approved of that generous ardor with which I seemed transported.—ADISON.

**To Devise.** v. To contrive.

**To Devise, Bequeath.**

Device, compounded of *de* and *visus* or *video* participle of *video* to see or show, signifies to point out specifically.

* Vide Abbé Girard; "Diábel, demon."
Dexterity.

Bequeath, compounded of be and quæth, in Saxon cuesan, from the Latin quæso to say, signifies to give over to a person by saying or by word of mouth.

To devise is a formal, to bequeath is an informal assignment of our property to another on our death. We devise therefore only by a legal testament; we may bequeath simply by word of mouth, or by any expression of our will: we can devise only that which is property in the eye of the law; we may bequeath in the moral sense anything which we cause to pass over to another; a man devises his lands; he bequeaths his name or his glory to his children.

The right of inheritance or descent to his children and relations seems to have been allowed much earlier than the right of devising by testament.—Blackstone.

With this, the Medes to lairing ago bequeath.

New lungs.—Dryden.

Devold, v. Empty.

To Devote, v. To addict.

To Devote, v. To dedicate.


Dexterity, Address, Ability.

Dexterity, in Latin dexterity, comes from dexter the right hand, because that is the one most fitted for action.

Address signifies properly the mode of address or of managing one’s self (v. Address).

Ability (v. Ability) signifies the power of having or holding one’s self.

Dexterity, says the Abbe Girard, respects the manner of executing things; it is the mechanical facility of performing an office: address refers to the use of means in executing: ability to the discernment of the things themselves.

Dexterity and address are but in fact modes of ability; the former may be acquired; the latter is the gift of nature: we may have ability to any degree (v. Ability), but dexterity and address are positive degrees of ability. To form a good government there must be ability in the prince or his ministers; address in those to whom the detail of operations is entrusted; and dexterity in these to whom the execution of orders is entrusted. With little ability and long habit in transacting business, we may acquire a dexterity in dispatching it, and address in giving it whatever turn will best suit our purpose.

Dexterity marks an air of ease to every action; address supplies art and ingenuity in contrivance; ability enables us to act with intelligence and confidence. To manage the whip with dexterity, to carry on an intrigue with address, to display some ability on the turf, will raise a man high in the rank of the present fashionable.

It is often observed that the race is won as much by the dexterity of the rider as by the vigor and fleetness of the animal.—Earl of Bath.

It was no sooner dark than she conveyed into his room a young maid of no disagreeable figure, who was one of her attendants, and did not want address to improve the opportunity for the advancement of her fortune.—Spectator.

* Vide "Dexterity, adresse, habilité."
own evil mind is very far gone in corruption, and will never be able to bear up long against temptation.

Dictate is employed only for what passes inwardly; suggestion may be used for any action on the mind by external objects. No man will err essentially in the ordinary affairs of life who is guided by the dictates of plain sense. It is the lot of sinful mortals to be drawn to error by the suggestions of Satan as well as their own evil inclinations.

When the dictates of honour are contrary to those of religion and equity, they are the greatest deprivations of human nature.—ADDISON.

Did not conscience suggest this natural relation between guilt and punishment; the more principle of approbation or disapprobation, with respect to moral conduct, would prove of small efficacy.—BLAIR.

Diction, Style, Phrase, Phraseology.

Diction, from the Latin dictio, saying, is put for the mode of expressing ourselves.

Style comes from the Latin stilius the loddin with which they both wrote and corrected what they had written on their waxen tablets; whence the word has been used for the manner of writing in general.

Phrase, in Greek φρασις from φρασω to speak; and Phraseology from φρασις and λογος, both signify the manner of speaking. Diction expresses much less than style; the former is applicable to the first efforts of learners in composition; the latter only to the original productions of a matured mind.

Errors in grammar, false construction, a confused disposition of words, or an improper application of them, constitutes bad diction; but the niceties, the elegancies, the peculiarities, and the beauties of composition, which mark the genius and talent of the writer, are what is comprehended under the name of style. Diction is a general term, applicable alike to a single sentence or a connected composition; style is used in regard to a regular piece of composition.

As diction is a term of inferior import, it is of course mostly confined to ordinary subjects, and to the productions of authors. We should speak of a person's diction in his private correspondence, but of his style in his literary works. Diction requires only to be pure and clear; style may likewise be terse, polished, elegant, florid, poetic, sober, and the like.

Diction is said mostly in regard to what is written; phrase and phraseology are said as often of what is spoken as what is written; as that a person has adopted a strange phrase or phraseology. The former respects single words; the latter comprehends a succession of phrases.

Prior's diction is more his own than that of any among the successors of Dryden.—JOHNSON.

I think we may say with justice that when mortals converse with their Creator, they cannot do it in so proper a style as in that of the Holy Scriptures.—ADDISON.

Rude am I in speech,
And little blest with the soft phrase of speech.

SHAKESPEARE.

I was no longer able to accommodate myself to the accidental current of my conversation; my notions grew particular and paradoxical, and my phraseology formal and unfashionable.—JOHNSON.

Dictionary, Encyclopaedia.

Dictionary, from the Latin dictum a saying or word, is a register of words.

Encyclopaedia, from the Greek εγκυκλοπαθεία or εκ in, ευκλο a circle, and παθεία learning signifies a register of things.

The definition of words, with their various changes, modifications, uses, acceptations and applications, are the proper subjects of a dictionary; the nature and property of things, with their construction, uses, powers, &c., are the proper subjects of an encyclopaedia. A general acquaintance with all arts and sciences as far as respects the use of technical terms, and a perfect acquaintance with the classical writers in the language, are essential for the composition of a dictionary; an entire acquaintance with all the minutiae of every art and science is requisite for the composition of an encyclopaedia. A single individual may qualify himself for the task of writing a dictionary; but the universality and diversity of knowledge contained in an encyclopaedia render it necessarily the work of many.

The term dictionary has been extended in its application to any work alphabetically arranged, as biographical, medical, botanical dictionaries, and the like; but still preserving this distinction, that a dictionary always contains only a general or partial illustration of the subject proposed, whilst an encyclopaedia embraces the whole circuit of science.

If a man that lived an age or two ago should return into the world again, he would really want a dictionary to help him to understand his own language.—TILLOTSON.

Every science borrows from all the rest, and we cannot attain any single one without the encyclopaedia.—GLANVILLE.

Dictionary, Lexicon, Vocabulary, Glossary, Nomenclature.

Dictionary. v. Dictionary, is a general term; Lexicon from λέξις to say; Vocabulary from voc, a word; Glossary from gloss to explain, from γλωσσα the tongue; and Nomenclature from nomen, are all species of the dictionary.

Lexicon is a species of dictionary appropriately applied to the dead languages. A Greek or Hebrew lexicon is distinguished from a dictionary of the French or English languages. A vocabulary is a partial kind of dictionary which may comprehend a simple list of words, with or without explanation, arranged in order or otherwise. A glossary is an explanatory vocabulary, which commonly serves to explain the obsolete terms employed in any old author. A nomenclature is literally a list of names, and in particular a reference to proper names.

To Die, Expire.

Die, in low German doen, Danish doe, from the Greek διον to kill, designates in general the extinction of being.

Expire, from the Latin e or ez and spiro to breathe out, designates the last action of life in certain objects.
DIFFER.

She died every day she lived. — ROWE.

Pope died in the evening of the thirtieth day of May, 1744, so piaciously, that the attendants did not discern the exact time of his expiration. — JOHNSON.

* There are beings, such as trees and plants, which are said to live, although they have not breath; these die, but do not expire: there are other beings which absorb and emit air, but do not live; such as the flame of a lamp, which does not die, but it expires. By a natural metaphor, the time of being is put for the life of objects; and hence we speak of the date expiring, the term expiring, and the like; and as life is applied figuratively to moral objects, so may death to objects not having physical life.

A parliament may expire by length of time. BLACKSTONE.

A dissolution is the civil death of parliament. BLACKSTONE.

When Alexander the Great died, the Grecian monarchy expired with him. — SOUTH.

To Die, v. To perish.

Diet, v. Food.

Diet, v. Assembly.

To Differ, Vary, Disagree, Dissent.

Differ, in Latin differo or dis and fero, signifies to make into two.

Vary, v. To change, alter.

Disagree is literally not to agree.

Disent, in Latin dissentio or dis and sentio, signifies to think or feel apart or differently.

Differ, vary, and disagree, are applicable either to persons or things; dissent to persons only. First as to persons: to differ is the most general and indefinite term, the rest are but modes of difference: we may differ from any cause, or in any degree; we vary only in small matters; thus persons may differ or vary in their statements. There must be two at least to differ; and there may be an indefinite number: one may vary, or an indefinite number may vary: two or a specific number disagree: thus two or more may differ in an account which they give; one person may vary at different times in the account which he gives; and two particular individuals disagree: we may differ in matters of fact or speculation; we vary only in matters of fact; we disagree mostly in matters of speculation. Historians may differ in the representation of an affair, and authors may differ in their views of a particular subject; narrators vary in certain circumstances; two particular philosophers disagree in accounting for a phenomenon.

To disagree is the act of one man with another: to dissent is the act of one or more in relation to a community; thus two writers on the same subject may disagree in their conclusions, because they set out from different premises; men dissent from the established religion of their country according to their education and character.

When applied to the ordinary transactions of life, differences may exist merely in opinion, or with a mixture of more or less acrimonious and discordant feeling; variances arise from a collision of interests; disagreements from asperity of humour; dissensions from a clashing of opinions; differences may exist between nations, and may be settled by cool discussions; when variances arise between neighbours, their passions often interfere to prevent accomodations; when the members of a family consult interest or humour rather than affections, there will be necessarily disagreements; and when many members of a community have an equal liberty to express their opinions, there will necessarily be dissensions.

The ministers of the different potentates conferred and conferred; but the peace advanced so slowly that speculator methods were found necessary, and Bolingbroke was sent to Paris to adjust differences with less formality. — JOHN-SON.

How many bleed
By shameful variance betwixt man and man.

THOMSON.

On his arrival at Geneva, Goldsmith was recommended as a travelling tutor to a young gentleman who had been unexpectedly left a sum of money by a near relation. This con
tion lasted but a short time: they disagreed in the south of France and parted. — JOHNSON.

When Carthage shall contend the world with Rome,
Then is your time for faction and debate,
For partial favor and partial fear,
Let how your immature dimension cease. — DRYDEN.

In regard to things, differ is said of two things with respect to each other; vary of one thing in respect to itself: thus two temperers differ from each other, and a person's temper varies from time to time. Things differ in their essences, they vary in their accidents: thus the genera and species of things differ from each other, and the individuals of each species vary: differ is said of everything promiscuously, but disagree is only said of such things as might agree; thus two trees differ from each other by the course of things, but two numbers disagree which are intended to agree.

We do not know in what either reason or instinct consist, and therefore cannot tell with exactness in what they differ. — JOHNSON.

That mind and body often sympathize
In pain: such is this union nature ties;
But then as often too they disagree,
Which proves the soul's superior progeny. — JENYS.

Trade and commerce might doubtless be carried a thousand ways, out of which would arise such branches as have not been touched. — JOHNSON.

Difference, Variety, Diversity, Medley.

Difference signifies the cause or the act of differing.

Variety, from various or vary, in Latin varius, probably comes from varus a speck or speckle, because this is the best emblem of variety.

Diversity, in Latin diversitas, comes from diversus, compounded of di and verto, and signifies to turn asunder.

Medley comes from the word medulla, which is but a change from mingle, mix, &c.

Difference and variety seem to lie in the things themselves; diversity and medley are created either by accident or design; a difference may lie in two objects only a variety cannot exist without an assemblage; a difference is discovered by means of a comparison which the mind forms of objects to prevent confu-

* Trusler: "Die, expire."
DIFERRENT.

sion; variety strikes on the mind, and please the imagination with many agreeable images; it is opposed to dull uniformity: the acute observer feels differences, however minute, in the objects of his research, and by this means is enabled to class them under their general or particular heads; nature affords such an infinite variety in everything which exists, that if we do not perceive it the fault is in ourselves; diversity arises from an assemblage of objects naturally contrasted; a medley is produced by an ass mangle of objects so ill suited as to produce a ludicrous effect.

Diversity exists in the tastes or opinions of men; a medley is produced by the concurrence of such tastes or opinions as can in no wise coalesce; where the minds of men are disengaged from the shackles of superstition and despotism, there will be a great diversity of opinions; where a number of men come together with different habits, we may expect to find a medley of characters; good taste may render a diversity of colour agreeable to the eye; caprice or bad taste will be apt to form a ridiculous medley of colours and ornaments. A diversity of manner at a suitable distance in the stillness of the evening, will have an agreeable effect on the ear; a medley of noises, whether heard near or at a distance, must always be harsh and offensive.

Homer does not only outshine all other poets in the variety, but also in the novelty of his characters.—ADDISON.

The goodness of the Supreme Being is no less seen in the diversity, than in the multitude of living creatures.—ADDISON.

What unnatural motions and counter-ferments must such a medley of intemperance produce in the body?—ADDISON.

**Difference.**

**Difference, Dispute, Altercation, Quarrel.**

**Difference.** v. To differ.

**Dispute.** v. To argue.

**Altercation,** in Latin altercatio and alterco from alterum and cor another mind, signifies the expressing another opinion.

**Quarrel,** in French querelle, from the Latin queror to complain, signifies having a complaint against another.

All these terms are here taken in the general sense of a difference on some personal question; the term difference is here as general and indefinite as in the former case (v. To differ, vary): a difference, as distinguished from the others, is generally of a less serious and personal kind; a dispute consists not only of angry words, but much ill blood and unkind offices; an altercation is a wordy dispute, in which difference of opinion is drawn out into a multitude of words on all sides; quarrel is the most serious of all differences, which leads to every species of violence; a difference may sometimes arise from a misunderstanding, which may be easily rectified; differences seldom grow to disputes but by the fault of both parties; altercations arise mostly from pertinacity in adherence to and obstinate defence of, one's opinions; quarrels mostly spring from injuries real or supposed: differences subsist between men in an individual or public capacity; they may be carried on in a direct or indirect manner; disputes and altercations are mostly conducted in a direct manner between individuals; quarrels may arise between nations or individuals, and be carried on by acts of offence directly or indirectly.

Ought lesser differences altogether to divide and estrange those from one another, whom such ancient and sacred bonds unite?—BLAIR.

I have often been pleased to hear disputes on the Exchange adjusted between an inhabitant of Japan and an alderman of London.—ADDISON.

In the house of Peers the bill passes through the same forms as in the other house, and if detected no more notice is taken, but it passes aud silentio to prevent unbecoming altercation.—BLACKSTONE.

Unveil'd with quarrels, undisturb'd with noise, The country king his peaceful realm enjoys.—DRAKEN.

**Different.**

**Different, Distinct, Separate.**

* **Different.** v. To differ, vary.

**Distinct, in Latin distinctus participle of distinguo (v. To abstract, separate).**

**Separate.** v. To abstract.

Difference is opposed to similitude; there is no difference between objects absolutely alike: distinctness is opposed to identity; there can be no distinction where there is only one and the same being: separation is opposed to unity; there can be no separation between objects that coalesce or adhere: things may be different and not distinct, or distinct and not different: different is said altogether of the internal properties of things; distinct is said of things as objects of vision, or as they appear either to the eye or the mind: when two or more things are seen only as one, they may be different, but

* Vide Abbé Girard: "Difference, diversité, varieté, bizarrie."
DIFFERENT.
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DIFFICULTIES.

different languages as to understand several different languages: divers modes have been suggested and tried for the good education of youth, but most of too theorical a nature to admit of being reduced successfully to practice an incorrect writer omits sundry articles that belong to a statement; we need not wonder at the misery which is introduced into families by extravagance and luxury, when we notice the infinitely various allurements for spending money which are held out to the young and the thoughtless.

It is astonishing to consider the different degrees of care that are attendant from the same cause is absolutely necessary for the leaving a prosterity.—ADDISON.

The bishop has several duties under him, and may visit at pleasure every part of his diocese.—BLACKSTONE.

In the frame and constitution of the ecclesiastical polity, there are divers ranks and degrees.—BLACKSTONE.

Fat olives of sundry sorts appear.

Of sundry shapes their numerous berries bear

D.EDYEN.

As land is improved by sowing it with various seeds, so is the mind by exercising itself with different studies.—MELmoth's Letters of Pliny.

Different, Unlike.

Different is positive, Unlike is negative: we look at what is different, and draw a comparison; but that which is unlike needs no comparison: a thing is said to be different from every other thing, or unlike to any thing seen before; which latter mode of expression obviously conveys less to the mind than the former.

How different is the view of past life in the man who is grown old in knowledge and wisdom from that of him who is grown old in ignorance and folly—ADDISON.

How far unlike those chiefs of race divine.

How vast the difference of their deeds and mine.

POPE.


Difficulties, Embarrassments, Troubles.

These terms are all applicable to a person's conduct in life; but Difficulties relate to the difficulty (v. Difficult) of conducting a business; Embarrassments relate to the confusion attending a state of debt; and Troubles to the pain which is the natural consequence of not fulfilling engagements or answering demands. Of the three, the term difficulties expresses the least, and that of troubles the most. A young man on his entrance into the world will unavailingly experience difficulties, if not provided with ample means in the outset. But let his means be ever so ample, if he have not prudence and talents fitted for business, he will hardly keep himself free from embarrassments, which are the greatest troubles that can arise to disturb the peace of a man's mind.

Young Cunningham was recalled to Dublin, where he continued for four or five years, and of course experienced all the difficulties that attend distressed situations.—JOHNSON.

Few men would have had resolution to write books with such embarrassments (as Milton laboured under).—JOHNSON.

Virgil's sickness, studies, and the troubles he met with, turned his hair grey before the usual time.—WALSH.

they are not distinct; but whatever is seen as two or more things, each complete in itself, is distinct, although it may not be different: two roads are said to be different which run in different directions, but they may not be distinct when seen on a map: on the other hand, two roads are said to be distinct when they are observed as two roads to run in the same direction, but they need not in any particular to be different: two stars of different magnitudes may, in certain directions, appear as one, in which case they are different, but not distinct—two books on the same subject, and by the same author, but not written in continuation of each other, are distinct books, but not different.

What is separate must in its nature be generally distinct; but every thing is not separate which is distinct; when houses are separate they are obviously distinct; but they may frequently be discerned when they are not positively separated: the distinct is marked out by some external sign, which determines its beginning and its end: the separate is that which is set apart, and to be seen by itself: distinct is a term used only in determining the singularity or plurality of objects; the separate only regards the singularity or distance from each other; we speak of having a distinct household, but of living in separate apartments; of dividing one's subject into distinct heads, or of making things into separate parcels: the body and soul are distinct, in as much as they have different properties; they are distinct in as much as they have marks by which they may be distinguished, and at death they will be separate.

No hostile arms approach your happy ground;
For different is my fate.—DYEDEN.

His separate troops let every leader call,
Each strengthen each, and all encourage all;
What chief or soldier of the munusous band,
Gallantly fights till obey's command.
When thus distinct they war, soon shall be known.

POPE.

Different, Several, Divers, Sundry, Various.

All these terms are employed to mark a number (e. To differ, vary), but Different is the most indefinite of all these terms, as its office is rather to define the quantity than the number, and is equally applicable to few and many; it is opposed to singularity, but the other terms are employed positively to express many.

Several, from to sever, signifies split or made into many; they may be either different or alike: there may be several different things, or several things alike; but there cannot be several divers things, for the word divers signifies properly many different. Sundry, from under or apart, signifies many things scattered or at a distance, whether as it regards time or space. Various expresses not only a greater number, but a greater diversity than all the rest.

The same thing often affects different persons differently: an individual may be affected several times in the same way; or particular persons may be affected at sundry times and in divers manners; the ways in which men are affected are so various as not to admit of enumeration: it is not so much to understand
Difficulty, Obstacle, Impediment.

**Difficulty.** In Latin *dificilis* and *difficilis*, compounded of the privative *dis* and *facilis* easy, from *facio* to do, signifies not easy to be done.

**Obstacle.** In Latin *obstaculum* from *obstare* to stand in the way, signifies the thing that stands in the way between a person and the object he has in view.

**Impediment.** In Latin *impedimentum* from *impedio* compounded of *in* and *pedes*, signifying something that entangles the feet.

All these terms include in their signification that which interferes either with the actions or views of men: the *difficulty* lies most in the nature and circumstances of the thing itself; the obstacle and impediment consist of that which is external or foreign: a *difficulty* interferes with the completion of any work; an obstacle interferes with the attainment of any end; an impediment interrupts the progress, and prevents the execution of things: a *difficulty* embarrasses it; it suspends the powers of acting or deciding; an obstacle opposes itself, it is properly met in the way, and intervenes between us and our object; an impediment shackles and puts a stop to our proceedings: we speak of encountering a *difficulty*, surmounting an *obstacle*, and removing an *impediment*: the disposition of the mind often occasions more difficulties in negotiations than the subjects themselves; the eloquence of Demosthenes was the greatest *obstacle* which Philip of Macedon experienced in his political career; ignorance of the language is the greatest *impediment* which a foreigner experiences in the pursuit of any object out of his own country.

Truth has less of trouble and *difficulty*, of entanglement and perplexity, of danger and hazard in it.—TILLOT-SON.

One *obstacle* must have stood not little the way of that proposal to which Young seems to have pointed, though he took orders, he never entirely shook off politics.—CROFT.

The necessity of complying with times, and of sparing persons, is the great impediment of biography.—JOHN-SON.

**Diffident, v.** Distrustful.

**Diffident, v.** Modest.

**Diffuse, Prolix.**

Both mark defects of style opposed to brevity.

**Diffuse, in Latin** *diffusus* participle of *diffundere* to pour out or spread wide, marks the quality of being extended in span.

**Prolix, in French** *prolixus*, signifies to let loose in a wide space. The *diffuse* is properly opposed to the precise; the *prolix* to the concise or laconic. A *diffuse* writer is fond of amplification, he abounds in epistles, tropes, figures, and illustrations; the *prolix* writer is fond of circumlocution, minute details, and trifling particulars. *Diffuse* is a fault only in degree, and according to circumstances; *prolixity* is a positive fault at all times. The former leads to the use of words unnecessarily; the latter to the use of phrases, as well as words, that are altogether useless: the *diffuse* style has too much of repetition; the *prolix* style abounds in tautology. *Prolixity* often arises from an exuberance of imagination; *prolixity* from the want of imagination; on the other hand the former may be coupled with great superficiality, and the latter with great solidity.

Gibbon and other modern writers have fallen into the error of diffuseness. Lord Clarendon and many English writers preceding him are chargeable with *prolixity*.

Few authors are more clear and perspicuous on the whole than Archbishop Tillotson and Sir William Temple, yet neither of them are remarkable for precision; they are loose and *diffuse*.—BLAIR.

I took up a tedious talker, or what is generally known by the name of a story teller, to be much more insufferable than a *prolix* writer.—STEEL.

**To Diffuse, v.** To spread.

**Digest, v.** Abridgement.

**To Digest, v.** To dispose.

**Dignified, v. Majestie.**

**Dignity, v. Honor.**

**To Digress, Deviate.**

Both in the original and the accepted sense, these words express going out of the ordinary course; but *digress* is used only in particular, and *deviate* in general cases.

We *digress* only in a narrative whether written or spoken; we *deviate* in actions as well as in words, in our conduct as well as in writing.

*Digress* is mostly taken in a good or indifferent sense; *deviate* in an indifferent or bad sense. Although frequent *digressions* are faulty, yet occasionally it is necessary to *digress* for the purposes of explanation; every *deviation* is bad, which is not sanctioned by the necessity of circumstances.

The *digressions* in the Tale of a Tub, relating to Walton and Bentley, must be confessed to discover want of knowledge or want of integrity.—JOHNSON.

A resolution was taken (by the authors of the Spectator) of curtailing general approbation by general topics: to this practice they adhered with few *deviations*.—JOHN-SON.

**To Dilate, Expand.**

**Dilate, in Latin dilato from di apart and latus wide, that is, to make very wide.**

**Expand, in Latin expansus compounded of ex out and pando to spread, from the Greek *pardo* to appear or show, signifying to set forth or lay open to view by spreading out.**

The idea of drawing anything out so as to occupy a greater space is common to these terms in opposition to contracting. *Dilate* is an intransitive verb; *expand* is transitive or intrasitive; the former marks the action of any body within itself; the latter an external action on any body. A bladder *dilates* on the admission of air, or the heart *dilates* with joy; knowledge *expanded* the mind, or a person’s views *expand* with circumstances. In the circulation of the blood through the body, the vessels are exposed to a perpetual *dilatation*.
and contraction; the gradual expansion of the mind by the regular modes of communicating knowledge to youth is unquestionably to be desired; but the sudden expansion of a man's thoughts from a comparative state of ignorance by any powerful action is very dangerous.

The conscious heart of charity would warm, And her wide wish benevolence dilate.—THOMSON.

The poet (Thomson) leads us through the appearances of things; as they are successively varied by the vicissitudes of the year, and imparts to us so much of his own enthusiasm that our thoughts expand with his imagery. —JOHNSON.

Diligent, v. Active.

Diligent, Exquisitive, Prompt.

All these terms mark the quality of quickness in a commendable degree.

Diligent from diligo to love (v. Active, diligent) marks the interest one takes in doing something; he is a diligent who loses no time, who keeps close to the work.

Exquisitive, from the Latin exquisito to dispatch, marks the desire one has to complete the thing begun. He who is exquisitive applies himself to no other thing that offers; he finishes everything in its turn.

Prompt, from the Latin prompto to draw out or make ready, marks one's desire to get ready; he is prompt who works with spirit so as to make things ready. Illness, dilatoriness, and slowness, are the three defects opposed to these three qualities. The diligent man has no reluctance in commencing his labour; the exquisitive man never leaves it; the prompt man brings it quickly to an end.

It is necessary to be diligent in the concerns which belong to us, to be exquisitive in any business that requires to be terminated, to be prompt in the execution of orders that are given to us.

We must be diligent in our particular calling and every profession, in the sense which God has appointed us, whatever it be.—TILDEN.

The regent assembled an army with his usual expedition, and marched to Glasgow.—ROBERTSON.

To him she hasted, in her face excuse Came prologue, and apology too prompt. Which with bland words at will, she thus address'd.—MILTON.


Dim, v. Dark.

To Diminish, v. To abate.

Diminutive, v. Little.


To Direct, Regulate.

We Direct for the instruction of individuals. We Regulate for the good order or convenience of many.

To direct is personal; it supposes authority; to regulate is general; it supposes superior information. An officer directs the movements of his men in military operations; the steward or master of the ceremonies regulates the whole concerns of an entertainment; the director is often a man in power; the regulator is always the man of business; the latter is frequently employed to act under the former. The Bank of England has its directors, who only take part in the administration of the whole; the regulation of the subordinate part, and of the details of business, is entrusted to the superior clerks.

To direct is always used with regard to others; to regulate, frequently with regard to ourselves. One person directs another according to his better judgment; he regulates his own conduct by principles or circumstances.

Canst thou with all a monarch's cares oppress, Oh Atreus' son! canst thou indulge thy rest? Sits a chief, who mighty nations guides, Directs in council, and in war presides.—POPE.

Strange disorders are bred in the minds of those men whose passions are not regulated by reason.—ADDISON.

It is the business of religion and philosophy not so much to extinguish our passions, as to regulate and direct them to valuable well-chosen objects.—ADDISON.

To Direct, v. To conduct.

Direct, v. Straight.

Direction, Address, Superscription.

Direction (v. To direct) marks that which directs.

Address (v. To address) is that which addresses.

Superscription from super and scribo, signifies that which is written over.

Although these terms may be used promiscuously for each other, yet they have a peculiarity of signification by which their proper use is defined: a direction may serve to direct to places as well as to persons; an address is never used but in direct application to the person; a superscription has more respect to the thing than the person. A direction may be written or verbal; an address in this sense is always written: a superscription must not only be written but either on or over some other thing; a direction is given to such as go in search of persons and places, it ought to be clear and particular: an address is put either on a card, and a letter, or in a book; it ought to be suitable to the station and situation of the person addressed: a superscription is placed at the head of other writings or over tombs and pillars: it ought to be appropriate.

There could not be a greater chance than that which brought to light the powder treason, when Providence, as it were, snatched a king and kingdom out of the very jaws of death only by the mistake of a word in the direction of a letter.—SOUTH.

We think you may be able to point out to him the evil of succeeding; if it be solicitations, you will tell him where to address it.—LORD CHESTERFIELD.

Deciet and hypocrisy carry in them more of the express image and superscription of the devil than any bodily sins whatsoever.—SOUTH.

Direction, Order.

Direction, v. To direct.

Order, v. To command.

Directions contain most of instruction in it; order most of authority. Directions should be followed; orders obeyed. It is necessary to...
Disadvantage, Injury, Hurt, Detriment, Prejudice.

Disadvantage implies the absence of an advantage (v. Advantage).

Injury, in Latin *injuria* from *iuss*, properly signifies what is contrary to right or justice, but extends in its sense to every loss or deficiency which is occasioned.

Hurt signifies in the northern languages beaten or wounded.

Detriment, in Latin *detrimento* from *deterre* and *detrere* to wear away, signifies the effect of being worn out.

Prejudice, in the improper sense of the word (v. Bias), implies the ill which is supposed to result from prejudice.

Disadvantage is rather the absence of a good; injury is a positive evil: the want of education may frequently be a disadvantage to a person by retarding his advancement; the ill word of another may be an injury by depriving him of friends. Disadvantage, therefore, is applied to such things as are of an adventitious nature: the injury is to that which is of essential importance. Hurt, detriment, and prejudice, are all species of injuries. Injury, in general, implies whatever ill befalls an object by the external action of other objects, whether taken in relation to physical or moral evil to persons, or to things; hurt is that species of injury which is produced by more direct violence; too close an application to study is injurious to the health; reading by an improper light is hurtful to the eyes: so in a moral sense, the light reading which a circulating library supplies is often injurious to the morals of young people; all violent affections are hurtful to the mind.

The detriment and prejudice are species of injury which affect only the outward circumstances of a person; the former implying what may lessen the value of an object, the latter what may lower it in the esteem of others. Whatever affects the stability of a merchant's credit is highly detrimental to his interests: whatever it exposes a merchant to the character of a cheat should not be made the subject of indiscriminate conversation.

It is prudent to conceal that which will be to our disadvantage, unless we are called upon to make the acknowledgement. There is nothing material that is not exposed to the injuries of time, if not to those of actual violence. Excesses of every kind carry their own punishment with them, for they are always hurtful to the body. The price of a book is often detrimental to its sale. The temperate zeal, or the inconsistent conduct of religious professors is highly prejudicial to the spread of religion.

Even the greatest actions of a celebrated person labor under this disadvantage, that however surprising and extraordinary they may be they are no more than what are expected from him.—Addison.

The number of those who by abstracted thoughts become useless is incomparable, in respect of them who are hurtful to mankind by an active and restless disposition.—Bartlett.

In many instances we clearly perceive that more or less knowledge dispens'd to man would have proved detrimental to his state.—Blair.

That the heathens have spoken things to the same sense

Disability, v. Inability.
To Dislike is not to like, or to find unlike or unsuitable to one's wishes.

Dislike is an act of the judgment; dislike is an act of the will. To approve or disapprove is peculiarly the part of a superior, or one who determines the conduct of others; to dislike is altogether a personal act, in which the feelings of the individual are consulted. It is a misuse of the judgment to disapprove where we need only dislike; it is a perversion of the judgment to disapprove, because we dislike.

The poem (Samson Agonistes) has a beginning and an end, which Aristotle himself could not have disapproved, but it must be allowed to want a middle—JOHNSON.

The man of peace will bear with many whose opinions or practices he dislikes, without an open and violent rupture.—BLAIR.

Disaffection, Disloyalty.

Disaffection is general; Disloyalty is particular; it is a species of disaffection.

Men are disaffected to the government; disloyal to their prince. Disaffection may be said with regard to any form of government; disloyalty only with regard to a monarchy. Although both terms are commonly employed in a bad sense, yet the former does not always convey the unfavourable meaning which is attached to the latter. A man may have reasons to think himself justified in disaffection; but he will never attempt to offer any thing in justification of disloyalty. A usurped government will have many disaffected subjects with whom it must deal leniently; the best king may have disloyal subjects, upon whom he must exercise the rigor of the law. Many were disaffected to the usurpation of Oliver Cromwell, because they would not be disloyal to their king.

Yet, I protest, it is no salt desire
Of seeing countries shifting for a religion;
Nor any disaffection to the state
Where I was bred, and unto which I owe
My dearest plots, hath brought me out.

Milton being cleared from the effects of his disloyalty, had nothing required from him but the common duty of living in quiet.—JOHNSON.

To Disagree, v. To differ.

To Disapprove, Vanish.

To Disapprove signifies not to appear (v. Air).

Vanish, in French évanouir, Latin evanescere or evanescens, compounded of e and vaneo, in Greek paeve, to appear, signifies to go out of sight.

To disappear comprehends no particular mode of action; to vanish includes in it the idea of a rapid motion. A thing disappears either gradually or suddenly; it vanishes on a sudden: it disappears in the ordinary course of things; it vanishes by an unusual effort, a supernatural or a magic power. Any object that recedes or moves away will soon disappear; in fairy tales things are made to vanish the instant they are beheld. To disappear is often a temporary action; to vanish, generally conveys the idea of being permanently lost to the sight. The stars appear and disappear in the firmament; lightning vanishes with a rapidity that is unequalled.

Red meteors ran across th'ethereal space,
Stars disappear'd and comets took their place.

D'yden.

Whilst I was lamenting this sudden desolation that had been made before me, the whole scene vanished.—ADDISON.

To Disappoint, v. To defeat.

Disapprobation, v. Displeasure.

To Disapprove, Dislike.

To Disapprove is not to approve or to think not good.
Discernment, Penetration, Discrimination, Judgement.

Discernment expresses the judgement or power of discerning (e. To perceive).

Penetration denotes the act or power of penetrating, from penetrate, in Latin penitus; participle of penetratus, signifying to see into the interior.

Discrimination denotes the act or power of discriminating, from discriminate, in Latin discriminatus, participle of discriminate to make a difference.

Judgement denotes the power of judging, from judicium, in Latin judicio, compounded of jus and dicó, signifying to pronounce right.

The first three of these terms do not express different powers, but different modes of the same power; namely, the power of seeing intellectually, or exerting the intellectual sight.

Discernment is not so powerful a mode of intellectual vision as penetration: the former is a common faculty, the latter is a higher degree of the same faculty; it is the power of seeing quickly, and seeing in spite of all that intercepts the sight, and keeps the object out of view; a man of common discernment discerns characters which are not concealed by any particular disguise; a man of penetration is not to be deceived by any artifice, however thoroughly cloaked or secured, even from suspicion.

Discernment and penetration serve for the discovery of individual things by their outward marks: discrimination is employed in the discovery of differences between two or more objects; the former consists of simple observation, the latter combines also comparison: discernment and penetration are great aids towards discrimination: he who can discern the springs of human action, or penetrate the views of men, will be most fitted for discriminating between the characters of different men.

Although judgement derives much assistance from the three former operations, it is a totally distinct power: the former only discover the things that are, it acts on external objects by seeing them: the latter is creative: it produces by deduction from that which passes inwardly. The former are speculative; they are directed to that which is to be known, and are confined to present objects, they serve to discover truth and falsehood, perfections and defects, motives and pretexts: the latter is practical: it is directed to that which is to be done, and extends its views to the future: in the relations and connections of things: it foresees their consequences and effects.

Of discernment, we say that it is clear; it serves to remove all obscurity and confusion: of penetration, we say that it is acute; it pierces every veil which falsehood draws before truth, and prevents us from being deceived: of discrimination, we say that it is nice; it renders our ideas accurate, and serves to prevent us from confounding objects: of judgement, we say that it is solid or sound; it renders the conduct prudent, and prevents us from committing mistakes or involving one’s self in embarrassments.

When the question is to estimate the real qualities of either persons or things, we exercise discernment; when it is required to lay open that which art or cunning has concealed, we must exercise penetration: when the question is to determine the proportions and degrees of qualities in persons or things, we must use discrimination; when called upon to take any step, or act any part, we must employ judgement. Discernment is more or less indispensable for every man in private or public station; he who has the most promising dealings with men, has the greatest need of it: penetration is of peculiar importance for princes and statesmen: discrimination is of great utility for commanders, and all who have the power of distributing rewards and punishments. Judgement is an absolute requisite for all to whom the execution or management of concerns is entrusted.

Cool age advances venerably wise,
Turns on all hands its deep discerning eyes.—POPE.

He is as slow to decide, as he is quick to apprehend, calmly and deliberately weighing every opposite reason that is offered, and tracing it with a most judicious penetration.—MELVILLE'S LETTERS OF PLINY.

Perhaps there is no character through all Shakespear drawn with more spirit and just discrimination than Shylock's.—HINLEY.

I love him, I confess, extremely; but my affection does by no means prejudice my judgement.—MELVILLE'S LETTERS OF PLINY.

To Discharge, v. To dismiss.
Discipline, v. Correction.

To Disclaim, Disown.
Disclaim and Disown are both personal acts respecting the individual who is the agent: to disclaim is to throw off a claim, as to disown (e. To acknowledge) is not to admit as one's own: an claim, from the Latin clamó, signifies to declare with a loud tone what we want as our own; so to disclaim is with an equally loud or positive tone, to give up a claim: this is a more positive act than to disown, which may be performed by inanimation, or by the more abstaining to own.

He who feels himself disgraced by the actions that are done by his nation, or his family, will be ready to disclaim the very name which he bears in common with the offending party; an absurd pride sometimes impels men to disown their relationship to those who are beneath them in external rank and condition: an honest mind will disclaim all right to praise which it feels not to belong to itself: the fear of ridicule sometimes makes a man disown that which would redound to his honour.

The thing call'd life, with ease I can disclaim,
And think it over-sold to purchase fame.—DREYDEN.
Here Prielam's son, Deiphobus, he found,
He scarcely knew him, striving to disown,
His blotted form, and blushing to be known.

To Disclose, v. To publish.
To Discompose, v. To disorder.
To Disconcert, v. To boggle.
DISCREDIT.

To Disconcert, v. To disorder.
To Discontinue, v. To cease.

Discord, Strife.

Discord derives its signification from the harshness produced in music by the clashing of two strings which do not suit with each other; whence, in the moral sense, the choirs of the mind which come into an unsuitable collision produce a discord.

Strife comes from the word strike, to denote the action of striving, that is, in an angry manner (v. To contend): where there is strife, there must be discord; but there may be discord without strife: discord consists most in the feeling; strife consists most in the outward action. Discord evinces itself in various ways; by looks, words, or actions: strife displays itself in words or acts of violence. Discord is fatal to the happiness of families; strife is the greatest enemy to peace between neighbours: discord is the mixture between the Goddesses on the apple being thrown into the assembly; Homer commences his poem with the strife that took place between Agamemnon and Achilles.

Discord may arise from mere difference of opinion; strife is in general occasioned by some matter of personal interest: discord in the councils of a nation is the almost certain forerunner of its ruin; the common principles of politeness forbid strife among persons of good breeding.

Good Hearths! what dire effects from civil discord flow.

Let men their days in senseless strife employ,
We in eternal peace and constant joy.—POPE.

Discord, v. Dissension.

To Discover, v. To detect

To Discover, Manifest, Declare.

Discover signifies simply to take off the covering from any thing.

Manifest signifies to make manifest (v. Apparent).

Declare (v. To declare).

The idea of making known is conveyed by all these terms; but discover expresses less than manifest, and that than declare; we discover by indirect means or signs more or less doubtful; we manifest by unquestionable marks; we declare by express words: talents and dispositions discover themselves; particular feelings and sentiments manifest themselves; facts, opinions, and sentiments are declared: children early discover a turn for some particular art or science; a person manifests his regard for another by unequivocal proofs of kindness; a person of an open disposition is apt to declare his sentiments without disguise.

Things are said to discover, persons only manifest or declare in the proper sense; but they may be used figuratively; it is the nature of everything salutary to discover symptoms of decay more or less early; it is particularly painful when any one manifests an unfriendly disposition from whom we had reason to expect the contrary.

Several brute creatures discover in their actions something like a faint glimmering of reason.—ADDISON.

At no time perhaps did the legislature manifest more tender regards to the fundamental principles of British constitutional policy, hereditary monarchy, than at the time of the revolution.—BUCKLE.

Longhorne, Boyer, and Powell, presbyterian officers who commanded bodies of troops in Wales, were the first that declared themselves against the parliament.—HUME.

To Discover, v. To find.
To Discover, v. To uncover.
To Discourage, v. To deter.
To Discourse, v. To speak.

DISCREDIT.

Discredit, Disgrace, Reproach, Scandal.

Discredit signifies the loss of credit; Disgrace, the loss of grace, favour or esteem; Reproach stands for the thing that deserves to be reproached; and Scandal for the thing that gives scandal or offence.

The conduct of men in their various relations with each other may give rise to the unfavourable sentiment which is expressed in common by these terms. Things are said to reflect discredit, or disgrace, to bring reproach or scandal, on the individual. These terms seem to rise in sense upon the other: discredit is a stronger term than discredit; reproach than disgrace; and scandal than reproach.

Discredit interferes with a man's credit or respectability; disgrace marks him out as an object of unfavourable distinction; reproach makes him a subject of reproachful conversation; scandal makes him an object of offence or even abhorrence. As irregularity in habits, regularity in habits or modes of living regularity in payments, are a credit to a family; so is any deviation from this order to its discredit: as moral rectitude, kindness, charity, and benevolence, serve to ensure the goodwill and esteem of men; so do instances of unfair dealing, cruelty, inhumanity, and an unfeeling temper, tend to discredit an offender: as a life of distinguished virtue or particular instances of moral excellence may cause a man to be spoken of in strong terms of commendation; so will flagrant atrocities or a course of immorality cause his name and himself to be the general subject of reproach: as the profession of a Christian with a consistent practice is the greatest ornament which a man can put on so is the profession with an inconsistent practice the greatest deformity that can be witnessed; it is calculated to bring a scandal on the religion itself in the eyes of those who do not know and feel its intrinsic excellences.

Discredit depends much on the character, circumstances, and situation of those who discredit and those who are discredited. Those who are in responsible situations, and have had confidence reposed in them, must have a peculiar guard over their conduct not to bring discredit on themselves: disgrace depends on the temper of men's minds as well as on discreditable circumstances; where a nice sense of moral propriety is prevalent in any community, disgrace inevitably attaches to any deviation from good morals. Reproach and
DISCUSS.

scandal refer more immediately to the nature of the actions than the character of the persons; the former being employed in general matters; the latter, mostly in a religious application: it is greatly to the discredit of all heads of public institutions, when they allow of abuses that interfere with the good order of the establishment, or divert it from its original purpose: in Sparta the slightest intemperance reflected great disgrace on the offender: in the present age, when the views of men on Christianity and its duties are so much more enlightened than they ever were, it is a reproach to every nation that continues traffic in the blood of its fellow creatures: the blasphemous indecencies of which religious enthusiasts are guilty in the excess of their zeal is a scandal to all sober-minded Christians.

When a man is made up wholly of the doves without the least grain of the serpent: in his composition, he becomes ridiculous in many circumstances of his life, and very often discards his best actions.—ADDITION.

And where the vales with violets once were crown'd,
Now knotty briers and thorns disgrace the ground. DRAYDEN.
The cruelty of Mary's persecution equalled the deeds of those tyrants who have been the reproach to human nature.—SHERIDAN.

Oh! hadst thou died when first thou saw'st the light,
Or dy'd at least before thy nuptial rite;
A better fate than vainly thus to be cast;
And by the scandal of the Trojan host.—POPE.


To Discriminate, v. To distinguish.


To Discuss, Examine.

Discuss, in Latin discursus participle of discutiri signifies to shake asunder or to separate thoroughly so as to see the whole composition.

Examine, in Latin examino comes from examine the middle beam or thread by which the pivot of the balance is held, because the judgement holds the balance in examining.

The intellectual operation expressed by these terms is applied to objects that cannot be immediately discerned or understood, but they vary both in mode and degree. Discussion is altogether carried on by verbal and personal communication; examination proceeds by reading, reflection, and observation: we often examine therefore by discussion, which is properly one mode of examination: a discussion is always carried by two or more persons; an examination may be carried on by one only: politics are a frequent though not always a pleasant subject of discussion, in social meetings; complicated questions cannot be too thoroughly examined; discussion serves for amusement rather than for any solid purpose; the cause of truth seldom derives any immediate benefit from it, although the minds of men may become invigorated by a collision of sentiment: examination is of great practical utility in the direction of our conduct: all decisions must be partial, unjust, or imprudent, which are made without previous examination.

A country fellow distinguishes himself as much in the church-yard as a citizen does upon the change; the whole parish politics being generally discussed in that place either after sermon or before the bell-rings.—ADDITION.

Men follow their inclinations without examining whether there be any principles which they ought to form for regulating their conduct.—BLAIR.


To Disdain, v. To contemn.

Disdainful, v. Contemptuous.

Disease, v. Disorder.

Diseased, v. Sick.

To Disengage, Disentangle, Extrinsic.

Disengage signifies to make free from an engagement.

Disentangle is to get rid of an entanglement.

Extricate, in Latin extricatus, from extricari, to clear a place, to get free from entanglement and intricacy, we may be disengaged from an oath; disengaged from pecuniary difficulties; extricated from a suit at law: it is not right to expect to be disengaged from all the duties which attach to men as members of society: he who enters into disputes about contested property must not expect to be soon disengaged from law: when a general has committed himself by coming into too close a contact with a very superior force, he may think himself fortunate if he can extricate himself from his awkward situation with the loss of half his army.

In old age the voice of nature calls you to leave to others the bustle and contest of the world, and gradually to disengage yourselves from a burden which begins to exceed your strength.—BLAIR.

Savage seldom appeared to be melancholy but when some sudden misfortune had fallen upon him, and even then in a few moments he would disentangle himself from his perplexity.—JOHNSON.

Nature felt its inability to extricate itself from the consequences of guilt; the Gospel reveals the plan of Divine interposition and aid.—BLAIR.

To Disentangle, v. To disengage.

To Disfigure, v. To deface.

To Disgrace, v. To abase.

To Disgrace, v. To degrade.

To Disgrace, v. To discredit.

To Disgrace, v. To dishonour.

To Disguise, v. To conceal.

Disgust, Loathing, Nausea.

Disgust, from dis and gustus, in Latin gustus, the taste, denotes the aversion of the taste to an object.

Loathing, v. To abhor.
DISHONEST.

A ship, properly denoted sea sickness.

Dishonour signifies what does away honour.

Dishonour, Disgrace, Shame.

Dishonour marks the contrary to honest: 

Dishonour marks the likeness to a knave.

Dishonest, Knavish.

Dishonesty characterizes simply the mode of action: knavish characterizes the agent as well as the action: what is dishonest violates the established laws of man; what is knavish supposes peculiar art and design in the accomplishment. It is dishonest to take any thing from another which does not belong to one; it is knavish to get it by fraud or artifice, or by imposing on the confidence of another. We may prevent dishonest practices by ordinary means of security; but we must not trust ourselves in the company of knavish people if we do not wish to be over-reached.

Dishonesty is more than dishonour and less than shame. The disgrace is applicable to those who are not sensible of the dishonour, and the shame for those who are not sensible of the disgrace. The tender mind is alive to dishonour; those who yield to their passions, or are hardened in their vicious courses, are alike insensible to disgrace or shame. Dishonour is seldom the consequence of any offence, or offered with any intention of punishing: it lies generally in the consciousness of the individual. Disgrace and shame are the direct consequences of misconduct; but disgrace attaches to the punishment which lowers in a person's own eyes; shame to that which lowers him in the eyes of others: the former is not so degrading nor so exposed to notice as the latter: a citizen feels it a dishonour not to be chosen to those offices of trust and honour for which he considers himself eligible: it is a disgrace to a school-boy to be placed the lowest in his class, which is heightened into shame if it brings him into punishment.

The fear of disgrace acts as a laudable stimulus to the discharge of one's duty; the fear of disgrace or shame serves to prevent the commission of vices or crimes. A soldier feels it a dishonour not to be placed at the post of danger, but he is not always sufficiently alive to the disgrace of being punished, nor is he deterred from his irreligious course by the open shame to which he is sometimes put in the presence of his fellow-soldiers.

As epithets they likewise rise in sense, and are distinguished by other characteristics: a dishonorable action is that which violates the principles of honour; a disgraceful action is that which reflects disgrace; a shameful action is that of which one ought to be fully ashamed: it is very dishonorable for a man not to keep his word; very disgraceful for a gentleman to associate with those who are his inferiors in station and education; very shameful for him to use his rank and influence over the lower orders only to mislead them from their duty. A person is likewise said to be dishonest who is disposed to bring dishonour upon himself: but things only are disgraceful or shameful. A dishonorable man renders himself an outcast among his equals; he must then descend to his inferiors, among whom he may become familiar with the disgraceful and the shameful: men of cultivation are alive to what is dishonourably said of all stations are alive to that which is for them disgraceful, or to that which is in itself shameful. The sense of what is dishonorable is to the superior what the sense of the disgraceful is to the inferior: but the sense of what is shameful is independent of rank or station, and forms a part of that moral sense which is inherent in the breast of every rational creature. Whoever therefore cherishes in himself a lively sense of what is dishonorable or disgraceful is tolerably secure of never committing any thing that is shameful.

This is no dishonour for the brave to die.—DEBYDEN.

I was secretly concerned to see human nature in so much wretchedness and disgrace, but could not forbear smiling to hear Sir Roger advise the old woman to avoid all communications with the devil.—ADDISON.

Where the proud theatres disclose the scene
Which interwoven Britons seem to raise,
And show the triumph which their shame displays.

Disinclination, v. Dislike.

To Disjoin v. To separate.

To Disjoint, Dismember.

Disjoint signifies to separate at the joint.

Dismember signifies to separate the members.

The terms here spoken of derive their distinct meaning and application from the signification of the words joint and member. A limb of the body is not disjoined if it is so put out of the joint that it cannot act: but the body itself is dismembered when the different limbs or parts are separated from each other.
To DISLIKE. after displeasure, distaste dissatisfaction and What we distaste carelessness, the stand and of what displeasure has some of from dissatisfied another Dislike, of satisfaction society. The 1 Uis Distaste Dissatisfaction Dislike, THOMSON. Aversion. The scene 8TKKLK. BACON. Vice, for vice is necessary to be shown, should always disgust.—JOHNSON.

Dislike, Disinclination.

Dislike, v. Dissatisfaction.

Disinclination is the reverse of inclination (v. Attachment).

Dislike applies to what one has or does; disinclination only to what one does: we dislike the thing we have, or dislike to do a thing: but we are disinclined only to do a thing. They express a similar feeling that differs in degree. Dissatisfaction is but a small degree of dislike; dislike marks something contrary; disinclination does not amount to more than the absence of an inclination. None but a disobliging temper has a dislike to comply with reasonable requests; but the most obliging disposition may have an occasional disinclination to comply with a particular request.

Murmurs rise with mix'd applause,
Just as they favour or dislike the cause.—BURNS.
Disloyalty, v. Disaffection.

Dismal, v. Dull.

To Dismantle, v. To demolish.

To Dismay, Daunt, Appal.

Dismay, in French désmayer, is probably changed from desmouvoir, signifying to move or pull down the spirit.

Daunt, changed from the Latin domitus, conquered, signifies to bring down the spirit.

Appal, compounded of the intensive ap or ad, and palleo to grow pale, signifies to make pale with fear.

The effect of fear on the spirit is strongly expressed by all these terms; but dismaying expresses less than daunt; and this than appal. We are dismaying by alarming circumstances; we are daunted by terrifying; we are appalled by horrid circumstances. A severe defeat will dismayer, so as to lessen the force of resistance: the fiery glare from the eyes of a formidable beast will daunt him who was venturing to approach: the sight of an apparition will appal the stoutest heart.

So flies a herd of beaves, that hear, dismay'd.
The lions roaring through the midnight shade.—POPE.

Jove got such heroes as my sire, whose soul
No fear could daunt, nor earth, nor hell control.—POPE.

Now the last ruin the whole host appal'd:
Now Greece had trembled in her wooden walls,
But wise Ulysses call'd Tydides forth.—POPE.

To Dismember, v. To disjoint.

To Dismiss, Discharge, Discard.

Dismiss, in Latin dimissus, participle of dimitto, composed of di and vatto, signifies to send asunder or away.

Discharge signifies to release from a charge.

Discard, in Spanish descartar, compounded of des and cartar, signifies to lay cards out or aside, to cast them off.

The idea of removing to a distance is included in all these terms; but with various collateral circumstances. Dismiss is the general term; discharge and discard are modes of dismissing: dismiss is applicable to persons of all stations, but used more particularly for the higher orders: discharge on the other hand is confined to those in a subordinate station. A clerk is dismissed; a manial servant is discharged: an officer is dismissed; a soldier is discharged.

Neither dismiss nor discharge define the motive of the action; they are used indifferently for that which is voluntary, or the contrary: discard, on the contrary, always marks a dismissal that is not agreeable to the party discarded. A person may request to be dismissed or discharged, but never to be discarded. The dismissal or discharge frees a person from the obligation or necessity of performing a certain duty; the discarding throws him out of a desirable rank or station.

Dismiss the people then, and give command
With strong repast to hearten every band.—POPE.

In order to an accommodation, they agreed upon this preliminary, but each of them should immediately dismiss his privy councillor.—ADDISON.

Mr. Pope's errands were so frequent and frivolous that the footmen in time avoided and neglected him, and the Earl of Oxford discharged some of his servants for their obstinate refusal of his messages.—JOHNSON.

I am so great a lover of whatever is French, that I lately discarded an humble admirer because he neither spoke that tongue nor drank claret.—BUDGELL.

They are all applied to things in the moral sense: we are said to dismiss our fears, to discharge a duty, and to discard a sentiment from the mind.

Resume your courage, and dismiss your care.—DYDEN.

If I am bound to pay money on a certain day, I discharge the obligation if I pay it before twelve o'clock at night.—BLACKSTONE.

Justice discards party, friendship, and kindred.

ADDISON.

Disorder, v. Confusion.

To Disorder, Derange, Discourse, Discompose.

Disorder signifies to put out of order.

Derange, from de and range or rank, signifies to put out of the rank in which it was placed.

Discourse signifies to put out of the concert or harmony.

Discompose signifies to put out of a state of composure.

All these terms express the idea of putting out of order; but the three latter vary as to the mode or object of the action. The term disorder is used in a perfectly indefinite form, and might be applied to any object. As every thing may be in order, so may everything be disordered; yet it is seldom used except in regard to such things as have been in a natural order. Derange and discouerse are employed in speaking of such things as have been put into an artificial order. To disorder is to disorder that which has been systematically arranged, or put in a certain range; and to discourage is to disorder that which has been put together by concert or contrivance: thus the body may be disordered; a man's affairs or papers, a scheme discouraged. To discompose is a species of derangement in regard to trivial matters: thus a tucker, a frill, or a cap, may be discomposed. The slightest change of diet will disorder people of tender constitutions; misfortunes are apt to derange the affairs of the most prosperous: the unexpected return of a master to his home deranges the schemes which have been formed by the domestics; those who are particular as to their appearance are careful not to have any part of their dress discomposed.

When applied to the mind disorder and derange are said of the intellect; discourage and discompose of the ideas or spirits: the former denoting a permanent state; the latter a temporary or transient state. The mind is said to be disordered when the faculty of ratiocination is in any degree interrupted; the intellect is said to be deranged when it is brought into a positive state of incapacity for action; persons are sometimes disordered in
their minds for a time by particular occurrences, who do not become actually deranged; a person is said to be disconcerted who suddenly loses his collectedness of thinking; he is said to be discomposed who loses his regularity of feeling. A sense of shame is the most apt to disconcert: the more irritable the temper the more easily one is discomposed.

Since devotion itself may disorder the mind, unless its heats are tempered with caution or prudence, we should endeavor to keep our reason as cool as possible.—ADDISON.

All passion implies a violent emotion of mind; of course it is apt to disarray the regular course of our ideas.—BLAIR.

There are men whose powers operate only at leisure and in retirent; and whose intellectual vigor deserts them in conversation; whom merriment confuses, and occasion disconcerts.—JOHNSON.

But with the changeful temper of the sky, As rains condense, and sunshine rarest, So species in their alter'd minds, Composed by calms, and discomposed by winds. —DRYDEN.

**Disorder, Disease, Distemper, Malady.**

**Disorder** signifies the state of being out of order.

**Disease** signifies the state of being ill at ease.

**Distemper** signifies the state of being out of temper, or out of a due temperament.

**Malady**, from the Latin matus, signifies an ill.

All these terms agree in their application to the state of the animal body. Disorder is, as before (v. To disorder), the general term, and the other specific. In this general sense disorder is altogether indefinite; but in its restricted sense it expresses less than all the rest: it is the mere commencement of a disease: Disease is also more general than the other terms, for it comprehends every serious and permanent disorder in the animal economy, and is therefore of universal application. The disorder is slight, partial, and transitory: the disease is deep rooted and permanent. The disorder may lie in the extremities: the disease lies in the humours and the vital parts.

Occasional head-ache, colds, or what is merely cutaneous, are termed disorders; fevers, dropsies, and the like, are diseases. Distemper is used for such particularly as throw the animal frame most completely out of its temper or course, and is consequently applied properly to virulent disorders, such as the small-pox. Malady has less of a technical sense than the other terms; it refers more to the suffering than to the state of the body. There may be many maladies where there is no disease; but diseases are themselves in general maladies. Our maladies are frequently born with us; but few are found to die at any time of life. Blindness is in itself a malady, and may be produced by a disease in the eye. Our disorders are frequently cured by abstaining from those things which caused them; the whole science of medicine consists in finding out suitable remedies for our diseases; our maladies may be lessened with patience, although they cannot always be alleviated or removed by art.

All these terms may be applied with a similar distinction to the mind as well as the body. The disorders are either of a temporary or a permanent nature; but unless specified to the contrary, they are understood to be temporary: diseases consist in vicious habits: our distempers arise from the violent operations of passion: our maladies lie in the injuries which the affections occasion. Any perturbation in the mind is a disorder; avarice is a disease; melancholy is a distemper as far as it throws the mind out of its bias; it is a malady as far as it occasions suffering.

Strange disorders are bred in the mind of those men whose passions are not regulated by virtue.—ADDISON.

The jealous man's disease is of so malignant a nature that it converts all it takes into its own nourishment.—ADDISON.

A person that is crazed, though with pride or malice, is a sight very mortifying to human nature; but when the distemper arises from any indistinct fervour of devotion, it deserves our compassion in a more particular manner.—ADDISON.

Phillips has been always praised without contradiction as a man modest, blameless, and pious, who bore narrowness of fortune without discontent, and tedious and painful maladies without impatience.—JOHNSON.

**Disorderly, v. Irregular.**

To **Disown**, v. To deny.

To **Disown**, v. To disclaim.

To **Disparage, Detract, Traduce, Depreciate, Degrade, Decry.**

Disparage, compounded of dis and parage, from par equal, signifies to make a thing unequal or below what it ought to be.

Detract, v. To asperse.

Traduce, in Latin traduco or transituo, signifies to carry from one to another that which is unfavourable.

Depreciate, from the Latin pretium a price, signifies to bring down the price.

Degrade, v. To abase.

Decry signifies to literally cry down.

The idea of, lowering the value of an object is common to all these words, which differ in the circumstances and object of the action. Disparagement is the most indefinite in the manner: detract and traduce are specific in the forms by which an object is lowered; disparagement respects the mental endowments and qualifications: detract and traduce are said of the moral character; the former, however, in a less specific manner than the latter. We disparage a man's performance by speaking slightly of it: we detract from the merits of a person by ascribing his success to chance; we traduce him by handing about tales that are unfavourable to his reputation: thus authors are apt to disparage the writings of their rivals; or a soldier may detract from the skill of his commander; or he may traduce him by relating scandalous reports.

To disparage, detract, and traduce, can be applied only to persons, or that which is personal; depreciate, degrade, and decry, to whatsoever is an object of esteem; we depreciate and degrade, therefore, things as well as persons, and decry things: to depreciate is, however, not so strong a term as to degrade, for the language which is employed to depreciate will
be mild compared with that used for degrading: we may depreciate an object by implication, or in indirect terms; but harsh and unseemly epithets are employed for degrading; thus a man may be said to depreciate human nature who does not represent it as capable of its true elevation; he degrades it who sinks it below the scale of rational existence; he may depreciate or degrade an individual, a language, and the like; we decry measures and principles: the former two are an act of an individual; the latter is properly the act of many. Some men have such perverted notions that they are always depreciating whatever is esteemed excellent in the world: they whose interests have stifled all feelings of humanity have degraded the poor Africans, in order to justify the enslaving of them: political partisans commonly decry the measures of one party, in order to exalt those of another.

It is a hard and nice subject for a man to speak of himself: it grates his own heart to say anything of disparagement, and the reader's ears to hear anything of praise from him. - COWLEY.

I have very often been tempted to write invective upon those who have detracted from my works; but I look upon it as a peculiar happiness that I have always hindered my resentments from proceeding to this extremity. - ADDISON.

Both Homer and Virgil had their compositions usurped by others; both were envied and traduced during their lives. - WALSEI.

The business of our modish French authors is to depreciate human nature, and consider it under its worst aspects. - ADDISON.

Akselrod certainly retained an unnecessary and outrageous zeal for what he called and thought liberty; a zeal which sometimes disputes from the world an enviable desire of plundering wealth, or degrading greatness. - JOHNSON.

Ignorant men are very subject to decry those beauties in a celebrated work which they have not eyes to discover.

- ADDISON.

To Disparage, Derogate, Degrade.

Disparage, v. To disparage.

Derogate, in Latin derogatus, from derogare, to repeal in part, signifies to take from a thing.

Degrade, v. To abuse.

Disparage is here employed, not as the act of persons, but of things, in which case it is allied to derogate, but retains its indefinite and general sense as before; circumstances may disparage the performances of a writer; or they may derogate from the honours and dignities of an individual: it would be a high disparagement to an author to have it known that he had been guilty of plagiarism; it derogates from the dignity of a magistrate to take part in popular measures. To degrade is here, as in the former case, a much stronger expression than the other two: whatever disparages or derogates does but take away a part from the value; but whatever degrades a thing sinks it many degrees in the estimation of those in whose eyes it is degraded; in this manner religion is degraded by the low arts of its enthusiastic professors: whatever tends to the disparagement of learning or knowledge does injury to the cause of truth; whatever degrades from the dignity of a man in any office is apt to degrade the office itself.

The man who scruples not breaking his word in little things, would not suffer in his own conscience so great pain for failures of consequence, as he who thinks every office against truth and justice a disparagement.

- STEELE.

I think we may say, without derogating from those wonderful performances the Iliad and Aeneid, that there is an unquestionable magnificence in every part of Paradise Lost, and indeed a much greater than could have been founded upon any Pagan system. - ADDISON.

Of the mind that can deliberately pollute itself with ideal wickedness, for the sake of spreading the contagion in society, I wish not to conceal or excuse the depravity. Such degradation of the dignity of genius cannot be contemplated but with grief and indignation. - JOHNSON.

Disparity, Inequality.

Disparity, from dis and par, in Greek mapa with or by, signifies an unfitness of objects to be by one another.

Inequality, from the Latin aequalis, even, signifies having no regularity.

Disparity applies to two objects which should meet or stand in coalition with each other; inequality is applicable to those that are compared with each other; the disparity of age, situation, and circumstances, is to be considered with regard to persons entering into a matrimonial connection; the inequality in the portion of labour which is to be performed by two persons, is a ground for the inequality of their recompense: there is a great inequality in the chance of success, where there is a disparity of acquirements in rival candidates: the disparity between David and Goliath was such as to render the success of the former more strikingly miraculous; the inequality in the conditions of men is not attended with a corresponding inequality in their happiness.

You formerly observed to me, that nothing made a more ridiculous figure in a man's life than the disparity we often find in him, sick and well. - POPE.

Inequality of behaviour, either in prosperity or adversity, are alike ungraceful in man that is born to die. - STEELE.

Dispassionate, Cool.

Dispassionate is taken negatively, it marks merely the absence of passion; Cool (v. Cool) is taken positively, it marks an entire freedom from passion.

Those who are prone to be passionate must learn to be dispassionate: those who are of a cool temperamant will not suffer their passions to be roused. Dispassionate solely respects angry or irritable sentiments; cool respects any perturbed feeling; when we meet with an angry disputant it is necessary to be dispassionate, in order to avoid quarrels; in the management of danger our safety often depends upon our coolness.

As to violence the lady (Madame D'Acier) has infinitely the better of the gentleman (M. de la Motte). Nothing can be more polite, dispassionate, or sensible, than his manner of managing the dispute. - POPE.

I conceived this poem, and gave loose to a degree of resentment, which perhaps I ought not to have indulged, but which in a cooler hour I cannot altogether condemn.

- COWPER.

To Dispatch, v. To hasten.

To Dispel, Disperse.

Dispel, from the Latin pelle to drive, signifies to drive away.
DISPENSE.

Dispense signifies merely to cause to come asunder.

Dispel is a more forcible action than to dispense; we destroy the existence of a thing by dispelling it; we merely destroy the junction or cohesion of a body by dispersing it: the sun disperses the clouds and darkness; the wind disperses the clouds, or a surgeon disperses a tumour.

Dispel is used figuratively; dispense only in the natural sense; gloom, ignorance, and the like, are dispelled; books, people, papers, and the like, are dispersed.

As when a western whirlwind, charg'd with storms. 
Dispels the gathering clouds that Notus forms.—POPE.

The foe dispels'd, their bravest warriors kill'd. 
Fierce as a whirlwind now I swept the field.—POPE.

To Dispense, Distribute.

Dispense, from the Latin pendere, to pay or bestow, signifies to bestow in different directions; and Distribute, from the Latin tribuo, to bestow, signifies the same thing.

Dispense is an indiscriminate action; distribute is a particularizing action: we dispense to all; we distribute to each individually: nature dispenses favours beautifully to all the inhabitants of the earth; a parent distributes among his children different tokens of his parental tenderness.

Dispense is an indirect action that has no immediate reference to the receiver; distribute is a direct and personal action communicated by the giver to the receiver: Providence dispenses his favours to those who put a sincere trust in Him; a prince distributes marks of his favour and preference among his courtiers.

Though nature weigh our talents, and dispense to every man his modium of sense; Yet woe to him, that in the weight of this 
On culture, and the sowing of the soil.—COOPER.
Frar be no niggard in distributing my love plentifully among our friends at the inns of court.—HOWEL.

To Dispense, v. To dispel.

To Disperse, v. To spread.

To Display, v. To show.

To Displease, Offend, Vex.

Displease (v. Dislike, displeasure) naturally marks the contrary of pleasing.

Offend, from the Latin offendere, signifies to stumble in the way of.

Vex, in Latin vexo, is a frequentative of veho, signifying literally to toss up and down. These words express the painful sentiment which is felt by the supposed impropriety of another's conduct.

Displease is not always applied to that which personally concerns ourselves; although offend and vex have always more or less of what is personal in them: a superior may be displeased with one who is under his charge for improper behaviour towards persons in general; he will be offended with him for disrespectful behaviour towards himself; circumstances as well as actions serve to displease; a supposed intention or design is requisite in order to offend; we may be displeased with a person, or at a thing; one is mostly offended with the person; a child may be displeased at not having any particular liberty or indulgence granted to him; he may be offended with his play-fellow for an act of incivility or unkindness.

Displease respects mostly the inward state of feeling; offend and vex have most regard to the outward acts which provoke the feeling; a humoursome person may be displeased without any apparent cause; but a captious person will at least have some avowed trifle for which he is offended. Vex expresses more than offend; it marks in fact frequent efforts to offend, or the act of offending under aggravated circumstances, or often unintentionally displease or offend; but he who vexes has mostly that object in view in so doing: any instance of neglect displease; any marked instance of neglect offends; any aggravated instance of neglect vexes. The feeling of displease is more perceptible and vivid than that of offence; but it is less durable: the feeling of vexation is as transitory as that of displease, but stronger than either. Displease and vexation betray themselves by an angry word or look; offence discovers itself in the whole conduct; our displease is unjustifiable when it exceeds the measure of another's fault; it is a mark of great weakness to take offence at trifles; persons of the greatest inconstancy are exposed to the most frequent vexation.

As epithets they admit of a similar distinction: it is very displeasing to parents not to meet with the most respectful attentions from children, when they give them counsel; and such conduct on the part of children is highly offensive to God: when we meet with an offensive object to our sense, we are always angry at it: when we are troubled with vexations affairs, our best and only remedy is patience.

Meantime imperial Neptune heard the sound Of raging billows breaking on the ground; Displease'd and fearing for his watry reign, He scarce his awful head above the main. 
DREYDEN.

Nathan's table of the poor man and his lamb had so strong an endearing power to convey instruction to the ear of a king without offending it.—ADDISON.

These and a thousand mix'd emotions more, From ever-changing views of good and ill, Form'd infinitely various, see the mind, With endless storm.—THOMSON.

Displease, v. Dislike.

Displease, Anger, Disapprobation.

Displease, v. Dislike.


Disapprobation is the reverse of approbation (v. Approve): Between displease and anger there is a difference both in the degree, the cause, and the consequence, of the feeling: displease is always a softened and gentle feeling; anger is always a harsh feeling, and sometimes rises to vehemence and madness. Displease is always produced by some adequate cause, real or supposed; but anger may be provoked by every or any cause, according to the temper of the individual; displease is mostly satisfied with a simple verbal expression; but anger, unless kept down with great force, always seeks to return evil for evil. Displease and disapprobation are to be compared in as much as they respect the conduct of those who are under the direction of others: displease is an
**DISPOSITION.**

act of the will, it is an angry sentiment; dis-
approbation is an act of the judgment, it is an
opposite opinion: any mark of self-will in a
child is calculated by the disposition; a mis-

taking of love in matrimony may produce dis-
approbation in the parent.

Displeasure is always produced by that which
is felt upon that which is to take place: a
master feels displeasure at the carelessness of
his servant; a parent expresses his disappro-


biology.

as a child is calculated by the disposition; a mis-

The Queen Regent's brothers knew her secret disapprobation of the violent measures they were driving on. —

**DISPOSAL.**

These words derive their different meanings from the verb to dispose (v. To dispose), to which they owe their common origin.

Disposal is a personal act; it depends
upon the will of the individual: Disposition
is an act of the judgment; it depends upon
the nature of the things.

The removal of a thing from one's self is
involved in a disposal; the good order of the
things is comprehended in their disposition.

Disposal of property is in the hands of
the rightful owner: the success of a battle often
depends upon the right disposition of an army.

In the reign of Henry the Second, if a man died with-
out wife or issue, the whole of his property was at his own
disposal. — BLACKSTONE.

In case a person made no disposition of such of his
goods as were testable, he was and is said to die intestate.

— BLACKSTONE.

To Dispose, Arrange, Digest.

Dispose, in French disposer, Latin disposui
pret. of dispono or dis and pono, signifies
to place apart.

Arrange, v. To class.

Digest, in Latin digestus participle of
digero or dis and gero, signifies to gather apart
with design.

The idea of a systematic laying apart is
common to all and proper to the word dispose.

We dispose when we arrange and digest; but
we do not always arrange and digest when we
dispose: they differ in the circumstances and
object of the action. There is less thought em-
ployed in disposing than in arranging and
digesting; we may dispose ordinary matters by
simply assigning a place to each; in this mean- ing
we use the verb to dispose. We use
arrange and digest by an intellectual effort; in
the first case by putting those together which
ought to go together; and in the latter case

by both separating that which is dissimilar,
and bringing together that which is similar;
in this manner books are arranged in a library
according to their subject; the materials for a literary production are selected;
or the laws of the land are digested. What is
not wanted should be neatly disposed in a suit-

able place; nothing contributes so much to
beauty and convenience as the arrangement
of every thing according to the way and manner
in which they should follow: when writings
are involved in too great a confusion and,
direction, it is difficult to digest them.

In an extended and moral application of
these words, we speak of a person's time,
talent, and the like, being disposed to a good
purpose; of a man's ideas being purposely ar-

ranged, and of being digested into form. On the

disposition of a man's time and property will
depend in a great measure his success in life;

on the arrangement of accounts greatly depends
facility in conducting business; on the habit of
digesting our thoughts depends in a great
measure correctness of thinking.

Then near the altar of the darting king,
Disposed in rank their hecatomb they bring. — POPE.

When a number of distinct images are collected by these
enraptured and busy surveys, the fancy is busied in arrang-
ing them. — JOHNSON.

The marks and impressions of diseases, and the changes
and devastations they bring upon the internal parts,
should be very carefully examined and orderly digested
in the comparative anatomy we speak of.— BACON.

To Dispose, v. To place.

**Disposition, Temper.**

Disposition from dispose (v. To dispose),
signifies here the state of being disposed.

Temper, like temperament, from the Latin
temperamentum and tempero to temper or man-

ifies the thing modelled or formed.

These terms are both applied to the mind
and its bias; but disposition respects the
whole frame and texture of the mind; temper
respects only the bias or tone of the feelings.

Disposition is permanent and settled; temper
is transitory and fluctuating. The disposition
comprehends the springs and motives of
actions; the temper influences the actions
for the time being: it is possible and not un-
frequent to have a good disposition with a bad

temper, and vice versa. A good disposition
makes a man a useful member of society, but
not always a good companion; a good temper
renders him acceptable to all and peaceable
with all, but essentially useful to none: a good
disposition will go far towards correcting the
corner of temper, but where there is a bad
disposition there are no hopes of amendment.

My friend has his eye more upon the virtue and dispo-

sition of his children than their advancement or wealth.

— STIEL.

The man who lives under an habitual sense of the Divine
presence keeps up a perpetual cheerfulness of temper.—

ADDITION.

Akeninside was a young man warm with every notion
that by nature or accident had been connected with the
sound of liberty. He was an eccentricity which such dis-
positions do not easily avoid, a lover of contradiction, and
he is a friend to anything established. — JOHNSON.

In coffee-houses a man of my temper is in his element
for if he cannot talk he can be still more agreeable to his
company as well as pleased in himself in being a hearer.—

STIEL.
DISPOSITION.

Disposition, Inclination.

Disposition in the former section is taken for the general frame of the mind; in the present case for its particular frame.

Inclination. v. Attachment.

Disposition is more positive than inclination. We may always expect a man to do that which he is disposed to do; but we cannot always calculate upon his executing that which he is merely inclined to.

We indulge a disposition; we yield to an inclination. The disposition comprehends the whole state of the mind at the time; an inclination is particular, referring always to a particular object. After the performance of a serious duty, no one is expected to be in a disposition for laughter or merriment; it is becoming to suppress our inclination to laughter in the presence of those who wish to be serious; we should be careful not to enter into controversy with one who shows a disposition to be unfriendly. When a young person discovers any inclination to study, there are hopes of his improvement.

It is the duty of every man who would be true to himself, to obtain if possible a disposition to be pleased.—STEEL.

There never was a time believe me, when I wanted an inclination to cultivate your esteem and promote your interest.—MELMOTH'S LETTERS TO CICERO.

Disposition. v. Disposal.

To Disprove, v. To confute.

To Dispute. v. To argue.

To Dispute. v. To contend.

To Dispute. v. To controvert.

Dispute. v. Difference.

To Disregard, Neglect, Slight.

Disregard signifies properly not to regard.

Neglect. in Latin neglectus participle of neglego, compound of nec, and lego, not to choose.

Slight. from light, signifies to make light of or set light by

We disregard the warnings, the words, or opinions of others; we neglect their injunctions or their precepts. To disregard results from the settled purpose of the mind; to neglect from a temporary forgetfulness or oversight. What is disregarded is seen and passed over; what is neglected is generally not thought of at the time required. What is disregarded does not strike the mind at all; what is neglected enters the mind only when it is before the eye: the former is an action employed on the present objects; the latter on that which is past: what we disregard is not esteemed; what we neglect is often esteemed but not sufficiently to be remembered or practised: a child disregards the prudent counsels of a parent; he neglects to use the remedies which have been prescribed to him.

Disregard and neglect are frequently not personal, but they respect the thing more than the person; slight is altogether an intentional act towards an individual.

We disregard or neglect things often from a heedlessness of temper; the consequence either of youth or habit: we slight a person from feelings of dislike or contempt. Young people should disregard nothing that is said to them by their superiors; nor neglect anything which they are enjoined to do; nor slight any one to whom they owe personal attention.

The new notion that has prevailed of late years that the Christian religion is little more than a good system of morality, must in course draw on a disregard to spiritual exercises.—GIBSON.

Beauty's a charm, but soon the charm will pass, 'While lies in neglected on the plain;

While duzy byscumna for use remain.—DRYDEN.

When once devotion fascines herself under the influence of a divine impulse, it is no wonder she slighted human ordinances.—ADDISON.

Dissatisfaction. v. Dislike.

To Dissemble, v. To conceal.

Dissembler, v. Hypocrite.

To Disseminate, v. To spread.

Dissension, Contention, Discord.

Dissension marks either the act or the state of dissenting.

Contention marks the act of contending (v. To contend).

Discord. v. Contention.

A collision of opinions produces dissension; a collision of interests produces contention; a collision of humours produces discord. A love of one's own opinion, combined with a disregard for the opinions of others, gives rise to dissension: selfishness is the main cause of contention: and an ungoverned temper that of discord.

Dissension is peculiar to bodies or communities of men; contention and discord to individuals. A Christian temper of conformity to the general will of those with whom one is in connection would do away dissension; a limitation of one's desire to that which is attainable by legitimate means would put a stop to contention: a correction of one's impatient and irritable humour would check the progress of discord. Dissension tends not only to alienate the minds of men from each other, but to dissolve the bonds of society; contention is accompanied by anger, ill will, envy, and many evil passions; discord interrupts the progress of the kind affections, and bars all tender intercourse.

At the time the poem we are now treating of was written the dissensions of the barons, who were then so many petty princes, ran very high.—ADDISON.

Because it is apprehended there may be great contentions about precedence, the proposer humbly desires the assistance of the learned.—SWIFT.

But shall celestial discord never cease? 'Tis better ended in a lasting peace.—DRYDEN.

Dissension. v. Difference.

To Dissent, v. To differ.


To Dissipate, v. To spend.

Dissolute, v. Loose.
DISTANT.

Distant, Far, Remote.

Distant is employed as an adjective or otherwise; Far is used only as an adverb. We speak of distant objects, or objects being distant; but we speak of things only as being far.

Distant, in Latin distantius compounded of di and stanis standing aemulus, is employed only for bodies at rest; far, in German fern, most probably from gefahren participle of fahren, in Greek ἐκάρυος to go, signifies gone or removed away, and is employed for bodies either stationary or otherwise; hence we say that a thing is distant, or it goes, runs, or flies far.

Distant is used to designate great space; far only that which is ordinary: the sun is ninety-four millions of miles distant from the earth; a person lives not very far off, or a person is far from the spot.

Distant is used absolutely to express an intervening space. Remote, in Latin remotus participle of remove to remove, rather expresses the relative idea of being out of sight. A person is said to live in a distant country or in a remote corner of any country.

They bear a similar analogy in the figurative application; when we speak of a remote idea it designates that which is less liable to strike the mind than a distant idea. A distant relation between individuals is never altogether lost sight of; when the connection between objects is very remote it easily escapes observation.

It is a pretty saying of Thales, "Falsehood is just as far distant from truth as the ears from the eyes," by which he would intimate that a wise man would not easily give credit to the reports of actions which he has not seen.—SPECTATOR.

Might a parent's careful wish prevail,

Far, far from illion should thy vessels sail.

And then from camps remote the danger shun.

Which now, alas! too nearly threat my son.

FORM.

Distaste, v. Dislike.

Distemper, v. Disorder.

Distinct, v. Different.


Distinctly, v. Clearly.

To Distinguish, v. To abstract.

To Distinguish, Discriminate.

Distinguish, v. To abstract.

Discriminate, v. Discernment.

To distinguish is the general; to discriminate is the particular term: the former is an indefinite; the latter a definite action. To discriminate is in fact to distinguish specifically; hence we speak of a distinction as true or false, but of a discrimination as nice.

We distinguish things as to their divisibility or unity; we discriminate them as to their inherent properties; we distinguish things that are alike or unlike, to separate or collect them; we discriminate those that are different for the purpose of separating one from the other: we distinguish by means of the senses as well as the understanding; we discriminate by the understanding only: we distinguish things by their colour, or we dis-tinguish moral objects by their truth or falsehood; we discriminate the characters of men, or we discriminate their merits according to circumstances.

Tis easy to distinguish by the sight
The colour of the soil, and black from white.

A satire should expose nothing but what is corrigible; and make a due discrimination between those who are and those who are not the proper objects of it.—ADDISON.

To Distinguish, v. To perceive.

To Distinguish, v. To signalize.

Distinguished, Conspicuous, Noted, Eminent, Illustrious.

Distinguished signifies having a mark of distinction by which a thing is to be distinguished (v. To abstract).

Conspicuous, in Latin conspicus, from conspicus, signifies easily to be seen.

Noted, from notus known, signifies well known.

Eminent, in Latin eminens, from enimus or and maneo, signifies remaining or standing out above the rest.

Illustrious, in Latin illustris, from iustro to shine, signifies shone upon.

The Idea of an object having something attached to it to excite notice is common to all these terms. Distinguished in its general sense expresses little more than this idea: the rest are but modes of the distinguished. A thing is distinguished in proportion as it is distinct or separate from others; it is conspicuous in proportion as it is easily seen; it is noted in proportion as it is widely known. In this sense a rank is distinguished: a situation is conspicuous; a place is noted. Persons are distinguished by external marks or by characteristic qualities; persons or things are conspicuous mostly from some external mark; persons or things are noted mostly by collateral circumstances.

A man may be distinguished by his decorations, or he may be distinguished by his manly air, or by his abilities: a person is conspicuous by the gauntness of his dress; a house is conspicuous that stands on a hill: a person is noted for having performed a wonderful cure; a place is noted for its fine waters.

We may be distinguished for things good, bad, or indifferent: we may be conspicuous for our singularities or that which only attracts vulgar notice: we may be noted for that which is bad, and mostly for that which is the subject for vulgar discourse: we can be eminent and distinguished only for that which is really good and praiseworthy; the former applied however mostly to those things which set a man high in the circle of his acquaintance; the latter to that which makes him shine before the world. A man of distinguished talent will be apt to excite envy if he be not also distinguished for his private virtue: affection is never better pleased than when it can place itself in such a conspicuous situation as to draw all eyes upon itself; lovers of fame are sometimes contented to render themselves noted for their vices or absurdities: nothing is
more gratifying to a man than to render himself eminent for his professional skill: it is the lot of but few to be illustrious, and those few are very seldom to be envied.

In an extended and moral application, these terms may be employed to heighten the character of an object: a favour may be said to be distinguished, pity eminent, and a name illustrious.

Amidst the agitations of popular government, occasions will sometimes be afforded for eminent abilities to break forth with peculiar justire. But while public agitations allow a few individuals to be uncommonly distinguished, the general condition of the public remains calamitous and wretched.—BLAIR.

Before the gate stood Pyrrhus, threatening loud,
With glittering arms conscious in the crowd.

Upon my calling in lately at one of the most noted
Temple coffee houses, I found the whole room, which
was full of young students, divided into several parties,
each of which was deeply engaged in some controversy.—BOSWELL.

Of Prior, eminent as he was both by his abilities and
station, very few memorials have been left by his contemporaries.—JOHNSON.

Hail, sweet Saturnian soil! of fruitful grain
Great parent, greater of illustrious men.—DEYDEN.

Next add our cities of illustrious name.
Their costly labour and stupendous frame.—DEYDEN.

To Distort, v. To turn.
Distracted, v. Absent.
To Distress, v. To afflict.

Distress, Anxiety, Anguish, Agony.  

Anxiety, in French anciété, and Anguish, in French angoisse, both come from the Latin angus, anxi to stangle.

Agony, in French agonie, Latin agonia, Greek ayōnía, from ayōn (to contend or strive, signifies a severe struggle with pain and suffering) and án (death) signifying the state of death.

Distress is the pain felt when in a strait from which we see no means of extricating ourselves; anxiety is that pain which one feels on the prospect of an evil. Distress always depends upon some outward cause; anxiety often lies in the imagination. Distress is produced by the present, but not always immediate evil; anxiety respects that which is future; anguish arises from the reflection on the evil that is past; agony springs from witnessing that which is immediate or before the eye.

Distress is not peculiar to any age; where there is a consciousness of good and evil, pain and pleasure, distress will inevitably exist from some circumstance or another. Anxiety, anguish, and agony belong to riper years; infancy and childhood are deemed the happy periods of human existence; because they are exempt from the anxieties attendant on every one who has a station to fill, and duties to discharge. Anguish and agony are species of distress, of the severer kind, which spring altogether from the maturity of reflection, and the full consciousness of evil. A child is in distress when it loses its mother, and the mother is also in distress when she misses her child. The station of a parent is, indeed, that which is most productive, not only of distress, but anxiety, anguish, and agony; the mother has her peculiar anxieties for her child, whilst rearing it in its infant state; the father has his anxiety for its welfare on its entrance into the world: they both suffer the deepest anguish when their child disappoints their dearest hopes, by running a career of vice, and finishing its wicked course by an untimely, and sometimes ignominious end: not unfrequently they are doomed to suffer the agony of seeing a child encircled in flames from which he cannot be snatched, or sinking into a watery grave from which he cannot be rescued.

How many, rack'd with honest passions, drop
In deep retired distress! How many stand
Around the death-bed of their dearest friends,
And point the parting anguish.—THOMSON.

If you have any affection for me, let not your anxiety,
on my account, injure your health.—MELMOTH'S LETTERS OF CICERO.

In the anguish of his heart, Adam expostulates with his Creator for having given him an unaided existence.—ADDISON.

Those are the charming agonies of love,
Whose misery delights. But through the heart
Should jealousy its venom once diffuse,
'Tis then delightful misery no more,
But agony unmixed.—THOMSON.

To Distress, Harass, Perplex.

Distress, v. Distress.
Harass, in French harasser, probably from the Greek ἀποροσσ to bent.

Perplex, in Latin perplexus, participle of perplexor, compounded of per and plector, to wind round and entangle.

A person is distressed either in his outward circumstances or his feelings; he is harassed mentally or corporeally; he is perplexed in his understanding, more than in his feelings: a deprivation distresses: provocations and hostile measures harass; stratagems and ambiguous measures perplex; a besieged town is distressed by the cutting off of supplies of water and provisions; the besieged are harassed by perpetual attacks; the besiegers are perplexed in all their manoeuvres and plans, by the counter-manoeuvres and contrivances of their opponents; a tale of woe distresses: continual alarms and incessant labour harass; unexpected obstacles and inextricable difficulties perplex.

We are distressed and perplexed by circumstances; we are harassed altogether by persons, or the intentional efforts of others; we may relieve another in distress, or may remove a perplexity; but the harassing ceases only with the cause which gave rise to it.

O friend! Ulysses' shouts invade my ear:
Distress'd he seems, and to assistance near.—POPE.

Persons who have been long harassed with business and cares sometimes imagine that when life declines, they cannot make their retirement from the world too complete.—BLAIR.

Would being end with our expiring breath,  
How soon must griefs would be past away,
A trilling shock shiver us to the dust,  
But th' existence of the immortal soul,
Futurity's dark road perplexes still.—GENTLEMAN.

To Distribute, v. To dispense.
To Distribute, v. To divide.
DISTRIC. 270  DIVIDE.

District, Region, Tract, Quarter.

District, in Latin districtus, from distingo to bind separately, signifies a certain part marked off specifically.

Region, in Latin regio from rego to rule, signifies a portion that is within rule.

Tract, in Latin tractus, from traho to draw, signifies a part drawn out.

Quarter signifies literally a fourth part.

These terms are all applied to country; the former two comprehending divisions marked out on paper from bounds; the latter a geographical or an indefinite division: district is smaller than a region: the former refers only to part of a country, the latter frequently applies to a whole country: a quarter is indefinite, and may be applied either to a quarter of the world or a particular neighbourhood: a tract is the smallest portion of all, and comprehends frequently no more than what may fall within the compass of the eye. We consider a district only with relation to government: every magistrate acts within a certain district: we speak of a region when considering the circumstances of climate, or the natural properties which distinguish different parts of the earth, as the regions of heat and cold; we speak of the quarter simply to designate a point of the compass; as a person lives in a certain quarter of the town that is north, or south-east, or west, &c., and so also in an extended application, we say, to meet with opposition in an unexpected quarter: we speak of a tract to designate the land that runs on in a line as a mountainous tract.

The very inequality of representation, which is so foolishly complained of, is perhaps the very thing which prevents us from thinking or acting as members for districts.—BURKE.

Betwixt those regions and our upper light
Deep forests and impenetrable night
Possess the middle space.—DRYDEN.

My timorous
Unambitious tracts pursue.—COWLEY.

There is no man in any rank who is always at liberty to act as he would incline. In some quarter or other he is limited by circumstances.—BLAIR.

Distrustful, Suspicious, Diffident.

Distrustful signifies full of distrust, or not putting trust in (v. Belief).

Suspicious signifies having suspicion, from the Latin suspicio, or sub and specio to look at askance, or with a wary mind.

Diffident, from the Latin diffido or digido, signifies having no faith.

Distrustful is said either of ourselves or others; suspicious is said only of others; diffident only of ourselves: to be distrustful of a person is to impute no good to him; to be suspicious of a person is to impute positive evil to him; he who is distrustful of another's honour or prudence will abstain from giving him his confidence; he who is suspicious of another's honesty will be cautious to have no dealings with him. Distrustful is a particular state of feeling; suspicious an habitual state of feeling: a person is distrustful of another, coming to particular circumstances: he is suspicious from natural temper.

As applied to himself, a person is distrustful of his own powers, to execute an office assigned, or he is generally of a diffident disposition: it is faulty to distrust that in which we ought to trust: there is nothing more criminal than a distrust in Providence; on the other hand, there is nothing better than a distrust in our own powers to withstand temptation; suspicion is justified more or less according to circumstances; but a too great prominence to suspicion is liable to lead us into many acts of injustice towards others: diffidence is becoming in youth, so long as it does not check their laudable exertions.

Before strangers, Pitt had something of the scholar's timidity and distrust.—JOHNSON.

And oft, though wisdom wake, suspicion sleeps At wisdom's gate, and to simplicity Resigns his charge.—MILTON.

As an actor, Mr. Cunningham obtained little reputation, for his diffidence was too great to be overcome.—JOHNSON.

To Disturb, Interrupt.

Disturb (v. Commotion).

Interrupt, from the Latin inter and rumpo, signifies to break in between so as to stop the progress.

We may be disturbed either inwardly or outwardly; we are interrupted only outwardly: our minds may be disturbed by disquieting reflections, or we may be disturbed in our rest or in our business by obscure noises; but we can be interrupted only in our business or pursuits: the disturbance therefore depends upon the character of the person; what disturbs one man will not disturb another: an interruption is however something positive; what interrupts one person will interrupt another: the smallest noises may disturb one who is in bad health; illness or the visits of friends will interrupt a person in any of his business.

The same distinction exists between these words when applied to things as to persons: whatever is put out of its order or proper condition is disturbed; thus water which is put into motion from a state of rest is disturbed: whatever is stopped in the evenness or regularity of its course is interrupted; thus water which is turned out of its ordinary channel is interrupted.

If might disturb the terror of his breast,
'Tis but the wish to strike before the rest.—POPE.

The foresight of the hour of death would continually interrupt the course of human affairs.—BLAIR.

To Disturb, v. To trouble.

Disturbance, v. Commotion.

To Dive, v. To plunge.

To Dive Into, v. To pry.


Division, v. Amusement.


To Divert, v. To amuse.

Diverted, v. Absent.

To Divide, Separate, Part.

Divide, in Latin dividus, compounded of di and viduo, signifies to make appear as apart or two, or to make really two.
Divide, v. To divide, separate.

Divide, in Latin distributus, from distribuo, or dis and tribuo, signifies to bestow a part.

Share, from the word shear, and the German sahren, signifies simply to cut.

The act of dividing does not extend beyond the thing divided; that of distributing and sharing comprehends also the purpose of the action: we divide the thing; we distribute to the person: we may divide therefore without distributing; or we may divide in order to distribute; thus we divide our lands into distinct fields for our private convenience; or we divide a sum of money into so many parts, in order to distribute it among a given number of persons: on the other hand, we may distribute without dividing: for money, books, fruit, and many other things may be distributed, which require no division.

To share is to make into parts the same as divide, and it is to give those parts to some persons, the same as distribute; but the person who shares takes a part himself; he who distributes gives it always to others: a loaf is divided in order to be eaten; bread is distributed in loaves among the poor; the loaf is shared by a poor man with his poorer neighbour, or the profits of a business are shared by the partners.

To share may imply either to give or receive: to distribute implies giving only; we share our own with another; or another shares what we have; but we distribute our own to others.

Nur cease your sowing till mid winter ends, For this, through twelve bright signs Apollo guides The year, and earth in several climes divides.

Dryden.

Two urns by Jove's high throne have ever stood, The source of evil one, and one of good; From thence the cup of mortal man he fills, Blessings to these, to those distributes ill. — Pope.

Why grieves my son? Thy anguish let me share, Reveal the cause, and trust a parent's care. — Pope.

They will be so much the more careful to determine properly, as they shall (will) be obliged to share the expenses of maintaining the masters.—Melmoth's Letters of Flint.


To Divine, v. To guess.


Divinity, v. Deity.

Division, v. Part.


To Divulge, v. To publish.

To Do, v. To act.

To Do, v. To make.
Docile, Tractable, Ductile.

Docile, in Latin docilis, from docere to teach, is the Latin term for ready to be taught.

Tractable, from the Latin trahere to draw, signifies ready to be drawn.

Ductile from duco to lead, signifies ready to be led.

The idea of submitting to the directions of another is comprehended in the signification of all these terms: docility marks the disposition to conform our actions in all particulars to the will of another, and lies altogether in the will; tractability and ductility are modes of docility, the former in regard to the conduct, the latter in regard to the principles and sentiments: docility is in general applied to the ordinary actions of the life, where simply the will is concerned; tractability is applicable to points of conduct in which the judgment is concerned; ductility to matters in which the character is formed: a child ought to be docile with regard of its natural tenderness; it ought to be tractable when acting under the direction of its superiors; it ought to be ductile to imitate good principles: the want of docility may spring from a defect in the disposition; the want of tractableness may spring either from a defect in the temper or from self-conceit; the want of ductility lies altogether in natural stubbornness of character: docility, being altogether independent of the judgment, is applicable to the brutes as well as to men; tractableness and ductility is applicable mostly to thinking and rational objects only. Though sometimes extended to inanimate or moral objects: the ox is a docile animal; the lamb are tractable; youth is ductile.

The Persians are not wholly void of martial spirit; and if they are not naturally brave, they are at least extremely docile, and might with proper discipline be made excellent soldiers.—Sir Wm. Jones.

Their reindeer form their riches; these their tents. Their robes, their beds, and all their homely wealth, Supply their wholesome fare, and cheerful cups; Opened the door of docile virtue, and Yield to the sledge their necks.—Thomson.

The people without being servile, must be tractable.—BURKE.

The will was then (before the fall) ductile and pliant to all the motions of right reason.—SOUTH.

Doctrine, Precept, Principle.

Doctrine, in French doctrine, Latin doctrina, from docere to teach, signifies the thing taught.

Precept, from the Latin praeceptum, signifies the thing laid down.

Principle, in French principe, Latin principium, signifies the beginning of things, that is, their first or original component parts.

A doctrine requires a teacher; a precept requires a superior with authority; a principle requires only an illustrator. A doctrine is always framed by some one; a precept is en-

joined or laid down by some one; a principle lies in the thing itself. A doctrine is composed of principles; a precept rests upon principles or doctrines. Pythagoras taught the doctrine of the metempsychosis, and enjoined many precepts on his disciples for the regulation of their conduct, particularly that they should abstain from eating animal food, and be only silent hearers for the first five years of their scholarship: the former of these rules depended upon the preceding doctrine of the soul’s transmigration to the bodies of animals; the latter rested on that simple principle of education, the entire devotion of the scholar to the master.

We are said to believe in doctrines; to obey precepts; to imibe or hold principles. Doctrine is that which constitutes our faith; precepts are that which directs the practice: both are the subjects of rational assent, and suited only to the matured understanding; principles are often admitted without examination; and imbibed as frequently from observation and circumstances as from any direct personal efforts; children as well as men acquire principles.

This sedition, unconstitutional doctrine of electing kings is now publicly taught, avowed, and printed.—BURKE.

Pythagoras’s first rule directs us to worship the gods, as is ordained by law, for that is the most natural interpretation of the principles. If we had the whole history of zeal, from the days of Cain to our times, we should see it filled with many scenes of slaughter and bloodshed, as would make a wise man very careful not to offer himself to be actuated by such a principle, when it regards matters of opinion and speculation.—ADDITION.

Doctrine, Dogma, Tenet.

A Doctrine originates with an individual. Dogma, from the Greek dogma and doxa to think, signifies something thought, admitted, or taken for granted: this lies with a body or number of individuals.

Tenet, from the Latin tenere to hold or maintain, signifies the thing held or maintained, and is a species of principle (v. Doctrine) specifically maintained in matters of opinion by persons in general.

A doctrine rests on the authority of the individual by whom it is framed; the dogma on the authority of the body by whom it is maintained; a tenet rests on a combination of the two. Many of the doctrines of our blessed Saviour are held by faith in him; they are subjects of persuasion by the exercise of our rational powers: the dogmas of the Romish church are admitted by none but such as admit its authority: the tenets of republicans, levellers, and freethinkers have been unblushingly maintained both in public and private.

Unpractis’d he to fawn or seek for pow’r
By doctrines fashion’d to the varying hour;
Far other aims his heart had learn’d to prize,
More skill’d to raise the wretched than to rise—GOLDSMITH.

There are in England abundance of men who tolerate in the true spirit of toleration. They think the dogmas of religion, though in different degrees, are all of moment, and that amongst them there is, as amongst all things of value, a just ground of preference.—BURKE.

One of the puritanical tenets was the illegality of all games of chance.—JOHNSTON.

Dogma, v. Doctrine.

Dogmatical, v. Confident.

Doleful, v. Pitiful.

Domestic. v. Servant.
Doubt.

Domineering, v. Imperious.
Dominion, v. Power.
Dominions, v. Territory.
Doubt, v. Demur.

To Doubt. Question.

Doubt, in French douter, Latin dubito from dubius, which comes from δύδω and εὕδω, in the same manner as our frequenter double, signifying to have two opinions.

Question, in Latin quaestio, from quaeró to inquire, signifies to make a question.

Both these terms express the act of the mind in staying its decision. Doubt lies altogether in the mind; it is a less active feeling than question: by the former we merely suspend decision; by the latter we actually demand proofs in order to assist us in deciding. We may doubt in silence; we cannot question without expressing it directly or indirectly.

He who suggests doubts does it with caution: he who makes a question throws in difficulties with a degree of confidence. Doubts insinuate themselves into the mind oftentimes involuntarily on the part of the doubter; questions are always made with an express design. We doubt in matters of general interest, on abstruse as well as common subjects: we question mostly in ordinary matters that are of a personal interest; we doubt the truth of a position; we question the veracity of an author. The existence of mermaids was doubted for a great length of time; but the testimony of credible persons who have lately seen them, ought now to put it out of all doubt. When the practicability of any plan is questioned, it is unnecessary to enter any farther into its merits.

The doubt is frequently confined to the individual; the question frequently respects others. We doubt whether we shall be able to succeed: we question another's right to interfere: we doubt whether a thing will answer the end proposed: we question the utility of anyone making the attempt.

There are many doubtful cases in medicine, where the physician is at a loss to decide: there are many questionable measures proposed by those who are in or out of power which demand consideration. A disposition to doubt everything is more inimical to the cause of truth than the readiness to believe everything; a disposition to question whatever is said or done by others, is much more calculated to give offence than to prevent deception.

For my part I think the being of a God is so little to be doubted, that I think it is almost the only truth we are sure of.—Addison.

Our business in the field of doubt is not to question, but to prove our might.—Pope.

Doubtful, Dubious, Uncertain, Precarious.

The Doubtful admits of doubt (v. Doubt, suspense); the Dubious creates suspense. The doubtful is said of things in which we are required to have an opinion; the dubious respects events and things that must speak for themselves. In doubtful cases it is advisable for a judge to lean to the side of mercy; while the issue of a contest is dubious, all judgment of the parties, or of the case, must be carefully avoided.

Doubtful and dubious have always a relation to the person forming the opinion on the subject in question; Uncertain and Precarious are epithets which designate the qualities of the things themselves. Whatever is uncertain may from that very circumstance be doubtful or dubious to those who attempt to determine upon them; but they may be designated for their uncertainty without any regard to the opinions which may be formed upon them.

A person's coming may be doubtful or uncertain; the length of his stay is oftener described as uncertain than as doubtful. The doubtful is opposed to that on which we form a positive conclusion; the uncertain to that which is definite or prescribed. The efficacy of any medicine is doubtful; the manner of its operation may be uncertain. While our knowledge is limited, we must expect to meet with many things that are doubtful; as everything in the world is exposed to change, and all that is future is entirely above our control, we must naturally expect to find everything uncertain, but what we see passing before us.

Precarious, from the Latin precarius and precor to pray, signifies granted to entreaty, depending on the will or humour of another, whence it is applicable to whatever is obtained from others. Precarious is the highest species of uncertainty, applied to such things as depend on mere chance in opposition to those which have a fixed and determined by design. The weather is uncertain; the subsistence of
person who has no stated income or source of living must be precarious. It is uncertain what day a thing may take place, until it is determined; there is nothing more precarious than what depends upon the favours of princes.

The Greeks with slain Tlepolemus retir'd,
Whose fall Ulysses view'd with Fury'sbred;
Doubtful if Jove's great son he should pursue. 
Or pour his vengeance on the Lycean crew.—POPE.

At the lower end of the room is to be a side-table for persons of great fame, but dubious existence; such as Hercules, Theseus, Zeno, Achilles, Hector, and others. —SWIFT.

Near old Antandros, and at Ida's foot.
The timber and the sacred grove:
And build our fleet uncertain, yet to find
What place the Gods for our repose assign'd. —DREYDEN.

The frequent disappointments incident to hunting, induced men to establish a permanent property in their flocks and herds, in order to sustain themselves in a less precarious manner.—BLACKSTONE.

Downfall, v. Fall.
To Doze, v. To sleep.
To Drag, v. To draw.
To Drain, v. To spend.

To Draw, Drag, Haul, or Hale, Pull, Pluck, Tug.

Draw comes from the Latin traho to draw, and the Greek ἀπαρχαί to lay hold of.

Drag, through the medium of the German tragen to carry, comes also from traho to draw.

Haul or Hale comes from the Greek ἀλή to draw.

Pull is in all probability changed from pello to drive or thrust.

Pluck is in the German plucken, &c.

Tug comes from ziehen to pull.

Draw expresses here the idea common to the first three terms, namely, of putting a body in motion from behind one's self or towards one's self; to drag is to draw a thing with violence, or to draw that which makes resistance; to haul is to drag it with still greater violence. We draw a cart; we drag a body along the ground; or haul a vessel to the shore. To pull signifies only an effort to draw without the idea of motion; horses pull very long sometimes before they can draw a heavily laden cart up hill. To pluck is to pull with a sudden twitch, in order to separate; thus feathers are plucked from animals. To tug is to pull with violence; thus men tug at the car.

Furious he said, and tow'd the Grecian crew,
(Seiz'd by the crest) the unhappy warrior draw'd:
Struggling he follow'd, while 'ere the embroiler'd thing. That thy'd his helmet, drag'd the chief along.—POPE.

Some holting levers, some the wheels prepare, And fasten to the horse's feet; the rest With cables haul the unwieldy beast. —DREYDEN.

Two magnets are placed, one of them in the roof and the other in the floor of Mahomet's burning-place at Mecca, and pull the impostor's iron coffin with such an equal attraction, that it hangs in the air between both of them. —ADEISON.

Even children follow'd with endearing wile, And pluck'd his gown to share the good man's smile. —GOLDSMITH.

Clear'd, as I thought, and fully fix'd at length, To learn the cause, I tug'd with all my strength. —DREYDEN.

In the moral application of the words we may be said to be drawn by anything which can act on the mind to bring us near to an object; we are dragged only by means of force; we pull a thing towards us by a direct effort. To haul, pluck, and tug are seldom used but in the physical application.

Hither we sail'd, a voluntary throng,
To avenge a private, not a public wrong; What else be Troy the assembled nations draw'd, But thine —ungrateful! and thy brother's cause. —POPE.

'Tis long since I for my celestial wife,
Leath'd by the Gods have dragg'd a lingering life. —POPE.

Hear this, remember, and our fury dread,
Nor pull th' unwilling vengeance on thy head. —POPE.

To Dread, v. To apprehend.
Dread, v. Awe.
Dreadful, v. Fearful.
Dreadful, v. Formidable.

Dream, in Dutch drom, &c, comes either from the Celtic drom a sight, or the Greek ἀπαρχα a fable, or as probably from the word roam, signifying to wander, in Hebrew rom to be agitated.

Reverie, in French rêverie, like the English race, comes from the Latin raptus, signifying that which is wandering or incoherent.

Dreams and reveries are alike opposed to the reality, and have their origin in the imagination; but the former commonly passes in sleep, and the latter when awake: the dream may and does commonly arise when the imagination is in a sound state; the reverie is the fruit of a heated imagination: dreams come in the course of nature; reveries are the consequence of a peculiar ferment.

When the term dream is applied to the act of one that is awake, it admits of another distinction from reverie. They both designate what is confounded, but the dream is less extravagant than the reverie. Ambitious men please themselves with dreams of future greatness; enthusiasts debate the purity of the Christian religion by blending their own wild reveries with the doctrines of the Gospel. He who indulges himself in idle dreams lays up a store of disappointment for himself when he recovers his recollection, and finds that it is nothing but a dream: a love of singularity operating on an ardent mind will too often lead men to indulge in strange reveries.

Gay's friends persuaded him to sell his share of South Sea stock, but he dreamed of dignity and splendour, and could not bear to obstruct his own fortune. —JOHNSON.

I continued to sit motionless with my eyes fixed upon the curtain some moments after it fell. When I was roused from my reverie I found myself almost alone. —HAWKESWORTH.

Dregs, Sediment, Dross, Scum, Refuse.

Dregs, from the German dreck dirt, signifies the dirty part which separates from a liquor.
Sediment, from sedo to sit, signifies that which settles at the bottom.

Dross is probably but a variation of dregs.

Scum, from the German schaum, signifies the same as foam or froth.

Refuse signifies literally that which is refused or thrown away.

All these terms designate the worthless part of any body; but dregs is taken in a worse sense than sediment: for the dregs is that which is altogether of no value; but the sediment may sometimes form a necessary part of the body. The dregs are mostly a sediment in liquors, but many things are a sediment which are not dregs. After the dregs are taken away, there will frequently remain a sediment; the dregs are commonly the corrupt part which separates from compound liquids, as wine or beer; the sediment consists of the heavy particles which belong to all simple liquids, not excepting water itself. The dregs and sediment separate of themselves, but the scum and dross are forced out by a process; the former from liquids, and the latter from solid bodies rendered liquid or otherwise.

Refuse, as its derivation implies, is always said of that which is intentionally separated to be thrown away, and agrees with the former terms only in as much as they express what is worthless.

Of these terms, dregs, scum, and refuse seem likewise of a figurative application. The dregs and scum of the people are the corruptest part of any society; and the refuse is that which is most worthless and unfit for a respectable community.

Epitomes of history are the corruptions and moths that have fretted and corroded many sound and excellent bodies of history and reduced them to base and unprofitable aspects.Booke.

For it is not bare agitation, but the sediment at the bottom that troubles and defiles the water.—SOUTH.

For the composition, too, I admit the Aligerine community resemble that of France, being formed out of the very same mould, disgrace, and pest of the Turkish Asia.—Burke.

Now cast your eyes around, while I dissolve
The mist and film that mortal eyes involve;
For you see the dross, and make you see
The shape of such avenging deity.—Dryden.

Next of his men and ships he makes review,
Draws out the best and ablest of the crew;
Down with the falling stream the refuse run
To raise with joyful news his drooping son.

Dull, Gloomy, Sad, Dismal.

Dull may probably come from the Latin dolor, signifying generally that which takes off from the brightness or vivacity or perfection of anything.

Gloomy, from the German glum, muddy, signifies the same as tarnished.

Sad is probably connected with shade, to imply obscurity, which is most suitable to sorrow.

Dismal, compounded of dis and mal or mals, signifies very evil.

When applied to natural objects they denote the want of necessary light: in this sense metals are more or less dull according as they are stained with dirt: the weather is either dull or gloomy in different degrees; that is, dull when the sun is obscured by clouds, and gloomy when the atmosphere is darkened by fogs or thick clouds. A room is dull, gloomy, or dismal, according to circumstances: it is dull if the usual quantity of light and sound be wanting; it is gloomy if the darkness and stillness be very considerable; it is dismal if it be deprived of every convenience that fits it for a habitation; in this sense a dungeon is a dismal abode. Sad is not applied so much to sensible as moral objects, in which sense the distressing events of human life, as the loss of a parent or a child, is justly denominated sad.

In regard to the frame of mind which is designated by these terms, it will be easily perceived from the above explanation. As a slight circumstance produces dulness, any change, however small, in the usual flow of spirits may be termed dull. Gloom weighs heavy on the mind, and gives a turn to the reflections and the imagination: desponding thoughts of futurity will spread a gloom over every other object. Dismal denotes a strong state of depression in the spirits. Sad indicates a wounded state of the heart; feelings of unmixed pain.

While man is a retainer to the elements and a sojourner in the body, it must be content to submit its own quickness and spirituality to the dulness of its vehicle. —South.

Achilles' wrath, to Greece the direful spring
Of woes unnumber'd, heavenly goddess, sing!
That wrath which hurl'd to Pluto's gloomy reign
The souls of mighty chiefs unlimly slain.— Pope.

For nine long nights, through all the dusky air
The pyre's thick flames shot a dismal glare. —PoPe.

Henry II. of France, by a splinter unhappily thrust
In his eye at a solemn jousting, was sent out of the world by a sad but very accidental death.—South.

Dull, v. Stupid.


Duplicity, v. Deceit.
Durable, Lasting, Permanent.

Durable is said of things that are intended to remain a shorter time than that which is Lasting; and Permanent expresses less than durable.

Durable, from the Latin durus hard, respects the texture of bodies, and marks their capacity to hold out; lasting, from the verb to last or the adjective last, signifies to remain the last or longest, and is applicable only to that which is supposed of the longest duration. Permanent, from the Latin permaneo, signifies remaining to the end.

Durable is naturally said of material substances; and lasting of those which are spiritual; although in ordinary discourse sometimes they exchange offices: permanent applies more to the affairs of men.

That which perishes quickly is not durable: that which ceases quickly is not lasting: that which is only for a time is not permanent. Stone is more durable than iron, and iron than wood: in the feudal times animosities between families used to be lasting: a clerk has a permanent situation in an office. However we may boast of our progress in the arts, we appear to have lost the art of making things as durable as they were made in former times: the writings of the moderns will many of them be as lasting monuments of human genius as those of the ancients; one who is of a contemplative disposition will generally prefer a permanent situation with small gains to one that is very lucrative but temporary and precarious.

If writings be thus durable, and may pass from age to age, through the whole course of time, how careful should an author be of not committing anything to print that may corrupt posterity.—ADDISON.

I must desire my fair readers to give a proper direction to their being admired; in order to which they must endeavour to make themselves objects of reasonable and lasting admiration.—ADDISON.

Land comprehends all things in law of a permanent substantial nature.—BLACKSTONE.

Durable, Constant.

Durability (v. Durable) lies in the thing.
Constancy (v. Constancy) lies in the person.

What is durable is so from its inherent property; what is constant is so by the power of the mind. No durable connections can be formed where avarice or lust prevails.

Some states have suddenly emerged, and even in the depths of their calamity have laid the foundation of a towering and durable greatness.—BURKE.

Since we cannot promise ourselves constant health, let us endeavour at such a temper as may be our best support in the decay of it.—STEEL.

Duration, v. Continuance.

Duration, Time.

In the philosophical sense, according to Mr. Locke, Time is that mode of Duration which is formed in the mind by its own power of observing and measuring the passing of time.

In the vulgar sense in which duration is synonymous with time, it stands for the time of duration, and is more particularly applicable to the objects which are said to last; time being employed in general for whatever passes in the world.

Duration comprehends the beginning and end of any portion of time, that is the how long of a thing; time is employed more frequently for the particular portion itself, namely, the time when: we mark the duration of a sound from the time of its commencement to the time that it ceases; the duration of a prince's reign is an object of particular concern to his subjects if he be either very good or the reverse; the time in which he reigns is marked by extraordinary events; the historian computes the duration of reigns and of events in order to determine the antiquity of a nation; he fixes the exact time when each person begins to reign and when he dies, in order to determine the number of years that each reigned.

I think another probable conjecture (respecting the soul's immortality) may be raised from our appetite to duration itself.—STEEL.

The time of the fool is long because he does not know what to do with it; that of the wise man, because he distinguishes every moment of it with useful or amusing things.—ADDISON.

Dutiful, Obedient, Respectful.

Dutiful signifies full of a sense of duty or full of what belongs to duty.
Obedient signifies ready to obey.
Respectful signifies literally full of respect.

The obedient and respectful are but modes of the dutiful: we may be dutiful without being either obedient or respectful; but we are so far dutiful as we are either obedient or respectful. Duty denotes what is due from one being to another; it is independent of all circumstances and respect is relative duty depending upon the character and station of individuals: as we owe to no one so much as to our parents, we are said to be dutiful to no earthly being besides; and in order to deserve the name of dutiful, a child during the period of his childhood ought to make a parent's will to be his law, and at no future period ought that will ever to be an object of indifference: we may be obedient and respectful to others besides our parents, although to them obedience and respect are in the highest degree and in the first case due; yet servants are enjoined to be obedient to their masters, wives to their husbands, and subjects to their king.

Respectful is a term of still greater latitude than either, for as the characters of men as much as their stations demand respect, there is a respectful deportment due towards every superior.

For one cruel parent we meet with a thousand undutiful children.—ADDISON.

The obedience of children to their parents is the basis of all government, and set forth as the measure of that obedience which we owe to those whom Providence has placed over us.—ADDISON.

Let your behaviour towards your superiors in dignity, age, learning, or any distinguished excellence, be full of respect and deference.—CHATAM.
DUTY.

Duty, Obligation.

Duty, as we see in the preceding section, consists altogether of what is right or due from one being to another.

Obligation, from the Latin obligo to bind, signifies the bond or necessity which lies in the thing.

All duty depends upon moral obligation, which subsists between man and man, or man and his Maker; in this abstract sense, therefore, there can be no duty without a previous obligation, and where there is an obligation it involves a duty; but in the vulgar acceptance, duty is applicable to the conduct of men in their various relations; obligation only to particular circumstances or modes of action: we have duties to perform as parents and children, as husbands and wives, as rulers and subjects, as neighbours and citizens; the debtor is under an obligation to discharge a debt; and he who has promised is under an obligation to fulfil his promise: a conscientious man, therefore, never loses sight of the obligations which he has at different times to discharge.

The duty is not so peremptory as the obligation: the obligation is not so lasting as the duty: our affections impel us to the discharge of duty; interest or necessity impels us to the discharge of an obligation: it may therefore sometimes happen that the man whom a sense of duty cannot actuate to do that which is right, will not be able to withstand the obligation under which he has laid himself.

The ways of Heav'n, judged by a private breast, Is often what our private interest, And therefore the anticipation of what will obey, Without their interest must their duty weigh. — Dryden.

No man can be under an obligation to believe anything who hath not sufficient means whereby he may be assured that such a thing is true.—Tillotson.

To Dwell, v. To abide

Each, v. All.

Eager, Earnest, Serious.

Eager. v. Avidity.

Earnest, or probably comes from the thing earnest, in Saxon thornæ a pledge, or token of a person's real intentions, whence the word has been employed to qualify the state of any one's mind, as settled or fixed.

Serious, in Latin serius or sine risu, signifies without laughter.

Eager is used to qualify the desires or passions; earnest to qualify the wishes or sentiments; the former has either a physical or moral application, the latter altogether a moral application: a child is eager to get a plaything; a hungry person is eager to get food; a covetous man is eager to seize whatever comes within his grasp: a person is earnest in solicitation; earnest in exhortation; earnest in devotion.

Earnerness is mostly faulty; it cannot be too early restrained; we can seldom have any substantial reason to be eager; earnestness is always taken in a good sense; it denotes the inward conviction of the mind, and the warmth of the heart when awakened by important objects.

A person is said to be earnest, or in earnest; a person or thing is said to be serious; the former characterizes the temper of the mind, the latter characterizes the object itself. In regard to persons, in which alone they are to be compared, earnest expresses more than serious; the former is opposed to lukewarmness, the latter to unconvincement: we are earnest to our wishes or our persuasions; we are serious as to our intentions: the earnestness with which we address another depends upon the force of our conviction; the seriousness with which we address them depends upon our sincerity, and the nature of the subject: the preacher earnestly exhorts his hearers to lay aside their sins; he seriously admonishes those who are guilty of irregularities.

The panting steeds impatient fury breathe, But short and tremble at the gulf beneath; Eager they view the prospect dark and deep, Vast was the leap, and headlong hung the steep. — Pope.

Then even superior to ambition, we With earnest eye anticipate those scenes Of happiness and wonder.—Thomson.

It is hardly possible to sit down to the serious perusal of Virgil's works, but a man shall rise more disposed to virtue and goodness.—Walsh.

Earnerness, v. Avidity.


To Earn, v. To acquire.


Earnest, Pledge.

In the proper sense, the Earnest (v. Eager) is given as a token of our being in earnest in the promise we have made; the Pledge, in all probability from placo to fold or implicate, signifies a security by which we are engaged to indemnify for a loss.

The earnest has regard to the confidence inspired; the pledge has regard to the bond or tie produced: when a contract is only verbally formed, it is usual to give earnest; whenever money is advanced, it is common to give a pledge.

In the figurative application the terms bear the same analogy: a man of genius sometimes, though not always, gives an earnest in youth of his future greatness; children are the dearest pledges of affection between parents.

Nature has wove into the human mind This anxious care for names we have behind, To extend our narrow views beyond the tomb, And give an earnest of a life to come.—Jenyns.
EASE.

Fairest of stars last in the train of night,
If better thou belong not to the dawn;
But useless of day that crowns not the smiling morn;
With thy bright circlfe praise him in thy sphere.  
Milton.

Ease, Quiet, Rest, Repose.

Ease comes immediately from the French aisé glad, and that from the Greek ἀσές young, fresh.

Quiet, in Latin quietus, comes probably from the Greek ἀκούας to lie down, signifying a lying posture.

Rest, in German rast, comes from the Latin reto to stand still or make a halt.

Repose comes from the Latin reposus, perfect of repono to place back, signifying the state of placing one's self backward.

The idea of a motionless state is common to all terms from the Latin Lactuinus, which noise, disturbance, or the violence of others, may cause: we are easy, or at ease, when the body is in a posture agreeable to itself, or when no circumjacent object presses unequally upon it; we are quiet when there is an agreeable stillness around: our ease may be disturbed either by interferences directly or by his most commonly disturbed by external objects: we may have ease from pain, bodily or mental; we have quiet at the will of those around us: a sick person is often far from enjoying ease, although he may have the good fortune to enjoy the most perfect quiet: a man's mind is often uneasy from its own tempestuous constitution: it suffers frequent disquiety from the vexatious tempers of others: let a man be in ever such easy circumstances, he may still expect to meet with disquiety in his dealings with the world: wealth and contentment are the great promoters of ease: retirement is the most friendly to quiet.

Rest simply denotes the cessation of motion; repose is that species of rest which is agreeable after labour: we rest as circumstances require; in this sense, our Creator is said to have rested from the work of creation: repose is a circumstance of necessity: the weary seek repose: there is not a human being to whom it is not agreeable to be in ease; either he may rest in a standing posture; we can repose only in a lying position: the dove which Noah first sent out could not find rest for the sole of its foot: soldiers who are hotly pursued by an enemy, have no time or opportunity to take repose: the night is the time for rest: the pillow is the place for repose.

But easy quiet, a secure retreat.

A harmless life that knows not how to cheat,
Where homebred pleasure in the rich owner's ease,
And rural pleasures crown his happiness.

Dryden.

The peaceful peasant to the wars is press'd,
The fields lie fallow in inglorious rest.—Dryden.

Nor can the tort'sd wave here find repose,
But rolling still amid the sassy rocks.

Now flashes o'er the scatter'd fragments.

Thomson.

Ease, easiness, facility, lightness.

Ease (v. Ease) denotes either the abstract state of a person or quality of a thing; easiness, from easy, signifying having ease, denotes simply an abstract quality which serves to characterize the thing: a person enjoys ease, or he has easiness: ease is said of that which is borne, or that which is done; easiness and facility, from the Latin facilis easy, most commonly of that which is done; the former in application to the thing as before, the latter either to the person or the thing: we speak of the easiness of the task, but of a person's facility in doing it: we judge of the easiness of a thing by comparing it with others more difficult: we judge of a person's facility by comparing him with others who are less skilful.

Ease and Lightness are both said of what is to be borne; the former in a general, the latter in a particular sense. Whatever presses in any form is not easy; that which presses by excess of weight is not light: a coat may be easy from its make; it can be light only from its texture.

The same distinction exists between their derivatives, to ease, facilitate, and lighten: to ease is to make easy or free from pain, as to ease a person's grief; to facilitate is to render a thing more practicable or less difficult, as to facilitate a person's progress; to lighten is to take off an excessive weight, as to lighten a person's burdens.

Ease is the utmost that can be hoped from a sedentary and inactive habit.—Johnson.

Nothing is more subject to mistake and disappointment than anticipation, judgment, or calculation of the easiness or difficulty of any undertaking.—Johnson.

Every one must have remarked the facility with which the kindness of others is sometimes gained by those to whom he never could have imparted his own.—Johnson.

Trifles, light as air,
Are to the jealous confirmations strong.
As proofs of holy writ.—Shakespeare.

Easiness, v. Ease.

Easy, Ready.

Easy (v. Ease, easiness) signifies here a freedom from obstruction in ourselves.

Ready, in German bereit, Latin paratus, signifies prepared.

Easy marks the freedom of being done; ready the disposition or willingness to do; the former refers mostly to the thing or the manner, the latter to the person: the thing is easy to be done; the person is ready to do it: it is easy to make professions of friendship in the aair of the moment; but every one is not ready to act up to them, when it interferes with his convenience or interest.

As epithets both are opposed to difficult, but agreeably to the above explanation of the terms; the former denotes a freedom from such difficulties or obstacles as lie in the nature of the thing itself; the latter an
exemption from such as lie in the temper and character of the person; hence we say a person is easy of access whose situation, rank, employments, or circumstances, do not prevent him from admitting others to his presence; he is ready to hear when he himself throws no obstacles in the way, when he lends a willing ear to what is said. So likewise a task is said to be easy: a person's wit, or a person's reply, to be ready: a young man who has birth and fortune, wit and accomplishments, will find an easy admittance into any circle; the very act of a favourite author will be a ready passport for the works to which it may be affixed.

When used adverbially, they bear the same relation to each other. A man is said to comprehend easily who from whatever cause finds the thing easy to be comprehended; he is pardoned ready who has a temper ready to pardon.

An easy manner of conversation is the most desirable quality.—STEELE.

The scorpion ready to receive thy laws, Yields half his region and contracts his claws. 

DRYDEN.

Ebullition, Effervescence, Fermentation.

These technical terms have a strong resemblance in their signification, but they are not strictly synonymous; they have strong characteristic differences.

Ebullition, from the Latin ebullitio and ebullio, compounded of e and bulbio to boil forth, marks the commotion of a liquid acted upon by fire, and in chemistry it is said of two substances, which by penetrating each other occasion bubbles to rise up.

Effervescence, from the Latin effervescentia, and effervesco to grow hot, marks the commotion which is excited in liquors by a combination of substances; such as of acids, which are mixed and commonly produce heat.

Fermentation, from the Latin fermentatio and fermentum or ferventum, from fervo to grow hot, marks the internal movement which is excited in a liquid of itself, by which its components undergo such a change, or decomposition, as to form a new body.

Ebullition is a more violent action than effervescence; fermentation is more gradual and permanent than either. Water is exposed to ebullition when acted upon by any powerful degree of external heat; iron in aqua fortis occasions an effervescence; beer and wine undergo a fermentation before they reach a state of perfection.

These words are all employed in a figurative sense, which is drawn from their physical application. The passions are exposed to ebullitions, in which they break forth with all the violence that is observable in water agitated by excessive heat; the heart and affections are powerfully awakened by particular objects; minds are said to be in a ferment which are agitated by conflicting feelings: ebullition and effervescence are applicable only to individuals; fermentation to one or many.

* Vide Beaumé: "Ebullition, effervescence, fermentation."

If the angry humours of an irascible temper be not restrained in early life, they but too frequently break forth in the most dreadful ebullitions in maturer years; religious zeal when not constrained by the sober exercise of judgment, and corrected by sound knowledge, is an unhappy effervescence that injures the cause which it espouses, and often proves fatal to the individual by whom it is indulged: the ferment which was produced in the public mind by the French revolution exceeded everything that is recorded in history of popular commotions. In rest and order, and will, it is to be hoped, never have its parallel at any future period. There can be no ebullition or fermentation without effervescence; but there may be effervescence without either of the former.

Milbourn, indeed, a clergyman, attacked it (Dryden's Virgil), but his outrages seem to be the ebullitions of a mind agitated by stronger resentment than bad poetry can excite.—JOHNSON.

Dryden's was not one of the gentle bosoms; he hardly conceived love but in its turbulent effervescence with some other desires.—JOHNSON.

The tumult of the world raises that eager fermentation of spirit which will ever be sending forth the dangerous fumes of folly.—BLAIR.


Ecclesiastic, Divine, Theologian.

An Ecclesiastic derives his title from the office which he bears in the ecclesia or church; a Divine and Theologian from their pursuit after, or engagement in, divine or theological matters. An ecclesiastic is connected with an episcopacy; a divine or theologian is unconnected with any form of church government.

An ecclesiastic need not in his own person perform any office, although he fills a station; a divine not only fills a station, but actually performs the office of teaching; a theologian neither fills any particular station nor discharges any specific duty, but merely follows the pursuit of studying theology. An ecclesiastic is not always a divine, nor a divine an ecclesiastic; a divine is always more or less a theologian, but every theologian is not a divine.

Among the Roman Catholics all monks, and in the Church of England the various dignitaries who perform the episcopal functions, are entitled ecclesiastics. There are but few denominations of Christians who have not appointed teachers who are called divines. Professors or writers on theology are peculiarly denominated theologians.

Our old English monks seldom let any of their kings depart in peace who had endeavoured to diminish the power or wealth of which the ecclesiastics were in those times possessed.—ADDISON.

Nor shall I dwell on our excellence in metaphysical speculations; because he that reads the works of our divines will easily discover how far human subtlety has been able to penetrate.—JOHNSON.

I looked on that sermon (of Dr. Price's) as the public declaration of a man much connected with literary cabalists, intriguing philosophers, and political theologians.—BURKE.

To Eclipse, Obscure.

Eclipse, in Greek eclēptos, comes from eclẹtto to fall, signifying to cause a failure of light.
Obscure, from the adjective obscure (v. Dark), signifies to cause the intervention of a shadow.

In the natural as well as the moral application ellipse is taken in a particular and relative significance. Obscurity is useful in a general sense. Heavenly bodies are eclipsed by the intervention of other bodies between them and the beholder; things are in general obscure which are in any way rendered less striking or visible. To eclipse is therefore a species of obscuring: that is always obscure which is eclipsed; but everything is not eclipsed which is obscured. So, real merit is obscured by the intervention of superior merit; it is often obscured by an ungracious exterior in the possessor, or by his unfortunate circumstances.

Sarcasms may eclipse thine own, But cannot blur thy lost renown.—BUTLER.

Among those who are the most richly endowed by nature and accomplished by their own industry, how few are there whose virtues are not obscured by the ignorance, prejudice, or envy of their beholders.—ADDISON.

Economical. v. Oconomical.

Ecstasy, Rapture, Transport.

There is a strong resemblance in the meaning and application of these words. They all express an extraordinary elevation of the spirits, or an excessive tension of the mind.

Ecstasy marks a passive state, from the Greek ekstasis and ekstasis to stand, or to be out of one's self, out of one's mind. Rapture from the Latin rapio, to seize or carry away; and Transport from trans and porto to carry beyond one's self, rather designate an active state, a violent impulse with which it hurries itself forward. Ecstasy and rapture are always pleasurable, or arise from pleasurable causes: transport respects either pleasurable or painful feelings: joy occasions ecstasies or raptures: joy and anger have their transports.

An ecstasy benumbs the faculties; it will take away the power of speech, and often of thought; it is commonly occasioned by sudden and unexpected events. Rapture, on the other hand, often invigorates the powers, and calls them into action; it frequently arises from deep thought: the former is common to all persons of ardent feelings, but more particularly to children, ignorant people, or to such as have not their feelings under control; rapture, on the contrary, is applicable to persons with superior minds, and to circumstances of peculiar importance. Transports are but sudden bursts of passion, which generally lead to intermate actions, and are seldom indulged even on joyous occasions except by the volatile and passionate; a reprieve from the sentence of death will produce an ecstasy of delight in the pardoned criminal. Religious contemplation is calculated to produce holy raptures in a mind strongly imbued with pious zeal: in transports of rage men have committed enormities which have cost them bitter tears of repentance ever after.

What followed was all ecstasy and trance: Immortal pleasures round my swimming eyes did dance.

—Dryden.

By swift degrees the love of nature works, And warns the bosom till at last sublime To rapture and enthusiastic heat.

We feel the present Deity.—Thomson.
according to circumstances: a want of breeding only unitises a man for the society of the cultivated. Education belongs to the period of childhood and youth; instruction may be given at different ages; good-breeding is best learnt in the early part of life.

A mother tells her infant that two and two make four, the child remembers the proposition, and is able to count four for all the purposes of life, till the course of his education brings him among philosophers, who fright him from his former knowledge, by telling him that four is a certain aggregate of units. —JOHNSON.

To illustrate one thing by its resemblance to another, has been always the most popular and efficacious art of instruction. —JOHNSON.

My breeding abroad hath shown me more of the world than yours has done. —ENTWORTH.

To Effect, v. To blot out.

To Effect, v. To accomplish.

Effect, Consequence.

Effect and Consequence agree in expressing that which follows anything, but the former marks what follows from a connexion between the two objects; the term consequence is not thus limited: an effect is that which necessarily flow from the cause, but which the connexion is so intimate that we cannot think of the one without the other. In the nature of things, causes will have effects; and for every effect there will be a cause: a consequence, on the other hand, may be either casual or natural; it is that on which we can calculate. Effect applies either to physical or moral objects, consequence only to moral subjects.

There are many diseases which are the effects of mere insensibility: an imprudent step in one’s first setting out in life is often attended with fatal consequences. A mild answer has the effect of turning away wrath; the loss of character is the general consequence of an irregular life.

A passion for praise produces very good effects.

Were it possible for anything in the Christian faith to be erroneous, I can find no ill consequences in adhering to it. —ADDISON.

To Effect, Produce, Perform.

The two latter are in reality included in the former; what is effected is both produced and performed; but what is produced or performed is not always effected.

Effect, in Latin effectus, participle of efficio, compounded of e and facio, signifies to make out anything.

Produce, from the Latin producere, signifies literally to draw forth.

Perform, compounded of per and form, signifies to form thoroughly or carry through.

To produce, signifies to bring some thing forth or into existence; to perform, to do something to the end: to effect is to produce by performing: whatever is effect is the consequence of a specific design; it always requires therefore a rational agent to effect; what is produced may follow incidentally, or arise from the action of an irrational agent or an inanimate object; what is performed is done by specific efforts; it is therefore, like effect, the consequence of design, and requires a rational agent.

Effect respects both the end and the means by which it is brought about: produce respects the end only; perform the means only. No person ought to calculate on effecting a reformation in the morals of men, without the aid of religion; changes both in individuals and communities are often produced by trifles.

To effect is said of that which emanates from the mind of the agent himself; to perform, of that which is marked out by rule, or prescribed by another. We effect a purpose; we perform a part, a duty or office. A true Christian is always happy when he can effect a reconciliation between parties who are at variance: it is a laudable ambition to strive to perform one’s part creditably in society.

The united powers of hell were joined together for the destruction of mankind, which they effected in part. —ADDISON.

Though prudence does in a great measure produce our good or ill fortune, there are many unforeseen occurrences which prevent the finest schemes that can be laid by human wisdom. —ADDISON.

Where there is a power to perform, God does not accept the will. —SOUTH.

Effective, Efficient, Effectual, Efficacious.

Effective signifies capable of effecting; Efficient signifies literally effecting; Effectual and Efficacious signify having the effect, or possessing the power to effect. The former two are used only in regard to physical objects, the latter two in regard to moral objects. An army or a military force is effectual; a cause is efficient; a remedy or cure is effectual; a medicine is efficacious.

An end or result is effectual, the means are efficacious. No effectual stop can be put to the vices of the lower orders, while they have a various exercise from the necessity of a seasonable exercise of severity on an offender is often very efficacious in quelling a spirit of insubordination. When a thing is not found effectual, it is requisite to have recourse to further measures; that which has been proved to be ineffectual should never be adopted.

I should suspend my congratulations on the new liberties of France, until I was informed how it had been combined with government, with the discipline of the armies, and the collection of an effective revenue. —BURKE.

Nothing so effectually deadens the taste of the sublime, as what is light and radiant. —BURKE.

He who labours to lessen the dignity of human nature, destroys many efficacious motives for practising worthy actions. —WARTON.


Effectual, v. Effective.

Effeminate, v. Female.


Efficacious, v. Effective.


Effigy, v. Likeness.

Effort, v. Endeavour.

ELOCUTION.
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Effusion, Ejaculation.

Effusion signifies the thing poured out, and Ejaculation the thing ejaculated or thrown out, both indicating a species of verbal expression; the former either in utterance or in writing; the latter only by utterance. The effusion is not so vehement or sudden as the ejaculation; the ejaculation is not so ample or diffuse as the effusion; effusion is seldom taken in a good sense; ejaculation rarely otherwise. An effusion commonly flows from a heated imagination uncorrected by the judgement: it is therefore not only incoherent, but extravagant and senseless; an ejaculation is produced by the warmth of the moment, but never without reference to some particular circumstance. Enthusiasts are full of extravagant effusions; contrite sinners will often express their penitence in pious ejaculations.

Brain-sick opiniators please themselves in nothing but the ostentation of their own contemporary effusions.—SOUTH.

All which prayers of our Saviour's and others of like brevity are properly such as we call ejaculations.—SOUTH.

Egoistical. v. Opiniated.

Ejaculation. v. Effusion.

Elder. v. Senior.

Elderly, Aged, Old.

These three words rise by gradation in their sense; Aged denotes a greater degree of age than Elderly; and Old still more than either. The elderly man has passed the meridian of life; the aged man is fast approaching the term of our existence; the old man has already reached this term, or has exceeded it. In conformity, however, to the vulgar prepossession against age and its concomitant infirmities, the term Elderly or Aged is always more respectful than Old, which latter word is often used by way of reproach, and can seldom be used free from such an association, unless qualified by an epithet of praise, as good or venerable.

I have a race of orderly, elderly, persons of both sexes, at my command.—SWIFT.

A godlike race of heroes once I knew,
Such as no more these aged eyes shall view.—POPE.

The field of combat fills the young and bold,
The solemn council best becomes the old.—POPE.

To Elect. v. To choose.

Elegant. v. Graceful.

Elevate. v. To lift.

ELIGIBLE, Graceful.

Eligible or fit to be elected, and Preferable fit to be preferred, serve as epithets in the sense of choose and prefer (v. To choose, prefer); what is eligible is desirable in itself, what is preferable is more desirable than another. There may be many eligible situations out of which perhaps there is but one preferable. Of persons, however, we say rather that they are eligible to an office than preferable.

The middle condition is the most eligible to the man who would improve himself in virtue.—ADDISON.

The saying of Plato is, that labour is preferable to idleness as brightness to rust.—HUGHES.

Elocution, Eloquence, Oratory, Rhetoric.

Elocution and Eloquence are derived from the same Latin verb, elogavar to speak out.

Oratory, from oro to implore, signifies the art of making a set speech.

Eloquence consists in the manner of delivery; eloquence in the matter that is delivered. We employ elocution in repeating the words of another; we employ eloquence to express our own thoughts and feelings. Elocution is requisite for an actor; eloquence for a speaker.

Eloquence lies in the person: it is a natural gift; oratory lies in the mode of expression; it is an acquired art. Rhetoric, from ρέτος to speak, is properly the theory of that art of which oratory is the practice. But the term rhetoric may be sometimes employed in an improper sense for the display of oratory or scientific speaking. Elocution speaks one's own feelings; it comes from the heart, and speaks to the heart; oratory is an imitative art; it describes what is felt by another. Rhetoric is the affectation of oratory.

An afflicted parent who pleads for the restoration of her child that has been torn from her, will exert her eloquence: a counsellor at the bar, who pleads the cause of his client, will employ oratory; vulgar partisans are full of rhetoric.

Eloquence often consists in a look or an action; oratory must always be accompanied with language. There is a dumb eloquence which is not denied even to the brutes, and which speaks more than all the studied graces of speech and action employed by the orator.

Between eloquence and oratory there is the same distinction as between nature and art: the former can never be perverted to any base purposes; it always speaks truth: the latter will as easily serve the purposes of falsehood as of truth.

The political partisan who paints the miseries of the poor in glowing language and artful periods, may often have oratory enough to excite dissatisfaction against the government, without having eloquence to describe what he really feels.

Soft elocution does thy style renown,
And the sweet accents of the peaceful gown,
Gentle or sharp according to thy choice
To laugh at follies or to lash at vice.—DRYDEN.

Some other poets knew the art of speaking well; but Virgil, beyond this, knew the admirable secret of being eloquent and affecting.—WALSH.

As harsh and irregular sounds are not harmony, so neither is banging a cushion oratory.—SWIFT.

Be but a person in credit with the multitude, he shall be able to make popular rumbling stuff pass for high rhetoric and moving preaching.—SOUTH.

Eloquence. v. Elucitation.

To Elucidate. v. To explain.

To Elude. v. To escape.

To Elude. v. To avoid.

To Emanate. v. To arise.
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To Embarrass, Perplex, Entangle.

Embarrass, v. Difficulty.
Perplex, v. To distress.
Entangle, v. To disengage.

Embarrass respects a person's manners or circumstances; perplexes his views and conduct; entangle is said of particular circumstances. Embarrassments depend altogether on ourselves: the want of prudence and presence of mind are the common causes; perplexities depend on extraneous circumstances as well as ourselves; extensive dealings with others are mostly attended with perplexities: entanglements arise mostly from the evil designs of others.

That embarrases which interrupts the even course or progress of one's actions: that perplexes which interferes with one's decisions: that entangles which binds a person in his actions. Pecuniary difficulties embarrases, or contending feelings produce embarrassment, contrary counsels or interests perplex; lawsuits entangle. Steadiness of mind prevents embarrassment in the outward behaviour. Firmness of character is requisite in the midst of perplexities: caution must be employed to guard against entanglements.

Cervantes had so much kindness for Don Quixote, that however he embarrases him with absurd distresses, he gives him so much sense and virtue as may preserve our esteem.—JOHNSON.

It is scarcely possible in the regularity and composition of the present time, to image the tumult of absurdity and clamour of contradiction which perplexed doctrine, disordered practice, and disturbed both public and private quiet in the time of the rebellion.—JOHNSON.

I presume you do not entangle yourself in the particular controversies between the Romanists and us.—CLARENDON.

Embarrassments, v. Difficulties.
To Embellish, v. To adorn.
Emblem, v. Figure.
To Embolden, v. To encourage.
To Embroil, v. To clasp.
To Embrose, v. To comprise.

Embryo, Fetus.

Embryo, in French embron, Greek ἐμβρωμ, from βρωμ to germinate, signifies the thing germinated. Fetus, in French fetus, Latin foetus, from feo to cherish, signifies the thing cherished, both words referring to what is formed in the womb of the mother; but embryo properly implies the first fruit of conception, and the fetus that which is arrived to a maturity of formation. Anatomists tell us that the embryo in the human subject assumes the character of the fetus about the forty-second day after conception.

Fetus is applicable only in its proper sense to animals: embryo has a figurative application to plants and fruits when they remain in a confused and imperfect state, and also a moral application to plans, or whatever is roughly conceived in the mind.

To Emend, v. To amend.
To Embrace, v. To rise.


Emissary, Spy.

Emissary, in Latin emissarius, from emitto to send forth, signifies one sent out.

Spy, in French espion, from the Latin specio to look into or look about, signifies one who searches.

Both these words designate a person sent out by a body on some public concern among their enemies; but they differ in their office according to the etymology of the words.

The emissary is by distinction sent forth, he is sent so as to mix with the people to whom he goes, to be in all places, and to associate with every one individually as may serve his purpose; the spy on the other hand takes his station wherever he can best perceive what is passing; he keeps himself at a distance from all but such as may particularly aid him in the object of his search.

The object of an emissary is, by direct communication with the enemy, to sow the seeds of dissension, to spread false alarms, and to disseminate false principles; the object of a spy is to get information of an enemy's plans and movements.

Although the office of emissary and spy are neither of them honourable, yet that of the former is more disgraceful than that of the latter. The emissary is generally employed by those who have some illegitimate object to pursue; spies on the other hand are employed by all regular governments in a time of war.

In the time of the Revolution, the French sent their emissaries into every country, civilized or uncivilized, to fan the flame of rebellion against established governments. At Sparta, the trade of a spy was not so vile as it has been generally esteemed; it was considered as a self-devotion for the public good, and formed a part of their education.

What generally makes pain itself, if I may so say, more painful, is that it is considered as the emissary of the king of terrors.—BURKE.

He (Henry I) began with the Earl of Shrewsbury, who was watched for some time by spies, and then indicted upon a charge of forty-five articles.—HUME.

To Emit, Exhale, Evaporate.

Emit, from the Latin emitto, expresses properly the act of sending out: Exhale, from halitus the breath, and Evaporate, from vapour, vapour or steam, are both modes of emitting.

Emit is used to express a more positive effort to send out: exhale and evaporate designate the natural and progressive process of things: volcanoes emit fire and flames: the earth exhales the damps, or flowers exhalas perfumes; liquids evaporate.

Animals may emit by an act of volition: things exhale or evaporate by an external action upon them; they exhale that which is foreign to them; they evaporate that which constitutes a part of their substance.

The pole-cat is reported to emit such a stench from itself when pursued, as to keep
EMPIRE.

Its pursuers at a distance from itself; boggs and lens e熹ate their moisture when added upon by the heat: water e熹ate by means of stem when put into a state of ebullition.

Full in the blazing sun great Hector shin'd
Like Mars command'd to confound mankind;
His nodding helm emits a streamy ray,
His piercing eyes through all the battle stray.—POPE.

Here pant'd a moment, while the gentle gale
Convey'd that freshness the cool sea exhale.—POPE.

After allowing the first fumes and heat of their zeal to emote, she (Elizabeth) called into her presence a certain number of each house.—ROBERTSON.


Empire, Kingdom.

Although these two words obviously refer to two species of states, where the princes assume the title of either emperor or king, yet the difference between them is not limited to this distinction.

* The word Empire carries with it the idea of a state that is vast, and composed of many different people; that of Kingdom may be a state the limits of which are limited in extent, and united in its composition. In kingdoms there is a uniformity of fundamental laws; the difference in regard to particular laws or modes of jurisprudence being merely variations from custom, which do not affect the unity of political administration. From this uniformity, indeed, in the functions of government, we may trace the origin of the words king and kingdom: since there is but one prince or sovereign ruler, although there may be many employed in the administration. With empires it is different: one part is sometimes governed by fundamental laws, very different from those by which another part of the same empire is governed; which marks the unity of the government, and makes the union of the state to consist in the submission of certain chiefs to the commands of a superior general or chief. From this very right of commanding, then, it is evident that the words empires and emperor derive their origin; and hence it is that there may be many princes or sovereigns, and kingdoms, in the same empire.

As a farther illustration of these terms, we need only look to their application from the earliest ages in which they were used, down to the present period. The word king had its existence long prior to that of emperor, being doubtless derived, through the channel of the northern languages, from the Hebrew cahe a priest, since in those ages of primitive simplicity, before the list of dominion had led to the extension of power and conquest, he who performed the sacerdotal office was unanimously regarded as the fittest person to discharge the civil functions for the community. So in the Roman language the corresponding word rex, which comes from rega, and the Hebrew rega to feed, signifies a pastor or shepherd, because he who filled the office acted both spiritually and civilly as their guide. Rome therefore was first a kingdom, while it was formed of only one people; it acquired the name of empire as soon as other nations were brought into subjection to it, and became members of it; not by losing their distinctive character as nations, but by submitting themselves to the supreme command of their conquerors. For the same reason the German empire was so designated, because it consisted of several states independent of each other, yet all subject to one ruler or emperor; so likewise the Russian empire, the Ottoman empire, and the Mogul empire, which are composed of different nations: and on the other hand the kingdom of Spain, of Portugal, of France, and of England, all of which, though divided into different provinces, were nevertheless one people, having but one ruler. While France, however, included many distinct countries within its jurisdiction, it properly assumed the name of an empire; and England having by a legislative act united to itself a country distinct both in its laws and customs, has likewise with equal propriety, been denominated the British empire.

A kingdom can never reach to the extent of an empire, for the unity of government and administration which constitutes its leading feature cannot reach so far, and at the same time requires more time than the simple exercise of superiority, and the right of receiving certain marks of homage, which suffice to form an empire. Although a kingdom may not be free, yet an empire can scarcely be otherwise than despotic in its form of government. Power, when extended and ramified, as it must unavoidably be in an empire, derives no aid from the personal influence of the sovereign, and requires therefore to be dealt out in portions far too great to be consistent with the happiness of the subject.

Cicero thinks they who command the sea command the empire.—BACON.

In the vast fabric of kingdoms and commonwealths, it is in the power of kings and rulers to extend and enlarge the bounds of empire.—BACon.

Empire, Reign, Domination.

In the preceding article Empire has been considered as a species of state: in the present case it conveys the idea of power, or an exercise of sovereignty. In this sense it is allied to the word Reign, which, from the verb to reign, signifies the act of regnand; and to the word Dominon, which, from the Latin dominus a lord, signifies either the power or the exercise of the power of a lord.

Empire is used more properly for the people or nations that reign for succession; in other words, hold the power: hence we say the empire of the Assyrians, or of the Turks; the reign of the Cæsars, or the Paleologi. The glorious epocha of the empire of the Babylonians is the reign of Nebuchadnezzar; that of the empire of the Persians is the reign of Cyrus; that of the empire of the Greeks is the reign of Alexander; that of the Romans is the reign of Augustus; these are the four great empires foretold by the prophet Daniel: it is neither long reigns,
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Empty, Vacant, Void, Devoid.

Empty, in Saxon *empti*, not improbably derived from the Latin *emptis* poor or wanting.

Vacant, in Latin *vacans* or *vaco*, Hebrew bekak to empty.

Void and Devoid, in Latin *vidus*, and Greek *deidos*, signifies solitary or bereft.

Empty is the term in most general use; *vacant, void, and devout*, are employed in particular cases: *empty and vacant* have either a proper or an improper application; *void or devout* only a moral acceptance.

Empty, in the natural sense, marks an absence of that which is substantial, or adapted for filling; *vacant* designates or marks the absence of that which should occupy or make use of a thing. That which is hollow may be *empty*; that which respects an even space may be *vacant*. A house is *empty* which has no inhabitants; a seat is *vacant* which is without an occupant: a room is *empty* which is without furniture; a space on paper is *vacant* which is free from writing.

In their figurative application *empty* and *vacant* have a similar analogy: a dream is said to be *empty*, or a title *empty*; a stale is said to be *vacant* or an hour *vacant*. *Void* or *devout* are used in the same sense as *vacant*, as qualifying epithets, but not prefixed as adjectives, and always followed by some object; thus we speak of a creature as *void of reason*, and of an individual as *devout* of common sense.

To honor Thetis' son he bends his care,
And plucks the Greeks in all the woes of war;
Then bids an empty phantom rise to sight,
And thus commands the vision of the night.—POPE.

An inquisitive man is a creature naturally very vacant of thought in itself, and therefore forced to apply itself to foreign assistance.—STEELE.

My next desire is, *void* of care and strife,
To lead a soft, secure, ignoble life.—DRYDEN.

We Tyrians are not so *devout* of sense,
Nor so remote from Phoebus' influence.—DRYDEN.

Empty, *v.* Hollow.

Emulation, *v.* Competition.

To Enchant, *v.* To charm.

To Encircle, *v.* To surround.

To Enclose, *v.* To circumvolve.
Encomium, Eulogy, Panegyric.

Encomium, in Greek ἐνκομίον, signified a set or form of verses, used for the purposes of praise.

Eulogy, in Greek εὐλογία from εὖ and λόγος, signifies literally speaking well of any one.

Panegyric, in Greek πανηγύρις, from πᾶς the whole, and γυρος an assembly, signifies that which is spoken before an assembly, a public oration.

The idea of praise is common to all these terms; but the first seems more properly applied to the thing, or the unconscious object; the second to persons in general, their characters and actions; the third to the person of some particular individual: thus we bestow encomiums upon any work of art, or production of genius, without reference to the performer; we bestow eulogies on the exploits of a hero, who is of another age or country; but we write panegyrics either in a direct address, or in direct reference to the person who is panegyrized: the encomium is produced by merit, real or supposed; the eulogy may spring from admiration, or from the person eulogized; the panegyric may be mere flattery, resulting from servile dependence; great encomiums have been paid by all persons to the constitution of England: our naval and military heroes have received the eulogies of many besides their own countrymen; authors of no mean reputation have consecrated to deal out their panegyrics pretty freely, in dedications to their patrons.

Our lawyers are, with justice, copious in their encomiums on the common law.—BLACKSTONE.

Sallust would say of Cato, “That he had rather be than appear good:” but indeed this eulogism rose no higher than to insensiveness.—STEEL.

On use, when dunces are satiric, I take it for a panegyric.—SWIFT.

To Encompass, v. To surround.
To Encounter, v. To attack.
To Encourage, v. To cheer.

To Encourage, Animate, Incite, Impel, Urge, Stimulate, Instigate.

Encourage, v. To cheer.
Animate, v. To animate.
Incite, from the Latin cito, and the Hebrew σα, to stir up, signifies to put into motion towards an object.
Impel, v. To actuate.
Urge, in Latin urgo, comes from the Greek ὤγε, to set to work.
Stimulate, from the Latin stimulus a spur or goad; and Instigate, from the Latin stigo, and Greek στίγω, signify literally to good.

The idea of actuating, or calling into action, is common to these terms, which vary in the circumstances of the action.

Encouragement acts as a persuasive: animate as an impelling or enlivening cause; those who are weak require to be encouraged; those who are strong become stronger by being animated: the former require to have their difficulties removed, their powers renovated, their doubts and fears dispelled; the latter may have their hopes increased, their prospects brightened, and their powers invigorated; we are encouraged not to give up or slacken in our exertions; we are animated to increase our efforts: the sinner is encouraged by offers of pardon, through the merits of a Redeemer, to turn from his sinful ways; the Christian is animated by the prospect of a blissful eternity, to go on from perfection to perfection.

What encourages and animates acts by the finer feelings of our nature; what incites acts through the medium of our desires: we are encouraged by kindness; we are animated by the hope of reward; we are incited by the desire of distinction: we are stimulated, or inflamed, or roused, or incited, or made to act or feel, by motives of humanity to relieve the wretched: an ardent mind is stimulated by ambition to great efforts: we are urged by entreaties to spare those who are in our power; one is instigated by malicious representations to take revenge on a supposed enemy.

We may be impelled, urged, and instigated though not properly stimulated or movfed by circumstances; in this case the two former differ only in the degree of force in the impelling cause: less constraint is laid on the will when we are impelled, than when we are urged, which leaves no alternative or choice: a monarch is sometimes impelled by the state of the nation to make a peace less advantageous than he would otherwise do; he is urged by his desperate condition to throw himself upon the mercy of the enemy: a man is impelled by the mere necessity of choosing to take one road in preference to another; he is urged by his pecuniary embarrassments to raise money at a great loss.

We may be impelled, urged, and instigated to that which is bad; we are never instigated to that which is good: we may be impelled by curiosity to pry into that which does not concern us; we may be urged by the entreaties of those we are connected with to take steps of which we afterwards repent; we may be stimulated by a desire of revenge to many foul deeds; but those who are not hard-ned in vice require the instigation of persons more abandoned than themselves, before they will commit any desperate act of wickedness.

Encouragement and incitement are the abstract nouns either for the act of encouraging or inciting, or the thing encouraged or incited; the encouragement of laudable undertakings is itself laudable; a single word or look may be an encouragement: the incitement of passion is at all times dangerous, but particularly in youth: money is said to be an incitement to evil. Incentive, which is another derivative from incite, has a higher application for things that incite than the word incitement; the latter being mostly applied to sensible, and the former to spiritual objects: savoury food is an incitement to sensualists to indulge in gross acts of intemperance; a religious man
To Encourage, Advance, Promote, Prefer, Forward.

To Encourage, v. To encourage, animate.
Advance, v. To advance.
Promote, from the Latin promovere, signifies to move forward.
Prefer, from the Latin preferro or fero and pra to set before, signifies to set up before others.

To Forward is to put forward.

The idea of exorting one’s influence to the advantage of an object is included in the signification of all these terms, which differ in the circumstances and mode of the action: to encourage, advance, and promote, are applicable to both persons and things; prefer to persons only; forward to things only.

First as to persons, encourage is partial as to the end, and indefinite as to the means: we may encourage a person in any thing however trivial, and by any means; thus we may encourage a child in his rudeness, by not checking him; or we may encourage an artist or man of letters in some great national work; but to advance, promote, and prefer, are more general in their end, and specific in the means: a person may advance himself, or may be advanced by others; he is promoted and preferred only by others: a person’s advancement may be the fruit of his industry, or result from the efforts of his friends; promotion and preference are the work of one’s friends: the former in regard to offices in general, the latter mostly in regard to ecclesiastical situations: it is the duty of every one to encourage, to the utmost of his power, those among the poor who strive to obtain an honest livelihood; it is every man’s duty to advance himself in life by every legitimate means; it is the duty and the pleasure of every good man in the state to promote those who show themselves deserving of promotion: it is the duty of a minister to accept of preferment when it offers, but it is not his duty to be solicitous for it.

When taken in regard to things encourage is used in an improper or figurative acceptance; the rest are applied only if we encourage an undertaking, we give courage to the undertaker; but when we speak of advancing a cause, or promoting an interest, or forwarding a purpose, these terms properly convey the idea of keeping things alive, or in a motion towards some desired end: to advance is however generally used in relation to whatever admits of extension and aggravation; promote is applied to whatever admits of being brought to a point of maturity or perfection; forward is but a partial term, employed in the sense of promote in regard to particular objects: thus we advance religion or learning; we promote an art or an invention; we forward a plan.

Religion depends upon the encouragement of those that are to disperse and assert it.—South.

No man’s lot is so unalterably fixed in this life, but that a sudden accident may either forward or disappoint his advancement.—Hughes.

Your zeal in promoting my interest deserves my warmest acknowledgments.—Beattie.

If I were now to accept preferment in the church, I should be apprehensive that I might strengthen the hands of the gainers.—Beattie.

The great encouragement which has been given to learning for some years past, has made our own nation as glorious upon this account as for its late triumphs and conquests.—Addison.

I love to see a man zealous in a good matter, and especially when his zeal shows itself for advancing morality, and promoting the happiness of mankind.—Addison.

It behoves us not to be wanting to ourselves in forwarding the intention of nature by the culture of our minds.—Berkeley.

To Encourage, Embolden.

To Encourage is to give courage, and to Embolden to make bold; the former impelling to action in general, the latter to that which is more specific and dangerous: we are encouraged to persevere; the resolution is thereby confirmed; we are emboldened to begin; the spirit of enterprise is roused. Success encourages; the chance of escaping danger emboldens.

Outward circumstances, however trivial, serve to encourage: the urgency of the occasion, or the importance of subject, serves to embolden, a kind word or a gentle look encourages the suppliant to tender his petition; where the cause of truth and religion is at stake, the firm believer is emboldened to speak out with freedom: timid dispositions are not to be encouraged always by trivial circumstances, but sanguine dispositions are easily emboldened; the most flattering representations of friends are frequently necessary to encourage the display of talent; the confidence natural to youth is often sufficient of itself to embolden men to great undertakings.

Intrepid through the midst of danger go,
Their friends encourage and amaze the foe.
—Dryden.

Embolden’d then, nor hesitating more,
Fast, fast, they plunge amid the flashing wave.
—Thomson.
To Encroach, Intrench, Intrude, Invade, Infringe.

Encroach, in French encrocher, is compounded of en or in and crouch cringe or creep, signifying to creep into any thing.

Intrench, compounded of in and trench, signifies to trench or dig beyond one's own ground into another's ground.

Intrude, from the Latin intrudo, signifies literally to thrust upon; and Invade, from invade, signifies to march in upon.

Infringe, from the Latin infringo compounded of in and frango, signifies to break in upon.

All these terms denote an unauthorised procedure; but the two former designate gentle or silent actions, the latter violent if not noisy actions.

Encroach is often an imperceptible action, performed with such art as to elude observation: it is according to its derivation, an insensible creeping into: intrench is in fact a species of encroachment, namely, that perceptible species which consists in exceeding the boundaries in marking out the ground or space: it should be one of the first objects of a parent to check the first indications of an encroaching disposition in their children; according to the building laws, it is made actionable for any one to intrench upon the street or public road with their houses or gardens.

Encroach and intrench respect property only; intrude, invade, and infringe, are used with regard to other objects: intrude and invade designate an unauthorised entry; the former in violation of right equity or good manners; the latter in violation of public law: the former is more commonly applied to individuals; the latter to nations or large communities: unbidden guests intrude themselves sometimes into families to their no small annoyance: an army never invades a country without doing some mischief: nothing offends greater ignorance and impertinence than to intrude one's self into any company where we may of course expect to be unwelcome; in the feudal times, when civil power was invested in the hands of the nobility and petty princes, they were incessantly invading each other's territories.

Invade has likewise an improper as well as a proper acceptation; in the former case it bears a close analogy to infringe: we speak of invading rights, or infringing rights; but the former is an act of greater violence than the latter; by a tyrannical and arbitrary exercise of power the rights of the subject are invaded; by gradual steps and imperceptible means their liberties may be infringed; invade is used only for public privileges; infringe is applied also to private and individual.

King John of England invaded the rights of the Barons in so senseless and arbitrary a manner as to provoke their resistance, and thus promote the cause of civil liberty; it is of importance to the peace and well-being of society that men should, in their different relations, stations, and duties, guard against any infringement on the sphere or department of such as come into the closest connexion with them.

It is observed by one of the fathers that he who restrains himself in the use of things lawful will never encroach upon things forbidden. —JOHNSTON.

Religion encroaches upon none of our privileges, invades none of our pleasures. —SOUTH.

One of the chief characteristics of the golden age, of the age in which neither care nor danger had intruded on mankind, is the community of possessions. —JOHNSTON.

No sooner were his eyes in slumber bound, When from above a mortal sound Invades his ears. —DIODEN.

The King's partisans maintained that, while the prince commands so military force, he will in vain by violence attempt an infringement of laws so clearly defined by means of late disputes. —HUME.

To Encumber, v. To clog.


To End, Close, Terminate.

To bring any thing to its last point is the common idea in the signification of these terms.

To End is the simple action of putting an end to, without any collateral idea; it is therefore the generic term. To Close is to end gradually. To Terminate is to end in a specific manner. There are persons even in civilized societies so ignorant as, like the brutes, to end their lives as they began them, without one rational reflection: the Christian closes his career of active duty only with the failure of his bodily powers. A person ends a dispute, or puts an end to it, by yielding the subject of contest; he terminates the dispute by entering into a compromise.

Greece in her single heroes strove in vain. Now hosts oppose thee, and thou must be slain: So shall my days in one sad tenor run, And end with sorrows as they first began.—POPE.

Orestes, Acamas, in front appear, And chonon and Thoon close the rear.—POPE.

As I had a mind to know how each of these roads terminated, I joined myself with the assembly that was in the flower and vigour of their age, and called themselves the band of lovers.—ADINSON.

End, Extremity.

Both these words imply the last of those parts which constitute a thing; but the End designates that part generally; the Extremity marks the particular point. The extremity is from the Latin extremus the very last end, that which is outermost. Hence end maybe said of that which bounds any thing: but extremity of that which extends farthest from us: we may speak of the ends of that which is circular in its form, or of that which has no specific form; but we speak of the extremities of that only which is supposed to project lengthwise.

The end is opposed to the beginning; the extremity to the centre or point from which we reckon. When a man is said to go to the end of a journey or the end of the world, the expression is in both cases indefinite and general; but when he is said to go to the extremities of the earth or the extremities of a kingdom, the idea of relative distance is manifestly implied.

He who goes to the end of a path may possibly have a little farther to go in order to
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reach the extremity. In the figurative application end and extremity differ so widely as not to admit of any just comparison.

Now with full force the yielding horn he bends, Drawn to an arch, and joins the doubling ends. POPE.

Our female projectors were all the last summer so taken up with their petitions that they had not time to attend to anything else; but having at length sufficiently adorned their lower parts, they now began to turn their thoughts upon the other extremity.—ADDISON.


To Endeavour, v. To attempt.

To Endeavour, Aim, Strive, Struggle.


Aim, v. Aim.

Strive, v. Discord, strive.

Struggle is a frequentative from strive.

To endeavour is general in its object; aim is particular; we endeavour to do whatever we set about; we aim at doing something which we have set before ourselves as a desirable object. To strive is to endeavour earnestly; to struggle is to strive earnestly. An endeavour springs from a sense of duty: we endeavour to do that which is right, and avoid that which is wrong: aiming is the fruit of an aspiring temper; the object aimed at is always something superior either in reality or imagination, and calls for particular exertion: striving is the consequence of an ardent desire; the thing striven for is always conceived to be of importance: struggling is the effect of necessity; it is proportioned to the difficulty of attainment, and the resistance which is opposed to it; the thing struggled for is indispen-
sably necessary.

Those only who endeavour to discharge their duty to God and their fellow creatures can expect real tranquillity of mind. Whoever aims at the acquisition of great wealth or much power opens the door for much misery to himself. As our passions are acknowledged to be our greatest enemies when they obtain the ascendency, we should always strive to keep them under our control. There are some men who struggle through life to obtain a mere competence; and yet die without succeeding in their object.

We ought to endeavour to correct faults, to aim at attaining Christian perfection, to strive to conquer bad habits; these are the surest means of saving us from the necessity of struggling to repair an injured reputation.

'Tis an uncommon thing, my good Sancho, for one half of the world to use the other half like brutes, and then endeavour to make 'em so.—SHENSTONE.

However men may aim at elavation, 'Tis properly a female passion.—SHENSTONE.

All understand their great Creator's will, Strive to be happy, and in that fault, Mankind excepted, lord of all beside. But only slave to folly, vice, and pride. JENNY.

So the boat's brawny crew the current stem, And slow advancing struggle with the stream. DRYDEN.

Endeavour, Effort, Exertion.

Endeavour, v. Attempt and To endeavour.

Effort, is changed from the Latin effort from effero to bring forth, that is, to bring out power.

Exertion, in Latin exeritio from exero, signifies the putting forth power.

The idea of calling our powers into action is common to these terms: endeavour expresses little more than this common idea, being a term of general import; effort and exertion are particular modes of endeavour: the former being a special strong endeavour, the latter a continued strong endeavour. Exertion is called forth by ordinary circumstances: effort and exertion by those which are extraordinary. An endeavour flows out of the condition of our being and constitution; as rational and responsible agents we must make daily endeavours to fit ourselves for an hereafter; as willing and necessitous agents, we use our endeavours to obtain such things as are agreeable or needful for us: when a particular emergency arises we make a great effort; and when a serious object is to be obtained we make suitable exertions.

An endeavour is indefinite both as to the end and the means; the end may be immedi-
ate or remote: the means may be either direct or indirect: but in an effort the end is im-
mediate; the means are direct and personal: we may either make an endeavour to get into a room, or we may make an endeavour to obtain a situation in life; but we make efforts to speak, or we make efforts to get through a crowd. An endeavour may call forth one or many powers; an effort calls forth but one power: the endeavour to please in society is laudable, if it do not lead to vicious compli-
ances; it is a laudable effort of fortitude to suppress our complaints in the moment of suffering. The exertion is as comprehensive in its meaning as the endeavour, and as positive as the effort; but the endeavour is most commonly, and the effort always, applied to individuals only; whereas the exertion is applicable to nations as well as individuals. A tradesman uses his best endeavours to please his customers: a combatant makes desperate efforts to overcome his antagonist: a candidate for literary or parliamentary honours uses great exertions to surpass his rival: a nation uses great exertions to raise a navy or extend its commerce.

To walk with circumspection and steadiness in the right path ought to be the constant endeavour of every rational being.—JOHNSON.

The influence of custom is such, that to conquer it will require the utmost efforts of fortitude and virtue.—JOHN-
son.

The discomfitures which the republic of assassins has suffered have uniformly called forth new exertions.—BURKE.


To Endow, v. To invest.


Endurance, v. Patience.

To Endure, v. To suffer.

Enemy, Foe, Adversary, Opponent, Antagonist.

Enemy, in Latin inimicus, compounded of
in privative and amicus a friend signifies one that is unfriendly.

Foe, in Saxon *fah* most probably from the old Teutonic *foa* to hate, signifies one that bears a hatred.

Adversary, in Latin *adversarius* from adversus against, signifies one that takes part against another; *adversus* in Latin was particularly applied to those who contested a point in law with another.

Opponent, in Latin *opponens* participle of *opponere* to withstand or *opponere* to place in the way, signifies one pitted against another.

Antagonist, in Greek *antagonistes* compounded of *anti* against, and *agonistes* to contend, signifies one struggling with another.

An enemy is not so formidable as a foe; the former may be reconciled, but the latter remains always deadly. An enemy may be so in spirit, in action, or in relation; a foe is always so in spirit, if not in action likewise; a man may be an enemy to himself, though not a foe, so national and personal enemies are often private friends, but a foe is never anything but a foe. A single act may create an enemy, but continued warfare creates a foe.

Enemies are either public or private, collective or personal; in the latter sense the word *enemy* is most analogous in signification to that of *adversary, opponent, antagonist.* 

* Enemies seek to injure each other commonly from a sentiment of hatred; the heart is always more or less implicated; *adversaries* set up their claims, and frequently urge their pretensions with angry strife; but interest more than sentiment stimulates to action; *opponents* set up different parties, and treat each other sometimes with acrimony; but their differences do not necessarily include any thing personal; *antagonists* are a species of *opponents* who are in actual engagement: emulation and direct exertion, but not anger, is concern'd in making the *antagonist.* *Enemies* make war, aim at destruction, and commit acts of personal violence; *adversaries* are contented with apprehensions thrown upon themselves; no one object, desire, or depriving their rival of it; cupidity being the moving principle, and gain the object; *opponents* oppose each other systematically and perpetually; each aims at being thought right in their disputes; tastes and opinions are commonly the subjects of debate, self-love oftener than a love of truth is the moving principle; *antagonists* engage in a trial of strength; victory is the end; the love of distinction or superiority the moving principle; the contest may lie either in mental or physical exertion; may aim at superiority in a verbal dispute or in a manual combat. There are nations whose subjects are born *enemies* to those of a neighbouring nation; nothing excites the radical enmity of any country more than when the poor man dares not show himself as an *adversary* to his rich neighbour without fearing to lose more than he might gain: the ambition of some men does not rise higher than that of being the *opponent* to ministers; Seafiler and Petavius among the French were great *antagonists* in their day, as were Boyle and Bentley among the English; the Horatii and Curiatii were equally famous *antagonists* in their way.

* Energy and foe are likewise employed in a figurative sense for moral objects: our passions are our *enemies* when indulged; envy is a *foe* to happiness."

Plutarch says very finely, that a man should not allow himself to hate even his *enemies.*—ADDISON.

So crown'd the mighty combatants, that hell grew darker at theirrown; so much'd they stood; For never but once more was either like To meet so great a *foe.*—MILTON.

Those disputants (the persecutors) convince their *adversaries* with a sentence commonly called a pile of *fagots.*—ADDISON.

The name of Boyle is indeed revered, but his works are neglected; we are contented to know that he conquered his *opponents,* without inquiring what cavils were produced against him.—JOHNSON.

Sir Francis Bacon observes that a well written book, compared with its rivals and *antagonists,* is like Moses's serpent that immediately swallowed up those of the Egyptians.—ADDISON.

**Energy, Force, Vigour.**

Energy, in French *énergie,* Latin *energia,* Greek *energeia,* from *energein* to operate inwardly, signifies the power of producing positive effects.

**Force,** _v._ *To compel._

**Vigor,** from the Latin *vigor* to flourish, signifies unimpaired power, or that which belongs to a subject in a sound or flourishing state.

With *energy* is connected the idea of activity; with *force* that of capability; with *vigor* that of health. *Energy* lies only in the mind; *force* and *vigor* are the property of either body or mind. Knowledge and freedom combine to produce *energy* of character; *force* is a gift of nature that may be increased by exercise, *vigor,* both bodily and mental, is an ordinary accompaniment of youth, but is not always denied to old age.

* Our powers owe much of their *energy* to our hopes: "possum quia posse videre." When success seems attainable, diligence is enforced.—JOHNSON.

* On the passive main Descends the ebon seraph, and with strong gust Turns from its bottom the discolour'd deep. THOMSON.

* No man at the age and *vigor* of thirty is fond of sugar-plums and rattles.—SOUTH.

**To Enervate,** _v._ *To weaken._

**To Enfeeble,** _v._ *To weaken._

**To Engage,** _v._ *To attract._

**To Engage,** _v._ *To bind._

**Engagement,** _v._ *Battle._

**Engagement,** _v._ *Business._

**Engagement,** _v._ *Promise._

**To Engender,** _v._ *To breed._

**To Engrave,** _v._ *To imprint._

**Engraving,** _v._ *Picture._

**To Engross,** _v._ *To absorb._

**Enjoyment, Fruition, Gratification.**

**Enjoyment,** from *enjoy* to have the joy or pleasure, signifies either the act of *enjoying,* or the pleasure itself derived from that act.
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Fruition, from fruire to enjoy, is employed only for the act of enjoying; we speak either of the enjoyment of any pleasure, or of the enjoyment as a pleasure: we speak of those pleasures which are received from the fruition, in distinction from those which are had in expectation. Enjoyment is either corporeal or spiritual, as the enjoyment of music, or the enjoyment of study; but the fruition of eating, or any other sensible, or at least external object; hope intervenes between the desire and the fruition.

Gratification, from the verb to gratify, to make grateful or pleasant, signifies either the act of giving pleasure, or the pleasure received. Enjoyment springs from every object which is capable of yielding pleasure; by distinction however, and in the latter sense, from moral and rational objects: but gratification, which is a species of enjoyment, is obtained through the medium of the senses. Enjoyment is not so vivid as gratification: gratification is not so permanent as enjoyment. Domestic life has its peculiar enjoyments; brilliant spectacles afford gratification. Our capacity for enjoyment depends upon our intellectual endowments; our gratification depends upon the tone of our feelings, and the nature of our desires.

The enjoyment of fame brings but very little pleasure, though it may be the most endearing and afflicting.—Addison.

The man of pleasure little knows the perfect joy he loses for the disappointing gratifications which he partakes.—Addison.

Fame is a good so wholly foreign to our nature that we have no faculty in the soul adapted to it; nor any organ in the body to relish it; an object of desire placed out of the possibility of fruition.—Addison.

To Enlarge, Increase, Extend.

Enlarge, signifies literally to make larger, or wider, and is applied to dimension and extent.

Increase, from the Latin in creare to grow to a thing, is applicable to quantity, signifying to become greater in size by the junction of other matter.

Extend, in Latin extendo, or ca and tendo, signifies to stretch out, that is, to make greater in space. We speak of extending a house, a room, premises, or boundaries; of increasing an army, or property, capital, expense, &c.; of extending the boundaries of an empire. We say the hole or cavity enlarges, the head or bulk enlarges, the number increases, the swelling, inflammation, and the like, increases: so likewise in the figurative sense, the views, the prospects, the powers, the ideas, and the mind, are enlarged; pain, pleasure, hope, fear, anger, or kindness, is increased; views, prospects, connexions, and the like, are extended.

Great objects make great minds, enlarging as their views enlarge, those still more godlike, as these more divine.

Great sense alone is a solace and quiescent quality which makes its possessions well, but does not increase them.—Johnson.

Good sense alone is a solace and quiescent quality which makes its possessions well, but does not extend them.

The wise extend their inquiries wide, see how both states are by connexion ty'd: fools view but part, and not the whole survey; he crowd existence all into a day.—Jenyns.

To Enlighten, v. To illuminate.
To Enlist, v. To enrol.
To Enliven, v. To animate.

Enmity, Animosity, Hostility.

Enmity lies in the heart; it is deep and malignant: Animosity, from animus a spirit, lies in the passions; it is fierce and vindictive: Hostility, from hostis a political enemy, lies in the action; it is mischievous and destructive.

Enmity is something permanent; animosity is partial and transitory; in the feudal ages, when the darkness and ignorance of the times prevented the mild influence of Christianity, enmities between particular families were handed down as an inheritance from father to son; in free states, party spirit engenders greater animosities than private disputes.

Enmity is altogether personal; hostility mostly respects public measures; animosity respects either one or many individuals. Enmity often lies concealed in the heart; animosity mostly betrays itself by some open act of hostility. He who cherishes enmity towards another is his own greatest enemy; he who is guided by a spirit of animosity is unfit to have any command over others; he who procures to wanton hostility often provokes an enemy where he might have a friend.

In some instances, indeed, the enmity of others cannot be avoided without a participation in their guilt; but then it is the enmity of those with whom neither wisdom nor virtue can desire to associate.—Johnson.

I will never let my heart reproach me with having done any thing towards increasing those animosities that extinguish religion, degrade government, and make a nation miserable.—Addison.

Frasiers himself had, it seems, the misfortune to fall into the hands of a party of Tejanos who laid on him with so many blows and buffets, that he never forgot their hostilities to his dying day.—Addison.


Enormous, Huge, Immense, Vast.

Enormous, from e and norma a rule, signifies out of rule or order.

Huge, is in all probability connected with high, which is hoogh in Dutch.

Immense, in Latin immensus, compounded of in privative and mensus measured, signifies not to be measured.

Vast, in French vaste, Latin vastus, from vaco, to be vacant, open, or wide, signifies extended in space.

Enormous and huge are peculiarly applicable to magnitude; immense and vast to extent. quantity, and number. Enormous expresses more than huge, as immense expresses more than vast: what is enormous expresses a very great degree all ordinary bounds; what is huge, is great only in the superlative degree. The enormous is always out of proportion; the huge is relatively extraordinary in its dimensions. Some animals may be made enormously fat by a particular mode of feeding; to one who has seen nothing but level ground common hills will appear to be huge mountains.
**ENROL.**

The immense is that which exceeds all calculation: the vast comprehends only a very great or unusual excess. The distance between the earth and sun may be said to be immense: the distance between the poles is vast.

Of all these terms huge is the only one confined to the proper application, and in the proper sense of size: the rest are employed with regard to moral objects. We speak only of a huge animal, a huge monster, a huge mass, a huge size, a huge bulk, and the like; but we speak of an enormous waste, an immense difference, and a vast number.

The epithets enormous, immense, and vast, are applicable to the same objects, but with the same distinction in their sense. A sum is enormous which exceeds in magnitude not only everything known, but everything thought of or expected: a sum is immense that scarcely admits of calculation: a sum is vast which rises very high in calculation. The national debt of England has risen to an enormous amount; the revolutionary war has been attended with an immense loss of blood and treasure to the different nations of Europe: there are individuals who, while they are expending vast sums on their own gratifications, refuse to contribute anything to the relief of the necessitous.

The Thracian Acarnan his felchion found, And hewed the enormous giant to the ground.—POPE.

Great Arcturus, known from shore to shore, By the huge, knotted iron nath the hare, Nor the shock, nor the twanging bow, But broke with this the battle of the foe.—POPE.

Well was the crime, and well the vengeance spurr'd, En power immense had found such battle hard.—POPE.

Just on the brink they neigh and paw the ground, And the turf trembles, and the skies resound: Exert they wish'd the prospect dark and deep, Fast was the leap, and heeding hung the steep.—POPE.

**ENORMOUS.**

**ENORMOUS, Prodigious, Monstrous.**

Prodigious comes from prodigy, in Latin prodigium, which in all probability comes from prodigo to lavish forth, signifying literally breaking out in excess or extravagance.

Monstrous from monster, in Latin monstrum, and monstro to show or make visible, signifies remarkable, or exciting notice.

The enormous contradicts our rules of estimating and calculating: the prodigious raises our minds beyond their ordinary standard of thinking: the monstrous contradicts nature and the course of things. What is enormous excites our surprise or amazement: what is prodigious excites our astonishment: what is monstrous does violence to our senses and understanding. There is something enormous in the present scale upon which property, whether public or private, is amassed and expended: the works of the ancients in general, and the monuments in particular, are objects of admiration, on account of the prodigality of labour which was bestowed on them: ignorance and superstition have always been active in producing monstrous images for the worship of its blind votaries.

Jove's bird on sounding pinions beat the skies, A bleeding serpent of enormous size, Had atoms twist'd, sile and curling round: He stung the bird whose throat receiv'd the wound.—POPE.

I dreamed that I was in a wood of so prodigious extent: cut into such a variety of walks and alleys, that all mankind were lost and bewildered in it.—ADDISON.

Nothing so monstrous can be said or feign'd But with belief and joy is entertain'd.—DRYDEN.

Enough, Sufficient.

Enough, in German genug, comes from genügen, to satisfy.

Sufficient, in Latin sufficient, participle of sufficient, compounded of sub and facio, signifies made or suited to the purpose.

He has enough whose desires are satisfied: he has sufficient whose wants are supplied. We may therefore frequently have sufficiency when we have not enough. A greedy man is commonly in this case who has never enough, although he has more than a sufficiency. Enough is said only of vital objects of desire.

Nothing that uses the employment of a moral application, for that which serves the purpose. Children and animals never have enough food, nor the miser enough money: it is requisite to allow sufficient time for everything that is to be done, if we wish it to be done well.

My loss of honour's great enough, Thou need'st not brand it with a scold.—BUTLER.

The time present seldom affords sufficient employment for the mind of man.—ADDISON.

Enrapure, v. Charm.

**To Enrol, Inlist, Register, Record.**

Enrol, compounded of en or in and roll, signifies to place in a roll, that is, in a roll of paper or a book.

Inlist, compounded of in and list, signifies to put down in a list.

Register, in Latin registrum, comes from regestum participle of reger, signifying to put down in writing.

Record, in Latin recordor, compounded of re back or again, and core the heart, signifies to bring back to the heart, or call to mind by a memorandum.

Enrol and inlist respect persons only; register respects persons and things; record respects things only. Enrol is generally applied to the act of inserting names in an orderly manner into any book; inlist is a species of enrolling applicable only to the military. The enrolment is an act of authority; the inlisting is the voluntary act of an individual. Among the Romans it was the office of the censor to enrol the names of all the citizens in order to ascertain their number, and estimate their property: in modern times soldiers are mostly raised by means of inlisting.

In the moral application of the terms, to enrol is to assign a certain place or rank; to inlist is to put one's self under a leader, or attach one's self to a party. Hercules was enroled among the Gods; the common people are always ready to inlist on the side of anarchy and rebellion. To enrol and register, both imply writing down in a book; but the former
ENSLAVE.

To Enslave, v. To follow.
To Entangle, v. To embarrass.
To Entangle, v. To ensnare.

Enterprising, Adventurous.
These terms mark a disposition to engage in that which is extraordinary and hazardous; but Enterprising, from enterprize (v. Attempt), is connected with the understanding; and Adventurous, from adventure, venture or trial, is a characteristic of the passions. The enterprising character conceives great projects, and pursues objects that are difficult to be obtained; the adventurous character is contented with seeking that which is new, and placing himself in dangerous and unusual situations. An enterprising spirit belongs to the commander of an army, or the ruler of a nation; an adventurous disposition is suitable to men of low degree. Peter the Great possessed, in a peculiar manner, an enterprising genius; Robinson Crusoe was a man of an adventurous turn. Enterprising characterizes persons only; but adventurous is also applied to things, to signify containing adventures; hence a journey, or a voyage, or a history, may be denominated adventurous.

One Wood, a man enterprising and rapacious, had obtained, by false and cunning means, a sort of one hundred and eighty thousand pounds of half-pence and farthings for the kingdom of Ireland.—JOHNSON.

But 'tis enough Light on the numbers of the Samian sage;
High heaven fords the bold presumptions strain.
—THOMSON.

To Enter Upon, v. To begin.
To Entertain, v. To amuse.
Entertainment, v. Feast.

Enthusiast, Fanatic, Visionary.
The Enthusiast Fanatic, and Visionary, have disordered imaginations; but the enthusiasm is only affected inwardly with an extraordinary fervor, the fanatic and visionary betray that fervor by some outward mark; the former by singularities of conduct, the latter by singularities of doctrine. Fanatics and visionaries are therefore always more or less enthusiasts; but enthusiasts are not always fanatics or visionaries. Enthusiastic among the Greeks, from ενθυσία and θεος God, signifies those supposed to have, or pretending to have
Divine inspiration. Fanatics were no called among the Latins, from 
fanum (temples) in which they spent an extraordinary portion of their time; they, like the ἐνθυσίασις of the Greeks, pretended to revelations and inspira-
tions, during the influence of which they indulged themselves in many extravagant tricks, cutting themselves with knives, and distorting themselves with every species of antics gesture and grimace.

Although we are professors of a pure religion, yet we cannot boast an exemption from the extravagances which are related of the poor heathens; we have many who indulge themselves in similar practices, under the idea of mourning their Maker and Redeemer. There are fanatics who profess to be under extraordinary influences of the spirit; and there are enthusiasts whose intemperate zeal disqualifies them for taking a beneficial part in the sober and solemn services of the church. Visionary signifies properly one who deals in visions, that is, in the pretended appearance of supernatural objects; a species of enthusiasm who have sprung up in more modern times. The leaders of sects are commonly visionaries, as well as the disciples to establish their reputation and doctrines among their seduced followers; Mahomet was one of the most successful visionaries that ever pretended to divine inspiration; and since his time there have been visionaries, particularly in England, who have raised religious parties, by having recourse to the same expedient description of Swedenborg, Huntington, Brothers, and the like.

Fanatic was originally confined to those who were under religious frenzy, but the present age has presented us with the monstrousity of visionaries in irreligion and anarchy. Enthusiastic is applied in general to every one who is filled with an extraordinary degree of emotion: visionary to one who deals in fanciful speculation. The former may sometimes be innocent, if not laudable, according to the nature of the object; the latter is always censurable: the visionary has always a warm heart; the visionary has only a fanciful head. The enthusiastic will mostly be on the side of virtue even though in an error; the visionary pleads no cause but his own. The enthusiastic suffers his imagination to follow his heart; the visionary makes his understanding bend to his imagination. Although in matters of religion, enthusiasm should be cautiously guarded against, yet we admire to see it raised in behalf of one's country and one's friends: visionaries, whether in religion, politics, or science, are dangerous as members of society, and offensive as companions.

Cherish true religion as preciously as you will fly with abstinence and contempt, superstition and enthusiasm.—CHATHAM.

They who will not believe that the philosophical fanatics who guide in these matters have long entertained the design (of abolishing religion), are utterly ignorant of their character.—BURKE.

The sons of infancy ridicule every thing as romantic that comes in competition with their present interest, and treat those persons as visionaries who dare stand up in a corrupt age, for what has not its immediate reward joined to it.—ADDISON.

To Entice, v. To allure.

To Entice, v. To prevail upon.
ERROR.

and uniform children it is our largest and wisdom pulls out to us an equal footing from the right or we cannot disturb our peace, it is one of her maxims that we should not lose the opportunity of our temper that we shall not lose.

To Eradicate, Alleviate, Exterminate, etc.

Era, r. June. To Equate, r. July.

Equity, r. July.

To Equip, r. July.

To Eradicate, r. July. To Equate, r. July.

To Eradicate, r. July.

To Erase, r. July.

To Erect, r. July.

To Erase, r. July.

To Erect, r. July.

To Erase, r. July.

To Erect, r. July.

To Erase, r. July.

To Erect, r. July.

To Erase, r. July.

To Erect, r. July.
Error, Fault.

Error (é. Error) respects the act; Fault, from fall, respects the agent: an error may lay in the judgment, or in the conduct; but a fault lies in the will or intention: the errors of youth must be treated with indulgence; but their faults must on all accounts be corrected: error is said of that which is individual and partial; fault is said likewise of that which is habitual: it is an error to use intemperate language at any time; it is a fault in the temper of some persons that they cannot restrain their anger.

Bold is the task when subjects, grown too wise, instruct a monarch where his error lies.—POPE.

Other faults are not under the wife's jurisdiction, and should if possible escape her observation, but jealousy calls upon her particularly for its cure.—ADDISON.


Eruption, Explosion.

The Eruption, from e and riumpo, signifies the breaking forth, that is, the coming into view by a sudden bursting; Explosion, from ex and plauso, signifies bursting out with a noise: hence of flames there will be properly an eruption, but of gunpowder an explosion; volcanoes have their eruptions at certain time intervals, which are sometimes attended with explosions: on this account eruptions are applied to the human body for whatever comes out as the effects of humour, and may be applied in the same manner to any indications of humour in the mind; explosions are also applied to the agitations of the mind which burst out.

Sin may truly reign, where it does not actually rage and pour itself forth in continual eruptions.—SOUTH.

A burst of fury, an exclamation seconded by a blow, is the first natural explosion of a soul so stung by scorpions as Macbeth's.—CUMBERLAND.

To Escape, Elude, Evade.

Escape, in French eschapper, comes in all probability from the Latin excitpi to take out of, to get off.

Elude, v. To avoid.

Evade, from the Latin evade, compounded of e and vado, signifies to go or get out of a thing.

The idea of being disengaged from that which is not agreeable is comprehended in the sense of all these terms; but escape designates no means by which this is effected; elude and evade define the means, namely, the efforts which are used by one's self: we are simply disengaged when we escape; but we disengage ourselves when we elude and evade: we escape from danger; we elude search; our escapes are often momentary, and often narrow; our success in eluding depends on our skill; there are many bad men who escape hanging by the mistake of a word; there are many who escape detection by the art with which they elude observation and inquiry.

Elude and evade both imply the practice of art; but the former consists mostly of actions, the latter of words as well as actions: a thief eludes those who are in pursuit of him by dexterous modes of concealment; he evades the interrogatories of the judge by equivocating replies.

One is said to elude a punishment, and to evade a law.

Vice oft is hid in virtue's fair disguise, And in her hour'd form escapes inquiring eyes.—SPECTATORE.

It is a vain attempt To bind the ambitious and unjust by treaties; These they evade a thousand specious ways.—THOMSON.

The Earl Rivers had frequently inquired for his son (Savage), and had always been amused with evasive answers.—JOHNSON.

To Eschew, v. To avoid.

To Escort, v. To accompany.

Especially, Particularly, Principally, Chiefly.

Especially and Particularly are exclusive or superlative in their import; they refer to one object out of many that is superior to all; Principally and Chiefly are comparative in their import; they designate in general the superiority of some objects over others. Especially is a term of stronger import than particularly, and principally expresses something less general than chiefly; we ought to have God before our eyes at all times, but especially in those moments when we present ourselves before him in prayer; the heat is very oppressive in all countries under the torrid zone, but particularly in the deserts of Arabia, where there is a want of shade and moisture; it is principally among the higher and lower orders of society that we find pieces of every description to be prevalent; patriots who declaim so loudly against the measures of government do it chiefly if I may not say solely? with a view to their own interest.

All love has something of blindness in it, but the love of money especially.—SOUTH.

Particularly let a man dread every gross act of sin.—SOUTH.

Neither Pythagoras nor any of his disciples were, properly speaking, practitioners of physic, since they applied themselves principally to the theory.—JAMES.

The reformers gained credit chiefly among persons in the lower and middle classes.—ROBERTSON.

To Espy, v. To find.

Essay, v. To attempt.

Essay, Treatise, Tract, Dissertation.

All these words are employed by authors to characterize compositions varying in their form and contents. Essay, which signifies a trial or attempt (v. Attempt), is here used to designate in a specific manner an author's attempt to illustrate any point; it is most commonly applied to small detached pieces which contain only the general thoughts of a writer on any given subject, and afford room for amplification into details also; though by Locke in his "Essay on the Understanding," Beattie in his "Essay on Truth," and other authors, it is modestly used for their connected and finished endeavours to elucidate a doctrine. A Treatise is more systematic than an essay; it treats on the subject in a methodical form, and conveys the idea of
ESTEEM.  297  ESTIMATE.

Something laboured, scientific, and instructive.  A **Tract** is only a species of small treatise, drawn up upon particular occasions, and published in a separate form: they are both derived from the Latin *tractus*, participle of *traho* to draw, manage, or handle.  **Dissertation**, from *dissero* to argue, is with propriety applied to performances of an argumentative nature.

**Essays** are either moral, political, philosophical, or literary: they are the crude attempts of the youth to digest his own thoughts, or they are the more mature attempts of the man to communicate his thoughts to others: of the former description are the prize essays in schools; and of the latter are the innumerable essays which have been published on every subject, since the time of Bacon to the present day: **treatises** are mostly written on ethical, political, or speculative subjects, such as Fanceton's, Milton's, or Locke's *treatise on education*; De Lohme's *treatise on the constitution of England*; Colquhoun's *treatise on the police*: dissertations are employed on disputed points of literature, as Bentley's *dissertation upon the epistles of Phalaris*, De Pauw's *dissertations on the Egyptians and Chinese*: **tracts** are ephemeral productions, mostly on political and religious subjects, which seldom survive the oce-aion which gave them birth; of this description are the pamphlets which daily issue from the press, for or against the measures of government, or the public measures of any particular party.

The *essay* is the most popular mode of writing; it suits the writer who has not either talent or inclination to pursue his inquiries farther; and it suits the generality of readers who are amused with variety and superficiality: the *treatise* is adapted for the student; he will not be contented with the superficial essay, when more ample materials are within his reach: the *tract* is formed for the political partisan; it receives its interest from the occurrence of the motive: the dissertation interests the dis punctant.

It is my frequent practice to visit places of resort in this city to observe a what reception my works meet with in the world; it being a privilege asserted by Monsieur Montaigne and others, of vain-glory, memory, that we writers of essays may talk of ourselves.—**STEELE**.

The very title of a moral *treatise* has something in it antere and shocking to the careless and inconsiderate.—ADISON.

A modern philosopher, quoted by Monsieur Bayle in his learned *disseration* on the souls of brutes, says, Deus est anaem brutorum, God himself is the soul of brutes.—ADISON.

I desire my reader to consider every particular paper or discourse as a distinct *tract* by itself.—ADISON.

**Essential**, *v*. **Necessary**.

**To Establish**, *v*. **To confirm**.

**To Establish**, *v*. **To fix**.

**To Establish**, *v*. **To institute**.

**To Esteem**, *v*. **To appraise**.

**Esteem, Respect, Regard**.

**Esteem**, *v*. **To appraise**.

**Respect**, from the Latin *respectio*, signifies to look back upon, to look upon with attention.

**Estimate, Compute, Rate**.

**Estimate**, *v*. **To appraise**.

**Compute**, *v*. **To calculate**.

**Rate**, in Latin *ratus*, participle of *reor* to think, signifies to weigh in the mind.

All these terms mark the mental operation by which the sum, amount, or value of things is obtained: to **estimate** is to obtain the aggregate sum in one's mind, either by an immediate or a progressive act; to **compute** is to obtain the sum by the gradual process of putting together items; to **rate** is to fix the relative value in one's mind by deduction and comparison: a builder **estimates** the expense of building a house on a given plan; a proprietor of houses **computes** the probable diminution in the value of his property in consequence of wear and tear; the surveyor **rates** the present value of lands or houses.

In the moral acceptance they bear the same analogy to each other: some men are apt to **estimate** the adventitious privileges of birth or rank too high; it would be a useful occupation for men to **compute** the loss they sustain by the idle waste of time on the one hand, and its necessarily unprofitable consumption on the other; he who **rates** his abilities too high is in danger of despising the vagrants which are essential to secure success; and he who **rates** them too low is apt to neglect the means, from despair of success.

To those who have skill to **estimate** the excellence and difficulty of this great work (Pope's translation of Homer) it must be very desirable to know how it was performed.—**JOHNSON**.
From the age of sixteen the life of Pope, as an author, may be computed.—ADDISON.

Soon we learn and seldom forget
What critics scorn, than what they highly rate.

**ETERNAL.**

**Eternal, Endless, Everlasting.**

The *Eternal* is set above time, the *Endless* lies within time; it is therefore by a strong figure that we apply *eternal* to any thing sublime; although *endless* may with propriety be applied to that which is heavenly: that is properly *eternal* which has neither beginning nor end; that is *endless* which has a beginning, but no end: God is, therefore, an *eternal*, but not an *endless* being; there is an *eternal* state of happiness or misery, which awaits all men, according to their deeds in this life; but their joys or sorrows may be *endless* as regards the present life.

That which is *endless* has no cessation; that which is *Everlasting* has neither interruption nor cessation; the *endless* may be said of existing things; the *everlasting* naturally extends itself into futurity: hence we speak of *endless* disputes, an *endless* warfare; an *everlasting* memorial, an *everlasting* crown of glory.

Distance immense between the powers that shine Above, *eternal* deathless, and divine,
And mortal man—POPE.

The faithful Mydon, as he turn'd from sight
His flying courser, sunk to *endless* night.—POPE.

Back from the car he troubles to the ground,
And *everlasting* shadoes his eyes surround.—POPE.

**Eulogy, v. Lord’s Supper.**

**Eulogy, v. Encomium.**

**To Evade, v. To escape.**

**To Evade, Equivocate, Prevaricate.**

**Equate, v. To escape.**

**Equivocate, v. Ambiguity.**

Prevaricate, in Latin *prevaricatus* particular or sinister to go loosely, signifies to shift from side to side.

These words designate an artful mode of escaping the scrutiny of an inquirer: we *evade* by artfully turning the subject or calling off the attention of the inquirer; we *equivocate* by the use of *equivocal* expressions; we *prevaricate* by the use of loose and indefinite expressions; we avoid giving satisfaction by evading; we give a false satisfaction by equivocating; we *equivocate* by use of loose and indefinite expressions; we avoid giving satisfaction by evading; we give a false satisfaction by equivocating; we give dissatisfaction by prevaricating.

*Evasive* is not so mean a practice as equivocating: it may be sometimes prudent to evade a question which we do not wish to answer; but *equivocation* are employed for the purposes of falsehood and interest: *prevarication* are still meaner: and are resorted to mostly by criminals in order to escape detection.

Whenever a trader has endeavoured to evade the just demands of his creditors, this hath been declared by the legislature to be an act of bankruptcy.—BLACKSTONE.

When Satan told Eve *Then shall not surely die,* it was the *equivocation* *Then shall not incur present death.*—BROWNE’S VULGAR ERRORS.

There is no *prevaricating* with God when we are on the very threshold of his presence.—CUMBERLAND.

**To Evaporate, v. To emit.**

**Evasion, Shift, Subterfuge.**

**Evasion (v. To evade)** is here taken only in the last sense; *Shift* and *Subterfuge* are modes of *evasion*: the former signifies that gross kind of *evasion* by which one attempts to shift off an obligation from one's self; the *subterfuge*, from *subter* under and *fugio* to fly, is a mode of *evasions* in which one has recourse to some screen or shelter.

The *evasion*, in distinction from the others, is resorted to for the gratification of pride or obstinacy: whoever wishes to maintain a bad cause must have recourse to *evasions*: candid minds despise all *evasions*: the *shift* is the trick of a knife; it always serves a paltry low purpose; he who has not courage to turn open thief will use any *shifts* rather than not get money dishonestly: the *subterfuge* is the refuge of one's fears; it is not resorted to from the hope of gain, but from the fear of loss; not for purposes of interest, but for those of character; he who wants to justify himself in a bad cause has recourse to *subterfuge*.

The question of a future state was hang up in doubt by errors between conflicting disputants through all the quirks and *evasions* of sophistry and logic.—CUMBERLAND.

When such little *shifts* come once to be laid open, how poorly and wretchedly must that man needs sneak, who finds himself off both guiltily and baffled too.—SHAKESPEARE.

What farther subterfuge can Turnus find?—DEVOTEN.

**Even, v. Equal.**

**Even, Smooth, Level, Plain.**

**Even, v. Equal.**

Smooth, is in all probability connected with smear.

**Level, in Saxon *lafel,* signifies a carpenter’s instrument.**

**Plain, v. Apparent.**

Even and smooth are both opposed to roughness: but that which is *even* is free only from grossirregularities; that which is smooth is free from every degree of roughness, however small: a beard is *even* which has no knots or holes: it is not *smooth* unless its surface be an entire plane: the ground is said to be *even*, but not *smooth*: the sky is *smooth*, but not *even*.

**Even is to level, when applied to the ground what smooth is to even: the even is free from protuberances and depressions on its exterior surface: the level is free from rises or falls: a path is said to be even: a meadow is level: ice may be level, though it is not even: a walk up the side of a hill may be even, although the hill itself is the reverse of a level: the even is said of that which unites and forms one uniformity of surface: more service is said of things which are at a distance from each other, and are discovered by the eye to be in a parallel line: hence the floor of a room is even with regard to itself; it is level with that of another room.

**Levelness** respects the surface of bodies: *plainness* respects their direction and freedom from external obstructions: a path is *even* which has no indentures or footmarks: a path is *plain* which is not stopped up or interrupted.
by wood, water, or any other thing intervening.

When we look at a naked wall, from the creneness of the object the eye runs along its whole space, and arrives quickly at its termination.—BURKE.

The effects of a rugged and broken surface seem stronger than where it is smooth and polished.—BURKE.

The top is level, an offensive seal of war.—DEYSIN.

A blind man would never be able to imagine how the several prominences and depressions of a human body could be shown on a piece of canvas that has on it no unevenness.—ADDISON.

When applied figuratively, these words preserve their analogy, an even temper is secured from all violent changes of humour; a smooth speech is divested of everything which can ruffle the temper of others; but the former is always taken in a good sense; and the latter mostly in a bad sense, as evincing an illiberal design or a purpose to deceive; a plain speech, on the other hand, is divested of everything obscure or figurative, and is consequently a speech free from disguise and easy to be understood. Even and level are applied to conduct or condition; the former as regards ourselves; the latter as regards others; he who acts with an even course of conduct is in no danger of putting himself upon a level with those who are otherwise his inferiors.

A man who lives in a state of vice and impertinence can have no title to that creneness and tranquility of mind which is the health of the soul.—ADDISON.

Falsehood turns all above us into tyranny and barbarity; and all of the same level with us into disorder.—SOUTH.

Event, Incident, Accident, Adventure, Occurrence.

Event, in Latin eventus, participle of eventus to come out, signifies that which falls out or turns up.

Incident, in Latin incidenus, from incidus, signifies that which falls in or forms a collateral part of any thing.

Accident, v. Accident.

Adventure, from the Latin advenio to come to, signifies what comes to or befalls one.

Occurrence, from the Latin occurre, signifies that which runs or comes in the way.

These terms are expressive of what passes in the world, which is the sole signification of the term event; whilst to that of the other terms are annexed some accessory ideas: an incident is a personal event; an accident an unpleasant event; an adventure an extraordinary event; an occurrence an ordinary or domestic event; event in its ordinary and limited acceptation excludes the idea of chance; accident excludes that of design; incident, adventure, and occurrence, are applicable in both cases.

Events affect nations and communities as well as individuals; incidents and adventures affect particular individuals, accidents and occurrences affect persons or things particularly or generally, individually or collectively: the making of peace, the loss of a battle, or the death of a prince, are national events; the forming a new acquaintance and the revival of an old one are incidents that have an interest for the parties concerned; an escape from shipwreck, an encounter with wild beasts or savages, are adventures which individuals are pleased to relate, and others to hear; a fire, the fall of a house, the breaking of a limb, are accidents or occurrences: the history of individuals is properly occurrences which afford subjects for a newspaper, and excite an interest in the reader.

Event, when used for individuals, is always of greater importance than an incident. The settlement of a young person in life, the adoption of one employment or another, the marriage of a wife, are events but not incidents; whilst on the other hand the setting out on a journey or the return, the purchase of a house or the despatch of a vessel, are characterized as incidents and not events.

It is farther to be observed that accident, event, and occurrence are said only of that which is supposed really to happen: incidents and adventures are often fictitious; in this case the incident cannot be too important, nor the adventure too marvellous. History records the events of nations; plays require to be full of incident in order to render them interesting; romances and novels derive most of their stems from incidents and adventures which they describe; periodical works supply the public with information respecting daily occurrences.

These events, the permission of which seems to excuse his goodness now, may in the consummation of things both magnify his goodness and exalt his wisdom.—ADJRON.

I have laid before you only small incidents seemingly frivolous, but they are principally evils of this nature which make marriages unhappy.—STEELE.

To make an episode, "take any remaining adventure of your former collection," in which you could no way involve your hero, or any unfortunate accident that was too good to be thrown away.—POPE.

I think there is somewhere in Montaigne mention made of a family book, wherein all the occurrences that happened from one generation of that house to another were recorded.—STEELE.

Event, Issue, Consequence.

The Event (v. Event) terminates; the Issue (v. To arise) flows out; the Consequence (v. Consequence) follows.

The term event respects great undertakings; issue particular efforts; consequence respects everything which can produce a consequence. Hence we speak of the event of a war; the issue of a negotiation; and the consequences of either. The measures of government are often unjustly praised or blamed according to the event; the fate of a nation sometimes hangs on the issue of a battle; the secret of a statesman is one of the consequences which follows the defeat of its armies. We must be prepared for events, which are frequently above our control: we must exert ourselves to bring about a favourable issue: address and activity will go far towards ensuring success; but if after all our efforts we still fail, it is our duty to submit with patient resignation to the consequences.

It has always been the practice of mankind to judge of actions by the event.—JOHNSTON.

A mild, unruffled, selfpossesing mind is a blessing more important to real felicity than all that can be bestowed by the triumphant issue of some violent contest.—BLAIR.

Henry in one of his advertisements had mentioned Pope's treatment of Savage; this was supposed by Pope
Evidence, Testimony, Proof.

Evidence is whatever makes evident; Testimony is that which is derived from an individual, namely, testis the witness.

Where the evidence of our own senses concurs with the testimony of others, we can have no grounds for withholding our assent to the truth of an assertion; but when these are at variance, it may be prudent to pause. Evidence may confirm the testimony of many; testimony is confined to the evidence of one. Where a body of respectable evidence tends to convict a criminal of guilt, the jury cannot attach much weight to the partial testimony of one or two individuals. The evidence serves to inform and illustrate; the testimony serves to confirm and corroborate; we may give evidence exclusively with regard to things; but we bear testimony with regard to persons. In all law-suits respecting property, rights, and privileges, evidence must be heard in order to substantiate or invalidate a case; in personal and criminal indictments the testimony of witnesses is required either for or against the accused party. The evidence and proof are both signs of something existing: the evidence is an evident sign; the proof is positive: the evidence appeals to the understanding; the proof to the senses: the evidence produces conviction or a moral certainty; the proof produces satisfaction or a physical certainty.

The term evidence is applied to that which is moral or intellectual; proof is employed mostly for facts or physical objects. All that our Saviour did and said were evidences of his divine character, which might have produced faith in the minds of many, even if they had not such numerous and miraculous proofs of his power. Evidence may be internal, or lie in the thing itself; proof is always external. The internal evidences of the truth of Divine Revelation are even more numerous than those which are external: our Saviour's reappearance among his disciples did not satisfy the unbelieving Thomas of his identity until he had the farther proofs of feeling the holes in his hands and his side.

Of Swift's general habits of thinking, if his letters can be supposed to afford any evidence, he was not a man to be either loved or envied.—JOHNSON.

Ye Trojan flames, your testimony bear. What I perform'd, and what I suffer'd there. —DRAPIER.

Of the fallaciousness of hope, and the uncertainty of schemes, every day gives some new proof.—JOHNSON.

Evident, v. Apparent.

Evil or Ill, Misfortune, Harm, Mischief.

Evil, in its full sense, comprehends every quality which is not good, and consequently the other terms express only modifications of evil.

The word is however more limited in its application than its meaning, and admits therefore of a just comparison with the other words here mentioned. They are all taken in the sense of evils produced by some external cause, or evils inherent in the object and arising out of it. The evil, or, in its contracted form, the ill, befalls a person; the misfortune comes upon him; the harm is taken, or he receives the harm; the mischief is done him. Evil in its limited application is taken for evils of the greatest magnitude; it is that which is evil without any mitigation or qualification of circumstances. The misfortune is a minor evil; it depends upon the opinion and circumstances of the individual; what is a misfortune in one respect may be the contrary in another respect. An unimply death, the fracture or loss of a limb, are denominated evils; the loss of a vessel, the overthrowing of a carriage, and the like, are misfortunes, inasmuch as they tend to the diminution of property; but as all the casualties of life may produce various consequences, it may sometimes happen that what seems to have come upon us by our ill fortune turns out ultimately of the greatest benefit; in this respect, therefore, misfortune is but a partial evil: of evil it is likewise observable, that it has no respect to the sufferers as a moral agent; but misfortune is used in regard to such things as are controllable or otherwise by human foresight. The evil which befalls a man is opposed only to the good which he in general experiences; but the misfortune is opposed to the good fortune or the prudence of the individual. Sickness is an evil, let it be endured or caused by whatever circumstances it may; it is a misfortune for an individual to come in the way of having this evil brought on himself; his own relative condition in the scale of being is here referred to.

Harm and mischief are species of minor evils: the former of which is much less specific than the latter both in the nature and cause of the evil. A person takes harm from circumstances that are not known; the mischief is done to a person in some positive or ascriptive circumstance. He who takes cold takes harm; the cause of which, however, may not be known or suspected: a fall from a horse is attended with mischief, if it occasion a fracture or any evil to the body. Evil and misfortune respect persons only as the objects; harm and mischief are said of inanimate things as the objects. A tender plant takes harm from being exposed to the cold air; mischief is done to it when its branches are violently broken off or its roots are laid bare.

Misfortune is the incidental property of persons who are its involuntary subjects; but evil, harm, and mischief, are the inherent and active properties of things that flow out of them as effects from the cause: evil is to be either to lie in a thing or attend it as a companion or follower; harm properly lies in the thing; mischief properly attends the thing as a consequence. In political revolutions there is evil in the thing and evil from the thing; evil when it begins, evil when it ends, and evil long after it has ceased: it is a dangerous question for any young person to put to him,
exactit, what harm is there in this or that indulgence? He who is disposed to put this question to himself will not hesitate to answer it according to his own wishes: the mischiefs which arise from the unskilfulness of those who undertake to be their own coaches are of so serious a nature that in course of time they will probably detem men from performing such unsuitable offices.

Yet think not thus, when freedom's bill is paid, I mean to flatter kings or court the great. — Goldsmith.

A misery is not to be measured from the nature of the evil, but from the temper of the sufferer. — Addison.

Misfortune stands with her bow ever bent. She who wounds another directs the goddess, by that part where he wounds. There to strike deep her errors in himself. — Young.

To the labours of the field resign; he who is most in danger, And leave the rest secure of future harms. — Pope.

To mourn a mischief that is past and gone, Is the next way to draw new mischief on. — Shakespeare.


To Evince, v. To argue.

To Evince, v. To prove.

Exact, v. Accurate.

Exact, from Latin exactus, particle of exigio to drive out, signifies the exercise of simple force; but Extort, from extorquere to wring out, marks the exercise of violence. In the application, therefore, to exact is to demand with force; it is commonly an act of injustice: to extort is to get with violence, it is an act of tyranny. The collector of the revenue exacts what he gets from the people more than he is authorized to take: an arbitrary prince extorts from his conquered subjects whatever he can grasp at. In the figurative sense, decisive, obdurate, applause, and admiration, are exacted: a confession, an acknowledgment, a discovery, and the like, are extorted.

While to the established church is given that protection and support which the interests of religion render proper and due, yet no right conformity is exacted. — Blair.

If I err in believing that the souls of men are immortal, not while I live would I wish to have this delightful error extorted from me. — Steele.

Exact, Nice, Particular, Punctual.

Exact, v. Accurate.

Nice, in Saxon nice, comes in all probability from the German genießen, to enjoy, signifying a quick and discriminating taste.

Particular signifies here directed to a particular point.

Punctual, from the Latin punctum a point, signifies keeping to a point. Exact and nice are to be compared in their application, either to persons or things; particular and punctual only in application to persons. To be exact, is to arrive at perfection; to be nice, is to be free from faults; to be particular, is to be nice in certain particulars; to be punctual, is to be exact in certain points. We are exact in our conduct or in what we do; nice and particular in our mode of doing it; punctual as to the time and season for doing it. It is necessary to be exact in our accounts; to be nice as an artist in the choice and distribution of colours; to be particular, as a man of business, in the number and the details of merchandizes that are to be delivered out; to be punctual in observing the hour or the day that has been fixed upon.

Exactness and punctuality are always taken in a good sense; they designate an attention to that which cannot be dispensed with; they form a part of one's duty: niceness and particularity are not always taken in the best sense; they designate an excessive attention to things of inferior importance; to matters of taste and choice. Early habits of method and regularity will make man very exact in the performance of all his duties, and particularly punctual in his payments; an over-niceness in the observance of mechanical rules often supplies the want of genius: it is the mark of a contracted mind to amuse itself with particulars about dress, personal appearance, furniture, and the like.

When exact and nice are applied to things, the former expresses more than the latter; we speak of an exact resemblance, and a nice distinction. The exact point is that which we wish to reach; the nice point is that which it is difficult to keep.

We know not so much as the true names of either Homer or Virgil, with any exactness. — Walsh.

Every age a man passes through, and way of life he engages in, has some particular vice or imperfection naturally cleaving to it, which it will require his nicest care to avoid. — Budgell.

I have been the more particular in this inquiry, because I have in my hands a small village in England that has not a Moll White in it. — Addison.

The trading part of mankind suffer by the want of punctuality in the dealings of persons above them. — Steele.

To Exalt, v. To lift.

Examination, Search, Inquiry, Research, Investigation, Scrutiny.

Examination, v. To discuss.

Search, in French chercher, is a variation of seek and see.

Inquiry, v. To ask.

Research is an intensive of search.

Investigation, from the Latin vestigia a track, signifies seeking by the tracks or foot-stops.

Scrutiny, from the Latin scrutur to search, and scrutatum lumber, signifies looking for amongst lumber and rubbish, to examine; an examination is the most general of these terms, which all agree in expressing an active effort to find out that which is unknown. An examination is made either by the aid of the senses or the understanding, the body or the mind; a search is principally a physical action; the inquiry is mostly intellectual; we examine a man's face or words; we search a house or a dictionary; we inquire into a matter. An examination is made for the purpose of forming a judgment; a search is made for ascertaining a fact; an inquiry is made in order to arrive at truth. To examine a person, is either by means of questions to get at his mind, or by means of looks to be-
come acquainted with his person; to search a person is by corporeal conduct to learn what he has about him. We examine the features of those who interest us; officers of justice search their persons are suspected. Examinations and inquiries are both made by means of questions; but the former is an official act for a specific end, the latter is a private act for purposes of convenience or pleasure. Students undergo examinations from their teachers; they pursue their inquiries for themselves.

An examination or an inquiry may be set on foot on any subject; but the examination is direct; it is the setting of things before the view, corporeal or mental, in order to obtain a conclusion: the inquiry is indirect; it is a circumlocution method of coming to the knowledge of what was not known before. The student examines the evidences of Christianity, that he may strengthen his own belief; the government institutes an inquiry into the conduct of subjects. A research is a remote inquiry; an investigation is a minute inquiry; a scrutiny is a strict examination. Learned men of inquisitive temper make their researches into antiquity: magistrates investigate doubtful and mysterious affairs; physicians investigate the causes of diseases; men scrutinize the actions of those who hold them in suspicion. Accurate and penetration are peculiarly requisite in making researches; patience and perseverance are the necessary qualifications of the investigator; a quick discernment will essentially aid the scrutinizer.

The body of man is such a subject as stands the utmost test of examination.—ADDISON.

If you search purely for truth, it will be indifferent to you where you find it.—BUDGELL.

Inquiries after happiness are not so necessary and useful to mankind as the arts of consolation.—ADDISON.

To all inferior animals 'tis given
To enjoy the state allotted them by heav'n;
No vain researches e'er disturb their rest.—JENYNS.

We have divided natural philosophy into the investigation of the production of effects.—BACON.

Before I go to bed, I make a scrutiny what pungent humour has reigned in me that day.—HOWELL.

To Examine, v. To discuss.

To Examine, Search, Explore.

Examine, v. Examination.

Search, v. Examination.

Explore, in Latin explorare, compounded of ex and ploro, signifies properly to burst out.

These words are here considered as they designate the looking upon places or objects, in order to get acquainted with them. To examine expresses a less effort than to search; and this expresses less than to explore.

We examine objects that are near; we search those that are hidden or removed at a considerable distance; we explore those that are unknown or very distant. The painter examines a landscape in order to take a sketch of it; the botanist searches after curious plants; the inquisitive traveller explores unknown regions.

An examination takes the books from which he intends to draw his authorities; the antiquarian searches every corner in which he hopes to find a monument of antiquity; the classic scholar explores the learning and wisdom of the ancients.

Men will look into our lives, and examine our actions, and inquire into our conversations; by these they will judge the truth and reality of our profession.—TILLOTSON.

Not thou, nor they shall search the thoughts, that roll Up in the close recesses of my soul.—POPE.

Hector, he said, my courage bids me meet
This high achievement, and explore the fleet.—POPE.

Example, Pattern, Ensample.

Example, in Latin exemplum, very probably changed from examinatum and exsimule or simulo, signifies the thing framed according to a likeness.

Pattern, v. Copy.

Ensample, signifies that which is done according to a sample or example.

All these words are taken for that which ought to be followed: but the example must be followed generally; the pattern must be followed particularly, not only as to what, but how a thing is to be done: the former serves as a guide to the judgment; the latter to guide the actions. The example comprehends what is either to be followed or avoided; the pattern only that which is to be followed or copied; the ensample is a species of example, the word being employed only in the solemn style. The example may be presented either in the object itself or the description of it; the pattern displays itself most completely in the object itself; the ensample exists only in the description. Those who know what is right should set the example of practising it; and those who persist in doing wrong, must be made an example to deter others from doing the same: every one, let his age and station be what it may, may afford a pattern of Christian virtue; the child may be a pattern to his playmates of diligence and dutifulness; the citizen may be a pattern to his fellow-citizens of sobriety, and conformity to the laws; the soldier may be a pattern of obedience to his comrades: our Saviour has left us an example of Christian perfection which we are to imitate, although we cannot copy it; the Scripture characters are drawn as ensamples for our learning.

The king of men his hardly host inspires
With loud command, with great examples fires.—POPE.

The fairy way of writing, as Mr. Dryden calls it, is more difficult than any other that depends upon the poet's fancy, because he has no pattern to follow in it.—ADDISON.

Sir Knight, that dost that voyage rashly take,
By this forbidden way in my despatch,
Dost by other's death example take.—SPEENSC.

Example, Precedent.

Example, v. Example.

Precedent, from the Latin precedens preceding, signifies by distinction that preceding which is entitled to notice.

Both these terms apply to that which may be followed or made a rule: but the example is commonly present or before our eyes; the precedent is properly something past; the example may derive its authority from the individual; the precedent acquires its sanction from time and common consent: we are led by the example, or we copy the example; we are guided or governed by the precedent. Tho
former is a private and often a partial affair; 
the latter is a public and often a national concern: 
we quote examples in literature, and precedents in law.

Thames! the most lovd of all the ocean's sons, 
O send me still like thee—nay, make thy stream 
My great example, as it is my theme.—DENHAM.

At the revolution they threw a politi vail over every 
circumstance which might furnish a precedent for any 
future departure from what they had then settled for 
ever.—BULKE.

Example, Instance.

Example (v. Example, pattern) refers in 
this case to the thing.

Instance, from the Latin insta, signifies 
that which stands or serves as a resting point.

The example is set forth by way of illustration 
or instruction: the instance is adduced by 
way of evidence or proof. Every instance 
may serve as an example, but every example is 
not an instance. The example consists of moral 
or intellectual objects; the instance consists of actions only. Rules are illustrated by examples: characters are illustrated by instances; the best mode of instructing children is by 
furnishing them with examples for every rule 
that is laid down; the Roman history furnishes us with many extraordinary instances of 
self-devotion for their country.

Let me (my son) an ancient fact unfold, 
A great example drawn from times of old.—POPE.

Many instances may be produced from good authorities, 
that children actually sink in the several passions and 
depraved inclinations of their nurses.—STEEL.

To Exasperate, v. To aggravate.

To Exceed, Surpass, Excel, Transcend, Outdo.

Exceed, from the Latin excedo, compound-
ed of ex and cedo to pass out of, or beyond, 
the line, is the general term. Surpass, 
compound of sur over, and pass, is one species of 
exceeding. Excel, compound of ex and 
cell to lift, is another species. Exceed, in its limited acceptation, conveys 
no idea of moral desert; surpass and excel are 
always taken in a good sense. It is not so 
many persons as things which exceed; both 
persons and things surpass; persons only 
exceed. One thing exceeds another, as the success 
of an undertaking exceeds the expectations of the undertaker; or a man's exertions exceed 
his strength; one person surpasses another, as 
the English have surpassed all other nations 
in the extent of their naval power; or one 
thing surpasses another, as poetry surpasses 
painting in its effects on the imagination: one 
person excels another; thus formerly the 
Dutch and Italians excelled the English in 
painting.

We may surpass without any direct or immediate 
effort; we cannot excel without effort. Nations as well as individuals will surpass 
each other in particular arts and sciences, as 
much from local and adventitious circumstances as from natural genius and steady 
application; but we can exceed to excel in learning 
whose indolence gets the better of his ambition. The derivatives excessive and excellent 
have this obvious distinction between 
them, that the former always signifies exceeding 
in that which ought not to be exceeded; 
and the latter exceeding in that where it is 
honourable to exceed: he who is habitually 
excessive in any of his indulgencies must be insensible to the excellence of a temperate life.

Transcend, from trans beyond and scendo 
or ascend to climb, signifies climbing beyond; 
and Outdo signifies going out of the ordinary 
course: the former, like surpass, refers rather to the state of things; and outdo, like 
exted, to the exertions of persons: the former 
rises in sense above surpass; but the latter 
is only employed in particular cases, that is, to 
exceed in action; excel is, however, confined to 
that which is good; outdo to that which is 
good or bad. The genius of Homer transcends 
that of almost every other poet: Helogabalus 
outdid every other emperor in extravagance.

Man's boundless avarice exceeds, 
And on his neighbours round about him feeds. 
WALLER.

Dryden often surpasses expectation, and Pope never 
falls below it.—JOHNSON.

To him the king: How many thy years excel 
In arts of counsel, and in speaking well.—POPE.

Anceful prince, in arms a mighty name. 
But yet whose actions far transcend your fame. 
DRYDEN.

The last and crowning instance of our love to our 
enemies is to pray for them. For by this a man would 
fail to outdo himself.—SOUTH.

To Excel, v. To exceed.

Excellence, Superiority.

Excellence is an absolute term; Superiority 
is a relative term: many may have 
excellence in the same degree, but they must 
have superiority in different degrees; superiority 
is often superior excellence, but in many 
cases they are applied to different objects.

There is a moral excellence attainable by all 
who have the will to strive after it; but there 
is an intellectual and a physical superiority 
which is above the reach of our wishes, and is 
granted to a few only.

Base envy withers at another's joy. 
And hates that excellence it cannot reach. 
THOMSON.

To be able to benefit others is a condition of freedom and 
superiority.—TILLOTSON.


Exception, v. Unless.

Exception, v. Objection.

Excess, Superfluity, Redundancy.

Excess is that which exceeds any mea-
sure; Superfluity from super and fluo to 
flow over; and Redundancy, from redundant 
to stream back over, signifies an excess of a 
good measure. We may have an excess of heat 
or cold, wet or dry, when we have more than 
the ordinary quantity; but we have a super-
fluity of provi-ions when we have more than 
we want. Excess is applicable to any object; 
but superfluity and redundancy are species of 
excess: the former applicable in a particular 
manner to that which is an object of our 
desire; and redundancy to matters of expres-
sion or feeling. We may have an excess of
EXCESSIVE.

The Excessive is beyond measure; the Immoderate, from modus a mode or measure, is without measure; the Intemperate from tempus a time or term, is that which is not kept within bounds.

Excessive designates excess in general; immoderate and intemperate designate excess in moral agents. The excessive lies simply in the thing which exceeds any given point: the immoderate lies in the passions which range to a boundless extent; the intemperate lies in the will which is under no control. Hence we speak of an excessive thirst physically considered; an immoderate ambition or lust of power; an intemperate indulgence, an intemperate warmth. Excessive admits of degrees; what is excessive may exceed in a greater or less degree; immoderate and intemperate mark a positively great degree of excess; the former still higher than the latter; immoderate is in fact the highest conceivable degree of excess.

The excessive use of anything will always be attended with some evil consequence: the immoderate use of wine will rapidly tend to the ruin of him who is guilty of the excess; the intemperate use of wine will proceed by a more gradual but not less sure process to his ruin.

Excessive designates what is partial; immoderate is used oftener for what is partial than what is habitual; intemperate oftener for what is habitual than what is partial. A person is excessively displeased on particular occasions: he is an immoderate eater at all times, or only immoderate in that which he likes: he is intemperate in his language when his anger is intemperate: or he leads an intemperate life. The excesses of youth do but too often settle into confirmed habits of intemperance.

Who knows not the languor that attends every excessive indulgence in pleasure?—BLAIR.

One of the first objects of wish to every one is to maintain a good name in society. This rank in the scale and ambitions is always the favourite aim. With them it arises to immoderate expectations founded on their supposed talents and intended virtues.—BLAIR.

Let no wantonness of youthful spirits, no compliance with the intemperate mirth of others, ever betray you into profane saillies.—BLAIR.

To Exchange, v. To change.

To Exchange, Barter, Truck, Commute.

To Exchange (v. To change) is the general term signifying to take one for another, or put one thing in the place of another; the rest are but modes of exchanging. To Barter (v. To change) is to exchange one article of trade for another. To Truck, from the Greek χρυσός to wheel, signifying to bandy about, is a familiar term to express a familiar action for exchanging one article of private property for another. Commute, from the Latin syllable com or contra and mitto to change, signifies an exchanging one mode of punishment for another we may exchange one book for another: traders barter trinkets for gold dust; coachmen or stablemen truck a whip for a handkerchief; government commutes the punishment of death for that of banishment.

To Exclaim, v. To cry.

To Exculpate, v. To apologize.

To Exculpate, v. To exonerate.
Excursion, Ramble, Tour, Trip, Jaunt.

**Excursion** signifies going out of one's course, from the Latin ex and cursus the course or prescribed path: a **Ramble** is a going without any course or regular path, from roam, of which it is a frequentative: a **Tour** from the word turn or return, is a circuitous course: a **Trip**, from the Latin tripudio to go on the toes like a dancer, is properly a pedestrian excursion or tour, or any short journey that might be made on foot: **Jaunt** is from the French jante the felly of a wheel, and jantar to put the felly in motion. To go abroad in a carriage is an idle excursion, or one taken for mere pleasure: travellers who are not contented with what is not to be seen from a high road make frequent excursions into the interior of the country. Those who are fond of rural scenery, and pleased to follow the bent of their inclinations, make frequent rambles. Those who set out upon a sober scheme of enjoyment from travelling, are satisfied with making the tour of some one country or more. Those who have not much time for pleasure take trips. Those who have no better means of spending their time make jaunts.

I am now so rust in arborial, I believe I shall stay here, except little excursions and vagaries, for a year to come.

**GRAY.**

My last summer's tour was through Worcestershire, Gloucestershire, Monmouthshire, and Shropshire—**GRAY.**

I hold the resolution I told you in my last of seeing you if you cannot take a trip hither before I go.—**POPE.**

**To Excuse** v. To apologize.

**To Excuse, Pardon.**

We **Excuse** (v. To apologize) a person or thing by exempting him from blame.

We **Pardon** (from the prepositive par or per and done to give) by giving up to another the offence he has committed.

We **excuse** a small fault, we pardon a great fault: we **excuse** that which personally affects ourselves; we **pardon** that which offends against morals: we **may excuse as equals**; we can **pardon** only as superiors. We **excuse** good nature in excusing: we **exercise generosity** or **mercy in pardoning**. Friends **excuse** each other for the unintentional omission of formalities; it is the privilege of the supreme magistrate to **pardon** criminals whose offences will admit of pardon: the violation of good manners is **inexcusable** in those who are cultivated: falsehood is **unpardonable** even in a child.

I will not quarrel with a slight mistake, Such as our nature's frailty may excuse.** ROSCOMMON.**

Those who know how many volumes have been written on the poems of Homer and Virgil, will easily **pardon** the length of my discourse upon Milton.—**ADDISON.**

**Excuse, v. Pretence.**

**Excusable, v. Abominable.**

**Execution, v. Malicious.**

**To Execute, v. To accomplish.**

**Execute** (v. To accomplish), in Latin **executus** participle of **exequor**, compounded of ex and sequor, is to follow up to the end.

**To Fulfil** is to fill up to the full of what is wanted.

**To Perform** is to form thoroughly or make complete.

**To Execute** is more than to **fulfil**, and to **fulfil** than to **perform**. **To execute** is to bring about an end; it involves active measures, and is peculiarly applicable to that which is extraordinary, or that which requires particular spirit and talents; schemes of ambition are executed: **to fulfil** is to satisfy a moral obligation; it is applicable to those duties in which rectitude and equity are involved; we **fulfil** the duties of citizens; **to perform** is to carry through by simple action or labour; it is more particularly applicable to the ordinary and regular business of life; we perform a part or a task. One **executes** according to the intentions of others: the soldier **executes** the orders of his general; the merchant **executes** the commissions of his correspondent: one **fulfils** according to the wishes and expectations of others; it is the part of an honest man to **fulfil** or to **inexcusably** neglect. We cannot **fulfil**; it is the part of a dutiful son, by diligence and assiduity, to endeavour to **fulfil** the expectations of an anxious parent: one performs according to the circumstances, what suits one's own convenience and purposes; every good man is anxious to **perform** his part in life with credit and advantage to himself and others.

Why delays His hand to execute what his decrees
Fix'd on this day—**MILTON.**

To whom the white-arm'd goddess thus replies: Enough thou know'st the tyrant of the skies,
Severely bent his purpose to **fulfil**,
Unmov'd his mind, and unrestrain'd his will.—**POPE.**

When those who round the wasted fires remain,
**Perform** the last sad office to the slain.—**DRYDEN.**

**Exempt, v. Free.**

**Exemption, v. Privilege.**

**To Exercise, Practise.**

**Exercise**, in Latin **exercito**, from ex and arceo, signifies to drive or impel forth.

**Practise**, from the Greek ** práassow** to do, signifies to perform a part.

These terms are equally applied to the actions and habits of men; but we **exercise** in that where the powers are called forth; we **practise** in that where frequency and habitue or method, is requisite. We **exercise** an art; we **practise** a profession: we may both **exercise** or **practise** a virtue; but the former is that which the particular occurrence calls forth, and which seems to demand a peculiar effort of the mind; the latter is that which is done daily and ordinarily: thus we in a peculiar manner are said to **exercise** patience, fortitude, or endurance; to **practise** charity, kindness, benevolence, and the like.

Every virtue requires time and place, a proper object, and a fit conjunction of circumstances for the due **exercise** of it.—**ADDISON.**

All who are not equally qualified for getting money; but it is in the power of every one alike to **practise** this virtue of thrift.—**BUDGELL.**
A similar distinction characterizes these words as nouns: the former applying solely to the powers of the body or mind; the latter solely to the mechanical operations: the health of the body and the vigour of the mind are alike impaired by the want of exercise; in every art practice is an indispensable requisite for acquiring perfection: the exercise of the memory is of the first importance in the education of children; constant practice in writing is almost the only means by which the art of penmanship is acquired.

Reading is to the mind what exercise is to the body.—ADDISON.

Long practice has a sure improvement found. With kindled fires to burn the barren ground.

DRYDEN.


To Exert, Exercise.

The employment of some power or qualification that belongs to one's self is the common idea conveyed by these terms; but Exert (v. Endeavour) may be used for what is internal or external of one's self: Exercise (v. Exercise) only for that which forms an express part of one's self: hence we speak of exerting one's strength, or exerting one's voice, or exerting one's influence; of exercising one's limbs, exercising one's understanding, or exercising one's tongue.

Exert is often used only for an individual act of calling forth into action; exercise always conveys the idea of repeated or continued exertion: thus a person who calls to another exerts his voice; he who speaks aloud for any length of time exercises his lungs.

How has Milton represented the whole Godhead, exerting itself towards man in its full benevolence, under the threefold distinction of a Creator, a Redeemer, and Comforter.—ADDISON.

God made no faculty, but he also provided it with a proper object upon which it might exercise itself.—BOUH.

Exertion, v. Endeavour.

To Exhale, v. To emit.

To Exhaust, v. To spend.

To Exhibit, v. To give.

To Exhibit, v. To show.

Exhibition, v. Show.

To Exhilarate, v. To animate.

To Exhilarate, Persuade.

Exhort, in Latin exhortor, compounded of ex and hortor, from the Greek όρων perfect passive of ὄρω to exclaim or impel.

Persuade, v. Convince.

Exhortation has more of impelling in it; persuasion more of drawing: a superior exhorsts; his words carry authority with them, and rouse to action: a friend and an equal persauds: he wins and draws by the agreeableness or kindness of his expressions. Exhortations are employed only in matters of duty or necessity; persuasions are employed in matters of pleasure or convenience.

Their pinions still
In loose libations stretch'd, to trust the void
Trembling refuse, till down before them fly
The parent guides, and chide, exhort, command.

THOMSON.

Gay's friends persuaded him to sell his share in the South Sea stock, but he dreamed of dignity and splendor.—JOHNSON.

Exigency, Emergency.

Necessity is the idea which is common to the signification of these terms: the former, from the Latin exigere to demand, expresses what the case demands; and the latter, from emergere, to arise out of, denotes what rises out of the case.

The exigency is more common, but less pressing; the emergency is imperious when it comes, but comes less frequently: a prudent traveller will never carry more money with him than what will supply the exigencies of his journey; and in case of an emergency will rather borrow of his friends than risk his property.

Savage was again confined to Bristol, where he was every day haunted by bailiffs. In this exigency he once more found a friend who sheltered him in his house.—JOHNSON.

When it was formerly the fashion to husband a lie and to trump it up in some extraordinary emergency, it generally did execution; but at present every man is on his guard.—ADDISON.

To Exile, v. To banish.

To Exist, v. To be.

To Exist, Live.

Live, through the medium of the Saxon tibun, and the other northern dialects, comes in all probability from the Hebrew leb the heart, which is the seat of animal life.

Existence is the property of all things in the universe; life, which is the inherent power of motion, is the particular property communicated by the Divine Being to some parts only of his creation: exist, therefore, is the general, and live the specific, term: whatever lives, exists according to a certain mode; but many things exist without living: when we wish to speak of things in their most abstract relation, we say they exist; when we wish to characterize the form of existence, we say they live.

Existence, in its proper sense, is the attribute which we commonly ascribe to the Divine Being, and it is that which is immediately communicable by himself; life is that mode of existence which he has made to be communicable by other objects besides himself; existence is taken only in its strict and proper sense, independent of all its attributes and appendages; but life is regarded in connection with the means by which it is supported, as animal life, or vegetable life. In like manner, when speaking of spiritual objects, exist retains its abstract sense, and live is employed to denote an active principle; animosities should never exist in the mind; and everything which is calculated to keep them alive should be kept at a distance.

Can any now remember or relate How he existed in an embryo state?—JENKINS.

Death to such a man is rather to be looked upon as the period of his mortality, than the end of his life.—MILLER'S LETTERS OF PLINY.
Exit, Departure.

Both these words are metaphorically employed for death, or a passage out of this life: the former is borrowed from the act of going off the stage; the latter from the act of setting off on a journey. Exit seems to convey the idea of volition; for we speak of making our exit: departure designates simply the event; the hour of a man's departure is not made known to him. When we speak of an exit, we think only of the place left; when we speak of a departure, we think of the place gone to: this discrepancy is about exit; the Christian most commonly speaks of his departure.

There are no ideas more forcibly upon our imaginations than those which are raised from reflections upon the exit of great and excellent men.—STEEL.

Our Saviour prescribes faith in himself as a special re- medy against that trouble which possessed the minds of his disciples upon the apprehension of his departure from them.—TILLOTSON.

To Exonerate, Exculpate.

Exonerate, from onus a burthen, signifies to take off the burthen of a charge or of guilt; to Exculpate, from culpa a fault or blame, is to throw off the blame: the first is the act of another; the second is one's own act: we exonerate him upon whose charge has lain, or who has the load of guilt; we exculpate ourselves when there is any danger of being blamed; circumstances may sometimes tend to exonerate; the explanation of some person is requisite to exculpate: in a case of dishonesty the absence of an individual at the moment when the act was committed will altogether exonerate him from suspicion; it is fruitless for any one to attempt to exculpate himself from the charge of faithlessness who is detected in conniving at the dishonesty of others.

This tyrant God, the belly! Take that from us With all its bestial appetites, and man. Exonerated man, shall be all soul.—CUMBERLAND.

By this fond and easy acceptance of excusatory comment, Pope testified that he had not intentionally attacked religion.—JOHNSON.

To Expand, v. To dilate.
To Expand, v. To spread.
To Expect, v. To await.
Expectation, v. Hope.

Expedient, Resource.

The Expedient is an artificial means; the Resource is a natural means; a cunning man is fruitful in expedients - a fortunate man abounds in resources. Robinson Crusoe adopted every expedient in order to prolong his existence, at a time when his resources were at the lowest ebb.

When there happens to be anything ridiculous in a visage, the best expedient is for the owner to be pleasant upon himself.—STEEL.

Since the accomplishment of the revolution, France has destroyed every resource of the state which depends upon opinion.—BURKE.

Expedient, Fit.

Expedient, from the Latin expediet to get in readiness for a given occasion, supposes a certain degree of necessity from circumstances!

Fit (v. Fit) for the purpose, signifies simply an agreement with, or suitability to, the circumstances: what is expedient must be fit, because it is called for; what is fit not to be expedient, for it may not be required. The expedience of a thing depends altogether upon the outward circumstances; the fitness is determined by a moral rule: it is imprudent not to do that which is expedient: it is disgraceful to do that which is unfit: it is expedient for him who wishes to prepare for death, occasionally to take an account of his life; it is not fit for him who is about to die to dwell with anxiety on the things of this life.

To far the greater number it is a highly expedient that they should by some settled scheme of duties be rescued from the tyranny of caprice.—JOHNSON.

Salt earth and bitter are not fit to sow. Nor will be tamed and meander by the plough. DRYDEN.

To Expedite, v. To hasten.
Expeditious, v. Diligent.
To Expel, v. To banish.
To Expel, v. To spend.

Experience, Experiment, Trial, Proof.

Experience. Experiment, from the Latin experire, compounded of ex or ox and porro or paro, signifies to bring forth, that is, the thing brought to light, or the act of bringing to light.

Trial signifies the act of trying, from try, in Latin tento, Hebrew tur, to explore, examine, search.

Proof signifies either the act of proving, from the Latin probio to make good, or the thing made good, proved to be good. By all the actions implied in these terms, we endeavour to arrive at a certainty respecting some unknown particular: experience is that which has been tried; an experiment is the thing to be tried: experience is certain, as it is a deduction from the past for the service of the present; the experiment is uncertain, and serves a future purpose: experience is an unerring guide, which no man can desert without falling into error; experiments may fail, or be superseded by others more perfect.

Experience serves to lead us to moral truth; experiments aid us in ascertaining speculative truth: we profit by experience to rectify practice; we make experiments in theoretical inquiries: he, therefore, who makes experiments in matters of experiment rejects a steady and definite mode of coming to the truth for one that is variable and uncertain, and that too in matters of the first moment: the consequences of such a mistake are obvious, and have been too fataly realized in the present age, in which experience has been set at nought by every wild speculator, who has recommended experiments to be made with all the forms of moral duty and civil society.

The experiment, trial, and proof have equally the character of uncertainty; but the exper-
ment is employed only in matters of an intellectual nature; the trial is employed in matters of a personal nature, on physical as well as mental objects; the proof is employed in moral subjects: we make an experiment in order to know whether a thing be true or false; we make a trial in order to know whether it be capable or incapable, convenient or inconvenient, useful or the contrary; we put a thing to the proof in order to determine whether it be good or bad, real or unreal; experiments tend to confirm our opinions; they are the handmaids of science: the philosopher doubts every position which cannot be demonstrated by repeated experiments: trials are of absolute necessity in directing our conduct, our taste, and our choice; we judge of our strength or skill by trials; we judge of the effect of colours by trials, and the like: the proof determines the judgment, as in common life, according to the vulgar proverb, "The proof of the pudding is in the eating;" so in the knowing go on mundane things, the proof of men's characters and merits is best made by observing their conduct.

A man may, by experience, be persuaded that his will is free; that he can do this, or not do it. —TILLOTSON.

Any one may easily make this experiment and even plainly see that there is no bud in the corn which ants lay up—ADISON.

But he himself betook another way, To make more trial of his hardiment, And seek adventures, as he with prince Arthur went. —SPENSER.

O goodly usage of those ancient tymes! In which the sword was servant unto right: When not for malice and contending enemies, But all for praise and proof of manly might. —SPENSER.

Experiment, v. Experience.


To Expate, v. To atone.

To Expire, v. To die.

To Explain, Expound, Interpret.

Explain signifies to make plain, v. Apparent.

Expound, from the Latin expono, compounded of ex and ponno, signifies to set forth in detail.

Interpret, in Latin interpreto and interpretis, compounded of inter and partes, that is, linguas tongus, signifying to get the sense of one language by means of another.

To explain is the generic, the rest are specific: to expound and interpret are each modes of explaining. Single words or sentences are explained; a whole work, or considerable parts of it, are expounded: the sense of any writing or symbolical sign is interpreted. It is the business of the philologist to explain the meaning of words by suitable definition; it is the business of the divine to expound Scripture; it is the business of the antiquarian to interpret the meaning of old inscriptions, or of hieroglyphics.

An explanation serves to assist the understanding, to supply a deficiency, and remove obscurity; an exposition is an ample explanation, in which minute particulars are detailed, and the connection of events in the narrative is kept up; it serves to assist the memory and awaken the attention; both the explanation and exposition are employed in clearing up the sense of things as they are, but the interpretation is more arbitrary; it often consists of affixing or giving a sense to things which they have not previously had: hence it is that the same passages in authors admit of different interpretations, according to the character or views of the commentator.

There are many practical truths in the Bible which are so plain and positive that they need no literal explanation; but its doctrines, when faithfully expounded, may be brought home to the hearts and consciences of men; although the partial interpretations of illiterate and enthusiastic men are more apt to disgrace than to advance the cause of religion.

To explain and interpret are not confined to what is written or said, they are employed likewise with regard to the actions of men; exposition is, however, used only with regard to writings. The major part of the misunder-standings and anachronisms to which men are usually subject, may be obviated by a timely explanation: it is the characteristic of good-nature to interpret the looks and actions of men as favourably as possible. The explanation may sometimes flow out of circumstances; the interpretation is always the act of a voluntary and rational agent. The discovery of a plot or secret scheme will serve to explain the mysterious and strange conduct of such as were previously acquainted with it. According to an old proverb, "Silence gives consent;" for thus at least they are pleased to interpret it, who are interested in the decision.

It is a serious thing to have connection with a people, who live only under positive, arbitrary, and changeable institutions; and these not perfected, nor explained, or any common acknowledged rule of moral science.—BURKE.

One meets now and then with persons who are extensively learned and knotty in expounding clear cases.—STEEL.

It does not appear that among the Romans any man grew eminent in interpreting another; and perhaps it was more frequent to translate for exercise or amusement than for fame.—JOHNSON.
EXPLANATORY.
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EXPRESS.

Illustration; poetical allusions and dark passages in writers require elucidation. All explanations given to children should consist of as few words as possible, so long as they are sufficiently explicit.

I know I meant just what you explain; but I did not explain my own meaning so well as you.—POPE.

It is indeed the same system as mine, but illustrated with a ray of your own.—POPE.

If our religious tenets should ever want a farther elucidation, we shall not call on atheism to explain them.—BURKE.

Explanation, v. Definition.

Explanatory, Explicit, Express.

Explanatory signifies containing or belonging to explanation (v. To explain).

Explicit, in Latin explicatus from explico to unfold, signifies unfolded or laid open.

Express, in Latin expressus, signifies the same as expressed or delivered in specific terms.

The explanatory is that which is superadded to clear up difficulties or obscurities. A letter is explanatory which contains an explanation of something proceeding, in lieu of any thing new. The explicit is that which of itself obviates every difficulty; an explicit letter, therefore, will leave nothing that requires explanation; the explicit admits of a free use of words; the express requires them to be ambiguous. A person ought to be explicit when he enters into an engagement; he ought to be express when he gives commands.

An explanatory law stops the current of a precedent statute, nor does either of them admit extension afterwards.—BACON.

Since the revolution the bounds of prerogative and liberty have been better defined, the principles of government more thoroughly examined and understood, and the rights of the subject more explicitly guarded by legal provisions than in any other period of the English history.—BLACKSTONE.

I have destroyed the letter I received from you by the hands of Lucius Aruntius, though it was much too innocent to deserve so severe a treatment; however, it was your express desire I should destroy it, and I have complied accordingly.—MELANCHRIT'S LETTERS OF CICERO.


To Explore, v. To examine.


Exposed, v. Subject.

To Expostulate, Remonstrate.

Expostulate, from postulo to demand, signifies to demand reasons for a thing.

Remonstrate, from monstro to show, signifies to show reasons against a thing.

We expostulate in a tone of authority; we remonstrate in a tone of complaint. He who expostulates passes a censure, and claims to be heard; he who remonstrates presents his case and requests to be heard. Expostulation may often be the precursor of violence; remonstrance mostly rests on the force of reason and representation: he who admits of expostulation from an inferior undermines his own authority; he who is deaf to the remonstrances of his friends is far gone in folly: the expostu-

lation is mostly on matters of personal interest; the remonstrance may as often be made on matters of propriety. The Scythian ambassadors expostulated with Alexander against his invasion of their country; King Richard expostulated with Wat Tyler on the subject of his insurrection; Artabanes remonstrated with Xerxes on the folly of his projected invasion.

With the hypocrite it is not my business at present to expostulate.—JOHNSON.

I have been but a little time conversant with the world, yet I have had already frequent opportunities of observing the value and efficacy of remonstrance and complaint.—JOHNSON.

To Expound, v. To explain.

Express, v. Explanatory.

To Express, Declare, Signify, Testify, Utter.

To Express, from the Latin exprimo to press out, is said of whatever passes in the mind; to Declare (v. To declare) is said only of sentiments and opinions. A man expresses anger, joy, sorrow, and all the affections in their turn; he declares his opinion for or against any particular subject.

To express is the simple act of communication, resulting from our circumstances as social agents; to declare is a specific and positive act that is called for by the occasion: the former may be done in private, the latter is always more or less public. An expression is justly called a declaration when we esteem the supreme delight of social beings; the declaration of our opinions may be prudent or imprudent, according to circumstances. Words, looks, gestures, or movements, serve to express actions, as well as words, may sometimes declare: sometimes we cannot express our contempt in so strong a manner as by expressing our sentiments; at other times we are required to speak; an act of hostility, on the part of a nation, is as much a declaration of war as if it were expressed in positive terms.

Thus Roman youth derid'd from ruin'd Troy, In rude Saturnian rhymes express their joy. DRYDEN.

Th' unerring sun by certain signs declarer, What the late ev'n or early morn prepar'd. DRYDEN.

To express and Signify are both said of words; but express has always regard to the agent, and the use which he makes of the words. Signify, from significo a sign, and facio to make, has respect to the things of which the words are made the usual signs; hence it is that a word may be made to express one thing, while it signifies another; and hence it is that many words, according to their ordinary signification, will not express what the speaker has in his mind, and wishes to communicate: the monosyllable no signifies simple negation; but according to the temper of the speaker, and the circumstances under which it is spoken, it may express ill-nature, anger, or any other bad passion.

To signify and Testify, like the word express, are employed in general to any art of communication other than by words; but express is used in a stronger sense than either of the former. The passions and strongest
movements of the soul are expressed; the simple intentions or transitory feelings of the mind are signified or testified. A person expresses his joy by the sparkling of his eye, and the vivacity of his countenance; he signifies his wishes by a nod; he testifies his approbation by a smile. People of vivid sensibility must take care not to express all their feelings; those who expect a ready obedience from their inferiors must not adopt a haughty mode of signifying their will; nothing is more gratifying to an ingenuous mind than to testify its regard for merit, wherever it may discover itself.

Express may be said of all sentient beings, and, by a figure of speech, even of those which have no sense; signify is said of rational agents only. The dog has the most expressive mode of showing its attachment and fidelity to its master; a significant look or smile may sometimes give rise to suspicion, and lead to the detection of guilt. To signify and testify, though closely allied in sense and application, have this difference, that to signify is simply to give a sign of what passes inwardly, to testify is to give that sign in the presence of others. A person signifies by letter his intention of being at a certain place at a given time; he testifies his sense of favours conferred, by every mark of gratitude and respect.

Utter, from the preposition out, signifying to bring out, differs from express in this, that the latter respects the thing which is communicated, and the former the means of communication. We express from the heart; we utter with the lips; to express an uncharitable sentiment is a violation of Christian duty; to utter an unseemly word is a violation of good manners: those who say what they do not mean, utter but not express; those who show by their looks what is passing in their hearts, express but do not utter.

As the Supreme Being has expressed, and as it were printed his ideas in the creation, men express their ideas in books.—ADDISON.

On him confer the Poet's sacred name,
Whose lofty voice declares the heavenly flame.

ADDISON.

If there be no cause expressing the gaoler is not bound to detain the prisoner. For the law judges in this respect, saith Sir Edward Coke, like Fetus the Roman governor; that it is unreasonable to send a prisoner, and not to signify withal the crimes alleged against him.—BLACKSTONE.

What consolation can be had. Dryden has afforded, by living to repent, and to testify his repentance (for his immoral writings).—JOHNSTON.

The multitude of angels, with a shout
Loud as from numbers without number, sweet
As from blest voices, uttering joy.—MILTON.

Expression, v. Word.
To Expunge, v. To blot out.
To Extend, v. To enlarge.
To Extend, v. To reach.
Extensive, v. Comprehensive.
Extent, v. Limit.

To Extenuate, Palliate.

Extenuate, from the Latin tenuis thin, small, signifies literally to make small.

Palliate, in Latin palliatus, participle of pallio, from pallium a cloak, signifies to throw a cloak over a thing so that it may not be seen.

These terms are both applicable to the moral conduct, and express the act of lessening the guilt of any impropriety. To extenuate is simply to lessen guilt without reference to the means; to palliate is to lessen it by means of art. To extenuate is rather the effect of circumstances; to palliate is the direct effort of an individual. Ignorance in the offender may serve as an extenuation of his guilt, although not of his offence: it is but a poor palliation of a man's guilt to say that his crimes have not been attended with the mischief which they were calculated to produce.

Savage endeavoured to extenuate the fact of having killed Sinclair, by urging the suddenness of the whole action.—JOHNSTON.

Mons. St. Evremond has endeavoured to palliate the superstitions of the Roman Catholic religion.—ADDISON.

To Exterminate, v. To eradicate.
To Extirpate, v. To eradicate.
To Extol, v. To praise.
To Extort, v. To exact.

Extaneous, Extrinsick, Foreign.
Extaneous, compounded of extraneous, or ex and terra, signifies out of the land, not belonging to it.

Extrinsic, in Latin extrinsecus, compounded of extra and secus, signifies outward, external.

Foreign, from the Latin foris out of doors, signifies not belonging to the family.

The extraneous is that which forms no necessary or natural part of anything; the extrinsic is that which forms a part or has a connexion, but only in an indirect form; it is not an inherent or component part; the foreign is that which forms no part whatever, and has no kind of connexion. A work is said to contain extraneous matter, which contains much matter not necessarily belonging to, or illustrative of the subject: a work is said to have extrinsic merit when it borrows its value from local circumstances, in distinction from the intrinsic merit, or that which lies in the contents.

Extaneous, and extrinsic have a general and abstract sense; but foreign has a particular significance; they always pass over to some object either expressed or understood: hence we say extraneous ideas, or extrinsic worth; but that a particular mode of acting is foreign to the general plan pursued. Anecdotes of private individuals would be extraneous matter in a general history: the respect and credit which men gain from their fellow citizens by an adherence to rectitude is the extrinsic advantage of virtue; the peace of a good conscience and the favour of God, are its intrinsic advantages: it is foreign to the purpose of one who is
EXTRAORDINARY.

EXUBERANT.

making an abridgement of a work, to enter into details in any particular part.

That which makes me believe is something extraneous to the thing that I believe.—LOCKE.

Affluence and power are advantages extrinsic and adventitious.—JOHNSON.

For loneliness

Needs not the aid of foreign ornaments; But is when unadorn’d adorn’d the most.—THOMSON.

Extraordinary, Remarkable,

Are epithets both opposed to the ordinary; and in that sense the Extraordinary isounds Remarkable; but things, however, may be extraordinary which are not remarkable, and the contrary. The extraordinary is that which is out of the ordinary course, but it does not always excite remark, and is not therefore remarkable, as when we speak of an extraordinary loan, an extraordinary measure of government: on the other hand, when the extraordinary conveys the idea of what deserves notice, it expresses much more than remarkable. There are but few extraordinary things, many things are remarkable: the remarkable is eminent; the extraordinary is supereminent: the extraordinary excites our astonishment; the remarkable only awakens our interest and attention. The extraordinary is unexpected; the remarkable is sometimes looked for: every instance of sagacity and fidelity in a dog is remarkable, and some extraordinary instances have been related which would almost stagger our belief.

The love of praise is a passion deep in the mind of every extraordinary person.—HUGHES.

The heroes of literary history have been no less remarkable for what they have suffered than for what they have achieved.—JOHNSON.

Extravagant, Prodigal, Lavish, Profuse.

Extravagant, from extra and vagans, signifies in general wandering from the line; and Prodigal, from the Latin prodigus, and prodigo to launch forth, signifies in general to send forth, or give out in great quantities.

Lavish comes probably from the Latin lavo to wash, signifying to wash away in waste.

Profuse, from the Latin profusus participle of profundo to pour forth, signifies pouring out freely.

The idea of using immoderately is implied in all these terms, but extravagant is the most general in its meaning and application. The extravagant man spends his money without reason; the prodigal man spends it in excesses; the former errs against plain sense, the latter violates the moral law: the extravagant man will ruin himself by his follies; the prodigal by his vices. One may be extravagant with a sum where it exceeds one’s means; one cannot be prodigal without great property. Extravagance is practised by both sexes; prodigality is particularly the vice of the male sex. Extravagance is opposed to meanness; prodigality to avarice. Those who know the true value of money as contributing to their own enjoyments, or those of others, will guard against extravagance. Those who lay a

restraint on their passions can never fall into prodigality.

Extravagant and prodigal serve to designate habitual as well as particular actions; lavish and profuse are employed only for that which is particular; hence we say to be lavish of one’s money, one’s presents, and the like; to be profuse in one’s entertainments, both of which may be modes of extravagance. An extravagant man, however, in the restricted sense, mostly spends upon himself to indulge his whims and idle fancies; but a man may be lavish and profuse upon others from a misguided generosity.

In a moral use of these terms, a man is extravagant in his praises who exceeds either in measure or application: he is prodigal of his strength who consumes it by an excessive use: he is lavish of his compliments who deals them out so largely and promiscuously as to render them of no service: he is profuse in his acknowledgments who repeats them oftener, or delivers them in more words, than are necessary.

Extravagant and profuse are said only of individuals; prodigal and lavish may be said of many in a general sense. A nation may be prodigal of its resources: a government may be lavish of the public money, as an individual is extravagant with his own, and profuse in what he gives another.

No one is to admit his petitions to his Maker, things superfluous and extravagant.—SOUTH.

Here patriots live, who for their country’s good.

In fighting fields, were prodigal of blood.—DRYDEN.

See where the winding vale its lavious stores

Irrigious; profligate breeds.—THOMSON.

Cicero was most, literally profuse in commending the ancients and his contemporaries.—ADDISON after PLUTARCH.


Extremity, v. End.

Extremity, Extreme.

Extremity is used in the proper or the improper sense; Extreme in the improper sense: we speak of the extremity of a line or an avenue, the extremity of distress, but the extreme of the fashion.

In the moral sense, extremity is applicable to the outward circumstances; extreme to the opinions and conduct of men: in matters of dispute between individuals it is a happy thing to guard against coming to extremities; it is the characteristic of volatile tempers to be always in extremities under the extreme of joy or the extreme of sorrow.

Savage suffered the utmost extremities of poverty, and often fasted so long that he was seized with faintness.—JOHNSON.

The two extremes to be guarded against are despotism, where all are slaves, and anarchy, where all would rule and none obey.—BLAIR.

To Extricate, v. Disengage.


Exuberant, Luxuriant.

Exuberant, from the Latin exuberians or ex and ubera, signifies very fruitful or superabundant: Luxuriant, in Latin luxurians
Fable, Tale, Novel, Romance.

Fable, in Latin fabula from for to speak or tell, and Tale, from to tell, both designate a species of narration; Novel, from the Italian novella, is an extended tale; Romance, from the Italian romance, is a wonderful tale, or a tale of wonders, such as was most in vogue in the dark ages of European literature.

Different species of composition are expressed by the above words: the fable is allegorical; its actions are natural, but its agents are imaginary; the tale is fictitious, but not imaginary; both the agents and actions are drawn from the passing scenes of life. Gods and goddesses, animals and men, trees, vegetables, and inanimate objects in general may be made the agents of a fable; but of a tale, properly speaking, only men or supernatural spirits can be the agents: of the former description are the celebrated fables of Esop; and of the latter the tales of Marmontel, the tales of the Genii, the Chinese tales, &c.: fables are written for instruction; tales principally for amusement: fables consist mostly of only one incident or action, from which a novel may be drawn; tales always of many which excite interest for an individual.

The tale when compared with the novel is a simple kind of fiction, it consists of but few persons in the drama; whilst the novel, on the contrary, admits of every possible variety in characters: the tale is told without much art or contrivance to keep the reader in suspense, without any depth of plot or importance in the catastrophe; the novel affords the greatest scope for exciting an interest by the rapid succession of events, the involvements of interests, and the unravelling of its plot. If the novel awakens the attention, the romance rivets the whole mind and engages the affections; it presents nothing but what is extraordinary and calculated to fill the imagination: of the former description, Cervantes, La Sage, and Fielding, have given us the best specimens; and of the latter we have the best modern specimens from the pen of Mrs. Radcliffe.

When I travelled, I took a particular delight in hearing the songs and fables that are come from father to son, and are most in vogue among the common people.—ADDISON.

Of Jason, Theseus, and such worthies old.
Light seen the tales antiquity has told.—WALLER.

Another Flora there of bolder lines
And is our Sower, by the garden's pride
Plays o'er the fields, and showers with sudden hand
Exuberant spring.—THOMSON.

On whose luxurious herbage, half conceal'd,
Like a fall'n cedar, far distrest his train;
Can'd in green scales, the crocodile extends.

To Eye, v. To look.

A novel conducted upon one uniform plan, containing a series of events in familiar life, is in effect a protracted comedy not divided into acts.—CUMBERLAND.

In the romances formerly written, every transaction and sentiment was so remote from all that passes among men, that the reader was in little danger of making any application to himself.—JOHNSON.


To Fabricate, v. To invent.

Fabrication, v. Fiction.

To Face, v. To confront.

Face, Front.

Figuratively designate the particular parts of bodies which bear some sort of resemblance to the human face or forehead.

Face is applied to that part of bodies which serves as an index or rule, and contains certain marks to direct the observer; Front is employed for that part which is most prominent or foremost: hence we speak of the face of a wheel or clock, the face of a painting or the face of nature; but the front of a house or building, and the front of a stage: hence, likewise, the propriety of the expressions, to put a good face on a thing, to show a bold front.

A common soldiery, a child, a girl, the door of an inn, have changed the face of fortune, and almost of nature.

—BURKE.

Where the deep trench in length extended lay,
Compacted troops stand wedg'd in firm array,
A dreadful front.—POPE.

Face, Countenance, Visage.

Face, in Latin facies, from facio to make, signifies the whole form or make.

Countenance, in French contenance, from the Latin continuere, signifies the contents, or what is contiguous to the face. Visage, from viso and video to see, signifies the particular form of the face as it presents itself to view; properly speaking a kind of countenance.

The face consists of a certain set of features; the countenance consists of the general aggregate of looks produced by these features; the visage consists of such looks in particular cases: the face is the work of nature; the countenance and visage are the work of the mind: the face remains the same, but the
countenance and visage are changeable. The face belongs to brutes as well as men; the countenance is the peculiar property of man: the visage is peculiarly applicable to superior beings: the last term is employed only in the grave or lofty style.

No part of the body besides the face is capable of as many changes as there are different emotions in the mind, and of expressing them all by those changes.—HUGHES.

As the countenance admits of so great variety, it requires also great judgement to govern it—HUGHES.

A sudden trembling seized on all his limbs; His eyes distorted grew, his visage pale; His speech forsok him.—OTWAY.

Facetious, Convivial, Pleasant, Jocular, Jocose.

All these epithets designate that companionable quality which consists in loveliness of speech.

Facetious, in Latin facetus, may probably come from for to speak, denoting the verisimilitude with which a person makes use of his words.

Convivial is literally able to hold a conversation.

Pleasant (v. Agreeable) signifies making ourselves pleasant with others, or them pleased with us.

Jocular signifies after the manner of a joke.

Jocose signifies using or having jokes.

Facetious may be employed either for writing or conversation; the rest only in conversation: the facetious man deals in that kind of discourse which may excite laughter; a convivial man may instruct as well as amuse; the pleasant man says everything in a pleasant manner; his pleasantry even on the most delicate subject is without offence: the person speaking is jocose: the thing said, or the manner of saying it, is jocular: it is not for any one to be always jocose, although sometimes one may assume a jocular air when we are not at liberty to be serious. A man is facetious from humour; he is convivial by means of information; he indulges himself in occasional pleasantry, or allows himself to be jocose, in order to enliven conversation; a useful hint is sometimes conveyed in jocular terms.

I have written nothing since I published, except a certain facetious history of John Gilpin.—COWPER.

But here my lady will object, Your intervals of time to spend, With so convivial a friend, It would not signify a pin. Whatever climate you are in.—SWIFT.

Aristophanes wrote to the multitude; his pleasantry is coarse and unpolite.—WARTON.

Thus Venus sports.

When, cruelly jocose, She ties the fatal noose, And binds the mate's neck to the broken yokes.—CREECH.

Pope sometimes conversed to be jocose with servants or inferiors.—JOHNSON.

Facility. v. Ease.

Fact. v. Circumstance.

Faction, Party.

These two words equally suppose the union of many persons, and their opposition to certain views different from their own: but Faction, from facio making, denotes an activity and secret machination against those whose views are opposed; and Party, from the verb to part or split, expresses only a division of opinion.

The term party has of itself nothing odious, that of faction is always so: any man, without distinction of rank, may have a party either at law or in the army, in the state or in society, as a matter of course, for the general good of the public, or, if it be not so, still as a matter of convenience, for the public good of the state. Faction, on the other hand, is a distinct thing; it is an evil that is not natural to society, but is a thing that is produced by the state of the human constitution, and is the result of human nature.

Factions are always the result of active efforts: one may have a party for one's own merit, from the number and ardour of one's friends; but a faction is raised by busy and turbulent spirits for their own purposes: Rome was torn by the intestine factions of Caesar and Pompey; France, during the Revolution, was successively governed by some ruling faction which raised itself upon the ruins of that which it had destroyed. Factions are not so prevalent in England as parties, owing to the peculiar excellence of the constitution; but there are not wanting factional spirits who, if they could, would raise up an opposition which should be an example to the world. Faction is the demon of discord, armed with the power to do endless mischief, and intent alone on destroying whatever opposes its progress; woe to that state into which it has found an entrance: party spirit may show itself in noisy debate; but while it keeps within the legitimate bounds of opposition, it is an evil that must be endured.

It is the restless ambition of a few artful men that thus breaks a people into factions, and draws several well-meaning persons to their interest by a specious concern for their country.—ADDISON.

As men formerly became eminent in learned societies by their parts and acquisitions, they now distinguish themselves by the warmth of their partizans in which they espouse their respective parties.—ADDISON.

Factionous, Seditious.

Factionous, in Latin factionus, signifies prone to sedition (v. Insurrection).

Faction is an epithet to characterize the temper of men; sedition signifies their conduct: the factionous man attempts to raise himself into importance, he aims at authority, and seeks to interfere in the measures of government; the seditionous man attempts to excite others, and to provoke their resistance to established authority; the first wants to be a law-giver; the second does not hesitate to be a law-breaker; the first wants to direct the state; the second to overturn it: the factionous man is mostly in possession of either power, rank, or fortune; the seditionous man is elevated in station or circumstances above the mass of the people. The Roman tribunes were in general little better than factionous demagogues; such, in fact, as abound in all republics: Wat Tyler was a seditionious disturber of the peace. Faction is mostly applied to
individuals; sedi tious is employed for bodies of men: hence we speak of a factious noble man, a sedi tious multitude.

Pope lived at this time (in 1739) among the great with that reception and respect to which his works entitled him, and which he had not impaired by any private misconduct or factious partiality.---JOURNEYS.

France is considered (by the ministry) as merely a foreign power, and the sedi tious English only as a domestic faction.---BURKE.

Factor, Agent.

Though both these terms, according to their origin, imply a maker or doer, yet, at present, they have a distinct signification: the word factor is used in a limited, and the word agent in a general sense; the factor only buys and sells on the account of others; the agent transacts every sort of business in general; merchants and manufacturers employ factors abroad to dispose of goods transmitted; lawyers are frequently employed as agents in the receipt and payment of money, the transfer of estates, and various other pecuniary concerns.

The deviation (that is of the puritanical rebels) served all along but as an instrument to theiravarice, as a factor or under agent to their extortion.---SOUTH.

No expectations, indeed, were then formed from renewing a direct applica tion to the French regicides, through the agent General, for the humiliation of sovereigns.---BURKE.

Faculty, Ability, Talent.

Faculty, in Latin facultas, changed from facili tates facility, which (v. Ease) signifies doableness, or the property of being able to do or bring about effects.

Ability, v. Ability.

Talent, from the Latin talentum, a Greek coin exceeding one hundred pounds sterling in value, derives its figurative signification of a gift, possession, or power, from the use our Saviour has made of it in more than one parable.

The common idea of power is what renders these words synonymous: faculty is a power derived from nature; ability may be derived either from circumstances or otherwise: the faculty is a permanent possession, it is held by a certain tenure: the ability is an incidental possession; it is whatever we have while we have it at our disposal, but it may vary in degree and quality with times and seasons. The powers of seeing and hearing are faculties: health, strength and fortune, are abilities. A faculty is some specific power which is directed to one single object; it is the power of acting according to a given form: ability is in general the power of doing; faculty therefore might, in the strict sense, be considered as a measure of ability.

A man uses the faculties with which he is endowed; he gives according to his ability: faculties and talents both owe their being to nature; but a faculty may be either physical or mental; a talent is altogether mental: the faculty of speech, and the rational faculty, are the grand marks of distinction between man and the brute; the talent of mimickry, of dramatic acting, and of imitation in general, is what distinguishes one man from the other.

These terms are all used in the plural, agreeably to the above explanation: faculties include all the endowments of body or mind, which are the inherent properties of the being, as when we speak of a man’s retaining his faculties or having his faculties impaired: abilities include, in the aggregate, whatever a man is able to do; hence we speak of a man’s abilities in speaking, writing, learning, and the like; talents are the particular endowments of the mind, which belong to the individual; hence we say, the talents which are requisite for a minister of state are different from those which qualify a man for being a judge.

Faculty, Ability, Talent.

To fail, fail short, be deficient.

Fail, in French faillir, German, &c. fehlen, like the word fall, comes from the Latin fallto deceive, and the Hebrew repal to fall or decay.

To fail marks the result of actions or efforts: a person fails in his undertaking: Fail Short designates either the result of actions, or the state of things; a person falls short in his calculations; or in his account; he is to be De cient, marks only the state or quality of objects; a person is deficient in good manners. People frequently fail in their best endeavours for want of knowing how to apply their abilities; when our expectations are immoderate, it is not surprising if our success falls short of our hopes and wishes: there is nothing in which people discover themselves to be more deficient than in keeping ordinary engagements.

To fail and be deficient are both applicable to the characters of men; but the former is mostly employed for the moral conduct, the latter for the outward behaviour: hence a man is said to fail in his duty, in the discharge of his obligations, in the performance of a promise, and the like: but to be deficient in politeness, in attention to his friends, in his address in his manner of entering a room, and the like.

I would not willingly laugh but instruct; or if I sometimes fail in this point, when my heart ceases to be instructive, it shall never cease to be innocent.---ADDISON.

There is not in my opinion any thing more mysteries in nature than this manner of animal which thus rises above reason, and falls infinitely short of it.---ADDISON.

While all creation speaks the pow’r divine, Is it deficient in the main design?---JENNY.

Failing, v. Failure.

Failing, v. Imperfection.

Failure, Failure.

Failure (or To fail) bespeaks the action, or the result of the action; a Failure is the habit, or the habitual failure: the former is
Failure, Miscarriage, Abortion.

Failure (v. To fail) has always a reference to the agent and his design; Miscarriage, that is, the carrying or going wrong, is applicable to all sublunary concerns, without reference to any particular agent; Abortion, from the Latin abortior to deviate from the rise, or to pass away before it be come to maturity, is in the proper sense applied to the process of animal nature, and in the figurative sense, to the thoughts and designs which are conceived in the mind.

Failure is more definite in its signification, and limited in its application: we speak of the failures of individuals, but of the miscarriages of nations or things: a failure reflects on the person so as to excite towards him some sentiment, either of compassion, displeasure, or the like; a miscarriage is considered mostly in relation to the course of human events; hence the failure of Xerxes' expediion reflected disgrace upon himself; but the miscarriage of military enterprises in general are attributable to the elements, or some such untoward circumstance. The abortion in its proper sense, is a species of miscarriage; and in application a species of failure as it applies only to the designs of conscious agents; but it does not carry the mind back to the agent, for we speak of the abortion of a scheme, with as little reference to the schemer as when we speak of the miscarriage of an expedition.

He that attempts to show, however modestly, the failures of a celebrated writer, shall surely irritate his admirers.—JOHNSON.

The miscarriages of the great designs of princes are recited in the histories of the world.—JOHNSON.

All abortion is from infirmity and defect.—SOUTH.

Failure, v. Insolvency.

Faint, Languid.

Faint, from the French faner to fade, signifies that which is faded or withered, which has lost its spirit.

Languid, in Latin languidus, from languere to languish, signifies languished. Faint is less than languid: faintness is in fact in the physical application the commencement of languor; we may be faint for a short time, and if continued and extended through the limbs it becomes languor; thus we say to speak with a faint tone, and have a languid air. In the figurative application to make a faint resistance, to move with a languid air: to form a faint idea, to make a languid effort.

Low the woods
Now their hoar head: and here the languid sun,
Faint from the west, emits his evening ray.

THOMSON.

Fair, Clear.

Fair, in Saxon fægar, comes probably from the Latin pulcher beautiful.


Fair is used in a positive sense; clear in a negative sense: there must be some brightness in what is fair, there must be no spots in what is clear. The weather is said to be fair, which is not only free from what is disagreeable, but somewhat exhilarated by the sun; it is clear when it is free from clouds or mists. A fair skin approaches to white; a clear skin is without spots or irregularities.

In the moral application, a fair fame speaks much in praise of a man; a clear reputation is free from faults. A fair statement contains every thing that can be said pro and con; a clear statement is free from ambiguity or obscurity. Fairness is something desirable and inviting; clearness is an absolute requisite, it cannot be dispensed with.

His fair large front, and eyes sublime, declar'd
Absolute rule.—MILTON.

I thither went
With unexperienced thought, and laid me down
On the green bank, to look into the clear,
Smooth lake.—MILTON.

Fair, Honest, Equitable, Reasonable.

Fair, v. Fair, clear.

Honest, in Latin honestus, comes from honos honour.

Equitable, signifies having equity, or according to equity.

Reasonable signifies having reason, or according to reason.

When fair and honest are both applied to the external conduct the former expresses more than the latter: a man may be honest without being fair; he cannot be fair without being honest. Fairness enters into every minute circumstance connected with the interests of the parties, and weighs them alike for both; honesty is contented with a literal conformity to the law, it consults the interest of one party; the fair dealer looks to his neighbour as well as himself, he wishes only for an equal share of advantage; a man may be an honest dealer while he deals to no advantage to himself but his own: the fair man always acts from a principle of right; the honest man may be so from a motive of fear.

When these epithets are employed to characterize the man generally, fairness expresses less than honesty; the former is employed only in regard to commercial transactions or minor personal concerns; the latter ranks among the first moral virtues, and elevates a
man high above his fellow creatures. A man is fair who is ready to allow his competitor the same advantages as he enjoys himself in every matter however trivial: or he is honest in all his looks, words, and actions: neither his tongue nor his countenance ever belie his heart. A fair man makes himself acceptable.

"An honest man's the noblest work of God."

When fair is employed as an epithet to qualify things, or to designate their nature, it approaches very near in signification to equitable and reasonable; they are all opposed to what is unjust: fair and equitable suppose two objects put in collision; reasonable is employed abstractedly; what is fair and equitable is so in relation to all circumstances; what is reasonable is so of itself. An estimate is fair in which profit and loss, merit and demerit, with every collateral circumstance is duly weighed: a judgement is equitable which decides suitably and advantageously for both parties; a price is reasonable which does not exceed the true market value. The decision may be either fair or equitable: but the former is said mostly in regard to trifling matters, even in our games and amusements, and the latter in regard to the important rights of mankind. It is the business of the umpire to decide fairly between the combatants or the competitors for a prize; it is the business of the judge to decide equitably between men whose property is at issue.

A demand, a charge, a proposition, or an offer, may be said to be either fair or reasonable: but the former term always bears a relation to what is right between man and man; the latter to what is right in itself according to circumstances.

If the worldling prefer those means which are the fairest, it is not because they are fair, but because they seem to him most likely to prove successful.—BLAIS.

Should be at length, so truly good and great, Prevail, and rule with honest views the state, Then, while his laws be hold for an ungrate, Submit to lamour, libels, and disgrace.—JENYNS.

A man is very unlikely to judge equitably when his passions are agitated by a sense of wrong.—JOHNSON.

The reasonableness of a test is not hard to be proved.—JOHNSON.


Faith (v. Belief) denotes either the principle of trusting, or the thing trusted.

Cred, from the Latin credo to believe, denotes the thing believed.

These words are synonymous when taken for the thing trusted in or believed; but they differ in this, that faith has always a reference to the principle in the mind; credo only respects the thing which is the object of faith: the former is likewise taken generally and indefinitely; the latter particularly and definitely, signifying a set form: hence we say to be of the same faith, or to adopt the same credo. The holy martyrs died for the faith, as it is in Christ Jesus; every established form of religion will have its peculiar credo. The Church of England has adopted that cred which it considers as containing the purist principles of Christian faith.

St. Paul affirms, that a sinner is at first justified and received into the favour of God, by sincere profession of the Christian faith.—TILLOTSON.

Supposing all the great points of atheism were formed into a kind of credo, I would fain ask whether it would not require an infinitely greater measure of faith than any set of articles which they so violently oppose?—ADAMUS.

Faith, Fidelity.

Though derived from the same source (v. Belief), they differ widely in meaning: Faith here denotes a mode of action, namely, an acting true to the faith which others reposed in us; Fidelity, a disposition of the mind to adhere to that faith which others repose in us. We keep our faith, we show our fidelity.

Faith is a public concern, it depends on promises; fidelity is a private or personal concern, it depends upon relationships and connexions. A breach of faith is a crime that brings a stain on a nation, for faith ought to be kept even with an enemy. A breach of fidelity attaches disgrace to the individual; for fidelity is due from a subject to a prince, or from a servant to his master, or from married people one to another. No treaty can be made with him who will keep no faith; no confidence can be placed in him who discovers no fidelity. The Danes kept no faith with the English; fashionable husbands and wives in the present day seem to think there is no fidelity due to each other.

The pit resounds with shrieks, a war succeeds
For breach of public faith, and unexampled deeds.

DRYDEN.

When one hears of negroes who upon the death of their masters hang themselves upon the next tree, who can forbear admiring their fidelity, though it expresses itself in so dreadful a manner?—ADAMUS.

Faithful, Trusty.

Faithful signifies full of faith or fidelity (v. Faith, fidelity).

Trusty signifies fit or worthy to be trusted (v. Belief).

Faithful respects the principle altogether; it is suited to all relations and stations, public and private: trusty includes not only the principle, but the mental qualifications in general; it applies to those in whom particular trust is to be placed. It is the part of a Christian to be faithful to all his engagements; it is a particular excellence in a servant to be trusty. Faithful is applied in the improper sense to an unconscious agent: trusty may be applied with equal propriety to things as to persons. We may speak of a faithful saying, or a faithful picture; a trusty sword, or a trusty weapon.

What we hear
With weaker passion will affect the heart,
Than when the faithful eye beholds the part.

FRANCIS.

He took the quiver and the trusty bow
Achates used to bear.—DRYDEN.

The steeds they left their trusty servants hold.

FOPE.

Faithless, Unfaithful.

Faithless is mostly employed to denote a breach of faith; and Unfaithful to mark
the want of fidelity (v. Faith, fidelity). The
former is positive; the latter is rather nega-
tive, implying a deficiency. A prince, a
government, a people, or an individual, is said
to be faithless: a husband, a wife, a servant,
or any individual, unfaithful. Faithless, or
traitorous, was faithless to the Roman people when he withheld his assis-
tance in the battle, and strove to go over to the
enemy: a man is unfaithful to his employer,
who sees him injured by others without doing
his utmost to prevent it. A woman is faith-
less to her husband who breaks the marriage
vow; or is unfaithful to him when she does not
discharge the duties of a wife to the best of her
abilities.

The sire of man and monarch of the sky
Th' advice approv'd, and bade Minerva fly,
Dissolve the league, and all her arts employ
To make the breach the faithless act of Troy.
POPE.

At length ripe vengeance o'er their head impends,
but Jove himself the faithless race defends.—POPE.
I'd ride with life I quit the Trojan plain,
If e'er I see my sire and spouse again,
This bow, unfaithful to my glorious aims,
Broke by my hand shall feel the blazing flames.
POPE.

Faithless, Perfidious, Treacherous.

Faithless (v. Faithless) is the generic
term, the rest are specific terms; a breach of
good faith is expressed by them all, but faith-
less expresses no more than the other: the
terms include accessory ideas in their signification.

Perfidious, in Latin perfidiously, signifies
literally breaking through faith in a great de-
gree, and now implies the addition of hostility
to the breach of faith.

Treacherous, most probably changed from
traitorous, comes from the Latin tradiri
to betray, and signifies one species of active
hostile breach of faith.

A faithless man is faithless only for his own
interest; a perfidious man is expressly so to
the injury of another. A friend is perfidious
who consults his own safety in time of need;
he is perfidious if he profits by the confidence
reposed in him to plot mischief against the
one to whom he has made vows of friendship.
Faithlessness does not suppose any particular
efforts to deceive; it consists of merely violat-
ing that faith which the relation produces;
perfidy is never so complete as when it has
most effectually assumed the mask of sin-
cerity. Whoever deserts his friend in need is
guilty of faithlessness: but he is guilty of per-
jury who draws from him every secret in order
to effect his ruin.

Inkle was not only a faithless but a per-
fiidious lover. Faithlessness, though a serious
offence, is unhappily not uncommon; there
are too many men who are unmindful of their
most important engagements; but we may
hope for the honour of humanity, that there
are not many instances of perfidy, a vice
which exceeds every other in atrocity, as it
makes virtue itself subservient to its own
benefit.

Perfidy may lie in the will to do; treachery
lies altogether in the thing done: one may
therefore be perfidious without being treach-
erous. A friend is perfidious whenever he
evines his perfidy; but he is said to be
treachery only in the particular instance in
which he betrays the confidence and interests
of another. I detect a man's perfidy, or his
perfidious aims, by the manner in which he
directs to carry out my secrets from me; I am
made acquainted with his treachery not before
I discover that my confidence is betrayed and
my secrets are divulged. On the other hand
we may be treacherous without being perfi-
dious. Perfidy is an offence mostly between in-
dividuals; it is rather a breach of fidelity
(v. Faith, fidelity) than of faith; treachery on
the other hand includes breaches of private or
public faith. A servant may be both per-
dious and treacherous to his master; a citizen
may be treacherous, but not perfidious towards
his country.

It is said that in the South Sea Islands,
when a chief wants a human victim, their
officers will sometimes invite their friends or
relations to come to them, when they take
the opportunity of suddenly falling upon them
and dispatching them: here is perfidy in the
individual who acts this false part; and trea-
chery in the act of betraying him who is
murdered. When the schoolmaster of Fulcrin
delivered his scholars to Canibus, he was
guilty of treachery in the act, and of perfidy to-
wards those who had reposed confidence in
him. When Romulus ordered the Sabine
women to be seized, it was an act of treachery,
but not of perfidy: so in like manner, when
the daughter of Tarpeius opened the gates of
the Roman citadel to the enemy.

Old Priam, fearful of the war's event,
This hapless Polydore to Taraces sent,
From noise and tumult, and destructive war,
Committed to the faithless tyrant's care.—DiyDEN.

When a friend is turned into an enemy, the world is
just enough to accuse the perfidioseness of the friend,
rather than the indiscretion of the person who confided
in him.—Addisons.

Shall then the Grecians fly, oh dire disgrace
And leave unpunish'd this perfidious race?—POPE.

And had not Heav'n the fall of Troy design'd,
Enough was said and done to inspire a better mind;
Then had our hero's foot to pierce the Trojan wood,
And li'an towers, and Priam's empire, stood.
DiyDEN.

Fall, Downfall, Ruin.

Fall and Downfall, from the German
taken, has the same derivation as fall (v. To
fall).

Ruin. v. Destruction.

Whether applied to physical objects or the
condition of persons, fall expresses less than
downfall, and this less than ruin. Fall applies
to that which is erect: downfall to that which
is elevated: everything which is set up,
though as trifling as a stick, may have a
fall; but we speak of the downfall of the
loftiest trees or the tallest spires. A fall may
be attended with more or less mischief, or
even with none at a.; but downfall and ruin
are accompanied with the dissolution of the
bodies that fall. The higher a body is raised,
and the greater the art that is employed in
the structure, the complete the downfall,
the greater the structure the more extended
the ruin. In the figurative application we
may speak of the fall of man from a state of
FALL.

The fallacious has respect to falsehood in opinion; deceitful to that which is externally false: our hopes are often fallacious; the appearances of things are often deceitful. Fallacious, as characteristic of the mind, excludes the idea of design; deceitful excludes the idea of mistake; fraudulent is a gross species of the deceitful. It is a fallacious idea for any one to imagine that the faults of others can serve as any extenuation of his own; it is a deceitful mode of acting for any one to advise another to do that which he would not do himself: it is fraudulent to attempt to get money by means of a falsehood.

But when Ulysses, with fallacious arts, Had made impression on the people's hearts, And forg'd a reason in my patron's name, By kin's and kinsman.-DEVYN.

Such is the power which the sophistry of self-love exercises over us, that almost every one may be assured he measures himself by a deceitful scale.-BLAIR.

Ill-fated Paris! slave to woman-kind, As smooth of face as fraudulent of mind.—POPE.

Fallacy, Delusion, Illusion.

A Fallacy (v. Fallacious) is commonly the act of some conscious agent, and includes an intention to deceive; a Delusion (v. To deceive) and Illusion may be the work of inanimate objects. We endeavour to detect the fallacy which lies concealed in a proposition; we endeavour to remove the delusion to which the judgement has been exposed; and to dissipate the illusion to which the senses or fancy are liable.

In all the reasonings of freethinkers there are fallacies against which a man cannot always be on his guard. The ignorant are perpetually exposed to delusions when they attempt to speculate on matters of opinion; amongst the most serious of these delusions we may reckon that of substituting their own feelings for the operations of Divine grace. The ideas of ghosts and apparitions are mostly attributable to the illusions of the senses and the imagination.

There is indeed no transaction which offers stronger temptation to fallacy and sophistry than episodical intercourse.—JOHNSON.

As when a wandering fire, Hovering and blazing with delusive light, Missleads the unwise wanderer from his way. —MILTON.

Falsehood, v. Fiction.

Falsehood, v. Untruth.

Falsity, v. Untruth.

To Falter, v. To hesitate.

Fame, Reputation, Renown.

Fame (from the Greek to speak) is the most noisy and uncertain; it rests upon report: Reputation (v. Character, reputation) is silent and solid; it lies more in the thoughts, and is derived from observation.

Renown, in French renomme, from nom a name, signifies the reverberation of a name; it is as loud as fame, but more substantial and better founded: hence we say that a person's
**FAME.**

Fame is gone abroad; his reputation is established; and he has got renown.

Fame may be applied to any object, good, bad, or indifferent; reputation is applied only to real eminence in some department; renown is employed only for extraordinary men and brilliant exploits. The fame of a quack may be spread among the ignorant multitude by means of a lucky word; the reputation of a physician rests upon his tried skill and known experience; the renown of a general is proportioned to the magnitude of his achievements.

Europe with Afric in his fame shall join. But neither shore his conquests shall confine.

Dryden.

Pope doubtless approached Addison, when the reputation of their wit first brought them together, with the respect due to a man whose abilities were acknowledged. —Johnson.

Well-constituted governments have always made the profession of a physician both honourable and advantageous. Homer's Machean and Virgil's Iapici were men of renown, heroes in war. —Johnson.

The artist finds greater returns in profit, as the author in fame. —Addison.

How doth it please and fill the memory
With deeds of brave renown, while on each hand
Historic urns and breathing statues rise,
And speaking busts. —Dryden.

**FAME.**

Fame (v. FAME) has a reference to the thing which gives birth to it; it goes about of itself without any apparent instrumentality. Report (from re and porta to carry back, or away from an object) has always a reference to the reporter. Rumour, in Latin rumor from rumere to rush or to flow, has a reference to the flying nature of words that are carried; it is therefore properly a flying report. Hearsay refers to the receiver of that which is said: it is limited therefore to a small number of speakers, or reporters. Fame serves to form or establish a character either of a person or a thing; it will be good or bad according to circumstances; the reporter's word is the founder of renown abroad through the land; a report serves to communicate information of events; it may be more or less correct according to the veracity or authenticity of the reporter; reports of victories mostly precede the official confirmation: a rumour serves the purposes of fiction; it is more or less vague, according to the temper of the times and the nature of the events; every battle gives rise to a thousand rumours: the hearsay serves for information or instruction, and is seldom so incorrect as it is familiar.

Space may produce new worlds, whereof so rife,
There went a fame in heaven, that ere long
Lame of itself did exalt its linen. — Milton.

What liberties any man may take in imputing words to me which I never spoke, and what credit Caesar may give to such reports, these are points for which it is by no means in my power to be answerable. —Melmoth's Letters of Cícero.

For which of you will stop
The vent of hearing, when loud rumour
Speaks? —Shakespeare.

What influence can a mother have over a daughter, from whose example the daughter can only have hear say benefits? —Richardson.

**FAMILIAR.**

Familial, v. Conversant.

Familiar, v. Free.


**FAMILY.**

Divisions of men, according to some rule of relationship or connexion, is the common idea in these terms.

Family is the most general in its import, from the Latin familia a family, familiarus a servant, in Greek oikos an assembly, and the Hebrew omenal to labour; it is applicable to those who are bound together upon the principle of dependence.

House figuratively denotes those who live in the same house, and is commonly extended in its signification to all that passes under the same roof; hence we rather say that a woman manages her family; that a man rules his house. The family is considered as to its relations; the number, union, condition and quality of its members: the house is considered more as to what is transacted within its walls. We speak of a numerous family, a united or affectionate family, a mercantile house, and the house (meaning the members of the house of parliament). If a man cannot find happiness in the bosom of his family, he will seek for it in vain elsewhere; the credit of a house is to be kept up only by prompt payments.

In an extended application of these words they are made to designate the quality of the individual, in which case family bears the same familiar and indiscriminate sense as before: house is employed as a term of grandeur.

*When we consider the family in its domestic relations, in its habits, manners, connexions, and circumstances, we speak of a genteel family, a respectable family, the royal family, but when we consider it with regard to its political and civil distinctions, its titles and its power, then we denominate it a house, as an illustrious house; the house of Bourbon, of Brunswick, or of Hanover; the imperial house of Austria. Any subject may belong to an ancient or noble family; princes are said to be descended from one: and although some one house is said to be of family or of no family: we may say likewise that he is of a certain house; but to say that he is of no house would be superfluous.† In republics there are families but not houses, because there is no nobility; in China likewise, where the private virtues only distinguish the individual or his family, the term house is altogether inapplicable.

To live in a family where there is but one heart and as many good strong heads as persons, and to have a place in that enlarged single heart, is such a state of happiness as I cannot bear of without feeling the utmost pleasure. —Fielding.

An empty man of a great family is a creature that is scarce conversable. —Addison.

The princes of the house of Tudor, partly by the vigour of their administration, partly by the concurrence of favorable circumstances, had been able to establish a more regular system of government. —Hume.

Family includes in it every circumstance of connexion and relationship; Lineage respects only consanguinity; family is employed mostly for those who are coeval; lineage is generally used for those who have gone before. When the Athenian general Iphicrates, son of a shoemaker, was reproached by Harmodius

* Vide Abbé Girard; " Famille, maison."
† Abbé Roubant; " Race, lineage, famille, maison."
FAMOUS.

with his birth, he said, I had rather be the first than the last of my family: David was of the lineage of Abraham, and our Saviour was of the lineage of David.

Race, from the Latin radix, a root, denotes the origin or that which constitutes their original point of resemblance. A family supposes the closest alliance; a race supposes no closer connexion than what a common property creates. Family is confined to a comparatively small number; race is a term of extensive import, including all mankind, as the human race; or particular nations, as the race of South-sea islanders: or a particular family, as the race of the Heracides: from Hercules sprang a race of heroes.

A nation properly signifies a great number of families derived from the same blood, born in the same country, and living under the same government and civil constitutions.—Temple.

We want not cities, nor Sicilian coasts, where King Aeneas Trojan lineage boasts. Dryden.

Nor knows our youth of noblest race, To steel the man's steel or urge the chase; More skill'd in the mean arts of vice, The whirling troueqe or law-forbidden dice. Francis.

Famous, Celebrated, Renowned, Illustrious.

Famous signifies literally having fame or the cause of fame; it is applicable to that which causes a noise or sensation: to that which is talked of, written upon, discussed, and thought of; to that which is reported of far and wide; to that which is circulated among all ranks and orders of men.

Celebrated signifies literally kept in the memory by a celebration or memorial, and is applicable to that which is praised and honoured with solemnity.

Renowned signifies literally possessed of a name, and is applicable to whatever extends the name, or causes the name to be often repeated.

Illustrious signifies literally what has or gives a lustre: it is applicable to whatever confers dignity.

Famous is a term of indefinite import; it conveys of itself frequently neither honour nor dishonour, since it is employed indifferent-なく

The celebrated is founded upon merit and the delight of the artists and sciences; it gains the subject respect: the renowned is founded upon the possession of rare or extraordinary qualities, upon successful exertions and an accordance with public opinion; it brings great honour or glory to the subject: the illustrious is founded upon these solid qualities which not only render one known but distinguished; it ensures regard and veneration.

A person may be famous for his eccentricities; celebrated as an artist, a writer, or a player; renowned as a warrior or a statesman; illustrious as a prince, a statesman, or a senator.

The maid of Orleans, who was decoyed by the English, and idolized by the French, is equally famous in both nations. There are celebrated authors whom to censure even in that which is consensible, would endanger one's reputation. The renowned heroes of antiquity have, by the porus of their exploits, given birth to a race of modern heroes not inferior to themselves. Princes may shine in their life-time, but they cannot render themselves illustrious to posterity except by the monuments of goodness and wisdom which they leave after them.

I thought it an agreeable chance to have my thoughts diverted from the greatest among the dead and fabulous heroes, to the most famous among the real and living.—Addison.

While I was in that learned body I applied myself with so much diligence to my studies, that there are very few celebrated books either in the learned or modern tongues which I am not acquainted with.—Addison.

Castor and Pollux first in martial force, One bold on foot, and one renowned for horse.

The relieved of the envious man are those little blemishes that discover themselves in an illustrious character.—Addison.


Fanciful, Fantastical, Whimsical, Capricious.

Fanciful signifies full of fancy (v. Conceived). Fantastical signifies belonging to the phantasy, which is the immediate derivative from the Greek. Whimsical signifies either like a whim, or having a whim. Capricious signifies having caprice. Fanciful and fantastical are both employed for persons and things; whimsical and caprice is mostly employed for persons, or what is personal. Fanciful, in regard to persons, is said of that which is irregular in the taste or judgement; fantastical is said of that which violates all propriety, as well as regularity; the former may consist of a simple deviation from rule; the latter is something extravagant. A person may, therefore, sometimes be advantageously fanciful, although he can never be fantastical but to his discredit. Lively minds will be fanciful in the choice of their dress, furniture, or equipage: the affectation of singularity frequently renders people fantastical in their manners as well as their dress.

Fanciful is said mostly in regard to errors of opinion or taste; it springs from an aberration of the mind: whimsical is a species of the fanciful in regard to one's likes or dislikes: capricious respects errors of temper or irregularities of feeling. The fanciful does not necessarily imply instability, but the capricious excludes the idea of fixedness. One is fanciful by attaching a reality to that which only passes in one's own mind; one is whimsical in the inventions of the fancy: one is capricious by acting and judging without rule or reason in that which admits of both. A person discovers himself to be fanciful who makes difficulties and objections which have no foundation in the external objects, but in
his own mind; he discovers himself to be capricious when he likes and dislikes the same thing in quick succession; he discovers himself to be whimsical who falls upon unaccountable modes, and imagines unaccountable things. Sick persons are apt to be fanciful in their food; females, whose minds are not well disciplined, are apt to be capricious; the English have the character of being a whimsical nation. In application to things, the terms fanciful and fantastic preserve a similar distinction; what is fanciful may be the real and just combination of a well regulated fancy, or the unreal combination of a distempered fancy; the fantastic is not only the unreal, but the distorted combination of a disordered fancy. In sculpture or painting drapery may be fancifully disposed; the airiness and showiness which would not be becoming even in the dress of a young female would be fanciful in that of an old woman.

There is something very sublime, though very fanciful, in Plato’s description of the Supreme Being, that, “truth is his body, and light his shadow.”—ADDISON.

The English are naturally fanciful.—ADDISON.

Fancy. v. Conceit.

Fancy, Imagination.

From what has already been said on Fancy (v. Conceit and fanciful) the distinction between it and Imagination, as operations of thought, will be obvious. Fancy, considered as a power, simply brings the object to the mind, or makes it appear; but imagination, from image, in Latin imago, or imitatio, or imitatio, is the power which presents the images or likenesses of things. The fancy, therefore, only employs itself about things as regards their nature; but the imagination aims at tracing a resemblance, and getting a true copy. The fancy consequently forms combinations, either real or unreal, as chance may direct; but the imagination is seldom led astray. The fancy is busy in dreams, or when the mind is in a disordered state; but the imagination is supposed to act when the intellectual powers are in full play. The fancy is employed on light and trifling objects, which are present to the senses; the imagination rises above all vulgar objects, and carries us from the world of matter into the world of spirits, from time present to the time to come. A milliner may make a dress, but he does not. In the decorations of a cap or gown; but the poet’s imagination depicts every thing grand, every thing bold, and every thing remote.

Although Mr. Addison has thought proper, for his convenience, to use the words fancy and imagination promiscuously when writing on this subject, yet the distinction, as above pointed out, has been observed both in familiar discourse and in writing. We say that we fancy, not that we imagine, that we see or hear something; the pleasures of the imagination, not of the fancy.

There was a certain lady of this airy shape, who was very active in this solemnity; her name was Fancy.—ADDISON.

And as imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet’s pen
Turns them to shape.—SHAKESPEARE.

Philosophy I say, and call it He;
For whatsoever the painter’s fancy be,
It a male virtue seems to me.—COWLEY.

Whatever be his subject, Milton never fails to fill the imagination.—JOHNSON.

Eager he rises, and in fancy hears
The voice celestial murmuring in his ears.—POPE.

Grief has a natural eloquence belonging to it, and breaks out in more moving sentiments than can be supplied by the finest imagination.—ADDISON.

Does airy fancy cheat
My mind, well pleased with the deceit—CREECH.

There are forms which naturally create respect in the beholders, and at once inflame and chasten the imagination.—STEEL.

Fancy, v. Illusion.

Fare, v. Distance.

Farce, v. Fare.

Fare, from the German fahre to go or be, signifies in general the condition or thing that comes to one.

Provision, from provide, signifies the thing provided for one.

These terms are alike employed for the ordinary concerns of life, and may either be used in the limited sense for the food one procures, or the general for whatever necessary or convenient is procured: to the term fare is annexed the idea of accident; provision includes that of design: a traveller on the continent must frequently be contented with humble fare, unless he has the provision of carrying his provisions with him.

This night at least with me forget your care,
Chesnuts, and curds, and cream, shall be your fare.—DRYDEN.

The winged nation wanders through the skies,
And over the plains and shady forest flies:
They breed, they brood, instruct, and educate,
And make provision for the future state.—DRYDEN.

Farmer, Husbandman, Agriculturist.

Farmer, from the Saxon forrn food, signifies one managing a farm, or cultivating the ground for a subsistence: Husbandman is one following husbandry, that is, the culture of land by rural labour. The farmer, therefore, conducts the concern, and the husbandman labours under his direction: Agriculturist, from the Latin oper a field, and colo to till, signifies any one engaged in the art of cultivation. The farmer is always a practitioner; the agriculturist may be a mere theorist: the farmer follows the True as a means of living; the agriculturist follows it as a science: the former tills the land upon given admitted principles; the latter frames new principles, or alters those that are established. Betwixt the farmer and the agriculturist there is the same difference as between practice and theory: the former may be assisted by the latter, so long as they can go hand in hand; but in the case of a collision, the farmer will
be of more service to himself and his country than the agriculturist: farming brings immediate profit from personal service; agriculture may only promise future, and consequently contingent advantages.

To check this plague, the skilful farmer chaff
And blazing straw before his orchard burns.

An improved and improving agriculture, which implies a great augmentation of labour, has not yet found itself at a stand.—BURKE.

Old handwoven I at Sabinhum know,
Who, for another year, dig, plough, and sow.

To Fascinate, v. To charm.

Of Fashion, of Quality, of Distinction.

These epithets are employed promiscuously in colloquial discourse; but not with strict propriety: by men of fashion are understood such men as live in the fashionable world, and keep the best company; by men of quality are understood men of rank or title; by men of distinction are understood men of honourable superiority, whether by wealth, office, or preeminence in society.

Gentry and merchants, though not men of quality, may, by their mode of living, be men of fashion; and by the office they hold in the state, they may likewise be men of distinction.

The free manner in which people of fashion are discussed on at such meetings (of tradespeople) is but a just reproach of their failures in this kind (in paymen).—STEELE.

The single dress of a lady of quality is often the product of an hundred climes.—ADDISON.

It behoves men of distinction, with their power and example, to preside over the public diversions in such a manner as to check anything that tends to the corruption of manners.—STEELE.

To Fashion, v. To form.
To Fasten, v. To fix.

Fastidious, Squeamish.

Fastidious, in Latin fastidiosus from fastus pride, signifies profoundly nice, not easily pleased: Squamish, changed from qualmish or weak-stomached, signifies, in the moral sense, foolishly sickly, easily disgusted.

A female is fastidious when she criticizes the dress or manners of her rival; she is squeamish in the choice of her own dress, company, words, &c. Whoever examines his own imperfections will cease to be fastidious: whoever restrains humour and caprice will cease to be squeamish.

The perception as well as the senses may be improved to our own disquiet; and we may by diligent cultivation of the powers of dislike raise in time an artificial fastidioseness.—JOHNSON.

We were the fates more kind
Our narrow luxuries would soon grow stale;
Were these extractions, nature would grow sick
And, they'd with pleasure, squeamishly complain
That all is vanity, and life a dream.—ARMSTRONG.

Fatal, v. Deadly.
Fate, v. Destiny.

* Vide Tamer; "Of Fashion, Of Quality, Of Distinction."
FEAST.

pitious to us: on ordinary occasions, a wind is said to be favourable which carries us to the end of our voyage; but it is said to be pitious if the rapidity of our passage forwards any great purpose of our own.

You have indeed every favourable circumstance for your advancement that can be wished.—MELMOTH'S LETTERS OF CICERO.

But ah! what use of valour can be made, When Heaven's propitious powers refuse their aid. DRYDEN.

Faulty, v. Culpable.
To Fawn, v. To coax.
To Fear, v. To apprehend.

FEARFUL.

Fearful, Dreadful, Frightful, Tremendous, Terrible, Terrific, Horrible, Horrid.

Fearful here signifies full of that which causes fear (v. Alarm): Dreadful, full of what causes dread (v. Apprehension); Frightful, full of what causes fright (v. Afraid) or apprehension; Tremendous, that which causes trembling; Terrible, or Terrific, causing terror (v. Alarm); Horrible, or Horrid, causing horror. The application of these terms is easily to be discovered by these definitions: the first two affect the mind more than the senses; all the others affect the senses more than the mind: a contest is fearful when the issue is important, but the event doubtful: the thought of death is dreadful to one who feels himself unprepared.

The frightful is less than the tremendous; the tremendous than the terrible; the terrible than the horrid: shrieks may be frightful; thunder and lightning may be tremendous; the roaring of a lion is terrible; the glare of his eye terrifies; the actual spectacle of killing is horrid or horrid.

In their general application, these terms are often employed promiscuously to characterize whatever produces very strong impressions: hence we may speak of a frightful, dreadful, terrible, or horrid dream; or frightful, dreadful, or terrible tempest; dreadful, terrible, or horrid consequences.

She went the terrors of the fearful wave, Too oft, alas! the wandering lover's grave.—FALCONER.
And dread'st thou strength to snatch my prize away.
Due to the deeds of many a dreadful day.—POPE.
Frightful convulsions with'd his tortured limbs. FENTON.

Out of the limb of the murdered monarchy has arisen a vast, tremendous, uniformed spectre, in a far more terrific guise than any which ever yet overpowered the imagination of man.—BURKE.

Deck'd in sad triumph for the mournful field,
O'er her broad shoulders hangs her horrid shield. POPE.

Fensible, v. Colorable.

FEAST.

Feast, Banquet, Carousel, Entertainment, Treat.

As Feasts, in the religious sense, from festus, are always days of leisure, and fre-

quently of public rejoicing, this word has been applied to any social meal for the purposes of pleasure; this is the idea common to the signification of all these words, of which feast seems to be the most general; and for all of which it may frequently be substituted, although they have each a distinct application: feast conveys the idea merely of enjoyment; Banquet is a splendid feast, attended with pomp and state; it is a term of noble use, particularly adapted to poetry and the high style. Carousel, in French carrosse, in German geräusch or rausch intoxication, from rauschen to intoxicate, is a drunken feast: Entertainment and Treat convey the idea of hospitality.

A feast may be given by princes or their subjects, by nobility or commonalty: the banquet is confined to men of high estate; and more commonly spoken of in former times, when ranks and distinctions were less blended than they are at present: the dinner which the Lord Mayor of London annually gives is properly denominated a feast; the mode in which Cardinal Wolsey received the French ambassadors might cuttle every meal he gave to be denominated a banquet. A feast supposes indulgence of the appetite, in eating and drinking, but not intemperately; a carnival is confined mostly to drinking, and that to an excess: a feast, therefore, is always a good thing, unless it ends in a carousal: a feast may be given by one or many, at private or public expense; but an entertainment and a treat are altogether distinct. These terms are never used but in relation to the agents: every entertainment is a feast as far as respects enjoyment at a social board; but no feast is an entertainment unless there be some individual who specifically provides for the entertainment of others: we may all be partakers of a feast, but not of an entertainment; the Lord Mayor's feast is not strictly an entertainment, although that of Cardinal Wolsey was properly so: an entertainment is given between friends and equals, to keep alive the social affections; a treat is given by way of favour to those whom one wishes to oblige: a nobleman provides an entertainment for a particular person whom he has invited; he gives a treat to his servants, his tenants, his tradespeople, or the poor of his neighbourhood.

New purple hangings clothe the palace walls, And sumptuous feasts are made in splendid halls. DRYDEN.

With hymns divine the jocous banquet ends, The peans lengthen'd till the sun descends.—POPE.

This game, these carousals Ascanius taught, And, building Alba, to the Latins brought.—DRYDEN.

I could not but smile at the account that was yesterday given me of a modest young gentleman, who being invited to an entertainment, though he was not used to drink, had not the confidence to refuse his glass in his turn.—ADISON.

I do not insist that you spread your table with so unbounded a profusion as to furnish out a splendid treat with the remains.—MELMOTH'S LETTERS OF CICERO.

Feast, entertainment, and treat, are taken in a more extended sense, to express other pleasures besides those of the table: feast retains its signification of a vivid pleasure, such as voluptuaries derive from delicious viands; entertainment and treat retain the idea of being
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEAST</th>
<th>FEELING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>granted by way of courtesy; we speak of a thing as being a feast or high delight; and of a person contributing to one's entertainment, or giving one a treat. To an envious man the sight of wretchedness, in a once prosperous, rival, is a feast; to a benevolent mind the spectacle of an afflicted man relieved and comforted is a feast; to a mind ardent in the pursuit of knowledge, an easy access to a well-stocked library is a continual feast: men of a happy temper give and receive entertainment with equal facility; they afford entertainment to their guests by the easy cheerfulness which they impart to every thing around them; they in like manner derive entertainment from everything they see, or hear, or observe; a treat is given or received only on particular occasions; it depends on the relative circumstances and tastes of the giver and receiver; to one of a musical turn one may give a treat by inviting him to a musical party; and to one of an intelligent turn it will be equally a treat to be of the party which consists of the enlightened and conversable. Beattie is the only author I know, whose critical and philosophical researches are diversified and embellished by a poetical imagination that makes even the dullest subject and the leastest a feast for an epicure in books. — LOWE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let us consider to whom we are indebted for all these entertainments of sense. —ADDISON.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sing my praise in strain sublime, Treat not me with doggrel rhyme. —SWIFT.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Feast, Festival, Holiday.

Feast, in Latin festum, or featus, changed most probably from fesus and fereus, which latter, in all probability, comes from the Greek eptai sacred, because these days were kept sacred or vacant from all secular labour; Festival and Holiday, as the words themselves denote, have precisely the same meaning in their original sense, with this difference, that the former derives its origin from heathenish superstition, the latter owes its rise to the establishment of Christianity in its reformed state.

A feast, in the Christian sense of the word, is applied to every day which is regarded as sacred, and observed with particular solemnity, except Sundays; a holyday, or, according to its modern orthography, a holiday, is simply a day on which ordinary business is suspended: among the Roman Catholics, there are many days which are kept holy, and consequently by them denominated feasts, which in the English reformed church are only observed as holidays, or days of exemption from public business; of this description are the Saints' days, on which the public offices are shut: on the other hand, Christmas, Easter, and Whitsuntide, are regarded in both churches as feasts, as well as holidays.

Feast, as a technical term, is applied only to certain specified holidays; a holiday is an indefinite term, it may be employed for any day or time in which there is a suspension of business; there are, therefore, many feasts where there are no holidays, and many holidays where there are no feasts: a feast is altogether sacred; a holiday has frequently nothing sacred in it, not even in its cause; it may be a simple, ordinary transaction, the act of an individual; a festival has always either a sacred or a serious object. A feast is kept by religious worship; a holiday is kept by idleness; a festival is kept by mirth and festivity; some feasts are festivals, as in the case of the carnival at Rome; some festivals are holidays, as in the case of weddings and public thanksgivings.

First, I provide myself a nimble thing, To be my page, a variety of crafts; Next, two new suits for feasts and gala days. — CUMBERLAND. |
| It happen'd on a summer's holiday, That to the green wood shade he took his way. —DIBYDEN. |
| Many worthy persons urged how great the harmony was between the holidays and their attributes. I may call them so, and what a confusion would follow if Michaelmas-day, for instance, was not to be celebrated when stately geese are in their highest perfection. — WALSPOLE. |
| In so enlightened an age as the present, I shall perhaps be ridiculed if I hunt, as my opinion, that the observation of certain festivities is something more than a mere political institution. — WALSPOLE. |


Feeble, v. Weak.

To Feel, Be Sensible, Conscious.

From the simple idea of a sense, the word Feel has acquired the most extensive signification and application in our language, and may be employed indifferently for all the other terms, but not in all cases: to feel is said of the whole frame, inwardly and outwardly: it is the accompaniment of existence: to Be Sensible, from the Latin sentio, is said only of the senses. It is the property of all living creatures to feel pleasure and pain in a greater or less degree; those creatures which have not the sense of hearing will not be sensible of sounds.

In the moral application, to feel is peculiarly the property or act of the heart: to be sensible is that of the understanding: an ingenious mind feels pain when it is sensible of having committed an error: one may, however, feel as well as be sensible by means of the understanding: a person feels the value of another's service; is sensible of his kindness; one feels or is sensible of what passes outwardly; one is Conscious of the evil which must spring from the practice of vice; we are conscious of having fallen short of our duty.

The devout man does not only believe, but feels there is a Deity. —ADDISON. |
| There is, doubtless, a faculty in spirits by which they apprehend one another, as our senses do material objects; and there is no question but our souls, when they are disembodied, will, by this faculty, be always sensible of the Divine presence. —ADDISON. |
| A creature of a more exalted kind Was wanting yet, and then was man design'd; Conscious of thought, of more capacious breast, For empire form'd and fit to rule the rest. —DIBYDEN. |

Feeling, Sensation, Sense.

Feeling and Sensation express either the particular act, or the general property of feeling; Sense expresses the general property, or the particular mode of feeling.
FEELING

Feeling is, as before said (v. To feel), the general, sensation and sense are the special terms; feeling is either physical or moral; sensation is mostly physical; sense physical in the general, and moral in the particular application.

We speak either of the feeling or sensation of cold, that is, for sense of either; it is not easy to describe the feelings which are excited by the cutting of cork or the sharpening of a saw; the sensation which pervades the frame after baking is exceedingly grateful to one who is accustomed to the water: the pleasures of sense are not comparable with those of intellect.

The word feeling is most adapted to ordinary discourse; that of sensation is better suited to the grave and scientific style: a child may talk of an unpleasant feeling; a professional man talks of the sensation of giddiness, a gnawing sensation, or of sensations from the rocking of a vessel, the motion of a carriage, and the like: it is our duty to command and curb our feelings; it is evil to watch every passing sensation.

The feeling, in a moral sense, has its seat in the heart; it is transitory and variable; sense has its seat in the understanding; it is permanent and regular. We may have feelings of anger, ill-will, envy, and the like, which cannot be too quickly overpowered, and succeed by those of love, charity, and benevolence; although there is no feeling, however good, which does not require to be kept under control by a proper sense of religion.

I am sure the natural feeling, as I have just said, is a far more predominant ingredient in this war than in that of any other that was ever waged by this kingdom.—BURKE.

Those ideas to which any agreeable sensation is annexed are easily excited, as leaving behind them the most strong and permanent impressions.—SOMERVILLE.

In distances of things, their shapes, and size, Our reason judges better than our eyes; Declares not this the soul's preoccupancy, Superior to, and quite distinct from sense?—JENYNS.

Feeling, Sensibility, Susceptibility.

Feeling, in the present case, is taken for a positive characteristic, namely, the property of feeling (v. To feel) in a strong degree; in this sense feeling expresses either a particular act, or an habitual property of the mind.

Sensibility is always taken in the sense of a habit. Traces of feeling in young people are happy omens in the estimation of the spectator: an exquisite sensibility is not a desirable gift; it creates an infinite disproportion of pain. Feeling and sensibility are here taken as moral properties, which are awakened as much by the operations of the mind within itself as by external objects: Susceptibility, from the Latin susceptible, to take or receive, designates that property of the body or the mind which consists in being ready to take an affection from external objects; hence we speak of a person's susceptibility to take cold, or his susceptibility to be affected with grief, joy, or any other passion: if an excess of sensibility be an evil, an excess of susceptibility is a still graver evil; it makes us slaves to every circumstance, however trivial, which comes under our notice.

Gentleness is native feeling improved by principle.—BLAIR.

By long habit in carrying a burden we lose in great part our sensibility of its weight.—JOHNSON.

It pleases me to think that it was from a principle of gratitude in me that my mind was susceptible of such generous transport (in my dreams) when I thought myself repaying the kindness of my friend.—BYRON.

To Feign, Pretend.

Feign, in Latin fingere or have, comes from the Greek μένειν to fix or stamp.

Pretend, in Latin pretendere, signifies properly to stretch before, that is, to put on the outside.

These words may be used either for doing or saying; they are both opposed to what is true, but they differ from the motives of the agent: to feign is taken either in a bad or an indifferent sense; to pretend always in a bad sense: one feigns in order to gain some future end; a person pretends sickness in order to be excused from paying a disagreeable visit: one pretends in order to serve a present purpose; a child pretends to have lost his book who wishes to excuse himself for his idleness.

To feign consists often of a line of conduct; to pretend consists always of words: Ulysses feigned madness in order to escape from going to the Trojan war; according to Virgil, the Grecian Sinon pretended to be a deserter come over to the Trojan camp: in matters of speculation, to feign is to invent by force of the imagination; to pretend is to set up by force of self-conceit: it is feigned by the poets that Orpheus went down into hell and brought back Eurydice his wife; infidel philosophers pretend to account for the most mysterious things in nature upon natural, or, as they please to term it, rational principles.

To win me from his tender arms, Unnumber'd suitors came, Who praised me for imputed charms, And feigned my desert an open fames.—SHEW..M.

An affected delicacy is the common improvement in those who pretend to be refined above others.—STEELE.

To Feign, v. To invent.

To Felicitate, Congratulate.

Felicitate, from the Latin felix happy, signifies to make happy, and is applicable only to ourselves; Congratulate, from gratia pleasant or agreeable, is to make agreeable, and is applicable either to ourselves or others: we felicitate ourselves on having escaped the danger; we congratulate others on their good fortune.

The astronomers, indeed, expect her (night) with impatience, and feliciterate themselves upon her arrival.—JOHNSON.

The fierce young hero who had overcome the Curtiatt, instead of being congratulated by his sister for his victory, was upbraided by her for having slain her lover.—ADDISON.


Fellowship, Society.

Both these terms are employed to denote a close intercourse; but Fellowship is said of men as individuals, Society of them collectively; we should be careful not to hold
The use of the term 'effeminate' in female characters.

**female, feminine, effeminate.**

Female is said of the sex itself, and feminine of the characteristics of the sex. Female is opposed to male, feminine to masculine.

In the female character we expect to find that which is feminine. The female dress, manners, and habits, have engaged the attention of all essayists, from the time of Addison to the present period.

The feminine is natural to the female; the effeminate is unnatural to the male. A feminine air and voice, which is truly graceful to the observer in the opposite sex, is preposterous in the other. Beauty and delicacy are feminine properties; robustness and vigour are masculine properties; the former therefore when discovered in a man entitle him to the epithet of effeminate.

Once more her haughty soul the tyrant bends,
To prayers and mean submissions she descends;
No female art can all she left to war;
Nor counsel unexplo'd, before she died.

Her heavily form
Angelic; but more soft and feminine;
Her graceful innocence.

Our martial ancestors, like some of their modern successors, had no other amusement (but hunting) to entertain their vacant hours; despising all arts as effeminate.

**Feminine, v. Female.**

**Fence, Guard, Security.**

Fence, from the Latin *fendo*, to fend or keep off, denotes that which serves to prevent the attack of an external enemy. Guard, which is but a variety of ward, from the German *vuhren* to see, and *wachen* to watch, signifies that which keeps from any danger. Security implies that which secures or prevents injury, mischief, and loss.

A fence in the proper sense is an inanimate object; a guard is a living agent; the former is of permanent utility, the latter acts to a purpose. In the figurative sense they retain the same distinction. Modesty is a fence to a woman's virtue; the love of the subject is the monarch's greatest safeguard. There are prejudices which favour religion and subordination, and act as fences against the introduction of licentious principles into the juvenile or unenlightened mind; a proper sense of an overruling providence will serve as a guard to prevent the admission of improper thoughts. The guard only stands at the entrance, to prevent the ingress of evil; the security stops up all the avenues, it locks up with firmness. A guard serves to prevent the ingress of every thing that may have an evil intention or tendency: the security rather secures the possession of what one has, and prevents a loss. A king has a guard about his person to keep off all violence.

Whatever disregard certain modern refinements of morality may attempt to throw on all the instituted means of public religion, they must in their lowest view be considered as the out guards and fences of virtuous conduct.

Let the heart be either wounded by sore distress, or agitated by violent emotions; and you shall presently see that virtue without religion is inadequate to the government of life. It is destitute of its proper guard, of its firmest support, of its chief encouragement.

Goodness from its own nature hath this security, that it brings men under the danger of no law.

**Ferocious, Fierce, Savage.**

Ferocious and Fierce are both derived from the Latin *ferox*, which comes from *fera*, a wild beast.

**Savage, v. Cruel.**

Ferocity marks the untamed character of a cruel disposition; *feroceness* has a greater mixture of prudence and anger in it, the word *ferus* in French being taken for lawless; *savage* or savageness marks a more permanent, but not so violent a sentiment of either cruelty or anger as the two former. Ferocity and feroceness are in common applied to the brutes, to designate their natural tempers; savage is mostly employed to designate the natural tempers of men, when uncontrolled by the forces of reason and a sense of religion. Ferocity is the natural characteristic of wild beasts; it is a delight in blood that needs no outward stimulus to call it into action; but it displays itself most strikingly in the moment when the animal is going to grasp, or when in the act of devouring, its prey: feroceness may be provoked by many causes, but it does not discover itself unless roused by some circumstance of aggravation; many animals become fierce by being shut up in cages, and exposed to the view of spectators; savageness is as natural a temper in the uncivilized man as ferocity or feroceness in the brute; it does not wait for an enemy to attack, but is restless in search of some one whom it may make an enemy, and have an opportunity of destroying. It is an easy transition for the savage to become the ferocious cannibal, glutting himself in the blood of his enemies, or the fierce antagonist to one who sets himself up in opposition to him.

In an extended application of these terms, they bear the same relation to each other: the countenance may be either ferocious, fierce, or savage, according to circumstances. A robber who spends his life in the act of unlawfully shedding blood acquires a ferocity of countenance; a soldier who follows a predatory and desultory mode of warfare betrays the licentiousness of his calling, and his undisciplined temper, in the feroccus or feroceness of his countenance; the tyrant whose enjoyment consists in inflicting misery on his dependents or subjects evinces the savageness of his temper by the savage joy with which he witnesses their groans and tortures.
FERTILE.

The ferocious character of Moloch appears both in the battle and the council with exact consistency.—Joh-

son.

The tempest fails.

The weary winds sink, breathless. But who knows What fiercer tempest yet may shake this night?

Nay, the dire monsters that infest the flood,

By nature dreadful, and athirst for blood,

His will can calm, their savage tempers bind,

And turn to mild protectors of mankind.—Young.

Ferryman, v. Waterman.

Fertile, Fruitful, Prolific.

Fertile, in Latin fertili, from fero to bear, signifies capable of bearing or bringing to light.

Fruitful signifies full of fruit, or containing within itself much fruit.

Prolific is compounded of proles and facio to make a progeny.

Fertile expresses in its proper sense the faculty of sending forth from itself that which is not of its own nature, and is peculiarly applicable to the ground which causes everything within itself to grow up. Fruitful expresses a state containing or possessing abundantly that which is of the same nature; it is, therefore, peculiarly applicable to trees, plants, vegetables, and whatever is said to bear fruit.

Prolific expresses the faculty of generating; it conveys therefore the idea of what is creative, and is peculiarly applicable to animals. We may say that the ground is either fertile or fruitful, but not prolific; we may speak of a female of any species being fruitful and prolific, but not fertile; we may speak of nature as being fruitful, but neither fertile nor prolific.

A country is fertile as it respects the quality of the soil; it is fruitful as it respects the abundance of its produce; it is possible, therefore, for a country to be fruitful by the industry of its inhabitants, which was not fertile by nature.

An animal is said to be fruitful as it respects the number of young which it has; it is said to be prolific as it respects its generation; we properly do not speak of an animal as fertile as others; but there are many animals more prolific than human creatures. The lands in Egypt are rendered fertile by means of mud which they receive from the overflowing of the Nile; they consequently produce harvests more fruitful than in almost any other country. Among the Orientals barrenness was reckoned a disgrace, and every woman was ambitious to be fruitful; there are some insects particularly amongst the noxious tribes, which are so prolific, that they are not many hours in being before they begin to breed.

In the figurative application they admit of a similar distinction. A man is fertile in expe-
dients who readily contrives upon the spur of the occasion: he is fruitful in resources who has them ready at his hand; his brain is prolific if it generates an abundance of new conceptions. A mind is fertile which has powers that admit of cultivation and expansion; an imagination is fruitful that is rich in stores of imagery; a genius is prolific that is rich in invention. Females are fertile in ex-
dients and devices; ambition and avarice are the most fruitful sources of discord and misery in public and private life; novel-

writers are the most prolific class of authors.

Why should I mention those, whose airy soil Is render’d fertile by the over-lowering Nile.—Jeyns.

When first the soil receives the fruitful seed, Make no delay, but cover it with speed.—Dyden.

And where in pump the sun-burnt people ride Un painted barges o’er the teeming tide, Which pouring down from Ethiopian lands, Makes green the dull, with slime and black prolific sands.—Dyden.

To every work Warburton brought a memory full fraught, together with a fancy fertile of combinations.—Johson.

The philosophy received from the Greeks has been fruitful in controversies, but barren of works.—Bacon.

Parent of light! all-seeing sun,

Prolific beam, whose rays dispense

The various gifts of Providence.—Gay.

Fervour, Ardour.

Fervour, from fervo to boil, is not so violent a heat as Ardour, from ardeo to burn. The affections are properly fervent; the passions are ardent: we are fervent in feeling, and ardent in acting; the fervour of devotion may be rational; but the ardour of zeal is mostly intemperate. The first martyr, Stephen, was filled with a holy fervour: St. Peter, in the ardour of his zeal, promised his master to do more than he was able to perform.

The joy of the Lord is not to be understood of high rap-
tures and transports of religious fervour.—Blair.

Do men hasten to their devotions with that ardour that they would to a loved play?—South.

Festival, v. Feast.

Festivity, Mirth.

There is commonly Mirth with Festivity, but there may be frequently mirth without festivity. The festivity lies in the outward circumstances; mirth in the temper of the mind. Festivity is rather the producer of mirth than the mirth itself. Festivity includes the social enjoyments of eating, drinking, dancing, cards, and other pleasures; mirth includes in it the buoyancy of spirits, which is engendered by a participation in such pleasures.

Phistatus, fearing that the festivity of his guests would be interrupted by the misconduct of Thrasippus, rose from his seat, and intreated him to stay.—Cumer-

land.

Fertility in the British Agriculture, and the Use of Fertilizers in Agriculture.—Gillespie.

To Fetch, v. To bring.

Fetter, v. Chain.

Feud, v. Quarrel.

Fickle, v. Changeable.

Fiction, Fabrication, Falsehood.

Fiction is opposed to what is real; Fabrication and Falsehood to what is true. Fiction relates what may be though not what is: fabrication and falsehood relate what is not as what is, and vice-versa. Fiction serves for amusement and instruction: fabrication and falsehood serve to mislead and deceive. Fiction and fabrication both require invention: falsehood consists of simple contradiction. The fables of Aesop are fictions of the simplest kind, but
yet such as required a peculiarly lively fancy and inventive genius to produce: the fabrication of a play as the production of Shakespeare's pen was once executed with sufficient skill to impress for a time upon the public credulity: a good memory is all that is necessary in order to avoid uttering falsehoods that can be easily contradicted and confuted. In an extended sense of the word fiction it approaches still nearer to the sense of fabricate, when said of the fictions of the ancients, which were impressed on the mind of the reader, although admitted now to be false: the motive of the narrator is what here constitutes the difference; namely, that in the former case he believes what he relates to be true, in the latter he knows it to be false. The heathen mythology consists principally of the fictions of the poets; newspapers commonly abound in fabrication.

As epithets fictitious and false are very closely allied: for what is fictitious is false though all that is false is not fictitious: the fictitious is that which has been feldged, or falsely made by some one; the false is simply that which is false by the nature of the thing; the one is accidental and is therefore the invention of an individual, whose veracity is thereby impeached; but there may be many false accounts unintentionally circulated.

All that the Jews tell us of their twofold Messiah is a mere fiction, framed without as much as a pretence to any foundation in Scripture for it.—PRIDEAUX.

When speech is employed only as the vehicle of falsehood every man must disunite himself from others.—JOHNSTON.

Fidelity, v. Faith.
Fierce, v. Pericious.

Figure, Metaphor, Allegory, Emblem, Symbol, Type.

Figure, in Latin figura, from fingere to feign, signifies any thing painted or feign'd by the mind.

Metaphor, in Greek μεταφορα, from μεταφερω to transfer, signifies a transfer of one object to another.

Allegory, in Greek αλληγορα, from αλλος another, and αγορεω to relate, signifies the relation of something under a borrowed term.

Emblem, in Greek εμβλημα, from εμβλαλω to impress, signifies the thing stamped on as a mark.

Symbol, from the Greek συμβαλλω to consider attentively, signifies the thing cast or conceived in the mind, from its analogy to represent something else.

Type, in Greek τυπος, from τυπω to strike or stamp, signifies an image of something that is stamped on something else.

Likeness between two objects, by which one is made to represent the other, is the common idea in the signification of these terms. Figure is the most general of these terms, comprehending every thing which is figured by means of the imagination; the rest are but modes of the figure. The figure consists either in words or in things generally: we may have a figure in expression, a figure on paper, a figure on wood or stone, and the like. It is the business of the imagination to draw figures out of anything; the metaphor and allegory consist of a representation by means of words only: the figure, in this case, is any representation which the mind makes to itself of a resemblance between objects, which is properly a figure of thought, which when clothed in words is a figure of speech: the metaphor is a figure of speech of the simplest kind, by which a word acquires other meanings besides that which is originally affixed to it; as when the term head, which properly signifies a part of the body, is applied to the leader of an army. The allegory is a continued metaphor where attributes, modes, and actions, are applied to the objects thus figured, as in the allegory of sin and death in Milton.

The emblem is that sort of figure of thought by which we make corporeal objects to stand for moral properties; thus the dove is represented as the emblem of meekness, and the beehive is made the emblem of industry. It is also very certain that species of emblem which is converted into a constituted sign among men; thus the olive and laurel are the symbols of peace, and have been recognized as such among barbarous as well as enlightened nations. The type is that species of emblem by which one object is made to represent another mystically; it is, therefore, only employed in religious matters, particularly in relation to the coming, the office, and the death of our Saviour; in this manner the offering of Isaac is considered as a type of our Saviour's offering himself as an atoning sacrifice.

The spring bears the same figure among the seasons of the year, that the morning does among the divisions of the day, or youth among the stages of life.—ADDISON.

No man had a happlier manner of expressing the affection of one sense by metaphors taken from another than Milton.—BURKE.

Virgil has cast the whole system of Platonic philosophy, so far as regards the soul of man, into beautiful allegories.—ADDISON.

The stork's the emblem of true plecy.—BEAUMONT.

I need not mention the justness of thought which is observed in the generation of these symbolical persons in Milton's allegory of sin and death.—ADDISON.

All the remarkable events under the law were types of Christ.—BLAIR.

Figure, v. Form.

Final, Conclusive.

Final, in French final, Latin finalis, from finis the end, signifies having an end.

Conclusive (v. Conclusive) signifies shutting up, or coming to a conclusion.

Final designates simply the circumstance of being the last; conclusive the mode of finishing or coming to the last; a determination is final which is to be succeeded by no other; a reasoning is conclusive that puts a stop to farther question. The final is arbitrary; it depends upon the will to make it so or not: the conclusive is relative; it depends upon the circumstances and the understanding; a per-
To Find, Find Out, Discover, Espy, Descry.

Find, v. To detect.

Espy, v. To detect.

Descry, from the Latin discerno, signifies to distinguish a thing from others.

To find signifies simply to come within sight of a thing which is the general idea attached to all these terms: they vary, however, either in the mode of the action or in the object. What we find may become visible to us by accident, but what we find out is the result of an effort. We may find anything as we pass along in the streets; but we find out mistakes in an account by carefully going over it, or we find out the difficulties which we meet with in learning, by redoubling our diligence. What is found may have been lost to ourselves, but visible to others. What is discovered is always remote and unknown, and when discovered is something new. A piece of money may be found lying on the ground; but a mine is discovered under ground. When Captain Cook discovered the islands in the South Sea, many plants and animals were found. What is not discoverable may be presumed not to exist; but that which is found may be only what has been lost. What has once been discovered cannot be discovered again; but what is found may be many times found. Find out and discover differ principally in the application; the first refers to human actions, and the latter to scientific objects; scholars find out what they have to learn; men of research discover what escapes the notice of others.

To espy is a species of finding out, namely, to find out what is very secluded or retired; and descry is a species of discovering, or observing at a distance, among a number of objects. An astronomer discovers fresh stars or planets; he finds those on particular occasions which have been already discovered. A person finds out by continued enquiry any place to which he had been wrong directed: he espies an object which lies concealed in a corner or secret place: he descry a horseman coming down a hill. Discover and espire may be employed with regard to objects, either of a corporeal or intellectual kind: espy and descry only with regard to sensible objects of corporeal vision: find, either for those that are external or internal: discover, only for those that are external. The distinction between them is the same as before; we find by simple inquiry, we discover by reflection and study; we find or find out the motives which influence a person's conduct: we discover the reasons or causes of things. The finding serves the particular purpose of the finder; the discovery serves the purpose of science, by adding to the stock of general knowledge.

When find is used as a purely intellectual operation, it admits of a new view, in relation both to discover and to invent, as may be seen in the following article.

He finds the fraud, and with a smile demands,
On what design the boy had bound his hair.

Socrates, who was a great admirer of Cretan institutions, set his excellent wit to find out some good cause and use of this evil inclination (the love of boys). What cunning is a kind of short-sightedness that discovers the minutest objects which are near at hand, but is not able to discern things at a distance.—ADDITION.

There Agamemnon, Pria here he spied,
And fierce Achilles, who both kings defied.

Through this we pass, and mount the tower from whence,
With unavailing arms, the Trojans make defense;
From this the trembling king but desir'd
The Grecian camp, and saw their navy ride.—DERYDEN.

To Find, Find Out, Discover, Invent.

Find, v. To find.

Discover, v. To discover.

Invent, in Latin inventum from invenire, signifies to come at or to light upon.

To find or find out is said of things which do not exist in the forms in which a person finds them: to discover is said of that which exists in an entire state: to invent is said of that which is new made or modelled. The merit of finding or inventing consists in newly applying or modifying the materials, which exist separately; the merit of discovering consists in removing the obstacles which prevent us from knowing the real nature of the thing: imagination and industry are requisite for finding or inventing; acuteness and penetration for discovering. A person finds reasons for justifying himself: he discovers traits of a bad disposition in another. Cultivated minds find sources of amusement within themselves, or a prisoner finds means of escape. Many traces of a universal deluge have been discovered: the physician discovers the nature of a particular disorder.

Find is applicable to the operative arts: invent to the mechanical; discover to the speculative. We speak of finding modes for performing actions, and effecting purposes; of inventing machines, instruments, and various matters of use or elegance; of discovering the operations and laws of nature. Many fruitless attempts have been made to find the longitude: men have not been so unsuccessful in finding out various arts, for communicating their thoughts, commemorating the exploits of their nations, and supplying themselves with luxuries; nor have they failed in every species of machine or contrivance to find out all their purpose. Harvey discovered the circulation of the blood: Toricelli discovered the gravity of the air: by geometry the properties of figures are discovered: by chemistry the properties of compound substances: but the geometrical find by reasoning the solution of any problem; or by investigating, he finds out a clearer method of solving the same problems; or he
invents an instrument by which the proof can be deduced from ocular demonstration. Thus the astronomer discovers the motions of the heavenly bodies, by means of the telescope which has been invented.

Long practice has a sure improvement founded.
With kindled fires to burn the barren ground. —Dryden.

Since the harmonic principles were discovered, music has been a great independent science.—Shaw.
The size of gods and men, with hard decrees,
Forbids our plenty to be bought with ease;
Himself invented first the shining share,
And whetted human industry by care.—Dryden.

To Find Fault With, Blame, Object To.
All these terms denote not simply feeling, but also expressing dissatisfaction with some person or thing. To Find Fault with signifies here to point out a fault, either in some person or thing; to Blame is said only of the person; Object is applied to the thing: we find fault with a person for his behaviour; we find fault with our seat, our conveyance, and the like; we blame a person for his temerity or his imprudence; we object to a measure that is proposed. We find fault with a thing which has been done; we object to that which is to be done.

Finding fault is a familiar action applied to matters of personal convenience or taste; blame and object to, particularly the latter, are applied to serious objects. Finding fault is often the fruit of a discontented temper; there are some whom nothing will please, and what is done to find fault with whatever comes in their way: blame is a matter of discretion; we blame frequently in order to correct: objecting to is an affair either of caprice or necessity; some capriciously object to that which is proposed to them merely from a spirit of opposition; others object to a thing from substantial reasons.

Tragi-comedy you have yourself found fault with very justly.—Bulfinch.

It is a most certain rule in reason and moral philosophy, that where there is no choice, there can be no blame.—South.

To Find Out, v. To find (descry).

To Find Out, v. To find (invent).


Fine, Delicate, Nice.
It is remarkable of the word Fine (v. Beautiful), that it is equally applicable to large and small objects, to Delicate. Latin delicatus, from delicatus delight, and delicatus to allure, is applied only to small objects. Fine, in the natural sense, denotes smallness in general. Delicate denotes a degree of fineness that is agreeable to the taste. Thread is said to be fine as opposed to the coarse and thick; silk is said to be delicate. Where one speaks of fineness of texture it adds softness. The texture of a spider's web is remarkable for its fineness; that of the camel's fur is remarkable for its delicacy. In writing, all up-strokes must be fine; but in superior writing they will be delicately fine. When applied to colours, the fine is coupled with the bold and strong; delicate with what is faint, soft, and fair: black and red may be fine colours; white and pink delicate colours. The tulip is reckoned one of the finest flowers; the white moss-rose is a delicate flower. A fine painter or delicatist is bold; but the artist who has a delicate taste, throws delicate touches into the grandest delineations.

In their moral application these terms admit of the same distinction: the fine approaches either to the strong or to the weak; the delicate is a high degree of the fine; as a fine thought, which may be lofty; or fine feeling, which is acute and tender; and delicate feeling, which exceeds the former in fineness.
The French use their word fin only in the latter sense, of acuteness, and apply it merely to the thoughts and designs of men, answering either to our word subtle, as un homme fin, or neat, as une satire fine.

Every thing that results from nature alone lies out of the province of instruction; and no rules that I know will serve to give a fine term, a fine voice, or even those fine feelings, which are amongst the first properties of an actor.—Cumberland.

Chief, lovely Spring! in thee thy soft scenes
The sunbeam is a sex; God hath planted thee,
And air, attest his bounty, which exalts
The brute creation to this finer thought.—Thomson.

Under this head of elegance I reckon these delicate and regular works of art, as elegant buildings or pieces of furniture.—Burke.

Delicate is said of that which is agreeable to the sense and the taste; Nice to what is agreeable to the appetite: the former is a term of refinement; the latter of epicurism and sensual indulgence. The delicate affords pleasure only to those whose thoughts and desires are purified from what is gross; the nice affords pleasure to the young, the ignorant, and the sensual: thus delicate food, delicate colours, delicate shapes and form, are always acceptable to the cultivated; a meal, a show, a colour, and the like, which suits its appetite, or meets its fancy, will be nice to a child.

When used in a moral application nice, which is taken from its being nearer to the signification of delicate. A person may be said to have a delicate ear in music, whose ear is offended with the smallest discordance; he may be said to have a nice taste or judgement in music, who scientifically discriminates the beauties and defects of different pieces. A person is delicate in his choice, who is guided by taste and feeling: he is nice in his choice, who adheres to a strict rule.

A point in question may be either delicate or nice: it is delicate, as it is likely to touch the tender feelings of any party; it is nice, as it involves contrary interests, and becomes difficult of determination. The delicate is a nicety of behaviour which are learnt by good breeding, but which minds of a refined cast are naturally alive too, without any particular learning; there are nectices in the law, which none but men of superior intellect can properly enter into and discriminate.

The commerce in the conjugal state is so delicate, that it is impossible to prescribe rules for it.—Steele.

The highest point of good breeding, if any one can hit it is to show a very nice regard to your own dignity, and, with that in your heart, to express your value for the man above you.—Steele.
**Fine, Mulct, Penalty, Forfeiture.**

Fine, from the Latin fīnis the end or purpose, signifies, by an extended application, satisfaction by way of amends for an offence.

Mulct, in Latin mulcta comes from mulgeo to draw or wipe, because an offence is wiped off by money.

Penalty, in Latin penaliitas, from poena a pain, signifies what gives pain by way of punishment.

Forfeiture, from forfeit, in French forfait, from forfaire, signifies to do away or lose by doing wrong. The fine and mulct are always pecuniary; a penalty may be pecuniary: a forfeiture consists of any personal property: the fine and mulct are imposed; the penalty is inflicted or incurred; the forfeiture is incurred.

The violation of a rule or law is attended with a fine or mulct, but the former is a term of general use; the latter is rather a technical form: a criminal offence incurs a penalty; negligence of duty occasions the forfeiture.

A fine or mulct serve either as punishment to the offender, or as an amends for the offence: a penalty always inflicts some kind of pain as a punishment on the offender: a forfeiture is attended with loss as a punishment to the delinquent. Among the Chinese, all offences are punished with fines or flogging: the Roman Catholics were formerly subject to penalties if detected in the performance of their religious worship: societies subject their members to forfeitures for the violation of their laws.

Too dear a fine, ah much lamented maid! For warring with the Trojan thou hast paid. — Dryden.

For to prohibit and dispense, To find out or to make offence, To set what characters they please, And mulct on sin, or Godness, Must prove a pretty thriving trade. — Butler.

It must be confessed, that as for the laws of men, gratitude is not enjoined by the sanction of penalties. — South.

The Earl of Hereford, being tried secondum leges Normannorum, could only be punished by a forfeiture of his inheritance. — Tyrwhitt.

In the Roman law, if a lord manumits his slave, gross ingratitude in the person so made free forfeits his freedom. — South.

**Finesse, v. Artifice.**

**Finical, Spruce, Foppish.**

These epithets are applied to such as attempt at finery by improper means. The finical is insignificantly fine; the spruce is laboriously and artfully fine; the foppish is fantastical and affectedly fine. The finical is said mostly of manners and speech; the spruce is said of the dress; the foppish of dress and manners.

A finical gentleman clips his words and sweeps his body into as small a compass as possible to give himself the air of a delicate person: a spruce gentleman strives not to have a fold wrong in his frill or cravat, nor a hair of his head to lie amiss: a foppish gentleman seeks by extravagance in the cut of his clothes, and by the tawdriness in their ornament, to render himself distinguished for finery. A little mind, full of conceit for itself, will lead a man to be finical: a vacant mind that is anxious to be pleasing will not object to the employment of rendering the person spruce: a giddy, vain mind, eager after applause, impels a man to every kind of foppery.

At the top of the building (Blenheim house) are several cupolas and little turrets that have but an ill effect, and make the building look at once finical and heavy. — Pope.

Methinks I see thee spruce and fine, With coat embroidered richly shine. — Swift.

The learned, full of inward pride, The top of outward show deride. — Gay.

**To Finish, v. To close.**

**To Finish, v. To complete.**

**Finished, v. Compleat.**

**Finite, Limited.**

Finite, from finis an end, is the natural property of things; and Limited, from lines a boundary, is the artificial property: the former is opposite only to the infinite; but the latter, which lies within the finite, is opposed to the unlimited or the infinite. This world is finite, and space infinite; the power of a prince is limited. It is not in our power to extend the bounds of the finite, but the limited is mostly under our control. We are finite beings, and our capacities are variously limited either by nature or circumstances.

Methinks this single consideration of the progress of a finite spirit to perfection will be sufficient to extinguish all envy in inferior natures, and all contempt in superior. — Addison.

Those complaints which we are apt to make of our limited capacity and narrow view, are just as unreasonable as the childish complaints of our not being formed with a microscopic eye. — Blair.

**Fire, Heat, Warmth, Glow.**

In the proper sense these words are easily distinguished, but not so easily in the improper sense; and as the latter depends principally upon the former, it is not altogether useless to enter into some explanation of their physical meaning.

Fire is with regard to Heat as the cause to the effect; it is itself an inherent property in some material bodies, and when in action communicates heat: *fire* is perceptible to us by the eye, as well as the touch: heat is perceptible only by the touch: we distinguish fire by means of the flame it sends forth, or by the changes which it produces upon other bodies; but we discover heat only by the sensations which it produces in ourselves.

Fire has within itself the power of communicating heat to other bodies at a distance from it; but heat, when it lies in bodies without fire, is not communicable, or even perceptible, except by coming in contact with the body. Fire is producible in some bodies at pleasure, and when in action produces itself without any external influence; but heat is always to be produced and kept in being by some external agency: fire spreads; but heat dies away. Fire is producible only in certain bodies; but heat may be produced

* Vide Eberhardt: "Hitze, Feuer, Warme."*
in many more bodies: fire may be elicited from a flint, or from wood, steel, and some few other materials; but heat is producible, or exists to a greater or less degree, in all material substances.

Heat and Warmth differ principally in degree; the latter being a gentle degree of the former. The term heat, however, is, in its most extensive sense, applicable to that universal principle which pervades all nature, animate and inanimate, and seems to vivify the whole; it is this principle which appears either under the form of fire, or under the more commonly conceived form of heat, as it is generally understood, and as I have here considered it. Heat in this limited sense is less active than fire, and more active than warmth: the former is produced in bodies, either by the violent action of fire, as in the boiling of water, the melting of lead, or the violent friction of two hard bodies; the latter is produced by the simple expansion of gases, and the case of feathers, wool, and other substances, which produce and retain warmth.

Heat may be the greatest possible remove, but warmth may be the smallest possible remove from cold; the latter is opposed to coolness, which borders on cold. Heat is that which to our feelings is painful; but warmth is that which is always felt. In animate bodies, fire cannot long exist, as it is in its nature consuming and destructive; it is incompatible with animal life: heat will not exist, unless when the body is in a diseased or disordered state; but warmth is that portion of heat which exists in every healthy subject: by this the hen hatches and rears her young, by this operation of generation is carried on in the female. Glow is a partial heat or warmth which exists, or is known to exist, mostly in the human frame; it is commonly produced in the body when it is in its most vigorous state, and its nerves are firmly braced by the cold.

From the above analysis the figurative application of these terms, and the grounds upon which they are so employed, will be easily discerned. As fire is the strongest and most active principle in nature, which seizes everything within its reach with the greatest possible rapidity, genius is said to be possessed of fire, which flies with rapidity through all the regions of thought, and forms the most lively images and combinations; but when fire is applied to the eye or the looks, it borrow its meaning from the external property of the flame, which is very aptly depicted in the eye or the looks of lively people. As heat is always excessive and mostly violent, those combinations and manifestations of the mind which flow from the agitation of the passions, particularly of the angry passions, is termed heat. As warmth is a gentle and grateful property, it has with most propriety been ascribed to the affections. As glow is a partial but vivid feeling of the body, so is friendship a strong but particular affection of the mind: hence the propriety of ascribing a glow to friendship.

Age damps the fire of the poet. Disputants in the heat of the contest are apt to forget all the forms of good breeding. A man of tender moral feelings speaks with warmth ofa noble action, or takes a warm interest in the concerns of the innocent and the distressed. A youth in the full glow of friendship feels himself prepared to make any sacrifices in supporting the cause of his friend.

That modern love is no such thing
As what those ancient poets sing
A fire celestial, chaste, refined—SWIFT.

The heat of Milton's mind might be said to sublime his learning.—JOHNSON.

If heat I have pressed you farther upon this occasion than was necessary: however, I know you will excuse my warmth in the cause of a friend.—MELMOTH'S LETTERS OF CICERO TO CESAR.

The frost-concocted glebe
Draws in abundant vegetable soul,
And gathers vigour for the coming year:
A stronger glow sits on the livelier cheek
Of ruddy fire.—THOMSON.

Firm, Fixed, Solid, Stable.


Fixed denotes the state of being fixed.

Solid, in Latin solidus, comes from solum the ground, which is the most solid thing existing.

Stable, v. Constancy.

That is firm which is not easily shaken; that is fixed which is fastened to something else, and not easily torn; that is solid which is able to bear, and does not easily give way; that is stable which is able to make a stand against resistance, or the effects of time. A pillar which is firm on its base, fixed to a wall made of solid oak, is likely to be stable. A man stands firm in battle who does not flinch from the attack: he is fixed to a spot by the order of his commander. An army of firm men form a solid mass, and by their heroism may deserve the most stable monument that can be erected.

In the moral sense, firmness is used only for the purpose, or such actions as depend on the purpose; fixed is used either for the mind, or for outward circumstances; solid is applicable to things in general, in an absolute sense; stable is applicable to things in a relative sense. Decrees are more or less firm, according to the source from which they spring. They are firm compared with those which arise from the will of the Almighty: laws are fixed in proportion as they are connected with a constitution in which it is difficult to Innovate. That which is solid is so of its own nature, but does not admit of degrees: a solid reason has within itself an independent property, which cannot be increased or diminished. That which is stable is so by comparison with that which is of less duration; the characters of some men are more stable than those of others; youth will not have so stable a character as manhood.

A friendship is firm when it does not depend upon the opinion of others; it is fixed when the choice is stable and grounded in the mind; it is solid when it rests on the only solid basis of accord, in virtue and religion; it is stable when it is not liable to decrease or die away with time.

In one firm orb the bands were rang'd around,
A cloud of heroes blacken'd all the ground.—POPE.

Unmov'd and silent, the whole war they wait,
Erely dreadful, and as fix'd as fate.—POPE.

But these fantastic errors of our dream
Lead us to solid wrong.—COWLEY.
To Fit, Suit, Adapt, Accommodate, Adjust.

Fit signifies to make or be fit (v. Becoming).
Suit signifies to make or be suitable (v. To agree).
Adapt, from opus, signifies to make fit for a specific purpose.
Accommodate signifies to make commodious (v. Commodious).
Adjust signifies to make a thing just as it is desired to be.

To fit is to provide one's self with the requisite qualification; to suit is to provide the thing with the suitable or agreeable qualities; we fit ourselves for the thing; we suit the thing to ourselves. A good education fits a person for any office or station; an easy and contented man is easily suited with the things that offer. To fit, in the intransitive sense, is said of things in general as they respect each other; suit is mostly of things as they respect the moral agent. In the mechanical and literal sense, things fit each other, as the shoe fits the foot, or the coat the body; and also in the moral sense, there is a manifest fitness in all things which we term right and just; things, whether of a corporeal or spiritual nature, are said to suit the taste of a person; thus, a particular house, situation, company, and the like, may suit one person more than another.

To adapt is a species of fitting; to accommodate is a species of suitting; both applied to the moral actions of conscious beings. Adaptation is an act of the judgment; accommodation is an act of the will: we adapt by an exercise of discretion; we accommodate by a management of the humours: an adaptation does not interfere with our interests; but an accommodation always supposes a sacrifice: we adapt our language to the understandings of our hearers; we accommodate ourselves to the humours of others. The mind of an infinitely wise Creator is clearly evinced in the world, by the universal adaptation of means to their ends: a spirit of accommodation is not merely a characteristic of politeness: it is of sufficient importance to be ranked among the Christian duties.

Then mediates the mark: and couching low, Fits the sharp arrow to the unstrung bow. POPE.

I fit it now to the joys of love to know Too deep may anguish, and too wild my woe. POPE.

It may not be a useless inquiry, in what respects the love of novelty is peculiarly adapted to the present state. GROW.

It is in his power so to adapt one thing to another, as to fulfil his promise of making all things work together for good to those who love him. BLAIR.

Accommodate and adjust are both applied to the affairs of men which require to be kept, or put, in right order: but the former implies the keeping as well as putting in order; the
latter simply the putting in order. Men accommodate each other, that is, make things commodious for each other; but they adjust things either for themselves or for others. Thus they accommodate each other in particular matters; or they adjust the ceremonial of a visit. On this ground we may say that a difference is either accommodated or adjusted; for it is accommodated, inasmuch as the parties yield to each other; it is adjusted, inasmuch as that which was wrong is set right.

When things were thus far adjusted towards a peace, all other differences were soon accommodated.—ADDISON.


To Fix, Fasten, Stick.

Fix, v. To fix, settle.

Fasten is to make fast.

Stick is to make stick (v. Stick).

Fix is a generic term; fasten and stick are but modes of fixing: we fix whatever we make to remain in a given situation; we fasten if we fix it firmly: we stick when we fix a thing by means of sticking. A post is fixed in the ground; it is fastened to a wall by a nail; it is stuck to another board by means of glue. Shelves are fixed: a horse is fastened to a gate: bills are stuck. What is fixed may be removed in various ways: what is fastened is removed by main force: what is stuck must be separated by contrivance.

On mules and dogs the infection first began, And last the wretched arrows fix'd in man.—POPE.

As the bold bound that gives the lion chase, With beating bosom, and with eager pace, Hangs on his haunch, or fastens on his heels, Guards as he turns, and circles as he wheels.—POPE.

Some lines more moving than the rest, Stuck to the point that pierc'd her breast.—SWIFT.

To Fix, Settle, Establish.

Fix, in Latin fix, perfect of fogo, and in Greek τριτελε, signifies simply to make to keep its place.

Settle, which is a frequentative of set, signifies to make to sit or be at rest.

Establish, from the Latin stabilis, signifies to make stable or keep its ground.

Fix is the general and indefinite term: to settle and establish are to fix strongly. Fix and settle are applied either to material or spiritual objects, establish only to moral objects. A post may be fixed in the ground in any manner, but it requires time for it to settle. A person may either fix himself, settle himself, or establish himself: the first case refers simply to his taking up his abode, or choosing a certain spot; the second refers to his permanency of stay; and the third to the business which he raises or renders permanent.

The same distinction exists between these words in their other application to the conduct of men. We may fix one or many points, important or unimportant,—it is a mere act of the will; we settle many points of importance; it is an act of deliberation; thus we fix the day and hour of doing a thing; we settle the affairs of our family; so likewise to fix is properly the act of one; to settle may be the joint act of many: thus a parent fixes on a business for his child, or he settles the marriage contract with another parent. To fix and settle are personal actions, and this latter is mostly of a private nature: but establish is an indirect action, and the object mostly of a public nature: thus we fix our opinions; we settle our minds; or we are instrumental in establishing laws, institutions, and the like. It is much to be lamented that any one should remain unsettled in his faith; and still more so, that the best form of faith is not universally established.

While wavering counsels thus his mind engage, Fluctuates in doubt the Syrian sage, To join the host or to the general haste, Debating long, he fix'd on the last.—POPE.

Warm'd in the brain the brazen weapon lies, And shines eternal settle or his eyes.—POPE.

I would establish but one general rule to be observed in all conversation, which is this, that "men should not talk to please themselves, but those that hear them."—STEEL.

To Fix, Determine, Settle, Limit.

To Fix (v. To fix, settle) is here the general term; to Determine (v. To decide); to Settle (v. To fix); to Limit (v. To bound) are here modes of fixing. They all denote the acts of conscious agents, but differ in the object and circumstances of the action: we may fix any object by any means, and to any point, we may fix material objects or spiritual objects, we may fix either by means of our senses, or our thoughts; but we can determine only by means of our thoughts. To fix, in distinction from the rest, is said in regard to a single point or a line; but to determine is always said of one or more points, or a whole: we fix where a thing shall begin; but we determine where it shall begin, and where it shall end, which way, and how far it shall go, and the like: thus, we may fix our eye upon a star, or we fix our minds upon a particular branch of astronomy; but we determine the distance of the heavenly bodies, or the specific gravity of bodies, and the like, upon philosophical principles. So in morals we may fix the day and hour; but we determine the mode of doing.

Determine is to settle as a means to the end; we commonly determine all subordinate matters, in order to settle a matter finally; thus, the determination of a single cause will serve to settle all other differences. The determination respects the act of the individual who fixes certain points and brings them to a term; the settlement respects simply the conclusion of the affair, or the termination of all dispute and question.

To determine and limit both signify to fix boundaries; but the former respects only such boundaries as are drawn by the mind within itself, as we determine the height, length, or breadth of an object, or we determine a question; but limit is employed upon visible objects, and the process of the action itself is rendered visible, as when we limit a price, or limit our time.

In a round, whether it be a building or a plantation, you can go no where fix'd boundary.—B inserts.

Your first care must be to acquire the power of fixing your thoughts.—BLAIR.

One had better settle on a way of life that is not the
Flatterer, Sycophant, Paroxysm.

Flatterer, v. To adulate.

Sycophant, in Greek συκοφάντος, signified originally an informer on the matter of figs, but has now acquired the meaning of an obsequious and servile person.

Parasite, in Greek παρασίτης, from παρά and σίτος corn or meat, originally referred to the priests who attended feasts, but it is now applied to a hanger-on at the tables of the great.

The flatterer is one who flatters by words; the sycophant and parasite is therefore always a flatterer, and something more, for the sycophant adopts every mean artifice by which he can ingratiate himself, and the parasite submits to every degradation and servile compliance by which he can obtain his base purpose. These terms differ more in the object than in the means: the former having general purposes of favour; and the latter particular and still lower purposes to answer. Courtiers may be sycophants in order to be well with their prince, and obtain preferment; but they are seldom parasites, who are generally poor and in want of a meal.

Flatterers are the bosom enemies of princes.—SOUTH.

By a revolution in the state, the fawning sycophant of yesterday is converted into the austere critic of the present hour.—BURKE.

The first of pleasures
Were to be rich myself; but next to this
I hold it best to be a parasite,
And feed upon the rich.—CUMBERLAND.

Flavour, v. Taste.


Fleeting, v. Temporary.

Fleativeness, s. Swiftness.

Have we not seen round Britain's peopled shore,
Her useful sons exchang'd for useless ore,
Seem all her triumphs but destruction haste,
Like flaring tapers brightening as they waste.

GOLDSMITH.

Ev'n in the height of noon oppressed, the sun
Sheds weighty, and blunts the retracted ray.
Whence glaring oft, with many a broad'd orb
He frights the nations.—THOMSON.

Flare, v. Flame.

Flash, v. Flame.

Flat, Level.

Flat, in German flach, is connected with platt, broad, and that with the Latin latus, and Greek πλάτυς.

Level, in all probability from libella and libra a balance, signifies the evenness of a balance.

Flat is said of a thing with regard to itself; it is opposed to the rounded; protuberant; level as it respects another: the former is opposed to the uneven: a country is flat which has no elevation; a wall is level with the roof of a house when it rises to the height of the roof.

A flat can hardly look well on paper.

COUNTESS OF HERTFORD.

At that black hour, when general horror sheds
On the low level of the inglerous throng.—YOUNG.

Flat. v. Insipid.

To Flatter, v. To adulate.

Flatterer, Sycophant, Parasite.

To Flatterer, v. To adulate.

Sycophant, in Greek συκοφάντος, signified originally an informer on the matter of figs, but has now acquired the meaning of an obsequious and servile person.

Parasite, in Greek παρασίτης, from παρά and σίτος corn or meat, originally referred to the priests who attended feasts, but it is now applied to a hanger-on at the tables of the great.

The flatterer is one who flatters by words; the sycophant and parasite is therefore always a flatterer, and something more, for the sycophant adopts every mean artifice by which he can ingratiate himself, and the parasite submits to every degradation and servile compliance by which he can obtain his base purpose. These terms differ more in the object than in the means: the former having general purposes of favour; and the latter particular and still lower purposes to answer. Courtiers may be sycophants in order to be well with their prince, and obtain preferment; but they are seldom parasites, who are generally poor and in want of a meal.

Flatterers are the bosom enemies of princes.—SOUTH.

By a revolution in the state, the fawning sycophant of yesterday is converted into the austere critic of the present hour.—BURKE.

The first of pleasures
Were to be rich myself; but next to this
I hold it best to be a parasite,
And feed upon the rich.—CUMBERLAND.

Flavour, v. Taste.


Fleeting, v. Temporary.

Fleativeness, s. Swiftness.

very best we might have chosen, than grow old without determining our choice.—ADDISON.

Religion settles the pretensions and otherwise interfering interests of mortal men.—ADDISON.

How can we bind or limit his decree
By what our ear has heard or eye may see?—PRIOR.


To Flag, Droop, Languish, Pine.

To Flag is to hang down loose like a flag.
Droop, v. To fall.

To Languish is to become or continue languid (v. Paint).

To Pine, from the German peim, pain, is to be or continue in pain.

In the proper application, nothing flags but that which can be distended and made to flutter by the wind as the leaves of plants when they are in want of water or in a weakly condition; hence figuratively the spirits are said to flag: nothing is said to droop but that the head of which flags or drops: the snow-drop droops, and flowers will generally droop from excess of drought or heat: the spirits in the same manner are said to droop, which expresses more than to flag: the human body also droops when the strength fails: languish is a still stronger expression than droop, and is applicable principally to persons; some languish in sickness, some in prison, and some in a state of distress: to pine is to be in a state of wearing pain which is mostly of a mental nature; a child may pine when absent from all its friends, and supposing itself deserted.

It is variety which keeps alive desire, which would otherwise flag.—SOUTH.

Shrunk with dry famine, and with toils declined.
The drooping body will desert the mind.—POPE.

How finely has the poet told us that the sick persons languished under lingering and incurable distempers.—ADDISON.

From beds of raging fire to starves in ice
Their soft eteranal warmth, there to pine,
Immeniously infi'.—MILTON.


Flame, Blaze, Flash, Flare, Glare.

Flame, in Latin flamma, from the Greek φλέμα to burn, signifies the luminous exhalation emitted from fire.

Blaze, from the German blasen to blow, signifies a flame blown up, that is, an extended flame: Flash and Flare, which are but variations of flame, denote different species of flame: the former a sudden flame, the second a dazzling, unsteady flame. Glare, which is a variation of glow, denotes a glowing, that is a strong flame, that emits a strong light: a candle flame only by flame, paper commonly by a blaze, gunpowder by a flash, a torch by a flare, and a configuration by a glare.

His lightning your rebellion shall confound.
And hurl ye headlong flaming to the ground.—POPE.

Swift as a flood of fire when storms arise
Floats the wide field, and blazes to the skies.—POPE.

Full fifty guards each flaming pile attend,
Whoseumber'd arms, by fits, thick flashes send.—POPE.
FLEXIBLE.

Flexible, Pliable, Pliant, Supple.

Flexible, in Latin flexibilis, from flexo to bend, signifies able to be bent.

Pliable signifies able to be plied or folded:

Pliant signifies literally plying, bending, or folding.

Supple, in French souple, from the intensive syllable sub and ply, signifies very pliable.

Flexible is used in a natural or moral sense; pliable in the familiar and natural sense only; pliant in the higher and moral application only: what can be bent in any degree as a stick is flexible; what can be bent as wax, or folded like cloth, is pliable. Supple, whether in a proper or a figurative sense, is an excess of pliability: what can be bent backward and forward, like a pliable twig, is supple.

In the moral application, flexible is indefinite both in degree and application; it may be greater or less in point of degree: whereas pliant supposes a great degree of pliability; and suppleness, a great degree of pliancy or pliability; it applies likewise to the outward actions, to the temper, the resolution, or the principles; is applied to the conduct of individuals, or the conduct dependant upon those principles; suppleness to the outward actions and behaviour only. A temper is flexible which yields to the entreaties of others; the person or character is pliant when it is formed or moulded easily at the will of another; a person is supple who makes his actions and his principles, according to the varying humours of another: the first belongs to one in a superior station who yields to the wishes of the appellant; the latter two belong to equals or inferior who yield to the influence of others.

Flexibility may be either good or bad according to circumstances: when it shortens the duration of events it produces a happy effect; but flexibility is not a respectable trait in a master or a judge, who ought to be guided by higher motives than what the momentary impulse of feeling suggests: pliancy is very commendable in youth, when it leads them to yield to the counsels of the aged and experienced; but it may sometimes make young men the more easy victims to the seductions of the artful and vicious: suppleness is in no case good, for it is flexibility either in indifferent matters, or such as are expressly bad. A good-natured man is flexible: a weak and thoughtless man is pliant; a prince is supple.

Flexibility is frequently a weakness, but never a vice; it always consults the taste of others, sometimes to its own inconvenience, and often in opposition to its judgement: pliancy is often both a weakness and a vice; it always yields for its own pleasure, though not always in opposition to its sense of right and wrong: suppleness is always a vice, but never a weakness; it seeks its gratifications to the injury of another by flattering his passions. Flexibility is opposed to firmness; pliancy to steadiness; suppleness to rigidity.

* Vide Bouhoud: "Flexible, souple, docile."
There have been times in which no power has been brought so low as France. Few have ever flourished in greater glory.—BURLKE.

Every thriving grater can think himself but ill-dealt with, if, within his own country, he is not courted.—SOUTH.

Be timely sure you examine how your estate

To Flow, v. To arise.

To Flow, Stream, Gush.

Flow, in Latin fluo, and Greek θρύω or φλαίω, to be in a ferment, in all probability connected with ρεω, which signifies literally to flow.

Stream, in German Strömen, from riemen a thong, signifies to run in a line.

Gush comes from the German giessen, &c., to pour out with force.

Flow is here the generic term; the two others are specific terms expressing different modes of water; water in a large body or in a long but narrow course; the stream in a long narrow course only: thus, waters flow in seas, rivers, rivulets, or in a small pond; they stream only out of spouts, or small channels: they flow gently or otherwise; they stream gently; but they gush with violence: thus, the blood flows from a wound which comes from it in any manner; it streams from a wound when it runs as it were in a channel; it gushes from a wound when it runs with impetuosity, and in as large quantities as the cavity admits.

Down his wan cheeks a briny torrent flow.—POPE.

Fires stream in lightning from his sanguine eyes.

POPE.

Sunk in his sad companions' arms he lay,
And in short pantings sob'd his soul away
(like some vile worm extended on the ground),
While life's torrent gush'd from out the wound.

POPE.

Fluctuate, Waver.

Fluctuate, in Latin fluctuatus participle of fluctuo, from fluctus a wave, signifies to rise in waves.

To Waver is a frequentative of to wave, which is formed from the substantive wave, signifying to move like a wave.

To fluctuate conveys the idea of strong agitation; to wave, that of constant motion backward and forward: when applied in the moral sense, fluctuate designates the action of the spirits or the opinions; to wave is said only of the will or opinions: he who is alternately merry and sad in quick succession is said to be fluctuating: many opinions in quick succession is said to fluctuate; but he who cannot form an opinion, or come to a resolution, is said to waver.

Fluctuations and wavering is both opposed to a manly character: but the former evinces the uncontrolled influence of the passions, the total want of that equilibrium which characterizes the Christian; the latter denotes the want of fixed principle, or the necessary decision of character: we can never have occasion to fluctuate, if we never raise our hopes and wishes beyond what is attainable; we can never have occasion to waver, if we know and feel what is right, and resolve never to swerve from it.

The tempter, but with show of zeal and love
To man, and indignation at his wrong,
New parts puts on, and as to passion mov'd
Fluctuate disturbed.—MILTON.

Let a man, without trepidation or wavering, proceed in discharging his duty.—BLAIR.

Fluid, Liquid.

Fluid, from fluo to flow, signifies that which from its nature flows; Liquid, from liquesce to melt, signifies that which is melted. These words may be employed as epithets to the same objects; but they have a distinct office which they derive from their original meaning: when we wish to represent a thing as capable of passing along in a stream or current, we should denominate it a fluid; when we wish to represent it as passing from a condensed to a dissolved state, we should name it a liquid: water and air are both represented as fluids from their general property of flowing through certain spaces; but ice when thawed becomes a liquid and melts; lead is also termed a liquid: the humours of the animal body, and the juices of trees, are fluids: what we drink is a liquid as opposed to what we eat, which is solid.

As when the fig's prect juice, infusion in cream.
To curbs coagulates the liquid stream.
Sudden the fluids fix, the parts combine.—POPE.

Then thrice the raven rends the liquid air,
Its cracking notes proclaim the settled fire.

DRYDEN.

To Flutter, v. To palpitate.

Foe, v. Enemy.

Foetus, v. Embryo.

Foible, v. Imperfection.

To Foil, v. To defeat.

Folks, v. People.

To Follow, Succeed, Ensue.

Follow comes probably through the medium of the northern languages from the Greek àςκω a trace or àςκω to draw.

Succeed, in Latin succedo compounded of sub and cedo to walk after.

Ensue, in French suivre, Latin successus, signifies to follow close upon the back or at the heels.

Follow and succeed is said of persons and things; ensue of things only: follow denotes the going in order, in a trace or line; succeed denotes the going or being in the same place immediately after another: many persons may follow each other at the same time; but only one individual properly succeeds another. Follow is taken literally for the motion of the physical body in relation to another; succeed is taken in the moral sense for taking the situation or office of another; people follow each other in a procession, or one follows another to the grave; a king succeeds to a throne, or a son succeeds to the inheritance of his father.

To follow in relation to things is said either simply of the order in which they go, or of such as go by a connection between them; to succeed implies simply to take the place after another; to ensue is to follow by a necessary
connection; people who die quickly one after the other are said to follow each other to the grave; a youth of debauchery is followed by a diseased old age; as in a natural tempest one wave of the sea follows another in rapid succession, so in the moral tempest of political revolutions one mad convulsion is quickly succeeded by another: nothing can escape from popular conspirations but bloodshed and misery.

Follow is used in abstract propositions; ensue is used in specific cases: sin and misery follow each other as cause and effect; quarrels too often ensue from the conversations of violent men who differ either in religion or politics.

If a man of a good genius for fable were to represent the nature of pleasure and pain in that way of writing, he would probably join them together after such a manner that it would be impossible for the one to come into any place without being followed by the other.

Ulysses hastens with a trembling heart.
Before him steps, and bending draws the dart;
For blood; an eager pag of successes,
Tydies mounts, and to the navy speeds.

Nor deem this day, this battle, all you lose;
A day more black, a fate more vile ensue;
Impetuous Hector thunders at the wall.
The hour, the spot, to conquer, or to fall.

To Follow, Pursue.

Follow, v. To follow.
Pursue, v. To continue.

The idea of going after any thing in order to reach or obtain it is common to these terms, but under different circumstances: one follows a person mostly with a friendly intention; one pursues with a hostile intention: a person follows his fellow traveller whom he wishes to overtake; the officers of justice pursue the criminal whom they wish to apprehend: so likewise the huntsmen and hunters follow the dogs in the chase; the dogs pursue the hare.

In application to things, follows taken more in the passive, and pursues more in the active sense: a man follows the plan of another, and pursues his own plan; he follows his inclinations, and pursues an object.

"Now, now," said he, "my son, no more delay,
I yield, I follow where Heaven shows the way.

Still close they follow, close the rear engage,
Annae storms, and Hector foam with rage.—POPE.
The same Rutulians who with arms pursueto the Trojan race are equal to you.—DRYDEN.
The felicity is when any one is so happy as to find out and follow what is the proper bent of his genius.—STEINEL.

Look round the habitual world, how few
Know their own good, or knowing it pursue.

To Follow, Imitate.

Follow, v. To follow, succeed.

Imitate, in Latin imitatus participle of imito, from the Greek μιμεῖν to mimic and οἶκος alike, signifies to do or make alike.

Both these terms denote the regulating our actions by something that offers itself to us, or is set before us; but we follow that which is either internal or external; we imitate that only which is external; we either follow the dictates of our own minds or the suggestions of others; but we imitate the conduct of others: in regard to external objects we follow either

a rule or an example; but we imitate an example only: we follow the footsteps of our forefathers; we imitate their virtues and their perfections; it is advisable for young persons as closely as possible to follow the good example of those who are older and wiser than themselves; it is the bounden duty of every Christian to imitate the example of our blessed Saviour to the utmost of his power.

To follow and imitate may both be applied to that which is good or bad: the former to any action; but the latter only to the behaviour or the external manners: we may follow a person in his career of virtue or vice; we imitate his gestures, tone of voice, and the like. Parents should be guarded in all their words and actions; for whatever may be their example, whether virtuous or vicious, it will in all probability be followed by their children: those who have the charge of young people should be particularly careful to avoid all bad habits of gesture, voice, or speech; as there is a much greater propensity to imitate what is ridiculous than what is becoming.

And I with the same greediness did seek,
As when I thirst, to swallow Greek.
Which I did only learn that I might know
Those great examples which I follow near.

To Follow, Imitate.

Follow, v. To follow, succeed.

Imitate, in Latin imitatus participle of imito, from the Greek μιμεῖν to mimic and οἶκος alike, signifies to do or make alike.

Both these terms denote the regulating our actions by something that offers itself to us, or is set before us; but we follow that which is either internal or external; we imitate that only which is external; we either follow the dictates of our own minds or the suggestions of others; but we imitate the conduct of others: in regard to external objects we follow either

a rule or an example; but we imitate an example only: we follow the footsteps of our forefathers; we imitate their virtues and their perfections; it is advisable for young persons as closely as possible to follow the good example of those who are older and wiser than themselves; it is the bounden duty of every Christian to imitate the example of our blessed Saviour to the utmost of his power.

To follow and imitate may both be applied to that which is good or bad: the former to any action; but the latter only to the behaviour or the external manners: we may follow a person in his career of virtue or vice; we imitate his gestures, tone of voice, and the like. Parents should be guarded in all their words and actions; for whatever may be their example, whether virtuous or vicious, it will in all probability be followed by their children: those who have the charge of young people should be particularly careful to avoid all bad habits of gesture, voice, or speech; as there is a much greater propensity to imitate what is ridiculous than what is becoming.

And I with the same greediness did seek,
As when I thirst, to swallow Greek.
Which I did only learn that I might know
Those great examples which I follow near.

Follow, Adherent, Partisan.

A Follower is one who follows a person generally: an Adherent is one who adheres to his cause; a Partisan is the follower of a party: the follower follows either the person, the interests, or the principles of any one; thus the retinue of a nobleman, or the friends of a statesman, or the friends of any man’s opinions, may be styled his followers: but the adherent is that kind of follower who espouses the interests of another, as the adherents of Charles I.: a follower follows near or at a distance; but the adherent is always near at hand; the partisan hangs on or keeps at a certain distance: the follower follows from various motives; the adherent from a personal motive: the partisan, from a partial motive: Charles I. had as many adherents as he had followers; the rebels had as many partisans as they had adherents.

The mournful followers, with assistant care,
The groaning hero to his chariot bear.—POPE.
The religion in which Pope lived and died was that of the church of Rome, to which in his correspondence with Racine he professed himself a sincere adherent.—JOHNSTON.

With Addison, the wits, his adherents and followers, were certain to concourse.—JOHNSTON.

They (the Jacobins) then proceed in argument as if all those who disapprove of their new abuses must of course be partisans of the old.—DURKE.

Folly, Foolery.

Folly is the abstract of foolish, and characterizes the thing; Foolery the abstract of fool, and characterizes the person: we may commit an act of folly without being chargeable with weakness or folly, but not be guilty of foolery who are not themselves fools, either habitually or temporarily: young
people are perpetually committing follies if not under proper control; fashionable people only lay aside one folly to take up another.

This peculiar ill property has folly, that it enlarges men's desires while it lessens their capacities.—SOUTH.

If you are so much transported with the sight of beautiful food that it raises you above the original beauty, not filled up with flesh and blood, or varnished with aFade mixtures of colors, and the rest of mortal trifles and footnotes.—WALSH.

**Fond, v. Affectamate.**

**Fond, v. Amorous.**

**Fond, v. Indulgent.**

**To Fondle, v. To caress.**

**Food, Diet, Regimen.**

Food signifies the thing which one feeds upon, in Saxon foode, low German fude or fuder, Greek ἄλατον.

Diet, from ἀλατεῖν to live medicinally, signifies any particular mode of living.

Regimen, in Latin regimen from rego, signifies a system or practice by rule.

All these terms refer to our living, or that by which we live: food is here the general term; the others are specific. Food specifies no circumstances; whatever is taken to maintain life is food: diet is properly prescribed or regular food: it is the hard lot of some among the poor to obtain with difficulty food and clothing for themselves and their families; an attention to the diet of children is an important branch of their early education; their diet can scarcely be too simple: no one can be expected to enjoy his food who is not in a good state of health; we cannot expect to find a healthy population where there is a squal and unwholesome diet attended with hard labour.

Food is a term applicable to all living creatures; diet is employed only with regard to human beings who make choice of their food: even as much the natural food of some animals as of men; the diet of the peasantry consists mostly of bread, milk and vegetables.

The poison of other states (that is, bankruptcy) is the food of the new republic.—BURKE.

The diet of men in a state of nature must have been confined almost wholly to the vegetable kind.—BURKE.

**Diet and regimen are both particular modes of living; but the former respects the quality of food; the latter the quantity as well as quality: diet is confined to modes of taking nourishment; regimen often respects the attention from food, bodily exercise, and whatever may conduce to health: diet is generally the consequence of an immediate prescription from a physician, and during the period of sickness; regimen commonly forms a regular part of a man's system of living: diet is in certain cases of such importance for the restoration of a patient that a single deviation may defeat the best medicine; it is the misfortune of some people to be troubled with diseases, from which they cannot get any exemption but by observing a strict regimen.**

Prolongation of life is rather to be expected from stated diets than from any common regimen.—BACON.

I shall always be able to entertain a friend of a philosophical regimen.—SHENSTONE.

**Fool, Idiot, Buffoon.**

Fool is doubtless connected with our word fool, in German faul, which is either nasty or lazy, and the Greek φοάνεος, which signifies worthless or good for nothing.

Idiot comes from the Greek ἰδιός, signifying either a private person, or one that is rude and unskilled in the ways of the world.

Buffoon, in French bounfon, is in all probability connected with our word beef, buffalo, and bull, signifying a senseless fellow.

The fool is either naturally or artificially a fool; the idiot is a natural fool; the buffoon is an artificial fool: whoever violates common sense in his actions is a fool: whoever is unable to act according to common sense is an idiot: whoever intentionally violates common sense is a buffoon.

Thought's the slave of life, and life's time's fool.

SHAKESPEARE.

Idiots are still in request in most of the courts of Germany, where they are not a prince of a very magnificent who has not two or three dressed, distinguished, undisputed fools in his retinue.—ADDISON.

Homer has described a Vulcan that is a buffoon among his gods, and a Thersites among his mortals.—ADDISON.

**Foolery, v. Folly.**

**Foolhardy, Adventurous, Rash.**

Foolhardy signifies having the hardihood of a fool.

Adventurous signifies ready to venture.

Rash, in German rausch, which signifies swift, comes from the Arabic rashashen to go swiftly.

Foolhardy expresses more than the adventurous; and adventurous than rash.

The foolhardy man ventures in defiance of consequences: the adventurous man ventures from a love of the arduous and the bold; the rash man ventures for want of thought: courage and boldness become foolhardiness when they lead a person to rash fruitless risk; an adventurous spirit sometimes leads a man into unnecessary difficulties: but it is a necessary accomplishment of greatness. There is not so much design, but there is more violence and impetuosity in rashness than in foolhardiness: the former is the consequence of an ardent temper which will admit of correction the judgment; but the latter comprehends the perversity of both the will and the judgment.

An infidel is foolhardy, who risks his future salvation for the mere gratification of his pride; Alexander was an adventurous prince, who delighted in enterprises in proportion as he presented difficulties; he was likewise a rash prince, as was evinced by his jumping into the river Cydnus while he was hot, and by his leaping over the wall of Oxydrace and exposing himself singly to the attack of the enemy.

If any yet be so foolhardy, let expose themselves to vain jeacity, if they come wounded off and lame, no honour's got by such a main.—BUTLER.

Twas an old way of recreating, which learned butchers called bearbaiting. A bold advent rous exercise.—BUTLER.

Why will thou, then, renew the vain pursuit, and rashly catch at the forbidden fruit?—PARR.
To Forbid, Prohibit, Interdict.

The term in "forbid" from the German ter, is negative, signifying to bid not to do.

The pro in "prohibit," and inter in "interdict," have both a similar negative sense; the former verb, from habeo, has signifies to have or hold that a thing shall not be done, to restrain from doing; the latter, from dicere, signifies to say that a thing shall not be done.

"Forbid" is the ordinary term; "prohibit" is the judicial term; "interdict" the moral term.

To forbid is a direct and personal act; to prohibit is an indirect action that operates by means of extended influence: both imply the exercise of power or authority of an individual; but the former is more applicable to the power of an individual, and the latter to the authority of government. A parent forbids his child marrying when he thinks proper; the government prohibits the use of spirituous liquors.

"Interdict" is a species of forbidding applied to more serious concerns; we may be interdicted, for example, to the use of wine by a physician.

A thing is forbidden by a word; it is prohibited by a law: hence that which is immoral is forbidden by the express word of God; that which is illegal is prohibited by the laws of man. We are forbidden in the Scripture from engaging in any form of life, but it is the policy of every government to prohibit the importation and exportation of such commodities as are likely to affect the internal trade of the country.* To forbid or interdict are opposed to command: to permit, to allow. As nothing is forbidden to Christians which is good and just in itself, so nothing is commanded that is hurtful or unjust; the same cannot be said of the Mahometan or any other religion. As no one is prohibited in our own country from writing that which can tend to the improvement of mankind; so on the other hand he is not allowed to indulge his private malignity by the publication of injurious personal

The father of Constantia was so incensed at the father of Theodosia that he forbade the son his house.—ADDISON.

I think that all persons that is, quacks—should be prohibited from curing their incurable patients, by act of parliament.—HAWKESWORTH.

It is not to be desired that morality should be considered as interdicted to all future writers.—JOHNSON.

"Forbid" and "interdict" as personal acts, are properly applicable to persons only, but by an improper application are extended to things; "prohibit," however, in the general sense of restraining the will, is extended with some propriety to things as to persons: shame forbids us doing a thing; law, authority, and the like, prohibit.

* Vide Trusler; "To forbid, prohibit."
vidually and regards simply the order of succession; we may speak of the ancestors of a nation as well as of any particular person.

We passed slightly over three or four of our immediate forefathers, whom we know by tradition.—ADDISON.

Each in his narrow cell for ever laid,
The rude for fathers of the hamlet slept.—GRAY.

Suppose a gentleman, full of his illustrious family, should see the whole line of his progenitors pass in review before him; with how many varying passions would he behold shepherds, soldiers, princes, and beggars walk in the procession of five thousand years.—ADDISON.

O majestic night!
Nature's great ancestor!—YOUNG.

It is highly laudable to pay respect to men who are descended from worthy ancestors.—ADDISON.

To Forego, v. To give up.
Foreign, v. Extraneous.

Forerunner, Precursor, Messenger, Harbinger.

Forerunner and Precursor signify literally the same thing, namely, one running before; but the term forerunner is properly applied only to one who runs before to any spot to communicate intelligence; and it is figuratively applied to things which in their nature, or from a natural connexion, precede others; a precursor is only employed in this figurative sense; thus imprudent speculations are said to be the forrunners of a man's ruin; the ferment which took place in men's minds was the precursor of the revolution.

Messenger signifies literally one bearing messages; and Harbinger, from the Teutonic herding, signifies a provider of a herbage or inn for princes.

Both terms are employed for persons; but the messenger states what has been or is; the harbinger announces what is to be. Our Saviour was the messenger of glad tidings to all mankind; the prophets were the harbingers of the Messiah. A messenger may be employed on different offices; a harbinger is a messenger who acts in a specific office. The angels are represented as messengers on different occasions. John the Baptist was the harbinger of our Saviour, who prepared the way of the Lord.

Loss of sight is the misery of life, and usually the forerunner of death.—SOUTH.

Gospeller was a name of contempt given by the papists to the Lollards, who spread the tidings of the times, and the precursors of protestanism.—JOHNSON.

His words are bonds, his oaths are oracles.
His tears pure messengers sent from his heart.

SHAKESPEARE.

Sin, and her shadow death; and misery,
Death's harbinger.—MILTEN.

Foresight, Forethought, Forecast, Premeditation.

Foresight from seeing before, and Forethought, from thinking beforehand, denote a contemplation of the mind in seeing those things before it happens; Forecast, from casting the thoughts onward, signifies coming at the knowledge of a thing beforehand by means of calculation. Premeditation, from meditate, signifies obtaining the same knowledge by force of meditating or reflecting deeply. Foresight and forethought are general and indefinite terms; we employ them either on ordinary or extraordinary occasions; but forethought is of the two the most familiar term; forecast and premeditation mostly in the latter case; all business requiring foresight; state concerns require forecast; foresight and forecast respect what is to happen; they are the operations of the mind in calculating futurity: premeditation respects what is to be said or done; it is a preparation of the thoughts and designs for action: by foresight and forecast we guard against evils and provide for contingencies; by premeditation we guard against errors of conduct. A man betrays his want of foresight who does not provide against losses in trade; he shows his want of forecast who does not provide against old age; he shows his want of premeditation who acts or speaks on the impulse of the moment; the man therefore who does a wicked act without premeditation lessens his guilt.

The wary crane foresaw it first, and sells
Above the storm, and leaves the lowly vale.
DRYDEN.

Let him forecast his work with timely care,
Which else is huddled, when the skies are fair.
DRYDEN.

The tongue may fall and fault in her sudden extemporal expressions, but the pen having a greater advantage of premeditation is not so subject to error.—HOWELL.

Forest, Chace, Park,

* Are all habitations for animals of venery; but the Forest is of the first magnitude and importance, it being a franchise and the property of the king; the Chace and Park may be either public or private property. The forest is so formed of wood, and covers such an extent of ground, that it may be the haunt of wild beasts; of this description are the forests in Germany: the chace is an indefinite and open space that is allotted expressly for the chase of particular animals, such as deer; the park is an inclosed space that serves for the preservation of domestic animals.

To Foretel, Predict, Prophesy, Prognosticate.

To Foretel compounded of fore and tell: Predict from medit. and anco: Prophesy, in French prophesier, Latin prophētāre, Greek prophēsē, all signify to tell, expond, or declare what is to happen, and convey the idea of a verbal communication of futurity to others: Prognosticate, from the Greek προγνωτικός to know beforehand, to bode or imagine to one's self beforehand, denotes the action of feeling or knowing, rather than speaking of things to come.

Foretel is the most general term in its sense, and familiar in its application; we may foretel common events, although we cannot predict or prophesy anything important: to foretel is an ordinary gift; one foretels by simple calculation or guess: to predict and prophesy are

* Vide Trusler: "Forest, chace, park."
 Forgiveness. 342

Forgive. compounded of the privative for-, to take away, and Pardon, in French pardon, to absolve from the punishment: both signify not to give the punishment that is due, to relax from the rigour of justice in demanding retribution. Forgive is the familiar term; pardon is adapted to the serious style. Individuals forgive each other personal offences; they pardon offences against law and morals: the former is an act of Christian charity; the latter an act of clemency: the former is an act that is confined to no condition; the latter is peculiarly the act of a superior. He who has the right of being offended has an opportunity of forgiving the offender; he who has the authority of punishing the offence may pardon. Next to the principle of not taking offence easily, that of forgiving real injuries should be instilled into the infant mind: it is the happy prerogative of the monarch that he can extend his pardon to all criminals, subject to the offender; he it is they may be both used in relation to our Maker, but with a similar distinction in sense. God forgives the sins of his creatures as a father pitying his children; he pardons their sins as a judge extending mercy to criminals, as far as is consistent with justice.

- Pardon, when compared with Remission, is the consequence of offence: it respects principally the person offending; it depends upon him who is offended; it produces reconciliation when it is sincerely granted and sincerely demanded. Remission is the consequence of the crime; it has more particular regard to him; it is granted either by the prince or magistrates; it arrests the execution of justice. Remission, like pardon, is peculiarly applicable to the sinner with regard to his Maker. Absolution is taken in no other sense: it is the consequence of the fault or the sin, and properly concerns the state of the culprit; it properly loses him from the sight of God; it is bound: it is pronounced either by the civil judge or the ecclesiastical minister; and it re-establishes the accused or the penitent in the rights of innocence.

The pardon of sin obliterates that which is past, and restores the sinner to the Divine favour; it is promised throughout Scripture to all men on the condition of faith and repentance: remission of sin alone averts the Divine vengeance, which otherwise would fall upon those who are guilty of it; and it is granted peculiarly to Christians upon the ground of Christ’s expiatory sacrifice, which satisfies Divine justice for all offences: absolution of sin is the work of God’s grace on the heart; it acts for the future as well as the past, by lessening the dominion of sin, and making those free who were before in bondage. The Roman Catholics look upon absolution as the immediate act of the Pope, by virtue of his sacred relationship to Christ; but the Protestants look to Christ only as the dispenser of this blessing to men, and his ministers simply as messengers to declare the divine will to men.

No more Achilles draws
His conquering sword in any woman’s cause.
The god commands us to forgive the past,
But let this first invasion be the last.—POPE.

A being who has nothing to pardon in himself may reward every good work, according to his works, but in the case of a sinner, every best action must be seen with a grain of allowance, cannot be too mild, moderate, and forgiving.—ADDISON.

Round in his urn the blended balls he rolls,
Absolves the just, and dooms the guilty souls.

Forlorn, v. Forsaken.

* Vide Girard: “Absolution, pardon, remission.”
Form, Figure, Conformation.

Form, in French formé, Latin forma, most probably from the Greek word, signifies properly the image borne or stamped.

Figure (v. Figure) signifies the image foigned or conceived.

Conformation, in French conformation, in Latin consonatión, from conform, signifies the image disposed or put together.

* Form is the generic term; figure and conformation are special terms. The form is the work either of nature or art; it results from the arrangement of the parts: the figure is the work of design: it includes the general contour or outline: the conformation includes such a disposition of the parts of a body as is adapted for performing certain functions.

Form is the property of every substance; and the artificial form approaches nearest to perfection, as it is most natural: the figure is the fruit of the imagination; it is the representative of the actual form that belongs to things: it is more or less just as it approaches to the form of the thing itself: conformation is said only with regard to animal bodies; nature renders it more or less suitable according to the accidental concurrence of physical causes.

The erect form of man is one of the distinguishing marks of his superiority over every other terrestrial being; the human figure when well painted is an object of admiration: the turn of the mind is doubtless influenced by the conformation of the organs. A person's form is said to be handsome or ugly, common or uncommon; his figure to be correct or incorrect; a conformation to be good or bad. Heathens have worshipped the Deity under various forms: mathematical figures are the only true figures with which we are acquainted: the ichnologist affects to judge of characters by the conformation of the skull.

Form and figure are used in a moral application, although conformation is not.

To speak of adopting a form of faith, a form of words, a form of godliness; cutting a showy, a diurnal, or ridiculous figure.

O ceremony! how blind but they who think
Art thou not else but place, degree, and form,
Creating fear and awe in other men?—SHAKESPEARE.

Lo, in the deep recesses of the wood,
Before my eyes a beauteous form appears;
A virgin's dress, and modest looks, she wears.

WYNN.

When Cesar was one of the masters of the Roman mint, he placed the figure of an elephant upon the reverse of the public money; the word Cesar signifying an elephant in the Punic language.—ADDISON.

Those who make the greatest figure in most arts and sciences are universally allowed to be of the British nation; and in each of these classes the conformation of their organs is nearly the same in all men, so the manner of perceiving external objects is in all men the same.—BURKE.

To Form, Fashion, Mould, Shape.

To Form is to put into a form, which is here as before (v. Form) the generic term; to Fashion is to put into a particular or distinct form; to Mould is to put into a set form: to Shape is to form simply as it re-

* Vide Girard: "Façon, figure, forme, conformation."
All animals of the same kind which form a society are more knowing than others.—ADISON.

Nor did Israel escape Th' infection, when their borrow'd gold compos'd The cail in Oriel.—MILTON.
To receive and to communicate constitutes the happiness of human life.—JOHNSTON.

Form, Ceremony, Rite, Observance.

Ceremony, in Latin ceremonia, is supposed to signify the rites of Ceres.

Rite, in Latin ritus, is probably changed from rotus, signifying a custom that is customary.

Observance signifies the thing observed.

All these terms are employed with regard to particular modes of action in civil society. Form is here, as in the preceding sections, the most general in its sense and application; ceremony, rite, and observance, are particular kinds of form, suited to particular occasions.

Form, in its distinct application, respects all determinate modes of acting and speaking, that are adopted by society at large, in every transaction of life; ceremony respects those forms of outward behaviour which are made the expressions of respect and deference; rite and observance are applied to national ceremonies in matters of religion. A certain form is requisite for the sake of order, method, and decorum, in every social matter, whether in affairs of state, in a court of law, in a place of worship, or in the intercourse of friends. So long as distinctions are admitted in society, and men are agreed to express their sentiments of regard and respect to each other; it will be necessary to preserve the ceremonies of politeness which have been established. Every country has adopted certain rites founded upon its peculiar religious faith, and practised certain observances by which individuals could make a public profession of their faith. Administering oaths by the magistrate is a necessary form in law; kissing the king’s hand is a ceremony practised at court; baptism is one rite of initiation into the Christian church, and confirmation another; prayer, reading the Scriptures, and preaching, are different religious observances.

As far as ceremonies, rites, and observances, respect religion, the first may be said either of an individual or a community; the second only of a community; and the last, more properly of an individual either in public or private. The ceremony of kneeling during the time of prayer, or in the private intercourse of friends for a suppliant, whether in public or private. The discipline of a Christian church consists in its rites, to which every member, either as a layman or a priest, is obliged to conform. Public worship is an observance which no Christian thinks himself at liberty to neglect. It betrays either gross ignorance or willful impertinence, to set at nought any of the established forms of society. When ceremonies are too numerous, they destroy the ease of social intercourse; but the absence of ceremony destroys all decency. In public worship the excess of ceremony is apt to extinguish the warmth and spirit of devotion; but the want of it deprives religious service of all solemnity.

You may discover tribes of men without policy, or laws, or cities, or any of the arts of life; but nowhere will you find them without some form of religion.—BLAIR.

And what have kings that privates have not too, Save ceremony.—SHAKESPEARE.
Live thou to mourn thy love’s unhappy fate, To bear my mangled body from the ice, Or lay it thence and funereal rites begin.—DRYDEN.
Incorporated minds will always feel some inclination towards exterior acts and ritual observances.—JOHNSTON.

To Form, v. To make.

Formal, Ceremonious.

Formal and Ceremonious, from form and ceremony (v. Form, ceremony), are either taken in an indifferent sense with respect to what contains form and ceremony, or in a bad sense, as expressing the excess of form and ceremony. A person expects to have a formal dismissal before he considers himself as dismissed; people of fashion pay each other ceremonious visits, by way of keeping up a distant intercourse. Whatever communications are made from one government to another must be made in a formal manner. It is the business of the church to regulate the ceremonious part of religion.

Formal in a bad sense, is opposed to easy: ceremonious to the cordial. A formal carriage prevents a person from indulging himself in the innocent familiarities of friendly intercourse; a ceremonious carriage puts a stop to all hospitality and kindness. Princes, in their formal intercourse with each other, know nothing of the pleasures of society; ceremonious visitors give and receive entertainments, without tasting any of the enjoyments which flow from the reciprocity of kind offices.

I have not thought fit to return them any formal answer.—ADISON.

From the moment one sets up for an author, one must be treated as ceremoniously, that is, as unfaithfully, "a king's favourite, or as a king."—POPE.

Former, v. Antecedent.

Formerly, In Times Past, Or Old Times, Days of Yore, Anceintly, or Ancient Times.

Formerly supposes a less remote period than In Times Past; and that less remote than In Days of Yore and Anceintly. The two first may be said of what happens within the age of man; the last two are extended to many generations and ages. Any individual may use the word formerly with regard to himself; thus we enjoyed our health better formerly than now. An old man may speak of times past, as when he says he does not enjoy himself as he did in times past. Old Times, days of yore, and anceintly, are more applicable to nations than to individuals; and all these express different degrees of remoteness. With respect to our present period, the age of Queen Elizabeth may be called old times; the days of Alfred, and still later, the days of yore: the earliest period in which Britain is mentioned may be termed Ancient Times.

Men were formerly disputted out of their doubts.—ADISON.
FORMIDABLE.

In times of old, when time was young,
And poets their own verses sang,
A verse could draw a stone or beam.—SWIFT.

Thus Edgar proud, in days of yore,
Held monarchs labouring at the war.—SWIFT.

In ancient times the sacred plough employ'd
The kings and awful fathers of mankind.

THOMSON.

Fortunate, Lucky, Prosperous, Successful.

To Forswear, Perjure, Suborn.

Forswear is Saxon; Perjure is Latin;
the preposition for and per are both privative,
and the words signify literally to swear contrary to the truth; this is, however, not their only distinction: to forswear is applied to all kinds of oaths; to perjure is employed only for such oaths as have been administered by the civil magistrate.

A soldier forswears himself who breaks his oath of allegiance by desertion; and a subject forswears himself who takes an oath of allegiance to his Majesty which he afterwards violates: a man perjures himself in a court of law who swears to the truth of that which he knows to be false. Forswear is used only in the proper sense: perjure may be used figuratively with regard to lovers' vows: he who deserts his mistress to whom he has pledged his affection is a perjured man.

Forswear and perjure are the acts of individuals; Suborn, from the Latin subornare, signifies to make to forswear: a perjured man has all the guilt upon himself; but he who is suborned shares his guilt with the subornor.

Forswear, v. To abandon.

Forsaken, Forlorn, Destitute.

To be Forsaken (v. To abandon) is to be deprived of the company and assistance of others; to be Forlorn, from the German verloren lost, is to be forsaken in time of difficulty, to be without a guide in an unknown road; to be Destitute, from the Latin destitutus, is to be deprived of the first necessaries of life.

To be forsaken is a partial situation; to be forlorn and destitute is a permanent condition. We may be forsaken by a fellow traveller on the road; we are forlorn when we get into a deserted path, with no one to direct us; we are destitute when we have no means of subsistence, nor the prospect of obtaining the means. It is particularly painful to be forsaken by the friend of our youth, and the sharer of our fortunes; the orphan, who is left to travel the road of life without counsellor or friend, is of all others in the most forlorn condition; if to this be added poverty, his misery is aggravated by his becoming destitute.

But fearful for themselves, my countrymen
Left me forsaken in the Cyclops' den.—DRYDEN.

Conscience made them (Joseph's brethren) recollect
That they who had once been deaf to the applications of a brother were now left friendless and forlorn.—BLAIR.

Friendless and destitute Dr. Goldsmith was exposed to all the miseries of indigence in a foreign country.—JOHNSON.
the idea of what is fortuitous, although prosperity and success are both greatly aided by good fortune. Fortunate and lucky are applied as much to the removal of evil as to the attainment of good; prosperous and successful are concerned only in what is good, or esteemed as such: we may be fortunate in making our escape; we are prosperous in the acquirement of wealth. Fortune is employed for single circumstances; prosperous only for a train of circumstances; a man may be fortunate in a single instance, and be the approbation of a superior; he is prosperous in his business. Prosperity is extended to whatever is the object of our wishes in this world; success is that degree of prosperity which immediately attains to our endeavours; wealth, honours. children, and all outward circumstances, constitute prosperity: the attainment of any object constitutes success. The fortunate and lucky man can lay no claim to merit, because they preclude the idea of exertion; prosperous and successful may claim a share of merit proportioned to the exertion.

Several of the Roman emperors, as still to be seen upon their medals, among their other titles, gave themselves the appellation of felix or fortunate.—ADDISON.

This lucky moment the spy traitor chose. Thou starting from his ambush up he rose. —DRYDEN.

Of fortunate old man, whose farm remains For you sufficient, and requires your pains. —DRYDEN.

Riches are oft by guilt or baseness earned, Or dealt by chance to shield a laudable cause. —ARMSTRONG.

Prosperous people (for happy there are none) are hurried away with a fond sense of their present condition, and thoughtless of the probability of fortune.—STEELE.

Ye gods, presiding over lands and seas, And you who raging winds and waves appease, Breathe on our swelling sails a prop'rous wind. —DRYDEN.

The Count d'Olivares was disgraced at the court of Madrid, because it was alleged against him that he had never success in his undertakings.—ADDISON.

Fortunate, v. Happy.
Forward, v. Onward.
To Forward, v. To encourage.

To Foster, Cherish, Harbour, Indulge.

To Foster is probably connected with father, in the natural sense, to bring up with a parent's care; to Cherish, from the Latin carus dear, is to feed with affection; to Harbour, from a harbour or haven, is to provide with a shelter and protection; to Indulge, from the Latin dulces sweet, is to render sweet and agreeable. These terms are all employed here in the moral acceptation, to express the idea of giving nourishment to an object.

To foster in the mind is to keep with care and positive endeavours; as when one fosters prejudices by encouraging every thing which favours them: to cherish in the mind is to hold dear or set a value upon; as when one cherishes good sentiments, by dwelling upon them with inward satisfaction: to harbour is to allow room in the mind, and is generally taken in the worst sense, for giving admission to that which ought to be excluded; as when one harbours resentment by permitting it to have a resting-place in the heart: to indulge in the mind, is to give the whole mind to, to make it the chief source of pleasure; as when one indulges an affection, by making the will and the outward conduct bend to its gratifications.

He who fosters pride in his breast lays up for himself a store of mortification in his intercourse with the world; if the duty which he finds in man to cherish sentiments of tenderness and kindness towards the woman whom he has made the object of his choice; nothing evinces the innate depravity of the human heart more forcibly than the spirit of malice, which some men harbour for years together; any affection of the mind, if indulged beyond the bounds of discretion, will become a hurtful passion, that may endanger the peace of society as much as that of the individual.

The greater part of those who live but to indulge in malignity, and multiply enemies, have no hopes to foster, nor designs to promote, nor any expectations of attaining power by influence.—JOHN TALBOT, BISHOP OF ELY.

As social inclinations are absolutely necessary to the well-being of the world, it is the duty and interest of every individual to cherish and improve them to the benefit of mankind.—BERKELEY.

This is scorn Which the fair soul of gentle Athenais Would never have harb'rd.—LEE.

The king (Charles I.) would indulge no refinements of casuistry, however plausible, in such delicate subjects, and was resolved, that what depredations never fortune should commit upon him, she never should bereave him of his honour.—HUME.


To Found, Ground, Rest, Build.

Found, in French fonder, Latin fundo, comes from fundus the ground, and, like the verb Ground, properly signifies to make firm in the ground, to make the ground the support.

To found implies the exercise of art and contrivance in making a support; to ground signifies to lay a thing so deep that it may not totter; it is merely in the moral sense that they are here considered, as the verb to ground with this signification is never used otherwise. Found is applied to outward circumstances; ground is to what passes inwardly: a man founds his charge against another upon certain facts that are come to his knowledge; he grounds his belief upon the most substantial evidence: a man should be cautious to make any accusations which are not well founded; nor to indulge any expectations which are not well grounded: monarchs commonly found their claims to a throne upon the right of primogeniture; Christians ground their hopes of immortality on the word of God.

To found and ground are said of things which demand the full exercise of the mental powers; to Rest is an action of less importance: whatever is founded requires and has the utmost support; whatever is rested is more by the will of the individual: a man founds his reasoning upon some unequivocal fact; he rests his assertion upon mere hearsay.
The words found, ground, and rest, have always an immediate reference to the thing that supports; to build has an especial reference to that which is supported, to the superstructure that is raised; we should not say that a person founds a building without adding something, as observations, experiments, and the like, upon which it was founded; but we may speak of his simply building systems, supposing them to be the mere fruit of his distempered imagination; or we may say that a system of astronomy has been built upon the discovery of Copernicus respecting the motion of the earth.

The only sure principles we can lay down for regulating our conduct must be founded on the Christian religion.—BLAIR.

I know there are persons who look upon these wonders of art (in ancient history) as fantastical; but I cannot find any ground for such a suspicion.—ADDISON.

Our distinction must rest upon a steady adherence to rational religion, when the multitude are deviating into licentious and criminal conduct.—BLAIR.

They who from a mistaken zeal for the honour of Divine revelation, either deny the existence, or vitulate the authority of natural religion, are not aware, that by disallowing the sense of obligation they undermine the foundation on which revelation builds its power of commanding the heart.—BLAIR.

To Found, v. To institute.

Foundation, Ground, Basis.

Foundation and Ground derive their meaning and application from the preceding article: a report is said to be without any foundation, which has taken its rise in mere conjecture, or in some arbitrary cause independent of all fact; a man's suspicion is said to be without ground, which is not supported by the shadow of external evidence: unfounded clamours are frequently raised against the measures of government; groundless jealousies frequently arise between families, to disturb the peace of the universe.

Foundation and Basis may be compared with each other, either in the proper or the improper signification: both foundation and basis are the lowest parts of any structure; but the former lies under ground, the latter stands above: the foundation supports some large and artificially erected pile; the basis supports a simple pillar: hence we speak of the foundation of St. Paul's, and the base or basis of the monument: this distinction is likewise preserved in the moral application of the terms: disputes have too often their foundation in frivolous circumstances; treaties have commonly their basis in acknowledged general principle; with governments that are at war, pacific negotiations may be commenced on the basis of the uii possidentes.

If the foundation of a high name be virtue and service, all that is offered against it is but rumour, which is too short-lived to stand up in competition with glory, when person is wanting.—SPENSER.

Every subject of the British government has good grounds for loving and respecting his country.—BLAIR.

It is certain that the basis of all lasting reputation is laid in moral worth.—BLAIR.

Fountain, v. Spring.

Fraction, v. Rupture.

Fracture, v. Rupture.

---

Fragile, Frail, Brittle.

Fragile and Frail. In French frêle, both come from the Latin fragilis, signifying breakable; but the former is used in the proper sense only, and the latter more generally in the improper sense: man, corporeally considered, is a fragile creature, his frame is composed of fragile materials; mentally considered, he is a frail creature, for he is liable to every sort of frailty.

Brittle comes from the Saxon brittan to break, and by the termination & or til, denotes likewise a capacity to break, that is, properly breakable; but it conveys a stronger idea of this quality than fragile: the latter applies to whatever will break from the effects of time; brittle to that which will not bear a temporary violence: in this sense all the works of men are fragile, and in fact all sublunary things; but glass, stone, and ice, are peculiarly denominated brittle.

An appearance of delicacy, and even of fragility, is almost essential to beauty.—BURKE.

What joys, alas! could this frail being give, That I have been so covetous to live.—D'Urfey.

The brittle chain of this world's friendships is as effectually broken when we say "off with this mortal coil," as when one says "obliviscendus est illis."—CROFT.


Fragile, v. Fragile.

Fraility, v. Imperfection.

Frame, Temper, Temperament, Constitution.

Frame in its natural sense is that which forms the exterior edging of any thing, and consequently determines its form; it is applied to man physically or mentally, as denoting that constituent portion of him which seems to hold the rest together; which by an extension of the metaphor is likewise put for the whole contents, the whole body, or the whole mind.

Temper and Temperament, in Latin temperamentum from tempero to govern or dispose, signify the particular modes of being disposed or organized.

Constitution, from constitute or appoint, signifies the particular mode of being constituted or formed.

Frame, when applied to the body, is taken in its most universal sense; as when we speak of the frame being violently agitated, or the human frame being wonderfully constructed: when applied to the mind it will admit either of a general or restricted signification. Temper, which is applicable only to the mind, is taken in the general or particular state of the individual. The frame comprehends either the whole body of mental powers, or the particular disposition of those powers in individuals; the temper comprehends the general or particular state of feeling as well as thinking in the individual. The mental frame which receives any violent concession is liable to derangement; it is necessary for those who govern to be well acquainted with the temper of those whom they govern. By reflection on
the various attributes of the Divine Being, a man may easily bring his mind into a frame of devotion: by the indulgence of a fretful refrining temper, a man destroys his own peace of mind, and offends his Maker.

Temperament and constitution mark the general state of the individual; the former comprehends a mixture of the physical and mental; the latter has a purely physical application. A man with a warm temperament owes his warmth of character to the rapid impetus of the blood; a man with a delicate constitution is exposed to great fluctuations in his health; the whole frame of a new-born infant is peculiarly tender. Men of fierce tempers are to be found in all nations; men of sanguine tempers are more frequent in warm climates; the constitutions of females are more tender than those of the male, and their frames are altogether more susceptible.

The soul Contemplates what she is, and whence she came.
And almost comprehends her own amazing frame.

Tis he Sets supertition high on virtue's throne;
Then thinks his Maker's temper like his own.

There is a great tendency to cheerfulness in religion;
and such a frame of mind is not only the most lovely,
temper most commendable in a virtuous person.—ADAMS.
The sole strength of the sound from the shouting of multitudes so amazes and confounds the imagination, that the best established tempers can scarcely forbear being borne down.—BURKE.
I have always more need of a laugh than a cry, being somewhat disposed to melancholy by my temperament.—COWPER.
How little our constitution is able to bear a remove into parts of the air, much higher than that we commonly breathe in.—LOCKE.

To Frame, v. To invent.

Frank, Candid, Ingenuous, Free, Open, Plain.

Frank, in French franc, German, &c., frank is connected with the word frech, bold, and frey free.

Candid, v. Candid.

Ingenuous comes from the Latin ingenuus, which signifies literally free-born, as distinguished from the liberti who were afterwards made free: hence the term has been employed by a figure of speech to denote nobleness of birth or character. According to Girard, ingenu in French is taken in a bad sense; and Dr. Trusler, in translating his works, interprets it as signal, frank, ingenuous, which has erroneously assigned the same office to our word ingenuous: but this has kept true to the original, by being always an epithet of commendation.

Free is to be found in most of the northern languages under different forms, and is supposed by Adelung to be connected with the preposition from, which denotes a separation or enlargement.

Open, v. Candid.

Plain, v. Apparent, also evident.
All these terms convey the idea of a readiness to communicate and be communicated with; they are all opposed to concealment, but under different circumstances. The frank man is under no constraint; his thoughts and feelings are both set at ease, and his lips are ever ready to give utterance to the dictates of his heart; he has no reserve: the candid man has no notion to conceal; he speaks without regard to self-interest or any partial motive; he speaks nothing but the truth: the ingenuous man throws off all disguise; he scorches all artifice, and brings everything to light; he speaks the whole truth. Frankness is acceptable in the general transactions of society; it inspires confidence, and invites communication: candour is of peculiar use in matters of dispute: it serves the purposes of equity, and invites to conciliation: ingenuousness is most wanted where there is most to conceal; it courts favour and kindness by an acknowledgment of that which is against itself. Frankness is associated with unpolished manner; and frequently appears in men of rank or education; sailors have commonly a deal of frankness about them: candour is the companion of uprightness: it must be accompanied with some refinement, as it acts in cases where nice discriminations are made: ingenuousness is the companion of a noble and elevated spirit: it exists most frequently in the unadulterated age.

Frankness displays itself in the outward behaviour; we speak of a frank air and frank manner: candour displays itself in the language which we adopt, and the sentiments we express; we speak of a candid statement, a candid reply: ingenuousness shows itself in all the words, looks, or actions: we speak of an ingenuous countenance, an ingenuous acknowledgment, an ingenuous answer. Frankness and candour may be either habitual or occasional; ingenuousness is a permanent character: a disposition may be frank, or an air of frankness and candour may be assumed for the time; but an ingenuous character remains one and the same.

Frankness is a voluntary effusion of the mind between equals; a man frankly confesses to his friend the state of his affections or circumstances: candour is a debt paid to justice from one independent being to another; he who is candid is so from the necessity of the case; when a candid man feels himself to have been in an error which affects another, he is impelled to make the only reparation in his power by acknowledging it: ingenuousness is the offering of an uncorrupted mind at the shrine of truth; it supposes an inferiority in outward circumstances, and a motive, if not a direct necessity, for communication; the lad who does not wish to screen himself from punishment by a lie will ingenuously confess his offence; he who does not wish to obtain false applause will ingenuously disclaim his share in the performance which has obtained the applause.

Free, open, and plain, have not so high an office as the first three: free and open may be taken either in a good, bad, or indifferent sense; but seldom in the first than in the two last senses.

The frank, free, and open man all speak without constraint; but the frank man is not important like the free man, nor indiscreet like
the open man. The frank man speaks only of what concerns himself; the free man speaks of what concerns others: a frank man may confess his own faults or inadvertences; the free man corrects those which he sees in another: the frank man opens his heart from the warmth of his nature; the free man opens his mind from the conceit of his temper; and the open man says all he knows and thinks, from the inconsiderate levity of his temper.

A frank man is not free to all, nor on all occasions; he is free to his friends, or he is free in his dealings, with others; but the open man lets himself out like a running stream to all who choose to listen, and communicates trivial or important matters with equal eagerness: on the other hand, it is sometimes becoming in one to be free where counsel can be given with advantage and pleasure to the receiver; and it is pleasant to see an open behaviour, particularly in young persons, when contrasted with the odious trait of cunning and reserve.

Plainness, the last quality to be here noticed, is a virtue which, though of the humbler order, is not to be despised: it is sometimes employed like freedom in the task of giving counsel; but it does not display the free idea of anything unauthorized either in matter or manner. A free counsellor is more ready to display his own superiority than to direct the wanderer in his way; he rather aggravates faults than instructs how to amend them: he seems more like a supercilious enemy than a friendly monitor: the plain man is free from these faults: in all that he says truly: he gives no false colouring to his speech; it is not calculated to offend, and it may serve for improvement: it is the part of a true friend to be plain with another whom he sees in imminent danger. A free speaker is in danger of being hated; a plain dealer must at least be respected.

My own private opinion with regard to such recreations (as poetry and music) I have given with all the frankness imaginable.—SHEE.

If you have made any better remarks of your own, communicate them with candour: if not, make use of those I have justly assigned you with captivity.

We see an ingenious kind of behaviour not only make up for faults committed, but in a manner expiate them in the very commission.—SHEE.

We cheer the youth to make his own defence,
And freely tell us what he was and whence.

If I have abused your goodness by too much freedom, I hope you will attribute it to the openness of my temper.

—POPE.

Poole hardly drank tea without a strategem: if at the house of his friends he wanted any accommodation, he was not in the habit of asking for it in plain terms, but would mention it remotely as something convenient.—JOHNSON.

Fraud, v. Deceit.

Fraudulent, v. Falacious.

Freak, Whim.

Freak most probably comes from the German frech bold and petulant. Whim from Teutonic wimmen to whim or whinper: but they have at present somewhat deviated from their original meaning: for a freak has more of childishness and humour than boldness in it, a whim more of eccentricity than of childishness. Fancy and fortune are both said to have their freaks, as they both deviate most widely in their movements from all rule; but whims are at most but singular deviations of the mind from its ordinary and even course. Females are most liable to be seized with freaks, which are in their nature sudden and not to be calculated upon: men are apt to indulge themselves in whims which are in their nature strange and often laughable. We should call it a freak for a female to put on the habit of a male, and so accoutered to sally forth into the streets: we term it a whim in a man who takes a resolution never to shave himself any more.

But the long pamph, the midnight masquerade,
With all the freaks of wanton wealth array'd,
In these, ere trites half their wish obtain,
The toiling pleasure sickness into pain.

GOLDSMITH.

'Tis all bequests'd to public uses,
To public uses! There's a whim!—SWIFT.


Free, v. Frank.

Free, Liberal.

In the former section (v. Frank) Free is considered only as it respects communication by words, in the present case it respects actions and sentiments. In all its acceptations free is a term of disprese, and Liberal that of commendation. To be free signifies to act or think at will; to be liberal is to act according to the dictates of an enlarged heart and an enlightened mind. A clown or a fool may be free with his insults, and may squander it away to please his humour, or gratify his appetite; but the nobleman and the wise man will be liberal in rewarding merit, in encouraging industry, and in promoting whatever can contribute to the ornament, the prosperity, and improvement of his country. A man who is free in his sentiments thinks as he pleases; the man who is liberal thinks according to the extent of his knowledge. The free-thinking man is wise in his own conceit, he despises the opinions of others; the liberal-minded thinks modestly on his own personal attainments, and builds upon the wisdom of others.

The freethinker circumscribes all knowledge within the conceptions of a few superficially wise heads; the liberal-minded is anxious to enlarge the boundaries of science by making all the thinking world in all ages to contribute to the advancement of knowledge. With the freethinker nothing is good that is old or established; with the liberal man nothing is good because it is new, nothing bad because it is old. Men of the latter have a better knowledge and understanding of the most free in their opinions, in which description of men this age abounds above all others; such men are exceedingly anxious to usurp the epithet liberal to themselves; but the good sense of mankind will prevail against partial endeavours, and assign this title to none but men of comprehensive talents, sound judgment, extensive experience, and deep erudition.

It seems as if freedom of thought was that aberration of the mind which is opposed to the two extremes of superstition and bigotry; and that liberality is the happy medium. The free-thinker holds nothing sacred, and is attached
to n thing but his own conceits; the superstitious man holds too many things sacred, and is attached to every thing that favours this bent of his mind. A freethinker accommodates his duties to his inclinations; he deems his obligation to any thing which comes across the peculiar fashion of his sentiment. A man of free sentiments rejects the spirit of Christianity, with the letter or outward formality; the superstitious man loses the spirit of Christianity in the extravagant devotion to its outward formalities.

On the other hand, bigotry and liberality are opposed to each other, not in regard to what they believe, so much as in regard to the nature of their belief. The bigoted man so narrows his mind to the compass of his belief as to exclude every other object; the liberal man directs his views to every object which does not directly interfere with his belief. It is possible for the bigoted and the liberal man to have the same faith, but the former mistakes its true object and tendency, namely, the improvement of his rational powers, which the latter pursues.

We conclude, therefore, from the above, that freethinking, superstition, and bigotry, are alike the offspring of ignorance; and that liberality is the handmaid of science, and the daughter of truth. Of all mental aberrations freedom of thinking is the most obnoxious, as it is fostered by the pride of the heart, and the vanity of the imagination. In superstition we sometimes see the anxiety of a well-disposed mind to discharge its conscience: with bigotry we often see associated the mild virtues which are taught by Christianity; but in the freethinker we only see the bad passions and the unruly will set free from all the restraints of outward authority, and disengaged from the control of even the best dispensation of reason: in such a man the amiable qualities of the natural disposition become corrupted, and the evil humours triumph.

The freethinkers plead very hard to think freely; they have it; but what use do they make of it? Do their writings show a greater depth of design, or more just and correct reasoning, than those of other men? BERELEY.

Their pretensions to be freethinkers is no other than to be free, and savages to be free men.—ADDISON.

For me, for whose well-being so amply, and with hands so liberal.

Thou hast provided all things.—MILTON.

The desire of knowledge discovers a liberal mind.—BLAIR.

To Free, Set Free, Deliver, Liberate.

To Free is properly to make free, in distinction from Set Free; the first is employed in what concerns ourselves, and the second in that which concerns another. A man frees himself from an engagement; he sets another free from his engagement: we free, or set ourselves free, from that which has been imposed upon us by ourselves or by civil authority; he delivers or liberates from that which others have imposed upon us; the former from evils in general, the latter from the evil of confinement. I free myself from a burden; I set my own slave free from his slavery; I deliver another man’s slave from a state of bondage; I liberate a man from prison. A man frees an estate from rent, service, taxes, and all incumbrances; a king sets his subjects free from certain imposts or tributes, he delivers them from a foreign yoke, or he liberates those who have been taken in war. We free either by an act of the will or by contrivance and method; we set free by an act of authority; we deliver or liberate by active measures and physical strength. A man frees himself from impertinence by excusing the company of the impertinent; he sets others free from all apprehensions by assuring them of his protection; he delivers them out of a perilous situation by his presence of mind.

A country is freed from the horrors of a revolution by the vigorous counsels of a determined statesman; in this manner was England freed from a counterpart of the French revolution by the vigour of the government; a country is set free from the exactions and hardships of usurpation and tyranny by the mild influence of established government; in this manner is Europe set free from the iron yoke of the French usurper by its ancient rulers. A country is delivered from the grasp and oppression of the invader; a man who has been delivered, by the wisdom and valour of an illustrious British general at the head of a band of British heroes.

When applied in a spiritual sense free is applied to sin; set free is employed for obligation and responsibility; deliver is employed for external circumstances. God, as our Redeemer, frees us from the bondage and consequences of sin, by the dispensations of his atoning grace; but he does not set us free from any of our moral obligations or moral responsibility as free agents; as our Preserver He delivers us from dangers and misfortunes, trials and temptations.

The desire of knowledge discovers a liberal mind.

She then sent Iris down to free her from the strife
Of labouring nature, and dissolve her life.

DRYDEN.

When heaven would kindly set us free,
And earth’s enchantment end;
It takes the most effectual means,
And rules us by a firm being.

However desirous Mary was of obtaining deliverance from Darney’s caprices, she had good reasons for rejecting the method by which they proposed to accomplish it.

—ROBERT DRUM.

The insipiquious ranc a bell, and ordered Nicolas to be forthwith liberated.—CUMBERLAND.

Free, Familiar.

Free has already been considered as it respects words, actions, and sentiments (v. Free); in the present case it is coupled with Familiarity, inasmuch as they respect the outward behaviour or conduct in general of men one to another.

To be free is to be disengaged from all the constraints which the ceremonies of social intercourse impose; to be familiar is to be upon the footing of a familiar, of a relative, or one who is of the same rank. Neither of these terms can be admitted as unexceptionable; but freedom is that which is in general totally unauthorized; familiarity sometimes shelters itself under the sanction of long, close, and friendly intercourse.

Free is a term of much more extensive import than familiar; a man may be free towards
an other in a thousand ways; but he is familiar towards him only in his manners and address. A man who is free looks upon everything as his which he chooses to make use of; a familiar man only wants to share with another and to stand upon an equal footing. A man who is free will take possession of another man's house or room in his absence, and will make use of his name or his property as it suits his convenience; his freedom always turns upon that which contributes to his own indulgence: a man who is familiar will smile upon you, take hold of your arm, call you by your friendly name, and seek to enjoy with you all the pleasures of social intercourse; his familiarity always turns upon that which will increase his own importance. There cannot be two greater enemies to the harmony of society than freedom and familiarity; both of which it is the whole business of politeness to destroy; for no man can be free without being in danger of injuring upon what belongs to another, nor familiar without being in danger of obstructing himself to the annoyance of others.

Upon equality depends the freedom of discourse, and consequently the ease and good humour of every society. Freedom serves more to qualify the action; liberty is applied only to the agent; hence we say, to speak or think with freedom: but to have the liberty of speaking, thinking, or acting. Freedom and liberty are likewise employed for the private conduct of individuals towards each other; but the former is used in a qualified good sense, the latter in an unqualified bad sense. A freedom may sometimes be licenced or allowed; a liberty is always taken in a bad sense. A freedom may be innocent and even pleasant; a liberty always does more or less violence to the decencies of life, or the feelings of individuals. There are little freedoms which may pass between youth of different sexes, so as to heighten the pleasures of society; but a modest woman will be careful to guard against any freedoms which may admit of misinterpretation, and resent every liberty offered to her as an insult.

The ends for which men unite in society, and submit to government, are to enjoy security to their property and freedom to their persons, from all injustice or violence. — TULLER.

I would not venture into the world under the character of a man who pretends to talk like other people, until I had arrived at a full freedom of speech.—ADDISON.

The liberty of the press is a blessing when we are inclined to write against others; and a calamity when we find ourselves oversown by the multitude of our assailants.—JOHNSON.

Free, Exempt.

Free v. Free, liberal. Exempt, in Latin exemptus, participle of exemptio, signifies set out or disqualified from anything. The condition and not the conduct of men is here considered. Freedom is either accidental or intentional; the exemption is always intentional: we may be free from disorders, or free from troubles; we are exempt, that is exempted by government, from serving in the militia. Free is applied to everything from which any one may wish to be free; but exempt, on the contrary, to those burdens which we should share with others: we may be free from impositions, free from inconveniences, free from the interruptions of others; but exempt from any office or tax. We may likewise be said to be exempt from troubles when speaking of these as the dispensations of Providence to others. O happy, if he knew his happy state, The swain who, free from business and debate, Receives his easy food from nature's hand.—DRYDEN. To be exempt from the passions with which others are tenanted is the only pleasing solitude.—ADDISON.

Freedom, Liberty.

Freedom, the abstract noun of free, is taken in all the senses of the primitive. Liberty, from the Latin liber free, is only taken in the sense of free from external constraint, from the action of power. Freedom is personal and private; liberty is public. The freedom of the city is the privilege granted by the city to individuals; the liberties of the city are the immunities enjoyed by the city. By the same rule of distinction we speak of the freedom of the will, the freedom of manners, the freedom of conversation, or the freedom of debate; but the liberty of conscience, the liberty of the press, the liberty of the subject. A slave obtains his freedom; a captive obtains his liberty.

Freedom serves more to qualify the action; liberty is applied only to the agent: hence we say, to speak or think with freedom; but to have the liberty of speaking, thinking, or acting. Freedom and liberty are likewise employed for the private conduct of individuals towards each other; but the former is used in a qualified good sense, the latter in an unqualified bad sense. A freedom may sometimes be licenced or allowed; a liberty is always taken in a bad sense. A freedom may be innocent and even pleasant; a liberty always does more or less violence to the decencies of life, or the feelings of individuals. There are little freedoms which may pass between youth of different sexes, so as to heighten the pleasures of society; but a modest woman will be careful to guard against any freedoms which may admit of misinterpretation, and resent every liberty offered to her as an insult.

The ends for which men unite in society, and submit to government, are to enjoy security to their property and freedom to their persons, from all injustice or violence. — TULLER.

I would not venture into the world under the character of a man who pretends to talk like other people, until I had arrived at a full freedom of speech.—ADDISON.

The liberty of the press is a blessing when we are inclined to write against others; and a calamity when we find ourselves oversown by the multitude of our assailants.—JOHNSON.

Freight, Cargo, Lading, Load, Burden.

Freight, through the Northern languages in all probability comes from the Latin ferre to bring, signifying the thing brought.

Cargo, in French cargaison, probably a variation from carriage, is employed for all the contents of a vessel, with the exception of the persons that it carries.

Lading and Load (in German laden to load), come most probably from the word last a burden, signifying the burden or weight imposed upon any carriage.

Burden, which through the medium of the Northern languages, comes from the Greek ἔπορος, and ἐποιο to carry, conveys the idea of weight which is borne by the vessel. A captain speaks of the freight of his ship as that which is the object of his voyage, by which all who are interested in it are to make their profit; the value and nature of the freight are the first objects of consideration: he speaks of the lading as the thing which is to fill the ship; the quantity and weight of the lading are to be taken into the consideration: he speaks of the cargo as that which goes with the ship, and belongs as it were to the ship; the amount of the cargo is that which is first thought of: he speaks of the burden as that which his vessel will bear; it is the property of the ship which is to be estimated.

The ship-broker regulates the freight: the captain and the crew dispose the lading: the agent sees to the disposal of the cargo: the ship-builder determines the burden: the carrier looks to the load which he has to carry. The freight must consist of such merchandise
FREQUENT.

as will pay for the transport and risk: the lading must consist of such things as can be most conveniently stowed: the value of a cargo depends not only on the nature of the commodity, but the market to which it is carried: the burden of a vessel is estimated by the number of tons which it can carry.

Haste, my dear father! (tis no time to wait.)
And feed my shoulders with a willing freight.

THOMAS, DRYDEN.

The surging air receives
Its plumpy burden.—THOMSON.

To Frequent, Resort To, Haunt.

Frequent comes from frequent, in Latin frequentatus, crowded, signifying to come in numbers or come often to the same place.

Resort, in French ressortir, compounded of re and sortir, signifies to go backward and forward.

Haunt, from the French hantter to frequent.

Frequent is more commonly used of an individual who goes often to a place; resort and haunt of a number of individuals. A man is said to frequent a public place; but several persons may resort to a private place: men who are not fond of home frequent taverns; in the first ages of Christianity, while persecution raged, its professors used to resort to private places for purposes of worship.

Frequent and resort are indifferent actions; but haunt is always used in a bad sense. A man may frequent a theatre, a club, or any other social meeting, innocent or otherwise; people from different quarters may resort to a fair, a church, or any other place where they wish to meet for a common purpose; but those who haunt any place go to it in privacy for some bad purpose. Our Saviour frequented the synagogue: the followers of the prophet Mahomet resort to his tomb at Mecca: thieves haunt the darkest and most retired parts of a city in order to concert their measures for obtaining plunder.

For my own part I have ever regarded our inns of court as nurseries of statesmen and lawyers, which makes me often frequent that part of the town.—BUNGEI.

Home is the resort
Of love, of joy, of peace, and plenty, where
Supporting and supported, polished friends
And dear relations mingle into bliss.—THOMSON.

But harken’d by affronts, and still the same,
Lost to all sense of honour and of fame,
Thou yet canst love to haunt the great man’s heard,
And think no supper good but with a lord.—LEWIS.

Frequently, v. Commonly.
Frequently, v. Often.

Fresh, New, Recent.

Achung supposes the German word frisch to be derived from frieren to freeze, as the idea of coolness is prevalent in its application to the air; it is therefore figuratively applied to that which is in its first pure and best state.

New, in German neum, comes from the Latin novus, and the Greek νέος.

Recent, in Latin recentia, is supposed to come from ð and cæno to whiten or give a

fair colour to, because what is new looks so much fairer than what is old.

The fresh is properly opposed to the stale, as the new is to the old: the fresh has undergone no change; the new has not been long in being. Meat, beer, and provisions in general, are said to be fresh; but that which is substantial and durable, as houses, clothes, books, and the like, are said to be new.

Recent is taken only in the improper application; the other two admit of both applications in this case: the fresh is said in relation to what has lately preceded; new is said in relation to what has not long subsisted; recent is used for what has just passed in distinction from that which has long gone by. A person gives fresh cause of offence who has already offended; a thing receives a new name in lieu of the one which it has long had; a recent transaction excites an interest which cannot be excited by one of earlier date. Fresh intelligence arrives every day; it quickly succeeds the events: that intelligence which is recent is at a distance is already old to one who is on the spot. Fresh circumstances continually arise to confirm reports; new changes continually take place to supersede the things that were established.

To Fret, v. To rub.

Fretful, v. Captious.


Friendship, v. Love.

Frigid, v. Cool.

Fright, v. Alarm.

To Frighten, Intimidate.

Between Frighten and Intimidate there is the same difference as between fright (v. Alarm) and fear (v. To apprehend): the danger that is near or before the eyes frightens; that which is seen at a distance intimidates: hence females are often frightened, and men are oftener intimidated; noises will frighten; threats may intimidate; we may run away when we are frightened; we wave in our resolution when we are intimidated: we fear immediate bodily harm when we are frightened; we fear harm to our property as well as to our persons when we are intimidated: frighten, therefore, is always applied to animals, but intimidate never.

And perch, a horror! on his sacred crown,
If such passionateness were permitted
Of the bystanders, went to a round care
Fright them away.—CUMBERLAND.

Cortes, unwilling to employ force, endeavoured alternately to soothe and intimidate Montezuma.—ROBERTSON.

Frightful, v. Fearful.

Frowolous, v. Trifling.
Frolic, Gambol, Prank.

Frolic, in German, &c., fröhlich cheerful, comes from froh merry, and freude joy.

Gambol signifies literally leaping into the air, from gamb, in French jambe the leg.

Prank is changed from prance, which literally signifies to throw up the hind feet after the manner of a horse, and is most probably connected with the German prangen to make a parade or fuss, and the Hebrew parang to set free, because the freedom indicated by the word gesture, and contrivance, constitute the gambol: it belongs to the individual: adventure, eccentricity, and humour, constitute the prank: it belongs to one or many. One has a frolic: one plays a gambol, or a prank. Frolic is the mirth rather of vulgar minds; servants have their frolics in the kitchen while their masters have pleasures abroad: gambols are the diversions of youth; the Christmas season has given rise to a variety of gambols for the entertainment of both sexes: pranks are the diversions of the undisciplined: the rude schoolboy broke loose from school spends his time in molesting a neighbour hood with his mischievous pranks. Frolic is the diversion of human beings only; gambol and prank is likewise applicable to brutes: a kitten gambols: a horse, a monkey, and a squirrel, will play pranks.

I have heard of some very merry fellows, among whom the frolic was started and passed by a great majority, that every man should immediately draw a tooth.—SHAKESPEARE.

What are those crested locks
That make such wanton gambols with the wind?

Some time afterwards (1756), some young men of the college, whose chambers were near his (Gray's), diverted themselves by frequent and troublesome noises, and, as is said, played pranks yet more offensive and contemptuous.—JOHNSON.

To Front, v. To face.
Froward, v. Awkward.
Fragiality, v. Economy.
Fruitful, v. Fertile.
Fruition, v. Enjoyment.
Fruitless, v. Vain.
To Frustrate, v. To defeat.
To Fulfil, v. To execute.

To Fulfil, Accomplish, Realize.

To Fulfil is literally to fill quite full, that is, to bring about to be the wishes of a person; Accomplish (v. To accomplish) is to bring to perfection, but without reference to the wishes of any one; to Realize is to make real, namely, whatever has been aimed at. The application of these terms is evident from their explanations: the wishes, the expectations, the intentions, and promises, of an individual, are appropriately said to be fulfilled: national projects, or undertakings, prophecies, and whatever of general interest, are said to be accomplished: the fortune, or the prospects of an individual, or whatever results successfully from special efforts, is said to be realized: the fulfillment of our wishes may be as much the effect of good fortune as of design; the accomplishment of projects mostly results from a resolution or firm determination; the accomplishment of prophecies results from a miraculous exertion of power; the realization of hopes results more commonly from the slow process of moderate, well combined efforts than from anything extraordinary.

The full-drest dotard looks round him, perceives himself to be alone; he has survived his friends, and he wishes to follow them: his wish is fulfilled; he drops; torpid and insensible into that gulf which is deeper than the grave.—HAWKESWORTH.

After my fancy had been busied in attempting to realize the scenes that Shakespeare draws, I regretted that the labour was ineffectual.—HAWKESWORTH.

To Fulfil, v. To keep.
Fully, v. Largely.

Fulness, Plenitude.

Although Plenitude is no more a derivative from the Latin for Fulness, yet the latter is used either in the proper sense to express the state of objects that are full, or in the improper sense to express great quantity, which is the accomplishment of fulness: the former only in the higher style and in the improper sense: hence we say in the fulness of one's heart, in the fulness of one's joy, or the fulness of the Godhead bodily; but the plenitude of glory, the plenitude of power.

All mankind
Must have been lost, adjudge'd to death and hell,
By doom severe, had not the Son of God,
In whom the fulness of divine power dwells,
His dearest meditation thus renew'd.—MILTON.

The most beneficent Being is he who hath an absolute fulness of perfection in himself, who gave existence to the universe, and so came he is supposed to want that which he communicated without diminishing from the plenitude of his own power and happiness.—GROVE.


Funeral, Obsequies.

Funeral, in Latin funus, is derived from funus a cord, because lighted cords, or torches, were carried before bodies which were interred by night; the term Funeral, therefore, denotes the ordinariness of solemnity which attends the consignment of a body to the grave.

Obsequies, in Latin exequiae, are both derived from sequior, which, in its compound sense, signifies to perform or execute; they comprehend, therefore, funerals attended with more than ordinary solemnity.

We speak of the funeral as the last sad office which we perform for a friend; it is accompanied by nothing but by mourning and sorrow: we speak of obsequies as the greatest tribute of respect which can be paid to the person of one who was high in station or
Gain, v. To acquire.

Gain, Profit, Emolument, Lucre.

Gain signifies in general what is gained (v. To acquire).

Profit, v. Advantage.

Emolument, from emolior, signifies to work out or get by working.

Lucre is in Latin lucrum gain, which probably comes from luo to pay, signifying that which comes to a man's purse.

Gain is here a general term, the other terms are specific: the gain is that which comes to a man; it is the fruit of his exertions, or agreeable to his wish; the profit is that which accrues from the thing. Thus when applied to riches, that which increases a man's estate are his gains; that which flows out of his trade are his profits; that is, they are his gains upon dealing. Emolument is a species of gains from labour, or a collateral gain; of this description are man's emoluments from an office: a man estimates his gains by what he receives in the year; he estimates his profits by what he receives on every article; he estimates his emoluments according to the nature of the service which he has to perform; the merchant talks of his gains; the retail dealer of his profits; the place-man of his emoluments.

Gain and profit are also taken in an abstract sense; lucre is never used otherwise; but the latter always conveys a bad meaning; it is, strictly speaking, unhallowed gain: an immoderate thirst for gain is the vice of men who are always calculating profit and loss; a thirst for lucre deadens every generous feeling of the mind.

Gain and profit may be extended to other objects, and sometimes opposed to each other; for as that which we gain is what we wish only, it is often the reverse of profit: hence the force of that important question in Scripture, What shall it profit a man if he gain the whole world and lose his own soul?

The gains of ordinary trades and vocations are honest and furthered by two things, chiefly by diligence, and by a good name.—Bacon.

Why may not a whole estate, thrown into a kind of garden, turn as much to the profit as the pleasure of the owner?—Addison.

Gallant, Beau, Spark.

These words convey nothing respectful of the person to whom they are applied; but the first, as is evident from its derivation, has something in it to recommend it to attention above the other: as true value is ever associated with a regard for the fair sex, a Gallant man will always be a gallant when he can render the female any service; sometimes, however, his gallantries may be such as to do them harm rather than good; insignificance and effeminacy characterize the Beau or fine gentleman; he is the woman's man—the humble servant to supply the place of a lackey: the Spark has but a spark of that fire which shows itself in impetent puérilities; it is applicable to youth who are just broke loose from school or college, and eager to display their manhood.

The god of wit, and light, and arts,
With all acquired and natural parts,
Was an unfortunate gallant.—Swift.

His pride began to interpose,
Prettir'd before a crowd of beaus.—Swift.

Oft it has been my lot to mark
A proud, conceited, talking spark.—Merrick.

Gambol, v. Frolic.

Game, v. Play.


To Gape, Stare, Gaze.

To Gape, in German gaffen, Saxon gossipian to make open or wide, is to look with an open or wide mouth.

Stare, from the German starr fixed, signifies to look with a fixed eye.

Gaze comes very probably from the Greek eysaouat to admire, because it signifies to look steadily from a sentiment of admiration.

Gape and stare are taken in a bad sense; the former indicating the astonishment of gross ignorance; the latter not only ignorance but impertinence: gaze is taken always in a good sense, as indicating laudable feeling of astonishment, pleasure, or curiosity; a clown gapes at the pictures of wild beasts which he sees at a fair; an impertinent fellow stares at every woman he looks at, and stares a modest woman out of countenance: a lover of the fine arts will gaze with admiration and delight at the productions of Raphael or Titian; when a person is suddenly surprised, he gives a vacant stare; those who are filled with transport gaze on the object of their ecstacy.

It was now a miserable spectacle to see us nodding and gazing at one another, every man talking and no man heard.—SIR JOHN MANDEVILLE.

Astonish'd Annus just arises by chance.

To see his fall, nor further dares advance;

But, fixing on the maid his horrid eye,
He startles and shakes, and finds it vain to fly.

DRYDEN.

For, while expecting there the queen, he rais'd
His wondering eyes, and round the temple gaz'd,
Admir'd the fortune of the rising town.

The striving artists, and their arts renown.

DRYDEN.

Garrulous, v. Talkative.

To Gasp, v. To palpitate.

To Gather, Collect.

To Gather, in Saxon gatherian probably contracted from get here, signifies simply to bring to one spot. To Collect (v. To assemble, collect) annexes also the idea of binding or forming into a whole; we gather that which is scattered in different parts: thus stones are gathered into a heap; vessels are collected so as to form a numer is an act of necessity or convenience; collecting is an act of design or choice: we gather apples from a tree or a servant gathers books from of a table; the antiquarian collects coins, and the bibliomaniac collects rare books.

As the small ant (for he instructs the man,
And preacheth labour) gathers all she can.—CREECH.

The royal bee, queen of the rose bower,
Collects her precious sweets from every flower.

C. JOHNSON.


To Gaze, v. To gape.

Gender, Sex.

Gender, in Latin genus signifies properly a genus or kind. Sex, in French sexe, Latin sexus, comes from the Greek ζευς, signifying the habit or nature. The gender is that distinction in words which marks the distinction of sex in things; there are therefore three genders, but only two sexes. By the inflections of words are denoted whether things are of this or that sex, or of no sex. The genders are divided in grammar into masculine, feminine, and neuter; and animals are divided into male and female sex.

General, Universal.

The General is to the Universal what the part is to the whole. What is general includes the greater part or number; what is universal includes every individual or part. The general rule admits of many exceptions; the universal rule admits of none. Human government has the general good for its object: the government of Providence is directed to universal good. General is opposed to particular, and universal to individual. A scientific writer will not content himself with general remarks, when he has it in his power to enter into particulars; the universal complaint which we hear against men for their pride shows that in every individual it exists to a greater or less degree. It is a general opinion that women are not qualified for scientific pursuits. But Madame Dacier, Madame de Chatelat, and Madame de Graffigny, each in her way, form exceptions no less honourable to their whole sex than to themselves in particular: it is a universal principle, that children ought to honour their parents; the intention of the Creator in this respect is manifested in such a variety of forms as to admit of no question. General philosophy considers the properties common to all bodies, and regards the distinct properties of particular bodies, only in as much as they confirm abstract general views. Universal philosophy depends on universal science or knowledge, which belongs only to the infinite mind of the Creator. General grammar embraces in it all principles that are supposed to be applicable to all languages: universal grammar is a thing scarcely attainable by the stretch of human power. What man can become so thoroughly acquainted with all existing languages, as to reduce all their particular idioms to any system?

Generally, v. Commonly.

Generation, Age.

Generation is said of the persons who live during any particular part; and Age is said of the period itself.

Those who are born at the same time constitute the generation: that period of time which comprehends the age of man is the age; there may therefore be many generations springing up in the course of an age: a fresh generation is springing up every day, which in the course of an age pass away, and are succeeded by fresh generations.

We consider man in his generation as to the part which he has to perform. We consider the age in which we live as to the manners of men and the events of nations.

I often lamented that I was not one of that happy generation who demolished the convents.—JOHNSON.

Throughout every age, God hath painted his peculiar displeasure against the confidence of presumption, and the arrogance of prosperity.—BLAIR.
GENTEEEL.

Genius, v. Intellect.

Genteel, Polite.

Genteel, in French gentil, Latin gentilis, signifies literally one belonging to the same family, or the next akin to whom the estate would fall, if there were no children: hence by an extended application it denoted to be of family.

Polite, v. Civil.

Gentility respects rank in life; politeness the refinement of the mind and outward behaviour.

A genteel education is suited to the station of a gentleman; a polite education fits for polite society and conversation, and raises the individual among his equals.

There may be gentility without politeness; and vice versa. A person may have genteel manners, a genteel carriage, a genteel mode of living as far as respects his general relation with society, but a polite behaviour and a polite address, which qualify him for every relation in society, and enable him to shine in connection with all orders of men, is independent of either birth or wealth; it is in part a gift of nature, although it is to be acquired by art.

His equipage, servants, house, and furniture may be such as to entitle a man to the name of genteel, although he is wanting in all the forms of real good-breeding: while fortune may sometimes frown upon the polished gentleman, whose politeness is a recommendation to wherever he goes.

A lady of genius will give a genteel air to her whole dress by a well-fancied suit of knots, as a judicious writer gives a spirit to a whole sentence by a single expression.—Gay.

In this idle remote,
Our painted ancestors were slow to learn,
To arms devote, in the polite arts,
Nor skilled, nor studious.—SomerVille.

Gentile, Heathen, Pagan.

* The Jews comprehended all strangers under the name of Goim, nations or Gentiles: among the Greeks and Romans they were designated by the name of barbarians. By the name Gentile was understood especially those who were not of the Jewish religion, including, in the end, even the Christians; for as Flenry remarks, there were some among these uncircumcised Gentiles who worshipped the God, and were permitted to dwell in the holy land provided they observed the law of nature and abstinence.

Some learned men pretend that the Gentiles were so named from their having only a natural law, and such as they imposed on themselves, in opposition to the Jews and Christians, who have a positive revelal to which they are obliged to submit.

Frisch and others derive the word Heathen from the Greek Ἐθνος, ἔθνος, which is corrodereated by the translation in the Anglo Saxo—

Law of the word ἅκτην by the Greek ἁκτῆς. Adlue, however, thinks it to be more probably derived from the word ἱεῖλα a field, for the same reason as Pagan is derived from pagus a village, because when Constantinianishidators from the towns, they repaired to the villages, and secretly adhered to their religious worship, whence they were termed the Christian; the fourth century Pagani, which, as he supposes, was translated literally into the German heidener, a villager or worshipper in the field. Be this as it may, it is evident that the word Heathen is in our language more applicable than Pagan to the Greeks, the Romans, and the cultivated nations who practised idolatry; and, on the other hand, Pagan is more properly employed for rude and uncivilized people who worship false Gods.

The Gentile does not expressly believe in a Divine Revelation; but he either admits of the truth in part, or is ready to receive it: the Heathens adopts a positively false system that is opposite to the true faith: the Pagan is a species of Heathens who rejected a worship which is merely the fruit of his own imagination. The Heathens or Pagans are Gentes; but the Gentiles are not all either Heathens or Pagans. Confuciuses and Socrates, who rejected the plurality of Gods, and the followers of Mahomet, who adore the true God, are, properly speaking, Gentiles. The worshippers of Jupiter, Juno, Minerva, and all the deities of the ancients, are termed Heathens. The worshippers of Fo, Brahma, Xaca, and all the deities of savage nations, are termed Pagans.

The Gentiles were called to the true faith, and obeyed the call: many of the illustrious Heathens would have doubtless done the same had they enjoyed the same privilege: there are to this day many Pagans who reject this advantage, to pursue their own blind imaginations.

There might be several among the Gentiles in the same condition that Cornelius was before he became a Christian.—Tillotson.

But I believe that all virtues of the Heathens were counterfeit, and destitute of an inward principle of goodness. God forbid we should pass so hard a judgement upon the excellent men, Socrates, and Epicurus, and Antoninus.—Tillotson.

And nations laid in blood; dread sacrifice To Christian pride; which had with horror shock'd The darkest Pagans, offer'd to their gods.—Young.

Gentle, Tame.

Gentleness lies rather in the natural disposition; Tamelessness is the effect either of art or circumstances. Any unbroken horse may be gentle, but not tame; a horse that is broken in will be tame, but not always gentle.

Gentle, as before observed (v. Gentle), signifies literally well-born, and is opposed either to the fierce or the rude: tame, in German zahm, from zang a bride, signifies literally possessed, except under, and is opposed either to the wild or the spirited.

Animals are in general said to be gentle who show a disposition to associate with man, and conform to his will; they are said to be tame, if either by compulsion or habit they are brought to mix with human society. Of the first description there are individuals in almost
every species which are more or less entitled to the name of \textit{gentle}; of the latter description are many species, as the dog, the sheep, the hen, and the like.

In the moral application \textit{gentle} is always employed in the good, and \textit{tame} in the bad, sense: a \textit{gentle} spirit needs no control; it amalgamates freely with the will of another: a \textit{tame} spirit is subject to any will of its own; it is alive to nothing but submission; it is perfectly consistent with our natural liberty to have \textit{gentleness}, but tameness is the accomplishment of slavery. The same distinction marks the use of these words when applied to the outward conduct or the language: \textit{gentle} be-speaks something positively good; \textit{tame} be-speaks the want of an essential good: the former is allied to the kind—the latter to the abject and mean qualities which naturally flow from the compression or destruction of energy and will in the agent. A \textit{gentle} expression is devoid of all acrimony, and serves to turn away wrath: a \textit{tame} expression is devoid of all force or energy, and ill-calculated to inspire the mind with any feeling whatever. In giving counsel to an irritated and conciliated temper, it is necessary to be \textit{gentle}: \textit{tame} expressions are nowhere such striking deformities as in a poem or an oration.

This said, the hoary king no longer staid,
But on his car the slaughter'd victims laid;
Then seized the reins, his gentle steeds to guide,
And drove to Troy, Antenor at his side.—POPE.

For Orpheus' lute could soften steel and stone,
Make tygers tame, and huge leviathans.
SHAKESPEARE.

\textit{Gentleness} stands opposed, not to the most determined regard to virtue and truth, but to harshness and severity, to pride and arrogance.—BLAIR.

Though all wanton provocations, and contemptuous insolence, are to be diligently avoided, there is no less danger in timid compliance and tame resignation.—JOHNSON.

\textbf{Gentle, v. Soft.}

\textbf{Genuine, v. Intrinsic.}

\textbf{Gesticulation, v. Action.}

\textbf{Gesture, v. Action.}

\textbf{To Get, Gain, Obtain, Procure.}

\textit{To Get} signifies simply to cause to have or possess; it is generic, and the rest specific: to \textit{Gain} (v. \textit{To acquire}) is to get the thing one wishes, or that is for one's advantage: to \textit{Obtain} is to get the thing aimed at or striven after: to \textit{Procure}, from \textit{pro} and \textit{curo} to care for, is to get the thing wanted or sought for.

Get is not only the word generic in its sense, but its application; it may be substituted in almost every case for the other terms, for we may say to \textit{get} or \textit{gain} a prize, to \textit{get} or \textit{obtain} a reward, to \textit{get} or \textit{procure} a book; and it is also employed in numberless familiar cases, where the other terms would be less suitable, for what this word gains in familiarity, it loses in dignity: you would not say in the pritty talk of a servant's getting some water, or a person getting a book off a shelf, or getting meat from the butcher, with numberless similar cases in which the other terms could not be employed without losing their dignity. Moreover, \textit{get} is promiscuously used for whatever comes to the hand, whether good or bad, desirable or not desirable, sought for or not; but \textit{gain}, \textit{obtain}, and \textit{procure}, always include either the wishes or the instrumentality of the agent, or both together. Thus a person is said to \textit{get} a cold, or a fever, a good or an ill name, without specifying any of the circumstances of the action; but he is said to \textit{gain} that approbation which is gratifying to his feelings; to \textit{obtain} a recompuse which is the object of his exertions; to \textit{procure} a situation which is the end of his endeavours.

The word \textit{gain} is peculiarly applicable to whatever comes to us fortuitously; what we \textit{gain} constitutes our good fortune; we \textit{gain} a victory, or we \textit{gain} a cause; the result in both cases may be independent of our exertions. To \textit{obtain} and \textit{procure} exclude the idea of chance, and suppose exertions directed to a specific end: but the former may include the exertions of others; the latter is particularly employed for one's own personal exertions. A person \textit{obtains} a situation through the recommendation of a friend: he \textit{procures} a situation by applying for it. \textit{Obtain} is likewise employed only in that which requires particular efforts, that which is not immediately within our reach; \textit{procure} is applicable to that which is to \textit{be} got with ease, by the simple exertion of a walk, or of asking for.

The miser is more in industrious than the saint: the pains of \textit{gaining}, the fears of losing, and the inability of enjoying his wealth, have been the mark of satire in all ages.—SPECTATOR.

Neither Virgil nor Horace would have \textit{gained} so great reputation in the world had they not been the friends and admirers of each other.—ADONN.

All things are blended, changeable, and vain! No hope, no wish, we perfectly \textit{obtain}.—JENYS.

Ambition pins the soul to such actions as are apt to \textit{procure} honour and reputation to the actor.—ADDISON.

\textbf{Ghastly, v. Hideous.}

\textbf{Ghost, v. Vision.}

\textbf{To Gibe, v. To scoff.}

\textbf{Giddiness, v. Lightness.}

\textbf{Gift, Present, Donation.}

\textit{Gift} is derived from \textit{to give}, in the sense of what is communicated to another gratuitously of one's property.

\textit{Present} is derived from \textit{to present}, signifying the thing \textit{presented} to another.

\textit{Donation}, from the French \textit{donation}, and the Latin \textit{dono} to present or \textit{give}, is a species of \textit{gift}.

The \textit{gift} is an act of generosity or condescension; it contributes to the benefit of the receiver; the \textit{present} is an act of kindness, courtesy, or respect; it contributes to the pleasure of the receiver. The \textit{gift} passes from the rich to the poor, from the high to the low, and creates an obligation; the \textit{present} passes either between equals or from the inferior to the superior. Whatever we receive from God, through the agency of His Providence, we entitle a \textit{gift}; whatever we receive from our friends, or whatever princes receive from their subjects, are entitled \textit{presents}. We are told by all travellers that it is a custom in the East never to approach a great man without a \textit{present}; the value of a \textit{gift} is often heightened by being given opportunely. The value of a
The gift is private, and benefits the individual; the donation is public, and serves some general purpose: what is given to relieve the necessities of any poor person is a gift; what is given to support an institution is a donation. The clergy are indebted to their patrons for the livings which are in their gift: it has been the custom of the plouts and charitable, in all ages, to make donations for the support of almshouses, hospitals, infirmaries and such institutions as serve to diminish the sum of human misery.

And she shall have them, if again she sanc.
Since you the giver and the gift refuse.—Dryden.

The ecclesiastics were not content with the donation made them by the Saxon princes and nobles.—Hume.

Gift, Endowment, Talent.

Gift. v. Gift.

Endowment signifies the thing with which one is endowed.

Talent. v. Faculty.

Gift and endowment both refer to the act of giving and endowing, and of course include the idea of something given, and something received: the word talent conveys no such collateral idea. When we speak of a gift, we refer in our minds to a giver; when we speak of an endowment, we refer in our minds to the receiver; when we speak of a talent, we only think of its intrinsic quality.

A gift is either supernatual or natural; an endowment is only natural. The primitive Christians received various gifts through the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, as the gift of tongues, the gift of healing, &c. There are some men who have a peculiar gift of utterance; beauty of person, and corporeal agility, are endowments with which some are peculiarly invested.

The word gift excludes the idea of anything acquired by exertion; it is that which is communicated to us altogether independently of ourselves, and enables us to arrive at that perfection in any art which could not be attained any other way. Speech is distinguished as a general gift, inasmuch as it is given to the whole human race, in distinction from the brutes; but the gift of eloquence is a pecu- liar gift granted to a few individuals, in distinction from others, and one which may be exerted for the benefit of mankind. Endowments, which are inherent in us, are not independent of our exertions: they are qualities which admit of improvement by being used; they are in fact the gifts of nature, which serve to adorn and elevate the possessor, when employed for a good purpose. Talents are either natural or acquired, or in some measure of a mixed nature; they denote powers without specifying the source from which they proceed; a man may have a talent for music, for drawing, for mimicry, and the like; but this talent may be the fruit of practice and experience, as much as of nature.

It is clear from the above that an endowment is a gift, but a gift is not always an endowment; and that a talent may also be either a gift or an endowment, but that it is frequently distinct from both. The terms gift and talent are applicable to corporeal as well as spiritual actions: endowment to corporeal or mental qualities. To write a superior hand is a gift, inasmuch as it is supposed to be unattainable by any force of application and instruction; it is a talent inasmuch as it is a power or property worth our possession, but it is never an endowment. On the other hand, courage, discernment, a strong imagination, and the like, are both gifts and endowments; and when the intellectual endowment displays itself in any creative form, as in the case of poetry, music, or any art, so as to produce that which is valued and esteemed, it becomes a talent to the possessor.

But Heaven its gifts not all at once bestows.
These years with wisdom crowns, with action those.—Pope.

A brute arrives at a point of perfection that he can never pass: now years he has all the endowments he is capable of.—Addison.

Mr. Locke has an admirable reflection upon the difference of wit and judgement, whereby he endeavours to show the reason why they are not always the talents of the same person.—Addison.

To Give, Grant, Bestow.

Give, in Saxon, giban, German geben, &c. is derived by Adalung from the old word gaff the hollow of the hand.

Grant and Bestow, v. To allow.

The idea of communicating to another what is our own, or in our power, is common to these terms; this is the whole signification of give: but grant and bestow include accessory ideas in their meaning. To grant is to give at one's pleasure; to bestow is to give with a certain degree of necessity. Giving is confined to no object; whatever property we transfer into the hands of another, that we give: we give money, clothes, food, or whatever is transferable; granting is confined to such objects as afford pleasure or convenience; they may consist of transferable property or not: bestowing is applied to such objects only as are necessary to supply wants, which always consist of that which is transferable. We give what is liked or not liked, asked for or not asked for: we grant only what is asked for and requested. One may give poison or medicine; one may give to a beggar, or to a friend; one grants a sum of money by way of loan: we give what is wanted or not wanted; we bestow only what is expressly wanted: we give with an idea of a return or otherwise: we grant voluntarily, without an apprehension of a return: we give for a permanency or otherwise; we bestow only in particular cases which require immediate notice. Many give things to the rich only to increase the number of their superfluities, and they give to the poor to relieve their necessities; they bestow their alms on an indigent sufferer.
To give has no respect to the circumstances of the action or the agent; it is applicable to persons of all conditions. To grant bespeaks not only the will, but the power and influence of the grantor: to bestow bespeaks the necessitous condition of the receiver. Children may give to their parents and parents to their children, kings to their subjects or subjects to their kings; but monarchs only grant to their subjects, or parents to their children; and superiors in general bestow upon their dependants that which they cannot provide for themselves.

In an extended application of the terms to moral objects or circumstances, they strictly adhere to the same line of distinction. We give our consent; we give our promise; we give our word; we give credit; we give in all cases that may be simply transferred from one to another. Liberties, rights, privileges, favors, indulgences, permissions, and all things are granted which are in the hands only of a few, but are acceptable to many. Blessings, care, concern, and the like, are bestowed upon those who are dependent upon others for whatever they have.

Happy when both to the same centre move,
When kings give liberty, and subjects love

The gods will grant
What their unerring wisdom sees they want.

DREYDEN.

Give and bestow are likewise said of things as well as of persons; grant is said only of persons. Give is here equally general and indefinite; bestow conveys the idea of giving under circumstances of necessity and urgency. One gives a preference to a particular situation; one gives a thought to a subject that is proposed; one gives time and labour to any matter that engages his attention; but bestow pains on that which demands particular attention; one bestows a moment’s thought on one particular subject out of the number which engage attention.

Milton afterwards gives us a description of the morning, which is wonderfully suitable to a divine poem.—ADDISON.
After having thus treated at large of Paradise Lost, I could not think it sufficient to have celebrated this poem, in the whole, without descending to particulars: I have therefore bestowed a paper on each book.—ADDISON.

To Give, Afford.

Give (v. To give, grant), and Afford (v. To afford), are allied to each other in the sense of sending forth: but the former denotes an unqualified and unconditional action, as in the preceding article; the latter bears a relation to the circumstances of the agent. A person is said to give money without any regard to the state of his finances he is said to afford what he gives when one wishes to define his pecuniary condition. The same idea runs through the application of these terms to all other cases in which inanimate things are made the agents. When we say a thing gives satisfaction, we simply designate the action; when we say it affords pleasure, we refer to the nature and properties of the thing thus specified; the former is employed only to declare the fact, the latter to characterize the object. Hence, in certain cases, we should say, this or that posture of the body gives ease to a sick person; but, as a moral sentiment, we should say, nothing affords such ease to the mind as a clear conscience. Upon the same grounds the use of these terms is justified in the following cases: to give rise; to give birth; or give occasion: to afford an opportunity; to afford a plea or a pretext; to afford ground, and the like.

Are these our great pursuits? Is this to live?
These all the hopes this much-loved world can give.
—JENNY.

Our paper manufacture takes into use several mean materials, which could be put to no other use, and affords work for several hands in the collection of them, which are incapable of any other employment.—ADDISON.

To Give, Present, Offer, Exhibit.

These terms have a common signification, inasmuch as they designate the manual act of transferring something from one’s self to another. The first is here as elsewhere (v. To give, grant) the most definite and extensive in its meaning: it denotes the complete act: the latter two are rather to the preliminary acts of Giving than to the act itself. What is given is actually transferred: what is presented, that is, made a present to any one; or offered, that is, brought in his way, is put in the way of being transferred: we present in giving, and offer in order to give; but we may give without presenting or offering; and on the other hand, we may present or offer without giving.

To give is the familiar term which designates the ordinary transfer of property: to present is a term of respect; it includes in it the formality and ceremony of setting before another that which we wish to give: to offer is an act of humility or solemnity; it bespeaks the movement of the heart, which impels to the making a transfer or gift. We give to our domestics; we present to princes; we offer to God: we give to a person what we wish to be received; we present to a person what we think agreeable: we offer what we think acceptable: what is given is supposed to be ours; what we offer is supposed to be under our command; what we present need not be either our own or at our command; we give a person not only our external property, but our esteem, our confidence, our company, and the like; an ambassador presents his credentials at court; a subject offers his services to his king.

Of seven smooth joints a mellow pipe I have, Which with his dying breath Damases gave.

DREYDEN.

It fell out at the same time, that a very fine celf, which promised great strength and speed, was presented to Octavius: Virgil assured them that he would prove a jade: upon trial, it was found as he had said.—WALSH.
Alexis will thy homely gifts disdain: Nor, shouldst thou offer all thy little store, Will rich Tobias yield, but offer more.—DREYDEN.

They bear the same relation to each other when applied to words or actions, instead of property; we speak of giving a person an assurance, or a contradiction; of presenting an address, and offering an apology: of giving a reception, presenting a figure, or offering an insult. They may likewise be extended in

* Vide Girard; "Donner, presenter, offrir."
their application, not only to personal and individual actions, but also to such as respect the public at large: we give a description in writing, as well as by word of mouth; one presents the public with the fruit of one's labours; we offer remarks on such things as attract notice, and call for animadversion.

These terms may also be employed to designate the actions of unconscious agents, by which they are characterized; in this sense, they come very near to the word exhibit, which to exhibit, signifies to hold or put forth. Here the word give is equally indefinite and general, denoting simply to send from one's self, and applies mostly to what proceeds from another, by a natural cause: thus, a thing is said to give pain, or to give pleasure. Things are said to present or offer: thus, a town is said to present a fine view, or an idea presents itself to the mind; an opportunity offers, that is, offers itself to our notice. To exhibit is properly applied in this sense of setting forth to view; but expresses, likewise, the idea of attracting notice also; that which is exhibited is more striking than what is presented or offered; thus a poem is said to exhibit marks of genius.

The apprehension of the good Giveth but the greater feeling to the worse. SHAKESPEARE.

Its pearl the rock presents, its gold the mine. JENKINS.

True genuine durance mov'd his pity, Unless it offer'd to be witty--SWIFT.

The recollection of the past becomes dreadful to a guilty man. It exhibits to him a life thrown away on vanities and follies. BLAIR.

To Give Up, Deliver, Surrender, Yield, Cede, Concede.

We Give Up (v. To give, grant) that which we wish to retain; we Deliver that which we wish not to retain. Delivery does not include the idea of a transfer; but give up implies both the giving from and the giving to: we give up our house to the accommodation of our friends; we deliver property into the hands of the owner. To give up is a colloquial substitute for either Surrender or Yield, as it designates no circumstance of the action; it may be employed in familiar discourse, in almost every case for the other terms: where the action is compulsory, we may either say an officer gives up or surrenders his sword; when the action is discretionary, we may either say he gives up or yields a point of discussion: give up has, however, an extensiveness of application which gives it an officeคลิก (v) or surrender, or yield. But when we speak of familiar and personal subjects, give up is more suitable than surrender, which is confined to matters of public interest or great moment: a man gives up his place, his right, his claim, and the like; he surrenders a fortress, a vessel, or his property to his creditors. When give up is compared with yield, they both respect personal matters; but the former expresses a much stronger action than the latter: a man gives up his whole judgment to another; he yields to the opinion of another in particular cases: he gives himself up to sensual indulgences; he yields to the force of temptation.

Cede, from the Latin cede to, is properly to surrender by virtue of a treaty: we may surrender a town as an act of necessity; but thecession of a country is purely a political transaction: thus, generals frequently surrender such towns as they are not able to defend; and governments cede such countries as they find it not convenient to retain. To Concede, which is but a variation of cede, is a mode of yielding which may be either an act of discretion or courtesy; as when a government concedes to the demands of the people certain privileges, or when an individual concedes any point in dispute for the sake of peace.

The peaceable man will give up his favourite schemes: he will yield to an opponent rather than become the cause of violent outrages. BLAIR.

On my experience, Adam, freely taste, And fear of death deliver to the winds. MILTON.

The young, half-seduced by persuasion, and half-compelled by ridicule, surrender their convictions, and consent to live as they see others around them living. BLAIR.

As to the magic power which the devil imparts for these concessions of his votaries, theologians have different opinions. CUMBERLAND.

To Give Up, Abandon, Resign, Forego.

These terms differ from the preceding (v. To give up) inasmuch as they designate actions entirely free from foreign influence. A man Gives Up, Abandons (v. To abandon), and Resigns (v. To resign) from the dictates of his own mind, independently of all control from others. To give up and abandon both denote a positive decision of the mind; but the former may be the act of the understanding or the will, the latter is more commonly the act of the will and the passions: to give up is applied to familiar cases: abandon to matters of importance: one gives up an idea, an intention, a plan, and the like: one abandons a project, a scheme, a measure of government.

To give up and resign are applied either to outward actions or merely to inward movements: but the former is active, and determinately fixes the conduct; the latter seems to be rather passive, it is the leaning of the mind to the circumstances: a man gives up his situation by a positive act of his choice: he resigns his office when he feels it inconvenient to hold it: so, likewise, we give up expectations, and resign hopes. In this sense, Forego, which signifies to let go, is comparable with resign, inasmuch as it expresses a passive state, a state of yielding which we have, and we forego that which we might have: thus, we resign the claims which we have already made; we forego the claims which we might make: the former may be a matter of prudence; the latter is always an act of virtue and forbearance. When applied reflectively, to give up is used either in a good, bad, or indifferent sense: I give up always in a bad sense; resign always in a good sense: a man may give himself up, either to studious pursuits, to idle vagaries, or vicious indulgences: he abandons himself to gross vices: he resigns himself to the will of Providence, or to the circumstances of his condition: a man
GLAD.

**GLAD.**

glamed, pleased, joyful, cheerful. 

Gladder is obviously a variance of glez and gleve (v. Fire). 

Pleased, from to please, marks the state of being pleased. 

Joyful bespeaks its own meaning, either as full of joy or productive of great joy. 

Cheerful, v. Cheerful. 

Glad denotes either a partial state or a permanent and habitual sentiment; in the former sense it is most nearly allied to pleased; in the latter sense to joyful and merry. 

Glad and pleased are both applied to the ordinary occurrences of the day; but the former denotes rather a lively and momentary sentiment, the latter a gentle but rather more lasting feeling. We are glad to see a friend who has been long absent; we are glad to have good intelligence from our friends and relatives; we are glad to get rid of a troublesome companion; we are pleased to have the approval of those we esteem; we are pleased to hear our friends well spoken of; we are pleased with the company of an intelligent and communicative person. 

Glad, joyful, and cheerful all express more or less lively sentiments; but glad is less vivid than joyful, and more so than cheerful. Gladness seems to arise as much from physical as mental causes; wine is said to make the heart glad: joy has its source in the mind, as it is influenced by external circumstances; instances of good fortune, either for ourselves, our friends, or our country, excite joy: cheerfulness is an even tenor of the mind, which it may preserve of itself independently of all external circumstances; religious contemplation produces habitual cheerfulness. 

A comfortable meal to an indigent person, gladdens his heart: a nation rejoices at the return of peace after a long-protracted war: a traveller is cheered in a solitary desert by the sight of a human being, or the sound of a voice: or a sufferer is cheered by his trust in Divine Providence. 

Glad is seldom employed as an epithet to qualify things, except in the scriptural or solemn style, as, glad tidings of great joy: joyful is seldom used to qualify persons than things; hence we speak of joyful news, a joyful occurrence, joyful faces, joyful sounds, and the like: cheerful is employed either to designate the state of the mind or the property of the thing; we either speak of a cheerful disposition, a cheerful person, a cheerful society, or a cheerful face, a cheerful sound, a cheerful aspect, and the like. 

When used to qualify one's actions they all bespeak the temper of the mind: gladly denotes a high degree of willingness as opposed to aversion; one who is suffering under excruciating pangs gladly submits to anything which promises relief; joyfully denotes unqualified pleasure, unmixed with any alloy or restrictive consideration; a convert to Christianity joyfully goes through all the initiatory ceremonies which entitle him to all its privileges, spiritual and temporal; cheerfully denotes the absence of unwillingness, it is opposed to reluctantly; the zealous Christian cheerfully submits to every hardship to which he is exposed in the course of his religious profession.

O sole, in whom my thoughts find all repose! 
My glory, my perfection! I see Thy face, and mourn return'd. - Milton.

Man superior walks

Amid the glad creation, muses, and prizes. - Thomson.

The soul has many different faculties, or, in other words many different ways of acting, and can be intensely pleased or made happy by all these different faculties or ways of acting. - Addison.

Thus joyfully Troy maintain'd the watch of night, 
While fear, pale comrade of inglorious flight, 
And heaven -lied horror, on the Grecian part, 
Sat on each face, and sadden'd every heart. - Pope.

No sun e'er gilds the gloomy hours there, 
No cheerful gales refresh the lazy air. - Pope.


To Glance At, Allude To.

Glance probably from the German glänzen to shine, signifies to make appear to the eye. 

Allude, v. To allude. 

These terms are nearly allied in the sense of indirectly referring to any object, either in written or verbal discourse: but glance expresses a cursory and latent action; allude, simply an indirect but undisguised action; illustrious satirists are perpetually glancing at the follies and infirmities of individuals; the Scriptures are replete of allusions to the manners and customs of the Easterns: he who attempts to write an epitome of universal history must take but a hasty glance at the most important events.

Entering upon his discourse, Socrates says, he does not believe any of the most comic genius can censure him for talking upon such a subject (the immortality of the soul) at such a time (that of death). This passage, I think, evidently glances upon Aristophanes, who wrote a comedy on purpose to ridicule the discourses of that divine philosopher. - Addison.

The author, in the whole course of his poem, has infinite allusions to places of Scripture. - Addison.


Glare, v. Flame. 

To Glare, v. To shine.

Glaring. Barefaced.

Glaring is here used in the figurative sense, drawn from its natural signification of broad light, which strikes powerfully upon the senses.
**GLOOM.**

*Barefaced* signifies literally having a bare or uncovered face, which denotes the absence of all disguise or all shame.

Gloaming designates the thing; barefaced characterizes the person: a glaring falsehood is that which strikes the observer in an instant to be falsehood; a barefaced lie or falsehood betrays the effrontery of him who utters it. A glaring absurdity will be seen instantly without the aid of reflection; a barefaced piece of impudence characterizes the agent as more than ordinarily lost to all sense of decorum.

The glaring side is that of curiosity.—**BECKE.**

The animosities increased, and the parties appeared barefaced against each other.—**CLARENDRON.**

**Glem. Glimmer, Ray, Beam.**

**Glem** is in Saxon gleoan, German glimmen, &c. **Glimmer** is a variation of the same.

**Ray** is connected with the word row.

**Beam** comes from the German beamen, a tree.

Certain portions of light are designated by all these terms, but gleam and glimmer are indecisive; rays and beams are definite. A gleam is properly the commencement of light, or that portion of opening light which interrupts the darkness: a glimmer is an unsteady gleam; rays and beams are portions of light which emanate from some luminous body; the former from all luminous bodies in general, the latter more particularly from the sun: the former is, as its derivation notes, a mere production of light issuing in a greater or less degree from any body; the latter is a great row of light, like a pole issuing from a body. There may be a gleam of light visible on the wall of a dark room, or a glimmer if it be moveable; there may be rays of light visible at night on the back of a glow-worm, or rays of light may break through the shutters of a closed room; the sun in the height of its splendour sends forth its beams. Gleam and ray may be applied figuratively; beam only in the natural sense: a gleam of light may break in on the benighted understanding: but a glimmer of light rather confuses; rays of light may dart into the mind of the most ignorant savage who is taught the principles of Christianity by the pure practice of its professors.

**A glorious gleam from his bright armour came,**

And from his eye-shafts flash’d the living flame.  
  **POPE.**

The *glimmering* light which shot into the chaos from the utmost verge of the creation is wonderfully beautiful and poetic.—**ADDISON.**

A sudden ray shot beaming o’er the plain,

And shone the shores, the ray, and the main.

**POPE.**

The stars shine smarter; and the moon adorns,

As with unborrow’d beams, her horns.—**DRYDEN.**

**To Glide, v. To slip.**

**Glimmer, v. Gleam.**

**Glimpse, Glance.**

A **Glimpse** is the action of the object appearing to the eye; a **Glance** is the action of the eye seeking the object: one catches a glimpse of an object; one casts a glance at an object: the latter therefore is properly the means for obtaining the former, which is the end: we get a *glimpse* by means of a *glance.** The *glimpse* is the hasty, imperfect, and sudden view which we get of an object; the *glance* is the hasty and imperfect view which we take of an object: the former may depend upon a variety of circumstances; the latter depends upon the will of the agent. We can seldom do more than get a *glimpse* of objects in a carriage that is going with rapidity; when we do not wish to be observed to look we take but a *glance* at an object.

Of the state with which practice has not acquainted us, we snatch a *glimpse;* we discover a point, and regulate the rest by passion and by fancy.—**JOHNSON.**

Here passion first I felt,

Commotion strange; In all enjoyment else

Superior, unmov’d; here only weak,

Against the charm of beauty’s pow’ful glance.  
  **MILTON.**

**To Glitter, v. To shine.**

**Globe, v. Circle.**

**Globe, Ball.**

**Globe,** in Latin globus, comes probably from the Greek γόβος, a hilllock of earth.

**Ball, in Teutonic ball, is doubtless connected with the words boil, bow, bend, and the Mæ, signifying that which is turned or rounded.**

**Globe is to ball as the species to the genus; a globe is a ball, but every ball is not a globe.** The globe does not in its strict sense require to be of a denominated a *globe* but in the higher style of writing the earth is frequently denominated a *globe,* and in familiar discourse every solid body which assumes a circular form is entitled a *ball.***

It is said by modern philosophers, that not only the great globes of matter are thinly scattered through the universe, but the hardest bodies are so porous, that if all matter were compressed to perfect solidity, it might be contained in a cube of a few feet.—**JOHNSON.**

What though in solemn silence all

Move round the dark terrestrial ball,

In reason’s ear they all rejoice,

And utter forth a glorious voice.—**ADDISON.**

**Gloom, Heaviness.**

**Gloom** has its source internally, and is often independent of outward circumstances; **Heaviness** is a weight upon the spirits, produced by a foreign cause: the former belongs to the constitution; the latter is occasional. People of a melancholy habit have a particular *gloom* hang over their minds which pervades all their thoughts; those who suffer under severe disappointments for the present, and have gloomy prospects of the future, may be expected to be *heavy* at heart: we may sometimes dispel the *gloom* of the mind by the force of reflection, particularly by the force of religious contemplation: *heaviness* of spirits is itself a temporary thing, and may be suc-
ceeded by vivacity or lightness of mind when the pressure of the moment has subsided.

If we consider the frequent reliefs we receive from laughter, and how often it breaks the gloom which is apt to depress the mind, we would take nature to grow too wise for so great a pleasure of life.—ADDISON.

Worldly prosperity flattens as life descends. He who lately overflowed with cheerful spirits and high hopes, beginning to look back with heaviness on the days of former years.—BLAIR.

GLOOMY, t. Dull.

Gloomy, Sullen, Morose, Splenetic.

All these terms denote a temper of mind the reverse of easy or happy: Gloomy lies either in the general constitution or the particular frame of the mind; Sullen lies in the temper: a man of a gloomy disposition is an involuntary agent; it is his misfortune, and renders him in some measure pitiable: the sullen man yields to his evil humours; sulleness is his fault, and renders him offensive. The gloomy man distresses himself most; his passions are all his own: the sullen man has a great share of discontent in his common nature; he charges his sufferings upon others, and makes them suffer in common with himself. A man may be rendered gloomy for a time by the influence of particular circumstances; but sullenness creates pains for itself when all external circumstances of a painful nature are wanting.

Sullenness and Moroseness are both the inherent properties of the temper; but the former discovers itself in those who have to submit, and the latter in those who have to command: sullenness therefore betrays itself mostly in early life; moroseness is the peculiar characteristic of age. The sullen person has many fancied hardships to endure from the control of others: the morose person is conscious to endure many real hardships, by keeping them under too severe a control. Sullenness shows itself mostly by an unseasonable reserve; moroseness shows itself by the hardness of the speech, and the roughness of the voice. Sullenness is altogether a sluggish principle, that leads more or less to fraction; moroseness is a harsh feeling, that is not contented with exacting obedience unless it inflicts pain.

Moroseness is a defect of the temper; but Spleen, from the Latin spleen, is a defect in the heart: the one betrays itself in behaviour, the other more in conduct. A morose man is an unpleasant companion; a spleenic man is so naturally ill-natured to those about him, the latter is ill-humoured with all the world. Moroseness vents itself in temporary expressions, spleen indulges itself in perpetual bitterness of expression.

Th' unwilling heralds act their lord's commands,
Presage they walk along the barren sands,
Arrived, the hero in his tent they find.
With gloomy aspect, on his arm reclined.—POPE.

At this they ceased; the stern debate expired.
The chiefs in sullen silence retir'd.—POPE.

The morose philosopher is so much affected by these and some other authorities, that he becomes a converted truth-friend, and desires he would take him with him when he went to his next ball.—BUDGELL.

GLORY.

While in that splenetic mood, we amused ourselves in a tour critical speculation on the objects, a few months effected a total change in our variable minds.—BURKE.

Glory, Honour.

Glory is something dazzling and widely diffused. The Latin word gloria, anciently written gloria, is in all probability connected with our words glosa, glaze, glitter, glow, through the medium of the northern words gleisen, glotten, glitten, all which come from the Hebrew gepel, a live coal. That the moral idea of glory is best represented by light is evident from the glory which is painted round the head of our Saviour.

Honour is something less splendid, but more solid, and probably comes from the Hebrew hev wealth or substance.

Glory impels to extraordinary efforts and to great undertakings. Honour induces to a discharge of one's duty. Excellence in the attainment, and success in the exploit, bring glory; a faithful exercise of one's talents reflects honour. Glory is connected with everything which serves the public interest; honour is more properly obtained within a private circle. Glory is not confined to the nation or life of the individual by whom it is sought; it spreads over all the earth, and descends to the latest posterity; honour is limited to those who are connected with the subject of it, and are witnesses to its actions.

Glory is attainable but by few, and may be an object of indifference to any one; honour is more or less within the reach of all, and must be disregarded by no one. A general at the head of an army goes in pursuit of glory; the humble citizen who acts his part in society so as to obtain the approbation of his fellow-citizens is on the road to honour.

A nation acquires glory by the splendour of its victories, and its superiority in arts as well as arms; it obtains honour by its strict adherence to equity and good faith in all its dealings with other nations. Our own nation has acquired glory by the help of its brave warriors; it has gained honour by the patience and generosity of its government. The military career of Alexander was glorious; his humane treatment of the Persian princesses who were his prisoners was an honourable trait in his character. The abolition of the slave trade by the English government was a glorious triumph of Christianity over the worst principles of human nature; the new state of England during the revolutionary period reflects honour on the English name.

Glory is a sentiment, selfish in its nature, but salutary or pernicious in its effect, according as it is directed; honour is a principle disinterested in its nature, and beneficial in its operations. A thirst for glory is seldom indulged but at the expense of others, as it is not attainable in the plain path of duty; there are but few opportunities of acquiring it by elevated acts of goodness, and still fewer who have the virtue to embrace the opportunities that offer: a love of honour can never be indulged but to the advantage of others; it is restricted by fixed laws; it requires a sacrifice.
To Glory, Boast.

To Glory is to hold as one's glory. To Boast is to set forth to one's advantage. Both words denote the value which the individual sets upon that which belongs to himself. To glory is more particularly the act of the mind, the indulgence of the internal sentiment: that which denotes rather the expression of the sentiment. To glory is applied only to matters of moment; boast is rather suitable to trifling points. A Christian martyr glories in the cross of Christ; a soldier boasts of his courage and his feats in battle.

Glory is but seldom used in a bad sense, and boast still seldorn in a good sense. A royalist glories in the idea of supporting his prince and the legitimate rights of his sovereign; the former are republicans and traitors who glory in their shame, and boast of the converts they make to their lawless cause. It is an unbecoming action for an individual to boast of any thing in himself; but a nation, in its collective capacity, may boast of its superiority without doing violence to decorum. An Englishman glories in the reflection of belonging to such a distinguished nation, although he would do very idly to boast of it as a personal quality; no nation can boast of so many public institutions for the relief of distress as England.

All the laymen who have exerted a more than ordinary genius in their writings, and were the glory of their times, were free from whose hopes were filled with immortality.—ADDITION.

If a man looks upon himself in an abstracted light, he has not much to boast of; but if he considers himself with regard to others, he may find occasion of glorifying, if not in his own virtues, at least in the absence of another's imperfections.—ADDITION.

To Gloss, Varnish, Palliate.

Gloss and Varnish are figurative terms, which borrow their signification from the act of rendering the outer surface of any physical object shining. To gloss, which is connected with to glaze, is to give a gloss or brightness to any thing by means of friction, as in the case of Japan or mahogany: to varnish is to give an artificial gloss by means of applying a foreign substance. Hence in the figurative use of the terms, to gloss is to put the best face upon any thing by various artifices; but to varnish is to do the same thing by means of direct falsehood; to Palliate, which likewise signifies to give the best possible outside to a thing (v. To extenuate), requires still less artifice than
either. One glosses over that which is bad, by giving it a soft name; as when a man's vices are glossed over with the name of indiscretion, or a man's mistress is termed his friend: one varnishes a bad character by ascribing good motives to his bad actions, by withholding many facts that are to his discredit, and fabricating other circumstances in his favour; an unvarnished tale contains nothing but the simple truth; the varnished tale on the other hand contains a great mixture of falsehood; the French accounts of their victories are mostly varnished: to palliate is to diminish the magnitude of an offence, by making an excuse in favour of the offender: as when an act of theft is palliated by considering the starving condition of the thief.

If a jealous man once finds a false gloss put upon any single action, he quickly suspects all the rest.—ADDITION.

The writing of tears stood ready for command, And now to see the tears how to express sorrow.—ROWE.

A man's bodily defects should give him occasion to exert a noble spirit, and to palliate those imperfections which are not in his power, by those perfections which are.—ADDITION.


Glow, v. Fire.

To Glut, v. To satisfy.

Godlike, Divine, Heavenly.

Godlike bespeaks its own meaning, as like God, or after the manner of God.

Divine, in Latin divinus from dius or Deus, signifies appertaining to God.

Heavenly, or Heavenlike, signifies like or appertaining to heaven.

Godlike is a more expressive but less common term than divine: the former is used only as an epithet of peculiar praise for an individual; divine is generally employed for that which appertains to a superior being, in distinction from that which is human. Benevolence is a godlike property: the Divine image is stamped on the features of man, whence the face is called by Milton "the human face Divine." As divine is opposed to human, so is heavenly to earthly: the term Divine Being distinguishes the Creator from all other beings; but a heavenly being denotes the angels or inhabitants of heaven, in distinction from earthly beings or the inhabitants of earth. A divine influence is to be sought for only by prayer to the Giver of all good things; but a heavenly temper may be acquired by a steady contemplation of heavenly things, and an abstraction from those which are earthly: the Divine will is the foundation of all moral law and obligation; heavenly joys are the fruit of all our labours in this earthly course.

Sure he that made us with such large discourse, Looking before and after, gave us not That capability and godlike reason To rust in us unused.—SHAKESPEARE.

Of all that see or read thy comedies, Whoever in those glasses looks may find The spots return'd, or graces of his mind; And by the help of so distemper'd art At leisure view and dress his nobler park.—WALLER.

Reason, alas! I do not know itself; But man, vain man! I would with his short liv'd plummet Pathom the vast abuse of heavenly justice.—DRYDEN.
Godly, Righteous.

Godly is a contraction of godlike (v. Godlike).

Righteous signifies conformable to right or truth.

These epithets are both used in a spiritual sense, and cannot, without an indecorous affectation of religion, be introduced into any other discourse than that which is properly spiritual. Righteousness, in the strict sense, is that outward deportment which characterizes a heavenly temper; prayer, reading of the Scriptures, public worship, and every religious act, enters into the signification of godliness, which at the same time supposes a temper of mind, not only to delight in, but to profit by such exercises; righteousness on the other hand comprehends Christian morality; in distinction from that of the heathen or unbeliever; a righteous man does right, not only because it is right, but because it is agreeable to the will of his Maker, and the example of his Redeemer: righteousness is therefore to godliness as the effect to the cause. The godly man goes to the sanctuary, and by converse with his Maker, conquers all his affections to the character of that Being whom he worships; when he leaves the sanctuary he proves the efficacy of his godliness by his righteous converse with his fellow-creatures. It is easy however for men to mistake the means for the end, and to rest content with godliness without righteousness, as too many are apt to do who seem to make their whole duty to consist in an attention to religious observances, and in the indulgence of extravagant feelings.

It hath been the great design of the devil and his instruments in all ages to undermine religion, by making an unhappy separation and divorce between godliness and morality. But let us not deceive ourselves, there was always religion, and the condition of our acceptableness to God, to endeavour to be like God in purity and holiness, in justice and righteousness.—TILLOTSON.

Gold, Golden.

These terms are both employed as epithets, but Gold is the substantive used in composition, and Golden the adjective, in ordinary use. The former is strictly applied to the metal of which the thing is made, as a gold cup, or a gold coin; but the latter to whatever appertains to gold, whether properly or figuratively: as the golden lion, the golden crown, the golden age, or a golden harvest.

Good, Goodness.

Gold, which under different forms runs through all the northern languages, and has a great affinity to the Greek àyabos, is supposed by Adelung to be derived from the Latin gravis, Greek γοῦν, and Hebrew chadda to refer to weight. Good and Goodness are abstract terms, drawn from the same word; the former to denote the thing th. t. is good, the latter the inherent good property of a thing. All good comes from God, whose goodness towards his creatures is unbounded.

The good we do is determined by the tendency of the action; but our goodness in doing it is determined by the motive of our actions.
GOODNATURE.

however, frequently happen that he who has the most advantages derives the least good from them: talents, person, voice, powerful interest, a pleasing address, are all advantages: but they may produce evil instead of good if they are not directed to right purposes.

Our present good the easy task is made
To earn superior bliss when this shall fade.—JENNY.

Unless men were endowed by nature with some sense of duty or moral obligation, they could reap no benefit from reflection. BUTLER.

The true art of memory is the art of attention. No man will read with much advantage who is not able at pleasure to evacuate his mind.—JOHNSON.


Goodnature and Goodhumour both imply the disposition to please and be pleased; but the former is habitual and permanent, the latter is temporary and partial; the former lies in the nature and frame of the mind; the latter in the state of the humours or spirits. A goodnatured man recommends himself at all times for his goodnature; a goodhumoured man recommends himself particularly as a companion: goodnature displays itself by a readiness in doing kind offices; goodhumour is confined mostly to the case and cheerfulness of one's outward deportment in social converse: goodnature is apt to be guilty of weak compliances; goodhumour is apt to be succeeded by fits of peevishness and depression. Goodnature is applicable only to the character of the individual: goodhumour may be said of a whole company: it is a mark of goodnature in a man not to disturb the goodhumour of the company he is in by resenting the affront that is offered him by another.

I concluded, however unaccountable the assertion might appear at first sight, that goodnature was an essential quality in a satirist.—ADDISON.

When Virgil said, "He that did not hate Bavius might love Mævius," he was in perfect goodhumour.—ADDISON.


Goods, Furniture, Chattels, Moveables, Effects.

All these terms are applied to such things as belong to an individual: the first term is the most general, both in sense and application; all the rest are species.

Furniture comprehends all household goods: wherefore in regard to an individual, supposing the house to contain all he has, the general is put for the specific term, as when one speaks of a person's moving his Goods for his furniture; but in the strict sense goods comprehends more than furniture, including not only that which is adapted for the domestic purposes of a family, but also every thing which is of value to a person: the chairs and tables are a part of furniture. papers, books, and money, are included among his goods: it is obvious therefore that goods, even in its most limited sense, is of wider import than furniture.

Chattels, which is probably changed from cattle, is a term not in ordinary use, but still sufficiently employed to deserve notice. It comprehends that species of goods which is in a special manner separated from one's person and house: a man's cattle, his implements of husbandry, the alienable rights which he has in land or buildings, are all comprehended under chattels: hence the propriety of the expression to devise a term for chattels as denoting the disposable property which he has about his person or at a distance.

Moveables comprehends all the other terms in the limited application to property; as far as it admits of being removed from one place to another; it is opposed either to fixtures, when speaking of furniture, or to land as contrasted to goods and chattels.

Effects is a term of nearly as extensive a signification as goods, but not so extensive an application; whatever a man has that is of any supposed value, or convertible into money, is entitled his goods: whatever a man has that can effect, produce, or bring forth money by sale, is entitled his effects: therefore it is applied only to that which a man has at his disposal: effects more properly to that which is left at the disposal of others. A man makes a sale of his goods on his removal from any place; his creditors or executors take care of his effects either on his bankruptcy or decease: goods, in this case, is seldom employed but in the limited sense of what is removable; but effects includes everything personal, freethand, and copyhold.

Now I give up my shop and dispose of all my poetical goods at once: I must therefore desire that the public would please to take them in the gross, and that everybody would turn over what he does not like.—PRICE.

Considering that your houses, your place and furniture, are not suitable to your quality, I conceive that your expense ought to be reduced to two-thirds of your estate. —ENTWORTH.

There can be no doubt but that moveables of every kind become sooner appropriated than the permanent substantial soil.—BLACKSTONE.

The laws of bankruptcy compel the bankrupt to give up all his effects to the use of the creditors without any concealment.—BLACKSTONE.

Goods, Possessions, Property.

All these terms are applicable to such things as are the means of enjoyment; but the former term respects the direct quality of producing enjoyment, the latter two have regard to the subject of the enjoyment: we consider Goods as they are real or imaginary, adapted or not adapted for the producing of real happiness; those who abound in the goods of this world are not always the happiest: Possessions must be regarded as they are lasting or temporary; he who is anxious for earthly possessions forgets that they are but transitory and dependent upon a thousand contingencies: Property is to be considered as it is, legal or illegal, just or unjust; those who are anxious for great property are not always scrupulous about the means by which it is to be obtained.

The purity of a man's Christian character is in danger from an overweening attachment to earthly goods; no wise man will boast the
multitude of his possessions, when he reflects that if they do not leave him, the time is not far distant when he must leave them; the validity of one’s claim to property which comes by inheritance is better founded than any other.

The worldling attaches himself wholly to what he reckons the only solid goods, the possession of riches and influence.—BLAIR.

While worldly men enlarge their possessions, and extend their connections, they imagine they are strengthening themselves.—BLAIR.

To Govern, Rule, Regulate.

Govern. In French gouverner, Latin gubernare, Greek γενέμεναι.

Rule and Regulate signify to bring under a rule, or make by rule. The exercise of authority enters more or less into the signification of these terms; but to govern implies the exercise likewise of judgment and knowledge.

To rule implies rather the unqualified exercise of power, the making the will the rule; a king governs his people by means of wise laws and an upright administration: a despotic ruler over a nation according to his arbitrary decision; if he have no principle his rule becomes an oppressive tyranny: of Robespierre, it has been said, that if he did not know how to govern, he aimed at least at ruling.

These terms are applied either to persons or things: persons govern or rule others; or they govern, rule, or regulate things.

In regard to persons, govern is always in a good sense, but rule is sometimes taken in a bad sense; it is naturally associated with an abuse of power; to govern is so perfectly discretionary that we speak of governing ourselves; but we speak only of ruling others: nothing can be more lamentable than to be ruled by one who does not know how to govern himself: it is the business of a man to rule his house by keeping all its members in due subjection to his authority; it is the duty of a ruler to rule his state by keeping it in due subjection to his authority; and in all matters wherein they are incompetent to govern themselves.

To govern necessarily supposes the adoption of judicious means; but ruling is confined to no means but such as will obtain the end of subjecting the will of one to that of another; a woman is said to rule by obeisance; an artful and imperious woman will have recourse to various stratagems to elude the power to which she ought to submit, and render it subservient to her own purposes.

In application to things, govern and rule admit of a similar distinction: a minister governs the state, and a pilot governs the vessel; the movements of the machine are in both cases directed by the exercise of the judgment; a person rules the times, seasons, fashions, and the like; it is an act of the individual will. Regulate is a species of governing simply by judgment; the word is applicable to things of minor moment, where the force of authority is not so requisite: one governs the affairs of a nation, or a large body where great interests are involved; we regulate the concerns of an individual, or we regulate in cases where good order or convenience only is consulted; so likewise in regard to ourselves, we govern our passions, but we regulate our affections. They are all properly used to denote the acts of conscious agents, but by a figure of personification that may be applied to inanimate or moral objects: the price of one market governs the price of another, or governs the seller in his demand; fashion and caprice rule the majority, or particular fashions rule them; the time of one clock regulates that of many others.

A Whence can this very motion take its birth, Not sure from matter, from dull clods of earth? But from a living thing lodged within the heart. Which governs all the bodily machine. —JENYS.

When I behold a factions band agree To call it freedom when themselves are free; Each wanton lust, each new penal statute draws Laws grind the poor, and rich men rule the law. I fly from petty tyrants to the throne. —GOLDSMITH.

Distracting thoughts by turns his bosom rul’d. Now firm by wrath, and now by reason cool’d. —Pope.

Though a sense of moral good and evil be deeply impressed on the heart of man, it is not of sufficient power to regulate his life.—BLAIR.

Government, Administration.

Both these terms may be employed either to designate the act of Governing and Administering or the persons governing and administering. In both cases government implies a more extensive power than administration: the former includes every exercise of authority; the administration applies only that exercise of authority which consists in putting the laws or will of another in force: hence, when we speak of the government, as it respects the persons, it implies the whole body of constituted authorities; and the administration, only that part which is in execution the intentions of the whole: the government of a country therefore may remain unaltered, while the administration undergoes many changes: it is the business of the government to make treaties of peace and war; and without a government it is impossible for any people to negotiate; it is the business of the administration to execute the intentions of the whole: the government all public business would be at a stand.

Government is an art above the attainment of an ordinary genius.—SOUTH.

What are we to do if the government and the whole community is of the same description? —BUCK.

In treating of an invisible world, the administration of government there carried on by the Father of spirits, particulars occur which appear incomprehensible. —BLAIR.

Government, Constitution.

Government is here as in the former article (Governing) the generic term; Constitution the specific. Government implies generally the act of governing or exercising authority under any form whatever; constitution implies any constituted or fixed form of government: we may have a government without a constitution; we cannot have a constitution without a government. In the first formation of society government was placed in the hands of individuals or some body of individuals, the authority according to discretion rather than any fixed rule or law; here then was government without a constitution: as time and experience proved.
the necessity of some established form, and the wisdom of enlightened men discovered the advantages and disadvantages of different forms, government in every country assumed a more definite shape, and became the constitution of the country; hence then the union of government and constitution. Governments are divided by political writers into three classes, monarchical, aristocratic, and republican; but those three general forms have been adopted with such variations and modifications as to impart to the constitution of every country something peculiar.

Political squabblers have always chosen to consider government in its limited sense as including only the supreme or executive authority, and the constitution as that which is set up by the authority of the people; but this is only a forced application of a general term to serve the purposes of party. According to its real signification, constitution does not convey the idea of the source of power any more than government; the constitution may with as much propriety be formed or constituted by the monarch as government is exercised by the monarch; and of this we may be assured, that what is to be formed specifically by any person or persons so as to become constituted must be framed by something more authoritative than a rabble. The constitution may, as I have before observed, be the work of time, for most of the constitutions in Europe, whether republican or monarchal, are indebted to time and the natural course of events for their establishment; but in our own country the case has been so far different that by the wisdom and humanity of those in government or power a constitution has been expressly formed which distinguishes the English nation from all others. Hence the word constitution is applied by distinction to the English form of government; and since this constitution has happily secured the rights and liberties of the people by salutary laws, a vulgar error has arisen that the constitution is the work of the people, and by a natural consequence it is maintained that the people, if they are not satisfied with their constitution, have a right to introduce changes; a dangerous error which cannot be combated with too much steadfastness. It must be obvious to all who reflect on this subject that the constitution, as far as it is assignable to the efforts of any man or set of men, was never the work of the people, but of the government or those who held the supreme power.

This view of the matter is calculated to lessen the jealousies of the people towards their government, and to abate that overweening complacency with which they are apt to look upon themselves and their own imaginary work; for it is impossible but that they must regard with a more dispassionate eye the possessors of power when they see themselves indebted to those in power for the most admirable constitution ever framed.

"The constitution is in danger," is the watchword of a party who want to increase the power of the people; but every one who is acquainted with history, and remembers that before the constitution was fully formed it was the people who overthrew the government, will perceive that much more is to be apprehended by throwing any weight into the scale of the popular side of government than by strengthening the hands of the executive government. The constitution of England has arrived at the acme of human perfection; it ensures to every man as much as he can wish; it deprives no man of what he can consistently with the public peace expect; it has within itself adequate powers for controlling every evil and abuse as it may arise, and is fully competent to make such modifications of its own powers as circumstances may require. Every good citizen therefore will be contented to leave the government of the country in the hands of those constituted authorities as they at present exist, fully assured that if they have not the wisdom and the power to meet every exigency, the evil will not be diminished by making the people our legislators.

Free governments have committed more flagrant acts of tyranny than the most perfect despotic governments which we have ever known.—Buckle.

The physician of the state, who, not satisfied with the care of his patients, undertakes to recreate constitutions, ought to show uncommon powers.—Buckle.

Grace, Favour.

Grace, in French grace, Latin gratia, comes from gratus kind, because a grace results from pure kindness independently of the merit of the receiver; but favour is that which is granted voluntarily and without hope of compensation independently of all obligation.

Grace is never used but in regard to those who have offended and made themselves liable to punishment; favour is employed for actual good. An act of grace is employed to denote that act of the government by which insolvent debtors are released; but otherwise the term is in most frequent use among Christians to denote that merciful influence which God exerts over his most unworthy creatures from the infinite goodness of his Divine nature; it is to His special grace that we attribute every good feeling by which we are prevented from committing sin: the term favour is employed indiscriminately with regard to man or his Maker; those who are in power have the greatest opportunity of conferring favours; but all we receive at the hands of our Maker must be acknowledged as a favour. The Divine grace is absolutely indispensable for men as sinners; the Divine favour is perpetually necessary for men as His creatures dependent upon him for everything.

But say I could repent and could obtain, By act of grace, say former state, how soon Would height recall high thoughts!—Milton.

A bad man is wholly the creature of the world. He hangs upon its favour.—Blair.

Grace, Charm.

Grace is altogether corporeal; charm is either corporeal or mental: the grace qualifies the action of the body; the charm is an inherent quality in the body itself. A lady moves, dances, and walks with grace; the charm of her person are equal to those of her mind.

Savage’s method of life particularly qualified him for conversation, of which he knew how to practise all the graces.—Johnson.

Music has charms to soothe the savage breast.—Congreve.
GRACEFUL.

A Graceful figure is rendered so by the department of the body. A Comely figure has that in itself which pleases the eye. Graceful is improved by art; comeliness is mostly the work of nature. It is possible to acquire gracefulness by the aid of the dancing-master; but for a comely form we are indebted to nature aided by circumstances. Grace is a quality pleasing to the eye; but Elegance, from the Latin elegans, select and choice, is the quality of a higher order, the grace which inspires admiration; elegant is applicable, like graceful, to the motion of the body, or like comely, to the person, and is extended in its meaning also to language and even to dress. A person's step is graceful; his air or his movements are elegant; the grace of an action lies chiefly in its adaptation to the occasion.

Grace is in a relative quality; the gracefulness of an action depends on its suitability to the occasion; elegance is a positive quality; it is, properly speaking, beauty in regard to the exterior of the person; an elegance of air and manner is the consequence not only of superior birth and station, but also of superior natural endowments.

The first who approached her was a youth of graceful presence and courtly air, but dressed in a richer habit than had ever been seen in Arcadia.—STEELE.

Isidus the son of Phoebdas was at this time in the bloom of his youth, and very remarkable for the comeliness of his person.—ADDISON.

The natural progress of the works of men is from rudeness to conveniences, from conveniences to elegance, and from elegance to niceties.—JOHNSON.


Gracious, Merciful, Kind.

Gracious, when compared to Merciful, is used only in the spiritual sense; the latter is applicable to the conduct of man as well as of the Deity.

Grace is exerted in doing good to an object that has merited the contrary; mercy is exerted in withholding that which has been merited. God is gracious to his creatures in affording them not only an opportunity to address Him, but every encouragement to lay open their wants to Him; their unworthiness and sinfulness are not made impediments of access to Him. God is merciful to the vilest of sinners, and lends an ear to the smallest breath of repentance; in the moment of executing vengeance He stops His arm at the voice of supplication: He expects the same mercy to be extended by man toward his offending brother.

Grace, in the lofty sense in which it is here admitted, cannot with propriety be made the attribute of any human being, however elevated his rank; nothing short of infinite wisdom as well as goodness can be supposed capable of doing good to offenders without producing ultimate evil. Were a king to attempt any display of grace by bestowing favours on criminals, his conduct would be highly injurious to individuals as well as to the public at large, and would destroy all good men; but when we speak of the Almighty as dispensing His goods to sinners, and even courting them by every act of endearment to lay aside their sins, we clearly perceive that this difference arises from the infinite disparity between Him and us; which makes that "His ways are not our ways, nor are His thoughts our thoughts." I am inclined therefore to think that in our language we have made a peculiarly just distinction between grace and mercy, by confining the former to the acts of the Almighty, and applying the latter indiscriminately to both; for it is obvious that mercy, as far as it respects the suspension of punishment, lies altogether within the reach of human discretion. Gracious, when compared to Kind, differs principally as to the station of the persons to whom it is applied. Gracious is altogether confined to superiors; kind is indiscriminately employed for superiors and equals: a king gives a gracious reception to the nobles who are presented to him; one friend gives a kind reception to another by whom he is visited. Gracious is a quality in persons of rank among princes; it necessarily supposes a voluntary descent from a lofty station, to put one's self, for the time being, upon a level with those to whom one speaks: it comprehends, therefore, condescension in manner, and affability in address. Kindness is a domestic virtue; it is found mostly among those who have not much ceremonial to dispense with; it is the display of our goodwill not only in the manner, but in the action itself; it is not confined to the tone of the voice, the gesture of the body, or the mode of expression; but extends to actual services in the closest relations of society; a master is kind to his servants in the time of their sickness; friends who are kind to one another have perpetual opportunities of displaying their kindness in various little offices.

He heard my vows, and graciously decreed My grounds to be restored, my former flocks to feed.

So gracious hath God been to us, that he hath made those things to be our duty which naturally tend to our felicity.—TILLOTSON.

He that's merciful Unsto the bad is cruel to the good.—RANDOLPH.

Love but that all men just and temperate make, Kind to themselves and others for his sake.—WALLER.


GRANDEUR.

Grandeur, from grand, in French grande, great, Latin grandis, probably from gravis ancien, because the term in Latin is applied mostly to great age, and afterwards extended in its application to greatness in general, but particularly that greatness which is taken in the good sense.

Magnificence, in Latin magnificentia, from magnus and facio, signifies making or acting on a large scale. An extensive assemblage of striking qualities in the exterior constitutes the common signification of these terms, of which grandeur is the genus, and magnificence the species. Magnificence can exist without grandeur, but grandeur exists without magnificence: the former is distinguished from the latter both
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GRATUITY.

in degree and in application. When applied to the same objects they differ in degree; magnificence being the highest degree of grandeur. As it respects the style of living, grandeur is within the reach of subject; magnificence is mostly confined to princes. A person is said to live in a style of grandeur, who rises above the common level, in the number of his servants, the quality of his equipage, and the size of his establishment: no one is said to live in a style of magnificence who does not surpass the grandeur of his contemporaries. Wealth, such as falls to the lot of many, may enable them to display grandeur; but nothing short of a princely fortune gives either a title or a capacity to aim at magnificence. Grandeur admits of degrees and modifications: it may display itself in various ways, according to the taste of the individual; but magnificence is that which has already reached the highest degree of superiority in its particular orbit.

Those who are ambitious for earthly grandeur are rarely in a temper of mind to take a just view of themselves and of all things that surround them; they forget that there is any thing above this, in comparison with which it sinks into insignificance and meanness. The grandeur of European courts is lost in a comparison with the magnificence of Eastern princes.

Grandeur is applicable to the works of nature as well as art, of mind as well as matter; magnificence is altogether the creature of art. A structure, a spectacle, an entertainment, and the like, may be grand or magnificent; but a scene, a prospect, a conception, and the like, is grand, but not magnificent.

There is a kind of grandeur and respect, which the meanest and most insignificant part of mankind endeavour to procure in the little circle of their friends and acquaintance.—ADDISON.

The wall of China is one of those Eastern pieces of magnificence which may be figured in the map of the world, although an account of it would have been thought fabulous were not the wall itself extant.—ADDISON.

To Grant, v. To admit.
To Grant, v. To allow.
To Grant, v. To give.
To Grasp, v. To lay hold.
Gratification, v. Enjoyment.

To Gratify, Indulge, Humour.

To Gratify, make grateful or pleasant (v. Acceptable), is a positive act of the choice. To Indulge, from the Latin indulgeo and vultus to select or make palatable, is a negative act of the will, a yieling of the mind to circumstances. One gratifies his appetites; and indulges his humours. To gratify and indulge, as individual acts, may be both allowable; but to gratify is unrestricted by any moral consideration; indulging always involves the sacrifice of some general rule of conduct or principle of action. We may sometimes gratify a laudable curiosity, and indulge a virtuous ambition, as a salutary recreation; but gratifying as a habit becomes a vice, and indulging as a habit is a weakness. A person who is in search of pleasure gratifies his desires as they arise; he lives for the gratification, and depends upon it for his happiness. He who has higher objects in view than the momentary gratification will be careful not to indulge himself too much in such things as will wear him from his purpose.

To gratify is a selfish act; we gratify ourselves only, but not others: to indulge is often a kind action; we indulge others as well as ourselves: to Humour is to indulge or fall in with the humour: it may be selfish or prudent. The sensualist gratifies his passions, and sacrifices not only his own substantial happiness, but the peace of others to the gratification. A good parent indulges his child in whatever he knows is not hurtful: it is sometimes necessary to humour the temper in some measure, the better to correct it. Things gratify: persons only indulge: we are gratified with any spectacle which we witness; we are indulged with the opportunity of witnessing this spectacle through the kindness of a friend.

It is certainly a very important lesson to learn how to enjoy ordinary things and to be able to relax your being, without the least part of some passion, or gratification of some appetite—STEEL.

Still in short intervals of pleasing woe, Regardful of the friendly dues I owe; I to the glorious dead for ever dear. Indulge the tribute of a grateful tear.—POPE.

A skilful manager of the rabble, with two or three popular empty words, such as "right of the subject and liberty of conscience," well timed and humoured, may whistle them backwards and forwards till he is weary.—SOUTH.

To Gratify, v. To satisfy.
Gratitude, v. Thankfulness.

Gratuitous, Voluntary.

Gratuitous is opposed to that which is obligatory. Voluntary is opposed to that which is compulsory, or involuntary. A gift is gratuitous when it flows entirely from the free will of the giver, independently of right: an offer is voluntary which flows from the free will, independently of all external constraint. Gratuitous is therefore to voluntary as a species to the genus. What is gratuitous is voluntary, although what is voluntary is not always gratuitous. The gratuitous is properly the voluntary in regard to the disposal of one's property: and the voluntary is applicable to all other actions.

The heroic band of cashiers of monarchs were in haste to make a generous diffusion of the knowledge which they had thus gratuitously received.—BURKE.

Their privileges relative to contribution were voluntarily surrendered.—BURKE.

Gratitude, Recompense.

The distinction between these terms is very similar to the above (v. Gratuitous). They both imply a gift, and a gift by way of return for some supposed service; but the gratuity is independent of all expectation as well as right: the recompense is founded upon some admissible claim. Those who wish to confer a gratuity in return for a service do it under the shape of a gratuity: those who overrate their services, will in all probability be disappointed in the recompense they receive.
GRAVE.

If there be one or two scholars more, that will be no great addition to his trouble, considering that, perhaps, their parents may yet recompense him by their gratuities.—MOLYNEUX.

What could be less than to afford him praise, The easiest recompense.—Milton.

GRAVE, SERIOUS, SOLEMN.

Grave, in Latin gravis heavy, denotes the weight which keeps the mind or person down, and prevents buoyancy; it is opposed to the light.

Serious, in Latin serius late or slow, marks the quality of slowness or considerateness, either in the mind or that which occupies the mind; it is opposed to the jocose.

Grave expresses more than serious; it does not merely bespeak the absence of mirth, but that heaviness of mind which is displayed in all the movements of the body; seriousness, on the other hand, bespeaks no depression, but simply steadiness of action, and a restraint from all that is jocose. A man may be grave in his walk, in his tone, in his gesture, in his looks, and all his exterior; he is serious only in his general air, his countenance, and demeanour. Gravitas is produced by some external circumstance; seriousness springs from the operation of the mind itself, or from circumstances. Misfortunes or age will produce gravity; seriousness is the fruit of reflection. Gravity is, in the proper sense, confined to the person, as a characteristic of his temper; serious, on the other hand, is a characteristic either of persons or things: hence we should speak of a grave assembly, not a serious assembly, of old men; grave senators, not serious senators; of a grave speaker, not a serious speaker: but a serious, not a grave sermon; a serious, not a grave writer; a serious, not a grave sentiment; a serious, not properly a grave objection; grave is, however, sometimes extended to things in the sense of weight, as when we speak of grave matters of deliberation. Gravity is peculiarly ascribed to a judge, from the double cause, that much depends upon his deportment, in which there ought to be gravity, and that the weighty concerns which press on his mind are most apt to produce gravity: on the other hand, both gravity and seriousness may be applied to the preacher; the former only as it respects the manner of delivery; the latter as it respects especially the matter of his discourse: the person may be grave or serious; the discourse is only serious.

Solemn expresses more than either grave or serious, from the Latin solemnus solemnly. As applied to the stated religious festivals of the Romans, it has acquired the collateral meaning of religious gravity: like serious, it is employed not so much to characterize either the person or the thing; a judge pronounces the solemn sentence of condemnation in a solemn manner; a preacher delivers many solemn warnings to his hearers. Gravity may be the effect of corporeal habit, and seriousness of mental habit; but solemnity is something occasional and extraordinary. Some children discover a remarkable gravity as soon as they begin to observe; a regular attention to religious worship will induce a habit of seriousness; the admonitions of a parent on his death-bed will have peculiar solemnity.

If then some grave and pious man appear, They blush their noise, and lend a listening ear.—DryDEN.

In our retirements everything disposes us to be serious.—Addison.

In most of our long words which are derived from the Latin, we contract the length of the syllables, that gives them a grave and solemn air in their own language.—Addison.

GRAVE, TOMB, SEPULCHRE.

All these terms denote the place where bodies are deposited. Grave, from the German graven, &c., has a reference to the hollow made in the earth. Tomb, from tumulus and tumaeo to swell, has a reference to the rising that is made above it. Sepulchre, from sepulcio to bury, has a reference to the use for which it is employed. From this explanation it is evident that these terms have a certain propriety of application: "to sink into the grave" is an expression that carries the thoughts where the body must rest in death; "to inscribe on the tomb, or to encircle the tomb with flowers," carries our thoughts to the external of that place in which the body is interred. To enter in a sepulchre, to visit or enter a sepulchre, reminds us of a place in which bodies are deposited.

The path of glory leads but to the grave.—Gray.

Nor you, ye proud, impute to these the fault, If memory of their tombs no trophies raise.—Gray.

The Lay itself is either lost or buried, perhaps for ever, in one of those sepulchres in the U.S.A. which by courtesy are called libraries.—Tyrwhitt.


Gravity, v. Weight.

GREAT.

Great, derived through the medium of the northern languages from the Latin crassus thick, and cresce to grow, is applied to all kinds of dimensions in which things can grow or increase. Large, in Latin largus, wide, is probably derived from the Greek la and peirw to flow plentifully; for largior signifies to give freely, and large has in English a similar sense: it is properly applied to space, extent, and quantity. Big, from the German bauh belly, and the English bulk, denotes great as to expansion or capacity. A house, a room, a heap, a pile, an army, &c., is great or large; an animal or a mountain is great or big; a road, a city, a street, and a road, we might like, is termed rather great, but not large: we may, however, speak of a large portion, a large share, a large quantity; or of a mind big with conception, or of an event big with the fate of nations.

Aone's first entrance into the Pantheon at Rome, how the imagination is filled with something great and amazing; and at the same time how little in proportion one is affected with the inside of a Gothic cathedral, although it be five times larger than the other.—Addison.
GREAT.
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We are not a little pleased to find every green leaf 
swarm with millions of animals, that at their largest 
growth are not visible to the naked eye.—ADDISON.

An animal no bigger than a mite cannot appear perfect 
to the eye, because the sight takes it in at once.—ADDI-
SON.

Among all the figures of architecture, there are none 
that have a greater air than the concave and the convex.

—ADDISON.

Sure He that made us with such large discourse, 
Looking before and after, gave us not 
That capability and godlike reason 
To rust in us only.—SHAKESPEARE.

Amazing clouds on clouds continual heap'd,
Or whirl'd tempestuous by the gusty wind,
Or chased along heavy and slow
With the big stores of streaming oceans charg'd.

THOMSON.

Great, Grand, Sublime.

These terms are synonymous only in their 
moral application. Great simply designates 
extent; Grand includes likewise the idea of 
excellence and superiority. A great under-
taking characterizes the size of the 
undertaking; a grand undertaking bespeaks 
its superior excellence: great objects are seen 
with facility; grand objects are viewed with 
admiration. It is a great point to make 
a person sensible of his faults; it should be 
the grand aim of all to aspire after moral 
and religious improvement.

Grand and Sublime are both superior to 
great; but the former marks the dimensions of 
greatness: the latter, from the Latin sub-
limis, designates that of height. A scene may 
be either grand or sublime: it is grand as it 
fills the imagination with its immensity; it is 
sublime as it elevates the imagination beyond 
the surrounding and less important objects. 
There is something grand in the sight of a 
wide army moving forward as it were by one 
impulse; there is something peculiarly sublime 
in the sight of huge mountains and craggy 
cliffs of ice, shaped into various fantastic 
forms. Grand may be said either of the works 
of art or nature; sublime is applicable only to 
the works of nature. The Egyptian pyramids, 
or the ocean, are both grand objects: a tem-
pestuous sea is a sublime object. Grand is 
sometimes applied to the mind; sublime is 
applied both to the thoughts and the expres-
sions. There is a grandeur of conception in 
the writings of Milton; there is a sublimity in 
The Inspired Writings, which far surpasses all 
human productions.

There is nothing in this whole art of architecture which 
pleases the imagination, but as it is great, uncommon, or 
beautiful.—ADDISON.

There is generally in nature something more grand and 
 august than what we meet with in the curiosities of art. 

—ADDISON.

Homer fills his readers with sublime ideas.—ADDISON.


Grief, v. Affliction.

Grievance, Hardship.

Grievance is in general taken for that which 
is done by another to griev or distress: hard-
ship is a particular kind of grievance that 
presses upon individuals. There are national 
grievances, though not national hardships.

An infraction of one's rights, an act 
of violence or oppression, are grievances to 
those who are exposed to them, whether as indi-
viduals or bodies of men: an unequal distribu-
tion of labour, a partial indulgence of one to 
the detriment of another constitutes the 
hardship. A weight of taxes levied by a de-
spotic prince in order to support an unjust 
war, will be esteemed a grievance: the par-
tiality and caprice of the collector in making 
it fall with unequal weight upon particular 
persons will be regarded as a peculiar hardship. 
Men seek a redress of their grievances from 
some higher power than that by which they 
are inflicted: they endure their hardships 
until an opportunity offers of getting them 
removed.

It is better private men should have some injustice 
done them than a public grievance should not be re-
dressed. This is usually pleaded in defence of all those 
hardships which fall upon particular persons in particular 
occaisions which could not be foreseen when the law was 
made.—SPECTATOR.

To Grieve, Mourn, Lament.

Grieve, v. Affliction.

Mourn, like groan and murmur, is probably 
but an imitation of the sound which is pro-
duced by pain.

To griev is the general term; mourn the 
partial term. To griev, in its limited 
sense, is an inward act; to mourn is an out-
ward act: the grief lies altogether in the 
mind; the mourning displays itself by some outward mark. A man grieves for his 
sins; he mourns for the loss of his friends. One 
grieves for that which immediately concerns 
one's self; one mourns for that which concerns 
others: one grieves over the loss of property; 
one mourns the fate of a deceased relative.

Grieve is the act of an individual; mourn 
may be the common act of many: a nation 
mourns though it does not grieves, for a public 
calamity. To grieve is applicable to domestic 
troubles; we may refer the public to private 
ills. Every good Frenchman has had occasion 
to grieve for the loss of that which is im-
mediately dear to himself, and to mourn over 
the misfortunes which have overwhelmed his 
country.

Grievance and Mourn are permanent sentiments; 
Lament (v. To bewail) is a transitory feel-
ing: the former are produced by substantial 
causes, which come home to the feelings; the 
latter respects things of a more partial, often-
times of a more remote and indifferent, nature. 
A real widow mourns all the remainder of her 
days for the loss of her husband; we lament a 
thing to-day which we may forget to-morrow. 
Mourn and lament are both expressi e by some 
outward sign; but the former is composed and 
free from all noise; the latter displays itself 
either in cries or simple words. In the mo-
mence of trouble, when the distress of the mind 
is at its height, it may break out into loud 
lamentations; but commonly grieving and 
mourning commence when lamentation ceases.

As epithets, grievous, mournful, and lament-
able have a similar distinction. What presses hard on persons, their property, connections, and circumstances, is grievous; what touches the tender feelings and tears under the ties of kindred and friendship, is mournful: whatever excites a painful sensation in our minds is lamentable. Famine is a grievous calamity for a nation; the violent separation of friends by death is a mournful event at all times, but particularly so for those who are in the prime of life and the fulness of expectation; the ignorance which some persons discover even in the present cultivated state of society is truly lamentable. Grievous misfortunes come but seldom, although they sometimes fall thickly on an individual; a mournful tale excites our pity from the persuasion of its veracity; but lamentable stories are often fabricated for sinister purposes.

Achates, the companion of his breast, Does grieving by his side, with equal cares oppress'd. —DRYDEN.

My brother's friends and daughter left behind, False to them all, to Paris only kind, For the dearer part of cruel disease Shall waste the form whose crime it was to please. —POPE.

So close in popular shades, her children gone, The mother nightingale lamented alone.—DRYDEN.


To Gripe, v. To lay hold.

To Gripe, v. To press.


To Groan, Moan.

Groan and Moan are both onomatopoeic, from the sounds which they express. Groan is a deep sound produced by harsh breathing; moan is a plaintive long-drawn sound produced by the organs of utterance. The groan precedes involuntarily as an expression of severe pain, either of body or mind, and this often from the desire of awakening attention or exciting compassion. Dying groans are uttered in the agonies of death; the moans of a wounded sufferer are sometimes the only resource he has left to make his destitute case known.

The plain ox, whose toil, Patient and ever ready, clothes the land With all the pomp of harvest, shall he bleed, And struggling groan beneath the cruel hands Even of the clown he feeds —THOMSON.

The fair Alexis bow'd, but tardy in vain, And underneath the beachen shade, alone, Thus to the woods and mountains made his moan. —DRYDEN.

Gross, Coarse.

Gross derives its meaning in this application from the Latin crusas thick from fat, or that which is of common materials.

Coarse, v. Coarse.

These terms are synonymous in the moral application. Grossness of habit is opposed to delicacy; coarseness to softness and refinement. A person becomes gross by an unrestrained indulgence of his sensual appetites; particularly in eating and drinking; he is coarse from the want of polish either as to his mind or manners. A gross sensualist approximates nearly to the brute; he sets aside all moral considerations; he indulges himself in the open face of day in defiance of all decency; a coarse person approaches nearest to the savage whose roughness of humour and inclination have not been refined down by habits of restraining his own will, and complying with the will of another. A gross expression conveys the tenor of that which should be kept from the view of the mind, which shocks the moral feeling; a coarse expression conveys the idea of an unseemly sentiment in the mind of the speaker. —The representations of the Deity by any sensible image is gross, because it gives us a low and grovelling idea of a Superior Being; the doing a kindness, and making the receiver at the same time sensible of your superiority and his dependence, indicates great coarseness in the character of the favouer.

A certain preparation is requisite for the enjoyment of devotion in its whole extent; not only must the life be reformed from gross enormities, but the heart must be altogether changed which the Gospel demands. —BLAIR.

The refined pleasures of a pious mind are, in many respects, superior to the coarse gratifications of sense.—BLAIR.

Gross, Total.

Gross is connected with the word great: from the idea of size which enters into the original meaning of this term is derived that of quantity. Total, from the Latin totus, signifies literally the whole; the gross implies that from which nothing has been taken; the total signifies that to which nothing need be added: the gross sum includes everything without regard to what it may be; the total includes everything which one wishes to include; we may, therefore, deduct from the gross that which does not immediately belong to it; but the total is that which admits of no deduction. The gross weight in trade is applicable to any article, the whole of which, good or bad, pure or gross, is included in opposition to the nett weight; the total amount supposes all to be included which ought to form a part, in opposition to any smaller amounts or subdivisions; when employed in the improper sense, they preserve the same distinction: things are said to be taken or considered in the gross, that is, in the large and comprehensive way, one with another; things are said to undergo a total change.

I have more than once found fault with those general reflections which strike at kingdoms or commonwealths in the gross.—ADDISON.

Nature is either collected into one total or diffused and distributed.—BACON.

To Ground, v. To found.

Ground, v. Foundation.

Group, v. Assembly.

To Grow, v. To be.

To Grow, v. To increase.

Grudge, v. Malice.
GUARANTEE.

To Guarantee, Be Security, Be Responsible, Warrant.

Guarantee and Warrant are both derived from the Teutonic words to defend or make safe and binding; Security, from secure (v. Certain), has the same original meaning; Responsible (v. Amenable).

Guarantee is a term of higher import than the others: one guarantees for others in matters of contract and stipulation; security is employed in matters of right and justice; one may be bound, on the one hand, for one’s self, responsibility is employed in moral concerns; we take responsibility upon ourselves: warrant is employed in civil and commercial concerns; we warrant for that which concerns ourselves.

We guarantee by virtue of our power and the confidence of those who accept the guarantee: it is given by means of a word, which is accepted as a pledge for the future performance of a contract. Governments, in order to make peace, frequently guarantee for the performance of certain stipulations by powers of minor importance. We are security by virtue of our wealth and credit; the security is not confined to a simple word, it is always accompanied with some legitimate act that binds, it regards the payment of money for another; tradesmen are frequently security for others who are not supposed sufficiently wealthy to answer for themselves: a person is responsible by virtue of his office and relation; responsibility binds for the reparation of injuries; masters are responsible for the good conduct of the children entrusted to their care: one warrants by virtue of one’s knowledge and situation; the warrant binds to make restitution; the seller warrants his articles on sale to be such as are worth the purchase, or in case of defectiveness to be returned. A king guarantees for the transfer of the lands of one prince, on his decease, to the person of another; when men have neither honour nor money, they must get others to be security for them, if any can be found sufficiently credulous; in England masters are responsible for all the mischiefs done by their servants; a tradesman who stands upon his reputation will be careful not to warrant anything which he is not assured will stand the trial.

The people of England, then, are willing to trust to the sympathy of regicides, the guarantee of the British monarchy. — BURKE.

Richard Cromwell desired only security for the debts he had contracted. — BURKE.

What a dreadful thing is a standing army, for the conduct of the whole, or any part of which, no one is responsible. — BURKE.

No man’s mistake will be able to warrant an unjust surmise, much less justify a false sense. — SOUTHCOTT.

Guard, v. Fence.

To Guard, Defend, Watch.

Guard is but a variation of ward, which comes from the German wahren to look to.

Defend, v. Apology, and to defend.

Watch and Wake, through the medium of the northern languages, are derived from the Latin vigil watchful, vigiloe to flourish, and the Greek eulabe to exult or be in spirits.

Guard seems to include in it the idea of both defend and watch, inasmuch as one aims to keep off danger by personal efforts; guard comprehends the signification of defend, inasmuch as one employs one’s eyes and attention to detect the danger. Guard comprehends the idea of watch: one defends and watches, therefore, when one guards; but one does not always guard when one defends or watches.

To defend is employed in a case of actual attack; to guard is to defend, by preventing the attack: the soldier guards the palace of the king in time of peace; he defends the power and kingdom of his prince in time of war, or the person of the king in the field of battle: one guards in cases where resistance is requisite, and attack is threatened; one watches in cases where an unresisting enemy is approached: soldiers or armed men are employed to guard those who are in custody: children are set to watch the corn which is threatened by the birds; hence it is that those are termed guards who surround the person of the monarch, and those are termed watchmen who are employed by night to watch for thieves and give the alarm, rather than make any attack.

In the improper application they have a similar sense: modesty guards female honour; it enables her to present a bold front to the daring violator: clothing defends against the inclemency of the weather; a person who wants to escape watches his opportunity to slip out unobserved. The love of his subjects is the king’s greatest safeguard: walls are no defence against an enraged multitude; it is necessary for every man to set a watch upon his lips, lest he suffer that to escape from him of which he may afterwards repent.

Modesty is not only an ornament, but also a guard to virtue.—ADDISON.

Forthwith on all sides to his aid was run,
By angels many and strong, who interposed
Defence.—MILTON.

But see the well-plum’d hearse comes nodding on,
Stately and slow, and properly attended.
By the whole noble tribe, a watchful watch
The sick man’s door, and live upon the dead. — BLAIR.

Guard, Sentinel.

These terms are all employed to designate those who are employed for the protection of either persons or things.

Guard has been explained above (v. To guard); Sentinel, in French sentinelle, is properly a species of guard, namely, a military guard in the time of a campaign; anyone may be set as guard over property who is empowered to keep off every intruder by force; but the sentinel acts in the army as the watch (v. To guard) in the police, rather to observe the motions of the enemy than to repel any force.

Fast as he could, he sifting quits the walls,
And thus descending, on the guards he calls.—POPE.

One of the sentinels, who stood on the stage to prevent disorder, burst into tears.—STEEL.

Conscience is the sentinel of virtue.—JOHNSON.

Guard, Guardian.

These words are derived from the verb guard (v. To guard); but they have acquired a distinct office.
Guard is used either in the literal or figurative sense; Guardian only in the improper sense. Guard is applied either to persons or things; guardian only to persons. In application to persons, the guard is temporary; the guardian is fixed and permanent: the guard only guards against external evils; the guardian takes upon him the office of parent, counsellor, and director; when a house is in danger of being attacked, a person may sit up as a guard; when a parent is dead, a guardian supplies his place; we expect from a guard nothing but human assistance; but from our guardian, an angel we may expect supernatural assistance.

Him Heroes to Achilles shall convey,
Guard of his life, and partner of his way.—Pope.

Ye guides and guardians of our Arkive race!
Come all; let gen'rous rage your arms employ.
And save Patroclus from the dogs of Troy.—Pope.

To Guard Against, Take Heed.
Both these terms imply express care on the part of the agent; but the former is used with regard to external or internal evils, the latter only with regard to internal or mental evils: in an enemy’s country it is essential to be particularly on one’s guard for fear of a surprise; in difficult matters, where we are liable to err, it is of importance to take heed lest we run from one extreme to another: young men, on their entrance into life, cannot be too much on their guard against associating with those who would lead them into expensive pleasures; in slippery paths, whether physically or morally understood, it is necessary to take heed how we go.

One would take more than ordinary care to guard one’s self against this particular imperfection [changeableness], because it is that which our nature very strongly inclines us to.—Addison.

Take heed of that dreadful tribunal where it will not be enough to say that I thought or I heard that.—South.


To Guess, Conjecture, Divine.
Guess, in Saxon and Low German *gisen*, is connected with the word *ghost*, and the German *geist*, &c., spirit, signifying the action of a spirit.

Conjecture, v. Conjecture.
Divine, from the Latin *divinus* and *Deus* a god, signifies to think and know as a god.

We guess that a thing actually is; we conjecture that which may be: we guess that it is a certain hour; we conjecture at the meaning of a person’s actions. Guessing is opposed to the certain knowledge of a thing; conjecturing is opposed to the full conviction of a thing: a child guesses at that portion of his lesson which he has not properly learned; a fanciful person employs conjecture where he cannot draw any positive conclusion.

To guess and to conjecture are natural acts of the mind: to divine, in its proper sense, is a supernatural act; in this sense the heathens affected divination, which was known only to an Omniscient Being; and impostors in our time presume to divine in matters that are set above the reach of human comprehension.

The term is, however, employed to denote a species of guessing in different matters, as to divine the meaning of a mystery.

And these discoveries make us all confess
That sublunary science is but guest.—Dennam.

Now hear the Grecian fraud, and from this one
Conjecture all the rest.—Dennam.

Walking they talk’d, and fruitlessly divin’d
What friend the priestess by those words design’d.—Dryden.

Guest, Visitor, or Visitant.
Guest, from the northern languages, signifies one who is entertained; Visitor or Visitant is the one who pays the visit. The guest is to the visitor as the species to the genus; every guest is a visitor, but every visitor is not a guest: the visitor simply comes to see the person, and enjoy social intercourse; but the guest also partakes of hospitality; we are visitors at the tea-table, at the card-table, and round the fire; we are guests at the festive board.

To us perhaps he brings, and will relieve
This day to be our guest.—Milton.

No palace with a lofty rate he wants
’T admit the tides of early visitants.—Dryden.

To Guide, v. To conduct.

Guide is to Rule as the genus to the species: every rule is a guide to a certain extent; but the guide is often that which exceeds the rule. The guide, in the moral sense, as in the proper sense, goes with us, and points out the exact path; it does not permit us to err either to the right or left: the rule marks out a line, beyond which we may not go; but it leaves us to trace the line, and consequently to fail either on the one side or other.

The Bible is our best guide for moral practice: its doctrines as interpreted in the articles of the established church are the best rule of faith for every Christian.

You must first apply to religion as the guide of life, before you can have recourse to it as the refuge of sorrow.—Blair.

There is something so wild, and yet so solemn, in Shakespeare’s speeches of his ghosts and fairies, and the like imaginary persons, that we cannot forbear thinking them natural, though we have no rule by which to judge them.—Addison.

Guile, v. Deceit.

Guiltless, Innocent, Harmless.
Guiltless, without guilt, is more than Innocent: innocence, from nescio to hurt, extends no farther than the quality of not hurting by any direct act; guiltless comprehends the quality of not intending to hurt: it is possible, therefore, to be innocent without bringing guiltless, though not vice versa; he who wishes for the death of another is not guiltless, though he may be innocent of the crime of murder. Guiltless seems to regard a man’s general condition: innocent his particular condition; no man is guiltless in the sight of God, for no man is exempt from the guilt of sin;
but he may be innocent in the sight of men, or innocent of all such intentional offences as render him obnoxious to his fellow creatures. Guiltlessness was that happy state of perfection which men lost at the Fall; innocence is that relative or comparative state of perfection which is attainable here on earth; the highest state of innocence is an ignorance of evil.

Ah! why should all mankind?
For one man's fault thus guiltless be condemned,
If guiltless? But from me what can proceed
But all corrupt!—MILTON.

When Adam sees the several changes of nature about him, he appears in a disorder of mind suitable to one who had forfeited both his innocence and his happiness.

—ADDISON.

Guiltless is in the proper sense applicable only to the condition of man; and when applied to things, it still has a reference to the person: innocent is equally applicable to persons or things; a person is innocent who has not committed any injury, or has not any direct purpose to commit any injury; or a conversation is innocent which is free from what is hurtful. Innocent and Harmless both recommend themselves as qualities negatively good; they designate a freedom either in the person or thing to injure, and differ only in regard to the nature of the injury: innocence respects moral injury, and harmless physical injury: a person is innocent who is free from moral impurity and wicked purposes; he is harmless if he have not the power or disposition to commit any violence; a diversion is innocent which has nothing in it likely to corrupt the morals; a game is harmless which is not likely to inflict any wound, or endanger the health.

But from the mountain's grassy side,
A guiltless feast I bring;
A script with fruits and herbs supplied,
And water from the spring.—GOLDSMITH.

A man should endeavour to make the sphere of his innocent pleasures as wide as possible, that he may retire into them with safety.—ADDISON.

Full on his breast the Trojan arrow fell,
But harmless bound from the plated steel.

Guilty, v. Criminal.

Guise, Habit.

Guise and wise are both derived from the northern languages, and denote the manner; but the former is employed for a particular or distinguished manner of dress.

Habit, from the Latin habitus a habit, fashion, or form, is taken for a settled or permanent mode of dress.

The guise is that which is unusual, and often only occasional; the habit is that which is usual amongst particular classes: a person sometimes assumes the guise of a peasant, in order the better to conceal himself; he who devotes himself to the clerical profession puts on the habit of a clergyman.

Arnibis, Sphinx,
Idols of antique guise, and horned Pan,
Terror monstrous shapes!—DYER.

For 'tis the mind that makes the body rich,
And as the sun breaks through the darkest cloud
So honour appearst in the meanest habit.—SHAKESPEARE.

Gulf, Abyss.

Gulf, in Greek κόλπος from κολπος hollow, is applied literally in the sense of a deep concave receptacle for water, as the gulf of Venice.

Abyss, in Greek ἀβυσσος, compounded of a privative and ὄβους a bottom, signifies literally a bottomless pit.

One is overwhelmed in a gulf: it carries with it the idea of liquidity and profundity, into which one inevitably sinks never to rise: one is lost in an abyss: it carries with it the idea of immense profundity, into which he who is cast never reaches a bottom, nor is able to return to the top; an insatiable voracity is the characteristic idea in the signification of this term.

A gulf is a capacious bosom, which holds within itself and buries all objects that suffer themselves to sink into it, without allowing them the possibility of escape; hell is represented as a fiery gulf, into which evil spirits are plunged, and remain perpetually overwhelmed: a guilty mind may be said, figuratively, to be plunged into a gulf of woe or despair, when filled with the horrid sense of its enormities. An abyss presents nothing but an interminable space which has neither beginning nor end; he does wisely who does not venture in, or who retreats before he has plunged too deep to retrace his footsteps: as the ocean, in the natural sense, is a great abyss, so are metaphysics an immense abyss, into which the human mind precipitates itself only to be bewildered.

Sin and death amain
Following his track, such was the will of heav'n,
Pav'd after him a broad and bested way
Over the dark abyss whose boiling gulf
Tame'ly endur'd a bridge of worn round length
From hell continu'd.—MILTON.

H! broad wing'd vessel drinks the whelming tide,
Hid in the bosom of the black abyss.—THOMSON.

To Gush, v. To flow.


H.

Happen.

To Happen that is, to fall out by a hap, is to Chance (v. Chance, fortune) as the genus to the species; whatever chance happens, but not wise-wor. Happen respects all events without including any collateral idea; chance
Happiness, Felicity, Bliss, Blessedness, Beatitude.

Happiness signifies the state of being happy.

Felicity, in Latin felicitas, from felix happy, most probably comes from the Greek ἥπειρος, youthful, youth being the age of purest enjoyment.

Bliss, Blessedness, signifies the state or property of being blessed.

Beatitude, from the Latin beatus signifies the property of being happy in a superior degree.

Happiness comprehends that aggregate of pleasurable sensations which we derive from external objects; it is the ordinary term which is employed alike in the colloquial or the philosophical style: felicity is a higher expression, comprehending inward enjoyment, or an aggregate of inward pleasure, without regard to the source whence they are derived: bliss is a still higher term, expressing more than either happiness or felicity, both as to the degree and nature of the enjoyment. Happiness is the thing adapted to our present condition, and to the nature of our being, as a composite being or creature made up of various and different elements; bliss is abstracted from the latter; it is sought for by various means and with great eagerness, but it often lies much more within our reach than we are apt to imagine: it is not to be found in the possession of great wealth, of great power, of great dominions, of great splendour, or the unbounded indulgence of any and every appetite or desire; in moderate possessions, with a heart tempered by religion and virtue, for the enjoyment of that which God has bestowed upon us: it is therefore not so unequally distributed as some have been led to conclude.

Happiness admits of degrees, since every individual is placed in different circumstances either of body or mind, which fit him to be more or less happy. Felicity is not regarded in the same light; it is that which is positive and independent of all circumstances: domestic felicity and conjugal felicity are regarded as moral enjoyments, abstracted from everything which can serve as an alloy. Bliss is that which is purely spiritual; it has its source in the imagination, and rises above the ordinary level of human enjoyments: of earthly bliss little is known but in poetry; of heavenly bliss we form but an imperfect conception from the utmost stretch of our powers. Blessedness is a term of spiritual import, which refers to the happy condition of those who enjoy the bliss of heaven, and are permitted to have a foretaste of heavenly bliss, by the exaltation of their minds above earthly happiness. Beatitude denotes the quality of happiness only which is most exalted; namely, heavenly happiness.

Ah! whither now are fled
Those dreams of greatness? those unsoiled hopes
Of happiness—JOHNSON.

No greater felicity can gainsay than that of having partaken of intellectual pleasure, separated mirth from indecency, and wit from licentiousness.—JOHNSON.

The fond soul,
Wrapt in gay visions of unreal bliss,
Still paints the illusive form.—JOHNSON.

In the description of heaven and hell we are surely interested, as we are all to reside hereafter either in the regions of horror or bliss.—JOHNSON.

So solid a comfort to men, under all the troubles and afflictions of this world, is that firm assurance which the Christian religion gives us of a future happiness as to bring even the greatest miseries which in this life we are liable to, in some sense, under the notion of blessedness.—TILLOTSON.

As in the next world, so in this, the only solid blessings are owing to the goodness of the mind, not the extent of the capacity; friendship here is emanation from the same source as beatitude there.—POPE.

Happiness, v. Well-being.

Harbour, Haven, Port.

The idea of a resting-place for vessels is common to these terms, of which Harbour
is general, and the two others specific in their significance.

Harbour, from the Teutonic herbergen, to shelter, carries with it little more than the common idea of affording a resting or anchoring place. Haven, from the Teutonic haben to have or hold, conveys the idea of security. Port, from the Latin portus and porta a gate, conveys the idea of an inclosure. A haven is a natural harbour; a port is an artificial harbour. We characterize an harbour as commodious; a haven as snug and secure; a port as safe and easy of access. A commercial country profits by the excellence and number of its harbours; it values itself on the security of its havens, and increases the number of its ports accordingly. A vessel goes into a harbour only for a season; it remains in a haven for a permanency; it seeks a port as the destination of its voyage. Merchantmen are perpetually going in and out of a harbour; a distressed vessel, at a distance from home, seeks some haven in which it may winter; the weary mariner looks to the port not as the termination of his labour, but as the commencement of all his enjoyments.

But here she comes,
In the calm harbour of whose gentle breast
My tempest-beaten soul may safely rest.—DRYDEN.
Safe thro' the war her course the vessel steers,
The haven gain'd, the pilot drops his fears.
SHIRLEY.

What though our passage through this world be never so stormy and tempestuous, we shall arrive at a safe port.
—TILLOTSON.

To Harbour, Shelter, Lodge.

The idea of giving a resting-place is common to these terms: but Harbour (v. To foster) is used always in a bad sense: Shelter (v. Asylum) is in an indefinite sense: Lodge, in French loge, from the German liegen to lie, in an indifferent sense. One harbours which ought not to find room anywhere; one shelters which cannot find security, elsewhere; one lodges that which wants a resting-place. Thieves, traitors, or conspirators are harboured by those who have an interest in securing them from detection: either the wicked or the unfortunate may be sheltered from the evil with which they are threatened: travellers are lodged as occasion may require.

In the moral sense, a man harbours resentiment, ill-will, evil thoughts, and the like; he shelters himself from a charge by retorting it upon his adversary; he lodges a complaint or information against any one with a magistrate. Harbour and shelter are said of things as well as of persons, in the active sense; lodge is said of things in the neuter sense. Beds and bed furniture harbour vermin: trees, as well as houses, shelter from a storm: a ball from a gun lodges in the human body, or any other solid substance.

She harbours in her breast a furious hate (And shun shall find the dire effects too late) Her resentment, revenge, and obstinacy.—DRYDEN.
The hen shelters her first brood of chicks with all the prudence that she ever attains.—JOHNSON.

They are too tempered high,
With hunger strong, and wild necessity,
Nor lodges pity in their shaggy breast.
THOMSON.

To Harbour, v. To foster.

Hard, Firm, Solid.

The close adherence of the component parts of the body constitutes Hardness. The close adherence of the component parts of each other constitutes Firmness (v. Fixed). That is hard which will not yield to a closer compression; that is firm which will not yield so as to produce a separation. Ice is hard, as far as it respects itself, when it resists every pressure; it is firm, with regard to the water which it covers, when it is so closely bound as to resist every weight with ut breaks.

Hard and Solid respects the internal constitution of bodies, and the adherence of the component parts; but hard denotes a much closer degree of adherence than solid: the hard is opposed to the soft; the solid to the fluid: every hard body is by nature solid; although every solid body is not hard. Wood is always a solid body, but it is sometimes hard, and sometimes soft; water when congealed is a solid body, and admits of different degrees of hardness.

In the improper application, hardness is allied to insensibility; firmness to fixedness; solidity to substantiality: a hard man is not to be acted upon by any tender considerations; a firm man is not to be turned from his purpose: a solid man holds no purposes that are not well founded. A man is hardened in that which is bad, by being made insensible to that which is good: a man is confirmed in anything good or bad by being rendered less disposed to lay it aside; his mind is consolidated by acquiring fraxel motives for action.

I see you labouring through all your inconveniences of the rough roads, the hard saddle, the trotting horse, and what not.—POPE.

The distress'd ice
Rustles no more; but to the sedgy bank
Fast grows, or gathers round the pointed stone,
A crystal pavement, with a breath of heaven
Cement'd firm.—THOMSON.

A copious manner of expression gives strength and weight to our ideas, which frequently makes impressions upon the mind, as iron does upon solid bodies, rather by repeated strokes than a single blow.—MELmoth's LETTERS OF FLINT.

Hard, Callous, Hardened, Obdurate.

Hard is here, as in the former case (v. Hard), the general term, and the rest particular: hard, in its most extensive physical sense, denotes the property of resisting the action of external force, so as not to undergo any change in its form, or separation in its parts: Callous is that species of the hard, in application to the skin, which arises from its dryness, and the absence of all nervous susceptibility. Hard and callous are likewise applied in the moral sense: but hard denotes the absence of tender feeling, or the property of resisting any impression which tender objects are apt to produce; callous denotes the property of not yielding to the force of motives to action. A hard heart cannot be moved by the sight of misery, let it be presented in ever so affecting a form: a callous mind is not to be touched by any persuasions however powerful. Hard does not designate any circumstantial or accidental circumstance of its existence or origin: we may be hard from a variety of causes; but callousness arises from the indulgence of vices, passions, and the pursuit of vicious practices. When we speak
of a person as hard, it simply determines what he is: if we speak of him as callous, it refers also to what he was, and from what he is become so.

Callous, Hardened, and Obdurate, are all employed to designate a morally depraved character: but callousness belongs properly to the heart and affections; hardened to both the heart and the understanding; obdurate more particularly to the will. Callousness is the first stage of hardiness in moral depravity; it may exist in the infant mind, on its first tasting the poisonous pleasures of vice, without being acquainted with its remote consequences. A hardened state is the work of time; it arises from a continued course of vice, which becomes as it were habitual, and wholly unites a person for admittance of any other impressions: obduracy is the last stage of moral hardiness, which supposes the whole mind to be obstinately bent on vice. A child discovers himself to be callous when the tears and entreaties of a parent cannot awake in him a single sentiment of contrition; a youth discovers himself to be hardened when he begins to take a pride and a pleasure in a vicious career; a man shows himself to be obdurate when he betrays a settled and confirmed purpose to pursue his abandoned course, without regard to consequences.

Such words
Not even the hardest of our foes could hear.
Nor stern Ulysses tell without a tear.—DRYDEN.

By degrees the sense grows callous, and loses that exquisite relish of trifles.—BEKKELEY.
His hardened heart, nor prayers, nor threatenings move;
Fate and the gods had stopt his ears to love.—DRYDEN.
Round he throws his baleful eyes,
That witness'd huge affliction and dismay,
Mix'd with obdurate pride and steadfast hate.—MILTON.

Hard, Hardy, Insensible, Unfeeling.

Hard (v. Hard) may either be applied to that which makes resistance to exterior impressions or that which presses with a force upon other objects: Hardy, which is only a variation of hard, is applicable only in the first case: thus, a person's skin may be hard, which is not easily acted upon; but the person is said to be hardy who can withstand the elements: on the other hand, hard, when employed as an active principle, is only applied to the moral character; hence, the difference between a hardy man who endures everything and a hard man who makes others endure. Insensible and Unfeeling are but modes of the hard; that is, they designate the negative quality of hardiness, or its incapacity to receive impression: hard, therefore, is always the strongest term of the three; and of the two others, unfeeling is stronger than insensible. Hard and insensible are applied physically and morally; unfeeling is employed only as a moral characteristic. A horse's mouth is hard when it is insensible to the action of the bit; a man's heart is hard which is insensible to the miseries of others; a man is unfeeling who does not regard the feelings of others. He may be hard by nature, or rendered so by the influence of some passion; but a person is commonly unfeeling from circumstances. Shylock is depicted by Shakespeare as hard, from his strong antipathy to the Christians: people who enjoy an uninterrupted state of good health are often unfeeling in cases of sickness.

As that which is hard mostly hurts or pangs when it comes in contact with the soft, the term hard is peculiarly applicable to superior, or such as have power to inflict pain: a creditor may be hard towards a debtor. As insensible signifies a want of sense, it may be sometimes necessary: a surgeon, when performing an operation, may be insensible to the present pain which he inflicts. As unfeeling signifies a want of feeling, it is always taken for a want of good feeling: where the removal of pain is required, the surgeon shows himself to be unfeeling who does not do everything in his power to lessen the pain of the sufferer.

To be inaccessible, contemptuous, and hard of heart, is to revolt against our own nature.—BLAIR.
Occasionally, who led his native train
Of hardy warriors through the watery plain.

Dryden.

It is both reproachful and criminal to have an insensible heart.—BLAIR.
The father too a sortil'd mind,
Who love nor pity knew,
Was all unfeeling as the rock
From whence his riches grew.—MALLET.

Hard, Difficult.

Hard is here taken in the improper sense of trouble caused, and pains taken, in which sense it is much stronger term than difficult, which, from the Latin difficult, compounded of the privative dis and facellis, signifies merely not easy. Hard is therefore positive, and difficult negative. A difficult task cannot be got through without exertion, but a hard task requires great exertion. Difficult is applicable to all trivial matters which call for a more than usual portion either of labour or thought; hard is applicable to those which are of the highest importance, and accompanied with circumstances that call for the utmost stretch of every power. It is a difficult matter to get admitted into some circles of society; it is a hard matter to find societies that are select; it is difficult to decide between two fine paintings which is the finest; it is a hard matter to come at any conclusion on metaphysical subjects. A child mostly finds it difficult to learn his letters; there are many passages in classical writers which are hard to be understood by the learned.

Antigones, with kisses, often tried
To beg, this present in his child's pride,
When youth and love are hard to be denied.—DREYDEN.

As Swift's years increased, his fits of gladness and deafness grew more frequent, and his deafness made conversation difficult.—JOHNSON.


Hardhearted, Cruel, Unmerciful, Merciless.

Hardhearted is here, as the word hard (v. Hard), the strongest of these terms: in regard to Cruel, it bespeaks a settled character; whereas that may be frequently a temporary disposition, or even extend no farther than
the action. A hard-hearted man must always be cruel; but it is possible to be cruel and yet not hard-hearted. A hard-hearted parent is a
monster who spurns him the being that
owes his existence to him and depends upon
him for support. A child is often cruel to
animals from the mistaken conception that
they are not liable to the same sufferings as
himself.

The Unmerciful and Merciless are
both modes or characteristics of the hard-
hearted. An unmerciful man is hard-hearted
inasmuch as he is unwilling to extend his
compassion or mercy to one who is in his
power; a merciless man, which is more than
an unmerciful, is hard-hearted inasmuch as
he is restrained by no compunctions feelings
from inflicting pain on those who are in his
power. Avarice makes a man hard-hearted
even to those who are bound to him by the
claws of a bond. It is an unmerciful to those
who are in his debt. There are many merciless
tyrants in domestic life, who show their dis-
position by their merciless treatment of their
poor brutes.

Single men, though they be many times more chari-
table, on the other side, are more cruel and hard-hearted,
because their tenderness is not so oft called upon.—
BACON.

Relentless love the cruel mother led
The blood of her unhappy babies to shed.—DRYDEN.

I saw how your mother's love was yours to eyes in your
last letter to me.—TILLOTSON.

To crush a merciless and cruel victor.—DRYDEN.

Hardiness, v. Audacity.

Hardy, Scarcely.

What is Hardy is not common, and in that
respect Scarcely: hence the idea of unfre-
quency assimilates these terms both in signifi-
cation and application. In many cases they
may be used indifferently; but where the
idea of practicability predominates, hardly
seems most proper; and where the idea of
frequency predominates scarcely seems pro-
ferable. One can hardly judge of a person's
features and manner; and yet one may very
scarcely ever see man lay aside their vices from
a thorough conviction of their enormity; but
it may with equal propriety be said in general
sentences; hardly one in a thousand, or
scarcely one in a thousand, would form such
a conclusion.

I do not expect, as long as I stay in India, to be free
from this practice, which is a mere "habit of
necessity," for which there is hardly any remedy but abstinance
from food, literature and ag inferior.—SUB W. JONES.

In this assembly of princes and nobles the Congress at the
Hague, to which Europe has perhaps scarcely seen
anything equal, was formed the grand alliance against
Louis.—JOHNSON.


Hardy, v. Hard.

Harm, v. Evil.

Harm, v. Injury.

Harmless, v. Guiltless.

Harmless, v. Unoffending.


Harsh, Rough, Severe, Rigorous.


Rough, v. Abrupt.

Severe, v. Austere.

Rigorous, from the Latin rigor and rigido
to stiffen, designates unbending flexible.

These terms mark different modes of treating
those that are in one's power, all of which
are the reverse of the kind.

Harsh and rough borrow their moral signification
from the physical properties of the bodies to which they belong. The harsh and
the rough both act painfully upon the t.-side;
but the former with much more violence than
the latter. An excess of the sour mingled
with other unpleasant properties constitutes
harshness: an excess of astrngency constitutes
roughness. Cheese is said to be harsh when it
is dry and biting: roughness is the peculiar
quality of the damascene.

From this physical distinction between these
terms we discover the ground of their moral
application. Harshness in a person's conduct
acts upon the feelings, and does violence to
the affections; roughness acts only externally
on the senses: we may be rough in the tone
of the voice, in the mode of address, or in the
manner of handling an object; but we are
harsh in the sentiment we convey, and
according to the persons to whom it is
conveyed: a stranger may be rough when he
has it in his power to be so: only a friend, or
one in the tenderest relation, can be harsh.

An officer of justice deals roughly with the
prisoner in his charge, to whom he denies
every indulgence in a rough and barbarous
tone: a parent deals harshly with a child who
refuses every endearment, and only speaks to
command or forbid. Harsh and rough are
unamiable and always censurable epithets:
they indicate the harshness and roughness of
the humour: severity and rigour are not
always to be condemned; they spring from
principle, and are often resorted to by neces-
sity. Harshness is always mingled with anger
and personal feeling; severity and rigour
characterize things more than the temper of
persons.

A harsh master renders every burden which he
imposes doubly severe, by the grating manner in
which he communicates his will: a severe
master simply imposes the burden in
a manner to enforce obedience. The one seems
to indulge himself in infliction: the other
seems to act from a motive that is independent
of the pain inflicted. A harsh man is therefore
always severe, but with injustice: a severe
man, however, is not always harsh. Rigour
is a high degree of severity. One is severe in
the punishment of offences; one is rigorous in
exacting obedience and compliance. Severity
is always more or less necessary in the army,
or in a school, for the preservation of good
order: rigour is essential in dealing with the
stubborn will and unruly passions of men. A
general must be severe while lying in quarters,
to prevent drunkenness and idleness: but he
must be rigorous when invading a foreign
country, to prevent the ill-treatment of the
inhabitants.
A HATE. 

A measure is severe that threatens heavy consequences to those who do not comply: a fine of conduct is rigorous that binds men down with great exactitude to a particular mode of proceeding. A judge is deranged who is ready to punish and unwilling to pardon.

No complaint is more feelingly made than that of the harsh and rugged manners of persons with whom we have an intercourse.—BLAIR.

A people rule in peace, and rough in war. —DRYDEN.

It is pride which fills the world with so much harshness and severity. We are rigorous to offences as if we had never offended.—BLAIR.

Harshness, v. Arbitrary.

To Hasten, Accelerate, Speed, Expedite, Despatch.

Hasten. In French hastir, and in the northern languages hasten, &c., is most probably connected with heis, expressing what is vivid and active.

Accelerate, from celer quick, signifies literally to quicken for a specific purpose.

Speed, from the Greek σπερνη, signifies to carry on diligently.


Despatch, in French dépêcher, from pes a foot, signifies putting off or clearing.

Quickness in movement and action is the common idea in all these terms, which vary in the nature of the movement and the action.

To hasten expresses little more than the general idea of quickness in moving towards a point; thus, he hastens who runs to get to the end of his journey: accelerate expresses moreover the idea of bringing something to a point; thus, every mechanical business is accelerated by the order and distribution of its several parts.

It may be employed, like the word hasten, for corporeal and familiar actions; a tailor accelerates any particular work that he has in hand by putting on additional hands, or a compositor accelerates the printing of a work by doing his part with correctness. The word speed includes not only quick but forward movement. He who goes with speed goes effectually forward, and comes to his journey's end the soonest. This idea is excluded from the term hasten, which may often be a planless unsuitable quickness. Hence the proverb, "The more haste, the worse speed."

Expedite and despatch are terms of higher import, in application to the most serious concerns in life; but to expedite expresses a process, a bringing forward towards an end: despatch implies a putting an end to, a making a clearance. We do everything in our power to expeditiate a business; we despatch a great deal of business within a given time. Expeditation is requisite for one who executes; despatch is most important for one who determines and directs. An inferior officer must proceed with expedition to fulfil the orders, or execute the purposes of his commander; a general or minister of state despatches the communications of planning, directing, and instructing. Hence it is we speak only of expeditiating a thing; but we may speak of despatching a person, as well as a thing.

Every man hastens to remove his property in case of fire. Those who are anxious to bring anything to an end will do everything in their power to accelerate its progress. Those who are sent on any pressing errand will do great service by using speed. The success of a military progress depends often on the expedition with which it is conducted. In the counting-house and the cabinet, despatch is equally important; as we cannot do more than one thing at a time, it is of importance to get that quickly concluded to make way for another.

Where with like haste, though several ways they run, Some to undo, and some to make undone.—DENHAM.

Let the aged consider well, that by every intertemporal indulgence they accelerate decay.—BLAIR.

The coachman was ordered to drive, and they hurried with the utmost expedition to Hyde Park Corner.—JOHNSON.

And as, in races, it is not the large stride, or high lift, that makes the speed; so, in business, the keeping close to the matter, and not taking of it too much at once, procures despatch.—BACON.

To Hasten, Hurry.

Hasten, v. To hasten.

Hurry, in French harir, probably comes from the Hebrew charrer or harrer to be inflamed, or be in a hurry.

To hasten and hurry both imply to move forward with quickness in any matter; but the former may proceed with some design and good order, but the latter always supposes perturbation and irregularity. We hasten in the communication of good news when we make efforts to convey it in the shortest time possible: we hurry to get to an end when we impatiently and inconsiderately press forward without making choice of our means. To hasten is opposed to delay or a dilatory mode of proceeding; it is frequently indispensable to hasten in the affairs of human life: to hurry is opposed to deliberate and cautious proceeding: it must always be prejudicial and unwise to hurry; men may hasten; children hurry.

As epithets, hasty and hurried are both employed in the bad sense; but hasty implies merely an overquickness of motion which outstrips consideration; hurried implies a disorderly motion which springs from a distempered state of mind. Irritable people use hasty expressions; they speak before they think: deranged people walk with hurried steps; they follow the blind impulse of undisposed feeling.

Homer, to preserve the unity of action, hastens into the midst of things, as Horace has observed.—ADDISON.

Now 'tis sought,  
But restless hurry through the busy air,  
Best by unnumber'd wings.—THOMSON.

Hastiness, v. Rashness.

Hasty, v. Cursorly.

Hasty, v. Angry.

To Hate, Detest.

Hate, v. Antipathy.

Detest, v. To abhor.

The alliance between these terms in signifi-
Hatred, Enmity, Ill-Will, Rancour.

Hateful, Odious.

Hateful signifies literally full of that which is apt to excite hatred.

Odious, from the Latin odi to hate, has the same sense originally.

These epithets are employed in regard to such objects as produce strong aversion in the mind; but when employed as they commonly are upon familiar subjects, they indicate an unbecoming vehemence in the speaker. Hateful is properly applied to whatever violates general principles of morality; lying and swearing are hateful vices; odious is more commonly applied to such things as affect the interests of others, and bring odium upon the individual; a tax that bears particularly hard and unequally is termed odious: or a measure of government that is oppressive is denominated odious. There is something particularly hateful in the meanness of charging sycophants; nothing were more odious than the attempts of James to introduce popery.

Let me be deemed the hateful cause of all;
And suffer, rather than my people fall.—POPE.

Oh! restless fate of pride,
That strives to learn what Heaven'd resolved to hide;
Vain is the search, presumptions vain and absurd.
Anxious to thee, and odious to thy lord.—POPE.


Hatred, Enmity, Ill-Will, Rancour.


Ill-Will signifies either an evil will or a willing of evil.

Rancour, in Latin rancor from rancio to grow stale, signifies staleness, ranciness.

These terms agree in this particular, that those who are under the influence of such feelings derive a pleasure from the misfortune of others; but hatred expresses more than enmity, and this more than ill-will. Hatred is not contented with merely wishing ill to others, but derives its whole happiness from their misery or destruction; enmity, on the contrary, is limited in its operations to particular circumstances; hatred on the other hand, is frequently confined to the feeling of the individual; but enmity consists as much in the action as the feeling. He who is possessed with hatred is happy when the object of his passion is miserable, and is miserable when he is happy; but the latter is not always instrumental in causing his misery or destroying his happiness: he who is inflamed with enmity is more active in disturbing the peace of his enemy; but often displays his temper in trifling than in important matters. Ill-will, as the word denotes, lies only in the mind, and is so indefinite in its signification that it admits of every conceivable degree. When the will is evilly directed towards another in every small a degree it constitutes ill-will. Rancour is a species of bitter deep-rooted enmity.

Hatred is opposed to love; the object in both cases occupies the thoughts: the former torments the possessor; the latter delights him. Enmity is opposed to friendship; the object in both cases interests the passions: the former the bad, and the latter the good passions or the affections: the possessor is in both cases busy either in injuring or forwarding the cause of him who is his enemy or friend. Ill-will is opposed to good will; it is either a general or a particular feeling: it embraces many or few, a single individual or the whole human race: he is least unhappy who bears least ill-will to others; he is most happy who bears true good will to all; he is neither happy or unhappy who is not possessed of the one or the other.

There is a further distinction between these terms; that hatred and ill-will are often the fruit of a depraved mind than the consequence of any external provocation; enmity and rancour, on the contrary, are mostly produced by particular circumstances of offence or commission: the best of men are sometimes the objects of hatred on account of their very virtues which have been unwittingly to themselves the causes of pride and ill-will: passion, good advice, however kindly given, may probably occasion ill-will in the mind of him who is not disposed to receive it kindly; an angry word or a party contest is frequently the cause of enmity between irritable people and of rancour betwixt resentful and imperious people.

Phenomenic Dido rules the growing state.
Who fled from Tyre to shun her brother's hate.
To Have, Possess.

Have, in German, haben, Latin habeo, not improbably from the Hebrew aba to desire, because those who have most desire most.

Possess, in Latin possessus, participle of posse, compound of pos or potis and sedeo, signifies to have the power of resting upon or keeping.

Here is the general, possess is the particular term: have designates no circumstance of the action; possess expresses a particular species of having.

To have is sometimes to have in one's hand or within one's reach; but to possess is to have as one's own: a clerk has the money which he has fetched for his employer; the latter possesses the money, which he has the power of turning to his use. To have is sometimes to have the right to, to belong; to possess is to have by one and at one's command: a debtor has the property which he has surrendered to his creditor; but he cannot be said to possess it, because he has it not within his reach, and at his disposal: * we are not necessarily masters of that which we have; although we always are of that which we possess: To have is sometimes only temporary; to possess is mostly permanent; we have money which we are perpetually disposing of: we possess lands which we keep for a permanency: a person has the good graces of those whom he pleases; he possesses the confidence of those who put every thing in his power: the stoutest heart may have occasional alarms, but will never lose its self-possession: a husband who is possessed by the demon jealousy has continuous torment: a miser has goods in his coffers, but he is not master of them; they possess his heart and affections: we have things by halves when we share them with others; we possess them only when they are exclusively ours and we enjoy them undividedly: a lover has the affections of his mistress by whom he is beloved; he possesses her whole heart when she loves him alone: one has an interest in a mercantile concern in which he is a partner; the lord of a manor possesses all the rights annexed to that manor.

That I spent, that I had;
That I gave, that I have;
That I left, that I lost.

EPIGRAPH ON A CHARITABLE MAN.

The various objects that compose the world were by nature formed to please our senses; and as it is this alone that makes them desirable to an uncorrupted taste, a man may be said naturally to possess them when he possesses those enjoyments which they are fitted by nature to yield.—BERKELEY.


Haughtiness, Disdain, Arrogance.
Haughtiness denotes the abstract quality of haughty, which, contracted from high-hearty, in Dutch and low German haughty, signifies literally high-spirited. We have engraved the French orthography of ours on the original orthography of the northern languages, through the medium of which it may be traced to the Hebrew agay to be high.

Disdain, v. To contemn.


Haughtiness (says Dr. Blair) is founded on the high opinion we entertain of ourselves; disdain, on the low opinion we have of others; arrogance is the result of both, but if any thing, more of the former than the latter. Haughtiness and disdain are properly sentiments of the mind, and arrogance a mode of acting resulting from a state of mind: there may therefore be haughtiness and disdain which have not betrayed themselves by any visible action; but arrogance is always accompanied with its corresponding action: the haughty man is known by the air of superiority which he assumes; the disdainful man by the contempt which he shows to others; the arrogant man by his lofty pretensions.

Haughtiness and arrogance are both vicious; they are built upon a false idea of ourselves: but disdain may be justifiable when provoked by what is infamous: a lady must treat with disdain the person who insults her honour.

The same haughtiness that prompts the act of injustice will more strongly incite its justification.—JOHNSON.

Didst thou not think such vengeance must await The wretch that with this crime pollutes all about him, Rushes irreverent, unprepared, uncall'd, Into his Maker's presence, throwing back With insolent disdain his cheapest gift.—POPE.

Turbulent, discontented men of quality, in proportion as they are puff'd up with personal pride and arrogance, generally despise their own order.—BURKE.

Haughtiness, v. Pride.

Haughty, High, High-Minded.


High is derived from the same source as haughty.

Haughty characterizes mostly the outward behaviour; high respects both the external behaviour and the internal sentiment; High-minded marks the sentiment only, or the state of the mind.

With regard to the outward behaviour, haughty is a stronger term than high: a haughty carriage bespeaks not only a high opinion of one's self, but a strong mixture of contempt for others: a high carriage denotes simply a high opinion of one's self: haughtiness is therefore always offensive, as it is burdensome to others; but height may sometimes be laudable, inasmuch as it is justice to one's self: one can never give a command in a haughty tone without making others feel their inferiority in a painful degree; we may sometimes assume a high tone in order to shelter ourselves from insult.

With regard to the sentiment of the mind, high denotes either a particular or an habitual state; high-minded is most commonly understood to designate an habitual state; the former may be either good or bad according to circumstances; the latter is expressly in-
consistent with Christian humility, he is high whom virtue ennobles; his height is independent of adventitious circumstances, it becomes the poor as well as the rich; he is properly high who is set above any mean condescension; highmindedness, on the contrary, includes in it a self-complacency that rests upon one's personal and incidental advantages rather than upon what is worthy of ourselves and rational agents. Superiors are apt to indulge a haughty temper which does but excite the scorn and hatred of those who are compelled to endure it: a high spirit is not always serviceable to one in dependent circumstances; but when regulated by discretion, it enhances the value of a man's character: no one can be highminded without thinking better of himself and worse of others, than he ought to think.

Let gifts be to the mighty queen design'd,
And mollify with prays her haughty mind. 

DRYDEN.

Who knows whether Indignation may not succeed to terror, and the revival of high sentiment, spurning away the baser sentiments purchased at the expense of glory, may not drive us to a generous despair. — BURKE.

The wise will determine from the gravity of the case; the irritable, from sensibility to oppression; the highminded, from disdain and indignation at abusive power in unworthy hands. — BURKE.

To Haul or Hale, v. To draw.
To Haunt, v. To frequent.

To Hazard, Risk, Venture.

Risk, v. Danger.
Venture is the same as adventure (v. Event).

All these terms denote actions performed under an uncertainty of the event: but hazard bespeaks a want of design and choice on the part of the agent; to risk implies a choice of alternatives; to venture, a calculation and hazardous agents; risks and hazards under the fear of an evil; one ventures with the hope of a good. He who hazards an opinion or an assertion does it from presumptuous feelings and upon slight grounds; chances are rather against him than for him: it may prove erroneous; he who risks a battle does it often from necessity; he who chooses the least of two evils, although the event is dubious, yet he fears less from a failure than from inaction; he who ventures on a mercantile speculation does it from a love of gain; he flatters himself with a favourable event, and acquires boldness from the prospect.

There are but very few circumstances to justify the hazards: there may be several occasions which render it necessary to risk, and very many cases in which it may be advantageous to venture.

They list with women each degenerate name Who dares not hazard life for future fame. 

DRYDEN.

If the adventurer riesges honour, be riesges more than the knight. — HAWKESWORTH.

Seorates, in his discourse before his death, says, he did not know whether his body shall (would) remain after death, but he thought so, and had such hopes of it that he was very willing to venture his life upon these hopes. — TILLOTSON.

Head, v. Chief.
Heady, v. Obstinate.
To Heal, v. To cure.

Healthy, Wholesome, Salubrious, Salutary.

Healthy signifies not only having health, but also causing health.

Wholesome, like the German heilsam, signifies making whole, keeping whole or sound.

Salubrious and Salutary, from the Latin salus safety or health, signify likewise contributive to health or good in general.

These epithets are all applicable to such objects as have a kindly influence on the bodily constitution: health is the most general and indefinite; it is applied to exercise, to air, situation, climate, and most other things, but food, for which wholesome is commonly substituted: the life of a farmer is reckoned the most healthy; and the simplest diet is the most wholesome. Healthy and wholesome are rather negative in their sense; salubrious and salutary are positive: that is healthy and wholesome which does no injury to the health; that is salubrious which serves to improve the health; and that is salutary which serves to remove a disorder; climates are healthy or unhealthy, according to the constitution of the person; water is a wholesome beverage for those who are not dropsical; bread is a wholesome diet for man; the air and climate of southern France has been long famed for its salubrity, and has induced many invalids to repair thither for the benefit of their health; the effects have not been equally salutary in all cases: it is the concern of government that the health of all shall be in healthy situations; that their diet should be wholesome rather than delicate; and that in all their disorders care should be taken to administer the most salutary remedies.

Wholesome and salutary have likewise an extended and moral application; healthy and salubrious are employed only in the proper sense: wholesome in this case seems to convey the idea of making whole again what has been unsound; but salutary retains the idea of improving the condition of those who stand in need of improvement: correction is wholesome which serves the purpose of amendment without doing any injury to the body; instruction or admonition is salutary when it serves the purpose of strengthening good principles and awakening a sense of guilt or impropriety: laws and punishments are wholesome to the body politic, as diet is to the physical body; restrictions are salutary in checking irregularities.

You are relacing yourself with the healthy and manly exercise of the field. — SIR WII. JONES.

Here lay his scrip with wholesome viands fill'd;
There, listening ever noise, his watchful dog. — THOMSON.
False decorations, facades, and pigments deserve the imperfections that constantly attend them, being neither commodious in application nor wholesome in their use. — BACON.

If that fountain (the heart) be once poisoned, you can never expect that salubrious streams will flow from it. — BLAIR.

A sense of the Divine presence exerts this salutary influence of promoting temperance and restraining the disorders incident to a prosperous state. — BLAIR.

Healthy, v. Sound.

To Heap, Pile, Accumulate, Amass.

To Heap signifies to form into a heap, which through the medium of the northern languages is derivable from the Latin copia plenty. To Pile is to form into a pile, which, being a variation of pole, signifies a high-raised heap. To Accumulate, from the Latin cumulus a heap, signifies to put heap upon heap. To Amass is literally to form into a mass.

To heap is an indefinite action; it may be performed with or without order; to pile is a definite action done with design and order; thus we heap stones, or pile wood: to heap may be to make into large or small heaps; to pile is always to make something considerable: children may heap sticks together; men pile loads of wood together. To heap and pile are used mostly in the physical, accumulate and amass in the physical or moral acceptation; the former is a species of keeping, the latter of piling; we accumulate whatever is brought together in a loose manner; we amass that which can coalesce: thus a man accumulates guineas; and amasses wealth.

To accumulate and to amass are not always the acts of conscious agents; things may accumulate or amass: water or snow accumulates by the continual accession of fresh quantities; ice amasses in rivers until they are frozen over; so in the moral acceptation, evils, abuses, and the like, accumulate: corruption amasses; although overwhelmed with an accumulation of sins, the Christian believer is never left comfortless; the industrious inquirer may collect a mass of intelligence.

Within the circles arms and tripods lie,
Ingots of gold and silver heaped on high.—DRYDEN.

This would I celebrate, with annual games,
With gifts on altars pil'd, and holy flames.—DRYDEN.

These odes are marked by glittering accumulations of ungraceful ornaments.—JOHNSON.

Sir Francis Bacon, by an extraordinary force of nature, compass of thought, and indefatigable study, had amassed to himself such stores of knowledge as we cannot look upon without amazement.—HUGHES.

To Hear, Hearken, Overhear.

To Hear is properly the act of the ear; it is sometimes totally abstracted from the mind, when we hear and do not understand: to Hearken is an act of the ear, and the mind is coincident; it implies an effort to hear, a tendency of the ear: to Overhear is to hear clandestinely, or unknown to the person who is heard, whether designedly or not. We hear sounds: we hearken for the sense; we overhear the words: a quick ear hears the smallest sound; a willing mind hearkens to what is said; a prying curiosity leads to overhearing.

I look'd, I listened, dreadful sounds I hear,
And the dire forms of hostile gods appear. — DRYDEN.

But aged Nereus hearkens to his love.—DRYDEN.

If he fail of that
He will have other means to bent you;
I overheard him and his practices.—SHAKESPEARE.

To Hearken, v. To attend.

To Hearker, v. To hear.

Hearsay, v. Fame.

Hearty, Warm, Sincere, Cordial.

Hearty signifies having the heart in a thing.

Warm, v. Fire.

Sincere, v. Candid.

Cordial, from cor: the heart, signifies according to the heart.

Hearty and warm express a stronger feeling than sincere; cordial is a mixture of the warm and sincere. There are cases in which it may be peculiarly proper to be hearty, as when we are supporting the cause of religion and virtue; there are other cases in which it is peculiarly proper to be warm, as when our affections ought to be roused in favour of our friends; in all cases we ought to be sincere, when we express either a sentiment or a feeling; it is peculiarly happy to boast of terms of cordial regard with those who stand in any close relation to us. A man himself should be hearty: his heart should be warm; and professions sincere; a reception cordial.

Yet should some neighbour feel a pain
Just in the part where I complain.
How many a message would he send!
What hearty prayers that I should send!—SWIFT.

Youth is the season of warm and generous emotions. — BLAIR.

I have not since we parted been at peace,
Nor known one joy sincere.—ROWE.

With a gratitude the most cordial, a good man looks up to that Almighty Benefactor who aims at no end but the happiness of those whom he blesses.—BLAIR.


To Heave, v. To lift.

To Heave, Swell.

Heave is used either transitively or intransitively, as a reflexive or a neuter verb; Swell is used only as a neuter verb. Heave implies raising, and swell implies distension: they differ, therefore, very widely in sense, but they sometimes agree in application. The Heave is said both to heave and to swell; because it happens that the bosom swells by heaving; the waves are likewise said to heave themselves or to swell, in which there is a similar correspondence between the actions: otherwise most things which heave do not swell, and those which swell do not heave.

He heaves for breath, he staggers to and fro,
And clouds of issuing smoke his nostrils loudly blow.—DRYDEN.

Meantime the mountain billows, to the clouds
In dreadful tumult swell'd as surge above score.—THOMSON.
HEAVY. 386

Heavenly, v. Celestial.


Heaviness, v. Weight.

Heavy, Dull, Drowsy.

Heavy is allied to both Dull and Drowsy, but the latter have no close connection with each other. Heavy and dull are employed as epithets both for persons and things; heavy characterizes the corporeal state of a person; dull qualifies the spirits or the understanding of the subject. A person has a heavy look whose temperament seems composed of gross and heavy materials which weigh him down and impede his movements; he has a dull countenance in whom the ordinary brightness and vivacity of the mind is wanting: heavy is either a characteristic of the constitution, or only a temporary state arising from external or internal causes; dullness as it respects the frame of the spirits is a partial state; as it respects the mental vigour, it is a characteristic of the individual. It is a misfortune frequently attached to those of a corpulent habit to be very heavy: there is no one who from the changes of the atmosphere may not occasionally be heavy. Those who have no resources in themselves are always dull in solitude; those who are not properly instructed, or have a deficiency of capacity, will appear dull in all matters of learning.

Heavy is either properly or improperly applied to things which are conceived to have an undue proportion of tendency to pressure or leaning downwards; dull is in like manner employed for whatever falls in the necessary degree of brightness or vivacity; the weather is heavy when the air is full of thick and heavy materials; it may be dull from the intervention of clouds.

Heavy and drowsy are both employed in the sense of sleepy; but the former is only a particular state, the latter particular or general: all persons may be occasionally heavy or drowsy; some are habitually drowsy from disease; they likewise differ in degree; the latter being much the greater of the two; and occasionally they are applied to such things as produce sleepiness.

Heavy with age, Entellus stands his ground.
But with his warping body wards the wound.

DRYDEN.

O thou dull god! Why liest thou with the vile
In loathsome beds; and leave'st the kindly couch.
A watch-case to a common larum bell?

SHAKESPEARE.

And drowsy tinklings lull the distant fold.—GRAY.

Heavy, Burdensome, Weighty, Ponderous.

Heavy, from heave, signifies the causing to heave, or requiring to be lifted up with force.

Burdensome signifies having a burden.

Weighty signifies having a weight, and Ponderous, from the Latin pondus a weight, has the same original meaning.

Heavy is the natural property of some bodies; burdensome is incident to some. In the vulgar sense, things are termed heavy which are found difficult to lift in distinction from those which are light or easy to be lifted; but those things are burdensome which are too troublesome to be carried or borne: many things therefore are actually heavy that are never burdensome; and others are occasionally burdensome that are never heavy: that which is heavy is so whether lifted or not, but that which is burdensome must be burdensome to some one: hard substances are mostly heavy; but to a weak person the softest substance may sometimes be burdensome if he is obliged to bear it: things are heavy according to the difficulty with which they are lifted; but they are weighty according as they weigh other things down. The heavy is therefore indefinite; but the weighty is definite, and something positively great: what is heavy to one may be light to another; but that which is weighty exceeds the ordinary weight of other things: ponderous expresses more than weighty, for it includes also the idea of bulk; the ponderous therefore is that which is so weighty and large that it cannot easily be moved.

Though philosophy teaches that no element is heavy in its own place, yet experience shows that out of its own place it proves exceeding burdensome.—SOUTH.

The sable troops along the narrow tracks
Searce bear the weighty burden on their backs.

DRYDEN.

The diligence of an idler is rapid and impetuous, as ponderous bodies forced into velocity move with violence proportionate to their weight.—JONSON.

To Heed, v. To attend to

Heed, Care, Attention.

Heed, v. To attend.

Care, v. Care, solicitute.

Attention, v. To attend.

Heed applies to matters of importance to one's moral conduct; care to matters of minor import: a man is required to take heed; a child is required to take care; the former exercises his understanding in taking heed; the latter exercises his thoughts and his senses in taking care; the former looks to the remote and probable consequences of his actions; and endeavours to prevent the evil that may happen; the latter sees principally to the thing that is immediately before him. When a young man enters the world, he must take heed lest he be ensnared by his companions into vicious practices; in a slippery path we must take care that we do not fall.

Heed has moreover the sense of thinking on what is proposed to our notice, in which it agrees with attention; hence we speak of giving heed and paying attention: but the former is applied only to that which is conveyed to us by another, in the shape of a direction, a caution, or an instruction; but the latter is said of everything which we are set to perform. A good child gives heed to his parents when they caution him against any dangerous or false step; he pays attention to the lesson which is set him to learn. He who gives no heed to the counsels of others is made to repent his folly by bitter experience; he who fails in paying attention will be deficient.
Next you, my servants, heed my strict commands. Without the walls a man's temple stands. — Dryden.

I believe the hiatus should be avoided with more care in poorly than in oatmeal. — Pope.

All were attentive to the godlike man. — Dryden.

**Help.**

**Heedless.** v. Negligent.

To Heighten. Raise, Aggravate.

To Heighten is to make higher (v. Haurgkt). To Raise is to cause to rise (v. To arise). To Aggravate (v. To aggravate) is to make heavy. Heighten refers more to the result of the action of making higher; raise to the mode: we heighten a house by raising the roof; as raising conveys the idea of setting up aloft, which is not included in the word heighten. On the same ground a head-dress may be said to be heightened which is made higher than it was before; and a chair or a table that is set upon something else: but in speaking of small, we may say, that it is either heightened or raised, because the operation and result must in both cases be the same. In the improper sense of these terms they preserve a similar distinction: we heighten the value of a thing; we raise its price: we heighten the grandeur of an object; we raise a family.

Heighten and aggravate have connection with each other only in application to offences: the enormity of an offence is heightened, the guilt of the offender is aggravated by particular circumstances. The horrors of a murder are heightened by being committed in the dead of the night; the guilt of the perpetrator is aggravated by the addition of ingratitude to murder.

Purity and virtue heighten all the powers of fruition. — Blair.

I would have our conceptions raised by the dignity of thought and subtlety of expression rather than by a train of robes or a plume of feathers. — Addison.

The counsels of pusillanimity very rarely put off, when they are ways sure to aggravate, the evils from which they would fly. — Burke.

**Heinous, Flagrant, Flagitious, Atrocious.**

**Heinous,** in French heinous, Greek άθρος or άθροις terrible.

**Flagrant,** in Latin flagrantns burning, is a figurative expression for what is excessive and violent in its nature.

**Flagitious,** in Latin flagitious from flagitation inflammy, denotes that which is peculiarly infectious.

**Atrocious,** in Latin atrocius from atrocium infamy, denotes the word which is peculiarly infectious.

These epithets, which are applied to crimes, seem to rise in degree. A crime is heinous which seriously offends against the laws of men; a sin is heinous which seriously offends against the will of God; an offence is flagrant which is in direct defiance of established opinions and practice: it is flagitious if a gross violation of the moral law, or coupled with any grossness: a crime is atrocious which is attended with any aggravating circumstances. Lying is a heinous sin: gaming and drunken-

ness are flagrant breaches of the Divine law; the murder of a whole family is in the fullest sense atrocious.

There are many authors who have shown wherein the malignity of a liar or a cheat, and set forth in proper colours the heinousness of the offence. — Addison.

If any flagrant deed occur to smile a man's conscience, on this he cannot avoid resting with anxiety and terror. — Blair.

It is recorded of Sir Matthew Hale, that he for a long time concealed the commissary of himself to the stricter duties of religion, by some flagitious action he should bring piety into disgrace. — Johnson.

The wickedness of a loose or profane author is more atrocious than that of the guilty libertine. — Johnson.

**To Help, Assist, Aid, Succour, Relieve.**

Help, in Saxon helpan, German helfen, probably from the Greek ἠλπίνα to do good to.

Assist, in Latin assisto, or ad and sisto, signifies to place one's self by another so as to give him our strength.

Aid, in Latin adjunct, that is the intensive syllable ad and jwvo, signifies to profit towards a specific end.

Succour, in Latin succurrro to run to the help of any one.

Relieve, v. To alleviate.

The idea of communicating to the advantage of another is common to all these terms. Help is the generic term; the rest specific. Help may be substituted for the others, and in many cases where they would not be applicable. The first three are employed either to produce a positive good or to remove an evil; the two latter only to remove an evil. We help a person to prosecute his work, or help him out of a difficulty; we assist in order to forward a scheme, or we assist a person in the time of his embarrassment; we aid a good cause, or we aid a person to make his escape: we succour a person who is in danger; we relieve him in time of distress. To help and assist respect personal service, the former by corporeal, the latter by corporal or mental labour: one servant helps another by taking a part in his employment; one author assists another in the composition of his work. We help up a person's load, we assist him to rise when he has fallen: we speak of a helper or a helpermate in mechanical employments, of an assistant to a professional man.

To assist and aid are used for services directly or indirectly performed: but the former is said only of individuals, the latter may be said of bodies as well as individuals. One friend assists another with his purse, with his counsel, his interest, and the like: one person aids another in carrying on a scheme; or one king, or nation, aids another with armies and subsidies. We come to the assistance of a person when he has met with an accident; we come to his aid when contending against numbers. Assistance is given, aid is sent.

To succour is a species of immediate assistance, which is given on the spot. The Samaritan went to the succour of the man who had fallen among thieves: so in like manner we may succour one who calls us by his cries; or we may succour the poor whom we find in circumstances of distress. The
word relieve has nothing in common with succour, except that they both express the removal of pain; but the latter does not necessarily imply any mode by which this is done, and therefore excludes the idea of personal interference.

All these terms, except succour, may be applied to persons, as well as things: we may walk by the help of a stick; read with the assistance of glasses; learn a task quickly by the aid of a good memory; obtain relief from medicine. To help or assist is commonly an act of good nature; to aid, frequently an act of policy; to succour or relieve, an act of generosity or humanity. Help is necessary for one who has not sufficient strength to perform his task; assistance is necessary when a person's time or talent is too much occupied to perform the whole of his office; aid is useful when it serves to give strength and efficacy to our operations; succour is timely when it serves to ward off some danger; relief is salutary when it serves to lessen pain or want. When a person meets with an accident he requires the help of the by-standers, the assistance of his friends, and the aid of a medical man, to recover from the accident; it is charitable to relieve the wretched.

Their strength united best may help to bear.—POPE.

'Tis the first sanction nature gave to man
Each other to assist in what they can.—DENHAM.

Wise, weighty counsels aid a state distressed.—POPE.

Patroclus on the shore,
Now pale and dead, shall succour Greece no more.—POPE.

An unbeliever feels the whole pressure of a present calamity, without being relieved by the memory of anything past or the prospect of anything that is to come.—ADINSON.


Heretic, Schismatic, Sectarian or Secty, Dissenter, Nonconformist.

A Heretic is the maintainer of heresy (v. Heterodox): the Schismatic is the author or promoter of schism; the Sectarian or Secty is the member of a sect: the Dissenter is one who dissects from the establishment, and the Nonconformist one who does not conform to the establishment. A man is a heretic only for matters of faith and doctrine, but he is a schismatic in matters of discipline and practice. The heretic therefore is not always a schismatic, nor the schismatic a heretic. Whoever holds the doctrines that are common to the Roman Catholic and the Reformed Churches is not a heretic in the Protestant sense of the word: although he may in many outward forms be heretical, Calvinists are not heretics, but many among them are schismatics; on the other hand there are many members of the establishment who hold though they do not avow heretical notions.

The heretic is considered as such with regard to the Catholic Church or the whole body of Christians, holding the same fundamental principles: but the schismatic and sectarian are considered as such with regard to particular established bodies of Christians. Schism, from the Greek σχίζω to split, denotes an action, and the schismatic is an agent who splits for himself in his own individual capacity; the sectarian does not expressly perform a part, he merely holds a relation; he does not divide anything himself, but belongs to that which is already cut or divided. The schismatic therefore takes upon himself the whole moral responsibility of the schism; but the sectarian does not necessarily take an active part in the measures of his sect; whatever guilt attaches to schism attaches to the schismatic: he is a voluntary agent, acting from an erroneous principle, if not an unchristian temper: the sectarian is often an involuntary agent; he follows that to which he has been incidentally attached. It is possible therefore to be a schismatic and not a sectarian; as also to be a sectarian and not a schismatic. Those professed members of the establishment who affect the title of evangelical, and wish to palm upon the Church the peculiarities of the Calvinistic doctrine, and to engrat their own modes and forms into its discipline, are schismatics, but not sectarians: on the other hand, those who by birth and education are attached to a sect, are sectarians, but not always schismatics. Consequently, schismatic is a term of much greater reproach than sectarian.

The schismatic and sectarian have a reference to any established body of Christians of any country; but dissenter is a term applicable only to the inhabitants of Great Britain, and bearing relation only to the established Church of England: it includes not only those who have individually and personally renounced the doctrines of the Church, but those who are in a state of dissent or difference from it. Dissenters are not necessarily either schismatics or sectarians. The Roman Catholics and the Presbyterians of Scotland are all dissenters, although they are the reverse of what is understood by schismatic and sectarian; it is equally clear that all schismatics and sectarians are not dissenters, because every established community of Christians, all over the world, heretical individuals or smaller bodies of individuals setting themselves up against them: the term dissenter being in a great measure technical, it may be applied individually or generally without conveying any idea of reproach: the same may be said of nonconformists, which is a more special term, including only such as do not conform to some established or national religion; consequently, all members of the Roman Church, or of the Kirk of Scotland, are excluded from the number of nonconformists: whilst on the other hand, all British-born subjects not adhering to these two forms, and at the same time renouncing the established form of their country, are of this number, among whom may be reckoned Independents, Presbyterian Baptists, Quakers, Methodists, and all other such sects as have been formed since the Reformation.

The schismatics disturb the sweet peace of our Church.—HOWEL.

In the house of Sir Samuel Luke, one of Cromwell's officers, Butler observed so much of the character of the sectaries that he may have written or begun his poem at this time.—JONHSON.

Of the Dissenters, Swift did not wish to infringe the toleration, but he opposed their encroachments.—JOHN-SON.

Voltaire is at least one of the few poets with whom youth and ignorance may be safely praised: and happy will that reader be whose mind is disposed, by his verses or
HESITATE.

To Hesitate, v. To demur.

To Hesitate, Falter, Stammer, Stutter.

Hesitate, v. To demur.

Falter or Falter seems to signify to commit a fault or blunder, or it may be a frequentative of fall, signifying to stumble.

Stammer, in the Teutonic stammers, comes most probably from the Hebrew strettin to obstruct.

Stutter is but a variation of stammer.

A defect in utterance is the idea which is common in the signification of all these terms: they differ either as to the cause or the mode of the action. With regard to the cause, a hesitation results from the state of the mind, and an interruption in the chain of thoughts: falter arises from a perturbed state of feeling; stammer and stutter arise either from an incidental circumstance, or more commonly from a physical defect in the organs of utterance. A person who is not in the habit of public speaking, or of collecting his thoughts into a set form, will be apt to hesitate even in familiar conversation; he who first addresses a public assembly will be apt to falter. Children who first begin to read will stammer at hard words; and one who has an impediment in his speech will stutter when he attempts to speak in a hurry.

With regard to the mode or degree of the action, hesitate expresses less than falter; stammer less than stutter.

The slightest difficulty in uttering words constitutes a hesitation; a pause or the repetition of a word may be termed hesitating: but to falter supposes a failure in the voice as well as the lips when they refuse to do their office. Stammering and stuttering are confined principally to the useless moving of the mouth; he who stammers brings forth sounds, but not the right sounds, without trials and efforts; he who stutters remains for some time in a state of agitation without uttering a sound.

To look with solicitude and speak with hesitation is attainable at will; but the show of wisdom is ridiculous when there is nothing to cause doubt, as that of valor when there is nothing to be feared.—JOHNSON.

And yet was every faltering tongue of man, Almighty Father's silent in thy praise.

Thy works themselves would raise a general voice.

THOMSON.

Lagian juice
Will stam'ming tongues and stag'ring feet produce.

DRTDEN.

To Hesitate, v. To scruple.

Hesitation, v. Demur.

HETERODOXY, HERESY.

Heterodoxy, from the Greek hetero- and doxy; to have a faith of one's own Is heresy; the heterodoxy characterizes the opinions formed; the heresy characterizes the individual forming the opinion: the heterodoxy exists independently and for itself; the heresy sets itself up against others. As all division supposes error either on one side or on both, the words heterodoxy and heresy are applied only to human opinions, and strictly in the sense of a false opinion, formed in distinction from that which is better founded; but the former respects any opinions, important or otherwise; the latter refers only to matters of importance: the heresy is therefore a fundamental error. There has been much heterodoxy in the Christian world at all times, and among these have been heresies denying the plainest and most serious truths which have been acknowledged by the great body of Christians since the Apostles.

All wrong notions in religion are ranked under the general name of heterodoxy.—GOLDING.

Those who have been present at public disputes in the University, know that it is usual to maintain heresies for argument's sake.—ADDISON.


To Hide, v. To conceal.

To Hide, v. To cover.

HIDEOUS, GHASTLY, GRIM, Grisly.

Hideous comes probably from hide, signifying fit only to be hidden from the view.

Ghastly signifies like a ghost.

Grim, in German grimm, signifies fierce.

Grisly, from grizzle, signifies grisled, or motley coloured.

An unseemly exterior is characterized by these terms; but the hideous respects natural objects, and the ghastly more properly that which is supernatural or what resembles it. A mask with monstrous grinning features looks hideous: a human form with a visage of deathlike paleness is ghastly. The grim is applicable only to the countenance; dogs or wild beasts may look very grim: grimly refers to the whole form, but particularly to the colour; as blackness or darkness has always something terrific in it, a grimy figure having a monstrous assemblage of dark colour, is particularly calculated to strike terror. Hideous is applicable to objects of hearing also, as a hideous roar; but the rest to objects of sight only.

From the broad margin to the centre grow Shelves, rocks, and whirlpools, hideous to the view.

falcons.

And death Grin'd horribly a ghastly smile.—Milton.

Even hell's grim king Alcides' pow'r confess.—POPE.

All parts resound with tumults, plaints, and fears, And grisly death in sundry shapes appears.—POPE.

HIGH.

HIGH, TALL, LOFTY.

HIGH, in German hoch, comes from the Hebrew agag to be high.

Tall, in Welsh tal, is derived by Davis from the Hebrew talat to elevate.

To Hesitate, to commit a fault or blunder, or it may be a frequentative of fall, signifying to stumble.

Hesitate is but a variation of stammer.

A defect in utterance is the idea which is common in the signification of all these terms: they differ either as to the cause or the mode of the action. With regard to the cause, a hesitation results from the state of the mind, and an interruption in the chain of thoughts: falter arises from a perturbed state of feeling; stammer and stutter arise either from an incidental circumstance, or more commonly from a physical defect in the organs of utterance. A person who is not in the habit of public speaking, or of collecting his thoughts into a set form, will be apt to hesitate even in familiar conversation; he who first addresses a public assembly will be apt to falter. Children who first begin to read will stammer at hard words; and one who has an impediment in his speech will stutter when he attempts to speak in a hurry.

With regard to the mode or degree of the action, hesitate expresses less than falter; stammer less than stutter.

The slightest difficulty in uttering words constitutes a hesitation; a pause or the repetition of a word may be termed hesitating: but to falter supposes a failure in the voice as well as the lips when they refuse to do their office. Stammering and stuttering are confined principally to the useless moving of the mouth; he who stammers brings forth sounds, but not the right sounds, without trials and efforts; he who stutters remains for some time in a state of agitation without uttering a sound.

To look with solicitude and speak with hesitation is attainable at will; but the show of wisdom is ridiculous when there is nothing to cause doubt, as that of valor when there is nothing to be feared.—JOHNSON.

And yet was every faltering tongue of man, Almighty Father's silent in thy praise.

Thy works themselves would raise a general voice.

THOMSON.

Lagian juice
Will stam'ming tongues and stag'ring feet produce.

DRTDEN.

To Hesitate, v. To scruple.

Hesitation, v. Demur.

Heterodoxy, from the Greek hetero- and doxy; to have a faith of one's own Is heresy; the heterodoxy characterizes the opinions formed; the heresy characterizes the individual forming the opinion: the heterodoxy exists independently and for itself; the heresy sets itself up against others. As all division supposes error either on one side or on both, the words heterodoxy and heresy are applied only to human opinions, and strictly in the sense of a false opinion, formed in distinction from that which is better founded; but the former respects any opinions, important or otherwise; the latter refers only to matters of importance: the heresy is therefore a fundamental error. There has been much heterodoxy in the Christian world at all times, and among these have been heresies denying the plainest and most serious truths which have been acknowledged by the great body of Christians since the Apostles.

All wrong notions in religion are ranked under the general name of heterodoxy.—GOLDING.

Those who have been present at public disputes in the University, know that it is usual to maintain heresies for argument's sake.—ADDISON.


To Hide, v. To conceal.

To Hide, v. To cover.

HIDEOUS, GHASTLY, GRIM, Grisly.

Hideous comes probably from hide, signifying fit only to be hidden from the view.

Ghastly signifies like a ghost.

Grim, in German grimm, signifies fierce.

Grisly, from grizzle, signifies grisled, or motley coloured.

An unseemly exterior is characterized by these terms; but the hideous respects natural objects, and the ghastly more properly that which is supernatural or what resembles it. A mask with monstrous grinning features looks hideous: a human form with a visage of deathlike paleness is ghastly. The grim is applicable only to the countenance; dogs or wild beasts may look very grim: grimly refers to the whole form, but particularly to the colour; as blackness or darkness has always something terrific in it, a grisly figure having a monstrous assemblage of dark colour, is particularly calculated to strike terror. Hideous is applicable to objects of hearing also, as a hideous roar; but the rest to objects of sight only.

From the broad margin to the centre grow Shelves, rocks, and whirlpools, hideous to the view.

falcons.

And death Grin'd horribly a ghastly smile.—Milton.

Even hell's grim king Alcides' pow'r confess.—POPE.

All parts resound with tumults, plaints, and fears, And grisly death in sundry shapes appears.—POPE.

HIGH.

HIGH, TALL, LOFTY.

HIGH, in German hoch, comes from the Hebrew agag to be high.

Tall, in Welsh tal, is derived by Davis from the Hebrew talat to elevate.
Lofty is doubtless derived from lift, and that from the Latin levatus raised.

Tall is the term in most general use, which seems likewise in the most unqualified manner to express the idea of extension upwards, which is common to them all. Whatever is tall and lofty is high, but everything is not tall or lofty which is high. Tall and lofty both designate a more than ordinary degree of height; but tall is peculiarly applicable to what shoots up or stands up in a perpendicular direction: while lofty is said of that which is extended in breadth as well as in height; that which is lifted up or raised by an accretion of matter or an expansion in the air. By this rule we say that a house is high, a chimney tall, a room lofty.

Trees are in general said to be high which exceed the ordinary standard of height; they are opposed to the low. A poplar is said to be tall, not only from its exceeding others in height, but from its perpendicular and spiral manner of growing: it is opposed to that which is bulky. A man and a horse are likewise said to be tall; but a hedge, a desk, and other common objects, are high. A hill is high, but a mountain is lofty; churches are in general high, but not so lofty as cathedrals. The domes of cathedrals are lofty, and their spires are tall.

With the high is associated no idea of what is striking; but the tall is coupled with the aspiring or that which strives to out-top: the lofty is always coupled with the grand, and that which commands admiration.

High at their head he saw the chief appear.
And bold Merion to excite their rear.—POPE.

Prostrate on earth their beauteous bodies lay,
Like mountain fires, as tall and straight as they.

When now, 0 king! 'tis given thee to destroy
The lofty towers of wise extended Troy.—POPE.

High and lofty have a moral acception, but tall is taken in the natural sense only: high and lofty are applied to persons or what is personal, with the same difference in degree as before: a lofty title or lofty pretension conveys more than a high title or a high pretension. Men of high rank should have high ideas of virtue and personal dignity, and keep themselves clear from every thing low and mean: a lofty ambition often soars too high to serve the purpose of its possessor; whose fall is the greater when he finds himself compelled to descend.

When you are tried in scandal's court,
Stand high in honour, wealth, or wit,
All others who inferior sit
Contemplate themselves in conscience bound
To join and drag you to the ground.—SWIFT.

Without thee, nothing lofty can I sing;
Come then, and with thyself thy genius bring.


To Hinder, Prevent, Impede, Obstruct.

Hinder, from hind, or behind, signifies to hinder by going behind, and pulling a person back.

Prevent, from prae and venio to come before, signifies to hinder by coming before, or to cross another by the anticipation of his purpose.

Impede, from in and pedes, signifies to come between a person's feet, and entangle him in his progress.

Obstruct, from ob and strue, signifies to set up something in his way, to block the passage.

Hinder is the most general of these terms, as it conveys little more than the idea which is common to them all, namely, that of keeping one from his purpose. To hinder is commonly said of that which is rendered impossible for the time being, or merely delayed: prevent is said of that which is rendered altogether impracticable. A person is hindered by the weather and his various engagements from reaching a place at the time he intended; he is prevented but not hindered by ill health from going thither at all. If a friend calls, he hinders me from finishing the letter which I was writing: if I wish to prevent my son from reading any book, I keep it out of his way.

To hinder is an act of the moment, it supposes no design; prevent is a premeditated act, deliberated upon, and adopted for general purposes: the former is imposed upon some multifarious parts of any particular individual, the latter to events and circumstances. I hinder a person who is running, if I lay hold of his arm and make him walk: it is the object of every good government to prevent offences rather than to punish offenders. In ordinary discourse these words fall very much into one another, whether the circumstances that do not sufficiently define whether the action in hand be altogether suspended, or only suspended for a time; but the above explanation must make it very clear that to hinder, in its proper sense and application, is but a temporary act, and to prevent a decisive and permanent one.

To impede and obstruct are a species of hindering which is said rather of things than of persons; hinder is said of both; but hinder is commonly employed in regard to trifling matters, or such as retard a person's proceedings in the smallest degree; impede and obstruct are acts of greater importance, or produce a still greater degree of delay. A person is hindered in his work, although neither impeded nor obstructed: but the quantity of artillery and baggage which is attached to an army will greatly impede it in its march: and the trees which are thrown across the roads will obstruct its march.

Whatever causes a person to do a thing slower than he wishes is a hindrance: whatever binds him so that he cannot move freely forward is an impediment: whatever is in his path or passage so as to prevent him moving forward is an obstruction. Every impediment and obstruction is a hinderance, though not vice versa. A person is hindered in the thing he is about if he be called off to do something else; ill health impede a person's progress in learning: any foreign body lodging in the vessels of the human body obstructs the course of the fluids, and consequently brings on serious diseases. Hindrances always suppose the agency of a person, either of the one who
HINDER.
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HIRELING.

Hinder, or the one who is hindered: but impediments and obstructions may be employed with regard to the operations of nature on inanimate objects. Cold impedes the growth of plants; a dam obstructs the course of water.

It is much easier to keep ourselves void of resentment than to restrain if it has once excited admiration. To use the illustration of an excellent author, we can prevent the beginnings of some things, whose progress afterwards we cannot hinder.

To hinder or to prevent is rather than declare it in express terms. Hints are thrown out; they are frequently characterized as bristen: suggestions are offered; they are frequently termed idle or ill-grounded: intimations are given, and are either slight or broad: insinuations are thrown out; they are commonly designated as slanderous, malignant, and the like.

To hint is taken either in a bad or an indiffer-ent sense; it is commonly resorted to by tale-bearers, mischief-makers, and all who want to talk of more than they know; it is rarely necessary to have recourse to hints in lieu of positive inquiries and declarations, unless the term be used in regard to matters of science or morals, when it designates loose thoughts, casually offered, in distinction from those which are systematized and formally presented: upon this ground, a distinguished female writer of the present day modestly entitles her book, 'Hints towards forming the Character of a Young Princess. To suggest is often used in the good than the bad sense: while we generally suggests changes, qualities, or improvements in matters of opinion, it is truly laudable, particularly for young persons; but to suggest anything to the disadvantage of another is even worse than to speak ill of him openly, for it bespeaks cowardice as well as ill-nature. To intimate is taken either in a good or an indifferent sense; it refers between relatives or persons closely connected in the communication of their half-formed intentions or of doubtful intelligence; but to insinuate is always taken in a bad sense; it is the resource of an artful and malignant enemy to wound the reputation of another, whom he does not dare openly to accuse. A person is said to take a hint, to follow a suggestion, to receive an intimation, to disregard an insinuation.

To Hint, Suggest, Intimate, Insinuate.

Hint, v. To allude.

Suggest, v. To allude.

Intimate is to make one intimate, or specially acquainted with, to communicate one's most inward thoughts.

Insinuate, from the Latin sinus the bosom, is to introduce gently into the mind of another. All these terms denote indirect expressions of what passes in one's own mind. We hint at a thing from fear and uncertainty; we suggest a thing from prudence and modesty; we intimate a thing from decision; a thing is insinuated from artifice. A person who wants to get the certain knowledge of any circumstance hints at it frequently in the presence of those who can give him the information; a man who will not offend others by an assumption of superior wisdom suggests his ideas on a subject, instead of setting them forth with confidence; when a person's mind is not made up on any future action, he only intimates what may be done; he who has any thing offensive to communicate to another, will choose to intimate it, rather than declare it in express terms. Hints are thrown out; they are frequently characterized as bristen: suggestions are offered; they are frequently termed idle or ill-grounded: intimations are given, and are either slight or broad: insinuations are thrown out; they are commonly designated as slanderous, malignant, and the like.

To hint is taken either in a bad or an indifferent sense; it is commonly resorted to by tale-bearers, mischief-makers, and all who want to talk of more than they know; it is rarely necessary to have recourse to hints in lieu of positive inquiries and declarations, unless the term be used in regard to matters of science or morals, when it designates loose thoughts, casually offered, in distinction from those which are systematized and formally presented: upon this ground, a distinguished female writer of the present day modestly entitles her book, 'Hints towards forming the Character of a Young Princess. To suggest is often used in the good than the bad sense: while we generally suggests changes, qualities, or improvements in matters of opinion, it is truly laudable, particularly for young persons; but to suggest anything to the disadvantage of another is even worse than to speak ill of him openly, for it bespeaks cowardice as well as ill-nature. To intimate is taken either in a good or an indifferent sense; it refers between relatives or persons closely connected in the communication of their half-formed intentions or of doubtful intelligence; but to insinuate is always taken in a bad sense; it is the resource of an artful and malignant enemy to wound the reputation of another, whom he does not dare openly to accuse. A person is said to take a hint, to follow a suggestion, to receive an intimation, to disregard an insinuation.

Suggest, v. To allude.

Intimate is to make one intimate, or specially acquainted with, to communicate one's most inward thoughts.

Insinuate, from the Latin sinus the bosom, is to introduce gently into the mind of another. All these terms denote indirect expressions of what passes in one's own mind. We hint at a thing from fear and uncertainty; we suggest a thing from prudence and modesty; we intimate a thing from decision; a thing is insinuated from artifice. A person who wants to get the certain knowledge of any circumstance hints at it frequently in the presence of those who can give him the information; a man who will not offend others by an assumption of superior wisdom suggests his ideas on a subject, instead of setting them forth with confidence; when a person's mind is not made up on any future action, he only intimates what may be done; he who has any thing offensive to communicate to another, will choose to intimate it, rather than declare it in express terms. Hints are thrown out; they are frequently characterized as bristen: suggestions are offered; they are frequently termed idle or ill-grounded: intimations are given, and are either slight or broad: insinuations are thrown out; they are commonly designated as slanderous, malignant, and the like.

To hint is taken either in a bad or an indifferent sense; it is commonly resorted to by tale-bearers, mischief-makers, and all who want to talk of more than they know; it is rarely necessary to have recourse to hints in lieu of positive inquiries and declarations, unless the term be used in regard to matters of science or morals, when it designates loose thoughts, casually offered, in distinction from those which are systematized and formally presented: upon this ground, a distinguished female writer of the present day modestly entitles her book, 'Hints towards forming the Character of a Young Princess. To suggest is often used in the good than the bad sense: while we generally suggests changes, qualities, or improvements in matters of opinion, it is truly laudable, particularly for young persons; but to suggest anything to the disadvantage of another is even worse than to speak ill of him openly, for it bespeaks cowardice as well as ill-nature. To intimate is taken either in a good or an indifferent sense; it refers between relatives or persons closely connected in the communication of their half-formed intentions or of doubtful intelligence; but to insinuate is always taken in a bad sense; it is the resource of an artful and malignant enemy to wound the reputation of another, whom he does not dare openly to accuse. A person is said to take a hint, to follow a suggestion, to receive an intimation, to disregard an insinuation.
These soldiers were not citizens, but mercenary, wold deserters. — BURKE.

To Hit, v. To beat.
To Hoard, v. To treasure.
To Hoist, v. To lift.
To Hold, v. To contain.

To Hold, Keep, Detain, Retain.
Keep, in all probability comes from capio to lay hold of.

Detain and Retain both come from the Latin tenere to hold; the first signifies, by virtue of the particle de, to hold from another; the second, by virtue of the particle re, signifies to hold back for oneself.

To hold is a physical act; it requires a degree of bodily strength, or at least the use of the limbs; to keep is simply to have by one at one's pleasure. The mode of the action is the leading idea in the signification of hold; the duty or action is the leading idea in the word keep; we may hold a thing only for a moment; but what we keep we keep for a time. On the other hand, we may keep a thing by holding, although we may keep it by various other means: we may therefore hold without keeping, and we may keep without holding. A servant holds a thing in his hand for it to be seen, but he does not keep it; he gives it to his master who puts it into his pocket, and consequently keeps, but does not hold it. A thing may be held in the hand, or kept in the hand; in the former case, the pressure of the hand is an essential part of the action, but in the latter case it is simply a contingent part of the action: the hand holds, but the person keeps it.

What is held is fixed in position, but what is kept is left loose, or otherwise, at the will of the individual. Things are held by men in their hands, by beasts in their claws or mouths, by birds in their beaks; things are kept by people either about their persons or in their houses, according to convenience.

Detain and Retain are the meanings of keeping; the former signifies keeping back what belongs to another; the latter signifies keeping a long time for one's own purpose. A person may be either held, kept, detained, or retained: when he is held he is held contrary to his will by the hand of another; as suspected persons are held by the officers of justice, that they may not make their escape: he is kept if he stops in any place, by the desire of another; as a man is kept in prison until his innocence is proved; or a child is kept at school, until he has finished his education: he is detained if he be kept away from any place to which he is going, or from any person to whom he belongs; as the servant of another is detained to take back a letter; or one is detained by business, so as to be prevented attending to an appointment: a person is retained, who is kept for a continuance in the service of another; as some servants are said to be retained, while others are dismissed.

Things are held in the improper sense: they are kept, detained, and retained, in the proper sense. A money-lender holds the property of others in pledge; the idea of a temporary and partial action is here expressed by hold, in distinction from keep, which is used to express something definite and permanent: the money-lender keeps the property as his own, if the borrower forfeits it by breach of contract. When a person purchases anything, he is expected to keep it, or pay the value of the thing acquired, if the true owner fulfills his part of the engagement. What is detained is kept either contrary to the will, or without the consent, of the possessor: when things are suspected to be stolen, the officers have the right of detaining them until inquiry be instituted. What is retained is continued to be kept; it supposes, however, some alteration in the forms or circumstances under which it is kept: a person retains his seat in a coa-h, notwithstanding he finds it disagreeable: or a lady retains some of the articles of millinery, which are sent for her choice, but she returns the rest.

All are used in a moral application except detain: in this case they are marked by a similar distinction. A person is said to hold an office, by which simple possession is implied; he may hold it for a long or a short time, at the will of others, or by his own will, which are not marked: he keeps a situation, or he keeps his post, by which his continuance in the situation, or at the post, are denoted; but to say he retains his office, signifies that he might have given it up or lost it, had he not been led to continue in it. In like manner, with regard to one's sentiments or feelings, a man is said to hold certain opinions, which are ascribed to him as a part of his creed; he keeps the opinions which no one can induce him to give up; he retains his old attachments, notwithstanding the lapse of years, and change of circumstances, which have intervened, and were naturally calculated to wean him from them.

It is a certain sign of a wise government, when it can hold men's hearts by hope — BACON.

The proof is best when men keep their authority towards their children, but not their purse — BACON.
Haste! gose thy master, haste! gose thy servant. Retain. Nor let one sail be hoisted on the main. — POPE.
Ideas are retained by renovation of that impression which time is always wearing away. — JOHNSON.

To Hold, Occupy, Possess.

Hold, v. To hold.

Occupy, in Latin occupo, or oc and capio to hold or keep, so that it cannot be held by others.

Possess, in Latin possideo, or potis and sedce, signifies to sit as master of.

We hold a thing for a long or a short time; we occupy it for a permanence: we hold it for ourselves or others; we occupy it only for ourselves: we hold it for various purposes; we occupy only for one purpose, converting it to our private use. Thus a person may hold an estate, or, which is the same thing, the title deeds to an estate pro tempore, for another person's benefit; but he occupies an estate if he enjoys the fruit of it. On the other hand, to occupy is only to hold under a certain compact; but to possess is to hold one's own. The tenant occupies the farm when he holds it
by a certain lease, and cultivates it for his subsistence: but the landlord possesses the farm, possesses the right to have it, and to receive the rent. We may hold by force, or fraud, or right; we occupy either by force or right; we possess only by right. Hence we say figuratively, to hold a person in esteem or contempt, to occupy a person's attention, or to possess his affection.

He (the eagle) drives them from his fort, the towering seat,
For age, of his empire, which in peace
Unfain'd he holds.—THOMSON.

In the Frogs of Aristophanes, three entire acts are occupied in a contest between Aeschylus and Euripides.—CUMBERLAND.

But now the feather'd youth their former bounds
Ardent disdain, and weighing off their wings.

Demand the free possession of the sky.—THOMSON.

To Hold, Support, Maintain.

Hold, v. To hold, keep.
Support, v. To countenance.
Maintain, v. To assist, maintain.

Hold is here, as in the former article, a term of very general import; he who supports and maintains must hold, though not vice versa.

Hold and support are employed in the proper sense, maintain in the improper sense. To hold is a term unqualified by any circumstance; we may hold a thing in any direction, hold it up or down, in a straight or oblique direction: support is a species of holding up; to hold up, however, is a personal act, or a direct effort of the individual; to support may be an indirect and a passive act: he who holds anything up keeps it in an upright posture, by the exertions of his strength; he who supports a thing only bears its weight, or suffers it to rest upon himself: persons or voluntary agents can hold up; insensible objects may support: a servant holds up a child that it may see; a pillar supports a building.

Hold, maintain, and support, are likewise employed still farther in a moral application, as it respects different circumstances; opinions are held and maintained as one's own; they are supported when they are another's. We hold and maintain when we believe; we support the belief or doctrine of another; or what we ourselves have asserted and maintained at a former time. What is held is held by the act of the mind within one's self; what is maintained and supported is openly declared to be held. To hold marks simply the state of one's own mind; to maintain indicates the effort which one makes to inform others of this state; to support indicates the efforts which one makes to justify that state. We hold an opinion only as it regards ourselves; we maintain and support it as it regards others; that is, we maintain it either with others, for others, or against others: we support it in an especial manner against others: we maintain it by assertion; we support it by argument.

But we do harm to all whom we maintain; they may do harm to all the world, when we undertake to support them. Good principles need only be held, or at most maintained, unless where adversaries set themselves up against them, and render it necessary to support them. Infallible principles have been held occasionally by individuals in all ages, but they were never maintained with so much openness and effrontery at any time, as at the close of the eighteenth century, when supporters of such principles were to be found in every tap-room.

HOLD is applied not only to principles and opinions, but also to sentiments: maintain and support are confined either to abstract and speculative opinions, or to the whole mind: we hold a thing dear or cheap, we hold it in abhorrence, or we hold it sacred; but we maintain or support truth or error; we maintain an influence over ourselves; we support our resolution.

It was a notable observation of a wise father, that those which hold and persuade us, with conduct were commonly interested therein themselves for their own ends.—BACON.

Nothing can support the minds of the guilty from despair.—SOUTHWICK.

Who that is free? The wise, who well maintains an empire over himself.—FRANCIS.

Holiday, v. Feast.

Holiness, Sanctity.

Holiness, which comes from the northern languages, has altogether acquired a Christian signification: it respects the life and temper of a Christian.

Sanctity, which is derived from the Latin sanctus and sancto to sanction, has merely a moral signification, which it derives from the sanction of human authority.

Holiness is to the mind of a man what sanctity is to his exterior; with this difference, that holiness to a certain degree ought to belong to every man professing Christianity; but sanctity, as it lies in the manners, the outward garb, and deportment, is becoming only to certain persons and at certain times. Holiness is a thing not to be affected; it is that genuine characteristic of Christianity which is altogether spiritual, and cannot be counterfeited: sanctity, on the other hand, is from its very nature exposed to falsehood, and the least to be trusted; when it displays itself in individuals, either by the sorrowfulness of their looks, or the singular cut of their garments, or other singularities of action and gesture, it is of the most questionable nature; but in one who performs the sacerdotal office it is a useful appendage to the solemnity of his character, exciting a reverential regard to the individual in the mind of the beholder, and the most exalted sentiments of that religion which he thus adorns by his outward profession.

Habitual preparation for the Sacrament consists in a permanent habit or principle of holiness.—SOUTH.

About an age ago, it was the fashion in England for every one that would be thought religious, to throw as much sanctity as possible into his face.—ADDISON.

Hollow, Empty.

Hollow, from hole, signifies being like a hole.

Empty, v. Empty.
Hollow respects the body itself; the absence of its own materials produces hollowness: empty respects foreign bodies; their absence in another body constitutes emptiness. Hollowness is therefore a preparative to emptiness, and may exist independently of it; but emptiness presupposes the existence of hollowness: what is empty must be hollow; but what is hollow need not be empty. Hollowness is often the natural property of a body; emptiness is a contingent property: that which is hollow is destined by nature to contain; but that which is empty is deprived of its contents by a casualty: a nut is hollow for the purpose of receiving the fruit; it is empty if it contain no fruit.

They are both employed in a moral acceptation, and in a bad sense; the hollow, in this case, is applied to what ought to be solid or sound; and empty to what ought to be filled: a person is hollow whose goodness lies only at the surface, whose fair words are without meaning; a truce is hollow which is only an external cessation from hostilities: a person is empty who is without a requisite portion of something, that is, who is destitute of an essential good, or who has no sense of, or no regard to, it.

The defects of an earthquake are much more dreadful than the highest and loudest clutters of a storm; for there may be some shelter against the violence of the one, but no security against the destruction of the other.—SOUTH.

The creature man, Condemned to sacrifice his childhood years To babbling ignorance and empty fears.—PRIOR.

**Holy, Pious, Devout, Religious.**

**Holy,** v. Holiness.

Pious, in Latin pius, which is most probably changed from dius or deus, signifies having a regard for the gods.

Devout, in Latin devoutus, from devor to engage by a vow, signifies devoted or consecrated.

Religious, in Latin religiosus, comes from religio and religo to bind, because religion binds the mind, and produces in it a fixed principle.

A strong regard to the Supreme Being is expressed by all these epithets; but holy conveys the most comprehensive idea; pious and devout designate most fervent of mind; religious is the most general and abstract in its signification. A holy man is in all respects heavenly-minded; he is more fit for heaven than earth: holiness to whatever degree it is possessed, abstracts the thoughts from sublunary objects, and fixes them on things that are above; it is therefore a Christian quality, which is not to be attained in its full perfection by human beings, in their present imperfect state, and is attainable by some to a much greater degree than by others. Our Saviour, in his pattern of holiness, has not rested his apostles after him, and immemorial saints and good men, both in and out of the ministry, have striven to imitate his example, by the holiness of their life and conversation; in such, however, as have exclusively devoted themselves to his service, this holiness may shine brighter than in those who are entangled with the affairs of the world.

Pious is a term more restricted in its signification, and consequently more extended in application than holy: piety is not a virtue peculiar to Christians, it is common to all believers in a Supreme Being; it is the homage of the heart and the affections to a superior Being: from a similarity in the relationship between a heavenly and an earthly parent, devotion is termed, and has in both cases been denominated piety. Piety towards God naturally produces piety towards parents; for the obedience of the heart, which gives rise to the virtue in the one case, seems instantly to dictate the exercise of it in the other. The difference between holiness and piety is obvious from this, that our Saviour and his apostles are characterized as holy, but not pious, because piety is swallowed up in holiness. On the other hand, Jew and Gentile, Christian and Heathen, are alike termed pious, when they cannot be called holy, because piety is not only a more practicable virtue, but because it is more universally applicable to the dependant condition man.

Devotion to the species of piety peculiar to the worshipper; it bespeaks that devotedness of mind which displays itself in the temple when the individual seems by his outward services solemnly to devote himself, soul and body, to the service of his Maker. Piety, therefore, lies in the heart, and may appear externally; but devotion does not properly exist except in an external observance: a man piously resigns himself to the will of God, in the midst of his afflictions; he prays devoutly in the bosom of his family.

Religious is a term of less import than either of the other terms; it denotes little more than the simple existence of religion; or a sense of religion in the mind; the religious man is so, more in his principles than in his affections; he is religious in his sentiments, inasmuch as he directs all his views according to the will of his Maker; and he is religious in his conduct, inasmuch as he observes the outward formalities of homage that are due to his Maker. A holy man fits himself for a higher state of existence, after which he is always aspiring; a pious man has God in all his thoughts, and seeks to do His will; a devout man bends himself in humble adoration, and pays his vows of prayer and thanksgiving; a religious man conforms in all things to what the dictates of his conscience require from him, as a responsible being, and a member of society.

When applied to things, these terms preserve a similar distinction: we speak of the holy sacrament; of a pious discourse, a pious ejaculation; of a devout exercise, a devout air; a religious sentiment, a religious life, a religious education, and the like.

The holiest man, by conversing with the world, insensibly draws something of soil and dust from it.—SOUTH.

In every age the practice has prevailed of substituting certain appearances of piety in the place of the great duties of humanity and mercy.—BLAIR.

A state of temperance, sobriety, and justice, without devotion, is a lifeless, insipid condition of virtue.—ADDISON.
HOLY.

HOMAGE.

From the above explanation of these terms, it is clear that there is a manifest difference between them, and yet that their resemblance is sufficiently great for them to be applied to the same objects. We speak of the Holy Spirit, and of Divine inspiration; by the first of which epithets we understand a power which is superhuman, but what is a constituent part of the Deity; by the second is represented merely in a general manner the source of the inspiration as coming from the Deity, and from man. Subjects are denominated either sacred or divine, as when we speak of sacred or divine hymns. The word sacred here characterizes the subjects of the poems, as those which are to be held sacred; and divine designates the subject of the hymns as not being ordinary or merely human: it is clear, therefore, that what is holy is in its very nature sacred, but not vice versa; and that what is holy and sacred is in its very nature divine; but the divine is not always either holy or sacred.

To fit us for a due access to the holy Sacrament, we must add actual preparation to individual.—SOUTH.

Religion property consists in a reverential esteem of things sacred.—SOUTH.

When a man resteth and assures himself upon Divine protection, he gathereth a force and faith which human nature in itself could not obtain.—BAXON.


Homage in French hommage, comes from homune a man, signifying a man's, that is, an inferior's, act of acknowledging superiority. Homage, in the technical sense, was an oath taken, or a service performed, by the tenant to his lord, on being admitted to his land; or by inferior princes to a sovereign, whereby they acknowledged his sovereignty, and promised fidelity: in its extended and figurative sense, it comprehends any solemn mark of deference, by which the superiority of another is acknowledged.

Fealty (from the French fédé, loyal, trusty), is a lower species of homage, consisting only of an oath; it was made formerly by tenants, who were bound thereby to personal service under the feudal system; it is never taken otherwise than in the proper sense.

Court, which derives its meaning from the verb to court, woo, and seek favour, is a species of homage, complaisance, or deference, which is assumed for a specific purpose; it is not only voluntary, but depends upon the humour and convenience of the courter.

Homage is paid or done to superior endowments; court is paid to the contingent, not the real, superiority of the individual. Homage consists in any form of respect which is admitted in civil society; the Romans did homage to the talent of Virgil, by always rising when he entered the theatre; men do homage to the wisdom of another, when they do not venture to contradict his assertions, or call in question his opinions. Court is every thing or nothing, as circumstances require: he who pays court to the humour of him to whom it is paid, while he is consulting his own interest.
HONESTY.

We cannot avoid observing the homogen which the world is constrained to pay to virtue.—BLAIR.

Man despising, Dishonesty breaks his faculty.—MILTON.

Virtue is the universal charm; even its shadow is courted.—BLAIR.

Honest, v. Fair.


Honesty, Uprightness, Integrity, Probity.

Honesty, v. Fair.

Uprightness, from upright, in German aufrichtig or aufgerichtet, from aufrichten to set up, signifies in a straight direction, not deviating nor turning aside.

Honest is the most familiar and universal term, it is applied alike to actions and principles, to a mode of conduct or a temper of mind: upright is applied to the conduct, but is always with reference to the moving principle. As it respects the conduct, honesty is a much more homely virtue than uprightness: a man is said to be honest who in his dealings with others does not violate the laws; thus a servant is honest who does not take any of the property of his master, or suffer it to be taken; or honesty is honest who does not sell bad articles; and people in general are denominated honest who pay what they owe, and do not adopt any methods of defrauding others; honesty in this sense, therefore, consists in negatives; but uprightness is positive, and extends to all matters which are above the reach of the law, and comprehends not only every thing which is known to be hurtful, but also whatever may chance to be hurtful. To be honest requires nothing but a knowledge of the first principles of civil society; it is learned, and may be practised, by the youngest and most ignorant: but to be upright supposes a superiority of understanding or information, which qualifies a person to discriminate between that which is lawful and what may not injure another. An honest man is contented with not overcharging another for that which he sells to him; but an upright man seeks to provide him with that which shall fully answer his purpose: a man will not think himself dishonest who leaves another to find out defects which it is possible may escape his notice; but an upright man will rather suffer a loss himself than expose another to an error which may be detrimental to his interests. From this difference between honesty and uprightness arises another, namely, that the honest man may be honest only for his own convenience, out of regard to his character, or a fear of the laws; but the upright man is always upright, from his sense of what is right, and his concern for others.

Honest, in its extended sense, as it is applied to principles, or to the general character of a man, is of a higher cast than the common kind of honesty above-mentioned; uprightness, however, in this case, still preserves its superiority. An honest principle is the first and most universally applicable principle, which the mind forms of what is right and wrong; and the honest man, who is so denominated on account of his having this principle, is looked upon with respect, inasmuch as he possesses the foundation of all moral virtue in his dealings with others. Honest is here the generic term, and uprightness the specific term; the former does not excite his sense of duty, but the latter, the honest man is rather contrasted with the rogue, and an honest principle is opposed to the selfish or artful principle: but the upright man or the upright mind can be compared or contrasted with nothing but itself; a man honest will do no harm if he know it; but an upright man is careful not to do to another what he would not have another do to him. Honesty is a feeling that actsuates and directs by a spontaneous impulse; uprightness is a principle that regulates or puts every thing into an even course. Honesty can be dispensed with in no case; but uprightness is called into exercise only in certain cases. We characterize a servant or the lowest person as honest: but we do not entitle any one in so low a capacity as upright, since uprightness is exercised in matters of higher moment, and rests upon the evidence of a man’s own mind: a judge, however, may with propriety be denominated upright, who scrupulously adheres to the dictates of an unbiased conscience in the administration of justice.

Uprightness is applicable only to principles and actions; Integrity (from the Latin integer whole) is applicable to the whole man or his character; and Probity (from probus or probius restraining, that is, restraining from evil) is in like manner used only in the comprehensive sense. Uprightness is the straightforwardness of rule by which actions and conduct in certain cases is measured; integrity is the wholeness or unbrokenness of a man’s character throughout life in his various transactions; probity is the excellence and purity of a man’s character in his various relations. When we call a man upright, we consider him free from the defects which injure the uniformity and fixedness of the principle by which he is actuated: when we call him a man of integrity, we view him in the gross, not in this nor that circumstance of life, but in every circumstance in which the rights and interests of others are concerned. Uprightness may therefore be looked upon in some measure as a part of integrity; with this difference, that the acting principle is in the one case only kept in view, whereas in the other case the conduct and principle are both included. The distinction between these terms is farther evident by observing their different application. We do not talk of a man’s uprightness being shaken, or of his preserving his uprightness; but of his integrity being shaken, and his preserving his integrity. We may, however, ascribe the particular conduct of any individual as properly to the integrity of his principles or mind, as to the uprightness of his principles. A man’s uprightness displays itself in his dealings, he be ever so trifling; but the integrity of his character is seen in the most important concerns of life. A judge shows his uprightness in his daily administration of justice, when he remains uninfluenced by any partial motive; he shows his integrity when he resists the most powerful motives of
personal interest and advantage out of respect to right and justice.

Integrity and probity are both general and abstract terms; but the former is relative, the latter is positive: integrity refers to the external injuries to which it may be assaulted or destroyed; it is goodness tried and preserved; probity is goodness existing of itself, without reference to anything else. There is no integrity where private interest is not in question; there is no probity wherever the interests of others are injured: integrity therefore includes that of probity; necessity obliges us to suppose integrity. Probity is a free principle, that acts without any force; integrity is a defensive principle, that is obliged to maintain itself against external force. Probity excludes all injustice; integrity excludes in a particular manner that injustice which would favour one's self. Probity respects the rights of every man, and seeks to render to every one what is his due; it does not wait to be asked, it does not require any compulsion; it voluntarily enters into all the circumstances and conditions of men, and measures out to each his portion: probity therefore forbids a man being malignant, hard, cruel, ungenerous, unfair, or anything else which may press unequally and unjustly on his neighbour; integrity is disinterested; it sacrifices every personal consideration to the maintenance of what is right: a man of integrity will not be contented to abstain from selling himself for gold; he will keep himself aloof from all private partialities or resentments, all party cabals or intrigues, which are apt to violate the integrity of his mind. We look for honesty and uprightness in citizens; it sets every question at rest between man and man: we look for integrity and probity in statesmen, or such as have to adjust the rights of many; they contribute to the public as often as to the private good.

Were I to take an estimate of the comparative value of these terms, I should denominate honesty the current coin which must be in every man's hands; he cannot dispense with it for his daily use: uprightness is fine silver: probity fiue gold without any alloy: and integrity gold tried and purified: all which are in the hands of but comparatively few, yet carry a value with them independently of the use which is made of them.

The blunt, honest humour of the Germans sounds better in the roughness of the high Dutch than it would in a polite tongue.—ADDISON.

The steward, whose account is clear, demands his honour may appear; His act is bright on the lighter side; He is, and would be, prov'd upright.—OAY.

The violation of the petition of right, imputed to King Charles I., is more to be ascribed to the insincerity of his situation than to any failure in the integrity of his principles.—HUME.

A compliment, as far as it deserves to be practised by a man of probity, is only the most civil and obliging way of saying what you mean.—ATTERBURY.

Honesty, Honour.

These terms both respect the principle which actuates men in the adjustment of their rights with each other. The words are both derived from the same source, namely, the Hebrew honor substance or wealth (v. Honesty), which, being the primitive source of esteem among men, became at length put for the measure or standard of esteem, namely, what is good. Hence Honesty and Honour are both founded upon what is estimable; with this difference, that honesty is confined to the first principles of laws upon which the society is founded, and honour is an independent principle that extends to everything which by usage has been admitted as estimable or entitled to esteem. An honest action, therefore, can never reflect so much credit on the agent as an honourable action, since in the performance of the one the motives comparatively low, whereas in the other case he is actuated solely by a fair regard for the honour or the esteem of others. To a breach of honesty is attached punishment and personal inconvenience in various forms; but to a breach of honour is annexed only disgrace or the ill opinion of others: he, therefore, who sets more value on honour than on the gratification of his passions than on the esteem of the world, may gain his petty purpose with the sacrifice of his honour; but he who strives to be dishonest is thwarted in his purpose by the intervention of the laws, which deprive him of his unworthy gains: consequently, men are compelled to be honest whether they will or not, but they are entirely free in the choice of being honourable.

On the other hand, since honesty is founded on the very first principles of human society, and honour on the incidental principles which have been annexed to them in the progress of time and culture, the former is positive and definite, and he who is actuated by the principle can never err; but the latter is indefinite and variable, and as it depends upon opinion it will easily mislead. We cannot have a false honesty, but we may have false honour. Honesty always keeps a man within the line of his duty; but a mistaken notion of what is honourable may carry a man very far from what is right, and may even lead him to run counter to common honesty.

Honesty, in the language of the Romans, as well as in French, rather signifies a composition of those qualities which generally acquire honour and esteem to those who possess them.—FOZELL.

With breathing brass to kindle fierce alarms, And rouge to dare their fate in honourable arms. —DRYDEN.


To Honour, Reverence, Respect.

These terms agree in expressing the act of an inferior towards his superior; but Honour (v. Glory) expresses less than Reverence (v. To adore), and more than Respect (v. To esteem).

To honour is only an outward act; to reverence is either an act of the mind or the outward expression of a sentiment; to respect is only an act of the mind. We honour God by adoration and worship, as well as by the performance of his will; we honour our parents by obeying them and giving them our personal service; we reverence our Maker by cherishing in our minds a dread of offending Him, and making a fearful use of his holy name and word; we reverence our parents by holding a similar sentiment in a less degree.
To honour and respect are extended to other objects besides our Maker and our parents; but reverence is confined to objects of a religious description: "We honour the king and all that are put in authority under him," by rendering to them the tribute that is due to their station; we respect all who possess superior qualities; and by forming of duty, it flows out of the constitution of civil society; the latter is a voluntary act flowing out of the temper of the mind towards others. To respect, as has been before observed, signifies merely to feel respect: but to show respect, or a mark of respect, supposes an outward action which brings it still nearer to honour. It is a mark of honour in subjects to keep the birthday of their Sovereign; it is a mark of respect to any individual to give him the upper seat in a room or at a table. Divine honours were formerly paid to the Romans by some of their emperors; respect is always paid to age in all Christian countries; among the heathens it differed according to the temper of the people.

Of learning, as of virtue, it may be affirmed that it is at once honoured and neglected.—JOHNSON.

The foundation of every proper disposition towards God may be laid in reverence; that is, admiration mixed with awe.—BLAIRE.

Establish your character on the respect of the wise, not on the flattery of dependants.—BLAIRE.

Honour, Dignity.

Honour (v. Honour) may be taken either for that which intrinsically belongs to a person or for that which is conferred on him.

Dignity, from the Latin dignus worthy, signifying worthiness, may be equally applied to what is extrinsic or intrinsic in a man.

In the first case honour has a reference to what is esteemed by others; dignity to that which is esteemed by ourselves: a sense of honour impels a man to do that which is esteemed honourable among men; a sense of dignity to do that which is fitting to his own character; that is, to the worth and greatness of his nature: the former strives to elevate himself as an individual; the latter to raise himself to the standard of his species: the former may lead a person astray; but the latter is an unerring guide. It is honour which makes a man draw his sword upon his friend: it is dignity which makes him despise every paltry affront from others, and apologize for every apparent affront on his own part. This distinction between the terms is kept up in their application to what is extraneous of a man: honour is that which is conferred on him by others; but dignity is the worth or value which is added to his condition: hence we always speak of honours as conferred or received; but dignities as possessed or maintained. Honours may sometimes be casual; but dignities are always permanent: an act of condescension from the sovereign is an honour; but the dignity lies in the elevation of the office. Hence it is that honours are mostly civil or political; dignities ecclesiastical.

When a proud, aspiring man meets with honour and perquisites, these are the things which are ready to lay hold of his heart and affections.—SOUTH.

Him Tullusnext in dignity succeeds.—DEYDEN.

Hope, Expectation, Trust, Confidence.

Hope, in German Hoffen, probably comes from the Greek or the to look at with pleasure.

Expectation, v. To expect.


Confidence, v. To confide.

Anticipation of futurity is the common idea expressed by all these words. Hope is welcome; expectation is either welcome or unwelcome: we hope only for that which is good; we expect the bad as well as the good. In bad weather we hope it will soon be better; but in a bad season we expect a bad harvest, and in a good season a good harvest. Hope is simply a presentiment; it may vary in degree, more according to the temper of the mind than the nature of the circumstances; some hope where there is no ground for hope, and others despair where they might hope. Expectation is a conviction that excludes doubt;* we expect in proportion as that conviction is positive: we hope that which may be or can possibly be; we expect that which must be or which ought to be. The young man hopes to live many years; the old man expects to die in a few years. Hope is a precious gift to man; it is denied to one under any circumstances; it is a solace in affliction, and a support under adversity; it throws a ray of light over the darkest scene: expectation is an evil rather than a good; whether we expect the thing that is agreeable or otherwise, it is seldom attended with anything but pain. Hope is justified by the nature of our condition; since everything is changing, we have also reason to hope that a present evil, however great, may be succeeded by something less severe: expectation is often an act of presumption, in which the mind outsteps its own powers, and estimates the future as if it were present; since everything future is uncertain but death, there is but one legitimate subject of expectation. Hope may be deferred, but never dies; it is a pleasure as lasting as it is great: expectation is swallowed up in certainty; it seldom leaves anything but disappointment.

Trust and confidence agree with hope in regard to the objects anticipated; they agree with expectation in regard to the certainty of the anticipation: expectation, trust, and confidence, when applied to some future good, differ principally in the grounds on which the certainty or positive conviction rests. Expectation springs either from the character of the individual or the nature of the event which is the subject of anticipation: in the former it is a decision; in the latter a rational conclusion: trust springs altogether from a view of the circumstances connected with the event, and is an inference or conclusion of the mind drawn from the whole: confidence arises more from the temper of the mind than from the nature of the object; it is rather an instantaneous decision than a rational conclusion. Expectation and confidence therefore are of a view erroneous, and mostly unwarrantable; the latter still more frequently than the former:

* See Kebhaldt: “Hoffnung, Erwartung, Vertrauen, Zuversicht.”
trust, like hope, is always warrantable, even though it may sometimes be deceived.

If we expect our friends to assist us in time of need, it may be a reasonable expectation founded upon their tried regard for us and promises of assistance; or it may be an extravagant expectation founded upon our self-love and self-sufficiency; if we trust that an eminent physician will cure us, it is founded upon our knowledge of his skill, and of the nature of our case; if we indulge a confident expectation that our performances will meet with universal approbation, it is founded upon our vanity and ignorance of ourselves. The most modest man is permitted to hope that his endeavours to please will not fail of success; and to trust so far in his own powers as to be encouraged to proceed: a prudent man will never think himself authorized to expect success, and still less to be confident of it, when a thousand contingencies may interveieve to defeat the proposed end.

Regions of sorrow, doleful shades, where peace
And hope can never dye: hope never comes,
That comes to all.—MILTON.

All these within the dungeon's depth remain,
Despairing pardon, and expecting pain.—DRYDEN.

Our country's gods, in whom our trust we place.—DRYDEN.

Hopeless, v. Desperate.
Hopeful, v. Despairful.
Horrid, v. Fearful.
Host, v. Army.
Hostility, v. Enmity.

Hot, Fiery, Burning, Ardent.

Hot, in German heis, Latin aestus, comes from the Hebrew ash fire.

Fiery signifies having fire.

Burning denotes the actual state of burning.

Ardent, v. Fervent.

These terms characterize either the presence of heat or the cause of heat: hot is the general term which marks simply the presence of heat; fiery goes farther, it denotes the presence of fire which is the cause of heat; burning denotes the action of fire, and consequently is more expressive than the two; ardent, which is literally the same in signification, is employed either in poetry or in application to moral objects: a room is hot; a furnace or the tail of a comet, fiery; a coal burning; the sun, ardent.

In the figurative application, a temper is said to be hot or fiery: rage is burning; the mind is ardent in pursuit of an object: zeal may be hot, fiery, burning, and ardent; but in the first three cases, it denotes the impenitence of the mind when heated by religion or politics; the latter is applicable so long as it is confined to a good object.

Let loose the raging elements. Breath'd hot
From all the homeless furnace of the sky.
And the wide, glittering waste of burning sand,
A scorching and the sultry sun,
With instant death.—THOMSON.

However, Yet, Nevertheless, Notwithstanding.

These conjunctions are in grammar termed adversative, because they join sentences together that stand more or less in opposition to each other. However is the most general and indefinite; it serves as a conclusive deduction drawn from the whole.

"The truth is however not yet all come out:"—by this is understood that much of the truth has been told, and much yet remains to be told: so likewise in similar sentences: "I am not however of that opinion," where it is implied other that many hold the opinion or much may be said of it, but be that as it may, I am not of that opinion: "however, you may rely on my assistance to that amount;" that is, at all events, let whatever happen, you may rely on so much of my assistance; however, as is obvious from the above example, connects a to only one single proposition, but many propositions either expressed or understood.

Yet, Nevertheless, and Notwithstanding, are mostly employed to set two specific propositions either in contrast or direct opposition to each other; the two latter are but species of the former, pointing out the opposition in a more specific manner.

There are cases in which yet is peculiarly proper; others in which nevertheless, and others in which notwithstanding, is preferable. Yet bespeaks a simple contrast; "Addison was not a good speaker, yet he was an admirable writer;" Johnson was a man of uncouth manners, yet he had a good heart and a sound head; "nevertheless and notwithstanding could not in these cases have been substituted. Nevertheless and notwithstanding are mostly used to imply effects or consequences opposite to what might naturally be expected to result.

"He has acted an unworthy part; nevertheless I will be a friend to him as far as I can;" that is, although he has acted an unworthy part, I will be no less his friend as far as I can. "Notwithstanding all I have said, he still persists in his own impudent conduct;" that is, all I have said notwithstanding or not restraining him from it, he still persists. "He is still rich notwithstanding his loss;" that is, his loss notwithstanding, or not standing in the way of it, he is still rich. From this resolution of the terms, more than from any specific rule, we may judge of their distinct applications, and clearly perceive that in such cases as those above cited the conjunctions nevertheless and notwithstanding could not be substituted for each other, nor yet for either: in other cases, however, where the objects are less definitely placed out, they may be used indifferently. "The Jesuits piqued themselves always upon their strict morality, and yet (notwithstanding or nevertheless) they admitted of many things not altogether consonant with moral principle; you know that
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do not, and a sense of the bad side of human nature.

—HUGH.

He had not that reverence for the queen as might have been expected from a man of his wisdom and breeding; yet he was imperiously solicitous to know what her Majesty said of him in private. —CLARENDON.

There will always be something that we shall wish to have finished, and be nevertheless unwilling to begin. —JOHNSTON.

Note: There is such infinite room between awe and his Maker for the creative power to exert itself in, it is impossible that it should ever be filled up. —ADDITION.

Hue, v. Colour.

To Hug, v. To clasp.

Huge, v. Enormous.

Human, Humane.

Though both derived from homo a man, they are thus far distinguished that Human is said of the genus, and Humane of the species. The human race or human beings are opposed to the irrational part of the creation; a humane race or a humane individual is opposed to one that is cruel and fond of inflicting pain. He who is not human is divested of the first and distinguishing characteristics of his kind; he who is not humane, of the most important and elevated characteristic that belongs to his nature.

Christianity has rescued human nature from that ignominious yoke under which in former times the one half of mankind groaned.—BLAIR.

Life, filled with grief's distressful train,
For ever asks the tear-humane.—LANGEHORN.


To Humble, v. To abase.

Humble, Lowly, Low.

Humble (v. Humble, modest) is here compared with the other terms as it respects both persons and conduct. A person is said to be humble on account of the state of his mind: he is said to be Lowly and Low either on account of his mind or his outward circumstances. A humble person is so in his principles and in his conduct; a lovely person is so in the tone of his feelings, or in his station and walk of life; a love person is so either in his sentiments, in his actions, or in his rank and condition.

Humility should form a part of the character as it is opposed to arrogance and assumption; it is most consistent with the fallibility of our nature. Loveliness should form a part of our temper, as it is opposed to an aspiring and lofty mind; it is most consistent with the temper of our Saviour, who was meek and lowly of mind. The humble and lovely are always taken in a good sense: but the love either in a bad or an indifferent sense. A lovely man, whether as it respects his mind or his condition, is so without any mortal debasement, but a man who is love in his condition is likewise conceived to be love in his habits and sentiments, which is being near akin to the vicious. The same distinction is preserved in applying these terms to inanimate or spiritual objects. A humble roof, a humble office, a humble station, are associated with the highest moral worth; whilst a love office, a love situation, a low birth seem to exclude the idea of worth.

Sleep is a god too proud to wait in palaces,
And yet no humble too as not to scorn
The meanest country cottage.—COWLEY.

Where purple violets lurk
With all the lovely children of the shade.

—THOMSON.

With reverence bow,
And prostrate at his feet, the chiefs receive
His irreversible decree.—SOMERVILLE.

Humble, Modest, Submissive.

Humble, in Latin humilis low, comes from humus the ground, which is the lowest position.

Modest, v. Modest.

Submissive, in Latin submissus, participle of submitto, signifies put under.

These terms designate the temper of mind the reverse of self-conceit or pride. The humble is so with regard to ourselves or others: modest is that which respects ourselves only: submission that which respects others. A man is humble from a sense of his comparative inferiority to others in point of station and outward circumstances; or he is humble from a sense of his imperfections, and a consciousness of not being what he ought to be: he is modest in as much as he sets but little value on his qualifications, acquirements, and endowments. Humility is a painful sentiment: for when it respects others it is coupled with fear, when it respects our own unworthiness it is coupled with sorrow: modesty is a peaceful sentiment; it serves to keep the whole mind in due bounds.

When humility and modesty show themselves in the outward conduct, the former bows itself down, the latter shrinks; a humble man gives freely to others from a sense of their desert; a modest man demands nothing for himself, from an unconsciousness of desert in himself.

Between humble and submissive there is this prominent feature of distinction, that the former marks a temper of mind, the latter a mode of action: the former is therefore often the cause of the latter, but not so always: we may be submissive because we are humble; but we may likewise be submissive from fear, from interested motives, from necessity, from duty and the like; and on the other hand, we may be humble without being submissive, when we are not brought into connection with others. A man is humble in his closet when he takes a review of his sinfulness: he is submissive to a master whose displeasure he dreads.

As humility may display itself in the outward conduct, it approaches still nearer to submissive in application: hence we say a humble air, and a submissive air; the former to denote a man's sense of his own comparative littleness, the latter to indicate his readiness to submit to the will of another: a man therefore carries his humble air about him with all his superiors, may, indeed, to the world at large: but he puts on his submissive air only to the individual who has the power of controlling him. Upon the same principle, if I humbly ask a person's pardon, or humbly solicit any favour, I mean to express a sense of my own unworthi-
ness compared with the individual addressed; but when a counsel- 
ness addresses a judge on the bench; it im-
plies his willingness to submit to the decision of the 
bench; or if a person submissively yields 
to the wishes of another, it is done with an 
air that beeps his readiness to conform his 
actions to a prescribed rule.

In God's holy house, I prostrate myself in the hum-
mourful and decentest way of penitence I can imagine.—

HUME.

Sedition itself is modest in the dawn, and only tolera-
tion may be petitioned where nothing less than empire is 
sovereign.—SOUTH.

And potent Rajas, who themselves preside 
over realms of wide extent! But here submissive 
Their homage pay! alternate kings and slaves! 
SOMERVILLE.

To Humble, Humiliate, Degrade.

Humble and Humiliate are both drawn from 
the same source (v. Humble, modest).

Degrade, v. To abuse.

Humble is commonly used as the act either 
of persons or things: a person may humble 
himself or he may be humbled: humiliate is 
employed to characterize things; a thing is 
humiliating or an humiliation. No man humbles 
himself by the acknowledgment of a fault; 
but it is a great humiliation for a person to be 
dependent on another for a living when he has 
it in his power to obtain it for himself: to 
humble is to bring down to the ground: it 
supposes a certain eminence, either created by 
the mind or really existing in the outward 
circumstances: to degrade is to let down lower; 
it supposes steps for ascending or descending. 
He who is most elevated in his own esteem may be most humbled: misfortunes 
may humble the proudest conqueror: he who 
is most elevated in the esteem of others may be 
the most degraded: envy is ever on the 
alert to degrade. A lesson in the school of 
adversity is humbling to one who has known 
nothing but prosperity: terms of peace are 
humiliating; low vices are peculiarly degrading 
to a man of rank.

Deep horror seizes ev'ry human breast, 
Their pride is humbled, and their fear confes'd.

A long habit of humiliation does not seem a very 
good prepossessing to manly and vigorous sentiments.—

BURL.

Who but a tyrant (a name expressive of everything 
which can vitiate and degrade human nature) could think 
of seizing on the property of men unaccused and unheard.

BURL.

To Humiliate, v. To humble.

Humour, v. Liquid.

Humour, Temper, Mood.

Humour literally signifies moisture or fluid, in which sense it is used for the fluids of 
the human body; and as far as these humours 
or their particular state is connected with, or 
has its influence on, the animal spirits and the 
moral feelings, so far is humour applicable to 
moral agents.

Temper (v. Disposition) is less specific in 
its significations; it may with equal propriety, 
under the changed form of temperament, be 
applicable to the general state of the body or 
the mind.

Mood, which is but a change from mode or 
manner, has an original significance not less 
indefinite than the former; it is applied, however, 
only to the mind. As the humours of the body 
are the most variable parts of the animal frame, 
humour in regard to the mind denotes a 
partial and transitory state when compared with 
the temper, which is a general and 
habitual state. The humour is so fluctuating 
that it varies in the same mind perpetually; 
but the temper is so far constant, that it always 
shows itself to be the same whenever it shows 
itself at all: the humour makes a man different 
from himself; the temper makes him different 
from others. Hence we speak of the humour of 
the moment; of the temper of youth or of 
old age; so likewise we say, to accommodate 
one's self to the humour of a person; to manage 
his temper; to put one into a certain humour; 
to correct or sear the temper. Humour is not 
less partial in its nature than in its duration; 
it fixes itself often on only one object, or 
respects only one particular direction of the 
feelings: temper extends to all the actions and 
opinions as well as feelings of a man; it gives 
a colouring to all he says, does, thinks, and 
does. We must be in a temper in every act of 
reading; for what is gay or what is serious; for what is noisy or what is quiet: but our 
temper is discoverable in our daily conduct; 
we may be in a good or ill humour in company, 
but in domestic life and in our closest relations 
we show whether we are good or ill tempered. 
A man shows his humour in different trifling 
actions; he shows his temper in the great 
important actions: it may be a man's humour 
to sit while others stand, or to go ushavish 
while others shave; but he shows his temper 
as a Christian or otherwise in forgiving injuries 
or harbouring resentments; in living peaceably, 
or indulging himself in contentions.

The one is kept up between the terms when applied to bodies of men. 
A nation may have its humour and its temper as 
much as an individual: the former discovers 
itself in the manners and fashions; the latter 
in its public spirit towards its government 
or other nations. It has been the unlucky humour 
of the present day to banish ceremony, and 
consequently decency, from all companies; the 
temper of the times is somewhat more 
sober now than it was during the heat of the 
revolutionary mania.

Humour and mood agree in denoting a par-
ticular and temporary state of feeling; but 
they differ in the cause: the former being 
attributable rather to the physical state of 
the body, and the latter to the moral frame 
of the mind: the former therefore is inde-
pendent of all external circumstances, or at 
all events, of any that are reducible to system; 
the latter is guided entirely by events, or the 
view which the mind takes of events. Humour 
is therefore generally taken in a bad sense, 
unless actually qualified by some epithet to 
the contrary: mood is always taken in an 
indifferent sense. There is no calculating on 
the humour of a man; it depends upon his 
mood whether he performs ill or well: it is 
necessary to suppress humour in a child; we 
discover by the melancholy mood of a man
that something distressing has happened to him.

True modesty is ashamed to do anything that is opposite to the humour of the company.—ADISON.

There are three or four single men who suit my temper to a hair.—COWPER.

Strange as it may seem, the most ludicrous lines I ever wrote have been written in the saddest mood.—COWPER.

Humour, Caprice.


Caprice, v. Capricious.

Humour is general; caprice is particular: humour may be good or bad; caprice is always taken in a bad sense. Humour is always independent of fixed principles; it is the feeling or impulse of the moment: caprice is always opposed to fixed principle, or rational motives of acting; it is the feeling of the individual setting at nought all rule, and defying all reason. The feeling only is perverted when the humour predominates; the judgment and will is perverted by caprice: a child shows its humour in fretfulness and impatience; a man betrays his caprice in his intercourse with others, in the management of his concerns, in the choice of his amusements.

Indulgence renders children and subordinate persons humorsome; prosperity or unlimited power is apt to render a man capricious: a humorsome person commonly objects to be pleased, or is easily displeased; a capricious person likes and dislikes the same thing in quick succession. Humour, when applied to things, has the sense of wit; whence the distinction between humorsome and humorous: the former implying the existence of humour or perverted feeling in the person: the latter implying the existence of humour or wit in the person or thing. Caprice is improperly applied to things to designate their total irregularity and planlessness of proceeding: as, in speaking of fashion, we notice its caprice when that which has been laid aside is again taken into use: diseases are termed capricious which act in direct opposition to all established rule.

You'll ask me, why I rather choose to have A weight of carrion flesh than to receive Three thousand ducats; I'll not answer that, But say, it is my humour.—SHAKESPEARE.

Men will submit to any rule by which they may be exempted from the tyranny of caprices and chance.—JOHNSON.

Humour, v. Wit.

To Humour, v. To qualify.

Hunt, Chase.

The leading idea in the word Hunt is that of searching after; the leading idea in the word Chase is that of driving away, or before one. In a strict sense, hunt denotes a search for objects not within sight; chase is a pursuit after such objects only as are within sight: we may hunt, therefore, without chasing; we may chase without hunting: a person hunts after, but does not chase that which is lost: a boy chases, but does not hunt a butterfly. When applied to field sports, the hunt commences as soon as the huntsman begins to look for the game: the chase commences as soon as it is found: on this ground, perhaps, it is, that hunt is used in familiar discourse to designate the specific act of taking this amusement; and chase is used only in particular cases where the peculiar idea is to be expressed: a fox hunt, or a stag hunt, is said to take place on a particular day; or that there has been no hunting this season, or that the hunt has been very bad: but we speak, on the other hand, of the pleasures of the chase; or that the chase lasted very long; the animal gave a long chase.

Come hither, boy! we'll hunt to-day
The bookworm, ravening beast of prey.—POPE.

Greatness of mind and fortune too
Th' Olympic trophies show:
Both their several parts must do
In the noble chase of fame.—COWLEY.

To Hunt, v. To cast.

Hurricane, v. Breeze.

To Hurry, v. To hasten.

Hurt, v. Injury.

Hurt, v. Sorry.

Hurtful, v. Disadvantage.

Hurtful, Pernicious, Noxious, Noisome.

Hurtful signifies full of hurt, or causing plenty of hurt.

Pernicious, v. Destructive.

Noxious and Noisome, from the Latin noxius and nocens to hurt, and the Italian noioso, signifies the same originally as hurtful.

Between hurtful and pernicious there is the same distinction as between hurting and destroying: that which is hurtful may hurt in various ways; but that which is pernicious necessarily tends to destruction: confinement is hurtful to the health: bad company is pernicious to the morals; or the doctrines of free-thinkers are pernicious to the well-being of society. Noxious and noisome are species of the hurtful: things may be hurtful both to body and mind; noxious and noisome only to the body: that which is noxious inflicts a direct injury; that which is noisome inflicts it indirectly: noxious insects are such as wound; noisome vapours are such as tend to create disorders: Ireland is said to be free from every noxious weed or animal; where filth is brought together, there will always be noisome smells.

The hurtful hazel in thy vineyard shun.—DRYDEN.

Of strength, pernicious to myself, I boast,
The powers I have were given me to my cost.—LEWIS.

The serpent, subtlest bane of all the field, Of huge extent; with sly, sinister eyes, And hairy mane, terrible, though to thee Not noxious, but obdient at thy call.—MILTON.

The only prison that else the soul As the dark habitation, where she dwells Is in a noisome dungeon.—BELMER.

Husbandman, v. Farmer.

Husbandry, v. Cultivation.
Hypocrite, Dissembler.

Hypocrite, in Greek ὑπόκριτας from ὑπό and κρίνω, signifies one appearing under a mask.

Dissembler, from dissemble, in Latin dissimulo or dis similis, signifies one who makes himself appear unlike what he really is.

The hypocrιte feigns to be what he is not; the dissembler conceals what he is: the former takes to himself the credit of virtues which he has not; the latter conceals the vices that he has: every hypocrite is a dissembler: but every dissembler is not a hypocrite: the hypocrite makes truth serve the purpose of falsehood; the dissembler is content with making falsehood serve his own particular purpose.

In regard to others, hypocrisy is not so pernicious as barefaced irreligion.—ADDISON.

So spake the false dissembler unperceived.—MILTON.

I.

Idea, Thought, Imagination.

Idea, in Latin idea, Greek ἰδέα, signifies the form or image of an object, from ἰδεω to see, that is, the thing seen in the mind.

Thought literally signifies the thing thought.

Imagination signifies the thing imagined.

The idea is the simple representation of an object; the thought is the reflection; and the imagination is the combination of ideas: we have ideas of the sun, the moon, and all material objects; we have thoughts on moral subjects; we have imaginations drawn from the ideas already existing in the mind. Ideas are formed; they are the rude materials with which the thinking faculty exerts itself: thoughts arise in the mind by means of association, or recur in the mind by the power of the memory; they are the materials with which the thinking faculty employs itself: imaginations are created by the mind's action on itself; they are the materials with which the understanding seeks to enrich itself.

The word idea is not only the most general in sense, but the most universal in application; the term imagination is properly more restricted in meaning. All these words have therefore a distinct office, in which they cannot properly be confounded with each other. Idea is used in all cases for the mental representation, abstractedly from the agent that represents them: hence ideas are either clear or distinct; ideas are attached to words: ideas are analysed, confounded, and the like; in which cases the word thought could not be substituted. Thought belongs only to thinking and rational beings: the brutes may be said to have ideas, but not thoughts: hence thoughts are either mean, fine, grovelling, or sublime, according to the nature of the mind in which they exist: hence we say with more propriety, to indulge a thought than to indulge an idea; to express one's thoughts, rather than one's ideas, on any subject: although the latter term, idea, on account of its comprehensive use, may without violation of any express rule be indiscriminately employed in general discourse for thought; yet the former term does not on this account lose its characteristic meaning.

Imagination is not only the fruit of thought, but of peculiar thought: the thought may be another's; the imagination is one's own; the thought occurs and recurs; it comes and it goes; it is retained or rejected at the pleasure of the thinking being: the imagination is framed by special desire; it is cherished with the partiality of a parent for its offspring. Thoughts are busy with the surrounding objects; imaginations are employed on distant and strange objects; hence thoughts are denominated sober, chaste, and the like: imaginations, wild and extravagant. Thoughts engage the mind as circumstances give rise to them; they are always supposed to have a foundation in something: imaginations, on the other hand, are often the mere fruit of a disordered brain; they are always regarded as unsubstantial, if not unreal; they frequently owe their origin to the suggestions of the appetites and passions; whence they are termed the imaginations of the heart.

Every one finds that many of the ideas which he desired to retain have slipped away irretrievably.—JOHNSON.

O calm
The warring passions, and tumultious thoughts
That rage within thee.—ROWE.

Different climates produce in men by a different mixture of the humours a different and unequal course of imaginations and passions.—TEMPLE.


Ideal, Imaginary.

Ideal does not strictly adhere to the sense of its primitive idea (v. Idea): the idea is the representation of a real object in the mind; but ideal signifies belonging to the idea independently of the reality or the external object. Imaginary preserves the signification of its primitive imagination (v. Fancy, also v. Idea), as denoting what is created by the mind itself.

The ideal is not directly opposed to, but abstracted from, the real; the imaginary, on the other hand, is directly opposed to the real; it is the unreal thing formed by the imagination. Ideal happiness is the happiness which is formed in the mind, without having any direct and actual prototype in nature; but it may, nevertheless, be something possible to be
realised; it may be above nature, but not in
direct contradiction to it; the imaginary
is that which is opposite to some positive exis-
ting reality; the pleasure which a lunatic
derives from the conceit of being a king is
altogether imaginary.

There is not, perhaps, in all the stores of
ideas a uglier thing more painful than the consciousness of having
propagated corruption.—JOHNSON.

Superior beings know well the vanity of those imagi-
ary perfections that swell the heart of man.—ADDISON.

Idiom, v. Language.

Idiot, v. Fool.

Idle, Lazy, Indolent.

Idle is in German eitel vain.

Lazy, in German lässig, comes from the Latin
lauswaverly, because weariness naturally engenders
laziness.

Indolent, in Latin indolens, signifies without
feeling, having a apathy or unconcern.

A propensity to inaction is the common idea by which these words are connected;
they differ in the cause and degree of the quality: idle expresses less than lazy, and
lazy less than indolent; one is termed idle who will do nothing useful; one is lazy who will
do nothing great; one is indolent who does not care to do anything or set about anything.
There is no direct inaction in the idler; for a child is idle who will not learn his letters, but he is active
enough in that which pleases himself: there is
an aversion to corporeal action in a lazy man,
but not always to mental action; he is lazy at
work, lazy in walking, or lazy in sitting; but
he may not object to any employment, such
as reading or thinking, which leaves his body
entirely at rest: an indolent man, on the con-
trary, falls in activity from a defect both in the
mind and the body; he will not only not
move, but he will not even think, if it give
him two twinges; trifling exertions of any
kind are sufficient, even in prospect, to deter
him from attempting to move.

Idleness is common to the young and the thoughtless,
but to such as have not steadiness of mind to set a value on anything which may
be acquired by exertion and regular employ-
ment; the idle man is opposed to one that is
diligent; laziness is frequent among those
who are compelled to work for others; it is
a habit of body superinduced upon one's condition;
those who should labour are often the
most unwilling to move at all, and since the
spring of the mind which should impel them
to action is wanting, and as they are con-
tinually under the necessity of moving at the
will of another, they acquire an habitual
reductance to any motion, and find their comfort
in entire inaction; hence laziness is almost
collected to servants and the labouring classes;
laziness is opposed to industry: indolence is a physical property of the mind, a want of
motive or purpose to action: the indolent man is
so fond of his bodily ease as the lazy
man, but he shrinks from every species of
exertion still more than the latter; indolence
is a disease most observable in the higher
classes, and even in persons of the highest in-
tellectual endowments, in whom there should
be the most powerful motives to exertion;
the indolent stands in direct opposition to
nothing but the general term active.

The life of a common player is most apt to
breed an habitual idleness; as they have no
serious employment to occupy their hands or
their heads, they grow averse to everything
which would require the exercise of either:
the life of a common soldier is apt to breed
laziness; he who can sit or lie for twenty
hours out of the twenty-four will soon acquire
a disgust to any kind of labour, unless he be
naturally of an active turn; the life of a rich
man is most favourable to indolence; he who
has everything provided at his hand, not only
for the necessities, but the comforts of life,
may soon become averse to everything that
wears the face of exertion; he may become
indolent, if he be not unfortunately so by
nature.

As pride is sometimes hid under humility, idleness is
often covered by turbulence and hurry.—JOHNSON.

The dawn,
The rook, and magpie, to the grey-grown oaks,
That th' old village is not quite deserted
Sheltering embrace, direct their lazy flight.

THOMSON.

Nothing is so opposite to the true enjoyment of life
as the relaxed and feeble state of an indolent mind.—BLAIR.

Idle, Leisure, Vacant.

Idle, v. Idle.

Leisure, otherwise spelt leisure, comes from
tease, as in the compound release, and the Latin
laxo to make lax or loose, that is, loosened or set free.


Idle is opposed here to the busy; leisure
to the employed: he therefore who is
idle, instead of being busy, commits a fault;
which is not always the case with him who is
at leisure or free from his employment. Idle
is always taken in a sense more or less un-
advantageous; a leisure time is a sense perfectly
indifferent: if a man says of himself that he
has spent an idle hour in this or that place, in
amusement, company, and the like, he means
to signify he would have spent it better if anything had offered; on the other hand,
he would say that he spends his leisure moments
in a suitable relaxation: he who values his
time will take care to have as few idle hours
as possible; but since no one can always be
employed in severe labour, he will occupy his
leisure hours in that which best suits his taste.

Idle and leisure are said in particular refer-
ence to the time that is employed; vacant is
a more general term, that simply qualifies the
thing: an idle hour is one without any proper
employment; a vacant hour is in general one
free from the employments with which it
might be filled up; a person has leisure time
according to his wishes; he may have
vacant time from necessity, that is, when he is
in want of employment.

Life is sustained with so little labour that the tedious-
ness of idle time cannot otherwise be supported (than by
artificial means).—JOHNSON.

The plant that shoots from seed, a sullen tree
At leisure grows, for late posterity.—DRYDEN.

Indolence dictates expedients by which life may be passed
unprofitably, without the tediousness of many vacant
hours.—JOHNSON.
Idle, Vain.

Idle, v. Idle, lazy.

Vain, in Latin vanus, probably changed from vacareus, signifies empty.

These epithets are both opposed to the solid or substantial; but idle has a more particular reference to what ought or ought not to engage the time or attention; vain seems to qualify the thing without any such reference. A pursuit may be termed either idle or vain: In the former case, it reflects immediately on the agent for not employing his time on something more serious; but in the latter case, it simply characterizes the pursuit as one that will be attended with no good consequences; when we consider ourselves as beings who have but a short time to live, and that every moment of that time ought to be thoroughly well-spent, we should be careful to avoid all idle concerns; when we consider ourselves as rational beings, who are responsible for the use of those powers with which we have been invested by our Almighty Maker, we shall be careful to reject all vain concerns: an idle effort is made by one who does not care to exert himself for any useful purpose, who works only to please himself; a vain effort may be made by one who is in a state of desperation.

And let no spot of idle earth be found.

Cultivate the genius of the ground.—DEYDEN.

Deflected by vain opinions, we look to the advantages of fortune as our ultimate goods.—BLAIR.

Ignominy, v. Infamy.

Ignorant, Illiterate, Unlearned, Unlettered.

Ignorant, in Latin ignorans, from the privative ignor-, or in and noro, or the Greek ignoros, signifies not knowing things in general, or not knowing any particular circumstance.

Unlearned, Illiterate, and Unlettered, are compared with ignorant in the general sense.

Ignorant is a comprehensive term; it includes any degree from the highest to the lowest, and consequently includes the other terms, illiterate, unlearned, and unlettered, which express different degrees of ignorance. Ignorance is not always to one's disgrace, since it is not always one's fault; the term is not therefore directly reproachful: the poor ignorant savage is an object of pity rather than condemnation; but when ignorance is coupled with self-conceit and presumption, it is a perfect deformity: hence the word illiterate, which is used only in such cases has become a term of reproach: an ignorant man who sets up to teach others is termed an illiterate preacher; and quacks, whether in religion or medicine, from the very nature of their calling, are altogether an illiterate race of men. The words unlearned and unlettered are discouraged from on unfavourable associations. A modest man, who makes no pretensions to learning, may suitably apologize for his supposed deficiencies by saying he is an unlearned or unlettered man; the former is, however, a term of more familiar use than the latter. A man may be described either as generally unlearned or as unlearned in particular sciences or arts; as unlearned in history; unlearned in philosophy; unlearned in the ways of the world: a poet may describe his muse as unlettered.

He said, and sent Cyllenius with command
To free the ports, and eke the Punic land
To Trojan guests; lest, ignorant of fate,
The Queen might force them from her town and state.

But unletter'd, that untaught man,
The half of wisdom, and two thirds of sense.

Because this doctrine may have appeared to the unlettered light and whimst, I must take leave to unfold the wisdom and antiquity of my first proposition in these my essays, to wit, that "every worthless man is a dead man."—ADDISON.

Ajax, the laziest man, the unlettered soldier, had no way to make his anger known but by gloomy sullenness.—JOHNSON.

Ill, v. Badly.

Illness, v. Sickness:

Illiterate, v. Ignorant.

To Illuminate, Illumine, Enlighten.

Illuminate, in Latin illuminatus, participle of illuminare, and Enlighten, from the noun light, both denote the communication of light; the former in the natural, the latter in the moral sense. We illuminate by means of artificial lights; the sun illuminates the world by its own light: preaching and instruction enlighten the minds of men. Illumine is but a poetic variation of illuminate; as, the Sun of Righteousness illumined the benighted world: illuminations are employed as public demonstrations of joy: no nation is now termed enlightened but such as have received the light of the Gospel.

Reason our guide, what can she more reply,

Than that the sun illuminates the sky!—PRIOR.

But if neither you nor I can gather so much from these places, they will tell us is because we are not inwardly enlightened.—SOUTH.

What is in me is dark
Illumine; what is low, raise and support.—MILTON.

To Illuminate, v. To illuminate.

To Illustrate, v. To explain.

Illustrious, v. Distinguished.

Illustrious, v. Famous.

Ill Will, v. Hatred.

Image, v. Likeness.

Imaginary, v. Ideal.

Imagination, v. Fancy.


To Imagine, v. To conceive.

To Imagine, v. To think.

Imbecility, v. Debility.

To Imitate, v. To follow.

To Imitate, Copy, Counterfeit.

To Imitate, v. To follow.

Copy, v. Copy.

Counterfeit, from the Latin contra and facio, signifies to make in opposition to the reality.
IMITATE.

The idea of taking a likeness of some object is common to all these terms; but imitate is the generic; copy and counterfeit the specific terms: to imitate is to take a general likeness; to copy, to take an exact likeness; to counterfeit, to take a false likeness; to imitate is, therefore, almost always used in a good or an admiring sense of some character or quality imitated, and to counterfeit always, in a bad sense: to imitate an author's style is at all times allowable for one who cannot form a style for himself; but to copy an author's style would be a too slavish adherence even for the dullest writer. To imitate is applicable to every object, for every external object is indifferent to imitation; and in the imitation the imitative faculty displays itself alike in the highest and the lowest matters, in works of art and moral conduct; to copy is applicable only to certain objects which will admit of a minute likeness being taken; thus, an artist may be said to copy from nature, which is almost the only certain way of which copying is possible, except when it is a mere manual act; to copy anything in others, whether it be their voice, their manners, their language, or their works, is inconsistent with the independence which belongs to every rational agent: to counterfeit is applicable but to few objects, and happily practised in few cases; we may counterfeit coin, or we may counterfeit the person, the character, the voice, or the handwriting, of any one for whom we would wish to pass; but if the likeness be not very exact, the falsehood is easily detected.

Poetry and music have the power of imitating the manners of men.—SIR WM. JONES.

The mind, impressionable and soft, with ease imbibes and copies what he hears and sees.

I can counterfeit the deep tragedian,
Speak and look big, and try on every side.

SHAKESPEARE.

To Imitate, Mimick, Mock, Ape.

Imitate, v. To follow.

Mimick, from the Greek μιμως, has the same origin as imitate.

Mock, in French mocquer, Greek μωκαω to laugh at.

To Ape signifies to imitate like an ape.

To imitate is here the general term: to mimic and to ape are both species of vicious imitation.

One imitates that which is deserving of imitation, or the contrary; one mimicks either that which is not an authorized subject of imitation or which is imitated so as to excite injury to some; but both wish to make that his own which he imitates, but he mimicks for the entertainment of others.

The force of example is illustrated by the readiness with which people imitate each other's actions when they are in close intercourse: the trick of mimicking is sometimes carried to such an extravagant pitch that it can screen himself from being the object of this species of buffoonery; to ape is a serious though an absurd act of imitation; to mimic is a jeerror act of imitation; to mock is an ill-natured and vulgar act of imitation.

The ape imitates to please himself, but the mimic imitates to please others. The ape usually tries to comes as near the original as he can; the mimic tries to render the imitation as ridiculous as possible: the former apes out of deference to the person aped; the latter mimicks out of contempt or disregard.

Mimickry belongs to the merry-andrew or buffoon; crying to the weakling who has no originality in himself. Some people display their talents in mimicking the cries of birds or beasts, for the entertainment of the gaping crowd; weak and vain people, who wish to be admired for that which they have not in themselves, ape the dress, the manners, the voice, the mode of speech, and the like, of some one who is above them. Mocker excites laughter from that which is burlesque in it; aping excites laughter from that which is absurd and unsuitable in it; mockery excites laughter from the malicious temper of those who enjoy it.

Because we sometimes walk on two!
I hate theimitating crew.—GAY.

Nor will it less delight thy attentive eye
To observe the imiters that imitate the guides.

The brutal race which mimicks reason's love.

SOMERVILLE.

A courtier any ape surpasses;
Behold him haughtily grasping wait
Upon the minister of state,
View him soon after to inferiors
Ating the conduct of superiors.—SWIFT.

Immaterial, v. Incorporeal.

Immaterial, v. Unimportant.

Immediately, v. Directly.

Immense, v. Enormous.

Imminent, Impending, Threatening.

Imminent, in Latin imminent, from minare to remain, signifies resting or coming upon.

Impending, from the Latin pendere to hang, signifies hanging.

Threatening is used in the sense of the verb to threaten.

All these terms are used in regard to some evil that is exceedingly near; imminent conveys no idea of duration; impending excludes the idea of what is momentary. A person may be in imminent danger of losing his life in one instant, and the danger may be over the next instant; but an impending danger is that which has been long in existence, and gradually approaching; we can see and escape imminent danger by any efforts of one's own; but we may be successfully warned to escape from an impending danger. Imminent and impending are said of dangers that are not discoverable; but a threatening evil gives intimations of its own approach; we perceive the threatening tempest in the blackness of the sky: we hear the threatening sounds of the enemy's slashing swords.

The threatening voice and fierce gestures with which these words were uttered struck Montezuma. He saw his own danger was imminent, the necessity unavoidable.

—ROBERTSON.

There was an opinion, if we may believe the Spanish historians, almost universal among the Americans, that some dreadful calamity was impending over their heads.

—ROBERTSON.

Immoderate, v. Excessive.

Immodest, v. Indecent.
Immodest, Impudent, Shameless.

Immodest signifies the want of modesty; Impudent and Shameless signify without shame.

Immodest is less than either impudent or shameless: an immodest girl lays aside the ornament of her sex, and puts on another garb that is less becoming; but her heart need not be corrupt until she becomes impudent: she wants a good quality when she is immodest; she is possessed of a positively bad quality when she is impudent. There is always hope that an immodest woman may be sensible of her error, and amend; but of an impudent woman there is no such chance, she is radically corrupt.

Impudent may characterize the person or the thing; shameless characterizes the person. A person's air, look, and words are impudent when contrary to all modesty; the person himself is shameless who is devoid of all sense of shame.

Music diffuses a calm all around us, and makes us drop all those immodest thoughts which would be an hindrance to the performance of the great duty of Thanksgiving.—SPECTATOR.

I am at once equally fearful of sparing you and of being too impudent a corrector.—POPE.

The sole reserve his greedy heart can feel, Is if one life escapes his murdering steel; Shameless by force or fraud to work his way, And no less prompt to flatter than betray. CUMBERLAND.

To Impair, Injure.

Impair comes from in and jut against right, signifies to make otherwise than it ought to be.

Impair seems to be in regard to injure as the species to the genus; what is impaired is injured, but what is injured is not necessarily impaired. To impair is a progressive mode of injuring: an injury may take place either by doing it by an impious act: a stroke of the eye impairs the sight, but a blow injures rather than impairs the eye. A man's health may be impaired or injured by his vices, but his limbs are injured rather than impaired by a fall. A person's circumstances are impaired by a succession of misfortunes; they are injured by a sudden turn of fortune.

It is painful to consider that this sublime enjoyment of friendship may be impaired by innumerable causes.

Who lives to nature rarely can be poor, Or what a patron this! a being Of such inherent strength and majesty, Not worlds possess can raise it; worlds destroy'd can't injure.—YOUNG.

To Impart, v. To communicate.

Impassable, v. Impervious.

To Impale, v. To accuse.

To Impede, v. To hinder.

Impediment, v. Difficulty.

To Impel, v. To actuate.

To Impel, v. To encourage.

Imperfection, Defect, Fault, Vice.

Imperfection denotes either the abstract quality of imperfect, or the thing which constitutes it imperfect.


Fault, v. Fault.


These terms are applied either to persons or things. An imperfection in a person arises from his want of perfection, and the infirmity of his nature; there is no one without some point of imperfection which is obvious to others, if not to himself; he may strive to diminish it, although he cannot expect to get altogether rid of it: a defect is a deviation from the general constitution of man; it is what may be natural to the man as an individual, but not natural to man as a species; in this manner we may speak of a defect in the speech, or a defect in temper. The fault and vice rise in degree and characterize more or less of the former terms; they both reflect disgrace more or less on the person possessing them; but the fault always characterizes the agent, and is said in relation to an individual; the vice characterizes the action, and may be considered abstractedly: hence we speak of a man's faults as those things we may condemn in him; but we may speak of the vice of darkness, lying, and the like, without any immediate reference to any one who practises these vices. When they are both employed for an individual, their distinction is obvious: the fault may lessen the amiability or excellence of the character; the vice is a stain; a single act destroys its purity, a habitual practice is a pollution.

In regard to things the distinction depends upon the preceding explanation in a great measure, for we can scarcely use these words without thinking on man as a moral agent, who was made the most perfect of all creatures, and hence that make imperfect: and from our imperfection has arisen a general imperfection throughout all the works of creation. The word imperfection is therefore the most unqualified term of all; there may be imperfection in regard to our Maker; or there may be imperfection in regard to what we conceive of perfection; and in this case, the term simply and generally implies whatever falls short in any degree or manner of perfection. Defect is a positive degree of imperfection; it is contrary both to our ideas of perfection or our particular intention: thus, there may be a defect in the materials of which a thing is made; or a defect in the mode of making it: the term defect, however, whether said of persons or things, characterizes rather the object than the agent. Fault, on the other hand, when said of things, always refers to the agent: thus we may say there is a defect in the glass, or a defect in the spring; but there is a fault in the workmanship, or a fault in the putting together, and the like. Vice, with regard to things, is properly a serious or radical defect; the former lies in the
constituition of the whole, the latter may lie in the parts; the former lies in essentials, the latter lies in the accidents: there may be a defect or a frailty in the shape or make of a horse; but the vice is said in regard to his soundness or unsoundness, his docility or indocility.

It is a pleasant story that we forsowhich are the only imperfect creatures in the universe are the only beings that will not allow of imperfection.—STEEL.

The low race of men take a secret pleasure in finding an enemy that character levelled to their condition by a report of its defects, and keep themselves in countenance, though they are excelled in a thousand virtues, if they believe that they are in common with a great person any one fault.—ADDISON.

I did myself the honour this day to make a visit to a lady of quality, who is one of those that are ever railing at the vices of the age.—STEEL.

Imperfection, Weakness, Frailty, Failing, Foible.

Imperfection (v. Imperfection) has already been considered as that which in the most extended sense abridges the moral perfection of man, the rest are but modes of imperfection varying in degree and circumstances. Weakness is a positive and strong degree of imperfection which is opposed to strength; it is what we do not so necessarily look for, and therefore distinguishes the individual who is liable to it. Frailty is another strong mode of imperfection which characterizes the fragility of man, but not of all men; it differs from weakness in respect to the object. A weakness lies more in the judgement or in the sentiment; frailty lies more in the moral features of an action. It is a weakness in a man to yield to the persuasions of any one against his better judgement; it is a frailty to yield to intemperance or illicit inducements. Failings and Foibles are the smallest degrees of imperfection to which the human character is liable: we have all our failings in temper, and our foibles in our habits and our prepossessions; and he, as Horace observes, is the best who has the fewest. For our imperfections we must seek superior aid: we must be most on our guard against those weaknesses to which the softness or susceptibility of our minds may most expose us, and against those frailties into which the violence of our evil passions may bring us: towards the failings and foibles of others we may be indulgent, but should be ambitious to correct them in ourselves.

You live in a reign of human infirmity where every one has imperfections.—BLAIR.

The folly of allowing ourselves to delay what we know cannot finally be escaped is one of the general weaknesses which, to a greater or less degree, prevail in every mind.—JOHNSON.

There are circumstances which every man must know will prove the occasions of calling forth his latent frailties.—BLAIR.

Never allow small failings to dwell on your attention so much as to deface the whole of an amiable character.—BLAIR.

Imperious, from impero to command, characterizes either the disposition to command without adequate authority, or to convey one's commands in an offensive manner: Lordly, signifying like a lord, characterizes the manner of acting the lord: and Domineering, from dominus a lord, denotes the manner of ruling like a lord, or rather of attempting to rule; hence a person's temper or his tone is denominated imperious; his air or deportment is lordly; his tone is domineering.

A want of an imperious tone in order to enforce obedience. A person assumes a lordly air in order to display his own importance: he gives orders in a domineering tone in order to make others feel their inferiority. There is always something offensive in imperiousness; there is frequently something ludicrous in that which is lordly; and a mixture of the ludicrous and offensive in that which is domineering: the lordly is an affectation of grandeur where there are the fewest pretensions; and the domineering is an affectation of authority where it least exists: lordly is applied even to the brutes who set themselves up above those of their kind; domineering is applied to servants and ignorant people, who have the opportunity, of commanding without knowing how to command. A turkey cock struts about the yard in a lordly style; an upper servant domineers over all that are under him.

The first three of these terms are employed for such as exercise an undue sort of power, or endowed with some sort of superiority, however trifling; but Overbearing is employed for men in the general relations of society, whether superiors or equals. A man of an imperious temper and some talent will frequently be so overbearing in the assemblies of his equals as to awe the rest into silence, and carry every measure of his is without contradiction. As the petty airs of superiority here described are most common among the uncultivated part of mankind, we may say that the imperious temper shows itself peculiarly in the domestic circle; that the lordly air shows itself in public; that the domineering tone is most remarkable in the kitchen, and the overbearing behaviour in villages.

I reflected within myself how much society would suffer if such insolent overbearing characters as Leontine were not held in restraint.—CUMBERLAND.

Thy willing victims, Carthage, bursting loose From all that pleasing nature could oppose; From a whole city's tears, he rais'd fait and fraud, Imperious cai'd, and honour's dire command.—THOMSON.

He who has sunk so far below himself as to have given up his assent to a domineering error is fit for nothing but to be trampled on.—SOUTH.

Imperient, Rude, Saucy, Impudent, Insolent.

Imperient, in Latin in and pertinent not belonging to one, signifies being or wanting to do what it does not belong to one to do or to.

Rude, in Latin rudus rude, and rudus a rugged stone, in the Greek paibos a rough
IMPLACABLE.

by education, rank, power, or wealth: impertinent persons, therefore, act towards their equals as if they were inferiors, and towards their superiors as if they were their equals: an angry pride that is offended with reproof commonly provokes sauciness: an insensibility to shame, or an unconsciousness of what is honourable either in one's self or others, gives birth to impudence: uncontrolled passions and boastful pride are the ordinary stimulants to insolence.

It is publicly whispered as a piece of impertinent pride in me, that I have hitherto been saucy civil to everybody, as if I thought nobody good enough to quarrel with.—LADY M. W. MONTAGU.

My house shall be a pale house: rude disorders know As from high drinking consequently flow. —POMPEII.

Whether he knew the thing or no, His tongue eternally would go; For he had impudence at will.—GAY.

He claims the bull with lawless insolence, And having seized his horns, accosts the prince. —DRYDEN.

Impertinent, Impassable, Inaccessible.

Impertinent, from the Latin in, per, and vid, signifies not having a way through: impassable, not to be passed through; inaccessible, not to be approached. A wood is impertinent when the trees, branches, and leaves are entangled to such a degree as to admit of no passage at all: a river is impassable that is so deep that it cannot be forded: a rock or a mountain is inaccessible the summit of which is not to be reached by any path whatever. What is impertinent is for a permanency; what is impassable is commonly so only for a time: roads are frequently impassable in the winter that are passable in the summer, while a thicket is impertinent during the whole of the year: impassable is likewise said only of that which is to be pass'd by living creatures, but impertinent may be extended to inanimate objects; a wood may be impertinent to the rays of the sun.

The monster, Cacus, more than half a heart, This hold impertinent to the sun possess'd. —DRYDEN.

But lest the difficulty of passing back Stay his return perhaps over this gulf, Impassable, impertinent, let us try Adventurous work.—MILTON.

At least our envious foes hath fail'd who thought All like himself rebellions, by whose aid This inaccessible high strength, the seat Of Deity Supreme, us dispossess'd. He trusted to have self.—MILTON.


Implicable, Unrelenting, Relentless, Inexorable.

Implicable, unappeasable, signifies not to be allayed nor softened.

Unrelenting or Relentless, from the Latin lenio to soften, or to make pliant, signifies not rendered soft.

Inexorable, from oro to pray, signifies not to be turned by prayers.

Inflexibility is the idea expressed in common by these terms, but they differ in the causes and circumstance with which it is attended.
Animosities are implacable when no misery which we occasion can diminish their force, and no submissions on the part of the offender can lessen the spirit of revenge; the mind and character of a man is unrelenting when it is not to be turned from its purpose by a view of the pain which it inflicts; a man is inexorable who turns a deaf ear to every solicitation or entreaty that is made to induce him to lessen the rigour of his sentence. A man's angry passions render him implacable; it is not the magnitude of the offence, but the temper of the offended that is here in question; by implacability he is rendered insensible to the misery he occasions, and to every satisfaction which the offender may offer him: fixedness of purpose renders a man unrelenting or relentless; an unrelenting temper is not less callous to the misery produced than an implacable temper; but it is not grounded always on resentment for personal injuries, but sometimes on a certain principle of right and a sense of necessity: the inexorable man adheres to his rule, as the unrelenting man does to his purpose; the former is insensible to any woe wrought by an unruly hand. Only the purpose; the latter turns a deaf ear to all the solicitations of others which would go to alter his decrees: savages are mostly implacable in their animosities; Titus Manlius Torquatus displayed an instance of unrelenting severity towards his son; Minos, Cacus, and Rhadamant were represented as inexorable.

Implacable and unrelenting are said only of animate beings in whom is wanting an ordinary portion of the tender affections; inexorable may be improperly applied to inanimate objects; justice and death are both represented as inexorable.

Implacable as the enmity of the Mexicans was, they were so unscrupulous as to the science of war that they knew not how to take the proper measures for the destruction of the Spaniards. — ROBERTSON.

These are the realms of unrelenting fate.— DRYDEN.

Aca, 'tis past, he swims before my sight,
Inexorable death, and claims his right.— DRYDEN.

To implant, Implant, Inculcate, Instil, Infuse.

To implant is properly to fix plants in the ground; to implant is, in the improper sense, to fix principles in the mind. Grant is to make one plant grow on the stock of another; to engraft is to make particular principles flourish in the mind, and form a part of the character. Culae is in Latin to tread; and inculcate, to stamp into the mind. Still, in Latin, is literally to fall dropwise: instill, which to instil, is, in the improper sense, to make sentiments as it were drop into the mind. Fundo, in Latin, is literally to pour in a stream; infundo, to infuse, is in the improper sense to pour principles or feelings into the mind.

Implant, engraft, and inculcate are said of abstract conceptions, or the rules of right and wrong; instil and infuse of such principles that influence the heart, the affections, and the passions. It is the business of the parent in early life to implant sentiments of virtue in his child; it is the business of the teacher to ingraft them. The belief of a Deity, and all the truths of Divine Revelation, ought to be implanted in the mind of the child as soon as it can understand anything; it has not enjoyed this privilege in its earliest infancy, the task of implanting those principles afterwards into the mind is attended with considerable difficulty and uncertainty of success. Instil is a corresponding act with implant; we implant belief; we instil the feeling which is connected with this belief. It is not enough to have an abstract belief of God implanted into the mind; we must likewise have a love and a fear of Him, and reverence for His Holy Name and Word, instilled into the mind.

To instil is a gradual process which is the natural work of education; to infuse is a more arbitrary and immediate act. Sentiments are instilled into the mind, not altogether by the personal efforts of any individual, but likewise by collateral endeavours; they are however infused at the express will and with the express endeavour of some person. By the reading of the Scriptures, an attendance on public worship, and the influence of example, combined with the instructions of a parent, the principles of God are implanted into the mind; by the counsel and conversation of an intimate friend, an even current of the feeling becomes infused into the mind. Instil is applicable only to permanent sentiments; infuse may be said of any partial feeling; hence we speak of infusing a poison into the mind by means of insidious and mischievous publications; or instilling a principle by means of crafty insinuations, or instilling an ardour into the minds of soldiers by means of spirited addresses coupled with military successes.

With various seeds of art deep in the mind
Implanted.— THOMSON.

The reciprocal attraction in the minds of men is a principle ingrafted in the very first formation of the soul by the Author of our nature.— BERKELEY.

To preach practical sermons, as they are called, that is, sermons upon virtues and vices, without inculcating the greatest Scriptures; truths of redemption, grace, and love, alone can enable and incite us to forsake sin and follow after righteousness, what is it but to put together the wheels and set the hubs of all the means of a watch, as the syring which is to make them all go?— BISHOP HORNE.

The apostle often makes mention of sound doctrine in opposition to the extravagant and corrupt opinions which false teachers, even in those days, instilled into the minds of their ignorant and unruly disciples.— BEVERIDGE.

No sooner grows
The soft infusion prevalent and wide,
Then all alive, at once their joy overflowed,
In music unconfin'd.— THOMSON.

To Implicate, Involve.

Implicate, from pliœ to fold, denotes to fold into a thing; and involve, from retro to roll, signifies to roll into a thing; by which explanation we perceive that to implicate marks something less entangled than to involve: for that which is folded may be folded only once, but that which is rolled is rolled many times. In application therefore to human affairs, people are said to be implicated who have taken their share in a transaction; but they are involved only when they are deeply concerned: the former is likewise especially applied to criminal transactions, the latter to those things which are in themselves troublesome: thus a man is implicated in the guilt of robbery who should
IMPORTANCE. 411

He that considers how soon he must close his life, will find nothing of so much importance as to close it well.—JOHNSON.

The corruption of our taste is not of equal consequence with the deprivation of our virtue.—WARTON.

The finest works of invention are of very little weight when put in the balance with what refining and exalts the rational mind.—SPECTATOR.

Whoever shall review his life will find that the whole tenor of his conduct has been determined by some accident of an apparent moment.—JOHNSON.

Importunate, v. Pressing.
To Impose Upon, v. To deceive.
Impost, v. Tax.
Impostor, v. Deceiver.
Imprecation, v. Malediction.
To Impress, v. To imprint.
Impression, v. Mark.

To Imprint, Impress, Engrave.

Print and Press are both derived from pressus, particle of primum, signifying in the literal sense to press, or to make a mark by pressing; to Impress and Imprint are morally employed in the same sense. Things are impressed on the mind so as to produce a conviction: they are imprinted on it so as to produce recollection. If the truths of Christianity be impressed on the mind, they will show themselves in a corresponding conduct: whatever is imprinted on the mind in early life, or by any particular circumstance, is not readily forgotten. Engrave, from grave and the German graben to dig, expresses more in the proper sense than either, and the same in its moral application; for we may truly say that if the truths of Christianity be engraven in the minds of youth, they can never be eradicated.

Wben this disdain of life is every breast
But from a motion on their minds impress
That all who for their country die, are blest.

—JENYS.

Such a strange, sacred, and inviolable majesty has God impressed upon this faculty (the conscience), that it can never be destroyed.—SOUTH.

Deep on his heart engraven,
Deliberation sat, and public care.—MILTON.

Impropriation, v. Appropriation.
To Improve, v. To amend.
Improvement, v. Progress.
Impudent, v. Immodest.
Impudent, v. Impertinent.

To Impugn, Attack.

Impugn, in Latin in and pugno, signifies to fight against.

Attack, v. To attack.

These terms are employed synonymously only in regard to doctrines or opinions; in which case, to impugn signifies to call in question, or bring arguments against; to attack is to oppose with warmth. Sceptics impugn every opinion, however self-evident or well-
INABILITY.

Inability, Disability.

Inability denotes the absence of ability in the most general and abstract sense. Disability implies the absence of ability only in particular cases: the inability lies in the nature of the thing, and is irremediable; the disability lies in the circumstances, and may sometimes be removed: weakness, whether physical or mental, will occasion an inability to perform a task; there is a total inability in an infant to walk and act like an adult: a want of knowledge or of the requisite qualifications may be a disability; in this manner minority of age or an objection to take certain oaths may be a disability for filling a public office.

It is not from inability to discover what they ought to do that men err in practice.—BLAIR.

Want of age is a legal disability to contract a marriage.—BLACKSTONE.

Inaccessible, v. Imperious.

Inactive, Inert, Lazy, Slothful, Sluggish.

A reluctance to bodily exertion is common to all these terms. Inactive is the most general, and expresses simply the want of a stimulus to exertion: Inert is something more positive, from the Latin iners or sine arte without art or mind; it denotes a specific deficiency either in body or mind.

Lazy (v. Idle). Slothful from slow, that is, full of slowness; and Sluggish from slug, that is, like a slug, drowsy and heavy: all rise upon one another to denote an expressly defective temperament of the body which directly impedes action.

To be inactive is to be indisposed to action; that is, to the performance of any office, to the doing any specific business: to be inert is somewhat more; it is to be indisposed to movement: to be lazy is to move with pain to one's self: to be slothful is never to move otherwise than slowly: to be sluggish is to move in a sleepy and heavy manner.

A person may be inactive from a variety of incidental causes, as timidity, ignorance, modesty, and the like, which combine to make him averse to enter upon any business or take any serious step; a person may be inert from temporary indisposition; but laziness, slothfulness, and sluggishness are inherent physical defects: laziness is, however, not altogether inde-
pendent of the mind or the will; but slothfulness and sluggishness are purely the offspring of nature, or, which is the same thing, habit superinduced upon nature. A man of a mild character is frequently inactive: he wants that ardour which impels perpetually to action; he wishes for nothing with sufficient warmth to make action agreeable; he is therefore inactive a natural consequence of some diseases, particularly of the melancholy kind, accompanied with a strong degree of inertness; since they seem to deprive the frame of its ordinary powers to action, and to produce a certain degree of torpor: lazy people move as if their bodies were a burden to themselves; they are fond of rest, and particularly averse to be put in action; but they will sometimes move quickly, and perform much when once impelled to move: slothful people never vary their pace; they have a physical impediment in themselves to quick motion: sluggish people are with difficulty brought into action; it is their nature to be in a state of stupor.

What laws are these? Instruct us if you can: There's one that says, 'Tis for bears and one for man. Another guides inaction matter's course.—JENNYNS.

Informers of the planetary train, Without whose quickening glances their numinous orbs Were rude, unlovely mass, inert and dead.—THOMSON.

The first canto in Thomson's Castle of Indolence opens a scene of laziness that sinks in imagination.—JOHN SON.

Falsely luxurious will not make awake; And, springing from the bed of sloth, enjoy The cool, the fragrant, and the silent hour.—THOMSON.

Conversation would become dull and rapid if negligence were not sometimes mixed, and sluggishness quickened, by due severity of reprehension.—JOHNSON.

Inadequate, v. Incapable.

Inadver tency, Inattention, Oversight.

Inadver tency, from advert to turn the mind to, is allied to Inattention (v. Attention), when that is turned out of the view, and is used in general terms; and to Oversight when any particular instance of inadver tency occurs. Inadver tency never designates a habit, but inattention does; the former term, therefore, is unqualified by the reproachful sense which attaches to the latter; any one may be guilty of inadver tencies, since the mind that is occupied with many subjects equally serious may be turned so steadily towards some that others may escape notice; but inattention, which designates a direct want of attention, is always a fault, and belongs only to the young, or such as are thoughtless by nature; since inadver tency is an occasional act, it must not be too often repeated, or it will be an inattention. An oversight is properly a species of inadver tency which arises from looking over, or passing by, a thing. Inadver tency seems to refer rather to the cause of the mistake, namely, the particular abstraction of the mind from the object; the term oversight seems to refer to the mistake itself, namely the missing something which ought to have been taken: it is an inadver tency in a person to omit speaking to one of the company; it is an oversight in a tradesman who omits to include certain articles in his reckoning; we pardon an inadver-
Incapable, Insufficient, Incompetent, Inadequate.

Incapable, that is, not having capacity (v. Ability); Insufficient, or not sufficient, or not having what is sufficient; Incompetent or incapable (v. Incompetent); Inadequate, or not adequate or equalled, is applied most generally to things.

When a man is said to be incapable, it characterizes his whole mind; if he be said to have insufficiency and incompetency, it respects the particular objects to which he has applied his powers: he may be insufficient or incompetent for certain things; but he may have a capacity for other things: the term incapacity, therefore, implies a direct charge upon the understanding, which is not implied by insufficiency and incompetency. An incapacity consists altogether of a physical defect; an insufficiency and incompetency are incidental defects: the former depending upon the age, the condition, the acquisitions, moral qualities and the like, of the individual; the latter on the extent of his knowledge, and the nature of his studies: where there is direct incapacity a person has no chance of making himself fit for any office or employment; youth is naturally accompanied with insufficiency to fill stations which belong to mature age, and to perform offices which require the exercise of judgment: a young person is, therefore, still more incompetent to form a fixed opinion on any one subject, because he can have made himself master of none.

Incapable is applied sometimes to the moral character, to signify the absence of that which is bad; insufficient and incompetent always convey the idea of a deficiency in that which is at least desirable; it is an honour to a person to be incapable of falsehood, or incapable of doing an ungenerous action; but to be insufficient and incompetent are, at all events, qualities not to be boasted of, although they may not be expressly disgraceful. These terms are likewise applicable to things, in which they preserve a similar distinction; infidelity is incapable of being the sign of a man any comfort; when the means are insufficient for obtaining the ends it is madness to expect success; it is a sad condition of humanity when a man's resources are incompetent to supply him with the first necessaries of life.

Inadequate is relative in its signification, like insufficient and incompetent; but the relation is different. A thing is insufficient which does not suffice either for the wishes, the purposes, or necessities of any one, in particular or in general cases; thus, a quantity of materials may be insufficient for a particular building: incompetency is an insufficiency for general purposes, in things of the first necessity; thus, an income may be incompetent to support a family; inadequacy is still more particular, for it denotes any deficiency which is measured by comparison with the object to which it refers; thus, the strength of an animal may be inadequate to the labour which is required, or a reward may be inadequate to the service.

Were a human soul incapable of further enlargements, I could imagine it might fall away insensibly.—Addison.

When God withdraws his hand, and lets nature sink into its original weakness and insufficiency, all a man's delights fail him.—South.

All the attainments possible in our present state are evidently inadequate to our capacities of enjoyment.—Johnson.

Incessantly, Unceasingly, Uninterruptedly, Without Intermission.

Incessantly and Unceasingly are but variations from the same word, cease.

Uninterruptedly, v. To disturb.

Intermission, v. To subside.

Continuity, but not duration, is denoted by these terms: incessantly is the most general and indefinite of all; it signifies without ceasing, but may be applied to things which consist of certain intervals; unceasingly is definite, and signifies never ceasing; it cannot therefore be applied to what has any cessation. In familiar discourse, incessantly is an extravagant mode of speech, by which one means to denote the absence of those ordinary intervals which are to be expected; as when one says a person is incessantly walking; by which is understood that he does not allow himself the ordinary intervals of rest from talking: unceasingly, on the other hand, is more literally employed for a positive want of cessation; a noise is said to be unceasing which literally never ceases; or complaints are unceasing which are made without any pauses or intervals. Incessantly and unceasingly are said of things which act of themselves; uninterruptedly is said of that which depends upon other things: it rains incessantly marks a continued operation of nature, independent of everything; but to be uninterruptedly happy marks one's freedom from every foreign influence which is unfriendly to one's happiness.

Incessantly and the other two words are employed either for persons or things; without intermission is however mostly employed for persons: things act and react incessantly
Inclination, Tendency, Propensity, Proneness.

All these terms are employed to designate the state of the will towards an object: Inclination (v. Attachment) denotes its first movement towards an object; Tendency (from to tend) is a continued inclination; Propensity, from the Latin propensity and propende to hang forward, denotes a still stronger leaning of the will; and Prone, from the Latin pronus downward, characterizes an habitual and fixed state of the will towards an object. The inclination expresses the leaning but not the direction of that leaning; it may be to the right or to the left, upwards or downwards; consequently we may have an inclination to that which is good or bad, high or low; tendency does not specify any particular direction; but from the idea of pressing, which it conveys, it is appropriately applied to those things which degenerate or lead to what is bad; excessive strictness in the treatment of children has a tendency to damp the spirit; propensity and proneness both designate a downward direction, and consequently refer only to that which is bad and low; a person has a propensity to drinking, and a proneness to lying.

Inclination is always at the command of the understanding; it is our duty therefore to suppress the first risings of any inclination to extravagance, intemperance, or any irregularity: as tendency refers to the thing rather than the person, it is our business to avoid that which has a tendency to evil: the propensity will soon get the mastery of the best principles and the firmest resolution; it is our duty therefore to seek all the aids which religion affords to subdue every propensity: proneness to evil is inherent in our nature which we derive from our first parents; it is the grace of God alone which can lift us up above this grovelling part of ourselves.

Partiality is properly the understanding's judging according to the inclination of the will.—South.

The inclinations of men should frequently be thwarted.—Burke.

Such is the propensity of our nature to vice that stronger restraints than those of mere reason are necessary to be imposed on man.—Blair.

Every commission of sin imprints upon the soul a further disposition and proneness to sin.—South.

Every immoral act, in the direct tendency of it, is certainly a step downwards.—South.

To Incline, v. To lean.

To Inclose, Include.

From the Latin includo and its participle includens, are derived Inclose and Include; the former to express the proper and the latter the improper signification: a yard is inclosed by a wall; particular goods are included in a reckoning; the kernel of a nut is inclosed in a shell; morality as well as faith is included in Christian perfection.

With whom she marched straight against her foes, And them unawares beside the Severn did inclose. —Spenser.

The idea of being once present is included in the idea of its being past.—Grove.

To Include, v. To comprise.

To Include, v. To inclose.

Incoherent, v. Inconsistent.

Incompetent, v. Incapable.

Incongruous, v. Inconsistent.

Inconsiderable, v. Unimportant.

Inconsistent, Incongruous, Incoherent.

Inconsistent, from sisto to place, marks the unfitness of being placed together.

Incongruous, from congruo to suit, marks the unsuitableness of one thing to another.

Incoherent, from hæreo to stick, marks the incapacity of two things to coalesce or be united to each other.

Inconsistency attaches either to the actions or sentiments of men; incongruity attaches to the modes and qualities of things: incoherence to words or thoughts: things are made inconsistent by an act of the will; a man acts or thinks inconsistently, according to his own pleasure; incongruity depends upon the nature of the thing; there is something very incongruous in awarding the solemn and decent service of the church with the extravagant rant of Methodism: incoherence marks the want of coherence in that which ought to follow in a train; extemporary effusions from the pulpit are often distinguished most by their incoherence.

Every individual is so unequal to himself that man seems to be the most wavering and inconsistent being in the universe.—Hughes.

The solemn introduction of the Phoenix in the last scene of Samson Agonistes is incongruous to the personage to whom it is ascribed.—Johnson.

Be not a person in credit with the multitude, he shall be able to make rambling incoherent stuff pass for high rhetoric.—South.
INCREASE.

The incorporeal and immaterial have always a relative sense; the Spiritual is that which is positive: God is a spiritual, not properly an incorporeal nor immaterial being; the angels are likewise designated, in general, as the spiritual inhabitants of heaven; although, when spoken of in regard to men, they may be denominated incorporeal.

Of sense, whereby they hear, see, smell, touch, taste, Thinking, conceit, digest, assimilate, And corporeal to incorporeal turn.—MILTON.

Th' unbodied spirit flies
And lodges where it lights, In man or beast. —DiyDEN.

O then great arbiter of life and death,
Nature's immortal, immaterial sun!
Thy call I follow to the land unknown.—YOUNG.


To Increase, v. To enlarge.

To Increase, Grow.

Increase, from the Latin in and crescere, signifies to grow upon or grow to a thing, to become one with it.

Grow, in Saxon growan, very probably comes from, or is connected with, the Latin crevi, perfect of crescere.

The idea of becoming larger is common to both these terms: but the former expresses the idea of unqualified manner: and the latter annexes to this general idea also that of the mode or process by which this is effected. To increase is either sudden or instantaneous act; to grow is a gradual process: a stream increases by the addition of other waters; it may come suddenly or in course of time, by means of gentle showers or the rushing in of other streams; but if we say that the river or stream grows, it is supposed to grow by some regular and continual process of receiving fresh water, as from the running in of different rivulets or smaller streams. To increase is either a natural or an artificial process; to grow is always natural; money increases but does not grow, because it increases by artificial means; corn may either increase or grow; in the former case we speak of it in the sense of becoming larger or increasing in bulk; in the latter case we consider the mode of its increasing, namely, by the natural process of vegetation. On this ground we say that a child grows when we wish to denote the natural process by which his body arrives at its proper size; but we may speak of his having increased in stature, in size, and in the like. For this reason likewise increase is used in a transitive as well as intransitive sense: but grow always in an intransitive sense: we can increase a thing, though not properly grow a thing, because we can make it larger by whatever means we please; but when it grows it makes itself larger.

In their improper acceptance these words preserve the same distinction: "trade increases" bespeaks the simple fact of its becoming larger; but "trade grows" implies that gradual increase which flows from the natural concurrence of circumstances. The affections which are awakened in infancy grow with one's growth; here is a natural and

INCONVENIENCE.

Inconstant, v. Changeable.

Incontrovertible, v. Indubitable.

To Inconvenience, Annoy, Molest.

To Inconvenience is to make not convenient (v. Convenient).

To Annoy, from the Latin noceo to hurt, is to do some hurt to. To Molest, from the Latin molest a mass or weight, signifies to press with a weight.

We inconvenience in small matters, or by omitting such things as might be convenient: we annoy or molest by doing that which is positively painful: we are inconvenienced by a person's absence; we are annoyed by his presence if he renders himself offensive: we are inconvenienced by what is temporary; we are annoyed by that which is either temporary or durable; we are molested by that which is weighty and oppressive: we are inconvenienced simply in regard to our circumstances; we are annoyed mostly in regard to our corporeal feelings; we are molested mostly in regard to our minds: the removal of a seat or a book may inconvenience one who is engaged in business; the buzzing of a fly, or the stinging of a gnat, may annoy us; the imprisonment of a freedom, or the rude insults of ill-disposed persons, may molest.

I have often been tempted to inquire what happiness is to be gained, or what inconvenience to be avoided, by this stated recession from the town in the summer season.

JOHNSON.

Against the capital I met a lion,
Who gird'd upon me, and went surly by,
Without annoyance me.—SHAKESPEARE.

See all with skill acquire their daily food,
Produce their tender progeny and feed,
With care parental, whilst that care they need.
In these low'd offices completely blast.
No hopes beyond them, nor vain fears molest.

JENKINS.

Incorporeal, Unbodied, Immaterial, Spiritual.

Incorporeal, from corpus a body, marks the quality of not belonging to the body; or having any properties in common with it; Unbodied denotes the state of being without the body, or not inclosed in a body: a thing may therefore be incorporeal without being unbodied; but not vice versa: the soul of man is incorporeal, but not unbodied, during his natural life.

Incorporeal is always used in regard to living things, particularly by way of comparison, with corporeal or human beings: hence we speak of incorporeal agency, or incorporeal agents, in reference to such beings as are supposed to act in this world without the help of the body; but Immaterial is applied to inanimate objects; men are corporeal as men, spirits are incorporeal: the body is the material part of man, the soul his immaterial part: whatever external object acts upon the senses is material; but the action of the mind on itself and its results are all immaterial: the earth, sun, moon, &c., are termed material: but the impressions which they make on the mind, that is, our ideas of them, are immaterial.

The incorporeal and immaterial have always a relative sense; the Spiritual is that which is positive: God is a spiritual, not properly an incorporeal nor immaterial being; the angels are likewise designated, in general, as the spiritual inhabitants of heaven; although, when spoken of in regard to men, they may be denominated incorporeal.

Of sense, whereby they hear, see, smell, touch, taste, Thinking, conceit, digest, assimilate, And corporeal to incorporeal turn.—MILTON.

Th' unbodied spirit flies
And lodges where it lights, In man or beast. —DiyDEN.

O then great arbiter of life and death,
Nature's immortal, immaterial sun!
Thy call I follow to the land unknown.—YOUNG.


To Increase, v. To enlarge.

To Increase, Grow.

Increase, from the Latin in and crescere, signifies to grow upon or grow to a thing, to become one with it.

Grow, in Saxon growan, very probably comes from, or is connected with, the Latin crevi, perfect of crescere.

The idea of becoming larger is common to both these terms: but the former expresses the idea of unqualified manner: and the latter annexes to this general idea also that of the mode or process by which this is effected. To increase is either sudden or instantaneous act; to grow is a gradual process: a stream increases by the addition of other waters; it may come suddenly or in course of time, by means of gentle showers or the rushing in of other streams; but if we say that the river or stream grows, it is supposed to grow by some regular and continual process of receiving fresh water, as from the running in of different rivulets or smaller streams. To increase is either a natural or an artificial process; to grow is always natural: money increases but does not grow, because it increases by artificial means; corn may either increase or grow; in the former case we speak of it in the sense of becoming larger or increasing in bulk; in the latter case we consider the mode of its increasing, namely, by the natural process of vegetation. On this ground we say that a child grows when we wish to denote the natural process by which his body arrives at its proper size; but we may speak of his having increased in stature, in size, and in the like. For this reason likewise increase is used in a transitive as well as intransitive sense: but grow always in an intransitive sense: we can increase a thing, though not properly grow a thing, because we can make it larger by whatever means we please; but when it grows it makes itself larger.

In their improper acceptance these words preserve the same distinction: "trade increases" bespeaks the simple fact of its becoming larger; but "trade grows" implies that gradual increase which flows from the natural concurrence of circumstances. The affections which are awakened in infancy grow with one's growth; here is a natural and

Increase, Addition, Accession, Augmentation.

**Increase** is here as in the former article the generic term (v. To increase); there will always be increase where there is **Augmentation, Addition, and Accession**, though not vice vers.

**Addition** is to increase as the means to the end: the addition is the artificial mode of making two things into one: the increase is the result: when the value of one figure is added to another, the sum is increased; hence a man's treasures experience an increase by the addition of other parts to the main stock.

**Addition** is an intentional mode of increasing: **accession** is an accidental mode: one thing is added to another, and thereby increased; but an accession takes place of itself; it is the coming or joining of one thing to another so as to increase the whole. A merchant increases his property by adding his gains in trade every year to the mass; but he receives an accession of property either by inheritance or any other contingency. In the same manner a monarch increases his dominions by adding one country to another, or by various accessions of territory which fall to his lot.

When we speak of an increase, we think of the whole and its relative magnitude at different times; when we speak of an addition, we think only of the part and the agency by which this part is joined; when we speak of an accession, we think only of the circumstance by which one thing becomes thus joined to another. Increase of happiness does not depend upon increase of wealth: the miser makes daily additions to the latter without making any to the former: sudden accessions of wealth are seldom attended with any good consequences, as they turn the thoughts too violently out of their sober channel and bend them too strongly on present possessions and good fortune.

**Augmentation** is another term for increase, which differs less in sense than in application: the latter is generally applied to all objects that admit such a change: but the former is applied only to objects of higher import or consequence. We may observe that a person experiences an increase or an augmentation in his family; or that he has had an increase or an augmentation of his salary, or that there is an increase or augmentation of the number: in all which cases the former term is most adapted to the colloquial, and the latter to the grave style.

At will I crop the year's increase. My latter life is rest and peace.—DRYDEN.

The ill state of health into which Tullia is fallen is a very severe addition to the many and great disquietudes that afflict my mind.—MELVILLE'S LETTERS OF CICERO.

There is nothing in my opinion more pleasing in religion than to consider that the soul is to shine for ever with new accessions of glory.—ADDISON.

Ambitious Turnus in the press appears. And aggravating crimes, augment their fears.


**Indebted, Obliged.**

**Indebted** is more binding and positive than **Obliged**: we are **indebted** to whoever confers an essential service: we are **obliged** to him who does us any service. A man is **indebted** to another for the preservation of his life; he is **obliged** to him for an ordinary act of civility: a debt whether of legal or moral right must in justice be paid; an obligation which is only moral ought in reason to be returned. Whether we be **indebted** to another expressly for a certain sum of money, or whether we be **indebted** to him for our natural existence, or for the main comfort of our lives, we are bound to make him a suitable compensation as far as lies in our power; but when we are simply **obliged**, we owe another particular good will. According to an old proverb in this case, one good turn deserves another. We may be **indebted** to things; we are **obliged** to persons only: we are **indebted** to Christianity, not only for a superior faith, but also for a superior system of morality; we ought to be **obliged** to our friends who admonish us of our faults with a friendly temper. A nation may be **indebted** to an individual, but men are **obliged** to each other only as individuals: the English nation is **indebted** to Alfred for the groundwork of its free constitution; the little courtesies which pass between friends in their social intercourse with each other lay them under obligations which it is equally agreeable to receive and to pay.

A grateful mind By owning owes not, but still pays at once Indebted and discharged.—MILTON.

We are each of us so civil and obliging that neither thinks he is **obliged**.—POPE.

**Indecent, Immodest, Indelicate.**

**Indecent** is the contrary of **decent** (v. *Becoming*), **Immodest** the contrary of **modest** (v. *Modest*), **Indelicate** the contrary of **delicate** (v. *Fine*).

**Indecency and immorality** violate the fundamental principles of morality: the former how ever in external matters, as dress, words, and looks; the latter in conduct and disposition. A person may be **indecent** for want of either knowing or thinking better; but a female cannot be **immodest** without radical cor-
INDIFFERENCE.

Indecency may be a partial, immodesty is a positive and entire breach of the moral law. Indecency belongs to both sexes; immodesty is peculiarly applicable to the misconduct of females.

Indecency is less than immodesty, but more than insensibility: for they both respect the outward behaviour; but the former springs from illicit or uncurbed desire; insensibility from the want of education. It is a great indecency for a man to marry again very quickly after the death of his wife; but a still greater indecency for a woman to put such an affair on her deceased husband. If it is a great breach in upon the retirement of such as are in sorrow and mourning. It is indecent for females to expose their persons as many do whom we cannot call indelicate; it is indelicate for females to engage in masculine exercises.

The Dublinian contains more ingenuity and wit, more indecency and blasphemy, than I ever saw collected in one single volume—S. W. JONES.

Indecent words admit of no defence, For want of decency is want of sense.—ROSCOMMON.

Your papers would be chargeable with something worse than indecency did you treat the detestable sin of uncleanness in the same manner as you tally self-love.—SPECTATOR.

Indelicate, v. Indecent.

To Indicate, v. To show.

Indication, v. Mark.

Indifference, Insensibility, Apathy.

Indifference signifies no difference; that is, having no difference of feeling for one thing more than another. Insensibility, from sense and able, signifies incapable of feeling.

Apathy, from the Greek privative α and φθορα, feeling, implies without feeling. Indifference is a partial state of the mind; apathy and insensibility are general states of the mind; he who has indifference is not to be awakened to feeling by some objects, though he may by others; but he who has not sensibility is incapable of feeling; and he who has apathy is without feeling. Indifference is mostly a temporary state; insensibility is either a temporary or a permanent state; apathy is always a permanent state; indifference is either acquired or accidental; insensibility is either produced or natural; apathy is natural. A person may be in a state of indifference about a thing the value of which he is not aware of, or acquire an indifference for that which he knows to be of comparatively little value; he may be in a state of insensibility from some lethargic torpor which has seized his mind; or he may have an habitual insensibility arising either from the contractedness of his powers, or the physical languor of his understanding, and deadness of his passions; his apathy is born with him, and forms a prominent feature in the constitution of his mind.

Indifference is often the consequence of insensibility; for he who is not sensible or alive to any feeling must naturally be without choice or preference; but indifference is not always insensibility, since we may be indifferent to one thing, because we have an equal liking to another. In like manner insensibility may spring from apathy, for he who has no feeling is naturally not to be awakened to feeling, that is, he is unfeeling or insensible by constitution; but since his insensibility may spring from other causes besides those that are natural, he may be insensible without having apathy. Moreover it is observable that between insensibility and apathy there is this farther distinction, that the former refers only to our capacity for being moved by the outward objects that surround us; whereas apathy denotes an entire internal deadness of all the feelings: but we may be insensible to the present external objects from the total absorption of all the powers and feelings in one distinct object.

I could never prevail with myself to exchange joy and sorrow for a state of constant tasteless indifference.—HOADLEY.

I look upon Jesus not only as the most conscient but the most merciful of men; as I shall esteem you the most insensible if you appear to slight his acquaintance.—MILTON'S LETTERS TO PEPYS.

The Stoics affected an entire apathy.—ENCYCLOP. BRIT.

Indifferent, Unconcerned, Regardless.

Indifferent (v. Indifference) marks the want of inclination: Unconcerned, that is, having no concern (v. Care); and Regardless, that is, without regard (v. Care); mark the want of serious consideration. Indifferent respects only the will, unconcerned either the will or the understanding, regardless the understanding only; we are indifferent about matters of minor consideration; we are unconcerned or regardless about a-s-rious matters that have remote consequences; an author will seldom be indifferent about the success of his work; he ought not to be unconcerned about the influence which his writings may have on the public, or regardless of the estimation in which his own character as a man may be held. To be indifferent is to be without an act of wisdom or virtue; to be unconcerned or regardless is mostly an act of folly or a breach of duty.

When the object is purely of a personal nature, it is but treating it as it deserves if we are indifferent about it; hence a wise man is indifferent about the applause of the multitude; as religion should be the object of our concern, if we are unconcerned about any thing connected with it, the fault is in ourselves; a good parent will never be unconcerned about the religious education of his children: whatever tends to increase our knowledge or to add to the comfort of others ought to excite our regard; if therefore we are regardless of these things, we betray a culpable want of feeling; a good child will never be regardless of the admonition of a parent.

As an author I am perfectly indifferent to the judgment of all except the few who are really judicious.—COWPER.

Not the most cruel of our conquering foes, So unconcern'd can relate our woes.—DENHAM.

Regardless of my words, he no reply Returns.—DRYDEN.
INDIGNITY.

Indignation, v. Anger.

Indignity, Insult.
Indignity, from the Latin dignus worthy, signifies unworthy treatment.

Insult, v. Affront.
Indignity respects the feeling and condition of the person offended; insult respects the temper of the offending party. We measure the indignity in our own mind; it depends upon the consciousness we have of our own worth; we measure the insult by the disposition which is discovered in another to degrade us. Persons in high stations are peculiarly exposed to indignities; persons in every station may be exposed to insults. The royal family of France suffered every indignity which vulgar rage is capable of; whenever people harbour animosities towards each other, they are apt to discover them by offering insults when they have the opportunity. Indignities may, however, be offered to persons of all ranks; but in this case it always consists of more violence than a simple insult; it would be an indignity to a person of any rank to be compelled to do any office which belongs only to a beast of burden.

It would be an indignity to a female of any station to be compelled to expose her person; on the other hand, an insult does not extend beyond an abusive expression, a triumphant contemptuous look, or any breach of courtesy.

The two exiles made Montesmara’s officers, prisoners, and treated them with great indignity.—Robertson.

Narvaez having learned that Cortez was now advanced with a small body of men, considered this as an insult which merited immediate chastisement.—Robertson.

Indisputable, v. Indubitable.

Indis tinct, Confused.
Indis tinct is negative; it marks simply the want of distinctness: Confused is positive; it marks a positive degree of indistinctness. A thing may be indistinct without being confused; but it cannot be confused without being indistinct; two things may be indistinct, or not easily distinguished from each other; but many things, or parts of the same things, are confused; two letters in a word may be indistinct: but the whole of a writing or many words are confused; sounds are indistinct which reach our ears only in part; but they are confused if they come in great numbers and out of all order. We see objects indistinctly: we cannot see all the features by which they would be distinguished from all objects: we see them confusedly when every part is so blended with the other that no one feature can be distinguished: by means of great distance objects become indistinct; from a defect in sight objects become more confused.

When a volume of travels is opened, nothing is found but such new accounts as leave no distinct idea behind them.—Johnson.

He that enters a town at night and surveys it in the morning, then hastens to another place, may please himself for a time with a hasty change of scene and a confused remembrance of palaces and churches.—John son.

Indolent, v. Idle.

Indolent, Supine, Listless, Careless.
Indolent, v. Idle, lazy.

Supine, in Latin supinus, from super above, signifies lying on one’s back, or with one’s face upwards, which, as it is the action of a lazy or idle person, has been made to represent the qualities themselves.

Listless, without list, in German lust desert, signifies without desire.

Careless signifies without care or concern.

These terms represent a diseased or unnatural state of the mind, when its desires, which are the springs of action, are in a relaxed and torpid state, so as to prevent the necessary degree of exertion. Indolence has a more comprehensive meaning than supineness, and this signifies more than listlessness or carelessness: indolence is a general indisposition of a person to exert either his mind or his body; supineness is a similar indisposition that shows itself on particular occasions; there is a corporal as well as a mental cause for indolence; but supineness lies principally in the mind: indolent and supine-made people are apt to be indolent; but timid and gentle dispositions are apt to be supine. An indolent person sets all labour, both corporal and mental, at a distance from him; it is irksome to him; a supine person objects to undertake anything which threatens to give him trouble; the indolent person is so for a permanency; he always seeks to be waited upon rather than wait on himself; and as far as is possible he is glad for another to think for him, rather than to burden himself with thought: the supine person is so only in matters that require more than an ordinary portion of his exertion; he will defer such business, and sacrifice his interest to the case. The indolent and supine are not, however, like the listless, expressly without desire: an indolent or supine man has desire enough to enjoy what is within his reach, although not always sufficient desire to surmount the aversion to labour in trying to obtain it; the listless man, on the contrary, is altogether without the desire, and is in fact in a state of moral torpidity; however, but a temporary or partial state arising from particular circumstances; after the mind has been wrought up to the highest pitch, it will sometimes sink into a state of relaxation in which it ceases to have apparently any active principle within itself. Indolence is a habit of both body and mind: supineness is sometimes only a mode of inaction flowing out of a particular frame of mind; listlessness is only a certain frame of mind: an active person may sometimes be supine in setting about a business which runs counter to his feelings; a listless person, on the other hand, if he be habitually so, will never be active in anything, because he will have no impulse to action.
Indubitable, Unquestionable, Indisputable, Undeniable, Incontrovertible, Irrefragable.

Indubitable signifies admitting of no doubt (v. Doubt); Unquestionable; admitting of no question (v. Doubt); Indisputable; admitting of no dispute (v. To controvert); Undeniable, not to be denied (v. To deny, disown); Incontrovertible, not to be controverted (v. To controvert); Irrefragable, from frango to break, signifies not to be broken, destroyed, or done away. These terms are all opposed to uncertainty; but they do not imply absolute certainty, for they all express the strong persuasion of a people's mind rather than the absolute nature of the thing: when a fact is supported by such evidence as admits of no kind of doubt, it is termed indubitable; when the truth of an assertion rests on the authority of a man whose character for integrity stands unimpeached, it is termed undeniable authority; when a thing is believed to exist on the evidence of every man's senses, it is termed undeniable; when a sentiment has always been held as either true or false without dispute, it is termed indisputable; when arguments have never been controverted, they are termed incontrovertible; and when they have never been warmly answered, they are termed irrefragable.

A full or a thin house will indubitably express the sense of a majority.—Hawkesworth.

From the unquestionable documents and dictates of the law of nature, I shall evince the obligation lying upon every man to show gratitude.—South.

Truth, knowing the indisputable claim she has to all that is called reason, thinks it below her to ask that upon courtesy in which she can plead a property.—South.

So undeniable is the truth of this (viz., the hardness of our duty), that the sense of virtue is laid in our natural averseness to things excellent.—South.

Our distinction must rest upon a steady adherence to the incontrovertible rules of virtue.—Blair.

There is none who walks so surely, and upon such irrefragable grounds of prudence, as he who is religious.—South.

To Indue, v. To invest.
To Induce, v. To actuate.
To Induce, v. To encourage, animate.
To Indulge, v. To foster.
To Indulge, v. To gratify.

Indulgent, Fond.

Indulgent, v. To gratify.
Fond, v. Amorous.

Indulgence lies more in forbearing from the exercise of authority; fondness in the outward behaviour and endearments: they may both arise from an excess of kindness or love; but the former is of a less objectionable character than the latter. Indulgence may be sometimes wrong; but fondness is seldom right: an indulgent parent is seldom a prudent parent; but a fond parent does not rise above a fool: all who have the care of young people should occasionally relax from the strictness of the disciplinarian, and show an indulgence where a suitable opportunity offers; a fond mother takes away from the value of indulgences by an invariable compliance with the humours of her children; however, when applied generally or abstractedly, they are both taken in a good sense.

God then thro' all creation gives, we find, Sufficient marks of an indulgent mind.—Jenyns.
While, for a while, his fond paternal care Feasts us with ever joy our state can bear.—Jenyns.

Industrious, v. Active.
Ineffable, v. Unspeaking.
Inequality, v. Disparity.
Inert, v. Inactive.
Inexorable, v. Implacable.
Inexpressible, v. Unspeakable.

Infamous, Scandalous.

Infamous, like infamous (v. Infamy), is applied to both persons and things; scandalous, only to things: a character is infamous, or a transaction is infamous, but a transaction only is scandalous. Infamous and scandalous are both said of that which is calculated to excite great displeasure in the minds of all who hear it, and to degrade the offenders in the general estimation; but the infamous seems to be that which produces greater publicity, and more general reprehension, than the scandalous, consequently is that which is more serious in its nature, and a greater violation of good manners. Many of the leaders in the French revolution rendered themselves infamous by their violence, their rapine, and their murders; the trick which was played upon the subscribers to the South Sea Company was a scandalous fraud.
Infamy, Ignominy, Opprobrium.

Infamy is the opposite to good name; it consists in an evil report.

Ignominy, from the privative in and no- men a name, signifies an ill-name, a stained name.

Opprobrium, a Latin word, compounded of op or ob and probrum, signifies the highest degree of reproach or stain.

The idea of discredit or disgrace in the highest possible degree is common to all these terms: but infamy is that which attaches more to the thing than to the person; ignominy is thrown upon the person; and opprobrium is thrown upon the agent rather than the action.

Infamy causes either the person or thing to be ill spoken of by all; abhorrence of both is expressed by every mouth, and the ill report spreads from mouth to mouth: ignominy causes the name and the person to be held in contempt; it becomes debased in the eyes of others. Causes that the person to be spoken of in severe terms of reproach, and to be shunned as something polluted. The infamy of a traitorous proceeding is increased by the addition of ingratitude; the ignominy of a public punishment is increased by the wickedness of the offender: opprobrium sometimes falls upon the innocent, when circumstances seem to convict them of guilt.

Infamy is bestowed by the public voice; it does not belong to one nation or one age, but to every age: the infamy of a base transaction, as the massacre of the Danes in England, or of the Huguenots in France, will be handed down to the latest posterity.

Ignominy is known by the person or by the act of the magistrate: the public sentence of the law, and the infliction of that sentence, exposes the name to public scorn: the ignominy, however, seldom extends beyond the individuals who are immediately concerned in it: every honest man, however humble his station and narrow his sphere, would feel preserve his name from being branded with the ignominy of his having suffered himself, or any of his family, death by the gallows. Opprobrium is the judgement passed by the public; it is more silent and even more confined than the infamy and the ignominy: individuals are exposed to it according to the nature of the imputations under which they live: every good man would be anxious to escape the opprobrium of having forfeited his integrity.

The share of infamy that is likely to fall to the lot of each individual in public acts is small indeed.—BURKE.

For strength from truth divided, and from just, illibable ought merits just disapprove
And ignominy.—MILTON.

Nor he their outward only with the skins
Of beasts, but inward nakedness much more
Opprobrious, with his robe of righteousness
Arraying, cover'd from his father's sight.—MILTON.

Infantine, v. Childish.

Infatuation, v. Intoxication.
Inference, v. Conclusion.
Inferior, v. Subject.
Infidelity, v. Unbelief.
Infirm, v. Weak.
Infirmity, v. Debility.
Influence, v. Credit.

Influence, Authority, Ascendancy, Sway.

Influence, v. Credit.

Authority, in Latin auctoritas, from auctor the author or prime mover of a thing, signifies that power which is vested in the prime mover of any business.

Ascendancy, from ascend, signifies having the upper hand.

Sway, like our word swing and the German word schweben, comes from the Hebrew za to move.

These terms imply power, under different circumstances: influence is altogether unconnected with any right to direct; authority includes the idea of right necessarily; superiority of rank, talent, or property, personal attachment, and a variety of circumstances give influence, it commonly acts by persuasion, and employs engaging manners, so as to determine in favour of what is proposed: superior wisdom, age, office, and relation give authority; it determines of itself, it requires no collateral aid: ascendancy and sway are modes of influence, differing only in degree; they both imply an excessive and improper degree of influence over the mind, independent of reason: the former is, however, more gradual in its process, and consequently more confirmed in its nature the latter may be only temporary, but may be more violent. A person employs many arts, and for a length of time, to gain the ascendancy; but he exerts a sway by a violent stretch of power. It is of great importance for those who have influence, to conduct themselves consistently with their rank and station: men are apt to regard the warnings and admonitions of a true friend as an odious assumption of authority, while they voluntarily give themselves up to the ascendancy which a valet or a mistress has gained over them, who exert the most unwarrantable sway to serve their own interested and vicious purposes.

Influence and ascendancy are said likewise of things as well as persons: true religion will have an influence not only on the outward conduct of a man, but on the inward affections of his heart; and that man is truly happy in whose mind it has the ascendancy over every other principle.

The influence of France as a republic is equal to a war.—BURKE.

Without the force of authority the power of soldiers grows pernicious to their master.—TENEL.
INFORMANT.

France, since her revolution, is under the monopoly of a sect, whose leaders, at one stroke, have demolished the whole body of jurisprudence.—BURLI.

If you allow any passion, even though it be esteemed innocent, to acquire an absolute ascendancy, your inward peace will be impaired.—BLAIR.

To Inform, Make Known, Acquaint, Apprise.

The idea of bringing to the knowledge of one or more persons is common to all these terms. Inform, from the Latin informa to fashion the mind, comprehends this general idea only, without the addition of any collateral idea; it is therefore the generic term, and the rest specific; to inform is to communicate what has lately happened, or the contrary; but to Make Known is to bring to light what has long been known and purposely concealed; to inform is to communicate directly or indirectly to one or many; to make known is mostly to communicate indirectly to many: one informs the public of one's intentions, by means of an advertisement under one's own name; one makes known a fact through a circle of cleaning, and without any name. To inform may be either a personal address or otherwise; to Acquaint and Apprise are immediate and personal communications. One informs the government, or any public body, or one informs one's friends; one acquaints or apprises only one's friends, or particular individuals; one is informed of that which either concerns the informer or the person informed; one acquaints a person with or apprises him of such things as peculiarly concern himself, but the latter in more specific circumstances than the former: one informs a correspondent by letter of the day on which he may expect to receive his order, or of one's own wishes with regard to an order; one acquaints a father with all the circumstances that respect his son's conduct; one apprises a friend of a bequest that has been made to him; one informs the magistrate of any irregularity that passes; one acquaints the master of a family with the misconduct of his servants; one apprises a person of the time when he will be obliged to appear.

Religion informs us that misery and sin were produced together.—JOHNSON.

But fools, to talking ever prone,
Are sure to make their follies known.—GAY.

If any man lives under a minister that doth not act according to the rules of the gospel, it is his own fault in that he doth not acquaint the bishop with it.—BEVERIDGE.

You know, without my telling you, with what zeal I have recommended you to Caesar, although you may not be apprized that I have frequently written to him upon that subject.—MELVOY'S LETTERS OF CICERO.

or another; one informs by virtue of an accidental superiority or priority of knowledge; one instructs by virtue of superior knowledge or superior station; one teaches by virtue of superior knowledge rather than of station: diplomatic agents inform their governments of the political transactions in which they have been concerned: government instructs its different functionaries and officers in regard to their mode of proceeding: professors and preceptors teach those who attend public schools to learn.

So inform is applicable to matters of general interest: we may inform ourselves or others on anything which is a subject of inquiry or curiosity; and the information serves either to amuse or to improve the mind: to instruct is applicable to matters of serious concern, or to that which is practically useful; it serves to set us right in the path of life; a parent instructs the child in the course of conduct he should pursue; a good child profits by the instruction of a good parent to make himself wiser and better for the time to come: to teach respects matters of art and science; the learner depends upon the teacher for the formation of his mind, and the establishment of his principles. Every object ought to be properly informed before he pretends to give an opinion; the young and inexperienced must be instructed before they can act; the ignorant must be taught, in order to guard them against error. Truth and sincerity are all that is necessary for an informer; general experience and a perfect knowledge of the subject of instruction are requisite for the proper formation of the mind of a child: those who give information upon the authority of others are liable to mislead; those who instruct others in doing that which is bad, scandalously abuse the authority that is reposed in them; those who pretend to teach what they themselves do not understand, mostly betray some ignorance in the subject.

To inform and to teach are employed for things as well as persons; to instruct only for persons: books and reading inform the mind; history or experience teaches mankind.

While we only desire to have our ignorance informed, we are most delighted with the plainest dictionary.—JOHN.

Not Thrasian Orpheus should transcend my lays,
Nor Lotus, crowned with never-fading lilies;
Though each his heavenly parent should inspire,
The Muse instruct the voice, and Phoebus tune the lyre.—DUDY.

He that teaches us anything which we knew not before is undoubtedly to be reverenced as a master.—JOHN.

Informant, Informer.

These two epithets, from the verb to inform, have acquired by their application an important distinction. The Informer being he who informs for the benefit of others, and the Informer to the molestation of others. What the informer communicates is for the benefit of the individual, and what the informer communicates is for the benefit of the whole. The informer is thanked for his civility in making the communication; the informer undergoes a great deal of odium, but is thanked by not one, not even by those who
INFORMATION.

Employ him. We may all be informants in our turn, if we know of anything of which another may be informed; but none are informers who do not inform against the transgressors of any law.

Every member of society feels and acknowledges the necessity of detecting crimes, yet scarce any degree of virtue or reputation is able to secure an information from his hand. —Jenner.

Aye (says our Artist's informant), but at the same time he declared you (Hogarth) were as good a portrait painter as Van Dyke. —Pilkington.

Information, Intelligence, Notice, Advice.

Information (v. to inform) signifies the thing of which one is informed; Intelligence, from the Latin intelligo to understand signifies that by which one is made to understand; Notice from the Latin notitia, is that which brings a circumstance to our knowledge; Advice (v. advice) signifies that which is given or stated. These terms come very near to each other in signification, but differ in application: information is the most general and indefinite of all: the three others are but modes of information. Whatever is communicated to us is information, be it public or private, open or concealed; notice, intelligence, and advice are mostly definite, but particularly the former. Information and notice may be communicated by word of mouth or by writing, intelligence is mostly communicated by writing or printing; advice are mostly sent by letter: information is mostly an informal mode of communication; notice, intelligence, and advice are mostly formal communications. A servant gives his master information, or one friend sends another information from the country; magistrates or officers give notice of such things as it concerns the public to know and to observe; spies give intelligence of all that passes under their notice; or intelligence is given in the public prints of a place. It is worthy of notice, that a military commander sends advice to his government of the operations which are going forward under his direction; or one merchant gives advice to another of the state of the market.

Information, as calculated to influence men's actions, ought to be correct: those who are too eager to know what is passing are often misled by false information. Notice, as it serves either to warn or direct, ought to be timely; no law of general interest is carried into effect without timely notice being given. Intelligence, as the first intimation of an interesting event, ought to be early; advice, as entering into details, ought to be clear and particular; information may arrive to contradict non-official intelligence.

Information and intelligence, when applied as characteristics of men, have a farther distinction: the man of information is so denominated only on account of his knowledge; but a man of intelligence is so denominated on account of his understanding as well as experience and information. It is not possible to be intelligent without information; but we may be well informed without being remarkable for intelligence: a man of information may be an agreeable companion, and fitted to maintain conversation; but an intelligent man will be an instructive companion, and most fitted for conducting business.

There, centering in a focus round and neat. Let all your rays of information meet—Cowper.

My lion, whose jaws are at all hours open to intelligence, informs me that there are a thousand dangerous weapons still in being—Steele.

At his head.

Death gives short notice. —Thomson.

As he was dictating to his bearers with great authority, there came in a gentleman from Garraway's, who told us that there were several letters from France just come in, with advice that the king was in good health. —Addison.

Informant, v. Informant.

Infringe, v. To infringe.

To Infringe, v. To encroach.

To Infringe, Violate, Transgress.

Infringe, from frango to break, signifies to break into.

Violate, from the Latin vis force, signifies to use force towards.

Transgress, from trans and gredit, signifies to go beyond, or farther than we ought.

Civil and moral laws are infringed by those who act in opposition to them; treaties and engagements are violated by those who do not hold them sacred; the bonds which are prescribed by the moral law are transgressed by those who are guilty of any excess. It is the business of governments to see that the rights and privileges of individuals or particular bodies be not infringed; policy but too frequently runs counter to policy; where the particular interests of princes are more regarded than the dictates of conscience; treaties and compacts are first violated and then justified: the passions, when not kept under proper control, will ever hurry men on to transgress the limits of right reason.

I hold friendship to be a very holy league, and no less than a place to infringe it.—Howel.

No violated league with sharp remorse
Shall sting the conscious victor.—Somerville.

Why hast thou, Satan, broke the bounds prescribed
To thy transgressions.—Milton.

Infringement, Infraction.

Infringement and Infraction, which are both derived from the Latin verb infringo or frango (v. to infringe), are employed according to the different senses of the verb infringe: the former being applied to the rights of individuals, either in their domestic or public capacity; and the latter rather to national transactions. Politeuss, which teaches us what is due to every man in the smallest concerns, considers any unasked-for interference in the private affairs of another as an infringement. Equity, which enjoins on nations as well as individuals an attentive consideration to the interests of the whole, forbids the infraction of a treaty in any case.

We see with Orestes (or rather with Sophocles), that "it is ill that such gross infringements of the moral law (as Parricide) should be punished with death." —Mackenzie.

No people can without the infrasion of the universal league of social beings, unite those practices in another dominion which they would themselves punish in their own. —Johnson.
INGENUITY.

To Infuse, v. To implant.

Ingenious, v. Ingenious.

Ingenuity, Wit.

Ingenious, v. Ingenious.

Wit, from the German wissen to know, signifies knowledge or understanding.

Both these terms imply acuteness of understanding, and differ mostly in the mode of displaying themselves. Ingenuity comprehends invention; wit comprehends knowledge. One is ingenious in matters either of art or science; one is witty only in matters of sentiment: things may, therefore, be ingenious, but not witty; witty, but not ingenious; or both witty and ingenious. A mechanical invention, or an ordinary contrivance, is ingenious, but not witty: we say, an ingenious, not a witty solution of a difficulty: a flash of wit, not a flash of ingeniosity; a witty humour, a witty conversation; not an ingenious humour or conversation; on the other hand, a conceit is ingenious, as it is the fruit of one's own mind; it is witty, as it contains point, and strikes on the understanding of others.

Men were formerly won over to opinions by the candour, sense, and ingeniosity of those who had the right on their side.—ADDISON.

When I broke loose from that great body of writers who have employed their wit and parts in propagating vice and irreligion, I did not question but I should be treated as an old kind of fellow.—ADDISON.

Ingenious, v. Frank.

Ingenious, Ingenious.

It would not have been necessary to point out the distinction between these two words if they had not been confounded in writing, as well as in speaking. Ingenious, in Latin ingeniosus, and Ingenious, in Latin ingenious, are, either immediately or remotely, both derived from ingenio to be inborn; but the former respects the freedom of the station and consequent nobleness of the character which is inborn: the latter respects the genius or mental powers which are inborn. Truth is coupled with freedom or nobility of birth; the ingenious, therefore, bespeaks the inborn freedom, by asserting the noblest right, and following the noblest impulse, of human nature, namely, that of speaking the truth: genius is altogether a natural endowment, that is born with us, independent of external circumstances; the ingenious man, therefore, displays his powers as occasion may offer. We love the ingenious character, on account of the qualities of his heart; we admire the ingenious man on account of the endowments of his mind. One is ingenious as a man; or ingenious as an author: a man confesses an action ingeniously; he defends it ingeniously.

Compare the ingenious pliability to virtuous counsels which is in youth, to the confirmed obstinacy in an old man.—SOUTH.

Ingenious to their ruin, every age Improves the arts and instruments of rage.—WALLER.

To Ingrace, v. To implant.

To Ingratiate, v. To imitate.

To Ingratiate.

Inherent, Inbred, Inborn, Innate.

The Inherent, from hærere to stick, denotes a permanent quality or property as opposed to that which is adventitious and transitory. Inbred denotes that which is derived principally from habit or by a gradual process, as opposed to that which is acquired by actual efforts. Inborn denotes that which is purely natural, in opposition to the artificial. Inherent is the most general in its sense; for what is inbred and inborn is naturally inherent; but all is not inbred and inborn which is inherent. Inanimate objects have inherent properties; but the inbred and inborn exists only in that which receives life; solidity is an inherent, but not an inbred or inborn, property of matter: a love of truth is an innate property of the human mind; it is consequently inherent, as much as noting can totally destroy it. That which is inbred is bred or nurtured in us from our birth; that which is inborn is simply born in us: a property may be inbred, but not inborn; it cannot, however, be inbred and not inborn. Habits which are engratified into the natural disposition are properly inbred; hence the vulgur proveth that “a thing is bred, in the bone will not be out of the flesh,” to denote the influence which parents have on the characters of their children, both physically and morally. Propensities, on the other hand, which are totally independent of education or external circumstances, are properly inborn, as an inborn love of freedom; hence, likewise, the properties of animals are inbred in them, inasmuch as they are derived through the medium of the breeds of which the parent partakes.

Inborn and Innate, from the Latin natus born, are precisely the same in meaning, yet they differ somewhat in application. Poetry and the grave style have adopted inborn; philosophy has adopted innate: genius is inborn in some men; nobleness is innate in others: there is an inborn talent in some men to command, and an inborn fitness in others to obey. Mr. Locke and his followers are pleased to say there is no such thing as innate ideas: and if they only mean that there are no sensible impressions on the soul, until it is acted upon by external objects, they may be right: but if they mean to say that there are no inborn characters or powers in the soul which predispose it for the reception of certain impressions, they contradict the experience of the learned and the unlearned in all ages, who believe, and that from close observation on themselves and others, that man has, from his birth, not only the general character which belongs to him in common with his species, but also those peculiar characteristics which distinguish individuals from their earliest infancy: all these characters or characteristics are, therefore, not supposed to be produced, but elicited, by circumstances; and ideas, which are but the sensible forms that the soul assumes in its connection with the body, are, on that account, in vulgar language termed innate.
INJURY.

When my new mind had no infusion known,
Thou gav'st so deep a tincture of thine own,
That ever since I vainly try
To wash away thine inherent dye.—COWLEY.

But he, my (b)red enemy,
Forth is't, brandishing his fatal dart,
Made to destroy; I fed, and cry'd out death!

MILTON.

Despair, and secret shame, and conscious thought
Of inward worth, his slaying soul oppressed.—DRYDEN.

Grant these inventions of the crafty priest,
Yet such inventions never could subsist
Without some glimmerings of a future state
Were with the mind coeval and innate.—JENNYNS.

Inhuman, v. Cruel.

Inimical, v. Adverse.

Iniquitous, v. Wicked.

Injunction, v. Command.

To Injure, v. To impair.


Injury, Damage, Hurt, Harm, Mischief.


Damage, from the Latin damnum, signifies literally a loss.

Hurt, v. Disadvantage.

Harm, v. Evil.


The idea of making a thing otherwise than it ought to be is common to these terms. Injury is the most general term, simply implying what happens contrary to right; the rest are but modes of injury; damage is that injury which takes away from the value of a thing; hurt is the injury which destroys the soundness or wholeness of a thing; harm is injury which is attended with trouble and inconvenience; mischief is injury which interrupts the order and consistency of things. Injury is applicable to all bodies, physical and moral: damage is applicable only to physical bodies. Trade may suffer an injury; a building may suffer an injury; but a building, a vessel, or merchandize, suffer a damage. When applied to physical bodies, injury comprehends everything which makes an object otherwise than it ought to be; that is to say, all collateral circumstances which are connected with the end and purpose of things; but damage implies that actual injury which affects the structure and materials of the object: the situation of some buildings is an injury to them; the falling of a chimney, or the breaking of a roof, is a damage: an injury, is not easily removed; a damage is easily repaired.

Injury and hurt are both applied to persons; but injury may either affect their bodies, their circumstances, or their minds; hurt in its proper sense affects only their bodies. We may receive an injury or a hurt by a fall; but the former term is employed when the health or spirits of a person suffer, the latter when any fracture or wound is produced. A person sometimes sustains an injury (from a fall, either by losing the use of a limb or by the deprivation of his senses) which descends with him to the grave; a sprain, a cut, or a bruise, are little hurts which are easily cured. The term hurt is sometimes figuratively employed as it respects the circumstances of a man, where the idea of inflicting a wound or a pain is implied; as in hurting a man's good name, hurting his reputation, hurting his morals, and other such cases, in which the specific term hurt may be substituted for the general term injury.

The terms injury, harm, and mischief are all employed for the circumstances of either things or men; but injury comprehends cause and effect; harm and mischief respect the evil as it is. If we say that an injury is done, we always think of either the agent by which it is done or the object to which it is done, or both; but when we speak of a harm or a mischief, we only think of the nature and measure of the one or the other. It is an injury to society to let public offenders go free; young people do not always consider the harm which may be in some of their most imprudent actions; the mischief of disseminating free principles among the young and the ignorant, has been found to exceed all the good which might result from the superior cultivation of the human mind, and the more extended diffusion of knowledge.

The distant Trojans never injured me.—POPE.

No plough shall hurt the glebe, no pruning hook the vine. DRYDEN.

With harmless play amidst the bowls he pass'd.—DRYDEN.

But furious Dido, with dark thoughts involv'd,
Slew at the mighty mischief she resolv'd.—DRYDEN.

Injury, v. Injustice.

Injustice, Injury, Wrong.

Injustice v. Justice), Injury (v. Disadvantage), and Wrong, signifying the thing that is wrong, are all opposed to the right; but the injustice lies in the principle, the injury in the action that injures. There may, therefore, be injustice where there is no specific injury; and, on the other hand, there may be injury where there is no injustice. When we think worse of a person than we ought to think, we do him an act of injustice; but we do not, in the strict sense of the word, do him an injury; on the other hand, if we say anything to the discredit of another, it will be an injury to his reputation if it be believed; but it may not be an injustice if it be strictly conformable to truth, and that which one is compelled to say.

The violation of justice, or a breach of the rule of right, constitutes the injustice; but the quantum of ill which falls on the person constitutes the injury. Sometimes a person is dispossessed of his property by fraud or violence, this is an act of injustice; but it is not an injury if, in consequence of this act, he obtains friends who make it good to him beyond what he has lost; on the other hand, a person suffers very much through the inadvertence of another, which to him is a serious injury, although the offender has not been guilty of injustice.

A wrong partakes both of injustice and
Injure: it is in fact an injury done by one person to another, in express violation of justice. The man who seduces a woman from the path of virtue does her the greatest of all wrongs. One repents of injury, repairs injuries, and redresses wrongs.

A lie is properly a species of injustice, and a violation of the right of that person to whom the false speech is directed.—SOUTH.

Law suits I'd shun with as much studious care As I would when where hungry lions are; And rather put up injuries than be A plague to him who'd be a plague to me.—POMPEY.

The humble man, when he receives a wrong, Refers revenge to whom it doth belong.—WALLER.


Inside, Interior.

The term Inside may be applied to bodies of any magnitude, small or large; Interior is peculiarly applicable to bodies of great magnitude. We may speak of the inside of a nut-shell, but not of its interior; on the other hand, we speak of the interior of St. Paul's, or the interior of a palace. This difference of application is not altogether arbitrary: for inside literally signifies the side that is inward; but interior signifies the space which is inward than the rest, which is inclosed in an inclosure; consequently cannot be applied to anything but a large space that is inclosed.

As for the inside of their nest, none but themselves were concerned in it, according to the inviolable laws established among those animals (the ants).—ADDISON.

The gates are drawn back, and the interior of the fane is discovered.—CUMBERLAND.

Insidious, Treacherous.

Insidious, in Latin insidious, from inside stratagem or ambush, from inside to lie in wait or ambush.

Treacherous is changed from traitorous, and derived from trado to betray, signifying in general the disposition to betray.

The insidious man is not so bad as the treacherous man; for the former only lies in wait to ensnare us; when we are off our guard; but the latter throws us off our guard by bringing us into a state of security, in order the more effectively to get us into his power: an enemy is, therefore, denominated insidious, but a friend is treacherous. The insidious man has recourse to various little arts by which he wishes to effect his purpose, and gain an advantage over his opponent; the treacherous man pursues a system of direct falsehood in order to ruin his friend: the insidious man objects to a fair and open contest; but the treacherous man assaults in the dark him whom he should support. The opponents to Christianity are fond of insidious attacks upon its sublime truths, because they have not always courage to proclaim their own shame; the treachery of some men depends for its success on the credulity of others; as in the case of the Trojans who listened to the tale of Sinon, the Grecian spy.

Deceit, that friendship's mask insidious wears.—JENNY.

The world must think him in the wrong, Would say he made a treacherous use Of wit, to flatter and seduce.—SWIFT.

Insight, Inspection.

The Insight as to anything is what we receive: the Inspection is what we give: one gets a view into a thing by an insight: one takes a view over a thing by an inspection. An insight serves to increase our own knowledge: inspection enables us to instruct others. An inquisitive traveller tries to get an insight into the manners, customs, laws, and government of the countries which he visits; by inspection a master discovers the errors which are committed by his scholars, and sets them right.

Angels both good and bad have a full insight into the activity and force of natural causes.—SOUTH.

Something no doubt is designed: but what that is, I will not presume to determine from an inspection of men's hearts.—SOUTH.

Insignificant, v. Unimportant.

To Insinuate, v. To hint.

To Insinuate, Ingratiate.

Insinuate (v. To hint), and Ingratiate, from gretus grateful or acceptable, are employed to express an endeavour to gain favour; but they differ in the circumstances of the action. A person who insinuates adopts every art to steal into the good will of another; but he who ingratiates adopts unartificial means to conciliate good will. A person of insinuating manners wins upon another imperceptibly, even so as to convert dislike into attachment; a person with ingratiating manners procures good-will by a permanent intercourse. Insinuate and ingratiating differ in the motive, as well as the mode, of the action; the motive is, in both cases, self-interest; but the former is unlawful, and the latter allowable. In proportion as the object to be attained by another's favour is base, so is it necessary to have recourse to inquisition; whilst the object to be obtained is that which may be avowed, ingratiating will serve the purpose. Low persons insinuate themselves into the favour of their superiors in order to obtain an influence over them: it is commendable in a
INSINUATION.

young person to wish to ingratitude himself with those who are entitled to his esteem and respect.

Ingratitude may be used in the improper sense for unconscious agents; ingratitude is always the act of a conscious agent. Water will insinuate itself into every body that is in the smallest degree porous; there are few persons of so much apathy that it may not be possible, one way or another, to insinuate one's self into their favour.

The same character of despotism insinuated itself into every court of Europe. — Burke.

My resolution was now to ingratitude myself with men whose reputation was established. — Johnson.

Insinuation, Reflection.

These both imply personal remarks, or such remarks as are directed towards an individual; but the former is less direct and more covert than the latter. An Insinuation always deals in half words; a Reflection is commonly open. They are both levelled at the individual with no good intent: but the insinuation is general, and may be employed to convey any unfavourable sentiment; the reflection is particular, and commonly passes between intimates and persons in close connexion.

The insinuation respects the honour, the moral character, or the intellectual endowments of the person: the reflection respects his particular conduct or feelings towards an object. To throw ominous insinuations to the disparagement of those whose merits they dare not openly question; when friends quarrel, they deal largely in reflections on the past.

The prejudiced admirers of the ancients are very angry at the least insinuation that they had any idea of our barbarous tragi-comedy. — Twining.

The ill-natured man gives attention to reflections which a good-natured man stifles. — Addison.

Insipid, Dull, Flat.

Insipid. in Latin insipidus from in and sapio, to taste, signifies without savour.

Dull. v. Dull.

Flat. v. Flat.

A want of spirit in the moral sense is designated by these epithets, which borrow their figurative meaning from different properties in nature; the taste is referred to in the word insipid; the properties of colours are considered under the word dull; the property of surface is referred to by the word flat. As the want of flavour in any meat constitutes it insipid, and renders it worthless, so does the want of mind or character in a man render him equally insipid, and devoid of the distinguishing characteristic of his nature; as the brightness of the latter consists in their brightness, the absence of this essential property, which constitutes dulness, renders them uninteresting objects to the eye; so the want of spirit in a moral composition, which constitutes its dulness, deprives it at the same time of that ingredient which should awaken attention: as in the natural world objects are either elevated or flat, so in the moral world the spirits are either raised or depressed, and such moral representations as are calculated to raise the spirits are termed spirited, whilst those which fail in this object are termed flat. An insipid writer is without sentiment of any kind or degree; a dull writer fails in vivacity and vigour of sentiment; a flat performance is wanting in the property of provoking mirth, which should be its peculiar ingredient.

To a covetous man all other things but wealth are insipid. — South.

But yet beware of councils when too full. Number makes long disputés and graveness dull. — Denham.

The senses are disgusted with their old entertainments, and existence turns flat and insipid. — Grove.

To Insist, Persist.

Both these terms being derived from the Latin insist to stand, express the idea of resting or keeping to a thing; but Insist signifies to rest on a point, and Persist, from per through or by and sisto (c. To continue), signifies to keep on with a thing, to carry it through. We insist on a matter by maintaining it; we persist in a thing by continuing to do it; we insist by the force of authority or argument; we persist by the mere act of the will. A person insists on that which he conceives to be his right; or he insists on that which he conceives to be right: but he persists in that which he has no will to give up. To insist is therefore an act of discretion; to persist is mostly an act of folly or caprice: the former is always taken in a good or indifferent sense; the latter mostly in a bad sense. A parent ought to insist on all matters that are of essential importance to his children; a spoiled child persists in its follies from perversity of humour.

This natural tendency of despotic power to ignorance and barbarity, though not insisted upon by others, is, I think, no inconsiderable argument against that form of government. — Addison.

To Insare, Entrap, Entangle, Enveige.

The idea of getting any object artfully into one's power is common to all these terms: To Insare, or to take in, is the more of a general import, to Entrap is to take in a trap; or by means of a trap; to Entangle is to take in a tangle, or by means of tangled thread; to Enveige is to take by means of making blind, from the French aveugle blind.

Insare and entangle are used either in the natural or moral sense; entrap mostly in the natural, enveige only in the moral sense. In the natural sense birds are insare by means of bird-line, nooses, or whatever else may deprive them of their liberty; men and beasts are entrapped in whatever serves as a trap or an inclosure; they may be entraped by being lured into a house or any place of confinement; all creatures are entangle by nets, or that which confines the limbs and prevents them from moving forward.

In the moral sense, men are said to be insare by their own passions and the allurements of pleasure into a course of vice which deprives them of the use of their faculties, and makes them virtually captives; they are enveige by their errors and infirmities, which difficulties which interfere with their moral freedom, and prevent them from acting. They
are enraged by the artifices of others, when the consequences of their own actions are shut out from their view, and they are made to walk like blind men. Insidious freethinkers make no scruple of insulting the immature understanding by the proposal of such doubts and difficulties as shall shake their faith. When a man is entangled in the toils of a wicked woman, the more he plunges to get his liberty, the faster she binds him in her toils. The practice of enticing young persons of either sex into houses of ill-fame is not so frequent at present as it was in former times.

This lion (the literary lion) has a particular way of imitating the sound of the creature he would imnure.—ADISON.

Though the new-dawning year in its advance
With hope's gay promise may ensnare the mind,
Let memory give one retrospective glance.
CUMBERLAND.

Some men weave their sophistry till their own reason is confused. JOHNSON.

Why the ensnaring of a woman before she is come to years of discretion should not be as criminal as the seducing her before she is ten years old, I am at a loss to comprehend.—ADISON.

Insolent, v. Impertinent.

Insolvency, Failure, Bankruptcy.

Insolvency, from insolvent, not to pay, signifies the state of not paying, or not being able to pay.

Failure, v. Failure.

Bankruptcy, from the words banca rupta, signifies a broken bank.

All these terms are in particular use in the mercantile world, but are not excluded also from general application. Insolvency is a state of bankruptcy, an act flowing out of that state; and bankruptcy an effect of that act. Insolvency is a condition of not being able to pay one's debts; failure is a cessation of business, from the want of means to carry it on; and bankruptcy is a legal surrender of all one's remaining goods into the hands of one's creditors, in consequence of a real or supposed insolvency. These terms are seldom confined to one person, or description of persons. As an incapacity to pay debts is very frequent among others besides men of business, insolvency is said of any such persons; a gentleman may die in a state of insolvency who does not leave effects sufficient to cover all demands. Although failure is here specifically taken for a failure in business, yet there may be a failure in one particular undertaking without any direct insolvency: a failure may likewise only imply a temporary failure in payment, or it may imply an entire failure of the concern. As a bankruptcy is a legal transaction, which entirely dissolves the firm under which any business is conducted, it necessarily falls a prey in the full extent of the term; yet it does not necessarily imply an insolvency; for some men may in consequence of a temporary failure be led to commit an act of bankruptcy who are afterwards enabled to give a full dividend to all their creditors.

By an act of insolvency all persons who are in too low a way of dealing to be bankrupts, or not in a mercantile state of life, are discharged from all suit and imprisonments, by delivering up all their estate and effects.—BLACKSTONE.

The greater the whole quantity of trade, the greater of course must be the positive number of failures, while the aggregate success is still in the same proportion.—BURKE.

That bankruptcy, the very apprehension of which is one of the causes assigned for the fall of the monarchy, was the capital on which the French republic opened her traffic with the world.—BURKE.

Inspection, v. Insight.

Inspection, Superintendancy, Oversight.

The office of looking into the conduct of others is expressed by both these terms; but the former comprehends little more than the preservation of good order; the latter includes the arrangement of the whole.

The monitor of a school has the Inspection of the conduct of his schoolfellows, but the master has the Superintendence of the school. The officers of an army inspect the men, to see that they observe all the rules that have been laid down to them; a general or superior officer has the superintendence of any military operation. Fidelity is peculiarly wanted in an inspector, judgment and experience in a superintend. Inspection is said of things as well as persons; Oversight only of persons; one has the inspection of books in order to ascertain their accuracy; one has the oversight of persons to prevent irregularity: there is an inspector of the customs, and an overseer of the poor.

This author proposes that there should be examiners appointed to inspect the genius of every particular boy.—DRUGG.

When female minds are embittered by age or solitude, their malignity is generally exerted in a spiteful superintendence of trifles.—JOHNSON.

To Inspire, v. To animate.

Instance, v. Example.


Instant, from into to stand over, signifies the point of time that stands over us, or as it were over our heads.

Moment, from the Latin momentum, is any small particle, particularly a small particle of time.

Instant is always taken for the time present: moment is taken generally for either past, present, or future. A dutiful child comes the instant he is called; a prudent person embraces the favourable moment. When they are both taken for the present time, instant expresses a much shorter space than moment; when we desire a person to do a thing this instant, it requires haste: if we desire him to do it this moment, it only admits of no delay. Instantaneous relief is necessary on some occasions to preserve life; a moment's thought will furnish a ready wit with a suitable reply.

Some circumstances of misery are so powerfully ridiculous that neither kindness nor duty can withstand them; they force the friend, the dependant, or the child, to give way to instantaneous motions of misfortune.—JOHNSON.

I can easily overlook any present momentary sorrow when I reflect that it is in my power to be happy thousand years hence.—BERKELEY.
Instantaneously, v. Directly.
Instantly, v. Directly.
To Instigate, v. To encourage.
To Instil, v. To implant.

To Institute, Establish, Found, Erect.

Institute, in Latin institutus, participle of instituo, from in and statuo to place or appoint, signifies to dispose or fix a specific end.
Establish, v. To fix.
Found, v. To found.
Erect, v. To build.

To institute is to form according to a certain plan; to establish is to fix in a certain position what has been formed; to found is to lay the foundation of anything; to erect is to make a structure. Laws, communities, and particular orders are instituted: schools, colleges, and various societies are established; in the former case, something new is supposed to be framed; in the latter case it is supposed only to have a certain situation assigned to it. The Order of the Jesuits was instituted by Ignatius de Loyola; schools were established by Alfred the Great, in various parts of his dominions. The act of instituting comprehends design and method; that of establishing involves the idea of authority. The Inquisition was instituted in the time of Ferdinand; the Church of England is established by authority. To institute is always the immediate act of some agent; to establish is sometimes the effect of circumstances. Men of public spirit institute that which is for the public good; a communication or trade between certain places becomes established in course of time. An institution is properly a public nature, but establishments are as often private: there are charitable and literary institutions, but domestic establishments. To found is a species of instituting which borrows its figurative meaning from the nature of buildings, and is applicable to that which is formed after the manner of a building; a public school is founded when its pecuniary resources are formed into a fund or foundation. To erect is a species of founding, for it expresses in fact a leading particular in the act of founding: nothing can be founded without being erected; although some things may be erected without being expressly founded in the natural sense; a house is both founded and erected but not founded; so in the figurative sense a college is founded and consequently erected: but a tribunal is erected, but not founded.

The leap years were fixed to their due times according to Julius Caesar’s institution.—PEIDEUX.

The French have outdone us in these particulars by the establishment of a society for the invention of proper inscriptions for their medals.—ADDISON.

After the flood which depopulated Attica, it is generally supposed no king reigned over it till the time of Cecrops, the founder of Athens.—CUMBERLAND.
Princes as well as private persons have erected colleges, and assigned liberal endowments to students and professors.—BERKELEY.

To Instruct, v. To inform.
Instruction, v. Advice.

Instrument, Tool.

Instrument, in Latin instrumentum, from instruo, signifies the thing by which an effect is produced.

Tool comes probably from tool, signifying the thing with which one tolls. These terms are both employed to express the means of producing an end; they differ principally in this, that the former is used mostly in a good sense, the latter only in a bad sense, for persons. Individuals in high stations are often the instruments in bringing about great changes in nations; spies and informers are the worthless tools of government.

Devotion has often been found a powerful instrument in humanizing the manners of men.—BLAKE.
Poor York! the harmless tool of others’ hate.
He sues for pardon, and repents too late.—SWIFT.

Insufficient, v. Incapable.

Insult, v. Affront.
Insult, v. Indignity.

Insuperable, v. Invincible.
Insurmountable, v. Invincible.

Insurrection, Sedition, Rebellion, Revolt.

Insurrection, from surgo to rise up, signifies rising up against any power that is.
Sedition, in Latin sedito, compounded of se and dicere, signifies a going apart, that is, the people going apart from the government.
Rebellion, in Latin rebellio, from rebello, signifies turning upon or against in a hostile manner.
Revolt, in French reveller, is most probably compounded of re and voler, from voler to roll, signifying to roll or turn back from, to turn against.

The term insurrection is general; it is used in a good or bad sense, according to the nature of the power against which one rises up; sedition and rebellion are more specific: they are always taken in the bad sense of unswallowed opposition to lawful authority. There may be an insurrection against usurped power, which is always justifiable; but sedition and rebellion are levelled against power universally acknowledged to be legitimate. Insurrection is always open; it is a rising up of many in a mass; but it does not imply any concerted or any specifically active measure; a united spirit of opposition as the moving cause is all that is comprehended in the meaning of the term; sedition is either secret or open, according to circumstances; in popular governments it will be open and determined; in monarchical governments it is secretly organized; rebellion is the consummation of sedition; the scheme of opposition which has been digested in secrecy breaks out into open hostilities, and becomes rebellion. The insurrection which was headed by Wat Tyler, in the time of Richard II., was an unhappy instance of widely extended delusion among the common people; the insurrection in Madrid, in the year 1808, against the infamous usurpation of
Bonaparte, has led to the most important results that ever sprung from any commotion. Rome was the grand theatre of sedition, which were set on foot by the Tribunes: England has been disgraced by one rebellion, which ended in the death of its king.

Sedition is common to all forms of government, but flourishes most in republics, since there it can scarcely be regarded as a political or moral offence; rebellion exists properly in none but monarchical states; in which the allegiance that men owe to their sovereign requires to be broken with the utmost violence in order to be shaken off. Insurrections may be made by nations against a foreign dominion, or by subjects against their government: sedition and rebellion are carried on by subjects only against their government; revolt is carried on only by nations against a foreign dominion; upon the death of Alexander the most of his conquered countries revolted from his successors.

Elizabeth enjoyed a wonderful calm (excepting some short gusts of insurrection at the beginning) for near upon forty-five years together.—HOWELL.

When the Roman people began to bring in plebeians to the office of chiefest power and dignity, then began those seditions which so long distempered, and at length ruined, the state.—TEMPLE.

If that rebellion Came like itself, in base and seditious roots, You, reverend father, and these noble lords, Had not been here to dress the ugly forms Of base and bloody insurrection.—SHAKESPEARE.

Our self-love is ever ready to revolt from our better judgment, and join the enemy within.—STEELE.

Integrity, v. Honesty.


Intell. in Latin intellectus from intelligo to understand, signifies the gift of understanding, as opposed to mere instinct or impulse.

Genius, in Latin genius, from ingenio to be born, signifies that which is peculiarly born with us.

Talent, v. Faculty.

Intell. is here the generic term, as it includes in its own meaning that of the two others: there cannot be genius or talent without intellect; but there may be intellect without genius or talent; a man of intellect distinguishes himself from the common herd of mankind by the acuteness of his observation, the accuracy of his judgment, the originality of his conceptions, and other peculiar attributes of mental power; genius is a particular bent of the intellect, which distinguishes a man from every other individual; talent is a particular modus or modification of the intellect, which is of practical utility to the possessor. Intell. sometimes runs through a family, and becomes as it were an hereditary portion: genius is not of so communicable a nature; it is that tone of the thinking faculty which is altogether individual in its character; it is opposed to everything artificial, acquired, circumstantial, or incidental; it is a pure spark of the Divine flame, which raises the possessor above all his fellow mortals; it is not expanded like intellect, to many objects; for in its very nature it is contracted within a very short space; and, like the rays of the sun, when concentrated within a focus, it gains in strength what it loses in expansion.

We consider intellect as it generally respects speculation and abstraction; but genius as it respects the operations of the imagination; talent as it respects the exercise or acquirements of the mind. A man of intellect may be a good writer; but it requires a genius for poetry to be a poet, a genius for painting to be a painter, a good genius for sculpture to be a statuary, and the like: it requires a talent to learn languages, a talent for the stage to be a good actor; some have a talent for imitation, others a talent for humour. Intellect, in its strict sense, is seen only in a mature state; genius or talent may be discovered in its earliest dawn: we speak in general of the intellect of a man only; but we may speak of the genius or talent of a youth: intellect qualifies a person for conversation, and affords him great enjoyment; genius qualifies a person for the most exalted efforts of the human mind; talent qualifies a person for the active duties and employments of life.

There was a select set, supposed to be distinguished by superiority of intellects, who always passed the evening together.—JOHNSON.

Thomson thinks in a peculiar train, and always thinks as a man of genius.—JOHNSON.

It is commonly thought that the sagacity of these fathers (the Jesuits) in discovering the talent of a young student has not a little contributed to the figure which their order has made in the world.—BUDGELL.

Intell., v. Understanding.

Intellectual, v. Mental.

Intelligence, v. Information.

Intelligence, v. Understanding.

Temperate, v. Excessive.

Temperate, v. Irregular.

To Intend, v. To design.

Intent, Intense.

Intent and Intense are both derived from the verb to intend, signifying to stretch towards a point, or to a great degree: the former is said only of the person or mind; the latter qualifies things in general: a person is intent when his mind is on the stretch towards an object; his application is intense when his mind is for a continuance closely fixed on certain objects; cold is intense when it seems to be wound up to its highest pitch.

There is an evil spirit continually active and intent to seduce.—SOUTH.

Mutual favours naturally beget an intense affection in generous minds.—SPECTATOR.

Intense, v. Intent.

To Intercede, Interpose, Mediate, Interfere, Intermeddle.

Intercede signifies literally going between; Interpose, placing one's self between; Mediate, coming in the middle; Interfere, setting one's self between; and Intermeddle, meddling or mixing among.
INTERCEDE. 430 INTERCOURSE.

One intercedes between parties that are unequal; one interposes between parties that are equal; one intercedes in favour of that party which is threatened with punishment; one interposes between parties that threaten each other with evil; we intercede with the parent in favour of the child who has offended, in order to obtain pardon for him; one interposes between two friends who are disputing, to prevent them from going to extremities. One intercedes by means of persuasion; it is an act of courtesy or kindness in the interceded party to comply; one interposes by an exercise of authority; it is a matter of propriety or necessity in the parties to conform. The favourite of a monarch intercedes in behalf of some criminal, that his punishment may be mitigated; the magistrates interpose with their authority, to prevent the broils of the disorderly from coming to serious acts of violence.

To mediate and intercede are both conciliatory acts; the intercessor and mediator are equals or even inferiors; to interpose is an act of authority, and belongs most commonly to a superior; one intercedes or interposes for the removal of evil; one mediates for the attainment of good: Christ is our Intercessor, to avert from us the consequences of our guilt; he is our Mediator, to obtain for us the blessings of grace and salvation. An intercessor only pleads; a mediator guarantees; he takes upon himself a responsibility. Christ is our Intercessor, by virtue of his relationship with the Father; he is our Mediator, by virtue of his atonement; by which act he takes upon himself the sins of all who are truly penitent.

To intercede and interpose are employed on the highest and lowest occasions; to mediate is never employed but in matters of the greatest moment. As earthly offenders we require the intercession of a fellow mortal; as offenders against the God of Heaven, we require the intercession of a Divine Being: without the timely interposition of a superior, flying disputes may grow into bloody quarrels; without the interposition of Divine Providence, we cannot conceive of anything important as taking place to settle the affairs of nations, mediators may afford a salutary assistance; to bring about the redemption of a lost world, the Son of God condescended to be Mediator.

All these acts are performed for the good of others; but interfere and intermeddle are of a different description: one may interfere for the good of others, or to gratify one's self; one never intermeddles but for selfish purposes: the first three terms are, therefore, always used in a good sense; the fourth in a good or bad sense, according to circumstances; the last always in a bad sense.

To interfere has nothing conciliating in it like intercede, nothing authoritative in it like interpose, nothing responsible in it like mediate; it may be useful or it may be injurious; it may be authorized or unauthorized; it may be necessary or altogether irrelevant; when we interfere it is more to make peace between men, it is useful; but when we interfere unreasonably, it often occasions differences rather than removes them.

Intercede, and the others, are said in cases where two or more parties are concerned; but interfere and intermeddle are said of what concerns only one individual: one interferes and intermeddles rather in the concern than between the persons; and, on that account, it becomes a question of some importance to decide when we ought to interfere in the affairs of another: with regard to intermeddle, it always is the unauthorized act of one who is busy in things that ought not to concern him.

Virgil recovered his estate by Macæna's intercession. — DRYDEN.

Those few you see escape the storm, and fear, Unless you interfere, a shipwreck here. — DRYDEN.

It is generally better (in negociating) to deal by speech than by letter, and by the mediation of a third than by a man's self. — BACON.

Religion interferes not with any rational pleasure. — SOUTH.

The sight of intermeddles not with that which affects the smell. — SOUTH.

Interchange, Exchange, Reciprocity.

Interchange is a frequent and mutual exchange (v. Change): Exchange consists of one act only; an interchange consists of many acts: an interchange is used only in the moral sense; exchange is used in the political sense; an interchange of civilities keeps alive good will; an exchange of commodities is a convenient mode of trade.

Interchange is an act; Reciprocity is an abstract property: by an interchange of sentiment, friendships are engendered; the reciprocity of good services is what renders them doubly acceptable to those who do them and to those who receive them.

Kindness is preserved by a constant interchange of pleasures. — JOHNSON.

The whole course of nature is a great exchange. — SOUTH.

The services of the poor and the protection of the rich, become reciprocally necessary. — BLAIR.

Intercourse, Communication, Connection, Commerce.

Intercourse, in Latin intercursus, signifies literally a running between.

Communication, v. To communicate.

Connection, v. To connect.

Commerce, from com and merces merchandise, signifies literally an exchange of merchandise, and generally an interchange.

Intercourse and commerce subsist only between persons; communication and connexion between persons and things. An intercourse with persons may be carried on in various forms; either by an interchange of civilities, which is a friendly intercourse; an exchange of commodities, which is a commercial intercourse; or an exchange of words, which is a verbal and partial intercourse: a communication in this sense is a species of intercourse; namely, that which consists in the communication of one's thoughts to another; a connexion consists of a permanent intercourse; since one who has a regular intercourse for purposes of trade with another is said to have a connexion with him, or to stand in connexion with him. There may, therefore,
be a partial intercourse or communication where there is no connection, nothing to bind or link the parties to each other: but there cannot be a connection which is not kept up by continual intercourse.

The connexion is a species of general but close intercourse; it may consist either of frequent meeting and regular co-operation or in cohabitation: in this sense we speak of the commerce of man one with another, or the commerce of man and wife, of parents and children, and the like.

As it respects things, communication is said of places in the proper sense; connection is used for things in the proper or improper sense: there is said to be a communication between two rooms when there is a passage open from one to the other; one house has a connection with another when there is a common passage or thoroughfare to them; a communication is kept up between two countries by means of regular or irregular conveyances; a connection subsists between two towns when the inhabitants trade with each other, intermarry, and the like.

The world is maintained by intercourse. — South.

How happy is an intellectual being who, by prayer and meditation, opens this communication between God and his own soul. — Addison.

A very material part of our happiness or misery arises from the connections we have with those around us. — Blair.

I should venture to call politeness benevolence in trifles, or the preference of others to ourselves, in little, daily, and hourly occurrences in the commerce of life. — Chatham.

**Interest, Concern.**

The Interest (from the Latin interest to be amongst, or have a part or a share in a thing), is more comprehensive than Concern (v. Affair). We have an interest in whatever touches or comes near to our feelings or our external circumstances; we have a concern in that which respects our external circumstances. Interest is that which is agreeable; it consists of either profit, advantage, gain, or amusement; it binds us to an object, and makes us think of it: concern, on the other hand, is something involuntary or painful; we have a concern in that which we are obliged to look to, which we are bound to from the fear of losing or of suffering. It is the interest of every man to cultivate a religious temper: it is the Concern of all to be on their guard against temptation.

Their interest no priest nor sorcerer

Forgets. — Denham.

And could the marble rocks but know,

They'd strive to find some secret way unknown,

Where the relentless gale of fame alone

Their pity and concern to show. — Pompier.

**To Interfere, v. To intercede.**

**Interior, v. Inside.**

**Interloper, v. Inward.**

**To Intermeddle, v. To intercede.**

**Intermediate, Intervening.**

Intermediate signifies being in the midst, between two objects; Intervening signifies coming between: the former is applicable to space and time; the latter either to time or circumstances.

The intermediate time between the commencement and the termination of a truce is occupied with preparations for the renewal of hostilities; intervening circumstances sometimes change the views of the belligerent parties, and dispose their minds to peace.

A right opinion is that which connects truth by the shortest train of intermediate propositions. — Johnson.

Hardly would any transient gleams of intervening joy be able to force its way through the clouds if the successive scenes of distress through which we are to pass were laid before our view. — Blair.

**Interment, v. Burial.**

**To Intermingle, v. To mix.**

**Intermission, v. Cessation.**

**To Intermix, v. To subside.**

**To Intermix, v. To mix.**

**Internal, v. Inward.**

**To Interpose, v. To intercede.**

**Interposition, v. Intervention.**

**To Interpret, v. To explain.**

**To Interrogate, v. To ask.**

**To Interrupt, v. To disturb.**

**Interval, Respite.**

Interval, in Latin intervallum, signifies literally the space between the stakes which formed a Roman entrenchment; and, by an extended application, it signifies any space.

Respite, probably contracted from respit, a breathing again.

Every respite requires an interval; but there are many intervals where there is no respite. The term interval respects time only; respite includes the idea of action within that time which may be more or less agreeable; intervals of ease are a respite to one who is oppressed with labour; the interval which is sometimes granted to a criminal before his execution is in the proper sense a respite.

Any uncommon exertion of strength, or perseverance in labour, is succeeded by a long interval of languor. — Johnson.

Give me leave to allow myself no respite from labour. — Spectator.

**Intervention, v. Intermediate.**

The Intervention, from inter between, and venio to come, is said of inanimate objects; the Interposition, from inter between, and ponio to place, is said only of rational agents. The light of the moon is obstructed by the intervention of the clouds; the life of an individual is preserved by the interposition of a superior: human life is so full of contingencies, that when we have formed our projects we
can never say what may intervene to prevent their execution; when a man is engaged in an unequal combat, he has no chance of escaping but by the timely interposition of one who is able to rescue him.

Reflect also on the calamitous intervention of picture clearers to originals.—BAREY.

Death ready stands to interpose his dart.—MILTON.

**Interview**, v. Meeting.

**Intimacy**, v. Acquaintance.

**Intimate**, v. To hint.

**Intimdate**, v. To frighten.

**Intoxication, Drunkenness, Infatuation.**

**Intoxication** from the Latin *toxicum* a poison, signifies the state of being imbued with a poison.

**Drunkenness** signifies the state of having drunk over-much.

**Infatuation** from *fatus* foolish, signifies making foolish.

*Intoxication and drunkenness* are used either in the proper or the improper sense; *infatuation* in the improper sense only; *intoxication* is a general state; *drunkenness* a particular state; *intoxication* may be produced by various causes; *drunkenness* is produced only by an immoderate indulgence in some intoxicating liquor: a person may be intoxicated by the smell of strong liquors, or by vapours which produce a similar effect; he becomes drunk by the drinking of wine or other spirits. In the improper sense a deprivation of one's reasoning faculties is the common idea in the signification of all these terms: *intoxication and drunkenness* spring from the inter-mate state of the feelings; *infatuation* springs from the ascendancy of the passions over the reasoning powers; a person is intoxicated with success, drunk with joy, and infatuated by an excess of vanity or an impetuosity of character.

A person who is naturally intoxicated reels and is giddy; he who is in the moral sense intoxicated is disorderly and unsteady in his conduct: a drunk man is deprived of the use of all his senses, and in the moral sense he is bewildered and unable to collect himself; an infatuated man is not merely foolish but wild; he carries his folly to the most extravagant pitch.

This plan of empire was not taken up in the first intoxication of unexpected success.—BURKE.

Passion is the drunkenness of the mind.—SOUTH.

A sure destruction impends over those infatuated princes who, in the conflict with this new and unheard-of power, proceed as if they were engaged in a war that bore a resemblance to their former contests.—BURKE.

**To Intrench**, v. To encroach.

**Intrepid**, v. Bold.

**Intricacy**, v. Complexity.

**Intrinsic, Real, Genuine, Native.**

**Intrinsic**, in Latin *intrinsecus*, signifies on the inside, that is, lying in the thing itself.

Real, from the Latin *res*, signifies belonging to the very thing.

**Genuine**, in Latin *genuine* from *genus* or *gigno* to bring forth, signifies actually brought forth, or springing out of a thing.

**Native**, in Latin *natus* and *natus* born, signifies actually born, or arising from a thing.

The value of a thing is either intrinsic or real: but the intrinsic value is said in regard to its extrinsic value; the real value in regard to the artificial: the intrinsic value of a book is that which it will fetch when sold in a regular way, in opposition to the extrinsic value, as being the gift of a friend; a particular edition, or a particular type; the real value of a book, in the proper sense, lies in the fineness of the paper and the costliness of its binding; and, in the improper sense, it lies in the excellence of its contents, in opposition to the artificial value which it acquires in the minds of bibliomaniacs from being a scarce edition.

The worth of a man is either genuine or native: the genuine worth of a man lies in the excellency of his moral character, as opposed to his advantageous worth, which he acquires from the possession of wealth, power, and dignity: his native worth is that which is inborn in him, and natural, in opposition to the meretricious and borrowed worth which he may derive from his situation, his talent, or his efforts to please.

An accurate observer will always discriminate between the intrinsic and extrinsic value of everything: a wise man will always appreciate things according to their real value; the most depraved man will sometimes be sensible of genuine worth when it displays itself; it is always pleasant to meet with these unsophisticated characters whose native excellence shines forth in all their words, looks, and actions.

Men, however distinguished by external accidents or intrinsic qualities, have all the same wants, the same purposes, and, as far as the senses are consulted, the same pleasures.—JOHNSON.

You have settled, by an economy as perverted as the policy, two establishments of government, one real, the other fictitious.—BURKE.

His genuine and less guilty wealth t'explore,
Search not his bottom, but survey his shore.

DENHAM.

How lovely does the human mind appear in its native purity.—EARL OF CHATHAM.

**To Introduce, Present.**

To **Introduce**, from the Latin *introduco*, signifies literally to bring within or into any place; to **Present** (v. To give) signifies to bring into the presence of. As they respect persons, the former passes between equals, the latter only among persons of rank and power: one literary man is introduced to another by means of a common friend; he is presented at court by means of a nobleman.

As these terms respect things, we say that subjects are introduced in the course of conversation; men's particular views upon certain subjects are presented to the notice of others through the medium of publication.
To Intrude, Obrude.

To Intrude is to thrust one's self into a place; to Obrude is to thrust one's self in the way. It is Intrusion to go into any society unasked and undesired; it is Obruding to join any company and take a part in the conversation without invitation or consent. We violate the rights of another when we intrude; we set up ourselves by Obruding: one intrudes with one's person in the place which does not belong to one's self; one Obrudes with one's person, remark, etc., upon another; a person intrudes out of curiosity or any other personal gratification; he Obrudes out of vanity.

Politeness denominates it Intrusion to pass the threshold of another without having first ascertained that we are perfectly welcome; modesty denominates it Obruding to offer an opinion in the presence of another, unless we are expressly invited or authorized by our relationship and situation. There is no thinking man who does not feel the value of having some place of retirement which is free from the Intrusion of all importunate visitants; it is the fault of young persons, who have formed any opinions for themselves, to Obrude them upon every one who will give them a hearing.

In the moral acceptance they preserve the same distinction. In moments of devotion, the serious man endeavours to prevent the Intrusion of improper ideas in his mind. The stings of conscience Obrude themselves upon the guilty even in the season of their greatest merit.

The Intrusion of scruples, and the recollection of better notions, will not suffer some to live contented with their uncorrected prejudices.

Artists are sometimes ready to talk to an accidental inquirer as they do to another, and to make their knowledge ridiculous by injudicious Obrusion.—JOHNSON.

Intruder, Interloper.

An Intruder (v. To intrude) thrusts himself in: an Interloper, from the German laufen to run, runs in between and takes his station. The Intruder therefore is only for a short space of time, and in an unimportant degree; but the Interloper abridges another of his essential rights and for a permanency. A man is an Intruder who is an unbidden guest at the table of another: he is an Interloper when he joins any society in such manner as to obtain its privileges without sharing its burdens. Intruders are always offensive in the domestic circle; Interlopers in trade are always regarded with an evil eye.

I would not have you to offer it to the doctor, as eminent physicians do not love intruders.—JOHNSON.

Some proposed to vest the trade to America in exclusive companies, which interest would render the most vigilant guardians of the Spanish commerce against the encroachments of interlopers.—ROBERTSON.

To Invade, v. To encroach.

Invade, Patient.

Invalid, in Latin invalidus, signifies literally one not strong or in good health; Patient, from the Latin patientem suffering, signifies one suffering under disease. Invalid is a general, and patient a particular term: a person may be an Invalid without being a Patient; he may be a Patient without being an Invalid. An invalid is so denominated from his wanting his ordinary share of health and strength; but the Patient is one who is labouring under some bodily suffering. Old soldiers are called invalids who are no longer able to bear the fatigues of warfare; but they are not necessarily Patients. He who is under the surgeon's hand for a broken limb is a Patient, but not necessarily an invalid.

To Invalidate, v. To revoke.

Invasion, Incursion, Irruption, Inroad.

The idea of making a forcible entrance into a foreign territory is common to all these terms. Invasion, from vade to go, expresses merely this general idea, without any particular qualification: Incursion, from curvo to run, signifies a hasty and sudden Invasion: Irruption, from rumpo to break, signifies a particularly violent Invasion: Inroad, from in and road, signifies a making a road or way for one's self, which includes Invasion and Occupation. Invasion is said of that which passes in distant lands: Alexander invaded India; Hannibal crossed the Alps, and made an Invasion into Italy; Incursion is said of neighbouring states; the borderers on each side of the Tweed used to make frequent Incursions into England or Scotland. Invasion is the act of a regular army; it is a systematic military movement. Irruption is the irregular and impetuous movement of undisciplined troops. The Invasion of France by the Allies is one of the grandest military movements that the world has ever witnessed; the Irruption of the Goths and Vandals into Europe has been acted over again by the late revolutionary armies of France.

Invasion may be partial and temporary: one invades from various causes, but not always from hostility to the inhabitants: an Inroad is made by a conqueror who determines to dispossess the existing occupier of the land: invasion is therefore to Inroad only as a means to an end. He who invades a country, and gets possession of its strong places so as to have an entire command of the land, is said to make Inroads into that country; but since it is possible to get forcible possession of a country by other means beside that of a military entry, there may be an Inroad where there is no express Invasion. Alexander made such invasions into Persia as to become master of the whole country; but the French republic, and all its usurped authorities, made Inroads into different countries by means of
spies and revolutionary incendiaries, who effect more than the sword in subj ecting them to the power of France.

These terms bear a similar distinction in the improper sense. In this case invasion is figuratively employed to express a violent seizure, in general of what belongs to individuals, particularly that which they enjoy by civil compact, namely, their rights and privileges; when these are forcibly broken in upon, or anyone is dispossessed of them by an unlawful exercise of power, they are said to be invaded. It is the peculiar excellence of the English constitution to guard against and remedy such invasions without disturbing the public peace.

In like manner we speak of the incursions which disease makes on the constitution; of the invasion or irritation of unpleasant thoughts in the mind.

Far off we hear the waves, which surly sound. Inva de the rocks; the rocks their groans rebound. —DRYDEN.

Britain by its situation was removed from the fury of those barbarous incursions. —Hume.

The study of ancient literature was interrupted in Europe by the irruption of the northern nations. —JOHNSON.

Rest and labour equally perceive their reign of short duration and uncertain tenure, and their empire liable to incursions from those who are alike enemies to both. —JOHNSON.

**Inventive, v. Abuse.**

To **Inveigh, v. To declaim.**

To **Inveigle, v. To entrap.**

To **Invent, v. To contrive.**

To **Invent, v. To And.**

To Invent, Feign, Frame, Fabricate, Forge.

**Invent, v. To contrive.**

**Feign, v. To feign.**

Frame signifies to make according to a frame.

Fabricate, in Latin fabricatus from faber a workman, is changed from facio, signifying to make according to a frame.

Forge, from the noun forge, signifies to make in a forge.

All these terms are employed to express the production of something out of the mind, by means of its own efforts. To invent is the general term; the other terms imply modes of invention under different circumstances. To invent, as distinguished from the rest, is busied in creating new forms, either by means of the imagination or the reflective powers, it forms combinations either purely spiritual or those which are mechanical and physical: the poet invents imagery; the philosopher invents mathematical problems or mechanical instruments.

Invent is used for the production of new forms to real objects, or for the creation of unreal objects; to feign is used for the creation of unreal objects, or such as have no existence but in the mind: a play or a story is invented from what passes in the world; Mahomet's religion consists of nothing but inventions; the Heathen poets feigned all the tales and fables which constitute the mythology, or history of their deities. To frame is a species of invention which consists in the disposition as well as the combination of objects. Thespis was the inventor of tragedy; Psalmanazar framed an entirely new language, which he pretended to be spoken on the island of Formosa; Solon framed a new set of laws for the city of Athens. To invent, feign, and frame, are all occasionally employed in the ordinary concerns of life, and in a bad sense; fabricate and forge are never used any otherwise. Invent is employed as to that which is the fruit of one's own mind; to feign is employed as to that which is unreal; to frame is employed as to that which requires deliberation and arrangement; to fabricate and forge are employed as to that which is absolutely false, and requiring more or less exercise of the inventive power. A person invents a lie, and feigns sorrow; invents an excuse, and feigns an attachment. A story is invented inasmuch as it is new, and not before conceived by others, or occasioned by the suggestions of others; it is framed inasmuch as it requires to be duly disposed in all its parts, so as to be consistent; it is fabricated inasmuch as it runs in direct opposition to actual circumstances, and therefore has required the skill and labour of a workman; it is forged inasmuch as it seems by its utter falseness and extravagance to have caused as much severe action in the brain as what is produced by the fire in a furnace or forge.

Pythagoras invented the forty-seventh proposition of the first book of Euclid. —BARTLETT.

Their savage eyes turn'd to a modest gaze By the sweet power of music; therefore the poet Did feign that Orpheus drew trees, stones, and floods. —SHAKESPEARE.

Nature hath fram'd strange fellows in her time. —SHAKESPEARE.

The very idea of the fabrication of a new government is enough to fill us with horror. —BURKE.

As chymists gold from brass by fire would draw, Pretences are into treason forge'd by law. —DEXHAM.

To Invent, v. To overturn.

To Invest, Endue or Endow.

To Invest, from vestio, signifies to clothe in anything.

Endue or Endow, from the Latin induo, signifies to put on anything. One is invested with that which is external; one is endued with that which is internal. We invest a person with an office or a dignity: a person is endued with good qualities. To invest is a real external action; but to endue may be merely fictitious or mental. The king is invested with supreme authority; a lover endues his mistress with every earthly perfection. Endow is but a variation of endue, and yet it seems to have acquired a distinct office: we may say that a person is endued or endowed with a good understanding; but as an act of the imagination endow is not to be substituted for endue: for we do not say that it endows but endues things with properties.

A strict and efficacious constitution, indeed, which invests the church with no power at all but where men will be so civil as to obey it. —SOUTH.
IRRATIONAL

As in the natural body, the eye does not speak, nor the tongue see; so neither in the spiritual is everyone endowed also with the gift and spirit of government.—SUTH.

Investigation, v. Examination.

Invidious, v. Envious.

Invidious, in Latin invidius, from invidia and invidio not to look at, signifies looking at with an evil eye; Envious is literally only a variation of invidious. Invidious in its common acceptation signifies causing ill-will; envious signifies having ill-will.

A task is invidious that puts one in the way of giving offence; a look is envious that is full of envy. Invidious qualifies the thing; envious qualifies the temper of the mind. It is invidious for one author to be judged against another who has written on the same subject: a man is envious when the prospect of another's happiness gives him pain.

For I must speak what wisdom would conceal.

And untruths are given to the great reveal.

They that desire to excel in too many matters out of levity and vain glory are ever envious.—BACON.

To Invigorate, v. To strengthen.

Invincible, Unconquerable, Insuperable, Insurmountable.

Invincible signifies not to be vanquished (v. To conquer): Unconquerable not to be conquered: Insuperable not to be overcome: Insurmountable not to be surmounted. Persons or things are in the strict sense invincible which can withstand all force: but as in this sense nothing created can be termed invincible, the term is employed to express strongly whatever can withstand human force in general: on this ground the Spaniards termed their Armada invincible. The qualities of the mind are termed unconquerable when they are not to be gained over or brought under the control of one's own reason, or the judgment of another: hence obstinacy is with propriety denominated unconquerable which will yield to no foreign influence. The particular disposition of the mind or turn of thinking is termed insuperable, inasmuch as it baffles our resolution or wishes to have it altered: an aversion is insuperable which no reasoning or endeavour on our own part can overcome. Things are denominated insurmountable inasmuch as they baffle one's skill or efforts to get over them, or put them out of one's way: an obstacle is insurmountable which in the nature of things is irremoveable. Some people have an insuperable antipathy to certain animals; some persons are of so modest and timid a character that the necessity of addressing strangers is with them an insuperable objection to using any endeavours for their own advancement; the difficulties which Columbus had to encounter in his discovery of the New World would have appeared insurmountable to any mind less determined and persevering.

The Americans believed at first, that while cherished by the parental beams of the sun, the Spaniards were invincible.—ROBERTSON.

The mind of an ungrateful person is unconquerable
IRREGULAR.

consult nothing but our appetites. Young people are apt to contract irregular habits if not placed under the care of discreet and sober people, and made to conform to the regulations of domestic life: children are naturally prone to become disorderly, if not perpetually under the eye of a master; it is the lot of human beings in all ages and stations to have inordinate desires, which require a constant check as to prevent intemperate conduct of any kind.

In youth there is a certain irregularity and agitation by no means unbecoming.—MELmoth's Letters of Pliny.

The minds of bad men are disorderly.—Blair.

Irregular passions are the great disturbers of life.

Irreligious, Profane, Impious.

As epithets to designate the character of the person, they seem to rise in degree: Irreligious is negative; Profane and Impious are positive; the latter being much stronger than the former. All men who are not positively actuated by principles of religion are irregular; but, who, if we include all such as show a disregard to the outward observances of religion, form a too numerous class: profanity and impiety are however of a still more heinous nature; they consist not in the mere absence of regard for religion but in a positive contempt of it and open outrage against its laws; the profane man treats what is sacred as if it were profane; what a believer holds in reverence, and utters with awe, is pronounced with an air of indifference or levity, and as a matter of common discourse, by a profane man; he knows no difference between sacred and profane; but as the former may be converted into a source of scandal towards others, the impious man is directly opposed to the pious man; the former is defiled with defiance and rebellion against his Maker, as the latter is with love and fear; the former curses while the latter prays: the former is bloated with pride and conceit; the latter is full of humility and self-abasement: we have a picture of the former in the devils, and of the latter in the saints. When applied to things the term irreligious seems to be somewhat more positively opposed to religion: an irreligious book is not merely one in which there is no religion, but that also which is detrimental to religion, such as sceptical or licentious writings; the epithet profane in this case is not always a term of reproach, but is employed to distinguish what is temporal from that which is expressly spiritual in its nature: the history of nations is profane as distinguished from the sacred history contained in the Bible; the writings of the heathens are altogether profane as distinguished from the moral writings of Christians, or the believers in Divine Revelation. On the other hand, when we speak of a profane sentiment, or a profane joke, profane lips, and the like, the sense is personal and reproachful; impious is never implied but to what is personal, and in the very worst sense; an impious thought, an impious wish, or an impious vow, are the fruits of an impious mind.

An officer of the army in Roman Catholic countries would be afraid to pass for an irregular man if he should
To JADE, v. To wear.

To JANGLE, Jar, Wrangle.

A verbal contention is expressed by all those terms, but with various modifications: JANGLE seems to be an onomatopoeia, for it conveys by its own discordant sound an idea of the discordance which accompanies this kind of way of words; Jar and war are in all probability but variations of each other, and also Jangle and Wrangle. There is in Jangling more of cross-questions and perverse replies than direct differences of opinion; those Jangle who are out of humour with each other; there is more of discordant feeling and opposition of opinion in jarring; those who have no goodwill to each other will be sure to jar when they come in collision; and those who indulge themselves in jarring will soon convert affection into ill-will. Married people may destroy the good humour of the company by jangling, but they destroy their domestic peace and felicity by jarring. To Grumble is technically what to Jangle is really; those who dispute by a verbal opposition only are said to wrangle; and the disputers who engage in this scholastic exercise are termed wranglers; most disputations amount to little more than wrangling.

Where the judicatories of the church were near an equality of the men on both sides, there were perpetual jangles on both sides.—SKEAT.

There is no jAR or contest between the different gifts of the spirit.—SOUTH.

Peace, factious monster! born to vex the state,
With wrangling talents form'd for foul debate.—POPE.

To Jar, v. To jangle.


JELLY, Spleen.

Jelly, in French jelly, Latin selatia, Greek stella, a compound of stelos and τυρώ to strike or kill, signifies properly filled with a burning desire.

ENVY, in French envy, Latin invidia from invidio, compounded of in, privative and video to see, signifies not looking at, or looking at in a contrary direction.

We are jealous of what is our own; we are envious of what is another's. Jealousy fears to lose what it has; envy is pained at seeing another have. Princes are jealous of their authority; subjects are jealous of their rights; courtiers are envious of those in favour; women are envious of superior beauty.

The jealous man has an object of desire, something to get and something to retain; he does not look beyond the object that interferes with his enjoyment; a jealous husband may therefore be appeased by the declaration of his wife's animosity against the object of his jealousy. The envious man sickens at the sight of enjoyment; he is easy only in the misery of others; all endeavours, therefore, to satisfy an envious man are fruitless. Jealousy is a noble or an ignoble passion, according to the object; in the former case it is emulation sharpened by fear; in the latter case it is greediness stimulated by fear; envy is always a base passion, having the worst passions in its train.

Jealous is applicable to bodies of men as well as individuals; envious to the individuals only. Nations are jealous of any interference on the part of any other Power in their commerce, government, or territory; individuals are envious of the rank, wealth, and honours of each other.

Every man is more jealous of his natural than his moral qualities.—HAWKESWORTH.

The envious man is in pain upon all occasions which should give him pleasure.—ADDISON.

To JEE, v. To scoff.

To JEST, Joke, Make Game, Sport.

Jest is in all probability abridged from gesticulate, because the ancient mimics used much gesticulation in breaking their jests on the company.

Joke, in Latin jocus, comes in all probability from the Hebrew tachekh to laugh.

To Make Game signifies here to make the subject of game or play (v. Play).

To Sport signifies here to sport with, or convert into a subject of amusement.

One jests in order to make others laugh; one jokes in order to please one's self. The jest is directed at the object; the joke is practised with the person or on the person. One attempts to make a thing laughable or ridiculous by jesting about it, or treating it in a jesting manner; one attempts to excite good humour in others, or indulge it in one's self by joking with them. Jests are therefore seldom harmless: jokes are frequently allowable.
The most serious subject may be degraded by being turned into a jest; but melancholy or dejection of the mind may be conveniently dispelled by a joke. Court fools and buffoons used formerly to break their jests upon every subject by which they thought to entertain their employers: those who know how to joke with good-nature and discretion may contribute to the mirth of the company: to make game of an applicable only to persons: to make a sport of or sport with is applied to objects in general, whether persons or things: both are employed like jest in the bad sense of treating a thing more lightly than it deserves. To jest consists of words or corresponding signs; it is peculiarly applicable to one who acts a part; to joke consists not only of words but of simple actions, which are calculated to produce mirth; it is peculiarly applicable to the social intercourse of friends: to make game of consists more of laughter than any; it has not the ingenuity of the jest, nor the good-nature of the joke; it is the part of the fool who wishes to make others appear what he himself really is: to sport with, or to make sport of, consists not only of simple actions, but of conduct; it is the error of a weak mind that does not know how to set a due value on any thing; the fool sports with his reputation when he risks the loss of it for a bauble.

But those who aim at ridicule should fix upon some certain rule Which fairly hints they are in jest.—SWIFT.

How fond are men of rule and place. Who court it from the mean and base. They love the cellare's vulgar joke. And lose their hours in ale and smoke.—GAY.

When Samson's eyes were out, of a public magistrate he was made a public sport.—SOUTH.

Jilt, v. Coquet.
Jocular, v. Facetious.
Jocund, v. Lively.
To Join, v. To add.
To Joke, v. To jest.

Journey, Travel, Voyage.

Journey, from the French journe a day's work, and Latin diurnus daily, signifies the course that is taken in the space of a day, or in general any comparatively short passage from one place to another. Travel, from the French travaille to labour, signifies such a course or passage as requires labour, and causes fatigue; in general any long course. Voyage is most probably changed from the Latin vidi a way, and originally signified any course or passage to a distance, but is now confined to passages by sea. We take journeys in different countries in England; we have a voyage to the Indies, and travel over Germany. Journeys are taken for domestic business: travels are made for amusement or information: voyages are made by captains or merchants for purposes of commerce. We estimate journeys by the day, as one or two days' journey: we estimate travels and voyages by the months and years that are employed.

The Israelites are said to have journeyed in the wilderness forty years, because they went but short distances at a time. It is a part of polite education for young men of fortune to travel into those countries of Europe which comprehend the grand tour as it is termed. A voyage round the world, which was at first a formidable undertaking, is now become familiar to the mind by its frequency.

To Paradise, the happy seat of man. His journeyed to, and our beginning was.—MILTON.

Cease mourners; cease complaint and weep no more. Your lost friends are not dead, but gone before.

Unveiled a stage or two upon that road Which you must travel in the steps they trode.—CUMBERLAND.

Calm and serene, he sees approaching death. As the safe port, th' peaceful silent shore. Where he may rest, life's tedious voyage o'er.—JENKINS.

Joy, Gladness, Mirth.

Joy, in French joie, comes from the Latin jucundus or jucundus pleasant.


Mirth, v. Festivity. The happy condition of the soul is designated by all these terms; but joy and gladness lie more internally; mirth is the more immediate result of external circumstances. What creates joy and gladness is of a permanent nature; that which creates mirth is temporary: joy is the most vivid sensation in the soul; gladness is the same in quality, but inferior in degree: joy is awakened in the mind by the most important events in life: gladness springs up in the mind on ordinary occasions: the return of the prodigal son awakened joy in the heart of his father; a man feels gladness at being relieved from some distress, or trouble: public events of a gratifying nature produce universal joy: relief from either sickness or want brings gladness to an oppressed heart; he who is absorbed in his private distresses is ill prepared to partake of the mirth with which he is surrounded at the festive board.

Joy is depicted on the countenance, or expresses itself by various demonstrations: gladness is a more tranquil feeling which is employed in secret, and seeks no outward expression: mirth displays itself in laughter, singing, and noise.

Him thoughts triumphant, hear' n alone employs, And hope anticipates his future joys.—JENKINS.

None of the poets have observed so well as Milton those secret overflowings of gladness which diffuse themselves through the mind of the beholder upon surveying the gay scenes of nature.—ALBION.

Th' unwieldy elephant To make them mirth and all his might.—MILTON.


Judge, Umpire, Arbitrator, Arbitrator.

Judge, in Latin judico and judex from jus right, signifies one pronouncing the law or determining right.

Umpire is most probably a corruption from empire, signifying one who has authority.
Judge is the generic term, the others are only species of judge. The judge determines in all matters disputed or undisputed: he pronounces what is law now as well as what will be for the future; the umpire and arbitrator are only judges in particular cases that admit of dispute: there may be judges in literature, in arts, and civil matters; umpires and arbiters are only judges in civil matters. The judge pronounces, in matters of dispute, according to a written law or a prescribed rule; the umpire decides in all matters of contest: and the arbitrator or arbiters in all matters of litigation, according to his own judgment. The judge acts under the appointment of government; the umpire and arbitrator are appointed by individuals: the former is chosen for his skill; he adjudges the palm to the victor according to the merits of the case; the latter is chosen for his impartiality, who decides in the interests of both by equalizing their claims.

The office of an English judge is one of the most honourable in the state; he is the voice of the legislator, and the organ for dispensing justice; he holds the balance between the king and the subject: the characters of those who have filled this office have been every way fitted to raise it in the estimation of all the world. An umpire has no particular moral duty to discharge, nor important office; but he is of use in deciding the contested merits of individuals; among the Romans and Greeks, the umpire at their games was held in high estimation. The office of an arbitrator, although not so elevated a station in its literal sense, has often the important duty of a Christian peace-maker; and as the determinations of an arbitrator are controlled by no external circumstances, the term is applied to monarchs, and even to the Creator as the sovereign Arbiter of the world.

Daniel shall be judge how ill you rhyme.—SHAKESPEARE.

To pray's repentance, and obedience due
Mine ear shall not be slow, mine eye not shut,
And I will place within them as a guide,
My umpire conscience.—HAMILTON.

You once knew my name,
Twas a warning monarch and contending states.
The glorious Arbitrator.—LEWIS.

I am not out of the reach of persons who oblige me to act as their judge or their arbitrator.—MELBOURNE'S LETTERS OF Pliny.

**Judgment, Discretion, Prudence.**

These terms are all employed to express the various modes of practical wisdom which serve to regulate the conduct of men in ordinary life. Judgment is that faculty which enables a person to distinguish right and wrong in general: Discretion and Prudence serve the same purpose in particular cases. Judgment is conclusive: it decides by positive inference: it enables a person to discover the truth: discretion is intuitive (v. Discrimination): it discerns or perceives what is in probability right. Judgment acts by a fixed rule; it admits of no question or variation: discretion acts according to circumstances, and is its own rule. Judgment determines in the choice of what is good: discretion sometimes only guards against error or direct mistakes: it chooses what is nearest to the truth. Judgment requires knowledge and actual experience; discretion requires reflection and consideration: a general exercises his judgment in the disposition of his army, and in the mode of attack; whilst he is following the rules of military art he exercises his discretion in the choice of officers for different posts, in the treatment of his men, in his negotiations with the enemy, and various other measures which depend upon contingencies.

Discretion looks to the present; prudence, which is the same as providence or foresight, calculates on the future: discretion takes a wide survey of the case that offers: it looks to the moral fitness of things, as well as the consequences which may follow from them: it determines according to the real propriety of anything, as well as the ultimate advantages of which it may produce in the good or evil which may result from things: it is, therefore, but a mode or accompaniment of discretion: we must have prudence when we have discretion, but we may have prudence where there is no occasion for discretion.

Those who have the conduct or direction of others require discretion: those who have the management of their own concerns require prudence. For want of discretion the master of a school, or the general of an army, may lose his authority: for want of prudence the merchant may involve himself in ruin: or the man of fortune may be brought to beggary.

As epithets, judicious is applied to things offered to persons; discreet is applied to persons rather than to things: prudent is applied to both: a remark, or a military movement, is judicious: it displays the judgment of the individual from whom they emanate; a matron is discreet who by dint of years, experience, and long reflection is enabled to determine on what is befitting the case; a person is prudent who does not indiscreetly expose himself to danger: a measure is prudent that guards against the chances of evil. Counsels will be injudicious which are given by those who are ignorant of the subject: it is dangerous to entrust a secret to one who is indiscreet: the impetuousness of youth naturally impels them to be imprudent: an imprudent marriage is seldom followed by prudent conduct in the parties that have involved themselves in it.

If a man has that penetration of judgment as he can discern what things are to be laid open, and what to be secreted, to him a habit of dissimulation is a hindrance and a poorness.—BACON.

Let your own discretion be your tutor. Suit the action to the word.—SHAKESPEARE.

The ignorance in which we are left concerning good and evil is not such as to supersede prudence in conduct.—BLAIR.

**Justice, Equity.**

* Justice, from jus right, is founded on the laws of society: Equity, from quietus fair.*

* Vide Roubaud; "Justice, équité."
Justice, Correctness.

Justice, from jus law (v. Justice), is the conformity to established principle; Correctness, from rectus right or straight (v. Correct), is the conformity to a certain mark or line: the former is used in the moral or improper sense only; the latter is used in the proper or improper sense. We estimate the value of remarks by their justness, that is, their accordance to certain admitted principles. Correctness of outline is of the first importance in drawing; correctness of dates enhances the value of a history. It has been justly observed by the moralists of antiquity that money is the root of all evil; partisans seldom state correctly what they see and hear.

Few men, possessed of the most perfect sight, can describe visual objects with more spirit and justness than Mr. Blacklock the poet born blind.—Burke.

I do not mean the popular eloquence which cannot be tolerated at the bar, but that correctness of style and absence of method which at once pleases and persuades the hearer.—Sir W. M. Jones.

Juvenile, v. Youthful.
To Keep, Preserve, Save.

Keep, v. To hold, keep.
Preserve, compounded of pre and the Latin serve to keep, signifies to keep away from all mischief.
Save signifies to keep safe.
The idea of having in one's possession is common to all these terms; which is, however, the simple meaning of keep: to preserve is to keep with care, and free from all injury; to save is to keep laid up in a safe place, and free from destruction. Things are kept at all times, and under all circumstances; they are preserved in circumstances of peculiar difficulty, as danger; they are saved in the moment in which they are threatened with destruction: things are kept at pleasure; they are preserved by an exertion of power; they are saved by the use of extraordinary means: the shepherd keeps his flock by simply watching over them; children are sometimes wonderfully preserved in the midst of the greatest dangers; things are frequently saved in the midst of fire by the exertions of those present.

We are resolved to keep an established church, an established monarchy, an established aristocracy, and an established democracy, each in the degree in which it exists and no greater.—Burke.

A war to preserve national independence, property, and liberty from certain, universal havoc, is a war just and necessary.—Burke.

If anything offensive can possibly save us from the disasters of a regicide peace, Mr. Pitt is the man to save us.—Burke.

To Keep, Observe, Fulfil.

Keep, v. To hold, keep.
Observe, in Latin observo compounded of ob and serve, signifies to keep in one's view, to fix one's attention.
Fulfil, v. To accomplish.

These terms are synonymou[s in the moral sense of abiding by and carrying into execution what is prescribed or set before one for his rule of conduct: to keep is simply to have by one in such manner that it shall not depart; to observe is to keep with a steady attention; to fulfil is to keep to the end or to the full intent. A day is either kept or observed: yet the former is not only a more familiar term, but it likewise implies a much less solemn act than the latter. One must add, therefore, the mode in which it is kept, by saying that it is kept holy, kept sacred, or kept as a day of pleasure; the term observe, however, implies always that it is kept religiously:

we may keep but we do not observe a birthday; we keep or observe the Sabbath.
To keep marks simply perseverance or continuance in a thing; a man keeps his word if he do not depart from it; to observe marks fidelity and consideration: we observe a rule when we are careful to be guided by it; to fulfil marks the perfection and consummation of that which one has kept: we fulfil a promise by acting in strict conformity to it.

A person is said to keep the law when he does not commit any violent break of it; he observes every minunita in the law if he is anxious to show himself a good citizen; by this conduct he fulfils the intentions of the legislator: St. Paul recommends Christians to keep the faith, which they can never do effectually unless they observe all the precepts of our Saviour, and thereby fulfil the law: children may keep silence when they are desired; but it is seldom in their power to observe it as a rule, because they have not sufficient understanding.

It is great sin to swear unto a sin.
But greater sin to keep a sinful oath.—Shakespeare.
I doubt whether any of our authors have yet been able for twenty lines together nicely to observe the true definition of easy poetry.—Johnson.

You might have seen this poor child arrived at an age to fulfil all your hopes, and then you might have lost him.—Gray.

Keeping, Custody.

Keeping, v. To keep, hold.
Custody, in Latin custodia and custos, in all probability from cura care, because care is particularly required in keeping: the first of those terms is, as before, the most general in its signification; the latter is more frequent in its use. The keeping amounts to little more than having purposely in one's possession; but custody is a particular kind of keeping, for the purpose of preventing an escape: inanimate objects may be in one's keeping; but a prisoner, or that which is in danger of getting away, is placed in custody a person has in his keeping which that he values as the property of an absent friend; the officers of justice get into their custody those who have offended against the laws, or such property as has been stolen.

Life and all its enjoyments would be scarce worth the keeping, if it were under a perpetual dread of losing them.—Spectator.
Prior was suffered to live in his own house under the custody of a messenger, until he was examined before a committee of the Privy Council.—Johnson.

To Kill, Murder, Assassinate, Slay, or Slaughter.

Kill, in Saxon cygelan, Dutch, kielan.
Murder, in German mord, &c., is connected with the Latin morte death.
Assasinate signifies to kill after the
manner of an assassin; which word probably comes from the Levant, where a prince of the Arsacides, or assassinus, who was called the old man of the mountains, lived in a castle between Antioch and Damascus, and brought up young men to lie in wait for passengers.

Slay or Slaughter, in German schlagen, &c., probably from liegen to lie, signifying to lay low.

To kill is the general and the indefinite term, signifying simply to take away life; to murder is to kill with open violence and injustice; to assassinate is to murder by surprise, or by means of lying in wait; to slay is to kill in battle; to kill is applicable to men, animals, and also vegetables; to murder and assassinate to men only; to slay mostly to men, but sometimes to animals; to slaughter only to animals in the proper sense, but it may be applied to men in the improper sense, when they are killed like brutes, either as to the numbers or to the manner of killing them.

The fierce young hero who had overcome the Carthaginian, being embittered by his having stolen his lover, in the height of his resentment kills her.—ADDISON.

Murders and executions are always transacted behind the scenes in the French drama.—ADDISON.

The women interposed with so many prayers and entreaties, that they prevented the unhappy youth from having slain his lover. On this vain hope, adulterers, thieves rely. And to this altar vile is assassins fly.—JENYNS.


Kind, Species, Sort.

Kind, most probably from the Teutonic kind a child, signifying related, or of the same family.
Species, in Latin species, from specio to behold, signifies literally the form or appearance, and in an extended sense that which comes under a particular form.
Sort, in Latin sors a lot, signifies that which constitutes a particular lot or parcel.
Kind and species are both employed in their proper sense; sort has been diverted from its original meaning by colloquial use; kind is properly employed for animate objects, particularly for mankind, and improperly for moral objects; species is a term used by philosophers, classing things according to their external or internal properties. Kind, as a term in vulgar use has a less definite meaning than species, which serves to form the groundwork of science: we discriminate a thing in a loose or general manner by saying that they are of the animal or vegetable kind; of the canine or feline kind; but we discriminate them precisely if we say that they are a species of the arbatus, of the pomegranate, of the dog, the horse, and the like.

By the same rule we may speak of species of mankind, a species of fever, and the like; because diseases have been brought under a systematic arrangement: but, on the other hand, we should speak of a kind of language, a kind of feeling, a kind of influence; and in similar cases where a general resemblance is to be expressed.
Sort may be used for either kind or species.

It does not necessarily imply any affinity, or common property in the objects, but simple assemblage, produced as it were by sors, chance: hence we speak of such sort of folks or people; such sort of practices; different sort of grains; the various sorts of morphans; and in similar cases where things are sorted or brought together, rather at the option of the person than according to the nature of the thing.

An ungrateful person is a kind of thoroughfare or common shore for the good things of the world to pass into.—SOUTH.

If the French should succeed in what they propose, and establish a democracy in a country circumstances like France, they will establish a very bad government, a very bad species of tyranny.—BURKE.

The French made and recorded a sort of institute, and digest of anarchy, called the rights of man.—BURKE.

Kindred, Relationship, Affinity, Consanguinity.

The idea of a state in which persons are placed with regard to each other is common to all these terms, which differ principally in the nature of this state. Kindred signifies that of being of the same kind (v. Kind). Relationship signifies that of holding a nearer relation than others (v. To connect). Affinity (v. Affinity) signifies that of being affined or coming close to each other's boundaries. Consanguinity, from sanguis the blood, signifies that of having the same blood.

The kindred is the most general state here expressed: it may embrace all mankind, or refer to particular families or communities; it depends upon possessing the common property of humanity; the philanthropist claims kindred with all who are unfortunate when it is in his power to relieve them. Relationship is a state less general than kindred, but more extended than either affinity or consanguinity; it applies to particular families only, but it applies to all of the same family, whether remotely or instantly related. Affinity denotes a close relationship, whether of an artificial or a natural kind: there is an affinity between the husband and the wife in consequence of the marriage tie; and there is an affinity between those who descend from the same parents or relations in a direct line. Consanguinity is, strictly speaking, this latter species of descent; and the term is mostly employed in all questions of law respecting descent and inheritance.

Though separated from my kindred by little more than half a century of miles, I know as little of their concerns as if oceans and continents were between us.—LOWTER.

The wisdom of our Creator hath linked us by the ties of natural affection; first, to our families and children; next, to our brothers, relations, and friends.—BLACKSTONE.

Consanguinity or relation by blood, and affinity or relation by marriage, are canonical disabilities (to contract a marriage).—BLACKSTONE.

Kingdom, v. Empire.
Kingly, v. Royal.
To Know, Be Acquainted With.

To Know is a general term; to Be Acquainted with is particular (v. Acquaint). We may know things or persons in various ways; we may know them by name only; or we may know their internal properties or characters; or we may simply know their figure; we may know them by report; or we may know them by a direct intercourse; one is acquainted with either a person or a thing, only in a direct manner, and by an immediate intercourse in one’s own person. We know a man to be good or bad, virtuous or vicious, by being a witness to his actions; we become acquainted with him by frequently being in his company.

Knowledge, Science, Learning, Erudition.

Knowledge, from know, in all probability comes from the Latin nosco, and the Greek γνωστός.

Science, in Latin scientia, from seco, Greek σανί to know, and seko to see or perceive.

Learning, from learn, signifies the thing learned.

Erudition, in Latin erudition, comes from erudio to bring out of a state of rudeness or ignorance.

Knowledge is a general term which simply implies the thing known: science, learning, and erudition are modes of knowledge qualified by some collateral idea: science is a systematic species of knowledge which consists of rule and order; learning is that species of knowledge which one derives from schools, or through the medium of personal instruction; erudition is scholastic knowledge obtained by profound research; knowledge admits of every possible degree, and is expressly opposed to ignorance; science, learning, and erudition are positively high degrees of knowledge.


To Labour, Take Pains or Trouble, Use Endeavour.

Labour, in Latin labor, comes, in all probability, from labo to falter or faint, because labour causes faintness.
trouble; to use endeavour excludes every idea of |pains in endurance; great difficulties must be conso- \(\textit{To Lament, v. To complain.}\) |dered; great perfection or \(\textit{To Lament, v. To deplore.}\) \(\textit{To Lament, v. To grieve.}\) \(\textit{To Lament, v. To bewail.}\) } 

**Labyrinth. Maze.** 

Intricacy is common to both the objects expressed by these terms; but the term **Labyrinth** has it much to its advantage, as its extent is greater than that of the **Maze**: the **labyrinth**, from the Greek λαβύρινθος, was a work of antiquity which surpassed the maze in the same proportion as the ancients surpassed the moderns in all other works of art; it was constructed on so prodigious a scale, and with so many winding passages that when a person was once entered, he could not find his way out without the assistance of a clue or thread. **Maze**, probably from the Saxon *mæs* a gulf, is a modern term for a similar structure on a smaller scale, which is frequently made by way of ornament in large gardens. From the proper meaning of the two words we may easily see the ground of their metaphorical application: political and polemical discussions are compared to a labyrinth; because the mind that is once entangled in them is unable to extricate itself by any efforts of its own: on the other hand, that perplexity and confusion into which the mind is thrown by unexpected or inexplicable events in life is compared to a maze; and, for the same reason, it is in the power of its own functions to recollect and combine.

From the slow mistress of this school, Experience, And her assistant, passing, pale Distress, Purchase a dear-bought clue to lead his youth Through the entanglements of juvenile life, To Lament, v. To bewail.

And the dark labyrinth of human hearts,—YOUNG. 

To measure'd notes whilst they advance, 
He in wild maze shall lead the dance.—CUMBERLAND.

**Lack, v. Want.**

**Lading, v. Freight.**

**To Lag, v. To linger.**

**To Lament, v. To bewail.**

**Land, Country.**

**Land, in German land, &c., from lean and line, signifies an open, even space, and refers strictly to the earth. Country, in French contré, from con and terra, signifies land ad-joining so as to form one portion. The term land, therefore, properly excludes the idea of habitation; the term country excludes that of the earth, or the parts of which it is composed: hence we speak of the land as rich or poor, according to what it yields; of a country as rich or poor, according to what its inhabitants possess: so, in like manner, we say, the land is ploughed or prepared for receiving the grain: but the country is cultivated; the country is under a good government; or, a man's country is dear to him. In an extended application, however, these words may be put for one another: the word land may sometimes be put for any portion of land that is under a government, as the land of liberty; and country may be put for the soil, as a rich country.

You are still in the land of the living, and have all the means that can be desired, whereby to prevent your falling into condemnation.—BEVERIDGE.

We love our country as the seat of religion, liberty, and laws.—BLAIR.

**Landscape, v. View.**

**Language, Tongue, Speech, Idiom, Dialect.**

**Language, from the Latin lingua a Tongue, signifies, like the word tongue, that which is spoken by the tongue.**

**Speech is the act of speaking or the thing spoken.**

**Idiom, in Latin idium, Greek ἰδίωμα, from ἰδίος proper, proper, or peculiar, signifies a peculiar mode of speaking.**

**Dialect, in Latin dialeza, Greek διάλεκτος, from διάλεγομαι to speak in a distinct manner, signifies a distinct mode of speech.**

All these terms mark the manner of expressing our thoughts, but under different circumstances. **Language is the most general term in its meaning and application: it conveys the general idea without any modification, and is applied to other modes of expression besides that of words, and to other objects besides persons; the language of the eyes frequently supplies the place of that of the tongue; the deaf and dumb use the language of signs; birds and beasts are supposed to have their peculiar language: tongue, speech, and the other terms are applicable only to human beings. Language is either written or spoken; but a tongue is conceived of mostly as something to be spoken; and speech is, in the strict sense, that only which is spoken or uttered. A tongue is a totality, or an entire assemblage of all that is necessary for the expression of thought; it comprehends not only words, but modifications of meaning, changes of termi-
nation, modes and forms of words, with the whole scheme of syntactical rules; a tongue therefore comprehended, in the first instance, only those languages which were originally formed: the Hebrew, Greek, and Latin are in the proper sense tongues; but those which are spoken by Europeans, and owe their origin to the former, commonly bear the general denomination of dialects.

Speech is an abstract term, implying either the power of uttering articulate sounds: as when we speak of the gift of speech, which is denoted to those who are dumb, or the words themselves which are spoken; as when we speak of the parts of speech, or the particular mode of expressing one's self; or that which is known by his speech. Idiom and dialect are not properly a language, but the properties of language: idiom is the peculiar construction and turn of a language, which distinguishes it altogether from others; it is that which enters into the composition of the language, and cannot be separated from it. A dialect is that which is ungraffted on a language by the inhabitants of particular parts of a country, and admitted by its writers and learned men to form an incidental part of the language; as the dialects which originated with the Ionians, the Athenians, the Eolians, and were afterwards amalgamated into the Greek tongue; as also the dialects of the high and low German which are distinguished by similar peculiarities.

Languages simply serve to convey our thoughts: tongues consist of words, written or spoken; speech consists of words spoken; idioms are the expression of national manners, customs, and turns of sentence, which are the most difficult to be transferred from one language to another; dialects do not vary so much in the words themselves as in the forms of words; they are prejudicial to the perspicuity of a language, but add to its harmony.

Large, Wide, Broad.

Large (v. Great) is applied in a general way to express every dimension; it implies not only abundance in solid matter, but also freedom in the space, or extent of a plane superficies.

Wide, in German weit, is most probably connected with the French wide, and the Latin viditus empty, signifying properly an empty or open space unencumbered by any obstructions.

Broad, in German breit, probably comes from the noun brett, a board; because it is the peculiar property of a board, that is to say, it is the width of what is particularly long. Many things are large, but not wide: as a large town, a large circle, a large ball, a large not: other things are both large and wide: as a large field, a large body, a large house, or a wide house; but the field is said to be large from the quantity of ground it contains; it is said to be wide both from its figure or the extent of its space in the cross directions; in like manner, a house is large from its extent in all directions; it is said to be wide from the extent which it runs in front: some things are said to be wide which are not denominated large; that is, either such things as have less bulk and quantity than extent of plane surface; as all wide cloth, a wide opening, a wide entrance, and the like; or such as have an extent of space only one way; as a wide road, a wide path, a wide passage, and the like.

What is broad is in sense, and mostly in application, wide, but not vice verâ: a ribbon is broad; a ledge is broad; a ditch is broad; a plain is broad; the brim of a hat is broad; or the border of anything is broad; on the other hand, a mouth is wide, but not broad: apertures in general are wide, but not broad. Large is opposed to small; wide to close; broad to narrow. In the moral application, we speak of largeness in regard to liberality; wide and broad only in the figurative sense of space or size: as a wide difference; or a broad line of distinction.

Large, Copiously, Fully.

Largely (v. Great) is here taken in the moral sense, and, if the derivation given of it be true, in the most proper sense.

Copiously comes from the Latin copia, plenty, signifying in a plentiful degree.

Fully signifies in a full degree; to the full extent, as far as it can reach.

Quantity is the idea expressed in common by all these terms; but largely always has a reference to the freedom of the will in the agent; copiously qualifies actions that are done by inanimate objects; fully qualifies the actions of a rational agent, but it denotes a degree or extent which cannot be surpassed.

A person deals largely in things, or he drinks large draughts; rivers are copiously supplied in rainy seasons; a person is fully satisfied, or fully prepared. A bountiful Providence has distributed his gifts among his creatures; blood flows copiously from a deep wound when it is first made: when a man is not fully convinced of his own insufficiency, he is not prepared to listen to the counsel of others.
There is one very faulty method of drawing up the laws; that is, when the case is largely set forth in the preamble.  
_Bacon._

The youth with wine the copious goblets crown'd,  
And smil'd and dispense the flowing bowl's around._  
_Fope._

Every word in the Bible is so weighty that it ought to be carefully considered by all that desire fully to understand the sense._  
_Beveridge._

_lassitude, v. Fatigue._

_Last, Latest, Final, Ultimate._

_Last and Latest, both from late, in German letze, come from the Greek λατές and λέπος to leave, signifying left or remaining._

_Final, v. Final._

_Ultimate_ comes from ultimus the last.

_Last and _ultimate_ respect the order of succession: _latest_ respects the order of time; _final_ respects the completion of an object. What is _last_ or _ultimate_ is succeeded by nothing else: what is _latest_ is not succeeded by any great interval of time; what is _final_ requires to be succeeded by something else. The _last_ is opposed to the first; the _ultimate_ is distinguished from that which might follow; the _latest_ is opposed to the earliest; the _final_ is opposed to the introductory or beginning. A person's _last_ words are those by which one is guided; his _ultimate_ object is distinguished from that which more remote one which may possibly be in his mind; a conscientious man remains firm to his principles to his _latest_ breath; the _final_ determination of difficult matters requires caution. Jealous people strive to be not the _last_ in anything; the _latest_ intelligence which a man gets of his country is acceptable to one who is in distant quarters of the globe; it requires resolution to take a _final_ leave of those whom one holds near and dear.

The supreme Author of our being has so formed the soul of man that nothing but himself can be its _last_, adequate, and proper happiness._  
_ADDISON._

_A pleasant comedy which paints the manners of the age is a durable work, and is transmitted to the _latest_ posterity._  
_Drye._

_Final_ names lie more bare and open to our observation, as there are often a greater variety that belong to the same effect._  
_ADDISON._

_The ultimate end of man is the enjoyment of God, beyond which he cannot form a wish._  
_Gove._

_Lasting, v. Durable._

_Lastly, At Last, At Length._

_Lastly, like _last_ (v. _Last_), respects the order of succession: _At Last_ or _At Length_ refer to what has preceded. When a sermon is divided into many heads, the term _lastly_ comprehends the _last_ division. When an affair is settled after much difficulty it is said to be _at last_ settled; and if it be settled after a protracted continuance, it is said to be settled _at length._

_Lastly, opportunities do sometimes offer in which a man may wickedly make his fortune without fear of temporal damnation; what extenuation do the law under who have no regard beyond the grave?  
_At last_ being satisfied they had nothing to fear they brought out all their corn every day._  
_ADDISON._

_A neighbouring king had made war upon this female re-

public several years with various success, and _at length_ overthrew them in a very great battle._  
_ADDISON._

_Latent, v. Secret._

_Last, v. Last._

_Laudable, Praiseworthy, Commandable._

_Laudable, from the Latin laudare to praise, is in sense literally _Praiseworthy_, that is worthy of praise, or to be praised (v. _To praise_)._  
_COMMENDABLE_ signifies entitled to commendation.

_Laudable_ is used in a general application; _praiseworthy_ and _commendable_ are applied to individuals; _things_ are _laudable_ in themselves; they are _praiseworthy_ or _commendable_ in this or that person.

That which is _laudable_ is entitled to encouragement and general approbation; an honest endeavour to be useful to one's family or one's self is at all times _laudable_, and will ensure the support of all good people. What is _praiseworthy_ obtains the respect of all men: as all have temptations to do that which is wrong, the performance of one's duty is in all cases _praiseworthy_; but particularly so in those cases where it opposes one's interests and interferes with one's pleasures. What is _commendable_ is not equally important with the two former; it entitles a person only to a temporary or partial expression of good will and approbation; the performance of those minor and particular duties which belong to children and subordinate persons is in the proper sense _commendable._

It is a _laudable_ ambition to wish to excel in that which is good; it is very _praiseworthy_ in a child to assist its parent as occasion may require; _silence_ is _commendable_ in a young person when he is reproved.

_Nothing is more _laudable_ than an inquiry after truth._  
_ADDISON._

_Ridicule_ is generally made use of to laugh men out of virtue and good sense, by attacking everything _praiseworthy_ in human life._  
_ADDISON._

Edmund Waller was born to a very fair estate by the parsimony or frugality of a wise father and mother, and he thought it so _commendable_ an advantage that he resolved to improve it with his utmost care._  
_CLARENDO._

_To Laugh At, Ridicule._

_Laugh_, through the medium of the Saxon, _lakan_, old German _lahan_, Greek _λαχαλοι_, comes from the Hebrew _lahakh_, with no variation in the meaning.

_Ridicule_, from the Latin _ridere_, has the same original meaning:

_Both these verbs are used here in the improper sense for laughter, blended with more or less of contempt: but the former displays itself by the natural expression of laughter: the latter shows itself by a verbal expression: the former is produced by a feeling of mirth, on observing the real or supposed weakness of another; the latter is produced by a strong absurd or trivial in another: the former is more immediately directed to the person who has excited the feeling; the latter is more commonly produced by things than by persons._  
_WE laugh at a person to his_
LAUGHABLE.
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LAWFUL.

always produces this feeling; but only in a slight degree compared with the ridiculous, which awakens a positive sense of contempt.

Whoever is in a ludicrous situation, is, let it be in ever so small a degree, placed in an inferior position, with regard to those by whom he is thus viewed; but he who is incommoded by the ridiculous is positively degraded. It is possible, therefore, for a person to be in a ludicrous situation without any kind of moral demerit, or the slightest depreciation of his moral character; since that which renders his situation ludicrous is altogether independent of himself; or it becomes ridiculous in the eyes of incompetent judges. "Let an ambassador," says Mr. Pope, "speak the best sense in the world, and deport himself in the most graceful manner before a prince, yet if the tail of his shirt happen, as I have known it happen to a very wise man, to hang out behind, more people will laugh at that than attend to the other." The same is seldom said of the ridiculous: as for this springs from positive moral causes, it reflects on the person to whom it attaches in a less questionable shape, and produces positive disgrace. Persons very rarely appear ridiculous without being really so; and he who is really ridiculous justly excites contempt.

Droll and Comical are in the proper sense applied to things which cause laughter, as when we speak of a droll story, or a comical incident, or a Comic song. They may be applied to the person; but not so as to reflect disadvantageously on the individual, as in the former terms.

They'll not show their teeth in way of smile,
Though Nester swear the jest be laughable.

SILKSPHERE.

The action of the theatre, though modern states esteem it but ludicrous unless it be satirical and biting, was carefully watched by the ancients that it might improve mankind in virtue.—BACON.

Infortunia pauperum has nothing in it more intolerable than this, that it renders men ridiculous.—SOUTH.

A comic subject loves an humble verse,
Thyestes scorces a low and comic style.

ROSCOMMON.

In the Augustine age itself, notwithstanding the censure of Horace, they preferred the low buffoonery and drollery of Plautus to the delicacy of Terence.—Warton.

Lavish, v. Extravagant.

Law, v. Maxim.

Lawful, Legal, Legitimate, Licit.

Lawful, from law, and the French loi, comes from the Latin lex, in the same manner as Legal or Legitimate, all signifying in the proper sense belonging to law. They differ therefore according to the sense of the word law: lawful respects the law in general defined or undefined; legal respects only the civil law which is defined; and legitimate respects the laws or rules of science as well as civil matters in general. Licit, from the Latin licet to be allowed, is used only to characterize the moral quality of actions; the lawful properly implies conformable to or enjoined by law; the legal what is in the form or after the manner of law, or binding by law:
it is not lawful to coin money with the king's stamp; a marriage is not legal in England which is not solemnized according to the rites of the established church; men's passions impel them to do many things which are unlawful or illicit; their ignorance leads them into many things which are illegal or illicit. As a good citizen and a true Christian, every man will be anxious to avoid every thing which is unlawful; it is the business of the lawyer to define what is legal or illegal: it is the business of the critic to define what is legitimate verse in poetry; it is the business of the linguist to define the legitimate use of words: it is the business of the moralist to point out what is illicit. As usurers have no lawful authority, no one is under any obligation to obey them: when a claim to property cannot be made out according to the established laws of the country it is not legal: the cause of legitimate sovereigns is at length brought to a happy issue; it is to be hoped that men will never be so unwise as ever to revive the question; the first inclination to an illicit indulgence should be carefully suppressed.

According to this spiritual doctor of politics, if his Majesty does not owe his crown to the choice of his people, he is no lawful king.—BURKE.

Swift's mental powers declined till [1741] it was found necessary that legal guards should be appointed to his person and fortune.—JOHNSON.

Upon the whole I have sent this my offspring into the world in as decent a dress as I was able; a legitimate one I am sure it is.—MOORE.

The King of Prussia charged some of the officers, his pensioners, with maintaining an illicit correspondence.—SOMERSET.

Lax. v. Loose.

To Lay, v. To put.

To Lay or Take Hold Of, Catch, Seize, Snatch, Grasp, Gripe.

To Lay or Take Hold Of is here the generic expression: it denotes simply getting into one's possession, which is the common idea in the signification of all these terms, which differ in regard to the motion in which the possession is formed. To Catch is to lay hold of with an effort. To Seize is to lay hold of with violence. To Snatch is to lay hold of by a sudden effort. One is said to lay hold of that on which one places his hand; he takes hold of that which he secures in his hand. We lay hold of anything when we see it falling: we take hold of anything when we wish to lift it; we can lay it up in order to escape with it when it makes resistance; we snatch that which we are particularly afraid of not getting otherwise. A person who is fainting lays hold of the first thing which comes in his way; a sick person or one who wants support takes hold of another's arm in walking; various artificial hands are employed to catch animals; the bold beast of the forest seizes their prey the moment they come within their reach; it is the rude sport of a schoolboy to snatch out of the hand of another that which he is not willing to let go.

To lay hold of is to get in the possession. To Grasp and to Gripe signify to have or keep in the possession; an eagerness to keep or not to let go is expressed by that of grasping; a fearful anxiety of losing and an earnest desire of keeping is expressed by the act of griping.

When a famished man lays hold of food he grasps it, from a convulsive kind of fear lest it should leave him; when a miser lays hold of money he grieves it, from the love he bears to it; and the fear he has that it will be taken from him

Sometimes it happens that a corn slips out of their paws when they (the ants) are climbing up; they take hold of it again when they can find it, otherwise they look for another.—ADDITION.

One great genius often catches the flame from another.—ADDISON.

Furious he said, and tow'd the Grenadan crew, (Seiz'd by the crest) th' unhappy warrior drew.

The hungry harpies fly,
They snatch the meat defiling all they find.

Like a miser mild is his store.

Who grasps and grasp'd till he can hold no more.

They grieve their oaks; and every panting breast
Is rais'd by turns with hope, by turns with fear
Depress'd.—DEYDEN.

To Lay, v. To lie.

Lazy, v. Idle.

Lazy, v. Inactive.

To Lead, v. To conduct.

Leader, v. Chief.

League, v. Alliance.

Lean, Meagre.

Lean is in all probability connected with line, lank, and long, signifying that which is simply long without any other dimension.

Meagre, in Latin mäcer, Greek παχύς small.

Lean denotes want of fat; meagre want of flesh: what is lean is not always meagre; but nothing can be meagre without being lean.

Brutes as well as men are lean, but men only are said to be meagre: meanness is frequently connected with the temperament; meagreness is the consequence of starvation and disease. There are some animals by nature inclined to be lean: a meagre pale visage is to be seen perpetually in the haunts of vice and poverty.

Who ambes time withal,
With a priest that lacks Latin,
And with a rich man that hath not the goat,
The one lacking the burthen of lean and
Wasteful learning; the other knowing nor
Burthen of heavy tedious pensile,
SHAKESPEARE.

So thin, so gashly meagre, and so wan,
So bare of flesh, he scarce resembled man.

Deyden.

To Lean, Incline, Bend.

Lean and Incline both come from the Latin clino, and Greek κλινεῖν to bow or bend.

Bend, v. Bend.

In the proper sense lean and incline are both said of the position of bodies; bend is said of the shape of bodies: that which leans rests on one side, or in a sideward direction; that which inclines, leans or turns only in a slight degree: that which bends forms a curvature;
it does not all lean, the same way: a house lean when the foundation gives way; a tree may lean so as to incline to the right or the left, or a road may incline this or that way; a tree or a road bends when it turns out of the straight course.

In the improper sense the judgment leaning, the will inclines, the will or conduct bends, in consequence of some outward action. A person lay to that side of a question which he favours; he inclines or is inclined to this or that mode of conduct; he bends to the will of another. It is the duty of a judge to lean to the side of mercy as far as is consistent with justice: whoever inclines too readily to listen to the tales of distress which are continually told to excite compassion will find himself in general deceived; an unyielding temper is the bane of domestic felicity.

Like you a courtier born and bred,
Kings lean'd their ear to what I said.—Gay.

Say what you want; the Latins you shall find
Not forc'd to goodness, but by will inclined.—Dryden.

And as on corn when western gusts descend,
Before the blast the lofty harvest bend.—Pope.

Learning, v. Knowledge.


To Leave, v. To let.

To Leave, Quit, Relinquish.

Leave, in Saxon leafe, in old German laube, Latin lingua, Greek kera, signifies either to leave or to be wanting because one is wanting in the place which one leaves.

Quit, in French quitter, from the Latin quietus rest, signifies to rest or remain, to give up the hold of.

Relinquish, v. To abandon.

We leave that to which we may intend to return; we quit that to which we return no more: we may leave a place voluntarily or otherwise; but we relinquish it unwillingly. We leave persons or things; we quit and relinquish things only. I leave one person in order to speak to another; I leave my house for a short time; I quit it not to return to it.

Leave and quit may be used in the improper as well as the proper sense. A prudent man leaves all questions about minor matters in religion and politics to men of busy, restless temper: it is a source of great pleasure to a contemplative mind to revisit the scenes of early childhood, which have been long quitted for the busy scene: a miser is loath to relinquish the gain which has added so greatly to his stores and his pleasures. It is the privilege of the true Christian to be able to leave all the enjoyments of this life, not only with composure, but with satisfaction: dogs have sometimes evinced their fidelity, even to the remains of their masters, by not quitting the spot where they are laid; pre-judices, particularly in matters of religion, acquire so deep a root in the mind that they cannot be made to relinquish their hold by the most persuasive eloquence and forcible reasoning.

Why leave we not the fatal Trojan shore,
And measure back the seas we cross'd before?—Pope.

The sacred wrestler, till a blessing giv'n,
Quite not his hold, but halting conquer heav'n.—Waller.

Although Charles relinquished almost every power of the crown, he would neither give up his friends to punishment nor desert what he esteemed his religious duty.—Hume.

To Leave, Take Leave, Bid Farewell, or Adieu.

Leave is here general as before (v. To leave); it expresses simply the idea of separating one's self from an object, whether for a time or otherwise; to Take Leave and Bid Farewell imply a separation for a perpetuity.

To leave is an unqualified action, it is applied to objects of indifference, or otherwise, but supposes in general no exercise of one's feelings. We leave persons as convenience requires; we leave them on the road, in the field, in the house, or wherever circumstances direct; we leave them with or without speaking; but to take leave is a partiugel ceremony between friends on their parting for a considerable time; to bid farewell or Adieu is a still more solemn ceremony, when the parting is expected to be final. When applied to things we leave such as we do not wish to meddle with; we take leave of those things which were agreeable to us, but which we find it prudent to give up; and we bid farewell to those for which we still retain a great attachment. It is better to leave a question undecided than to attempt to decide it by altercation or violence; it is greater virtue in a man to take leave of his vices than to let them take leave of him, when a man engages in schemes of ambition, he must bid adieu to all the enjoyments of domestic life.

Self alone, in nature rooted fast,
Attends us first and leaves us last.—Swift.

Now I am to take leave of my readers, I am under greater anxiety than I have known in the whole of my life. I have undertaken this province since I undertook this province.—Steel.

Anticipate the awful moment of your bidding the world an eternal farewell.—Blair.

Leave, Liberty, Permission, Licence.

Leave has here the sense of freedom granted, because what is left to itself is left free.


Permission signifies the act of permitting (v. To allow), or the thing permitted.

Licence, in Latin licentia from licet to be lawful, signifies the state of being permitted by law.

Leave and liberty are either given or taken; permission is taken only; licence is granted, and that in a special manner: leave is employed only on familiar occasions; liberty is given in more important matters; the master gives leave to his servant to go out for his pleasure; a gentleman gives his friends the liberty of shooting on his grounds: leave is taken in different matters, particularly as it respects leave of absence; liberty is taken by a greater, and in general an unauthorized, stretch of one's powers, and is, therefore, an infringe-
Letters.

Leavings. 

Leavings are the consequence of a voluntary act: they signify what is left. Remains are what follows in the course of things; they are what remains: the former is therefore taken in the bad sense to signify what has been left as worthless; the latter is never taken in this bad sense. When many persons of good taste have the liberty of choosing, it is fair to expect that the leavings will be worth little or nothing after all have made their choice. By the remains of beauty which are discoverable in the face of a female, we may be enabled to estimate what her personal gifts were.

Scale, fans, and bones, the leavings of the feast. 

So midnight tapers waste their last remains.

Legal, v. Lawful.

Legitimate, v. Lawful.


To Lessen, v. To abate.

To Let, Leave, Suffer.

Let, through the medium of the Gothic letter, and other changes in the French laissez, German lassen, &c., comes in all probability from the Latin laxo, to loosen, or set loose, free.

Leave, v. To leave.

Suffer, from the Latin suferire to bear with, signifies not to put a stop to.

The removal of hindrance or constraint on the actions of others is implied by all these terms; but let is a less formal action than leave, and this than suffer: I let a person pass in the road by getting out of his way; I leave a person to decide on a matter according to his own discretion, by declining to interfere: I suffer a person to go his own way, over whom I am expected to exercise a control. It is in general most prudent to let things take their own course: in the education of youth, the greatest art lies in leaving them to follow the natural bent of their minds and turn of the disposition, and at the same time not suffering them to do anything prejudicial to their character or future interests.

Then to invoke

The Goddess, and let in the fatal horse,
We all consent.—Dennam.

This crime I could not leave unpunished.—Dennam.

If Pope had suffered his heart to be alienated from her, he could have found nothing that might fill her place.

—Johnson.


Letter, Epistle.

According to the origin of these words, Letter, in Latin litera, signifies any document composed of written letters; and Epistle, in Greek επιστολα from epistellein to send, signifies a letter sent or addressed to any one; consequently the former is the generic, the latter the specific term. Letter is a term altogether familiar, it may be used for whatever is written by one friend to another in domestic life, or for the public documents of this description, which have emanated from the pen of writers, as the letters of Madame de Sévigné, the letters of Pope or of Swift; and even those which were written by the ancients, as the letters of Cicero, Pliny, and Seneca; but in strict propriety those are entitled epistles as a term most adapted to whatever has received the sanction of ages, and by the same rule, likewise, whatever is peculiarly solemn in its contents has acquired the same epithet, as the epistles of St. Paul, St. Peter, St. John, St. Jude; and by an analogous rule, whatever poetry is written in the epistolary form is denominated an epistle rather than a letter, whether of ancient or modern date, as the epistles of Horace, or the epistles of Boileau; and finally, whatever is addressed by way of dedication is denominated a dedicatory epistle. Ease and a friendly familiarity should characterize the letter; sentiment and instruction are always conveyed by an epistle.

Letters, Literature, Learning.

Letters and Literatnr are signify knowledge, derived through the medium of written letters or books, that is, information: Learning (v. Knowledge) is confined to that which is communicated, that is, scholastic knowledge. The term men of letters, or the republic of letters, comprehends all who devote themselves to the cultivation of their minds: literary societies have for their object the diffusion of general information; learned societies propose to themselves the higher object of extending the bounds of science, and increasing the sum of human knowledge. Men of letters have a passport in the highest circles; literary men can always find resources for themselves in their own society; learned
To Lie. **v.** To aim. 
--- Level. v. Even. 
--- Level, v. Flat. 
--- Levity, v. Lightness. 
--- Liable, v. Subject. 
--- To Liberate, v. To free. 
--- Liberty, v. Leave. 
--- Licence, v. Leave. 
--- Licentious, v. Loose. 
--- Lie, v. Untruth.

**To Lie, Lay.**

By a vulgar error these verbs have been so confounded as to deserve some notice. To **Lie** is neuter, and designates a state: to **Lay** is active, and denotes an action on an object; it is properly to cause to **lie**: a thing **lies** on the table; some one **lays** it on the table; he **lies** with his fathers; they **laid** him with his fathers. In the same manner, when used idiomatically, we say, a thing **lies** by us until we bring it into use; we **lay** it by for some future purpose; we **lie** down in order to reposo observe; we **lay** money down by way of deposit; the disorder **lies** in the constitution; we **laid** a burden upon our friends.

Anis bite off all the buds before they **lay** it up, and therefore the corn that has lain in their nests will produce nothing.—ADDERSON.

The church admits none to holy orders without **laying** upon them the highest obligations imaginable.—BEVERIDGE.

**Life, v. Animation.**

**Lifeless, Dead, Inanimate.**

**Lifeless** and **Dead** suppose the absence of life where it has once been: **Inanimate** supposes its absence where it has never been; a person is said to be **lifeless** or **dead** from whom life has departed; the material world consists of objects which are by nature **inanimate**. **Lifeless** is negative; it signifies simply without life, or the vital spark; **dead** is positive; it denotes an actual and perfect change in the object. We may speak of a **lifeless** corpse, when speaking of a body which sinks from a state of **animation** into that of **inanimation**: we speak of **dead** bodies to designate such as have undergone an entire change. A person, therefore, in whom **animation** is suspended, is, for the time being, **lifeless**, in appearance at least, although we should not say **dead**.

In the moral acceptation, **lifeless** and **inanimate** respect the spirit; **dead** respects the moral feeling. A person is said to be **lifeless** who has lost the spirits which he once had; he is said to be **inanimate** when he is naturally wanting in spirits: a person who is **lifeless** is unfitted for enjoyment; he who is **dead** to moral sentiment is totally bereft of the essential properties of his nature.

Nor can his **lifeless** nostril please. 
With the once existing smell.—COWLEY.

How **dead** the vegetable kingdom lies!—THOMSON.

We may in some sort be said to have a society even with the **inanimate** world.—BURKE.

**To Lift, Heave, Hoist.**

**Lift** is in all probability contracted from **levatus**, participle of *levare* to lift, which comes from *levare* light, because what is light is easily borne up.

**Heave**, in Saxon *heauen*, German *heben*, &c., comes from the absolute particle *he*, signifying high, because to **heave** is to set up en high.

**Hoist** in French *hauser*, Low German *hissen*, is a variation from the same source as **heave**.

The idea of making high is common to all these words, but they differ in the objects and the circumstances of the action; we **lift** with or without an effort, we **heave** always with an effort; we **lift** a child up to let it see anything more distinctly; workmen **heave** the stones or beams which are used in a building; sailors **hoist** the long boat into the water. To **lift** and **hoist** are transitive verbs: they require an agent and an object: **heave** is intransitive, it may have an inanimate object for an agent: a person lifts his hands and **hoist** always: he who does the work.

To **lift** and **hoist** are transitive verbs: they require an agent and an object: **heave** is intransitive, it may have an inanimate object for an agent: a person lifts his hands and **hoist** always; when whales are killed, they are **hoisted** into vessels: the bosom **heaves** when it is oppressed with sorrow, the waves of the sea **heave** when they are agitated by the wind.

What god so daring in your aid to move, 
Or lift his hand against the force of Jove?—POPE.

Murm'ring they move, as when Old Ocean roars, 
And **heaves** huge surges to the trembling shores.—POPE.

The reef enwrapt, th' inserted knittles tied, 
To **hoist** the short'd sail again they tried.—FALCONER.

**To Lift, Raise, Erect, Elevate, Exalt.**

**Lift**, v. **To lift.**

**Raise**, signifies to cause to rise.

**Erect**, in Latin *erectus*, participle of *erigo* or *erere*, probably from the Greek *opser*, signifies literally to extend or set forth in the height.

**Elevate** is a variation from the same source as **lift**.

**Exalt** comes from the Latin *elatus* high, and the Hebrew *olah* to ascend, and signifies to cause to be high (v. **High**).

The idea of making one thing higher than another is common to these verbs, which differ...
in the circumstances of the action. To lift is to take off from the ground; to raise and erect are to place in a higher position while in contact with the ground: we lift up a stool; we raise a chair by giving it longer legs; we erect a monument by heaping one stone on another. Whatever is to be carried is lifted; whatever is to be situated higher is to be raised; whatever is to be constructed above other objects is erected. A ladder is lifted upon the shoulders to be conveyed from one place to another; a standard ladder is raised against a building; a scaffolding is erected.

These terms are likewise employed in a moral acceptation; exalt and elevate are used in no other sense. Lift expresses figuratively the artificial action of setting aloft; as in the case of lifting a person into notice: to raise preserves the idea of making higher by the accession of wealth, honour, or power; as in the case of persons who are raised from beggary to a state of affluence: to erect retains the idea of artificially constructing, so as to produce a solid as well as lofty mass; as in the case of erecting a tribunal, erecting a system of spiritual dominion. A person cannot lift himself, but he may raise himself; individuals lift or raise up each other; but communities, or those only who are invested with power, have the opportunity of erecting.

To lift is seldom used in a good sense; to raise is used in a good or an indifferent sense; to elevate and exalt are always used in the best sense. A person is seldom lifted up for any good purpose, or from any merit in himself; it is commonly to suit the ends of party that people are lifted into notice, or lifted into office; a person may be raised for his merits, or raise himself by his industry, in both which cases he is entitled to esteem: one is elevated by circumstances, but still more so by one's character and moral qualities; one is rarely exalted but by means of superior endowments. To elevate may be the act of individuals for themselves; to exalt must be the act of others. There are some to whom elevation of rank is due, and others who require no adventitious circumstances to elevate them; the world has always agreed to exalt great power, great wisdom, and great genius.

Now rosy morn ascends the court of Jove, Lifts up her light, and opens day above.—POPE.

Rais'd in his mind the Trojan hero stood, And long'd to break from out his ambient cloud. DRYDEN.

From their assistance, happier walls expect, Which, wand'ring long, at last thou shalt erect. DRYDEN.

Prudence operates on life in the same manner as rules on composition; it produces vigilance rather than elevation.—JOHNSON.

A creature of a more exalted kind Was wanting yet, and then was man design'd. DRYDEN.

Lightness, v. Base.

Lightness, Levity, Flightiness, Volatility, Giddiness.

Lightness, from light, signifies the abstract quality.
LIKENESS.

453

Linger.

Similarity, in Latin similarity, from similis, in Greek the same, like, from the Hebrew simel an image, denotes the abstract property of likeness.

Likeness is the most general, and at the same time the most familiar, term of the three; it respects both external or internal properties: resemblance respects only the external properties; similarity only the internal properties: we speak of a likeness between two persons; of a resemblance in the cast of the eye, a resemblance in the form or figure; of a similarity in age and disposition. The likeness is said only of that which is actual: resemblance may be said of that which is apparent: a likeness consists of something specific; a resemblance may be only partial and contingent. A thing is said to be, but not to appear like another it may, however, have the shadow of a resemblance: whatever things are alike are alike in their essential properties; but they may resemble each other in a partial degree or in certain particulars, but are otherwise essentially different. We are most like the Divine Being in the act of doing good; there is nothing existing in nature which has not certain points of resemblance with something else.

Similarity, or Similitude, which is a higher term, is, in the moral application, in regard to likenesses, what resemblance is in the physical sense: what is alike has the same nature; what is similar has certain features of similarity: in this sense feelings are alike, sentiments are alike, persons are alike: but cases are similar, circumstances are similar, conditions are similar. Likeness excludes the idea of difference; similarity includes only the idea of casual likeness.

With friendly hand I hold the glass To all promises as they pass; Should folly there her likeness view, I fear not that the mirror's true.—MOORE.

So faint resemblance on the marble tomb The well-dissembled lover stooing stands; For ever silent, and for ever sad.—THOMSON.

Rochefoucauld frequently makes use of the antithesis, a mode of speaking the most tiresome of any, by the similarity of the periods.—WATSON.

As it addeth deformity to an ape to be so like a man, so the similitude of superstition to religion makes it the more deform'd.—BACON

Likeness, Picture, Image, Effigy.

In the former article Likeness is considered as an abstract term, but in connection with the words picture and image it signifies the representation of likeness.

Picture, in Latin picture, from pingo to paint, signifies the thing painted.

Image, in Latin image, contracted from imitago, comes from imitator to imitate, signifying an imitation.

Effigy, in Latin effigies from effingo, signifies that which is formed after another thing.

Likeness is a general and indefinite term; picture and image express something positively like. A likeness is the work of art; it is sketched by the pencil, and is more or less real; a picture is either the work of art or nature; it may be drawn by the pencil or the pen, or it may be found in the incidental resemblance of things; it is more or less exact: the image lies in the nature of things, and is more or less striking. It is the peculiar excellence of the painter to produce a likeness; the withering and falling off of the leaves from the trees in autumn is a picture of human nature in its decline; children are frequently the very image of their parents.

A likeness is that which is to represent the actual likeness; but an effigy is an artistic or arbitrary likeness; it may be represented on paper, or in the figure of a person. Artists produce likenesses; boys attempt to produce effigies.

God, Moses first, then David, did inspire; To compose anthems for his heavenly voice; To th'one the style of friend he did impart, On th'other stamp'd the likeness of his heart. DESHAM.

Or else the comic muse Holds to the world a picture of the soul.—THOMSON.

The mind of man is an image, not only of God's spirituality, but of his infinity.—SOUTH.

I have read somewhere that one of the popes refused to accept an edition of a saint's works, which were presented to him, because the saint, in his effigies before the book, was drawn without a beard.—ADDISON.

Likewise, v. Also.

Limb, v. Member.

To Limit, v. To bound.

To Limit, v. To fix.

Limit, Extent.

Limit is a more specific and definite term than Extent: by the former we are directed to the point where anything ends; by the latter we are led to no particular point, but to the whole space included: limits are in their nature something finite; extent is either finite or infinite: we therefore speak of that which exceeds the limits, or comes within the limits: and of that which comprehends the extent, or is according to the extent: a pleni-potentary or minister must not exceed the limits of his instructions; when we think of the immense extent of this globe, and that it is among the smallest of an infinite number of worlds, the mind is lost in admiration and amazement: it does not fall within the limits of a periodical work to enter into historical details; a complete history of any country is a work of great extent.

Whatever a man accounts his treasure answers all his capacities of pleasure. It is the utmost limit of enjoyment.—SOUTH.

It is observable that, either by nature or habit, our faculties are fitted to images of a certain extent.—JOHN.

Limit, v. Term.


To Linger, Tarry, Loiter, Lag, Saunter.

Linger, from longer, signifies to make the time long in doing a thing.

Tarry, from tardus slow, is to be slow.

Loiter may probably come from lentus slow.
Lag, from lie, signifies to lie back.

Saunter, from sancta terra the Holy Land; hence, in the time of the Crusades, many idle persons went going backwards and forwards; hence idle, planless going, comes to be so denominated.

Suspension of action or slow movement enters into the meaning of all these terms: to linger is to stop altogether, or to move but slowly forward; to tarry is properly to suspend one's moment: the former proceeds from reluctance to leave the spot on which we stand; the latter from motives of discretion: he will naturally linger who is going to leave the place of his nativity for an indefinite period; those who have much business to transact will be led to tarry long in a place: to loiter is to move slowly and reluctantly: but, from a bad cause, a child loiters who is unwilling to go to school: to lag is to move slower than others; to stop while they are going on; this is seldom done for a good purpose; those who lag have generally some sinister and private end to answer: to saunter is altogether the act of an idler; those who have no object in moving either backward or forward will saunter if they move at all.

'Tis long since I, for my celestial wife,
Loath'd by the Gods, had dragg'd a lingering life.

DREYDEN.

Rapid wits loiter, or faint, and suffer themselves to be surprised by the even and regular perseverance of slower understandings.—JOHNSON.

I shall not lag behind, nor err
The way, then leading.—MILTON.

Herod having tarried only seven days at Rome for the despatch of his business, returned to his ships at Brundusium.—PRAIRX.

She walks all the morning sauntering about the shop, with her arms through her pocket-holes.—JOHNSON.

Liquid, v. Fluid.

Liquid, Liquor, Juice, Humour.

Liquid (v. Fluid) is the generic term: Liquor, which is but a variation from the same Latin verb, liqueo, whence liquid is derived, is a liquid which is made to be drunk: Juice, in French jusc., is a liquid that issues from bodies: and Humour, in Latin humor, probably from the Greek pneuma and pwo to flow or pour out, is a species of liquid which flows in bodies and forms a constituent part of them. All natural bodies consist of liquids or solids, or a combination of both: liquor serves to quench the thirst as food satisfies the hunger; the juices of bodies are among their richest parts; and the humours are commonly the most important parts; the former of these two belong peculiarly to vegetable, and the latter to animal bodies: water is the simplest of all liquids: wine is the most inviting of all liquors; the orange produces the most agreeable juice; the humours of both men and brutes are most liable to corruption.

How the bee
Sits on the bloom, extracting liquid sweets.—MILTON.

They who Minerva from Jove's head derive,
Might make old Homer's skull the muse's hive, And from his brain that Helicon distil Whose race liquor did his offspring fill.—DENHAM.

Give me to drain the coca's milky bowl, And from the palm to draw its freshening wine, More bounteous far than all the frantic juice Which Bacchus pours.—THOMSON.

The perspicuity of the humours of the eye transmits the rays of light.—STEEL.

Liquor, v. Liquid.

List, Roll, Catalogue, Register.

List, in French liste, and German liste, comes from the German leiste a last, signifying in general any long and narrow body.

Roll signifies in general anything rolled up, particularly paper with its written contents.

Catalogue, in Latin catalogus, Greek katalexos from kataleistw to write down, signifies a written enumeration.

Register, from the verb rego to govern, signifies what is done or inserted by order of government.

A collection of objects brought into some kind of order is the common idea included in the signification of these terms. The contents and disposition of a list are the most simple; it consists of little more than names arranged under one another in a long narrow line, as a list of words, a list of plants and flowers, a list of voters, a list of visits, a list of deaths, of births, of marriages: a roll, which is figuratively put for the contents of a roll, is a list rolled up for convenience, as a long roll of saints; catalogue involves more details than a simple list; it specifies not only names, but dates, qualities, and circumstances. A list of books contains their titles; a catalogue of books contains an enumeration of their size, price, number of volumes, edition, &c.: a roll of saints simply specifies their names; a catalogue of saints enters into particulars of their age, their deaths, &c.: a register contains more than either; for it contains events, with dates, actors, &c., in all matters of public interest.

After I had read over the list of the persons elected into the Tier Etat, nothing which they afterwards did could appear astonishing.—BURKE.

It appears from the ancient rolls of parliament, and from the manner of choosing the lords of articles, that the proceedings of that high court must have been in a great measure under their direction.—ROBERTSON.

Aye! in the catalogue ye go for men,
As hounds, and greyhounds, mongrels, spaniels, curs,
All by the name of dogs.—SHAKESPEARE.

I am credibly informed by an antiquary, who has searched the registers, that the mails of honour, in Queen Elizabeth's time, were allowed three rumps of beef for their breakfast.—ADDISON.

To Listen, v. To attend.

Listless, v. Indolent.


Little, Small, Diminutive.

Little, in Low German litte, Dutch lett, is, in all probability, connected with light, in Saxon leoh, old German lilto, Swedden lett, &c.

Small is, with some variations, to be found in most of the northern dialects, in which it signifies, as in English, a contracted space or quantity.
LIVELY.

The term "lively" signifies having life, or the animal spirits which accompany the vital spark.

Sprightly, contracted from sprightly or spiritually, signifies full of spirits.

Vivacious, in Latin vivax, from vivo to live, has the same original meaning as lively.

Sportive, fond of or ready for sport.

Merry, v. cheerful.

Jocund, in Latin jocundus, from juxus and jure to delight or please, signifies delighted or pleased.

The activity of the heart when it beats high with a sentiment of gaiety is strongly depicted by all these terms: the lively is the most general and literal in its signification; life, as a moving or active principle, is supposed to be inherent in spiritual as well as material bodies; the feeling, as well as the body which has within a power of moving arbitrarily of itself, is said to have life, and in whatever object this is wanting, this object is said to be dead: in like manner, according to the degree or circumstances under which this moving principle displays itself, the object is denominated lively, sprightly, vivacious, and the like. Liveliness is the property of childhood, youth, or even mature age; sprightliness is the peculiar property of youth; vivacity is a quality compatible with the sobriety of years: an infant shows itself to be lively or otherwise in a few months after its birth; a female, particularly in her early years, affords often a pleasing picture of sprightliness; a vivacious companion recommends himself wherever he goes. Sportiveness is an accompaniment of liveliness or sprightliness: a sprightly child will show its sprightliness by sportive humour: mirth and jocundity are the forms of liveliness most generally displayed in social life: the former is a familiar quality, more frequently to be discovered in vulgar than in polished society: jocundity is a form of liveliness which poets have ascribed to nymphs and goddesses, and other aerial creatures of the imagination.

The terms preserve the same sense when applied to the characteristics or actions of persons as when applied to the persons themselves: imagination, wit, conception, representation, and the like, are lively: a person's air, manner, look, tune, dance, are sprightly: a conversation, a turn of mind, a society, is vivacious: the muse, the pen, the imagination, is sportive: the meeting, the laugh, the song, the conceit, is merry: the train, the dance, is jocund.

One study is inconsistent with a lively imagination, another with a solid judgment.—Johnson.

His sportive limbs,
This way and that convolv'd, in friskful glee
Their frolic way. And how the sprightly race
Invites them forth.—Thomson.

By every victory over appetite or passion, the mind gains new strength to refuse those solicitations by which the young and vivacious are hourly assaulted.—Johnson.
Look, Glance.

Look, v. Air.

Glance, v. To glance at.

Look is the generic and glance the specific term; that is to say, a casual or momentary look: a look may be characterized as severe or mild, fierce or gentle, angry or kind; a glance as hasty or sudden, imperfect or slight: so likewise we speak of taking a look, or catching a glance.

Here the soft flocks, with the same harmless look They wore alive.—THOMSON.

The tyger, darting fierce
Impetuous on his prey, the glance has doom’d.

THOMSON.

To Look, See, Behold. View, Eye.

Look, in Saxon locun, upper German lugen, comes from lux light, and the Greek λάμβας to see.

See, in German sehen, probably a variation from the Latin video to see.

Behold, compounded of the intensive be and hold, signifies to hold or fix the eye on an object.

View, from the French voir, and the Latin video, signifies simply to see.

To Eye, from the noun eye, naturally signifies to lathom with the eye.

We look voluntarily; we see involuntarily: the eye sees; the person looks; absent people often see things before they are fully conscious that they are at hand; we may look without seeing, and we may see without looking: nearsighted people often look at that which is too distant to strike the visual organ. To behold is to look at for a continuance; to view is to look at in all directions; to eye is to look at earnestly, and by side glances: that which is seen may disappear in an instant; it may strike the eye and be gone; but what is looked at must make some stay; consequently lightening, and things equally fugitive and rapid in their flight, may be seen, but cannot be looked at.

To look at is the familiar, as well as the general, term, in regard to the others: we look at things in general, which we wish to see, that is, to see clearly, fully, and in all their parts; but we behold that which excites a moral or intellectual interest; we view that which demands intellectual attention; we eye that which gratifies any particular passion; an inquisitive child looks at things which are new to it, but does not behold them; we look at plants, or finery, or whatever gratifies the senses, but we do not behold them: on the other hand, we behold any spectacle which excites our admiration, our attachment, our pity, or our love: we look at objects in order to observe their external properties; but we view them in order to find out their component parts, their internal properties, their powers of motion and action, &c.: we look at things to gratify the curiosity of the moment, or for mere amusement: but the judicious man eyes his goal in order to mark his movements, his designs, and his successes; the envious man eyes him who is in prosperity with a malignant desire to see him humbled.

To look is an indifferent, to behold and view are good and honourable actions; to eye, as the act of persons, is commonly a mean, and even base, action.
They clamber the next ascent, and, looking down,
Now at a nearer distance since the scene;
The prince with wonder sees the stately towers
(Which late were huts and shepherds' hows).

DRYDEN.

The most unpardonable malfeasor in the world going
to his death, and bearing it with composure, would win
the pity of those who should behold him.—STEELE.

Half afraid, he first
Against the window bent; then brisk alights
On the warm hearth; then, hopping o'er the floor,
Eyes all the smiling family askance.—THOMSON.

To Look, Appear.

Look is here taken in the neuter and improper sense: in the preceding article (v. To look) it denotes the action of persons striving to see; in the present case it denotes the action of things figuratively striving to be seen.

Appear. from the Latin apparo or paro, Greek παρέπω, signifies to be present or at hand, within sight.

The look of a thing respects the impressions which it makes on the senses, that is, the manner in which it looks; its appearance implies the simple act of its coming into sight: the look of anything is therefore characterized as good or bad, mean or handsome, ugly or beautiful; the appearance is characterized as early or late, sudden or unexpected: there is something very unseemly in the look of a clergyman, affecting the air of a fine gentleman; the appearance of the stars in an evening presents an interesting view even to the ordinary beholder. As what appears must appear in some form, the signification of the term has been extended to the manner of the appearance, and brought still nearer to look in its application; in this case the term look is rather more familiar than that of appearance: we may speak either of regarding the look or the appearance of a thing, as far as it may impress others; but the latter is less colloquial than the former: a man's conduct is said to look rather than to appear ill; but on the other hand, we say a thing assumes an appearance, or has a certain appearance.

Look is always employed for what is real; what a thing looks is that which it really is: appear, however, sometimes refers not only to what is external, but to what is superficial. If we say a person looks ill, it supposes some positive and unequivocal evidence of illness: if we say he appears to be ill, it is a less positive assertion than the former: it leaves room for doubt, and allows the possibility of a mistake. We are at liberty to judge of things by their looks, without being chargeable with want of judgment; but as appearances are said to be deceitful, it becomes necessary to admit them with caution as the rule of our judgment. Look is employed mostly in regard to objects of sense; appearance respects natural and moral objects indiscriminately: the sky looks lowering; an object appears through a microscope greater than it really is; a person's conduct appears in a more culpable light when seen through the representation of an enemy.

Distressful nature pants;
The very streams look languid from afar.—THOMSON.

Never does liberty appear more amiable than under the government of a pious and good prince.—ADDISON.

Looker-on, Spectator, Beholder, Observer.

The Looker-on and the Spectator are both opposed to the agents or actors in any scene; but the former is still more abstracted from the objects he sees than the latter. A looker-on (v. To look at) is careless; he has no part and takes no part in what he sees; he looks on, because the thing is before him, and he has nothing else to do: a spectator may likewise be unconcerned, but in general he derives amusement, if nothing else, from what he sees. A clown may be a looker-on, who with open mouth gapes at all that is before him, without understanding any part of it; but who he looks on to draw a moral lesson from the whole is in the moral sense not an uninterested spectator.

The Beholder has a nearer interest than the spectator; and the Observer has an interest not less near than that of the beholder, but somewhat different: the beholder has his affections roused by what he sees; the observer has his understanding employed in that which passes before him: the beholder indulges himself in contemplation; the observer is busy in making it subservient to some proposed object: every beholder of our Saviour's sufferings and patience was struck with the conviction of his Divine character, not excepting even some of those who were his most prejudiced adversaries; every calm observer of our Saviour's words and actions was convinced of his Divine mission.

Lookers on many times see more than gamblers.

But high In heaven they sit, and gaze from far.
The tame spectators of his deeds of war.—POPE.

Objects imperfectly discerned take forms from the hope or fear of the beholder.—JOHNSTON.

Swift was an exact observer of life.—JOHNSTON.

To Look for, v. To await.

Loose, Vague, Lax, Dissolute, Licentious.

Loose is in German los, &c., Latin laxus, Greek λααρος, and Hebrew chatal, to make free.

Vague, in Latin vagus, signifies wandering.

Lax, in Latin laxus, has a similar origin with loose.

Dissolute, in Latin dissolutus participle of dissolve, signifies dissolved or set free.

Licentious signifies having the licence or power to do as one pleases (v. Leave, Liberty).

Loose is the generic, the rest are specific terms; they are all opposed to that which is bound or adheres closely: loose is employed either for moral or intellectual subjects; vague only for intellectual objects: lax sometimes for what is intellectual, but oftener for the moral; dissolute and licentious only for moral matters; whatever wants a proper connection, or linking together of the parts, is loose; whatever is scattered and remotely separated is vague: a style is loose where the words and sentences are not made to coalesce.
so as to form a regularly connected series; assertions are vague which have but a remote connection with the subject referred to; by the same rule, loose hints thrown out at random may give rise to speculation and conjecture, but cannot serve as the ground of any conclusion; ignorant people are apt to credit every vague rumour, and to communicate it as a certainty.

Opinions are loose, either inasmuch as they want logical precision or as they fail in moral strictness; suggestions and surmises are in their nature vague, as they spring from a very remote channel, or are produced by the wanderings of the imagination; opinions are lax, inasmuch as they have a tendency to lessen the moral obligation, or to lessen moral ties; loose notions arise from the unrestrained state of the will, from the influence of the unruly passions; lax notions from the error of the judgment; loose principles affect the character of the mind; lax principles affect the speculative opinions of men, either as individuals or in society: one is loose in practice, and lax in speculation or in discipline; the loose man sins against his conscience; he sets himself free from that to which he knows that he ought to submit; the lax man errs, but he affects to defend his errors. A loose man injures himself, but a lax man injures society at large. Dissoluteness is the excess of looseness; licentiousness is the consequence of laxity, or the freedom from external constraint.

Looseness of character, if indulged, soon sinks into dissoluteness of morals; and laxity of discipline is quickly followed by licentiousness of manners.

A young man of loose character makes light of moral obligations in general; but one of dissolute character commits every excess, and totally disregards every restraint; in proportion as a commander is lax in the punishment of offences, an army will become licentious.

The most voluptuous and loose person breathing, were he but tied to follow his dice and his courtships every day, would find it the greatest torment that could befal him. —South.

That action which is vague and indeterminate will at last settle into habit, and habitual peculiarities are quickly ridiculous. —Johnson.

In this general depravity of manners and laxity of principles, pure religion is nowhere more strongly implicated than in our universities. —Johnson.

As the life of Petronius Arbiter was altogether dissolute, the indifference which he showed at the close of it is to be looked upon as a piece of natural carelessness rather than fortitude. —Addison.

Moral philosophy is very agreeable to the paradoxical and licentious spirit of the age. —Beattie.

Loquacious, v. Talkative.
Lorljly, v. Imperious.

Lord's Supper, Eucharist, Communion, Sacrament.

The Lord's Supper is a term of familiar and general use among Christians, as designating in literal terms the supper of our Lord; that is, either the last solemn supper which he took with his disciples previous to his crucifixion, or the commemoration of that event which conformably to his commands has been observed by the professors of Christianity. Eucharist is a term of peculiar use among the Roman Catholics, from the Greek eucharistia to give thanks, because personal adoration, by way of returning thanks, constitutes in their estimation the chief part of the ceremony. As the social affections are kept alive mostly by the common participation of meals, so is brotherly love, the essence of Christian fellowship, cherished and warmed in the highest degree by the common participation in this holy festival: hence, by distinction, it has been denominated the Communion. As the words which are made at the altar of our Lord are the most solemn which a Christian can make, comprehending in them the entire devotion of himself to Christ, the general term Sacrament, signifying an oath, has been employed by way of emphasis for this ordinance. The Roman Catholics have employed the same term for the other ordinances: but the Protestants, who attach a similar degree of sacredness to no other than baptism, annex this appellation only to these two.

To the worthy participation of the Lord's supper, there is indispensably required a suitable preparation. —South.

This ceremony of feasting belongs most properly both to marriage and to the eucharist, as both of them have the nature of a covenant. —South.

One woman he could not bring to the communion, and when he reproved or exhorted her, she only answered that she was no scholar. —Johnson.

I could not have the consent of the physicians to go to church yesterday: I therefore received the holy sacrament at home. —Johnson.

To Lose, Miss.

Lose, in all probability, is but a variation of loose, because what gets loose or away from a person is lost to him.

To Miss, probably from the participle mis; wrong, signifies to lose by mistake. What is lost is not at hand: what is missing is not to be seen; it does not depend upon ourselves to recover what is lost, it is supposed to be irrevocably gone; what we miss one time, we may by diligence and care recover at another time. A person loses his health and strength by a decay of nature, and must submit patiently to the loss which cannot be repaired; if a person misses the opportunity of improvement in his youth, he will never have another opportunity that is equally good.

Some ants are so unfortunate as to fall down with their load when they almost come home; when this happens they seldom lose their corn, but carry it up again. —Addison.

By hope and faith secure of future bliss, Gladly the joys of present life we miss. —Lewis.

Loss, Damage, Detriment.

Loss signifies the act of losing or the thing lost.

Damage, in French dommage, Latin damnunm from dem to take away, signifies the thing taken away.

Detriment, v. Disadvantageous.
Loss is here the generic term; damage and detriment are species or modes of loss. This
person sustains the loss, the thing suffers the damage or detriment. Whatever is gone from us which we wish to retain is a loss; hence we may sustain a loss in our property, in our reputation, in our influence, in our intellect, and every other object of possession: whatever renders an object less serviceable or valuable, by any external violence, is a damage; as a vessel suffers a damage in a storm: whatever is calculated to cross a man's purpose is a detriment; the bare want of a good name may be a detriment to a young tradesman: the want of prudence is always a great detriment to the prosperity of a family.

What trader would purchase such airy satisfaction (as the charms of conversation) by the loss of solid gain.—JOHNSON.

The ants were still troubled with the rain, and the next day they took a world of pains to repair the damage.—ADISON.

The expenditure should be with the least possible detriment to the morals of those who expend.—DURYKE.

Loud, Noisy, High-Sounding, Clamorous.

Loud is doubtless connected through the medium of the German laut a sound, and lauschen to listen, with the Greek λαυo to hear, because sounds are the object of hearing.

Noisy, having a noise, like noisy and noxious, comes from the Latin nocere to hurt, signifying in general offensive, that is, to the sense of hearing, of smelling, and the like.

High-Sounding signifies the same as pitched upon an elevated key, so as to make a great noise, to be heard at a distance.

Clamorous, from the Latin clamo to cry, signifies crying with a loud voice.

Loud is here the generic term, since it signifies a great sound, which is the idea common to all; the epithet for persons, loud is mostly taken in an indifferent sense; all the others are taken for being loud beyond measure: noisy is to be lawlessly and unreasonably loud: high-sounding is only to be loud from the bigness of one's words: clamorous is to be disagreeably and painfully loud. We must speak loudly to a deaf person in order to make ourselves heard: children will be noisy at all times if not kept under control: flatterers are always high-sounding in their eulogisms of princes: children will be clamorous for what they want if they expect to get it by dint of noise; they will be turbulent in case of refusal, if not under proper discipline.

In the improper application, loud is taken in the sense of the rest: the loudest praises are the least to be regarded: the applause of a mob is always noisy: high-sounding titles serve only to excite contempt where there is not some corresponding sense: it is the business of an opposition party to be clamorous, as that serves the purpose of exciting turbulence among the ignorant.

The clowns, a boisterous, rude, uncivil'd crew, With furious haste to the loud summons flew. —DRYDEN.

O leave the noisy town.—DRYDEN.

I am touch'd with sorrow at the conduct of some few men, who have lent the authority of their high-sounding names to the designs of men with whom they could not be acquainted.—BURKE.

Clamorous around the royal hawk they fly.—DRYDEN.


Love (v. Affection) is a term of very extensive import: it may be either taken in the most general sense for every strong and passionate attachment, or only for such as subsist between the sexes; in either of which cases it has features by which it is easily distinguished from Friendship.

Love subsists between members of the same family; it springs out of their natural relationship, and is kept alive by their close intercourse and constant interchange of kindnesses: friendship excludes the idea of any tender and natural relationship; nor is it, like love, to be found in children, but is confined to mature years; it is formed by time, by circumstances, by congruity of character, and sympathy of sentiment. Love always operates with ardour; friendship is remarkable for firmness and constancy. Love is peculiar to no station; it is to be found equally among the high and the low, the learned and the unlearned; friendship is of nobler growth; it finds admittance only into minds of a loftier make: it cannot be felt by men of an ordinary stamp.

Both love and friendship are gratified by seeking the good of the object; but love is more selfish in its nature than friendship; in indulging another it seeks its own gratification, and when this is not to be obtained, it will change into the contrary passion of hatred; friendship, on the other hand, is altogether disinterested, it makes sacrifices of every description, and knows no limits to its sacrifice. As love is a passion, it has all the errors attendant upon passion; but friendship, which is an affection tempered by reason, is exempt from every such exceptionable quality.

Love is blind to the faults of the object of its adores, it idealizes, it is fond, it is foolish: friendship sees faults, and strives to correct them; it aims to render the object more worthy of esteem and regard. Love is capricious, humourous, and changeable; it will not bear contradiction, disappointment, nor any cross or untoward circumstance; friendship is stable; it withstands the rude blasts, and is unchanged by the severest shocks of adversity; neither the smiles nor frowns of fortune can change its form; its serene and placid countenance is unruffled by the rude blasts of adversity; it rejoices and sympathizes in prosperity; it cheers, consoles, and assists in adversity. Love is exclusive in its nature; it insists upon a devotion to a single object; it is jealous of any intrusion from others: friendship is liberal and communicative; it is founded by nothing but rules of prudence; it is not confined as to the number but as to the nature of the objects.

When love is not produced by any social relation, it has its groundwork in sexuality, and subsists only between persons of different sexes; in this case it has all the former faults with which it is chargeable to a still greater degree, and others peculiar to itself; it is
LOVER.

even more selfish, more capricious, more changeable, and more exclusive, than when subsisting between persons of the same kindred. Love is in this case as unreasonable in its choice of an object as it is extravagant in its regard of the object; it is formed without examination; it is the effect of a sudden glance, the work of a moment, in which the heart is taken by surprise, and the understanding is discarded: friendship, on the other hand, is the entire understanding; it does not admit the senses or the heat to have any undue influence in the choice. A fine eye, a fair hand, a graceful step, are the authors of love: talent, virtue, fine sentiment, a good heart, and a sound head, are the promoters of friendship: love wants no excitement from personal merit; friendship cannot be produced without merit. Time, which is the consolidator of friendship, is the destroyer of love: an object improvidently chosen is as carelessly thrown aside; and that which was not chosen for its merits is seldom rejected for its demerits, the fault lying rather in the humour of love, which can abate of its ardour as the noun between the things passes, and transfer itself to other objects: friendship, on the other hand, is slow and cautious in choosing, and still more gradual in the confirmation, as it rests on virtue and excellence; it grows only with the growth of one's acquaintance, and ripens with the maturity of esteem. Love, while it lasts, subsists even by those very dangers and mischievous, in ordinary cases it awakens flattering hopes and delusive dreams, which end in disappointment and mortification; and in some cases it is the origin of the most frightful evils; there is nothing more atrocious than what has owed its origic to slighted love: but friendship, even if it be slighted, will awaken no other feeling than that of pity; when a friend proves faithless or wicked, he is lamented as one who has fallen from the high estate to which we thought him entitled.

So every passion but fond love
Unto its own redress does move.—WALLER.

For natural affection soon doth cease.
And quenched is with Cupid's greater flame,
But faithful friendship doth both suppress,
And them with masterly discipline doth mix.—SPENSER.


Lover, Suitour, Wooer.

Lover signifies literally one who loves, and is applicable to any object: there are lovers of money, and lovers of wine. Lovers of things individual, and things collectively, that is, lovers of particular women in the good sense or lovers of women in the bad sense. The Suitor is one who sues and strives after a thing; it is equally undefined as to the object, but may be employed for such as sue for favours from their superiors, or sue for the affections and person of a female. The Wooer is only a species of the term lover, who wooes or solicits the kind regards of a female. When applied to the same object, namely, the female sex, the term lover is employed for persons of all ranks, who are equally alive to the tender passion of love: suitor is a title adapted to that class of life where all the genuine affections of human nature are adulterated by a false refinement, or entirely lost in other passions of a guilty nature. Wooer is a tender and passionate title, which is adapted to that class of beings that live only in poetry and romance. There is most sincerity in the lover, he simply professes his love; there is most ceremony in the suitor, he prefers his suit; there is most ardour in the wooer, he makes his vows.

It is very natural for a young friend and a young lover to think the persons they love have nothing to do but to please them.—POPPE.

What pleasure can it be to be thronged with petitioners, and those perhaps suitors for the same thing?—SCHILLER.

I am glad this parcel of wooers are so reasonable, for there is not one of them but I do on his very absence.—SHAKESPEARE.

Loving, v. Amorous.


LOW, Mean, Abject.


Mean, in German gemein, &c., comes from the Latin communis common (v. Common).

Abject, in French object, Latin objectus, participle of objicio to cast down, signifies literally brought low.

Love is a much stronger term than mean: for what is low stands more directly opposed to what is high, but what is mean is intermediate; the love is applied only to a certain number or description; but mean, like common, is applicable to the great bulk of mankind. A man of low extraction falls below the ordinary level; he is opposed to a nobleman: a man of mean birth does not rise above the ordinary level; he is upon a level with the majority. When employed to designate character, they preserve the same distinction; the low is that which is positively sunk in itself; but the mean is that which is comparatively low, in regard to the outward circumstances and relative condition of the individual. Swearing and drunkenness are low vices; boxing, cudgelling, and wrestling are low games; a misplaced economy in people of property is mean; a condensation to those who are beneath us for our own petty advantages is meaness. A person is called mean, in education, or habits; but meaness is a defect of nature which sinks a person in spite of every external advantage.

The love and mean are qualities whether of the condition or the character: but object is a peculiar state into which man is thrown: a man is in the power of things low: he is voluntarily mean, and involuntary object. Loveliness discovers itself in one's actions and sentiments; the mean and object in one's spirit; the latter being much more powerful and oppressive than the former: the mean man stoops in order to get; the object man crawls in order to submit: the lowest man will sometimes have
a consciousness of what is due to himself; he will even rise above his condition: the mean man sacrifices his dignity to his convenience; he is always below himself; the object man altogether forgets that he has any dignity; he is kept down by the pressure of adverse circumstances. The condition of a servant is low: his manners, his words, and his habits, will be low; but by good conduct he elevates himself in his sphere of life: a nobleman is in station the reverse of low; but if he will stoop to the artifices practised by the vulgar in order to carry a point, we denominate it mean, if it be but trifling; otherwise it deserves a stronger epithet. The slave is, in every sense of the word, object; as he is bereft of that quality which sets man above the brute, so, in his actions, he evinces no higher impulse than what guides brutes: whether a man be a slave to another’s will or to any passion, such as fear or superstition, he is equally said to be object.

MADNESS.

MADNESS, v. Derangement.

MADNESS, Phrenzy, Rage, Fury.

Phrenzy, in Latin phrenesis, Greek Ἀφρηςία from φρέν ψυχή, signifies a disordered mind.

Rage, in French rage, Latin rabies.

Fury, in Latin furor, comes in all probability from feror, to be carried, because fury carries a person away.

 Madness and phrenzy are used in the physical and moral sense; rage and fury only in the moral sense: in the first case, madness is a confirmed derangement in the organ of thought; phrenzy is only a temporary derangement from the violence of fever: the former lies in the system, and is, in general, incurable; the latter is only occasional, and yields to the power of medicine.

In the moral sense of these terms the cause is put for the effect, that is, madness and phrenzy are put for that excessive violence of passion by which they are caused; and as rage and fury are species of this passion, namely, the angry passion, they are therefore to madness and phrenzy as species to genus, namely, the term of the genus, however, are so much more violent than the latter, as they altogether destroy the reasoning faculty, which is not expressly implied in the signification of the latter terms. Moral madness differs both in degree and duration from phrenzy: if it spring from the extravagance of rage, it bursts out into every conceivable extravagance, but is only transitory; if it spring from disappointed love, or any other disappointed passion, it is as permanent as direct physical madness;

For 'tis the mind that makes the body rich; And as the sun breaks through the darkest clouds, So honour 'pear th' in the meanest habit.

SHAKESPEARE.

There needs no more be said to extol the excellence and power of his (Waller's) wit, than that it was of magnitude enough to cover a world of very great faults, that is, a narrowness in his nature to the lowest degree, an objectivity, and want of courage, an insinuating and servile flattering, &c.—CLARENDON.

To Lower, v. To reduce.


Lucky, v. Fortunate.

Lucre, v. Gain.

Ludicrous. v. Laughable.


Lusty, v. Corpulent.


MADNESS.

MADNESS.

MADNESS.

Madness is always temporary, but even more impetuous than madness; in the phrenzy of despair men commit acts of suicide; in the phrenzy of distress and grief, people are hurried into many actions fatal to themselves or others. Rage refers more immediately to the agitation that exists within the mind; fury refers to that which shows itself outwardly: a person contains or stifles his rage; but his fury breaks out into some external mark of violence: rage within is a subtle of itself; fury spends itself: a person may be choked with rage; but his fury finds a vent: an enraged man may be pacified; a furious one is deaf to every remonstrance. Rage, when applied to persons, commonly signifies highly inflamed anger; but it may be employed for inflamed passion towards any object which is specified: as a rage for music, a rage for theatrical performances, a fashionable rage for any whim of the day. Fury, though commonly signifying rage bursting out, yet it may be any impetuous feeling displaying itself in extravagant action: as the divine fury supposed to be produced upon the priestess of Apollo, by the inspiration of the god, and the Boeotian fury, which expression depicts the influence of wine upon the body and mind.

In the improper application, to inanimate objects, the words rage and fury preserve a similar distinction: the rage of the heat denotes the excessive height to which it is risen; the fury of the winds indicates their violent commotion and turbulence: so in like manner the raging of the tempest characterizes figuratively its burning anger; and the fury of the flames marks their impetuous movements, their wild and rapid spread.

Twas no false heraldry when madness drew Her pedigree from those who too much knew.

DENHAM.
What phrenzy, shepherd, has thy soul possessed?—DRYDEN.

First Socrates
Against the rage of tyrants single stood,
Invisible.—THOMSON.

Confid their fury to those dark abodes.—DRYDEN.

**MAGNIFICENCE.**

Majestic, Splendour, Pomp.

**MAGNIFICENCE,** from magna and facio, signifies doing largely, or on a large scale.

**Splendour,** in Latin splendor, from splendere to shine, signifies brightness in the external.

**Pomp,** in Latin pompa, Greek ἁμάρτη a procession, πέπατο to send, signifies in general formality and ceremony.

Magnitude lies not only in the number and extent of the objects presented, but in their degree of richness as to their colouring and quality; splendour is but a characteristic of magnificence, attached to such objects as dazzle the eye by the quantity of light, or the beauty and strength of colouring: the entertainments of the eastern monarchs and princes are remarkable for their magnificence, from the immense number of their attendants, the crowd of equipages, the size of their palaces, the multitude of costly utensils, and the profusion of viands which constitute the arrangements for the banquet; the entertainments of Europeans present much splendour from the richness, the variety, and the brilliancy of dress, of furniture, and all the apparatus of a feast, which the refinements of art have brought to perfection. **Majestic** is seldom unaccompanied with splendour than splendour with magnificence; since quantity, as well as quality, is essential to the one; but quality more than quantity is an essential to the other: a large army drawn up in battle array is a magnificent spectacle, from the immensity of their numbers and the order of their disposition; it will in all probability be a splendid scene if there be much richness in the dresses; the pomp will here consist in such large bodies of men acting by one impulse, and directed by one will: hence military pomp; it is the appendage of power, when displayed to public view; on particular occasions, a monarch seated on his throne, surrounded by his courtiers, and attended by his guards, is said to appear with pomp.

Not Babylon, the age of kings, or Baal, the equal of all their glories.—MILTON.

Vain transitory splendours could not all
Reprove the tottering mansion from its fall.

GOLDENSMITH.

Was all that pomp of woe for this prepar'd?
These fires, his funerall pile, these altars rear'd

**Magisterial.**

A body of men called the magistrs by our ancestors, and the magistrs of ancient Greece, is here, as well as in the modern Greek, a name for a public officer.

**To Main,** v. To mutilate.

Main, v. Chief.

To Maintain, v. To assert.

To Maintain, v. To hold.
MAKE.

To Maintain, v. To sustain.

Maintenance, v. Livelihood.

To Make, Do.

Make, in Dutch maken, Saxon makean, &c., comes from the Greek μακάω art, signifying to put together with art.

Do, v. To act.

We cannot make without doing, but we may do without making, to do is simply to move for a certain end; to make is to do, so as to bring something into being, which was not before; we make a thing what it was not before; we do a thing in the same manner as we did it before: what is made is either better or worse, or the same as another; what is done, is done either wisely or unwisely.

Empire! those poor and despicable things! when such as these make and unmakes a king.

What shall I do to be for ever known, and make the age to come my own?—Cowley.

To Make, Form, Produce, Create.

Make, v. To make.

Form, v. To form.

Produce, v. To afford.

Create, v. To cause.

The idea of giving birth to a thing is common to all these terms, which, in the circumstances of the action, to make is the most general and unqualified term; to form signifies to give a form to a thing, that is, to make it after a given form; to produce is to bring forth into the light, to call into existence; to create is to bring into existence by an absolute exercise of power: to make is the simplest action of all, comprehends a simple combination by the smallest efforts; to form requires care and attention, and greater efforts; to produce requires time, and also labour: whatever is put together so as to become another thing, is made; a chair or a table is made: whatever is put into any distinct form is formed; the potter forms the clay into an earthen vessel: whatever emanates from a thing, so as to become a distinct object is produced; fire is often produced by the violent friction of two pieces of wood with each other. The process of making is always performed by some conscious agent, who employs either mechanical means, or the simple exercise of power: a bird makes its nest; man makes various exercises of his understanding and his limbs; the Almighty Maker has made everything by his word. The process of forming does not always require a conscious agent; things are likewise formed of themselves; or they are formed by the active operations of other bodies; melted lead, when thrown into water, will form itself into various little bodies; hard substances are formed in the human body which give rise to the disease termed the gravel. What is produced is often produced by the process of nature, than by any express design; the earth produces all kinds of vegetables from seed; animals, by a similar process, produce their young. Create, in this natural sense of the term, is employed as the act of an intelligent being, and that of the Supreme Being only; it is the act of making by a simple effort of power, without the use of materials, and without any process.

They are all employed in the moral sense, and with a similar distinction: make is indefinite; we may make a thing that is difficult or easy, simple or complex; we may make a letter, or make a poem; we may make a word, or make a sentence. To form is the work either of intelligence or of circumstances: education has much to do in forming the habits, but nature has more to do in forming the disposition and the mind altogether; sentiments are frequently formed by young people before they have sufficient maturity of thought and knowledge to justify them in coming to any decision. To produce is the effect of great mental exaction; or it is the natural operation of things; no industry could ever produce a poem or a work of the imagination; but a history or a work of science may be produced by the force of mere labour. All things, both in the moral and intellectual world, are linked together upon the simple principle of cause and effect, by which the thing is the producer, and the other the thing produced: quarrels produce hatred, and kindness produces love; as heat produces inflammation and fever, or disease produces death. Since genius is a spark of the Divine power that acts by its own independent agency, the property of creation has been figuratively ascribed to it: the creative power of the human mind is a faint emblem of that power which brought everything into existence out of nothing.

In every treaty those concessions which (Charles I.) thought he could not maintain; he never could by any motive or persuasion be induced to make.—Hume.

Homer's and Virgil's heroes do not form a resolution without the conduct and direction of some deity.—Addison.

A supernatural effect is that which is above all natural power, that we know of, to produce.—Tillotson.

A wondrous hieroglyphick robe she wore, in which all colours and all figures were—That nature or that fancy can create.—Cowley.

To Make known, v. To inform.

Malady, v. Disorder.

Malediction, Curse, Imprecation, Execution, Anthemis.

Malediction, from male and dicere, signifies a saying ill, that is, declaring an evil wish against a person.

Curse, in Saxon kursað, comes in all probability from the Greek κυράω to sanction or ratify, signifying a bad wish declared upon oath, or in a solemn manner.

Imprecation, from im and precere, signifies a praying down evil upon a person.

Execution, from the Latin execurro, that is, ē sacrīs excludere, signifies the same as to excommunicate, with every form of solemn imprecation.

Anathema, in Greek ἀναθήμα, signifies a setting out, that is, a putting out of a religious community as a penance. The malediction is the most indefinite and general term, signifying simply the declara-
tion of evil; curse is a solemn denunciation of evil: the former is employed mostly by men; the latter by God or man: the rest are species of the curse pronounced only by man. The
walediction is caused by simple anger; the curse is occasioned by some grievous offence: men, in the heat of their passion, will utter waledictions against any object that offends them; God pronounced a curse upon Adam, and all his posterity, after the fall.

The term curse differs in the degree of evil pronounced or inflicted; imprecation and execration always imply some positive great evil, and, in fact, as much evil as can be conceived by man in his anger; the anathema respects the evil which is pronounced according to the canon law, by which a man is not only put out of the church, but held up as an object of offence. The walediction is altogether an unpermitted expression of private resentment; the curse was admitted, in some cases, according to the Mosaic law; and that, as well as the anathema, at one time formed a part of the ecclesiastical discipline of the Christian church; the imprecation formed a part of the heathenish ceremony of religion; but the execration is always the informal expression of the most violent personal anger.

With many praises of his good play, and many waledictions on the power of chance, he took up the cards and threw them in the fire.—Mackenzie.

But know, that ere your promises' walls you build,
My curses shall severely be fulfilled.—Dryden.

Thus either host their imprecations join'd.— Pope.

I have seen in Bedlam a man that has held up his face in a posture of adoration towards heaven to utter execrations and blasphemies.—Steele.

The bare anathemas of the church fall like so many bruta fulminis upon the obstinate and schismatical.—South.

Malefactor, v. Criminal.

Malevolent, Malicious, Malignant.

These words have all their derivation from malius bad; that is Malevolent, wishing ill; Malicious (v. Malice), having an evil disposition; and Malignant, having an evil tendency.

Malicevolence has a deep root in the heart, and is a settled part of the character; we denominate the person malevolent, to designate the ruling temper of his mind: maliciousness may be applied as an epithet to particular parts of a man's character or conduct; one may have a malicious joy or pleasure in seeing the distresses of another: malignity is not confined to characterize the person, but the thing: the malignity of a design is estimated by the degree of mischief which was intended to be done. Whenever malevolence has taken possession of the heart, all the sources of goodwill are dried up; a stream of evil runs through the whole frame, and contaminates every moral feeling; the being who is under such an unhappy influence neither thinks nor does anything but what is evil: a malicious disposition is that branch of malevolence which is the next to it in the blackness of its character; it differs, however, in this, that malice will, in general, lie dormant, until it is provoked; but malevolence is as active and unceasing in its operations for mischief, as its opposite, benevolence, is in wishing and doing good.

Malicious and malignant are both applied to things; but the former is applied to those which are of a personal nature, the latter to objects purely inanimate; a story or tale is termed malicious, which emanated from a malicious disposition: a star is termed malignant, which is supposed to have a bad or malignant influence.

I have often known very lasting malevolence excited by unchecked censures.—Johnson.

Greatness, the earnest of malicious Fate
For future woe, was never meant a good —Southern.

Still horror reigns, a dreary twigl477
Of struggling night and day malignant mix'd.
Thomson.

Male, Rancour, Spite, Grudge, Pique.

Male, in Latin malitía, from malius bad, signifies the very essence of badness lying in the heart; Rancour (v. Hatred) is only continued hatred: the former requires no external cause to provoke it, it is inherent in the mind; the latter must be caused by some personal offence. Malice is properly the love of evil for evil's sake, and is, therefore, confined to no number or quality of objects, and limited by no circumstance; rancour, as it depends upon external objects for its existence, so it is confined to such objects only as are liable to cause displeasure or anger: malice will impel a man to do mischief to those who have not injured him, and are perhaps strangers to him; rancour can subsist only between those who have had sufficient connection to be at variance.

Spite, from the Italian dispetto and the French despis, denotes a petty kind of malice, or disposition to offend another in trifling matters; it may be in the temper of the person, or it may have its source in some external provocation: children often show their spite to each other.

Grudge, connected with grumble and growl, and Pique, from pique, denoting the prick of a pointed instrument, are employed for that particular state of rancorous or spiteful feeling which is occasioned by personal offences, the grudge is that which has long existed; the pique is that which is of recent date; a person is said to owe another a grudge for having done him a disservice; or he is said to have a pique towards another, who has shown him an affront.

If any chance has hither brought the name Of Palamides, not unknown to fame, Who suffer'd from the malice of the times.—Dryden.

Party spirit fills a nation with spleen and rancour.—Addison.

Can heavily minds such high resentment show, Or exercise their spite in human woes.—Dryden.

The god of wit, to show his grudge, Dimple'd as if the world were upon the judge.—Swift.

You may be sure the ladies are not wanting, on their side, in cherishing and improving these important piques, which divide the town almost into as many parties as there are families.—Lady M. W. Montagu.

Malicious, v. Malevolent.
Manly, Manful.

Manly, or like a man, is opposed to juvenile, and of course applied only to youths; but Manful, or full of manhood, is opposed to effeminate, and is applicable more properly to grown persons: a premature manliness in young persons is hardly less unseemly than a want of manfulness in one who is called upon to display his courage.

I love a manly freedom as much as any of the band of cashier's of kings.—BULKE.

I opposed his whim manfully, which I think you will approve of.—CUMBERLAND.

Manner, v. Air.

Manner, v. Custom.

Manner, v. Way.

Manners, Morals.

Manners (v. Air, Manner) respect the minor forms of acting with others and towards others; Morals include the important duties of life: manners have, therefore, been denominated minor morals. By an attention to good manners we render ourselves good companions; by an observance of good morals we become good members of society; the former gains the good-will of others, the latter their esteem. The manners of a child are of more or less importance, according to his station in life; his morals cannot be attended to too early, let his station be what it may.

In the present corrupted state of human manners, always to assent and to comply is the very worst maxims we can adopt. It is impossible to support the purity and dignity of Christian morals without opposing the world on various occasions.—BLAIR.


Maritime, Marine, Naval, Nautical.

Marine is a technical term, employed by persons in office, to denote that which is officially transacted with regard to the sea in distinction from what passes on land; hence we speak of the marines as a species of soldiers acting by sea, of the marine society, or marine stores.

Naval is another term of art as opposed to military, and used in regard to the arrangements of government or commerce: hence we speak of naval affairs, naval officers, naval tactics, and the like. Nautical is a scientific term, connected with the science of navigation or the management of vessels; hence we talk of nautical instruction, of nautical calculations.

The maritime laws of England are essential for the preservation of the naval power which it has so justly acquired. The marine of England is one of its glories. The naval administration is one of the most important branches of our government in the time of war. Nautical tables and a nautical almanac have been expressly formed for the benefit of all who apply themselves to nautical subjects.

Octavius reduced Lepidus to a necessity to beg his life, and be content to lead the reprodigies of it in a innocent condition at Circi, a small maritime town among the Latins.—PRIDEAUX.

A man of a very grave aspect required notice to begin of his intention to set out on a certain day on a sub-marine voyage.—JOHNSON.

Sextus Pompey having together such a naval force as made up 350, seized Sicily.—PRIDEAUX.

Mark, Print, Impression, Stamp.

Mark is the same in the northern languages, and in the Persian marz.

Print and Impression, both from the Latin prerno to press, signify the visible effect produced by printing or pressing.

Stamp signifies the effect produced by stamping.

The word mark is the most general in sense: whatever alters the external face of an object is a mark; a print is some specific mark, or a figure drawn upon the surface of an object; an impression is the mark pressed either upon or into a body; a stamp is the mark that is stamped in or upon the body. The mark is confined to no size, shape, or form; the print is a mark that represents an object: the mark may consist of a spot, a line, a stain, or a smear; but a print describes a given object, as a house, a man, &c. A mark is either a protuberance or a depression; an impression is always a sinking in of the object: a hillock or a hole are both marks; but the latter is properly the impression: the stamp mostly resembles the impression unless in the case of the seal, which is stamped upon paper, and occasions an elevation with the wax.

The mark is occasioned by every sort of action, gentle or violent, artificial or natural: by the voluntary act of a person, or the unconscious act of inanimate bodies, by means of compression or friction; by a touch or a blow, and the like: all the others are occasioned by one or more of these modes. The print is occasioned by artificial means of compression, as when the print of letters or pictures is made by impressing upon paper the accidental or natural compression, as when the print of the hand is made on the wall, or the print of the
foot is made on the ground. The impression is made by means more or less violent, as when an impression is made upon wood by the axe or hammer; or by gradual and natural means, as by the dripping of water on stone. The stamp is made by means of direct pressure with an artificial instrument.

Mark is of such universal application that it is confined to no objects whatever, either in the natural or moral world; print is mostly applied to material objects, the face of which undergoes a lasting change, as the printing made on paper or wood; impression is more commonly applied to such natural objects as are particularly solid; stamp is generally applied to paper, or still softer and more yielding bodies. Impression and stamp have both a moral application: events or speeches make an impression on the mind: things bear a certain stamp which bespeaks their origin. Where the passions have obtained an ascendency, the occasional good impressions which are produced by religious observances but too frequently die away; the Christian religion carries with itself the stamp of truth.

De La Chambre asserts positively that from the marks on the body the configuration of the planets at a nativity may be gathered. —By child.

From hence Astrea took her flight, and here
The prints of her departing steps appear.

No man can effect at the change of the government established, without first gaining new authority, and in some degree beclouding the old by apparent and intrinsic errors of contrary qualities in those who before enjoyed it.

TEMPLE.

Adulterate metals to the sterling stamp
Appear not meaner than mere human lines
Compared with those whose inspiration shines.

ROSCOMON.

Mark, Sign, Note, Symptom, Token, Indication.

Mark, v. Mark, impression.

Sign, in Latin signum, Greek σημα from στιξ to punctulate, signifies the thing that points out.

Symptom, in Latin symptom, Greek σύμπτωμα from συμπτω to fall out in accordace, signifies what presents itself to confirm one's opinion.

Token, v. To betoken.

Indication, in Latin indicio, from indicio, and the Greek ειδεξαι to point out, signifies the thing which points out.

The idea of an external object, which serves to direct the observer, is common to all these terms: the difference consists in the objects that are employed. Anything may serve as a mark, a stroke, a dot, a stick set up, and the like; it serves simply to guide the senses; the sign is something more complex; it consists of a figure or representation of some object, as the twelve signs of the Zodiac, or the signs which are affixed to houses of entertainment, or to shops. Marks are arbitrary; every one chooses his mark at pleasure: signs have commonly a connection with the object that is to be observed: a house, a tree, a letter, or any external object may be chosen as a mark: but a tobacconist chooses the sign of a black man: the innkeeper chooses the head of the reigning prince. Marks serve in general simply to aid the memory in distinguishing the situation of objects, or the particular circumstances of persons or things, as the marks which are set up in a garden to distinguish the ground that is occupied; they may, therefore, be private, and known only to the individual or individuals that make them, as the private marks by which a tradesman distinguishes his prices: they may likewise be changeable and fluctuating, according to the humour and convenience of the maker, as the private marks which are employed by the military on guard. Signs, on the contrary, serve to direct the understanding; they have either a natural or an artificial resemblance to the object to be represented: they are consequently chosen, not by the will of one, but by the universal consent of a body: they are not chosen for the moment, but for a permanency, as in the case of language, either oral or written, in the case of the Zodiacal signs, or the sign of the cross, the algebraical signs, and the like. It is clear, therefore, that many objects may be both a mark and a sign, according to the above illustration: the cross which is employed in books, by way of reference to mysteries and of the sign of the cross, is a mark only; whereas it serves merely to guide the eye, or direct the memory; but the figure of the cross, when employed in reference to the cross of our Saviour, is a sign, inasmuch as it conveys a distinct idea of something else to the mind; so likewise little strokes over letters, or even letters themselves, may merely be marks, while they only point out a difference between this or that letter, this or that object; but this same stroke becomes a sign if, as in the first declension of Latin nouns it points out the ablative case, it is a sign of the ablative case; and a single letter affixed to different parcels is merely a mark so long as it simply serves this purpose; but the same letter, suppose it were a word, is never a sign when it is used as a sign.

It is, moreover, clear from the above that there are many objects which serve as marks which are never signs; and, on the other hand, although signs are mostly composed of marks, yet there are two sorts of signs which have nothing to do with marks; namely, those which we obtain by any other sense than that of sight; or those which are only figures in the mind. When words are spoken, and not written, they are signs and not marks; and in like manner the sign of the cross, when made on the forehead of children in baptism, is a sign but not a mark. This illustration of these two words, in their strict and proper sense, will serve to explain them in their extended and metaphorical sense: a mark signifies nothing but what is visible; the sign stands for that only which is real. A star on the breast of an officer or nobleman is a mark of distinction or honour, because it distinguishes one person from another, and in a way that is apt to reflect honour; but it is not a sign of honour, because it is not the indubitable test of a man's honourable feel which should only be conferred by favour or by mistake, or from some partial circumstance.

The mark and sign may both stand for the appearances of things, and in that case the former shows the cause by the effect, the latter the consequent by the antecedent. When a
thing is said to bear the marks of violence, the cause of the mark is judged of by the mark itself; but when we say that a louring sky is a sign of rain, the future or consequent event is judged of by the present appearance. So likewise we judge by the marks or ornaments' foot that some one has been walking there: when mariners meet with birds at sea, they consider them as a sign that land is near at hand.

It is here worthy of observation, however, that the term mark is only used for that which may be seen, a sign signifies that which is imperceptible to our conclusions, even in that which affects the hearing, feeling, smell, or taste; thus hoarseness is a sign that a person has a cold; the effects which it produces on the head of the patient are to himself sensible signs that he labours under such an affection. The smell of fire is a sign that some place is on fire: one of the two travelers in La Mothe's fable considered the taste of the wine as a sign that there must be leather in the bottle, and the other that there must be iron; and it proved that they were both right, for a little key with a bit of leather tied to it was found at the bottom.

In this sense of the words they are applied to moral objects, with precisely the same distinction: the mark illustrates the spring of the action; the sign shows the state of the mind or sentiments; it is a mark of folly or weakness in a man to yield himself implicitly to the guidance of an interested friend; tears are not always a sign of repentance.

Note is rather a sign than a mark; but it is properly the sign which consists of mark, as a note of admiration (!), and likewise a note which consists of many letters and words.

Symptom is rather a mark than a sign; it explains the cause or origin of complaints, by the appearances they assume, and is employed as a technical term only in the science of medicine: a sign is a symptom of the visceral abominations of drink are symptoms of canine madness; motion and respiration are signs of life; but it may likewise be used figuratively in application to moral objects.

Token is a species of mark in the moral sense, indication a species of sign: a mark shows what is, a token serves to keep in mind what has been: a gift to a friend is a mark of one's affection and esteem: if it be permanent in its nature it becomes a token; friends who are in close intercourse have perpetual opportunities of showing each other marks of their regard by reciprocal acts of courtesy and kindness; when they separate for any length of time they commonly have some marks of their tender sentiments in each other's hands, as a pledge of what shall be, as well as an evidence of what has been.

Sign, as it respects indication, is said in abstract and general propositions; indication itself is only employed for some particular individual referred to; it bespeaks the act of the person; but the sign is only the face or appearance of the thing. When a man does not live consistently with the profession which he holds, it is a sign that his religion is built on a wrong foundation; parents are gratified when they observe the slightest indication of genius or goodness in their children.

The ceremonial laws of Moses were the marks to distinguish the people of God from the Gentiles.—BACON.

So plain the signs, such prophets are the skies.—DRYDEN.

The sacring of the kings of France (as Loyset says) is the sign of their sovereign priesthood.—TEMPLE.

This fall of the French monarchy was far from being preceded by any exterior symptoms of decline.—BURKE.

The famous bull-feasts are an evident token of the Quixotism and romantic taste of the Spaniards.—SOMERVILLE.

It is certain Virgil's parents gave him a good education, to which they were inclined by the early indications he gave of a sweet disposition and excellent wit.—WALSH.

Mark, Trace, Vestige, Footstep, Track.

The word Mark has already been considered at large in the preceding article, but it will admit of farther illustration when taken in the sense of that which is visible, and serves to show the existing state of things: mark is here as before the most general and unqualified term; the other terms varying in the circumstances or manner of the mark.

Trace, in Italian treccia, Greek τρέχειν to run, and Hebrew darek way, signifies any continued mark.

Vestige, in Latin vestigium, not improbably contracted from pédia and stigium or stigma, from στῦγο to imprint, signifies a print of the foot.

Footstep is taken for the place in which the foot has stepped, or the mark made by that step.

Track, derived from the same as trace, signifies the way run, or the mark produced by that running.

The mark is said of a fresh and uninterrupted line; the trace is said of that which is broken by time; a man in driving along the sand leaves marks of the wheels, but in a short time all traces of its having been there will be lost; a mark is produced by the action of bodies on one another in every possible form; the spilling of a liquid may leave a mark on the floor; the blow of a stick leaves a mark on the body; but the trace is a mark produced only by bodies making a progress or proceeding in a continued course: the ship that cuts the waves, and the bird that cuts the air, leaves no trace of their course behind; men pass their lives, and after death leave no traces that they ever were. They are both applied to moral objects, but the mark is produced by objects of inferior importance; it excites a momentary observation, but does not carry us back to the past; its cause is either too obvious or too minute to awaken attention; a trace is generally a mark of something which we may wish to see. Marks of haste and imbecility in a common writer excite no surprise, and call forth no observation: in a writer of long-standing celebrity we look for traces of his former genius.

The vestige is a species of the mark caused literally by the foot of man, and consequently applied to such places as have been inhabited, where the active industry of man has left visible marks; it is a species of trace, inac-
much as it carries us back to that which was, but is not at present. We discover by marks that things have been; we discover by traces and vestiges what they have been; a hostile army always leaves sufficiently evident marks of its having passed through a country; there are traces of the Roman roads still visible in London and different parts of England: Rome contains many vestiges of its former greatness.

Mineralogists assert that there are many marks of a universal deluge discoverable in the fossils and strata of the earth; philological inquirers imagine that there are traces in the existing languages of the world sufficient to ascertain the progress by which the earth became populated after the deluge; the pyramids are vestiges of antiquity which raise our ideas of human greatness beyond anything which the modern state of the arts can present. Vestige, like the trower, may be applied to moral as well as natural objects with the same line of distinction. A person betrays marks of levity in his conduct. Wherever we discover traces of the same habits and practices in one country which are prevalent in another, we suppose these countries to have had an intercourse or connection of some kind with one another at a certain remote period. There are customs still remaining in some parts of England which are vestiges of barbarism.

Footsteps and track are sometimes employed as a mark, but more often as a road or course: when we talk of following the footsteps of another, it may signify either to follow the marks of his footsteps as a guide for the course we should take or to walk in the very same steps as he has done: the latter is the act of one who is in pursuit of another; the latter is the act of him who follows in a train. Footsteps is employed only for the steps of an individual: the track is made by the steps of many; it is the line which has been beaten out or made by stamping: the footstep can be employed only for men or brutes; but the track is applied to inanimate objects, as the wheel of a carriage. When Cacus took away the object of his course, he marked the earth so backward that they might not be traced by their footsteps: a track of blood from the body of a murdered man may sometimes lead to detection of the murderer.

In the metaphorical application they do not signify a mark, but a course of conduct; the former respects one's moral feelings or mode of dealing: the latter one's mechanical and habitual manner of acting: the former is the consequence of having the same principles; the latter proceeds from imitation or constant repetition.

A good son will walk in the footsteps of a good father. In the management of business it is rarely wise in a young man to leave the track which has been marked out for him by his superiors in age and experience.

I have served him.
In this old body; yet the marks remain
Of many wounds.—OTWAY.

The greatest favours to an ungrateful man are but like the potions used upon the living: they leave no trace, no sign behind them.—SOUTH.

Both Britain and Ireland had temples for the worship of the gods; the vestiges of which are now remaining.—PARSONS.

Mark, Badge, Stigma.

Mark (v. Mark, print) is still the general, and the two others specific terms; they are employed for whatever serves to characterize persons externally, or betoken any part either of their character or circumstances: mark is employed either in a good, bad, or indifferent sense; badge in an indifferent one; stigma in a bad sense: a thing may either be a mark of honour, of disgrace, or of simple distinction: a badge is a mark simply of distinction; the stigma is a mark of disgrace. The mark is that which is conferred upon a person for his merits, as medals, stars, and ribbands are bestowed by princes upon meritorious officers and soldiers; or the mark attaches to a person, or is affixed to him as the consequence of his demerits; as a low situation in his class is a mark of disgrace to a scholar; or a fool's cap is a mark of ignominy affixed to idlers and dunces; or a brand in the forehead is a mark of ignominy for criminals: the badge is that which is voluntarily assumed by one's self according to established custom; it consists of dress by which the office, station, and even religion of a particular community is distinguished: as the gown and wig is the badge of gentlemen in the law; the gown and surplice that of clerical men; the uniform of charity children is the badge of their condition; the peculiar habit of the Quakers and Methodists is the badge of their religion: the stigma consists not so much in what is openly imposed upon a person as what falls upon him in the judgment of others; it is the black mark which is set upon a person by the public, and is consequently the strongest of all marks, and one which every one most dreads, and every good man seeks to deserve.

A simple mark may sometimes be such only in our own imagination; as when one fancies that dress is a mark of superiority, or the contrary; that the courtesies which we receive from a superior are marks of his personal esteem and regard: but the stigma is not what an individual imagines for himself, but what is conceived towards him by others; the office of a spy and informer is so odious that every man of honest feeling holds the very name to be a stigma: although the stigma is in general the consequence of a man's real unworthiness, yet it is possible for particular prejudices and ruling passions to make that a stigma which is not so deservedly; thus the name of Nazarene was a stigma attached to the early disciples of our Saviour.

In these revolutionary meetings every counsel, in proportion as it is daring and violent and perilous, is taken for the mark of a superior genius.—BURKE.

The people of England look upon hereditary succession as a security for their liberty, not as a badge of servitude.—BURKE.

The cross which our Saviour's enemies thought was to stigmatize him with infamy became the ensign of his renown.—BLAIR.
MARRIAGE.

Mark, Butt.

After all that has been said upon the word Mark (v. Mark, print), it has this additional meaning in common with the word Butt, that it implies an object aimed at: the mark is however literally a mark that is said to be shot at by the markman with a gun or a bow; or it is metaphorically employed for the man who by his peculiar characteristics makes himself the object of notice; he is the mark at which every one's looks and thoughts are directed: the butt, from the French bout, the end, is a species of mark in this metaphorical sense; but the former only calls forth general observation, the latter provokes the laughter and jokes of every one. Whoever renders himself conspicuous by his eccentricities either in his opinions or his actions, must not complain if he become a mark for the derision of the public: it is a man's misfortune rather than his fault if he become the butt of a company who are rude and unfeeling enough to draw their pleasures from another's pain.

A flattering dove upon the top they tie.  
The living mark at which their arrows fly.  
—DEYDEN.

I mean those honest gentlemen that are pelted by men, women, and children, by friends and foes, and in a word stand as butts in conversation.—ADDISON.

To Mark, Note, Notice.

Mark is here taken in the intellectual sense, fixing as it were a mark (v. Mark) upon a thing so as to keep it in mind, which is in fact to fix one's attention upon it in such a manner as to be able to distinguish it by its characteristic qualities: to mark is therefore altogether an intellectual act: to Note has the same end as that of marking; namely to aid the memory, but one notes a thing by making a written note of it; this is therefore a mechanical act: to Notice, on the other hand, is a sensible operation; from notitia knowledge, signifies to bring to one's knowledge, perception, or understanding by the use of our senses. We mark and note that which particularly interests us: the former is that which serves a present purpose; notice that which may be of use in future. The impatient lover marks the hours until the time arrives for meeting his mistress: travellers note whatever strikes them of importance to be remembered when they return home: to notice may serve either for the present or the future; we may notice things merely by way of amusement; as a child will notice the actions of animals, or we may notice a thing for the sake of hearing it in mind, as a person notices a particular road when he wishes to return.

Many who mark with such accuracy the course of time appear to have little sensibility of the decline of life.—JOHNSON.

O treach'rous conscience while she seems to sleep.  
Unseen notes each moment misapply'd.—YOUNG.

An Englishman's notice of the weather is the natural consequence of changeable skies and uncertain seasons.—JOHNSON.

To Mark, v. To Show,

Marriage, Wedding, Nuptials.

Marriage, from to marry, denotes the act of marrying: Wedding and Nuptials denote the ceremony of being married. To marry, in French marié, and Latin marito to be joined to a male; hence marriage comprehends the act of choosing and being legally bound to a man or a woman; wedding, from wed ( Brit. inf. to enter) the Teutonic vesta, a promise or betroth, implies the ceremony of marrying, inasmuch as it is binding upon the parties. Nuptials comes from the Latin nudo to veil, because the Roman ladies were veiled at the time of marriage: hence it has been put for the whole ceremony itself. Marriage is an institution which, by those who have been blessed with the light of Divine Revelation, has always been considered as sacred; with some persons, particularly among the lower orders of society, the day of their wedding is converted into a day of riot and intemperance: among the Roman Catholics in England it is a practice for them to have their nuptials solemnized by a priest of their own persuasion as well as by the Protestant clergy.

O fatal maid! thy marriage is endow'd  
With Phrygian, Latian, and Rutidian blood.  
—DEYDEN.

Ask any one how he has been employed to-day; he will tell you, perhaps, I have been, at the ceremony of taking the nuptial robe: this friend invited me to a wedding; that desired me to attend the hearing of his cause.—MELMOTH'S LETTERS OF PLY.

Fir'd with disdain for Turnus dispossess'd,  
And the new nuptials of the Trojan guest.  
—DEYDEN.

Marriage, Matrimony, Wedlock.

Marriage (v. Marriage) is often an act than a state: Matrimony and Wedlock both describe states.  

Marriage is taken in the sense of an act, when we speak of the laws of marriage, the day of one's marriage, the congratulations upon one's marriage, a happy or unhappy marriage, the fruits of one's marriage and the like; it is taken in the sense of a state when we speak of the pleasures or pains of marriage; but in this latter case matrimony which signifies a married life abstrackedly from all agents or acting persons, is preferable; so likewise, to think of matrimony, and to enter into the holy state of matrimony, are expressions founded upon the signification of the term. As matrimony is derived from mater a mother, because married women are in general mothers, it has particular reference to the domestic state of the two parties; broils are but too frequently the fruits of matrimony, yet there are few occasions in which they might not be obviated by the good sense of those who are engaged in them. Hasty marriages cannot be expected to produce happiness; young people who are eager for matrimony before they are fully aware of its consequences will purchase their experience at the expense of their peace.

Wedlock is the old-English word for matrimony, and is in consequence admitted in law, when one speaks of children born in wedlock; agreeably to its derivation it has a reference to the bond of union which follows the
Martial, Warlike, Military, Soldier-like.

Martial, from Mars, the god of war, is the Latin term for belonging to war: Warlike signifies literally like war, having the image of war. In sense these terms approach so near to each other that they may be easily admitted to supply each other's place; but custom, the lawyer of language, has assigned an office to each that makes it not altogether indifferent how they are used. Martial is both a technical and a more comprehensive term than warlike; on the other hand, warlike designates the temper of the individual more than martial: we speak of martial array, martial preparations, martial law, a court martial; but of a warlike nation, meaning a nation who is fond of war; a warlike spirit or temper, also a warlike appearance, inasmuch as the temper is visible in the air and carriage of a man.

Military, from miles, signifies belonging to a soldier, and Soldier-like like a soldier. Military in comparison with martial is a term of particular import, menus having always a reference to war in general; and military to the proceedings consequent upon that: hence we speak of military in distinction from naval as military expeditions, military movements, and the like; but in characterizing the men we should say that they had a martial appearance; but of a particular place that it had a military appearance, if there were many soldiers. Military, compared with soldier-like is used for the body, and the latter for the individual. The whole army is termed the military: the conduct of an individual is soldierlike or otherwise.

An active prince, and prone to martial deeds. — Dryden.

Last from the Volscians fair Camilla came,
And led her warlike troops, a warrior dame. — Dryden.

The Tuscans were like all unpolished nations, strangers to military order and discipline.—Robertson.

The fears of the Spaniards led them to presumptuous and unseasonable discussions concerning the propriety of their general's measures.—Robertson.


Mask, v. Cloak.

Massacre, v. Carnage.


Master, v. Possessor.


Matter, Materials, Subject.

Matter and Materials are both derived from the same source, namely, the Latin materia, which comes in all probability from mater a mother, because matter, from which everything is made, acts in the production of bodies like a mother.

Subject, in Latin subjectum, participle of subjicio to lie, signifies the thing lying under and forming the foundation.

Matter in the physical application is taken for all that comprises the sensible world in distinction from that which is spiritual or discernible only by the thinking faculty; hence matter is always opposed to mind.

In regard to materials it is taken in an invisible as well as a general sense; the whole universe is said to be composed of matter, though not of materials; on the other hand materials consist of those particular parts of matter which serve for the artificial production of objects; and matter is said of those things which are the natural parts of the universe: a house, a table, and a chair consist of materials because they are works of art; but a plant, a tree, an animal body, consist of matter because they are the productions of nature.

The distinction of these terms in their moral application is very similar: the matter which comprises a moral discourse is what emanates from the author; but the materials are those with which one is furnished by others. The style of some writers is so indifferent that they disgrace the matter by the manner; periodical writers are furnished with materials for their productions out of the daily occurrences in the political and moral world. Writers of dictionaries endeavour to compress as much matter as possible into a small space; they draw their materials from every other writer.

Matter seems to bear the same relation to subject as the whole does to any particular part, as it is the groundwork of the subject; the subject is that which flows out of the subject: the matter is that which we get by the force of invention; the subject is that which offers itself to notice: many persons may therefore have a subject who have no matter, that is, nothing in their own minds which they can offer by way of illustrating this subject: but it is not possible to have matter without a subject: hence the word matter is taken for the substance, and for that which is substantial; the subject is taken for that which engages the attention: we speak of a subject of conversation and matter for deliberation; a subject of inquiry, a matter of curiosity. Nations in a barbarous state afford but little matter worthy to be recorded in history; people who live a secluded life and in a contracted sphere have but few subjects to occupy their attention.

Whence tumbled headlong from the height of life,
They furnished matter for the tragic muse. — Thomson.

The principal materials of our comfort or uneasiness lie within ourselves. — Blair.

Love hath such a strong virtual force that when it fasteneth on a pleasing subject it sets the imagination at a strange fit of working. — Howel.
Maxim, Precept, Rule, Law.

Maxim (v. Axiom) is a moral truth that carries its own weight with itself. Precept (v. Command), Rule (v. Guide), and Law, from lex and lego, signifying the thing specifically chosen or marked out, all borrow their weight from some external circumstance; the precept derives its authority from the individual delivering it; in this manner the precept of our Saviour have a weight which gives them a decided superiority over everything else; the rule acquires a worth from its fitness for guiding us in our proceeding: the law, which is a species of rule, derives its weight from the sanction of power. Maxims are often precepts inasmuch as they are communicated to us by our parents; they are rules inasmuch as they serve as a rule for our conduct; they are laws inasmuch as they have the sanction of conscience. We respect the maxims of antiquity as containing the essence of human wisdom; we reverence the precepts of religion as the foundation of all happiness; we regard the rules of prudence as preserving us from errors and misfortunes; we respect the laws as they are the basis of civil society.

I think I may lay it down as a maxim, that every man of good common sense may, if he pleases, most certainly be rich.—BUDGELL.

Philosophy has accumulated precept upon precept to warn us against the anticipation of future calamities.—JOHNSON.

I know not whether any rule has yet been fixed by which it may be decided when poetry can properly be called easy.—JOHNSON.

God is thy law, thou mine.—MILTON.

Maze, v. Labyrinth.
Meagre, v. Lean.
Mean, v. Base.
Mean, v. Common.
Mean, v. Design.
Mean, v. Love.

Mean, Pitiful, Sordid.

The moral application of these terms to the characters of men, in their transactions with each other, is what constitutes their common signification. Whatever a man does in common with those below him is Mean; it evinces a temper that is prone to sink rather than to rise in the scale of society: whatever makes him an object of pity, and consequently of contempt for his sunken character, makes him Pitiful: whatever makes him grovel and crawl in the dust, licking up the dross and filth of the earth, is Sordid, from the Latin sordesco to be filthy and nasty. Meaness is in many cases only relatively bad as it respects the disposal of our property: for instance, what is meaness in one might be generosity or prudence in another; the due estimate of circumstances is allowable in all, but it is meanness for any one to attempt to save at the expense of others that which he can conveniently afford either to give or pay; hence an undue spirit of seeking gain or advantage for one’s self to the detriment of others is denominated a mean temper; of this temper the world affords such abundant examples that it may almost seem unnecessary to specify any particulars, or else I would say it is mean in those who keep servants to want to deprive them of any fair sources of emolument: it is mean for ladies in their carriages, and attended by their livery servants, to take up the time of a tradesman by bartering with him about sixpences or shillings in the price of his articles: it is mean for a gentleman to do that for himself which according to his circumstances he might get another to do for him. Pitifulness goes farther than meaness; it is not merely that which degrades, but unmans the person; it is that which is bad as well as low: when the fear of evil or the love of gain prompts a man to sacrifice his character and forfeit his virtue he becomes truly pitiful: Bilbi in "Tom Jones" is the character whom all pronounce to be pitiful. Sordiness is peculiarly applicable to one’s love of gain: although of a more corrupt, yet it is not of so degrading a nature as the two former: the sordid man does not deal in trifles like the mean man; and has nothing so low and vicious in him as the pitiful man. A continual habit of getting money will engender a sordid love of it in the human mind; but nothing short of a radically wicked character leads a man to be pitiful. We think lightly of a mean man: we hold a pitiful man in profound contempt; we hate a sordid man. Meaness descends to that which is insignificant and worthless; pitifulness sinks into that which is despicable; sordiness contaminates the mind with what is foul.

Nature, I thought, performed too mean a part, Forging the movements to the rules of art.—SWIFT.

The Jews tell us of a two-fold Messiah, a vile and most pitiful fetch, invented only to evade what they cannot answer.—PRIEUR.

This, my assertion proves he may be old.
And yet not sordid, who refuses gold.—DENHAM.

Mean, Medium.

Mean is but a contraction of Medium, which signifies in Latin the middle path. The term mean is used abstractively in all speculative matters: there is a mean in opinions between the two extremes: this mean is doubtless the point nearest to truth. Medium is employed in practical matters; computations are often erroneous from being too high or too low; the medium is in this case the one most to be preferred. The moralist will always recommend the mean in all opinions that widely differ from each other; our passions always recommend to us some extravagant conduct either of insolent resistance or mean compliance; but discretion recommends the medium or middle course in such matters.

The man within the golden mean, Who can his boldest wish contain,
Meeting, Interview.

Meeting, from to meet, is the act of meeting, or coming into the company of any one. Interview, compounded of inter between, and view to view, is a personal view of each other. A meeting is an ordinary concern, and its purpose familiar; meetings are daily taking place between friends; an interview is extraordinary and formal; its object is commonly business; an interview sometimes takes place between princes, or commanders of armies.

I have not joy'd an hour since you departed. For public miseries and private fears. But this bless'd meeting has overpaid them all. DRYDEN.

In my thoughts beheld his soul ascend. Where his fix'd hopes our interview attend. BENHAM.


Melody, Harmony, Accordance.

Melody, in Latin melodies from melos, in Greek μέλος a verse, and the Hebrew mela a word or a verse.

Harmony, in Latin harmonia, Greek ἰμανωμα concord, from a χαίνω to fit or suit, signifies the agreement of sounds. Accordance denotes the act or state of agreeing (v. To agree).

Melody signifies any measured or modulated sounds measured after the manner of verse into distinct members or parts; harmony signifies the suiting or adapting different modulated sounds to each other; melody is therefore to harmony as a part to the whole: we must first produce melody by the rules of art; the harmony which follows must be regulated by the ear: there may be melody without harmony, but there cannot be harmony without melody: we speak of simple melody where the modes of music are not very much diversified; but we cannot speak of harmony unless there be a variety of notes to fall in with each other.

A voice is melodious inasmuch as it is capable of producing a regularly modulated note; it is harmonious inasmuch as it strikes agreeably on the ear, and produces no discordant sounds. The song of a bird is melodious or has melody in it, inasmuch as there is a concatenation of sounds in it which are admitted to be regular, and consequently agreeable to the musical ear; there is harmony in a concert of voices and instruments.

Accordance is strictly speaking the property on which both melody and harmony is founded: for the whole of music depends on an accordance of sounds. The same distinction marks accordance and harmony in the moral application. There may be occasional accordance of opinion or feeling; but harmony is an entire accordance in every point.

Lend me your song, ye nightingales! Oh pour The many running soul of melody Into my varied verse.—THOMSON.

Now the dismember'd mind Has lost that concord of harmonious powers Which forms the soul of happiness.—THOMSON.

The music Of man's fair composition best accords When 'tis in concert.—SHAKESPEARE.

Member, Limb.

Member in Latin membrum, probably from the Greek μέμρος a part, because a member is properly a part.

Limb is connected with the word lame. Member is a general term applied either to the animal body or to other bodies, as a member of a family, or a member of a community; limb is applicable to animal bodies; limb is therefore a species of member; for every limb is a member, but every member is not a limb. The members of the body comprehend every part which is capable of performing a distinct office; but the limbs are those jointed members that are distinguished from the head and the body: the nose and the eyes are members but not limbs; the arms and legs are properly denominated limbs.

A man's limbs (by which for the present we only understand those members the loss of which alone amounts to mayhem by the common law) are the gift of the wise Creator, to enable him to protect himself from external injuries.—BLACKSTONE.


Memorial, v. Monument.

Memory, Remembrance, Recollection, Reminiscence.

Memory, in Latin memoria or memori, Greek μνημή and μνημά, comes in all probability from μνέω the mind, because memory is the principal faculty of the mind.

Remembrance, from the verb remember, contracted from re and memori to bring back to the mind, comes from memor, as before.

Recollection from recollect, compounded of re and collect, signifies collecting again.

Reminiscence, in Latin reminiscentia from reminiscer and memori, as before, signifies bringing back to the mind what was there before,
Memory is the power of recalling images once made on the mind; reminiscence, recollection, and remembrance are operations or exertions of this power, which vary in their mode.

The memory is a power which exerts itself either independently of the will or in conformity with the will; but all the other terms express the acts of conscious agents, and consequently are more or less connected with the will. In dreams the memory exerts itself, but we do not say that we have any remembrance or recollection of objects.

Remembrance is the exercise of memory in a conscious agent; it may be the effect of repetition or habit, as in the case of a child who remembers his lesson after having learnt it several times; or of a horse who remembers the road which he has been continually passing; or it may be the effect of association and circumstances, by which images are casually brought back to the mind, as happens to intelligent beings continually as they exercise their thinking faculties.

In these cases remembrance is an involuntary act; for things return to the mind before one is aware of the cause of the return, or of the circumstances which caused it; and people have remembrances of persons, of places, of events, which they have never heard of, or of which they have never thought, because it is incumbent on the mind to remember.

Reminiscence is, however, likewise a voluntary act, and the consequence of a direct determination. It is as if the case of a child who strives to remember what it has been told by its parent; or of a friend who remembers the hour of meeting another friend in consequence of the interest which it has excited in his mind; nay, indeed, experience teaches us that scarcely anything in ordinary cases is more under the subervience of the will than the memory; for, as the case of a child who wants to say, that one may remember whatever one wishes.

The power of memory, and the simple exercise of that power in the act of remembering, are possessed in common, though in different degrees, by man and brute; but recollection and reminiscence are exercises of the memory that are connected with the higher faculties of man, his judgment and understanding. To remember is to call to mind that which has once been presented to the mind; but to recollect is to remember afresh, to remember what has been remembered before. Remembrance busies itself with objects that are at hand; recollection carries us back to distant periods: simple remembrance is engrossed in things that have but just left the mind, which are more or less easily to be recalled, and more or less faithfully to be represented; but recollection tries to retrace the fainted images of things that have been so long unthought of as to be almost obliterated from the memory. In this manner we are said to remember in one half-hour what was told us in the preceding half-hour, or to remember what passes from one day to another; but we recollect the incidents of childhood; we recollect what happened in our native place after many years' absence from it. Remembrance is that homely, every-day exercise of the memory which renders it of essential service in the acquirement of knowledge, or in the performance of one's duties; recollection is that excited exercise of the memory which affords us the purest of enjoyments and serves the noblest of purposes; the recollection of all the minute incidents of childhood is a more sincere pleasure than any which the present moment can afford.

Reminiscence, if it deserve any notice as a word of English use, is altogether an abstract exercise of the memory, which is employed on purely intellectual ideas in distinction from those which are awakened by sensible objects; the mathematician makes use of reminiscence in deducing unknown truths from those which he already knows. Reminiscence among the disciples of Socrates was the reminiscence of things purely intellectual, or of that natural knowledge which the soul had had before their union with the body: whilst the memory was exercised upon sensible things, or that knowledge which was acquired through the medium of the senses; therefore the Latins said that reminiscence belonged exclusively to man because it was purely intellectual, but that memory was common to all animals because it was only the degenerate faculty, but this distinction, from what has been before observed, is only preserved as it respects the meaning of reminiscence.

Memory is a generic term, as has been already shown; it includes the common idea of reviving former impressions, but does not qualify the nature of the ideas revived: the term is, however, extended in its application to signify not merely a power, but also a seat or resting-place, as is likewise remembrance and recollection; but still with this difference, that the memory is spacious, and contains everything; the remembrance and recollection are partial, and comprehend only passing sentiments; we treasure up knowledge in our memory; the occurrences of a preceding year are still fresh in our remembrance or recollection. Remembrance thes! Ay, thou poor ghost, while memory holds a seat In this distracted globe.—SHAKESPEARE. 

Forgetfulness is necessary to remembrance.

John.

Memory may be assisted by method, and the decays of knowledge repaired by stated times of recollection.—JOHNSTON.

Reminiscence is the retrieving a thing at present forgot, or confusedly remembered, by setting the mind to hunt over all its notions.—SOUTH.


To Mend, v. To amend.


Mental, Intellectual.

There is the same difference between Mental and Intellectual as between mind and intellect: the mind comprehends the thinking faculty in general, with all its operations; the intellect includes only that part of it which consists in understanding and judgment: mental is therefore opposed to corporeal; intellectual is opposed to sensuous or physical; mental exertions are not to be expected from all; intellectual enjoyments fall to the lot of comparatively few.

Objects, pleasures, pains, operations, gifts,
MINDFUL.

Message, Errand.

Message, from the Latin missus, participle of mittre to send, signifies the thing sent.

Errand, from erro to wander or to go to a distance, signifies the thing for which one goes to a distance.

The message is properly any communication which is conveyed: the errand sent from one person to another is that which causes one to go: servants are the bearers of messages, and are sent on various errands. A message may be either verbal or written: an errand is limited to no form, and to no circumstance: one delivers the message, and goes the errand. Sometimes the message may be the errand, and the errand may include the message: when that which is sent consists of a notice or intimation to another, it is a message; and if that causes any one to go to a place, it is an errand: thus it is that the greater part of errands consist of sending messages from one person to another.

The scenes where ancient bards th' inspiring breath Ecstatic felt, and from this world retir'd, Convers'd' with angels and immortal forms, On gracious errands went.—THOMSON.

Sometimes from her eyes I did receive fair speechless messages.—SHAKESPEARE.


To Metamorphose, v. To transform.

Metaphorical, v. Figurative.

Method, v. Order.


Mien, v. Air.


To Mimick, v. To Imitate.

To Mind, v. To attend to.

Mindful, Regardful, Observant.

Mindful (v. To attend to) respects that which we wish from others; Regardful (v. To regard) respects that which in itself demands regard or serious thought; Observant respects both that which is communicated by others or that which carries its own obligations with itself: a child should always be mindful of its parents' instructions; they should never be forgotten; every one should be regardful of his several duties and obligations; they ought never to be neglected: one ought to be observant of the religious duties which one's profession enjoins upon him; they cannot with propriety be passed over. By being mindful of what one hears from the wise and good, one learns to be wise and good; by being regardful of what is due to one's self, and to society at large, one learns to pass through the world with satisfaction to one's own mind and esteem from others; by being observant of all rule and order, we afford to others a salutary example for their imitation.

Mention.

To Mention, Notice.

Mention from mens mind, signifies here to bring to mind.

Notice (v. To mark).

These terms are synonymous only inasmuch as they imply the act of calling things to another person's mind. We mention a thing in direct terms: we notice it indirectly or in a casual manner; we mention that which may serve as information: we notice that which may be merely of a personal or incidental nature. One friend mentions to another what has passed at a particular meeting: in the course of conversation he notices or calls to the notice of his companion the kindness of the road, the wideness of the street, or the like.

The great critic I have before mentioned, though an heathen, has taken notice of the sublime manner in which the lawyer of the Jews has described the creation.—ADDISON.

Mercantile, Commercial.

Mercantile, from merchandise, respects the actual transaction of business or a transfer of merchandise by sale or purchase; Commercial comprehends the theory and practice of commerce: hence we speak in a peculiar manner of a mercantile house, a mercantile town, a mercantile situation, and the like; but of a commercial education, a commercial people, commercial speculations, and the like.

Such is the happiness, the hope of which seduced me from the duties and pleasures of a mercantile life.—JOHNSON.

The commercial world is very frequently put into confusion by the bankruptcy of merchants.—JOHNSON.

Mercenary, v. Hireling.

Mercenary, v. Vexial.

Merchandize, v. Commodity.


Mere, v. Bare.


Merriment, v. Mirth.

Merry, v. Cheerful.

Merry, v. Lively.
MIRTH.

Be mindful, when thou hast entomb'd the shoot, With store of earth around to feed the root. —DRYDEN.

No, there is none; no ruler of the stars. Regardful of my ministrations.—HILL.

Observant of the right, religious of his word. —DRYDEN.

To Mingle, v. To mix.

Minister, v. Clergyman.

Minister, Agent.

Minister comes from minus less, as magister comes from magis more; the one being less, and the other more, than the rest of mankind: the minister, therefore, is literally one that acts in a subordinate capacity; and the agent (from ago to act) is the one that takes the acting part: they both perform the will of another, but the minister performs a higher part than the agent: the minister gives his counsel, and acts in the interest of his lord, in the service of another; but the agent executes the orders or commission given him: a minister is employed by government in political affairs; an agent is employed by individuals in commercial and pecuniary affairs, or by government in subordinate matters: a minister is received at court, and sometimes is very active in his government; an agent generally acts under the directions of the minister or some officer of government: ambassadors or plenipotentiaries, or the first officers of the state, are ministers; but those who regulate the affairs respecting prisoners, the police, and the like, are termed agents. A minister always holds a public character, and is in the service of the state; the agent may be only acting for another individual, of which description all are commercial agents.

To Minister, Administer, Contribute.

To Minister, from the noun minister, in the sense of a servant (v. Minister), signifies to act in subservience to another in that which is wrong: we minister to the caprices and indulgences of another when we encourage them unnecessarily.

Administer, on the other hand, is taken in the good sense of serving another to his advantage; thus the good Samaritan administered to the comfort of the man who had fallen among thieves. Contribute (v. To conduce) is taken in either a good or bad sense; we may contribute to the relief of the indigent, or we may contribute to the follies and vices of others.

Proverbs are often placed in the unfortunate situation that those who should direct them in early life only minister to their vices by every means in their power: it is the part of the Christian to administer comfort to those who are in want, consolation to the afflicted, advice to those who ask for it, and require it; help to those who are feeble, and support to those who cannot uphold themselves: it is the part of all who are in high stations to contribute to the dissemination of religion and morality among their dependants; but there are, on the contrary, many who contribute to the spread of immorality, and a contempt of all sacred things, by the most pernicious example of irreligion in themselves.

He flings the pregnant ashes through the air, And speaks a mighty prayer. Both which the ministring winds around all Egypt bear. —COWLEY.

Thus do our eyes, as do all common mirrors, reflect succeeding images; Not what they would, but must: a star or toad, Just as the hand of chance administrators.—CONDEVY.

May from my bones a new Achilles rise, That shall infest the Trojan colonies With fire, and sword, and famine, when, at length, Time to our great attempts contributes strength. —DENHAM.

Minute, v. Circumstantial.

Miracle, v. Wonder.

Mirth, v. Festivity.


Mirth, Merriment, Joyviality, Jollity, Hilarity.

These terms all express that species of gaiety or joy which belongs to company, or to men in their social intercourse.

Mirth refers to the feeling displayed in the outward conduct: Merriment, and the other terms, refer rather to the external expressions of the feeling, or the causes of the feeling, than to the feeling itself: mirth shows itself in laughter, in dancing, singing, and noise; merriment consists of such things as are apt to excite mirth: the more we are disposed to laugh, the greater is our mirth: the more there is to create laughter, the greater is the merriment: the tricks of Punch and his wife, or the jokes of a clown, cause much mirth among the gaping crowd of rustics; the amusements with the swing, or the round-about, afford much merriment to the visitants of a fair. Mirth is confined to no age or station; but merriment belongs more particularly to young people, or those of the lower station; mirth may be partaken of wherever any number of persons is assembled; merriment cannot go forward anywhere so properly as at fairs, or common and public places. Joyviality or Jollity, and Hilarity, are species of merriment which belong to the convivial board, or to less refined indulgences: joyviality or jollity is the unrestrained, unlicensed indulgence in the pleasures of the table, or any social entertainments; hilarity is the same thing qualified by the cultivation and good sense of the company: we may expect to find much joyviality and jollity at a public dinner of mechanics, watermen, or labourers: we may expect to find hilarity at a public dinner of noblemen: eating, drinking, and noise, constitute the joyviality: the conversation, the songs, the toasts, and the public spirit of the company contribute to hilarity.

The highest gratification we receive here from company is mirth, which at the best is but a fluttering unquiet motion.—FOUQUÉ.

He who best knows our nature by such afflictions recalls our wandering thoughts from idle merriment.—GRAY.

Now swarms the village o'er the jovial mead. —THOMSON.

With branches we the fanes adorn, and waste In jollity the day ordain'd to be the last.—DRYDEN.
He that contributes to the majority of the vacant hour will be welcomed with ardour.—JOHNSON.

Miserable, v. Offence.

Mishandling, v. Mixture.

Mischief, v. Calamity.


To Misconstrue, Misinterpret.

Misconstrue and Misinterpret signify to explain in a wrong way; but the former respects the sense of one's words or the implication of one's actions: those who indulge themselves in a light mode of speech towards children are liable to be misconstrued; a too great tenderness to the criminal may be easily misinterpreted into favour of the crime.

These words may likewise be employed in speaking of language in general; but the former respects the literal transmission of foreign ideas into our native language; the latter respects the general sense which one affixes to any set of words, either in a native or foreign language: the learners of a language will unavoidably misconstrue it at times; in all languages there are ambiguous expressions, which are liable to misinterpretation. Misconstruing is the consequence of ignorance; misinterpretation of particular words is oftener the consequence of prejudice and voluntary blindness, particularly in the explanation of the law or of the Scriptures.

In ev'ry act and turn of life he feels
Public calamities or household ill:
The judge corrupt, the long depending cause;
And doubtful issue of misconstrued laws.

Some purposely misrepresent or put a wrong interpretation on the virtues of others.—ADDISON.


Misdemeanour, v. Offence.

Miserable, v. Unhappy.


Miserable, v. Calamity.


Mishap, v. Calamity.

To Misinterpret, v. To misconstrue.

To Miss, v. To lose.


Mistake, v. Abuse.

To Mix, Mingle, Blend, Confound.

Mix is in German mischen, Latin miscere, Greek μείξε, Hebrew mezeg. Mingle, in Greek μιξαι, is but a variation of mix.

Blend, in German blenden to dazzle, comes from blind, signifying to see confusedly, or confused objects in a general way.

Confound, v. Confound.

Mix is here a general and indefinite term, signifying simply to put together; but we may mix two or several things; we mingle several objects; things are mixed so as to lose all distinction; but they may be mingled and yet retain a distinction: liquids mix so as to become one, and individuals mix in a crowd so as to be lost; things are mingled together of different sizes if they lie in the same spot, but they may still be distinguished. To blend is only partially to mix, as colours blend which fall into each other: to confound is to mix in a wrong way, as objects of sight are confounded when they are erroneously taken to be joined.

To mix and mingle are mostly applied to material objects, except in poetry; to blend and confound are mental operations, and principally employed on spiritual subjects: thus, events and circumstances are blended together in a narrative; the ideas of the ignorant are confounded in most cases, but particularly when they attempt to think for themselves.

Can imagination boast,
Amid its gay creation, hies like her's.
Or can it mix them with that matchless skill,
And lose them in each other?—THOMSON.

There as I pass'd with careless steps and slow,
The mingling notes came softened from below.

But happy they! the happiest of their kind,
Whom gentle stars unite, and in one fate
Their hearts, their fortunes, and their beings blend.

And long the gods, we know,
Have gnidg'd thee, Caesar, to the world below,
Where fraud and rapine, right and wrong confound.

Mixture, Medley, Miscellany.

Mixture is the thing mixed. (v. To mix.)

Medley, from meddle or middle, signifies what comes between another.

Miscellany, in Latin miscellaneous, from miscels to mix, signifies also a mixture.

The term mixture is general; whatever objects can be mixed will form a mixture: a medley is a mixture of things not fit to be mixed; and a miscellany is a mixture of many different things. Flour, water, and eggs, may form a mixture in the proper sense; but if to these were added all sorts of spices, it would form a medley. Miscellany is a species applicable only to intellectual subjects: the miscellaneous is opposed to that which is systematically arranged; essays are miscellaneous in distinction from works on one particular subject.

In great villanies there is often such a mixture of the fool as quite spoils the whole project of the knave.—SWIFT.

More oft in fools' and madmen's hands than sages,
She seems a medley of all ages.—SWIFT.

A writer, whose design is so comprehensive and miscellaneous as that of an essayist may accommodate himself with a topic from every scene of life.—JOHNSON.

To Moan, v. To groan.

Mob, v. People.

Mobility, v. People.

Mode, v. Way.

Model, v. Copy.
Moderation, Mediocrity.

Moderation (v. Modesty) is the characteristic of persons; Mediocrity (that is, the mean or medium) characterizes their condition: moderation is a virtue of no small importance for beings who find excess in everything to be an evil; mediocrity in external circumstances is exempt from all the evils which attend either poverty or riches.

Such moderation with thy bounty join
That thou mayst nothing give that is not thine.

Denham.

Mediocrity only of enjoyment is allowed to man.—Blair.

Moderation, v. Modesty.

Modest, Bashful, Diffident.

Modest, in Latin modestus, from modus a measure, signifies setting measure to one's estimate of one's self.

Bashful signifies ready to be abashed.

Diffident, v. Distrustful.

Modesty is a habit or principle of the mind; bashfulness is a state of feeling: modesty is at all times a becoming, bashfulness is only becoming in females, or very young persons, in the presence of their superiors: modesty discovers itself in the absence of everything assuming, whether in look, word, or action; bashfulness betrays itself by a downcast look, and a timid air: a modest deportment is always commendable; a bashful temper is not desirable.

Modesty is a proper distrust of ourselves; diffidence is a culpable distrust. Modesty, though opposed to assurance, is not incompatible with a confidence in ourselves; diffidence altogether unmans a person, and disqualifies him for his duty: a person is generally modest in the display of his talents to others; but a diffident man cannot turn his talents to his own use.

A man truly modest as much so when he is alone as in company.—Bughed.

Bashfulness, without merit, is awkwardness.—Addison.

Diffidence and presumption both arise from the want of knowing, or rather endeavouring to know, ourselves.—Steele.


Modesty, Moderation, Temperance, Sobriety.

Modesty, in French modestie, Latin modestia, and Moderation, in Latin moderatio and moderor, both come from modus a measure, limit, or boundary; that is, forming a measure or rule.

Temperance, in Latin temperantia, from tempus time, signifies fixing a time (v. Abstinent).


Modesty lies in the mind, and in the tone of feeling; moderation respects the desires: modesty is a principle that acts discretionally; moderation is a rule or line that acts as a restraint on the views and the outward conduct.

Modesty consists in a fair and medium estimation of one's character and qualification; it guards a man against too high an estimate; it recommends to him an estimate below the reality: moderation consists in a suitable regulation of one's desires, demands, and expectations; it consequently depends very often on modesty as its groundwork: he who thinks modesty of his own acquirements, his own performances, and his own merits, will be moderate in his expectations of praise, reward, and recompense; but, on the other hand, who overrates his own abilities and qualifications, will equally overrate the use he makes of them, and consequently be immoderate in the price which he sets upon his services: in such cases, therefore, modesty and moderation are to each other as cause and effect; but there may be modesty without moderation, and moderation without modesty. Modesty is a sentiment confined to one's self as the object, and consisting solely of one's judgment of what one is, and what one does; but moderation, as is evident from the above, extends to objects that are external of ourselves: modesty, rather than moderation, belongs to an author; moderation, rather than modesty, belongs to a tradesman, or a man who has gains to make and purposes to answer.

Modesty shields a man from mortifications and disappointments, which assail the self-conceited man in every direction: a modest man conciliates the esteem even of an enemy and a rival; he disarms the resentments of those who feel themselves most injured by his superiority; he makes all pleased with him by making them at ease with themselves: the self-conceited man, on the contrary, sets the whole world against himself, because he sets himself against everybody; every one is out of humour with him, because he makes them ill at ease while in his company.

Moderation protects a man equally from injustice on the one hand and imposition on the other: he who is moderate himself makes others so; for every one finds his advantage in keeping within those bounds which are as convenient to himself as to his neighbour; the world will always do this homage to real goodness, that they will admire it if they cannot practise it, and they will practise it to the utmost extent that their passions will allow them.

Moderation is the measure of one's desires, one's habits, one's actions, and one's words; temperance is the adaptation of the time or season for particular feelings, actions, or words; a man is said to be moderate in his principles, who adopts the medium or middle course of thinking: it rather qualifies the thing than the person: he is said to be temperate in his anger if he do not suffer it to break out into any excesses; temperance characterizes the person rather than the thing.

A moderate man in politics endeavours to steer clear of all party spirit, and is consequently so temperate in his language as to provoke no anxiety. Moderation in the enjoyment of everything is essential in order to obtain the purest pleasure: temperance in one's indulgences is always attended with the highest effects to the constitution; as, on the contrary, any deviation from temperance, even in a single instance, is always punished with bodily pain and sickness.
Temperance and sobriety have already been considered in their proper application, which will serve to illustrate their improper application (v. Abstinent). Temperance is an action; it is the tempering of our words and actions to the circumstances: sobriety is virtue in which one is exempt from every stimulus to deviate from the right course; as a man who is intoxicated with wine runs into excesses, and loses that power of guiding himself which he has when he is sober or free from all intoxication, so is he who is intoxicated with any passion, in like manner, hurried away into irregularities which are not in his right senses will not be guilty of: sobriety is, therefore, the state of being in one's right or sober senses; and sobriety is with regard to temperance as a cause to the effect; sobriety of mind will not only produce moderation and temperance, but extends its influence to the whole conduct of a man in every relation and circumstance, to his internal sentiments and his external behaviour; hence we speak of sobriety in one's mien or deportment, sobriety in one's dress and manners, sobriety in one's religious opinions and observances.

There's a proud modesty in merit——DRYDEN.

Few harangues from the pulpit, except in the days of your lecture in France, or in the days of our solemn league and covenant in England, have ever breathed less of the spirit of moderation than this lecture in the old Jewry.—BURKE.

Temperate mirth is not extinguished by old age.

BLAIR.

Spread thy close curtains, love-performing night,
Thou sober-suited matron, all in black.—SHAKESPEARE.

Moisture, Humidity, Dampness.

Moisture, from the French moitě moist, is probably contracted from the Latin humitus, from which Humidity is immediately derived.

Dampness comes from the German dampf, a vapour.

Moisture is used in general to express any small degree of infusion of a liquid into a body; humidity is employed scientifically to describe the state of having any portion of such liquid: hence we speak of the moisture of a table, the moisture of paper, or the moisture of a floor that has been wetted; but of the humidity of the air, or of a wall that has contracted moisture of itself. Dampness is that species of moisture that arises from the gradual contraction of a liquid in bodies capable of retaining it; in this manner a cellar is damp, or linen that has lain long by may become damp.

The pluny people streak their wings with oil, To throw the hard moisture trickling off.—THOMSON.

Buried in smoke, and sleep, and moisture damp, Off let me wander.—THOMSON.

To Molest, v. To trouble.

Moment, v. Importance.

Moment, v. Instant.


Monastery, v. Cloister.

Money, Cash.

Money comes from the Latin moneta, which signifies stamped coin, from monēo to advise, to inform of its value, by means of an inscription or stamp.

Cash, from the French caisse a chest, signifies that which is put in a chest.

* Money is applied to everything which serves as a circulating medium; cash is, in a strict sense, put for coin only; bank notes are money: guineas and shillings are cash; all cash is therefore money, but all money is not cash. The only money the Chinese have are square bits of metal, with a hole through the centre, by which they are strung upon a string: travellers on the Continent must always be provided with letters of credit, which may be turned into cash, as convenience requires.

Monster, v. Wonder.


Monument, Memorial, Remembrancer.

Monument, in Latin monumentum or monumatum, from moneo to advise or remind, signifies that which puts us in mind of something.

Memorial, from memory, signifies the thing that helps the memory; and Remembrancer, from remember (v. Memory), the thing that causes to remember.

From the above it is clear that these terms have, in their original derivation, precisely the same signification, and differ in their collateral acceptations: monument is applied to that which is purposely set up to keep a thing in mind; memorials and remembrancers are any things which are calculated to call a thing to mind: a monument is used to preserve a public object of notice from being forgotten; a memorial serves to keep an individual in mind: the monument is commonly understood to be a species of building; as a tomb which preserves the memory of the dead, or a pillar which preserves the memory of some public event: the memorial always consists of something which was the property, or in the possession, of another; as his picture, his hand-writing, his hair, and the like. The Monument at London was built to commemorate the dreadful fire of the city in the year 1666: friends who are at a distance are happy to have some token of each other's regard, which they likewise keep as a memorial of their former intercourse.

The monument, in its proper sense, is always made of wood or stone for some specific purpose; but, in the improper sense, anything may be termed a monument when it serves the purpose of reminding the public of any circumstance; thus, the pyramids are monuments of antiquity; the actions of a good prince are more lasting monuments than either brass or marble.

Memorials are always of a private nature, and at the same time such as remind us
naturally of the object to which they have belonged; this object is generally some person, but it may likewise refer to some thing, if it be of a personal nature; our Saviour instituted the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper as a memorial of his death.

A memorial respects some object external of ourselves; the remembrancer is said of that which directly concerns ourselves and our particular duty: a man leaves memorials of himself to whomsoever he leaves his property; but the remembrancer is that which we acquire for ourselves: the memorial carries us back to another: the remembrancer brings us back to ourselves; the memorial revives in our minds what we owe to another; the remembrancer puts us in mind of what we owe to ourselves, it is that which recalls us to a sense of our duty: a gift is the best memorial we can give of ourselves to another; a sermon is often a good remembrancer of the duties which we have neglected to perform.

Any memorial of your good-nature and friendship is most welcome to me.—POPE.

If (in the Isle of Sky) the remembrance of papal superstition is obliterated, the monuments of papal piety are likewise effaced.—JOHNSON.

When God is forgotten, his judgments are his remembrancers.—COWPER.

Morals, v. Manners.
Moreover, v. Besides.
Mortal, v. Deadly.
Mortification, v. Vexation.
To Mortify, v. To humble.

Motion, Movement.

These are both abstract terms to denote the act of moving, but Motion is taken generally and abstractedly from the thing that moves; Movement on the other hand, is taken in connection with the agent or thing that moves: hence we speak of a state of motion as opposed to a state of rest, of perpetual motion, the laws of motion, and the like; on the other hand, we say, to make a movement when speaking of an army, a general movement when speaking of an assembly.

When motion is qualified by the thing that moves, it denotes continued motion; but movement implies only a particular motion: hence we say, the motion of the heavenly bodies, the motion of the earth; a person is in continual motion, or an army is in motion; but a person makes a movement who rises or sits down, or goes from one chair to another; the different movements of the springs and wheels of any instrument.

It is not easy to a mind accustomed to the imroads of troublesome thoughts to expel them immediately by putting better images into motion.—JOHNSON.

Nature I thought perform'd too mean a part.
Forming her movements to the rules of art.—PRIOR.

Motive, v. Cause.

To Mold, v. To form.
To Mount, v. To arise.
To Mourn, v. To grieve.

Mournful, Sad.

Mournful signifies full of what causes mourning; Sad (v. Dull) signifies either a painful sentiment, or what causes this painful sentiment. The difference in the sentiment is what constitutes the difference between these epithets: the mournful awakens tender and sympathetic feelings: the sad suppresses the spirits and makes one heavy at heart: a mournful tale contains an account of other's distresses: a sad story contains an account of one's own distress: a mournful event befalls our friends and relatives; a sad misfortune befalls ourselves. Selfish people find nothing mournful, but many things sad: tender-hearted people are always affected by what is mournful, and are less troubled about what is sad.

Narcissus follows ere his tomb is closed,
Her death invades his mournful right and claims
The grief that started from my lids for him.—YOUNG.

How sad a sight is human happiness
To those whose thoughts can pierce beyond an hour!—YOUNG.

To Move, v. To stir.
Movement, v. Motion.

Moving, Affecting, Pathetic.

The Moving is in general whatever moves the affections or the passions; the Affecting and Pathetic are what move the affections in different degrees. The good or bad feelings may be moved; the tender feelings only are affected. A field of battle is a moving spectacle; the death of King Charles was an affecting spectacle. The affecting acts by means of the senses, as well as the understanding: the pathetic applies only to what is addressed to the heart: hence, a sight or a description is affecting; but an address is pathetic.

There is something so moving in the very image of weeping beauty.—STEEL.

I do not remember to have seen any ancient or modern story more affecting than a letter of Ann of Bouley.—ADDITION.

What think you of the bard's enchanting art,
Which whether he attempts to warm the heart
With fabled scenes, or charm the ear with rhyme,
Breathes all pathetics, lovely, and subtile.—JENYNS.


Multitude, Crowd, Throng, Swarm.

The idea of many is common to all these terms, and peculiar to that of Multitude, from the Latin multitus; Crowd, from the verb to crowd, signifies the many that crowd together; and Throng, from the German drangen to press, signifies the many that press together; and Swarm, from the German scharen to fly about, signifies running together in numbers. These terms vary, either
in regard to the object or the circumstance: multitude is applicable to any object; crowd, throng, and swarm are in the proper sense applicable only to animate objects; the first two in regard to persons; the latter to animals in general, but particularly brutes. A multitude may be either in a stagnant or a moving state; all the rest denote a multitude in a moving state a crown is always pressing, generally eager and tumultuous; a throng may be busy and active, but not always pressing or incommodious; it is always inconvenient, sometimes dangerous, to go into a crown; it is amusing to see the throng that is perpetually passing in the streets of the city; the swarm is more active than either of the two others; it is commonly applied to bees which fly together in numbers, but sometimes to human beings, to denote their very great numbers when scattered about; thus the children of the poor in low neighbourhoods swarm in the streets.

A multitude is incapable of framing orders.—Temple.
The crown shall Caesar's Indian war behold.—Dryden.
I shone amid the heavy throng.—Mason.
Numberless nations, stretching far and wide, Shall if those Hi so soon with Latin resurrect come forth. From ignorance's universal North.—Swift.

To Murder, v. To kill.
To Mourn, v. To complain.
To Muse, v. To contemplate.
To Mute, v. To think.
To Muster, v. To assemble.
Mutable, v. Changeable.

To Mutilate, Maim, Mangle.
Mutilate, in Latin mutilatus, from mutill and mutillus, Greek μυτιλος without horns, signifies to take off any necessary part.

Maim and Mangle are in all probability derived from the Latin mancus, which comes from manus, signifying to deprive of a hand or to wound in general.

Mutilate has the most extended meaning; it implies the abridging of any limb; mangle is applied to irregular wounds in any part of the body: maim is confined to wounds in the hands. Men are exposed to be mutilated by means of cannon balls; they are in danger of being mangled when attacked promiscuously with the sword; they frequently get maimed when boarding vessels or storming places.

One is mutilated and mangled by active means; one becomes maimed by natural infirmity: mutilate and mangle are applicable to moral objects; maims is employed only in the natural sense. In this case mangle is a much stronger term than mutilate; the latter signifies to lop off an essential part; to mangle is to mutilate a thing to such a degree as to render it useless or worthless. Every sect of Christians is fond of mutilating the Bible by setting aside such parts as do not favour its own scheme, and amongst them all the sacred Scriptures become literally mangled, and stripped of all its most important doctrines.

How Hales would have borne the mutilations which his Pies of the Crown has suffered from the Editor, who knows his character will easily conceive.—Johnson.

I have shown the evil of mutilating and splitting religion.—Blair.

What have they (the French nobility) done that they should be hunted about, mangled, and tortured.—Burke.

Mutilous, v. Tumultuous.

Mutual, Reciprocal.

Mutual, in Latin mutuos from muo to change, signifies exchanged so as to be equal or the same on both sides.

Reciprocal, in Latin reciprocus from recipio to take back, signifies giving backword and forward by way of return. Mutual supposes a commonness in condition at the same time: reciprocal supposes an alternation or succession of returns. * Exchange is free and voluntary; we give in exchange, and this action is mutual: return is made either according to law or equity; it is obligatory, and when equally obligatory on each in turn it is reciprocal. Voluntary disinterested services rendered to each other are mutual; imposed or merited services, returned from one to the other, are reciprocal: friends render one another mutual services; the services between servants and masters are reciprocal. The husband and wife pledge their faith to each other mutually; they are reciprocally bound to keep their vow of fidelity. The sentiment is mutual, the tie is reciprocal. Mutual applies mostly to matters of will and opinion: a mutual affection, a mutual inclination to oblige, a mutual interest for each other's comfort, a mutual concern to avoid that which will displease the other—these are the sentiments which render the marriage state happy: reciprocal ties, reciprocal bonds, reciprocal rights, reciprocal duties—these are what every one ought to bear in mind as a member of society, that he may expect of no man more than what in equity he is disposed to return. Mutual applies to nothing but what is personal; reciprocal is applied to things remote from the idea of personality, as reciprocal verbs, reciprocal terms, reciprocal relations, and the like.

The soul and spirit that animates and keeps up society is mutual trust.—South.

Life cannot subsist in society but by reciprocal concessions.—Johnson.


Mysterious (v. Dark) and Mystic are but variations of the same original; the former however is more commonly applied to that which is supernatural, or veiled in an impenetrable obscurity; the latter to that which is natural, but concealed by an artificial or fan-
fational veil; hence we speak of the mysterious plans of Providence; mystic schemes of theology or mystic principles.

As soon as that mysterious veil, which now covers futurity, was lifted up, all the gaiety of life would disappear.—BLAIR.

NAME.

Naked, v. Bare.

To Name, Call.

Name, from the Latin nomen, Greek ἄρχον, Hebrew שמו, is properly to pronounce a word, but is now employed for distinguishing or addressing one by name. To Call (v. To call) signifies properly to address loudly by name, consequently we may name without calling, when we only mention a name in conversation; but we cannot very well call without naming. The terms may, however, be employed in the sense of assigning a name. In this case a person is named by his name, whether proper, patronymic, or whatever is usual; he is called according to the characteristics by which he is distinguished. The emperor Tiberius was named Tiberius; he was called a monster. William the First of England is named William; he is called the Conqueror. Helen went three times round the wooden horse in order to discover the snare, and, with the hope of taking the Greeks by surprise, called their principal captains, naming them by their names, and counterfeiting the voices of their wives. Many ancient nations in naming any one, called him the son of some one, as Richardson, the son of Richard, and Robertson, the son of Robert.

Some haughty Greek who lives thy tears to see,
Emissaries all thy woes, by naming me.—POPE.

I lay the deep foundations of a wall,
And, like the name's, from me, the city call.—DRYDEN.

Name, Appellation, Title, Denomination.

Name, v. To name.

Appellation, in French appellation, Latin 
prefixed to appel to call, signifies that by which a person is called.

Title, in French titre, Latin titulus, from the Greek τίτλον to honour, signifies that appellation which is assigned to any one for the purpose of honour.

Denomination signifies that which denominates or distinguishes.

Name is a generic term, the rest are specific. Whatever word is employed to distinguish one thing from another is a name; therefore, an appellation and a title is a name, but not vice versa. A name is either common or proper; an appellation is generally a common name given for some specific purpose as characteristic. Several kings of France had the names of Charles, Louis, Philip, but one was distinguished by the appellation of Stammerer, another by that of the Simple, and a third by that of the Hardy, arising from particular characters or circumstances. A title is a species of appellation, not drawn from anything personal, but conferred as a ground of political distinction. An appellation may be often a term of reproach; but a title is always a mark of honour. An appellation is given to all objects, animate or inanimate; a title is given mostly to persons, sometimes to things. A particular house may have the appellation of "the cottage," or the Hall; as a particular person may have the title of Duke, Lord, or Marquis.

Denomination is to particular bodies, what appellation is to an individual; namely, a term of distinction, drawn from their peculiar characters and circumstances. The Christian world is split into a number of different bodies or communities, under the denominations of Catholics, Protestants, Presbyterians, &c., which have their origin in the peculiar form of faith and discipline adopted by these bodies.

Then on your name shall wretched mortals call,
And offer'd victims at your altars fall.—DRYDEN.

The names derived from the profession of the ministry in the language of the present age, are made but the appellations of scorn.—SOUTH.

We generally find in titles an intimation of some particular merit, that should recommend men to the high stations which they possess.—ADDISON.

It has cost me much care and thought to marshal and fix the people under their proper denominations.—ADDISON.

To Name, Denominate, Style, Entitle, Designate, Characterize.

To Name (v. To name, call) signifies simply to give a name to, or to address or specify by the given name; to Denominate is to give a specific name upon specific ground, to distinguish by the name; to Style, from the noun style or manner (v. Diction, style), signifies to address by a specific name; to Entitle is to give the specific or appropriate name. Adam named everything; we denominate the man who drinks excessively "a drunkard," and, style their monarch "His Majesty;" books are entitled according to the judgment of the author. To name, denominate, style, and entitle, are the acts of conscious agents only.

To Designate, signifying to mark out, and Characterize, signifying to form a characteristic, are said only of things, and agree with the former only inasmuch as words may either designate or characterize; thus the word "capacity" is said to designate the power of holding; and "finesse" characterizes the people by whom it was adopted.
I could name some of our acquaintance who have been obliged to travel as far as Alexandria in pursuit of money. —MELMOUTH'S LETTERS OF CICERO.

A fable in prose or epiced poetry is denominated simple, when the events it contains follow each in an unbroken tenour. —WARTON.

Happy those times
When lords were sty'd fathers of families.

SHAKSPEARE.

The Name, v. To nominate.

Name, Reputation, Repute, Credit.

Name is here taken in the improper sense for a name acquired in public by any peculiarity or quality in an object.

Reputation and Repute, from repute or reand puto to think back, or in reference to some immediate object, signifies the state of being thought of by the public, or held in public estimation.

Credit (v. Credit) signifies the state of being believed or trusted in general.

Name implies something more specific than the reputation; and reputation something more substantial than name: a name may be acquired by some casuality or by some quality that is rare, and which is worth something; reputation is acquired only by time, and built only on merit: a name may be arbitrarily given, simply by way of distinction; reputation is not given, but acquired, or follows as a consequence of one's honourable exertions. A physician sometimes gets a name by a single instance of professional skill, which by a combination of favourable circumstances he may convert to his own advantage in forming an extensive practice; but unless he has a commensurate degree of talent, this name will never ripen into a solid reputation.

Inanimate objects get a name, but reputation is applied only to persons or that which is personal. Fashion is liberal in giving a name to certain shops, certain streets, certain commodities as well as to certain tradespeople, and the like. Universities, academies, and public institutions, acquire a reputation for their learning, their skill, their encouragement and promotion of the arts or sciences: name and reputation are not the same. In some extended nature of a man's career, what is called reputation, must of necessity be thought of more extended than repute and credit. Strangers and distant countries hear of the name and reputation of anything; but only neighbours and those who have the means of personal observation can take a part in its repute and credit. It is possible, therefore, to have a name and reputation without having repute and credit, and vice versa, for the objects which the former denote are sometimes different from those which produce the latter. A manufacturer has a name for the excellence of a particular article of his own manufacture; a book has a name among wittlings and pretenders to literature: a good writer, however, seeks to establish his reputation for genius, learning, industry, or some praiseworthy characteristic; a preacher is in high repute among those who attend him: a master gains great credit from the good performances of his scholars.

Name and repute are taken either in a good or bad sense: reputation and credit are taken in the good sense only: a person or thing may get a good or an ill name: a person or thing may be in good or ill repute: reputation may rise to different degrees of height, or it may sink again to nothing, but it never sinks into that which is bad; credit may likewise be high or low, but when it becomes bad it is discredit. Families get an ill name for their meanness; houses of entertainment get a good name for their accommodation; houses fall into bad repute when said to be haunted; a landlord comes into high repute among his tenants, if he be considerate and indulgent towards them.

Who fears not to die ill, yet fears the name.
And free from conscience, is a slave to none. —DENHAM.

Splendour of reputation is not to be counted among the necessities of life. —JOHNSON.

Mutton has likewise been in great repute among our valiant countrymen. —ADDITION.

Would you true happiness attain, Let honesty your passions rule, So live in credit and esteem.
And the good name you lost, redeem. —GAY.

To Nap, v. To sleep.

Narration, v. Recital.


Narrow, v. Contracted.

Narrow, v. Straight.

Nasty, Filthy, Foul.

Nasty is connected with nauseous.

Filthy and Foul are variations from the Greek daunos.

The idea of dirtiness is common to these terms, but in different degrees, and with different modifications. Whatever dirt is offensive to any of the senses, renders that thing nasty which is deluded with it: the filthy exceeds the nasty, not only in the quantity but in the offensive quality of the dirt; and the foul exceeds the filthy in the same proportion.

We look behind, then view his shaggy beard, His clothes were tagg'd with thorns, and with his limbs beam'd.

Only our foe
Tempting affronts us with his foul esteem. —MILTON.

Natal, Native, Indigenous.

Natal, in Latin natalis, from natus, signifies belonging to one's birth, or the act of one's being born; but Native, in Latin nativus, likewise from natus, signifies having the origin or beginning.

Indigenous, in Latin indigéna, from indi and genus, signifies sprung from that place.

The epithet natal is applied only to the circumstance of a man's birth, as his natal day; his natal hour; a natal song; a natal star. Native has a more extensive meaning, as it comprehends the idea of one's relationship by origin to an object; as one's native country, one's native soil, native village, or native place, native language, and the like. Indigenous is the same with regard to plants, as native in regard to human beings or animals.

Safe in the hand of one despising row'r.
Or in the natal, or the mortal hour. —POPE.
NATIVE.

Nor can the growing mind
In the dark dungeon of the limbs confin’d,
Assert the nature skies or own its heavy kind.

Dryden.

NATIVE, n. People.

NATIVE, n. Intrinsic.


NATIVE, Natural.

Native, (n. Natal) is to NATURAL as a species to the genus: everything native is according to its strict significat natural; but many things are natural which are not native. Of a person we may say that his worth is native, to designate that it is some valuable property which is born with him, not foreign to him, or ingrafted upon his character; but we say of his disposition, that it is natural, as opposed to that which is acquired by habit. The former is always employed in a good sense, in opposition to what is artful, assumed, and unreal; the other is used in an indifferent sense, as opposed to whatever is the effect of habit or circumstances. When children display themselves with all their native simplicity, they are interesting objects of notice: when they display their natural turn of mind, it is not always which that tends to raise human nature in our esteem.

In heaven we shall pass from the darkness of our native ignorance into the broad light of everlasting day.

South.

Scripture ought to be understood according to the familiar, natural way of construction.—South.


NATURALLY, In Course, Consequently, Of Course.

The connection between events, actions, and things, is expressed by all these terms. Naturally signifies according to the nature of things, and applies to the connection which subsists between events according to the original constitution or inherent properties of things: In Course signifies in the course of things, that is, in the regular order that things ought to follow: Consequently signifies by a consequence, that is, by a necessary law of dependance, which makes one thing follow another: Of Course signifies on account of the course which things most commonly or even necessarily take. Whatever happens naturally, happens as we expect it; whatever happens in course, happens as we approve of it; whatever follows consequently, follows as we judge it right; whatever follows of course, follows as we see it necessarily. Children naturally imitate their parents: people naturally fall into the habits of those they associate with: both these circumstances result from the nature of things: whoever is made a peer of the realm, takes his seat in the upper house in course; he requires no other qualification to entitle him to this privilege, he goes thither according to the established course of things: consequently, as a peer, he is admitted without question; this is a decision of the judgment by which the question is at once determined: of course nones are admitted who are not peers; this flows necessarily out of the constituted law of the land.

Naturally and in course describe things as they are; consequently and of course, represent them as they must be; naturally and in course state facts or realities; consequently and of course, state the inferences drawn from those facts, or consequences resulting from them; a mob is naturally disposed to riot, and consequently it is dangerous to appeal to a mob for its judgment; the nobility attend at court in course, that is, by virtue of their rank; soldiers leave the town of course at assizes or election times, that is, because the law forbids them to remain. Naturally is opposed to the artificial or forced; in course is opposed to the irregular: naturally excludes the idea of design or purpose; in course includes the idea of arrangement and social order: the former is applicable to everything that has an independent existence; the latter is applied to the constituted order of society: the former is, therefore, said of every object, animate or inanimate, having natural properties, and performing natural operations; the latter only of persons and their establishment. Plants that require much air naturally thrive most in an open country: members of a society, who do not forfeit their title by the breach of any rule or law, are re-admitted in course, after ever so long an absence.

Consequently is either a speculative or a practical inference; of course is always practical. We know that all men must die, and consequently we expect to share the common lot of humanity: we see that our friends are particularly engaged at a certain time; consequently we do not interrupt them by calling upon them: when a man does not fulfill his engagements, he cannot of course expect to be rewarded, as if he had done his duty. In course applies to what one does or may do: of course applies to what one must do or leave undone. Children take possession of their patrimony in course at the death of their parents: whilst the parents are living, children of course derive support or assistance from them.

Egotists are generally the vain and shallow part of mankind; people being naturally full of themselves when they have nothing else in them.—Addison.

The forty-seventh proposition of the first book of Euclid is the foundation of trigonometry, and consequently of navigation.—Bartlett.

What do trust and confidence signify in a matter of course and formality?—Stillingfleet.

Our Lord foresaw, that all the Mosaic orders would cease in course upon his death.—Beveridge.

Naval, v. Maritime.


Near, v. Close.


Necessary, Expedient, Essential, Requisite.

Necessary (v. Necessity), from the Latin necesse and nec eo, signifies not to be departed from.
Necessity, Need.


Need, in German nath, probably from the Greek 

Necessity respects the thing wanted; need the person wanting. There would be no necessity for punishments, if there were not evil doers; he is peculiarly fortunate who finds a friend in time of need. Necessity is more pressing than need: the former places in a positive state of compulsion to act; it is said to have no law, it prescribes the law for itself; the latter yields to circumstances, and leaves in a state of deprivation. We are frequently under the necessity of going without, of which we stand most in need.

Where necessity ends, curiosity begins. —JOHN.

One of the many advantages of friendship is, that one can say to one's friend the things that stand in need of pardon. —POPE.

From these two nouns arise two epit aths for each, which are worthy of observation, namely, necessary and needful, necessitous and needy. Necessary and needful are both applicable to the thing wanted; necessitous and needy to the person wanting: Necessary is applied to every object indiscriminately; Needful only to such objects as supply temporary or partial wants. Exercise is necessary to preserve the health of the body; restraint is necessary to preserve that of the mind; assistance is needful for one who has not sufficient resources in himself; it is necessary to go by water to the continent; money is needful for one who is travelling.

The dissemination of knowledge is necessary to dispel the ignorance which would otherwise prevail in the world; it is needful for a young person to attend to the instructions of his teacher, if he will improve.

Necessitous expresses more than needy: the former comprehends a general state of necessity or deficiency in the thing that is wanted or needful; needy expresses only a particular condition. The poor are in a necessi- tious condition who are in want of the first necessaries, or who have not wherewithal to supply the most pressing necessities; adventurers are said to be needy, when their vices make them in need of that which they might otherwise obtain; it is charity to supply the wants of the necessitous, but those of the needy are sometimes not worthy of one's pity.

It seems to me most strange that men should fear, seeing that death, a necessary end, will come, when it will come. —SHAKESPEARE.

Time, long expected, ear'd us of our load, And brought the needful presence of a god. —DRYDEN.

Steelo's imprudence of generosity, or vanity of profusion, kept him always incurably necessitous. —JOHNSON.

Charity is the work of heaven, which is always laying itself out on the needy and the impotent. —SOUTH.

To Neglect, v. To disregard.

Neglect, v. To disregard.

Omit, in Latin omittio, or ob and mitto, signifies to put aside.

The idea of letting pass or slip, or of not using, is comprehended in the signification of both these terms; the former is, however, a culpable, the latter an indifferent, action. What we neglect ought not to be neglected; but what we omit may be omitted or otherwise, as convenience requires. These terms differ likewise in the objects to which they are applied: that is neglected which is practicable or serves for action; that is omitted which serves for intellectual purposes: we neglect an opportunity, we neglect the means, the time, the use, and the like; we omit a word, a sentence, a figure, a stroke, a circumstance, and the like.

It is the great excellence of learning, that it borrows very little from time or place; but this quality which constitutes much of its value is one occasion of neglect. What may be done at one time with equal propriety is detestable to do the next. All the mind is gradually reconciled to the omission.—JOHNSON.

Negligent, Remiss, Careless.

Thoughtless, Heedless, Inattentive.

Negligence (v. To disregard) and remissness respect the outward action: Careless, Heedless, Thoughtless, and Inattentive respect the state of the mind.

Negligence and remissness consist in not doing what ought to be done; carelessness and the other mental defects may show themselves in different degrees, as in not doing at all; negligence and remissness are, therefore, to carelessness and the others, as the effect to the cause; for no one is so apt to be negligent and remiss as he who is careless, although at the same time negligence and remissness arise from other causes, and carelessness, thoughtlessness, &c., produce likewise other effects. Negligent is a stronger term than remiss; one is negligent in neglecting the thing that is expressly before one's eyes; one is remiss in forgetting that which was enjoined some time previously; the want of will renders a person negligent; the want of interest renders a person remiss; one is negligent in regard to business, and the performance of bodily labour; one is remiss in duty, or in such things as respect mental exertion. Servants are commonly negligent in what concerns their master's interest; teachers are remiss in not correcting the faults of their pupils. Negligence is therefore the fault of persons of all descriptions, but particularly those in low condition; remissness is a fault peculiar to those in a more elevated station: a clerk in an office is negligent in not making proper memorandums; a magistrate or the head of an institution is remiss in the exercise of his authority to check irregularities.

Careless denotes the want of care (v. Care) in the manner of doing things: thoughtless denotes the want of thought or reflection about things; heedless denotes the want of heeding (v. To attend) or regarding things; inattentive denotes the want of attention to things (v. To attend to).

One is careless only in trivial matters of behaviour; one is thoughtless in matters of greater moment, in what respects the conduct. Carelessness leads children to make mistakes in their mechanical exercises, in whatever they commit to memory or to paper; thoughtlessness leads many who are not children into serious errors of conduct, when they do not think of or bear in mind the consequences of their actions. Carelessness is occasional, thoughtlessness is permanent; the former is inseparable from a state of childhood, the latter is a constitutional defect, and sometimes attends a man to his grave. Carelessness as well as thoughtlessness betrays itself not in the thing that immediately employs the mind, but also in that which regards futurity. We may not only be careless in not doing the thing well that we are about, but we may be careless in neglecting to do it at all, or careless about the event, or careless about our future interest; it still differs, however, from thoughtlessness in this, that it bespeaks a want of interest or desire for the thing; but thoughtlessness bespeaks the want of thinking or reflecting upon it: the careless person abstains from using the means, because he does not care about the end; the thoughtless person cannot act; because he does not think: the careless person sees the thing, but does not try to obtain it: the thoughtless person has not the thought of it in his mind.

Careless is applied to such things as require permanent care; thoughtless to such as require permanent thought; heedless and inattentive are applied to passing objects that engage the senses or the thoughts of the moment. One is careless in business, thoughtless in conduct, heedless in walking, and inattentive in listening: careless and thoughtless persons neglect the necessary use of their powers; the heedless and inattentive neglect the use of their senses. Careless people are unfit to be employed in the management of any concerns: thoughtless people are unfit to have the management of themselves; heedless children are unfit to go by themselves; inattentive people are unfit to be led by others. One is careless and inattentive in providing for his good; one is thoughtless and heedless in not guarding against evil: a careless person does not trouble himself about advancement; an inattentive person does not concern himself about improvement; a thoughtless person brings himself into distress; a heedless person exposes himself to accidents.

The two classes most apt to be negligent of this duty (religious retirement) are the men of pleasure, and the men of business.—BLAIR.

My generous brother is of gentle kind, He seems remiss, but bears a valiant mind.—POPE.

If the parts of time were not variously coloured, we should never discern their departure and succession, but
To Negotiate, Treat for or about, Transact.

The idea of conducting business with others is included in the signification of all these terms; but they differ in the mode of conducting it, and the nature of the business to be conducted. Negotiate, in the Latin negotiatus, participle of negotiorum, from negotius, is applied in the original mostly to merchandise or traffic, but it is more commonly employed in the complicated concerns of governments and nations. Treat, from the Latin tracto, frequentative of trahere to draw, signifies to turn over and to inspect for its all ways; these two verbs, therefore, suppose deliberation: but Transact, from transactus, participle of transago, to carry forward or bring to an end, supposes more direct agency than consultation or deliberation; this latter is therefore adapted to the more ordinary and less entangled concerns of commerce. Negotiations are conducted by many parties, and involve questions of peace or war, dominions, territories, rights of nations, and the like: treaties are often a part of negotiations: they are seldom conducted by more than two parties, and involve only partial questions, as in treaties about peace, about commerce, about the boundaries of any particular state. A congress carries on negotiations for the establishment of good order among the ruling powers of Europe; individual states treat with each other, to settle their particular differences. To negotiate mostly respects political concerns, except in the case of negotiating bills: to treat, as well as transact, is said of domestic and private concerns: we treat with a person about the purchase of a house; and transact our business with him by making good the purchase and paying down the money.

As nouns, negotiation expresses rather the act of deliberating than the thing deliberated: treaty includes the ideas of the terms proposed, and the arrangement of those terms: transaction expresses the idea of something actually done and finished. Negotiations are sometimes very long pending before the preliminary terms are even proposed, or any basis is defined; treaties of commerce are entered into by all civilized countries, in order to obviate misunderstandings, and enable them to preserve an amicable intercourse; the transactions which daily pass in a great metropolis, like that of London, are of so multiform a nature, and so infinitely numerous, that the bare contemplation of them fills the mind with astonishment. Negotiations are long or short; treaties are advantageous or the contrary; transactions are honourable or dishonourable.

I do not love to mingle speech with any about news or worldly negotiations in God's holy house.—HOWEL.

You have a great work in hand, for you write to me that you are upon a treaty of marriage.—HOWEL.

We are permitted to know nothing of what is transacting in the regions above us.—BLAIR.

Negotiation, Neighbourhood, Vicinity. Neighbourhood, from nigh, signifies the place which is nigh, that is nigh to one's habitation.

Vicinity, from vicos a village, signifies the place which does not exceed in distance the extent of a village.

Neighbourhood, which is of Saxon origin, and first admitted into our language, is employed in reference to the inhabitants, or in regard to inhabited places; that is, it signifies either a community of neighbours, or the place they occupy: but vicinity, which in Latin bears the same acceptance as neighbourhood, is employed in English for the place in general, that is, near to the person speaking, whether inhabited or otherwise; hence the propriety of saying, a populous neighbourhood, a quiet neighbourhood, a respectable neighbourhood, and a pleasant neighbourhood, either as it respects the people or the country to live in the vicinity of a manufactury, to be in the vicinity of the metropolis or of the sea.

Though the soul be not actually delanchised, yet it is something to be in the neighbourhood of destruction.—SOUTH.

The Dutch, by the vicinity of their settlements to the coast of Caracas, gradually encroached the greatest part of the cocoa trade.—ROBERTSON.

Nevertheless, v. However.

New, v. Fresh.


News, Tidings. News implies anything new that is related or circulated; but Tidings, from tide, signifies that which flows in periodically like the tide. News is unexpected; it serves to gratify idle curiosity: tidings are expected; they serve to allay anxiety. In time of war the public are eager after news; and who they have relatives in the army, are anxious to have tidings of them.

I wonder that in the present situation of affairs you can take pleasure in writing anything but news.—SPECKTATOR.

Too soon some demon to my father bore The tidings that his heart with anguish tore.—FALCONER.

Nice, v. Exact.

Nice, v. Fine.

Niggardly, v. Avaricious.

Niggardly, v. Economical.

Nigh, v. Close.

Nightly, Nocturnal. Nightly, immediately from the word night, and Nocturnal, from noc night, signifies belonging to the night, sleep; the former is therefore more familiar than the latter: we speak of nightly depredations to express what passes every night, or nightly disturbances; nocturnal dreams, nocturnal visits.

Yet not alone, when thou visitst my slumber nightly, or when morn PURPLES the east.—MILTON.
Noble, v. Active.

Noble, Grand.

Noble, in Latin nobilis, from nosco to know, signifies knowable, or worth knowing.

Grand (v. Grandeur).

Noble is a term of general import; it simply implies the quality by which a thing is distinguished for excellence above other things: the grand is, pure, noisome, but not of those qualities by which an object acquires the name of noble; but there are many noble objects which are not denominated grand. A building may be denominated noble for its beauty as well as its size; but a grand building is rather so called for the expense which is displayed upon it: nobleness of acting or thinking comprehends all moral excellence that rises to a high pitch; but grandeur of mind is peculiarly applicable to such actions or traits as denote an elevation of character rising above all that is common. A family may be either noble or grand; but it is noble by birth, it is grand by wealth, and an expensive style of living.

What then, worlds
In a far thinner element sustain'd
And acting the same part with greater skill,
More rapid movement, and for no least ends
YOUNG.

More obvious ends to pass, are not these stars,
The seats majestic, proud imperial thrones,
On which angelic deities in heaven
Discharge high trusts of vengeance or of love;
To clothe in outward grandeur grand designs?
YOUNG.

Noise, Cry, Outcry, Clamour.

Noise, is any loud sound; cry, outcry, and clamour, are particular kinds of noises, differing either in the cause or the nature of the sounds. A noise proceeds either from animate or inanimate objects; the cry proceeds only from animate objects. The report of a cannon, or the loud sounds occasioned by a high wind, or the shrieks and cries issuing from birds, beasts, and men. A noise is produced often by accident; a cry is always occasioned by some particular circumstance: when many horses and carriages are going together they make a great noise; hunger and pain causes cries to proceed both from animals and human beings.

Noise, when compared with cry, is sometimes only an audible sound: the cry is a very loud noise: whatever disturbs silence, as the falling of a pin in a perfectly still assembly, is denominated a noise; but a cry is that which may often drown other noises, as the cries of people selling things about the streets. A cry is in general a regular sound, but outcry and clamour are irregular sounds; the former may proceed from one or many, the latter from many in conjunction. A cry after a thief becomes an outcry when set up by many at a time; it becomes a clamour, if accompanied with shouting, bawling, and noises of a mixed and tumultuous nature.

These terms may all be taken in an improper as well as a proper sense. Whatever is obtruded upon the public notice, so as to become the universal subject of conversation and writing, is said to make a noise; in this manner a new and good performer at the theatre makes a noise on his first appearance: a noise may, however, be for or against; but a cry, outcry, and clamour, are always against the object, varying in the degree and manner in which they display themselves: cry implies less than outcry, and outcry less than clamour. When the public voice is raised in an audible manner against any particular matter, it is a cry: if it be mingled with intertemporal language it is an outcry: if it be vehement and exceedingly noisy, it is a clamour; partisans raise a cry in order to form a body in their favour; the discontented are ever ready to set up an outcry against a mean or powerful measure, and the time of war is easily raised by those who wish to thwart the government.

Nost was his ear less heed
From noise loud and rouine.—MILTON.

From either host, the mingled shouts and cries
Of Trojans and Rutlians rend the skies
DRYDEN.

Hoad great deeds
Had been achiev'd, whereof all hell had hung,
Hast not the snaky sufferers, that eat
Fast by hell gate, and kept the fatal key.
Ris'n, and with hudos outcry rush'd between
MILTON.

Their darts with clamour at a distance drive,
And only keep the languid'd war alive
DRYDEN.


Noisy, v. Loud.


To Nominate, Name.

Nominate comes immediately from the Latin nominatus, participle of nomine. Name comes from the Teutonic, &c., name, and both from the Latin nomin, &c. (v. To name).

To nominate and to name are both to mention by name: but the former is to mention for a specific purpose; the latter is to mention for general purpose; persons only are nominated. things as well as persons are named: one nomina tous a person in order to propose him, or appoint him, to an office; but one names a person casually, in the course of conversation, or one names him in order to make some inquiry respecting him. To be nominated is a public act; to be named is generally private; one is nominated before an assembly; one is named in any place; to be nominated is always an honour; to be named is either honourable, or the contrary, according to the circumstances under which it is mentioned: a person is nominated as member of Parliament; he is named whenever he is spoken of.

Elizabeth nominated her commissioners to hear both parties.—R. BRITTON.

Then Calchas (by Ulyseus first inspir'd)
Was urg'd to name whom th'clocky gods requir'd
SHAKES.

Note, v. Mark.

To Note, v. To mark.

Noted, v. Distinguished.
NOURISH.

Noted, Notorious.

Noted (v. Distinguished) may be employed either in a good or a bad sense; Notorious is never used but in a bad sense: men may be noted for their talents, or their eccentricities; they may be notorious only for their views; noted characters excite many and diverse remarks from their friends and their enemies; notorious characters are universally shunned.

Engaged to stop the growing ill.—GAY.

What principles of ordinary prudence can warrant a man to trust a notorious chest?—SOUTH.

Note, v. Remark.

To Notice, v. To attend to.

To Notice, v. To mark.

To Notice, v. To mention.

Notice, v. Information.

To Notice, Remark, Observe.

To Notice (v. To attend to) is either to take or to give notice; to Remark, compounded of re and mark (v. Mark), signifies to reflect or bring back any mark to our own mind, or communicate the same to another: to mark is to mark a thing once, but to remark is to mark it again.

Observe (v. Looker-on) signifies either to keep a thing present before one's own view, or to communicate our view to another.

In the first sense of these words, as the action respects ourselves, to notice and remark require simple attention, to observe requires examination. To notice is a more cursory action than to remark: we may notice a thing by a single glance, or on merely turning one's head; but to remark supposes a reaction of the mind on an object: we notice that a person passes our door on a certain day and at a certain hour; but we remark to others that he goes past every day at the same hour: we notice that the sun sets this evening under a cloud, and we remark that it has done so for several evenings successively: we notice the state of a person's health or his manners in company; we remark his habits and peculiarities in domestic life. What is noticed and remarked strikes on the senses, and awakens the mind; what is observed is looked after and sought for: the former are often involuntary acts; we see, hear, and think, because the objects obtrude themselves uncalled for; but the latter is intentional as well as voluntary; we see, hear, and think, on that which we have watched. We remark things as matters of fact; we observe them in order to judge of, or draw conclusions from them: we remark that the wind lies for a long time in a certain quarter; we observe that whenever it lies in a certain quarter it brings rain with it. A general notices anything particular in the appearance of his army; he remarks that the men have not for a length of time worn contented faces; he consequently observes their actions, when they think they are not seen. In order to discover the cause of their dissatisfaction: people who have no curiosity are sometimes attracted to notice the stars or planets, when they are particularly bright; those who look frequently will remark that the same star does not rise exactly in the same place for two successive nights; but the astronomer goes farther, and observes all the motions of the heavenly bodies, in order to discover the scheme of the universe.

In the latter sense of these verbs, as respects the communications to others of what passes in our own minds, to notice is to make known our sentiments by various ways; to remark and observe are to make them known only by means of words; to notice is a personal act towards an individual, in which we direct our attention to him, as may happen either by a bow, a nod, a word, or even a look: but to remark and observe are said only of the thoughts which pass in our own minds, and are expressed to others: friends notice each other when they meet; they remark to others the impression which passing objects make upon their minds: the observations which intelligent people make are always entitled to notice from young persons.

The depravity of mankind is so easy discoverable, that nothing but the desert or cell can exclude it from notice.—JOHNSON.

The glass that magnifies its objects contracts the sight to a point, and the mind must be fixed upon a single character, to remark its minute peculiarities.—JOHNSON.

The course of time is so visibly marked, that it is observed even by the birds of passage.—JOHNSON.

To Notify, v. To express.

Notion, v. Conception.

Notion, v. Opinion.

Notion, v. Perception.


Notwithstanding, v. However.

Novel, v. Fable.

Novel, New.

Novel and New both come immediately from the Latin novus (v. News), and the former is to the latter as the species to the genus: every thing novel is new but all that is new is not novel; what is novel is mostly strange and unexpected; but what is new is usual and expected: the freezing of the river Thames is a novelty: the frost in every winter is something new when it first comes: that is a novel sight which was either never seen before, or seen but seldom; that is a new sight which is seen for the first time: the entrance of the French king into the British capital was a sight as novel as it was interesting; the entrance of a king into the capital of France was a new sight, after the revolution which had so long existed.

We are naturally delighted with novelty.—JOHNSON.

Tis on some evening, sunny, grateful, mild.
When nought but balm is beaming through the woods,
With yellow lustre bright, that the new tribes
Visit the spacious hea\'n.—THOMSON.

To Nourish, Nurture, Cherish.

To Nourish and Nurture are but variations from the same verb nutric.
Cherish, v. Foster.

Things nourish, persons nurture and cherish: to nourish is to afford bodily strength, to supply the physical necessities of the body; to nurture is to extend one's care to the supply of all its physical necessities, to preserve life, occasion growth, and increase vigour: the breast of the mother nourishes; the fostering care and attention of the mother nurtures. To nurture is a physical act; to cherish is a mental act, as well as a physical act: a mother nurtures her infant, while it is entirely dependent upon her; she cherishes her child in her bosom, and protects it from every misfortune, or affords consolation in the midst of all its troubles, when it is no longer an infant.

Air, and ye elements, the eldest birth
Of nature's womb, that in quaternion run
Perpetual circle, multiform; and mix
And nourish all things.—MILTON.


Numb, Benumbed, Torpid.

Numb and Benumbed come from the Hebrew num, to sleep; the former denoting the quality, and the latter the state; there are but few things numb by nature; but there may be many things which may be benumbed. Torpid, in Latin torpidus, from torpor to languish, is most commonly employed to express the permanent state of being benumbed, as in the case of some animals, which lie in a torpid state all the winter; or in the moral sense to depict the benumbed state of the thinking faculty; in this manner we speak of the torpor of persons who are benumbed by any strong affection, or by any strong external action.

The night, with its silence and darkness, shows the winter, in which all the powers of vegetation are benumbed.—JOHNSON.

There must be a grand spectacle to rouse the imagination, grown torpid with the lazy enjoyment of sixty years' security.—BURKE.

To Number, v. To reckon.

Numerical, or belonging to number, is applied to a class of words in grammar, as a numeral adjective, or a numeral noun:

Numerical, or containing number, is applied to whatever other objects respect number; as a numerical difference, where the difference consists between any two numbers, or is expressed by numbers.

God has declared that he will, and therefore can, raise the same numerical body at the last day.—SOUTH.


To Nurture, v. To nourish.


Obedient, v. Dutiful.

Obedient, Submissive, Obsequious.

Obedient, v. Dutiful.

Submissive denotes the disposition to submit (v. To yield).

Obsequious, in Latin obsequius, from obsequor, or the intensive ob and sequor to follow, signifies following diligently, or with intensity of mind.

One is obedient to command, submissive to power or the will, obsequious to persons. Obedience is always taken in a good sense; one ought always to be obedient where obedience is due: submission is relatively good; it may, however, be indifferent or bad: one may be submissive from interested motives, or mean-
to the individual who makes the sacrifice; but *obsequiousness* is a voluntary sacrifice of all that is noble in man to base gain, the evil of which extends far and wide: the *submissive* man, however mean he may be in himself, does not contribute to the vices of others; but the *obsequious* man has no scope for his paltry talent, but among the weak and wicked, whose weakness he profits by, and whose wickedness he encourages.

What genuine Greek, *obedient* to thy word, Shall form an ambush, or shall lift the sword?—POPE.

The native (of Britain) disarmed, despised, and submissing to all desire, and even idea, of their former liberty.—HUME.

The charms of all, *obsequious* courteously strike
On each he doates, on each attends alike.—PARnell.

**Obeisance, v. Homage.**

**Object, Subject.**

**Object**, in Latin *objectus*, particle of *objic* to lie in the way, signifies the thing that lies in one's way.

**Subject**, in Latin *subjectus*, particle of *subiectio* to lie under, signifies the thing forming the ground-work.

The object puts itself forward; the subject is in the background; we notice the object: we observe or reflect on the subject: objects are sensible; the subject is altogether intellectual; the eye, the ear, and all the senses are occupied with the surrounding objects: the memory, the judgment, and the imagination are supplied with subjects suitable to the nature of the operations.

When object is taken for that which is intellectual, it retains a similar signification; it is the thing that presents itself to the mind; it is seen by the mind's eye: the subject, on the contrary, is that which must be sought for, and when found it enganges the mental powers: hence we say an object of consideration, an object of delight, an object of concern: a subject of reflection, a subject of mature deliberation, the subject of a perfect, the subject of grief, of lamentation, and the like. When the mind becomes distracted by too great a multiplicity of objects, it can fix itself on no one individual object with sufficient steadiness to take a survey of it: in like manner, if a child have too many objects set before it, for the exercise of its powers, it will acquire a familiarity with none: religion and politics are interesting, but delicate subjects of discussion.

He whose sublime pursuit is God and truth,
BURNS like some absent and impatient youth.
To join the object of his warm desires.—JENKINS.

The hymns and odes (of the inspired writers) excel those delivered down to us by the Greeks and Romans, in the poetry as much as in the subject.—ADDISON.

**To Object, Oppose.**

To **Object** (v. Object) is to cast in the way, to **Oppose** is to place in the way; there is, therefore, very little original difference, except that casting is a more momentary and sudden proceeding, placing is a more premeditated action; which distinction, at the same time, corresponds with the use of the terms in ordinary life: to object to a thing is to oppose or start something against it; but to **Oppose** it is to set one's self up steadily against it: one objects to ordinary matters that require no reflection; one opposes matters that call for deliberation, and afford serious reasons for and against: a parent objects to his child's learning the classics, or to his running about the streets; he opposes his marriage when he thinks the connection or the circumstances not desirable: we object to a thing from our own particular feelings; we oppose a thing because we judge it improper; capricious or selfish people will object to everything that comes across their own humour; those who oppose think it necessary to assign, at least, a reason for their opposition.

About this time, an Archbishop of York objected to clerks (recommended to benefices by the Pope) because they were ignorant of English.—TYRWHITT.

Twas of no purpose to oppose,
She'd hear to no excuse in prose.—SWIFT.

**Objection, v. Demurr.**

**Objection, Difficulty, Exception.**

**Objection** (v. Demurr) is here a general term; it comprehends both the **Difficulty** and the **Exception**, which are but species of the **Objection**; an objection and a difficulty are started; an exception is made: the objection to a thing is in general that which renders it less desirable; but the difficulty is that which renders it less practicable: there is an objection against every scheme which incurs a serious risk; the want of means to begin, or resources to carry on a scheme, are serious difficulties.

**Objection and exception both respect the nature, the moral tendency, or moral consequences of a thing; but an objection may be frivolous or ridiculous; an exception is something serious, the objection is positive: the exception is relatively considered, that is, the thing excepted from other things, not good, and consequently objected to.** Objections are made sometimes to proposals for the mere sake of getting rid of an engagement; those who do not wish to give themselves trouble find an easy method of disengaging themselves, by making objections to every proposition; lawyers make exceptions to charges which are not sufficiently substantiated. In all engagements entered into, it is necessary to make exceptions to the parties, whenever there is anything exceptionable in their characters: the present promiscuous diffusion of knowledge among the poorer orders is very objectionable on many grounds; the course of reading which they commonly pursue is without question highly exceptionable.

I would not desire what you have written to be omitted, unless I had the merit of removing your objection.—POPE.

In the examination of every great and comprehensive plan, such as that of Christianity, difficulties may occur.—BLAIR.

I am sorry you persist to take ill my not accepting your invitation, and to find your exception not unmixed with some suspicion.—POPE.

**Oblation, v. Offering.**
OBLONG.

To Oblige, v. To bind.
To Oblige, v. To compel.
Obliged, v. Indebted.
Obliging, v. Civil.
To Obliterate, v. To blot out.
Oblivion, v. Forgetfulness.

Oblong, Oval.

Oblong, in Latin oblongus, from the intensive syllable ob, signifies very long, longer than it is broad.

Oval, from the Latin ovum, an egg, signifies egg-shaped.

The oval is a species of the oblong: what is oval is oblong; but what is oblong is not always oval. Oblong is peculiarly applied to figures formed by right lines, that is, all rectangular parallelograms, except squares, are oblong; but the oval is applied to curvilinear oblong figures, as ellipses, which are distinguished from the circle: tables are often oblong oval as they are oblong.

Obloquy, v. Reproach.

Obnoxious, Offensive.

Obnoxious, from the intensive syllable ob, signifies exceedingly navious and causing offence, or else liable to offence from others by reason of its naxiousness; Offensive signifies simply liable to give offence. Obnoxious is, therefore, a much more comprehensive term than offensive; for an obnoxious man suffers from others and causes suffering to others: an obnoxious man is one whom others seek to exclude; an offensive man may possibly be endured: gross vices, or particularly odious qualities, make a man obnoxious; but rude manners, and perverse tempers, make men offensive: a man is obnoxious to many, and offensive to individuals: a man of loose Jacobinical principles will be obnoxious to a society of loyalists; a child may make himself offensive to his friends.

I must have leave to be grateful to any one who serves me, let him be ever so obnoxious to any party.—POPE.

The understanding is often drawn by the will and the affections from fixing its contemplation on an offensive truth.—SOUTH.

Obnoxious, v. Subject.

To Obscure, v. To Eclipse.
Obsequies, v. Funeral.
Obsequious, v. Obedient.
Observance, v. Form.
Observance, v. Observation.
Observant, v. Mindful.

OBSERVATION, OBEISTATE.

Observation, Observance.

These terms derive their use from the different significations of the verb: Observation is the act of observing objects with the view to examine them (v. To notice); Observance is the act of observing in the sense of keeping or holding sacred (v. To keep). From a minute observation of the human body, anatomists have discovered the circulation of the blood, and the source of all the humours; by a strict observance of truth and justice, a man acquires the title of an upright man.

The pride which, under the check of public observation, would have been only vented among domestics, becomes, in a country baronet the torment of a province.—JOHNSON.

You must not fail to behave yourself towards my Lady Clare, your grandmother, with all duty and observance.—EARL STAFFORD.

To Observe, v. To keep.
To Observe, v. To notice.

To Observe, Watch.

Observe, v. To notice.
Watch, v. To Watch.

These terms agree in expressing the act of looking at an object: but to observe is not to look after so strictly as is implied by to watch: a general observes the motions of an enemy when they are in no particular state of activity; he watches the motions of an enemy when they are in a state of commotion; we observe a thing in order to draw an inference from it; we watch anything in order to discover what may happen: we observe with coolness; we watch with eagerness: we observe carefully; we watch narrowly; the conduct of mankind in general is observed; the conduct of suspicious individuals is watched.

Nor must the ploughman less observe the sky.

—Dryden.

For thou knowest
What hath been warned us, what malicious foe
Watched, no doubt, with greedy hope to find,
His wish and best advantage, us assasinating.

—Milton.

To Observe, v. To see.
Observer, v. Looker on.
Obsolete, v. Old.
Obstacle, v. Difficulty.

Obstinate, Contumacious, Stubborn,
Headstrong, Head.

Obstinate, in Latin obstinatus, participle of obstinare, from ob and stino, sto or sisto, signifies standing in the way of another.

Contumacious, v. Contumacy.
Stubborn, or stout-bom, signifies stiff or immovable by nature.

Headstrong signifies strong in the head or the mind; and Head, full of one’s own head.

Obstinacy is a habit of the mind; contumacy is either a particular state of feeling or a mode
of action: obstinacy consists in an attachment to one's own mode of acting; contumacy consists in a swelling contempt of others: the obstinate man adheres tenaciously to his own ways, and opposes reason to reason; the contumacious man disputes the right of another to control his actions, and opposes force to force. Obstinate interferes with a man's private conduct, and makes him blind to right reason; contumacy is a crime against lawful authority; the contumacious man sets himself against his superiors; when young people are obstinate they are bad subjects of education; when grown people are contumacious they are troublesome subjects to the king.

The stubborn and the headstrong are species of the obstinate: the former lies altogether in the perversion of the will; the latter in the perversion of the judgement: the stubborn person wills what he wills; the headstrong person thinks what he thinks. Stubbornness is mostly inherent in a person's nature; a headstrong temper is commonly associated with violence and impetuosity of character. Obstinate discovers itself in persons of all ages and stations; a stubborn and headstrong disposition betray themselves mostly in those who are bound to conform to the will of another.

The obstinate keep the opinions which they have once embraced in spite of all proof; but they are not hasty in forming their opinions, nor adopt them without a choice: the headstrong seize the first opinions that offer, and act upon them in spite of all remonstrance; the stubborn follow the ruling will or bent of their mind, without regard to any opinions; they are not to be turned by force or persuasion. If an obstinate child be treated with some degree of indulgence, there may be hopes of correcting his failing; but stubborn and headstrong children are troublesome subjects of correction, and will baffle the utmost skill and patience: the former are insensible to all reason; the latter have blinded the little reason which they possess: the former are unconscious of everything but the simple will and determination to do what they do; the latter are so preoccupied with their own favourite ideas as to set every other at nought; force serves mostly to confirm both in their perverse resolution of persistance.

But man we find the only creature,
Who, led by folly, combating nature;
Who, when she loudly cries forbear,
With obstinacy fixes there.—SWIFT.

When an offender is cited to appear in any ecclesiastical court, or to do anything, he is pronounced contumacious.—BEVERIDGE.

From whence he brought them to these salvage parts,
And with science mollified their stubborn hearts.—SPEYER.

We, blindly by our headstrong passions led,
Are hot for action.—DRYDEN.

Ready confidence promises victory without contest.—JOHNSTON.

To Obstruction, v. To hinder.
To Obtain, v. To acquire.
To Obtain, v. To get.
To Obtrude, v. To intrude.
To Obviate, v. To prevent.

Obvious, v. Apparent.
To Occasion, v. To cause.

Occasion, Opportunity.

Occasion, in Latin occasio, from occasus, or ob and cada, signifies that which falls in the way so as to produce some change.

Opportunity, in Latin opportunitas, from opportune fit, signifies the thing that happens fit for the purpose. These terms are applied to the events of life; but the occasion is that which determines our conduct, and leaves us no choice; it amounts to a degree of necessity: the opportunity is that which invites to action; it tempts us to embrace the moment for taking the step. We do things, therefore, as the occasion requires, or as the opportunity offers. There are many occasions on which a man is called upon to uphold his opinions. There are but few opportunities for men in general to distinguish themselves. The occasion abounds upon us; the opportunity is what we seek or desire. On particular occasions it is necessary for a commander to be severe; but a man of an humane disposition will profit by every opportunity to show his lenity to offenders.

Waller preserved and won his life from those who were most resolved to take it, and in an occasion in which he ought to have been ambitious to have lost it (to lose it),—CLARENDON.

Every man is obliged by the Supreme Maker of the universe to improve all the opportunities of good which are afforded him.—JOHNSTON.

Occasion, Necessity.

Occasion (v. Occasion) includes, Necessity (v. Necessity) excludes, the idea of choice or alternative. We are regulated by the occasion, and can exercise our own discretion; we yield or submit to the necessity, without even the exercise of the will. On the death of a relative we have occasion to go into mourning if we will not offer an affront to the family; but there is no express necessity: in case of an attack on our persons, there is a necessity of self-defence for the preservation of life.

A merrier man
Within the limit of becoming mirth,
I never spent an hour's talk withal,
His eye begets occasion for his wit.—SHAKESPEARE.

Where necessity ends curiosity begins.—JOHNSTON.

Occasional, Casual.

These are both opposed to what is fixed or stated; but Occasional carries with it more the idea of infrequency, and Casual that of unfixedness, or the absence of all design. A minister is termed an occasional preacher, who preaches only on certain occasions; his preaching is not particular, but on a certain day may be casual. Our acts of charity may be occasional; but they ought not to be casual.

The beneficence of the Roman emperors and consuls was merely occasional.—JOHNSTON.

What wonder if so near
Looks intervene, and smiles, or object new;
Casual discourse draws on.—MILTON.

Occult, v. Secret,
Occupancy, Occupation,

Are words which derive their meaning from the different acceptations of the primitive verb occupy: the former being used to express the state of holding or possessing any object; the latter to express the act of taking possession of, or keeping in possession. He who has the occupancy of land enjoys the fruits of it: the occupation of a country by force of arms is of little avail, unless one has an adequate force to maintain one's ground.

As occupancy gave the right to the temporary use of the soil; so it is agreed on all hands, that occupancy gave also the original right to the permanent property in the substance of the earth itself.—BLACKSTONE.

The unhappy consequences of this temperatur is, that my attachment to any occupation seldom outlives its novelty.—COWPER.


Occupation, v. Occupancy.

To Occupy, v. To hold.


Odd, v. Particular.

Odd, Uneven.

Odd, probably a variation from odd, seems to be a mode of the Uneven; both are opposed to the even, but odd is only said of that which has no fellow; the uneven is said of that which does not square or come to an even point: of numbers we say that they are either odd or uneven; but of gloves, shoes, and everything which is made to correspond, we say that they are odd, when they are single; but that they are uneven when they are both different: in like manner a plank is uneven which has an uneven surface, or is improper dimensions; but a piece of wood is odd which will not match nor suit with any other piece.


Odour, v. Smell.

Economical, Saving, Sparing, Thrifty, Penurious, Niggardly.

The idea of not spending is common to all these terms: but Economical (v. Economy) signifies not spending unnecessarily or unwise.

Saving is keeping and laying by with care; Sparing is keeping out of that which ought to be spent: Thrifty or Thriving is accumulating by means of saving: Penurious is suffering as from penury by means of saving: Niggardly, after the manner of a niggard, nigh or close person, is not spending or letting go, but in the smallest possible quantities. To be economical is a virtue in those who have but narrow means; all the other epithets however are employed in a sense more or less unfavourable; he who is saving when young, will be covetous when old; he who is sparing will generally be sparing out of the comforts of others; he who is thrifty commonly adds the desire of getting with that of saving; he who is penurious, wants nothing to make him a complete miser; he who is niggardly in his dealings will be mostly avaricious in his character.

I may say of fame as Falstaff did of honour, "If it comes it comes unlook'd for, and there is an end on't." I am content with a bare saving game.—POPE.

Youth is not rich, in time it may be poor.

Part with it, as with money, sparingly.—YOUNG.

Nothing is penuriously imparted of which a more liberal distribution would increase real felicity.—JOHNSON.

Who by resolve and vows engag'd does stand,

For days that yet belong to fate,

Does like an unthrift mortgage his estate

Before it falls in his hands.—COWLEY.

No niggard nature; men are prodigals.—YOUNG.

Economy, Frugality, Parsimony.

Economy, from the Greek οἰκονομία, implies management. Frugality, from the Latin fruges frutes, implies temperance. Parsimony (v. Avaricious) implies simply for-bearing to spend, which is in fact the common idea included in these terms; but the economical man incurs expense according to circumstances; he adapts his expenditure to his means, and renders it by contrivance as effectual to his purpose as possible: the frugal man spares expense on himself or on his indulgences; he may however be liberal to others whilst he is frugal towards himself; the parsimonious man saves from himself as well as others; he has no other object than saving. By economy, a man may make a limited income turn to the best account for himself and his family; by frugality he may with a limited income be enabled to do much good to others; by parsimony he may be enabled to accumulate great sums out of a narrow income: hence it is that we recommend a plan for being economical; we recommend a diet for being frugal; we condemn a habit or a character for being parsimonious.

Your economy I suppose begins now to be settled; your expenses are adjusted to your revenue.—JOHNSON.

I accept of your invitation to supper, but I must make this agreement beforehand, that you disimpose me soon, and treat me frugally.—NELMOTH'S LETTERS OF FLIRT.

War and economy are things not easily reconciled, and the attempt of leaning towards parsimony in such a state may be the worst economy in the world.—BURKE.

Economy, Management.

Economy (v. Economy) has a more comprehensive meaning than management: for it includes the system of science and of legislation as well as that of domestic arrangements; as the economy of agriculture: the internal economy of a government; political, civil, or religious economy; or the economy of one's household. Management, on the contrary, is an action that is very seldom abstracted from its agent, and is always taken in a partial sense, namely, as a part of economy. The internal economy of a family depends principally on the prudent management of the female: the economy of every well-regulated community requires that all the members should keep their station, and preserve a strict subordination; the management of particular
branches of this economy should belong to particular individuals.

Oh spare this waste of being half divine,
And vindicate this vanity of heav'n.—YOUNG.

What incident can show more management and address in the poet (Milton) than this of Samson's refusing the amours of the daughters, and obeying the violation of God's spirit?—CUMBERLAND.

Of Quality, v. Of fashion.

Offence, Trespass, Transgression, Misdemeanour, Misdeed, Affront.

Offence is here the general term, signifying merely the act that offends (v. To displease), or runs counter to something else.

Offence is properly indefinite; it merely implies an object without the least signification of the nature of the object; Trespass and Transgression have a positive reference to an object trespassed upon or transgressed; trespass is contracted from trans and pass that is a passing beyond; and transgress from trans and grace, meaning, they that transgress, which constitutes a trespass arises out of the laws of property; a passing over or trespassing upon the property of another is a trespass: the offence which constitutes a transgression flows out of the laws of society in general which fix the boundaries of right and wrong; whoever therefore goes beyond or breaks through these bounds is guilty of a transgression. The trespass is a species of offence which peculiarly applies to the land or premises of individuals; transgression is a species of moral as well as political evil. Hunters are apt to commit trespasses in the eagerness of their pursuit; the passions of men are perpetually misleading them, and causing them to commit various transgressions; the term trespass is sometimes employed improperly as respects time and other objects; transgression is always used in one uniform sense as respects rule and law; we trespass upon the time or patience of another; we transgress the moral or civil law.

An offence is either public or private; a Misdemeanour is properly a private offence, although improperly applied for an offence against public law (v. Crime): for it signifies a wrong demeanour or an offence in one's demeanour against propriety; a Misdeed is always private, it signifies a wrong deed, or a deed which offends against one's duty. Riots and disorderly behaviour in company are serious misdemeanours; every act of drunkenness, lying, fraud, or immorality of every kind, are misdeeds.

An offence is that which affects persons or principles, communities or individuals, and is committed either directly or indirectly against the person; an Affront is altogether personal, and is directly brought to bear against the front of some particular person; it is an offence against another to speak disrespectfully of him in his absence; it is an affront to push past him with violence and rudeness.

Offences are either against God or man; a trespass is always an offence against man; a transgression is against the will of God or the laws of men; the misdemeanour is more particularly against the established order of society; a misdeed is an offence against the Divine Law; an affront is an offence against good manners.

Slight provocations and frivolous offences are the most frequent causes of disquiet.—BLAIR.

Forgive the barbarous trespass of my tongue.

OTWAY.

To whom with stern regard thus Gabriel spake:

"Why hast thou, Satan, broke the bounds prescribed

To thy transgressions?"—MILTON.

Smaller faults in violation of a public law are comprised under the name of misdemeanours.—BLACKSTONE.

Fierce famine is your I-4, for this misdeed,

Redec'd to grind the plates on which you feed.

DyerDEN.

God may some time or other think it the concern of his justice and providence too to revenge the affront put upon the laws of man.—SOUTH.

To Offend, v. To displease.

Offender, Delinquent.

The Offender (v. To displease) is he who offends in anything, either by commission or omission; the Delinquent, from delinquo to fail, signifies properly he who fails by omission, but it is extended to signify falling by the violation of a law. Those who go into a wrong place are offenders; those who stay away when they ought to go are delinquents; there are many offenders against the Sabbath who commit violent and open breaches of decorum; there are still more delinquents who never attend a public place of worship.

When any offender is presented into any of the ecclesiastical courts he is cited to appear there.—BEVERIDGE.

The killing of a deer or bear, or even a hare, was punished with the loss of the delinquent's eyes. —HEM.

Offending, Offensive.

Offending signifies either actually offending or calculated to offend (v. To displease); Offensive signifies calculated to offend at all times: a person may be offending in his manners to a particular individual, or use an offending expression on a particular occasion without any imputation on his character; but if his manners are offensive, it reflects both on his temper and education.

And tho' th' offending part felt mortal pain,
Th' immortal part its knowledge did retain.

DENHAM.

Gentleness corrects whatever is offensive in our manners. —BLAIR.

Offensive, v. Obnoxious.

Offensive, v. Offending.

To Offer, v. To give.

To Offer, Bid, Tender, Propose.

Offer, v. To give.

Bid, v. To ask.

Tender, like the word tend, from tendo to stretch, signifies to stretch forth by way of offering.

Propose, in Latin proposei, perfect of
**OFFERING.**

The winds that blow in the winter’s north,
Untimely offering to th’ immortal gods;
Whose wrath hung heavy o’er the Trojan town.

**OFFICE.**

Ye mighty princes, your oblations bring,
And pay due honours to your awful king.—PITT.

**Office, Place, Charge, Function.**

**Office,** in Latin officium, from officio or officio, signifies either the duty performed or the situation in which the duty is performed. **Place** comprehends no idea of duty, for there may be certain places which are only nominal offices, and designate merely a relation with the government: every office therefore of a public nature is in reality a place, yet every place is not an office. The place of secretary of state is likewise an office, but that of ranger of a park is a place only, and not always an office. An office is held; a place is filled; the office is given to one; the place is granted or conferred: the office reposes a confidence, and imposes a responsibility; the place gives credit and influence: the office is bestowed on a man from his qualification; the place is granted to him by favour or as a reward for past services: the office is more or less honourable; the place is more or less permanent.

In an extended application of the terms office and place, the latter has a much lower signification than that of the former, since the office is always connected with the State; but the place is a private concern; the office is a place of trust, but the place is a place for menial labour: the offices are multiplied in time of war; the places for domestic service are more numerous in a state of peace and prosperity. The office is frequently taken not with any reference to the place occupied, but simply to the thing done; this brings it nearer in signification to the term **Charge (v. Care).** An office imposes a task, or some performance; a charge imposes a responsibility, and the latter as well as the former always something to do in an office, always something to look after in a charge: the office is either public or private, the charge is always of a private and personal nature: a person performs the office of a magistrate, or of a minister; he undertakes the charge of instructing youth, or of being a guardian, or of conveying a person’s property from one place to another. The office is that which is assigned by another; **Function** is properly the act of discharging or completing an office or business, from functio, viz., funem and ago, to put an end to or bring to a conclusion; it is extended in its signification to the office itself or the thing which is done. The function is a religious service performed only by conscious or intelligent agents, who act according to their instructions; the function, on the other hand, is an operation of unconscious objects according to the laws of nature. The office of a herald is to proclaim public events or to communicate circumstances from one public body to another: the function of the tongue is to speak; that of the ear, to hear; that of the eye, to see. The word **office** is sometimes employed in the same application by the personification of nature, which assigns an office to the ear, to the

Propose to place or set before, likewise characterizes a mode of offering.

Offer is employed for that which is literally transferable, or for that which is indirectly communicable: bid and tender belong to offer in the first sense; propose belongs to offer in the latter sense. To offer is a voluntary and discretionary act; an offer may be accepted or rejected at pleasure; to bid and tender are specific modes of offering which depend on circumstances: one bids with the hope of its being accepted; one tenders from a prudent motive, and in order to serve specific purposes. We offer money to a poor person, it is an act of charity or good nature; we bid a price for the purchase of a house, it is a commercial dealing subject to the rules of commerce; we tender a sum of money by way of payment, it is a matter of prudence in order to fulfill an obligation. By the same rule one offers a person the use of one’s horse; one bids a sum at an auction; one tenders one’s services to the state.

To offer and propose are both employed in matters of practice or speculation; but the former is a less definite and decisive act than the latter; we offer an opinion by way of promoting a discussion; we propose a plan for the deliberation of others. Sentiments which differ widely from the major part of those present ought to be offered with modesty and caution; we should not propose to another what we should be unwilling to do ourselves. We commonly offer by way of obliging; we commonly propose by way of arranging or accommodating. It is an act of puérility to offer to do more than one is enabled to perform; it does not evince a sincere disposition for peace to propose such terms as we know cannot be accepted.

Should all these offers for my friendship call,
'Tis he that offers, and I scorn them all.—POPE.

When the Earl of Oxford was told that Dr. Parnell waited in the outer room, he went by the persuasion of Swift with his treasurer’s staff to bid him welcome.—JOHNSON.

Aulus Gellius tells a story of one Lusius Neratius who made it his business to give a blow to whomsoever he pleased, and then tendered them the legal forfeiture.—BLACKSTONE.

We propose measures for securing to the young the possession of pleasure (by connecting it with its religion).—BLAIS.

**Offering, Oblation.**

Offering from offer, and Oblation from oblatio and oblatus or offerus, come both from offero (v. To offer): the former is, however, a term of much more general and familiar use than the latter. Offerings are both moral and religious: oblation is religious only; the money which is put into the sacramental plate is an offering; the consecrated bread and wine at the sacrament is an oblation. The offering in a religious sense is whatever one offers as a gift by way of reverence to a superior; the oblation is the offering which is accompanied with some particular ceremony. The wise men made an offering to our Saviour, but not properly an oblation; the Jewish sacrifices, as in general all religious sacrifices, were in the proper sense oblations.
We frequently meet the same persons in the route which we often take.

Old, v. Elderly.

Old, Ancient, Antique, Antiquated, Old-Fashioned, Obsolete.

Old, in German alt, low German, old, &c., comes from the Greek ἀρχαίος of yesterday.

Ancient, in French ancien, and Antique, Antiquated, all come from the Latin antiquus, and antea before, signifying in general before our time.

Old-Fashioned signifies after an old fashion.

Obsolete, in Latin obsolete, participle of obsolete, signifies literally out of use.

Old respects what has long existed and still exists; ancient what existed at a distant period, but does not necessarily exist at present; antiquated what is long been ancient, and of which there remain but faint traces: antiquated, old-fashioned, and obsolete that which has ceased to be any longer used or esteemed. A fashion is old when it has been long in use; a custom is ancient when its use has long been passed; a bust or statue is antique when it is the model that is only remains; a person is antiquated whose appearance is grown out of date; manners which are gone quite out of fashion are old-fashioned; a word or custom is obsolete which is grown out of use.

The old is opposed to the new: some things are the worse for being old; other things are the better. Ancient and antique are opposed to modern: all things are valued the more for being ancient or antique; hence we esteem the writings of the ancients even above those of the moderns. The antiquated is opposed to the customary and established; it is that which we cannot like, because we cannot esteem it: the old-fashioned is opposed to the fashionable: there is much in the old-fashioned to like and esteem; there is much that is ridiculous in the fashionable: the obsolete is opposed to the current; the obsolete may be good; the current may be vulgar and mean.

The Venetians are tenacious of old laws and customs to their great prejudice.—ADDISON.

But sev'rn wise men the ancient world did know,
We scarce know sev'rn who think themselves not so.—DENHAM.

Under an oak, whose antique root peeps out
Under the brook that brawls along this wood,
A poor squatter's stag,
That from the hunters' aim had t'en a hurt,
Died came to languish.—SHAKESPEARE.

The swords in the arsenal of Venice are old-fashioned and unwieldy.—ADDISON.

Whoever thinks it necessary to regulate his conversation by antiquated rules will be rather despised for his futility than censured for his politeness.—JOHNSON.

Old, v. Senior.

Old-Fashioned, v. Old.

Old Times, v. Formerly.
Omen, Prognostic, Presage.  

All these terms express some token or sign what is to come. Omen, in Latin *omen*, probably comes from the Greek ὁμος to think, because it is what gives rise to much conjecture.

Prognostic, in Greek προγνωστικόν, from προγνωστικός to know before, signifies the sign by which one judges a thing beforehand, because a *prognostic* is rather a deduction by the use of the understanding.

Presage, *v.* Augur.

The *omen* and *prognostic* are both drawn from external objects; the *presage* is drawn from one's own feelings. The *omen* is drawn from objects that have no necessary connection with the thing they are made to represent; it is the fruit of the imagination, and rests on superstition. The *prognostic*, on the contrary, is a sign which parakates in some degree of the quality of the thing denoted. *Omens* were drawn by the heathens from the flight of birds, or the entrails of beasts; *prognostics* are discovered only by an acquaintance with the objects in which they exist, as the *prognostics* of a mortal disease are known to none so well as the physician; the *prognostics* of a storm or tempest are best known to the mariner. The *omen* and *presage* respect either good or bad events; *prognostic* respects mostly the bad. It is an *omen* of our success if we find those of whom we have to ask a favour in a good-humour; the spirit of discontent which pervades the counsels and discourse of a people is a *prognostic* of some popular commotion; the quickness of powers discoverable in a boy is sometimes a *presage* of his future greatness.

A signal omen stopp'd the passing host.—POPE.

Though your *prognostics* run too fast, They must be verified at last.—SWIFT.

I know but one way of fortifying my soul against these gloomy *presages*, that is, by securing to myself the protection of that Being who disposes of events.—ADDISON.

To Omit, *v.* To neglect.

On One's Guard, *v.* Aware.

One, Single, Only.

Unity is the common idea of all these terms: and at the same time the whole significations of *One*, which is opposed to none: *Single*, in Latin *singulus*, each or one by itself, probably contracted from *sine angulo* without an angle, because what is entirely by itself cannot form an angle, signifies that *One* which is abstracted from others, and is particularly opposed to two, or a double which may form a pair; *Only*, contracted from *sine*, signifying in the form of unity, is employed for that of which there is no more. A person has a child, is a positive expression that bespeaks its own meaning: a person has a *single* child, conveys the idea that there ought to be or might be more, that more was expected, or that once there were more: a person has an *only* child implies that he never had more.

For shame Rutilians, can you bear the sight,  
Of one exposed for all, in single fight!—DEYDEN.

Homely but wholesome roots  
My daily food, and water from the nearest spring  
My only drink.—FILMER.

Only, *v.* One.

Only, *v.* Solitary.

Onset, *v.* Attack.

Onward, Forward, Progressive.

*Onward* is taken in the literal sense of going nearer to an object: *Forward* is taken in the sense of going from an object, or going farther in the line before one: *Progressive* has the sense of going gradually or step by step before one.

A person goes *onward* who does not stand still; he goes *forward* who does not recede; he goes *progressively* who goes *forward* at certain intervals.

*Onward* is taken only in the proper acceptance of travelling; the traveller who has lost his way feels it necessary to go *onward* with the hope of arriving at some point; *forward* is employed in the improper as well as the proper application; a traveller goes *forward* in order to reach his point of destination as quickly as possible; a learner uses his utmost endeavours in order to get *forward* in his learning; *progressively* is employed only in the improper application to what requires time and labour in order to bring it to a conclusion; every man goes on *progressively* in his art, until he arrives at the point of perfection attainable by him.

Remote, unfriended, melancholy, slow,  
Or by the lazy Scheld, or wandering Po,  
Or onward where the rude Carnithian hoar,  
Against the houseless stranger shuts the door,  
Where'er I roam, whatsoe'er seems to see,  
My heart untravel'd fondly turns to thee.—GOLDSMITH.

Harbord the chairman was much blamed for his rashness; he said the duty of the chair was always to set things forward.—BURNET.

Reason *progressive*, instinct is complete.—YOUNG.

Opake, Dark.

Opake, in Latin *opus*, comes from *opus* the earth, because the earth is the darkest of all bodies; the word *opake* is to *Dark* as the species to the genus, for it expresses that species of *darkness* which is inherent in solid bodies, in distinction from those which emit light from themselves, or admit of light into themselves; it is therefore employed scientifically for the more vulgar and familiar term *dark*. On this ground the earth is termed an *opake* body in distinction from the sun, moon, or other luminous bodies: any solid substance, as a tree or a stone, is an *opake* body, in distinction from glass, which is a clear or transparent body.

But all sunshine, as when his beams at noon  
Culminate from th' equator as they now  
Shut up and fixed, whence no ray round  
Shade from body opake can fail.—MILTON.

Open, *v.* Candid.

Open, *v.* Frank.
Opening, Aperture, Cavity.

Opening signifies in general any place left open without defining any circumstances; the aperture is generally a specific kind of opening which is considered scientifically: there are openings in a wood when the trees are partly cut away; openings in streets by the removal of houses; or openings in a fence that has been broken down; but anatomists speak of apertures in the skull or in the heart, and the naturalist describes the apertures in the nests of bees, ants, beavers, and the like; the opening or aperture is the commencement of an enclosure; the cavity is the whole enclosure: hence they are frequently as a part to the whole; many animals make a cavity in the earth for their nest with only a small aperture for their ingress and ingress.

The scented dew Betrays her early labyrinths, and deep In scattered sudden openings, far behind, With every breeze she hears the coming storm. —THOMSON.

In less than a minute he had thrust his little person through the aperture, and again and again perches upon his neighbour's cage. —COWPER.

In the centre of every floor, from top to bottom is the chief room, of no great extent, round which there are narrow carriers or recesses. —JOHNSON.


Opiniated, or Opiniative, Conceived, Egotistical.

A fondness for one's opinion bespeaks the Opiniated man; a fond conceit of one's self bespeaks the Conceived man; a fond attachment to himself bespeaks the Egotistical man; a liking for one's self or one's own is evidently the common idea that runs through these terms; they differ in the mode and in the object.

An opiniated man is not only fond of his own opinion, but full of his own opinion; he has an opinion on every thing, which is the best possible opinion, and is therefore delivered freely to everyone, that they may profit in forming their own opinions. A conceived man has a conceit or an idle fond opinion of his own talent; it is not only high in competition with others, but it is so high as to be set above others. The conceived man does not want to follow the ordinary means of acquiring knowledge: his conceit suggests to him that his talent will supply labour, application, reading and study, and every other contrivance which men have commonly employed for their improvement; he sees by intuition what another learns by experience and observation; he knows in a day what others want years to acquire; he learns of himself what others are obliged to get by means of instruction. The egotistical man makes himself the darling theme of his own contemplation; he admires and loves himself to that degree that he can talk and think of nothing else; his children, his house, his garden, his rooms, and the like, are the incessant theme of his conversation, and become invaluable from the mere circumstance of belonging to him.

An opiniated man is the most unfit for conversation, which only affords pleasure by an alternate and equable communication of sentiment.


Opinion, Sentiment, Notion.

Opinion, in Latin opinio from opinor, and the Greek εφευαίνον to think or judge, is the work of the head.

Sentiment, from sentio to feel, is the work of the heart.

Notion, in Latin notio, from noceo to know, is a simple operation of the thinking faculty.

We form opinions: we have sentiments: we get notions. Opinions are formed on speculative matter: they are the result of reading, experience, and reflection: sentiments are entertained on matters of practice; they are the consequence of habits and circumstances: notions are gathered upon sensible objects, and arise out of the casualties of hearing and seeing. We have opinions on religion, as respects its doctrines; we have sentiments on religion as respects its practice and its precepts. The unity of the Godhead in the general sense and the doctrine of the Trinity in the particular sense, are opinions: the honour and gratitude towards the Deity, the sense of our dependence upon him, and obligations to him are sentiments.

Opinions are more liable to error than sentiments; the former depend upon knowledge, and must therefore be liable to inaccuracy; the latter depend rather upon instinct, and a well organized frame of mind. Notions are still more liable to error than either; they are the immature decisions of the uninformed mind on the appearances of things. The difference of opinion among men, on the most important questions of human life, is a sufficient evidence that the mind of man is very easily led astray in matters of opinion: whatever difference of opinion there may be among Christians, there is but one sentiment of love and good-will among those who follow the example of Christ, rather than their own passions: the notions of a Deity are so important among savages in general, that they seem to amount to little more than an indistinct idea of some superior invisible agent.

No, convin, (said Henry IV. when charged by the Duke of Bouillon with having changed his religion) I have changed no religion but an opinion. —HOWN.

There are never great numbers in any nation who can raise a pleasing discourse from their own stock of sentiments and images. —JOHNSON.
OPPOSE.

This letter comes to your lordship, accompanied with a small writing, entitled a motion: for such alone can that piece be called which aspires no higher than to the forming a project.—SHAFTESBURY.

Opponent, v. Enemy.


To Oppose, v. To combat.

To Oppose, v. To contradict.

To Oppose, v. To object.

To Oppose, Resist, Withstand, Thwart.

Oppose, v. To contradict.

Resist signifies literally to stand back, away from, or against.

With in Withstand has the force of re in resist.

Thwart, from the German quer cross, signifies to come across.

The action of setting one thing up against another is obviously expressed by all these terms, but they differ in the manner and the circumstances. To oppose is the most general and unqualified term; it simply denotes the relative position of two objects, and when applied to persons it does not necessarily imply any personal characteristic; we may oppose reason or force to force; or things may be opposed to each other which are in an opposite direction, as a house to a church. Resist is always an act of more or less force when applied to persons; it is mostly a culpable action, as when men resist lawful authority; resistance is in fact always bad, unless in case of actual self-defence. Opposition may be made in any form, as when we oppose a person's admittance into a house by our personal efforts; or oppose his admission into a society by a declaration of our opinions. Resistance is always a direct action, as when we resist an invading army by the sword, or resist the evidence of our senses by denying our assent; or, in relation to things, when wood or any hard substance resists the violent efforts of steel or iron to make an impression.

Withstand and thwart are modes of resistance applicable only to conscious agents. To withstand is negative; it implies not to yield to any foreign agency; thus, a person withstands the entreaties of another to comply with a request. To thwart is positive; it is actively to cross the will of another: thus humourous people are perpetually thwarting the wishes of those with whom they are in connection. Habitual opposition, whether in act or in spirit, is equally senseless; and none but covert or turbulent people are guilty of it. Oppositionists to government are dangerous members of society, and are ever preaching up resistance to constituted authorities. It is a happy thing when a young man can withstand the allurements of pleasure. It is a part of a Christian's duty to bear with patience the untoward events of life that thwart his purposes.

So hot th' assault, so high the tumult rose,
While ours defend, and while the Greeks oppose.—DRYDEN.

ORDER.

Particular instances of second-sight have been given with such evidence, as neither Bacon nor Boyle have been able to resist.—JOHNSON.

For twice five days the good old see stood
Th' intended treason, and was dumb to blood.—DRYDEN.

The understanding and will never disagree (before the fall); for the proposals of the one never thwarted the inclinations of the other.—SOUTH.

Opposite, v. Adverse.

Opprobrium, v. Infamy.

To Oppugn, v. To confute.

Option, Choice.

Option is immediately of Latin derivation, and is consequently a term of less frequent use than the word Choice, which has been shown (v. To choose) to be of Celtic origin. The former term, from the Greek eropai, to see or consider, implies an uncontrolled act of the mind; the latter a simple leaning of the will. We speak of option only as regards one's freedom from external constraint in the act of choosing: one speaks of choice only as the simple act itself. The option or the power of choosing is given; the choice itself is made; hence we say a thing is at a person's option, or it is his own option, or the option is left to him, in order to designate his freedom of choice more strongly than is expressed by the word choice itself.

Whilst they talk we must make our choice, they or the Jacobins. We have no other option.—BURKE.

Opulence, v. Riches.


Oration, v. Address.

Oratory, v. Eloquence.

Orb, v. Circle.

To Ordain, v. To appoint.

To Order, v. To appoint.

Order, v. Class.


Order, v. Direction.

Order, Method, Rule.

Order, v. To dispose.

Method, in French methode, Latin methodus, Greek μέθοδος γραμματικής γένους, signifies the ready or right way to do a thing.

Rule comes from the Latin regula a rule, and regre to govern, direct, or make straight, the former expressing the act of making a thing straight or that by which it is made so; the latter the abstract quality of being so made.

Order is applied in general to everything that is disposed; method and rule are applied only to that which is done; the order lies in consulting the time, the place, and the object, so as to make them accord: the method consists in the right choice of means to an end; the rule consists in that which will keep us in the right way. Where there is a number of objects there must be order in the disposition of them: there must be order in a school as to the
arrangement both of the pupils and of the business; where there is work to carry on, or any object to obtain, or any art to follow, there must be method in the pursuit; a tradesman or merchant must have method in keeping his accounts; a master must have a method for the communication of instruction; the rule is the part of the method; it is that on which the method rests; there cannot be method without rule, but there may be rule without method. The method varies with the thing that is to be done; the rule is that which is permanent and serves as a guide under all circumstances. We adopt and follow a rule. A painter adopts a certain method of preparing his colours according to the rules laid down by his art.

Order is said of every complicated machine, either of a physical or a moral kind: the order of the universe, by which every part is made to harmonize to the other part, and all individually to the whole collectively, is that which constitutes its principal beauty: as rational beings we aim at introducing the same order into the moral scheme of society; order is therefore that which is founded upon the nature of things, and seems in its extensive sense to comprehend all the rest. Method is the work of the maker and the laws that are employed in the mechanical process; sometimes, however, as regards intellectual objects, Rule is said either as it respects mechanical and physical actions or moral conduct.

The order of society is preserved by means of government, or authority: laws or rules are employed by authority as instruments in the preservation of society. A society must be formed, whether it be the building a house, or the writing a book, without method; this method will be more or less correct, as it is formed according to definite rules.

The term rule is, however, as before observed, employed distinctly either in method or method, for it applies also to the moral conduct of the individual. The Christian religion contains rules for the guidance of our conduct in all the relations of human society.

As epithets, orderly, methodical, and regular, are applied to persons and even to things according to the above distinction of the nouns: an orderly man, or an orderly society, is one that adheres to the established order of things; the former in his domestic habits, the latter in their public capacity, their social meetings, and their social measures. A methodical man is one who adopts method in all he sets about; such a one may sometimes run into the extreme of formality, by being precise where precision is not necessary; we cannot speak of a methodical society, for method is altogether a personal quality. A man is regular, inasmuch as he follows a certain rule in his moral actions, and thereby preserves a uniformity of conduct: a regular society is one founded by a certain prescribed rule.

A disorderly person in a family disarranges his domestic economy; a man who is disorderly in his business throws everything into confusion. It is of peculiar importance for a person to be methodical who has the superintendence of other people's labour: much time is lost and much fruitless trouble occasioned by the want of method: regularity of life is of as much importance than order and method, as a man's durable happiness is to the happiness of the moment; the orderly and methodical respect only the transitory modes of things; but the regular concerns a man both for body and soul.

These terms are in like manner applied to that which is personal; we say, an orderly proceeding, or an orderly course, for what is done in due order: a regular proceeding, or a regular course, which goes on according to a prescribed rule; a methodical grammar, a methodical delineation, and the like, for what is done according to a given method.

The order and method of nature is generally very different from our measures and proportions. - BERKE.

Their story I revolv'd; and reverent own'd Their polish'd arts of rule, their human virtues. MALLET.

To Order, v. To place.

Orifice, Perforation.

Orifice, in Latin orificium or orificium, from or and factum, signifies a made mouth, that is an opening made, as it were.

Perforation, in Latin perforatio, from perforo, signifies a piercing through.

These terms are both scientifically employed by medical men, to designate certain cavities in the human body; but the former respects that which is natural, the latter that which is artificial: all the vessels of the human body have their orifices which are so constructed as to open or close of themselves. Surgeons are frequently obliged to make perforations into the bones, sometimes perforation may describe what comes from a natural process, but it denotes a cavity made through a solid substance; but the orifice is particularly applicable to such openings as most resemble the mouth in form and use. In this manner the words may be extended in their application to other bodies besides animal substances, and in other sciences besides anatomy: hence we speak of the orifice of a flower, and the like; or the perforation of a tree, by means of a cannon ball or an iron instrument.

Origin, Original, Beginning, Rise, Source.

The Origin and Original both come from the Latin oris to rise; the former designating the abstract idea; the latter the thing that is risen. Origin is said only of things that rise; original is said of those which give an origin to another; the origin serves to date the existence of a thing; the term original serves to show the author of a thing, and is opposed to the copy. The origin of the world is described in the first chapter of Genesis; Adam was the original from whom all the human race has sprung.

Origin has respect to the cause, Beginning to the period, of existence: everything owes its existence to the origin; it dates its existence from the beginning: there cannot be
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an origin without a beginning; but there may
be a beginning where we do not speak of an
origin. We look to the origin of a thing in
order to learn its nature; we look to the
beginning in order to learn its duration. When
we have discovered the origin of a quarrel we
are in a fair way of becoming acquainted with
the aggressors; when we trace a quarrel to the
beginning, we may easily ascertain how long it
has lasted.

Origin and the Rise are both employed for
the primary state of existence; but the latter is
much more familiar term than the former: we speak of the origin of an empire, the
origin of a family, the origin of a dispute, and
the like; but we say that a river takes its rise
from a certain mountain, that certain dis-
orders take their rise from particular circum-
stances which happen in early life: it is
moreover observable that the term origin is
confined solely to the first commencement of
a thing's existence; but rise comprehends its
gradual progress in the first stages of its
existence: the origin of the noblest families
is in the first instance sometimes ignoble; the
largest rivers take their rise in small streams.
We look to the origin as to the cause of exis-
tence; we look to the rise as to the situation in
which the thing commences to exist, or the
process by which it grows up into existence.
It is in vain to attempt to search the origin
of evil, unless as we find it explained in the
word of God. Diseases take their rise in cer-
tain parts of the body, and after lying for
some time dormant, break out in after life.
The rise and rise are said of only one object; the Source is said of that which
produces a succession of objects: the origin
of evil in general has given rise to much spec-
ulation; the love of pleasure is the source of
incalculable mischiefs to individuals, as well
as to society at large: the origin exists but
once; the source is lasting: the origin of every
family may be traced to our first parent, Adam; we have a never-failing source of
consolation in religion.

Christianity explains the origin of all the disorders
which at present take place on earth.—BLAIR.

And had his better half, his bride,
Carv'd from the original, his side.—BUTLER.

But wit and weaving had the same beginning.

Dulce first taught in poetry and spinning.—SWIFT.

The friendship which is to be practised or expected by
Johnson mortals must take its rise from mutual plea-
sure.—JOHNSON.

One source of the sublime is infinity.—BURKE.


Original, v. Primary.

Ostensible, v. Colourable.

Ostentation, v. Show.

Oval, v. Oblong.

Over, v. Above.

To Overbalance, Outweigh, Pre-
ponderate.

To Overbalance is to throw the balance
over on one side.

To Outweigh is to exceed in weight.

To Preponderate, from pre before and
ponus a weight, signifies also to exceed in
weight.

Although these terms approach so near to
each other in their original meaning, yet they
have now a different application: in the pro-
per sense, a balance overthrown or upset by
losing his balance and goes on one side; a
heavy body outweighs one that is light, when
they are put into the same pair of scales. Over-
balance and outweight are likewise used in
the improper application; preponderate is never
used otherwise; things are said to overbalance
which are supposed to turn the scale to one
side or the other; they are said to outweight
when they are to be weighed against each
other; they are said to preponderate when one
weighs everything else down: the evils which
arise from innovations in society commonly
overbalance the good; the will of a parent
should outweigh every personal consideration
in the mind; which will always be the case
where the power of religion preponderates.

Whatever any man may have written or done, his
precepts or his practice will scarcely overbalance the im-
portant uniformity which runs through his time.—JOHNSON.

If endless ages can out weigh an hour,
Let not the laurel but the palm inspire.—YOUNG.

Looks which do not correspond with the heart cannot
be assumed without labour, nor continued without pain;
the motive to relinquish them must, therefore, soon pre-
ponderate.—HAWKESWORTH.

To Overbear, Bear Down, Over-
power, Overwhelm, Subdue.

To Overbear is to bear one's self over
another, that is, to make another bear one's
weight; to Bear Down is literally to bring
down by bearing upon; to Overpower is to
get the power over an object; to Over-
whelm, from which we get the word, signifies to
turn quite round as well as over; to Subdue
(v. To conquer) is literally to bring or put
underneath. A man overbears by carrying
himself higher than others, and putting to
silence those who might claim an equality
with him; an overbearing demeanor is most
conspicuous in narrow circles: where an indi-
vidual, from certain casual advantages, affords
a superiority over the members of the same
community. To bear down is an act of greater
violence: one bears down opposition; it is pro-
perly the opposing force to force, until one
side yields: there may be occasions in which
bearing down is fully justifiable and laudable.
Mr. Pitt was often compelled to bear down a
factious party which threatened to overturn
the government. Overpower, as the term
implies, belongs to the exercise of power
which may be either physical or moral: one
may be overpowered by another, who in a
struggle gets one into his power; or one may
be overpowered in an argument, when the
argument of one's antagonist is such as to
bring one to silence. One is overborne or
borne down by the exertion of individuals;
overpowered by the active efforts of individuals,
or by the force of circumstances; overwhelmed
by circumstances or things only; overborne by
another of superior influence; borne down by
the force of his attack; overpowered by numbers, by entreaties, by looks, and the like; and is overwhelmed by the torrent of words, or the impetuosity of the attack.

Overpower and overrule denote a partial superiority; subjude denotes that which is permanent and positive; we may overpower or overrule for a time, or to a certain degree; but to subdue is to get an entire and lasting superiority. Overpower and overrule are said of what passes between persons nearly on a level; but subdue is said of those who are, or may be, low state of inferiority; individuals or armies are overpowered or overwhelmed; individuals or nations are subdued; we may be overpowered in one engagement, and overpower our opponent in another; we may be overwhelmed by the suddenness and impetuosity of an attack, yet we may recover ourselves so as to renew it; but when we are subdued all power of resistance is gone.

To overpower, overrule, and subdue, are likewise applied to the moral feelings, as well as to the external relations of things; but the two former are the effects of external circumstances; the latter follows from the exercise of the reasoning powers: the tender feelings are overpowered; the mind is overwhelmed with painful feelings; the unruly passions are subdued by the force of religious contemplation: a person may be so overpowered, on seeing a dying friend, as to be unable to speak; a person may be so overwhelmed with grief, upon the death of a near and dear relative, as to be unable to attend to his ordinary avocations; the passion of anger has been so completely subdued by the influence of religion on the heart, that the most irascible temper being converted into the most mild and forbearing.

The duty of fear, like that of other passions, is not to overbear reason, but to assist it.—JOHNSON.

All colours that are more luminous (than green) overpower and dissipate the animal spirits which are employed in sight.—ADDISON.

Such implements of mischief as shall dash to pieces, and overwhelm whatever stands adverse.—MILTON.

For what avails valour or strength, though matchless, quelled with pain, Which all subdued I—MILTON.

Overbearing, v. Imperious.
To Overcome, v. To conquer.

To Overflow, Inundate, Deluge.

What Overflows simply flows over: what Inundates (from inundus) washes in; what Deluges (from dilue) washes away.

The term overflow bespeaks abundance; whatever exceeds the measure of contents must flow over, because it is more than can be held; to inundate bespeaks not only abundance, but vehemence; when it inundates it flows in faster than is desired, it fills to an inconvenient height; to deluge bespeaks impetuosity; a deluge irresistibly carries away all before it. This explanation of these terms in their proper sense will illustrate their improper application: the heart is said to overflow with joy, with grief, with bitterness, and the like, in order to denote the superabundance of the thing; a country is said to be inundated by swarms of inhabitants, when speaking of numbers who intrude themselves to the annoyance of the natives; the town is said to be deluged with publications of different kinds, when they appear in such profusion and in such quick succession as to surpass others of more value.

I am too full of you, not to overflow upon those I converse with.—POPE.

There was such an inundation of speakers, young speakers in every sense of the word, that neither my Lord Germaine, nor myself, could find room for a single word.—GIBBON.

To all those who did not wish to deluge their country in blood, the accepting of King William was an act of necessity.—BURKE.

To Overbear, v. To bear.
To Overpower, v. To beat.
To Overpower, v. To overbear.

To Overrule, Supersede.

To Overrule is literally to get the superiority of rule; and to Supersede is to get the upper or superior seat; but the former is employed only as the act of persons; the latter is applied to things as the agents: a man may be overruled in his domestic government, or he may be overruled in a public: as-embly, or he may be overruled in the cabinet; large works in general supersede the necessity of smaller ones, by containing that which is superior both in quantity and quality.

When fancy begins to be overruled by reason, and corrected by experience, the most arith tale raises but little curiosity.—JOHNSON.

Christoval received a commission empowering him to supersede Cortes.—ROBERPSON.

Overrun, v. To overspread.

Overspread, Overrun, Ravage.

To Overspread signifies simply to cover the whole surface of a body; but to Overrun is a mode of spreading, namely by running; things in general, therefore, are said to overspread which admit of extension; nothing can be said to overrun but what literally or figuratively runs: the face is overspread with spots; the ground is overrun with weeds. To overrun and to Ravage are both employed to imply the active and extended destruction of an enemy; but the former expresses more than the latter: a small body may ravage in particular parts; but immense numbers are said to overrun, as they run into every part: the Barbarians overrun all Europe, and settled in different countries; detachments are sent out to ravage the country or neighbourhood.

The storm of hail and fire, with the darkness that overspread the land for three days, are described with great strength.—ADDISON.

Most despotic governments are naturally overrun with ignorance and barbarity.—ADDISON.

While Herod was absent, the thieves of Trachonitis ravaged with their deprivations all the parts of Judea and Cæsari- Syria that lay within their reach.—FRIDEAUX.
OVERTURN.

Oversight, v. Inadvisery.
Oversight, v. Inspection.

To Overthrow, v. To beat.
To Overthrow, v. To overturn.

To Overturn, Overthrow, Subvert, Invert, Reverse.

To OVERTURN is simply to turn over, which may be more or less gradual; but to Overthrow is to throw over, which will be more or less violent. To overturn is to turn a thing either with its side or its bottom upward; but to Subvert is to turn that which should be upward; to Reverse is to turn that which before should be behind; and to Invert is to place that on its head which should rest on its feet. These terms differ accordingly in their application and circumstances: things are overthrown by contrivance and gradual means; infidels attempt to overturn Christianity by the arts of ridicule and falsehood; the French revolutionists overturned their lawful government by every act of violence. To overturn is said of small matters; to subvert only of national or large concerns. domestic economy may be overthrown; religious or political establishments may be subverted; that may be overturned which is simply set up; that is subverted which has been established an assertion may be overturned; the best sanctioned principles may be artifically be subverted.

To overturn, overthrow, and subvert, generally involve the destruction of the thing so overthrown, overturned, or subverted, or at least renders it for the time useless, and are, therefore, mostly unlawful acts; but reverce and invert, which have a more particular application, have a less specific character of propriety; we may reverse the Sabines, is the negative instead of the affirmative; a decree may be reversed so as to render it nugatory; but both of these acts may be right or wrong, according to circumstances: likewise, the order of particular things may be inverted to suit the convenience of parties; but the order of society cannot be inverted without subverting all the principles on which civil society is built.

An age is ripening in revolving fate. When Troy shall overturn the Grecian state, DRYDEN.

Thus prudes, by characters o'erthrown, imagine that they raise their own.—OAY.

Others, from public spirit, laboured to prevent a civil war, which, whatever party should prevail, must shake, and perhaps subvert, the Spanish power.—ROBERTSON.

Our ancestors affected a certain pomp of style, and this affectation, I suspect, was the true cause of their so frequently inverting the natural order of their words, especially in poetry.—TILKWHIT.

He who walks not uprightly has neither from the presumption of God's mercy reversing the decree of his justice, nor from his own purposes of a future repentance, any sure ground to set his foot upon.—SOUTH.

To Overwhelm, v. To overbear.

To Overwhelm (v. To overbear) is to cover with a heavy body, so that one should sink under it: to CRUSH is to destroy the consistency of a thing by violent pressure; a thing may be crushed by being overwhelmed, but it may be overwhelmed without being crushed; and it may be crushed without being overwhelmed: the girl Tarpeia, who betrayed the Capitoline hill to the Gauls, is said to have been overwhelmed with their arms, by which she was crushed to death: when many persons fall on one, he may be overwhelmed but not necessarily crushed: when a waggon goes over a body, it may be crushed, but not overwhelmed.

Let not the political metaphysics of Jacobins break prison, to burst like Lavater, to sweep the earth with their hurricanes, and to break up the fountains of the great deep to overwhelm us.—BURKE.

Melt his cold heart, and wake dead nature in him. Crush him in thy arms.—OTWAY.


To Out-Do, v. To exceed.


To Outlive, Survive.

To OUTLIVE is literally to live out the life of another, to live longer: to SURVIVE, in French survivre, to live after; the former is employed to express the comparison between two lives; the latter to denote a protracted existence beyond any given term: one person is said properly to outlive another who enjoys a longer life; but we speak of surviving persons or things, in an indefinite or unqualified manner: it is not a peculiar blessing to outlive all our nearest relatives and friends; no man can be happy in surviving his honour.

A man never outlives his conscience, and that for this cause only he cannot outlive himself.—SOUTH.

Of so vast, so lasting; so surviving an extent is the malignity of a great guilt.—SOUTH.

Outrage, v. Affront.

Outside, v. Show.

Outward, External, Exterior.

Outward, or inclined to the out, after the manner of the out, indefinitely describes the situation; EXTERNAL, from the Latin externus and extra, is more definite in its sense, since it is employed only in regard to such objects as are conceived to be independent of man as a thinking being; hence, we may speak of the outward part of a building, of a board, of a table, a box, and the like; but of external objects acting on the mind, or of an external agency. Exterior is still more definite than either, as it expresses a higher degree of the outward or external; the former being in the comparative, and the latter in the positive degree: when we speak of any thing which has two coats, it is usual to designate the outermost by the name of the exterior; when we speak simply of the surface, without reference to anything behind, it is denominated external; as the exterior coat of a walnut, or the external surface of things. In the moral application the external or outward is that which comes simply to the view; but the
Pace, Step.

Pace, in French pas, Latin passus, comes from the Hebrew pashat to pace, and signifies the act of passing, or the ground passed over.

Step, which comes through the medium of the northern languages, from the Greek πόδος, signifies the act of stepping, or the ground stepped over.

As respects the act, the pace expresses the general manner of passing on, or moving the body; the step implies the manner of treading with the foot; the pace is distinguished by being either a walk or a run; and in regard to horses a trot or a gallop: the step is distinguished by the right or left, the forward or the backward. The same pace may be modified so as to be more or less easy, more or less quick; the step may vary as it is light or heavy, graceful or ungraceful, long or short: we may go a slow pace with long steps, or we may go a quick pace with short steps: a slow pace is best suited to the solemnity of a funeral: a long step must be taken by soldiers in a slow march.

As respects the space passed or stepped over, the pace is a measured distance, formed by a long step; the step, on the other hand, is indefinitely employed for any space stepped over, but particularly that ordinary space which one steps over without an effort: a thousand paces was the Roman measurement for a mile: a step or two designates almost the shortest possible distance.

Shakespeare.

Grace was in all her steps, heaven in her eye,
In every gesture dignity and love.—Milton.

To Pacify, v. To appease.


Pain, Pang, Agony, Anguish.

Pain is to be traced, through the French and northern languages, to the Latin and Greek πόνος, punishment, πόνος labour, and περίους to be poor or in trouble. Pang is but a variation of pain, contracted from the Teutonic πένιεν to torment.

Agony comes from the Greek ἀγωνία to struggle or contend, signifying the labour or pain of a struggle.

P. Anguish comes from the Latin angus, contracted from ante and ago, to act against, or in direct opposition to, and signifies the pain arising from severe pressure.

Pain, which expresses the feeling that is most repugnant to the nature of all sensible beings, is here the generic, and the rest specific terms; pain and agony are applied indiscriminately to what is physical and mental; pang and anguish mostly respect that which is mental: pain signifies either an individual feeling or a permanent state; pang is only a particular feeling; agony is sometimes employed for the individual feeling, but more commonly for the state; anguish is always employed for the state. Pain is indefinite with regard to the degree; it may rise to the highest, or sink to the lowest possible degree; the rest are positively high degrees of pain: the pang is a sharp pain; the agony is a severe and permanent pain; the anguish is an overwhelming pain.

The causes of pain are as various as the modes of pain, or as the circumstances of sensible beings: it attends disease and want, and modifies the expressions of our feelings in an infinite variety of forms: the pang of conscience frequently trouble the man who is not yet hardened in guilt: agony and anguish are produced by violent causes, and disease in its most terrible shape; wounds and torments naturally produce corporeal agony; a guilty conscience that is awakened to a sense of guilt will suffer mental agony: anguish arises altogether from moral causes; the miseries and distresses of others, particularly of those who are near to our hearts, are most calculated to excite anguish: a mother suffers anguish when she sees her child suffering under severe pain, or in danger of losing its life, without having the power to relieve it.

We should pass on from crime to crime heedless and remorseless, if misery did not stand in our way, and our own pangs admonish us of our folly.—JOHNSON.

What pangs the tender breast of Dido tore.—DRYDEN.

Thou shalt behold him stretch'd in all the agonies Of a tormenting and a shameful death.—OTWAY.

Are there the parting pangs which nature feels, When anguish rends the heartstrings?—Howe.

To Paint, Depict.

Paint and Depict both come from the Latin ping to represent forms and figures; as a verb, to paint is employed either literally to
represent figures on paper, or to represent circumstances and events by means of words; to depict is used only in this latter sense, but the former word expresses a greater exercise of the imagination than the latter; it is the art of the poet to paint nature in lively colours; it is the art of the historian or narrator to depict a real scene of misery in strong colours. As nouns, painting rather describes the action or operation, and picture the result.

When we speak of a good painting we think particularly of its execution as to drapery, disposition of colours, and the like; but when we speak of a fine picture, we refer immediately to the object represented, and the impression which it is capable of producing on the beholder: paintings are confined either to oil-paintings or paintings in colours; but every drawing, whether in pencil, in crayons, or in Indian ink, may produce a picture: and we have likewise pictures in embroidery, pictures in tapestry, and pictures in mosaic.

The painting is almost the natural man, he is but outside.-SHAKESPEARE.

A picture is a poem without words.-ADDISON.

Painting is employed only in the proper sense; picture is often used figuratively: old paintings derive a value from the master by whom they were executed; a well-regulated family bound together by the ties of affection, presents the truest picture of human happiness.

I do not know of any paintings, bad or good, which produce the same effect as a poem.-BURKE.

Vision is performed by having a picture, formed by the rays of light, reflected from an object on the retina of the eye.-BURKE.

Pair, v. Couple.

Palate, Taste.

Palate, in Latin palatium, comes either from the Greek παποι to eat, or, which is more probable, from the Etruscan word fariantium, signifying the roof or arch of heaven, or, by an extended application, the roof of the mouth.

Taste comes from the German tasten to touch lightly, because the sense of taste requires but the slightest touch to excite it.

Palaete is, in an improper sense, employed for taste, because it is the seat of taste; but taste is never employed for palate: a person is said to have a nice palate when he is nice in what he eats or drinks; but his taste extends to all matters of taste, as well as those which are intellectual. A man of taste, or of a nice taste, conveys much more as a characteristic, than a man of a nice palate: the former is said only in a good sense; but the latter is particularly applicable to the epicure.

No fruit our palate courts, or flow's our smell. JENNY.

In more exalted joys to fix our taste,
And wean us from delights that cannot last. JENNY.

Pale, Pallid, Wan.

Pale, in French pale, and Pallid, in Latin pallidus, both come from pallio to turn pale, which probably comes from the Greek παλινω to make white, and that from παλιο flours.

Wan is connected with want and want, signifying in general a deficiency or a losing colour.

Pallid rises upon pale, and wan upon pallid: the absence of colour in any degree, where colour is a requisite quality, constitutes paleness; but pallidness is an excess of paleness, and wan is an unusual degree of pallidness: paleness in the countenance may be temporary: but pallidness and wanne are permanent; fear, or any sudden emotion, may produce paleness; but protracted sickness, hunger, and fatigue, bring on pallidness: and, when these calamities are combined and heightened by every aggravation, they may produce that which is peculiarly termed wanne.

Pallid is an ordinary term for an extraordinary quality, applicable to many very different objects, to persons, colours, lights, and luminaries. Paleness may be either a natural, or an acquired deficiency: a person is said to be pale, a colour pale, a light pale, the sun pale; the deficiency may be desirable or otherwise: the paleness of the moon is agreeable, that of the complexion the contrary. Pallid is an ordinary term for an extraordinary quality; nothing is said to be pallid but the human face, and that not from the ordinary course of nature, but as the effect of disease; those who paint most apt to look pallid. Wan is an extraordinary term for an ordinary property, it is applicable only to ghostly objects, or such as are rendered monstrous by unusually powerful causes: the effects of death on the human visage are fully expressed by the term worn, when applied to an individual who is reduced, by severe abstinence or sickness, to a state bordering on the grave.

Now morn, her lamp pale glimmering on the sight,
Scatter'd before her sun reluctant night.—FAUCONER,

Her spirits faint;
Her cheeks assume a pallid tint.—ADDISON.

And with them comes a third with regal pomp,
But faded splendour seen.—MITON.

To Palliate, v. To extenuate.


To Palpitate, Flutter, Pant, Gasp.

Palpitate, in Latin palpittatus, from palpito, is a frequentative of the Greek παλπω to vibrate.

Flutter, is a frequentative of fly, signifying to fly backward and forward in an agitated manner.

Pant, probably derived from pent, and the Latin pento to hang in a state of suspense, so as not to be able to move backward or forward, as is the case with the breath when one pants.

Gasp is a variation of gape, which is the ordinary accompaniment in the action of gasping.

These terms agree in a particular manner, as they respect the irregular action of the heart or lungs: the two former are said of the heart; and the two latter of the lungs or
breath; to palpitate expresses that which is strong; it is a strong beating of the blood against the vessels of the heart; to flutter expresses that which is rapid; it is a violent and alternate motion of the blood backward and forward; fear and suspense produce commonly palpitation, but joy and hope produce a fluttering: panting is, with regard to the breath, what palpitation is, with regard to the heart; panting is occasioned by the inflated state of the respiratory organs which renders this palpitating necessary: gasping differs from the former, inasmuch as it denotes a direct stoppage of the breath; a cessation of action in the respiratory organs.

No plays have oftener filled the eyes with tears, and the breast with palpitation, than those which are variegated with interludes of mirth.—JOHNSON.

She springs aloft, with elevated pride, Above the tainting mass of low desires. That bind the fluttering crowd.—THOMSON.

All nature fades extinct, and she alone, Heard, felt, and seen, possess every thought, Fills every sense, and pants in every vein. THOMSON.

Had not the soul this outlet to the skies, In this vast vessel of the universe, How should we gasp, as in an empty void! YOUNG.


To Pant, v. To palpitate.

Parable, Allegory,

Parable, in French parable, Greek παραβολή from παραβάλλω, signifies what is thrown out or set before one, in lieu of something which it resembles.

Allegory, v. Figure.

* Both these terms imply a veiled mode of speech, which serves more or less to conceal the main object of the discourse by presenting it under the appearance of something else, which accords with it in most of the particulars: the parable is mostly employed for moral purposes; the allegory in describing historical events.

The parable substitutes some other subject or agent, who is represented under a character that is suitable to the one referred to. In the allegory are introduced strange and arbitrary persons in the place of the real personages, or imaginary characteristics, and circumstances are ascribed to real persons. The parable is principally employed in the sacred writings; the allegory forms a grand feature in the productions of the eastern nations.

Parade, v. Show.

Parasite, v. Flatterer.


To Pardon, v. To forgive.


To Pare, v. To peel.

Parents, v. Forfathers.

* Vide Abbé Girard; "Parable, allegoria."

Park, v. Forest.


Parsony, v. Economy.


Part, Division, Portion, Share.

Part, in Latin pars, comes from the Hebrew pereh to divide.

Division, v. To divide.

Portion, in Latin pars, is supposed to be changed from partio, which comes from partio to distribute, and originally from pereh, as the word part.

Share, in Saxon scérnan to divide, comes in all probability from the Hebrew shér to remain, that is, to remain after a division.

Part is a term not only of more general use, but of more comprehensive meaning than division: it is always employed for the thing divided, but division may be either employed for the act of dividing, or the thing that is divided; but in all cases the word division has always a reference to some action, and the agent by whom it has been performed; whereas part, which is perfectly abstract, has altogether lost this idea. We always speak of the part as opposed to the whole, but of the division as it has been made of the whole.

A part is formed of itself by accident, or made by design; a division is always the effect of design: a part is indefinite as to its quantity or nature, it may be large or small, round or square, of any dimension, of any form, of any size, or of any character; but a division is always regulated by some certain principles, it depends upon the circumstances of the divisor and thing to be divided. A page, a line, or a word, is the part of any book; but the books, chapters, sections, and paragraphs, are the divisions of the book. Stones, wood, water, air, and the like, are parts of the world; fire, air, earth, and water, are physical divisions of the globe; continents, seas, rivers, mountains, and the like, are geographical divisions, under which are likewise included its political divisions into countries, kingdoms, &c.

A part may be detached from the whole; a division is always conceived of in connection with the whole: portion and share are particular species of divisions, which are said of such matters as are assignable to individuals; portion respects individuals without any distinction; share respects individuals especially referred to. The portion of happiness which falls to every man’s lot is more than is generally supposed; the share which partners have in the profits of any undertaking depends upon the sum which each has contributed towards its completion. The portion is that which simply comes to anyone; but the share is that which belongs to him by a certain right. According to the ancient customs of Normandy, the daughters could have no more than a third part of the property for their share, which was divided in equal portions between them.

Shall little hasty ignorance pronounce His works unwise, of which the smallest part Exceeds the narrow vision of her mind. THOMSON.
A division (in a discourse) should be natural and simple. 
—BLAIR.

The fain of generous wine, Acres' gift, He set abroad, and for the feast prepared,
In equal portions with the venison share.

DREYDEN.

The monarch, on whom fertile Nile bestows All which that grateful earth can bear, Receives himself, if he suppose That more than this falls to his share.—COWLEY.

Part, Piece, Patch.
Part, v. Part.

Piece, in French pièce, in Hebrew pas to diminish; whence also comes Patch, signifying the thing in its diminished form, that which is less than a whole. The part in its strict sense is taken in connection with the whole; the piece is the part detached from the whole; the patch is that piece which is distinguished from others. Things may be divided into parts without any express separation; but when divided into pieces they are actually cut aunder. Hence we may speak of a leaf a divided into twelve parts when it is conceived only to be so; and divided into twelve pieces, when it is really so. On this ground, we talk of the parts of a country, but not of the pieces; and of a piece of land, not a part of land; so likewise letters are said to be the component parts of a word, but the half or the quarter of any given letter is called a piece. The chapters, the pages, the lines, &c., are the various parts of a book; certain passages or quantities drawn from the book are called pieces: the parts of matter may be infinitely decomposed; various bodies may be formed out of so ducile a piece of matter as clay. The piece is that which may sometimes serve as a whole; but the patch is that which is always broken and disjointed, a something imperfect; many things may be formed out of a piece: but the patch only serves to fill up a chasm.

To Partake, Participate, Share.

Partake and Participate, the one English, and the other Latin, signify literally to take a part in a thing. The former is employed in the proper or improper sense and the latter in the improper sense only: we may partake of a feast, or we may partake of pleasure, but we participate only in pleasure.

To partake is a selfish action; to participate is either a selfish or a benevolent action: we partake of that which pleases ourselves; we participate in that which pleases another: we partake of a meal with a friend; we participate in the gifts of Providence, or in the enjoyments which another feels.

To partake is the act of taking or getting a thing to one's self; to Share is the act of having a title to a share, or being in the habits of receiving a share: we may, therefore, partake of a thing without sharing it, and share it without partaking. We partake of things mostly through the medium of the senses: whatever, therefore, we take a part in, whether gratuitously or casually, that we may be said to partake of; in this manner we partake of an entertainment without sharing it: on the other hand, we share things that promise to be of advantage or profit, and what we share is what we claim; in this manner we share a sum of money which has been left to us in common with others.

All else of nature's common gift partake,
Unhappy Dido was alone awake.—DREYDEN.

Our God, when heaven and earth he did create, Form'd man, who should of both participate.

DENHAM.

Avoiding love, I had not found despair,
But share'd with savage beasts the common air.

DREYDEN.

To Participate, v. To partake.
Particular, v. Circumstantial.
Particular, v. Exact.

Particular, Singular, Odd, Eccentric, Strange.

Particular, in French particulier, Latin particularis, from particula a particle, signifies belonging to a particle or a very small part.

Singular, in French singulier, Latina singularis from singularis every one, which very probably comes from the Hebrew sigel, peculium, or private.

Odd, probably changed from odd, signifying something arbitrarily added.

Eccentric, from ex and centre, signifies out of the centre or direct line.

Strange, in French étrange, Latin extra, and Greek έξουτ, signifies out of some other part, or not belonging to this part.

All these terms are employed either as characteristics of persons or things. What is particular belongs to some small particle or point to which it is confined; what is singular is single, or the only one of its kind; what is odd is without an equal or anything with which it is fit to pair; what is eccentric is not to be brought within any rule or estimate, it deviates to the right and the left; what is strange is different from the manner of one is accustomed to see, it does not admit of comparison or assimilation. A person in particular as it respects himself; he is singular as it respects others; he is particular in his habits or modes of action; he is singular in that which is about him; we may be particular or singular in our dress; in the former case we study the minute points of our dress to please ourselves; in the latter case we adopt a mode of dress that distinguishes us from all others.

One is odd, eccentric, and strange, more as it respects established modes, forms, and rules, than individual circumstances: a person is odd when his actions or his words bear no resemblance to those of others; he is eccentric if he irregularly departs from the customary modes of proceeding; he is strange when that which he does makes him new or unknown to those who are about him. Particularity and singularity are not always taken in a bad sense; oddness, eccentricity, and strangeness are never taken in a good one. A person ought to be particular in the choice of his society, his amusements, his books, and the like; he ought to be singular in virtue, when vice is unfortunately prevalent: but particularity becomes
ridiculous when it respects trifles; and singularity becomes culpable when it is not warranted by the most imperious necessity. An odd man, whom no one can associate with, and who likes to associate with no one, is an outcast by nature, and a breach of every established rule, is a being who deserves nothing but ridicule, or the most serious treatment of censure or rebuke. A strange person, who makes himself a stranger among those to whom he is bound by the closest ties, is a being as unfortunate as he is worthless. Particularity, in the bad sense, arises either from a naturally frivolous character, or the want of more serious objects to engage the mind; singularity, which is taken much oftener in the bad than in the good sense, arises from a preposterous pride which this affront in folly; oddness is mostly the effect of a distorted humour, attributable to an unhappy frame of mind; eccentricity, which is the excess of singularity, arises commonly from the unperverted state of the heart. To characterize inanimate objects they are mostly used in an indifferent, but sometimes in a bad sense; the term particular serves to define or specify, it is opposed to the general or indefinite; a particular day or hour, a particular case, a particular person, are expressions which confine one's attention to one precise thing, in distinction from the rest; singular, like the word particular, marks but one object, and that which is clearly pointed out in distinction from the rest; but this term differs from the former, inasmuch as the particular is said only of that which one has arbitrarily made particular, but the singular is so from its own properties: thus a place is particular upon it, and may be distinguished from others; a place is singular if it have anything in itself which distinguishes it from others. Odd, in an indifferent sense, is opposed to even, and applied to objects in general; an odd number, an odd person, an odd book, and the like; but it is also employed in a bad sense, to mark objects which are totally dissimilar to others; thus an odd idea, an odd conceit, an odd whim, an odd way, an odd place. Eccentricity is applied in its proper sense to mathematical lines or circles, which have not the same centre, and is never employed in an improper sense: strange, in its proper sense, marks that which is unknown or unusual, as a strange face, a strange figure, a strange place; but in the moral application it is like the word odd, and conveys the unfavourable idea of that which is uncommon and not worth knowing; a strange noise designates not only that which has not been heard before, but that which it is not desirable to hear; a strange place may signify not only that which we have been unaccustomed to see, but that which has also much in it that is objectionable.

There is such a particularity for ever affected by great beauties, that they are encountered with their charms in all they say or do. —Hughes.

Singularity is only vicious, as it makes men act contrary to reason. —Addison.

History is the great looking-glass, through which we may behold with ancestral eyes, not only the various actions of past ages, and the odd accidents that attend time, but also discern the different humours of men. —Howe.

That acute, though eccentric, observer, Rousseau, had perceived that to strike and interest the public, the marvelous must be produced. —Burr.

Is it not strange that a rational man should worship an ox? —SOUTH.

Particular, Individual.


Individual, in French individuel, Latin individus, signifies that which cannot be divided.

Both these terms are employed to express one object; but particular is much more specific than individual; the particular confines us to one object only of many; but individual may be said of any one object among many. A particular object cannot be misunderstood for any other, while it remains particular; but the individual object can never be known from other individual objects, while it remains only individual. Particular is a term used in regard to individuals, and is opposed to the general; individual is a term used in regard to collectives; and is opposed to the whole or that which is divisible into parts.

Those particular speeches which are commonly known by the name of rant, are blemishes in our English tragedy. —Addison.

To give thee being, I lent
Out of my side to thee, nearest my heart,
Substantial life, to have thee by my side,
Henceforth an individual solace dear. —Milton.


Particular, v. Special.

Particularly, v. Especially.

Partisan, v. Follower.

Partner, v. Colleague.


Passage, v. Course.


Passive, Submissive.

Passive, in Latin passivus from patior, and the Greek πατιον to suffer, signifies disposed to suffer.


Passive is mostly taken in the bad sense for suffering indignity from another; submissive is mostly in a good sense for submitting to another, or suffering one's self to be directed by another; to be passive therefore is to be submissive to an improper degree.
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When men attempt unjustly to enforce obedience from a mere love of rule, it is none but those who are deficient in spirit who are passive, or who submit quietly to the imposition: when men lawfully enforce obedience, it is none but the unruly and self-willed who will not be submissive.

For high above the ground
Their march was; and the passive air shone
Their nimble tread.—Milton.

He in delight
Both of her beauty and submissive charms
Shall with superior love.—Milton.

Patch, v. Part.
Pathetic, v. Moving.

Patience, Endurance, Resignation.

Patience applies to any troubles or plams whatever, small or great; Resignation is employed only for those of great moment, in which our dearest interests are concerned: patience when compared with resignation is somewhat negative; it consists in the abstaining from all complaint or indication of what one suffers; but resignation consists in a positive sentiment of conformity to the existing circumstances, be they what they may.

There are perpetual occurrences which are apt to harass the mind unless one regards them with patience: the misfortunes of some men are of so calamitous a nature that if they have not acquired the resignation of Christians they must inevitably sink under them.

Patience applies only to the evils that actually hang over us; but there is a resignation connected with a firm trust in Providence which extends its views to futurity, and prepares us for the worst that may happen.

As patience lies in the manner and temper of suffering, and Endurance in the act, we may have endurance and not patience: for we may have much to endure and consequently endurance: but if we do not endure it with an easy mind and without the disturbance of our looks and words, we have not patience: on the other hand we may have patience but not endurance: for our patience may be exercised by momentary trials, which are not sufficiently great or lasting to constitute endurance.

Though the duty of patience and subjection, where men suffer wrongfully, might possibly be of some force in those times of darkness, yet modern Christianity teaches that then only men are bound to suffer when they are not able to resist.—South.

There was never yet philosopher
That could endure the toothache patiently.

My mother is in that diseased state of resignation
Which is the effect of a long life, and the loss of what is dear to us.—Pope.

Patient, v. Invalid.

Patient, Passive.

Patient comes from patience, the active participle of patience to suffer; Passive comes from the passive participle of the same verb; hence the difference between the words: patient signifies suffering from an active principle, a determination to suffer; passive signifies suffering or acted upon for want of power to prevent. The former, therefore, is always taken in a good sense; the latter in a bad sense. Patience is always a virtue, as it signifies the suffering quietly that which cannot be remedied; as there are many such evils incident to our condition, it has been made one of the first Christian duties: patience as a temper is a weakness, if not a vice, if it lead us needlessly to endure from others what we ought not to endure, but if it spring from a principle of submission, as opposed to resistance, it is then a Christian grace.

How poor are they that have not patience.

SHAKESPEARE.

I know that we are supposed (by the Revolutionists) a dull, sluggish race, rendered passive by finding our situation tolerable.—BURKE.

Pattern, v. Copy.
Pattern, v. Example.
Pauper, v. Poor.
To Pause, v. To demur.

Peace, Quiet, Calm, Tranquillity.

Peace, in Latin pacis, may either come from pacto an agreement or compact which produces peace, or it may be connected with pauza, and the Greek παύει to cease.

Quiet, v. Easy.
Calm, v. Calm.

Tranquillity, in Latin tranquillitas, from tranquillus, that is, trans, the intensive syllable, and quietus or quietus, signifying altogether or exceedingly quiet.

Peace is a term of more general application, and more comprehensive meaning than the others; it respects either communities or individuals; but quiet respects only individuals or small communities. Nations are said to have peace, but not quiet; persons or families may have both peace and quiet. Peace implies an exemption from public or private broils; quiet implies a freedom from noise or interruption. Every well-disposed family strives to be at peace with its neighbours, and every affectionate family will naturally act in such a manner as to promote peace among all its members: the quiet of a neighbourhood is one of its first recommendations as a place of residence.

Peace and quiet, in regard to individuals, have likewise a reference to the internal state of the mind; but the former expresses the permanent condition of the mind, the latter its transitory condition. Serious matters only can disturb our peace; trivial matters may disturb our quiet; a good man enjoys the peace of a good conscience; but he may have unavoidable cares and anxieties which disturb his quiet. There can be no peace where a man's passions are perpetually engaged in a conflict with each other; there can be no quiet where a man is embarrassed in his pecuniary affairs.
**PEACEABLE.**

Calm is a species of quiet, which respects objects in the natural or the moral world; it indicates the absence of violent motion, as well as violent noise; it is that state which more immediately succeeds a state of agitation. As storms at sea are frequently preceded as well as succeeded by a dead calm, so political storms have likewise their calms which are their attendants, if not their precursors. Peace, quiet, and calm have all respect to the state contrary to their own; they are properly sensations either of strife, from disturbance, or from agitation and tumult. Tranquility, on the other hand, is taken more absolutely: it expresses the situation as it exists in the present moment, independently of what goes before or after: it is sometimes applicable to society, sometimes to natural objects, and sometimes to the mind. The tranquility of the air and of the state of all the surrounding objects is one thing which gives the country its peculiar charms; the tranquility of the mind in the season of devotion contributes essentially to produce a suitably fervent and fervid fervour.

As epithets, these terms bear the same relation to each other: people are peaceable as they are disposed to promote peace in society at large, or in their private relations; they are quiet, inasmuch as they abstain from every loud expression, or are exempt from any commotion in themselves; they are calm inasmuch as they are exempt from the commotion which at any given moment rages about them; they are tranquil, inasmuch as they enjoy an entire exemption from everything which can discompose. A town is peaceable as respects the disposition of the inhabitants; it is quiet as respects its external circumstances, or freedom from bustle and noise; and calm when the air is hushed into a particular stillness, which is not interrupted by any loud sounds; a scene is tranquil which combines everything calculated to soothe the spirits to rest.

A false person ought to be looked upon as a public enemy, and a disturber of the peace of mankind.—SOUTH.

A paltry tale-bearer will dispose the quiet of a whole family.—SOUTH.

Cheerfulness banishes all anxious care and discontent, soothes and composes the passions, and keeps the soul in a perpetual calm.—ADDISON.

Peaceable, Peaceful, Pacific.

Peaceable is used in the proper sense of the word peace, as it expresses an exemption from strife or content (v. Peace); but Peacefull is used in its improper sense, as it expresses an exemption from agitation or commotion. Persons or things are peaceable; things, particularly in the higher style, are peacefull: a family is designated as peaceable in regard to its inhabitants; a house is designated as a peacefull abode, as it is remote from the bustle and hurry of a multitude. Pacific signifies either making peace or disposed to make peace, and is applied mostly to what we do to others. We are peaceable when we do not engage in quarrels of our own; we are pacific if we wish to keep peace, or make peace, between others. Hence the term peaceable is mostly employed for individual or private concerns, and Pacific most properly for national concerns: subjects ought to be peaceable, and monarchs pacific.

I know that my peaceable disposition already gives me a very ill figure here (at Ravenna).—LADY W. MONTAGU.

Peaceful, v. Peaceable.
Peachant, v. Countryman.

Peculiar, Appropriate, Particular.
Peculiar, in Latin peculiaris, comes from pecus, cattle, that is, the cattle which belonged to the slave or servant, in distinction from the master; and the epithet, therefore, designates in a strong manner private property, belonging exclusively to one's self.

Appropriate signifies appropriated (v. To ascribe).

Peculiar is said of that which belongs to persons or things; appropriate is said of that which belongs to things only: the faculty of speech is peculiar to man, in distinction from all other animals; an address may be appropriate to the circumstances of the individual. Peculiar designates simple property; appropriate designates the right of propriety: there are advantages and disadvantages peculiar to every situation; the excellence of a discourse depends on its being appropriate to the season. Peculiar and particular are both employed to distinguish objects; but the former distinguishes the object by showing its connexion with, or alliance to others; particular distinguishes it by a reference to some acknowledged circumstance; hence we may say that a person enjoys peculiar privileges or particular privileges: in this case peculiar signifies such as are confined to him, and enjoyed by none else; particular signifies such as are distinguished in degree and quality from others of the kind.

Great father Bacchus, to my song repair, For clust'ring grapes are thy peculiar care. —DRYDEN.

Modesty and diffidence, gentleness and meekness, were looked upon as the appropriate virtues of the sex.—JOHNSON.

When we trust to the picture that objects draw of themselves on the mind, we deceive ourselves, without accurate and particular observation: it is but ill-drawn at first; the outlines are soon blurred, the colours every day grow fainter.—GRAY.

**Peel.**

Peel from the Latin pellic a skin, is the same as to skin or to take off the skin: to

To Peel, Pare.
PENETRATION.

To Penetrate, Pierce, Perforate, Bore.

Penetrate, v. Discernment.

Pierce, in French percer, Chaldean perech to break or rend.

Perforate, from the Latin per through, and foris a door, signifies to make a door through.

Bore, in Saxon borian, is properly changed from for or foris a door, signifying to make a door or passage.

To penetrate is simply to make an entrance into any substance; to pierce is to go still deeper; to perforate and to bore are to go through, or at all events to make a considerable hollow. To penetrate is a natural and gradual process: in this manner rust penetrates iron, water penetrates wood; to pierce is a violent, and commonly artificial, process; thus an arrow or a bullet pierces through wood, the instrument by which the act of penetration is performed is in no case defined; but that of piercing commonly proceeds by some pointed instrument; we may penetrate the earth by means of a spade, a plough, a knife, or various other instruments; but one pierces the flesh by means of a needle, or one pierces the ground or a wall by means of a pick-axe.

To perforate and bore are modes of piercing that vary in the circumstances of the action, and the objects acted upon: to pierce, in its peculiar use, is a sudden action by which a hollow is produced in any substance; but to perforate and bore are commonly the effect of mechanical art. The body of an animal is pierced by a dart; but cannon is made by perforating or boring the iron; channels are formed under ground by perforating the earth; holes are made in the ear by perforation; holes are made in leather or in wood by boring; these two last words do not differ in sense but in application; the latter being a term of vulgar use.

To penetrate and pierce are likewise employed in an improper sense; to perforate and bore are employed only in the proper sense. The two first bear the same relation to each other as in the former: penetrate is, however, only employed as the act of persons; pierce is used in regard to things. There is a power in the mind to penetrate the looks and actions, so as justly to interpret their meaning; the eye of the Almighty is said to pierce the thickest veil of darkness. Affairs are sometimes involved in such mystery that the most enlightened is unable to penetrate either the end or the beginning; the shrieks of distress are sometimes so loud as to seem to pierce the ear.

For if when dead we are but dust or clay,
Why think of what posterity shall say?
Their praise or censure cannot us concern,
Nor ever penetrate the silent urn.—JENYS.

Subtle as lightning, bright, and quick and fierce,
Gold through doors and walls did pierce.—COWLEY.

Mountains were perforated, and bold arches thrown over the broadest and most rapid streams (by the Romans).—HERO.

But Carys, and the graver sort, thought fit, The Greeks' suspected present to commit To seas or flames, at least to search or bore The sides, and what that space contains I explore.—DENHAM.

Penetration, v. Discernment.

Penetration, Acuteness, Sagacity.

As characteristics of mind, these terms have much more in them in which they differ than in what they agree: Penetration is a necessary property of mind; it exists to a greater or less degree in every rational being that has the due exercise of its rational powers: Acuteness is an accidental property that belongs to the mind only under certain circumstances. As penetration (v. Discernment) denotes the process of entering into substances physically or morally, so acuteness, which is the same as sharpness, denotes the fitness of the thing that performs this process; and as the mind is in both cases the thing that is spoken of, the terms penetration and acuteness are in this particular closely allied. It is clear, however, that the mind may have penetration without having acuteness, although one cannot have acuteness without penetration. If by penetration we are commonly enabled to get at the truth which lies concealed, by acuteness we succeed in piercing the veil that hides it from our view; the former is, therefore, an ordinary, and the latter an extraordinary gift.

Sagacity, in Latin sagacitas from sagio to perceive quickly, comes in all probability from the Persian sag a dog, whence the term has been peculiarly applied to dogs, and from thence extended to all brutes which discover an intuitive wisdom, and also to children, or uneducated persons, in whom there is more penetration than may be expected from the narrow compass of their knowledge; hence, properly speaking, sagacity is natural or uncultivated acuteness.
People.

People, in Latin populus, comes from the Greek λαὸs people, παρουσία a multitude, and πάλι many. Hence the simple idea of numbers is expressed by the word people: but the term Nation, from natius, marks the connection of numbers by birth: people is, therefore, the generic, and nation the specific. A nation is a people connected by birth; there cannot, therefore, strictly speaking, be a nation without a people: but there may be a people where there is not a nation. * The Jews are distinguished as a people or a nation according to the different aspects under which they are viewed: when considered as an assemblage, under the special direction of the Almighty, they are termed the people of God; but when considered in regard to their common origin, they are denominated the Jewish nation. The Americans, when spoken of in relation to Britain, are a distinct people, because they have each a distinct government; but they are not a distinct nation, because they have a common descent. On this ground the Romans are not called the Roman nation, because their origin was so various, but the Roman people, that is an assemblage living under one form of government.

In a still closer application people is taken for a part of the state, namely, that part of a state which consists of a multitude, in distinction from its government: whence arises a distinction in the use of the terms; for we may speak of the British people, the French or the Dutch people, when we wish merely to talk of the mass, but we speak of the British nation, the French nation, and the Dutch nation, when public measures are in question, which emanate from the government, or the whole people. The English people have ever been remarkable for their attachment to liberty: the abolition of the slave trade is one of the most glorious acts of public justice which was ever performed by the British nation. The impetuosity and volatility of the French people render them peculiarly unfit to legislate for themselves; the military exploits of the French nation will render them a highly distinguished people in the annals of history. Upon the same ground republican states are distinguished by the name of people: but kingdoms are commonly spoken of in history as nations. Hence we say the Spartan people, the Athenian people, the people of Genoa, the people of Venice; but the nations of Europe, the African nations, the English, French, German, and Italian nations.

Penitence, v. Repentance.

Penman, v. Writer.


People, Populace, Mob, Mobility.

People and Populace are evidently changes of the same word to express a number. The signification of these terms is that of a number gathered together. People is said of any body supposed to be assembled, as well as really assembled; populace is said of a body only when actually assembled. The voice of the people cannot always be disregarded; the populace in England are fond of dragging their favourites in carriages.

Mob and Mobility are from the Latin mobilis, signifying moveableness, which is the characteristic of the multitude: hence Virgil's mobile vulgus. These terms, therefore, designate not only what is low, but tumultuous. A mob is at all times an object of terror: the mobility, whether high or low, are a fluttering order that mostly run from bad to worse.

The people like a headlong torrent go,
And every dam they break or overflow. -Shakespeare.

The plant populace,
Those dupes of novelty, will bend before us. -Mallet.

By the senseless and insignificant clink of misapplied words, some restless demagogues have inflamed the mind of the sottish mob to a strange, unaccountable adoration of the best of men. -South.

People, Persons, Folks.

The term People has already been considered in two acceptations (v. People, Nation; People, Populace), under the general idea of an assembly; but in the present case it is employed to express a small number of individuals: the word people, however, is always considered in one or two cases under body, and the word Person may be distinctly used either in the singular or plural: as we cannot say one, two, three, or four people, but we may say one, two, three, or four persons, yet on the other hand, we may indifferently say, such people or persons, many people or persons, some people or persons, and the like.

With regard to the use of these terms, which is altogether colloquial, people is employed in general propositions; and persons in those which are specific or referring directly to some particular individuals: people are generally of that opinion; some people think so; some people attended: there were but few persons present at the entertainment; the whole company consisted of six persons.

As the term people is employed to designate the promiscuous multitude, it has acquired a certain meanness of acceptance which makes it less suitable than the word persons, when people of respectability are referred to: were I to say, of any individuals, I do not know who the people are, it would not be so respectfully as to say, I do not know who these persons are; in like manner one says, from people of that stamp better is not to be expected; persons of their appearance do not frequently such places.

* Vide Routland: "Nation, people."
PERCEPTION.

Perception expresses either the act of perceiving (<v. to perceive>) or the impression produced by that act; in this latter sense it is analogous to an idea (<v. to ideal>). The impression of an object that is present to us is termed a perception (<v. to comprehend>); the revival of that impression when the object is removed, is an idea. A combination of ideas by which any image is presented to the mind is a Conception (<v. to comperehe>); the association of two or more ideas, so as to constitute a decision, is a Notion (<v. Opinion>). Perceptions are clear or confused, according to the state of the sensible organs, and the perceptive faculty; ideas are faint or vivid, vague or distinct, according to the nature of the perception; conceptions are gross or refined according to the number and extent of one's ideas; notions are true or false, correct or incorrect, according to the extent of one's knowledge. The perception which we have of remote objects is sometimes so indistinct as to leave hardly any traces of the image on the mind; we have in that case a perception, but not an idea: if we read the description of any object, we may have an idea of it; but we need not have any immediate perception: the idea in this case being complex, and formed of many images of which we have already had a perception.

If we present objects to our minds, according to different images which have already been impressed, we are said to have a conception of them: in this case, however, it is not necessary for the objects really to exist; they may be the offspring of the mind's operation within itself: but with regard to notions it is different, for they are formed respecting objects that do really exist, although perhaps the properties or circumstances which we assign to them are not real. If I look at the moon, I have a perception of it; if it disappear from my sight, and the impression remains, I have an idea of it; if an object, differing in shape and colour from that or anything else which I may have seen, present itself to my mind, it is a conception; if of this moon I conceive that it is no bigger than what it appears to my eye, this is a notion, which in the present instance assigns an unreal property to a real object.

What can the fondest mother wish for more, 
Ev'n for her darling son, than solid sense.

Perceptions clear, and flowing eloquence—WYNNE.

Imagination selects ideas from the treasures of remembrance.—JOHN. 

It is not a head that is filled with extravagant conceptions which are capable of furnishing the world with diversions of this nature (from humour).—ADDISON.

These notions which are to be collected by reason, in opposition to the senses, will seldom stand forward in the mind, but be treasured in the remoter repositories of the memory.—JOHN.


Perfect, v. Accomplished.

Perfect, v. Complete.

Perfidious, v. Faithless.
To Perforate, v. To penetrate.
To Perform, v. To effect.
To Perform, v. To execute.
Performance, v. Production.
Peril, v. Danger.
Period, v. Sentence.
Period, v. Time.

To Perish, Die, Decay.
Perish, in French perir, in Latin perire, compounded of per and ire, signifies to go thoroughly away.
Die, v. To die.
Decay, v. To decay.

To perish expresses more than to die, and is applicable to many objects; for the latter is properly applied only to express the extinction of animal life, and figuratively to express the extinction of life or spirit in vegetables or other bodies; but the former is applied to express the dissolution of substances, so that they lose their existence as aggregate bodies.

What perishes, therefore, does not always die, although whatever dies by that very act perishes to a certain extent. Hence we say that wood perishes, although it does not die; people are said either to perish or die; but as the term perish expresses even more than dying, it is possible for the same thing to die and not perish; thus a plant may be said to die when it loses its vegetative power; but it is said to perish if its substance crumbles into dust.

To perish expresses the end; to decay, the process by which this end is brought about; a thing may be long in decaying, but when it perishes it ceases at once to act or to exist: things, may, therefore, perish without decaying; they may likewise decay without perishing things which are altogether new, and have experienced no kind of decay, may perish by means of water, fire, lightning, and the like; on the other hand, wood, iron, and other substances may begin to decay, but may be saved from immediately perishing by the application of preventives.

Beauty and youth about to perish finds
Such noble pity in brave English minds. — Waller.
The steers, who to the yoke was bade to bow
(Studious tillage and the crooked plough),
Falls down and dies. — Dryden.
The soul's dark cottage, batter'd and decay'd,
Lies in new light through chinks that time has made. — Waller.

To Perjure, v. To forswear.
Permanent, v. Durable.
Permission, v. Leave.
To Permit, v. To admit.
To Permit, v. To consent.
Pernicious, v. Destructive.

To Perpetrate, Commit.
The idea of doing something wrong is common to these terms; but Perpetrate, from the Latin perpetuo, compounded of per and petreo, in Greek παρήκατος, signifying thoroughly to compass or bring about, is a much more determined proceeding than that of Committing. One may commit offences of various degree and magnitude; but one perpetrates crimes only, and those of the more heinous kind. A whole body of men, who spend their lives in the perpetration of the most horrid crimes, are not to be restrained by the ordinary course of justice: he who commits any offence against the good order of society exposes himself to the censure of others, who may be his inferiors in certain respects.

Then shows the forest which, in after times, 
Pierce Romulis, for perpetrated crimes,
A refuge made. — Dryden.

The miscarriages of the great designs of princes are of little use to the bulk of mankind, who seem very little interested in admonitions against errors which they cannot commit. — Johnson.

Perpetual, v. Continual.
To Perplex, v. To distress.
To Perplex, v. To embarrass.
To Persevere, v. To continue.
To Persist, v. To continue.
To Persist, v. To insist.
Perspicacity, v. Clearness.
To Persuade, v. To exhort.

To Persuade, Entice, Prevail Upon.
Persuade (v. Conviction) and Entice (v. To allure) are employed to express different means to the same end; namely, that of drawing any one to a thing: one persuades a person by means of words; one entices him either by words or by signs; one may persuade either to a good or bad thing; but one entices commonly to that which is bad; one uses arguments to persuade, and arts to entice.

Persuade and entice comprehend either the means or the end or both: Prevail Upon comprehends no more than the end: we may persuade without prevailing upon, and we may prevail upon without persuading. Many will turn a deaf ear to all our persuasions, and will not be prevailed upon, although persuaded: on the other hand, we may be prevailed upon by the force of remonstrance, authority, and the like; and in this case we are prevailed upon without being persuaded. We should never persuade another to do that which we are not willing to do ourselves; credulous or good-natured people are easily prevailed upon to do things which tend to their own injury.

I beseech you let me have so much credit with you as to persuade you to communicate any doubt or scruple which occur to you, before you suffer them to make too deep an impression upon you. — Clarendon.

If gaming does an aged sire entice,
Then my young master swiftly learns the vice.
Dryden.
PICTURE.

Herod hearing of Agrippa's arrival in Upper Asia, went hither to him and prevailed with him to accept an invitation.—Prideaux.


Pertinacious, v. Tenacious.

To Peruse, To read.


Petty, v. Trifling.

Petulant, v. Captious.


Phraseology, v. Diction.


To Pick, v. To choose.

Picture, v. Likeness.

Picture, v. Painting.

Picture, Print, Engraving.

Picture (v Painting) is any likeness taken by the hand of the artist: the Print is the copy of the painting in a printed state; and the Engraving is that which is produced by an engraver: every engraving is a print: but every print is not an engraving: for the picture may be printed off from something besides an engraving, as in the case of woodcuts. The term picture is sometimes used for any representation of a likeness without regard to the mode by which it is formed: in this case it is employed mostly for the representations of the common kind that are found in books; but print and engraving are said of the higher specimens of the art. On certain occasions the word engraving is most appropriate, as to take an engraving of a particular object; on other occasions the word print, as a handsome print, or a large print.

The picture placed for ornament and use,
The twelve good rules, the royal game of goose.
Goldsmit.

Tim, with surprise and pleasure staring,
Ran to the glass, and then comparing
His own sweet figure with the print.
Distinguish'd every feature in it.—Swift.

Since the public has of late begun to express a relish for engravings, drawings, copies, and for the original paintings of the chief Italian school, I doubt not that in a very few years we shall make an equal progress in this other science.—Earl of Shaftesbury.

To Pierce, v. To penetrate.

To Pile, v. To heap.

Pillage, v. Rape.

PILLAR, Column.

Pillar, in French pilier, is in all probability comes from pile, signifying anything piled up in an artificial manner. Column, in Latin columna, from column a prop or support. In their original meaning, therefore, it is obvious that these words differ essentially, although in their present use they refer to the same object. The pillar mostly serves as a column or support, and the column is always a pillar; but sometimes a pillar does not serve as a prop, and then it is called by its own name, but when it supplies the place of a prop, then it is more properly denominated a column. Hence the monument is a pillar, and not a column: but the pillars on which the roofs of churches are made to rest may with more propriety be termed columns. Pillar is more frequently employed in a moral application than column, and in that case it always implies a prop. Government is the pillar on which all social order rests.

Withdraw religion, and you shake all the pillars of morality.—Blair.

What'er adorns
The princely dome, the column, and the arch,
The breathing marbles, and the sculpture's gold,
Beyond the proud possessor's narrow claim,
His tuneful breast enjoys.—Akeside.

To Pinch, v. To press.

To Pine, v. To flag.


Pique, v. Malice.

Piteous, Doleful, Woeful, Rueful.

Pious signifies moving pity (v. Pity).

Doleful, or full of dole, in Latin dolor pain, signifies indicative of much pain.

Woeful, or full of woe, signifies likewise indicative of woe, which from the German web implies pain.

Rueful, or full of rue, from the German wuuen to repent, signifies indicative of much sorrow.

The close alliance in sense of these words one to another is obvious from the above explanation; piteous is applicable to one's external expression of bodily or mental pain; a child makes piteous lamentations when it suffers from hunger, or has lost its way; doleful applies to these sounds which convey the idea of pain; there is something doeful in the tolling of a funeral bell, or in the sound of a muffled drum; woeful applies to the circumstaces and situations of men; a scene is woeful in which we witness a large family of young children suffering under the complicated horrors of sickness and want; rueful applies to the outward indications of inward sorrow depicted in the looks or countenance. The term is commonly applied to the sorrows which spring from a gloomy or distorted imagination, and has therefore acquired a somewhat ludicrous acceptation; hence we find in Don Quixote the knight of the rueful countenance introduced.

Entreat, pray, beg, and raise a doeful cry.—Dryden.

A brutish temptation made Samson, from a judge of Israel, a woeful judgment upon it.—South.

With poudrous clubs
As weak against the mountain heaps they push
Their besting breast in vain and piteous fray,
He lays them quivering on the ensanguined plain.
Cocytus nam'd, of lamentation loud,
Heard on the rueful stream.—Milton.

Pity, Mercy.

The feelings one induces, and the conduct one adopts, towards others who suffer for their demerits is the common idea which renders these terms synonymous; but Pity lays hold of those circumstances which do not affect the moral character, or which diminish the culpability of the individual: Mercy lays hold of those external circumstances which may diminish punishment. Pity is often a sentiment unaccompanied with action; Mercy is often a sentiment, which is accompanied with sentiment: we have or take pity upon a person, but we show mercy to a person. Pity is bestowed by men in their domestic and private capacity; Mercy is shown in the exercise of power: a master has pity upon his offending servant by passing over his offences, and affording him the opportunity of amendment; the magistrate shows mercy to a criminal by abridging his punishment. Pity lies in the breast of an individual, and may be bestowed at his discretion: Mercy is restricted by the rules of civil society: it must not interfere with the administration of justice. Young offenders call for great pity, as their offences are often the fruit of inexperience and bad example, rather than of depravity: mercy is an imperative duty in those who have the power of inflicting punishment, particularly in cases where life and death are concerned.

Pity and Mercy are likewise applied to the brute creation with a similar distinction: pity shows itself in relieving real misery, and in lightening burdens; mercy is displayed in the measure of pain which one inflicts. One takes pity on a poor ass to whom one gives fodder to relieve hunger; one shows it mercy by abstaining from laying heavy stripes upon its back.

These terms are moreover applicable to the Deity, in regard to his creatures, particularly men. God takes pity on us as entire dependants upon Him: He extends His mercy towards us as offenders against Him; He shows his pity by relieving our wants; He shows his mercy by forgiving our sins.

I pity from my soul unhappy men
Compell’d I want to prostitute their pen.

Cowards are cruel, but the brave
Love mercy, and delight to save.—GAY.

Place, v. Office.

Place, Situation, Station, Position, Post.

Place, in German platz, comes from Platt even or open,
Situation, in Latin situs, comes from the Hebrew seat to put.

Station, v. Condition.

Position, in Latin positio or positus, comes from the same source as situs.

Place is the abstract or general term that comprehends the idea of any given place that may be occupied: station is the place where one stands or is fixed; situation and position respect the object as well as the place, that is, they signify how the object is put, as well as where it is put. A place or a station may be either vacant or otherwise; a situation and a position necessarily suppose some occupied place; a post is either assigned or not assigned, known or unknown, real or supposed: a station is a specifically assigned place. We choose a place according to our convenience, and we leave it again at pleasure; but we take up our station, and hold it for a given period. One inquires for a place which is known only by name; the station is appointed for us, and it is therefore easily found. Travellers wander from place to place; soldiers have always some station.

The term place is said of objects animate or inanimate; station only of animate objects; situation and position only of inanimate: a person chooses a place; a thing occupies a place, or has a place set apart for it; a station or stated place must always be assigned to each person who has to act in concert with others; a situation or position is chosen for a thing to suit the convenience of an individual: the former is said of things as they stand with regard to others; the latter of things as they stand with regard to themselves. The situation of a house comprehends the nature of the place, whether on high or low ground; and also its relation to other objects, that is, whether higher or lower, nearer or more distant: the position of a window in a house is considered as to whether it is straight or crooked; the position of a book is considered as to whether it stands leaning or upright, with its face or back forward. Situation is moreover said of things that come there of themselves; position only of those things which have been put there at will. The situation of some tree or rock, on some elevated place, is agreeable to be looked at, or to be looked from. The faulty position of a letter in writing sometimes spoils the whole performance.

Place, situation, and station, have an improper significance in respect to men in civil society, that is, either to their circumstances or actions; post has no other sense when applied to persons. Place is as indefinite as before; it may be taken for that share which we personally have in society either generally, as when every one is said to fill a place in society; or particularly for a specific share of its business, so as to fill a place under government: situation is that kind of place which specifies either our share in its business, but with a higher import than the general term place, or a share in its gains and losses, as the prosperous or adverse situation of a man: a station is that kind of place which denotes our share in its relative consequence, power, and honour; in which sense every man holds a certain station; the post is that kind of place in which he has a specific share in the duties of society: the situation comprehends many duties: but the post includes properly one duty only; the word being figuratively employed from the post, or particular spot which a soldier is said to occupy. A clerk in a counting-house fills a place: a clergyman holds a situation by virtue of his office; he is in the station of a gentleman by reason of his education, as well as his situation: a faithful minister will always consider that his post where good is to be done.

Surely the church is a place where one day's trace ought to be allowed to the discourses and animosities of mankind.—Burke.

A situation in which I am as unknown to all the world as I am ignorant of all that passes in it would exactly suit me. —Cowper.

It has been my fate to be engaged in business much and often, by the stations in which I have been placed.—Atterbury.

Every step in the progression of existence changes our position with respect to the things about us.—Johnson.

I will never, while I have health, be wanting to my duty in my post.—Atterbury.

To Place, Dispose, Order.

To place is to assign a place (v. Place) to a thing: to dispose is to place according to a certain rule; to order is to place in a certain order.

Things are often placed from the necessity of being placed in some way or another: they are disposed so as to appear to the best advantage.

Books are placed on a shelf or in a cupboard to be out of the way; they are disposed on shelves according to their size: chairs are placed in different parts of a room; prints are tastefully disposed round a room.

Material objects only are placed: material or spiritual objects are disposed: spiritual objects only are ordered. Sticks are placed at certain distances for purposes of convenience; papers are disposed according to their contents.

To dispose in the improper sense is a more partial action than to order: one disposed for particular occasions, one order for a permanency and in complicated matters: our thoughts may be disposed to seriousness in certain cases; our thoughts and wills ought to be ordered aright at all times. An author disposes his work agreeably to the nature of his subject; a tradesman orders his business so as to do everything in good time.

If I have a wish that is prominent above the rest, it is to see you placed to your satisfaction near me.—Shenstone.

And last the relics by themselves dispose, Which in a bosom turn the priests enclose.—Dryden.

Place, Spot, Site.

A particular or given space is the idea common to these terms; but the former is general and indefinite, the latter specific. Place is limited to no size nor quantity, it may be large: but spot implies a very small place, such as by a figure of speech is supposed to be no larger than a spot: the term place is em-
ployed upon every occasion; the term spot is confined to very particular cases: we may often know the place in a general way where a thing is, but it is not easy after a course of years to find out the exact spot on which it has happened. The place where our Saviour was buried is to be seen and pointed out, but not the very spot where He lay.

The Site is the spot on which anything stands or is situated; it is more commonly applied to a building or any place marked out for a specific purpose; as the site on which a camp had been formed.

O how unlike the place from whence they fell!

MILTON.

My fortune leads to traverse realms alone,
And find no spot of all the world my own.

GOLDSMITH.

To Place, v. To put.

Placid, v. Calm.

Plain, v. Apparent.

Plain, v. Even.

Plain, v. Frank.


Plan, v. Design.

Plausible, v. Colourable.

Play, Game, Sport.

Play, from the French plaisir to please, signifies in general what one does to please one's self.

Game, in Saxon gaming, very probably comes from the Greek 

GAMES to marry, which is the season for games; the word GAMES, itself, comes from GAMES to be buoyant or boasting, whence comes our word gay.

Sport, in German spass or pose, comes from the Greek το deo to jest.

Play and game both include exercise, corporeal or mental, or both; but play is an unsystematic, general exercise; children play when they merely run after each other, but this is no game; on the other hand, when they exercise with the ball according to any rule, this is a game; every game therefore is a play, but every play is not a game; trundling a hoop is a play, but not a game; cricket is both a play and a game. One person may have his play by himself, but there must be more than one to have a game. Play is adapted to infants: games to those who are more advanced. Play is the necessary unbending of the mind to give a free exercise to the body: game is the direction of the mind to the lighter objects of intellectual pursuit. An intemperate love of play, though prejudicial to the improvement of some people, is not always the worst indications which they can give; it is often coupled with qualities of a better kind: when games are pursued with too much ardour, particularly for the purposes of gain, they are altogether prejudicial to the understanding, and ruinous to the morals.

Sport is a bodily exercise connected with the prosecution of some object; it is so far, therefore, distinct from either play or game: for play may be purely corporeal; game, principally intellectual; but sport is a mixture of both. The term game comprehends the exercise of an art, and the perfection which is attained in that art is the end or source of pleasure; a sport is merely the prosecution of an object which may be, and mostly is, attainable by one's physical powers without any exercise of art: a game, therefore, is intellectual both in the end and the means; a sport only in the end. Draughts, backgammon, cards, and the like, are games; but hunting, shooting, racing, bowling, quoits, &c., are termed more properly sports: there are, however, many things which may be denominated either game or sport according as it has more or less of art in it. Wrestling, boxing, chariot-racing, and the like, were carried to such perfection by the ancients that they are always distinguished by the name of games; of which we have historical accounts under the different titles of the Olympic, the Pythian, the Nemean, and the Isthmian games. Similar exercises, when practised by the rustic in England, have been called generally denominated rural sports. Upon this ground game is used abstractedly for that part of the game in which the whole art lies; and sport is used for the end of the sport or the pleasure produced by the attainment of that end: thus we say that the game is won or lost; to be clever or inexpert at a game: to have much sport, to enjoy the sport, or to spoil the sport.

Play is not unlawful merely as a contest.

HAWKESWORTH.

War! that mad game the world so loves to play.

SWIFT.

Why on that brow dwell sorrow and dismay.
Where love's wont to sport, and smiles to play?

SWIFT.

Player, v. Actor.

To Plead, v. To apologize.


Pleasant, v. Faceious.


Pleasure, Joy, Delight, Charm.

Pleasure, from the Latin placere to please or give content, is the generic term, involving in itself the common idea of the other terms.


Delight, in Latin delicia, comes from delicia, to allure, signifying what allures the mind.

Pleasure is a term of most extensive use; it embraces one grand class of our feelings or sensations, and is opposed to nothing but pain, which embraces the second class or division: joy and delight are but modes or modifications of pleasure, differing as to the degree, and as to the objects or sources. Pleasure, in its peculiar acceptation, is smaller in degree than either joy or delight, but in its universal acceptation it defines no degree: the term is indifferently employed for the highest as well as the lowest degree; whereas joy and delight
PLENTIFUL.

which immediately interests ourselves, but very frequently spring from the higher source of interest in the happiness of others: the pleasure of serving a friend, or relieving a distressed object, has always been esteemed by moralists as the purest of pleasures; we are told that in heaven there is more joy over one sinner that repenteth than over the ninety and nine that need no repentance; the delight which a parent feels at seeing the improvement of his child is one of those invariable sorts of pleasures which all may desire to experience, but which many must be contented to forego. Pleasure, joy, and delight are likewise employed for the things which give pleasure, joy, or delight.

Charm (v. Attraction) is used only in the sense of what charms, or gives a high degree of pleasure; but not a degree equal to that of joy or delight, though greater than of ordinary pleasure; pleasure intoxicates; the joys of heaven are objects of a Christian’s pursuit; the delights of matrimony are lasting to those who are susceptible of true affection; the charms of rural scenery never fall of their effect wherever they offer themselves to the eye.

That every day has its pains and sorrows is universally experienced; but if we look impartially about us, we shall find that every day has likewise its pleasures and its joys.—JOHNSON.

Whilest he who virtue’s radiant course has run, Descends like a serenly setting sun; His thoughts triumphant heaven alone employs, And hope anticipates his future joys.—JENNYS.

Before the day of departure (from the country) a week is always appropriated for the payment and reception of ceremonial visits, at which nothing can be mentioned but the delights of London.—JOHNSON.

When thus creation’s charms around combine, Amidst the store should thankless pride repine? GOLDSMITH.

Pledge, v. Deposit.

Pledge, v. Earnest.

Plenipotentuary, v. Ambassador.

Plenitude, v. Finitness.

Plenteous, v. Plentiful.

Plentiful, Plenteous, Abundant, Copious, Ample.

Plentiful, and Plenteous signify the presence of plenty, plentitude, or fulness.

Abundant, in Latin abundantia, from abundo to overflow, compounded of the intensive ab and undo a wave, signifies literally overflowing.

Copious, in Latin copioso, from copia, or con, and opes wealth, signifies having a store.


Plentiful and plentiful differ only in use: the former being most employed in the familiar; the latter in the grave style.

Plenty fills; abundance does more, it leaves a superfluity: as that, however, which fills suffices as much as that which flows over, the term abundance is often employed promiscuously with that of plenty; we can indifferently say a plentiful harvest, or an abundant harvest. Plenty is, however, more frequent in the literal sense for that which fills the body; abundance,
for that which fills the mind, or the desires of the mind: a plenty of provisions is even more common than an abundance; a plenty of food; a plenty of corn, wine, and oil: but an abundance of words; an abundance of riches; an abundance of wit or humour. In certain years fruit is plentiful, and at other times grain is plentiful; in all cases we have abundant cause for gratitude to the Giver of all good things. 

Civis and amplex are modes either of plenty or abundance: the former is employed in regard to what is collected or brought into one point; the term ample is employed only in regard to what may be narrowed or expanded: a copious stream of blood, or a copious flow of words, equally designate the quantity which is collected together, as an ample provision, an ample store, an ample share, marks which may at pleasure be increased or diminished.

The rusty knives are overrun with ease.

As plenty ever is the nurse of faction.—ROWE.

And God said, let the waters generate

Reptile with swamp abundant, living soul.—MILTON.

Smooth to the shelving brink a copious flood

Rolls fair and placid.—THOMSON.

Peaceful beneath primeval trees, that cast

Their ample shade o'er Niger's yellow stream.

Leans the huge elephant, wise't of brutes.—THOMSON.

Pliable, v. Flexible.

Pliant, v. Flexible.


Plot, v. Combination.

To Pluck, v. To draw.

Plunder, v. Rape.

To Plunge, Dive.

Plunge is but a variation of pluck, pull, and the Latin pello to drive or force forward.

Dive is but a variation of dip, and is under various forms to be found in the northern languages.

One plunges sometimes in order to dive; but one may plunge without diving, and one may dive without plunging; to plunge is to dart head foremost into the water; to dive is to go to the bottom of the water, or towards it: it is a good practice for bathers to plunge into the water when they first go in, although it is not advisable for them to dive; ducks frequently dive into the water without ever plunging. Thus far they differ in their natural sense; but in the figurative application they differ more widely: to plunge in this case, is an act of rashness: to dive is an act of design: a young man hurried away by his passions will plunge into every extravagance when he comes into possession of his estate; people of a prying temper seek to dive into the secrets of others.

The French plunged themselves into these calamities they suffer, to prevent themselves from settling into a British constitution.—BURKE.

How did he seem to dive into their hearts

With humble and familiar courtesy.—SHAKESPEARE.

To Point, v. To aim.

To Point Out, v. To show.

To Poise, Balance.

Poise, in French psoer, probably comes from pes a foot, on which the body is as it were poised.

Balance, in French balance, from the Latin bilans, or bis and lance a pair of scales.

The idea of bringing into an equilibrium is common to both terms; but poise is a particular, and balance a more general term: a thing is poised as respects itself; it is balanced as respects a person thing: a person may place a plain stick in his hand when he wants it to lie even; he balances the stick if it has a particular weight at each end: a person may poise himself, but he balances others: when not on firm ground, it is necessary to poise one's self; when two persons are situated one at each end of a beam, they may balance one another.

Some evil, terrible and unforeseen,

Must sure ensue to poise the scale against

This vast profession of exceeding pleasure.—ROWE.

This 0! this very moment let me die

While hopes and fears in equal balance lie.—DRYDEN.

To Poise, Balance.

Poison, Venom.

Poison, in French poison, comes from the Latin potia a potion or drink.

Venom, in French venin, Latin venenum, comes probably from venire to come, because it circulates rapidly through the veins, and infects the blood in a deadly manner.

Poison is a general term; in its original meaning it signifies any potion which acts destructively upon the system; venom is a species of deadly or malignant poison: a poison may be either slow or quick; a venom is always active in its nature: a poison must be administered inwardly to have its effect; a venom will act by an external application: the juice of the hellebore is a poison; the tongue of the adder and the tooth of the viper contain venom: many plants are unfit to be eaten on account of the poisonous quality which is in them; the Indians are in the habit of dipping the tips of their arrows in a venomous juice, which renders the slightest wound mortal.

The moral application of these terms is clearly drawn from their proper acceptation: the poison must be infused or injected into the subject; the venom acts upon him externally: bad principles are justly compared to a poison, which some are so unhappy as to suck in with their mothers' milk; the shafts of envy are peculiarly venomous when directed against those in elevated stations.

The devil can convey the poison of his suggestions quicker than the agitation of thought or the strictures of fancy.—SOUTH.

As the venom spread,

Frightful convulsions writhe'd his tortur'd limbs.

Polite, v. Civil.


Polite, Polished, Refined.

Polite (v. Civil) denotes a quality;

Polished, a state: he who is polite is so according to the rules of politeness; he who is
**POLITICAL.**

Polished is polished by the force of art: a polite man is, in regard to his behaviour, a finished gentleman; but a rude person may be more or less polished or freed from rudeness. Refined rises in sense, both in regard to polite and polished: a man is indebted to nature, rather than to art, for his refinement; but his politeness, or his polish, are entirely the fruit of education. Politeness and polish do not extend to anything but externals; refinement applies as much to the mind as the body: rules of conduct, and good society, will make a man polite; lessons in dancing will serve to give a polish; refined manners or principles will naturally arise out of refinement.

As polish extends only to the exterior, it is less liable to excess than refinement: when the language, the walk, and deportment of a man is polished, he is divested of all that can make him offensive in social intercourse; but if his temper be refined beyond a certain boundary, he loses the nerve of character which is essential for maintaining his dignity against the rude shocks of human life.

A pedant among men of learning and sense is like an ignorant servant giving an account of polite conversation.—Steele.

In rude nations the dependence of children on their parents is of shorter continuance than in polished societies.—Robertson.

What is honour but the height and flower of morality, and the utmost refinement of conversation?

**Polite, v. Gentle.**

**Politic, v. Political.**

**Political, Politic.**

Political has the proper meaning of the word policy, which, from the Greek πολιτεία and πόλις a city, signifies the government either of a city or a country.

Politic, like the word policy, has the improper meaning of the word polite, namely, that of clever management, because the affairs of states are sometimes managed with considerable art and finesse: hence, we speak of political government as opposed to that which is ecclesiastical; and of politic conduct as opposed to that which is unwise and without foresight: in political questions, it is not politic for individuals to set themselves up in opposition to those who are in power; the study of politics, as a science, may make a man a clever statesman; but it may not always enable him to discern true policy in his private concerns.

Machiavel laid down this for a master rule, in his political scheme, that the show of religion was helpful to the politician.—SOUTH.

A politic caution, a guarded circumspection, were among the ruling principles of our forefathers.—Burke.

**To Pollute, v. To contaminate.**

**Pomp, v. Magnificence.**

**To Ponder, v. To think.**

**Ponderous, v. Heavy.**

---

**POSSITIVE.**

Poor, Pauper.

Poor and Pauper are both derived from the Latin pauper, which comes from the Greek παύπερος small. Poor is a term of general use; pauper is a term of particular use: a pauper is a poor man who lives upon alms or the relief of the parish: the former is, therefore, indefinite in its meaning; the latter conveys a reprehensible idea. The word poor is used as a substantive only in the plural number; pauper is a substantive both in the singular and plural: the poor of the parish are, in general, a heavy burden upon the inhabitants; there are some persons who are not ashamed to live and die as paupers.

**Populace, v. People.**

**Port, v. Harbour.**

**To Portend, v. To augur.**

**Portion, v. Deal.**

**Position, v. Place.**

Position, Posture.

**Position** (v. Place) is here used as respects persons, and in this sense is allied to Posture, which is a species of posture, that is, an artificial or a set posture: if a person stands tip-toe, in order to see to a greater distance, he may be said to put himself into that position; but if a dancer do the same, as a part of his performance, it becomes a posture: so, likewise, when one leans against the wall it is a leaning position: but when one theatrically bends his body backward or forward, it is a posture: one may, in the same manner, sit in an erect position, or in a reclining posture.

Every step in the progression of existence changes our position with respect to the things about us.—Johnson.

Milton has represented this violent spirit [Moloch] as the first that rises in that assembly to give his opinion upon their present posture of affairs.—Addison.

**Position, v. Tenet.**

**Positive, v. Actual.**

**Positive, v. Confident.**

**Positive, v. Definite.**

**Positive, Absolute, Peremptory.**

Positive, in Latin positivus, from ponere to put or place, signifies placed or fixed, that is, fixed or established in the mind.

Absolute (v. Absolute) signifies uncontrolled by any external circumstances.

Peremptory, in Latin peremptorius, from perempto to take away, signifies removing all further question.

Positive is said either of a man's convictions or temper of mind or of his proceedings; absolute is said of his mode of proceedings; or his relative circumstances; peremptory is said of his proceedings. Positive, as respects a man's conviction, has been spoken of under the article of confident (v. Confident); in the latter sense it bears the closest analogy to absolute or peremptory; a positive mode of speech depends upon a positive state of mind;
an absolute mode of speech depends upon the uncontrovertible authority of the speaker: a peremptory mode of speech depends upon the disposition and relative circumstances of the speaker: a decision is positive; a command absolute or peremptory; what is positive excludes all question; what is absolute bars all resistance; what is peremptory removes all hesitation; a positive answer can be given only by one who has positive information; an absolute answer can be given only by one vested with absolute authority; a peremptory refusal can be given only by one who has the will and the power of deciding it without any controversy.

As adverbs, positively, absolutely, and peremptorily have an equally close connection: a thing is said not to be positively known, or positively determined upon, or positively agreed to; it is said not to be absolutely necessary, absolutely true or false, absolutely required; it is not to be peremptorily decided, peremptorily declared, peremptorily refused.

Positive and absolute are likewise applied to moral objects with the same distinction as before; the mode of expression what is fixed in distinction from the relative that may vary; the absolute is that which is independent of everything: thus, pleasures and pains are positive; names in logic are absolute; cases in grammar are absolute.

The diminution or ceasing of pain does not operate like positive pleasure.—BURKE.

Those parts of the moral world which have not an absolute, may yet have a relative beauty, in respect of some other parts concealed from us.—ADUSSON.

The Highlander gives to every question an answer so prompt and peremptory that scepticism is dared into silence.—JOHNSTON.

To Possess, v. To have.
To Possess, v. To hold.

POVERTY.

be both possessor and proprietor of that over which he has no control: a man is, therefore, on the other hand, appropriately denominated master, not possessor, of his actions.

I am convinced that a poetic talent is a blessing to its possessor.—BEWARD.

Death! great proprietor of all! 'Tis thine
To tear out empire and to quench the stars.—YOUNG.

One cause of the insufficiency of riches (to produce happiness) is, that they very seldom make their owner rich.—JOHNSTON.

Nought is seen
But the wild herds that own no master's stall.
THOMSON.

Possible, Practicable, Practical.
Possible, from the Latin possidere to be able, signifies properly to be able to be done: Practicable, from practice (v. To exercise), signifies to be able to put in practice: hence the difference between possible and practicable is the same as between doing a thing at all or doing it as a rule. There are many things possible which cannot be called practicable; but what is practicable must, in its nature, be possible. The possible depends solely on the power of the agent; the practicable depends on circumstances: a child cannot say how much it is possible for him to learn until he has tried; schemes have sometimes everything apparently to recommend them to notice but that which is of the first importance, namely, their practicability.

The practicable is that which may or can be practised: the Practical is that which is intended for practice: the former, therefore, applies to that which men devise to carry into practice: the latter to that which they have to practise: projectors ought to consider what is practicable: divines and moralists have to consider what is practical. The practicable is opposed to the impracticable; the practical to the theoretical or speculative.

How can we, without supposing ourselves under the constant care of a Supreme Being, give any possible account for that nice proportion which we find in every great city between the deaths and births of its inhabitants?—ADDISON.

He who would aim at practicable things should turn upon allaying our pain rather than removing our sorrow.—STEEL.

Practical cunning shows itself in political matters.—SOUTH.

Post, v. Place.
To Postpone, v. To delay.

POVERTY, Indigence, Want, Need.
Poverty marks the condition of being poor.
Indigence, in Latin indigentia, comes from indigere and the Greek Índas to want, signifying in the same manner as the word Want, the abstract condition of wanting.

Poverty is a general state of fortune opposed to that of riches; in which one is abridged of the conveniences of life: indigence is a particular state of poverty, which rises above it in such a degree as to exclude the necessaries as well as the conveniences of life: want and need are both partial states, that refer only to individual things which are wanting to any one. Poverty and indigence comprehend all a man's external circumstances; but want, when taken by itself, denotes the want of food or clothing, and is opposed to abundance; need, when taken by itself, implies the want of money, or any other useful article; but they are both more commonly taken in connection with the object which is wanted, and in this sense they are to the two former as the genus to the species. Poverty and indigence are permanent states; want and need are temporary: poverty and indigence are the order of Providence, they do not depend upon the individual, and are, therefore, not reckoned as his fault; want and need arise more commonly from circumstances of one's own creation, and tend frequently to one's discredit. When the indigent man is hungry, caused man cannot so easily obviate; poverty and indigence cannot, therefore, be removed at one's will; but want and need are frequently removed by the aid of others. Poverty is that which one should learn to bear, so as to lessen its pains; indigence is a calamity which the compassion of others may in some measure alleviate; if they cannot entirely obviate; want, when it results from intemperance or extravagance, is not altogether entitled to any relief; but need, when it arises from casualties that are independent of our demerits, will always find friends.

It is a wise distribution of Providence which has made the rich and poor to be mutually dependent upon each other, and both to be essential to the happiness of the whole. Among all descriptions of indigent persons, none are more entitled to charitable attention than those who in addition to their wants suffer under any bodily infirmity. The old proverb says, That waste makes want, which shall be reached among men without making them wiser by experience. "A friend in need," according to another vulgar proverb, "is a friend indeed," which, like all proverbial sayings, contains a striking truth; for nothing can be more acceptable than the assistance which we receive from a friend when we stand in need of it.

That the poverty of the Highlanders is gradually diminishing cannot be mistaken among the upbuilding consequences of subjection.—JOHNSON.

If we can but raise him above indigence a moderate share of good fortune and merit will be sufficient to open his mind to the thought that we can wish him to obtain.—MELVILLE'S LETTERS OF CICERO.

Want is a bitter and a hateful good, Because its virtues are not understood, Yet many things, impossible to thought, Have been by need to full perfection brought. BRYDEN.

To Pound, v. To break.

To Pour, Spill, Shed.

Pour is probably connected with pour, and the Latin preposition per through, signifying to make to pass as it were through a channel.

Spill and splash, and the German spalen are probably onomatopoeias.

Shed comes from the German scheiden to separate, signifying to cast from. We pour with design; we spill by accident; we pour water over a plant or a bed; we spill it on the ground. To pour is an act of convenience; to spill and shed acts more or less hurtful; the former is to cause to run in small quantities; the latter in large quantities: we pour wine out of a bottle into a glass; but the blood of a person is said to be spill or shed when his life is violently taken away: what is poured is commonly no part of the body from whence it is poured; but what is shed is no other than a component part; hence trees are said to shed their leaves, animals their hair, or human beings to shed tears.

Poetry is of so subtle a spirit that in the pouring out of one language into another, it will evaporate.—DENHAM.

O reputation! dearer far than life, Thou precious balsam, lovely sweet of smell, To cordial life our health, to some rash hand, Not all the owner's care, nor the repenting toil Of the rude spiller, can collect.—SEWELL.

Herod acted the part of a great mourner for the deceased Aristobulus, shedding abundance of tears.—PRIEURAX.

Power, Strength, Authority, Dominion.

Power, in French pouvoir, comes from the Latin posse to be able; Strength denotes the abstract quality of strong.

Authority, v. Influence.

Domination, v. Empire.

Power is the generic and universal term, comprehending in it that simple principle of nature which exists in all subjects. Power is either physical or mental, public or private; in the former case it is synonymous with strength, in the latter with authority. Power in the physical sense respects whatever causes sensation: strength respects that species of power that lies in the vital and muscular parts of the body. Strength, therefore, is internal, and depends upon the internal organization of the frame; power, on external circumstances. A man may have strength to move, but not the power if he be bound with cords. Our strength is proportioned to the health of the body, and the firmness of its make; our power may be increased by the help of instruments.

Civil power includes in it all that which enables us to have any influence or control over the actions, persons, property, &c., of others: authority is confined to that species of power which is derived from some legitimate source. Power exists independently of all right; authority is founded only on right. A king has often the power to be cruel, but he has never the authority to be so. Subjects have sometimes the power of overturning the government, but they can in no case have the authority. Power may be abused; authority may be exceeded. A minister abuses his power if he only exerts it to benefit his favourites and oppress the subject; an am-
bassador exceeds his authority who goes beyond the letter of his instructions. Power may be seized either by fraud or force; authority is derived from some present law, or delegated by a higher power. A usurer has an assumed or usurped power: it is, therefore, exercised by no authority: the sovereign holds by divine law: power is the source of all authority, which is commensurate with his goodness, his power, and his wisdom: man, therefore, exercises the Supreme authority over man, as the minister of God's authority: he exceeds that authority if he does anything contrary to God's will. Subjects have a delegated authority which they receive from a superior; if they act for themselves without respect to the will of that superior, they exert a power without authority. In this manner a prime minister acts by the authority of the king to whom he is responsible. A minister of the gospel performs his functions by the authority of the gospel, as it is interpreted and administered by the Church; but when he acts by an individual or particular interpretation, it is a self-assumed power, but not authority. Social beings, in order to act in concert, must act by laws and the subordination of ranks, whether in religion or politics; and he who acts solely by his own will, in opposition to the general consent of competent judges, exerts a power, but is without authority. Hence those who officiate in England as ministers of the gospel, otherwise than according to the form and discipline of the Established Church, act by an assumed power, which, though not punishable by the laws of man, must, like other sins, be answered for at the bar of God.

It lies properly with the supreme power to grant privileges, or take them away; but the same may be done by one in whom the authority is invested. Authority in this sense is applied to the ordinary concerns of life, where the line of distinction is always drawn, between what we can and what we ought to do. There is power where we can or may act; there is authority only where we ought to act. In all our dealings with others, it is necessary to consider in everything, not what we have the power of doing, but what we have the authority to do. In matters of indifference, and in what concerns ourselves only, it is sufficient to have the power to act, but in all important matters we must have the authority of the divine law: a man may have the power to read or leave it alone; but he cannot dispose of his person without authority. In what concerns others, we must act by their authority, if we wish to act conscientiously; when the secrets of another are confided to us, we have the power to divulge them, but not the authority, unless it be given by him who entrusted them.

Instructors are invested by parents with authority over their children; and parents receive their authority from nature, that is, the law of God; this paternal authority, according to the Christian system, extends to the education, but not to the destruction of their offspring. The heathens, however, claimed and exerted a power over the lives of their children. By my superior strength I may be enabled to exert a power over a man so as to control his action; of his own accord he gives me authority to dispose of his property; so in literature, men of established reputation, of classical merit, and known veracity, are quoted as authorities in support of any position. Power is indefinite as to degree; one may have little or much power: dominion is a positive degree of power. A monarch's power may be limited by various circumstances; a despot exercises dominion over all his subjects, high and low. One is not said to get a power over any object, but to get an object into one's power: on the other hand, we get a dominion over an object; thus some men have a dominion over the consciences of others.

Hence thou shalt prove my might, and curse the hour Thou stoodst a rival of imperial power.—POPE.

Power arising from strength is always in those who are governed, who are many; but authority arising from opinion is in those who govern, who are few.—TEMPLE.

And each of these must will, perceive, design, And draw confusly in a different line, Which then can claim dominion o'er the rest, Or stamp the ruling passion in the breast.—JENYNS.

Powerful, Potent, Mighty.

Powerful, or full of power, is also the original meaning of Potent; but Mighty signifies having might; Powerful is applicable to strength as well as power: a powerful man is one who by his size and make can easily overpower another: and a powerful person is one who has much in his power; potent is used only in the latter sense, in which it expresses a larger extent of power: a potent monarch is much more than a powerful prince; mighty expresses a still higher degree of power; might is power unlimited by any consideration or circumstance; a giant is called mighty in the physical sense, and genius is said to be mighty which takes everything within its grasp; the Supreme Being is entitled either Omnipotent or Almighty; but the latter term seems to convey the idea of boundless extent more forcibly than the former.

It is certain that the senses are more powerful as the reason is weaker.—JOHNSON.

Now, flaming up the heavens, the potent sun Melts into limpid air the high-rising clouds. THOMSON.

He who lives by a mighty principle within, which the world about him neither sees nor understands, he only ought to pass for godly.—SOUTH.

Practicable, v. Possible.

Practical, v. Possible.

Practice, v. Custom.

To Practise, v. To exercise.

To Praise, Command, Applaud, Extol.

Praise comes from the German preisen to value, and our own word price, signifying to give a value to a thing.

Command, in Latin commendo, compounded of com and mando, signifies to commit to the good opinion of others.

Applaud, v. Applause.

Extol, in Latin extollo, signifies to lift up very high.
All these terms denote the act of expressing approbation. To praise is the most general and indefinite; it may rise to a high degree, but it generally implies a lower degree: we praise a person generally; we commend him particularly; we praise him for his diligence, sobriety, and the like; we commend him for his performances, or for any particular instance of prudence or good conduct. To applaud is an ardent mode of praising; we applaud a person for his nobleness of spirit: to extol is a reverential mode of praising; we extol a man for his heroic exploits. Praise is confined to no station, though with most propriety bestowed by superiors or equals: commendation is the part of a superior; a parent commends his child for an act of charity: applause is the act of many as well as of one; theatrical performances are the frequent subjects of public applause: to extol is the act of inferiors, who declare thus decidedly their sense of a person’s superiority.

In the scale of signification commend stands the lowest, and extol the highest: we praise in stronger terms than we commend: to applaud is to praise in loud terms; to extol is to praise in strong terms. He who expects praise will not be contented with simple commendation: praise, when sincere, and bestowed by one whom we esteem, is truly gratifying; but it is a dangerous gift for the receiver; happy that man who has no occasion to repent the acceptance of it. Commendation is always sincere, and may be very beneficial by giving encouragement: applause is noisy: it is the sentiment of the multitude, who are continually changing.

How happy then we find,
Who know by merit to engage mankind,
Prais’d by each tongue, and every heart beloved.
For virtues practis’d, and for arts improv’d—JENYS.

When school-boys write verse, it may indeed suggest an expectation of something better hereafter, but deserves not to be commended for any real merit of their own.—CowPER.

While, from both benches, with redoubled sounds,
Th’ applause of lords and commons abound.

The service r OUT their careful Caesar praise,
Him they extol; they worship him alone.—DREYDEN.

Praiseworthy, v. Laudable.
Prank, v. Frolic.
To Prate, v. To babble.
To Prattle, v. To babble.

Prayer, Petition, Request, Entreaty, Suit.

Prayer, from the Latin prece, and the Greek πρακεωμα to pray, is a general term, including the common idea of application to some person for any favour to be granted: Petition, from peto to seek; Request (v. To ask); Entreaty (v. To beg); Suit from sue, in French suivre, Latin sequor, to follow after; denote different modes of prayer, varying in the circumstances of the action and the object acted upon.

The prayer is made more commonly to the Supreme Being; the petition is made more generally to one’s fellow-creatures; we may, however, pray our fellow-creatures, and petition our Creator: the prayer is made for everything which is of the first importance to us as living beings; the petition is made for that which may satisfy our desires: hence our prayers to the Almighty respect all our circumstances as moral and responsible agents; our petitions respect the temporary circumstances of our present existence.

Petitions and requests are alike made to our fellow-creatures: but the former are a public act, in which many express their wishes to the Supreme Authority; the latter are an individual act between men in their private relations: the people petition the king or the parliament; a school of boys pettion their master; a child makes a request to its parents; one friend makes a request to another. The request marks an equality, but the entreaty defines no condition; it differs, however, from the former in the nature of the object and the mode of preferring: the request is but a simple expression; the entreaty is urgent: the request may be made for trivial matters; the entreaty is made in matters that deeply interest the feelings: we request a friend to lend us a book; we use every entreaty in order to divert a person from those purposes which we think detrimental: one complies with a request; one yields to entreaties. It was the dying request of Socrates that they would sacrifice a cock to Esculapius; Regulus was deaf to every entreaty of his friends, who wished him not to return to Carthage.

The suit is a higher kind of prayer, varying both in the nature of the subject, and the character of the agent. A gentleman pays his suit to a lady; a courtier makes his suit to the prince.

Torture him with thy softness,
Nor till thy prayers are granted, set him free.

She takes petitions, and dispenses laws,
Hears and determines every private cause.—DREYDEN.

Thus spoke I/onnesus; the Trojan crew,
With cries and clamours, with prayers new.—DREYDEN.

Arguments, entreaties, and promises were employed in order to soothe them (the followers of Cortes).—ROBERTSON.

Seldom or never is there much spoke whenever any one comes to prefer a suit to another.—SOUTH.

Precedence, v. Priority.
Precedent, v. Example.
Precept, v. Maxim.
Precipacy, v. Rashness.
Precise, v. Accurate.
Precision, v. Justness.
To Precide, v. To Prevent.
Precursor, v. Forerunner.
To Predict, v. To foretell.
Pre-eminence, v. Priority.
To Prefer, v. To choose.
To Prefer, v. To encourage.
Preferable, v. Eligible.
Preliminary, v. Previous.

Prelude, Preface.

Prelude, from the Latin ludo to play, signifies the game that precedes another; Preface, from the Latin for to speak, signifies the speech that precedes. The idea of a preparatory introduction is included in both these terms, but the former consists of actions, the latter of words; the throwing of stones and breaking of windows is the prelude on the part of a mob to a general riot; an apology for one's ill-behaviour is sometimes the preface to soliciting a remission of punishment. The prelude is mostly preparatory to that which is in itself actually bad; the preface is mostly preparatory to something supposed to be objectionable. Intemperance in liquor is the prelude to every other extravagance; when one wishes to ensure compliance with a request that may possibly be unreasonable, it is necessary to pave the way by some suitable preface.

At this time there was a general peace all over the world, which was a proper prelude for ushering in his coming who was the prince of peace.—PréDAUX.

As no delay
Of preface breaking through his zeal of right.

Milton.

Premeditation, v. Forethought.

To Premise, Presume.

Premise, from pre and mitto, signifies set down beforehand; Presume, from sumo to take, signifies to take beforehand. Both these terms are employed in regard to our previous assertions or admissions of any circumstance; the former is used for what is theoretical or belongs to opinions; the latter is used for what is practical or belongs to facts: we premise that the existence of a Deity is unquestionable when we argue respecting his attributes; we presume that a person has a firm belief in divine revelation when we exhort him to follow the precepts of the Gospel. No argument can be pursued until we have presumed those points upon which both parties are to agree; we must be careful not to presume upon more than what we are fully authorized to take for certain.

Here we must first premise what it is to enter into temptation.—South.

In the long iambic metre, it does not appear that Chaucer ever composed at all; for I presume no one can imagine that he was the author of Gamelyn.—Tyrwhitt.

To Prepare, v. To fit.
Preparatory, v. Previous.
To Preponderate, v. To overbalance.
Preposterous, v. Irrational.
To Presage, v. To augur.
To Prescribe, v. To appoint.
To Prescribe, v. To dictate.
Prescription, v. Usage.
To Present, v. To give.
To Present, v. To introduce.
To Preserve, v. To keep.
To Preserve, v. To save.

To Press, Squeeze, Pinch, Gripe.

Press, in Latin pressus, participle of premo, which probably comes from the Greek βαλειν. Squeeze, in Saxon sqвиз, Latin gauza, Hebrew reshah to press together.

Pinch is but a variation from pince, pinza, spina. Gripe, from the German griezen, signifies to seize, like the word grapple or grasp, the Latin rapio, the Greek σφάζειν to cut or pull, and the Hebrew перак to catch. The forcible action of one body on another is included in all these terms. In the word press this is the only idea: the rest differ in the circumstances. We may press with the foot, the hand, the whole body, or any particular limb; one presses commonly with the hand; one pinches either with the fingers or an instrument constructed in a similar form; one grips with teeth, claws, or any instrument that can gain a hold of the object. Inanimate as well as animate objects press or pinch; but to squeeze and gripe are more properly the actions of animate objects; the former is always said of persons, the latter of animals; stones press that on which they rest their weight; a door which shuts of itself may pinch the fingers; one squeezes the hand of a friend; lobsters and many other shell-fish grip whatever comes within their claws.

In the figurative application they have a similar distinction; we press a person by importance, or some coercive measure; an extortioner squeezes in order to get that which is given with reluctance or difficulty; a miser pinches himself if he contracts his subsistence; he gripes all that comes within his possession.

All these women (the thirty wives of Oroed) pressed hard upon the old king, each soliciting for a son of her own.—PréDAUX.

Ventricidus receiving great sums from Herod to promote his interest, and at the same time greater to hinder it, squeezed each of them to the utmost, and served neither.—PréDAUX.
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Pressing, Urgent, Importunate.

Pressing and Urgent, from to press and urge, are applied as qualifying terms either to persons or things: Importunate, from the verb importune, which probably signifies to wish to get into port, to land at some port, is applied only to persons. In regard to pressing, it is said either of one's demands, one's requests, or one's exhortations; urgent is said of one's solicitations or entreaties; importunate is said of one's begging or applying for a thing. The pressing has more of violence in it; it is supported by force and authority; it is employed in matters of right: the urgent makes an appeal to one's feelings; it is more persuasive, and is employed in matters of favour: the importunate has some of the force, but none of the authority or obligation of the pressing; it is employed in matters of personal gratification. When applied to things, pressing is as much more forcible than urgent as in the former case; we speak of a pressing necessity, an urgent case. A creditor will be pressing for his money when he fears to lose it; one friend is urgent with another to intercede in his behalf; beggars are commonly importunate with the hope of teasing others out of their money.

Mr. Gay, whose zeal in your concern is worthy a friend, writes to me in the most pressing terms about it.—POPE.

The danger was urgent, and by losing a single moment might become unavoidable.—ROBERTSON.

Sleep may be put off from time to time, yet the demand is of so importunate a nature as not to remain long unsatisfied.—JONSON.

To Presume, v. To premise.


Presumption, v. Arrogance.

Presumptive, Presumptuous, Presuming.

Presumptive comes from presume, in the sense of supposing or taking for granted; Presumptuous, Presuming, (v. Arrogance), come from the same verb in the sense of taking upon one's self or taking to one's self any importance: the former is therefore employed in an indifferent, the latter in a bad, acceptation: a presumptive heir is one presumed or expected to be heir; presumptive evidence is evidence founded on some presumption or supposition; so likewise presumptive reasoning; but a presumptuous man, a presumptuous thought, a presumptuous behaviour, all indicate an unauthorized presumption in one's own favour. Presumptuous is a stronger term than presuming, because it has a more definite use; the former designates the express quality of presumption, the latter the inclination: a man is presumptuous when his conduct partakes of the nature of presumption.

he is presuming inasmuch as he shows himself disposed to presume; hence we speak of presumptuous language, not presuming language; a presuming temper, not a presumptuous temper. In like manner when one says it is presumptuous in a man to do anything, this expresses the idea of presumption much more forcibly than to say it is presuming in him to do it. It would be presumptuous in a man to address a man of experience in the language of familiarity and disrespect; it is presuming in a common person to address any one who is superior in station with familiarity and disrespect.

There is no qualification for government but virtue and wisdom, actual or presumptive.—BURKE.

See what is got by these presumptuous principles which have brought your leaders of the revolution) to despise all their predecessors.—BURKE.

Presuming of his force with sparkling eyes, Already be devours the promised prize.—DRYDEN.


Pretence, Pretension, Pretext, Excuse.

Pretence comes from pretend (v. To feign) in the sense of setting forth anything independent of ourselves. Pretension comes from the same verb in the sense of setting forth anything that depends upon ourselves. The pretence is commonly a misrepresentation; the pretension is frequently a miscalculation: the pretext is set forth to conceal what is bad in one's self; the pretension is set forth to display what is good: the former betrays one's falsehood, the latter one's conceit or self-importance; the former can never be employed in a good sense, the latter may sometimes be employed in an indifferent sense: a man of bad character may make a pretence of religion by adopting an outward profession; men of the least merit often make the highest pretensions. The pretext and pretext alike consist of what is unreal; but the former is not so great a violation of truth as the latter: the pretext may consist of truth and falsehood blended; the pretext consists altogether of falsehood: the pretext may sometimes serve only to conceal or palliate a fault; the pretext serves to hide something seriously culpable or wicked: a child may make indisposition a pretext for idleness; a thief makes his acquaintance with the servants a pretext for getting admittance into a house.

The pretence and excuse are both set forth to justify one's conduct in the eyes of others; but the pretext always conceals something more or less culpable, and by a greater or less violation of truth; the excuse may sometimes justify that which is justifiable, and with strict regard to truth. To oblige one's self under the pretence of obliging another is a despicable trick; illness is an allowable excuse to justify any omission in business.

Ovid had warned her to beware Of strolling gods, whose usual trade is, Under pretext of taking air, To pick up sublunary ladies.—SWIFT.

Each thinks his own the best pretension.—GAY.

Justifying perjury and murder for public benefit, public benefit would soon become the pretext, and perjury and murder the end.—BURKE.
The last refuge of a guilty person is to take shelter under an excuse.—SOUTH.

To Pretend, v. To feign.
To Pretend, v. To affect.

Pretension, Claim.

Pretension (v. Pretence) and Claim (v. To ask for) both signify an assertion of rights, but they differ in the nature of the rights. The former refers only to the rights which are calculated as such by an individual; the latter to those which exist independent of his supposition: there cannot therefore be a pretension without some one to pretend, but there may be a claim without any immediate claimant: thus we say a person rests his pretension to the crown upon the ground of being descended from the former king; in hereditary monarchies there is no one who has any claim to the crown except the next heir in succession.

A pretension is commonly built upon one's personal merits; a claim rests upon the laws of civil society; a person makes high pretensions who estimates his merits and consequent deserts at a high rate; he judges of his claims according as they are supported by the laws of his country or the circumstances of the case: the pretension when denied can never be proved; the claim, when proved, can be enforced. One is in general willing to dispute the pretensions of men who make themselves judges in their own cause; but one is not unwilling to listen to any claims which are modestly preferred. Those who make a pretension to the greatest learning are commonly men of shallow information; those who have the most substantial claims to the gratitude and respect of mankind are commonly found to be men of the fewest pretensions.

It is often charged upon writers, that with all their pretensions to genius and discoveries, they do little more than copy one another.—JOHNSON.

This night our minister we name, Let every servant speak his claim.—GAY.


Prevailing, Prevalent, Ruling, Overruling, Predominant.

Prevalent and Prevalent both come from the Latin prex, to be strong above others.

Ruling, Overruling, and Predominant (from dominator to rule) signify ruling or bearing greater sway than others.

Prevalent expresses the actual state or quality of a particular object: prevalent marks the quality of prevailing, as it affects objects in general. The same distinction exists between overruling and predominant. A person has a prevailing sense of religion; religious feeling is prevalent in a country or in a community, in favour of the legitimate rights of the sovereign: a contrary principle has been very prevalent for many years. Prevailing and prevalent mark simply the existing state of superiority: ruling and predominant express this state, in relation to some other which it has superseded or reduced to a state of inferiority. An opinion is said to be prevailing as respects the number of persons by whom it is maintained: a principle is said to be ruling as respects the superior influence which it has over the conduct of men more than any other. Particular disorders are prevalent at certain seasons of the year, when they affect the generality of persons: a particular taste or fashion is predominant which supersedes all other tastes or fashions. Excessive drinking is too prevalent a practice in England: virtue is certainly predominant over vice in this country, if it be in any country.

The evils naturally consequent upon a prevailing temptation are intolerable.—SOUTH.

Whate'er thou shalt ordain, then ruling pow'rs. Unknown and sudden be the dreadful hour.—ROWE.

Nor can a man independently of the overruling influence of God's blessing and care call himself one penny richer.—SOUTH.

The doctrine of not owning a foreigner to be a king was heark and taught by the Pharisees, a predominant sect of the Jews.—PRIDEAUX.

To Prevail Upon, v. To persuade.


To Prevaricate, v. To evade.

To Prevent, v. To hinder.

To Prevent, Anticipate.

To Prevent is literally to come beforehand, and Anticipate to take beforehand: the former is employed for actual occurrences; the latter as much for calculations as for actions: to prevent is the act of one being towards another; to anticipate is the act of a being either towards himself or another. God is said to prevent us, if He interposes with His grace to divert our purposes towards that which is right; we anticipate the happiness which we aim to enjoy in future; we anticipate what a person is going to say by saying the same thing before him. The term prevent, when taken in this its strict and literal sense, is employed only as the act of the Divine Being; anticipate, on the contrary, is taken only as the act of human beings towards each other. These words may, however, be parted allied to each other when under the term prevention in its vulgar acceptation is included the idea of hindering another in his proceedings; in which case to anticipate is a species of prevention; that is, to prevent another from doing a thing by doing it one's self.

But I do think it most cowardly and vile. For fear of what might fall, so to prevent The time of life.—SHAKESPEARE.

He that has anticipated the conversation of a wit will wonder to what prejudice he owes his reputation.—JOHN-SON.

To Prevent, Obviate, Preclude.

To Prevent (v. To hinder) is here as in the former case the generic term; the others are specific. What one prevents does not happen at all: what one Obviates ceases to happen in future: we prevent those evils which we...
know will come to pass if not prevented: we obviate those evils which we have already felt; that is, we prevent their repetition. Crimes and calamities are prevented: difficulties, objections, inconveniences, and troubles are obviated. When crowds collect in vast numbers in and around a town, it is not easy to prevent mischief; wise precautions may be adopted to obviate the inconvenience which necessarily attends a great crowd.

To prevent and obviate are the acts of either conscious or unconscious agents: to preclude is the act of unconscious agents only; one prevents or obviates a thing by the use of means, or else the things themselves prevent and obviate, as when we say that a person prevents another from coming, or illness prevents him from coming: a person obviates a difficulty by a contrivance; a certain arrangement or change obviates every difficulty. We intentionally prevent a person from doing that which we disapprove of; his circumstances preclude him from enjoying certain privileges.

Prevent respects that which is either good or bad; obviate respects that which is bad always; preclude respects that which is good or desirable: ill-health prevents a person from pursuing his business; employment prevents a young person from falling into bad practices; admonition often obviates the necessity of punishments; want of learning or of a regular education often precludes a man from many of the political advantages which he might otherwise enjoy.

Every disease of age we may prevent. Like those of youth, by being diligent.—DENHAM.

The imputation of folly, if it is true, must be suffered without hope; but that of immorality may be obviated by removing the cause.—HAWKESWORTH.

Has not man an inheritance to which all may return who are not so foolish as to continue the pursuit after pleasure till every hope is precluded?—HAWKESWORTH.


Previous, Preliminary, Preparatory, Introductory.

Previous, in Latin prævious, compounded of præ and via, signifies leading the way or going before.

Preliminary, from præ and limen a threshold, signifies belonging to the threshold or entrance.

Preparatory and Introductory signify belonging to a preparation or introduction.

Previous denotes simply the order of succession: the other terms, in addition to this, convey the idea of connection between the objects which succeed each other. Previous applies to actions and proceedings in general; as a previous question, a previous inquiry, a previous determination: preliminary is employed only for matters of contract; a preliminary article, a preliminary condition, are what precede the final settlement of any question; preparatory is employed for matters of arrangement; the disposing of men in battle is preparatory to an engagement; the making of marriage deeds and contracts is preparatory to the final solemnization of the marriage; introductory is employed for matters of science or discussion; as remarks are introductory to the main subject in question; compendiums of grammar, geography, and the like, as introductory to larger works, are useful for young people. Prudent people are careful to make every previous inquiry before they seriously enter into engagements with strangers: it is impolitic to enter into details until all preliminary matters are fully adjusted: one ought never to undertake any important matter without first adopting every preparatory measure that can facilitate its prosecution in complicated matters it is necessary to have something introductory by way of explanation.

One step by which a temptation approaches to its crisis is a previous growing familiarity of the mind with the sin which a man is tempted to.—SOUTH.

I have discussed the nuptial preliminaries so often that I can repeat the forms in which jointures are settled and pin-money secured.—JOHNSON.

Eschylus is in the practice of holding the spectator in suspense by a preparatory silence in his chief person.—CUMBERLAND.

Consider yourselves as acting now, under the eye of God, an introductory part to a more important scene.—BLAKE.

Prey, v. Booty.


Pride, Vanity, Conceit.

Pride is in all probability connected with the word parade, and the German pracht show or splendour, as it signifies that high-flown temper in a man which makes him paint to himself everything in himself as beautiful or splendid.

Vanity, in Latin vanitas, from vain and vanus, is compounded of ve or vole and manis, signifying exceeding emptiness.

Conceit, v. Conceit.

The valuing of one's self on the possession of any property is the idea common to these terms, but they differ either in regard to the object or the manner of the action. Pride is the term of most extensive import and application, and comprehends in its signification not only that of the other two terms, but likewise ideas peculiar to itself.

Pride is applicable to every object, good or bad, high or low, small or great; vanity is applicable only to small objects; pride is therefore good or bad; vanity is always bad, it is always emptiness or nothingness. A man is proud who values himself on the possession of his literary or scientific talent, on his wealth, on his rank, on his power, on his acquisitions, or his superiority over his competitors; he is vain of his person, his dress, his walk, or anything that is precious. Pride is the inherent quality in man; and while it rests on noble objects, it is his noblest characteristic; vanity is the distortion of one's nature flowing from a vicious constitution or education; pride shows itself variously according to the nature of the object on which it is fixed; a noble pride seeks to display itself, and all that can command the respect or admiration of mankind; the pride of wealth, of power, or of other adventitious properties, commonly displays itself in an
unseemly deportment towards others; vanity shows itself only by its eagerness to catch the notice of others.

Pride (says Blair) makes us esteem ourselves; vanity makes us desire the esteem of others. But if pride is, as I have before observed, self-esteem, or self-love, and is nearly the same thing, self-esteem, it cannot properly be said to make us esteem ourselves. Of vanity I have already said that it makes us anxious for the notice and applause of others; but I cannot with Dr. Blair say that it makes us want the esteem of others, because esteem is too substantial a quality to be sought for by the vain. In a word, Dr. Blair is mistaken in assigning as a leading and characteristic ground of distinction between pride and vanity only an incidental property. A man is said to be vain of his clothes, if he gives indications that he values himself upon them as a ground of distinction; although he should not expressly seek to display himself to others.

Conceit is that species of self-valuation that respects one's talents only; it is so far therefore closely allied to pride; but a man is said to be proud of that which he really has, but to be conceited of that which he really has not: a man may be proud to an excess of merits which he actually possesses; but when he is conceited his merits are all in his own conceit; he latter is therefore obviously founded on falsehood altogether.

Vanity makes men ridiculous, pride odious, and ambition terrible.—STEEL.

'Tis an old maxim in the schools, that vanity's the food of fools.—SWIFT.

The self-conceit of the young is the great source of those dangers to which they are exposed.—BLAIR.

Pride, Haughtiness, Lothiness, Dignity.

Pride is employed principally as respects the temper of the mind; the other terms are employed either as respects the sentiment of the mind or the external behaviour. Pride is here as before (v. Pride) a generic term: Haughtiness (v. Haughty), Lothiness (v. High), Dignity (v. Honour), are but modes of pride. Pride, inasmuch as it consists purely of self-esteem, is a positive sentiment which one may entertain independently of other persons: it lies in the inmost recesses of the human heart, and mingles itself insensibly with our affections and passions; it is our companion by night and by day; in public or in private; it goes with a man wherever he goes, and stays with him where he stays; it is a never-failing source of satisfaction and self-complacency under every circumstance and in every situation of human life. Haughtiness is that mode of pride which springs out of one's comparison of oneself with others: the haughty man dwells on the inferiority of others; the proud man in the strict sense dwells on his own perfections. Lothiness is a mode of pride which raises the spirit above objects supposed to be inferior; it does not set men so much above others as above himself; or that which concerns himself. Dignity is a mode of pride which excites in the whole man, it is the entire consciousness of what is becoming himself and due to himself.

Pride assumes such a variety of shapes, and puts on such an infinity of disguises, that it is not easy always to recognize it at the first glance; but an insight into human nature will suffice to convince us that it is the spring of all human actions. Whether we see a man professing humility and self-abasement, or a singular degree of self-debasement, or any degree of self-exaltation, we may rest assured that his own pride or conscious self-importance is not wounded by any such measures; but that in all cases he is equally stimulated with the desire of giving himself in the eyes of others that degree of importance to which in his own eyes he is entitled. Pride is an unbending species or mode of pride which does not stoop to any artifices to obtain gratification; but compels others to give it what it fancies to be its due. Lothiness and dignity are equally remote from any subtle plan, but they are in no less degree exempt from the unamiable of the haughty spirit, which makes a man bear with oppressive sway upon others. A lofty spirit and a dignity of character preserve a man from yielding to the contamination of outward objects, but leave his judgment and feeling entirely free and unbiased with respect to others.

As respects the external behaviour, a haughty carriage is mostly unbecoming; a lofty tone is mostly justifiable, particularly as circumstances may require; and a dignified air is without qualification becoming the man who possesses real dignity.

Every demonstration of an implacable rancour and an untamable pride were the only encouragements we received (from the regicides) to the renewal of our supplications.—BURKE.

Provoked by Edward's haughtiness, even the passive ballad began to mutiny.—ROBERTSON.

As soon as Almagro knew his fate to be inevitable, he met it with the dignity and fortitude of a veteran.—ROBERTSON.

Waller describes Sacharissa as a predominating beauty of lofty charm and imposing influence.—JOHNSTON.

Priest, v. Clergyman.

Primary, Primitive, Pristine, Original.

Primary, from primus, signifies belonging to or like the first. Primitive, from the same, signifies according to the first.

Pristine, in Latin pristinus, from prius, signifies in former times.

Original, signifies containing the origin. The primary denotes simply the order of succession, and is therefore the generic term; primitivus, primitive, and original, include also the idea of some other relation to the thing that succeeds, and are therefore modes of the primary. The primary has nothing to come before it; in this manner we speak of the primary cause as the cause which precedes all other causes: the primitivus is that after which other things are formed: in this manner a primitive word is that after which, or from which, the derivatives are formed: the pristine is that which follows the primitive, so as to become customary; there are but few specimens of the pristine purity of life among the professors of Christianity; the original is that which either gives birth to the thing or...
belongs to that which gives birth to the thing; the original meaning of a word is that which was given to it by the makers of the word. The primary subject of consideration is that which should precede all others; the primitive state of society is that which was formed without a model, but might serve as a model; the pristine simplicity of manners may serve as a just pattern for the imitation of present times; the original state of things is that which is causal with the things themselves.

Memory is the primary and fundamental power, without which there could be no other intellectual operation.—Johnson.

Meanwhile our primitive great size to meet,
His godlike guest walks forth.—Hilton.

As to the share of power each individual ought to have in the state, that I must deny to be amongst the direct original rights of man.—Burke.

While with her friendly clay he delign'd to dwell,
Shall she with safety reach her pristine seat.—Prior.

Primitive, v. Primary.

Prince, Monarch, Sovereign, Potentate.

Prince, in French, prince, Latin princeps from princeps, signifies the chief or the first person in the nation. Monarch, from the Greek ἀρχή alone, and αὐτοῦ government, signifies one having sole authority. Sovereign is probably changed from superregnum.

Potentate, from potens, powerful, signifies one having supreme power. Prince is the generic term, the rest are specific terms; every monarch, sovereign, and potentate is a prince, but not vice versa. The term prince is indefinite as to the degree of power; a prince may have a limited or despotic power; but in its restricted sense it denotes a smaller degree of power than any of the other terms: the term monarch does not define the extent of the power, but simply that it is unconditional as opposed to that species of power which is lodged in the hands of many: sovereign and potentate indicate the highest degree of power; but the former is employed only as respects the nation that is governed, the latter respects other nations: a sovereign is supreme over his subjects; a potentate is powerful by means of his subjects. Every man having independent power is a prince, let his territory be ever so inconsiderable; Germany is divided into a number of small states which are governed by petty princes. Every one reigning by himself in a state of some considerable magnitude and having an independent authority over his subjects is a monarch; kings and emperors therefore are all monarchs. Every monarch is a sovereign whose extent of dominion and number of subjects rises to the ordinary level; he is a potentate if his influence either in the cabinet or the field extends very considerably over the affairs of other nations. Although we know that princes are but men, yet in estimating their characters we are apt to expect more of them than what is human. It is the great concern of every monarch who wishes for the welfare of his subjects to choose good counsellors: whoever has approved himself a faithful subject may approach his sovereign with a steady confidence in having done his duty; the potentates of the earth may sometimes be intoxicated with their power and their triumphs, but in general they have too many momentos of their common infirmity to forget that they are but mortal men.

Of all the princes who had sway'd the Mexican sceptre, Montezuma was the most haughty.—Robertson.

The Mexican people were warlike and enterprising, the authority of the monarch unbounded.—Robertson.

The Peruvians yielded a blind submission to their sovereigns.—Robertson.

How must the most exalted potentate upon earth appear to that ex which takes in innumerable orders of spirits.—Addison.

Principal, v. Chief.

Principally, v. Especially.


Principle, Motive.

The Principle (v. Doctrine) may sometimes be the Motive; but often there is a principle where there is no motive, and there is a motive where there is no principle. The principle lies in conscious and unconscious agents: the motive only in conscious agents: all nature is guided by certain principles; its movements go forward upon certain principles: man is put into action by certain motives; the principle is the prime moving cause of everything that is set in motion; the motive is the prime moving cause that sets the human machine into action. The principle in its restricted sense comes still nearer to the motive, when it refers to the opinions which we form: the principle in this case is that idea which simply impels to action; the former is therefore something permanent, and grounded upon the exercise of our reasoning powers; the latter is momentary, and arises simply from our capacity of thinking: bad principles lead a man into a bad course of life; but a man may be led by bad motives to do what is good as well as what is bad.

The best legislators have been satisfied with the establishment of same sure, solid, and ruling principle in government.—Burke.

The danger of betraying our weakness to our servants, and the impossibility of concealing it from them, may be justly considered as one motive to a regular life.—Johnson.

Print, v. Mark.

Print, v. Picture.


Priority, Precedence, Pre-eminence, Preference.

Priority denotes the abstract quality of being before others; Precedence, from praecedere and cedeo, signifies the state of going before: Pre-eminence signifies being more eminent or elevated than others; Preference signifies being put before others. Priority respects simply the order of succession, and is applied to objects either in a state of motion or rest; precedence signifies priority in going, and di-
Privacy, Retirement, Seclusion.

Privacy literally denotes the abstract quality of private; but when taken by itself it signifies the state of being private: Retirement literally signifies the abstract act of retiring: and Seclusion that of secluding one's-self: but retirement by itself frequently denotes a state of being retired, or a place of retirement: seclusion, a state of being secluded: hence we say a person lives in privacy, in retirement, in seclusion: privacy is opposed to publicity: he who lives in privacy, therefore, is one who follows no public line, who lives so as to be little known: retirement is opposed to openness or freedom of access; he, therefore, who lives in retirement withdraws from the society of others, he lives by himself: seclusion is the excess of retirement: he who lives in seclusion bars all access to himself; he shuts himself from the world. Privacy is most suitable for such as are in circumstances of humiliation, whether from their misfortune or their fault: retirement is peculiarly agreeable to those who are of a reflective turn: but seclusion is chosen only by those who labour under some strong affection of the mind, whether of a religious or a physical nature.

Fly with me to some safe, some sacred privacy.

Privilege, Prerogative, Exemption, Immunity.

Privilege, in Latin privilegium, compounded of privus and lex, signifies a law made for any individual or set of individuals.

Prerogative, in Latin prærogativi, were so called from præ and rogare, to ask, because they were first asked whom they would have to be consulted: hence applied in our language to the right of determining or choosing first in many particulars.

Exemption, from the verb to exempt, and Immunity, from the Latin immittere, are both employed for the object from which one is exempt or free.

Prerogative and prerogative consist of positive advantages; exemption and immunity of those which are negative: by the former we obtain an actual good, by the latter the removal of an evil.

Privacy, in its most extended sense, comprehends all the rest: for every prerogative, exemption, and immunity are privileges, inasmuch as they rest upon certain laws or customs, which are made for the benefit of certain individuals; but in the restricted sense privilege is used only for the subordinate parts of society, and prerogative for the superior orders: as they respect the public, privileges belong to or are granted to the subject; prerogatives belong to the crown. It is the privilege of a member of parliament to escape arrest for debt; it is the prerogative of the crown to be irresponsible for the conduct of its ministers: as respects private cases it is the privilege of females to have the best places assigned to them: it is the prerogative of the male to address the female.

Privileges are applied to every object which it is desirable to have; prerogative is confined to the case of making one's election, or exercising any special power; exemption is applicable to cases in which one is exempted from any tribute, or payment; immunity, from the Latin immittere, is peculiarly applicable to cases in which one is freed from a service: all chartered towns or corporations have privileges, exemptions, and immunities: it is the privilege of the city of London to shut its gates against the king.

As the aged depart from the dignity, so they forfeit the privileges, of grey hairs.—BLAIRE.

By the worst of usurpations, an usurpation on the prerogatives of the state, you attempt to force taylers and carpenters into the state.—BURKE.

Neither nobility nor clerical (in France) enjoyed any exemption from the duty on consumable commodities.—BURKE.

You claim an immunity from evil which belongs not to the lot of man.—BLAIRE.

Privilege, v. Right.

Prize, v. Capture.

To Prize, v. To value.


Probitly, v. Honesty.

To Proceed, v. To advance.

To Proceed, v. To arise.

Proceeding, Process, Progress.

The manner of performing actions for the attainment of a given end is the common idea comprehended in these terms. Proceeding to the mass general, as it simply expresses the general idea of the manner of going on; the
rest are specific terms, denoting some particular in the action, object, or circumstance. Proceeding is said commonly of such things as happen in the ordinary way of doing business; Process is said of such things as are done by rule; the former is considered in a moral point of view; the latter in a scientific or technical point of view; the Freemasons have bound themselves together by a law of secrecy not to reveal some part of their proceedings; the process by which paper is made has undergone considerable improvements since its first invention.

Proceeding and Progress both refer to the moral actions of men; but the proceeding simply do in the act of going on, or doing something; the progress denotes an approximation to the end; the proceeding may be only a partial action, comprehending both the beginning and the end; but the progress is applied to that which requires time, and a regular succession of action, to bring it to a completion: that is a proceeding in which every man is tried in a court of law; that is a progress which one makes in learning, by the addition to one's knowledge; hence we do not talk of the proceeding of life, but of the progress of life.

Devotion bestows that enlargement of heart in the service of God which is the greatest principle both of person and progress in virtue.—Burke.

Saturnian Juno now, with double care,
Attends the fatal process of the war.—Dryden.

What could be more fair than to lay open to an enemy all that you wished to obtain, and to desire him to imitate your ingenuous proceeding?—Burke.

Proceeding, Transaction.

Proceeding signifies literally the thing that proceeds; and transaction the thing transacted: the former is, therefore, of something that is going forward; the latter of something that has already done; we are witnesses to the whole proceeding: we inquire into the whole transaction. The term proceeding is said of every event or circumstance which goes forward through the agency of men; transaction comprehends only those matters which have been deliberately transacted or brought to a conclusion: in this sense we use the word proceeding in application to an affair in the street; and the word transaction to some commercial negotiation that has been carried on between certain persons. The term proceeding marks the manner of proceeding; as when we speak of the proceedings in a court of law; transaction marks the business transacted; as the transactions on the Exchange. A proceeding may be characterized as disgraceful; a transaction as iniquitous.

The proceedings of a council of old men in an American tribe, we are told, were no less formal and august than those in a senate in more polished republics.—Robertson.

It was Bothwell's interest to cover, if possible, the whole transaction under the veil of darkness and silence.—Robertson.


Procession, Train, Retinue.

Procession, from the verb proceed, signifies the act of going forward or before, that is, in the present instance, of going before others, or one before another.

Train in all probability comes from the Latin trahō to draw, signifying the thing drawn after another, and in the present instance the persons who are led after, or follow, any object.

Retinue, from the verb to retain, signifies those who are retained as attendants.

All these terms are said of any number of persons who follow in a certain order; but this, which is the leading idea in the word procession, is but collateral in the terms train and retinue: on the other hand, the procession may consist of persons of all ranks and stations; but train and retinue apply only to such as follow some person or thing in a subordinate capacity: the former in regard to such as make up the concluding part of some procession; the latter only in regard to the servants or attendants of the great. At funerals there is frequently a long train of coachmen belonging to the friends of the deceased who close the procession; princes and nobles never go out on state or public occasions without a numerous retinue: the beauty of every procession consists in the order with which every one keeps his place, and the regularity with which the whole goes forward; the length of a train is what renders it most worthy of notice; the number of a retinue in eastern nations is one criterion by which the wealth of the individual is estimated.

And now the priests, Politians at their head, In skins of beasts involved, the long procession led—Dryden.

The moon, and all the starry train, Hung the vast vault of heaven.—Gay.

Hymn and his sleeping slaves, he slew; then spies Where Remus with his rich retinue lies.—Dryden.

To Proclaim, v. To announce.

To Proclaim, v. To declare.

Proclamation, v. Decree.

To Procure, v. To delay.

To Procure, v. To get.

To Procure, v. To provide.


Prodigy, v. Wonder.

To Produce, v. To afford.

To Produce, v. To effect.

To Produce, v. To make.

Produce, v. Production.


Production, Produce, Product.

The term Production expresses either the act of producing or the thing produced; Product and Produce express only the thing produced; the production of a tree from a seed is one of the wonders of nature: the produce will not be considerable.

In the sense of the thing produced, production is applied to every individual thing that
is produced by another: in this sense a tree is a production; produce and product are applied only to those productions which are to be turned to a purpose: the former in a collective sense, and in reference to some particular object; the latter in an abstract and general sense; the aggregate quantity of grain drawn from a field is termed the produce of the field; but corn, hay, vegetables, and fruits in general are termed products of the earth; the naturalist examines all the productions of nature; the husbandman looks to the produce of his land; the topographer and traveller inquire about the products of different countries.

There is the same distinction between these terms in their improper, as in their proper, acceptation: the production is whatever results from an effort, physical or mental, as a production of genius, a production of art, and the like; the produce is the amount or aggregate result from physical or mental labour: thus, whatever the husbandman reaps from the cultivation of his land is termed the produce of his labour; whatever results from any public subscription or collection is, in like manner, the produce: the produce is employed only in regard to the mental operation of figures, as the product from multiplication.

Nature also, as it desires that the sun should brighten a production of her children, placed in the fairest lands, has bestowed on King Alfred every bodily accomplish.—HUME.

A storm of hail, I am informed, has destroyed all the produce of my estate in Tuscany.—MELMOTH LETTERS OF CICERO.

I cannot help thinking the Arabian tales the product of some woman's imagination.—ATTERBURY.

Production, Performance, Work.

When we speak of anything as resulting from any specified operation, we term it a Production; as the production of an author, signifying what he has produced by the effort of his mind: Homer's Iliad is esteemed as one of the finest productions of the imagination. When we speak of anything as executed or performed by some person we term it a Performance, as a drawing or a painting is denominated the performance of a particular artist. The term production cannot be employed with-ut specifying or referring to the source from which it is produced, or the means by which it is produced; as the production of art, the production of the inventive faculty, the production of the mind, &c.: a performance cannot be spoken of without referring to the individual by whom it has been performed; hence we speak of this or that person's performance. When we wish to specify anything that results from work, or labour, it is termed a work: in this manner we either speak of the work of one's hands, or a work of the imagination, a work of time, a work of magnitude. The production results from a complicated operation; the performance consists of simple action; the work springs from active exertion; Shakespeare's plays are termed productions, as they rest on the source from which they came, namely, his genius; they might be called his performances, as far as respected the performance or completion of some task or specific undertaking; they would be called his works, as far as respected the labour which he bestowed upon them. The composition of a book is properly a production, when it is original matter; the sketching of a landscape, or drawing a man's performance; the compilation of a history is a work.

Nature, in her productions slow, aspires by just degrees to reach perfection's height.

The performances of Pope were burn't by those whom he had, perhaps, selected as most likely to publish them.—JOHNSON.

Yet there are some works which the author must consign unpublished to posterity.—JOHNSON.

Profane, v. Irreligious.

To Profess, Declare.

Profess, in Latin profiteor, participle of profiter, compounded of pro and fater to speak, signifies to set forth, or present to public view.

Declare, v. To declare.

An exposure of one's thoughts or opinions is the common idea in the signification of these terms; but they differ in the manner of the action, as well as the object: one professes by words or by actions: one declares by words only: a man professes to believe that on which he acts; but he declare his belief of it either with his lips or in his writings. A profession may be general and partial, it may amount to little more than an intimation: a declaration is positive and explicit; it leaves no one in doubt: a profession may, therefore, sometimes be hypocritical; he who professes may wish to imply that which is not real: a declaration must be either directly true or false; he who declares expressly commits himself upon his veracity. One professes either as respects single actions or a regular course of conduct; one declares either passing thoughts or settled principles. A person professes to have walked to a certain distance; to have taken a certain route, and the like; a Christian professes to believe the doctrine of Christ, and the like. A person professes Christianity; a person declares that a thing is true or false, or he declares his firm belief in a thing.

To profess is employed only for what concerns one's self; to declare is likewise employed for what concerns others: one professes the motives and principles by which one is guided: one declares facts and circumstances with which one is acquainted: one professes nothing but what one thinks may be creditable and fit to be known; but one declares whatever may have fallen under one's notice, or passed through one's mind, as the case requires; there is always a particular and private motive for profession; there are frequently public grounds for making a declaration. A general profession of Christianity, according to established forms, is the bounden duty of every one born in the Christian persuasion; but a particular profession, according to a singular and extraordinary form, is seldom adopted by any who do not deceive themselves, or wish to deceive others: no one should be ashamed of making a declaration of his opinions when the cause of truth is thereby supported; every one should be ready to declare what he knows when the purposes of justice are forwarded by the declaration,
Profuseness, Profuseness.

Profusion, from the Latin *profundo* to pour forth, is taken in relation to unconscious objects, which pour forth in great plenty; **Profuseness** is taken from the same, in relation to conscious agents, who likewise pour forth in great plenty: the term *profusion*, therefore, is put for plenty itself, and the term *profuseness* as a characteristic of persons in the sense of extravagance.

At the hospitable board of the rich, there will naturally be a *profusion* of everything which can gratify the appetite; when men see an unusual degree of profusion, they are apt to indulge themselves in *profuseness*.

Ye glittering towns with wealth and splendour crown'd, Ye fields where summer spreads profusion round.

For use your tributary stores combine.—GOLDSMITH.

I was convinced that the liberality of my young companions was only *profuseness*.—JOHNSON.

Progress, Progression, Advance, Advancement.

A forward motion is designated by these terms: but **Progress** and **Progression** simply imply this sort of motion; **Advance** and **Advancement** also imply an approximation to some object: we may make a progress in that which has no specific termination, as a progress in learning, which may cease only with life; but the advance is only made to some limited point or object in view; as an advance in wealth or honour, which may find a termination within the life.

Progress and advance can be thus said of that which has been passed over; but progress and advancement may be said of that which one is passing: the progress is made, or the person is in advance; he is in the act of *progression* or *advancement*: a child makes a progress in learning by daily attention; the progress from one stage of learning to another is not always perceptible; it is not always possible to overtake one who is in *advance*: sometimes a person's advancement is retarded by circumstances that are altogether contingent: the first step in any destructive course still prepares for the second, and the second for the third, after which there is no stop, but the progress is infinite.

I wish it were in my power to give a regular history of the progress which our ancestors have made in this species of verification.—TYRWHITT.

And better chance again, and better still, In infinite *progression*—THOMSON.

The most successful students make their *advances* in knowledge by short flights.—JOHNSON.

I have lived to see the fierce *advancement*, the sudden turn, and the abrupt period, of three or four enormous friendships.—POPPE.

Progress, Proficiency, Improvement.

**Progress** (v. **Proceeding**) is a generic term, the rest are specific; **Proficiency**, from the
Latin *promīxīa*, compounded of *pro* and *moveo*, signifies a professed state, that is to say, a progress already made; and *improvement*, from the verb *improove*, signifies an improved condition, that is, progress in that which improves. The progress here, as in the former paragraph, makes the step or motion onward, and the others, in the point already reached; but the term *progress* is applied either in the proper or improper sense, that is, either to those travelling forward or to those going on step-wise in any work; *proficiency* is applied, in the improper sense, to the ground gained in an art, and *improvement* to what is gained in science or arts: when idle people set about any work, it is difficult to perceive that they make any progress in it from time to time; those who have a thorough taste for either music or drawing will make a proficiency in it which is astonishing to those who are unacquainted with the circumstances; the improvement of the mind can never be so effectually and easily obtained as in the period of childhood.

Bullen, the sage, his progress never ceased,
But still his learning with his days increased.

DENHAM.

When the lad was about nineteen, his uncle desired to see him, that he might know what proficiency he had made.—HAWKESWORTH.

The metrical part of our poetry, in the time of Chaucer, was capable of more improvement.—TYRWHITT.

**Progression**, v. *Progress*.

**Progressive**, v. *Onward*.

**To Prohibit**, v. *To forbid*.

**Project**, v. *Design*.

**Prolific**, v. *Fertile*.

**Proliz**, v. *Diffuse*.

**To Prolong**, v. *To delay*.

**Prominent**, **Conspicuous**.

**Prominent** signifies hanging over; **Conspicuous** (v. *Distinguished*) signifies easy to be beheld: the former is, therefore, to the latter, in some measure, as the speciers to the genus; what is prominent is, in general, on that very account conspicuous; but many things may be conspicuous besides those which are prominent. The terms prominent and conspicuous have, however, an application suited to their peculiar meaning: nothing is prominent but what projects beyond a certain line; everything is conspicuous which may be seen by many; the nose on a man's face is a prominent feature, owing to its projecting situation; and it is sometimes conspicuous, according to the position of the person: a figure in a painting is said to be prominent, if it appears to stand forward or before the others; but it is not properly conspicuous, unless there be something in it which our eye is attracted to the general notice, and distinguishes it from all other things; on the contrary, it is conspicuous, but not expressly prominent, when the colours are vivid.

Lady Macbeth's walking in her sleep is an incident so full of tragic horror that it stands out as a prominent feature in the most sublime drama in the world.—CUMBERLAND.

That innocent mirth which had been so conspicuous in Sir Thomas More's life did not forsake him to the last.—ADDISON.

**Promiscuous, Indiscriminate**.

**Promiscuous**, in Latin *promiscuus*, from *promiscuus*, or *pro* and *miscuus* to mingle, signifies thoroughly mingled.

**Indiscriminate**, from the Latin *in privative and discimina* a difference, signifies without any difference.

*Promiscuous* is applied to any number of different objects mingled together; *indiscriminate* is only applied to the situation in which one does not discriminate different objects: a multitude is termed *promiscuous*, as characterizing the thing; the use of different things for the same purpose, or of the same things for different purposes, is termed *indiscriminate*, as characterizing the person: things become *promiscuous* by the want of design in any one: *indiscriminate* by the fault of any one plants of all descriptions are to be found *promiscuously* situated in the beds of a garden; it is folly to level any charge *indiscriminately* against all the members of any community or profession.

Victors and vanquished join *promiscuous* cries.

From this indiscriminate distribution of misery, the moralists have always derived one of their strongest moral arguments for a future state.—JOHNSON.

**Promise, Engagement, Word**.

**Promise**, in Latin *promissus*, from *promitto*, compounded of *pro* before, and *mitto* to set or fix, that is, to fix beforehand.


The *promise* is specific, and consequently more binding than the *engagement*; *promise* a thing in a set form of words, that are clearly and strictly understood; *we engage* in general terms, that may admit of alteration: a *promise* is mostly unconditional; an *engagement* is frequently conditional. In *promise* the faith of an individual is admitted upon his *Word*, and built upon as if it were a deed; in *engagement* the intentions of an individual for the future are all that are either implied or understood: on the fulfilment of *promises* often depend the most important interests of individuals; an attention to *engagements* is a matter of mutual convenience in the ordinary concerns of life: a man makes a *promise* of payment, and upon his *promise* it may happen that many others depend for the fulfilment of their *promises*; when *engagements* are made to visit or meet others, an inattention to such *engagements* causes great trouble. As a *promise* and *engagement* can be made only by words, the word is often put for either, or for both, as the case requires: he who breaks his *word* in small matters cannot be trusted when he gives his *word* in matters of consequence.

An acre of performance is worth the whole world of promise.—HOWEL.

The *engagements* I had to Dr. Swift were such as the actual services he had done me, in relation to the subscription for Homer, obliged me to.—POPE.

*Exsuss qui uitae princeps, iustus hortes*.

Or nobler warrior, never drew a sword:

Observant of the right, religious of his word.

DRYDEN.

**To Promote**, v. *To encourage*.****
| Prompt, v. | Diligent. |
| Prompt, v. | Ready. |
| To Promulgate, v. | To publish. |
| Proneness, v. | Inclination. |
| To Pronounce, v. | To utter. |
| Prop, v. | Staff. |
| To Propagate, v. | To spread. |
| Propensity, v. | Inclination. |
| Proper, v. | Right. |
| Propitious, v. | Auspicious. |
| Propitious, v. | Favourable. |
| To Prophecy, v. | To foretell. |
| Proportion, v. | Rate. |

**Proportionate, Commensurate, Adequate.**

Proportionate, from the Latin *proportio*, compounded of *pro* and *portio*, signifies having a portion suitable to, or in agreement with, some other object.

Commensurate, from the Latin *commensuratus* or *commensuraverat*, signifies measuring in accordance with some other thing, being suitable in measure to something else.

Adequate, in Latin *adequatus*, participle of *adequari*, signifies made level with some other body.

Proportionate is here a term of general use; the others are particular terms, employed in a similar sense, in regard to particular objects: that is proportionate which rises as a thing rises, and falls as a thing falls; that is commensurate which is made to rise to the same measure or degree; that is adequate which is made to come up to the height of another thing. Proportionate is employed either in the proper or improper sense; in all recipes and prescriptions of every kind proportionate quantities must always be taken; when the task increases in difficulty and complication, a proportionate degree of labour and talent must be employed upon it. Commensurate and adequate are employed only in the moral sense; the former in regard to matters of distribution, the latter in regard to the equalizing of powers: a person’s recompense should in some measure be commensurate with his labour and deserts: a person’s resources should be adequate to the work he is engaged in.

All envy is proportionate to desire.—JOHNSON.

Where the matter is not commensurate to the words all speaking is but tautology.—SOUTH.

Outward actions are not adequate expressions of our virtues.—ADDISON.

**Proposal, Proposition.**

Proposal comes from propose, in the sense of offer: Proposition comes from propose, in the sense of setting down in a distinct form of words. We make a proposal to a person to enter into partnership with him; we make a proposition to one who is at variance with us to settle the difference by arbitration.

The proposal relates altogether to matters of personal and private interest; the proposition is sometimes of an abstract nature; proposals are made for the sale or purchase of particular articles, for the establishment of any mercantile concern, for the erection of any place or institution, and the like; propositions are advanced either for or against certain matters of opinion: the proposal is to be accepted; the proposition is to be admitted.

I have proposed a visit to her friend Lady Campbell, and my Anna seemed to receive the proposal with pleasure.—SIR W. JONES.

The Protestants, averse from proceeding to any act of violence, listened with pleasure to the pacific proposition of the queen regent.—ROBERTSON.

To Propose, v. To offer.

To Propose, v. To purpose.


Proposition, v. Sentence.

Proprietor, v. Possessor.

**To Prorogue, Adjourn.**

Prorogue, from the Latin *prorogo*, signifies to put off, and is used in the general sense of deferring for an indefinite period.

Adjourn, from *journée* the day, signifies only to put off for a day, or some short period: the former is applied to national assemblies only; the latter is applicable to any meeting.

A prorogation is the continuance of Parliament from one session to another.—BLACKSTONE.

An adjournment is no more than a continuance of the session from one day to another.—BLACKSTONE.

ToProsecute, v. To continue.


Prospect, v. View (Survey).

Prospect, v. View (Prospect).

To Prosper, v. To flourish.

Prosperity, v. Well-being.

Prosperous, v. Fortunate.

To Protect, v. To defend.

To Protect, v. To save.

To Protest, v. To affirm.

To Protract, v. To delay.

To Prove, v. To argue.

To Prove, Demonstrate, Evince, Manifest.

Prove, in Latin *probo*, signifies to make good.

Demonstrate, from the Latin *demonstro*, signifies, by virtue of the intensive syllable *de*, to show in a specific manner.
Evince, v. To argue.

Manifest signifies to make manifest (v. Apparent).

Furnish is here the general and indefinite term, the rest imply different modes of procuring; to demonstrate is to prove specifically: we may prove anything by simple assertion but we must demonstrate by intellectual efforts; we may prove that we were in a certain place, but we demonstrate some point in science: we may prove by personal influence but we can demonstrate only by the force of evidence; we prove our own merit by our actions; we demonstrate the existence of a Duty by all that surrounds us.

To prove, evince, and manifest are the acts either of persons or things; to demonstrate, that of persons only: in regard to persons, we prove either the facts which we know or the mental endowments which we possess: we evince and manifest a disposition or a state of mind: we evince our sincerity by our actions, it is a work of time; we manifest a friendly or a hostile disposition by a word, or a single action, it is the act of the moment. All these terms are applied to things, in such as they may tend either to prove or to convict; or simply to make a thing known: to prove and evince are employed in the first case: to manifest in the latter case: the beauty and order in the Creation prove the wisdom of the Creator; a perseverance in a particular course of conduct may either evince great virtue or great folly; the miracles wrought in Egypt manifested the Divine power.

Why on those shores are they with joy survey’d, Admit’d as heroes, and as gods obey’d, Unless great acts superior merit prove! —POPE.

By the very setting apart and consecrating places for the services of God, we demonstrate our acknowledgment of his power and sovereignty over us.—BEVERIDGE.

We must evince the sincerity of our faith by good works. —BLAKE.

In the life of a man of sense, a short life is sufficient to manifest himself a man of honour and virtue.—STEERE.


To Provide, Procurc, Furnish, Supply.

Provide, in Latin provido, signifies literally to see before, but figuratively to get in readiness for some future purpose.

Procurc, v. To get.

Furnish, in French fournir.

Supply, in French supplier, Latin supplyo from sub and plea, signifies to fill up a deficiency or make up what is wanting.

Provide and procure are both actions that have a special reference to the future; furnish and supply are employed for that which is of immediate concern: one provides a dinner in the contemplation that some persons are coming to partake of it; one procures help in the contemplation that it may be wanted; we furnish a room, as we find it necessary for the present purpose; one supplies a family with any article of domestic use. Calculation is necessary in providing: one does not wish to provide too much or too little; labour and management are requisite in procuring: when a thing is not always at hand, or not easily come at, one must exercise one's strength or ingenuity to procure it; judgment is requisite in furnishing: what one furnishes ought to be selected with concern to the circumstances of the individual who furnishes: care and attention are wanted in supplying: we must be careful to know what a person really wants, in order to supply him to his satisfaction. One provides against all contingencies: one procures all necessaries: one furnishes all comforts: one supplies all deficiencies. Provide and procure are the acts of persons only; furnish and supply are the acts of unconscious agents: one's garden and orchard may be said to furnish him with delicacies; the earth supplies us with food. So in the improper application: the daily occurrences of a great city furnish materials for a newspaper: a newspaper to an Englishman supplies almost every other want.

A rude hand may build walls, form roofs, and lay floors, and provide all that warmth and security require.—JOHNSON.

Such dress as may enable the body to endure the different seasons, the most unenlightened nations have been able to procure.—JOHNSON.

Your ideas are new, and borrowed from a mountainous country, the only one that can furnish truly picturesque scenery.—GRAY.

And clouds, dissolv'd, the thirsty ground supply.

Providence, Prudent.

Providence and Prudent are both derived from the verb to provide; but the former expresses the particular act of providing: the latter the habit of providing. The former is applied both to animals and men; the latter is employed only as a characteristic of men. We may admire the providence of the ant in laying up a store for the winter; the prudence of a parent is displayed in his concern for the future settlement of his child. It is provident in a person to adopt measures of escape for himself in certain situations of peculiar danger; it is prudent to be always prepared for all contingencies.

In Alphon's isle, when glorious Edgar reign'd, He, wisely provident, from her white cliffs Launch'd half her forests.—SOMERVILLE.

Prudence operates on life in the same manner as rules on composition: it produces vigilance rather than elevation.—JOHNSON.


Provision, v. Fare.

To Provokc, v. To aggravate.

To Provokc, v. To awaken.

To Provokc, v. To excite.

Prudence, v. Wisdom.

Prudent, Prudential.

Prudent (v. Judgment) characterizes the person or the thing; Prudential characterizes only the thing. Prudent signifies having prudence; prudential according to rules of prudence, or as respects prudence. The prudent is opposed to the imprudent and incom-
siderate; the **prudent** is opposed to the voluntary: the counsel is **prudent** which accords with the principles of **prudence**: the reason or motive is **prudent** as flowing out of circumstances of **prudence** or necessity. Every one is called upon at certain times to adopt **prudent** measures; those who are obliged to consult their means in the management of their expenses must act upon **prudent** motives.

Ulysses first in public care he found,
For **prudent** counsel like the gods renowned.—**Pope**.

Those who possess elevated understandings are naturally apt to consider all **prudential** maxims as below their regard.—**Johnson**.

**Prudent**, v. **Prudent**.

**To Pry**, **Scrutinize**, **Dive Into**.

**Pry** is in all probability changed from prove, in the sense of try.

**Scrutinize** comes from the Latin *scrutator* to search thoroughly.

**Dive**, v. To plunge.

**Pry** is taken in the bad sense of looking more narrowly into things than one ought: **scrutinize** and **dive into** are employed in the good sense of searching; things to the bottom.

A person who **pry** looks into that which does not belong to him; and too narrowly also into that which may belong to him; it is the consequence of a too eager curiosity or a busy meditating temper: a person who **scrutinizes** looks into that which is intentionally concealed from him; it is an act of duty flowing out of his office: a person who **dives** penetrates into that which lies hidden very deep; he is impelled to this action by the thirst of knowledge and a laudable curiosity.

A love of **prying** into the private affairs of families makes a person a troublesome neighbour: it is the business of the magistrate to **scrutinize** all matters which affect the good order of society: there are some minds so imbued with a love of science that they delight to **dive into** the secrets of nature.

The peaceable man never officiously seeks to **pry** into the secrets of others.—**Blair**.

He who enters upon this **scrutiny** into the depths of the mind enters into a labyrinth.—**South**.

In man the more we **dive**, the more we see,
Heaven's signet stamping an immortal make.

**Prying**, v. **Curious**.

**Publicity**, v. **Notoriety**.

**To Publish**, v. To advertise.

**To Publish**, v. To announce.

**To Publish**, v. To declare.

**To Publish**, **Promulgate**, **Divulge**,

**Reveal**, **Disclose**.

**Publish**, v. To advertise.

**Promulgate**, in Latin *promulgar*us, participle of *promulgare* or *proviulgo*, signifies to make vulgar.

**Divulge**, in Latin *divulgo*, that is, in *diversus vulgo*, signifies to make vulgar in different parts.

**Reveal**, in Latin *revelo*, from *velo* to veil, signifies to take off the veil or cover.

**Disclose** signifies to make the reverse of close.

To **publish** is the most general of these terms, conveying in its extended sense the idea of making known; but it is in many respects indefinite; we may make known to many or few; but to **promulgate** is always to make known to many. We may **publish** that which is a domestic or a national concern; we **promulgate** properly only that which is of general interest: the affairs of a family or of a nation are **published** in the newspapers; doctrines, principles, precepts, and the like are **promulgated**. We may **publish** things to be known, or things not to be known; we **divulge** things mostly not to be known: we may publish our own shame, or the shame of another, and we may publish that which is advantageous to another; but we commonly **divulge** the secrets or the crimes of another. **To publish** is said of that which was never before known, or never before existed; **to reveal** and **disclose** are said of that which has been only concealed or lay hidden: we **publish** the events of the day; we **reveal** the secret or the mystery of a transaction; we **disclose** the whole affair from beginning to end which has never been properly known or accounted for.

By the exaction of several of his benefactors, Maximin **published** in characters of blood the indelible history of his baseness and ingratitude.—**Gibbon**.

An absurd theory on one side of a question forms no justification for alleging a false fact or **promulgating** indelible maxims on the other.—**Burke**.

Tremble thou wretch
That hast within thee undetected crimes.—**Shakespeare**.

In confession, the **reveling** is not for worldly use, but for the ease of a man's heart.—**Bacon**.

Then earth and ocean various forms **disclose**.—**Dryden**.

**To Pull**, v. To draw.

**Punctual**, v. **Exact**.

**Punishment**, v. **Correction**.

**To Purchase**, v. To buy.

**Pure**, v. **Clean**.

**To Purpose**, v. To design.

**To Purpose**, **Propose**.

**We Purpose** (v. To design) that which is near at hand, or immediately to be set about; we **Propose** that which is more distant: the former requires the setting before one's mind, the latter requires deliberation and plan. **We purpose** many things which we never think worth while doing: but we ought not to **propose** anything to ourselves which is not of too much importance to be lightly adopted or rejected. **We purpose** to go to town on a certain day; we **propose** to spend our time in a particular study.

When listening Philomela doth sing
To let thee, boy, and purpose in the Kite, to make her night excel their day.—**Thomson**.

There are but two plans on which any man can **propose** to conduct himself through the dangers and distresses of human life.—**Blair**.

**Purpose**, v. **Sake**.
To Pursue, v. To continue.
To Pursue, v. To follow.

To Put, Place, Lay, Set.
Put is in all probability contracted from positus, participle of ponere to place.
Place, v. To place.
Lay, in Saxon leagian, German legen, Latin loco, and Greek ληεγειν, signifies to cause to lie; and Set, in German setzen, Latin sedere, from sedere to sit, signifies to cause to stand.
Put is the most general of all these terms; place, lay, and set are but modes of putting; one puts, but the way of putting it is not defined; we may put a thing into one's room, one's desk, one's pocket, and the like; but to place is to put in a specific manner, and for a specific purpose; one places a book on a shelf.

As a fixed place for it, and in a position most suitable to it. To lay and set are still more specific than place; the former being applied only to such things as can be made to lie; and set only to such as can be made to stand; a book may be said to be laid on the table when placed in a downward position; and set on a shelf when placed on one end: we lay ourselves down on the ground; we set a trunk upon the ground.

The labourer cuts dryden.

Then youths and virgins, twice as many, join to serve the dishes, and to serve the wine.

Here some design a mole, while others there lay deep foundations for a theatre.—Dryden.

To Putrefy, v. To rot.

Q.

To Qualify, v. To make.
Qualification, Accomplishment.
The qualification (v. Competent) serves the purpose of utility; the accomplishment serves to adorn: by the first we are enabled to make ourselves useful; by the second we are enabled to make ourselves agreeable.
The qualifications of a man who has an office to perform must be considered; of a man who has only pleasure to pursue the accomplishments are to be considered. A readiness with one's pen, and a facility at accounts, are necessary qualifications either for a school or a counting-house; drawing is one of the most agreeable and suitable accomplishments that can be given to a young person.
The companion of an evening, and the companion for life, require very different qualifications.—Johnson.
Where nature bestows genius, education will give accomplishments.—Cumberland.

Qualified, v. Competent.

To Qualify, v. To fift.

To Qualify, Temper, Humour.
Qualify, v. Competent.

Temper, from tempero, is to regulate the temperament.
Humour, from humor, is to suit to the humour.

Things are qualified according to circumstances: what is too harsh must be qualified by something that is soft and lenitive; things are tempered by nature so that things perfectly discordant should not be combined; things are humoured by contrivance: what is subject to many changes requires to be humoured; a polite person will qualify a refusal by some expression of kindness; Providence has tempered the seasons so as to mix something that is pleasant in them all. Nature itself is sometimes to be humoured when art is employed; but the temper of men require still more to be humoured.

It is the excellency of friendship to rectify or at least to qualify the malignity of those surmises.—South.

God in his mercy has so framed and tempered his word, that we have for the most part a reserve of mercy wrapped up in a curse.—South.

Our British gardeners, instead of humouring nature, love to deviate from it as much as possible.—Addison.


Quality, Property, Attribute.
Quality, in Latin qualitas from qualis such, signifies such as a thing really is.

Property, which is changed from propriety and proprius proper or one's own, signifies belonging to a thing as an essential ingredient.

Attribute, in Latin attributus, participle of attribuere to bestow upon, signifies the things bestowed upon or assigned to another.

The quality is that which is inherent in the thing and co-existent; the property is that which belongs to it for the time being; the attribute is the quality which is assigned to any object. We cannot alter the quality of a thing without altering the whole thing; but we may give or take away properties from bodies at pleasure without entirely destroying their identity; and we may ascribe attributes at discretion.

Humility and patience, industry and temperance, are very often the good qualities of a poor man.—Addison.

No man can have sunk so far into stupidity as not to consider the properties of the ground on which he walks, of the plants on which he feeds, or of the animals that delight his ear.—Johnson.

Man o'er a wider field extends his views,
God through the wonder of his works pursues,
Exploring thence his attributes and laws,
Adores, loves, imitates th' Eternal Cause.—Jenyns.
QUICKNESS.


Quarrel, Broil, Feud.  
Broil probably comes from brawl, a noisy quarrel.

Feud, in German fehde, is connected with the word flight, including active hostility.  
Quarrel is the general and ordinary term; broil and feud are particular terms.

The idea of a variance between two parties is common to these terms; but the former respects the complaints and charges which are reciprocally made; broil respects the confusion and entanglement which arises from a contention and collision of interests; feud respects the hostilities which arise out of the variance.

There are quarrels where there are no broils, and there are both where there are no feuds; but there are no broils and feuds without quarrels: the quarrel is not always openly conducted between the parties; it may sometimes be secret, and sometimes manifest itself only in a coolness of behaviour: the broil is a noisy kind of quarrel, it always breaks out in loud, and mostly reproachful language; feud is a deadly kind of quarrel which is heightened by mutual aggravations and insults. Quarrels are very lamentable when they take place between members of the same family; broils are very frequent among profligate and restless people who live together; feuds were very general in former times between different families of the nobility.

The dirk or broad dagger, I am afraid, was of more use in private quarrels than in battles.—JOHNSON.

Ev'n haughty Juno, who with endless broils,  
Earth, sea, and heaven's skylights, hurtles:  
At length aloof'd, her friendly pow'r shall join  
To cherish and advance the Trojan line.—DRYDEN.

The poet describes (in the poem of Chevy-Chace) a battle occasioned by the mutual feuds which reigned in the families of an English and Scotch nobleman.—ADDISON.

Quarrel, Affray, or Fray.  
Affray or Fray, from frico to rub, signifies the collision of the passions.

A quarrel is indefinite, both as to the cause and the manner in which it is conducted; an affray is a particular kind of quarrel: a quarrel may subsist between two persons from a private difference; an affray always takes place between many upon some public occasion: a quarrel may be carried on merely by words; an affray is commonly conducted by acts of violence: many angry words pass in a quarrel between two hou. tv people; many are wounded, if not killed in affrays, when opposite parties meet.

The quarrel between my friends did not run so high as I find your accounts have made it.—STEEL.

The provost of Edinburgh, his son, and several citizens of distinction, were killed in the fray.—ROBERTSON.

Quarter, v. District.  
Query, v. Question.  
To Question, v. To ask.  
Question, v. Doubt.

QUICKNESS.  
Question, Query.  
Query is but a variation of quere, from the verb querro to seek or inquire.

Questions and queries are both put for the sake of obtaining an answer; but the former may be for a reasonable or unreasonable cause; a query is mostly a rational question; idlers may put questions from mere curiosity; learned men put queries for the sake of information.

Quickness, Swiftness, Fletness, Celerity, Rapidity, Velocity.

These terms are all applied to the motion of bodies, of which Quickness, from quick, denotes the general and simple idea which characterizes all the rest. Quickness is near akin to life, and is directly opposed to slowness. Swiftness, in all probability from the German schweren to roam; and Fletness, from fly; express higher degrees of quickness. Celerity, probably from celer, a horse; Velocity, from volo to fly; and Rapidity, from rapio to seize or hurry along, differ in an application of the same degree. Quick and swift are applicable to any objects; men are quick in moving, swift in running: dogs hear quickly, and run swiftly; a mill goes quickly or swiftly round, according to the force of the wind: fletness is the peculiar characteristic of wings or horses; a horse is fleet in the race, and is sometimes described to be as fleet as the winds: that which we wish to characterize as particularly quick in our ordinary operations, we say is done with celerity; in this manner our thoughts pass with celerity from one object to another: those things are said to move with rapidity which seem to hurry everything away with them; a river or stream moves with rapidity; time goes on with a rapid flight: velocity signifies the swiftness of flight, which is a motion that exceeds all others in swiftness: hence, we speak of the velocity of a ball shot from a cannon, or of a celestial body moving in its orbit; sometimes these words, rapidity and velocity, are applied in the improper sense by way of emphasis to the very swift movements of other bodies: in this manner the wheel of a carriage is said to move rapidly: and the flight of an animal or the progress of a vessel before the wind is compared to the flight of a bird in point of velocity.

Impatience of labour seizes those who are most distinguished for quickness of apprehension.—JOHNSON.

Above the bounding hills a swift they flew,  
Till now the Grecian camp appear'd in view.—POPE.

For fear, though faster than the wind,  
Believes 'tis always left behind.—BUTLER.

By moving the eye we gather up with great celerity the several parts of an object, so as to form one piece—BURKE.

Meantime the radiant sun, to mortal sight  
Descending swift, roll'd down the rapid light.—POPE.  
Lighting is a productive of celerity which it chiefly owes to the velocity of its motion.—BURKE.

To Quiet, v. To appease.  
Quiet, v. Ease.  
Quiet, v. Peace.  
To Quit, v. To leave.  
To Quiver, v. To shake.  
To Quote, v. To cite.
Race, v. Course.

Race, Generation, Breed.

Race, v. Family.

Generation, in Latin generatio from genero, and the Greek γένεσις, to engender or beget, signifies the thing begotten.

Breed signifies that which is bred (v. To breed). These terms are all employed in regard to a number of animate objects which have the same origin; the former is said only of human beings, the latter only of brute: the term is employed in regard to the dead as well as the living; generation is employed only in regard to the living; hence we speak of the race of the Heraclidæ, the race of the Bourbons, the race of the Stuarts and the like; but the present generation, the whole generation, a worthless generation, and the like: breed is said of those animals which are brought forth, and brought up in the same manner. Hence, we denominate some domestic animals as of a good breed, where particular care is taken not only as to the animals from which they come, but also of those which are brought forth.

Where races are thus numerous and thus combined, none but the chief of a clan is thus addressed by his name.—JOHNSON.

Like leaves on trees the race of man is found,
Now green in youth, now withering on the ground,
So generations in their course decay,
So flourish these when those are past away.—POPE.

Nor last forget thy faithful dogs, but feed
With fattening whey the mastiff's generous breed.

To Rack, v. To break.

Radiance, Brilliancy.

Both these terms express the circumstance of a great light in a body; but Radiance, from radinum a ray, denotes the emission of rays, and is, therefore, peculiarly applicable to bodies naturally luminous, like the heavenly bodies; and Brilliancy (v. Bright) denotes the whole body of light emitted, and may, therefore, be applied equally to natural and artificial light. The radiance of the sun, moon, and stars constitutes a part of their beauty; the brilliancy of a diamond is frequently compared with that of a star.

To Radiate, v. To shine.

Rage, v. Anger.

Rage, v. Madness.

To Raise, v. To heighten.

To Raise, v. To lift.

To Rally, v. To deride.

To Ramble, v. To wander.


Rancour, v. Malice.

To Range, v. To class.

To Range, v. To wander.

To Rank, v. To class.

To Ransom, v. To redeem.

Rapacious, Ravenous, Voracious.

Rapacious, in Latin rapax, from rapio to seize, signifies seizing or grasping anything with an eager desire to have.

Ravenous, from the Latin ræbiles fury, and rapio to seize, signifies the same as rapacious.

Voracious, from voro to devour, signifies an eagerness to devour.

The idea of greediness, which forms the leading feature in the signification of all these terms, is varied in the subject and the object; rapacious is the quality peculiar to beasts of prey; ravenous and voracious are common to all animals, when impelled by hunger. The beasts of the forest are rapacious at all times; all animals are more or less ravenous or voracious, as circumstances may make them; the term rapacious applies to the seizing of other animals as food; ravenous applies to the seizing of anything which one takes for one's food; a lion is rapacious when it seizes on its prey: it is ravenous in the act of consuming it. The word ravenous respects the haste with which one eats; the word voracious respects the quantity which one consumes: a ravenous person is loth to wait for the dressing of his food; he consumes it without any preparation: a voracious person not only eats in haste, but he consumes great quantities, and continues to do so for a long time. Abstinence from food, for an unusual length, will make any healthy creature ravenous; habitual intemperance in eating, or a diseased appetite, will produce voracity.

A display of our wealth before robbers is not the way to restrain their boldness, or to lessen their rapacity.—BURKE.

Again the holy fires on altars burn,
And once again the ravenous birds return.—DRYDEN.

Beneath each mark another's stall,
Bid thy own conscience look within;
Control thy more voracious will,
Nor for a breakfast nations kill.—GAY.

Rapidity, v. Quickness.

Rapine, Plunder, Pillage.

The idea of property taken from another contrary to his consent is included in all these terms: but the term Rapine includes most violence; Plunder includes removal or carrying away; Pillage search and scrutiny after a thing. A soldier who makes a sudden incursion into an enemy's country, and carries away whatever comes within his reach, is guilty of rapine: he goes into a house full of property and carries away much plunder; he enters with the rest of the army into a town, and stripping it of everything that was to be found, goes away loaded with pillage; mischief and bloodshed attend rapine: loss attends plunder: distress and ruin follow wherever there has been pillage.
RARE.

Of T surplus, slow winding to the vale, the seat of war and rapine once.—SOMERVILLE.

Ship-money was pitched upon as fit to be formed by ease and taxes, and the burden of the subjects took off by plunderings and sequestrations.—SOUTH.

Although the Etruscans for a time stood resolutely to the defence of their city, it was given up by treachery on the seventh day, and in a moment and destroyed in a most barbarous manner by the Persians.—CUMBERLAND.


Rare, Scarce, Singular.

Rare, in Latin rarus, comes from the Greek ἀραιός rare.

Scarce, in Dutch schaars sparing, comes from scharen to cut or clip, and signifies cut close.


Rare and scarce both respect number or quantity, which admit of expansion or diminution: rare is a thinned number, a diminished quantity; scarce is a short quantity.

Rare is applied to matters of convenience or luxury; scarce to matters of utility or necessity: that which is rare becomes valuable, and fetches a high price; that which is scarce becomes precious, and the loss of it is seriously felt. The best of everything is in its nature rare, there will never be a superfluity of such things; there are, however, some things, as particularly curious plants, or particular animals, which, owing to circumstances, are always rare: that which is most in use will, in certain cases, be scarce: when the supply of an article fails, and the demand for it continues, it naturally becomes scarce. An aloe in blossom is a rarity, for nature has prescribed such limits to its growth as to give but very few of such flowers: the paintings of Raphael, and the former distinguished painters, are daily becoming more scarce because time will diminish their quantity, although not their value.

What is rare will often be singular, and what is singular will often, on that account, be rare: but these terms are not necessarily applied to the same object: fewness is the idea common to both; but rare is said of that of which there might be more; while singular is applied to that which is single, or nearly single, in its kind. The rare is that which is always sought for; the singular is not always that which one esteems: a thing is rare which is difficult to be obtained; a thing is singular for its peculiar qualities, good or bad. Indian plants are many of them rare in England, because the climate will not agree with them; the sensitive plant is singular, as its quality of yielding to the touch distinguishes it from all other plants.

Scarce is applied only in the proper sense to physical objects; rare and singular are applicable to moral objects. One speaks of a rare instance of fidelity, of which many like examples cannot be found; of a singular instance of depravity, when a parallel case can scarcely be found.

A perfect union of wit and judgement is one of the rarest things in the world.—BURKE.

When any particular piece of money grew very scarce, it was often re-coined by a succeeding emperor.—ADDISON.

Rate.

We should learn, by reflecting on the misfortunes which have attended others what there is nothing singular in those which befal ourselves.—MELmoth's LETTERS OF CUCKOO.

Rash, v. Foolhardy.

Rashness, Temerity, Hastiness, Precipitancy.

Rashness denotes the quality of rash, which, like the German rasch, and our word rash, comes from the Latin ræo, expressing hurried and excessive motion.

Temerity, in Latin temeritas, from temer, possibly comes from the Greek τραγωδος at the moment, denoting the quality of acting by the impulse of the moment.


Precipitancy, from the Latin præ and capio, signifies the quality or disposition of taking things before they ought to be taken.

Rashness and temerity have a close alliance with each other in sense; but they have a slight difference which is entitled to notice: rashness is a general and indefinite term, in the signification of which an improper celerity is the leading idea: this celerity may arise either from a vehement character or a temporary ardour of the mind: in the signification of temerity, the leading idea is want of consideration, springing mostly from an overweening confidence, or a presumption of character. Rashness is, therefore, applied to corporeal actions as the jumping into a river, without being able to swim, or the leaping over a hedge, without being an expert horseman; temerity is applied to our moral actions, particularly such as require deliberation, and a calculation of consequences. Hastiness and precipitancy are but modes or characteristics of rashness, and consequently employed only in particular cases, as hastiness in regard to our movements, and precipitancy in regard to our measures.

To distrust fair appearances, and to restrain rash desires are instructions which the darkness of our present state should strongly inculcate.—BURKE.

All mankind have a sufficient plea for some degree of restlessness, and the fault seems to be little more than too much temerity of conclusion in favour of something not experienced.—JOHNSTON.

And hurry through the woods with hasty step,
Rustling and full of hope.—SOMERVILLE.

The night looks black and boding; darkness fell
Precipitate and heavy over the world.
At once extinguishing the sun.—MALLETT.

To Rate, v. To estimate.

Rate, Proportion, Ratio.

Rate, v. To estimate.

Ratio has the same origin and original meaning as rate.

Proportion, v. Proportionate.

Rate and ratio are in sense species of proportion: that is, they are supposed or estimated proportions, in distinction from proportions that lie in the nature of things. The first term, rate, is employed in ordinary concerns; a person receives a certain sum weekly at the rate of a certain sum yearly: ratio is applied only to numbers and calculations; as
two is to four, so is four to eight, and eight to
sixteen; the ratio in this case being double :
proportion is employed in matters of science,
and in all cases where the two more specific
terms are not admissible; the beauty of an
edifice depends upon observing the doctrine of
proportions; in the disposing of soldiers a
certain regard must be had to proportion in
the height and size of the men.

At Ephesus and Athens, Anthony lived at his usual rate
in all manner of luxury.—Prideaux.
The word of interest (to lenders) is generally in a com-
promised ratio formed out of the inconvenience and the
hazard.—Blackstone.

Repeuntance cannot be effectual but as it bears some
proportion to sin.—South.

Rate, r. Tax.
Rate, v. Value.
Ratio, v. Rate.

Ravage, Desolation, Devastation.

Ravage comes from the Latin rapio, and
the Greek ῥαψαῖος, signifying a seizing or tear-
ing away.

Desolation, from solus alone, signifies
made solitary or reduced to solitude.

Devastation, in Latin devastatio, from
devesto to lay waste, signifies reducing to
a waste or desert.

Ravage expresses less than either desolation
or devastation: a breaking, tearing, or destroy-
ing is implied in the word ravage; but devasta-
tion signifies the entire unpeopling a land,
and devastation the entire clearing away of
every vestige of cultivation. Torrents, flames,
and tempests ravage; war, plague, and fami-
nee devastate; armies of barbarians, who
inundate a country, carry devastation with
them wherever they go. *Nothing resists
ravages, they are rapid and terrible; nothing
arrests desolation, it is cruel and un pitying;
devastation spares nothing, it is ferocious and
indescribable. Ravages spread alarm and terror;
desolation, grief and despair; devastation,
dread and horror.

Ravage is employed likewise in the moral
application; desolation and devastation only in
the proper application to countries. Disease
makes its ravages on beauty; death makes its
ravages among men in a more terrible degree
at one time than at another.

Beasts of prey retire, that all night long,
Urg'd by necessity, had rang'd the dark.
As if their conscious ravage shunn'd the light,
Asham.—Thomson.

Amidst the howl's the tyrant's hand is seen,
And desolation saddens all thy green.—Goldsmith.

How much the strength of the Roman republic is im-
paired, and what dreadful devastation has gone forth
into all its provinces.—Melmoth's Letters of Cicero.

To Ravage, v. To overspread.

Ravenous, v. Rapacious.

Ray, Beam.

Ray (v. Gleam) is indefinite in its meaning;
it may be said either of a large or small quan-
tity of light: Beam (v. Gleam) is something
positive; it can be said only of that which is
considerable. We can speak of rays either of
the sun, or the stars, or any other luminous
body; but we speak of the beams of the sun or
the moon. The rays of the sun break through
the clouds; its beams are scorching at noon-
day.

A room can scarcely be so shut up that a
single ray of light shall not penetrate through
the crevices; the sea, on a calm moonlight
night, presents a beautiful spectacle, with
the moon's beams playing on its waves.

The stars emit a shivered ray.—Thomson.
The modest virtues mingle in her eyes.
Still on the ground dejected, darting all
Their humid beams into the blooming flowers.
Thomson.

To Raze, v. To demolish.

To Reach, Stretch, Extend.

Reach, through the medium of the nor-
thern languages, as also the Latin rego in the
word porrego, and the Greek ἀπεργεῖν, comes from
the Hebrew ḥeqa to draw out, and arch, length.

Stretch is but an intensive of reach.

Extend, v. To extend.

The idea of drawing out in a line is common
to these terms, but they differ in the mode
and circumstances of the action. To reach and
to stretch is employed only for drawing out in
a straight line, that is, lengthwise; extend
may be employed to express the drawing out in
all directions. In this sense a wall is said
to reach a certain number of yards; a neck of
land is said to stretch into the sea; a wood
extends many miles over a country. As the
act of persons, in the proper sense, they differ
still more widely; reach and stretch signify
drawing to a given point, and for a given end;
extend has no such collateral meaning. We
reach in order to take hold of something; we
stretch in order to surmount some object: a
person stretches his leg to get on a horse; he
pyramid his neck in order to see over another person; in both cases we
might be said simply to extend the arm or the
neck, where the collateral circumstance is not
to be expressed.

In the improper application, they have a
similar distinction: to reach is applied to the
movements which one makes to a certain end,
and is equivalent to arriving at, or attaining.
A traveller strives to reach his journey's end
as quickly as possible; an ambitious man
aims at reaching the summit of human power
or honour. To stretch is applied to the direc-
tion which one gives to another object, so as
to bring it to a certain point: a ruler stretches
his power or authority to its utmost limits.

To extend retains its original unqualified
meaning; as when we speak of extending the
meaning or application of a word, of
extending one's bounty or charity, extending
one's sphere of action, and the like.

The whole power of cunning is privative; to say
nothing, and to do nothing, is the utmost of its reach.

—Johnson.
Rebek, v. Easy.

Ready, Apt, Prompt.

Ready, v. Easy.

Apt, in Latin aptus, signifies literally fitness.

Prompt, v. Expedition.

Ready is in general applied to that which has been intentionally prepared for a given purpose; promptness and swiftness are species of readiness, which lie in the personal endowments or disposition: hence we speak of things being ready for a journey; persons being apt to learn, or prompt to obey or to reply. Ready, when applied to persons, characterizes the talent; as a ready wit: apt characterizes their habits; as apt to judge by appearance or apt to decide hastily: prompt characterizes more commonly the particular action, and denotes the willingness of the agent, and the quickness with which he performs the action; as prompt in executing a command, or prompt to listen to what is said.

The god himself with ready trident stands
And open the deep, and spreads the moving sands.

DRADE.

Let not the fervent tongue
Prompt to deceive, with adulation smooth,
Gain on your purposed will.—THOMAS.

Poverty is apt to betray a man into envy, riches into arrogance.—ADDISON.

Real, v. Actual.

Real, v. Intrinsic.

To Realize, v. To fulfill.


Reason, v. Consideration.


Reasonable, v. Fair.

Reasonable, Rational.

Are both derived from the same Latin word ratio reason, which, from ratio and reer to think, signifies the thinking faculty.

Reasonable signifies accordant with reason; Rational signifies having reason: the former is more commonly applied in the sense of right reason, propriety, or fairness; the latter is employed in the original sense of the word reason: hence we term a man reasonable who acts according to the principles of right reason; and a being rational who is possessed of the rational or reasoning faculty, in distinction from the brutes. It is to be lamented that there are much fewer reasonable than there are rational creatures.

Human nature is the same in all reasonable creatures.—ADDISON.

The evidence which is afforded for a future state is sufficient for a rational ground of conduct.—BLAIR.

Rebellion, v. Contumacy.

Rebellion, v. Insurrection.

To Rebound, Reverberate, Recoil.

To Rebound is to bound or spring back: a ball rebounds. To Reverberate is to reverberate or beat back: a sound reverberates when it echoes. To Recoil is to coil or whirl back: a snake recoils. The former two are rarely used in an improper application; but we may say of recoil, that a man's schemes will recoil on his own head.

Honour is but the reflection of a man's own actions shining bright in the face of all about him, and from thence rebounding upon himself.—SOUTH.

You seemed to reverberate upon me with the beams of the sun.—HOWEL.

Who in deep mines for hidden knowledge toils, Like guns o'ercharg'd, breaks, missiles, or recoils. DUNHAM.

To Rebuff, v. To refuse.

To Rebuke, v. To check.

To Recall, v. To abjure.

To Recant, v. To abjure.

To Recapitulate, v. To repeat.

To Recede, Retreat, Retire, Withdraw, Secede.

To Recede is to go back; to Retreat is to draw back; the former is a simple action, suited to one's convenience; the latter is a particular action, dictated by necessity: we recede by a direct backward movement; we retreat by an indirect backward movement; we recede a few steps in order to observe an object more distinctly; we retreat from the position we have taken in order to escape danger; whoever can advance can recede; but in general those only retreat whose advance is not free: receding is the act of every one; retreating is peculiarly the act of soldiers, or those who make hostile movements. To Retire and Withdraw originally signify the same as retreat, that is, to draw back or off; but they agree in application mostly with recede: to recede is to go back from a given spot; but to retire and withdraw have respect to the place or the presence of the persons: we may recede on an open plain; but we retire or withdraw from a room, or from some company. In this application withdraw is the more familiar term: retire may likewise be used for an army; but it denotes a much more leisurely action than retreat: a general retreat, by compulsion, from an enemy; but he may retire from an enemy's country when there is no enemy present.

Rcede, retire, and withdraw are also used in a moral application: Secede is used only in this sense: a person recedes from his engagement, which is seldom justifiable; he retires from business, or withdraws from a society. To secede is a public act: men secede from a religious or political body; withdraw is a private act: they withdraw themselves as individual members from any society.

We were soon brought to the necessity of receding from our imagined equality with our cousins.—JOHNSON.
RECEIPT.

Retirement from the world's cares and pleasures has been often recommended as useful to repentance.—JOHN.

Son.
A temptation may withdraw for awhile and return again.—SOUTH.

How certain is our ruin, unless we sometimes retreat from this pestilential region (the world of pleasure).—BLAIR.

Plautus and his sons maintained their repulsions during a period of sixty-eight years. In one of those Plautus' excursions from Athens.—CUMBERLAND.

Receipt, Reception.

Receipt comes from receive, in its application to inanimate objects, which are taken into possession.

Reception comes from the same verb, in the sense of treating persons at their first arrival: in the commercial intercourse of men, the receipt of goods or money must be acknowledged in writing; in the friendly intercourse of men, their reception of each other will be polite or cold, according to the sentiments entertained towards the individual.

If a man will keep but of even hand, his ordinary expenses ought to be but half of his receipts.—BACON.

I thank you and Mrs. Pope for my kind reception.—ATTERBURY.

To Receive, Accept.

The idea of taking, from the Latin capio, is common to these words; but to Receive is to take back; to Accept is to take to one's self; the former is an act of right, we receive what is our own; the latter is an act of courtesy, we accept what is offered by another. To receive simply excludes the idea of refusal; to accept includes the idea of consent; we may receive with indifference or reluctance, but we must accept with willingness; the idea of receiving is included in that of accepting, but not vice versa: what we receive may either involve an obligation or not; what we accept always involves the return of like courtesy at least: he who receives a debt is under no obligation, but he who receives a favour is bound by gratitude; and he who accepts a present will feel himself called upon to make some return.

The sweetest cordial we receive at last is conscience of our virtuous actions past.—DENHAM.

Unnamed here receive the spotless fair,
Accept the heathen Greeks prepare.—POPE.

To Receive, v. To admit.
To Receive, v. To take.
Recent, v. Fresh.
Receipt, v. Receipt.
Reciprocity, v. Interchange.
Recital, v. Relation.
To Recite, v. To repeat.
To Reckon, v. To calculate.
To Reckon, Count, or Account, Number.
Reckon, v. To calculate.
Count, or Account, v. To calculate.

RECOGNIZE.

Number signifies to put in the number.
The idea of estimating is here common to these terms, which differ less in meaning than in application: reckon is the most familiar; account and number are employed only in the grave style: we reckon it a happiness to enjoy the company of a particular friend; we ought to account it a privilege to be enabled to address our Maker by prayer; we must all expect to be one day numbered with the dead.

Reckoning themselves absolved by Mary's attachment to Bunwell, from the engagements which they had come under when she yielded herself a prisoner, they carried her, next evening, under a strong guard to the castle of Lochleven.—ROBERTSON.

There is no bishop of the Church of England but accounts it his interest, as well as his duty, to comply with this precept of the Apostle Paul to Titus, these things teach and exhort.—SOUTH.


To Reclaim, Reform.

Reclaim, from clamo, to call, signifies to call back to its right place that which has gone astray.

Reform signifies to form anew that which has changed its form: they are allied only in their application to the moral character.

A man is reclaimed from his vicious courses by the force of advice or exhortation: he may be reformed by various means, external or internal.

A parent endeavours to reclaim a child, but to oftien in vain; the offender is in general not reformed.

Scotland had nothing to dread from a princess of Mary's character, who was wholly occupied in endeavouring to reclaim her heretical subjects.—ROBERTSON.

A monkey, to reform the times,
Resolved't to visit foreign climes.—GAY.

To Recline, Repose.

To Recline is to lean back; to Repose is to place one's self back: he who reclines reposes; but we may recline without repose: when we recline we put ourselves into a particular position; but when we repose we put ourselves into that position which will be most easy.

For consolation on his friend reclin'd.—FALCONER.
I thought I'd, and found myself repour'd
Under a shade, on flowers.—MILTON.

Recognize, Acknowledge.

Recognize, in Latin recognoscere, is to take knowledge of, or bring to one's own knowledge.

Acknowledge, v. To acknowledge.

To recognize is to take cognizance of that which comes again before our notice; to acknowledge is to admit to one's knowledge whatever comes fresh under our notice: we recognize a person whom we have known before; we recognize him either in his former character or in some newly assumed character; we acknowledge either former favours or those which have been just received; princes recognize certain principles which have been admitted
by previous consent; they acknowledge the justice of claims which are preferred before them.

When conscience threatens punishment to secret crimes, it manifestly recognizes a Supreme Governor from whom nothing is hidden. I call it atheism by establishment when any state, as such, shall not acknowledge the existence of God, as the moral governor of the world.—BURKE.

To Recoil, v. To rebound.
To Recollection, v. Memory.
To Recom pense, v. Compensation.
To Recompense, v. Gratuity.
To Reconcile, v. To conciliate.
To Record, v. To evul.

Record, Register, Archive.
Record is taken for the thing recorded; Register either for the thing registered or the place in which it is registered; Archive, mostly for the place, and sometimes for the thing; records are either historical details, or short notices; registers are but short notices of particular and local circumstances; archives are always connected with the state: every place of antiquity has its records of the different circumstances which have been connected with its rise and progress, and the various changes which it has experienced; in public registers we find accounts of families, and of their various connections and fluctuations; in archives we find all legal deeds and instruments which involve the interests of the nation, both in its internal and external economy.

To Recount, v. To relate.

To Recover, Retrieve, Repair, Recruit.

Retrieve is to get again under one's cover or protection.
Retrieval, from the French trouver, to find, is to find again.

Repair, from the French reparar, Latin reparo, from paro to put, signifies likewise to get again, or make a thing good as it was before.

Refract, in French recrue, from cru and the Latin cresce to grow, signifies to grow again, or come fresh again. 

Recover is the most general term, and applies to objects in general; retrieve, repair, and the others, are on different objects: we recover things either by our own means or by casualties; we retrieve and repair by our own efforts only: we recover that which has been taken, or that which has been any way lost; we retrieve that which we have lost; we repair that which has been injured; we recruit that which has been diminished: we recover property from those who wish to deprive us of it: we retrieve our misfortunes, or our lost reputation; we repair the mischief which has been done to our property; we recruit the strength which has been exhausted; we do not seek after that which we think irrecoverable: we give that up which is irrecoverable; we lament over that which is irreparable; our power of recruiting depends upon circumstances; he who makes a moderate use of his resources, may in general easily recruit himself when they are gone.

The serious and impartial retrospect of our conduct is indispensably necessary to the confirmation or recovery of our virtue.—JOHNSON.

Why may not the soul receive new organs, since ev'n art can these retrieve?—JENKINS.
Your men shall be receiv'd, your fleet repair'd.—DRYDEN.
With greens and flowers recruit their empty bivous.—DRYDEN.

Recovery, Restoration.
Recovery is one's own act; Restoration is the act of another: we recover the thing we have lost when it comes again into our possession; but it is restored to us by another: a king recovers his crown by force of arms from the hands of an usurper; his crown is restored to him by the aid of his people: the recovery of property is good fortune; the restoration of property an act of justice.

Both are employed likewise in regard to one's health; but the former simply designates the regaining of the health; the latter refers to the instrument by which it is brought about: the recovery of his health is an object of the first importance to every man; the restoration of one's health seldom depends upon the efficacy of medicine than the benignant operations of nature.

Let us study to improve the assistance which this revelation affords for the restoration of our nature, and the recovery of our felicity.—BLAIR.

To Recruit, v. To recovery.
To Rectify, v. To amend.
To Rectify, v. To correct.

Rectitude, Uprightness.
Rectitude is properly rightness, which is expressed in a stronger manner by Uprightness: we speak of the rectitude of the judgment; but of the uprightness of the mind, or of the moral character, which must be something more than straight, for it must be elevated above everything mean or devious.

We are told by Cumberland that rectitude is merely metaphorical, and that as a right line describes the shortest passage from point to point, so a right action effects a good design by the lowest means.—JOHNSON.
Who to the fraudulent impostor foul
In his uprightness, answer thus return'd.—MILTON.

To Redeem, Ransom.
Redeem, in Latin redimo, is compounded of re and uno to buy off, or back to one's self.

Ransom is in all probability a variation of redeem.
Redeem is a term of general application; ransom is employed only on particular occasions: we redeem persons as well as things; we ransom persons only; we may redeem by labour, or anything which supplies an equivalent to money; we ransom property with money only: we redeem a watch, or what-
ever has been given in pawn; we ransom a captive; redeem is employed in the improper application; we may redeem our character, redeem our life, or redeem our honour; and in this sense our Saviour redeems repentant sinners; but those who are ransomed only recover their bodily liberty. Thus in her crime her confidence she placed And with new treason would redeem the past. —DRYDEN.

A third tax was paid by vassals to the king, to ransom him if he should happen to be taken prisoner. —ROBERTSON.

Redress, Relief.

Redress, like address (v. Accost) in all probability comes from the Latin dirigo, signifying to direct or bring back to the former point.

Relief, v. To help.

Redress is said only with regard to matters of right and justice; relief to those of kindness and humanity: by power we obtain redress; by active interference we obtain a relief: an injured person looks for redress to the government; an unfortunate person looks for relief to the compassionate and kind; what we suffer through the oppression or wickedness of others can be redressed only by those who have the power of dispensing justice; whenever we suffer, in the order of Providence, we may meet with some relief from those who are more favoured. Redress applies to public as well as private grievances; relief applies only to private distresses: under a pretence of seeking redress of grievances, moths are frequently assembled to the disturbance of the better disposed; under a pretence of soliciting charitable relief, thieves gain admittance into families.

Instead of redressing grievances, and improving the fabric of their state, the French were made to take a very different course. —BURKE.

This one Relief the vanquish'd have, to hope for none. —DENHAM.

To Reduce, Lower.

Reduce is to bring down, and Lower to make low or lower, which proves the close connection of these words in their original meaning: it is, however, only in their improper application that they have any further connection. Reduce is used in the sense of lessen, when applied to number, quantity, price, &c.; lower is used in the same sense when applied to price, demands, terms, &c.; the former, however, occurs in cases where circumstances as well as persons are concerned; the latter only in cases where persons act: the price of corn is reduced by means of importation; a person lowers his price or his demand when he finds them too high. As a moral quality, the former is much stronger than the latter: a man is said to be reduced to an abject condition: but to be lowered in the estimation of others, to be reduced to a state of slavery, to be lowered in his own eyes.

The regular metres then in use may be reduced, I think to four. —TYRWHITT.

It would be a matter of astonishment to me, that any critic should be found proof against the beauties of Agamemnon as to lower his author to a comparison with Sophocles or Euripides. —CUMBERLAND.


To Reel, v. To stagger.

To Refer, v. To allude.

To Refer, Relate, Respect, Regard.

Refer, from the Latin re and fero, signifies literally to bring back; and Relate, from the participle latus of the same word, signifies brought back: the former is, therefore, transitive, and the latter intransitive. One refers a person to a thing; one thing refers, that is, refers a person to another thing: one thing relates, that is, is related, to another. To refer is an arbitrary act, it depends upon the will of an individual: we may refer a person to any part of a volume, or to any work we please: to relate is a conditional act, it depends upon the nature of things: nothing relates to another without some point of accordance between the two; orthography relates to grammar, that is, by being a part of the grammatical science. Hence it arises that so often employed for things, is commonly said of circumstances that carry the memory to events or circumstances; erate is said of things that have a natural connection: the religious festivals and ceremonies of the Roman Catholics have all a reference to some events that happened in the early periods of Christianity; the notes and observations at the end of a book refer to what has been inserted in the text.

Refer and relate carry us back to that which may be very distant; but Respect and Regard (v. To esteem) turn our views to that which is near. The object of the action refer and relate is indirectly acted upon, and consequently stands in the order of case: we may refer an object, a thing relates to an object: but the object of the action respect and regard is directly acted upon, therefore it stands in the accusative or objective case: we respect or regard a thing, not to a thing. Whatever respects or regards a thing has a moral influence over it; but the former is more commonly employed than the latter; since it is the duty of the magistrates to take into consideration whatever respects the good order of the community: what relates to a thing is often more intimately connected than what respects: and, on the contrary, what respects comprehends in it more than what relates. To relate is to respect; but to respect is not always to relate: the former includes every case of the latter or accordance; the latter only that which flows out of the properties and circumstances of things: when a number of objects are brought together, which fitly associate, and properly relate the one to the other, they form a grand whole, as in the case of any scientific work which is digested into a scheme: when all the incidental circumstances which respect either moral principles or moral conduct are properly weighed, they will enable one to form a just judgment.

Respect is said of objects in general; regard mostly of that which enters into the feeling: laws respect the general welfare of the community: the due administration of the laws regards the happiness of the individual.
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Our Saviour's words (in his sermon on the mount) all refer to the Pharisees' way of speaking.—SOUTH.  

Homer artfully interweaves, in the several succeeding parts of his poem, an account of everything which relates to his prince.—ADDISON.  

Religion is a pleasure to the mind, as respects practice.—SOUTH.  

What I have said regards only the vain part of the sex.—ADDISON.  


Refinement, v. Cultivation.  

To Reflect, v. To consider.  

To Reflect, v. To think.  

Reflection, v. Instigation.  

To Reform, v. To amend.  

To Reform, v. To correct.  

To Reform, v. To reclaim.  

Reform, Reformation.  

Reform has a general application; Reformation a particular application: whatever undergoes such a change as to give a new form to an object occasions a reform; when such a change is produced in the moral character, it is termed a reformation: the concerns of a state require occasional reform; those of an individual require reformation. When reformation and reformation are applied to the moral character, the former has a more extensive signification than the latter; the term reform conveys the idea of a complete amendment: reformation implying only the process of amending or improving.  

A reform in one's life and conversation will always be accompanied with a corresponding increase of happiness to the individual; when we observe any approaches to reformation, we may cease to despair of the individual who gives the happy indications.  

He was anxious to keep the distemper of France from the least countenance in England, where he was sure some wicked persons had shown a strong disposition to recommend an imitation of the French spirit of reform.—BURKE.  

Examples are pictures, and strike the senses, may, raise the passions, and call in those (the strongest and most general of all motives) to the aid of reformation.—POPE.  

Reformation, v. Reform.  

Refractory, v. Unruly.  

To Refrain, v. To abstain.  

To Refresh, v. To revive.  

Refuge, v. Asylum.  

To Refuse, v. To deny.  

Refuse, v. Deys.  

To Refuse, Decline, Reject, Repel, Refuse, Rebuff.  

Refuse (v. To deny) signifies simply to pour back, that is, to send back, which is the common idea of all these terms.  

Decline, in Latin declino, signifies literally to turn aside. Reject, from jacto to throw, to cast back; Repel, from pello to drive, to drive back. Rebuff, from buff or puff, to puff one back, or send off with a puff. Refuse is an unqualified action, it is accompanied with no expression of opinion; decline is a gentle and indirect mode of refusal; reject is a direct mode, and conveys a positive sentiment of disapprobation: we refuse what is asked of us, for want of inclination to comply; we decline what is proposed from motives of discretion; we repel what is offered to us, because it does not fall in with our views: we refuse to listen to the suggestions of our friends; we decline an offer of service; we reject the insinuations of the interested and evil-minded. To refuse is said only of that which passes between individuals; to reject is said of that which comes from any quarter: requests and petitions are refused by those who are solicited; opinions, propositions, and counsels are rejected by particular communities; the king refuses to give his assent to a bill; the parliament rejects a bill.  

To repel is to reject with violence; to rebuff is to refuse with contempt. We refuse and reject that which is either offered or simply presents itself for acceptance: but we repel and rebuff that which forces itself into our presence, contrary to our inclination: we repel the attack of an enemy, or we repel the advances of one who is not agreeable; we rebuff those who put that, in our way that is offensive. Importunate persons must necessarily expect to meet with rebuffs, and are in general less susceptible of them than others; delicate minds feel a refusal as a rebuff.  

But all her arts are still employ'd in vain;  

Again she comes, and is refused again.—DRYDEN.  

Why should he then reject a suit so just?—DRYDEN.  

Th' unwearied watch their listening leaders keep;  

And, sounding close, rebuff inaudible sleep.—POPE.  

At length rebuff'd they leave their mangled prey.  

DRYDEN.  

Melissa, though she could not boast the apathy of Cato, wanted not the more prudent virtue of Sarpio, who gained the victory by declining the contest.—JOHNSON.  

To Refute, v. To confute.  

Regal, v. Royal.  

To Regard, v. To attend to.  

Regard, v. Care.  

To Regard, v. To esteem.  

To Regard, v. To refer.  

Regardful, v. Mindful.  

Regardless, v. Indifferent.  

Regimen, v. Food.  

Region, v. District.  

To Register, v. To enrol.  

Register, v. List.  

Register, v. Record.  

To Regret, v. To complain.  

To Regulate, v. To direct.  

To Regulate, v. To govern.  

To Rehearse, v. To repeat.  

Reign, v. Empire.
To Reject, v. To refuse.
Rejoinder, v. Answer.
To Relate, v. To refer.

To Relate, Recount, Describe.

Relate, in Latin relatus, participle of refer, signifies to bring that to the notice of others which has before been brought to our own notice.

Rerount is properly to count again, or count over again.

Describe, from the Latin scribo to write, is literally to write down.

The idea of giving an account of events or circumstances is common to all these terms, which differ in the object and circumstances of the action. Relate is said generally of all events, both of those which concern others as well as ourselves; recount is said only of those which concern ourselves; those who relate all they hear often relate that which never happened; it is a gratification to an old soldier to recount all the transactions in which he bore a part during the military career of his early youth.

We relate events that have happened at any period of time immediate or remote; we recount mostly things which have been long passed: in recounting, the memory reverts to past scenes, and counts over all that has deeply interested the mind. Travellers are pleased to relate to their friends whatever they have seen remarkable in other countries; the recounting of our adventures in distant regions of the globe has a peculiar interest for all who hear them. We may relate either by writing or by word of mouth; we recount only by word of mouth: writers of travels sometimes give themselves a latitude in relating more than they have either heard or seen; he who recounts the exploits of heroism, which he has either witnessed or performed, will always meet with a delighted audience.

Relate and recount are said of that only which has passed; describe is said of that which exists: we relate the particulars of our journey; and we describe the country we pass through. Personal adventure is always the subject of a relation; the quality and conditions of things are those of the description. We relate what happened on meeting a friend; we describe the dress of the parties, or the ceremonies which are usual on particular occasions.

O Muse! the causes and the crimes relate, What goddess was provok'd, and whence he hate. DRyDEN.

To recount Almighty works
What words or tongue of seraph can suffice?—MILTTON.

In describing a rough torrent or deluge, the numbers should run easy and flowing.— Pope.

Related, v. Connected.

Relation, Recital, Narration.

Relation, from the verb relate, denotes the act of relating.

Recital, from recite, denotes the act of reciting.

Narrative, from narrative, denotes the thing narrated. Relation is here, as in the former paragraph (v. To relate), the general, and the others particular terms. Relation applies to every object which is related, whether of a public or private, a national or an individual nature; history is the relation of national events; biography is the relation of particular lives: recital is the relation or repetition of actual or existing circumstances: we listen to the recital of misfortunes, distresses, and the like. The relation may concern matters of indifference: the recital is always of something that affects the interests of some individual; the records of the past are filled with the relation of daily occurrences which simply amuse in the reading: but the recital of another's woes often draws tears from the audience to whom it is made.

Relation and recital are seldom employed but in connection with the object related or recited; narrative is mostly used by itself: hence we say the relation of any particular circumstance; the recital of any one's calamities; but an affecting narrative or a simple narrative.

Biography is of the various kinds of narratives writing, that which is most eagerly read.—JOHNStON.

Those relations are commonly of most value in which the writer tells his own story.—JOHNStON.

Old men fall easily into recital of past transactions.—JOHNStON.

Relation, Relative, Kinsman, Kindred.

Relation is here taken to express the person related; it is, as in the former paragraph, the general term both in sense and application: Relative is employed only as respects the particular individual to whom one is related: Kinsman designates the particular kind of relation; and Kindred is a collective term to comprehend all one's relations or those who are akin to one. In abstract propositions we speak of relations; a man who is without relations feels himself an outcast in society: in designating one's closest and intimate connection with persons we use the term relative: our near and dear relatives are the first objects of our regard: in designating one's relationship and connection with persons, kinsman is preferable; when a man has not any children he frequently adopts one of his kinsmen as his heir: when the ties of relationship are to be specified in the persons of any particular family, they are denominated kindred; a man cannot abstract himself from his kindred while he retains any spark of human feeling.

You are not to imagine that I think myself discharged from the duties of gratitude, only because my relations do not adjust themselves to my expectations.—JOHNStON.

Herod put all to death who had been found in Trebichor of the families and kindred of any of those at Betha.—FRIDEAUX.


To Relax, Remit.

The general idea of lessening is that which allays these words to each other; but they differ very widely in their original meaning, and somewhat in their ordinary application: Relax, from the word lax or loose, signifies
to make loose, and in its moral use to lessen anything in its degree of tightness or rigour; to Remit, from relax in discipline, relaxing in the severity or strictness of our conduct, of remitting a punishment or remitting a sentence. The discretionary power of showing mercy when placed in the hands of the sovereign serves to relax the rigour of the law; when the punishment seems to be disproportioned to the magnitude of the offence, it is but equitable to remit it.

Remains, Relics.

Remains signifies literally what remains: Relics, from the Latin relicus to leave, signifies what is left. The former is a term of general and familiar application; the latter is specific. What remains after the use or consumption of anything is termed the remains; what is left of anything after a lapse of years is the relic or relics. There are remains of buildings mostly after a conflagration; there are relics of antiquity in most monasteries and old churches.

Remains are of value, or not, according to the circumstances of the case; relics always derive a value from the person to whom they were supposed originally to belong. The remains of a person, that is, what corporeally remains of a person, after the extinction of life, will be respected by his friend; a bit of a garment that belonged, or was supposed to belong, to some saint will be a prize in the eyes of a superstitious Roman Catholic. All nations have agreed to respect the remains of the dead; religion, under most forms, has given a sacredness to relics in the eyes of its most zealous votaries; the veneration of genius, or the devotedness of friendship, has in like manner transferred itself from the individual himself to some object which has been his property or in his possession, and thus fabricated for itself relics equally precious.

Upon these friendly shores, and flow'ry plains,
Which hide Anacharsis and his best remains.

DRYDEN.

All those arts, rarities, and inventions which the ingenuous pursue, and all admire, are but the relics of an intellect defaced with sin and time.—SOUTH.

Remark, Observation, Comment, Note, Annotation, Commentary.

Remark (v. To notice); and Observation (v. To notice); and Comment, in Latin commentum, from comminiscor to call to mind; are either spoken or written; Note, Annotation (v. Note); Commentary a variation of comment; are always written. Remark and observation, admitting of the same distinction in both cases, have been sufficiently explained in the article referred to; comment is a species of remark which often loses in good-nature what it gains in seriousness; it is mostly applied to particular persons or cases, and more commonly employed as a vehicle of censure than of commendation; public speakers and public performers are exposed to all the comments which the vanity, the envy, and ill-nature of self-constituted critics can suggest; but when not employed in personal cases, it serves for explanation: the other terms are used in this sense only, but with certain modifications; the note is most general, and serves to call the attention to as well as illustrate particular passages in the text; annotations and commentaries are more minute; the former being that which is added by way of appendage; the latter being employed in a general form; as the annotations of the Greek scholars, and the commentaries on the sacred writings.

Spence in his remarks on Pope's Odyssey, produces what he thinks an unanswerable quotation from Dryden's preface to the F雀id in favour of translating an epic poem into blank verse.—JOHNSON.

If the critic has published nothing but rules and observations on criticism, I then consider whether there be a propriety and elegance in his thoughts and words.—ADDISON.

Sublime or low, unembellished or intense,
The sound is still a comment to the sense.

ROSCOMMON.

The history of the notes (to Pope's Homer) has never been traced.—JOHNSON.

I love a critic who mixes the rules of life with annotations upon writers.—STEELE.

Memoirs or memorials are of two kinds, wherein the one may be termed commentaries, the other registers.—BACON.


To Remark, v. To notice.

To Remedy, v. To cure.

Remedy, v. Cure.

Remembrance, v. Memory.

Remembrancer, v. Monument.

Reminiscence, v. Memory.


To Remit, v. To forgive.
To Repeat, v. To relax.
Remorse, v. Repentance.
To Rend, v. To break.
To Renew, v. To revive.
To Renovate, v. To revive.
To Renounce, v. To abandon.
Renown, v. Fame.
Renowned, v. Famous.
To Repair, v. To recover.
Repartee, v. Retort.
To Repay, v. To restore.
To Repeal, v. To abolish.

To Repeat, Recite, Rehearse, Recapitulate.

The idea of going over any words, or actions, is common to all these terms. Repeat, from the Latin repetto to seek, or go over again, is the general term, including only the common idea. To Recite, Rehearse, and Recapitulate, have the notion of repetition, conveying each some accessory idea. To recite is to repeat in a formal manner; to rehearse is to repeat or recite by way of preparation; to recapitulate is to repeat in a minute and specific manner. We repeat both actions and words; we recite only words; we repeat single words, or even sounds; we recite always a form of words; we repeat our own words, or the words of another; we recite only the words of another; we repeat a name; we recite an ode, or a set of verses; we repeat for purposes of general convenience; we recite for the convenience or amusement of others; we rehearse for some specific purpose, either for the amusement or instruction of others; we recapitulate for the instruction of others. We repeat that which we wish to be heard; we recite a piece of poetry before a company; we rehearse the piece in private which we are going to recite in public; we recapitulate the general heads of that which we have already spoken in detail. A master must always repeat to his scholars the instruction which he wishes them to remember; Homer is said to have recited his verses in different parts; players rehearse their different parts before they perform in public; ministers recapitulate the leading points in their discourse.

To repeat is commonly to use the same words; to recite, to rehearse, and to recapitulate do not necessarily require any verbal sameness. We repeat literally what we have spoken by another; but we recite and rehearse events; and we recapitulate in a concise manner what has been uttered in a particular manner. An echo repeats with the greatest possible precision; Homer recites the names of all the Grecian and Trojan leaders, together with the names and account of their countries, and the number of the forces which they commanded; Virgil makes Aeneas to rehearse before Dido and her courtiers the story of the capture of Troy, and his own adventures; a judge recapitulates evidence to a jury.

To repeat, recite, and recapitulate are employed in writing, as well as in speaking; rehearse is only a mode of speaking. It is sometimes a beauty in style to repeat particular words on certain occasions; an historian finds it necessary to recapitulate the principal events of any particular period.

I could not half those horrid crimes repeat. Nor half the punishments those crimes have met.

DREYDEN.

Whenever the practice of recitation was disused, the works, whether poetical or historical, perished with the authors.—JOHNSON.

Now take your turns, ye muses, to rehearse His friend's complaints, and mighty magic verse. DREYDEN.

The parts of a judge are to direct the evidence to moderate length, repetition, or impertinency of speech; to recapitulate, select, and collate the material points of that which has been said. BACON.

To Repel, v. To refuse.

Repentance, Penitence, Contrition, Compunction, Remorse.

Repentance, from re back, and penitent to be sorry, signifies thinking one's self wrong for something past; Penitence, from the same source, signifies simply sorrow for what is amiss. Contrition, from con terra to rub together, is to bruise as it were with sorrow; Compunction, from compungo to prick thoroughly; and Remorse, from remordio to have a gnawing pain; all express modes of penitence differing in degree and circumstance.

Repentance refers more to the change of one's mind with regard to an object, and is properly confined to the time when this change takes place; we therefore, strictly speaking, repent of a thing but once; we may, however, have penitence for the same thing all our lives. Repentance may be felt for trivial matters; we may repent of going or not going, speaking or not speaking; penitence refers only to serious matters; no are penitent only for our sins. Errors of judgment will always be attended with repentance in a mind that is striving to do right; there is no human being so perfect but that, in the sight of God, he will have occasion to be penitent for many acts of commission and omission.

Repentance may be felt for errors which concern only ourselves, or at most offences against our fellow-creatures; penitence, and the other terms, are applicable only to offences against the moral and Divine law, that law which is engraven on the heart of every man. We may repent of not having made a bargain that we afterwards find would have been advantageous, or of having repented any injury to our neighbour; but our penitence is awakened when we reflect on our unworthiness or sinfulness in the sight of our Maker. This penitence is a general sentiment, which belongs to all men as offending creatures; but contrition, compunction, and remorse are awakened by reflecting on particular offenders and our own contrition is a continued and severe sorrow, appropriate to one who has been in a continued state of
peculiar sinfulness: compunction is rather an occasional but sharp sorrow, provoked by a single offence, or a moment's reflection; remorse may be temporary, but it is a still sharper pain awakened by some particular offence of peculiar magnitude and atrocity. The prodigal son was a contrite sinner; the brethren of Joseph felt great compunction when they were carried back with their sacks to Egypt; David was struck with remorse for the murder of Uriah.

These four terms depend not so much on the measure of guilt as on the sensibility of the offender. Whoever reflects most deeply on the enormity of sin will be most sensible of penitence when he sees his own liability to offend. In those who have most offended, and are come to a sense of their own condition, penitence will rise to deep contrition. There is no man so hardened that he will not some time or other feel compunction for the crimes he has committed. He who has the liveliest sense of the Divine goodness will feel keen remorse whenever he reflects on anything that he has done by which he fears to have forfeited the favour of so good a Being.

This is the sinner's hard lot, that the same thing which makes him feel repentance makes him also in danger of not obtaining it.—SOUTH.

Heaven may forgive a crime to penitence. 
For heaven can judge if penitence be true.
—DRAKE.

Contrition, though it may melt, ought not to sink or overpower the heart of a Christian.—BLAIR.
All men, even the most depraved, are subject more or less to compunctions of conscience.—BLAIR.

The heart,
Piered with a sharp remorse for guilt, disclaims
The costly poverty of hecatombs.
And offers the best sacrifice itself.—JEFFRY.

Repetition. Tautology.

Repetition is to Tautology as the genus to the species: the latter being as a species of vicious repetition. There may be frequent repetitions which are warranted by necessity or convenience; but tautology is that which nowise adds to either the sense or the sound, or may not, at least, consist of literally the same words; but tautology, from the Greek ταυτός the same, and λόγος a word, supposes such a sameness in expression as renders the signification the same. In the liturgy of the Church of England there are some repetitions which add to the solemnity of the worship; in most extemporary prayers there is much tautology that destroys the religious effect of the whole.

That is truly and really tautology where the same thing is repeated, though under never so much variety of expression.—SOUTH.

To Repine, v. To complain.
To Reply, v. To answer.
Report, v. Fame.
Repose, v. Rest.
To Repose, v. To recline.

Reprehension, Reproof.

Personal blame or censure is implied by both these terms, but the former is much milder than the latter. By Reprehension the personal independence is not so sensibly affected as in the case of Reproof: people of all ages and stations whose conduct is exposed to the investigation may be exposed to reprehension: but children only or such as are in a subordinate capacity are exposed to reproof. Reprehension amounts to little more than passing an unfavourable sentence upon the conduct of another: reproof adds to this an unfriendly address to the offender. The master of a school may expose the reproof of the parents for any supposed impropriety: his scholars are subject to his reproof.

When a man feels the reprehension of a friend, seconded by his own heart, he is easily heated into resentment.—JOHNSON.

There is an oblique way of reproof which takes off from the sharpness of it.—STEEL.

Representation, v. Show.

To Repress, Restrain, Suppress.

To Repress is to press back or down: to Restrain is to strain back or down: the former is the general, the latter the specific term: we always repress when we restrain, but not vice versa. Repress is used mostly for pressing down, so as to keep that inward which wants to make its appearance: restrain is an habitual repression by which a thing is kept in a state of lowness: a person is said to repress his feelings when he does not give them vent either by his words or actions; he is said to restrain his feelings when he never lets them rise beyond a certain pitch: good morals as well as good manners call upon us to repress every unseemly expression of joy in the company of those who are not in a condition to partake of our joy; it is prudence as well as virtue to restrain our appetites by an habitual forbearance that they may not gain the ascendency. One cannot too quickly repress a rising spirit of resistance in any community large or small; one cannot too early restrain the unrestrained faculties of childhood, when the warmth of youth should not be repressed: but their wildness and intemperance ought to be restrained.

Philosophy has often attempted to repress insensibility by asserting that all conditions are levelled by death.—JOHN.

He that would keep the power of sin from running out into act, must restrain it from converse with the object.—SOUTH.

To repress is simply to keep down or to keep from rising within one's self. To Suppress is to keep under or to keep from appearing in public. A judicious parent represses every tumultuous passion in a child; a judicious commander suppresses a rebellion by a timely and resolute exercise of authority. Hence the term repress is used only for the feelings or the movements of the mind; but suppress may be employed for that which is external. We repress violence; suppress publications or information.

Her forwardness was repressed with a frown by her mother or aunt.—JOHNSON.

With him Palemon kept the watch at night, 
In whose sad boom many a sigh suppress 
Some painful secret of the soul confest.
—FALCONER.
REPROBE.

Reprove, Respite.

Reprove comes in all probability from the French reprendre, participle of reprendre, and the Latin reprobando, signifying to take back or take off that which has been laid on.

Respite in all probability is changed from respirare, participle of respiro, signifying to breathe again.

The idea of a release from any pressure or burden is common to these terms; but the reprove is that which is granted; the respite sometimes comes to us in the course of things; we gain a respite from any punishment or trouble which threatens us; we gain a respite from any labour or weight that presses upon us. A criminal gains a respite when the punishment of death is commuted for that of transportation; a debtor may be said to obtain a respite when, with a prison before his eyes, he gets such indulgence from his creditors as sets him free: there is frequently no respite for persons in a subordinate station when they fall into the hands of a hard task-master; Sisyphus is feigned by the poets to have been condemned to the toil of perpetually rolling a stone up a hill as fast as it rolled back, from which toll he had no respite.

All that I ask is but a short reprove,
Till I forget to love and learn to grieve,
Some pause and reprove only I require,
Till with my tears I shall have quench'd my fire.

To Reprimand, v. To check.
Reprimal, v. Retaliation.
To Reproach, v. To blame.
Reproof, v. Discrédit.
Reproach, Contumely, Obloquy.
Reproach, v. To blame.
Contumely, from contumero, that is, contra tienneo, signifies to swell up against.
Obloquy, from ob and logor, signifies speaking against or to the disparagement of any one.
The idea of contemptuous or angry treatment of others is common to all these terms; but reproach is the general; contumely and obloquy are the particular terms. Reproof is either deserved or undeserved; the name of Puritan is applied as a term of reproach to such as affect greater purity than others; the name of Christian is a name of reproach in Turkey contumely is always undeserved; it is the insolent swelling of a worthless person against merit in distress; our Saviour was exposed to the contumely of the Jews: obloquy is always supposed to be deserved; it is applicable to those whose conduct has rendered them objects of general censure, and whose name therefore has almost become a reproach. A man who uses his power only to oppress those who are connected with him will naturally and deservedly bring upon himself much obloquy.

He that reproach a privilege from hear? 3-POPE.
The royal captives followed in the train, amidst the horrid veil, and frantic dances, and infamous contumely of the furies of hell.—BUCHE.
How many men of honour are exposed from party spirit to public obloquy and reproach?—ADDISON.

Reproachful, Abusive, Scurrilous.
Reproachful or full of reproach (v. Reproach).
Abusive, or full of abuse (v. Abuse).
Scurrilous, in Latin securillis, from securra, signifies like a bullion or saucy jester.
Reproachful, when applied to persons, signifies full of reproaches; when to things deserving of reproach abusive is only applied to the person, signifying after the manner of abuse: scurrilous is employed as an epithet either for persons or things, signifying using scurrility, or after the manner of scurrility. The conduct of a person is reproachful inasmuch as it provokes or is entitled to the reproaches of others; the language of a person is reproachful when it abounds in reproaches, or partakes of the nature of a reproach: a person is abusive who indulges himself in abuse or abusive language: and he is scurrilous who adopts scurrility or scurrilous language.

When applied to the same object, whether to the person or to the thing, they rise in sense: the reproachful is less than the abusive, and this than the scurrilous; the reproachful is sometimes warranted by the provocation; but the abusive and scurrilous are always unwarrantable reproachful language may be, and generally is, consistent with decency and propriety of speech; abusive and scurrilous language are outrages against the laws of good breeding, if not of morality. A parent may sometimes find it necessary to address an unruly son in reproachful terms; or one friend may adopt a reproachful tone to another; none however, but the lowest orders of men, and those only when their angry passions are awakened, will descend to abusive or scurrilous language.

Honour teaches a man not to revenge a contumelious or reproachful word, but to be above it.—SOUTH.
Thus envy pleads a natural claim
To persecute the Measure of Fame.
Our poets in all times abusive;
From Homer down to Pope inclusive.—SWIFT.
Let your mirth be ever void of all scurrility and biting words to any man.—SIR HENRY SEDLEY.

To Reprobate, Condemn.
To Reprobate is much stronger than to Condemn: we always condemn when we repudiate, but not vice versd; to repudiate is to condemn in strong and reproachful language. We repudiate all measures which tend to sow discord in society, and to loosen the ties by which men are bound to each other; we condemn all disrespectful language towards superiors. We repudiate only the thing; we condemn the person also: any act of disobedience in a child cannot be too strongly repudiated: a person must expect to be condemned when he involves himself in embarrassments through his own imprudence.

Simulation (according to my Lord Chesterfield) is by no means to be repudiated as a disguise for chagrins or an engine of wit.—MACKENZIE.

I see the right, and I approve it too;
Condemn the wrong, and yet the wrong pursue.

Refraction, v. Reprehension.
To Reprove, v. To blame.
Reserve, Reservation.

Reserve and Reservation from serve to keep, both signify a keeping back, but differ as to the object and circumstance of the action. Reserve is applied in a good sense, to anything natural or moral which is kept back to be employed for a better purpose on a future occasion, reservation is an artful keeping back for selfish purposes: there is a prudent reserve which every man ought to keep in his discourse with a stranger; equivocators deal altogether in mental reservation.

There is no maxim in politics more indisputable than that a nation should have many honours in reserve for those who do national services.—ADDISON.

There be three degrees of this hiding and veiling a man's self; first reservation and secrecy; second dissimulation in the negative; and the third simulation.—BACON.

To Reserve, Retain.

Reserve, from the Latin servus to keep, signifies to keep back.

Retain, from tenere to hold, signifies to hold back: they in some measure, therefore, have the same distinction as keep and hold.

To reserve is an act of more specific design; we reserve that which is the particular object of our choice; to retain is a simple exertion of our power; we retain that which is once in our possession. To reserve is employed only for that which is allowable; we reserve a thing, that is, keep it back with care for some future purpose; to retain is often an unlawful act; a debtor frequently retains in his hands the money which he has borrowed.

To reserve, whether in the proper or improper application, is employed only as the act of a conscious agent; to retain is often the act of an unconscious agent: we reserve what we have to say on a subject until a more suitable opportunity offers; the mind retains the impressions of external objects, by its peculiar faculty, the memory; certain substances are said to retain the colour with which they have been dyed.

Augustus caused most of the prophetic books to be burnt, as spurious, reserving only those which bore the name of some of the sibyls for their authors.—Prideaux.

The beauties of Homer are difficult to be lost, and those of Virgil to be retained.—JOHNSON.

To Reside, v. To abide.

Residue, v. Rest.

To Resign, v. To abandon.

To Resign, v. To give up.

Resignation, v. Patience.

To Resist, v. To oppose.

To Resolve, v. To determine.

To Resolve, v. To solve.

Resolute, v. Decided.


To Resort to, v. To frequent.


To Respect, v. To esteem.

To Respect, v. To honour.

To Respect, v. To refer.


Respite, v. Interval.

Respite, v. Reprieve.


Responsible, v. Answerable.

Rest, v. Cessation.

To Rest, v. To found.

Rest, v. Ease.

Rest, Remainder, Remnant, Residue.

Rest evidently comes from the Latin resto, in this case, though not in the former (v. Base), signifying what stands or remains back.

Remainder literally signifies what remains after the first part is gone. Remnant is but a variation of remainder.

Residue, from residuus, signifies likewise what remains back.

All these terms express that part which is separated from the other and left distinct: rest is the most general, both in sense and application; the others have a more specific meaning and use: the rest may be either that which is left behind by itself or that which is set apart as a distinct portion: the remainder, remnant, and residue, are the quantities which remain when the other parts are gone. The rest is said of any part, large or small; but the remainder commonly regards the smaller part which has been left after the greater part has been taken. A person may be said to sell some and give away the rest: when a number of hearty persons sit down to a meal, the remainder of the provisions, after all have been satisfied, will not be considerable. Rest is applied either to persons or things; remainder only to things: some were of that opinion, but the rest did not agree to it: the remainder of the paper was not worth preserving. Remnant, from remainens in Latin, is a species of remainder, applicable only to cloth or whatever remains.
unsold out of whole pieces; as a remnant of cotton, linen, and the like. Residue is another species of remainder, employed in less familiar matters; the remainder is applied to that which remains after a consumption or removal has taken place; the term residue is applied to that which remains after a division has taken place; hence we speak of the remainder of the corn, the remainder of the books, and the like; but the residue of the property, the residue of the effects, and the like.

A last farewell: For since a last must come, the rest are vain.

Like gaps in death which but prolong our pain.

DUDYEN.

Whatever you take from amusements or Indolence will be repaid you an hundred-fold for all the remainder of your days.—E AEL OF CHATHAM.

For this, far distant from the Latian coast, She drove the remnant of the Trojan host.

DUDYEN.

The rising deluge is not stop'd with dams, But wals'd, its division which Is sluiced in channels, and secretly drain'd; And while its force is spent, and unsupply'd, The residue with mounds may be restrain'd.

SHAKESPEARE.

To Rest, v. To stand.

Restitution, v. Restoration.

Restoration, Restitution, Reparation, Amends.

Restoration is employed in the ordinary application of the verb restore: Restitution, from the same verb, is employed simply in the sense of making good that which has been unjustly taken. Restoration of property may be made by any one, whether the person taking it or not: restitution is supposed to be made by him who has been guilty of the injustice. The dethronement of a king may be the work of one set of men, and his restoration that of another; but it is the bounden duty of every individual who has committed any sort of injustice to another, to make restitution to the utmost of his power.

Restitution and Reparation are both employed in the sense of undoing that which has been done to the injury of another; but the former respects only injuries that affect the property, and reparation those which affect a person in various ways. He who is guilty of theft, or fraud, must make restitution by either restoring the stolen article or its full value: he who robs another of his good name, or does any injury to his person, has it not in his power so easily to make reparation.

Reparation and Amends (v. Compensation) are both employed in cases where some mischief of one kind or another has been done; but the term reparation comprehends the idea of the act of repairing, as well as the thing by which we repair; amends is employed only for the thing that will amend or make better: hence we speak of the reparation of an injury; but of the amends by itself. The term reparation comprehends all kinds of injuries, particularly those of a serious nature; the amends is supplied only to matters of inferior importance. It is impossible to make reparation for taking away the life of another. It is easy to make amends to any one for the loss of a day's pleasure.

All men (during the usurpation) longed for the restitution of the liberties and laws.—HUMPHREY.

The justices may, if they think it reasonable, direct restitution of a ratable share of the money given with an apprentice (upon his discharge).—BLACKSTONE.

Justice requires that all injuries should be repaired.—JOHNSON.

We went to the cabinet of the French, who to make amends for their three weeks' silence, were talking and disputing with greater rapidity of information than I ever heard in an assembly even of that nation.—MANSFIELD.

Restore, Return, Repay.

Restore, in Latin restare, from the Greek ῥέστορος a pale, signifies properly to new pale, that is, to repair by a new paling, and, in an extended application, to make good what has been injured or lost.

Return signifies properly to turn again, or to send back; and Repay to pay back.

The common idea of all these terms is that of giving back. What we restore to another may or may not be the same as what we have taken; justice requires that it should be an equivalent in value, so as to prevent the individual from being in any degree a sufferer: what we return and repay must be precisely the same as we have received: the former in application to general objects, the latter in application only to pecuniary matters. We restore upon a principle of equity; we return upon a principle of justice and honour; we repay upon a principle of undeniable right.

We cannot always claim that which ought to be restored: but we can not only claim but enforce the claim in regard to what is to be returned or repaid: an honest man will be scrupulous not to take anything from another without restoring to him its full value. Whatever we have borrowed we ought to return; and when it is money which we have obtained, we ought to repay it with punctuality. We restore to many as well as to one, to communities as well as to individuals; a king is restored to his crown; or one nation restores a territory to another: we return and repay not only individually, but personally and particularly: we return a book to its owner; we repay a sum of money to him from whom it was borrowed.

Restore and return may be employed in their improper application, as respects the moral state of persons and things; as a king restores a courtier to his favour, or a physician restores his patient to health; we return a favour; we return an answer or a compliment. Repay may be figuratively employed in regard to moral objects, as an ungrateful person repays kindnesses with reproaches.

When both the chiefs are s Sunder'd from theught.

Then to the lawful king restore his right.—DUDYEN.

The swain

Receives his easy food from nature's hand,
And just returns of cultivated land.—DUDYEN.

Cesar, whom fraught with eastern spoil,
Our heav'n, the just reward of human toils,
Securely shall repay with rights divine.—DUDYEN.

To Restraine, v. To coerce.

To Restraine, v. To oppress.

To Restraine, Restrict.

Restrain (v. Coerce) and Restrict are but variations from the same verb; but they
have acquired a distinct acceptation: the former applies to the desires, as well as the outward conduct; the latter only to the outward conduct. A person restrains his inordinate appetite; or he is restrained by others from doing mischief; he is restricted in the use of his money. To restrain is an act of power; but to restrict is an act of authority or law; the will or the actions of a child are restrained by the parent; but a patient is restricted in his diet by a physician, or any body of people may be restricted by laws.

Tally, whose powerful eloquence awhile
Restrain'd the rapid fate of rushing Rome.

THOMSON.

Though the Egyptians used flesh for food, yet they were under severe restrictions in this particular than most other nations. — JAMES.

Restrain, v. Constraint.
To Restrict, v. To restrain.
Result, v. Consequence.
To Retain, v. To hold.
To Retain, v. To reserve.

RETRIBUTION.

Rebut, to show the progress of any scheme towards completion; we hinder or make slow the progress of any scheme towards completion; we hinder or keep back the person who is completing the scheme; we retard a thing therefore often by hindering the person; but we frequently hinder a person without expressly retarding, and on the contrary the thing is retarded without the person being hindered. The publication of a work is sometimes retarded by the hindrances which an author meets with in bringing it to a conclusion; but a work may be retarded through the idleness of printers and a variety of other causes which are independent of any hindrance. So in like manner a person may be hindered in going to his place of destination: but we do not say that he is retarded, because it is only the execution of an object, and not the simple movements of the person which are retarded.

Nothing has tended more to retard the advancement of science than the disposition in vulgar minds to vifily what they cannot comprehend. — JONSON.

The very nearness of an object sometimes hinders the sight of it. — SOUTH.

For these, thou sayst, raise all the stormy strife
Which hinder thy repose, and trouble life. — PRIOR.

To Retire, v. To recede.
Retirement, v. Privacy.

Retort, Repartee.

Retort, from re and torqueo to twist or turn back, to recoll, is an ill-natured reply; Repartee, from the word part, signifies a smart reply, a ready taking one's own part. The retort is always in answer to a censure for which one returns a like censure: the repartee is commonly in answer to the wit of another, where one returns wit for wit. In the acerbity of disputes it is common to hear retort upon retort to an endless extent; the vivacity of discourse is sometimes greatly enhanced by the quick repartee of those who take a part in it. There is nothing wanting in order to make a retort but the disposition to aggravate one with whom we are offended; the talent for repartee is altogether a natural endowment, which does not depend in any degree upon the will of the individual.

Those who have so vehemently urged the dangers of an active life have made use of arguments that may be retorted upon themselves. — JONSON.

Henry IV. of France would never be transported beyond himself with wonder but he would pass by anything with some repartee. — HOWEL.

To Retract, v. To abjure.
Retreat, v. Asylum.
To Retreat, v. To recede.

RETRIBUTION.

Rebut, to show the progress of any scheme towards completion; we hinder or make slow the progress of any scheme towards completion; we hinder or keep back the person who is completing the scheme; we retard a thing therefore often by hindering the person; but we frequently hinder a person without expressly retarding, and on the contrary the thing is retarded without the person being hindered. The publication of a work is sometimes retarded by the hindrances which an author meets with in bringing it to a conclusion; but a work may be retarded through the idleness of printers and a variety of other causes which are independent of any hindrance. So in like manner a person may be hindered in going to his place of destination: but we do not say that he is retarded, because it is only the execution of an object, and not the simple movements of the person which are retarded.

Nothing has tended more to retard the advancement of science than the disposition in vulgar minds to vifily what they cannot comprehend. — JONSON.

The very nearness of an object sometimes hinders the sight of it. — SOUTH.

For these, thou sayst, raise all the stormy strife
Which hinder thy repose, and trouble life. — PRIOR.

To Retire, v. To recede.
Retirement, v. Privacy.

Retort, Repartee.

Retort, from re and torqueo to twist or turn back, to recoll, is an ill-natured reply; Repartee, from the word part, signifies a smart reply, a ready taking one's own part. The retort is always in answer to a censure for which one returns a like censure: the repartee is commonly in answer to the wit of another, where one returns wit for wit. In the acerbity of disputes it is common to hear retort upon retort to an endless extent; the vivacity of discourse is sometimes greatly enhanced by the quick repartee of those who take a part in it. There is nothing wanting in order to make a retort but the disposition to aggravate one with whom we are offended; the talent for repartee is altogether a natural endowment, which does not depend in any degree upon the will of the individual.

Those who have so vehemently urged the dangers of an active life have made use of arguments that may be retorted upon themselves. — JONSON.

Henry IV. of France would never be transported beyond himself with wonder but he would pass by anything with some repartee. — HOWEL.

To Retract, v. To abjure.
Retreat, v. Asylum.
To Retreat, v. To recede.

RETRIBUTION, Requital.

Retribution, from tribuo to bestow, signifies a bestowing back or giving in return; Requital, v. Reward.

Retribution is a particular term; requital is general; the retribution comes from Provi-
REVISAL.
To Rehearse, v. To rebrand.
To Revere, v. To adore.
To Revolve, v. To adore.
To Reverence, v. To revere.
To Reverence, v. To adore.
To Reverence, v. To adore.
Reverie, v. Dream.
To Revolve, v. To overthrow.

To Revert, Return.
Revert is the Latin and Return the English word; the former is used however only in few cases, and the latter in general cases: they are allied to each other in the moral application to matters of discussion; a speaker reverts to what has already passed on a preceding day; he returns after a digression to the thread of his discourse: we may always revert to something different, though more or less connected with that which we are discussing; we always return to that which we have left: we turn to something by reverting; we continue the same thing by returning.

Whatever lies or legendary tales
May taint my spotless deeds, the shame,
Will lack resort on the inventor's head.—SHILOE.
One day, the soul supine with ease and fulness
Revels secure, and fondly tells herself
The hour of evil can return no more.—ROWE.


To Revile, Vilify.
Reville, from the Latin vilis, signifies to reflect upon a person, or retort upon him that which is vile: to Vilify signifies to make a thing vile, that is to set it forth as vile.

To revile is a personal act, it is addressed directly to the object of offence, and is addressed for the purpose of making the person vile in his own eyes: to vilify is an indirect attack which serves to make the subject appear vile in the eyes of others. Revile is said only of persons, for persons only are reviled; but to vilify is said mostly of things, for things are often vilified. To revile is contrary to all Christian duty; it is commonly resorted to by the most worthless, and practised upon the most worthy: to vilify is seldom justifiable; for we cannot vilify without using improper language; it is seldom resorted to but for the gratification of ill-nature.

But chief be gloried with licentious Still
To lash the great, and monarchs to revile.—POPE.
There is nobody so weak of invention that cannot some little stories to vilify his enemy.—ADDISON.

Revisal, Revision, Review.
Revisal, Revision, and Review all come from the Latin video; to see, and signify looking back upon a thing or looking at it again: the terms revisal and revision are, however, mostly employed in regard to what is written; review is used for things in general. The revisal of a book is the work of the author, for the purposes of correction; the
To Revive, v. To adjure.
To Revolve, v. To abolish.
To Revolve, v. Insurrection.
Reward, v. Compensation.

Riches, Wealth, Opulence, Affluence.
Riches, in German reichthum, from reiche a kingdom, comes from the Latin rego to rule; because riches and power are intimately connected.
Wealth, from well, signifies well-being.
Opulence, from the Latin opes riches, denotes the state of having riches.
Affluence, from the Latin ad and fluo, denotes either the act of riches flowing in to a person, or the state of having things flowed in. Riches is a general term denoting any considerable share of property, but without immediate reference to a possessor; wealth denotes the prosperous condition of the possessor; opulence characterizes the present possession of great riches: affluence denotes the increasing wealth of the individual. Riches is a condition opposed to poverty; the whole world is divided into rich and poor: wealth is that positive and substantial share in the goods of fortune which distinguish an individual from his neighbours, by putting him in possession of all that is commonly desired and sought after by man. Opulence is likewise a positively great share of riches, but refers rather to the external possessions than to the whole condition of the man. He who has much money has great wealth; but he who has much land, much cattle, many houses, and the like, is properly designated opulent. Affluence is a term peculiarly applicable to the fluctuating condition of things which flow in quantities, or flow away in equally great quantities. Hence we do not say that a man is opulent, but that he is affluent in his circumstances. Wealth and opulence are applied to individuals, or communities; affluence is applicable only to an individual. The wealth of a nation must be procured by the industry of the inhabitants; the opulence of a town may arise from some local circumstance in its favour, as its favourable situation for trade and the like; he who lives in affluence is apt to forget the uncertain tenure by which he holds his riches, we speak of riches as to approximate effect as to men's minds and manners; it is not every one who knows how to use them. We speak of wealth as it raises a man in the scale of society; the wealthy merchant is an important member of the community; we speak of opulence as it indicates the flourishing state of the individual; an opulent man shows unquestionable marks of his opulence around him; we speak of affluence to characterize the abundance of the individual; we show our affluence by the style of our living.

Riches are apt to betray a man into arrogance.
ADDISON.
His best companions innocence and health.
And his best riches ignorance of wealth.
GOLDSMITH.
Along the lawn where scatter'd hamlets rose,
Unweary wealch and cumbrous penthouse rest.
GOLDSMITH.
Prosperity is often an equivocal word denoting merely affluence of possession.—BLAIRE.
Our Saviour did not choose for himself an easy and abundant condition.—BLAIRE.
To Ridicule, v. To laugh at.
To Ridicule, v. To deride,
RIDICULE, 560

RIDICULE, Satire, Irony, Sarcasm.

Ridicule, v. To deride.

Satire, in Latin satyr, probably from sat and tra abounding in anger.

Irony, in Greek ἵππων, signifies dissimulation.

Sarcasm, from the Greek σαρκαζων, and σαρκεζων, from σαρκί flesh, signifies biting or nipping satire, as if it were to tear the flesh.

Ridicule has simple laughter in it, satire has a mixture of ill-nature or severity; the former is employed in matters of a shameless or trifling nature; but satire is employed either in personal or grave matters; irony is disguised satire; an ironist seems to raise that in which he really means to condemn; sarcasm is bitter and personal satire; all the others may be successfully and properly employed to expose folly and vice; but sarcasm, which is the insinuation of a senseless or irrational nature, is never justifiable.

Nothing is a greater mark of a degenerate and violent age than the use of ridicule which passes on this state of life.—ADDISON.

A man resents with more bitterness a satire upon his abilities than his practice.—HAWKESWORTH.

The severity of this sarcasm stings me with intolerable rage.—HAWKESWORTH.

When Regan (in King Lear) counsels him to ask her sister forgiveness, he falls on his knees and asks her with a striking kind of irony how such suppleting language as this beconemeth him.—JOHNSON.

Ridiculous, v. Laughable.

Right, v. Straight.

Right, Just, Proper.

Right, in German recht, Latin rectus, signifies upright, not leaning to one side or the other, standing as it ought.

Just, in Latin justus, from jus law, signifies according to a rule of right.

Fit, v. Fit.

Proper, in Latin proprius, signifies belonging to a given rule.

Right is here the general term; the others express modes of right. The right and wrong are defined by the written will of God, or are written in our hearts according to the original constitutions of our nature; the just and unjust are determined by the written laws of men; the fit and proper are determined by the established principles of civil society.

Between the right and the wrong there are no gradations: a thing cannot be more right or more wrong; whatever is right is not wrong, and whatever is wrong is not right; the just and unjust, proper and improper, fit and unfit, on the contrary, have various shades and degrees that are not so easily definable by any forms of speech or written rules.

The right and wrong depend upon no circumstances; what is once right or wrong is always right or wrong, but the just or unjust, proper or improper, fit and unfit, on the contrary, have various shades and degrees that are not so easily definable by any forms of speech or written rules.

The right and wrong depend upon no circumstances; what is once right or wrong is always right or wrong, but the just or unjust, proper or improper, fit and unfit, on the contrary, have various shades and degrees that are not so easily definable by any forms of speech or written rules.

Between the right and the wrong there are no gradations: a thing cannot be more right or more wrong; whatever is right is not wrong, and whatever is wrong is not right; the just and unjust, proper and improper, fit and unfit, on the contrary, have various shades and degrees that are not so easily definable by any forms of speech or written rules.

The right and wrong depend upon no circumstances; what is once right or wrong is always right or wrong, but the just or unjust, proper or improper, fit and unfit, on the contrary, have various shades and degrees that are not so easily definable by any forms of speech or written rules.

Right, Claim, Privilege.

Right signifies in this sense what it is right for one to possess, which is in fact a word of large meaning: for since the right and the wrong depend upon indeterminate questions, the right of having is equally indeterminate in some cases with every other species of right. A Claim (v. To ask for) is a species of right to have that which is in the hands of another; the right to ask another for it. The Privilege (v. Privilege) is a species of right peculiar to particular individuals or bodies.

Right, in its full sense, is altogether an abstract thing which is independent of human laws and regulations; claims and privileges are altogether connected with the establishments of civil society.

Liberty, in the general sense, is an unalienable right which belongs to man as a rational and responsible agent; it is not a claim, for it is set above all question and all condition; nor is it a privilege, for it cannot be exclusively granted to one being, nor unconditionally be taken away from another.

Between right and power there is often as wide a distinction as between truth and falsehood; we have often a right to do that which we have no power to do, and the power to do that which we have no right to do; slaves have a right to the freedom which is enjoyed by creatures of the same species with themselves, but they have not the power to use this freedom as others do. In England men have the power of thinking for themselves as they please; but by the abuse which they make of this power we see that in many cases they have no right to do what is just; right to do what is right; they have the power, therefore, of exercising this right only because no other person has the power of controlling them. We have often a claim to a thing which is not in our power.
to substantiate; and, on the other hand, claims are set up in cases which are totally unfounded on any right. Privileges are rights granted to individuals, depending either upon the will of the grantor or the circumstances of the receiver, or both; privileges are therefore partial rights, transferable at the discretion of persons individually or collectively.

In every city a street is hard
To the alderman; his ward,
His undisputed right extends.

Through all the lane from end to end.—SWIFT.

Where's this power's, this fondness of all arts,
Serving, adorning life through all its parts;
Which names imposed, by letters mark'd those names,
Adjusted property by legal claims—JENYS.

A thousand bars thy rights disown,
And with rebellious arm pretend
An equal privilege to descend.—SWIFT.

Rigid, v. Austere.
Rigorous, v. Austere.
Rind, v. Skin.

Ripe, Mature.
Ripe is the English, Mature the Latin word; the former has a universal application both proper and improper; the latter has mostly an improper application. The idea of completion in growth is simply designated by the former term. The idea of moral perfection as far at least as it is attainable, is marked by the latter: fruit is ripe when it requires no more sustenance from the parent stock; a judgment is mature which requires no more time and knowledge to render it perfect or fitted for exercise; in the same manner a project may be said to be ripe for execution, or a people ripe for revolt; and on the contrary reflection may be said to be mature to which sufficiency of time has been given, and age may be said to be mature which has attained the highest pitch of perfection. Ripeness is, however, not always a good quality; but maturity is always a perfection, the ripeness of some fruit diminishes the excellence of its flavour; they therefore in such cases which have no flavour until they come to maturity.

So to his crown, she him restored again,
In which he dyed, made ripe for death by eld.—SPENSER.

Th' Athenian sage revolving in his mind
This weakness, blindness, madness of man kind,
Foretold that in mature days, though late,
When time should ripen the decreas of fate,
Some god would light us—JENYS.

To Rise, v. To arise.

To Rise, Issue, Emerge.

To Rise, v. To arise.
Issue, v. To arise.

To rise may either refer to open or enclosed spaces; issue and emerge have both a reference to some confined body: a thing may either rise in a body, without a body, or out of a body; but it issues and emerges out of a body. A thing may either rise in a plain or a wood; it issues out of a wood: it may either rise in water or out of the water; it emerges from the water; that which rises out of a thing comes into view by becoming higher: in this manner an air balloon might rise out of a wood; but that which issues comes out in a line with the object; horsemens issue from a wood: that which issues comes from the very depths of a thing, and comes as it were out as a part of it; but that which emerges proceeds from the thing in which it has been, as it were, concealed. Hence in the moral application, a person is said to rise in life without a reference to his former condition; but he emerges from obscurity: colour rises in the face; but words issue from the mouth.

Ye mists and exhalations that now rise,
In honour to the world's great author rise.

MILTON.

Does not the earth quit scores with all the elements in the noble fruits and productions that issue from it?—SOUTH.

Let earth dissolve, ye ponderous orbs descend,
And grind us into dust, the soul is safe,
The man emerges.—YOUNG.

To Risk, v. To hazard.
Rite, v. Form.
Rivalry, v. Competition.
Road, v. Route.
To Roam, v. To wonder.
Robbery, v. Depredation.
Robust, v. Strong.
Roll, v. List.
Romance, v. Fable.

To Rot, Putrefy, Corrupt.

The dissolution of bodies by an internal process is implied by all these terms: but the first two are applied to natural bodies only; the last to all bodies natural and moral. Rot is the strongest of all these terms; it denotes the last stage in the process of dissolution: Putrefy expresses one progress towards rottenness; and Corruption the commencement. After fruit has arrived at its maturity, or proper state of ripeness, it rots: meat which is kept too long putrefies: there is a tendency in all bodies to corruption: iron and wood corrupt with time; whatever is made, or done, or wished by men, is equally liable to be corrupt, or to grow corrupt.

Debate destroys dispatch, as fruits we see
Rot when they hang too long upon the tree.—DENHAM.

And draws the copious stream from swampy fens,
Where putrefaction into life fermenta.—THOMSON.

After that they again returned bene,
That in that garden planted be sauerne.
And grow a fresh, as they had never seen
Fleshy corruption, nor mortal payne.—SPENSER.

Rotundity, v. Roundness.
To Rove, v. To wonder.
Rough, v. Abrupt.
Roundness, Rotundity.

Roundness and Rotundity both come from the Latin roundus and rota a wheel which is the most perfectly round body which is formed: the former term is, however, applied to all objects in general; the latter only to solid bodies which are round in all directions: one speaks of the roundness of a circle, the roundness of the moon, the roundness of a tree; but the rotundity of a man's body which projects in a round form in all directions, and the rotundity of a full cheek, or the rotundity of a turnip.

Bracelets of pearls gave roundness to her arms.

Angular bodies lose their points and asperities by frequent friction, and approach by degrees to uniform rotundity.—Johnson.

To Rouse, v. To awaken.
To Rout, v. To beat.

Route, Road, Course.

Route comes in all probability from rotundus round, signifying the round which one goes.

Road comes from rode, signifying the place where one rides, as Course, from the Latin cursus (v. Course), signifies the place where one walks or runs.

Route is to road as the species to the genus: a route is a circular kind of road; it is chosen as the circuitous direction towards a certain point: the road may be either in a direct or indirect line; the route is always indirect; the route is chosen only by horsemen, or those who go to a considerable distance; the road may be chosen for the shortest distance: the route and road are pursued in their beaten track; the course is often chosen in the unbeaten track: an army or a company go a certain route: foot passengers are seen to take a certain course over fields.

Cortes (after his defeat at Mexico) was engaged in deep consultation with his officers, concerning the route which they ought to take in their retreat.—BEATTIE.

At our first sally into the intellectual world, we all march together along one straight and open road.—John-

son.

Then to the stream when neither friends nor force, Nor speed, nor art avail, he shapes his course.

Denham.

Royal, Regal, Kingly.

Royal and Regal, from the Latin rex a king, though of foreign origin, have obtained more general application than the corresponding English term Kingly. Royal signifies belonging to a king, in its most general sense; regal, in Latin regalis, signifies appertaining to a king, in its particular application; kingly signifies properly like a king. A royal carriage, a royal residence, a royal couple, a royal salute, royal authority, all designate the general and ordinary appurtenances to a king: regal government, regal state, regal power, regal dignity, denote the peculiar properties of a king: kingly always implies what is becoming a king, or after the manner of a king; a kingly crown is such as a king ought to wear; a kingly mien, that which is after the manner of a king.

He died, and oh! may no reflection shed Its pois'rous venom on the royal dead.—Prior.

Jerusalem comb'd must see My open fault and regal infamy.—Prior.

Scipio, you know how Massanissa bears His kingly post, at more than ninety years. Denham.

To Rub, Chafe, Fret, Gall.

To Rub, through the medium of the northern languages, comes from the Hebrew rep; it is the generic term, expressing simply the act of moving bodies when in contact with each other; to Chafe, from the French chaufer, and the Latin calcarcre to make hot, signifies to rub a thing until it is heated: to Fret, like the word fretter, comes from the Latin fructe to rub or crumble, signifying to wear away by rubbing; to Gall, from the term gall, signifies to make as bitter or painful as gall, that is, to wound by rubbing. Things are rubbed sometimes for purposes of convenience; but they are chafed, fretted, and galled, injuriously: the skin is liable to chafe from any violence; leather will fret from the motion of a carriage; when the skin is once broken, animals will become galled by a continuance of the friction. These terms are likewise used in the moral sense, to denote the actions of things on the mind, where the distinction is clearly kept up: we meet with rubs from the opposing sentiments of others; the angry humours are chafed; the mind is fretted and made sore by the frequent repetition of small troubles and vexations; pride is galled by humiliations and severe degradations.

A boy educated at home meets with continual rubs and disappointments (when he comes into the world).—Beattie.

Accosted as we were, we both plung'd in The troubled Tiber, chafing with the shore's shrill sound. Shakspeare.

And full of indignation frets. That women should be such coquettes.—Swift.

Thus every poet in his kind Is bit by him that comes behind, Who, tho' too little to be seen, Can tease and gall, and give the spleen.—Swift.

Foul rank'rest rust the hidden treasure frets, But gold that's put to use more gold begets. Shakspeare.

Rude, v. Course.
Rude, v. Impertinent.
Rueful, v. Piteous.
Rugged, v. Piteous.
Ruined, v. Abrupt.
Ruined, v. Fall.
To Rule, v. To govern.
Rule, v. Maxim.
Rule, v. Offer.
Rupture, Fracture, Fraction.

Rupture, from *rumpo* to break or burst, and Fracture or Fraction, from *frango* to break, denote different kinds of breaking, according to the objects to which the action is applied. Soft substances may suffer a rupture; as the *rupture* of a blood-vessel; hard substances a fracture; as the fracture of a bone. Rupture and fracture, though not fracture, are used in an improper application; as the rupture of a treaty, or the fracture of a unit into parts.

To be an enemy, and once to have been a friend, does it not embitter the rupture—SOUTH.

And o'er the high-pli'd hills of fracture'd earth
Wide dash'd the waves.—THOMSON.

Rural, Rustic.

Although both these terms, from the Latin *rus* country, signify belonging to the country,
yet the former is used in a good, and the latter in a bad or an indifferent sense. Rural applies to all country objects, except man; it is, therefore, always connected with the charms of nature: Rustic applies only to persons, or what is personal, in the country, and is, therefore, always associated with the want of culture. Rural scenery is always interesting; but the rustic manners of the peasants have frequently to much that is uncultivated and rude in them to be agreeable: a rural habitation may be fitted for persons in a higher station; but a rustic cottage is adapted only for the poorer inhabitants of the country.

Even now, methinks, as pondering here I stand,
I see the rural virtues leave the land.—GOLDSMITH.

The freedom and laziness of a rustic life produces remarkable particularities of conduct.—JOHNSON.

Rustic, v. Countryman.

Rustic, v. Rural.

Sacrament, v. Lord's Supper.


Sacred, v. Dull.

Sacred, v. Mournful.

Safe, Secure.

Safe, in Latin *salvus*, comes from the Hebrew *salah*, to be tranquil.

Secure, v. Certain.

Safety implies exemption from harm, or the danger of harm; secure, the exemption from danger: a person may be safe or saved in the midst of a fire, if he be untouched by the fire; but he is, in such a case, the reverse of secure. In the sense of exemption from danger, safety expresses much less than security: we may be safe without using any particular measure; but none can reckon on any degree of security without great precaution: a person may be very safe on the top of a coach in the daytime; but if he wish to secure himself, at night, from falling off, he must be fastened.

It cannot be safe for any man to walk upon a precipice, and to be always on the very border of destruction.—SOUTH.

No man can rationally account himself secure unless he could command all the chances of the world.—SOUTH.

Sagacity, v. Penetration.

Sage, Sagacious, Sapient.

Sage and Sagacious are variations from the Latin *sagax* and *sagio*, probably from the Persian *sag* a dog, sagacity being the peculiar property of a dog.

Sapient is in Latin *sapiens*, from *sapió*, which is either from the Greek *sóros* wise, or, in the sense of tasting, from the Hebrew *sepháh* the lip.

The first of these terms has a good sense, in application to men, to denote the faculty of discerning immediately, which is the fruit of experience, and very similar to that sagacity in brutes which instinctively perceives the truth of a thing without the deductions of reason; sapient, which has very different meanings in the original, is now employed only in regard to animals which are trained up to particular arts; its use is therefore mostly burlesque.

So strange they will appear, but so it happen'd
That these must sage Academicians safe
In solemn consolation—on a cabbage.

CUMBERLAND.

Sagacious all to trace the smallest game,
And bold to seize the greatest.—YOUNG.


Sake, Account, Reason, Purpose, End.

These terms, all employed adverbially, modify or connect propositions; hence, one says, for his sake, on his account, for this reason, for this purpose, and to this end.

Sake, which comes from the word to seek, is mostly said of persons; what is done for a person's sake is the same as because of his seeking or at his desire; one may, however, say in regard to things, for the sake of good order, implying what good order requires: account is indifferently employed for persons or things; what is done on a person's account is done in his behalf, and for his interest; what is done on account of indisposition is done in consequence of it, the indisposition being the cause: reason, purpose, and end are applied to things only; we speak of the reason as the thing that justifies: we explain why we do a
thing when we say we do it for this or that reason: we speak of the purpose and the end by way of explaining the nature of the thing: the propriety of measures cannot be known unless we know the purpose for which they were done: nor will a prudent person be satisfied to follow any course unless he knows to what end it will lead.

Salubrious, v. Healthy.
To Salute, v. To accost.

Salute, Salutation, Greeting.
Salute and Salutation, from the Latin salus, signifies literally wishing health to a person.

Greeting comes from the German grüssen to kiss or salute.

Salute respects the thing, and salutation the person giving the salute: a salute may consist either of a word or an action; salutations pass from one friend to another: the salute may be either direct or indirect; the salutation is always direct and personal: guns are fired by way of a salute: bows are given in the way of a salutation: greeting is a familiar kind of salutation, which may be given vocally or in writing.

Strabo tells us he saw the statue of Memnon, which, according to the poets, saluted the morning sun, every day, at its first rising, with a harmonious sound.—PRIDEAUX.

Josephus makes mention of a Manaken, who had the spirit of prophecy, and one time meeting with Herod among his schoolfellows, greeted him with this salutation, "Hail, King of the Jews."—PRIDEAUX.

Not only those I nam'd I there shall greet, But my own gallant, virtuous Cato meet. DENHAM.

To Sanction, v. To Countenance.
Sane, v. Sound.

Sanguinary, Bloody, Blood-Thirsty.
Sanguinary, from sanguis, is employed both in the sense of Bloody or having blood: Blood-Thirsty, or the thirsting after blood: sanguinary, in the first case, relates only to blood shed, as a sanguinary engagement, or a sanguinary conflict; bloody is used in the familiar application, to denote the simple presence of blood, as a bloody coat, or a bloody sword.

In the second case, sanguinary is employed to characterize the temper of persons only; blood-thirsty to characterize the temper of persons or animals: the French revolution has given us many specimens how sanguinary men may become who are abandoned to their own furious passions; tigers are by nature the most blood-thirsty of all creatures.

They have seen the French rebel against a mild and lawful monarch with more fury than ever any people has been known to rise against the most illegal usurper or the most sanguinary tyrant.—BURKE.

And from the wound,
Black bloody drops distill'd upon the ground. DRYDEN.

The Peruvians fought not like the Mexicans, to glut blood-thirsty divinities with human sacrifices.—ROBERTSON.

Sap, Undermine.

Sap signifies the juice which springs from the root of a tree; hence to sap signifies to come at the root of anything by digging: to Undermine signifies to form a mine under the ground, or under whatever is upon the ground: we may sap, therefore, without undermining; and undermine without sapping: we may undermine the foundation of a house without making any mine underneath; and in fortifications we may undermine either a mound, a ditch, or a wall, without striking immediately at the foundation: hence, in the moral application, to sap is a more direct and decisive mode of destruction; to undermine is a gradual, and may be a partial action. In fidelity sap the morals of a nation; courtiers undermine one another's interests at court.

With morning dews,
A filthy custom which he caught from thee,
Cheating his former habits, now he says
His youthful vigour.—CUMBERLAND.

To be a man of business is, in other words, to be a plague and spy, a treacherous supplanter and underminer of the peace of families.—SOUTH.

Sarcasm, v. Ridicule.
To Satiate, v. To satisfy.
Satire, v. Ridicule.
Satire, v. Wit.
Satisfaction, v. Compensation.
Satisfaction, v. Contentment.

To Satisfy, Please, Gratify.

To Satisfy (v. Contentment) is rather to produce pleasure indirectly; to Please (v. Agreeable) is to produce it directly; the former is negative, the latter positive pleasure: as every desire is accompanied with more or less pain, satisfaction, which is the removal of desire, is itself to a certain extent pleasure; but what satisfies is not always calculated to please; nor is that which pleases that which will always satisfy: plain food satisfies a hungry person, but does not please him when he is not hungry; social enjoyments please, but they are very far from satisfying those who do not restrict their indulgences. To Gratify is to please in a high degree, to produce a vivid pleasure: we may be pleased with trifles: but we are commonly gratified with such things as act strongly either on the senses or the affections: an epicure is gratified with those delicacies which suit his taste; an amateur in music will be gratified with hearing a piece of Handel's composition finely performed.

He who has run over the whole circle of earthly pleasures will be forced to complain that either they were not pleasures, or that pleasure was not satisfaction.—SOUTH.

Did we consider that the mind of man is the man himself, we should think it the most unnatural sort of self-murder to sacrifice the sentiment of the soul to gratify the appetites of the body.—STELLA.

To Satisfy, Satiate, Glut, Cloy.

To Satisfy is to take enough: Satiate is a frequentative, formed from satie enough, signifying to have more than enough.
Glut. in Latin glutium, from gula, the throat, signifies to take down the throat. Satisfaction brings pleasure: it is what nature demands; and nature, therefore, makes a suitable return: satiety is attended with disgust; it is what appetite demands; but appetite is the corruption of nature, and produces nothing but evil: glutting is an act of intemperance; it is what the inordinate appetite demands; it greatly exceeds the former in degree both of the cause and the consequence: Glutto is the consequence of glutting. Every healthy person satisfies himself with a regular portion of food; children, if unrestrained, seek to satiate their appetites, and cloy themselves by their excesses; brutes, or men debased into brutes, glut themselves with that which is agreeable to their appetites.

The first three terms are employed in a moral application; the last only in a natural or proper sense: we satisfy desires in general, or any particular desire; we satiate the appetite for pleasure; one gluts the eyes or the ears by anything that is horrid or painful.

The only thing that can give the mind any solid satisfaction is a certain complacency and repose in the good providence of God.—Herrick.

Twas not enough
By subtle fraud to snatch a single life,
Pity implored! whole kingdoms fell
To save the lust of power.—Porius.

If the understanding be detained by occupations less pleasing, it returns again to study with greater acuteness than when it is glutted with idle pleasures.—Johnson.

Religious pleasure is such a pleasure as can never cloy or overwork the mind.—South.

Saucy, v. Impertinent.

Savage, v. Cruel.

Savage, v. Ferocious.

To Save, v. To deliver.

To Save, v. To keep.

To Save, Spare, Preserve, Protect.

To Save is to make safe (v. Safy).

Spare, in German sparen, comes from the Latin parco, and the Hebrew parck to free.

Preserve, compounded of praec and servo to keep, signifies to keep off.

Protect, v. To defend.

The idea of keeping free from evil is the common idea of all these terms, and the peculiar signification of the term save; they differ either in the nature of the evil kept off or the circumstances of the agent: we may be saved from every kind of evil; but we are spared only from those which is in the power of another to inflict: we may be saved from falling, or saved from an illness; a criminal is spared from punishment, or we may be spared by Divine Providence in the midst of some calamity: we may be saved and spared from any evils, great or small; we are preserved and protected only from evils of magnitude; we may be saved either from the incontinency of the weather or the fatal vices of life; we may be spared the pain of a disagreeable meeting, or we may be spared our lives; we are preserved from ruin or protected from oppression. To save and spare apply to evils that are actual and temporary; preserve and protect to those which are possible or permanent: we may be saved from drowning, or we may save a thing instead of throwing it away; or a person may be spared from the sentence of the law; but we are preserved from the incontinency of the weather, or we preserve with care that which is liable to injury, or we are protected from the attacks of robbers.

To save may be the effect of accident or design; to spare is always the effect of some design or connection; to preserve and protect are the effect of a special exertion of power; the latter in a still higher degree than the former: we may be preserved, by ordinary means, from the evils of human life; but we are protected by the government, or by Divine Providence, from the active assaults of those who aim at doing us mischief.

Attilius sacrificed himself to save
That faith which to his barbarous foes he gave.—Denham.

Let Caesar spread his conquests far,
Less pleased to triumph than to spare.—Johnson.

Cortes was extremely solicitous to preserve the city of Mexico as much as possible from being destroyed.—Robertson.

How poor a thing is man, whom death itself
Cannot protect from injuries.—Randolph.

Saving, v. Economical.

To Saunter, v. To linger.

Savour, v. Taste.

To Say, v. To speak.


To Scale, v. To arise.

Scandal, v. Discredit.

Scandalous, v. Infamous.

Scanty, v. Bare.

Scarce, v. Rare.


Scarcity, Dearth.

Scarcity (v. Rare) is a generic term to denote the circumstance of a thing being scarce.

Dearth, which is the same as dearness, is a mode of scarcity applied in the literal sense to provisions mostly as provisions are mostly dear when they are scarce: the word dearth therefore denotes scarcity in a high degree: whatever men want, and find it difficult to procure, they complain of its scarcity: when a country has the misfortune to be visited by a famine, it experiences the frightfulness of all dearths.

To Scatter, v. To spread.


Scheme, v. Design.

Scholar, Disciple.

Scholar and Disciple are both applied to such as learn from others: but the former is said only of those who learn the rudiments of knowledge; the latter of one who acquires any art or science from the instruction of
To Scoff, Gibe, Jeer, Snee.

Scoff comes from the Greek Σκόπτω to deride.

Gibe and Jeer are connected with the word gabble and jabber, denoting an unseemly mode of speech.

Sneer is connected with sneeze and nose, the member by which sneering is performed. Scoffing is a general term for expressing contempt; we may scoff either by gibe, jeer, or sneers; or we may scoff by opprobrious language and contumacious looks with gibing, jeering, or sneering: to give, jeer, and sneer are personal acts; the gibe and jeer consist of words addressed to an individual: the former has most of literature and reproach in it; the latter has more of ridicule or satire in it; they are both, however, applied to the actions of vulgar people, who practise their coarse jokes on each other. Scoff and sneer are directed either to persons or things, as the object; gibe and jeer only towards persons: scoff is taken only in the proper sense; sneer derives its meaning from the literal act of sneering: the scoffer speaks lightly of that which deserves serious attention; the sneerer speaks either actually with a sneer or as it were by implication with a sneer: the scoffer at religion set at nought all thoughts of decorum, they openly sow the little estimation in which they hold it; the sneerers at religion are more sly, but not less malignant; they wish to treat religion with contempt, but not to bring themselves into the contempt they deserve.

To Scruple, Hesitate, Waver.

Scruple, v. Conscientious.

Hesitate, v. To demur.

Waver, from the word wave, signifies to move backward and forward like a wave.

To scruple simply keeps us from deciding; the terms hesitation and wavering bespeak a fluctuating or variable state of the mind: we scruple simply from motives of doubt as to the propriety of a thing: we hesitate and waver from various motives, particularly such as affect our interests. Conscience produces scruples, fear produces hesitation, irresolution produces wavering: a person scrupled to do an action which may hurt his neighbour or offend his Maker; he hesitates to do a thing which he fears may not prove advantageous to him; he wavers in his mind between going or staying, according as his inclinations impel him to the one or the other: a man who does not scruple to say or do as he pleases will be an offensive companion if not a dangerous member of society: he who hesitates only when the doing of good is proposed evinced himself a worthless member of society; he who wavers between his duty and his inclination will seldom maintain a long or doubtful contest.

The Jacobins desire a change, and they will have it if they can; if they cannot have it by English cabal,
Seal, Stamp.

**Seal** is a specific; **Stamp**, a general term: there cannot be a seal without a stamp; but there may be many stamps where there is no seal. The seal, in Latin sigillum, signifies a signet or little sign, consisting of some coat of arms or an device; the stamp is, in general, any impression whatever which has been made by stamping, that is, any impression which is not easily to be effaced. In the improper sense, the seal is the authority; thus to set one's seal is the same as to authorize, and the seal of truth is any outward mark which characterizes it; but in the stamp is the impression by which we distinguish the thing; thus a thing is said to bear the stamp of truth, of sincerity, of veracity, and the like.

Therefore not long in force this charter stood, Wanting that seal, it must be soul'd in blood.

**DENHAM.**

Wise for parts is madness for the whole, This stamps the paradox, and gives us leave To call the wisest weak.—**YOUNG.**

Seaman, Waterman, Sailor, Mariner.

All these words denote persons occupied in navigation; the **Seaman**, as the word implies, follows his business on the sea; the **Waterman**, is one who gets his livelihood on fresh water; the **Sailor** and the **Mariner** are both specific terms to designate the seaman: every **sailor** and mariner is a seaman; although every seaman is not a sailor or mariner: the former is one who is employed about the laborious part of the vessel; the latter is one who traverses the ocean to and fro, who is attached to the water, and passes his life upon it.

Men of all ranks are denominated seamen, whether officers or men, whether in a merchantman or a king's ship: sailor is only used for the common men, or, in the sea phrase, for those before the mast, particularly in vessels of war: hence our sailors and soldiers are spoken of as the defenders of our country: a mariner is an independent kind of seaman who manages his own vessel, and goes on an expedition on his own account; fishermen, and those who trade along the coast, are in a particular manner distinguished by the name of mariners.

Thus the toil'd seaman, after boisterous storms, Lands on his country's breast.—**LEE.**

Many a lawyer who makes but an indifferent figure at the bar might have made a very elegant waterman.—**SOUTH.**

**SECOND.**

Though storms and tempests so the sailor drives. **SHIRLEY.**

Welcome to me, as to a sinking mariner
The lucky plank that bears him to the shore.—**LEE.**

Search, v. Examination.

To Search, v. To examine.

Season, v. Time.

Seasonable, v. Timely.

To Secede, v. To recede.

Seclusion, v. Privacy.

**To Second, Support.**

To **Second** is to give the assistance of a **second** person; to **Support** is to bear up on one's own shoulders. To **second** does not express so much as to **support**: we **second** only by our presence, or our word; but we **support** by our influence, and all the means that are in our power: we **second** a motion by a simple declaration of our assent to it; we **support** a motion by the force of persuasion; so likewise we are said always to **second** a person's views when we give him openly our countenance by declaring our approbation of his measures; and we are said to **support** him when we give the assistance of our purse, our influence, or any other thing essential for the attainment of an end.

The blasting volley'd thunder made all speed,
And **seconded** thy eyes not dread'd speed.

**MILTON.**

Impeachment's NO can best resist,
And **AYE** support the civil list.—**GAY.**

Second, Secondary, Inferior.

**Second** and **Secondary** both come from the Latin secundus, changed from sequens and sequor to follow, signifying the order of succession; the former simply expresses this order: but the latter includes the accessory idea of comparative demerit: a person stands second in a list or a course is second which immediately succeeds the first; but a consideration is secondary, or of secondary importance, which is opposed to that which holds the first rank. **Secondary** and **Inferior** both designate some lower degree of a quality; but **secondary** is only applied to the importance or value of things; **inferior** is applied generally to all qualities; a man of business reckons everything as secondary which does not forward the object he has in view; men of inferior abilities are disqualified by nature for high and important stations, although they may be more fitted for lower stations than those of greater abilities.

Fond, foolish man! With fear of death surpris'd, Which either should be wish'd for or desir'd; This, if our souls with bodies death destroy, That, if our souls a second life enjoy.—**DENHAM.**

Many instead of endeavouring to form their own opinion, content themselves with the **secondary** knowledge, which a convenient bench in a coffee-house can supply.—**JOHNSON.**

Who am I alone From all eternity; for none I know **Second** to me, or, like.—**MILTON.**

Hast thou not made me here thy substitute, And these inferior far beneath me set?—**MILTON.**
SECRET. 568 SECULAR.

Secrecy, v. Concealment.

Secret, Hidden, Latent, Occult, Mysterious.

Secret (v. Clandestine), signifies known to one's self only.
Hidden, v. To conceal.
Latent, in Latin latens, from lateo to lie hid, signifies the same as hidden.
Occult in Latin occultus, participle of occulto, compounded of oc or ob and culo or cula to cover over by tilling or ploughing, that is, to cover over with the earth.

What is secret is known to some one; what is hidden may be known to no one: it rests in the breast of an individual to keep a thing secret; it depends on the course of things if anything remains hidden; every man has more or less of that which he wishes to keep secret; the talent of many lies hidden for want of opportunity to bring it into exercise; as many treasures lie hidden in the earth for want of being discovered and brought to light.

A secret concerns only the individual or individuals who hold it; but that which is hidden may concern all the world: sometimes the success of a transaction depends upon its being kept secret; the stores of knowledge which yet remain hidden may be much greater than those which have been laid open. The latent is the secret or concealed, in cases where it ought to be open; a latent motive is that which a person intentionally, though not justifiably, keeps to himself; the latent cause for any proceeding is that which is not revealed.

Occult and mysterious are species of the hidden: the former respects that which has a veil naturally thrown over it; the latter respects that mostly which is covered with a supernatural veil: an occult science is one that is hidden from the view of persons in general which is attainable but by few; occult causes or qualities are those which lie too remote to be discovered by the inquirer; the operations of Providence are said to be mysterious, as they are altogether past our finding out; many points of doctrine in our religion are equally mysterious, as connected with and dependent upon the attributes of the Deity.

Mysterious is sometimes applied to human transactions in the sense of throwing a veil intentionally over anything, in which sense it is nearly allied to the word secret, with this distinction, that what is secret is often not known to be secret; but that which is mysterious is so only in the eyes of others. Things are sometimes conducted with such secrecy that no one suspects what is passing until it is seen by its effects; an air of mystery is sometimes thrown over that which is in reality nothing when seen: hence secrecy is always taken in a good sense, since it is so great an essential in the transactions of men; but mystery is often employed in a bad sense; either for the affected concealment of that which is insignificant or the purpose con-
celment of that which is bad: an expedition is said to be secret, but not mysterious: on the other hand, the disappearance of a person may be mysterious, but it is not said to be secret.

Ye boys, who pluck the flowers and spoil the spring,
Beware the secret snake that shoots a sting.

The blind laborious mole
In winding mazes works his hidden hole.—DREYDEN.

Some men have an occult power of stealing on the affections.—JOHNSON.

From his void embrace,
Mysterious heaven: That moment to the ground,
A blackened corpse, was struck the beauteous maid.

Merry confin'd, and interrupted thought,
Death's harbingers lie latent in the draught.—PRIOR.

To Secrete, v. To conceal.
To Secrete One's Own, v. To abscond.

Secular, Temporal, Worldly.

Secular, in Latin secularis, from seculum an age or division of time, signifies belonging to time or this life.

Temporal, in Latin tempus, from tempus time, signifies lasting only for a time.

Worldly signifies after the manner of the world.

Secular is opposed to ecclesiastical, temporal and worldly are opposed to spiritual or eternal.

The idea of the world, or the outward objects and pursuits of the world, in distinction from that which is set above the world, is implied in common by all the terms; but secular is an indifferent term, applicable to the allowed pursuits and concerns of men; temporal is used either in an indifferent or a bad sense; and worldly mostly in a bad sense, as contrasted with things of more value.

The office of a clergyman is ecclesiastical, but that of a schoolmaster is secular, which is frequently vested in the same hands; the upper house of parliament consists of lords spiritual and temporal; worldly interest has a more powerful sway upon the minds of the great body of mankind than their spiritual interests: whoever enters into the holy office of the ministry with merely secular views of preferment, chooses a very unfruitful source of emolument; a too eager pursuit after temporal advantages and temporal pleasures is apt to draw the mind away from its regard to those which are eternal; worldly applause will weigh very light when set in the balance against the reproaches of one's own conscience.

Some saw nothing in what has been done in France but a firm and temperate exercise of freedom, so consistent with morals and piety as to make it deserving not only of the secular applause of dancing Machiavelian politicians, but even make it a fit occasion for all the devout effusions of sacred eloquence.—BROUGH.

The ultimate purpose of government is temporal, and that of religion is eternal happiness.—JOHNSON.

Worldly things are of such quality as to lessen upon dividing.—GROVE.

Secure, v. Certain.
Sedate, v. Composed.
SEDULOUS.

SEDIMENT, v. Drugs.
SEDITIOUS, v. Factious.
SEDITIVE, Tumultuous.
To Seduce, v. To allure.

SEDULOUS, Diligent, Assiduous.
SEDULOUS, from the Latin sedulus and sedeo, signifies sitting close to a thing.
Diligent, v. Active, diligent.
Assiduous, v. Active, diligent.

The idea of application is expressed by both these epithets, but sedulous is a particular, diligent is a general term: one is sedulous by habit; one is diligent either habitually or occasionally: a sedulous scholar pursues his studies with a regular and close application; a scholar may be diligent at a certain period, though not invariably so. SEDULITY seems to mark the very essential property of application, that is, adhering closely to an object; but diligence expresses one’s attachment to a thing, as evinced by an eager pursuit of it: the former, therefore, bespeaks the steadiness of the character; the latter merely the turn of one’s inclination: one is sedulous from a conviction of the importance of the thing; one may be diligent by force and starts, according to the humour of the moment.

Assiduous and sedulous both express the quality of sitting or sticking close to a thing, but the former may, like diligent, be employed on a partial occasion; the latter is always permanent: we may be assiduous in our attentions to a person; but we are sedulous in the important concerns of life. Sedulous peculiarly respects the quiet employments of life; a teacher may be entitled sedulous: diligent respects the active employments; one is diligently at work: assiduity holds a middle rank: it may be employed equally for that which requires active exertion, or otherwise: we may be assiduous in the pursuits of literature, or we may be assiduous in our attendance upon a person, or the performance of any office.

One thing I would offer is that he would constantly and sedulously read Tully, which will insensibly work him into a good Latin style.—LOCKE.

I would recommend a diligent attendance on the courts of justice (to a student for the bar).—DUNNING.

And thus the patient dam assiduous sits, Not to be tempted from her tender task.

THOMSON.

To See, v. To look.

To See, Perceive, Observe.

See, in the German sehen, Greek ἑκατον, Hebrew see to, is a general term: it may be either a voluntary or involuntary action; Perceive, from the Latin percepio or per and capio to take into the mind, is always a voluntary action; and Observe (v. To notice) is an intentional action. The eye sees when the mind is absent: the mind and the eye perceive in conjunction; hence we may say that a person sees, but does not perceive: we observe not merely by a simple act of the mind, but by its positive and fixed exertion.

We see a thing without knowing what it is; we perceive a thing, and know what it is, but the impression passes away; we observe a thing, and afterwards retrace the image of it in our mind. We see a star when the eye is directed towards it; we perceive it move if we look at it attentively; we observe its position in different parts of the heavens. The blind cannot see, the absent cannot perceive, the dull cannot observe.

Seeing, as a corporeal action, is the act only of the eye; perceiving and observing are actions in which all the senses are concerned. We see colours, we perceive the state of the atmosphere, and observe its changes. Seeing sometimes extends farther in its application to the mind’s operations, in which it has an indefinite sense: but perceive and observe have both a definite sense: we may see a thing distinctly and clearly or otherwise; we perceive it always with a certain degree of distinctness; and observe it with a positive degree of minutness, we see the truth as a remark; we perceive the force of an objection: we observe the reluctance of a person. It is further to be observed, however, that when see expresses a mental operation, it expresses what is purely mental: perceive and observe are applied to such objects as are seen by the senses as well as the mind.

See is either employed as a corporeal or incorporeal action; perceive and observe are obviously a junction of the corporeal and incorporeal. We see the light with our eyes, or we see the truth of a proposition with our mind’s eye; but we perceive the difference of climate, or we perceive the difference in the comfort of our situation: we observe the motions of the heavenly bodies.

There plant eyes, all mist from thence
Purge and disperse, that I may see thee
Of things invisible to mortal sight.—MILTON.

Sated at length, ere long I might perceive
Strange alteration in me.—MILTON.

Every part of your last letter glowed with that warmth of friendship which I cannot help. If I were at home, I could not but observe with peculiar satisfaction,—MELVILLE’S LETTERS OF CICERO.

To Seem, Appear.
The idea of coming to the view is expressed by both these terms; but the word Seem rises upon that of Appear. Seem, from the Latin semet, signifies literally to appear like, and is therefore a species of appearance, which from the Latin appear or para, and the Greek παρειμι to be present, signifies to be present, or before the eye. Every object may appear; but nothing seems, except that which the mind admits to appear in any given form.

To seem requires some reflection and comparison of objects in the mind one another; it is, therefore, peculiarly applicable to matters that may be different from what they appear, or of an indeterminate kind: that the sun seems to move, is a conclusion which we draw from the exercise of our senses, and comparing this case with others of a similar nature; it is only by a farther research into the operations of nature that we discover this to be no conclusive proof of its motion. To appear, on the contrary, is the express act of the things themselves on us; it is, therefore, peculiarly applicable to such objects as make an impres-
SELF-WILL.

senion on us: to appear is the same as to present i self: the stars appear in the firmament, but we do not say that they seem: the sun appears dark through the clouds.

They are equally applicable to moral as well as natural objects with the above-mentioned distinction. See is said of that which is dubios, contingent, or future; appear, of that which is actual, present, or past. A thing seems strange which we are led to conclude as strange from what we see of it; a thing appears clear when we have a clear conception of it: a plan seems practicable or impracticable; an author appears to understand his subject or the contrary. It seems as if all efforts to reform the bulk of mankind will be found insufficient: it appears from the long catalogue of vices which are still very prevalent, that little progress has hitherto been made in the work of reformation.

Lash'd into foam, the fierce conflicting brine
Scents o'er a thousand raging waves to burn.

THOMSON.

O hear my poet! Such thy verse appears,
So sweet, so charming to my ravish'd ear.

DRYDEN.

To Seize, v. To lay hold of.

Seizure, v. Capture.

To Select, v. To choose.


Self, will, Self-Conceit, Self-Sufficiency.

Self-will signifies the will in one's self:
Self-Conceit, conceit of one's self: Self-Sufficiency, sufficiency in one's self. As characteristics they come very near to each other, but that depravity of the will which refuses to submit to every control, either within or without, is born, with a person, and is among the earliest indications of character; in some it is less predominant than in others, but if not early checked, it is that defect in our natures which will always prevail; self-conceit is a vicious habit of the mind which is superinduced on the original character: it is that which determines in matters of judgement: a self-willed person thinks nothing of right or wrong: whatever the impulse of the moment suggests, is the motive to action: the self-conceited person thinks of right and wrong, but it is only that which he conceives to be right and wrong: self-sufficiency is a species of self-conceit applied to action: as a self-conceited person thinks of no opinion but his own; a self-sufficient person refuses the assistance of everyone in whatever he is called upon to do.

To wifful men
The injuries that they themselves procured
Must be their schoolmasters. —SHAKESPEARE.

Nothing so haughty and assuming as ignorance, where self-conceit bids it set up for infallible. —SOUTH.

There safe in self-sufficient impudence
Without experience, honesty, or sense,
Unknowing in her interest, trade, or laws,
He vainly undertakes his country's cause. —DENYS.

SENSE.

Senior, Elder, Older.

These are all comparatives expressive of the same quality, and differ therefore less in sense than in application.

Senior is employed not only in regard to the extent of age, but also to duration either in office or any given situation: Elder is applied only in regard to age: an officer in the army is a senior by virtue of having served longer than another; a boy is a senior to a school either by virtue of his age, his standing in the school, or his situation in the class: when therefore age alone is to be expressed, elder is more suitable than senior; the elder children or the elder branches of a family are clearly understood to include those who have priority of age.

Senior and elder are both employed as substantives; Older only as an adjective: hence we speak of the seniors in a school, or the elders in an assembly; but an older inhabitant, an older family.

Elder has only a partial use; older is employed in general cases: in speaking of children in the same family we may say, the elder son is heir to the estate; he is older than his brother by ten years.

Cranium was senior in age to both his competitors Euclides and Aristophanes. —CUMBERLAND.
The Spartans to their highest magistrate
The name of elder did appropriate. —DENHAM.
Since oft
Man must compute that age he cannot feel,
He scarce believes he's older for his years. —YOUNG.


Sensation, v. Sentiment.


Sense, Judgement.

Sense (v. Feeling) signifies in general the faculty of feeling corporeally or perceiving mentally; in the latter case it is synonymous with Judgement, which is a special operation of the mind. The sense is that primary portion of the understanding which renders an account of things; and the judgement that portion of the reason which selects or rejects from this account. The sense is, so to speak, the reporter which collects the details, and exposes the facts; the judgement is the judge that passes sentence upon them. According to the strict interpretation of the terms, the judgement depends upon the sense, and varies with it in degree. He who has no sense has no judgement; and he who loses sense loses judgement: since sense supplies the knowledge of things, and judgement pronounces upon them, it is evident that there must be sense before there can be judgement.

On the other hand, sense may be so distinguished from judgement that there may be sense without judgement, and judgement without sense: sense is the faculty of perceiving in general; it is applied to abstract science as well as general knowledge: judgement is the faculty of determining, that is of determining mostly in matters of practice. It is the lot of

* Vide Rau baud: "Sens, Judgement."
many, therefore, to have sense in matters of theory, who have no judgment in matters of practice; whilst others, on the contrary, who have nothing above a common sense will have a soundness of judgment that is not surpassed.

Nay, farther, it is possible for a man to have good sense, and yet not a solid judgment: as they are both natural faculties, men are gifted with them as variously as with every other faculty. By a solid judgment a man is enabled to discern, as it were intuitively, that which requires another of less sense to ponder over and study; by a solid judgment a man is enabled to avoid those errors in conduct which one of a weak judgment is always falling into. There is, however, this distinction between sense and judgment, that the deficiencies of the former may be supplied by diligence and attention; but a defect in the latter is to be supplied by no efforts of one's own. A man may improve his sense in proportion as he has the means of information; when the judgment has once been matured by age, it remains unimprovable by time or circumstance.

In the use of these epithets, the terms sensible and judicious are still more clearly to distinguish the two primitives. A writer or a speaker are said to be sensible: a friend, or an adviser, to be judicious. Sense displays itself in the conversation or the communication of one's ideas; judgment in the propriety of one's actions. A sensible man may be an entertaining and agreeable companion, but a judicious man in any post of command is an inestimable treasure. Sensible remarks are always calculated to please and interest sensible people; judicious measures have a sterling value in themselves, that is, appreciated according to the importance of the object. Hence, it is obvious that to be sensible is a desirable thing, but to be judicious is an indispensable requisite.

The fox, in deeper cunning vers'd,
The beauties of her mind reheard,
And talk'd of knowledge, taste, and sense,
To him the fairer part presist.--MOORE.

Your observations are so judicious, I wish you had not been so sparing of them.--SIR W. JONES.

Sensible, v. To feel.

Sensible, Sensitive, Sentient.

All these epithets, which are derived from the same source (v. To feel), have obviously a great sameness of meaning, though not of application. Sensible and Sensitive both denote the capacity of being moved to feeling: Sentient implies the very act of feeling. Sensitive expresses either a habit of the body and mind, or only a particular state referring to some particular object: a person may be sensitive of things in general, or sensitive of cold, sensitive of injuries, sensitive of the kindnesses which he has received from an individual. Sensitive signifies always an habitual or permanent quality: it is the characteristic of objects: it implies one whose sense is by distinction quickly to be acted upon: a sensitive plant is a peculiar species of plants, marked for the property of having sense or being sensible of the touch.

Sensible and sensitive have always a reference to external objects; but sentient expresses simply the possession of feeling, or the power of feeling, and excludes the idea of the cause. Hence, the terms sensible and sensitive are applied only to persons or corporeal objects; but sentient is likewise applicable to spirits; sentient beings may include angels as well as men.

And with affection wounds sensible.
He wrung Cassandra's hand, and so was parted. --SHAKESPEARE.

Those creatures live more alone whose food, and therefore prey, is upon other sensible creatures.—TEMPLE.

Sensible, Perceptible.

These epithets are here applied not to the persons capable of being impressed, but to the objects capable of impressing: in this case Sensible (v. To feel) applies to that which acts on the senses merely; Perceptible (v. To see), to that which acts on the senses in conjunction with the mind. All corporeal objects are naturally termed sensible, inasmuch as they are sensible to the eye, the ear, the nose, the taste, and the touch; particular things are perceptible, inasmuch as they are to be perceived or recognized by the mind. Sometimes sensible signifies discernible by the senses of the sense, as when we speak of a sensible difference in the atmosphere, and in this case it comes nearer to the meaning of perceptible; but the latter always refers more to the operation of the mind than the former; the difference between colours is said to be scarcely perceptible when they approach very near to each other; so likewise the growth of a body is said not to be perceptible when it cannot be marked from one time to another by the difference of state.

I have suffered a sensible loss, if that word is strong enough to express the misfortune which has deprived me of so excellent a man.—MELMOTH'S LETTERS OF CRO.

What must have been the state into which the Assembly has brought your affairs, that the relief afforded by so vast a supply has been hardly perceptible.—BURKE.

Sensualist, Voluptuary, Epicure.

The Sensualist lives for the indulgence of his senses: the Voluptuary (from voluptas pleasure) is devoted to his pleasures, and as far as these pleasures are the pleasures of sense, the voluptuary is a sensualist: the Epicure from Epicurus is one who makes the pleasures of sense his god, and in this sense he is a sensualist and a voluptuary. In the application of these terms, however, the sensualist is one who is a slave to the grossest appetites; the voluptuary is free from the slave to his pleasures so as to make them the most valuable to himself; the epicure is a species of voluptuary who practises more than ordinary refinement in the choice of his pleasures.

Let the sensualist satisfy himself as he is able; he will find that there is a certain living spark within which all the drink he can pour in will never be able to quench. —SOUTH.

To fill up the drawing of this personage he conceived a voluptuary, who in his person should be blotted and blawn up to the size of a Silexus; lazy, luxurious, in
**Sentence.**

**Proposition, Period, Phrase.**

**Sentence.** In Latin *sententia*, is but a variation of *sentiment* (v. Opinion).

**Proposition** is the content.

**Period,** in Latin *periodus*, Greek *προποδός*, from *πρό* about and *οδός* way, signifies the circuit or round of words, which renders the sense complete.

**Phrase,** from the Greek *φράσω* to speak, signifies the words uttered.

The *sentence* consists of any words which convey sentiment; the *propositional* consists of the thing set before the mind, that is, either our own minds or the minds of others; hence *sentence* is more special regard to the form of words, and the *proposition* to the matter contained: they are both used technically or otherwise; the former in grammar and rhetoric; the latter in logic. The *sentence* is simple and complex; the *proposition* is universal or particular. *Period* and *phrase* are forms of words, but they are solely so, whereas the *sentence* depends on the connection of ideas by which it is formed; we speak of *sentences* either as to their structure or their sentiment: hence the *sentence* is either grammatical or moral: but the *period* regards only the structure; it is either well or ill-turned: the *term phrase* denotes the character of the words; hence it is either vulgar or polite, idiomatic or general: the *sentence* must consist of at least two words to make sense; the *phrase* may be a single word or otherwise.

Some expect in letters pointed *sentences* and forcible *periods.* —JOHNSON.

In 1417, it required all the eloquence and authority of the famous Gerson to prevail upon the council of Constance to condemn this *proposition* that there are some cases in which execution is a virtue more meritorious in a knight than a squire. —ROBERTSON.

Disastrous words can best disaster show.

In angry phrase the angry passions give

**To Sentence, Doom, Condemn.**

**To Sentence,** or pass *sentence*, is to give a final opinion or decision which is to influence the fate of an object.

**Condemn,** from *damnō* a loss, is to pass such a *sentence* as shall be to the hurt of an object.

**Doom,** which is a variation from *damnō*, has the same meaning.

**Sentence** is the generic, the two others specific terms. *Sentence* and *condemn* are used in the juridical as well as the moral sense; *doom* is employed in the moral sense only. In the juridical sense *sentence* is indefinite; *condemn* is definite: a criminal may be sentenced to a mild or severe punishment; he is always condemned to that which is severe; he is sentenced to imprisonment, or transportation, or death; he is condemned to the galleys, to transportation for life, or to death.

In the moral application they are in like manner distinguished. To *sentence* is a softer term than to *condemn*, and this is less than to *doom*. *Sentence* applies to inanimate objects; *condemn* and *doom* only to persons or that which is personal. A person is sentenced to pass his time in town or in the country; a thing is sentenced to be thrown away which is esteemed as worthless; we may be condemned to hear the praying of a loquacious body; we may be doomed to spend our lives in penury and wretchedness. *Sentence*, particularly when employed as a noun, may even be favourable to the interest of a person; *condemn* is always prejudicial, either to his interest, his comfort, or his reputation; *doom* is always destructive of his happiness, it is that which always runs most counter to the wishes of an individual.

It is of importance for an author that a critic should pronounce a favourable *sentence* on his works; immoral writers are justly condemned to oblivion or perpetual infamy; they are sometimes doomed to hear their own names pronounced with execration.

A *sentence* and condemnation is always the act of some person or conscious agent; *doom* is sometimes the fruit of circumstances. Tyrannous the Proud was sentenced by the Roman people to be banished from their realm. Regulus was condemned to the most cruel death by the Carthaginians; many writers have been doomed to pass their lives in obscurity and want, whose works have acquired for them lasting honours after their death.

At the end of the tenth book the poet joins this beautiful circumstance, that they offered up their *sentential* lives for their country on every place where their judge appeared to them when they pronounced their *sentence.* —ADDISON.

Liberty (Thomson's "Liberty") called in vain upon her votaries to read her praises, her praises were condemned to harbour spiders and gather dust. —JOHNSON.

Even the abridger, compiler, and translator, though their labours cannot be ranked with those of the divine biographer, must not be rashly doomed to annihilation. —JOHNSON.

**Sententious, Sentimental.**

*Sententious* signifies having or abounding in *sentences* or judgements; *Sentimental* signifies having *sentiment* (v. Period). Books and authors are termed *sententious*; but travelling, society, intercourse, correspondence, and the like, are characterized as *sentimental*. Moralists, whose works and conversation abound in moral *sentences*, like Dr. Johnson's, are termed *sententious*; novelists and romance writers, like Mrs. Radcliffe, are properly *sentimental*. Sententious books are always sure for improvement; *sentimental* works, unless they are of a superior order, are in general hurtful.

*His* (Mr. Ferguson's) love of Montesquieu and Tacitus has led him into a manner of writing too short-winded and *sententious*. —GRAY.

In books, whether moral or amusing, there are no passages more exciting than those which are descriptive of *sentimental* morality which refer our actions to the determination of feeling. —MACKENZIE.

**Sentient, v. Sensible.**

**Sentiment, v. Opinion.**

**Sentiment, Sensation, Perception.**

*Sentiment* and *Sensation* are obviously derived from the same source (v. To feel).
Perception, from perceive (v. To see), expresses the act of perceiving, or the impressions produced by perceiving.

The impressions which objects make upon the person are designated by all these terms; but the sentiment has its seat in the heart, the sensation is confined to the senses; and the perception rests in the understanding. Sentiments are holy, sensations are grateful, perceptions are clear.

Gratitude is a sentiment the most pleasing to the human mind; the sensation produced by the action of electricity on the frame is generally unpleasant; a nice perception of objects is one of the first requisites for perfection in any art. "The sentiment extends to manners, and renders us alive to the happiness or misery of others as well as our own; the sensation is purely physical; it makes us alive only to the effects of external objects on our physical organs: perceptions carry us into the district of science; they give us an interest in all the surrounding objects as intellectual observers.

A man of spirit or courage receives marks of honour, or affronts, with very different sentiments from the poltroon: he who bounds his happiness by the present fleeting existence must be careful to remove every painful sensation; we judge of objects as complex or simple, according to the number of perceptions which they produce in us.

I am framing every possible pretence to live hereafter according to my own taste and sentiments.—MELMOTH'S LETTERS OF CICERO.

When we describe our sensations of another's sorrow in condolence, the customs of the world scarcely admit of rigid purity.—JOHNSON.

When first the trembling eye receives the day, External forms on young perception play. LANGLEY


Sentinel, v. Guard.


To Separate, v. To abstract.

Separate, v. Different.

To Separate, v. To divide.

To Separate, Sever, Disjoin, Detach.

Separate, v. To abstract.

Sever is but a variation of separate.

Disjoin, signifies to destroy a junction.

Detach, signifies to destroy a contact.

Whatever is united or joined in any way may be separated, be the junction natural or artificial; but to sever is a mode of separating natural bodies, or bodies naturally joined: we may separate in part or entirely: we sever entirely: we separate with or without violence: we sever with violence only: we may separate papers which have been pasted together, or fruits which have grown together, but the head is severed from the body, or a branch from the trunk. To separate may be said of things which are only remotely connected; disjoin is said of that which is intimately connected so as to be joined: we separate as convenience requires; we may separate

SERIES.

in a right or a wrong manner; we mostly disjoin things which ought to remain joined: we separate syllables in order to distinguish them; but they are sometimes disjoined in writing by an accidental erasure. To detach has an intermediate sense betwixt separate and disjoin, applying to bodies which are neither so loosely connected as the former, nor so closely as the latter: we separate things that directly meet in no point; we disjoin those which meet in every point; we detach those things which meet in one point only. To separate is either a corporeal or mental action; disjoin most commonly only a corporeal; and detach a mental action: we may separate ideas in the mind; we disjoin the material parts of bodies; we detach persons, that is, the minds of persons, from their party.

They (the French republicans) never have abandoned, and never will abandon, their old steady maxim of separating the people from their government.—BURKE.

To mention only that species of shell-fish that grow to the surface of several marls, and immediately die upon their being severed from the place where they grow.—ADDISON.

In times and regions, so disjoined from each other that there can scarcely be united any communication of sentiments, has prevailed a general and uniform expectation of propagating God by corporeal austerities.—JOHNSON.

As for the detached rhapsodies which Lycurgus in more early times brought with him out of Asia, they must have been exceedingly imperfect.—CUMBERLAND.


Sequel, Close.

Sequel is a species of Close; it is that which follows by way of termination; but the close is simply that which closes, or puts an end to anything. There cannot be a sequel without a close, but there may be a close without a sequel. A story may have either a sequel or a close; when the end is detached from the beginning so as to follow, it is a sequel; if the beginning and end are uninterrupted, it is simply a close. When a work is published in distinct parts, those which follow at the end may be termed the sequel; if it appears all at once, the concluding pages are the close.

Serene, v. Calm.

Series, Course.

Series, which is also series in Latin, comes from sero or necto to bind, and signifies order and connection.

Course, in Latin cursus, from the verb currre, signifies the direction in which things run one after another.

There is always a course where there is a series, but not vice versa. Things must have some sort of connection with each other in order to form a series, but they need simply to follow in order to form a course: thus a series of events respects those which flow out of each other; a course of events, on the contrary, respects those which happen unconnectedly within a certain space; so in like manner, the numbers of a book, which serve to form a whole, are a series; and a number of lectures following each other at a given

* Abbé Girard: "Sentiment, sensation, perception."
time are a course; hence, likewise the technical phrase infinite series in algebra.

Serious, v. Eager.
Serious, v. Grave.

Servant, Domestic, Menial, Drudge.
In the term Servant is included the idea of the service performed; in the term Domestic, from dominus a house, is included the idea of one belonging to the house or family: in the word Menial, from manus the hand, is included the idea of labour; and the term Drudge, that of drudgery. We hire a servant at a certain rate, and for a particular service; we are attached to our domestics according to their assiduity and attention to our wishes: we employ as a menial one who is unfit for a higher employment; and a drudge in any labour, however hard and disagreeable.

A servant dwells remote from all knowledge of his lord's purposes.—SOUTH.
Montezuma was attended by his own domestics, and served with his usual state.—ROBERTSON.
Some were his (King Charles') own menial servants, and ate bread at his table before they lifted up their heel against him.—SOUTH.

He who will be vastly rich must resolve to be a drudge all his days.—SOUTH.


Servitude, Slavery, Bondage.

Servitude expresses less than Slavery, and this less than Bondage.

Servitude, from servio, conveys simply the idea of performing a service, without specifying the principle upon which it is performed. Among the Romans servus signified a slave, because all who served were literally slaves, the power over the person being almost unlimited. The mild influence of Christianity has corrected men's notions with regard to their rights as well as their duties, and established servitude on the just principle of a mutual compact, without any infraction on that most precious of all human gifts, personal liberty. Slavery, which marks a condition incompatible with the existence of this invaluable endowment, is a term odious to the Christian ear; it had its origin in the grossest state of society; the word being derived from the German slave, or Slavonians, a fierce and intrepid people, who made a long stand against the Germans, and, being at last defeated, were made slaves. Slavery, therefore, includes not only servitude, but also the odious circumstance of the entire subjection of one individual to another; a condition which deprives him of every privilege belonging to a free agent, and a rational creature; and which forcibly bends the will and affections of the one to the humour of the other, and converts a thinking being into a mere senseless tool in the hands of its owner. Slavery unfortunately remains, though barbarism has ceased. Christianity has taught men their true end and destination; but it has not yet been able to extinguish that inordinate love of dominion which is an innate propensity in the human breast. There are those who take the name of Christians, and yet cling to the practice of making their fellow creatures an article of commerce. Some delude themselves with the idea that they can ameliorate the condition of those over whom they have usurped this unlicensed power; but they forget that he who begins to be a slave ceases to be a man; that slavery is the extinction of our nobler part; and the abuse even of that part in us which we have in common with the brutes.

Bondage, from to bind, denotes the state of being bound, that is, slavery in its most aggravated form, in which, to the loss of personal liberty, is added cruel treatment; the term is seldom applied in its proper sense to any persons but the Egyptians in Egypt. In a figurative sense, we speak of being a slave to our passions, and under the bondage of sin, in which cases the terms preserve precisely the same distinction.

It is fit and necessary that some persons in the world should be in love with a splendid servitude.—SOUTH.

So different are the geniuses which are formed under Turkish slavery and Grecian liberty.—ADDISON.

We make a choir, as doth the prison'd bird, And sing our bondage freely.—SHAKESPEARE.

The same distinction exists between the epithets Servile and Slavish, which are employed only in the moral application. He who is servile has the mean character of a servant, but he is still a free agent; but he who is slavish is bound and fettered in every possible form.

That servile path than nobly dost decline,
Of tracing word by word, and line by line.
Those are the labour'd births of slavish brains,
Not the effect of poetry but pains.—DENHAM.

To Set, v. To put.
To Set Free, v. To free.
To Settle, v. To compose.
To Settle, v. To fix.
To Settle, v. To fix, determine.
To Sever, v. To separate.
Several, v. Different.
Severe, v. Austere.
Sex, v. Gender.
Shackle, v. Chain.

Shade, Shadow.

Shade and Shadow, in German schatten, are in all probability connected with the word shine, show (v. To show, &c.).

Both these terms express that darkness which is occasioned by the sun's rays being intercepted by anybody; but shade simply expresses the absence of the light, and shadow signifies also the figure of the body which thus intercepts the light. Trees naturally produce a shade by means of their branches.
and leaves; and wherever the image of the tree is reflected on the earth that forms its shadow. It is agreeable in the heat of summer to sit in the shade; the constancy with which the shadow follows the man has been proverbially adopted as a simile for one who clings close to another. The distinction between these terms, in the moral sense, is precisely the same: a person is said to be in the shade, if he lives in obscurity or unnoticed; "the law (says St. Paul) is a shadow of things to come."

Welcome, ye shades! ye bowery thickets, hall!

At every step,

Solomon and slow, the shade doth never fail,
And all is awful listening gloom around.

THOMSON.


To Shake, Tremble, Shudder, Quiver, Quake.

Shake, Shudder, Quiver, and Quake, all come from the Latin *quentio* or *cutio* to shake, through the medium of the German *schwotten, schütten*, the Italian *scussare*, and the like.

Tremble comes from the Latin *tremo*.

To shake is a generic term, the rest are but modes of shaking: to tremble is to shake from an inward cause, or what appears to be so: in this manner a person trembles from fear, from cold, or weakness; and a leaf which is imperceptibly agitated by the air is also said to tremble: to shudder is to tremble violently; quiver and to quake are both to tremble quickly; but the former denotes rather a vibratory motion, as the point of a spear when thrown against wood; the latter a quick motion of the whole body, as in the case of bodies that have not sufficient consistency in themselves to remain still.

The rapid radiance instantaneous strikes Through the tangled woods, through the forest streams, *Shakes* on the floods.—THOMSON.

The trembling pilot, from his rudder torn, Was headlong hurled.—DRYDEN.

He said, and hurled against the mountain side His quivering spear.—DRYDEN.

Thereo as cold and dreary as a snake, That seemed to tremble even more and quake. —SPENSKR.

To Shake, Agitate, Toss.

Shake, v. To shake.

Agitate, in Latin *agitare*, is a frequentative of *ago* to drive, that is, to drive different ways.

Toss is probably contracted from *torsi*, perfect of *torqueo* to whirl.

A motion more or less violent is signified by all these terms, which differ both in the manner and the cause of the motion. *Shake* is indefinite, it may differ in degree as to the violence; to agitate and toss rise in sense upon the word *shake*: a breeze shakes a leaf, a storm agitates the sea, and the waves toss a vessel to and fro: large and small bodies may be shaken: large bodies are agitated: a handkerchief may be shaken: the earth is agitated by an earthquake. What is shaken and agitated is not removed from its place; but what is tossed is thrown from place to place. A house may frequently be shaken, while the foundation remains good; the waters are most agitated while they remain within their bounds; but a ball is tossed from hand to hand.

To shake and toss are the acts either of persons or things; to agitate is the act of things when taken in the active sense. A person shakes the hand of another, or the motion of a carriage *shakes* persons in general, and agitates those who are weak in frame: a child *tosses* his food about, or the violent motion of a vessel *tosses* everything about which is in it. To shake arises from external or internal causes; we may be shaken by others, or shake ourselves from cold: to agitate and toss arise always from some external action, direct or indirect: the body may be agitated by violent concussion, from without or from the action of perturbed feelings; the body may be tossed by various circumstances, and the mind may be tossed to and fro by the violent action of the passions. Hence the propriety of using the terms in the moral application. The resolution is shaken, as the tree is by the wind: the mind is agitated like troubled waters; a person is tossed to and fro in the ocean of life, as the vessel is tossed by the waves.

An unwholesome blast of air, a cold, or a surfeit, may *shake* in pieces a man’s hardy fabric.—SOUTH.

We all must have observed that a speaker agitated with passion, or an actor, who is indeed strictly an imitator, are perpetually changing the tone and pitch of their voice, as the sense of their words varies.—SIR WM. JONES.

*Toss’d* all the day in rapid circles round, Breathless I fell.—POPE.


Shameless, v. Immodest.

To Shape, v. To form.

To Share, v. To divide.

Share, v. Part.

To Share, v. To partake.

Sharp, Acute, Keen.

Sharp, in German, &c., *scharf*, comes from *scheren* to cut.


Keen, v. Acute.

The general property expressed by these epithets is that of *sharpness* or an ability to cut. The term *sharp* is generic and indefinite; the two others are modes of *sharpness* differing in the circumstance or the degree: the *acute* is not only more than *sharp* in the common sense, but signifies also *sharp-pointed*: a knife may be *sharp*; but a needle is properly *acute*. Things are sharp that have either a long or a pointed edge; but the *keen* is applicable only to the long edge; and that in the highest degree of *sharpness*: a common knife may be *sharp*; but a razor or a lancet are properly said to be *keen*. These terms preserve the same distinction in their figurative use. Every pain is *sharp* which may resemble that which is produced by cutting; it is *acute*
when it resembles that produced by piercing deep: words are said to be sharp which have any power in them to wound; they are keen when they cut deep and wide.

Be sure you avoid as much as you can to enquire after those that have been sharp in their judgments towards me.—EARL OF STRAFFORD.

Wisdom's eye

Acute for what? To spy more miseries.—YOUNG.

To this great end keen instinct stings him on. YOUNG.

To Shed, v. To pour.

Shelter, v. Asylum.

To Shelter, v. To cover.


To Shine, Glitter, Glare, Sparkle, Radiate.

Shine, in Saxon schinean, German scheinen, is in all probability connected with the words shine, set, &c.

Glitter and Glare are variations from the German geissen, glänzen, &c., which have a similar meaning.

To Sparkle signifies to produce sparks, and spark is in Saxon speare, low German and Dutch spark.

To Radiate is to produce rays, from the Latin radius a ray.

The emission of light is the common idea conveyed by these terms. To shine expresses simply this general idea: glitter and the other verbs include some collateral ideas in their signification.

To shine is a steady emission of light; to glitter is an unsteady emission of light, occasioned by the reflection on transparent or bright bodies: the sun and moon shine whenever they make their appearance; but a set of diamonds glitter by the irregular reflection of the light on them; or the brazen sphere of a steeple glitters when the sun in the morning shines upon it.

Shine specious no degree of light, it may be barely sufficient to render itself visible, or it may be a very strong degree of light: glare on the contrary denotes the highest possible degree of light: the sun frequently glares when it shines only at intervals.

To shine is to emit light in a full stream; but to sparkle is to emit it in small portions; and to radiate is to emit it in long lines. The fire sparkles in the burning of wood; or the light of the sun sparkles when it strikes on knobs or small points: the sun radiates when it seems to emit its light in rays.

This glorious morning star was not the transitory light of a comet which shines and glares for a while, and then presently vanishes into nothing.—SOUTH.

Yet something shines more glorious in his word, His mercy this.—WALLER.

The happiness of success glittering before him withdraws his attention from the atrociousness of the guilt.—JONSON.

Against the capitol I met a lion, Who glared upon me, and went surly by Without annoyance me.—SHAKESPEARE.

His eyes so sparkled with a lively flame.—DRYDEN.

Now had the sun withdrawn his radiant light. DRYDEN.

Shock, Concussion.

Shock denotes a violent shake or agitation; Concussion, a shaking together. The shock is often instantaneous, but does not necessarily extend beyond the act of the moment; the concussion is permanent in its consequences, it tends to derange the system. Hence the different application of the terms; the shock may affect either the body or the mind: the concussion affects properly only the body, or corporeal objects: a violent and sudden blow produces a shock at the moment it is given; but it does not always produce a concussion: the violence of a fall will, however, sometimes produce a concussion in the brain, which in future affects the intellect. Sudden news of an exceedingly painful nature will often produce a shock on the mind; but time mostly serves to wear away the effect which has been produced.

Shocking, v. Formidable.

To Shoot, Dart.

To Shoot and Dart, in the proper sense, are clearly distinguished from each other, as expressing different modes of sending bodies to a distance from a given point. From the circumstances of the actions arise their different application to other objects in the improper sense; as that which proceeds by shooting goes forth from a body unexpectedly, and with great rapidity; so, in the figurative sense, a plant shoots up that comes so unexpectedly as not to be seen; a star is said to shoot in the sky which seems to move in a shooting manner from one place to another: dart, on the other hand, or that which is darted, moves through the air visibly, and with less rapidity: hence the quick movements of persons or animals are described by the word dart; a soldier darts forward to meet his antagonist, a hare darts past anyone in order to make her escape.

Short, Brief, Concise, Succinct, Summary.

Short, in French court, German kurz, Latin curtus, Greek κυρος.

Brief, in Latin brevis, in Greek βραχυς.

Concise, in Latin concisus, signifies cut into a small body.

Succinct, in Latin succinctus, participle of succincto, to tuck up, signifies brought within a small compass.

Summary, v. Abridgement.

Short is the generic, the rest are specific terms: everything which admits of dimensions may be short, as opposed to the long, that is, either naturally or artificially; the rest are species of artificial shortness, or that which is the work of art: hence it is that material, as well as spiritual, objects may be termed short: but the brief, concise, succinct, and summary, are intellectual or spiritual only. We may term a stick, a letter, or a discourse short; but we speak of brevity only in regard to the mode of speech; conciseness and succinct—
ness as to the matter of speech; summary as to the mode either of speaking or action: the brief is opposed to the prolix; the concise and succinct to the diffuse; the summary to the circumstantial or ceremonious. It is a matter of comparatively little importance whether a man's life be long or short; but it deeply concerns him that every moment be well spent. Brevity of expression ought to be consulted by speakers, even more than by writers; conciseness is of peculiar advantage in the formation of rules for young persons; and succinctness is a requisite in every writer who has extensive materials to digest; a summary mode of proceeding may have the advantage of saving time, but it has the disadvantage of incorrectness, and often of injustice.

The widest excursions of the mind are made by short flights frequently repeated.—JOHNSON.

Prolongation of thought, and brevity of expression, are the great ingredients of that reverence that is required to a pious and acceptable prayer.—SOUTH.

Aristotle has a dry conciseness that makes one imagine one is consulting a table of contents.—GRAY.

Let all your precepts be succinct and clear. That ready wits may comprehend them soon. —KOSCOMMON.

Nor spend their time to show their reading. She'd have a summary proceeding.—SWIFT.

Show, v. Magnificence.

To Show, Point Out, Mark, Indicate.

Show, in German schauen, &c., Greek σαπουν, comes from the Hebrew shakoh to look upon.

To Point Out is to fix a point upon a thing.

Mark, v. Mark, impression.

Indicate, v. Mark, sign.

Show is here the general term, and the others specific; the common idea included in the conception of them all is that of making a thing visible to another. To show is an indefinite term; one shows by simply setting a thing before the eyes of another: to point out is specific; it is to show some particular point by a direct and immediate application to it: we show a person a book, when we put it into his hands; but we point out the beauties of its contents by making a point upon them, or accompanying the action with some particular movement, which shall direct the attention of the observer in a specific manner. Many things, therefore, may be shown which cannot be pointed out: a person shows himself, but he does not point himself out; towns, houses, gardens, and the like are shown, but single things of any description are pointed out.

To show and point out are personal acts, which are addressed from one individual to another; but to mark is an indirect means of making a thing visible or observable: a person may mark something in the absence of others, by which he intends to distinguish it from all others: thus a tradesman marks the prices and names of the articles which he sets forth in his shop, We show by holding in one's hand; we point out with the finger; we mark with a pen or pencil. To show and mark are the acts either of a conscious or an unconscious agent; to point out is the act of a conscious agent only; to indicate, that of an unconscious agent only; persons or things show, persons only point out, and things only indicate.

As applied to things, a show is more positive term than mark or indicate: that which shows serves as a proof; that which marks serves as a rule or guide for distinguishing. Nothing shows as the fallacy of forming schemes for the future more than the daily evidences which we have of the uncertainty of our existence; nothing waxes more the character of a man more strongly than the manner in which he bestows or receives favours. To mark is commonly applied to that which is habitual and permanent; to indicate to that which is temporary or partial. A single act or expression sometimes marks the ruling temper of the mind; a look may indicate what is passing in the mind at the time. A man's abstaining to give relief to great distress, when it is in his power, marks an unfeeling character; when a person gives another a cold reception, it indicates at least that there is no cordiality between them.

Then let us fall, but fall amidst our foes: Despair of life the means of living shows. —DRYDEN.

His faculties unfolded, pointed out Where lavish nature the directing hand Of art demanded.—THOMSON.

Amidst this wreck of human nature, traces still remain which indicate its author.—BLAIR.

To Show, Exhibit, Display.

Show, v. To show.

Exhibit, v. To give.

Display, in French deployer, in all probability is changed from the Latin placo, signifying to unfold or set forth to view.

To show is here, as before, the generic term; to exhibit and display are specific: they may all designate the acts either of persons or things: the first, however, does this either in the proper or the improper sense; the latter rather the improper sense: to show is an indefinite action applied to every object: we may show that which belongs to others, as well as ourselves; we commonly exhibit that which belongs to ourselves; we show corporeal or mental objects: we exhibit that which is mental, or the work of the mind: one shows what is worth seeing in a house or grounds; one exhibits his skill on a stage. To show is an indifferent action: we may show accidentally or designedly, to please others, or to please ourselves; we exhibit and display with an express intention, and that mostly to please ourselves; we may show in a private or a public manner before one or many; we commonly exhibit and display in a public manner, or at least in such a manner as will enable us best to be seen. Exhibit and display have this further distinction, that the former is mostly taken in a good or an indifferent sense, the latter in a bad sense: we may exhibit our powers from a laudable ambition to be esteemed; but we seldom make a display of any quality that is in itself purely an unskilful one, from any motive but vanity: what we exhibit is, therefore, intrinsically good; what we display may often be only an imaginary or fictitious excellence. A musician exhibits his skill on any particular instrument; a top displays his gold seals: or
an ostentatious man displays his plate, or his fine furniture.

When said of things, they differ principally
in the manner or degree of clearness with
which the thing appears to present itself to
view: to show is, as before, altogether indefinite,
and implies simply to bring to view; to
exhibit implies to bring inherent properties to
light, that is, apparently by a process: to
display is to set forth so as to strike the eye:
the windows on a frosty morning will show the
state of the weather; experiments with the
air-pump exhibit the many wonderful and inter-
esting properties of air; the beauties of the
creation are peculiarly displayed in the spring
season.

The glow-worm shows the mattrin to be near,
And gins to pale his ineffectual fire.

SHAKESPEARE.

The world has ever been a great theatre, exhibiting the
same repeated scene of the follies of men.—BLAIR.

Which interwoven Britons seem to raise,
And show the triumph that their shame displays.

DRYDEN.

Show, Exhibition, Representation, Sight, Spectacle.

Show signifies the thing shown (r. To show); Exhibition signifies the thing ex-
hibited (r. To show); Representation, the thing represented; Sight, the thing to be
seen; and Spectacle, from the Latin spectatere, stands for the thing to be beheld.

Show is here, as in the former article, the most general term. Everything set forth to
view is shown; and if set forth for the amusement of others, it is a show. This is the
common idea included in the terms exhibition and representation: but show is a term of vulgar
meaning and application; the others have a higher use and signification. The show con-

stitutes of that which merely pleases the eye; it is not a matter either of taste or art, but merely
of curiosity: an exhibition, on the contrary, presents some effort of talent or some work
of genius; and a representation sets forth the image or something of some thing of art: hence we speak of a show of wild beasts; an exhibition of paintings; and a
theatrical representation. The conjurer makes a show of his tricks at a fair to the wonder of
the gazing multitude; the artist makes an exhibition of his works; representations of men
and manners are given on the stage: shows are necessary to keep the populace in good
humour; exhibitions are necessary for the encouragement of genius; representations are
proper for the amusement of the cultivated, and the refinement of society. Shows, exhibi-
tions, and representations are presented by some one to the view of others: sights and
spectacles, on the contrary, are for the heart, or the heart's eyes: a show, like sight, is a vulgar term, and spectacle the
nobler term. Whatever is to be seen to excite
notice is a sight, in which general sense it
would comprehend every show, but in its par-
cular sense it includes only that which
1 customarily offers itself to view: a spectacle, on
the contrary, is that species of sight which has
something to interest either the heart or the head of the observer: processions, reviews,
sports, and the like are sights, but battles,
bull-fights, or public games of any description are spectacles, which interest, but shock the
feelings.

Charm'd with the wonders of the show,
On ev'ry side, above, below,
She now of this or that inquires.
What least was understood admires.—GAY.

Copley's picture of Lord Chatham's death is an exhibition
of itself.—BEATTIE.

There are many virtues which in their own nature are
incapable of any outward representation.—ADDISON.

Their various arms afford a pleasing sight.—

DRYDEN.

The weary Britons, whose wearisome youth
Was by Maximilian lately led away,
Were to the scene pageant, pageant,
And daily spectacle of sad decay.—SPENSER.

Show, Outside, Appearance, Semblance.

Where there is Show (r. To show) there
must be Outside and Appearance; but
there may be the last without the former.
The term show always denotes an action, and
refers to some person as agent: but the outside
may be merely the passive quality of some-
thing. We speak, therefore, of a thing as more
show; to signify that what is shown is all that
exists; and in this sense it may be termed
more outside, as consisting only of what is on
the outside. In describing a house, however,
we speak of its outside, and not of its show;
as also of the outside of a book, and not of the
show. Appearance denotes an action as well as
show; but the former is the act of an uncon-
scious agent, the latter of one that is conscious
and voluntary: the appearance presents itself
to the view; the show is purposely presented
to view. A person makes a show so as to be
seen by others; his appearance is that which
shows itself in him. To look only to show, or
to be concerned for show only, signifies to be
concerned for that only which will attract
notice; to look only to the outside signifies to be
concerned for that which may be seen
in a thing, to the disregard of that which is
not seen: to look only to appearances signifies
the same as the former, except that outside is
said in the proper sense of that which literally
strikes the eye; but appearances extend to a
man's conduct, and whatever may affect his
reputation.

Semblance or Seeming (r. To seem)
always conveys the idea of an unreal appear-
ance, or at least is contrasted with that which
is real; he who only wears the semblance of
friendship would be ill deserving the con-
fidence of a friend.

You'll find the friendship of the world is show,
Mere outward show.—SAVAGE.

The greater part of men behold nothing more than the
rotation of human affairs. This is only the outside of
things.—BLAIR.

Every accusation against persons of rank was heard
with pleasure (by James I. of Scotland). Every appear-
cance of guilt was examined with rigour.—ROBERTSON.

But man, the wildest heart of prey,
Wears friendship's semblance to betray.—MOORE.

Show, Parade, Ostentation.

These terms are synonymous when they imply abstract actions: Show is here, as in
the preceding article, taken in the vulgar
SICKNESS.

Sick, Sickly, Diseased, Morbid.

Sick denotes a partial state; Sickly a permanent state of the body, a proneness to be sick: he who is sick may be made well; but he who is sickly is seldom really well: all persons are liable to be sick, though few have the misfortune to be sickly: a person may be sick from the effect of cold, violent exercise, and the like; but he is sickly only from constitution.

Sickly expresses a permanent state of indisposition; but Diseased expresses a violent state of derangement without specifying its duration; it may be for a time only, or for a permanency: the person, or his constitution, is sickly: the person, or his frame, or particular parts, as his lungs, his inside, his brain, and the like, may be diseased. Sick, sickly, and diseased may all be used in a moral application.

Morbid is a partial state, as before, namely, a state of disgust, and is always associated with the object of the sickness; we are sick of turbulent enjoyments, and seek for tranquillity: sickly and morbid are applied to the habitual state of the feelings or character; a sickly sentimentality, a morbid sensibility; diseased is applied in general to individuals or communities, to persons or to things; a person's mind is in a diseased state when it is under the influence of corrupt passions or principles; society is in a diseased state when it is overgrown with wealth and luxury.

For squalid I see they are as sick that surfeit with too much as they that starve with nothing.—SHAKESPEARE.

Both Homer and Virgil were of a very delicate and sickly constitution.—WALSH.

For a mind diseased with vain longings after unattainable advantages, no medicine can be prescribed.—JOHNSON.

Whilst the distempers of a relaxed frame prognosticate all the morbid effects of nature in the body of man, the steadiness of the physician is overpowered by the very aspect of the disease.—BURKE.

Sickly, v. Sick.

Sickness, Illness, Indisposition.

Sickness denotes the state of being sick (v. Sick); Illness that of being ill (v. Ill). Indisposition that of being not well disposed. Sickness denotes the state generally or particularly; illness denotes it particularly: we speak of sickness as opposed to good health; in sickness or in health; but of the illness of a particular person: when sickness is said of the individual, it designates a protracted state; a person may be said to have much sickness in his family. Illness denotes only a particular or partial sickness: a person is said to have had an illness at this or that time, in this or that place, for this or that period. Indisposition is a slight illness, such an one as is capable of deranging him either in his enjoyments or in his business; colds are the ordinary causes of indisposition.

Sickness is a sort of earthly old age; it teaches us a diffidence in our earthly state.—POPE.

This is the first letter that I have ventured upon, which will be written, I fear, vaullantibus literis: as Tully says, Tyro's Letters were after his recovery from an illness.—ATTERBURY.

It is not, as you conceive, an indisposition of body, but the mind's disease.—FORD.
SIGNIFICATION.

Significant, Expressive.

The Significant is that which serves as a sign; the Expressive is that which speaks out or declares: the latter is therefore a stronger term than the former: a look is significant when it is made to express an idea that passes in the mind: but it is expressive when it is made to express a feeling of the heart: looks are but occasionally significant, but the countenance may be habitually expressive. Significant is applied in an indifferent sense, according to the nature of the thing signified: but expressive is always applied to that which is good: a significant look may convey a very bad idea: but an expressive countenance always expresses good feeling.

The distinction between these words is the same when applied to things as to persons: a word is significant of whatever it is made to signify; but a word is expressive according to the force with which it conveys an idea. The term significant, in this case, simply explains the nature; but the epithet expressive characterizes it as something good: technical terms are significant only of the precise ideas which belong to the art; most languages have some terms which are peculiarly expressive, and consequently adapted for poetry.

I could not help giving my friend the merchant a significant look upon this occasion.—CUMBERLAND.

The English, madam, particularly what we call the plain English, is a very copious and expressive language.—RICHARDSON.

Signification, Meaning, Import, Sense.

The Signification (v. To express) is that of which the word is made the sign, the Meaning is that which the person attaches to it; the Import is that which is imported or carried into the understanding; the Sense is that which is comprehended by the sense or the understanding.

The signification of a word includes either the whole or the part of what is understood by it; the meaning is correct or incorrect according to the information of him who explains it: the import includes its whole force and value; the sense is applicable mostly to a part. The signification of a word is fixed by the standard of custom; it is not therefore to be changed by any individual: the import of a term is estimated by the various acceptations in which it is employed; a sense is sometimes arbitrarily attached to a word which is widely different from that in which it is commonly acknowledged.

It is necessary to get the true signification of every word, or the particular meaning attached to it, to weigh the import of every term, and to comprehend the exact sense in which it is taken. Every word expressing either a simple or a complex idea is said to have a signification, though not an import. Technical and moral terms have an import and different senses. A child learns the significations of simple terms as he hears them used; a writer must be acquainted with the full import of every term which he has occasion to make use of. The different senses which words admitt
of is a great source of ambiguity and confusion with illiterate people.

Signification and import are said mostly of single words only, sense is said of words either in connection with each other or as belonging to some class: thus we speak of the signification of the word house, of the import of the term love; but the sense of the sentence, the sense of the author; the employment of words in a technical, moral, or physical sense.

A lie consists in this, that it is a false signification knowingly and voluntarily used.—SOUTH.

To draw near to God is an expression of awful and mysterious import.—BLAIR.

There are two senses in which we may be said to draw near, in such a degree as mortality admits, to God.—BLAIR.

When beyond her expectation I hit upon her meaning I can perceive a sudden cloud of disappointment spread over her face.—JOHNSON.

To Signify, v. To denote.

To Signify, v. To express.

To Signify, Imply.

Imply, from the Latin implico to fold in, signifies to fold or involve an idea in any object.

These terms may be employed either as respects actions or words. In the first case signify is the act of the person making known by means of signs, as we signify our approbation by a look; imply marks the value or force of the action; our assent is implied in our silence. When applied to words or marks, signify denotes the positive and established act of the thing; imply is its relative act: a word signifies whatever it is made literally to stand for; it implies that which it stands for figuratively or morally. The term house signifies that which is constructed for a dwelling; the term residence implies something superior to a house. A cross thus, +, signifies addition in arithmetic or algebra; a long stroke, thus, —, with a break in the text of a work, implies that the whole sentence is not complete. It frequently happens that words which signify nothing particular in themselves may be made to imply a great deal by the tone, the manner, and the connection.

Words signify not immediately and primarily things themselves, but the conceptions of the mind concerning things.—SOUTH.

Pleasure implies a proportion and agreement to the respective states and conditions of man.—SOUTH.

To Signify, Avail.

Signify (v. To signify) is here employed with regard to events of life, and their relative importance. Avail (v. To avail) is never used otherwise. That which a thing signifies is what it contains; if it signifies nothing, it contains nothing, and is worth nothing; if it signifies much, it contains much, or is worth much. That which avails produces; if it avails nothing it produces nothing, is of no use; if it avails much, it produces or is worth much.

We consider the end as to its signification, and the means as to their avail. Although it is of little or no signification to a man what becomes of his remains, yet no one can be reconciled to the idea of leaving them to be exposed to contempt; words are but too often of little avail to curb the unruly wills of children.

As for wonders, what signifies telling us of them?—CUMBERLAND.

What avail a parcel of statutes against gaming, when the who make them conspire together for the infraction of them?—CUMBERLAND.

Silence, Taciturnity.

* The Latins have the two verbs sileo and tacito: the former of which is interpreted by some to signify to cease to speak; and the latter not to begin to speak; others maintain the direct contrary. According to the present use of the words, Silence expresses less than Taciturnity: the silent man does not speak; the taciturn man will not speak at all. The Latins designated the most profound silence by the epithet of taciturna silleta.

Silence is either occasional or habitual; it may arise from circumstances or character: taciturnity is mostly habitual, and springs from disposition. A loquacious man may be silent if he has no one to speak to him, and a prudent man will always be silent where he finds that speaking would be dangerous: a taciturn man, on the other hand, may occasionally make an effort to speak, but he never speaks without an effort. When silence is habitual, it does not spring from an unamiable character; but taciturnity has always its source in a vicious temper of the mind. A silent man may frequently contract a habit of silence from thoughtfulness, modesty, or the fear of offending: a man is taciturn only from the sullenness and gloominess of his temper. Habits of retirement render men silent; savages seldom break their silence: company will not correct taciturnity, but rather increase it. The observer is necessarily silent if he speaks, it is only in order to observe: the melancholy man can naturally taciturn; if he speaks he is with pain to himself. Seneca says, Talk little with others and much with yourself: the silent man observes this precept; the taciturn man exceeds it.

Silence is the perfectest herald of joy; I were but little happy if I could say how much.

SHAKESPEARE.

Pythagoras enjoined his scholars an absolute silence for a long noviciate. I am far from approving such a taciturnity: but I highly approve the end and intent of Pythagoras' injunction.—CHATHAM.

Silent, Dumb, Mute, Speechless.

Not speaking is the common idea included in the signification of these terms, which differ either in the cause or the circumstance:

Silent (v. Silent) is altogether an indefinite and general term, expressing little more than the common idea. We may be silent because we will not speak, or we may be silent because we cannot speak; but in distinction from the other terms it is always employed in the former case. Dumb, from the German dump stupid or idiotic, denotes a physical incapacity to speak; hence persons are said to

* Vide Abbé Boulloud: "Silenceux, taciturne."
be born dumb; they may likewise be dumb from temporary physical causes, as from grief, shame, and the like, a person may be struck dumb. Mute, in Latin mutus, Greek μυων from μονο to shut, signifies a shut mouth, a temporary disability to speak from arbitrary and incidental causes: hence the office of mutes, or of persons who engage not to speak for a certain time; and, in like manner, persons are said to be mute who do not give utterance to their thoughts. Speechless, or void of speech, denotes a physical incapacity to speak from incidental causes; as when a person falls down speechless in an apoplectic fit, or in consequence of a violent contusion.

And just before the confines of the wood,

The gliding Lethe leads her silent flow.  

DRAVYDEN.

The truth of it is, half the great talkers in the nation would be struck dumb were this fountain of discourse (party lies) dried up.—ADDITION.

Tis listening fear and dumb amazement all.  

THOMSON.

Mute was his tongue, and upright stood his hair,  

DRAVYDEN.

Long mute he stood, and leaning on his staff,

His wonder witnessed with an idiot laugh.  

DRAVYDEN.

But who can paint the lover as he stood,

Pierced by severe amazement, hating life,

Speechless, and fix’d in all the death of love?  

THOMSON.


Similarity, v. Likeness.

SIMILE.

Simple, Single, Singular.

Simple, in Latin simplex or sine plic(i) without a fold, is opposed to the complex which has many folds, or to the compound which has several parts involved or connected with each other. Single and Singular (v. One) are opposed, one to double, and the other to multifarious. We may speak of a simple circumstance as independent of anything; of a simple instance or circumstance as unaccompanied by any other; and a singular instance as one that rarely has its like. In the moral application to the person, simplicity, as far as it is opposed to duplicity in the heart, can never be excessive; but when it lies in the head, so that it cannot penetrate the folds and doublings of other persons, it is a fault. Singleness of heart and intention is that species of simplicity which is altogether to be admired; singularity may be either good or bad according to circumstances; to be singular in virtue is to be truly good; but to be singular in manner is affectation which is at variance with genuine simplicity, if not directly opposed to it.

Nothing extraneous must cleave to the eye in the act of seeing; its bare object must be as naked as truth, as simple and unmixed as sincerity.—SOUTH.

Mankind with other animals compare, Singe how weak, and impotent they are.  

JENYNS.

From the union of the crowns to the Revolution in 1688, Scotland was placed in a political situation the most singular and most unhappy.—ROBERTSON.

SIMULATION.

Simple, Silly, Foolish.


Silly is but a variation of simple.

Foolish signifies like a fool (v. Fool).

The simple, when applied to the understanding, implies such a contracted power as is incapable of combination; silly and foolish rise in sense upon the former, signifying either the perversion or the total deficiency of understanding; the behaviour of a person may be silly who from any excess of feeling loses his sense of propriety; the conduct of a person will be foolish who has not judgment to direct himself. Country people may be simple owing to their want of knowledge; children will be silly in company if they have too much liberty given to them; there are some persons who never acquire wisdom enough to prevent them from committing foolish errors.

And had the simple natives

Observe’d his sage advice,

Their wealth and fame some years ago

Had reach’d above the skies.—SWIFT.

Two gods a silly woman have undone.  

DRAVYDEN.

Virgil justly thought it a foolish figure for a grave man to be overtaken by death while he was weighing the cadence of words and measuring verses.—WALSH.

SIMULATION.

Simulation, Dissimulation.

Simulation, from similis, is the making one’s self like what one is not; and Dissimulation, from dissimilis unlike, is the making one’s self appear unlike what one really is. The hypocrite puts on the semblance of virtue to recommend himself to the virtuous.
SINCERE.

The dissembler conceals his vices when he wants to gain the simple or ignorant to his side.

Sincere, v. Candid.

Sincere, Honest, True, Plain.

Sincere (v. Candid) is here the most comprehensive term; Honest (v. Honestly), True, and Plain are but modes of sincerity. Sincerity is a fundamental characteristic of the person; a man is sincere from the conviction of his mind; honesty is the expression of the feeling, it is the dictate of the heart; we look for a sincere friend and an honest companion: truth is a characteristic of sincerity, for a sincere friend is a true friend; but sincerity is a permanent quality in the character; and true may be an occasional one: we cannot be sincere without being true, but we may be true without being sincere.

In like manner a sincere man must be plain: since plainness consists in an unvarnished style; the sincere man will always adopt that mode of speech which expresses his sentiments most forcibly; but it is possible for a person to be occasionally plain who does not act from any principle of sincerity.

It is plain, therefore, that sincerity is the habitual principle of communicating our real sentiments; and that the honest, true, and plain are only the modes which it adopts in making the communication: sincerity is therefore altogether a personal quality, but the other terms are applied also to the acts, as an honest confession, a true acknowledgment, and a plain speech.

Rustic mirth goes round,
The simple joke that takes the shepherd's heart
Easily pleas'd, the long, loud laugh sincere.

This book of the Sybils was afterwards interpolated by some Christian, who was more zealous than either honest or wise therein.—PRIEUR.

Poetical ornaments destroy that character of truth and honesty which ought to characterize history.—REYNOLDS.

Fear not my truth; the moral of my wit
Is plain and true.—SHAKESPEARE.

Singular, v. Rare.
To Sink, v. To fall.
Site, v. Place.
Situation, v. Circumstance.
Situation, v. Place.

State, in Latin status, from sto to stand, signifies the point stood upon.

Situation is said generally of objects as they respect others; condition as they respect themselves. Whatever affects our property, our honour, our liberty, and the like, constitutes our situation; whatever affects our person immediately is our condition: a person who is unable to pay a sum of money to save himself from a prison is in a bad situation: a traveller who is left in a ditch robbed and wounded is in a bad condition. Situation and condition are said of that which is contingent and changeable: state, of that which is comparatively stable or established. A tradesman is in a good situation who is in the way of carrying on a good trade: his affairs are in a good state if he is enabled to answer every demand and to keep up his credit. Hence it is that we speak of the state of health, and the state of the mind: not the situation or condition, because the body and mind are considered as to their general frame, and not as to any relative or particular circumstances; so likewise, a state of infancy, a state of guilt, a state of innocence, and the like, but not either a situation or a condition.

When speaking of abilities there is the same distinction in the terms as in regard to individuals. An army may be either in a situation, a condition, or a state. An army that is on service may be in a critical situation, with respect to the enemy and its own comparative weakness; it may be in a deplorable condition if it stand in need of provisions and necessaries: an army that be in a good or bad state, according to the regulations of the commander-in-chief. Of a prince who is threatened with invasion from foreign enemies, and with a rebellion from his subjects, we should not say that his condition, but his situation, was critical. Of a prince, however, who like Alfred was obliged to fly, and to seek safety in desert places, we should speak of his hard condition: the state of a prince cannot be spoken of, but the state of his affairs and government, may; hence, likewise, state may with most propriety be said of a nation: but situation seldom, unless in respect to other nations, and condition never. On the other hand, when speaking of the poor, we seldom employ the term situation, because they are seldom considered as a body in relation to other bodies: we mostly speak of their condition as better or worse, according as they have more or less of the comforts of life; and of their state as regards their moral habits.

These terms may likewise be applied to inanimate objects; and upon the same grounds, a house is in a good situation as respects the surrounding objects; it is in a good or bad condition as respects the painting, and exterior altogether; it is in a bad state as respects the beams, plaster, roof, and interior structure altogether. The hand of a watch is in a different situation every hour; the watch itself may be in a bad condition if the wheels are clogged with dirt; but in a good state if the works are altogether sound and fit for service.

The man who has a character of his own is little changed by varying his situation.—MRS. MONTAGUE.
It is indeed not easy to prescribe a successful manner of approach or declaim to any; but some condition subjects every kind of behaviour equally to miscarriage.—JOHNSON.

Patience itself is one virtue by which we are prepared for that state in which evil shall be no more.—JOHNSON.

Situation and condition are either permanent or temporary. The predicament, from the Latin predicare to assert or declare, signifies the committing one’s self by an assertion; and when applied to circumstances, it expresses a temporary embarrassed situation occasioned by an act of one’s own: hence we always speak of bringing ourselves into a predicament. Plight, contracted from the Latin plieatus, participle of plie, to fold, signifies any circumstance in which one is disagreeably entangled; and case (c. Case) signifies anything which may befall us, or into which we fall mostly, though not necessarily contrary to our inclination. These two latter terms therefore denote a species of temporary condition: for they both express that which happens to the object itself without reference to any other. A person is in an unpleasant situation who is shut up in a stage coach with disagreeable company. He is in an awkward predicament when in attempting to please one friend he displeases another. He may be in a wretched plight if he is overturned in a stage at night, and at a distance from any habitation. He will be in evil case if he is compelled to put up with a spare and poor diet.

And to his mates thus in derision said.

MILTON.

The offender’s life lies in the mercy

Of the duke only, gainst all other voice,

In which predicament I say thou standst.

SHAKESPEARE.

Our case is like that of a traveller upon the Alps, who should fancy that the top of the next hill must end his journey, because it terminates his prospect.—ADDISON.

Size, Magnitude, Greatness, Bulk.

Size, from the Latin ciusus and cavo to cut, signifies that which is cut or framed according to a certain proportion.

Magnitude, from the Latin magnitudo, answers literally to the English word Greatness.


Size is a general term including all manner of dimension or measurement; magnitude is employed in science or in an abstract sense to denote some specific measurement; greatness is an unscientific term applied in the same sense to objects in general; size is indefinite, it never characterizes anything either as large or small; but magnitude and greatness always suppose something great: and bulk denotes a considerable degree of greatness: things which are diminutive in size will often have an extraordinary degree of beauty; or some other adventitious perfection to compensate the deficiency; astronomers have classed the stars according to their different magnitudes; greatness is considered by Burke as one source of the sublime; bulk is that species of greatness which destroys the symmetry, and consequently the beauty, of objects.

Soon grows the pigmy to gigantic size.—DRYDEN.

Then form’d the moon.

Globose, and every magnitude of stars.—MILTON.

Are is the first sentiment that rises in the mind at the view of God’s greatness.—BLAIR.

His huge bulk on seven high volumes roll’d.—DRYDEN.

To Sketch, v. To delineate.

Sketch, Outlines.

A Sketch may form a whole; Outlines are but a part thereof. The sketch may comprehend the outlines, and some of the particulars; outlines, as the term bespeaks, comprehend only that which is on the exterior surface; the sketch, in drawing, may serve as a landscape, as it presents some of the features of a country; but the outlines serve only as bounding lines, within which the sketch may be formed. So in the moral application we speak of the sketches of countries, characters, manners, and the like, which serve as a description; but of the outlines of a plan, of a work, a project, and the like, which serve to define and subdivide the subordinate parts are to be formed; barbarous nations present us with rude sketches of nature; an abridgment is little more than the outlines of a larger work.

In few, to close the whole,

The moral muse has shadow’d out a sketch,

Of most our weakness needs believe or do—

YOUNG.

This is the outline of the fable (King Lear).—JOHNSON.

Skilful, v. Clever.
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Skilful, v. Clever.
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This is the outline of the fable (King Lear).—JOHNSON.

Skilful, v. Clever.

Skin, Hide, Peel, Rind.

Skin, which is in German schin, Swedish skinn, Danish skin, probably comes from the Greek σκινης, a tent or covering.

Hide, in Saxon hdi, German haut, Low German haut, Latin cutis, comes from the Greek κεφαλή, to hide, cover.

Peel, in German, fell, &c., Latin pelis a skin, in Greek σκληρός or φύτος bark, comes from σκληρός to burst or crack, because bark is easily broken.

Rind is in all probability changed from round, signifying that which goes round and envelops.

Skin is the term in most general use, it is applicable both to human creatures and to animals; hide is used only for the skins of large animals; we speak of the skins of birds or insects; but of the hides of oxen or horses and other animals, which are to be separated from the body and converted into leather. Skin is equally applied to the inanimate and the animate world: but peel and rind belong only to inanimate objects; the skin is generally said of that which is interior, in distinction from the exterior, which is the peel: an orange has both its peel and its thin skin underneath; an apple, a pear, and the like, has a peel. The peel is a soft substance on the outside; the rind is generally interior, and of a harder substance; in regard to a stick, we speak of its peel and its inner skin; in regard to a tree, we speak of its bark and its rind: hence, likewise, the term rind is applied to cheese, and other incrusted substances that envelop bodics.
Slack, Loose.

Slack, in Saxon slaec, Low German slack, French lâche, Latin laxus, and Loose, in Saxon laecs, both come from the Hebrew halatâs to make free or loose: they differ more in application than in sense; they are both opposed to that which is close bound; but slack is said only of that which is tied, or that with which anything is tied; while loose is said of any substances the parts of which do not adhere closely: a rope is slack in opposition to the tight rope, which is stretched to its full extent; and in general cords or strings are said to be slack which fall in the requisite degree of tightness; but they are said to be loose in an indefinite manner, without conveying any collateral idea: thus the string of an instrument is denominated slack rather than loose; on the other hand, loose is said of many bodies to which the word slack cannot be applied: a garment is loose, but not slack; the leg of a table is loose, but not slack. In the moral application that which admits of extension lengthways is denominated slack; and they which incline to and close adherence is loose: trade is in general slack, or the sale of a particular article is slack: but an engagement is loose, and principles are loose.

From his slack hand the garland wrest'd for Eve down drop'd.—Milton.

Nor fear that he who sits so loose to life Should too much shun its labours and its strife.—Dennys.

To Slander, v. To asperse.

To Slant, Slope.

Slant is probably a variation of leant, and Slipping of slip, expressions of an unsteady movement or direction: they are the same in sense, but different in application: slant is said of small bodies only: slope is said indifferently of all bodies, large and small: a book may be made to slant by lying in part on another book, a desk, a table; but a piece of ground is said to slope.

As late the clouds, Justly gray, but push'd with winds, rude in their shock, Fire the slant lightning.—Milton.

Its uplands sloping deck the mountain's side.—Goldsmith.


Slughter, v. Carnage.

To Slaughter, v. To kill.

To Slay, v. To kill.

To Sleep, Slumber, Doze, Drowse, Nap.

Sleep, in Saxon slepen, Low German slap, German schlaf, is supposed to come from the Low German slap or slack: slack, because sleep denotes an entire relaxation of the physical frame.

Slumber, in Saxon slumen, &c., is but an intensive verb of schlummern, which is a variation from the preceding slepen, &c.

Doze, in Low German dosen, is in all probability a variation from the French dors, and the Latin dormire to sleep, which was anciently dormio, and comes from the Greek ἀπευα a skin, because people lay on skins when they slept.

Drowse is a variation of doze.

Nap is in all probability a variation of nob and nod.

Sleep is the general term, which designates in an indefinite manner that state of the body to which all animated beings are subject at certain seasons in the course of nature: to slumber is to sleep lightly and softly; to doze is to incline to sleep, or to begin sleeping; to nap is to sleep for a time: every one who is not indisposed sleeps during the night; those who are accustomed to wake at a certain hour of the morning commonly slumber only after that time; there are many who, though they cannot sleep in a carriage, will yet be obliged to doze if they travel in the night; in hot climates the middle of the day is commonly chosen for a nap.

Sleepy, Drowsy, Lethargic.

Sleepy (v. To sleep) expresses either a temporary or a permanent state: Drowsy, which comes from the Low German drosen, and is a variation of doze (v. To sleep), expresses mostly a temporary state; Lethargic, from lethargy, in Latin lethargus, Greek Ἀλθάργαια, composed of ἀλθεῖν forgetfulness, and ἀλθής swift, signifying a proneness to forgetfulness or sleep, describes a permanent or habitual state.

Sleepy, as a temporary state, expresses also what is natural or seasonable; drowsiness expresses an inclination to sleep at unseasonable hours: it is natural to be sleepy at the hour when we are accustomed to retire to rest; it is common to be drowsy when sitting still after dinner. Sleepiness, as a permanent state, is an imminence to which some persons are subject constitutionally; lethargy is a disease with which people, otherwise the most wakeful, may be occasionally attacked.

Slender, v. Thin.

To Slide, v. To slip.


Slight, v. Thin.

To Slight, v. To disregard.

Slim, v. Thin.

To Slip, Slide, Glide.

Slip is in Low German slipan, Latin labor, to slip, and libo to pour, which comes from the Greek ἀνεμοῖο to pour down as water does, and the Hebrew salap to turn aside.

Slide is a variation of slip, and Glide of slide.

To slip is an involuntary, and slide a voluntary motion: those who go on the ice in fear will slip; boys slide on the ice by way of amusement. To slip and slide are lateral movements of the feet: but to glide is the movement of the whole body, and just that easy motion which is made by sliding, sliding, flying, or swimming: a person glides along the surface of the ice when he slides; a vessel glides along through the water. In the moral
and figurative application, a person slips who commits unintentional errors; he slides into a course of life who unwittingly, and yet without difficulty, falls into the practice and habits which are recommended; he slides through life if he pursues his course smoothly and without interruption.

Every one finds that many of the ideas which he desired to retain have irretrievably slipped away.—J oh nson.

Thersander bold, and Sthenelus their guide,
And dire Ulysses down the cable slide.

Dryden.

And softly let the running waters glide.

Dryden.


To Slope, v. To slant.

Slothful, v. Inactive.

Slow, Dilatory, Tardy, Tedious.

Slow is doubtless connected with sloth and slide, which kind of motion when walking is the slowest and the laziest.

Dilatory, from the Latin defer, dilatur, to defer, signifies prone to defer.

Tardy, from the Latin tardus, signifies literally slow.

Tedious, from the Latin tedium weariness, signifies causing weariness.

Slow is a general and unqualified term applicable to the motion of any object or to the motions and actions of persons in particular, and to their dispositions also; dilatory relates to the disposition of persons; we are slow in what we are about; we are dilatory in setting about a thing. Slow is applied to corporeal or mental actions; a person may be slow in walking, or slow in conceiving: tardy is applicable to mental actions; we are tardy in our proceedings or our progress; we are tardy in making up accounts or in concluding a treaty; we may be slow with propriety or not, to our own inconvenience or that of others; when we are tedious we are always so improperly: “To be slow and sure” is a vulgar proverb, but a great truth; by this we do ourselves good, and inconvenience no one; but he who is tedious is slow to the annoyance of others: a prolix writer must always be tedious, for he keeps the reader long in suspense before he comes to the conclusion of a period.

The powers above are slow.

In punishing, and should not we resemble them?

Dryden.

A dilatory temper is unfit for a place of trust.

Adison.

The swains and tardy neat herds came, and last
Menalca; wet with beating winter mists.—Dryden.

Her sympathising lover takes his stand
High on the opponent bank, and ceaseless sings.

The tedious time away.—Thomson.

Sluggish, v. Inactive.

To Slumber, v. To sleep.


Small, v. Little.

To Smear, Daub.

To smear is literally to do over with smear, in Saxon smear, German schmeere, in Greek μπότος a salve. To daub, from do and ab, ther over, signifies literally to do over with anything unseemly, or in an unsightly manner.

To smear in the literal sense is applied to such substances as may be rubbed like grease over a body; if said of grease itself it may be proper, as coachmen smear the coach wheels with tar or grease; but if said of anything else it is an improper action, and tends to disfigure, as children smear their hands with ink, or smear their clothes with dirt. To smear and daub are both actions which tend to disfigure; but we smear by means of rubbing over; we daub by rubbing, throwing, or in any way covering over: thus a child smears the window with his finger, or he daubs the wall with dirt.

By a figurative application, smear is applied to bad writing, and daub to bad painting; indifferent writers who wish to excel are fond of re-touching their letters until they make their performance a sad smear; bad artists, who are injudicious in the use of their pencil, load their paintings with colour, and convert them into daub.

Smell, Scent, Odour, Perfume, Fragrance.

Smell and melt are in all probability connected together, because smells arise from the evaporation of bodies.

Scent, changed from sent, comes from the Latin sentio to perceive or feel.

Odour, in Latin odor, comes from oleo, in Greek ὠδός to smell.

Perfume, compounded of pur or pro and fumus or fumans a smoke or vapour, that is, the vapour that issues forth.

Fragrance, in Latin fragraria, comes from frago, anecently frago, that is, to perfume or smell like the frago or strawberry.

Smell and scent are said either of that which receives or that which gives the smell; the odour, the perfume, and fragrance of that which communicates the smell. In the first case, smell is said generally of all living things without distinction; scent is said only of such animals as have this peculiar faculty of tracing objects by their scent; some persons have a much quicker smell than others, and some have an acuter smell of particular objects than they have of things in general: dogs are remarkable for their quickness of scent, by which they can trace their masters and other objects at an immense distance; other animals are gifted with this faculty to a surprising degree, which serves them as a means of defence against their enemies.

In the second case smell is compared with odour, perfume, and fragrance either as respects the objects communicating the smell or the nature of the smell which is communicated. Smell is indefinite in its sense, and universal in its application; odour, perfume, and fragrance are species of smell; every object is said to smell which acts on the olfactory nerves; flowers, fruits, woods, earth, water, and the like have a smell; but the odour is said of that which is artificial; the perfume and fragrance of that which is natural; the burning of things produces an
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odour; the perfume and fragrance arises from flowers or sweet-smelling herbs, spices, and the like. The terms smell and odour do not specify the exact nature of that which issues from bodies; they may both be either pleasant or unpleasant; but smell, if taken in certain connections, signifies a bad smell, and odour signifies that which is sweet; meat which is kept too long will have a smell, that is of course a bad smell; the odours from a sacrifice are acceptable, that is, the sweet odours ascend to heaven. Perfume is properly a wide-spreading smell, and when taken without any epithet signifies a pleasant smell; fragrance never signifies anything but what is good; it is the sweetest and most powerful perfume: the perfume from flowers and shrubs is as grateful to one sense as their colours and conformation are to the other; the fragrance from groves of myrtle and orange trees surpasses the beauty of their fruits or foliage.

Then curses his conspiring feet, whose scent Betrays that safety which their swiftness lent. — DENHAM.

So flowers are gathered to adorn a grave, To lose their freshness among bones and rottenness, And have their odours stifled in the dust. — ROWE.

At last a soft and solemn breathing sound Rose like a stream of rich distilled perfumes. — MILTON.

Soft vernal fragrance clothe the flowing earth. — MASON.

Smooth, v. Even.

To Smother, v. To suffocate.

To Snatch, v. To lay hold of.

To Sneeze, v. To scoff.

To Soak, Drench, Steep.

Soak is a variation of soak.

Drench is a variation of drink.

Steep, in Saxon steapan, &c., from the Hebrew safep, signifies to overflow or overwhelm.

The idea of communicating or receiving a liquid is common to these terms. We soak things in water when we wish to soften them; animals are drenched with liquid as a medicinal operation. A person's clothes are soaked in rain when the water has penetrated every thread; he himself is drenched in the rain when it has penetrated as it were his body; drench therefore in this case only expresses the idea of soak in a stronger manner.

To steep is a species of soaking employed as an artificial process; to soak is however a permanent action by which hard things are rendered soft; to steep is a temporary action by which soft bodies become penetrated with liquid; thus salt meat requires to be soaked; fruits are steeped in brandy.

Drill'd through the sandy stratum, every way The waters with the sandy stratum rise, And clear and sweeten as they soak along. — THOMSON.

And deck with fruitful trees the fields around, And with refreshing waters drench the ground. — DRYDEN.

SOCIAL.

O sleep, O gentle sleep, Nature's soft nurse! How have I frighted thee, That thou no more wilt weigh my eyelids down, And steep my senses in forgetfulness? — SHAKESPEARE.


Sober, Grave.

Sober (v. Abstinent) expresses the absence of all exhilaration of spirits; Grave (v. Grave) expresses a weight in the intellectual operations which makes them proceed slowly. Sobriety is therefore a more natural and ordinary state for the human mind than gravity; it behoves every man to be sober in all situations; but those who fill the most important stations of life must be grave. Even in our pleasures we may observe sobriety which keeps us from every unseemly ebullition of mirth; but on particular occasions where the importance of the subject ought to weigh on the mind it becomes us to be grave. At a feast we have need of sobriety: at a funeral we have need of gravity; sobriety extends itself to many more objects than gravity; we must be sober in our thoughts and opinions, as well as in our outward conduct and behaviour; but we can be grave properly speaking only in our looks and our outward deportment.

Now came still ev'ning on, and twilight grey Had in her sober liv'ry all things clad. — MILTON.

So spake the Cherub, and his grave rebuke, Severe in youthful beauty, added grace Invincible. — MILTON.

Sobriety, v. Modesty.


Social, v. Convivial.

Social, Sociable.

Social, from socius a companion, signifies belonging or allied to a companion; Sociable, from the same, signifies able or fit to be a companion; the former is an active, the latter a passive quality: social people seek others; sociable people are sought for by others. It is possible for a man to be social and not sociable; to be sociable and not social: he who draws his pleasures from society without communicating his share to the common stock of entertainments is social but not sociable; men of a taciturn disposition are often in this case: they receive more than they give: he on the contrary who has talents to give uses company, but not the inclination to go into company, may be sociable but is seldom social: of this description are humourists who go into company to gratify their pride, and stay away to indulge their humour. Social and sociable are likewise applicable to things, with a similar distinction; social intercourse is that intercourse which men have together for the purposes of society; social pleasures are what they enjoy by associating together: a path or a carriage is deminated sociable which encourages the association of many.

Social friends
Attuned to happy unison of soul. — THOMSON.

Sciences are of a sociable disposition, and flourish best in the neighbourhood of each other. — BLACKSTONE.
SOCIETY.

Society, v. Community.
Society, v. Fellowship.

Society, Company.

Society (v. Association) and Company (v. Association) here express either the persons associating or the act of associating.

In either case society is a general, and company a particular term; as respects persons associating, society comprehends either all the associated part of mankind, as when we speak of the laws of society, the well-being of society; or it is said only of a particular number of individuals associated, in which latter case it comes nearest to company and differs from it only as to the purpose of the association. A society is always formed for some solid purpose as the Humane Society; and a company is always brought together for pleasure or profit, as has already been observed.

Good sense teaches us the necessity of conforming to the rules of the society to which we belong: good breeding prescribes to us to render ourselves agreeable to the company of which we form a part.

When expressing the abstract action of associating, the term society is even more general and indefinite than before; it expresses that which is common to mankind; and company that which is peculiar to individuals. The love of society is inherent in our nature; it is weakened or destroyed only by the vice of our constitution, or the derangement of our system; every one naturally likes the company of his own friends and connections in preference to that of strangers. Society is a permanent and habitual act; company is only a particular act suited to the occasion: it behooves us to shun the society of those from whom we can learn no good, although we may sometimes be obliged to be in their company. The society of intelligent men is desirable for those who are entering life; the company of factious men is agreeable in travelling.

Unhappy he, who from the first of joys,
Society, cut off, is left alone.
Amid this world of death.—THOMSON.

Company, though it may reprieve a man from his melancholy, cannot secure him from his conscience.—SOUTH.

Soft, Mild, Gentle, Meek.

Soft, in Saxon sof, German sansft, comes most probably from the Saxon sit, Gothic sef, Hebrew saifith rest.

Mild, in Saxon milde, German mildt, &c., Latin mollis, Greek μελίκος, comes from μελίωσιν to soothe with soft words, and μελι honey.


Meek, like the Latin mitis, may in all probability come from the Greek μεποιος, to make less, signifying to make one’s self small, to be humble.

Soft and mild are employed both in the proper and the improper application; meek only in the moral application: soft is opposed to the hard; mild to the sharp or strong.

All bodies are said to be soft which yield easily to the touch or pressure, as a soft bed, the soft earth, soft fruit; some bodies are said to be mild which act weakly, but pleasantly, on the taste as mild fruit or a mild cheese; or on the feelings, as mild weather.

In the improper application, soft, mild, and gentle may be applied to that which acts weakly upon others, or is easily acted upon by others; meek is said of that only which is acted upon easily by others; in this sense they are all employed as epithets, to designate either the person or that which is personal.

In the sense of acting weakly, but pleasantly, on others, soft, mild, and gentle are applied to the same personal properties, but with a slight distinction in the sense: the voice of a person is either soft or mild; it is naturally soft, it is purposely made mild: a soft voice strikes agreeably upon the ear; a mild voice, when assumed by those who have authority, dispels all fears in the minds of inferiors. A person moves either softly or gently, but in the first case he moves with but little noise, in the second he moves with a slow pace. It is necessary to go softly in the chamber of the sick, that they may not be disturbed; it is necessary for a sick person to move gently when he first attempts to go abroad after his confinement.

To tread softly is an art which is acquired from the dancing-master; to go gently is a voluntary act: we may go a gentle or a quick pace at pleasure. Words are either soft, mild, or gentle: a soft word falls lightly upon the person to whom it is addressed; it does not excite any angry sentiment; the proverb says, “A soft answer turneth away wrath.” A reproof is mild when it falls easily from the lips of one who has power to oppress and wound the feelings; a censure, an admonition, or a hint is gentle which bears indirectly on the offender, and does not expose the person whole of infirmity to view; a kind father always tries the case: a virtuous man reproves: a prudent friend will always try to correct our errors by gentle remonstrances.

In like manner we say that punishments are mild which inflict but a small portion of pain; they are opposed to those which are severe: those means of correction are gentle which are opposed to those that are violent. It requires discretion to know how to inflict punishment with the due proportion of mildness and severity; it will be fruitless to adopt gentle means of correction when there is not a power of resorting to those which are violent in case of necessity. Persons, or their manners, are termed soft, mild, and gentle, but still with similar distinctions; a soft address, a soft air, and the like, are becoming or not, according to the sex: in that which is denominated the softer sex, these qualities of softness are characteristical excellencies; but even in this sex they may degenerate, by their excess, into insipidity; and in the male sex they are compatible only in a small degree with manly firmness of carriage. Mild manners are peculiarly becoming in superiors, whereby they win the love and esteem of those who are in inferior stations; gentle manners are becoming in all persons who...
Solicitation, Importunity.

Solicitation is general; Importunity is particular: it is importunate or troublesome solicitation. Solicitation is itself judged that which gives trouble to a certain extent, but it is not always unreasonable: there may be cases in which we may yield to the solicitations of friends to do that which we have no objection to be obliged to do; but importunity is that solicitation which never ceases to apply for that which it is not agreeable to give. We may sometimes be urgent in our solicitations of a friend to accept some proffered honour; the solicitation however, in this case, although it may even be troublesome, yet it is sweetened by the motive of the action: the importunity of beggars is often a politic means of extorting money from the passenger.

Although the devil cannot compel a man to sin, yet he can follow a man with continual solicitations.—South.

The torment of expectation is not easily to be borne when the heart has several engagements to withdraw it from the importunities of desire.—Johnson.

Solicitude, v. Care.


Solitary, Sole, Only, Single.

Solitary and Sole are both derived from solus alone or whole.

Only, that is only, signifies the quality of unity.

Single is an abbreviation of singular (v. Simple).

All these terms are more or less opposed to several or many. Solitary and sole signify one left by itself; the former mostly in application to particular sensible objects, the latter in regard mostly to moral objects: a solitary shrub expresses not merely a shrub, but one that has been left to itself: the sole cause or reason signifies that reason or cause which stands unsupported by anything else. Only does not include the idea of desertion or deprivation, but it comprehends that of want or deficiency: he who has only one shilling in his pocket means to imply that he wants more or ought to have more. Single signifies simply one or more detached from others, without conveying any other collateral idea: a single sheet of paper may be sometimes more convenient than a double one: a single shilling may be all that is necessary for the present purpose: there may be single ones, as well as a single one; but the other terms exclude the idea of there being anything else. A solitary act of generosity is not sufficient to characterize a man as generous: with most criminals the sole ground of their defence rests upon their not having learnt to know and do better; harsh language and severe looks are not the only means of correcting the faults of others: single instances of extraordinary talents now and then present themselves in the course of an age.
In the adverbial form, *solely, only, and singly* are employed with a similar distinction. The disasters which attend an unsuccessful military enterprise is seldom to be attributed *solely* to the incapacity of the general: there are many circumstances both in the natural and moral world which are to be accounted for *only* by admitting a providence as presented to us in Divine revelation; there are many things which men could not effect *singly* that might be effected by them conjointly.

The cattle in the fields and meadows green, Those rare and *solitary*, these in rocks.—MILTON.

All things are but insipid to a man in comparison of that one which is the *sole* Milton of his fancy.—SOUTH.

They fear
Will save us trial, what the least can do
Single against the wicked.—MILTON.

**Solitary, Desert, Desolate.**

**Solitary**, *v.* *Alone.*

**Desert** is the same as *deserted.*

**Desolate,** in Latin *desolatus,* signifies made *solitary.*

All these epithets are applied to places, but with different modifications of the common idea of solitude which belongs to them. *Solitary* simply denotes the absence of all beings of the same kind; thus a place is *solitary* to a man where there is no human being but himself; and it is *solitary* to a brute when there are no brutes with which it can hold society. *Desert* conveys the idea of a place made solitary by being shunned, from its unfitness as a place of residence; *all deserts* are places of such wildness as seem to frighten away almost all inhabitants. *Desolate* conveys the idea of a place made *solitary,* or bare of inhabitants, and all traces of habitation, by violent means; every country may become desolate which is exposed to the inroads of a ravaging army.

The first time we behold the hero (Ulysses), we find him described as sitting on the *solitary* shore, sighing to return to Ithaca.—WHARTON.

A peopled city made a *desert* place.—DREYDEN.

Supporting and supported, polisher'd friends
And dear relations mingle into bise;
But this the rugged savage never felt,
E'en *desolate* in crowds.—THOMSON.

**To Solve, Resolve.**

**Solve** and **Resolve** both come from the Latin *solvio,* in Greek *αύει,* in Hebrew *שָׁלַח* to loosen.

**Between solve and resolve** there is no considerable difference either in sense or application: the former seems merely to speak of unfolding in a general manner that which is wrapped up in obscurity; to *resolve* is rather to unfold it by the particular method of carrying one back to first principles; we *solve* a problem, and *resolve* a difficulty.

Something yet of doubt remains
Which only thy *solution* can resolve.—MILTON.

**Some, Any.**

**Some,** probably contracted from *so a one* or *such a one,* is altogether restrictive in its sense *Any,* from a *one,* is altogether universal and indefinite. *Some* applies to one particular part in distinction from the rest; *any* to every individual part without distinction. Some think this, and others that: *any* person might believe if he would; *any* one can conquer his passions who calls in the aid of religion. In consequence of this distinction in sense, *some* can only be used in particular affirmative propositions; but *any,* which is equivalent to all, may be either in negative, interrogative, or hypothetical propositions: *some* say so; does *any* one believe it? He will not give to *any.*

**Soon, Early, Betimes.**

All these words are expressive of time; but *Soon* respects some future period in general; *Early,* or *ere,* before, and *Betimes,* or by the time, before a given time, respect some particular period at no great distance. A person may come *soon or early,* in the former case he may not be long in coming from the time that the words are spoken; in the latter case he comes before the time appointed. He who rises *soon* does nothing extraordinary; but he who rises *early* or *betimes* exceeds the usual hour considerably. *Soon* is said mostly of particular acts, and is always dated from the time of the person speaking, if not otherwise expressly stated; *soon enough* signifies after the present moment: *early* and *betimes,* if not otherwise expressed, have always respect to some specific time appointed; *come early* will signify a visit, a meeting, and the like; do it *betimes* will signify before the thing to be done is wanted: in this manner both are employed for the actions of youth. An *early* attention to religious duties will prevent habitual and pleasing; we must begin *betimes* to bring the stubborn will into subjection.

But soon, too soon! the lover turns his eyes:
Again she falls—again she dies—she dies.—POPE.

Pope, not being sent *early* to school, was taught to read by an aunt.—JOHNSON.

Happy is the man who *betimes* acquires a relish for holy solitude.—HOLIN.

**To Sooth, v.* *To allay.*

**Sordid, v.* *Mean.*

**Sorrow, v.* *Affliction.*

**Sorry, Grieved, Hurt.**

*Sorry* and *Grieved* are epithets somewhat differing from their primitives *sorrow* and *grief* (v. *Affliction,* inasmuch as they are applied to ordinary subjects. We speak of being *sorry* for anything, however trivial, which concerns ourselves; but we are commonly *grieved* for that which concerns others. I am sorry that I was not at home when a person called upon me; I am grieved that it is not in my power to serve a friend who stands in need. Both these terms respect only that which we do ourselves: *Hurt* (v. *To displease* and *To injure*) respects that which is done to us, denoting painful feeling from hurt or wounded feelings; we are hurt at being treated with disrespect.

The ass, approaching next, confess'd
That in his heart he had a jest,
One fault he had, is *sorry* for't.
His ears are half a foot too short.—SWIFT.
The mimic ape began to chatter,  
How evil tongues his name bespatter;  
He saw, and he was grieved to see it, 
His zeal was sometimes indiscreet. —SWIFT.

No man is hurt, at least few are so, by hearing his neighbour esteemed a worthy man.—BLAIR.


Soul, Mind.

These terms, or the equivalents to them, have been employed by all civilized nations to designate that part of human nature which is distinct from matter. The Soul, however, from the German seele, &c., and the Greek σαλ, to live, like the anima of the Latin, which comes from the Greek ἀνεμος wind or breath, is represented to our minds by the sublimest or most ethereal of sensible objects, namely, breath or spirit, and denotes properly the quickening or vital principle. Mind, on the contrary, from the Greek νοεως, which signifies strength, is that sort of power which is closely allied to, and in a great measure united with, corporeal organization: the former is, therefore, the immortal, and the latter the mortal, part of us; the former connects us with angels, the latter with brutes: in the former we distinguish consciousness and will, which is possessed by no other created being that we know of; in the latter we distinguish nothing but the power of receiving impressions from external objects, which we call ideas, and which we have in common with the brutes. There are minute philosophers who, from their extreme anxiety after truth, deny that we possess anything more than what this poor composition of flesh and blood can give us; and yet, methinks, sound philosophy would teach us that we ought to prove the truth of one position before we assert the falsehood of its opposite; and consequently that if we deny that we have anything but what is material in us, we ought first to prove that the material is sufficient to produce the reasoning faculty of man. Now it is upon this very impossibility of conceiving anything in matter as an adequate cause for the production of the soul that it is conceived to be an entirely distinct principle. If we had only the mind, that is, an aggregate of ideas or sensible images, such as is possessed by the brutes, it would be no difficulty to conceive of this as purely material, since the act of receiving images is but a passive act, suited to the inactive property of matter; but when the soul turns in upon itself, and creates for itself by abstraction, combination, and deduction, a world of new objects, it proves itself to be the most active of all principles in the universe; it then positively acts upon matter instead of being acted upon by it. But not to lose sight of the distinction drawn between the words soul and mind, I simply wish to show that the vulgar and the philosophical use of these terms altogether accord, and are both founded on the true nature of things; namely, that the word soul is taken for the active and living principle, and mind is considered as the storehouse or receiver: so likewise when we say that a person is the soul of the society in which he acts; or that we treasure anything in the mind, it makes an impression on the mind.

Man's soul in a perpetual motion flows,  
And to no outward cause that motion owes. —DENHAM.

In bashful coyness, or in maiden pride,  
The soft return conceals, save when it stole  
In side-long glances from her downcast eyes,  
Or from her swelling soul in stifled sighs. —THOMSON.

Fen from the body's purity, the mind  
Receives a secret sympathetic aid.—THOMSON.

Sound, Sane, Healthy.

Sound and Sane, in Latin sano, comes probably from sananus the blood, because in that lies the seat of health or sickness.

Healthy, v. Healthy.

Sound is extended in its application to all things that are in the state in which they ought to be, so as to preserve their vitality; thus, animals and vegetables are said to be sound when in the former there is nothing amiss in their breath, and in the latter in their root. By a figurative application, wood and other things may be said to be sound when they are entirely free from any symptom of decay: sane is applicable to human beings, in the same sense, but with reference to the mind; a sane person is opposed to one that is insane: healthy expresses more than either sound or sane: we are healthy in every part, but we are sound in that which is essential for life; he who is sound may live, but who he is healthy enjoys life.

But Capys, and the rest of sounder mind,  
The fatal present to the flames design'd.—DRYDEN.

But the course of succession (to the crown) is the healthy habit of the British constitution. —BURKE.

Sound, Tone.

Sound, in Latin sonus, and Tono in Latin tonus, may probably both come from the Greek τόνος, from τιμων to stretch or exert, signifying simply an exertion of the voice; but I should rather derive sound from the Hebrew shoon a noise.

Sound is that which issues from any body, so as to become audible; tone is a species of sound which is produced from particular bodies; a sound may be accidental; we may hear the sounds of waters or leaves, of animals or men: tones are those particular sounds which are made either to express a particular feeling or to produce harmony; a sheep will cry for its lost young in a tone of distress; an organ is so formed as to send forth the most solemn tones.

The sounds of the voice, according to the various tongues which raise them, form themselves into an acute or grave, quick or slow, loud or soft, tone.—HUGHES.


Space, Room.

Space, in Latin spatium, Greek στρατιον, Eol. στρατιον a race-ground.

Room, in Saxon rum, &c. Hebrew ramah a wide place.
These are both abstract terms, expressive of that portion of the universe which is supposed not to be occupied by any solid body: space is a general term, which comprehends all portions of space which are artificially formed; room is a limited term, which comprehends those portions of space which are not formed artificially. Space is either extended or bounded; room is always a bounded space: the space between two objects is either natural, incidental, or designedly formed; the room is that which is the fruit of design, to suit the convenience of persons: there is a sufficient space between the heavenly bodies to admit of their moving without confusion; the value of a house essentially depends upon the quantity of room which it affords; in a row of trees there must always be vacant spaces between each tree; in a coach there will be only room for a given number of persons.

Space is only taken in the natural sense; room is also employed in the moral application: in every person there is ample room for amendment or improvement.

The man of wealth and pride takes up a space that many poor supplied.

For the whole world, without a native home, is nothing but a prison of a larger room.—Cowley.

To Spare, v. To afford.
To Spare, v. To save.
To Sparkle, v. To shine.

To Speak, Say, Tell.

Speak, in Saxon specan, is probably changed from the German sprechen, and connected with brechen to break, the Latin precer to pray, and the Hebrew bacak to bless.

Say, in Saxon segen, German sagen, Latin secio or sequor, changed into dico, and Hebrew shokh to speak or say.

Tell, in Saxon talian, Low German tellan, &c., is probably an onomatopoeia in language.

To speak may simply consist in uttering an articulate sound; but to say is to communicate some idea by means of words: a child begins to speak the moment it opens its lips to utter any acknowledged sound; but it will be some time before it can say anything: a person is said to speak high or low, distinctly or indistinctly; he says that which is true or false, right or wrong: a dumb man cannot speak; a fool cannot say anything that is wise or learned; we speak languages, we speak sense or nonsense, we speak intelligibly or unintelligibly: but we say what we think at the time. In an extended sense, speak may refer as much to sense as to sound; but then it applies only to general cases, and say to particular and passing circumstances of life: it is a great abuse of the gift of speech not to speak the truth; it is very culpable, and even criminal, to say that he will do a thing and not to do it.

To say and tell are both the ordinary actions of men in their daily intercourse; but say is very partial, it may comprehend single unconnected sentences, or even single words: we may say yes or no; but we tell that which is connected, and which forms more or less of a narrative: To say is to communicate that which passes in our own minds, to express our ideas and feelings as they rise; to tell is to communicate events or circumstances respecting ourselves or others: it is not good to let children say foolish things for the sake of talking; it is still worse for them to be encouraged in telling everything they hear: when every one is allowed to say what he likes and what he thinks, there will commonly be more speakers than hearers; those who accustom themselves to tell long stories impose a tax upon others which is not repaid by the pleasure of their company.

Men's reputations depend upon what others say of them; reports are spread by means of one man telling another.

He that questioneth much shall learn much, and converse much, he shall give occasion to those whom he asketh to please themselves in speaking.—Bacon.

Say, Yorke (for sure, if any, then canst tell),
What virtue is, who practise it so well.—Jenyns.

To Speak, Talk, Converse, Discuss.

Speak, v. To speak.
Talk is but a variation of tell (v. To speak).
Converse, v. Conversation.

Discourse, in Latin discursus, expresses properly an examining or deliberating upon.

The idea of communicating with, or communicating to, another, by means of signs, is common in the significations of all these terms: to speak is an indefinite term, specifying no circumstance of the action; we may speak only one word or many; but we talk for a continuance: we speak from various motives; we talk for pleasure; we converse for improvement, or for the mutual gratification of our talk; we speak with or to a person; we talk commonly to others; we converse with others. Speaking a language is quite distinct from writing; public speaking has at all times been cultivated with great care, but particularly under popular governments: talking is mostly the pastime of the idle and the empty; those who think least talk most: conversation is the rational employment of social beings, who seek by an interchange of sentiments to purify the affections, and improve the understanding.

Conversation is the act of many together: talk and discourse may be the act of one addressing himself to others: conversation loses its value when it ceases to be general; talk has seldom any value but what the talker attaches to it; a discourse derives its value from the nature of the subject, as well as the character of the speaker: conversation is adapted for mixed companies; children talk to their parents, or to their companions; parents and teachers discourse with young people on moral duties.

Falsehood is a speaking against our thoughts.—South.

Talkers are commonly vain and credulous withal; for he that talketh what he knoweth will also talk what he knoweth not.—Bacon.

Go, therefore, half this day, as friend with friend, Converse with Adam.—Milton.
SPECIAL. 593

To Speak, v. To utter.

Special, Specific, Particular.

Special in Latin specialis, signifies belonging to the species; Particular, belonging to a particle or small part; Specific, in Latin specificus, from species a species, and facio to make, signifies making a species. The special is that which comes under the general; the particular is that which comes under the special; hence we speak of a special rule; but a particular case. Particular and specific are both applied to the properties of individuals; but particular is said of the contingent circumstances of things, specific of their inherent properties; every plant has something particular in itself different from others, it is either longer or shorter, weaker or stronger: but its specific property is that which it has in common with its species; particular is, therefore, the term adapted to loose discourse: specific is a scientific term which describes things minutely.

The same may be said of particularize and specify: we particularize for the sake of information; we specify for the sake of instruction; in describing a man's person and dress we particularize if we mention everything singly which can be said upon it; in delineating a plan it is necessary to specify time, place, distance, materials, and everything else which may be connected with the carrying it into execution.

God claims it as a special part of his prerogative to have the entire disposal of riches.—SOUTH.

Every state has a particular principle of happiness, and this principle may in each be carried to a mischievous extent.—GOLDSMITH.

The imputation of being a fool is a thing which mankind, of all others, is the most impatient of, it being a blot upon the prime and specific perfection of human nature.—SOUTH.

Species, v. Kind.
Specific, v. Special.
Specimen, v. Copy.
Species, v. Colourable.
Spectacle, v. Skow.
Spectator, v. Looker-on.
Speech, v. Address.
Speech, v. Language.

To Speed, v. To hasten.

To Spend, Exhaust, Drain.

Spend, contracted from expend, in Latin expendo to pay away, signifies to give from one's self.

Exhaust, from the Latin exaurio to draw out, signifies to draw out all that there is.

Drain, a variation of draw, signifies to draw dry.

The idea of taking from the substance of anything is common to these terms; but to spend is to deprive it in a less degree than to exhaust, and that in a less degree than to drain: every one who exerts himself, in that degree spends his strength; if the resources are violent he exhausts himself; a country which is drained of men is supposed to have no more left. To spend may be applied to that which is either external or inherent in a body; exhaust to that which is inherent; drain to that which is external of the body in which it is contained: we may speak of spending our wealth, our resources, our time, and the like; but of exhausting our strength, our vigour, our voice, and the like; of draining, in the proper application, a vessel of its liquid, or, in the improper application, draining a treasury of its contents: hence arises this farther distinction, that to spend and to exhaust may tend, more or less, to the injury of a body; but to drain may be to its advantage. Inasmuch as what is spent or exhausted may be more or less essential to the soundness of a body, it cannot be parted with without diminishing its value, or even destroying its existence; as when a fortune is spent it is gone, or when a person's strength is exhausted he no longer able to move: on the other hand, to drain a more complete evacuation, is not always injurious, but sometimes even useful to a body; as when the land is drained of a superabundance of water.

Your tears for such a death in vain you spend, Which straight in immortality shall end.—DENHAM.

Many of our provisions for ease or happiness are exhausted by the present day.—JOHNSON.

Teaching is not a flow of words nor the draining of an hour glass.—SOUTH.

To Spend or Expend, Waste, Dissipate, Squander.

Spend and Expend are variations from the Latin expendo; but spend implies simply to turn to some purpose, or make use of; to expend carries with it likewise the idea of exhausting; and Waste, moreover, comprehends the idea of exhausting to no good purpose: we spend money when we purchase anything with it; we expend it when we lay it out in large quantities, so as essentially to diminish its quantity: individuals spend what they have; government expends vast sums in conducting the affairs of a nation; all persons waste their property who have not sufficient discretion to use it well; we spend our time, or our lives, in any employment; we expend our strength and faculties upon some arduous undertaking; we waste our time and talents in trifles.

Dissipate, in Latin dissipatus, from dissipare, that is, dis and cito, in Greek εἰκός to scatter, signifies to scatter different ways, that is, to waste by throwing away in all directions; Squander, which is a variation of wander, signifies to make to run wide apart. Both these terms, therefore, denote modes of wasting: but the former seems peculiarly applicable to that which is wasted in detail upon
SPIRITOUS.

Spread applies equally to divisible or indivisible bodies; we spread our money on the table, or we may spread a cloth on the table; but scatter is applicable to divisible bodies only; we scatter corn on the ground. To spread may be an act of design or otherwise, but mainly the former; as when we spread our papers or papers before us; scatter is mostly an act without design; a child scatters the papers on the floor. When taken, however, as an act of design, it is done without order; but spread is an act done in order: thus hay is spread out to dry, but corn is scattered over the land. Things may spread in one direction, or at least without separation; but they disperse in many directions, so as to destroy the continuity of bodies: a leaf spreads as it opens in all its parts, and a tree also spreads as its branches increase; but a multitude disperses, an army disperses. Between scatter and disperse there is no other difference than that one is imme- thodical and involuntary, the other systematic and intentional: flowers are scattered along a path which accidentally fall from the hand; a mob is dispersed by an act of authority: sheep are scattered along the hills; religions tracts are dispersed among the poor; the disciples were scattered as sheep without a shepherd, after the delivery of our Saviour into the hands of the Jews; they dispersed themselves, after His ascension, over every part of the world.

All in a row
Advancing broad, or wheeling round the field,
They spread their breathing harvest to the sun.

Each leader now his scatter'd force joines.—POPE.
Straight to the tents the troops dispersing bend.—POPE.

To Spread, Expand, Diffuse.

Spread, in Saxon spredan, Low German spreiten, High German spreiten, is an intensive of breit broad, signifying to stretch wide.

Expand, in Latin expando, compounded of ex and pando to open, and the Greek φαίνειν to show or make appear, signifies to open out wide.

Diffuse, v. Diffuse.

To spread is the general, the other two are particular terms. To spread may be said of anything which occupies more space than it has done, whether by a direct separation of its parts or by an accession to the substance; but to expand is to spread by means of separating or unfolding the parts: a mist spreads over the earth; a flower expands its leaves; a tree spreads by the growth of its branches; the opening bud expands when it feels the genial warmth of the sun.

Spread and expand are used likewise in a moral application; diffuse is seldom used in any other application: spread is here, as before, equally indefinite as to the mode of the action; everything spreads, and it spreads in any way; but expansion is that gradual process by which an object opens or unfolds itself after the manner of a flower: diffusion is that process of spreading which consists literally in pouring out in different ways.

Evils spread, and reports spread; the mind expands, and prospects expand; knowledge
SPREAD.

diffuses itself, or cheerfulness is diffused throughout a company.

To Spread (v. To spread, expend) is said of any object material or spiritual; the rest are mostly employed in the moral application. To spread is to extend to an indefinite width; to Circulate is to spread within a circle; thus news spreads through a country; but a story circulates in a village, or from house to house, or a report is circulated in a neighbourhood. Spread and circulate are the acts of persons or things; Propagate and Disseminate are the acts of persons only. The thing spreads and circulates, or it spread and circulated by some one; it is always propagated and disseminated by some one. Propagate, from the Latin propago a breed, and disseminate, from seme a seed, are here figuratively employed as modes of spreading, according to the natural operations of increasing the quantity of anything which is implied in the first two terms. What is propagated is supposed to generate new subjects; as when doctrines, either good or bad, are propagated among the people so as to make them converts; what is disseminated is supposed to be sown in different parts; thus principles are disseminated among youth.

To Spread, Circulate, Propagate, Disseminate.

Love would bestow the rich and needy stand, And spread heaven's bounty with an equal hand. - WALLER.

Our God, when heaven and earth He did create, Form'd man, who should of both partake; If our lives' means they must imitate, Our knowledge, like our blood, must circulate. - DENHAM.

He shall extend his propagated sway Beyond the solar year, without the starry way. - DRYDEN.

Nature seems to have taken care to disseminate her blessings among the different regions of the world. - ADDISON.

To Spring, v. To arise.

SPRINKLE.

These terms are all used in a figurative sense: in the Bible the gospel is depicted as a spring of living waters; the eyes as a fountain of tears. In the general acceptance the term source is used for the channel through which any event comes to pass, the primary cause of its happening: war is the source of many evils to a country; an imprudent step in the outset of life is oftentimes the source of ruin to a young person.

To Spring, Start, Startle, Shrink.

Spring, v. To spring.

Start is in all probability an intensive of air.

Startle is a frequentative of start.

Shrink is probably an intensive of sink, signifying to sink it to itself.

The idea of a sudden motion is expressed by all these terms, but the circumstances and mode differ in all; spring is indefinite in these respects, and is therefore the most general term. To spring and start may be either voluntary or involuntary movements, but the former is mostly voluntary, and the latter involuntary; a person springs out of bed, or one animal springs upon another; a person or animal starts from a certain point to begin running, or starts with fright from one side to the other. To startle is always an involuntary action; a horse starts by suddenly flying from the point on which he stands; but if he startles he seems to fly back on himself and stop his course; to spring and start therefore always carry a person farther from a given point; but startle and shrink are movements within one's self; startling is a sudden convulsion of the frame which makes a person to stand in hesitation whether to proceed or not; shrinking is a contraction of the frame within itself; any sudden and unexpected sound makes a person startle; the approach of any frightful object makes him shrink back: spring and start are employed only in the proper sense of corporeal movements: startle and shrink are employed in regard to the movements of the mind as well as the body.

To Sprinkle, Bedew.

To Sprinkle is a frequentative of spring, and denotes either an act of nature or design: to Bedew is to cover with dew, which is an operation of nature. By sprinkling, a liquid falls in sensible drops upon the earth; by
To Sprout, Bud.

Sprout, in Saxon sprytan, Low German sprouyten, is doubtless connected with the German sprieten to sprout, sprieten to spread, and the like.

To Bud is to put forth buds; the noun bud is a variation from button, which it resembles in form. To sprout is to come forth from the stem; to bud, to put forth in buds.

Spruce, v. Finical.

Spurious, Suppositious, Counterfeit.

Spurious, in Latin spurious, or Greek σπουριος, that is, one conceived by a woman, because the ancients called the female spurius: hence, one who is of uncertain origin on the father's side is termed spurious.

Suppositious, from suppose, signifies to be supposed or conjectured, in distinction from being positively known.

Counterfeit, v. To imitate.

All these terms are modes of the false; the two former indirectly, the latter directly: whatever is uncertain that might be certain, and whatever is conjectural that might be conclusive, are by implication false; that which is made in imitation of another thing, so as to pass for it as the true one, is positively false. Hence, the distinction between these terms, and the ground of their applications. An illegitimate offspring is said to be spurious in the literal sense of the word, the father in this case being always uncertain: and any offspring which is termed spurious falls necessarily under the imputation of not being the offspring of the person whose name they bear. In the same manner an edition of a work is termed spurious which comes out under a false name, or a name different from that in the title-page: suppositious expresses more or less of falsehood, according to the nature of the thing. A suppositious parent implies little less than a directly false parent; but in speaking of the origin of any person in remote periods of antiquity, it may be merely suppositious or conjectural from the want of information. Counterfeit respects rather works of art which are exposed to imitation; coin is counterfeit which bears a false stamp, and every invention which comes out under the sanction of the inventor's name is likewise a counterfeit if not made by himself or by his consent.

Being to take leave of England, I thought it very hard some to take my leave also of you, and my dearly honoured Mother, Oxford; otherwise both of you may have cried upon me for a forgetful friend, she for an ungrateful son, if not some spurious issue.—HOWELL.

The fabulous tales of early British history, suppositious treaties, and charters are the proofs on which Edward founded his title to the sovereignty of Scotland.—ROBERTSON.

Words may be counterfeit,
False coind', and current only from the tongue,
Without the mind.—SOUTHERN.
To Stagger, Reel, Totter.

Stagger is in all probability a frequen-
tive from the German stiegen, and the Greek κροάξων to go, signifying to go backward and forward.

To Reel signifies to go like a reel in a wind-
ing manner.

Totter most probably comes from the Ger-
man zittern to trouble, because to totter is a
tremulous action.

All these terms designate an involuntary and an unsteady motion; they vary both in the
cause and the mode of the action: staggering
and reeling are occasioned either by drunk-
keness or sickness; tottering is purely the
effect of weakness, particularly the weakness
of old age: a drunken man always staggerers
as he walks; one who is giddy reels from one
part to another; to stagger is a much less
degree of unsteadiness than to reel; for he who
staggerers is only thrown a little out of the
straight path, but he who reels altogether loses
his equilibrium; reeling is commonly suc-
ceded by falling. To stagger and reel are
said as to the carriage of the whole body; but
totter has particular reference to the limbs;
the knees and the legs totter, and consequently
the footsteps become tottering. In an extended
application, the mountains may be said to
stagger and to reel in an earthquake: the houses
may totter from their very bases. In a figu-
rative application, the faith or the resolution of
a person staggerers when its hold on the mind is
shaken, and begins to give way: a nation or a
government will totter when it is torn by in-
testine convulsions.

Nathless it bore his foes not from his sell,
But made him stagger as he were not well.
S P E N S E R.

The clouds, commixt
With stars swift gliding sweep along the sky:
All nature reels.—T H O M S O N.

Troy node from high, and totters to her fall.—D E Y D E N.

To Stagnate, v. To stand.


To Stain, v. To colour.

To Stain, Soil, Sully, Tarnish.


Soil and Sully, from the French souiller, signifies to smear with dirt.

Tarnish, in French ternir, probably from the Latin tere to bruise.

All these terms imply the act of diminishing
the brightness of an object; but the term stain
denotes something grosser than the other
terms, and is applied to inferior objects:
things which are not remarkable for purity or
brightness may be stained, as hands when
stained with blood, or a wall stained with
chalk; nothing is sullied or tarnished but
what has some intrinsic value; a fine picture
or piece of writing may be easily soiled by a
touch of the finger; the finest glass is the
soonest tarnished: hence in the moral applica-
tion, a man's life may be stained by the com-
misson of some gross immorality: his honour
may be sullied, or his glory tarnished.
To Stammer, v. To hesitate.

To Stamp, v. Seal.

To Stand, Stop, Rest, Stagnate.

To Stand, in German stehen, &c, Latin stô, Greek στηνε to stand, Hebrew asrat to settle.

Stop, in Saxon stoppen, &c., conveys the idea of pressing, thickening, like the Latin stipa, and the Greek στεμνω; whence it has been made in English to express immovable.

Rest, v. Ease.

Stagnated, in Latin stagnatus, participle of stagno, comes from stagnum a pool, and that either from sto to stand, because waters stand perpetually in a pool, or from the Greek στηνον an inclosure, because a pool is an inclosure for waters.

The absence of motion is expressed by all these terms; stand is the most general of all the terms; to stand is simply not to move; to stop is to cease to move; we stand either for want of inclination or power to move; but we stop from a disinclination to go on: to rest is to stop from an express dislike to motion; we may stop for purposes of convenience, or because we have no farther to go, but we rest from fatigue; to stagnate is only a species of standing as respects liquids; water may both stand and stagnate; but the former is a temporary, the latter a permanent stand; water stands in a puddle, but it stagnates in a pond or in any confined space.

All these terms admit of an extended application; business stands still, or there is a stand to business; a mercantile house stops, or stops payment; an affair rests undecided, or rests in the hands of a person; trade stagnates.

Stand, stop, and rest are likewise employed transitively, but with a wide distinction in the sense; to stand in this case is to set one’s self up to resist; as to stand the trial, to stand the test; to stop has the sense of hinder; as to stop a person who is going on, that is, to make him stop; to rest is to make a thing rest or lean; a person rests his argument upon the supposed innocence of another.

Whither can we run,
Where make a stand?—DRYDEN.

I am afraid should I put a stop now to this design, now that it is so near being completed, I shall find it difficult to resume it.—MELMOUTH’S PLINY.

Who rests of immortality assured
Is safe, whatever ills are here endured.—JENYNS.

This foundation of strangers, which used to be confined to the summer, will stagnate all the winter.—GIBBON.


To Stare, v. To gaze.
Cleave, in Saxon cleofen, Low German kliven, Danish kløve, is connected with our words glue and lime, in Latin gluten, Greek κολλα λίμα.

Adhere, v. To attach.

To stick expresses more than to cleave, and cleave than adhere: things are made to stick either by incision into the substance or through the intervention of some glutinous matter; they are made to cleave and adhere by the intervention of some foreign body: what sticks, therefore, becomes so fast joined as to render the bodies inseparable; what cleaves and adheres is less tightly bound, and more easily separable.

Two pieces of clay will stick together by the incorporation of the substance in the two parts; paper is made to stick to paper by means of glue: the tongue in a certain state will cleave to the roof of the mouth: paste, or even occasional moisture, will make soft substances adhere to each other, or to hard bodies. Animals stick to bodies by means of their claws; persons stick to persons by uniting each by never parting company; and they adhere to each other by uniting their interests.

Stick is seldom employed in the moral sense, but in the familiar and inelegant style; cleave and adhere are peculiarly proper in the moral acceptation.

Adieu then, O my soul's far better part,
Thy image sticks so close
That the blood follows from my rending heart.

DRYDEN.

Gold and his gains no more employ his mind,
But, driving over the billows with the wind,
Cleave to his faithful plank, and leaves the rest behind.—ROWE.

That there's a God from nature's voice is clear:
And yet, what errors to this truth adhere i—J ENYNS.

Stick, v. Staff.

To Stick, v. To fix.

To Stifle, Suppress, Smother.

Stifle is a frequentative of stuff, in Latin stipa, and Greek στρίφω to make tight or close.

Suppress, v. To repress.

Smother, as a frequentative of smut or smoke, signifies to cover with smut or smoke. Style and smother in their literal sense will be more properly considered under the article of Suffixe, &c. (v. To suffocate); they are here taken in a moral application.

The leading idea in all these terms is that of keeping out of view: style is applicable to the face; suppress, to the feelings or to outward circumstances; smother to outward circumstances only: we stifle resentment; we suppress anger: the former is an act of some continuance; the latter is the act of the moment: we stifle our resentment by abasing to take any measures of retaliation; we suppress the rising emotion of anger, so as not to give it utterance or even the expression of a look. It requires time and powerful motives to stifle, but only a single effort to suppress: nothing but a long course of vice can enable a man to stifle the admonitions and reproaches of conscience; a sense of prudence may some-
times lead a man to suppress the joy which an occurrence produces in his mind.

In regard to outward circumstances, we say that a book is suppressed by the authority of government; that vice is suppressed by the exertions of those who have power: an affair is smothered so that it shall not become generally known, or that the fire is smothered under the embers.

Art, brainless art! Our furious charioteer
(For nature's voice unsatisfied would recall)
Drives headlong to the precipice of death.—YOUNG.

They foresew the violence with which this indignation would burst out after being so long suppressed.—ROBERTSON.

Great and generous principles not being kept up and cherished, but smothered in sensual delights, God suffers them to sink into low and inglorious satisfaction.—SOUTH.

To Stifle, v. To suffocate.


To Stimulate, v. To encourage.

To Still, v. To appease.

Stipend, v. Allowance.

To Stir, Move.

Stir, in German stören, old German stiren or stiren, Latin turbare, Greek στρίφον, στρίφη trouble or tumult.

Move, v. Motion.

Stir is here a specific, more a generic term; to stir is to move so as to disturb the rest and composure either of the body or mind; hence the term stir is employed to designate an improper or unauthorized motion; children are not allowed to stir from their seats in school hours; a soldier must not stir from the post which he has to defend; atrocious criminals or persons raving mad are bound hand and foot, that they may not stir.

At first the groves are scarcely seen to stir.—THOMSON.

I've read that things inanimate have moved,
And as with living souls have been inflamed,
By magic numbers and persuasive sounds.—CONGREVE.

To Stir Up, v. To awaken.

Stock, Store.

Stock, from stick, stoke, store, and stuff, signifies any quantity laid up.

Store, in Welsh stor, comes from the Hebrew satar to hide.

The ideas of wealth and stability being naturally allied, it is not surprising that stock, which expresses the latter idea, should also be put for the former, particularly as the abundance here referred to serves as a foundation in the same manner as stock in the literal sense does to a tree.

Store likewise implies a quantity; but agreeable to the derivation of the word, it implies an accumulated quantity. Any quantity of materials which is in hand may serve as a stock for a given purpose; thus a few shillings with some persons may be their stock-in-trade: any quantity of materials brought together for a given purpose may serve as a store; thus the industrious ant collects a store of grain for the winter; we judge of a man's substantial
property by the stock of goods which he has on hand; we judge of a man's disposable property by the store which he has. The stock is that which must increase of itself; it is the source and foundation of industry: the store is that which we must add to occasionally; it is that from which we draw in time of need. By a stock we mean riches; by a store we guard against want: a stock requires skill and judgment to make the proper application: a store requires foresight and management to make it against the proper season. It is necessary for one who has a large trade to have a large stock, and for him who has no prospect of supply to have a large store.

The same distinction subsists between these words in their moral application: he who wishes to speak a foreign language must have a stock of familiar words; stores of learning are frequently lost to the world for want of means and opportunity to bring them forth to public view.

As verbs, to stock and to store both signify to provide; but the former is a provision for the present use, and the latter for some future purpose: a tradesman stocks himself with such articles as are most saleable; a fortress or a ship is stored; a person stocks himself with patience, or store his memory with knowledge.

It will not suffice to rally all one's little utmost into one's discourse which can constitute a divine. Any man would then quickly be drained, and his short stock would serve but for one meeting in ordinary converse; therefore there must be store, plenty, and a treasure, lest he turn broker in divinity.—SOUTH.

Stop, v. Cessation.
To Stop, v. To check.
To Stop, v. To hinder.
To Stop, v. To stand.
Store, v. Stock.
Storm, v. Breeze.

Story, Tale.


Tale. v. Fable.

The story is either an actual fact or something feigned: the tale is always feigned: stories are circulated respecting the accidents and occurrences which happen to persons in the same place; tales of distress are told by many merely to excite compassion. When both are taken for that which is fictitious, the story is either an untruth, or falsifying of some fact, or it is altogether an invention; the tale is always an invention. As an untruth, the story is commonly told by children; and as a fiction, the story is commonly made for children: the tale is of deeper invention, formed by men of mature understanding, and adapted for persons of mature years.

Meantime the village roars up the fire, While well attended, and as well believed, Heard solemn, goes the goblin story round. THOMSON.

He makes that pow'r to trembling nations known, Inhabitants, for that which is fictitious, As superstitious idle tales pretend. —JENKIN.

Stout, v. Corpulent.

Strain, Sprain, Stress, Force.

Strain and Sprain are without doubt variations of the same word, namely, the Latin stríngō to pull tight, or to stretch; they have now, however, a distinct application: to strain is to extend beyond its ordinary length by some extraordinary force; to strain is to strain so as to put out of its place, or extend to an injurious length; the ankle and the wrist are liable to be sprained by a contusion; the back and other parts of the body may be strained by over-exertion.

Strain and Stress are kindred terms, as being both variations of stretch and stringo; but they differ in their particular application: figuratively we speak of straining a nerve, or straining a point, to express making great exertions, even beyond our ordinary powers; and morally we speak of laying a stress upon any particular measure or mode of action, signifying to give a thing importance: the strain (v. Stress) may be used for the course of sentiment which we express, and the manner of expressing it; the stress (v. Stress) may be put for the efforts of the voice in uttering a word or syllable: a writer may proceed in a strain of panegyrical or invective; a speaker or a reader lays a stress on certain words by way of distinguishing them from others. To strain is properly a species of Forcing: we may force in a variety of ways, that is, by the exercise of forcing upon different bodies, and in different directions; but to strain is to exercise force by stretching or prolonging bodies; thus to strain a cord is to pull it to its full extent; but we may speak of forcing any hard substance in, or forcing it out, or forcing it through, or forcing it from a body: a door or a lock may be forced by violently breaking them: but a door or a lock may be strained by putting the hinges or the spring out of its place. So likewise, a person may be said to force himself to speak, when by a violent exertion he gives utterance to his words; but he strains his throat or his voice when he exerts the force on the throat or lungs so as to extend them. Force and stress as nouns are in like manner comparable when they are applied to the mode of utterance: we must use a certain force in the pronunciation of every word; this therefore is indefinite and general; but the stress is that particular and strong degree of force which is exerted in the pronunciation of certain words.

There was then (before the fall) no poring, no struggling with memory, no straining for invention.—SOUTH.

Was ever any one observed to come out of a tavern fit for his study, or indeed for anything requiring stress! —SOUTH.

Oppose not rage while rage is in its force. SHAKESPEARE.

Strain, v. Stress.

Straight, Right, Direct.

Straight, from the Latin stríctus, particle of stríngō to tighten or bind. signifies confined, that is, turning neither to the right nor left. Straight is applied, therefore, in its proper sense to corporeal objects: a path which is straight is kept within a shorter space than if it were curved. Right and
Direct, from the Latin rectus, regulated or made as it ought, are said of that which is made by the force of the understanding, or by an actual effort, what one wishes it to be: hence, the mathematician speaks of a right line, as the line which lies most justly between two points, and has been made the basis of mathematical figures; and the moralist speaks of the right opinion as that which has been formed by the best rule of the understanding; and, on the same ground, we speak of a direct answer, as that which has been framed so as to bring the shortest and easiest to the point desired.

Truth is the shortest and nearest way to our end, carrying us higher in a straight line.—TILLOTSON.

Then from pole to pole
He views in breadth, and without longer pause,
Down right into the world's first region throws
His flight precipitant.—MILTON.

Hence around the head
Of wandering swain the white-wing'd plover wheels
Her sounding flight, and then directly on
In long excursion skims the level lawn.—THOMSON.

Strait, Narrow.

Strait, in Latin strictus, participle of stringo to bind close, signifies bound tight, that is, brought into a small compass: Narrow, which is a variation of near, expresses a mode of nearness or closeness. Strait is a particular term; narrow is general: straitness is an artificial mode of narrowness: a coat is strait which is made to compress a body within a small compass: narrow is either the artificial or the natural property of a body; as a narrow ribbon, or a narrow leaf.

That which is strait is so by the means of other bodies; that which is so of itself, as a piece of water confined close on each side by land, is called a strait: whatever is bounded by sides that are near each other is narrow; thus a piece of land whose prolonged sides are at a small distance from each other is narrow.

The same distinction applies to these terms in their moral use: a person in straitened circumstances is kept, by means of his circumstances, from securing even expenses: a person who is in narrow circumstances is represented as having but a small extent of property.

A faithless heart, how despitably small,
Too strait aught great or generous to receive.

No narrow frith
He had to pass.—MILTON.

Strange, v. Particular.

Stranger, Foreigner, Alien.

Stranger, in French étranger, Latin extraneus or extra, in Greek ἐξωτικός, signifies out of, that is, out of another country: Foreigner, from foris abroad, and Alien, from alius another's, have obviously the same original meaning: they have, however, deviated in their acceptations. Stranger is a general term, and applies to one not known, or not an inhabitant, whether of the same or another country; foreigner is applied only to strangers of another country; and alien is a technical term applied to foreigners as subjects or residents, in distinction from natural born sub-

jects. Ulysses, after his return from the Trojan war, was a stranger in his own house; the French are foreigners in England, and the English in France; neither can enjoy, as aliens, the same privileges in a foreign country as they do in their own: the laws of hospitality require us to treat strangers with more ceremony than we do members of the same family, or very intimate friends; the lower orders of the English are apt to treat foreigners with an undeserved contempt; every alien is obliged, in time of war, to have a license for residing in England.

From stranger and alien come the verbs to estrange and alienate, which are extended in their meaning and application; the former signifying to make the understanding or mind of one person strange to an object, and the latter to make the heart or affections of one person strange to another: thus we may say that the mind becomes alienated from one object, when it has fixed its affections on another; or a person estranges himself from his family.

Worldly and corrupt men estrange themselves from all that is divine.—BLAIR.

All the distinctions of this little life
Are quite cutaneous, quite foreign to the man.
Like you an alien in a land unknown,
I learn to ply woe so like my own.—DEYDEN.


To Stray, v. To deviate.

Stream, Current, Tide.

A fluid body in a progressive motion is the object described in common by these terms: Stream is the most general, the other two are but modes of the stream: stream, in Saxon stream, in German ström, is an onomatopoeia which describes the prolongation of any body in a narrow line along the surface; a current, from currus to run, is a running stream; and a Tide, from tide, in German zeit time, is a periodical stream or current. All rivers are streams which are more or less constant according to the nature of the ground through which they pass; the force of the current is very much increased by the confinement of any water between rocks, or by means of artificial impediments: the tide is high or low, strong or weak, at different hours of the day; when the tide is high the current of the tide of folly, it is wiser to get out of its reach.

From knowing the proper application of these terms, their figurative use becomes obvious: a stream of air, or a stream of light, is a prolonged body of air or light; a current of air is a continued stream that has rapid motion: streets and passages, which are open at each extremity, are the channels of such currents: in the moral sense the tide is the ruling fashion or propensity of the day; it is in vain to stem the tide of folly, it is wiser to get out of its reach.

When now the rapid stream of eloquence
Bears all before it, passion, reason, sense,
Can its dread thunder, or its lightnings force?
Derive their essence from a mortal source?

With secret course, which no loud storms annoy,
Gides the smooth current of domestic joy.

There is a tide in the affairs of men
Which taken at the flood leads on to fortune.

SHAKESPEARE.
STRENGTHEN. 602

To Stream, v. To flow.

To Strengthen, Fortify, Invigorate.

Strengthen, from strength, and Fortify, from fortis and facio, signify to make strong:
Invigorate signifies to put in vigour (v. Energy).

Whatever adds to the strength, be it in ever so small a degree, strengthens; exercise strengthens either body or mind: whatever gives strength for a particular emergence fortifies; religion fortifies the mind against adversity: whatever adds to the strength so as to give a positive degree of strength, invigorates: morning exercise in fine weather invigorates.

There is a certain bias towards knowledge, in every mind, which may be strengthened and improved.—BUDDELL.

This relation will not be wholly without its use, if those who languish under any part of their sufferings shall be enabled to fortify their patience by reflecting, that they feel only those afflictions from which the abilities of Savage could not exempt him.—JOHNSON.

I have heard him say, I will only accept of much the pack
(Revd from their dark acres) delight to stretch
And bask in his invigorating ray.—SOMERVILLE.

Strenuous, Bold.

Strenuous, in Latin strenuous, from the Greek στρενος undaunted, untaught, that is, στρονω to be without all rein or control.


Strenuous expresses much more than bold; boldness is a prominent idea, but it is only one idea which enters into the signification of strenuousness; it combines likewise fearlessness, activity, and ardour. An advocate in a case may be strenuous, or merely bold; in the former case he omits nothing that can be either said or done in favour of the cause, he is always on the alert, he heeds no difficulties or danger; but in the latter case he only displays his spirit in the undisguised declaration of his sentiments. Strenuous supporters of any opinion are always strongly convinced of the truth of that which they support, and warmly impressed with a sense of its importance; but the bold supporter of an opinion may be impelled rather with the desire of showing his boldness than maintaining his point.

While the good weather continued, I strolled about the country, and made many strenuous attempts to run away from this odious giddiness.—BEATTIE.

Fortune befriends the bold.—DRYDEN.

Stress, v. Strain.

Stress, Strain, Emphasis, Accent.

Stress, v. Strain.

Strain, v. Strain.

Emphasis, from the Greek ἐνθεύσις to appear, signifies making to appear.

Accent, in Latin accentus, from causa to sing, signifies to suit the tune or tone of the voice.

Stress and strain are general both in sense and application: the former still more than the latter: emphasis and accent are modes of the stress. Stress is applicable to all bodies, the powers of which may be tried by exertion; as the stress upon a rope, upon the shaft of a carriage, a wheel or spring in a machine; the strain is an excessive stress, by which a thing is thrown out of its course: there may be a strain in most cases where there is a stress; but stress and strain are to be compared with emphasis and accent, particular in the exertion of the voice, in which case the stress is a strong and special exertion of the voice, on one word, or one part of a word, so as to distinguish it from another; but the strain is the undue exertion of the voice beyond its usual pitch, in the utterance of one or more words: we lay a stress for the convenience of others; but when we strain the voice it is as much to the annoyance of others as it is hurtful to ourselves. The stress may consist in an elevation of voice, or a prolonged utterance; the emphasis is that species of stress which is employed to distinguish one word or syllable from another; the stress may be accidental; but the emphasis is an intentional stress: ignorant people and children are often led to lay the stress on little and unimportant words in a sentence; speakers sometimes find it convenient to mark particular words, to which they attach a value, by the emphasis with which they utter them. The stress may be casual or regular, on words or syllables; the accent is that kind of regulated stress which is laid on one syllable to distinguish it from another: there are many words in our own language, such as subject, object, present, and the like, where to distinguish the verb from the noun, the accent falls on the last syllable for the former, and on the first syllable for the latter.

Singing differs from vociferation in this, that it consists in a certain harmony; nor is it performed with so much straining of the voice.—JAMES.

Those English syllables which I call long ones receive a peculiar stress of voice from their acute or circumflex accent, as in quickly, dowry.—FOSTER.

The correctness and harmony of our verse depends entirely upon its being composed of a certain number of syllables, and its having the accents of those syllables properly placed.—TYRWHITT.

In reference to the use of words, these terms may admit of a farther distinction; for we may lay a stress or emphasis, on a particular point of our reasoning, in the first case, by enlarging upon it longer than on other points; or, in the second case, by the use of stronger expressions or epithets. The strain or accent may be employed to designate the tone or manner in which we express ourselves, that is, the spirit of our discourse; in familiar language, we talk of a person’s proceeding in a strain of panegyric, or of censure; but, in poetry, persons are said to pour forth their complaints in tender accents.

After such a mighty stress, so irrationally laid upon two slight, empty words ("self-consciousness" and "mutual consciousness") have they made anything but the author himself (Sherlock on the Trinity) better understood?—SOUTH.

The idle, who are neither wise for this world nor the next, are sentomically called, by Doctor Tillotson, “Fools at large.”—SPECTATOR.

An assured hope of future glory raises him to a pursuit of more than ordinary strain of duty and perfection.—SOUTH.

For thee my tuneful accents will I raise.—DRYDEN.

To Stretch, v. To reach.
Strict, Severe.

Strict, from strictus bound or confined, characterizes the thing which binds or keeps in control. Severe (v. Austeri) characterizes in the proper sense the disposition of the person to inflict pain, and in an extended application the thing which inflicts pain. The term strict is, therefore, taken always in the good sense; severe is good or bad, according to circumstances: he who has authority over others must be strict in enforcing obedience, in keeping good order, and paying attention to their duties; but it is possible to be very severe in punishing those who are under us, and yet very lax in all matters that our duty demands of us.

Lycurgus then, who bow'd beneath the force of strictest discipline, very wise, All men passions.—THOMSON.

Strife, v. Contention.

Strife, v. Discord.

To Strike, v. To beat.

To Strip, v. To bereave.

To Strive, v. To contend.


To Stroll, v. To wander.


Strong, Firm, Robust, Sturdy.

Strong is in all probability a variation of strict, which is in German strong, because strength is altogether derived from the close contexture of bodies.

Robust, in Latin robustus, from robust, signifies literally having the strength of oak.

Sturdy, like the word stout, steady (v. Firm), comes in all probability from steken to stand, signifying capable of standing.

Strong is here the generic term; the others are specific, or specify strength under different circumstances; robust is a positive and high degree of strength, arising from a peculiar bodily make; sturdy indicates not only strength of body but also of mind: a man may be strong from the strength of his constitution, from the power which is inherent in his frame; but a robust man has strength both from the size and texture of his body, he has a bone and nerve which is endowed with great power. A little man may be strong, although not robust: a tall, stout man, in full health, may be termed robust.

A man may be strong in one part of his body and not in another: he may be stronger at one time, from particular circumstances, than he is at another: but a robust man is strong in his whole body: and as he is robust by nature, he will cease to be so only from disease.

Sturdiness lies both in the make of the body and the temper of the mind: a sturdy man is capable of making resistance and ready to make it; he must be naturally strong, and not of slender make, but he need not be robust: a sturdy peasant presents us with a man who, both by nature and habit, is formed for withstanding the inroads of an enemy.

Every object is termed strong which is the reverse of weak; persons only are termed robust who have every bodily requisite to make them more than ordinarily strong; persons only are sturdy whose habits of life qualify them both for action and for endurance.

If then this strength, 'twas heaven that strength bestow'd.—POPE.

The huntsman every gay, robust, and bold, Defies the noxious vapour.—SOMERVILLE.

Beneath their sturdy strokes the billows roar.

Dryden.


Sturdy, v. Obstinate.


Stupid, Dull.

Stupid, in Latin stupidus, from stupio to be amazed or bewildered, expresses an amaze- ment which is equivalent to a deprivation of understanding: Dull, through the medium of the German toll and Swedish stolig, comes from the Latin status simple or foolish, and denotes a simple deficiency. Stupidity in its proper sense is natural to a man, although a particular circumstance may have a similar effect upon the understanding; he who is questioned in the presence of others may appear very stupid in that which is otherwise very familiar to him. Dull is an incidental quality, arising principally from the state of the animal spirits: a writer may sometimes be dull who is otherwise vivacious and pointed; a person may be dull in a large circle while he is very lively in private intercourse.

A stupid butt is only fit for the conversation of ordinary people.—ADDISON.

It is the great advantage of a trading nation that there are very few in it so dull and heavy who may not be placed in situations of life which may give them an opportunity of making their fortunes.—ADDISON.

Sturdy, v. Strong.

To Stutter, v. To hesitate.

Style, v. Diction.

Suavity, Urbanity.

Suavity is literally sweetness; and Urbanity the refinement of the city, in distinction from the country: inasmuch, therefore, as a polite education tends to soften the mind and the manners, it produces suavity; but suavity may sometimes arise from natural temper, and exist, therefore, without urbanity; although there cannot be urbanity without suavity. By the suavity of our manners we gain the love of those around us; by the urbanity of our manners we render ourselves agreeable companions; hence also arises another distinction that the term suavity may be applied to other things, as the voice, or the style; but urbanity to manners only.

The suavity of Menander's style might be more to Plutarch's taste than the irregular sublimity of Anto-

nianus.—CUMBERLAND.

The virtue called urbanity by the moralists, or a courteous behaviour, consists in a desire to please the company.—POPE.
To Subdue, v. To conquer.
To Subdue, v. To overbear.
To Subdue, v. To subject.
Subject, v. Matter.
Subject, v. Object.

Subject, Liable, Exposed, Obnoxious.
Subject, in Latin subjectus, participle of subjicere to cast under; signifies thrown under
Liable, compounded of lie and a ble, signifies ready to lie near or lie under.
Exposed, in Latin expositus, participle of exponere, compounded of ex and pono, signifies set out, set within the view or reach.
Obnoxious, in Latin obnoxious, compounded of ob and noxiam mischief, signifies in the way of mischief.

All these terms are applied to those circumstances in human life by which we are affected independently of our own choice. Direct necessity is included in the term subject; whatever we are obliged to suffer, that we are subject to; we may apply remedies to remove the evil, but often in vain: liable conveys more the idea of casualties; we may suffer that which we are liable to, but we may also escape the evil if we are careful: exposed conveys the idea of a passive state into which we may be brought either through our own means or through the instrumentality of others: we are exposed to that which we are not in a condition to keep off from ourselves; it is frequently not in our power to guard against the evil: obnoxious conveys the idea of a state into which we have altogether brought ourselves; we may avoid bringing ourselves into the state, but we cannot avoid the consequences which will ensue from being thus involved.

We are subject to disease, or subject to death; this is the irrevocable law of our nature; tender people are liable to catch cold; all persons are liable to make mistakes: a person is exposed to insults which provokes the anger of a low-bred man; a minister sometimes renders himself obnoxious to the people, that is, puts himself in the way of their animosity.

To subject and expose, as verbs, are taken in the same sense: a person subject himself to indecent familiarities with his inferiors; he exposes himself to the derision of his equals by an affrontment of superiority.

The devout man aspires after some principles of more perfect felicity which shall not be subject to change or decay.—BLAIR.

The sinner is not only liable to that disappointment of success which so often frustrates the design of men, but liable to a disappointment still more cruel, of being successful and miserable at once.—BLAIR.

On the bare earth exposed he lies,
With not a friend to close his eyes.—DRYDEN.

And much he blames the softness of his mind,
Obnoxious to the charms of woman kind.—Dreyden.

Subject, Subordinate, Inferior, Subservient.

Subject, v. Subject.

Subordinate, compounded of sub and order, signifies to be in an order that is under others.

Inferior, in Latin inferior, comparative of inferius low, which probably comes from infero to cast into, because we are cast into places that are low.

Subservient, compounded of sub and servo, signifies serving under something else.

These terms may either express the relation between persons to persons or things to things. Subject in the first case respects the exercise of power; subordinate is said of the station and office; inferior, either of a man's outward circumstances or of his merits and qualifications; subservient, of one's relative services to another, but always in a bad sense. According to the law of nature, a child should be subject to his parents, according to the law of God and man he must be subject to his prince: the good order of society cannot be rightly maintained unless there be some to act in a subordinate capacity; men of inferior talent have a part to act which, in the aggregate, is of no less importance than that which is sustained by men of the highest endowments; it is the duty of no prince or character to be most subservient to the base purposes of those who pay them best. It is the part of the prince to protect the subject, and of the subject to love and honour the prince; it is the part of the exalted to treat the subordinate with indulgence; and of the latter to show respect to those under whom they are placed: it is the part of the superior to instruct and encourage the inferior; it is the part of the latter to be willing to learn, ready to obey, and prompt to execute. It is not necessary for any one to act the degrading part of being subservient to another.

In the second instance subject has the same sense as in the preceding article (v. Subject), where it is taken to express the relation of persons to things; subordinate designates the degree of relative importance between things: inferior designates every circumstance which can render things comparatively higher or lower; subservient designates the relative utility of things under certain circumstances, but not always in the bad sense. All things in this world are subject to change; matters of subordinate consideration ought to be entirely set out of the question when any grand object is to be obtained: things of inferior value must necessarily sell for an inferior price; there is nothing so insignificant but it may be made subservient to some purpose.

Contemplate the world as subject to the Divine dominion.—BLAIR.

The idea of pain in its highest degree is much stronger than the highest degree of pleasure, and preserves the same superiority through all the subordinate gradations.—BURKE.

I can myself remember the time when in respect of music our reigning taste was in many degrees inferior to the French.—Humphrey.

Though a writer may be wrong himself, he may chance to make his errors subservient to the cause of truth.—BURKE.

To Subject, Subjugate, Subdue.
Subject signifies to make subject.
Subjugate, from jugum a yoke, signifies to bring under the yoke.
Subdue, v. To conquer.

Subject is here the generic; the two others specific terms: we may subject either individuals or nations; but we subjugate only nations. We subject ourselves to reproof, to inconvenience, or to the influence of our passions: one nation subjugates another; subjugate and subdue are both employed with regard to nations that are compelled to submit to the conqueror: but subjugate expresses even more than subdue, for it implies to bring into a state of permanent submission: whereas to subdue may be only a nominal and temporary subjection: Caesar subjugated the Gauls, for he made them subjects to the Roman empire; but Alexander subdued the Indian nations, who revolted after his departure.

Where there is no awe, there will be no subjection. —SOUTH.

O fairest virgin, that hast warm’d the breast
Whose sovereign dictates subjugate the east.—PRISE.

Thy son (nor is the appointed season far)
In Italy shall wage successful war,
Till, after every for subdue’d, the sun
Thrice through the signs his annual race shall run. —DRYDEN.

To Subjoin, v. To affix.

To Subjugate, v. To subject.

Sublime, v. Great.

Submissive, v. To comply.


Submissive, v. Obedient.


To Submit, v. To comply.

Subordinate, v. Subject.

To Suborn, v. To forewarn.

Subservient, v. Subject.

To Subside, Abate, Intermit.

Subside, from the Latin sub and sedo, signifies to settle to the bottom.

Abate, v. Abate.

Intermit, from the Latin inter and mitto, signifies to leave a space or interval between.

A settlement after agitation is the peculiar meaning of subside. That which has been put into commotion subsides; heavy particles subside in a fluid that is at rest, and tumults are said to subside: a diminution of strength characterizes the meaning of abate; that which has been high in action may abate; the rain abates after it has been heavy; and a man’s anger abates; alternate action and rest is implied in the word intermit: whatever is in action may sometimes cease from action; labour without intermission is out of the power of man.

It was not long before this joy subsided in the remembrance of that dignity from which I had fallen.—HAWKESWORTH.

But first to hear’s thy due devotions pay,
And annual gifts on Ceris’ altar lay.
When winter’s rage abates.—DRYDEN.

Whether the time of intermission be spent in company or in solitude, the understanding is abstracted from the object of inquiry.—JOHNSON.

To Subsist, v. To be.

Subsistence, v. Livelihood.

Substantial, Solid.

Substantial signifies having a substance: Solid signifies having a firm substance: the substantial is opposed to that which is thin and has no consistency; the solid is opposed to the liquid, or that which is of loose consistency. All objects which admit of being handled are in their nature substantial; those which are so hard a texture as to require to be cut are solid. Substantial food is that which has a consistency in itself, and is capable of giving fulness to the empty stomach: solid food is meat in distinction from drink.

In the moral application an argument is said to be substantial which has weight in itself; a reason is solid which has a high degree of substantiality.

Trusting in its own native and substantial worth
Scorns all meretricious ornaments.—MILTON.

As the sullen columns of ascending smoke,
So solid swells thy grandeur, pigny man.—YOUNG.

To Substitute, v. To change.

Subterfuge, v. Evasion.

Subtle, v. Cunning.

To Subtract, v. To deduct.

To Subvert, v. To overturn.

To Succeed, v. To follow.

Successful, v. Fortunate.

Succession, Series, Order.

Succession signifies the act or state of succeeding (v. To follow).


Order, v. To place.

Succession is a matter of necessity or casualty: things succeed each other, or they are taken in succession either abitrarily or by design: the series is a connected succession; the order, the ordered or arranged succession. We observe the succession of events as a matter of curiosity; we trace the series of events as a matter of intelligence; we follow the order which the historian has pursued as a matter of judgment: the succession may be slow or quick; the series may be long or short; the order may be correct or incorrect. The present age has afforded a quick succession of events, and presented us with a series of atrocious attempts to disturb the peace of society under the name of liberty. The historian of these times needs only pursue the order which the events themselves point out.

We can conceive of time only by the succession of ideas one to another.—HAWKESWORTH.

A number of distinct fables may contain all the topics of moral instruction; yet each must be remembered by a distinct effect of the mind, and will not recur in a series, because they have no connection with each other. —HAWKESWORTH.

In all verse, however familiar and easy, the words are necessarily thrown out of the order in which they are commonly used.—HAWKESWORTH.
**SUFFOCATE.**

What is **successive** follows directly; what is **alternate** follows indire.

A minister preaches **successively** who preaches every Sunday uninter ruptedly; the same hour; but he preaches **alternately** if he preaches on one Sunday in the morning, and the other Sunday in the afternoon at the same time. The **successive** may be accidental or intentional; the **alternate** is always intentional: it may rain for three successive days, or a fair may be held for three successive days: trees are placed sometimes in alternate order, when every other tree is of the same size and kind.

Think of a hundred solitary streams peacefully gliding between amazing cliffs on one side and rich meadows on the other, gradually swelling into noble rivers, **successively** losing themselves in each other, and all at length terminating in the harbour of Plymouth. — Gibbon.

Suffer me to point out one great essential towards acquiring facility in composition; viz., the writing **alter nately** in different measures. — Shaw.

**Successive. Alternate.**

**Succinct, v. Short.**

**To Succour, v. To help.**

**To Suffer, v. To admit.**

**To Suffer, v. To let.**

**To Suffer, Bear, Endure, Support.**

**Suffer, in Latin **suffer**, compounded of **sub** and **fero**, signifies bearing up or firm underneath.**

**Bear, v. To bear.**

**Endure, in Latin **induro**, signifies to harden or be hardened.**

**Support, from the Latin **sub** and **porto**, signifies to carry up or to carry from underneath ourselves, or to receive the weight.**

To **suffer** is a passive and involuntary act; it denotes simply the being a receiver of evil; it is therefore the condition of our being: to **bear** is positive and voluntary; it denotes will power in which we receive the evil. "Man," says the Psalmist, "is born to suffering as the sparks fly upwards:" hence the necessity for us to learn to bear all the numerous and diversified evils to which we are obnoxious.

To **bear** is a single act of the resolution, and relates only to common ill; we **bear** disappointments and crosses: to **endure** is a continued and powerful act of the mind: we **endure** severe and lasting pains both of body and mind; we **endure** hunger and cold; we **endure** provocations and aggravations: it is a making ourselves by our own act insensible to external evils. The first object of education should be to accustom children to **bear** contradictions and crosses, that they may afterwards be enabled to **endure** every trial and misery.

To **bear** and **endure** signify to receive becomingly the weight of what befalls ourselves: to **support** signifies to bear either our own or another's evils; for we may either **support** ourselves, or be supported by others: but in this latter case we **bear** from the capacity which is within ourselves; but we **support** ourselves by foreign aid, that is, by the consolations of religion, the participation and condolence of friends, and the like. As the body may be early and gradually trained to **bear** cold, hunger, and pain, until it is enabled to **endure** even excruciating agonies, so may the mind be brought, from bearing the roughnesses of other's temper with equanimity, or the unpleasant courses of daily occur, with patience, to **endure** the utmost scorn and provocation which human malice can invent: but whatever a person may **bear** or **endure** of personal inconvenience, there are sufferings arising from the wounded affections of the heart which by no efforts of our own shall be enabled to **support:** in such moments we feel the impenetrable value of religion, which puts us in possession of the means of **supporting** every subliminal pain.

The words **suffer** and **endure** are said only of persons and personal matters; to **bear** and **support** are said also of things, signifying to receive a weight: in this case they differ principally in the degree of weight received. To **bear** is said of any weight, large or small, and either of the whole or any part of the weight; **support** is said of a great weight and the whole weight. The beams or the foundation **bear** the weight of a house; but the pillars upon which it is raised, or against which it leans, **support** the weight.

Let a man be brought into such a severe and trying situation as fixes the attention of the public on his behavior. The first question which we put concerning him is, what does he **suffer**? but, how does he **bear** it? If we judge him to be composed and firm, resigned to Providence, and supported by conscious integrity, his character rises, and his miseries lessen in our view.—Blair.

How miserable his state who is condemned to **endure** at once the pangs of guilt and the vexations of calamity.—Blair.

**Sufficient, v. Enough.**

**To Suffocate, Stifle, Smother, Choak.**

**Suffocate, in Latin **sufficere**, participle of **suffo**. compounded of **sub** and **frons**, signifies to constrain or tighten the throat.**

**Stifle** is a frequentative of **stuf**, that is, to stuff excessively.

**Smother** is a frequentative of **stuff**, and is for **choak**.

**Choak** is probably a variation of **choke**, in Saxon ears, because strangulation is effected by a compression of the throat under the chin-bone.

These terms express the act of stopping the breath, but under various circumstances and by various means: **suffocation** is produced by every kind of means, external or internal, and is therefore the most general of these terms; **stifling** proceeds by internal means, that is, by the admission of foreign bodies into the passages which lead to the respiratory organs: we may be suffocated by excluding the air externally, as by gagging, confining closely, or pressing violently: we may be **suffocated** or **stifled** by means of vapours, close air, or smoke. To **smother** is to **suffocate** by the exclusion of air externally, as by covering a person entirely with bed-clothes: to **choak** is a mode of **stifling** by means of large bodies, as a piece of food lodging in the throat or the larynx.

A **suffocating** wind the pilgrim smites
With instant death.—Thomson.
Superficial, Shallow, Flimsy.

The Superficial is that which lies only at the surface; it is therefore by implication the same as the Shallow, which has nothing underneat: Shallow being a variation of hollow or empty. Hence a person may be called either superficial or shallow, to indicate that he has not a profundity of knowledge, but otherwise, superficiality is applied to the exercise of the thinking faculty, and shallow ness to its extent. Men of free sentiments are superficial thinkers, although they may not have understandings more shallow than others. Superficial and shallow are applicable to things as well as persons: Flimsy is applicable to things only. Flimsy most probably comes from flame, that is, flamy, showy, easily seen through. In the proper sense we may speak of giving a superficial covering of paint or colour to a body; of a river or piece of water being shallow; of cotton or cloth being flimsy. In the improper sense, a survey or a glance may be superficial which does not extend beyond the superficies of things; a conversation or a discourse may be shallow which does not contain a body of sentiment; and a work or performance may be flimsy which has nothing solid in it to engage the attention.

By much labour we acquire a superficial acquaintance with a few sensible objects.—BLAIRE.

I know thee to thy bottom; from within
Thy shallow centre to the utmost skin.—DREYDEN.


Superintendency, v. Inspection.
To Supersede, v. To overrule.
Supine, v. Indolent.
Supple, v. Flexible.
To Supplicate, v. To beg.
To Supply, v. To provide.
To Support, v. To countenance.
To Support, v. To hold.
Support, v. Livelihood.
Support, v. Staff.
To Support, v. To suffer.
To Support, v. To second.
To Support, v. To sustain.
To Suppose, v. To conceive.
To Suppose, v. To think.
Supposition, v. Conjecture.
To Suppress, v. To repress.
To Suppress, v. To stifle.
Sure, v. Certain.'

Surface, Superficies.

Surface, compounded of sur for super
and face, is a v. ration of the Latin term Superficies; and yet they have acquired this distinction, that the former is the vulgar and the latter the scientific term; of course the former has a more indefinite and general application than the latter. A surface is either even or uneven, smooth or rough; but the mathematician always conceives of a plane superficies on which he founds his operations.

Nor to the surface of enlivened earth,
Graceful with hills and dales and leafy woods,
Her liberal tresses, in thy force confined.

THOMSON.

Those who have undertaken the task of reconciling mankind to their present state frequently remind us that we view only the superficies of life.—JOHNSON.

Surge, v. Wave.
Surmise, v. Conjecture.

To Surmount, v. To conquer.
To Surpass, v. To exceed.
To Surprise, v. To wonder.
To Surrender, v. To give up.

To Surround, Encompass, Environ, Encircle.

Surround, in old French surrounder, signifies, by means of the intensive syllable sur over, to go all round.

Encompass, compounded of en or in and compass, signifies to bring within a certain compass formed by a circle; so likewise Environ, from the Latin gypus, and the Greek yapoi a circle, and also Encircle, signify to bring within a circle.
Surround is the most literal and general of all these terms, which signify to inclose any object either directly or indirectly. We may surround an object by standing at certain distances all round it: in this manner a town, a house, or a particular object may be surrounded by other persons, or an object may be surrounded by enclosing it in every direction, and at every point; in this manner a garden is surrounded by a wall. To encompass is to surround in the latter sense, and applies to objects of a great or indefinite extent; the earth is encompassed by the air, which we term the atmosphere: towns are encompassed by wells. To surround is to go around an object of any form, whether square or circular, long or short; but to environ and to encircle carry with them the idea of forming a circle round an object; thus a town or a valley may be encompassed by hills, a basin of water may be encircled by trees, or the head may be encircled by a wreath of flowers.

In an extended or moral sense we are said to be surrounded by objects which are in great numbers, and in different directions about us: thus a person living in a particular spot where he has many friends may say he is surrounded by his friends; so likewise a particular person may say that he is surrounded by dangers and difficulties: but in speaking of man in a general sense, we should rather say he is encompassed by dangers, which expresses in a much stronger manner our peculiarly exposed condition.

But not to me returns Day, or the sweet approach of ev'n or morn, But cloud instead, and ever-darkening dark Surrounds me.—MILTON.

With ephebes on his lyre laments his love, With beas compass'd, and a dancing grove. DRYDEN.

Of fighting elements, on all sides round Enviro'd.—MILTON.

As in the hollow breast of Appennine, Beneath the shelter of encircling hills, A swarthy form, far from human eye; So flourish'd, blooming, and unseen by all, The sweet Lavania.—THOMSON.

To Survive, v. To outlive.
Suspense, v. Doubt.

To Sustain, Support, Maintain.
Sustain, compounded of sus or sub and teno to hold, signifies to hold or keep up.
Support, v. To counteract.
Maintain, v. To assert.

The idea of exerting one's self to keep an object from sinking is common to all these terms, which vary either in the mode or the object of the action. To sustain and support are passive, and imply that we bear the weight of something pressing upon us; maintain is active, and implies that we exert ourselves so as to keep it from pressing upon us. We sustain a load; we support a burden; we maintain a contest. The principal difficulty in an engagement is often to sustain the first shock of the attack; a soldier has not merely to support the weight of his arms, but to maintain his post. What is sustained is often temporary; what is supported is mostly permanent; a loss or an injury is sustained; pain, distrees, and misfortunes are supported; maintain, on the other hand, is mostly something of importance or advantage; credit must always be maintained.

We must sustain a loss with tranquillity; we must support an affliction with equanimity; we must maintain our own honour, and that of the community to which we belong, by the rectitude of our conduct.

With labour spent, no longer can he wield The heavy falchion, or sustain the shield, O'erwhelm'd with darts.—DRYDEN.

Let this support and comfort you, that you are the father of ten children, among whom there seem to be but one soul of love and obedience.—LYTTELTON.

As compass'd with a wood of spears around, The lordly lion still maintains his ground, So Turnus fares.—DRYDEN.

Sustenance, v. Livelihood.
To Swallow Up, v. To absorb.
Sway, v. Influence.
To Swell, v. To heave.
Swiftness, v. Quickness.
Sympathet, v. Flatterer.

Symmetry, Proportion.
Symmetry, in Latin symmetria, Greek συμμετρία from συν and μετρον, signifies a measure that accords.

Proportion, in Latin proportio, compounded of pro and portio, signifies every port or part according with the other, or with the whole.

The significance of these terms is obviously the same, namely, a due admeasurement of the parts to each other and to the whole; but symmetry has now acquired but a partial application to the human body; and proportion is applied to everything which admits of dimensions and an adaptation of the parts: hence we speak of symmetry of feature; but proportion of limbs, the proportion of the head to the body.

Sensual delights in enlarged minds give way to the sublimier pleasures of reason, which discover this cause and design the frame, connection, and symmetry of things.—BERKELEY.

The inventors of stuffed hips had a better eye for due proportion than to add to a redundancy, because in some cases it was convenient to fill up a vacuum.—CUMBERLAND.

Sympathy, Compassion, Commiseration, Condolence.

Sympathy, from the Greek συν or συν with, and μεθος feeling, has the literal meaning of fellow-feeling, that is, a kindred or like feeling, or feeling in company with another.

Compassion (v. Pity); Commiseration, from the Latin com and miseria misery; Condolence, from the Latin con and doleo to grieve, show a like suffering, or a suffering in company. Hence it is obvious that according to the derivation of the words, the sympathy may either be said of pleasure or pain, the rest only of that which is painful.
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To Take, Receive.

To Take, which in all probability comes from the Latin tactum, participle of tangere to touch, is a general term; Receive (v. To receive) is specific.

To take signifies to make one's own by coming in exclusive contact with it; to receive is to take under peculiar circumstances.

We take either from things or persons; we receive from persons only: we take a book from the table; we receive a parcel which is sent us; we take either with or without the consent of the person; we receive it with his consent, or according to his wishes: a robber takes money when he can find it; a friend receives the gift of a friend.

Each takes his seat, and each receives his share.

Till seize'd with shame, they wheel about and face,
Receive their foes, and raise a threatening cry.
The Tuscan take their turn to fear and fly.

To Take Head, v. To guard against.
To Take Hold of, v. To lay hold of.
To Take Leave, v. To leave.

TALKATIVE.

Rather than all must suffer, some must die,
Yet nature must console their misery.—DENHAM.

Symptom, v. Mark.

Synod, v. Assembly.

System, Method.

System, in Latin systema, Greek σύστημα from συστῆμα or συστήμα to stand together, signifies that which is put together so as to form a whole.

Method, in Latin methodus from the Greek μέθοδος a way by which anything is effected.

System expresses more than method, which is but a part of system: system is an arrangement of many single or individual objects according to some given rule, so as to make them coalesce. Method is the manner of this arrangement, or the principle upon which this arrangement takes place. The term system, however, applies to a complexity of objects; but arrangement, and consequently method, may be applied to everything that is to be put into execution.

The great defect of the Seasons is the want of method, but for this I know not that there was any remedy.—JOHNSON.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.

If a better system's in the time,
Impart it frankly, or make use of mine.—FRANCIS.
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able only in the aged, who have generally much to tell.

Every absurdity has a champion to defend it; for error is always talkative.—GOLDSMITH.

Thersites only clamour'd in the throng.

Footnote: Please'd with that social sweet garrulity.
The poor disbanded vet'train's sole delight.

SOMERVILLE.

Tall, v. High.

Tame, v. Gentle.

To Tantalize, v. To aggravate.

To Tantalize, v. To tease.

Tardy, v. Slow.

To Tarnish, v. To stain.

To Tarry, v. To linger.

Tartness, v. Acrimony.


Taste, Flavour, Relish, Savour.

Taste comes from the Teutonic tæstæn to touch lightly, and signifies either the organ which is easily affected, or the act of discriminating by a light touch of the organ, or the quality of the object which affects the organ; in this latter sense it is closely allied to the other terms.

Flavour most probably comes from the Latin flo to breathe, signifying the rarefied essence of bodies which affect the organ of taste.

Relish is derived by Minshew from relēch to lick again, signifying that which pleases the palate so as to tempt to a renewal of the act of tasting.

Savour, in Latin sapor and sapio to smell, taste, or be sensible, most probably comes from the Hebrew sapak the mouth or palate, which is the organ of taste.

Taste is the most general and indefinite of all these; it is applicable to every object that can be applied to the organ of taste, and to every degree and manner in which the organ can be affected: some things are tasteless, other things have a strong taste, and others a mixed taste. The flavour is the predominating taste, and consequently is applied to such objects as may have a different kind or degree of taste; an apple may not only have the general taste of apple, but also a flavour peculiar to itself; the flavour is commonly said of that which is good, as a fine flavour, a delicious flavour; but it may designate that which is not always agreeable, as the flavour of fish, which is unpleasant in things that do not admit of such a taste. The relish is also a particular taste; but it is that which is artificial, in distinction from the flavour, which may be the natural property. We find the\footnote{Footnote:} flavour as such it is; we give the relish such as it should be, or we wish it to be: milk and butter receive a flavour from the nature of the food with which the cow is supplied; sauces are used in order to give a relish to the food that is dressed with them.

Savour is a term in less frequent use than the others, but, agreeable to the Latin derivations, it is employed to designate that which smells as well as tastes, a sweet-smelling savour; so likewise, in the moral application, a man's actions or expressions may be said to savour of vanity. Taste and relish may be moreover compared as the act of persons: we taste whatever affects our taste; but we relish that only which pleases our taste: we taste fruits in order to determine whether they are good or bad; we relish fruits as a dessert, or at certain seasons of the day. So likewise, in the moral application, we have a relish for books, for learning, for society, and the like.

Ten thousand thousand precious gifts
By daily thanks employ;
Not is the least a cheerful heart
That tastes those gifts with joy.—ADDISON.

The Philippine Islands give a flavour to our European bowls.—ADDISON.

I love the people,
But do not like to stage me to their eyes,
Though I do well, I do not relish well.
Their loud applause.—SHAKESPEARE.

The pleasant savoury smell
So quickened appetite That could not but taste.—MILTON.

Taste, Genius.

Taste, in all probability from the Latin tactum and tango to touch, seems to designate the capacity to derive pleasure from an object: Genius designates the power we have for accomplishing any object. He who derives particular pleasure from music may be said to have a taste for music; he who makes very great proficiency in the theory and practice of music may be said to have a genius for it. It is obvi-ous, therefore, that we may have a taste without having genius; but it would not be possible to have genius for a thing without having a taste for it: for nothing can so effectually give a taste for any accomplishment as the capacity to learn it, and the susceptibility of all its beauties, which circumstances are inseparable from genius.

The cause of a wrong taste is a defect of judgment.—BURKE.

Taste consists in the power of judging, genius in the power of executing.—BLAIR.

To Taunt, v. To tease.

Tautology, v. Repetition.

Tax, Duty, Custom, Toll, Impost, Tribute, Contribution.

The idea of something given by the people to the government is expressed by all these terms.

Tax, in French taxe, Latin taxo, from the Greek τασο, ταξο, to dispose or put in order, signifies what is disposed in order for each to pay.

Custom signifies that which is given under certain circumstances, according to custom.

Duty signifies that which is given as a due or debt.

Toll, in Saxon toll, &c., Latin telonium, from the Greek τέλοι a custom, signifies a particular kind of custom or due.

Tax is the most general of these terms, and
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appplies to or implies whatever is paid by the people to the government, according to a certain estimate; the customs are a species of tax which are less specific than other taxes, being regulated by custom rather than any definite law: the customs apply particularly to what was customarily given by merchants for the goods which they imported from abroad: the duty is a species of tax more positive and binding than the custom, being a specific estimate of what is due upon goods, according to their value; hence it is not only applied to goods that are imported, but also to many other articles inland; toll is that species of tax which serves for the repair of roads and havens.

The preceding terms refer to that which is levied by authority on the people; but they do not directly express the idea of levying or paying: impost, on the contrary, signifies literally that which is levied; and tribute, that which is paid or yielded: the former, therefore, exclude that idea of coercion which is included in the latter. The tax is levied by the consent of many; the impost is imposed by the will of one; and the tribute is paid at the demand of one or a few: the tax serves for the support of the nation; the impost and the tribute serve to enrich a government. Conquerors lay heavy imposts upon the conquered countries; distant provinces pay a tribute to the princes to whom they owe allegiance. Contribution signifies the tribute of many in unison, or for the same end; in this general sense it includes all the other terms; for taxes and imposts are alike paid by many for the same purpose; but as the predominant idea in contribution is that of common consent, it supposes a degree of freedom in the agent which is incompatible with the exercise of authority expressed by the other terms; hence the term is with more propriety applied to those cases in which men voluntarily unite in giving towards any particular object than any others.

Tax, Rate, Assessment.

Tax, agreeably to the above explanation (v. Tax), and Rate, from the Latin ratio and rerum to think or estimate, both derive their principal meaning from the valuation or proportion according to which any sum is demanded from the people; but the tax is imposed directly by the government for public purposes, as the land tax, the window tax, and the like; and the rate is imposed indirectly for the local purpose of each parish, as the church rates, the poor rates, and the like. The tax and rate is a general rule or ratio, by which a certain sum is raised upon a given number of persons; the Assessment is the application of that rule to the individual.

The house-duty is a tax upon houses, according to their real or supposed value; the poor's rate is a rate laid on the individual likewise, according to the value of his house, or the supposed rent which he pays; the assessment, in both these, is the valuation of the house, which determines the sum to be paid by each individual: it is the business of the minister to make the tax; of the parish officers to make the rate; of the commissioners or assessors to make the assessment; the former has the public to consider; the latter the individual. An equitable tax must not lie hard upon the swarthy: an equitable tax must not bear harder upon one inhabitant than another.

To Teach, v. To inform.
To Tear, v. To break.

To Tease, Vex, Taunt, Tantalize, Torment.

Tease is most probably a frequentative of tear.

Vex, v. To displease.
Taunt is probably contracted from tanta-lize.

Tantalize, v. To aggrieve.

Torment, from the Latin tormentum and torqueo to twist, signifies to give pain by twisting; or gripping. The idea of acting upon others so as to produce a painful sentiment is common to all these terms; they differ in the mode of the action, and in the degree of the effect.

All these actions arise in importance: to tease consists in that which is most trifling; to torment in that which is most serious. We are teased by a fly that buzzes in our ears; we are vexed by the carelessness and stupidity of our servants; we are taunted by the sarcasms of others; we are tantalized by the fair prospects which only present themselves to disappear again; we are tormented by the importunities of troublesome beggars. It is the repetition of unpleasant trifles which teases; it is the grossness and perversity of these trifles, and it is the contemptuous and provoking behaviour which taunts; it is the disappointment of awakened expectations which tantalizes; it is the repetition of grievous troubles which torments. We may be teased and tormented by that which produces bodily or mental pain; we are vexed, taunted, and tantalized only in the mind. Irritable and nervous people are most easily teased; captious and fretful people are most easily vexed or taunted; sanguine and eager people are most easily tantalized: in all these cases the imagination or the bodily state of the individual serves to increase the pain; but persons are tormented by such things as inflict positive pain.

Louisa began to take a little mischievous pleasure in teasing.—CUMBERLAND.

And sharp'en'd shares shall vex the fruitful ground.

DRYDEN.

Sharp was his voice, which in the shrillest tone
Then with injurious taunts attack the throne.

POPE.

When the mild (in Sparta) was once sped, she was not suffered to tantalize the male part of the commonwealth. —ADAMSON.

Truth exerting itself in the searching precepts of self-denial and mortification is tormenting to vicious minds. —SOUTH.

Tegument, Covering.

Tegument, in Latin tegumentum, from tego to cover, is properly but another word to express the sense of Covering; yet it is now employed in cases where the term covering is inadmissible. Covering signifies mostly that which is artificial; but tegument is employed for that which is natural; clothing is the covering for the body; the skin of vegetable substances, as seeds, is called the tegument. The covering is said of that which covers the outer surface; the tegument is said of that which covers the inner surface; the pods of some seeds are lined with a soft tegument.

To Tell, v. To speak.
Temerity, v. Rushness.
Temper, v. Disposition.
Temper, v. Frame.
To Temper, v. To qualify.
Temperament, v. Frame.

Temperament, Temperature.

Temperament and Temperature are both used to express that state which arises from the tempering of opposite or varying qualities; the temperament is said of animal bodies, and the temperature of the atmosphere. Men of a sanguine temperament ought to be cautious in their diet; all bodies are strongly affected by the temperature of the air. Without a proper temperament for the particular art which he studies, his utmost pains will be to no purpose. — BUDGEW.

Happy England, where there is such a rare temperatur of heat and cold. — HOWEL.
Temperance, v. Modesty.
Temperature, v. Temperament.

Temple, Church.

These words designate an edifice destined for the exercise of religion; but Temple is adapted to the lofty style, and Church to the familiar style, at least as far as regards the Christian revealed religion; for, in regard to Paganism, the term which originated with heathens is the ordinary term in the place of church. Temple conveys the idea of that which is august; it marks in the proper sense that edifice which is consecrated to the Deity; church seems to indicate something more common; it serves particularly for the assembly of the faithful. Nothing profane ought to enter the temple of the Lord: nothing ought to be permitted in our churches which does not contribute to the edification of Christians.

The mind and heart of man are the temple of the living God; it is there He wishes to be adored: the church is that place where, as a social being, he offers his vows to his Maker.


* Vide Girard; "Temple, église."

Tendency, Transient, Transitory, Fleeting.

Temporary, from tempus time, characterizes that which is intended to last only for a time, in distinction from that which is permanent; offices depending upon a state of war are temporary, in distinction from those which are connected with internal policy. Transient, that is, passing, or in the act of passing, characterizes what in its nature exists only for the moment: a glance is transient. Transitory, that is, apt to pass away, characterizes everything in the world which is formed only to exist for a time, and then to pass away; thus our pleasures, and our pains, and our very being, are demarcated transitory. Fleeting, which is derived from the verb to fly and flight, is but a stronger term to express the same idea as transitory.

By the force of superior principles the temporary prevalence of passions may be restrained. — JOHNSON.

Any sudden diversion of the spirits, or the jussling in of a transient thought, is able to dash the little images of things in the memory. — SOUTH.

Man is a transitory being. — JOHNSON.

Thus when my fleeting days at last, Unheeded, silently are past, In life unknown, forgot in death. — SPECTATOR.

To Tempt, v. To allure.
To Tempt, v. To try.

Tenacious, Pertinacious.

To be Tenacious is to hold a thing close, to let it go with reluctance; to be Pertinacious is to hold it out in spite of what can be advanced against it, the prepositive syllable per having an intensive force. A man of a tenacious temper insists on trifles that are supposed to affect his importance; a pertinacious temper insists on everything which is apt to affect his opinions. Tenacity and pertinacity are both foibles, but the former is sometimes more excusable than the latter.

We may be tenacious of that which is good, as when a man is tenacious of whatever may affect his honour; but we cannot be pertinacious in anything but our opinions, and that too in cases when they are least defensible. It commonly happens that people are most tenacious of being thought to possess that in which they are most deficient, and most pertinacious in maintaining that which is most absurd. A liar is tenacious of his reputation for truth: sophists, freethinkers, and sceptics, are the most pertinacious objectors to whatever is established.

So tenacious are we of the old ecclesiastical modes, that very little alteration has been made in them since the fourteenth or fifteenth century; adhering to our old settled maxims, never entirely, nor at once, to depart from antiquity. — BURKE.

The most pertinacious and vehement demonstrator may be wearied in time by continual negation. — JOHNSON.

Tendency, Drift, Scope, Aim.

Tendency, from to tend, denotes the property of tending towards a certain point, which is the characteristic of all these words, but this is applied only to things; and Drift, from the verb to drive: Scope, from the Greek
GRATITUDE.

To Tend, v. To offer.
Tenet, v. Doctrine.

The Tenet is the opinion which we hold in our own minds; the Position is that which we lay down for others. Our tenets may be hurtful, our positions false. He who gives up his tenets readily evinces an unstable mind; he who argues on a false position shows more tenacity and subtlety than good sense. The tenets of the different denominations of Christians are scarcely to be known or distinguished; they often rest upon such trivial points: the positions which an author lays down must be very definite and clear when he wishes to build upon them any theory or system.

The occasion of Luther's being first disgraced with the tenets of the Romish church is known to every one, the least conversant with history.—ROBERTSON.

To the position of Tully, that if virtue could be seen, she must be loved, may be added, that if truth could be heard, she must be obeyed.—JOHNSTON.

Term, v. Article.

Term, Limit, Boundary.

* Term, in Latin terminus, from the Greek τέρμα an end, is the point that ends, and that to which we direct our steps: Limit, from the Latin limita a landmark, is the line which we must not pass: Boundary, from to bound, is the obstacle which interrupts our progress, and prevents us from passing.

We are either carried towards or away from the term; we either keep within limits or we overstep them; we contract or extend a boundary.

The term and the limit belong to the thing; by them it is ended: the boundary is extraneous of it; they include it in the space which it occupies, or contain it within its sphere. The Straits of Gibraltar was the term of Hercules' voyages; it was said, with more eloquence than truth, that the limits of the Roman empire were those of the world: the sea, the Alps, and the Pyrenees, are the natural boundaries of France. We mostly reach the term of our prospect when a attempt to pass the limits which Providence has assigned to human efforts: human ambition often finds a boundary set to its gratification by circumstances which were the most unlooked for, and apparently the least adapted to bring about such important results.

We see the term of our evils only in the term of our life; our desires have no limits; their gratification only serves to extend our prospects indefinitely: those only are happy whose fortune is the boundary of their desires.

No term of time this union shall divide.—DIODORUS.

Providence has fixed the limits of human enjoyment by immoveable boundaries.—JOHNSTON.

The wall of Antoninus was fixed as the limit of the Roman empire.—GIBBON.

Term, v. Word.
To Terminate, v. To complete.
To Terminate, v. To end.
Terrible, v. Fearful.
Terrible, v. Formidable.
Terrible, v. Fearful.

Terror, v. Alarm.
To Testify, v. To express.

Thankfulness, Gratitude.

Thankfulness, or a fulness of thanks, is the outward expression of a grateful feeling.

Gratitude, from the Latin gratitudo, is the feeling itself. Our thankfulness is measured
by the number of our words; our gratitude is measured by the nature of our actions. A person appears very thankful at the time who afterwards proves very ungrateful. Thankfulness is the beginning of gratitude: gratitude is the completion of thankfulness.


Theory, Speculation.

Theory, from the Greek θεωρία to behold, and Speculation, from the Latin specto to behold, are both employed to express what is seen with the mind's eye. Theory is the fruit of reflection, it serves the purposes of science; practice will be incomplete when the theory is false: speculation belongs more to the imagination; it has therefore less to do with realities; it is that which cannot be reduced to practice, and can therefore never be brought to the test of experience. Hence it arises that theory is contrasted sometimes with the practice to designate its insufficiency to render a man complete; and speculation is put for that which is fanciful and unreal: a general who is so only in theory will acquit himself miserably in the field; a religious who is so only in speculation will make a wretched Christian.

True piety without cessation test
By theories, the practice past is lost.—DENHAM.
You were the prime object of my speculations.
HOWELL.

Therefore, Consequently, Accordingly.

Therefore, that is, for this reason, marks a deduction: Consequently, that is, in consequence, marks a consequence: Accordingly, that is, according to some thing, implies an agreement or adaptation. Therefore is employed particularly in abstract reasoning; consequently is employed either in reasoning or in the narrative style; accordingly is used particularly in the narrative style. Young persons are perpetually liable to fall into error through inexperience; they ought therefore the more willingly to submit themselves to the guidance of those who can direct them: the French nation is reduced to a state of moral anarchy; consequently nothing but time and good government can bring the people back to the use of their sober senses: every preparation was made, and every precaution was taken; accordingly at the fixed hour they proceeded to the place of destination.

If you cut off the top branches of a tree, it will not therefore cease to grow.—HUGHES.

Reputation is power; consequently to despise is to weaken.—SOUTHERN.
The pathetic, as Longinus observes, may animate the sublime; but is not essential to it. Accordingly, as he further remarks, we very often find that those who excel most in stirring up the passions very often want the talent of writing in the sublime manner.—ADDITION.

Thick, Dense.

Between thick and dense there is little other difference than that the latter is employed to express that species of thickness which is philosophically considered as the property of the atmosphere in a certain condition; hence we speak of thick in regard to hard or soft bodies, as a thick board or thick cotton; solid or liquid, as a thick cheese or thick milk; but the term dense only in regard to the air in its various forms, as a dense air, a dense vapour, a dense cloud.

I have discovered, by a long series of observations, that invention and eloquence suffer great impediments from dense and impure vapours.—JOHNSON.

Thin, Slender, Slight, Slim.

Thin, in Saxon thinne, German dünn, Latin tener, from tendo, in Greek τεντόνιον to extend or draw out, and the Hebrew taven to grind or reduce to powder.

Slender, Slight, Slight, and Slim, are all variations from the German schlank, which are connected with the words slime and sting, and also with the German schlingen to wind or wreath, and schlange a serpent, designating the property of length and smallness; which is adapted for bending or twisting. Thin is the generic term, the rest are specific: thin may be said of that which is small and short, as well as small and long; slender is always said of that which is small and long at the same time; a board is thin which wants solidity or substance; a poplar is slender because its thickness is disproportional to its magnitude or the dimensions of its circumference. Thinness is sometimes a natural property; slight and slim are applied to that which is artificial: the leaves of trees are of a thin texture; a board may be made slight by continually planing; a paper box is very slim. Thinness is a good property sometimes; thin paper is frequently preferred to that which is thick: slighthness and slimmness, which is a greater degree of slightness, are always defective; that which is made slight is unfit to bear the stress that will be put upon it, that which is slim is altogether unfit for the purpose proposed; a carriage that is made slight is quickly broken, and always out of repair; paper is altogether too slim to serve the purpose of wood.

I have found dulness to quicken into sentiment in a thin ether.—JOHNSON.

Very slender differences will sometimes part those whom beneficence has united.—JOHNSON.

Friendship is often destroyed by a thousand secret and slight competitions.—JOHNSON.

To Think, Reflect, Ponder, Muse.

Think, in Saxon thinnean, German denken, &c., comes from the Hebrew den to direct, rule, or judge.

Reflect, in Latin reflecto, signifies literally to bend back, that is, to bend the mind back on itself.

Ponder, from pondus a weight, signifies to weigh.

Muse, from musea a song, signifies to dwell upon with the imagination.

To think is a general and indefinite term; to reflect is a particular mode of thinking; to ponder and muse are different modes of reflecting, the former on grave matters, the latter on matters that interest either the affections or the imagination: we think whenever we receive or recall an idea to the mind; but we
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reflect only by recalling, not one only, but many ideas: we think if we only suffer the ideas to revolve in succession in the mind; but in reflecting we compare, combine, and judge of those ideas which thus pass in the mind: we think, therefore, of things past, as they are pleasurable or otherwise; we reflect upon them as they are applicable to our present condition; we may think on things past, present, or to come; we reflect, ponder, and muse mostly on that which is past or present. The man thinks on the days of his childhood, and wishes them back; the child thinks on the world he has caressed, and tries to profit by experience; he ponders on any serious concern that affects his destiny, and muses on the happy events of his childhood.

No man was ever weary of thinking, much less of thinking that he had done well or viciously.—SOUTH. Let men but reflect upon their own observation, and consider impartially with themselves how few in the world they have known made better by age.—SOUTH. Stood on the brink of hell, and look'd awhile. Pond'ring his voyage.—MILTON.

I was sitting on a sofa one evening, after I had been caressed by Amaiath, and my imagination kindled as I meditated.—HAWKESWORTH.

To Think, Suppose, Imagine, Believe, Deem.

To Think is here, as in the preceding article, the generic term. It expresses, in common with the other terms, the act of having a particular idea in the mind; but it is indefinite as to the mode and the object of the action. To think may be the act of the understanding, or merely of the imagination: to Suppose and Imagine are rather the acts of the imagination than of the understanding. To think, that is, to have any thought or opinion upon a subject, requires reflection; it is the work of time; to suppose and imagine may be that same, but not of that moment. To think a thing right or wrong; we suppose it to be true or false; we imagine it to be real or unreal. To think is employed promiscuously in regard to all objects, whether actually existing or not: to suppose applies to those which are uncertain or precarious: imagine, to those which are unreal. Think and imagine are said of that which affects the senses immediately; suppose is only said of that which occupies the mind. We think that we hear a noise as soon as the sound catches our attention; in certain states of the body or mind we imagine we hear noises which were never made: we think that a person will come to day, because he has informed us, or he intends to do so; we suppose that he will come to-day at a certain hour because he came at the same hour yesterday.

When applied to the events and circumstances of life, to think may be applied to any time, past, present, or to come, or where no time is expressed; to suppose is more aptly applied to a future time; and imagine to a past or present time. We think that a person has done a thing, is doing it, or will do it; we suppose that he will do it; we imagine that he has done it, or is doing it. A person thinks that he will die; imagines that he is in a dangerous way; we think that the weather will be fine to-day; we suppose that the affair will be decided.

In regard to moral points, in which case the word Deem may be compared with the others, to think is a conclusion drawn from certain premises. I think that a man has acted wrong: to suppose is to take up an idea arbitrarily or at pleasure; we argue upon a supposed case, merely for the sake of argument: to imagine is to take up an idea by accident, or without any connection with the truth or reality; we imagine that a person is offended with us, without being able to assign a single reason why it should be so. Imaginary evils are even more numerous than these which are real: to deem is to form a conclusion; things are deemed hurtful or otherwise in consequence of observation.

To think and believe are both opposite to knowing or perceiving; but think is a more partial action than believe: we think as the thing strikes us at the time; we believe from a settled deduction: hence it expresses much less to say that I think a person speaks the truth than that I believe that he speaks the truth.

I think from what I can recollect that such and such were the words, is a vague mode of speech, not applicable in a positive evidence: the natural question which follows upon this is, do you firmly believe it? to which whoever can answer in the affirmative, with the appearance of sincerity, must be admitted as a testimony. Hence it arises that the word can only be employed in matters that require but little thought in order to come to a conclusion: and believe is applicable to things that must be admitted only on substantial evidence. We are at liberty to say that I think, or I believe that the account is made out right; but we must say that I believe, not think, that the Bible is the word of God.

If to conceive how anything can be From suppose, or extracted, as well. Is hard, what think you of the Deity?—JENKINS.

It is absurd to suppose that while the relations, in which we stand to our fellow-creatures, naturally call forth sentiments and affections, there should be none to correspond to the first and greatest of all beings. —BLAIR.

How ridiculous must it be to imagine that the clergy of England favour popery, when they cannot be clergy men without renouncing it.—BEVERIDGE.

For they can conquer who believe they can.—DRYDEN.

An empty house is by the players deemed the most dreadful sign of popular disappropiation.—HAWKESWORTH.

Thought, v. Idea.

Thoughtful, Considerate, Deliberate.

Thoughtful, or full of thinking (v. To think, reflect); Considerate, or ready to consider (v. To consider, reflect); and Deliberate, ready to deliberate (v. To consult); rise upon each other in their signification: he who is thoughtful does not forget his duty; he who is considerate pauses, and considers properly what is his duty; he who deliberates considers deliberately. It is a recommendation to a subordinate person to be thoughtful in doing what is wished of him: it is the recommendation of a confidential person to be considerate.
as he has often to judge according to his own discretion; it is the recommendation of a person who is acting for himself in critical matters to be deliberate. There is this farther distinction in the word deliberate, that it may be used in the bad sense to mark a settled intention to do evil; young people may sometimes plead in extenuation of their guilt that their misdeeds do not arise from deliberate malice.

Men's minds are in general inclined to levity, much more than to thought and reflection. Some things will not bear much zeal; and the more earnest we are about them, the less we recommend ourselves to the approbation of sober and considerate men.—TILLOTSON.

There is a vast difference between sins of infirmity and those of presumption, as vast as between inadvertency and deliberation.—SOUTH.


Threat, Menace.

Threat is of Saxon origin; Menace is of Latin extraction. They do not differ in signification; but there is a difference of case, the Saxon is the familiar term, and the Latin word is employed only in the higher style. We may be threatened with either small or great evils; but we are menaced only with great evils. One individual threatens to strike another: a general menaces the enemy with an attack. We are threatened by things as well as persons: we are menaced by persons only: a person is threatened with a look; he is menaced with a prosecution by his adversary.

By turns put on the suppliant and the lord: Threatened this moment, and the next implored.

Of the sharp axe
Regardless, that o'er his coveted head
Hangs menacing.—SOMERVILE.

Threatening, v. Imminent.

Thrifty, v. Economical.

To Thrive, v. To flourish.

Throng, v. Multitude.

To Throw, v. To cast.

To Thwart, v. To resist.


To Tie, v. To bind.

Tillage, v. Cultivation.

Time, v. Duration.

Time, Season.

Time is here the generic term; it is taken either for the whole or the part: Season is any given portion of time. We speak of time when the simple idea of time only is to be expressed, as the time of the day, or the time of the year; the season is spoken in reference to some circumstances; the year is divided into four parts, called the seasons, according to the nature of the weather: hence, in general, that time is called the season which is suitable for any particular purpose; youth is the season for improvement. It is a matter of necessity to choose the time; it is an affair of wisdom to choose the season.

You will often want religion in times of most danger.—CHATHAM.

Pio's behaviour towards us in this season of affliction has endeared him to us.—NELMOIT'S LETTERS OF CICERO.

Time, Period, Age, Date, Æra, Epocha.

Time (r. Time) is, as before, taken either from time in general or time in particular; all the other terms are taken for particular portions of time. Time included within any given points is termed a Period, from the Greek ἡμισεσσα, signifying a course, round, or any revolution: thus, the period of day, or of night, is the space of time comprehended between the rising and setting, or setting and rising of the sun; the period of a year comprehends the space which the earth requires for its annual revolution. So, in an extended and moral application, we have stated periods in our life for particular things: during the period of infancy a child is in a state of total dependence on its parents; a period of apprenticeship has been appointed for youth to learn different trades. The Age is a species of period comprehending the life of a man, and consequently referring to what is done by men living within that period: hence we speak of the different ages that have existed since the commencement of the world, and characterise this or that age by the particular degrees of vice or virtue, genius, and the like, for which it is distinguished. The Date is that period of time which is reckoned from the date or commencement of a thing to the time that it is spoken of; hence we speak of a thing as being of a long or a short date. Æra, in Latin æra, probably from æs brass, signifying coin with which one computes; and Epocha, from the Greek ἑποχα, from ἑποχα to stop, signifying a resting place; both refer to points of time rendered remarkable by events: but the former is more commonly employed in the literal sense for points of computation in chronology, as the Christian æra; the latter is indiscriminately employed for any period distinguished by remarkable events: the grand rebellion is an epocha in the history of England.

There is a time when we should not only number our days, but our hours.—YOUNG.

But the last period, and the fatal hour,
Of Troy is come.—DENHAM.

The story of Haman only shows us what human nature has too generally appeared to be in every age.—BLAIR.

Plantations have one advantage in them which is not to be found in most other works, as they give a pleasure of a more lasting date.—ADUISON.

That period of the Athenian history which is included within the æra of Pisistratus, and the death of Menander the comic poet, may justly be styled the literary æge of Greece.—CUMBERLAND.

The institution of this library (by Pisistratus) forms a signal epocha in the annals of literature.—CUMBERLAND.

Timely, Seasonable.

The same distinction exists between the epithets Timely and Seasonable. The former signifies within the time, that is, before the time is past; the latter according to the season or what the season requires. A timely notice prevents that which would otherwise happen; a seasonable hint seldom fails of its
effect because it is *seasonable*. We must not expect to have a *timely* notice of death, but must be prepared for it at any time; an admonition to one who is on a sick-bed is very *seasonable*, when given by a minister or a friend. The opposite of these terms are *un timely* or ill-timed and *unseasonable*: untimely is directly opposed to timely, signifying before the time appointed; as an untimely death: but ill-timed is indirectly opposed, signifying in the wrong time: as an ill-timed remark.

It imports all men, especially bad men, to think on the judgement, that by a timely repentance they may prevent the woeful effects of it.—*SOUTH*.

What you call a bold is not only the kindest, but the most seasonable proposal you could have made.—*LOCKE*.

**Times Fast, v. Formerly.**

**Timeserving, Temporizing.**

*Timeserving* and *Temporizing* are both applied to the conduct of one who adapts himself servilely to the time and season; but a *timeserver* is rather active, and a *temporizer* passive. A *timeserver* avows those opinions which will serve his purpose: the *temporizer* forbears to avow those which are likely for the time being to hurt him. The former acts from a desire of gain, the latter from a fear of loss. *Timeservers* are of all parties, as they come in the way: *temporizers* are of no party, as occasion requires. Sycophant courtiers must always be *timeservers*: ministers of state are frequently *temporizers*.

Ward had complied during the late times, and held in by taking the covenant; so he was hated by the high men as a *timeserver*.—*BURNETT*.

Fickle and *temporizing* measures will always be the result when men assemble to deliberate in a situation where they ought to act.—*ROBERTSON*.

**Timid, v. Afraid.**

**Timorous, v. Afraid.**

**Tinge, v. Colour.**

**Tint, v. Colour.**

**To Tire, v. To weary.**

**Tiresome, v. Wearisome.**

**Title, v. Name.**

**Toil, v. Work.**

**Token, v. Mark.**

**To Tolerate, v. To admit.**

**Toll, v. Tax.**

**Tomb, v. Grave.**

**Tone, v. Sound.**

**Tongue, v. Language.**

**Tool, v. Instrument.**

**To Torture, v. To torture.**

**To Torment, v. To tease.**

**Torment, Torture.**

*Torment* (v. *To tease*) and *Torture* both come from *torquere* to twist, and express the agony which arises from a violent twisting or gripping of any part; but the latter, which is more immediately derived from the verb, expresses much greater violence and consequent pain than the former. *Torture* is an excess of *torment*. We may be *tormented* by a variety of indirect means; but we are *tortured* only by the direct means of the rack, or similar instrument. *Torment* may be permanent: *torture* is only for a time, or on certain occasions. It is related in history that a person was once *tormented* to death by a violent and incessant beating of drums in his prison; the Indians practise every species of *torture* upon their prisoners. A guilty conscience may *torment* a man all his life: the horrors of an awakened conscience are a *torture* to one who is on his death-bed.

Yet in his empire o'er thy abject breast
His flames and *torments* only are express.—*PRIOR*.

To a wild sonnet or a wanton air,
Oftimes and *torture* to a sober ear.—*PRIOR*.

**Torpid, v. Numb.**

**Torture, v. Torment.**

**To Toss, v. To shake.**

**Total, v. Gross.**

**Total, v. Whole.**

**To Trotter, v. To stagger.**

**Touch, v. Contact.**

**Tour, v. Circuit.**

**Tour, v. Excursion.**

**To Trace, v. To derive.**

**Trace, v. Mark.**

**Track, v. Mark.**

**Tract, v. Essay.**

**Tractable, v. Docile.**

**Trade, v. Business.**

**Trade, Commerce, Traffic, Dealing.**

*Trade*, in Italian *tratto*, Latin *tracto* to treat, signifies the transaction of business.

**Commerce, v. Intercourse.**

*Traffic*, in French *traffique*, Italian *traffico*, compounded of *tra* or *trans* and *facio*, signifies to make over from one to another.

*Dealing*, from the verb to *deal*, in German *theilen* to divide, signifies to get together in parts according to a certain ratio, or at a given price.

The leading idea in *trade* is that of carrying on business for purposes of gain; the rest are but modes of *trade*: *commerce* is a mode of *trade* by exchange: *traffic* is a sort of personal *trade*, a sending from hand to hand; *dealing* is a bargaining or calculating kind of *trade*. *Trade* is either on a large or small scale; *commerce* is always on a large scale; we may *trade* retail or wholesale; we always carry on *commerce* by wholesale; *trade* is either within or without the country; *commerce* is always between different countries; there may be a *trade* between two towns; but there is a *commerce* between England and America, between France and Germany: hence it arises that the general term *trade* is of inferior import when compared with *commerce*. The *commerce* of a country, in the abstract and general sense, conveys more to our mind, and
is a more noble expression, than the trade of the country, as the merchant ranks higher than the tradesman, and a commercial house than a trading concern. Trade may be altogether domestic, and betwixt neighbours; the traffic is which goes forward betwixt persons at a distance: in this manner there may be a great traffic betwixt two towns or cities, as betwixt London and the capitals of the different countries; and may consist simply in buying and selling according to a stated valuation; dealings are carried on in matters that admit of a variation; hence we speak of dealers in wood, in corn, seeds, and the like, who buy up portions of these goods, more or less, according to the state of the market.

These terms will also admit of an extended application: hence we speak of the risk of trade, the narrowness of a trading spirit; the commerce of the world, a legal, or illicit, commerce: to make a traffic of honours, of principles, of places, and the like; plain-dealing or underhand-dealing.

Trade, without enlarging the British territories, has given us a kind of additional empire.—ADDISON.

Nature abhors
And drives thee out of the society.
And commerce of mankind for breach of faith.

SOUTHERN.

The line of Nuns this poor comfort brings,
We sell their dust, and traffic for their kings.
DRYDEN.

Train, v. Procession.
Traitorous, v. Treacherous.

Treacherous, v. Treachery.
To Transact, v. To negotiate.

To Transend, v. To exceed.

To Transcribe, v. To copy.

To Transfigure, Transform, Metamorphose.

Transfigure is to make to pass over into another figure; Transform and Metamorphose is to put into another form: the former being said only of spiritual beings, and particularly in reference to our Saviour; the other terms being applied to that which has a corporeal form.

Transformation is commonly applied to that which changes its outward form; in this manner a harlequin transforms himself into all kinds of shapes and likenesses. Metamorphosis is applied to the form internal as well as external, that is, to the whole nature; in this manner Ovid describes, among others, the metamorphoses of Narcissus into a flower, and Daphne into a laurel: with the same idea we may speak of a rustic being metamorphosed, by the force of art, into a fine gentleman.

We have of this gentleman a piece of the transformation, which I think is held a work second to none in the world.—STEEL.

This shift may be metamorphosed into hildetouce, and come into her possession a second time.—ADDISON.

Can a good intention, or rather a very wicked one so mischakd, transform perjury and hypocrisy into merit and perfection?—SOUTH.

To Transform, v. To transfigure.

To Transgress, v. To infringe.

Transgression, v. Offence.

Transient, v. Temporary.

Transitory, v. Temporary.

Transparent, v. Pellucid.

To Transport, v. To bear.


Travel, v. Journey.

Treacherous, v. Faithless.

Treacherous, v. Insidious.

Treacherous, Traitorous, Treasuable.

These epithets are all applied to one who betrays his trust; but Treacherous (v. Faithless) respects a man's private relations; Traitorous (his public relations to his prince and his country; he is a treacherous friend, and a traitorous subject. We may be treacherous to our enemies as well as our friends, for nothing can lessen the obligation to preserve the fidelity of promise; we may be traitorous to our country by abstaining to lend that aid which is in our power, for nothing but death can do away the obligation which we owe to it by the law of nature. Traitorous and Treasuable are both applicable to subjects: but the former is extended to all public acts; the latter only to those which affect the supreme power: a soldier is traitorous who goes over to the side of the enemy against his country; a man is guilty of treasonable practices who meditates the life of the king, or attempts subverting his government: a man may be a traitor under all forms of government; but he can be guilty of treason only in a monarchical state.

This very charge of folly should make men cautious how they listen to the treacherous proposals which come from his own bosom.—SOUTH.

All the evils of war must unavoidably be endured, as the necessary means to give success to the traitorous designs of the rebel.—SOUTH.

Hercold trumped up a sham plot against Hyrcanus, as if he held correspondence with Malchus King of Arabia, for accomplishing treasonable designs against him.—Prideaux.

Treasuable, v. Treacherous.

To Treasure, Hoard.

The idea of laying up carefully is common to these verbs; but to Treasure is to lay up for the sake of preserving; to Hoard, to lay up for the sake of accumulating; we treasure up the gifts of a friend; the miser hoards up his money: we attach a real value to that which we treasure; a fictitious value to that which is hoarded. To treasure is used either in the proper or improper sense; to hoard only in the proper sense; we treasure a book on which we set particular value, or we treasure the words or actions of another in our recollection: the miser hoards in his coffers whatever he can scrape together.

Fancy can combine the ideas which memory has treasured.—HAWKESWORTH.
TREATMENT.

TRIFLING.

Laughter is a vent of any sudden joy that strikes upon the mind, which, being too volatile and strong, breaks out in this tremble of the voice. STEELE.

Trembling and tremulous are applied as epithets either to persons or things: a trembling voice evinces trepidation of mind, a tremulous voice evinces a tremor of mind: notes in music are sometimes trembling: the motion of the leaves of trees is tremulous.

And rend the trembling unresisting prey.—POPE.

As thus 't effigence tremulous I drank, With cherie'd gue.—THOMSON.

Tremendous, v. Fearful.


Tremor, v. Trembling.

Trepidation, v. Agitation.

Trepidation, v. Trembling.

Trespass, v. Offence.

Trial, v. Attempt.

Trial, v. Experience.

Tribute, v. Tax.

Trick, v. Artifice.

To Trick, v. To cheat.

TRIFLING.

Trembling, Trivial, Petty, Frivolous, Futile.

Trembling, Tremor, Trepidation.

All these terms are derived from the very same source (v. Agitation), and designate a general state of agitation: Trembling is not only the most familiar but also the most indefinite term of the three: Trepidation and Tremor are species of trembling. Trembling expresses any degree of involuntary shaking of the frame, from the affection either of the body or the mind; cold, nervous affections, fear, and the like, are the ordinary causes of trembling: tremor is a slight degree of trembling which arises only from a mental affection: when the spirits are agitated, the mind is thrown into a tremor by any trifling incident; trepidation is more violent than either of the two, and springs from the defective state of the mind, it shows itself in the action, or the different movements of the body, rather than in the body; those who have not the requisite composure of mind to command themselves on all occasions are apt to do what is required of them with trepidation. Trembling is either an occasional or an habitual infirmity; there is no one who may not be sometimes seized with a trembling, and there are those who, from a lasting disease or from old age, are never rid of it: tremor is but occasional, and consequently less does either of the two, and springs from the defective state of the mind, it shows itself in the action, or the different movements of the body, rather than in the body; those who have not the requisite composure of mind to command themselves on all occasions are apt to do what is required of them with trepidation. Trembling is either an occasional or an habitual infirmity; there is no one who may not be sometimes seized with a trembling, and there are those who, from a lasting disease or from old age, are never rid of it: tremor is but occasional, and consequently less does either of the two.

And with unmanly tremblings shooe the ear.—POPE.

The ferocious insolence of Cromwell, the rugged brutality of Harrison, and the general tremor of fear and wild excitements (in the rebel parliament) would make a picture of unexampled variety.—JOHNSON.

Hoards ev'n beyond the miser's wish abound.—GOLDSMITH.

Treat, v. Feast.

To Treat For or About, v. To negotiate.


Treatment, Usage.

Treatment implies the act of treating, and Usage that of using; treatment may be partial or temporary; but usage is properly employed for the skill which is permanent or continued: a passer-by may meet with ill-treatment; but children and domestics are liable to meet with ill-usage. All persons may meet with treatment from others with whom they casually come in connection; but usage is applied more properly to those who are more or less in the power of others: children may receive good or ill-usage from those who have the charge of them, servants from their masters, or wives from their husbands.

By promises of more indulgent treatment, if they would unite with him (Correa) against their oppressors, he prevailed on the people to supply the Spanish camp with provisions.—ROBERTSON.

If we look further into the world, we shall find this usage (of our Savages from their own) not so very strange; for Kindred is not friendship.—SOUTH.

Trembling, Trivial, Petty, Frivolous, Futile.

Trembling, Trivial, Petty, Frivolous, Futile.
It is an endless and frivulous pursuit to act by any other rule than the care of satisfying our own minds.—STUART.

Out of a multiplicity of criticisms by various hands many are sure to be fallacious.—COWPER.

Trivial, v. Trifling.

Troop, Company.

In a military sense a Troop is among the horse what a Company is among the foot; but this is only a partial acceptance of the term. Troop, in French trope, Spanish tropa, Latin turba, signifies an indiscriminate multitude; company (v. To accompany) is any number joined together, and bearing each other company: hence we speak of a troop of hunters, a company of players; a troop of horsemen, a company of travellers.

To Trouble, v. To afflict.

To Trouble, Disturb, Molest.

Whatever uneasiness or painful sentiment is produced in the mind by outward circumstances is effected either by Trouble (v. Affliction), by Disturbance (v. Commotion), or by Molestation (v. To inconvenience). Trouble is the most general in its application; we may be troubled by the want of a thing; or troubled by that which is unsuitable; we are disturbed and molested only by that which actively troubles. Pecuniary wants are the greatest troubles in life; the perverseness of servants, the indisposition or ill behaviour of children, are domestic troubles: but the noise of children is a disturbance, and the prospect of want disturbs the mind. Trouble may be permanent; disturbance and molestation are temporary, and both refer to the peace which is destroyed: a disturbance ruffles or throws out of a tranquil state; a molestation burdens or bears hard either on the body or the mind: noise is always a disturbance to one who wishes to think or to remain in quiet; talking, or any noise, is a molestation to one who is in an irritable frame of body or mind.

Ulysses was exceedingly troubled at the sight of his mother (in the Elysian fields).—ADDISON.

No buzzing sounds disturb their golden sleep.

DEYDEN.

All use those arms which nature has bestowed, produce their tender progeny, and feed With care parental, whilst that care they need In these lov'd off'cers completely blest, No hopes beyond them, nor vain fears molest.

JENKINS.

Troubles, v. Difficulties.

Troublesome, Irksome, Vexatious.

These epithets are applied to the objects which create trouble or vexation.

Irksome is compounded of irk and some, from the German ärger vexation, which probably comes from the Greek ἀγως.

Troublesome (v. To afflicet) is here, as before, the generic term; irksome and vexatious are species of the troublesome: what is troublesome creates either bodily or mental pain; what is irksome creates a mixture of bodily and mental pain; and what is vexatious creates purely mental pain. What requires great exertion, or a too long continued exertion or exertions, coupled with difficulties, is troublesome; in this sense the laying in stores for the winter is a troublesome work for the ants, and compiling a dictionary is a troublesome labour to some writers: what requires any exertion which we are unwilling to make, or interrupts the peace which we particularly long for, is irksome; in this sense giving and receiving of visits is irksome to some persons; travelling is irksome to others; what comes across our particular wishes, or disappoints us in a particular manner, is vexatious; in this sense the loss of a prize which we had hoped to gain may be vexatious.

The incursions of troublesome thoughts are often violent and importunate.—JOHNSON.

For not to irksome toil, but to delight he made us.

The penive goddess of already taught. How vain is hope, and how vexatious thought.—PRIOR.

To Truck, v. To exchange.


To Trust, v. To confide.

Trust, v. Hope.

Trusty, v. Faithful.

Truth, Veracity.

Truth belongs to the thing; veracity to the person: the truth of the story is admitted upon the veracity of the narrator.

I shall think myself obliged for the future to speak always in truth and sincerity of heart.—ADDISON.

Many relations of travellers have been slighted as fabulous till more frequent voyages have confirmed their veracity.—JOHNSON.

Try, Tempt.

Try, v. To attempt.

Tempt, v. To attempt.

To try is to call forth one's ordinary powers: to tempt is a particular species of trial: we try either ourselves or others; we tempt others: we try a person only in the path of his duty: but we may tempt him to depart from his duty: it is necessary to try the fidelity of a servant before you place confidence in him; it is wicked to tempt any one to do that which we should think wrong to do ourselves: our strength is tried by frequent experiments; we are tempted by the weakness of our principles, to give way to the violence of our passions.

Lease all your forces then, ye pow'rs above, Join all, and try the omnipotence of Jove.—POPE.

Still the old string remain'd, and men began To tempt the serpent, as he tempted man.—DENHAM.

To Tumble, v. To fall.

Tumid, v. Turgid.


Tumultuary, v. Tumultuous.

Tumultuous, Tumultuary.

Tumultuous signifies having tumult; tumultuary, disposed for tumult: the
TUMULTUOUS.

Tumultuous, Turbulent, Seditious, Mutinous.

Tumultuous (v. Bustle) describes the disposition to make a noise; those who attend the playhouses, particularly the lower orders, are frequently tumultuous: Turbulent marks a hostile spirit of resistance to authority; when prisoners are dissatisfied they are frequently turbulent: Seditious marks a spirit of resistance to government; during the French revolution the people were often disposed to be seditious: Mutinous marks a spirit of resistance against officers either in the army or navy; a general will not fail to quell the first risings of a mutinous spirit. Electioneering mobs are always tumultuous; the young and the ignorant are so averse to control that they are easily led by the example of an individual to be turbulent; among the Romans the people were in the habit of holding sedition meetings, and sometimes the soldiery would be mutinous.

Turbulent, v. Tumultuous.

Turgid, Turmid, Bombastic.

Turgid and Turmid both signify swollen, but they differ in their application: turgid belongs to diction, as a turgid style; turmid is applicable to the water and other objects, as the turmid waves. Bombastic from bombast a kind of cotton, signifies pulped up like cotton, and is, like turgid, applicable to words: but the bombastic includes the sentiments expressed: turgidity is confined mostly to the mode of expression. A writer is turgid who expresses a simple thought in lofty language: a person is bombastic who deals in large words and introduces high sentiments in common discourse.

To Turn, Bend, Twist, Distort, Wring, Wrest, Wrench.

Turn, in French tourner, comes from the Greek τουρνος to turn, and τούρος a turner's wheel.

Bend, v. Bend.

Twist, in Saxon getwiesen, German zwegen to double, comes from zwey two.

Distort, in Latin distortus, participle of distortus, compounded of dis and torquor, signifies to turn violently aside. To turn signifies in general to put a thing out of its place in an uneven line; to bend, and the rest, are species of turning: we turn a thing by moving it from one point to another; thus we turn the earth over; to bend is simply to change its direction; thus a stick is bent:

to twist is to bend many times, to make many turns; to distort is to turn or bend out of the right course; thus the face is distorted in convulsions. To Wring is to twist with violence; thus linen which has been wetted is wrung: to WREST or Wrench is to separate from a body by means of twisting; thus a stick may be wrested out of the hand, or a hinge wrenched off the door.

The same distinction holds good in the moral application: we turn a person from his design; we bend the will of a person; we twist the meaning of words to suit our purposes: we distort them so as to give them an entirely false meaning; we wring a confession from one; or wrest the meaning of a person's words.

Yet still they find a future task remain,
To turn the soil, and break the clods again.

Dryden.

Strong passion dwells on that object which has seized and taken possession of the soul; it is too much occupied and filled by it to turn its view aside.

Some to the house,
The fold and dairy, hungry bend their flight.

Thomson.

But let not on thy hook the tortur'd worm,
Convulsive, twist in agonizing folds.

Thomson.

We saw their stern, distorted looks from far.
Dryden.

Our bodies are unhappily made the weapons of sin; therefore we must, by an austere course of duty, first wrench these weapons out of its hands.—South.

Wresting the text to the old giant's sense,
That heav'n once more must suffer violence.—Denham.

She wrenched'd the javlin with her dying hands.

Dryden.

Turn, Bent.

These words are only compared here in the figurative application, as respects the state of a person's inclination: the Turn is therefore, as before, indefinite as to the degree; it is the first rising inclination: Bent is a positively strong turn, a confirmed inclination; a child may early discover a turn for music or drawing; but the real bent of his genius is not known until he has made a proficiency in his education, and has had an opportunity of trying different things: it may be very well to indulge the turn of mind; it is of great importance to follow the bent of the mind as far as respects arts and sciences.

I need not tell you how a man of Mr. Rowe's turn entertained me.—Pope.

I know the bent of your present attention is directed towards the eloquence of the bar.—Melmoth's Letters of Flin.

To Turn, Wind, Whirl, Twirl, Writhe.

To Turn (v. To turn) is, as before, the generic term; the rest are but modes of turning; that is, Wind, to turn a thing round in a regular manner; Whirl, to turn it round in a violent manner; to Twirl, to turn it round in an irregular and unmeaning way; Writhe, to turn round in convolution within itself. A worm seldom moves in a straight line; it is, therefore, always turning: sometimes it lies, and sometimes it writhe in agony: a wheel is whirled round by the force of gunpowder: a top is twisted by a child in play.
UNBELIEF.

How has this poison lost its wonted ways?
It should have burnt its passage, not have linger'd
in the blind labyrinths and crooked turnings
of human composition.—DRYDEN.

The tracks of Providence like rivers wind,
Here run before us, there retreat behind.—HIGGINS.
He was no civil ruffian; none of those
Who live with twisted locks, betray with shrugs.

Thomson.

Man is but man, inconsistent still, and various;
There's no to morrow in him like to-day;
Perhaps the atoms, whirling in his brain,
Make him think honestly this present hour:
The next, a swarm of base, ungrateful thoughts
May mount aloft.—Dryden.


Unbelief, v. Diabolism.

Unbelief (v. Belief) respects matters in general; Infidelity (v. Faithful) is unbelief as respects Divine revelation; Incredulity is unbelief in ordinary matters. Unbelief is taken in an indefinite and negative sense; it is the want of belief in any particular thing that may or may not be believed: infidelity is a more active state of mind; it supposes a violent and total rejection of that which ought to be believed: incredulity is also an active state of mind, in which we oppose a belief to matters that may be rejected. Unbelief does not of itself convey any reproachful meaning; it depends upon the thing disbelieved: infidelity is taken in the worst sense for a blind and senseless perversity in refusing belief: incredulity is often a mark of wisdom. The Jews are unbelievers in the mission of our Saviour; the Turks are infidels, insusmuch as they do not believe in the Bible; Deists and Atheists are likewise infidels, insusmuch as they set themselves up against Divine revelation; well-informed people are always incredulous of stories respecting ghosts and apparitions.

One gets by heart a catalogue of title pages and editions; and immediately, to become conspicuous, declares that he is an unbeliever.—Addison.

Belief and profession will speak a Christian but very faintly, when the conversation proclaims thee an infidel.—South.

The youth hears all the predications of the aged with obstinate incredulity.—Johnson.


Unbodied, v. Incorporeal.


Unceasingly, v. Incessantly.

Uncertain, v. Doubtful.

Unconcerned, v. Indifferent.


To Uncover, Discover.

To Uncover, like Discover, implies to take off the covering; but the former refers mostly to an artificial, material, and occasional covering; the latter to a natural, moral, and habitual covering; plants are uncovered that may receive the benefit of the air; they are discovered to gratify the researches of the botanist.

Uncovered, v. Bare.


Undeniable, v. Indubitable.

Under, Below, Beneath.

Under, like hind in behind, and the German unter, hinter, &c., are all connected with the preposition in in implying the relation of enclosure.

Below denotes the state of being low; and Beneath from the German unter, and the Greek ἀπέθευς or ἀψεύθει downwards, has the same original signification. It is evident, therefore, from the above, that the proposition under denotes any situation of retirement or concealment; below, any situation of inferiority or lowness; and beneath, the same, only in a still greater degree. We are covered or sheltered by that which we stand under; we excel or rise above that which is below us; we look down upon that which is beneath us; we live under the protection of government; the sun disappears when it is below the horizon; we are apt to tread upon that which is altogether beneath us.

The Jewish writers in their chronological computations often shoot under or over the truth at their pleasure.—Froude.

All sublunary comforts imitate the changeableness, as well as feel the influence, of the planet they are under.—South.

Our minds are here and there, below, above; Nothing that's mortal can so quickly move.—Denham.

How can anything better be expected than rust and ranker when men will rather dig their treasure from beneath than fetch it from above.—South.

To Understand, v. To conceive.

Understanding, Intellect, Intelligence.

Understanding (v. To conceive), being the Saxon word, is employed to describe a
familiar and easy operation of the mind in forming distinct ideas of things. Intellect (v. Intellect) is employed to mark the same operation in a regard to highester and more abstruse objects. The understanding applies to the first exercise of the rational powers: it is therefore aptly said of children and savages that they employ their understandings on the simple objects of perception; a child uses his understanding to distinguish the dimensions of objects, or to apply the right names to the things that come before his notice.

Intellect, being a matured state of the understanding, is most properly applied to the efforts of those who have their powers in full vigour: we speak of understanding as the characteristic distinction between man and brute; but human beings are distinguished from each other by the measure of their intellect. We may expect the youngest children to employ an understanding according to the opportunities which they have of using their senses; we are gratified when we see great intellect in the youth whom we are instructing.

Intellect and Intelligence are derived from the same word; but intellect describes the power itself, and intelligence the exercise of that power: the intellect may be hidden, but the intelligence brings it to light; hence we speak of intelligence as displayed in the countenance of a child whose looks evidence that he has exerted his intellect, and thereby proved that it exists. Hence it arises that the word intelligence has been employed in the sense of knowledge or information, because these are the express fruits of intelligence: we must know by means of intelligence: but we may be ignorant with a great share of intellect.

The light within us is (since the fall) become darkness; and the understanding, that should be eyes to the blind faculty of the will, is blind itself.—SOUTH.

All those arts and inventions which vulgar minds gaze at, the ingenuous pursue, and all admiring, are but the relics of an intellect defaced with sin and time.—SOUTH.

Silent as the ecstatic bliss Of souls, that by intelligence converse.—OTWAY.


Undetermined, Unsettled, Unsteady, Wavering.

Undetermined (v. To determine) is a temporary state of the mind; Unsettled is commonly more lasting: we are undetermined in the ordinary concerns of life; we are unsettled in matters of opinion; we may be undetermined whether we shall go or stay; we are unsettled in our faith or religious profession.

Undetermined and unsettled are applied to particular objects; Unsteady and Wavering are habits of the mind: to be unstable is in fact to be habitually unsettled in regard to all objects. An unstable character is one that has no settled principles; an unsteady character has swiftness in his self to settle. Undetermined describes one uniform state of mind, namely, the want of determination: wavering describes a changeable state, namely, the state of determining variously at different times. Undetermined is always taken in an indifferent,

wavering mostly in a bad sense: we may frequently be undetermined from the nature of the case, which does not present motives for determining; but a person is mostly wavering from a defect in his character, in cases where he might determinus. A man who with reason be undetermined as to the line of life which he shall choose for his son; men of soft and timid characters are always wavering in the most trivial as well as the most important concerns of life.

We suffer the last part of life to steal from us in weak hopes of some fortuitous occurrence or drowzy equalizations of undetermined council.—JOHNSON.

Uncertain and unsettled as Cicero was, he seems fixed with the contemplation of immortality.—PEACE.

You will find soberness and truth in the proper teachers of religion, and much unsteadiness and vanity in others.—EARL WENTWORTH.

Yet such, we find, they are as can control The servile actions of our wavering soul.—PRIOR.

Uneven, v. Odd.

Unfaithful, v. Faithless.


To Unfold, Unravel, Develop.

To Unfold is to open that which has been folded; to Unravel is to open that which has been ravelled or tangled; to Develop is to open that which has been wrapt in an envelope. The application of these terms therefore to moral objects is obvious: what has been folded and kept secret is unfolded; in this manner a hidden transaction is unfolded by being related circumstantially; what has been entangled in any mystery or confusion is unravelled: in this manner a mysterious transaction is unravelled if any circumstance is fully accounted for: what has been wrapped up so as to be entirely shut out from view is developed; in this manner the plot of a play or novel or the talent of a person is developed.

And to the sage instructing eye unfold The various twine of light.—THOMSON.

You must be sure to unravel all your designs to a jealous man.—ADDISON.

The character of Tiberius is extremely difficult to develop.—CUMBERLAND.

Ungovernable, v. Unruly.

Unhappy, Miserable, Wretched.

Unhappy is literally not to be happy; this is the negative condition of man who might be happy if they pleased. Miserable, from misero to pity, is to deserve pity; that is to be positively and extremely unhappy: this is the lot only of a comparatively few: Wretched, from our word wretched, the Saxon wrecce an exile, and the like, signifies cast away or abandoned; that is, particularly miserable, which is the lot of still fewer. As happiness lies properly in the mind, unhappy is taken in the proper sense, with regard to the state of the feelings: but is figuratively extended to all outward circumstances which occasion the painful feelings; we lead an unhappy life, or are in an unhappy condition: as that which excites the compassion of others must be external, and the state of abandonment must itself be an outward state,
misereable and wretched are properly applied to the outward circumstances which cause the pain, and improperly to the pain which is occasioned. We can measure the force of these words, that is to say, the degree of unhappiness which they express, only by the circumstance which causes the unhappiness. An unhappy man is indefinite; as we may be unhappy from slight circumstances, or from those which are important; a child may be said to be unhappy at the loss of a plaything; a man is unhappy who leads a vicious life; miserable and wretched are more limited in their application; a child cannot be either miserable or wretched; and he who is so has some serious cause either in his own mind or in his circumstances to make him so; a man is miserable who is tormented by his conscience; a mother will be wretched who sees her child violently torn from her. The same distinction holds good when taken to designate the outward circumstances themselves; he is an unhappy man whom nobody likes, and who likes nobody; every criminal suffering the punishment of his offence is an unhappy man. The condition of the poor is particularly miserable in countries which are not blessed with the abundance that England enjoys. Phoebus, abandoned by the Greeks in the island of Lemnos, a prey to the most poignant grief and the horrors of indigence and solitude, was a wretched man.

Unhappy is only applicable to that which respects the happiness of man; but miserable and wretched may be said of that which is mean and worthless in its nature a writer may be either miserable or wretched according to the lowness of the measure at which he is rated; so likewise any performance may be miserable or wretched; a house may be miserable or wretched, and the like.

Such is the fate unhappy women find,
And such the curse intailed upon our kind.—Rowe.

These miseries are more than may be borne.

Shakespeare.

'Tis murmured, discontent, distrust,
That makes you wretched.—Gay.


Unimportant, Insignificant, Immaterial, Inconsiderable.

The want of importance, of consideration, of significance, and of matter or substance, is expressed by these terms. They differ therefore principally according to the meaning of the primitives; but they are so closely allied that they may be employed sometimes indifferently. Unimportant regards the consequences of our actions; it is unimportant whether we use this or that word in certain cases: Inconsiderable and Insignificant respect those things which may attract notice; the former is more adapted to the grave style, to designate the comparative low value of things; the latter is a familiar term which seems to convey a contemptuous meaning: in a description we may say that the number, the size, the quantity, &c., is inconsiderable; in speaking of persons we may say they are insignificant in stature, look, talent, station, and the like; or, speaking of things, an insignificant production, or an insignificant word: Immaterial is a species of the unimportant, which is applied only to familiar subjects; it is immaterial whether we go to-day or tomorrow; it is unimportant whether we have a few or many.

Unimportant, and Othwell made no discoveries of any importance.—Robertson.

That the soul cannot be proved mortal by any principle of natural reason is, I think, no inconsiderable point gained.—South.

As I am insignificant to the company in public places, I gratify the vanity of all who pretend to make an appearance.—Addison.

If in the judgment of impartial persons, the arguments be strong enough to convince an unbiased mind, it is not material whether every wrangling atheist will sit down contented with them.—Stillingfleet.

Uninterruptedly, v. Incassantly.

To Unite, v. To add.

To Unite, v. To connect.


Unjust, v. Wicked.

Unlearned, v. Ignorant.

Unless, Except.

Unless, which is equivalent to if not, if not, or if one fail, is employed only for the particular case; but Except has always a reference to some general rule, of which an exception is hereby signified: I shall not do it unless he ask me; no one can enter except those who are provided with tickets.

Unlawful money can be borrowed, trade cannot be carried on.—Blackstone.

If a wife continues in the use of her jewels till her husband's death, she shall afterwards retain them against his executors and administrators, and all other persons except creditors.—Blackstone.

Unlettered, v. Ignorant.

Unlike, v. Different.


Unoffending, Inoffensive, Harmless.

Unoffending denotes the act of not offending: Inoffensive the property of not being disposed or apt to offend; Harmless, the property of being void of harm. Unoffending expresses therefore only a partial state; inoffensive and harmless mark the disposition and character. A child is unoffending as long as he does nothing to offend others; but he may be offensive if he discover an untameable temper, or has unpleasant manners; a creature is inoffensive that has nothing in itself that can offend; but that is harmless which has neither the will nor the power to harm. Domestic animals are frequently very inoffensive; it is a great recommendation of a quack medicine to say that it is harmless.

The unoffending royal little ones (of France) were not only condemned to languish in solitude and darkness, but their bodies left to perish with disease.—Seward.

She crushes inoffensive must.—Milton.

When the disciple is questioned about the studies of his master, he makes report of some minute and frivolous
UNRULY. 625 UNTRUTH.

researches which are introduced only for the purpose of raising a harmless laugh.—CUMBERLAND.

Unquestionable, v. Indubitable.

Unrelenting, v. Impeccable.

Unruly, Ungovernable, Refractory.

Unruly marks the want of disposition to be ruled: Ungovernable, an absolute incapacity to be governed: the former is a temporary or partial failure, the latter is an habitual defect in the temper: a volatile child will be occasionally unruly; any child of strong passions will become ungovernable by excessive indulgence: we say that our wills are unruly, and our tempers are ungovernable. The unruly respects that which is to be ruled or turned at the instant, and is applicable therefore to the management of children: ungovernable respects that which is to be put into a regular course, and is applicable therefore either to the management of children or the direction of those who are above the state of childhood; a child is unruly in his actions, and ungovernable in his conduct. Hence Refractory, from the Latin refringo to break open, marks the disposition to break everything down before it: it is the excess of the unruly with regard to children; the unruly is, however, negative, but the refractory is positive: an unruly child objects to be ruled; a refractory child sets up a positive resistance to all rule: an unruly child may be altogether silent and passive; a refractory child always commits himself by some act of intemperance in word or deed: he is unruly if in any degree he gives trouble in the ruling; he is refractory if he refuses altogether to be ruled.

How hardy is the restless unruly will of man first tried and broke to duty.—SOUTH.

I conceive (replied Nicholas) I stand here before you, my most equitable judges, for no worse a crime than cudging my refractory soul.—CUMBERLAND.

Heaven, how unlike their Belge sires of old! Rough, poor, content, ungovernable bold. —GOLDSMITH.

Unsearchable, Inscrutable.

These terms are both applied to the Almighty, but not altogether indifferently; for that which is Unsearchable is not set at so great a distance from us as that which is Inscrutable: for that which is Insearchable is in common concerns easier to be found than that which requires a scrutiny. The ways of God are all to us finite creatures more or less Unsearchable: but the mysterious plans of Providence are frequently evinced in the affairs of men are altogether Inscrutable.

Things else by me Unsearchable, now heard With wonder.—MILTON.

To expect that the intricacies of science will be pierced by a careless glance, is to expect a particular privilege; but to suppose that the maze is Inscrutable to diligence, is to enchain the mind in voluntary shackles. —JOHN son.

Unsettled, v. Undetermined.

Unspeakable, Ineffable, Unutterable, Inexpressible.

Unspeakable and Ineffable, from the Latin for to speak, have precisely the same meaning; but the unspeakable is said of objects in general, particularly of that which is above human conception, and surpasses the power of language to describe: as the unspeakable goodness of God. Ineffable is said of such objects as cannot be expressed in words with adequate force; as the ineffable sweetness of a person's look: Unutterable and Inexpressible are extended in their signification to that which is incommunicable by signs from one being to another; thus grief is unutterable which is not in the power of the sufferer by any sounds to bring home to the feelings of another; grief is inexpressible which is not to be expressed by looks, or words, or any signs. Unutterable is, therefore, applied only to the individual who wishes to give utterance: inexpressible may be said of that which is to be expressed concerning others: our own pains are unutterable; the sweetness of a person's countenance is inexpressible.

The vast difference of God's nature from ours makes the difference between us so unspeakably great.—SOUTH.

The influences of the Divine nature enliven the mind with ineffable joys.—SOUTH.

Nature breeds.

- Perverse, all monstrous, all prodigious things.

Ablominable, Unutterable.—MILTON.

The evil which lies lurking under a temptation is intolerable and inexpressible.—SOUTH.


Unsteady, v. Undetermined.


Untruth, Falsehood, Falsity, Lie.

Untruth is an untrue saying: Falsehood and Lie are false sayings: Untruth of itself reflects no disgrace on the agent; it may be unintentional or not: a falsehood and a lie are intentional false sayings, differing only in degree as the guilt of the offender: a falsehood is not always spoken for the express intention of deceiving; but a lie is uttered only for the worst of purposes. Some people have a habit of telling falsehoods from the mere love of talking; those who are guilty of bad actions endeavour to conceal them by lies. Children are apt to speak untruths for want of understanding the value of words; travellers from a love of exaggeration are apt to introduce falsehoods into their narrations: it is the nature of a lie to increase itself to a tenfold degree: one lie must be backed by many more.

Falsehood is also used in the abstract sense for what is false. Falsity is never used but in the abstract sense, for the property of the false. The former is general, the latter particular in the application: the truth or falsehood of an assertion is not always to be distinctly proved: the falsity of any particular person's assertion may be proved by the evidence of others.

Above all things tell no untruth, no, not even in trifles.—SIR HENRY SYDNEY.

Many temptations to falsehood will occur in the disguise of passions, too specious to bear much resistance.—JOHNSON.

The nature of a lie consists in this, that it is a false signification knowingly and voluntarily used.—SOUTH.

Unutterable, v. Unseakable.
Vacancy, Vacuity, Inanity.

Vacancy and Vacuity both denote the space unoccupied, or the abstract quality of being unoccupied. Inanity, from the Latin inanis, denotes the abstract quality of emptiness, or of not containing anything: hence the former terms vacancy and vacuity are used in an indifferent sense; inanity always in a bad sense: there may be a vacancy in the mind, or a vacancy in life, which we may or may not fill up as we please; but inanity of character

denotes the want of the essentials that constitute a character.

There are vacancies in the happiest life, which it is not in the power of the world to fill.—BLAIR.

When I look up and behold the heavens, it makes me recur the world and the pleasures thereof, considering the vanity of these and the inanity of the other.—HOWEL.

Vacant, v. Empty.

Vacant, v. Idle.

Vain, Ineffectual, Fruitless.

Vain, v. Idle.

Vain, Ineffectual, Fruitless.

Vain, v. Idle.

Ineffectual, that is, not effectual (v. Effective).

Fruitless, that is, without fruit, signifies not producing the desired fruit of one’s labour. These epithets are all applied to our endeavours; but the term rain is the most general and indefinite; the other terms are particular and definite. What we aim at, as well as what we strive for, may be vain; but ineffectual and fruitless refer only to the end of our labours. When the object aimed at is general in its import, it is common to term the endeavour vain when it cannot attain this object; it is rain to attempt to reform a person’s character until he is convinced that he stands in need of reformation; when the means employed are inadequate for the attainment of the particular end, it is usual to call the endeavour ineffectual; cool arguments will be ineffectual in convincing any one inflamed with a particular passion; when labour is specifically employed for the attainment of a particular object it is usual to term it fruitless if it fail: peace-makers will often find themselves in this condition, that their labours will be rendered fruitless by the violent passions of angry opponents.

Nature alone calls out for balmy rest,
But all in vain.—GENTLEMAN.

After many fruitless overtures, the Inca, despairing of a cordial union with a Spaniard, attacked him by surprise with a numerous body.—ROBERTSON.

Then, thyself with scorn:
And anger wouldst resent the offer’d wrong,
Though ineffectual found.—MILTON.


Valuable signifies fit to be valued; Precious, having a high price; Costly, costing much money. Valuable expresses directly the idea of value; precious and costly express the same idea indirectly: on the other hand, that which is valuable is only said to be fit or deserving of value; but precious and costly denote that which is highly valuable, according to the ordinary measure of valuing objects, that is, by the price they bear; hence, the two latter express the idea much more strongly than the former.

A book is valuable according to its contents, or according to the estimate which men set upon it, either individually or collectively. The Bible is the only precious book in the world that has intrinsic value, that is, set above all price. There are many costly things, which are only valuable to the individuals who are disposed to expend money upon them.

What an absurd thing it is to pass over all the valuable parts of a man, and fix our attention on his infirmities.—ADDISON.

It is no improper comparison that a thankful heart is like a box of precious ointment.—HOWEL.

Christ is sometimes pleased to make the profession of himself costly.—SOUTH.

Value, Worth, Rate, Price.

Value, from the Latin valere to be strong, respects those essential qualities which constitute its strength.

Worth, in German wert, from wahr to perceive, signifies that good which is experienced or felt to exist in a thing.

Rate, v. Proportion.

Price, in Latin, pretium, from the Greek προτίμον to sell, signifies what a thing is sold for.

Value is a general and indefinite term applied to whatever is really good or conceived as such in a thing: the worth is that good only which is conceived or known as such. The value therefore of a thing is as variable as the humours and circumstances of men; it may be nothing or something very great in the same object at the same time in the eyes of different men. The worth is, however, that value which is acknowledged: it is therefore something more fixed and permanent: we speak of the value of external objects which are determined by taste; but the worth of things as determined by rule. The value of a book that is out of print is fluctuating and uncertain; but its real worth may not be more than what it would fetch for waste paper. The rate and price are the measures of that value or worth; the former in a general, the latter in a particular application to mercantile transactions. Whatever we give in exchange for another thing, whether according to a definite or an indefinite estimation, that is said to be done at a certain rate; thus we purchase pleasure at a dear rate, when it is at the expense of our health; price is the rate of exchange estimated by coin or any other medium; hence price is a fixed rate, and may be figuratively applied in that sense to moral objects; as when health is expressly sacrificed to pleasure, it may be termed the price of pleasure.

Life has no value as an end, but means.
An end deplorable! A means divine.—YOUNG.

Pay
No moment, but in purchase of its worth;
And what its worth ask death-beds.—YOUNG.

If you will take my humour as it runs, you shall have hearty thanks into the bargain, for taking it off at such a rate.—EARL OF SHAFTESBURY.

The soul’s high price
Is writ in all the conduct of the skies.—YOUNG.

To Value, Prize, Esteem.

To Value is in the literal sense to fix the real value of a thing. Prize, signifying to fix a price, and Esteem (v. Esteem), are both modes of valuing. In the extended sense, to value may mean to ascertain the relative or suppositional value of a thing: in this sense men value gold above silver, or an appraiser values goods. To value may either be applied to material or spiritual subjects, to corporeal or mental actions: price and esteem are taken only as mental actions; the former in reference to sensible or moral objects, the latter only to moral objects: we may value books according to their market price, or we may value them according to their contents; we prize books only for their contents, in which sense price is a much stronger term than value;
we also prize men for their usefulness to society; we esteem their moral characters.

The prize, the beauteous prize, I will resign
So dearly vultur's, and so justly mine.—POPE.

Nothing makes women esteemed by the opposite sex more than chastity: whether it be that we always prize those most who are hardest to come at, or that nothing beside chastity, with its collateral attendants, fidelity and constancy, gives a man a property in the person he loves.

—ADDISON.

Vanity, v. Pride.

To Vanish, v. To conquer.

Variable, v. Changeable.

Variation, v. Change.

Variation, Variety.

Variation denotes the act of varying (v. To change); Variety denotes the quality of varying, or the thing varied. The astronomer observes the variations in the heavens; the philosopher observes the variations in the climate from year to year. Variety is pleasing to all persons, but to none so much as the young and the fickle: there is an infinite variety in every species of objects animate or inanimate.

The idea of variation (as a constituent in beauty), without attending so accurately to the manner of variation, has led Mr. Hogarth to consider angular figures as beautiful.—BURKE.

As to the colours usually found in beautiful bodies, it may be difficult to ascertain them, because in the several parts of nature there is an infinite variety.—BURKE.


Variety, v. Variation.

Various, v. Different.

To Varnish, v. To glos.

To Vary, v. To change.

To Vary, v. To differ.


Veil, v. Cloak.

Velocity, v. Quickness.

Venal, Mercenary.

Venal, from the Latin venalis, signifies saleable or ready to be sold, which, applied as it commonly is to persons, is a much stronger term than Mercenary (v. Mercenary). A venal man gives up all principle for interest; a mercenary man seeks his interest without regard to principle: venal writers are such as write in favour of the cause that can promote them to riches or honours; a servant is commonly a mercenary who gives his services according as he is paid: those who are loudest in their professions of political purity are the best subjects for a minister to make venal; a mercenary spirit is engendered in the minds of those who devote themselves exclusively to trade.

The minister, well pleas'd at small expense,
To mingle so much rude impertinence,
With squeeze and whisper yields to his demands,
And on the venal list enroll'd he stands.—JENKINS.

For their assistance they repair to the northern steel,
And bring in an unnatural, mercenary crew.—SOUTH.

To Venerate, v. To adore.

Vexation, Mortification, Chagrin.

Vexation, v. To displease.

Vexation, Mortification, Chagrin.

Vexation, v. To displease.

Mortification, v. To humble.

Chagrin, in French chagrin, from aigrir, and the Latin acer, sharp, signifies a sharp point.

Vexation springs from a variety of causes, acting unpleasantly on the inclinations or passions of men; mortification is a strong degree of vexation, which arises from particular circumstances acting on particular passions;
the loss of a day's pleasure is a vexation to one who is eager for pleasure; the loss of a prize, or the circumstance of coming into disgrace where we expected honour, is a mortification to an ambitious person. Vexation arises principally from our wishes and views being crossed: mortification, from our pride and self importance being hurt; chagrin, from a mixture of the two; disappointments are always attended with more or less of vexation, according to the circumstances which give pain and trouble; an exposure of our poverty may be more or less of a mortification, according to the value which we set on wealth and grandeur; a refusal of a request will produce more or less of chagrin as it is accompanied with circumstances more or less mortifying to our pride.

Poverty is an evil complicated with so many circumstances of uneasiness and vexation that every man is studious to avoid it.—JOHNSON.

I am mortified by those compliments which were designed to encourage me.—POPE.

It was your purpose to balance my chagrin at the inconsiderable effect of that essay, by representing that it obtained some notice.—HILL.

Vexatious, v. Troublesome.


Vice, v. Imperfection.


To Vie, v. To contend.

To View, v. To look.

View, Survey, Prospect.

View (v. To look), and Survey, compounded of see or view and sur over, mark the act of the person, namely, the looking at a thing with more or less attention: Prospect, from the Latin prospectus and prospicio to see before, designates the thing seen. We take a view or survey, the prospect presents itself: the view is of an indefinite extent; the survey is always comprehensive in its nature. Ignorant people take but narrow views of things: men take more or less enlarged views, according to their cultivation: the capacious mind of a genius takes a survey of all nature. The view depends altogether on the train of a person's thoughts; the prospect is set before him, it depends upon the nature of the thing: our views of advancement are sometimes very falacious; our prospects are very delusive; both occasion disappointment: the former is the keener, as we have to charge the miscalculation upon ourselves. Sometimes our prospects depend upon our views, at least in matters of religion: he who forms erroneous views of a future state has but a wretched prospect beyond the grave.

Poors view but part, and not the whole survey.

So crowded was the place, that the crowd was all in a day.—JENKYN.

No land so rude but looks beyond the tomb.

For future prospects in a world to come.—JENKYN.

View, Prospect, Landscape.

View and Prospect (v. View, prospect), though applied here to external objects of sense, have a similar distinction as in the preceding article. The view is not only that which may be seen, but that which is actually seen; the prospect is that which may be seen; that ceases, therefore, to be a view, which has not an immediate agent to view: although a prospect exists continually, whether seen or not; hence we speak of our view as being intercepted, but not our prospect intercepted: a confined or bounded view, but a lively or dreamy prospect. View is an indefinite term; it may be said of a number of objects or of a single object, of a whole or of a part: prospect is said only of an aggregate number of objects: we may have a view of a town, of a number of scattered houses, of a single house, or of the spire of a steeple; but the prospect comprehends that which comes within the range of the eye. View may be said of that which is seen directly or indirectly: prospect only of that which directly presents itself to the eye: hence a drawing of an object may be termed a view, although not a prospect. View is confined to no particular objects; prospect mostly respects rural objects; and Landscape respects no others. Landscape, landskip, or landsape, denote any portion of country which is in a particular form: hence the landscape is a species of prospect. A prospect may be wide, and comprehend an assemblage of objects both of nature and art; but a landscape is narrow, and lies within the compass of the naked eye: hence it is also that landscape may be taken also for the drawing of a landscape, and consequently for a species of view: the taking of views or landscapes is the last exercise of the learner in drawing.

Thus was this place

A happy rural seat of various views.—MILTON.

Now skies and seas their prospect only bound.

So lovely seemed

That landscape, and in purest purest air

Meets his approach.—MILTON.

Vigilant, v. Wakeful.


To Vilify, v. To revile.

To Vindicate, v. To assert.

To Vindicate, v. To aver.

To Vindicate, v. To defend.

To Violate, v. To infringe.


Violent, Furious, Boisterous, Vehement, Impetuous.

Violent signifies having force (v. Force).

Furious signifies having fury (v. Anger).

Boisterous in all probability comes from bestir, signifying ready to bestir or come into motion.

Vehement, in Latin vehement, compounded of reho and mens, signifies carried away by the mind or the force of passion.

Impetuous signifies having an impetus.

Violent is here the most general, including
the idea of force or violence, which is common to them all; it is as general in its application as
in its meaning. When violent and furious
are applied to the same objects, the latter
expresses a higher degree of the former: thus
a fierce temper is violent to an excessive
degree; a furious whirlwind is violent beyond
measure. Violent and boisterous are likewise
applied to the same objects; but the boisterous
depicts only to the violence of the motion or
noise: hence we say that a wind is violent, in-
asmuch as it acts with great force upon all
bodies; it is boisterous, inasmuch as it causes
the great motion of bodies: a violent person
deals in violence of every kind; a boisterous
person is full of violent action.

Violent, vehement, and insidious are all
applied to persons, or that which is personal:
a man is violent in his opinions, violent in his
measures, violent in his resentments; he is
vehement in his affections or passions, vehement
in love, vehement in zeal, vehement in pursuing
an object, vehement in expression: violence
transfers itself to some external object on
which it acts with force; but vehemence resides
that species of violence which is confined to the
person himself: we may dread violence,
because it is always liable to do mischief; we
ought to suppress our vehemence, because it is
injurious to ourselves: a violent partisan
renders himself obnoxious to others; a man
who is vehement in any cause puts it out of his
own power to be of use. Vehemency is rather
the extreme of violence or vehemence: an
impetuous attack is an excessively violent attack;
the impetuous character is an excessively
vehemence character.

This gentleman [Mr. Steele] among a thousand others,
is a great instance of the fate of all who are carried away
by party spirit at any side; I wish all violence may suc-
cceed as ill.—POPE.
The furious part
Cow'd and subord'd, flies from the face of man.
SOMERVILLE.
Ye too, ye winds! that now begin to blow
With boisterous sweep, I raise my voice to you.
THOMSON.
If there be any use of gesticulation, it must be applied
to theigne side, and rule, who will be more affected by
vehemency than delighted by propriety.—JOHNSTON.
The central waters round impetuous rush'd.
THOMSON.

Visage, v. Face.
Vision, Apparition, Phantom, Spectre, Ghost.

Vision, from the Latin visus seeing or seen,
signifies either the act of seeing or thing seen;
Apparition, from appear, signifies the thing
that appears. As the thing seen is only the
improper signification, the term vision is never
employed but in regard to some agent: the
vision depends upon the state of the visual
organ; the vision of a person whose sight is
defective will frequently be fallacious; he will
see, they tell us, objects upside down, long
which are short, and the like. In like manner
if the sight be miraculously impressed, his
vision will enable him to see that which is
supernatural: hence it is that vision is either
true or false, according to the circumstances
of the individual; and a vision signifying a

thing seen is taken for a supernatural exertion
of the vision: apparition, on the contrary,
refers us to the object seen; this may be true
or false according to the manner in which it
presents itself.

Joseph was warned by a vision to fly into
Egypt with his family; * Mary Magdalen was
informed of the resurrection of our Saviour
by an apparition: feverish people often think
they see visions; timid and credulous people
sometimes take terrors and posts for appari-
tions.

Phantom, from the Greek σωμα to appear,
is used for a false apparition, or the appearance
of a thing otherwise than what it is; thus the
ignis fatuus, vulgarly called Jack-o’-Lantern,
is a phantom.

Spectre, from specio to behold, and Ghost
from geist a spirit, are the apparitions of
immaterial substances. The spectre is taken for
any spiritual being that appears; but ghost is
taken only for the spirits of departed men who
appear to their fellow-creatures; a spectre is
sometimes made to appear on the stage;
ghosts exist mostly in the imagination of the
young and the ignorant.

Visions and inspirations some expect
Their course here to direct.—COWLEY.
Full fast he flies, and dares not look behind him,
Till out of breath he overtakes his fellows,
Who so gather round and wander at the tale
Of horrid apparition.—BLAIR.
The phantoms which haunt a desert are want, and
misery, and danger.—JOHNSTON.
Roused from their slumber,
In grim array the grisly spectres rise.—BLAIR.
The lonely tower
Is also shunned, whose mournful chambers hold,
So night-struck fancy dreams, the yelling ghost.
THOMSON.

Visitant, v. Guest.
Visitor, v. Guest.
Vivacious, v. Lively.
Vivacity, v. Animation.
Volatility, v. Lightness.
Voluntarily, v. Willingly.
Voracious, v. Ravenous.

Vote, Suffrage, Voice.

Vote, in Latin votum from vox to vow, is
very probably from vox a voice, signifying the
voice that is raised in supplication to heaven.

Suffrage, in Latin suffragium, is in all
probability compounded of sub and frango
to break out or declare for a thing.

Voice is here figuratively taken for the
voice that is raised in favour of a thing.

* Vide Trusler: "Vision, apparition."
WANDER.

The vote is the wish itself, whether expressed or not; a person has a vote, that is, the power of wishing: but the suffrage and the voice are the wish that is expressed; a person gives his suffrage or his voice.

The vote is the settled and fixed wish, it is that by which the most important concerns in life are determined; the suffrage is a vote given only in particular cases; the voice is a partial or occasional wish, expressed only in matters of minor importance.

The vote and voice are given either for or against a person or thing; the suffrage is commonly given in favour of a person: in all public assemblies the majority of votes decide the question; members of Parliament are chosen by the suffrages of the people; in the execution of a will every executor has a voice in all that is transacted.

The popular vote
Inclines here to continue.—MILTON.

Reputation is commonly lost because it never was deserved; and was conferred at first, not by the suffrage of critics, but by the fondness of friendship.—JOHNSON.

That something’s ours when we from life depart,
This all conceive, all feel it at the heart:
The wise of learn’d antiquity proclaim,
This truth; the public voice declares the same.

JENYS.

To Vouch, v. To affirm.

W.

Wages, v. Allowance.
To Wait For, v. To wait.
To wait On, v. To attend.

WAKEFUL.

Wander, Watchful, Vigilant.

We may be Wakeful without being Watchful: but we cannot be watchful without being wakeful.

Wakefulness is an affair of the body, and depends upon the temperament; watchfulness is an affair of the will, and depends upon the determination: some persons are more wakeful than they wish to be; few are as watchful as they ought to be.

Vigilance, from the Latin vigil, and the Greek αυγάλλω, αυγάλλωμα to be on the alert, expresses a high degree of watchfulness: a sentinel is watchful who on ordinary occasions keeps good watch; but it is necessary for him, on extraordinary occasions, to be vigilant in order to detect whatever may pass.

We are watchful only in the proper sense of watching: but we may be vigilant in detecting moral as well as natural evils.

Music shall wake her that hath power to charm
Yale sickness, and avert the stings of pain:
Can raise or quell our passions, and becalm
In sweet oblivion the too wakeful sense.—FENTON.

He who remembers what has fallen out will be watchful against what may happen.—SOUTH.

Let a man strictly observe the first hints and whispers of good and evil that pass in his heart; this will keep conscience quick and vigilant.—SOUTH.


To Wander, v. To deviate.

To Wander, To Stroll, Ramble, Rove, Roam, Range.

Wander, in German wandern, is a frequen-
tative of wenden to turn, signifying to turn frequently.

To Stroll is probably an intensive of to roll, that is, to go in a planless manner.

Ramble, from the Latin re and ambulo, is to walk backward and forward; and Rove is probably a contraction of ramble.

Roam is connected with our word room, space, signifying to go in a wide space, and the Hebrew roem to be violently moved backward and forward.

Range, from the noun range, a rank, row, or extended space, signifies to go over a great space. The idea of going in an irregular and free manner is common to all these terms.

To wander is to go in no fixed path; to stroll is to wander out of a path that we had taken.

To wander may be an involuntary action; a person may wander to a great distance, or for an indefinite length of time; in this manner a person wanders who has lost himself in a wood; to stroll is a voluntary action, limited at our discretion; thus when a person takes a walk, he sometimes strolls from one path into another as he pleases; to ramble is to wander without any object, and consequently with more than ordinary irregularity; in this manner he who sets out to take a walk, without knowing or thinking where he shall go, rambles as chance directs: to rove is to wander in the same planless manner, but to a wider extent; a fugitive who does not know his road roves about the country in quest of some retreat: to roam is to wander from the impulse of a disordered mind; in this manner a lunatic who has broken loose may roam about the country; so likewise a person who travels about, because he cannot rest in quiet at home, may also be said to roam in quest of peace; to range is the contrary of to roam; as the former indicates a disordered state of mind, the latter indicates composure and fixedness; we range within certain limits, as the hunter ranges the forest, the shepherd ranges the mountains.

But far about they wander from the grave
Of him whom his ungentle fortune urg’d
Against his own sad breast to lift the hand
Of impious violence.—THOMSON.

I found by the voice of my friend who walked by me,
That we had insensibly strolled into the grove sacred to
The widow.—ADDISON.
WANT.

I thus ramble from pocket to pocket until the beginning of the civil wars.—ADDISON.

Where is that knowledge now, that regal thought, with just advice and timely counsel fraught? Where now, O Judge of Israel, does it rest? PRINCE.

She looks abroad, and prunes herself for flight, Like one whose life is moment long to roam. From this dull earth, and seek her native home. JENYNS.

WANT, v. Poverty.

To Want, Need, Lack.

To be without is the common idea expressed by these terms; but to Want is to be without that which contributes to our comfort, or is an object of our desire; to Need is to be without that which is essential for our existence or our purposes; to Lack, which is probably a variation from leak, and a term not in frequent use, expresses little more than the general idea of being without, unaccompanied by any collateral idea. From the close connection which subsists between desiring and want, it is usual to consider what we want as artificial, and what we need as natural and indispensable: what one man wants is a superfluity to another: but that which is needed by one is in like circumstances needed by all: tender people want a fire when others would be glad not to have it; all persons need warm clothing and a warm house in the winter.

To want and need may extend indefinitely to many or all objects; to lack, or be deficient, is properly said of a single object; we may want or need everything; we lack one thing, we lack this or that; a rich man may lack understanding, virtue, or religion; he who wants nothing is a happy man: he who needs nothing may be happy if he wants no more than he has; for then he lacks that which alone can make him happy, which is contentment.

To be rich is to have more than is desired, and more than is wanted.—JOHNSTON.

The old from such affairs are only freed,
Which vigorous youth and strength of body need.—DENHAM.

See the mind of a beastly man
That hath so soon forgot the excellence
Of his creation, when he life began.
That now he chooseth with vile difference
To be a beast and lacke intelligence.—SKENNES.

Ware, v. Commodity.


Warmth, v. Fire.


To Want, v. To guarantee.


To Waste, v. To spend.

To Watch, v. To guard.

To Watch, v. To observe.


Waterman, v. Seaman.

Waterman, Boatman, Ferryman.

These three terms are employed for persons who are engaged with boats; but the term Waterman is specifically applied to such whose business it is to let out their boats and themselves for a given time; the Boatman may use a boat only occasionally for the transfer of goods; a Ferryman uses a boat only for the conveyance of persons or goods across a particular river or piece of water.

WAV.

Wave, Billow, Surge, Breaker.

Wave, from the Saxon wægan, and German wagen to weigh or rock, is applied to water in an undulating state; it is, therefore, the generic term, and the rest are specific terms: those waves which swell more than ordinarily are termed Billows, which is derived from bulla or bilge, and German balg, the punch or belly: those waves which rise higher than usual are termed Surges, from the Latin surgo to rise; those waves which dash against the shore, or against vessels, with more than ordinary force, are termed Breakers.

The wave behind impels the wave before.—POPE.

I saw him beat the billows under him, And ride upon their backs.—SHAKESPEARE.

He flies aloft, and with impetuous roar Pursues the foaming surge to the shore.—DEYDEN.

Now on the mountain wave on high they ride, Then downward plunges beneath the tide, Till one who seems in agony to strive. The whirling breakers leave on shore alive.—FALCONER.

To Waver, v. To fluctuate.

Waving, v. Undetermined.

Way, Manner, Method, Mode, Course, Means.

All these words denote the steps which are pursued from the beginning to the completion of any work. The Way is both general and indefinite; it is either taken by accident or chosen by design; the Method and Mode are species of the way chosen by design; the former in regard to orders. Whoever attempts to do that which is strange to him will at first do it in an awkward way; the manner of conferring a favour is often more than the favour itself; experience supplies men in the end with a suitable method of carrying on their business. The method is said of that which requires contrivance; the Mode, of that which requires practice and habitual attention; the former being applied to matters of art, and the latter to mechanical actions: the master has a good method of teaching to write; the scholar has a good or bad mode of holding his pen. The Course and the Means are the way which we pursue in our moral conduct; the course is the course of measures which are adopted to produce a certain result; the means collectively for the course which lead to a certain end: in order to obtain legal redress, we must pursue a certain course in law; law is one means of obtaining redress, but we do wisely, if we can, to adopt the safer and pleasantest means of persuasion and cool remonstrance.

The ways of heaven are dark and intricate.—ADDISON.

My mind is taken up in a more melancholy manner.—ATHEREBURY.

Men are willing to try all methods of reconciling guilt and quiet.—JOHNSTON.
Weak, Feeble, Infirm.

Weak, in Saxon weac, Dutch een, German schwach, is in all probability a derivative of vecich soft, which words from vecich to yield, and this from bewegen to move.

Feeble, probably contracted from failable.

Infirm, v. Debility.

The Saxon term weak is here, as it usually is, the familiar and universal term; feeble is suited to a more polished style; infirm is only a species of the weak: we may be weak in body or mind; but we are commonly feeble and infirm only in the body: we may be weak from disease, or weak by nature; it equally conveys the gross idea of a defect: but the term feeble and infirm are qualified expressions for weakness: a child is feeble from its infancy; an old man is feeble from age, the latter may likewise be infirm in consequence of sickness. We pity the weak, but their weakness often gives us pain; we assist the feeble when they attempt to walk; we support the infirm when they are unable to stand. The same distinction exists between weak and feeble in the moral use of the words: a weak attempt to excuse a person conveys a reproachful meaning; but the feeble efforts which we make to defend another may be praiseworthy, although feeble.

You, gallant Vernon! saw
The miserable scene: you pitying saw:
To infant weakness sink the warrior's arm.
THOMSON.

Command th' assistance of a friend.
But feeble are the succours I can send.
DRYDEN.

At my age, and under my infirmities, I can have no relief but those with which religion furnishes me.
ATTIERSBY.

To Weaken, Enfeeble, Debilitate, Enervate, Invalidate.

To Weaken is to make weak (v. Week), and is, as before, the generic term; to Enfeeble is to make feeble (v. Weak): to Debilitate is to cause debility (v. Debility): to Enervate is to unnerv: and to Invalidate is to make not valid or strong: all of which are but modes of weakening applicable to different objects. To weaken may be either a temporary or permanent act when applied to persons; enfeebles is permanent either as to the body or the mind: we may be weakened suddenly by severe pain; we are enfeebled in a gradual manner, either by the slow effects of disease or age. To weaken is either a particular or a complete act; to enfeebles, to debilitate, and enervate are properly partial acts: what enfeebles deprives of vital or essential power: what debilitates may lessen power in one particular, though not in another; the severe exercise of any power, such as the memory or the attention, will tend to debilitate that faculty: what enervates acts particularly on the nervous system: it relaxes the frame, and unifies the person for action either of body or mind. To weaken is said of things as well as persons; to invalidate is said of things only: we weaken the force of an argument by an injudicious application; we invalidate the claim of another by proving its informality in law.

No article of faith can be true which weakeneth the practical part of religion.

So much hath hell delayed, and pain
Enfeebles me, to what I was in heav'n.
MILTON.

Sometimes the body in full strength we find.
Whilst various ills debilitate the mind.
JENNY.

Elevated by success, and enervated by luxury, the military, in the time of the emperors, soon became incapable of fatigue.
GIBBON.

Do they (the Jacobins) mean to invalidate that great body of our statute law which passed under those whom they treat as usurpers?

Weakness, v. Imperfection.


Weariness, v. Fatigue.

Wearisome, Tiresome, Tedious.

Wearisome (v. To weary) is the general and indefinite term; Tiresome (v. To weary); and Tedious, causing tedious, a specific form of weariness: common things may cause weariness; that which acts painfully is either tiresome or tedious, but in different degrees; the repetition of the same sou ds will grow tiresome; long waiting in anxious suspense is tedious: there is more of that which is physical in the tiresome, and mental in the tedious.

All weariness presupposes weakness, and consequently every long, important, wearisome petition is truly and properly a force upon him that is pursued with it.

Far happier were the meanest peasant's lot
Than to be plad on high, in anxious pride.
The purple drude and slave of tiresome state.
WEST.

Happy the mortal man who now, at last,
Has through this doleful vale of misery past.
Who to his destin'd stage has carried
The tedious load, and laid his burden down.
PRIOR.

To Weary, Tire, Jade, Harass.

To Weary is a frequentative of wear, that is, to wear out the strength.

To Tire, from the French tirc and the Lat thoro to draw, signifies to draw out the strength.

To Jade is the same as to good.


Long exertion wearies: a little exertion will tire a child or a weak man; forced exertions jade painful exertions, or exertions coupled with painful circumstances, harass: the horse is jaded who is forced on beyond his strength; the soldier is harassed who marches in perpetual fear of an attack from the enemy. We are wearied with thinking when it gives us pain to think any longer; we are tired of our employment when it ceases to give us pleasure; we are jaded by incessant attention to business; we are harassed by perpetual complaints which we cannot redress.

All pleasures that affect the body must needs weary.

SOUTH.
WEIGHT.

Every morsel to a satisfied hunger is only a new labour to a tired digestion.—SOUTHERN.
I recall the time (and am glad it is over) when about this hour (six in the morning) I used to be going to bed surfeited with pleasure, or fatigued with business.—BOLINGBROKE.

Bankrupt nobility, a faction, giddiness, and a divided Senate, a haggard community, are the strength of Venice.—OTWAY.

To Weep, v. To cry.
Weight, v. Importance.

Weight, Heaviness, Gravity.

Weight, from to weigh, is that which a thing weighs.
Heaviness, from heavy and heavie, signifies the abstract quality of the heavy, or difficult to heave.
Gravity, from the Latin gravitas, likewise denotes the same abstract quality.

Weight is indefinite; whatever may be weighed has a weight, whether large or small.

Heaviness and gravity are the property of bodies having a great weight.

Weight is only opposed to that which has or is supposed to have no weight, that is, what is incorporeal or immaterial; nor we may speak of the weight of the lightest conceivable bodies, as the weight of a feather; heaviness is opposed to lightness; the heaviness of load is opposed to the lightness of a feather.

Weight lies absolutely in the thing; heaviness is relatively considered with respect to the person; we estimate the weight of things according to a certain measure; we estimate the heaviness of things by our feelings.

Gravity is that species of weight which is scientifically considered as inherent in certain bodies; the term is therefore properly scientific.

Weight, Burden, Load.

Weight, v. Weight.
Burden, from bear, signifies the thing borne.

Load, in German laden, is supposed by Adelung to admit of a derivation from different sources; but he does not suppose that which appears to me the most natural, namely, from lay, which becomes in our protierk lay, particularly since in Low German and Dutch laden, to load, is contracted into laden, and the literal meaning of load is to lay on or in anything.

The term weight is here considered in common with the other terms, in the sense of a positive weight, as respects the persons or things by which it is alluded to the word burden: the weight is said either of persons or things; the burden more commonly respects persons; the load may be said of either: a person may sink under the weight that rests upon him; a platform may break down from the weight upon it; a person sinks under his burden or load; a cart breaks down from the load. The weight is abstractedly taken for what is without reference to the cause of its being there; burden and load have respect to the person or thing by which they are produced; accident produces the weight; a person takes a burden upon himself, or has it imposed upon him; the load is always laid on; it is not proper to carry any weight that exceeds our strength; those who bear the burden expect to reap the fruit of their labour; but the carrying load must be contented to take such as are given him.

In the moral application, these terms mark the pain which is produced by a pressure; but the weight and load rather describe the positive severity of the pressure; the burden respects the temper and inclinations of the sufferer; the load is in this case a very great weight: a minister of state may be a weight on his mind at all times, from the heavy responsibility which attaches to his station; one who labours under strong apprehensions or dread of an evil has a load on his mind; any sort of employment is a burden to one who wishes to be idle; and time unemployed is a burden to him who wishes to be always in action.

With what oppressive weight will sickness, disappointment, or old age for that matter press on the spirits of that man who is a stranger to God!—BLAIR.

I understood not that a grateful mind
By owing owes not, but still pays at once;
Indebted and discharged! what burden then?
—BILTON.

His barns are stord,
And groaning staidles bend beneath their load.
—SOMERVILLE.

Weighty, v. Heavy.

Well-Being, Welfare, Prosperity, Happiness.

Well-Being may be said of one or many, but more of a bdy; the well-being of society depends upon a due subordination of the different ranks of which it is composed. Welfare, or faring well, from the Germanfahren to go, respects the good condition of an individual or the parent is naturally anxious for the welfare of his child.

Well-being and welfare consist of such things as more immediately affect our existence; Prosperity, which comprehends both well-being and welfare, includes likewise all that can add to the enjoyments of man. The prosperity of a state, or of an individual, therefore, consists in the increase of wealth, in men, honours, and the like; as outward circumstances more or less affect the Happiness of man: happiness is, therefore, often substituted for prosperity; but it must never be forgotten that happiness properly lies only in the mind, and that consequently prosperity may exist without happiness, but happiness, at least as far as respects a body of men, cannot exist without some portion of prosperity.

Have free-thinkers been authors of any inventions that conduces to the well-being of mankind?—BERKELEY.
For his own sake no duty he can ask.
The common wealfare is our only task.—FENTNS.
Religion affords to good men peculiar security in the enjoyment of their prosperity.—BLAIR.

To Wheedle, v. To coax.
Whimsical, v. Fanciful.
To Whirl, v. To turn.
Whole, v. All.

Whole, Entire, Complete, Total, Integral.

*Whole* excludes subtraction; *Entire* excludes division; *Complete* excludes deficiency: a *whole* orange has had nothing taken from it; an *entire* orange is not yet cut; and a *complete* orange is grown to its full size: it is possible, therefore, for a thing to be *whole* and *entire*; and to be both, and yet not *complete*: an orange cut into parts is *whole* while all the parts remain together, but it is not *entire*: hence we speak of a *whole* house, an *entire* set, and a *complete* book. The *wholeness* or *integrity* of a thing is destroyed at one's pleasure; its *completeness* depends upon circumstances.

*Total* denotes the aggregate of the parts; *whole* the junction of all the parts: the former is, therefore, employed more in the moral sense to convey the idea of extent, and the latter mostly in the proper sense: hence we speak of the *total* destruction of the whole city, or of some particular house; the *total amount* of expenses; the *whole* expense of the war. *Whole* and *total* may in this manner be employed to denote things as well as qualities: in regard to material substances a *whole* is always opposed to the parts of which it is composed; the *total* is the collective sum of the parts; and the *Integral* is the same as the *integral number*.

The first four may likewise be employed as adverbs; but *wholly* is a more familiar term than *totally* in expressing the idea of extent; *entirely* is the same as *undividedly*; *completely* is the same as *perfectly*, without anything wanting: we are *wholly* or *totally* ignorant of the affair; we are *entirely* at the disposal of another; we are *completely* at variance in our accounts.

And all so forming an harmonious whole.—THOMSON.

The *entire* concept of the passions is so difficult a work, that they who despair of it should think of a less difficult task, and only attempt to regulate them.—STEEL.

And oft, when unobserv'd,
Steal from the barn a straw, till soft and warm,
Clean and complete, their habitation grows.

THOMSON.

Nothing under a *total* thorough change in the convert will suffice.—SOUTH.

*Wholesome, v. Healthy.*

**Wicked, v. Bad.**

Wicked, Unjust, Iniquitous.

Wicked (*v. Bad*) is here the generic term; *Iniquitous*, from *iniquus* unjust, signifies that species of wickedness which consists in violating the law of right betwixt man and man; *Nefarious*, from the Latin *nefas* wicked or abominable, is that species of wickedness which consists in violating the most sacred obligations. The term *wicked*, being indefinite, is commonly applied in a milder sense than *iniquitous*; and *iniquitous* and *nefarious*:

*Willingly* is wicked to deprive another of his property unlawfully, under any circumstances; but it is *iniquitous* if it be done by fraud and circumvention; and *nefarious* if it involves any breach of trust: any undue influence over another, in the making of his will, to the detriment of the rightful heir, is *iniquitous*; any underhand dealing of a servant to defraud his master is *nefarious*.

In the corrupted currents of this world, Justice's guided hand may move by justice; and oft 'tis seen, the wicked prize itself

Buys out the law.—SHAKESPEARE.

Lucullus found that the province of Pontus had fallen under great disorders and oppressions from the *iniquity* of usurpers and publicans.—FEIDEAUX.

Wide, v. Large.

To Will, Wish.

The *Will* is that faculty of the soul which is the most prompt and decisive; it immediately impels to action. The *Wish* is but a gentle motion of the soul towards a thing. We can *will* nothing but what we can effect; we may *wish* for many things which lie above our reach. The *will* must be under the entire control of reason, or it will lead a person into every mischief: *wishes* ought to be under the direction of reason, or otherwise they may greatly disturb our happiness.

A good inclination is but the first rude draught of virtue; but the finishing strokes are from the *will*—SOUTH.

The *wishing* of a thing is not properly the *willing* of it, it imports no more than an idle speculative, convivial, and idle complacency in, and desire of, the object.—SOUTH.

Willingly, Voluntarily, Spontaneously.

To do a thing *Willingly* is to do it with a good will; to do a thing *Voluntarily* is to do it of one's own accord: the former respects one's *willingness* to comply with the wishes of another; we do what is asked of us, it is a mark of good-nature: the latter respects our freedom from foreign influence; we do that which we like to do; it is a mark of our sincerity. It is pleasant for a child to do his task *willingly*: it is pleasant to see a man *voluntarily* engage in any service of public good. *Spontaneously* is but a mode of the *voluntary*, applied, however, more commonly to inanimate objects than to the will of persons: the ground produces *spontaneously* when it produces without culture; and words flow *spontaneously* which require no effort on the part of the speaker to produce them. If, however, applied to the will, it bespeaks in a stronger degree the totally unbiased state of the agent's mind: the *spontaneous* effusions of the heart are more than the voluntary services of benevolence. The *willing* is opposed to the *willingly*, the *voluntary* to the mechanical or *voluntary*, the *spontaneous* to the reluctant or the artificial.

Food not of angels, yet accepted so,
As that more *willingly* thou couldst not seem
At heav'n's high feasts t' have fed.—MILTON.

Thoughts are only criminal when they are first chosen, and then voluntarily continued.—JOHNSTON.

Of these none uncontrol'd and lawless rove,
But to some destin'd end *spontaneous* move.—JENNYA.
WILSON.
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The ordinary subjects of satire are such as excite the greatest indignation in the best temper.—ADDISON.

In writings of humour, figures are sometimes used to delude a nature that shall often happen that some person will see things in a direct contrary sense to what the author and the majority of the readers understand them; to such the most innocent irony may appear irre- ligious.—CAMBRIDGE.

One kind of burlesque represents mean persons in the accouterments of heroes.—ADDISON.

To Withdraw, v. To recede.
To Withstand, v. To oppose.
Without, v. Unless.
Without Intermission, v. Incessantly.
Woeful, v. Piteous.

Wonder, Admire, Surprize, Astonish, Amaze.

Wonder, in German wundern, &c., is in all probability a variation of wonder; because wonder throws the mind off its bias.

Admire, from the Latin miror, and the Hebrew nara, to look at, signifies looking at attentively.

Surprize, compounded of sur and prize, or the Latin presendo, signifies to take on a sudden.

Astonish, from the Latin attonitus, and tonitura thunder, signifies to strike as it were with the overpowering noise of thunder.

Amaze signifies to be in a maze, so as not to be able to collect one's self.

That particular feeling which anything unusual produces on our minds is expressed by all these terms, but under various modifications. Wonder is the most indefinite in its signification or application, but it is still the least vivid sentiment of all: it amounts to little more than a paining of the mind, a suspension of the thinking faculty, an incapacity to fix on a discernable point in an object that rouses our curiosity: it is that state which all must experience at times, but none so much as those who are ignorant; they wonder at everything because they know nothing. Admiration is wonder mixed with esthetic verve: the admirer suspends his thoughts, not from the vacancy but the fulness of his mind: he is riveted to an object which for a time absorbs his faculties: nothing but what is great and good excites admiration, and none but cultivated minds are susceptible of it: an ignorant person cannot admire, because he cannot appreciate the value of anything. Surprize and astonishment both arise from that which happens unexpectedly; they are species of wonder differing in degree, and produced only by the events of life: the surprize, as its derivation implies, takes us unawares; we are surprized if that does not happen which we calculate upon, as the absence of a friend whom we looked for: or we are surprized if that happens which we did not calculate upon; thus we are surprized to see a friend returned whom we supposed was on his journey: astonishment may be awakened by similar events which are more unexpected and more unaccountable: thus we are aston-
ished to find a friend at our house whom we had every reason to suppose was many hundred miles off; or we are astonished to hear that a person has got safely through a road which we conceived to be absolutely impassable.

Surprise may be for a moment startling; astonishment may stupefy and cause an entire suspension of the faculties; but amazement has also a mixture of perturbation. We may be surprised and astonished at things in which we have no interest; we are not surprised or amazed at that which immediately concerns us. We may be surprised agreeably or otherwise; we may be astonished at that which is agreeable, although astonishment is not itself a pleasure; but we are amazed at that which happens contrary to our inclination. We are agreeably surprised to see our friends; we are astonished how we ever got through the difficulty; we are amazed at the sudden and unexpected events which have come upon us to our ruin. A man of experience will not have much to wonder at, for his observation will supply him with corresponding examples of whatever passes; a wise man will have but momentary surprise; as he has estimated the uncertainty of human life, few things of importance will happen contrary to his expectations: a generous mind will be astonished at gross instances of perfidy in others: there is no mind that may not sometimes be thrown into amazement at the awful dispensations of Providence.

The origin of the "Seasom" wonders that he never saw before what Thomas shows him.—JOHNSON.

With eyes insatiate and tumultuous joy,
Behold the presents, and admire the boy.

DRYDEN.

So little do we accustom ourselves to consider the effects of time, that things necessary and certain often surprise us like unexpected contingencies.—JOHNSON.

I have often been astonished, considering that the mutual intercourse between the two countries (France and England) has lately been very great, to find how little you are aware of us.—BURKE.

Amazement seizes all; the general cry
Proclama Laocoon! Justly dom'd to die.—DRYDEN.

Wonder, Miracle, Marvel, Prodigy, Monster.

Wonder is that which causes wonder (v. Wonder).

Wonder, in Latin miraculum, and miror to wonder, comes from the Hebrew merakah, signifying that which strikes the sense. Marvel is a variation of miracle.

Prodigy, in Latin prodigium, from pro dives, or procul and ago to launch forth, signifies the thing launching forth.

Monster, in Latin monstrum, comes from monosc to advise or give notice; because among the Romans any unaccountable appearance was considered as an indication of some future event.

Wonders are natural; miracles are supernatural. The whole Creation is full of wonders: the Bible contains an account of the miracles which happened in those days. Wonders are real; marvels are often fictitious; prodigies are extravagant and imaginary. Natural history is full of wonders; travels abound in marvels or in marvellous stories, which are the inventions either of the artful or the ignorant and credulous: ancient history contains numberless accounts of prodigies. Wonders are agreeable to the laws of nature; they are wonderful only as respects ourselves; monsters are violations of the laws of nature. The production of a tree from a grain of seed is a wonder; but the production of a calf with two heads is a monster.

His wisdom such as once it did appear,
Three kingdoms' wonder, and three kingdoms' fear.
We are astounded: we are surprised.

MURDER, though it have no tongue, will speak
With most miraculous organ.—SHAKESPEARE.

Il omens may the guilty tremble at,
Make every accident a prodigy,
And monsters frame where nature never err'd.—LEE.

Woer, v. Lover.

Word, v. Promise.

Word, Term, Expression.

*Word is here the generic term; the other two are specific. Every Term and Expression is a word; but every word is not determined as a term or expression. Language consists of words, and they are the component sounds which serve for the communication of thought. Term, from terminus a boundary, signifies any word that has a specific or limited meaning; expression (v. To express) signifies any word which conveys a forcible meaning. Usage determines words; and in the least terms that are most expressive.

The grammarian treats on the nature of words; the philosopher weighs the value of scientific terms; the rhetorician estimates the force of expressions. The French have coined many new words since the revolution: terms of art admit of no change after the signification is fully defined: expressions vary according to the connection in which they are introduced.

As all words in few letters live,
Thou to few words all sense dost give.—COWLEY.

The use of the word minister is brought down to the literal signification of it, a servant; for now to serve and to minister, servile and ministerial, are terms equivalent.—SOUTH.

A maxim, or moral saying, naturally receives this form of the antithesis, because it is designed to be engraven on the memory, which recalls it more easily by the help of such contrasted expressions.—BLAIR.

Work, Labour, Toil, Drudgery.

Work, in Saxon worce, Greek ἔργον, Hebrew arga.

Labour, v. To labour.

Toil, probably connected with till.


Work is the general term, as including that which calls for the exertion of our strength; labour differs from it in the degree of exertion required; it is hard work; toil expresses a still higher degree of painful exertion: drudgery implies a mean and degrading work.

* Girard: "Term, expression."
Every member of society must work for his support, if he is not in independent circumstances: the poor are obliged to labour for their daily subsistence; some are compelled to toil necessarily for the pittance which they earn: drudgery falls to the lot of those who are the lowest in society. A man wishes to complete his work; he is desirous of resting from his labour he seeks for a respite from his toil; he submits to drudgery.

The hirling thus
With labour drudges out the painful day.—Rowe.


Work, Operation.

Work (v. Work) is simple exertion: Operation is a combined exertion. Work may be purely mechanical: the operation has mostly a method: the day-labourer performs his work by the use of his hands only; a medical man performs an operation by the exercise of his skill.

Some deadly draught, some enemy to life,
Bills in my bowels, and works out my soul—Dryden.

Sometimes a passion seems to operate,
Almost in contradiction to itself.—Shirley.


To Worship, v. To adore.

Worth, v. To deserve.

Worth, v. Value.

Writer, Penman, Scribe.

Writer is an indefinite term; every one who writes is called a writer: but none are Penmen but such as are expert at their pen. Many who profess to teach writing are themselves but sorry writers: the best penmen are not always the best teachers of writing. The Scribe is one who writes for the purpose of copying; he is therefore an official writer.

Writer, Author.

Writer refers us to the act of writing. Author to the act of inventing. There are therefore many writers who are not authors; but there is no author of books who may not be termed a writer: compilers and contributors to periodical works are writers, but not authors. Poets and historians are properly termed authors, but not writers.

To Writhe, v. To turn.

Wrong, v. Injury.

Y.

Yet, v. However.

To Yield, v. To afford.

To Yield, v. To bear.

To Yield, v. To comply.

Yielding, v. Complaint.

To Yield, v. To give up.

Youthful, Juvenile, Puerile.

Youthful signifies full of youth, or in the complete state of youth: Juvenile, from the Latin juvenis signifies the same; but Puerile from puer a boy, signifies literally boyish. Hence the first two terms are taken in an indifferent sense; but the latter in a bad sense, or at least always in the sense of what is suitable to a boy only: thus we speak of youthful vigour, youthful employments, juvenile performances, juvenile years: and the like: but puerile objections, puerile conduct, and the like. Sometimes juvenile is taken in the bad sense when speaking of youth in contrast with men, as juvenile tricks; but puerile is a much stronger term of reproach, and marks the absence of manhood in those who ought to be men. We expect nothing from a youth but what is juvenile; we are surprised and dissatisfied to see what is puerile in a man.

Chorea, then with youthful hopes beguiled,
Swolin with success, and of a daring mind.
This new invention fatally design'd.—Dryden.

Raw juvenile writers imagine that, by pouring forth figures often, they render their compositions warm and animated.—Blair.

After the common course of puerile studies, he was put an apprentice to a printer.—Johnson.

The End.
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